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Secretary of State (or his delega- Agency | 
tion) in connection with interna- ves, _ United States Information | 
tional conferences ervice 

Tousfo, series indicator for telegrams USMC, United States Marine Corps | 
and airgrams to the Foreign Opera- USN, United States Navy 
tions Administration from missions Deore Daitey trees Ooi ae | 
abroad (see Usfoto) OM, Unite ates Operation Mis- | 

trans, transportation sion 
TS, Top Secret UST, United States Treaties and | 

USDR, Union Démocratique et Social- USUN. We an tonal ao ne On ted | 
iste de la Résistance, French politi- N bic 7S. MISSION a e wnite 
cal party a TONS . 

. eqegs . VM, Viet Minh | UMDC, a Catholic militia organiza- . . i . . VN, Vietnam, Vietnamese tion in South Vietnam . . | UNA, B f United Nati Af VOA, Voice of America 
f 2 Doparte of St te Tons “At WAM, United States designation for 

U Ce epar men OF RUAle ' documentation related to the Wash- | 
NC, United Nations Command ington ANZUS meeting of Septem- / UNCURK, United Nations Commis- | : | Nat ber 1953 
sion for the Unification and Reha- WE, Office of Western European Af- | 
bilitation of Korea fairs, Department of State UNGA, United Nations General As- Weeka, weekly, interagency, sum- 

_ Sembly | mary analysis from United States 
UNO, United Nations Organization diplomatic missions | 
UNP, Office of United Nations Politi- WFTU, World Federation of Trade | 

cal and Security Affairs, Depart- Unions 
ment of State Wirom, series indicator for certain | 

UNTS, United Nations Treaty Series Department of State administra- | 
UP, United Press tive telegrams i 

| 
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LIST OF PERSONS 

Eprror’s Nore.—Throughout this volume, individuals generally are identified 

in context as their names appear. This list is designed to provide ready reference 

for identification of those persons mentioned most frequently. The identification ! 

of the persons on this list is generally limited to positions and circumstances _ 

under reference in the volume and is confined to the years 1952-1954. All titles 

and positions are American unless otherwise indicated. Where no dates are given, 

the individual usually held the position throughout the period covered by the 

volume. 
| 

Acuerson, Dean, Secretary of State to January 20, 1953. ; | ; 

AcHILLEs, Theodore C., Deputy Chief of Mission of the Embassy in France from | 

April 1, 1952; Minister of the Embassy in France from August 25, 1954. | 

Apams, Sherman, Assistant to the President from January 20, 19538. , 

Atpricu, Winthrop W., Ambassador in the United Kingdom from February 20, | 

1953. 
ALLEN, George V., Ambassador in Yugoslavia to March 11, 1953 ; Ambassador in 

India from May 4, 1953. | ; 

ALLISON, John M., Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, a 

to January 31, 1952; Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, 

February 1, 1952—April 7, 1953; Ambassador in Japan from May 28, 1953. | 

ANDERSON, Robert B., Secretary of the Navy from February 4, 1953; Deputy | 

Secretary of Defense from May 3, 1954. | | 

ARMSTRONG, W. Park, Special Assistant for Intelligence, Department of State. 

Avriot, Vincent, President of France to December 24, 1953. | } 

Bao Dat, Chief of State of Vietnam. : . | 

BimpAuLt, Georges, French Minister of National Defense to March 8, 1952; | 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, January 8, 1953-June 18, 1954; Head of the | 

French Delegation to the Geneva Conference, April 26—June 18, 1954. 

Bouten, Charles E., Counselor of the Department of State and Member, Senior 

Staff, National Security Council, to March 1953 ; Ambassador in the Soviet 

Union from April 20, 1953. | 
Bonsricut, James C. H., Jr., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for European : 

Affairs; from April 1954, Special Assistant to the Permanent Representative 

in HKurope. | 
BonESTEEL, Brigadier General Charles H., III, USA (Colonel to January 24, 1954), 

Assistant for National Security Council Affairs, Department of Defense, and | 

Defense Member on the NSC Planning Board, from June 1953. 
Bonnet, Henri, French Ambassador in the United States. 
Bonsat, Philip W., Counselor of Embassy in France to March 1952; Director of 

the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, Department of State, | 

from August 1952. 
. Bowrr, Robert R., Director of the Policy Planning Staff, Department of State, | 

and State Member on the National Security Council Planning Board from | 
May 18, 1953. 

BRADLEY, General of the Army Omar N., Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff / | 
to August 14, 1953. | 

Brink, Brigadier General Francis G., USA, Chief, United States Military Assist- | 
ance Advisory Group, Indochina; died June 24, 1952. 

Bruce, David K. E., Ambassador in France to March 10, 1952; Under Secretary 
of State, April 1, 1952—-January 20, 1953; Consultant to the Secretary of | 
State to February 18, 1953; theréafter, Observer at the Interim Committee 
of the European Defense Community at Paris, and Representative to the | 
Buropean Coal and Steel Community. : 

| | 
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| Buv Loc, Prince, cousin of and adviser to Bao Dai, Chief of State of Vietnam ; 

| Bao Dai’s Representative in Paris, 1952-1953 ; Prime Minister of Vietnam, 

December 17, 1953-—June 16, 1954. 

CaBELL, Lieutenant General Charles Pearre, USAF, Director of the Joint Staff, 
Joint Chiefs of Staif, to 1953; Deputy Director of Central Intelligence from 

April 23, 1953. | 
CAMERON, Turner C., Jr., First Secretary and Consul at Saigon, September 1953-— 

March 1954, and again from September 10, 1954; Consul at Hanoi, March— 
September 1954. | 

Cuou En-ia1, Premier and Minister of Foreign Affairs, People’s Republic of 
China; Head of the People’s Republic of China delegation at the Geneva 
Conference, 1954. 

CHURCHILL, Winston S. (Sir Winston from April 24, 1953), Prime Minister of 
the United Kingdom and First Lord of the Treasury. 

Coeny, Général René, Commander of French Union Land Forces in Northern 
Vietnam, 1953-1954. 

CoLtins, General J. Lawton, USA, Chief of Staff, United States Army, to 
August 14, 1953 ; U.S. Representative on the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 
tion Military Group, August 1953-October 1954; Special Representative of 
the President in Vietnam with the rank of Ambassador from November 3, 
1954. . | 

Coty, René, President of France from December 23, 1953. | 
CuTLeR, Robert, Administrative Assistant to the President, January 21—March 22, 

1953; thereafter, Special Assistant to the President for National Security 
Affairs. 

DARIDAN, Jean, Minister, French Embassy in the United States, to July 1954; 
thereafter, French Deputy Commissioner-General in Indochina. 

Davis, Vice Admiral Arthur C., USN, Deputy Representative on the Standing 
Group of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, March 1952-August 1958 ; 
Director of the Office of Foreign Military Affairs, Department of Defense, 
from November 1953; also Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Inter- 
national Security Affairs from August 138, 1954. 

Day, Henry B., Deputy Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian 
Affairs, Department of State, 1953-1954. 

DESEAN, Maurice, French Commissioner-General in Indochina, July 1953-June 
1954. co | 

De CastrRiEs, Colonel Christian (later Général), Commander of French Union 
forces at Dien Bien Phu. | 

DE LATTRE DE TaAssicny, Général d’Armée Jean, French High Commissioner and | 
Commander of French Forces in Indochina, December 1950-November 1951; 
died January 1952. - . : 

Diem. See Ngo Dinh Diem. | 
Ditton, C. Douglas, Ambassador in France from March 13, 19583. 
DRUMRIGHT, Everett F., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

Affairs, October 1953—October 1954. . 
DuLLes, Allen W., Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to February 26, 1953 ; 

thereafter, Director of Central Intelligence. 
DuLLEs, John Foster, Consultant to the Secretary of State to April 1952; Secre- 

tary of State from January 21, 1953. 
Duncan, Admiral Donald B., USN, Vice Chief of Naval Operations. 
Dunn, James Clement, Ambassador in Italy to March 11, 1952; Ambassador in 

_ France, March 27, 1952—-March 2, 1953; Ambassador in Spain from April 9, 
1953. 

EDEN, Sir Anthony, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. | 
EISENHOWER, Dwight D., General of the Army to July 1952; Supreme Allied 

Commander, Europe, to May 30, 1952; President of the United States from 
January 20, 1953. 

EvLprick, C. Burke, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs 
from December 16, 1953. 

Evy, Général Paul, French Member on the Standing Group of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization, 1952-1953; Chief of Staff of the French Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, 1953-1954; Commissioner-General and Commander of French 
Forces in Indochina from June 4, 1954. , | :
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Erskine, General Graves B., USMC (ret.), Director of the Office of Special 

Operations, Department of Defense, 1958-1954; Chairman of the Working 

Group of the President’s Special Committee on Indochina. 

Faure, Edgar, Prime Minister of France to March 8, 1952. | 

Frecouteter, Admirat William M., USN, Chief of Naval Operations to August 16, 

1953; thereafter, Commander in Chief, Allied Forces, Southern Europe. 

Foster, William C., Deputy Secretary of Defense to January 20, 1953. 

Franks, Sir Oliver, British Ambassador in the United States to February 1953. 

Grorce, Senator Walter F., Democrat of Georgia ; ranking minority member of ! 

the Foreign Relations Committee, 1953-1954. : | | 

Grao. See Pham Van Giao. : 

Giap. See Vo Nguyen Giap. 
. " 

Gisson, William M., Deputy Director, Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian : 

Affairs, Department of State, 1952; I'irst Secretary and Consul of the Em- | 

bassy in France, from December 6, 1952. a | 

Girrorp, Walter S., Ambassador in the United Kingdom to January 23, 1953. | 

Girason, 8S. Everett, Deputy Executive Secretary of the National Security | 

Council. = : | 

GruEentuer, General Alfred M., USA, Chief of Staff to the Supreme Allied Com- | 

mander, Europe to July 11, 1953; thereafter, Commander in Chief, U.S. 

European Command, and Supreme Allied Commander, Europe. 

GuLiion, Edmund A., Counselor of Embassy at Saigon, 1952; Member, Policy 

Planning Staff, Department of State, from September 26, 1952. 

Hagerty, James C., Press Secretary to the President from January 21, 1953. 

HARRIMAN, W. Averell, Director for Mutual Security to January 20, 1953. 

Heatu, Donald R., Ambassador (Minister to June 1952) at Saigon accredited to 

Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. Appointments terminated October (Cam- | 

bodia) and November (Vietnam, Laos) 1954. 7 | | 

Hense., H. Struve, General Counsel, Department of Defense, August 17, 1953- 

March 4, 1954; Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security | 

Affairs) from March 5, 1954. _ | | 

Hickxerson, John D., Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs to | 

July 27, 1953. oe | 

Hinn. See Nguyen Van Hinh. | 

Ho Cui Minu, President of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. | 

Hoey, Robert E., Officer in Charge, Vietnam—Laos—Cambodia Affairs, Office of | 

Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, Department of State. | 

Hoover, Herbert, Jr., Consultant to the Secretary of State from October 14, 1953 ; 

Under Secretary of State from October 4, 1954. 

Howe, Fisher, Deputy Special Assistant for Intelligence, Department of State. 

Hutt, General John I., USA, Vice Chief of Staff, United States Army, to Octo- 

ber 6, 1953; thereafter, Commander in Chief, Far Kast, Commanding Gen- 

eral, U.S. Army Forces Far East, and Commander in Chief, United Nations 

Command, in Korea. - 

Humpuprey, George M., Secretary of the Treasury from January 21, 1953. 

Huv. Sce Tran Van Huu. 
Huy Kanruovut, Prime Minister of Cambodia to June 15, 1952. | 

JACKSON, C. D., Special Assistant to the President, February 16, 1953-March 31, 

Jessup, Philip C., Ambassador at Large to January 19, 1953. 

Jounson, Senator Lyndon B., Democrat of Texas; Member of the Armed Serv- | 

ices Committee ; Minority Floor Leader, 19538-1954. | 

Jounson, U. Alexis, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, | 

1952-1953 ; Counselor of Embassy in Czechoslovakia from December 31, 1953 ; | 

Coordinator of the United States Delegation to the Geneva Conference, 1954. i 

Key, David McK., Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs (Inter- : 

national Organization Affairs from August 25, 1954) from December 18, 19538. | 

Kipper, Randolph A., First Secretary and Consul at Saigon, June 1, 1953-July 22, ! 

1954; Counselor of Embassy at Saigon from July 23, 1954. | 

Kimny. See Nong Kimny.
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KnieutT, Ridgway B., Acting Deputy Director, Office of Western European Affairs, 
Department of State, 1¥5Z2; Deputy Director, 1952-1954. 

KNOWLAND, Senator William F., Republican of California; Member of the Ap- 
propriations Committee and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy ; Member 
of the Armed Services Committee, 1952, and the Foreign Relations Commit- 
tee, 1953-1954; Senate Majority Leader, 1953-1954. 

Kyres, Roger M., Deputy Secretary of Defense, february 2, 19538-May 1, 1954. . 

LABOUISSE, Henry R., Chief of the Mutual Security Agency Mission in France to 
| July 1, 1953; Director of the Foreign Operations Administration Mission in 

France, 19538-1954. . 
LA CHAMBRE, Guy, French Minister in Charge of Relations with the Associated 

States from Juiy 1954; French Delegate at the Geneva Conference of 1954. 
Lacy, William S. B., Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian 

Affairs, Department of State, to July 1952; thereaiter, Counselor of Embassy 
in the Philippines. 

LANIEL, Joseph, Prime Minister of France, June 28, 1953—June 19, 1954. 
LANSDALE, Col. Edward G., USAF, Member of the Military Assistance Advisory 

Group in Indochina, 1954; adviser to the armed forces and government of 
the State of Vietnam on internal security matters. 

Lay, James S., Jr., Executive Secretary of the National Security Council. 
Le Van VIEN, Commander in Chief of the Binh Xuyen (Vietnamese sect). 
LEMNITzZER, Lieutenant General Lyman L., USA (Major General to August 1, 

1952), Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Research, USA, from August 1, 
1952. | 

LETOURNEAU, Jean, French Minister in Charge of Relations with the Associated , 
States until July 1953; also served as French High Commissioner in Indo- 
china, April 1952-July 19, 1953. . 

LopeE, Henry Cabot, Jr., Republican Senator from Massachusetts, 1952; Repre- 
. sentative at the United Nations from January 26, 1953. . 
Lovett, Robert A., Secretary of Defense to January 20, 1953. 

MacArtuur, Douglas, II, Counselor of the Embassy in France to October 15, 
1952°; Counselor of the Department of State from March 30, 1953. 

MacDonaLp, Malcolm, Commissioner General for the United Kingdom in South- 
east Asia. 

Makins, Sir Roger, British Deputy Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
to December 30, 1952; Ambassador in the United States from January 7, 
1953. | | 

MANSFIELD, Michael J., Democrat of Montana, Member of the United States 
House of. Representatives, 1952; Senator (Member of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee), from January 1953. 

MatTTHEws, H. Freeman, Deputy Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs 
to October 11, 1953 ; Ambassador in the Netherlands from November 25, 1953. 

Mayer, René, Prime Minister of France, January 8—June 28, 1953. 
McBripeE, Robert H., Officer in Charge of French-Iberian Affairs, Department of 

State, 1952-1954; First Secretary of the Embassy in France, from Septem- 
ber 25, 1954. | 

McCagpLe, Carl W., Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs from Jan- 
mc uary 30, 1953. 

McCLinTock, Robert, Counselor of Embassy at Saigon from March 10, 1953, to 
August 1954; Ambassador in Cambodia from October 2, 1954. 

MENDES-FRANCE, Pierre, French Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs 
from June 19, 1954. 

MERCHANT, Livingston T., Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Mutual 
Security Affairs to March 24, 1952; then Deputy Special Representative in 
Kurope, at Paris, to March 11, 1953; Assistant Secretary of State for Euro- 
pean Affairs from March 16, 1953. 

MILLET, Pierre, Counselor of the French Embassy in the United States, to Sep- 
tember 1954; thereafter, Minister. 

MINNIcH, L. Arthur, Jr., Assistant Staff Secretary to the President from Jan- 
uary 21, 1953. 

Mo.Lortov, Vyacheslav Mikhailovich, Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union from 
March 1953 ; Chairman of the Delegation at the Geneva Conference, 1954. 

MonrTLior, Joseph J., Second Secretary and Consul at Phnom Penh, April 28, 
1952-July 6, 1954.
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Morron, Thruston B., Assistant Secretary of State for ‘Congressional Relations | 

from January 30, 1953. 
Mourpuy, Robert D., Ambassador in Belgium to March 19, 1952; Ambassador in 

Japan, May 9, 1952-April 28, 1953; Political Adviser to the United Nations 

Command on Korean Armistice Negotiations, April 28-July 11, 1953 ; Assist- | 

ant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs from July 28, 1953, to | 

November 30, 1953 ; thereafter, Deputy Under Secretary of State for Political 

Affairs. : 

NasH, Frank C., Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security | 

Affairs to February 10, 1953; Assistant Secretary of Defense (International | 

Security Affairs), February 11, 1953-February 28, 1954. | 

NAvaRRE, Général Henri, Commander in Chief of French Union Forces in Indo- | 

china, May 1953-—June 1954. a . 

Neurvu, Pandit Jawaharlal, Prime Minister of India and Minister for External | 

Affairs and Commonwealth Relations. : - 
Neo Dinu Diem, Vietnamese nationalist Catholic leader ; Prime Minister, Minis- 

ter of National Defense, and Minister of the Interior of the State of Vietnam, | 

- from June 16, 1954. , 

_ Nguyen Dr, Adviser to Bao Dai, Chief of State of Vietnam ; Chief of the Imperial 

, Cabinet. 
Nevuyen Huu Tri, Governor of Northern Vietnam, 1952-1954 ; leader of the Dai 

Viet (Vietnamese political party). | 

Neuyen Van Hinu, Chief of Staff of the Army of the State of Vietnam, 1953- 
1954; son of Nguyen Van Tam. — | 

Neuyren Van Tam, Minister of the Interior of the State of Vietnam and Acting 

Governor of Northern Vietnam to June 3, 1952; Prime Minister of the State | 
of Vietnam, June 3, 1952—-December 17, 1953. oo / 

Nuk TiouLone, General, Cambodian Director of Information, 1952; Minister | 

of Public Works, 1953; Minister of Defense, 1954; Head of the Cambodian | 

’ Military Delegation at the Geneva Conference, 1954. . : 

Nitze, Paul H., Director of the Policy Planning Staff, Department of State, to 
April 1953. : : 

Nixon, Richard M., Republican of California, Senator, 1952; Vice President of 

the United States from January 20, 1958. . 
No.tine, Frederick E., Jr. Special Assistant to the Deputy Under Secretary of | 

State, 1952-1958; Acting Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for | 
Mutual Security Affairs from August 4, 1953; Special Assistant to the Secre- | 
tary of State for Mutual Security Affairs from January 4, 1954. 

Nona Kimny, Cambodian Ambassador in the United States from July 1, 1952. 
NoropoM SIHANOUK, King of Cambodia. | | 

~ O’Connor, Roderic L., Assistant to the Secretary of State from January 21, 19538 ; 
Special Assistant from February 21, 1954. 

O’DaNIEL, Lieutenant General John W., USA, Commanding General, United | 

- States Army, Pacific, September 1, 1952-April 1954; Chief of the Military | 
Assistance Advisory Group, Indochina, from April 12, 1954. 

OFFroy, Raymond, Diplomatic Counselor to the French High Commissioner in 
Indochina, 1952-1953; Deputy Commissioner-General, 19538-1954; French | 
Ambassador in Thailand from May 1954. | 

OcsurRn, Charlton, Jr., Regional Planning Adviser, Bureau of Far Hastern Affairs, - 
October 1952-September 1954. , | 

OHLY, John H., Assistant Director (Deputy to the Director) for Program, Office } 
of the Director of Mutual Security, 1952-1953; Deputy Director for Program | 
and Planning, Foreign Operations Administration, 1953-1954. | ! 

OuROT SOUVANNAVONG, Laotian Minister in the United States from July 18, 1953; | 
Laotian Delegate at the Geneva Conference of 1954. ! 

Pack, Frank, Jr., Secretary of the Army from January 20, 1953. 
PARTRIDGE, General Earle E., USAF (Lieutenant General to April 1, 1954), | 

Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, United States Air Force, June 30, | 
| 1953-March 31, 1954; thereafter, Commanding General, United States Far | 

East Air Forces. 
Penn NoutH, Prime Minister of Cambodia, 1953-1954. : 
PERKINS, George W., Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs to Jan- . 

uary 31, 1953. | 

i 

i
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Persons, Major General Wilton B., USA, Special Assistant to the President from 
January 21, 1953. , 

Puam Van Giao, Deputy Prime Minister of the State of Vietnam, 1952; Governor 
| of Central Vietnam, 1953-1954. . | : 

PHLEGER, Herman, Legal Adviser, Department of State, from February 2, 1953. 
Pinay, Antoine, Prime Minister of France, March 8, 1952—January 8, 1953. 
PLEVEN, René, Prime Minister of France to January 1952; Minister of National 

Defense, March 8, 1952—June 19, 1954. | | 

Raprcrp, Admiral Arthur W., USN, Commander in Chief, Pacific, and U.S. 
. Pacifie Fleet, to July 10, 1953; Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff from 
August 15,1958. i 

Raynor, G. Hayden, Director of the Office of British Commonwealth and North- 
| ern European Affairs, Department of State. 

Ripeway, General Matthew B., USA, Commander in Chief, Far East and Com- 
mander in Chief, United Nations Command, to May 1952; Commander in 
Chief, U.S. European Command, and Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, 
June 1952—May 1953; Chief of Staff, United States Army, from August 15, 
1953. | . . | 

RoBertson, Walter S., Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs from 
April 8, 1958. | 

, SAINTENY, Jean, French Delegate General in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam 
from September 1954. | 

. SALAN, Général Raoul, Commander of French Forces in Indochina, April 1, 1952- 
| May 1953. 

SAVANG VATTHANA, Crown Prince of Laos. oo 
SCHUMAN, Robert, French Minister of Foreign Affairs to January 8, 1958. . 
ScHUMANN, Maurice, French Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to June 1954; 

Deputy Chairman of the French Delegation at the Geneva Conference. 
Scott, Walter K., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Administration to 

March 21, 1954; thereafter, Director of the Executive Secretariat. 
SrHanouxk. See Norodom Sihanouk. . 
SISAVANG Vona, King of Laos. 
SMITH, General Walter Bedell, USA, Director of Central Intelligence to Feb- 

ruary 9, 1953; Under Secretary of State, February 9, 1953-October 1, 1954. 
SoUPHANOUVONG, Prince, Laotian resistance leader; half-brother of Laotian 

Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma. : - | 
SOUVANNA PHOUMA, Prime Minister of Laos. _ 
SoUVANNAVONG. See Ourot Souvannavong. 
STASSEN, Harold E., Director for Mutual Security from January 20, 1953 + Direc- . 

tor for Foreign Operations from August 1, 1958. 
Stennis, Senator John C., Democrat of Mississippi; Member of Senate Armed 

Services Committee. 
STEVENS, Robert T., Secretary of the Army from February 4, 1953. 
Stewart, Major General George C., USA, Director of the Office of Military As- 

sistance, Department of Defense, from March 1, 1953. 
Sturm, Paul J., Consul at Hanoi, February 21, 1952-October 7%, 1954. 

Tam. See Nguyen Van Tam. 7 | 
TRAN VAN Do, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the State of Vietnam from June 16, 

1954; Head of the State of Vietnam Delegation at the Geneva Conference, 
June 16—July 21, 1954. 

TRAN VAN Huw, Prime Minister of Vietnam to June 3, 1952. 
Tran VAN Kua, Ambassador of Vietnam in the United States from J uly 1, 1952. 

: TRAPNELL, Major General Thomas J. H., USA (Brigadier General to May 1, 
1953), Chief of the U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group, Indochina, 
August 1, 1952—April 1954. 

Tri. See Nguyen Huu Tri. 
TRUMAN, Harry S., President of the United States to January 20, 1953. | 
Twinrne, General Nathan F., USAF, Vice Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, 

1952-1953 ; Chief of Staff from June 30, 1953. | 

VaALLUy, Général Jean B., Deputy Chief of Staff, Supreme Headquarters, Allied 
Powers, Europe, 1952-1953 ; Chief of the French Military Mission and French 
Member of the NATO Standing Group in Washington, 1953-1954. — |
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VANDENBERG, General Hoyt S., USAF, Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, 
to June 29, 1953. 

Van Feet, General James A., USA, Commanding General, United States Highth 

Army, in Korea, to February 11, 1953. | | 
Vo NeuyEN Grap, Minister of Defense and Vice Premier of the Democratic 

Republic of Vietnam ; Commander in Chief of the People’s Army of Vietnam. | 

Witson, Charles Erwin, Secretary of Defense from January 28, 1953. | 

Yost, Charles W., Minister in Laos from November 1, 1954. | 
Youne, Kenneth T., Far Eastern Specialist, Department of Defense, 1952; Direc- 2 

tor of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs, Department of State, March ! 
1952—-September 1954; Acting Director of the Office of Philippine and South- | 

| east Asian Affairs from September 18, 1954. oe | | 

: 

as | | 

| | 

| 

| | 
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POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES WITH RESPECT TO THE 
SITUATION IN INDOCHINA DURING THE PERIOD OF 
THE GENEVA CONFERENCE, APRIL-JULY 1954: USS. 
CONCERN REGARDING THE MILITARY ASCENDANCY 
OF THE VIET MINH; PLANNING FOR THE POST- 
GENEVA PERIOD | 

Eisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers 

. Hagerty Diary, April 26, 1954+ 

[Extracts] 

[WasHiIneTon, undated. ] 

Indo China—The President said that the French “are weary as 
hell”—he said that it didn’t look as though Dien Bien Phu could hold 
out for more than a week and would fall possibly sooner—Reported 
that the British thought that the French were not putting out as much 
as they could, but that he did not necessarily agree with their viewpoint. 
“The French go up and down every day—they are very voluble. They 
thing [think] they are a great power one day and they feel sorry for | 

| themselves the next day.” The President said that if we were to put 
one combat soldier into Indo China, then our entire prestige would be 
at stake, not only in that area but throughout the world—The Presi- | 
dent said the British are worried about Hong Kong and hope it will 
be left alone. They are fearful that if they move in Indo China the 
Chinese Reds will move against Hong Kong and could take it easily— 
“My argument to the British has been that if we all went in together 
into Indo China at the same time, that would be fine but if they don’t 

| go in with us, they don’t expect us to help them defend Hong Kong. 
We must have collective security or we’ll fall.”—The President said the 
situation looked very grim this morning but that he and Dulles were 

* The extracts printed here comprise Press Secretary Hagerty’s diary entry on 
discussion of Indochina at a White House meeting with Republican legislative 
leaders held on Apr. 26 at 8:30 a. m. Those present were the President; Vice 
President Nixon; Senators William F. Knowland of California, Homer Ferguson 
of Michigan, Eugene D. Millikin of Colorado, and Styles Bridges of New Hamp- 
shire; Representatives Joseph M. Martin, Jr., of Massachusetts (Speaker), 
Charles A. Halleck of Indiana. T.eslie C. Arends of J/linois, and Leo E. Allen of | 
Illinois ; and Sherman Adams, Wilton B. Persons, Robert Cutler, Arthur Minnich, | 
Hagerty, and other members of the White House staff. With regard to this meet- 
ing, see also memorandum by Minnich, infra ; editorial note, p. 1414; and telegram 
Tedul 16 to Geneva, Apr. 28, containing a summary by Cutler of the principal 
points made by the President, vol. xvi, p. 599. 
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doing everything they could to get the free countries to act in concert. | 
In addition, he said “there are plenty of people in Asia, and we can 
train them to fight well. I don’t see any reason for American ground | 
troops to be committed in Indo China, don’t think we need it, but we | 
can train their forces and it may be necessary for us eventually to use | 
some of our planes or aircraft carriers off the coast and some of our 
fighting craft we have in that area for support.” 

The discussion then came back to the international situation, and 
the President said that what American policy was doing was “gam- 
bling thousands to save billions.” He re-emphasized that. Indo China | 

was worse now than ever before despite the fact that the French troops | 
were fighting magnificently—“200,000 fine French troops in Indo 
China.”—The President said he was not “advocating any additional 
troops for Indo China, not as a single partner of the French—must 
keep up pressure for collective security and show determination of free | 
world to oppose chipping away of any part of the free world”— | 
“Where in the hell can you let the Communists chip away any more. | 
We just can’t stand it.”—Nixon and Millikin then said that we should | 
have a real understanding with our allies and if they go back on us, | 
then we would have to review the situation again—The President said 
“if allies go back on us, then we would have one terrible alternative— 
we would have to attack with everything we have.” He said he had | 

more confidence in the British standing up because he believed that | 
they had finally awakened to the fact that they cannot hold Hong 
Kong much longer if the Chinese want to take it—Knowland said that 
he thought we ought to get a thorough briefing on Russian atomic 
potential now and four years from now—Millikin said if our allies 
deserted, we would have to go back to fortress America. President | 
angrily ended the discussion by saying “Listen, Gene, if we ever come | 
back to fortress America, then the word ‘fortress’ will be entirely 
wrong in this day and age. Dien Bien Phu is a perfect example of a | 
fortress. The Reds are surrounding it and crowding back the French 
into a position where they have to surrender or die. If we ever came 
back to the fortress idea for America, we would have, as I said before, | 
one simple, dreadful alternative—we would have to explore an attack | 
with everything we have. What a terrible decision that would be to | 
make.” | | 

Riding back with the President from Chamber of Commerce greet- 

ings, discussed with him press conference for this week 2—We both | 
agreed that it would be particularly necessary to have one in order to | 
answer and clear up questions on Indo China and Geneva Conference. | 

sage earding the President’s news conference of Apr. 29, see editorial note, p. 

| 
| 
|
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Will try to emphasize that we have won a great victory at Geneva by 
refusing to recognize Red China and that Foster Dulles has followed 
American policy in refusing to yield to Russia’s seating plans—With , 

_ regard to Indo China we will try to point out as strongly as possible 
that all is not lost if Dien Bien Phu falls, which probably it will within 
a week. , | 

Eisenhower Library, White House Office, “Legislative Leadership Conference” 

Memorandum by the Assistant Staff Secretary to the President 
| (Mannich)? 

| [Extract] 

TOP SECRET [WasHINGTON, undated. | 

At the April 26th Conference,? the President reported again on the 
Indo China situation. He referred vaguely to French worries and lack 
of fixed purpose, noted that Dienbienphu was within two or three days 
of its fall, then recalled our past attempt to get a collective approach 
by the allies to the problem. As we saw it, this approach would have 
to be free of any implication of colonialism as well as any implication 

| that the United States would carry alone the burden of defense of the 
free world. 
The President then noted repeated requests for U.S. participation, 

such as the use of our B-29’s. He asserted that anything to be done 
would have to be on the basis of the free world against the forces of 
enslavement, not as a simple contest for power between the United _ 
States and Russia. Because of the difficulty of getting agreed action _ 
under these terms, he feared that the situation might have a very seri- 
ous outcome. Most recently, he said, there has been talk of a general 
cease fire, and in the last twenty-four hours both Bidault and the Brit- 
ish have been taking a stronger stand. The latter, of course, were con- 
cerned over Hong Kong, and they realized that they could not hope 

_ for assistance in preserving Hong Kong unless they helped to save 
Indo China. The immediate effort of the United States was focussed 
on getting agreement of the several governments concerned for a plan 
of action which could then be discussed with the several legislative 

bodies of those nations involved. He concluded by saying that he did 
not foresee entry of American ground forces in the conflict. 

The subject was revived later in the meeting following reference to 
a newspaper editorial which expressed alarm over the prospect of the 

1 For information on this memorandum, see footnote 1, p. 1023. 
*The discussion on Indochina at this meeting is further documented in the 

extract from the Hagerty Diary, supra; editorial note, infra; and in telegram 
Tedul 16 to Geneva, Apr. 28, vol. xvI, p. 599.
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A. Senator then expressed his feeling that eventually we must face 
a showdown as to whether we meant to resist the Chinese or not. If 
the United States should fail to achieve an allied effort, and if we 
did not mean to resist by ourselves, then the quicker we could disengage 

the better off we would be. The President replied only in terms of how 
serious would be the consequences if our allies ever went back on us, | 
especially since it is no longer possible to fight just a defensive war 

and overseas bases are necessary for offensive war. Then, when the 

Senator referred to the “damn fool Fortress America idea”, the Pres- 

ident ventured a prediction: should the United States ever have to 

fall back to that idea, the country could narrow its thinking to a single 
event—the explosion of the Fortress. 

Once more, before this meeting concluded, the President referred to 
the subject. He reported from a message just received from Sec. 

_ Dulles that the latter was somewhat downcast over a rather negative 
| response from the British in regard to (our proposal for united 

action ?).° 

* Reference is presumably to telegram Dulte 5 from Geneva, Apr. 25, which 
summurized a meeting vetween Secretary Dulles and Foreign Secretary Eden held 
that day. For the memorandum by Dulles of that conversation, see vol. xv1, p. 558. 
For text of Dulte 5, see United States—Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 9, 

pp. 388-389. | 

| Editorial Note 

Vice President Nixon made the following diary note on President 
Eisenhower’s meeting of April 26, 1954, with Republican Congres- 

| sional leaders: 

“Charlie Halleck, during the course of the discussion, said that 
the suggestion that American boys might be sent to Indochina ‘had | 
really hurt,’ and that he hoped there would be no more talk of that 
type. The President, however, immediately stepped in and said he 
felt it was important that we not show a weakness at this critical time 
and that we not let the Russians think that we might not resist in the 
event that the Communists attempted to step up their present tactics 
in Indochina and elsewhere. He said that we had to think of whether 
it was best to take a strong stand now when we could or wait until 
later when we could not. He also pointed out that it was not well to 

_ tell the Russians everything as to what we would or would not do.” 
(Memoirs of Richard Nixon, page 153) 

For other accounts of the session of April 26, see memorandum by 

Minnich, supra, and extracts from the Hagerty Diary, page 1410.
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751G.00/4-2654 : Telegram _ | | 

The Ambassador m France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

_ SECRET WNIACT Paris, April 26, 1954—46 p. m. 

4073. Repeated information niact Geneva 128. Raymond Aron of 
Figaro came to see me this afternoon, saying that he wished, as a long 
time friend of the US, to describe to me the situation as he saw it. He 
said that the last time he had been to see the American Ambassador | 
was the day after the invasion of South Korea, and that he felt that 
today was even more significant in world history. 

He said that it was essential that the US intervene immediately with 
armed force in Indochina. He said that it was certain that Dien-Bien- 

Phu would fall in any event and that unless there was US intervention | 
it was very likely that. this would be followed in short order by the | 
fall of Hanoi. This latter would be due to disintegration of Vietnamese 
morale. US intervention, even on a modest scale, could right the bal- | 
ance and save Hanoi. Aron thought intervention would be effective | 
even after the fall of Dien-Bien-Phu provided it came before the fall 
of Hanoi. | | | 

Such intervention, he said, would have an electrifying effect on | 
France, and throughout Europe, and would be the only thing that 

could redress the balance at Geneva and make possible a successful 

negotiation there. If the US did not intervene in the immediate future, | 
he felt that the present French Government would fall and be replaced | 

by a neutralist government, which would not agree to any form of 

German rearmament. This, he recognized would endanger the whole 
concept of the NATO alliance. Such a weakening of NATO would in | 

his opinion prepare the way for World WarIII. 
Aron then said that our present publicly enunciated policy seemed | 

to be that we refused to help France negotiate a peace in Indochina and 

at the same time denied active military assistance to France when they : 
were no longer able to carry on themselves. This would not be under- | 

stood by any Frenchman. : 
I pointed out that the Secretary had advanced the concept of joint 

action with the other countries interested in the area. Aron replied 

that if that means, as he had seen in the press, that we required British 

agreement before acting, then it would be quite clear that the US was 

not. yet ready to assume the obligations and risks of world leadership. | 

He said it was obvious that the British would have to follow any strong 

lead taken by the US. 

He left after asking me to report his views as those of an average : 
Frenchman, who was deeply concerned by the deteriorating situation, :
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and after saying that he would be in daily hope of hearing that the 
President had announced his intention of delivering a personal message | 
to the Congress on Indochina. 

DILLon 

790.5/4-2654 : Telegram : | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the 
Department of State 

TOP SECRET § NIACT Lonpon, April 26, 1954—7 p. m. 

4725. Sent niact Geneva 43. Eyes only Secretary Dulles, Acting — 
Secretary and Secretary of Defense and JCS from Admiral Radford. 
The position taken by the British chiefs of staff was in complete accord 
with that set forth by Mr. Eden delineated in Geneva’s 66 to London 
(sent Department Dulte 5). I endeavored to explain to them the same | 
position as stated to Eden by Secretary Dulles (Geneva’s 66 and 67).? 
It is my opinion that British chiefs of staff maximize the risks and 
potential requirements. They seem to minimize our collective capabili- 
ties. They are in accord with our appreciation of the serious future 
possibilities resulting from the loss of all or part of Indochina either 
through military action or negotiation. However they feel that they 
can hold Malaya both militarily and politically. I do not believe that 
they are squarely facing up to the prospects for Thailand, Burma and 
Indonesia or any part of Indochina that may temporarily be held by 
a possible Geneva settlement. The British chiefs did not relate the im- 
plications of the situation in Indochina to the future of EDC and — 
effects on NATO. Their approach seems to be on a very narrow basis 
strictly in terms of local UK interest without regard to other areas of _ 

a the Far East such as Japan. | | 
| I am having dinner with Sir Winston tonight* and will continue 

to state the position taken by Secretary Dulles with Mr. Eden, also 
emphasizing point that a united front including the US and France 
now might afford the only opportunity to take any positive action to 

1 Regarding telegram Dulte 5, see footnote 3, p.1414. | | 
* For text of telegram Dulte 7 from Geneva, repeated to London as telegram 67, 

Apr. 26, summarizing a Dulles—Eden conversation of that date, see vol. xvi, p. 570. 
| * Admiral Radford summarized his dinner conversation with Prime Minister 

Churchill in telegram JCS 960578 to Secretary of State Dulles at Geneva, Apr. 27. 
He reported that the position taken by the Prime Minister with regard to Indo- 
china and united action in defense of Southeast Asia was in exact accord with the 
views of Eden as expressed to Dulles at Geneva. The Prime Minister, Radford 
stated, was aware of the serious implications of the declining French position, 
but was unwilling to commit British resources to collective action unless British 

territory, such as Malaya, was in immediate danger. (741.13/4-2754) For the 
complete text of telegram JCS 960578, see volume VI. 

For Admiral Radford’s account of his meeting with the Prime Minister as 
presented to the National Security Council, see memorandum of discussion at the 
194th Meeting of the NSC, Apr. 29, p. 1431.
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save Southeast Asia from loss to the Communists one way or another. 
While I did not mention to the British chiefs the adverse effect on 

_ the US Congress and US public opinion of their not standing firmly | 
with the United States, with the concurrence of Ambassador Aldrich 
I will make this point evident to Mr. Churchill tonight. 

| | ALDRICH 

751G.00/4-2654 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of | 
| State for European Affairs (Bonbright) | . | 

TOP SECRET | [Wasuineton,] April 26, 1954. | 

Subject: United Action in South East Asia __ | 

- Participants: Mr. Leslie K. Munro, New Zealand Ambassador — | 
Mr. G. R. Laking, New Zealand Minister | 

| The Acting Secretary of State | 
_ Mr. Bonbright, EUR | 

| The Ambassador stated that the situation in Indo-China has | 
changed considerably from the end of last week when he had hoped tc | 
see General Smith. In the meantime, he had heard from London of 

our proposal to the British that we would seek Congressional authority | 
to intervene in Indo-China if the British went along. Mr. Munro 
wondered if General Smith was in a position to comment on this 
report. | | | 

The Acting Secretary stated that the situation had been discussed in 
Paris between the Secretary and Mr. Eden. Unfortunately so far, our | 
suggestions had not been warmly received in London. President 
Eisenhower and our Congressional leaders feel that the United States | 
should be willing to do anything it can to assist in this situation but 
that we cannot bear this responsibility alone. We are willing to do | 
our share and more if our allies, particularly those who are closer to 
the danger, go along with us. We continue to be gravely concerned 
over the threat to South East Asia. The French have asked us for 

additional assistance but this we cannot give without Congressional | 
approval. In General Smith’s opinion, this approval would have been | 

given by the Senate if we had been able, as we had tried to do, to | 

get a joint declaration of intent. For reasons which we all knew, the 

meeting of the Ambassadors which we had planned for this purpose 

a week ago had had to be changed with the result that attendance | 

was placed on a different basis and it became merely another briefing 

session. Frankly, we had been at a loss to know how this misunder- 

standing arose. It was only later that Mr. Eden give us the explana- 

tion that when he had discussed the matter with the Secretary in 

|
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London he had overlooked the impending Colombo conference. Gen- 
eral Smith added that if this were so, it would have been helpful to us 
to have known it earlier so that we would not have had to improvise at 
the last moment. We thought that we would be faced with great dif- 
ficulties if we could not deal with each other in confidence. 

General Smith went on to say that Eden has now gone back to pre- 
sent our views to the British Cabinet. And, in addition to the political 
problem, there are apparent differences between the British Chiefs of 
Staff and our Joint Chiefs regarding the urgency of taking joint ac- 
tion and concerning the results which may be expected to follow our | 
failure to act together. It was disappointing that we had not been able 
to make more progress during the past few days but we were at least 
encouraged by M. Bidault’s informing us that there would be no cease- 
fire during the period of Geneva. 

The General stressed the fact that we had no desire to coerce our 
, allies or to give an ultimatum to China or to sabotage the Geneva. con- 

ference. However, we were gravely concerned and felt that probably | 

nothing could save Dien Bien Phu now, although courage and more | 
ammunition might delay its fall. However, even if a major part of 

Indo-China were to be lost we must not accept the loss of all South 
East Asia. | . 

General Smith then informed the Ambassador in confidence thatthe  —_— 
President had asked Admiral Radford to put the question to the Brit- 

ish Chiefs of Staff whether they would prefer to approve action now 
when there is a French army fighting on the spot or wait until that 

army disintegrates or possibly is withdrawn. In any event, we will not 

relax our efforts and appreciate the support of our ANZUS allies. 7 

Mr. Munro gave it as his personal view that the present situation 

had elements of similarity with that of 1936 in connection with the 

Rhineland. He thought that the key to the situation was France. As- 

suming that the UK agreed with us, how could we deal with the situa- 
tion if the French still wanted to go through the Geneva, discussion 

prior to considering united action. It seemed to him that by asking the 

US to intervene directly, the French had cut the ground out from 
. under their own argument. General Smith stated that he did not know 

if he could give a precise answer to this question. As Mr. Munro knew, 

we had wanted a joint declaration of intention. If we had had it, we 

would have obtained a Congressional resolution authorizing the use 

of naval and air power. In appealing to us the French had said that 
even if we didn’t save Dien Bien Phu, our intervention at this time 

would help morale and prevent a cease-fire all over Indo-China. In 

our view, a cease-fire would be disastrous and would lead ultimately
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to the complete withdrawal of the French. However, we still hoped 
to prevent this and to gain time for the formation of a coalition which | 
would hold at least part of Indo-China and secure the rest. of South 
Kast Asia. The General reiterated that the British position was the | 
key to this situation and Mr. Munro said that the attitude of his 
government also depended on the British. | 

_ Mr. Munro concluded the conversation by stating that he would like 
to have us consider a meeting between himself, the General, and Sir 
Percy Spender, which could be publicized as an ANZUS meeting. Gen- 
eral Smith stated that we all three seemed to be in agreement concern- 
ing the desirability of not allowing the ANZUS relationship to be ssi 
submerged. He thought that such a meeting would be desirable and | 
he asked Mr. Munro to speak to the Australian Ambassador and let | 
him know their joint views. : 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | 

The President to the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe 

(Gruenther) | 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL | [Wasuineton,] April 26, 1954. 
Dear Au: I am most appreciative of your letter.1 While I had | 

some secondhand reports of your feeling that the French leaders had ! 
practically abdicated, I had not before known of your personal views | 
with respect to the astonishing proposal for unilateral American in- 
tervention in Indo-China. Your adverse opinion exactly parallels 
mine. a 

As you know, you and I started more than three years ago trying to 
convince the French that they could no¢ win the Indo-China war and , 
particularly could not get real American support in that region unless 
they would unequivocally pledge independence to the Associated 
States upon the achievement of military victory. Along with this— 
indeed as a corollary to it—this Administration has been arguing that 
no Western power can go to Asia militarily, except as one of a concert 
of powers, which concert must include local Asiatic peoples. | | 

To contemplate anything else is to lay ourselves open to the charge | 
of imperialism and colonialism or—at the very least—of objectionable | 
paternalism. Even, therefore, if we could by some sudden stroke assure | 
the saving of the Dien Bien Phu garrison, I think that under the con- | 
ditions proposed by the French the free world would lose more than it | 

_ ANot identified. | , 

578-611 0 82 - 3 (Pt. 2) |
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would gain. Neither the British nor the French would now agree with 
the coalition idea—though for widely differing reasons. Consequently, 
we have had to stand by while the tactical situation has grown worse 
and worse. Now, unless there should be a sudden development of dis- . 
couragement on the part of the enemy, it looks as if Dien Bien Phu 
could scarcely survive. (Not that I, either as a local or a theatre com- 
mander, would ever agree to this. I believe that as long as the garrison 
can get food and ammunition, it can hold out. Of course it is not difii- 
cult to imagine conditions under which such re-supply would become 
impossible.) - | 

One of the great difficulties that the French seem to have these days 
| is the inability of its government to make up its mind as to what to 

do in any given set of circumstances. Ever since 1945 France has 

been unable to decide whether she most fears Russia or Germany. As 

a consequence, her policies in Europe have been nothing but con- 
fusion; starts and stops; advances and retreats! She wants still to 

be considered a world power, but is entirely unready to make the sac- 
rifices necessary to sustain such a position. She prefers to limit her 

sacrifices and so, finally, she is bound to be shown up, as in Indo-China, 

as incapable of doing anything important by herself. 
The result of this indecision has been tragic for her. She has been 

losing at one and the same time both her position as a world power and 

the sympathy and respect of freepeoples. __ 
| For those of us who have recognized and admired the basic virtues 

of the great mass of Frenchmen, this spectacle has been saddening in- — 

deed. It seems incredible that a nation which had only the help of a 

tiny British Army when it turned back the German flood in 1914 and 

withstood the gigantic 1916 attacks at Verdun could now be reduced to 

the point that she cannot produce a few hundred technicians to keep 

planes flying properly in Indo-China. | | a 

I believe the difficulty is largely a matter of spirit; unfortunately 

there is no one in sight who seems to have the capability of reversing 

the trend toward pessimism, defeatism and dejection. As you will re- 

member, you and I once thought that Pleven could possibly do it— 

now you report that he seems to be one of the most emphatic in pro- 

claiming French futility. | | 

The only hope is to produce a new and inspirational leader—and I 

do not mean one that is 6 feet. 5 and who considers himself to be, by 

some miraculous biological and transmigrative process, the ofispring 

of Clemenceau and Jeanne d’Arc. | 

Maybe, if you learn to speak French, you might qualify ! I could get 

| you a suit of nice shiny white armor! 7 |
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In any event, it is all very frustrating and discouraging, but I do 
believe as follows: 

(a). That the loss of Dien Bien Phu does not necessarily mean the | 
loss of the Indo-China war. } ! 

(d). The heroic exploits of the French garrison (which are all the | 
more wonderful in view of the weak support they have had from Paris) | 
should be glorified and extolled as indicative of the French character 
and determination. | Lo 

(c). We should all (United States, France, Thailand, United King- 
dom, Australia, New Zealand, et al) begin conferring at once on means 
of successfully stopping the Communist advances in Southeast Asia. 

(d). The plan should include the use of the bulk of the French : 
Army in Indo-China. | oe 

(e). The plan should assure freedom of political action to Indo- 
China promptly upon attainment of victory. | 

(f). Additional ground forces should come from Asiatic and Euro- 
pean troops already in the region. 
(g). The general security and peaceful purposes and aims of such a 

concert of nations should be announced publicly—as in NATO. Then | 
we possibly wouldn’t have to fight. 

Augusta was fine, but I had to take a couple of grueling days out | | 
for the trip to New York and Kentucky. If you have any specific sug- | 
gestions for our June encounter, let me know. | 

[Here follow personal remarks. ] | 
As ever, - | | [File copy not signed] | 

751G.00/4-2754 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 2 

TOP SECRET NIACT Paris, April 27, 1954—noon. 
, . , ; 4089. Repeated information niact Geneva 134. I think there is a 

direct connection between Pleven’s request for assistance contained in 
Embassy’s telegram 4085 ' and statements made by Secretary to Laniel 
last Saturday (see Dulte 17).2 During course of conversation with 
Laniel, Secretary at one point further defined phrase “next few weeks” 
referring to time required to bring military assistance to France in | 

1In telegram 4085 from Paris, Apr. 26, not printed, Ambassador Dillon reported , 
that Defense Minister Pleven had that evening entered a request with General H 
Norstad for U.S. assistance in airfield construction in Indochina and for addi- li 
tional American transport aircraft and crews. Dillon and Norstad recommended | f 
that the requests be granted for political and psychological reasons. (751G.00/. | 
4-2654) For a memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 
Defense regarding the French requests, see United States-Vietnam Relations, | 
1945-1967, Book 9, pp. 892-394. | 

“For text of telegram Dulte 17 from Paris, Apr. 24, see p. 1394. ee | 

|
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Indochina as being “maybe three, four or five weeks”. I believe Laniel 
Government is making every effort to hold at Dien-Bien-Phu for at. 
least three weeks in the hope that United States will be able to over- 
come internal political problems and find constitutional means of 
bringing military assistance to France in Indochina. I think request 
by Pleven in Embassy’s telegram 4085 should be viewed in this light. 

While French fully understand from Secretary that United King- 
dom concurrence is a prerequisite for United States action, I am sure 
they hope that in last analysis United States will not maintain this 
position. French now know that United Kingdom aid will not be 
available in Indochina but they certainly hope that United States 
Government will not feel itself bound by this United Kingdom de- 
cision in reaching final determination whether or not to take action 

alongside French forces. 

DILLON 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum for the Files by the President 

| [Wasuineton,] April 27, 1954. 

The situation at Dien Bien Phu looks a bit brighter than it has for 
the last ten days. Apparently there has been some re-supply of am- 
munition and of food, but so far as I know, the difficult problem of 
the care of the wounded has not been alleviated. 

There has likewise been some evidence of a resurgence of French 
courage and determination. We just received a request for some per- 
forated steel plate for two airfields and for some additional supplies 
of P.O.L. (Petroleum, Oil, Lubricants) .1 They want also a few experts 

| in the laying of steel plate. In addition, they want a small quantity of 

earth-moving machines. 
I have directed expeditious evaluation of our resources and of our 

: legal authority also to comply with the requests at once. The Under 

Secretary of State is following this up and will let me know the result. 

Latest reports from Foster Dulles indicate that the British have 
| taken a very definite stand against any collective conversations look- 

ing toward the development of an anti-Communist coalition in South 

East Asia. Moreover, Eden has apparently gone to the Geneva Con- 

ference under strict instructions to press earnestly for a “cease fire” 

in Indo-China, possibly with complete indifference to the complex 

decisions that the French and the Viet Namese will have to make.’ | 

1 See footnote 1, supra. 
For reports from Secretary Dulles regarding his discussions with Foreign 

Secretary Eden at Geneva, see vol. xvI, pp. 533 ff.
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The only reason that we can visualize for such action is that the Brit- | 
ish are afraid that if the fighting continues we—and possibly other | 
countries—might become involved and so tend to increase the danger, | 
in the British opinion, of starting World War III. | 

The attitude of Britain in this respect is bitterly resented by Aus- | 
tralia and New Zealand. It is entirely possible that these two coun- | 
tries will approach the United States separately to request thatincom- _ 
pany with them—and possibly with the Philippines, Thailand, France | 
and Indo-China—we form a, coalition to the complete exclusion of the 
British. This would be a very tough one for us, but I think that I 
would go along with the idea because I believe that the British gov- | 
ernment is showing a woeful unawareness of the risks we run in that 
region. | a — 

751G.00/4—2754 : Telegram | SO _ 
The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the | 

| Department of State | | 

SECRET Lonvon, April 27, 1954—6 p. m. | 
4750. Repeated information Paris 653, Geneva 47. Geneva for Sec- 

retary. Referring to Churchill statement in House this afternoon? | 
Massigli ? has just seen me at his request to tell me that he saw Church- | 
ill this morning at suggestion of Laniel to plead with Churchill to 
make a statement that Great Britain would act with US and France | | 
in supporting defense of Dien-Bien-Phu by French Union Forces. But 
Churchill has stated Great Britain was not prepared to do anything | 
now which would affect situation at Geneva. Massigli stated nothing 
now possible for France except immediate commencement of negotia- | 
tions for cease-fire. He said he felt Churchill and Cabinet had been 
influenced by fear of violent Labor Party opposition and reaction of 
India. | 

. 7 ALDRICH | 

7? Prime Minister Churchill delivered a policy statement on Indochina and the : 
Geneva Conference in the House of Commons on Apr. 27, which included the fol- | 
lowing remarks: “Her Majesty’s Government are not prepared to give any under- 
takings about United Kingdom military action in Indo-China in advance of the 
results of Geneva. We have not entered into any new political or military com- 
mitments. My right hon. Friend [Eden] has, of course, made it clear to his col- 
leagues at Geneva that if settlements are reached there Her Majesty’s Government 
will be ready to play their full part in supporting them in order to promote a | 
stable peace in the Far East.” For the complete statement, see Parliamentary 
Debates, House of Commons, 5th series, vol. 526, cols. 1455-1456. | 

* René Massigli, French Ambassador in the United Kingdom. | . 

f 
. 

I
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- 151G.00/4-2754 : Telegram en, | | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY «Parts, April 27, 1954—7 p. m. 

4103. Repeated information Saigon 477, Geneva priority 137. Em- 

bassy officer discussed with Dac Khe this morning, implications com- 

muniqué issued April 25 by Cabinet Bao Dai at Paris.* Summary Dac 

Khe’s views follows: | | | : 

1. Status Franco-Vietnamese negotiations. Vietnamese have asked 

French delete certain phrase from proposed joint declaration of agree- 

ment (on independence Vietnam and its association with France) 

which, in Vietnamese view, tends nullify earlier expression in declara- 

tion regarding equality Franco-Vietnamese relationship. It presently 

appears that French are willing accept deletion this phrase and there- 

fore, joint declaration should be issued shortly. However, basic treaties 

independence and association will not be signed prior completion re- 

lated conventions which are now expected to be concluded in about 15 

days. Nor are Vietnamese pressing for the initialing or signature basic 

treaties, which have been completed, prior conclusion these conven- 

tions. Although Bao Dai communiqué stated Vietnamese Government 

not prepared sign treaties until it has received concrete assurances 

from France that its independence and unity completely guaranteed, _ 

this not considered as conditioning issuance joint declaration which 

will be issued as soon final agreement reached above-mentioned point 

phraseology. | | | 

2. Franco-Vietnamese position on Geneva. French have failed co- 

ordinate fully or satisfactorily with Vietnamese Government on 

Geneva, and hence conclusion communiqué to effect that neither Bao 

Dai, nor Vietnamese Government will consider itself bound by any 

French decision taken Geneva contrary to interests Vietnam. French 

Government did not call permanent committee High Council French 

The communiqué issued by the cabinet of Bao Dai on Apr. 25 expressed dis- 

satisfaction with the progress of French-Vietnamese treaty negotiations. For an 

English language text of the communiqué, see Cameron, Viet-Num Crisis, vol. I, 

pp. 241-243. For the French reply, issued the same day by the Secretariat of State 

. for Relations with the Associated States, see France, Direction de la Documenta- 

tion, Chroniques d’Outre-Mer: Etudes et Informations, No. § (May 1954), p. 81. 

Despite the Vietnamese communiqué, France and the State of Vietnam issued a 

declaration on Apr. 28 undertaking to conclude two treaties, one affirming Viet- 

namese independence, the other defining relations between the two countries. For 

the text of the joint declaration, see L’Année Politique, 1954, p. 569. For the texts 

of the treaties, initialed in Paris on June 4 but never ratified, see ibid., pp. 572- 

573. For English translations of the treaties, see Cameron, Viet-Nam Crisis, vol. 

Lo I, pp. 268-271. .
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Union prior departure French delegation for Geneva as Vietnam | 
requested ; and although Bidault met with representatives of Vietnam, | 
Cambodia and Laos Saturday evening April 24, Vietnamese did not 
consider this as a “working session” or in any way meeting their 
desire for coordination French and Vietnamese positions on Geneva 
prior opening Conference. This failure satisfactorily coordinate in 
advance Franco-Vietnamese positions has given rise Vietnamese fear 
that French may agree to division Vietnam, or other measures at 

_ Geneva, in effect “selling out” Vietnam. Principal intent communiqué : 
to manifest this fear and state why Vietnamese Government desires ) 

_ obtain French guarantees that France will not agree at Geneva to any 
division Vietnam, nor measure contrary its independence. As yet, 
Vietnamese Government has received no official indication from 
French Government this regard. | | | 

- Regarding Vietnamese representation at Geneva, Vietnamese Gov- 
ernment expects send several “unofficial observers” Geneva within 
several days, but no names mentioned as yet. “They may be Vietnamese 
who ostensibly must go Switzerland for medical treatment.” 7 

8. Battle Dien Bien Phu. If Dien Bien Phu falls, impact France 
will be far more serious than in Vietnam and it will be necessary for | 
United States intervene with carrier-based aircraft and take on en- | 
larged training role Vietnamese army if Vietnam to be saved from 4 
eventual Communist control. = | | 
Embassy comment: From tenor his comments, apparent Dac Khe | 

hopes United States will lend support vis-4-vis France to Vietnamese | 
position, opposing partition Vietnam, or any settlement likely lead 
ultimate Communist control Vietnam, along lines indicated Bao Dai | 
communiqué. He stated Bao Dai leaving for Cannes at two this after- | 
noon where he will remain temporarily. Dac Khe indicated that while | 
this perhaps not propitious moment for contact with Bao Dai at | 
Cannes by high United States official (possibly Ambassador Heath), | 
such contact might be helpful later on. | : 
Regarding Vietnamese criticism French lack “coordination” and | 

failure call permanent. committee High Council, in our opinion, Dac | 
Khe’s observations somewhat unjustified. We gained impression dur- 
ing Geneva preparation period that French officials taking particular | 
care keep Vietnamese informed and to take into account their views. 
We attribute present Vietnamese reaction principally to fear of 
negotiated peace at Geneva, rather than to French failure “coordinate”. 

ee Ditton 

| 

| 

|
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751G.00/4-2954 | | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Lodge) to 
| the President * 

CONFIDENTIAL | _ [New Yors, April 27, 1954. ] 

‘Dear Generat: Your reference to the United Nations in your 

Chamber of Commerce speech ? was excellent and it raises the question 

as to why there is not more talk about the United Nations in connection 

with the situation in Indochina. | 

Most of the stories coming out of Washington, beginning with the 

Vice President’s interview, gave the impression that we are pondering 

a unilateral venture consisting practically entirely of United States 

forces. | | 
| I know that this is not your thought at all. Let me, therefore, call 

' your attention concisely to the following advantages which would 

accrue if the Indochinese affair could be given a United Nations status: 

1. Large numbers of Members of Congress and corresponding seg- 
ments of American opinion would be pleased. (My own mail indicates 
this.) 

9. It would give automatic and unquestioning assurance to the 
people of Indochina that they were at last really independent. | 

| 3. This would tremendously increase the fighting potential of the 
native Indochinese troops. . 

4, It would open the way to the obtaining of military help from 
other nations, chiefly with respect to manpower, which could mean a 
great deal. | ee, : 

5. It would forestall the communist propaganda line that the Indo- 
chinese struggle is a colonial war. | 

This would involve calling the General Assembly (which can be | 

done in certain circumstances on twenty-four hours’ notice) and the 

passage of an appropriate resolution at the General Assembly. 

‘There are good and sufficient reasons why this has not been done in 

the past and it might well be a mistake to do it now while the Geneva 

Conference is in session. The French viewpoint and the French inter- 

est, of course, must be reconciled and taken into account. 

But we certainly should be planning for it while the Geneva Confer- 

ence is still in session and while we are trying to build up a united 

~ action front among the countries particularly interested in South East 

1Mhe source text was transmitted by Ambassador Lodge to Assistant Secretary 

Key (UNA) with a note of Apr. 29 indicating that copies had also been sent to 

- Secretary Dulles and Acting Secretary Smith. (751G.00/4-2954) No reply by the 

President has been found, but for the response by Secretary Dulles, May 10, see 

. 1529. | 

Ps For text of the address by President Eisenhower at the annual meeting of the 

United States Chamber of Commerce in Washington, Apr. 26, see Public Papers 

of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1954, pp. 421-424.
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Asia. We should plan to do these things more or less concurrently not | 

seriatim. | | 
I have not discussed this letter with Foster Dulles, and am sending 

him a copy of it. But I have on many occasions discussed the general 

proposition with him and I know that he has always felt strongly that 

it would be most advantageous if the Indochinese matter could become 
a United Nations matter and has been hoping that the French view- _ 

point on this would change. | 

Faithfully yours, , Henry Casot Lopes, JR. : 

Eisenhower Library, Whitman file, Name Series | 

The President to Captain E. EF. Hazlett, Jr., USN (ret.)* 
oe | | 

| 
[Extract] | 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasuineton,] April 27, 1954. | 

Dear SWEDE: | : 

In my last letter I remember that I mentioned Dien Bien Phu.? It , 
still holds out and while the situation looked particularly desperate / 

during the past week, there now appears to be a slight improvement | 

and the place may hold on for another week or ten days. The general j 

situation in Southeast Asia, which is rather dramatically epitomized | 
by the Dien Bien Phu battle, is a complicated one that has been a | 
long time developing. It involves many talks on the international level | 

and the frantic desire of the French to remain a world power, but at ! 

the same time defeating themselves through their deep divisions and | 

consequent indecisiveness at home. | 

For more than three years I have been urging upon successive | 

French governments the advisability of finding some way of “in- | 

ternationalizing” the war; such action would be proof to all the world 

and particularly to the Viet Namese that France’s purpose is not 

colonial in character but is to defeat Communism in the region and 
to give the natives their freedom. The reply has always been vague, 

; oe i 
—__—_—_—— , 

+A personal friend of the President, with whom he corresponded frequently. 
*In a letter to Hazlett of Mar. 18, the President had stated the following: 

“The third major problem of the day is the increasingly bad situation in Indo- | 
China. As you know, the Vietminh continue their assault on Dien Bien Phu, and | 
the situation there becomes increasingly disturbing, I hope the French will have / 
the stamina to stick it out; because a defeat in that area will inevitably have a | 
serious psychological effect on the French. I suspect that this particular attack [ 
was launched by the Communists to gain an advantage to be used at the Geneva I 
Conference. At any rate, it is just another of the problems that is dumped in my / 
lap—in this particular case, of course, there is little I can do except to wait it | 
out and hope for the best.” (Eisenhower Library, Whitman file, Name Series) 

| 
| 

7 | |
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containing references to national prestige, Constitutional limitations, 

_ Inevitable effects upon the Moroccan and Tunisian peoples, and dis- 
| sertations on plain political difficulties and battles within the French 

Parliament. The result has been that the French have failed entirely to 

produce any enthusiasm on the part of the Viet Namese for partici- 

pation in the war. (Incidentally, did you ever stop to think that if the 

| British had, in our War of the Revolution, treated as equals the Amer- 

icans who favored them—whom they called Loyalists and we called 

Tories—the job of Washington would have been much more difficult, 

if not impossible. I have read that when the entire colonial forces in 

the field numbered not more than twenty-five thousand, that there 

were fifty thousand Americans serving in some capacity with and for 

| the British. Yet no really effective service was rendered by these peo- 

ple because the British persisted in treating them as “colonials and 
inferiors.”) | 

_ In any event, any nation that intervenes in a civil war can scarcely 
_ expect to win unless the side in whose favor it intervenes possesses a 

high morale based upon a war purpose or cause in which it believes. 

The French have used weasel words in promising independence and 
through this one reason as much as anything else, have suffered re- 

verses that have been really inexcusable. 
The British are frightened, I think, by two things. First, they have 

a morbid obsession that any positive move on the part of the free 

world may bring upon us World War III. Secondly, they are desper- 
ately concerned about the safety of Hong Kong. For the moment the 

Chinese Communists are not molesting Hong Kong and the British 

are fearful that if they should be identified as opponents of the Com- 
munists in the Indo-China affair, they might suffer the loss of Hong 

Kong at any moment. All this is conjecture, but in respect to this 

particular point, my own view is in almost direct opposition. I per- 

sonally feel that if the Communists would take a good smacking in 

Indo-China, they would be more likely to leave Hong Kong severely 

alone for a long time. Moreover, if a “concert of nations” should un- 

_dertake to protect Western interests in this critical section of the globe, 

it would appear that Hong Kong would almost automatically fall 

| within the protected zone. | 
Just what the outcome will be, of course, is still largely a guess, but 

in any event I feel that the situation is a shade—but only a shade— 

brighter than it was a week or so ago. | 

As ever, [File copy not signed]
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Editorial Note | 

At 11:15 a.m., April 28, 1954, President Eisenhower held an off-the- | 
record meeting at the White House with Walter Bedell Smith, the 
Acting Secretary of State; Admiral Arthur W. Radford, Chairman | 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to | 
the President for National Security Affairs. This session, which pre- | | 
sumably dealt with Indochina and the Geneva Conference, is men- : 
tioned in the Presidential Appointment Book (Eisenhower Library, | 
Eisenhower records) and in the diary of Presidential Press Secretary 

James C. Hagerty (Eisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers). | 
No record of the meeting has been found in Department of State files | 
or at the Eisenhower Library. | 

I 

Eisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers 

Hagerty Diary, April 29, 1954 

[Extracts] | | } 

| , | [WasHINGTON, undated. ] 

- In at 8:00—Presidential press conference at 9:00. | 
In briefing with President went over in detail Geneva and Indo 

China, Oppenheimer, Stevens-McCarthy Hearings, and FHA. On | 

Geneva President said, “How can I say much about it when Foster is 

having a hard enough job over there as it is.” On Indo China the Pres- | 

ident said that he would discuss the situation in general outline only 

but would admit that the French have requested additional assistance 

from us—he also wanted to make it clear that British refusal to go 

along on assistance had nothing to do with our plans—“The French | 

have built up Dien Bien Phu as a symbol and are trying to hold it | 

against impossible odds. They are losing seasoned troops and most of | 

the green reinforcements they are trying to parachute in. Navarre 

wouldn’t take our advice—why I don’t know—on ways to relieve Dien — | 

Bien Phu.” President told me later than Navarre had sent only a small 

column for relief of Dien Bien Phu and that this column had been ! 

ambushed and cut to pieces—The French are also losing a lot of planes : 

and paratroopers to Red anti-aircraft by stupidly radioing their posi- | 

tions in French as they approach the place, instead of using code. All | 

the Viet Minh have to do is listen to the radio to find out when a drop 

is coming over the fortress, stand by and wait for it, and then let the 

flight have it. | | | 
—_— | 

1 Regarding the President’s news conference of Apr. 29, see editorial note, infra. ! 

, | 
|
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Press conference went very well and the President was pleased at _ 
the end of it. - 

Late in the afternoon went out on lawn with the President to hit 
some golf balls and we again renewed discussion of Indo China. He 
told me that NSC meeting? in the morning had been quite contro- 

_ versial but that decision had been reached to hold up for the time being 
any military action on Indo China until we see how Geneva coming 
along. | 

* For extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the 194th Meeting of the 
National Security Council, Apr. 29, see p. 1431. 

Editorial Note 

At his news conference of April 29, 1954, 9 a. m., President Eisen- 
hower was questioned extensively regarding Indochina and the 
Geneva Conference. The remarks he delivered in response included 
the following statements. He repeated that the United States would 
not become involved in war except through constitutional processes 

_ which included a declaration of war by Congress. Asked for his | 
thoughts regarding a possible modus vivendi in Indochina, the Presi- 
dent said that it was necessary to steer a course between the unaccept- 
able and the unattainable. It was unacceptable for the anti-Communist 
defenses of Southeast Asia to be allowed to crumble entirely, yet it 
was beyond hope that a completely satisfactory solution could be 

| achieved. | 
The President also expressed opposition to possible Congressional 

efforts to curb his powers to act in an emergency. He denied that a 
French request for air intervention had been refused at the urging of 
the British. The matter of what kind of help should be given to France 
had been discussed within the Executive Branch, and with legislative 
leaders. It was not subject to British veto. The President refused to 
say whether the French had requested intervention by planes flown 
by American pilots, citing the ongoing Geneva Conference. With 
regard to bipartisanship in the case of Indochina, he cited numerous 
meetings with leaders of both houses of Congress, including three in 
the month of April. | 

Finally, the President refused to endorse or reject partition as a 
solution to the conflict in Indochina. He stated that he did not intend 
to raise the defense budget as a whole as the result of the Indochina 
situation. | 

For the record of the news conference of April 29, see Public Papers 
of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1954, 

i pages 427-438, |
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Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 194th Meeting of the National 
Security Council, Thursday, April 29, 1954, 10 a. m2 

| 
[Extracts] | 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

The following were present at the 194th Meeting of the Council: | 
The President of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of 
the United States; the Acting Secretary of State; the Acting Secre- — | 
tary of Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations Administration ; : 
and the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were : 
Elbert P. Tuttle for the Secretary of the Treasury; Stanley N. Barnes 
for the Attorney General (Items 2 and 3); Samuel W. Anderson for 
the Secretary of Commerce (Item 1) ; the Acting Director, Bureau of 
the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission (Item 4) ; the | 

_ Administrator, Reconstruction Finance Corporation (Item 1); the 
Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers (Item 4); the Chairman, 
Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelligence; Robert 
Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; the Deputy Assistant to | 
the President (Items 1, 7 and 8); the White House Staff Secretary; ! 
the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the ! 
main points taken. | : 

7. Significant World Developments Affecting U.S. Security | 
The Director of Central Intelligence stated that the intelligence | 

community had just completed a National Intelligence Estimate on | 
the consequences of the loss of Dien Bien Phu.? Its conclusions, some | 
of which Mr. Dulles read to the Council, added up to the belief that 
from the military point of view the fall of the strong point would be | 
very serious but not catastrophic. The political repercussions of the | 
loss of the fortress would be more grave than the strictly military : 

repercussions. Even so, the fall of Dien Bien Phu would not signal 

the immediate collapse of the French Union position in Indochina. | 
_ In conclusion, Mr. Dulles pointed out that the intelligence report had | 

had unanimous acceptance by alltheagencies. _ 
Admiral Radford, while admitting that the situation described in 

the Estimate was highly speculative, said the conclusions appeared to | 

7 Prepared by S. Everett Gleason, Deputy Executive Secretary of the National 
Security Council, on Apr. 30. For Eisenhower and Nixon memoir accounts of this | 
meeting, see editorial note, p. 1448. | | 

*For text of NIE 63-54, “Consequences Within Indochina of the Fall of Dien | 
Bien Phu,” Apr. 30, see p. 1451. | 

| 
|
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him overly optimistic. General Ely, for example, felt strongly that if 
Dien Bien Phu fell the whole Vietnamese army would melt away. 

In reply, Mr. Dulles stated that G-2 had actually wished to present 
more optimistic conclusions than those reached in the Estimate, and 
added that he himself had a feeling that, thanks to the way Dien Bien 
Phu had been played up in the press, we had all become a little panicky 
on the results of its fall. Mr. Dulles admitted, however, that anything 
could happen if the fall of Dien Bien Phu caused a psychological 
collapse. 

Admiral Radford pointed out that General Cogny, who in the 

Admiral’s opinion was an abler officer than General Navarre, was con- 

vinced that the Vietminh forces would infiltrate into the delta area 

very promptly after the fall of Dien Bien Phu. The French were like- 

wise very fearful of Communist-inspired riots in the large towns of 

Indochina, as occurred in 1946. 

8. Reports on the Geneva Conference and the Indochina Situation 
(NSC Action No. 1086) 2 

Mr. Cutler first called on Secretary Smith to brief the Council on 

| the latest news of the Geneva Conference. | 

Secretary Smith pointed out that the United States had entered the 

Geneva Conference with a lesser degree of common understanding 
and position with its allies than it had entered any previous inter- 

national conference. When Secretary Dulles had gone to London and 

Paris before the opening of the Conference, it had looked as though 

he had obtained a meeting of minds. Such had not previously existed. 
At least this was the case with the British, even if the French remained 

very skeptical and pessimistic with respect to the effectiveness of Sec- 

retary Dulles’ plan for a regional grouping in Southeast Asia. How- 

ever, subsequent to the Secretary’s return to Washington, the under- 

standing with the British became unstuck, and the French position 

veered as a result of the change in the military situation in Indochina. 

Secretary Smith then outlined Foreign Secretary Eden’s present 

position on Indochina. This, in effect, stated that the British would | 

support at Geneva any settlement satisfactory to the French Govern- 

ment and, indeed, would be prepared to discuss the possibilities of 

some kind of joint guaranty of such a settlement if reached at Geneva. 

They were unwilling, however, to make any commitments with respect 

to entering into a regional organization such as proposed by Secretary 

Dulles, at least until the conclusion of the Geneva Conference. This 

>See memorandum of discussion at the 192d Meeting of the National Security — 

Council, Apr. 6, p. 1250. |
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change of heart on the part of the British had been very disappoint- | 
ing to us, said Secretary Smith, since we had been counting on the i 
British to help us buck up the French at Geneva. However, we could | 
not change the British position, and Mr. Eden had become very ir- | 
ritated when Secretary Dulles attempted to do so. | : 

The Secretary had had one talk with Molotov on Indochina,* and | 

just a few hours earlier Secretary Dulles had sent in his latest. ap- | 

praisal of the situation as it confronted the U.S. at the present time. | 

Secretary Smith then read Secretary Dulles’ appraisal (April 29, | 
6:10 a. m.),°> which contained the following main points. | 

(1) There may be a change in the French Government after Dien | 
Bien Phu falls, and after the members of the Chamber of Deputies 
return from their vacation. This change would probably result ina 
government further to the left, which would be committed to liquidate 4 
the French position in Indochina. a 

(2) The French plan to accept a settlement at Geneva which would | 
permit them to hold certain enclaves in the delta, in the center of Viet- 
nam, and in Cochin China. ‘These enclaves would enjoy U.S. sea and 
air protection, and they would be used as areas in which indigenous | 
forces could be trained. This would involve additional U.S. economic 
assistance. Admiral Davis believes that this French plan is not mili- | 
tarily feasible. But it seems the best hope of keeping France in the war. | 
If France and the United States agree to support such a plan, Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand might go along with it, but the U.K. would 
initially try to prevent the adoption of such a plan. Thailand would 
join if U.S. action were prompt enough. | 

(3) The attitude of the Russian and Chinese Communists at Geneva 
makes Secretary Dulles feel that open U.S. intervention in Indochina 
would be more likely to be followed by open Chinese intervention, with | 
the strong possibility that general war would result. | - | 

(4) The U.K. attitude is one of increasing weakness—fear of atomic | 
attack has badly frightened them. 

(5) Our allies are obviously very important to us, but Secretary | 
Dulles believes that they will follow a strong and sound U.S. leader- 
ship, not necessarily a warlike one. | 

Secretary Smith commented that the last point made by Secretary 

Dulles, in favor of strong U.S. leadership, greatly appealed to him. 

Secretary Smith also read certain statements from the press ticker 

made by Chou En-lai, which were extremely truculent in tone and 

accused the United States of every imaginable outrage, including 

occupation of Chinese territory, namely, Formosa. Secretary Smith 

| speculated as to whether the tone and content of Chou’s remarks had | 

not heightened Secretary Dulles’ apprehension that the Chinese Com- 

munists would intervene in Indochina if the U.S. did. | 

*The discussion was summarized by the Secretary in telegram Dulte 15 from | 
Geneva, Apr. 27 ; for text, see vol. xvI, p. 579. : 

"Reference is to telegram Dulte 21 from Geneva; for text, see ibid., p. 605. ,
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The President stated that at his press conference earlier this morn- 
ing he had been asked whether it was true that the British were pre- 
venting us from affording the assistance to the French which they 
desired. The President said that he had replied to this question by 
pointing out that we had done a great deal already to assist the 

French, although we had not provided combat assistance. He also 
pointed out that the British had had nothing whatever to do with our 
decisions with respect to assisting the French. The President then 
went on to say that in spite of the views of the Secretary of State 
about the need of leadership to bring the French and British along, 
he did not see how the United States, together with the French, could 
intervene with armed forces in Indochina unless it did so in concert 
with some other nations and at the request of the Associated States 

themselves. This seemed quite beyond his comprehension. 
Secretary Smith said that the preliminary agreement between 

France and the Associated States had been signed at Paris yesterday. 
‘He was not as yet aware of the details and implications of this agree- 
rnent, but with respect to other states concerting with the United 
‘States, he said that Thailand was already asking us to increase the 

| level of our military assistance. While it was disappointing that Aus- 

tralia and New Zealand had withdrawn from their original favorable _ 

reaction to the Dulles plan, Secretary Smith said that it was quite pos- 

sible that Australia and New Zealand would join the regional group- 

ing after the conclusion of the national elections in Australia. Secre- 

tary Smith went on to point out his belief that the French would try 

to prevent the fall of Dien Bien Phu for three weeks at least, in the 
| hope that during this period we would solve our “constitutional prob- 

lems” and intervene with an air strike. The French want, if possible, 

to avoid a military debacle, and they realize that American interven- 

tion would have a highly salutary effect on French morale and French 

public opinion. 
The Vice President inquired of Secretary Smith whether the French 

would actually be willing to settle at Geneva on the basis of a partition 

of Vietnam which would permit them only the three enclaves. Secre- 

tary Smith said that he could not reply with certainty to this question, 

since he knew nothing about the enclave plan beyond the fact that it 

had been studied by a pre-Geneva working group in Paris. 

Mr. Cutler then called upon Admiral Radford to report to the 

Council on his conversations with Sir Winston Churchill, the British 

Chiefs of Staff, and French representatives in Paris and London be- 

tween the 24th and 26th of April on the subject of Indochina. 

Admiral Radford read his report from a written summary which 

had been prepared on the basis of memoranda of his various conver-
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sations. A copy of Admiral Radford’s summary as read to the Council | 
is filed with the minutes of the meeting.° | | 

Admiral Radford said that he arrived in Paris on the afternoon of 
April 24 and immediately conferred with Secretary Dulles on the cur- 
rent attitudes of France and Britain toward Indochina. Thereafter, 
he and Secretary Dulles met with Anthony Eden.’ Admiral Radford | 
informed Mr. Eden of the views of the U.S. Chiefs of Staff with respect 
to the deteriorating situation in Indochina and the serious results | 
which would ensue. In particular, he pointed out the U.S. view that 

‘Southeast Asia would not be militarily defensible after the loss of 
Indochina. Mr. Eden said that the presentation by Secretary Dulles | 
painted a worse picture of the Indochina situation than the French | 
had given to the British. He was therefore revising his plan to go 
directly to Geneva, and was returning to London that night in order 
to talk over the matter with the Prime Minister and the British Cabinet 

_ before proceeding toGeneva. 
Admiral Radford saw Secretary Dulles again after the latter’s con- 

versation with Laniel, who again emphasized to the Secretary the seri- _ : 
ousness of the French situation in Indochina and the urgent necessity : 
of U.S. intervention to prevent a catastrophe. a | 

At the urgent request of General Ely, the Chairman of the French 
Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Radford met. with him on Saturday night.® 
Ely stated that he came to Radford as a representative of the French | 
Government as a consequence of a Cabinet meeting just ended. Ap- 
parently, said Admiral Radford, Ely had been sent to talk to him by 
Bidault and Pleven as one military man to another. Ely said that he 

| came to ask for American intervention, realizing that such interven- | 
tion could have no direct bearing on Dien Bien Phu. The point he 
wanted to stress was that American aid should be given before Dien | 
Bien Phu fell, for the psychological effect in France and in Indochina, | 
and to prevent deterioration. He added a personal opinion that the 
French Cabinet included a few strong members—Laniel, Bidault and 
Pleven. The balance of the Cabinet. was weak. He was not optimistic 
as to the number of days Dien Bien Phu could hold out. He therefore 
urged prompt action by the U.S., and inferred that refusal of the | 

- *No copy of the summary has been found in Department of State files or at the 
Hisenhower Library. The files of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff con- | 
tain a six-page document dated Apr. 28 which presumably is that read by Admiral } 
Radford. It is titled “Résumé of Conversations with French and British Repre- i 
sentatives by Admiral Radford, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Paris i 

| and London, 24-26 April 1954 on the Subject of Indochina.” (CJCS 091 Indo- 

Re memorandum of the Dulles—Radford—Eden conversation at Paris, Apr. 24, 

P eAdvatral Radford reported on his meeting with General Ely in telegram 4060 | 
from Paris, Apr. 25, p. 1402. | 

| 
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United States to render aid at this critical time could have severe 1m- 
plications for future relations between France and the United States. 

Admiral Radford said he reported this conversation to Ambassador 
Dillon, who passed it on to Secretary Dulles with his interpretation. 
Dillon felt, that the leaders of the French Government had never in- 
formed the full Cabinet of their request for U.S. armed intervention 
which had been made by the stronger individuals who were willing to 

take responsibility for the request on the basis that everything possi- 
ble must be done to save Dien Bien Phu. Dillon felt that if such aid 
were given the French they would continue to fight in Indochina re- 
gardless of the outcome. If such aid were not rendered, it would be- 

come public knowledge and involve a very adverse reaction from 

French public opinion. This, in Dillon’s view, would result in the 

overthrow of the Laniel government and its replacement by a govern- 

| ment which would pledge to withdraw from Indochina. 
Admiral Radford said he had discussed this conversation with Gen- 

eral Ely and with General Gruenther, who stated that he had never 

observed the morale in high French governmental circles to be so low 

as at the present time. 
On Monday, Admiral Radford arrived in London to meet with the 

British Chiefs of Staff.2 He was met by Ambassador Aldrich, who 

informed him of the British decision not to take any action now, but 

to await the outcome of the Geneva Conference. 

The analysis of the British Chiefs on the situation in Indochina 

was largely in accord with that of the U.S. Chiefs, particularly with 

respect to our appreciation of the serious possibilities resulting from 

the loss of all or part of Indochina either through military action or 

negotiation. The British Chiefs, however, seemed to maximize the 

risks of expanding the war by intervention at this time, as well as the 

requirements for ground forces to be furnished by the Western powers 

to achieve a victory. They seemed confident of being able to hold 

Malaya in any event, and their approach to the Indochina problem 

seemed strictly and narrowly in terms of local U.K. interest, without 

adequate regard for the future of other areas of the Far Kast, includ- 

ing Japan. 
On Monday evening, Admiral Radford dined with the Prime Min- 

ister at. Chequers.° The Prime Minister took the same line as that | 

taken by the British Chiefs of Staff and Mr. Eden. He is aware of the 

serious implication stemming from the deterioration of the French 

position in Indochina and the later loss of all the other areas of South- 

east Asia. He realized that this would probably lead to a worsening of 

the French position in North Africa and have its effects on NATO, 

° For Admiral Radford’s report on his meeting with the British Chiefs of Staff, 

see telegram 4725 from London, Apr. 26, p. 1416. | 

10 Regarding the meeting, see footnote 3, ibid.
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particularly in case a more neutralist-minded government came to | 

power in France. : | 

_ While deploring these possibilities, the Prime Minister was de- 
termined to commit forces and incur risks only to hold Malaya, both | 

politically and militarily. This he felt. could be done. He brushed aside : 
the potential threat to Australia in the event that Indonesia fell into 

‘the Communist camp, and he did not seem to appreciate the effect of | 

the loss of Southeast Asia on the future of Japan. 
In connection with NATO, the Prime Minister stated that we had 

waited long enough for the French to make EDC a reality. Therefore | 
the U.K. and the U.S. should “get on” with rearming the Germans | 

themselves. _ | | 

The Prime Minister repeatedly referred to the loss of India to the 
Empire, making the point that since the British people were willing 
to let India go, they would not be interested in holding Indochina for 
France. He discoursed at length on the atomic threat to the U.K., 

which he cited as a factor which required the utmost caution in dealing 

with the situation in the Far East. He favored a personal and inti- 
mate conversation between President Eisenhower, Malenkov and him- | 
self, as the only way to settle the big problems of the world. | | 
Admiral Radford said he gathered the distinct impression that Sir 

Winston was presently unprepared to participate in collective action | 
on any matter involving commitments of British resources or incur- 
ring any risks unless some British territory is under imminent threat. 

His personal appraisal of action which can be taken to halt the spread 
of world communism seems now limited to talks, as he says, “at the 
summit”. Whether this stems from a personal conviction, a real fear 

of atomic attack on Britain, or a fear that the British people will 

not approve a stronger course of action, Admiral Radford said he did. 

| not know. | 

: At the conclusion of the reading of this summary statement, Ad- | 
; miral Radford went on to brief the Council on the military situation | 

: in Indochina, with the aid of maps and charts. He first spoke of “Op- 

: eration Atlante” in the southern part of Indochina. This operation had | 

: not only come to a standstill; the French were actually on the de- | 

. fensive and in some trouble. : 

| Two Vietminh battalions had made an incursion into Cambodia ten | 

| days ago and had caused consternation. 
| Vietminh action in the delta area had been concentrated against 

| communications, especially those linking Hanoi and Haiphong. One 

whole Vietminh division had recently infiltrated the delta. | 

| With respect to the situation at Dien Bien Phu, Admiral Radford | 

| pointed out that the area now held by the French had shrunk to about | 

, 1500 yards in diameter, making it very difficult to drop supplies to the |
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garrison. He estimated the garrison’s minimum requirements for sup- 
plies at about 200 tons a day. He estimated the total French casualties 
to be about 5500. There were nearly 1000 litter cases being cared for 

- in underground dispensaries. There were 2000 walking wounded who 
were able to make some contribution to the defense of the position. The 
French forces were now estimated to total about 8500 infantrymen and 
1200 artillerymen. Against this force the Vietminh had marshalled an 
estimated 40,000. General Navarre feels that the Vietminh will succeed 
in taking Dien Bien Phu by asphyxiation, and Admiral Radford was 
inclined to believe that this was true. Accordingly, there was less like- 

_ Ithood of another mass assault by the Vietminh. The relief column, of 
which there had been so much notice in the press lately, consisted of 
about 3000 indigenous troops officered by Frenchmen. In their progress 
north they had now about reached the beginning of the relatively good 
road which led to Dien Bien Phu, a distance of 29 miles. The column, 
said Admiral Radford, was not strong enough to affect significantly 
the outcome at Dien Bien Phu unless it were reinforced by the airdrop 
of additional troops. Admiral Radford expressed the belief that such 
reinforcement was feasible. . 

The French were continuing to drop paratroopers into Dien Bien 
Phu, though in recent days the number of men dropped into the 
fortress did not equal the casualties, which amounted to between 120 
and 150 a day. | a | 

A brief interval of silence followed Admiral Radford’s briefing, 
after which Governor Stassen said that he wished to express his views. 
It seemed to him that the time was now at hand when the Council 
should make its ultimate decision as to the U.S. course of action. In 
his view, if the French folded, and even if the British refused to go 
along with us, the United States should intervene alone in the southern 
areas of Indochina in order to save the situation. Governor Stassen 
said that he realized that this would require Congressional permis- 

sion, but he was convinced that if we managed to keep a portion of 

| Indochina from Communist. domination, and exhibited strength and 

determination, this course of action would enable us to save the rest 

| of Southeast Asia. Governor Stassen said that, recognizing the ap- _ 

palling weakness of both the British and the French positions, he felt 
| that we should not allow this weakness to render the United States 

inactive and impotent. Everything, therefore, counselled that the 

United States at this time determine the ultimate lengths to which it 

would be willing to go to save Southeast Asia. Even though it might 

prove unnecessary to go to the ultimate limits, a determination to do 

so 1f necessary would greatly strengthen the Secretary of State in 

conducting the negotiations at Geneva, and might produce a much_ 
better settlement at Geneva than we could otherwise anticipate. Of
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course, if the French remained in the fight and did not. fold, there 
would be many additional possibilities of building real strength for 
the free world side in Southeast Asia. Failure of the United States | 
to determine at this time to take a strong ultimate position would not 
only critically endanger its interests in Southeast Asia, but would have 
the gravest. repercussions on the United States position throughout | 
the free world. Difficult as this decision was, Governor Stassen ex- : 
pressed confidence that the Congress and the people of the United 
States would support direct intervention in Indochina by the United | 
States if the Commander-in-Chief made it clear to them that such a 
move was necessary to save Southeast Asia from Communism. , 

_ The President expressed considerable doubt as to whether Governor 
Stassen’s diagnosis of the attitude of the Congress and the people in 
this contingency was correct. He furthermore accused Governor 
Stassen of making assumptions which leaped over situations of the , 
gravest difficulty. It was all well and good to state that if the French 
collapsed the United States must. move in to save Southeast Asia, but 
if the French indeed collapsed and the United States moved in, we 
would in the eyes of many Asiatic peoples merely replace French | 
colonialism with American colonialism. The President reminded the 
Council of the views expressed to him earlier by the Ambassador from 
Vietnam with respect to the very small number of the indigenous 
population of Vietnam who had any confidence in French promises 
of independence. Such skepticism, said the President, indicated to him 
that the people of the Associated States had failed to comprehend the 
cause for which the free world was fighting. Finally, continued the | 
President, where could the United States quickly find military forces 
to replace the forces which the French would withdraw? In short, 
where and how could the United States intervene in Indochina? 

Replying to the points the President had made, Governor Stassen 
insisted that the obvious fact. that the Vietnamese did not trust the 
French was no reason to argue that they did not trust us. He perceived. 
no insurmountable difficulty in this respect if the United States were 

to take over from France. He was confident that the Associated States | 

would be glad to invite U.S. intervention, and he furthermore believed 
that if the French did decide to get out of Indochina, circumstances 
would compel them to phase their withdrawal in such fashion as to 

permit the orderly introduction of U.S. forces. 
The President admitted the cogency of Governor Stassen’s last | 

point, but said that what he feared was a French decision to get out | 

of Indochina made at Geneva and made in such a way as to prevent » | 

the United States from taking over the French responsibilities. | 
Governor Stassen replied that he very much doubted if the French | 

would agree with the Communists at Geneva to get out of Indochina 

| 
i
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unconditionally and thus close the door to the United States. In any 
case, Governor Stassen said he certainly did not think that the United 
States should go into Indochina in any sense as partners of the French 
with a view to bolstering the French position. We should take com- 
mand of the situation in such a way as to enlist the loyalty and support 
of the indigenous forces as the French had failed to do. He reiterated 
his conviction that an orderly transition from French to U.S. re- 
sponsibility could be carried out unless the French actually dropped 

_ their arms and ran from the field, which he thought was quite unlikely. 
The President then expressed his own conviction that if the United 

States were to intervene in Indochina alone, it would mean a general 
war with China and perhaps with the USSR, which the United States 

would have to prosecute separated from its allies. 
In response, Governor Stassen expressed the opinion that the 

Chinese Communists were unlikely to intervene if the United States 
contented itself merely with occupying and holding the southern areas 
of Indochina and did not attempt to roll back the Vietminh beyond 
the border between China and Indochina. | 

_ The President remained skeptical in the face of Governor Stassen’s 
argument, and pointed out our belief that a collective policy with our 
allies was the only posture which was consistent with U.S. national 

| security policy as a whole. To go in unilaterally in Indochina or other 
areas of the world which were endangered, amounted to an attempt 
to police the entire world. If we attempted such a course of action, 
using our armed forces and going intc areas whether we were wanted | 
or not, we would soon lose all our significant support in the free world. 
We should be everywhere accused of imperialistic ambitions. 

Governor Stassen took issue with the President’s argument and 
- pointed out that the peoples of the Philippines and of South Korea 

certainly did not consider us to be imperialists. Where we were so 

considered was precisely in those areas of the world where we were 

found supporting British and French positions. We plainly had thrust 

upon us the leadership responsibility for the free world, and, said 

Governor Stassen, we should determine to meet this responsibility. 

The President replied that to him the concept of leadership implied 

associates. Without allies and associates the leader is just an ad- 

venturer like Genghis Khan. _ | 

Governor Stassen said that there was no need to despair of as- 

sociates. We could almost certainly count on Thailand, Australia and 

New Zealand to go along with us. If, however, we lacked the courage 

to make the assault, we would presently find that we lacked any fol- 

lowers in the free world. On the other hand, if we do manifest our 

leadership, there will be plenty of others who will gradually return 

to our fold.
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Dr. Flemming inquired of the President as to the likelihood that the | 
Associated States would invite the armed intervention of the United | 
States. The President replied that he could give no precise answer to | 
Dr. Flemming’s question. Up to now the Associated States had not ! 
been entirely their own masters and in any case had made no request, 

direct or indirect, for such intervention. The President again repeated | 
his conviction that if the United States were to permit its ground 
forces to be drawn into conflict in a great variety of places throughout 
the world, the end result would be gravely to weaken the defensive 

position of the United States. Before doing that, it almost appeared 
that we would have to choose between actually launching an attack | 
on Soviet Russia or gradually permitting ourselves to be exhausted in 
piecemeal conflicts, as had been the fate of the British. | | at 

_ Governor Stassen suggested that it would be possible to take some 
of the U.S. forces out of Korea for use in Indochina, but the President | 
pointed out that President Rhee was screaming and yelling because we | 
had already redeployed two divisions. Moreover, it was well to re- 
member that there were a million Chinese soldiers across the border 
ready to pounce on South Korea if its defenses were weakened. Gov- 

- ernor Stassen observed that he thought that the ultimate sanction of | 
an all-out attack on Communist China if they renewed their aggres- 
sion against South Korea, was sufficient to prevent a Communist 

| Chinese attack on South Korea in the event more of our own forces | 
, were withdrawn. The President, however, insisted on his view that if | 
| the United States fought unilaterally against the Vietminh in Indo- _ | 

china, the Chinese Communists would move against Korea. | 
| Governor Stassen replied that in any event it would be impossible | 
| to let the Communists take over Indochina and then try to save the | 

rest of the free world from a similar fate. This was the time and the 
place to take our stand and make our decision. 

The President answered that before he could bring himself to — 
make such a decision, he would want to ask himself and all his wisest | 

| advisers whether the right decision was not rather to launch a world | 
| war. If our allies were going to fall away in any case, it might be | 
| better for the United States to leap over the smaller obstacles and hit 

: the biggest one with all the power we had. Otherwise we seemed to be 

| merely playing the enemy’s game—getting ourselves involved in 

| brushfire wars in Burma, Afghanistan, and God knows where. To — 

| this Governor Stassen replied that it was perfectly possible to prevent ! 

| dissipating our military power in local wars. We could do this by the | 

: threat of general war if the Communists crossed any national bound- | 
| ary. The situation in Indochina, however, was different, since the Com- 

munists had already got into Indochina before President Eisenhower | 
| and the new Administration had come into power in the United States. 

| | 
[
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The President said that perhaps Governor Stassen’s diagnosis was 
correct, but went on to say that before he would be prepared to commit 
U.S. divisions to Indochina—six, eight, ten, however many were re- 
quired—he would earnestly put before the leaders of the Congress 
and the Administration the great question whether it would not be 
better to decide on general war and prepare for D-Day. The cause of 
the free world could never win, the United States could never survive, 
if we frittered away our resources in local engagements. This process 
would go on indefinitely, with the Communists trying everywhere to 
involve the United States in indecisive engagements which would 
ultimately sap its strength. 

Secretary Kyes said with great emphasis that the President was as 
sound as anyone could be. The people of the United States would 
rather hit Soviet Russia than put a single man to fight in Indochina. 

The President said he was frightened to death at the prospect of 
American divisions scattered all over the world, and now it was sug- 

gested that we put six more in Indochina. It was obvious that we 
_ should have to go to general mobilization if we followed this course. 

Secretary Smith said he believed that there might be an alternative 
to doing too much on the one hand or doing nothing on the other. The 

_ Congress had rejected the idea of the United States providing combat 
assistance to Indochina unless we were assured of support by our 
allies for this course of action. Since the Congress took that position 
regarding an air strike to save Dien Bien Phu, we have come to recog- 
nize that the fall of Dien Bien Phu need not necessarily amount to a 
military disaster or involve the complete failure of the Navarre Plan 
for victory in Indochina. The French are now pressing for U.S. assist- 
ance in the air even if Dien Bien Phu should fall. They argue that 
such air strikes by U.S. planes would enable them to continue the fight 
in Indochina. If they really mean this we might well avoid having to 
commit any U.S. ground forces in Indochina. After all, there were 
plenty of ground forces available now if they could be properly 
trained and used. Would it be possible, therefore, that even without 
Britain the United States could induce some of the Asiatic states to 

join with us in intervening in Indochina? If so, we would meet the 
basic condition set by the Congress (concerted action) and would be 
able promptly to give the French what they were asking for—air 
strikes by U.S. planes. | 7 | 

The President interrupted to say that in a general way this was 
what he had hoped might come to pass, until Australia had collapsed 
and indicated its refusal to join the regional grouping." | 

Secretary Smith then continued. If, as a result of a Congressional 
resolution permitting U.S. armed intervention in concert with willing 

"For documentation on the attitude of Australia on the question of collective 

defense in Southeast Asia, see volume x11. ;
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states, the French were prevailed upon to continue the struggle, they 
might even permit the United States to send in a considerable mili- | 
tary mission which would take over responsibility for the training of 
the native forces. Thus it might be possible to carry out the objectives : 
of the Navarre Plan. All this, said Secretary Smith, represented a 
possible course of action which we should investigate without waiting 
to see what happens at the Geneva Conference. Secretary Smith con- 

_ cluded by expressing agreement with the President that we could 
never get the U.S. public to allow us to send U.S. divisions to fight 
with the French alone in Indochina. The public would insist on some 
allies, on the desire of the Associated States to be saved, and upon 
avoiding identification with colonialism. | 

The Vice President noted the invariable tendency to thinking of ; 
armed intervention only in terms of ground forces. Nevertheless, there 
were more than enough ground forces potentially available in Indo- i 
china. The effect of U.S. air strikes on current battles in Indochina, 
such as Dien Bien Phu, might not be decisive, but the effect of such 
air strikes on the climate of opinion throughout the free world might | 
well prove decisive. It would amount to the United States saying to 
the Communists, “This is as far as you go, and no further.” Secondly, ! 
continued the Vice President, he thought that we would put ourselves 
in the worst possible position if we decided to stay precisely where we 
now are. To do no more than we have done would be tantamount to | 

giving Britain a veto on U.S. action in Southeast Asia. The French 
have asked us for help. They have asked no one else. But if the French 

are made to realize that we cannot give them the desired help unless | 

some other nations join with us, they might be brought to agree to the 

intervention of a coalition of nations including the United States. | 

Certainly Thailand and the Philippines would join such a coalition. ! 

So probably would Australia after the national elections are com- 
| pleted. What he kept getting back to, said the Vice President, was his 

unwillingness to let the British have a veto over our freedom of action. 

| He thought that we should soberly consider what we should do in 
Southeast Asia. We should then do this with the British if they will 

: come along, but without them if they won’t. Our chief assets in this 

| area are the Associated States themselves, and the Vice President said : 

| he would even follow this course if Australia failed to join us. The 
| truth of the matter was that, at least in the Far East, our close tie-up 

: with the British was a painful liability. | 
| The President said that he would agree with the Vice President if 

| he could be sure that the Vice President was correct in assuming that : 

| the French would stay and fight in Indochina. If they proved willing | 
| to do so, the President said that he would agree to put this proposal | 

, up to Congress. : | : | 

, 
|
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Mr. Cutler called attention to the position of the British Chiefs of 
Staff that the introduction of additional outside ground forces would 
be essential and that the commitment of air forces alone would not 
Save the situation. Was not this, he asked, also the view of our own 
Chiefs of Staff? Admiral Radford replied that this was not quite the 
case, since our objective was to hold in a given situation rather than to 
achieve a victory at once. | 

Secretary Smith reminded the Council that it had agreed to under- — 
write the Navarre Plan chiefly in order to increase the indigenous 

| forces. He still thought the Navarre Plan fundamentally sound if it 
was carried out right. At the present time the success of the Navarre 
Plan was threatened not so much by a military disaster as by a psy- 
chological collapse. If it were possible to prevent a collapse of the 

| French will, and to keep the training plan for the indigenous forces 
alive by means of a U.S. training mission and by U.S. air strikes, we 
might ultimately save the situation in Indochina without being _ 
obliged to commit U.S. ground forces. General Navarre, however, 
would have to go. He had proved incompetent. We should also have 
to have absolute assurances from France for the complete independ- 
ence of the Associated States. Certainly we could not, repeated Secre- 
tary Smith, go into Indochina with the French alone. At any rate, 
something like this seemed to him the only possible kind of formula. 

The Vice President said that we should get all of our associates in 
this enterprise to join with us in guaranteeing the complete independ- 

— ence of the Associated States. The President said he was still uncer- 
tain whether the Associated States would actually invite U.S. inter- 
vention. Governor Stassen, however, expressed confidence that they 
would do so now that their independence had been declared and estab- 
lished. In his experience, the natives of these States were friendly to 
U.S. personnel and liked the United States. Secretary Smith pointed 

_ out that the Cambodians had wanted to raise the issue of the Commu- 
nist invasion in the UN, but that we ourselves had counselled against — 
such a move. | 

_ Secretary Smith then said that he had two concrete suggestions for 
action by the National Security Council. He pointed out that he was 
leaving for Geneva tomorrow afternoon. He suggested that he invite 
the ANZUS deputies to meet with him this evening. At this time he 
would discreetly indicate that although the British had turned down 
our invitation to join in a regional grouping, we were by no means sure 
that we would abandon the effort because of this refusal and would 
not go on to make our declaration with such other nations as would 
Join us. Secretary Smith would say no more to the deputies, but let 

them think this point over.” ~ | | 

les No record of the proposed meeting has been found in Department of State | . 
es.
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The second step, continued Secretary Smith, would be taken when 

he conferred with Secretary Dulles in Geneva on Saturday and , 

secured the Secretary’s reaction to this plan as well as his latest ap- 

praisal of the situation at Geneva. Meanwhile, we could give hints 

to the French that we have not made a final decision as to our interven- 

tion in Indochina. This would help to keep the French going, and 

Secretary Dulles would be back next week, at which time a decision | 

might be made in the National Security Council. | 

The President agreed with the proposed action, but stated that he 

wanted to end the meeting with one word of warning. If we wanted 

to win over the Congress and the people of the United States to an | 

understanding of their stake in Southeast Asia, let us not talk of | 

intervention with U.S. ground forces. People were frightened, and 

| were opposed to this idea. | 

The National Security Council: * 

 q. Discussed the situation with respect to Indochina in the light of | 

oral reports by the Acting Secretary of State and the Chairman, Joint 

) Chiefs of Staff, on developments with respect to the Geneva Con- 

| ference and the Indochina situation. | | | | 

| b. Agreed that, despite the current unwillingness of the British 

| Government to participate at this time and without awaiting develop- 

| ments at the Geneva Conference, the United States should continue | 

: its efforts, undertaken pursuant to NSC Action No. 1086—b-(1), to 

: organize a regional grouping, including initially the U.S., France, the | 

| Associated States, and other nations with interests in the area, for 

| the defense of Southeast Asia against Communist efforts by any means 

| to gain control of the countries in this area; final recommendation on 

| the above to await the return and report of the Secretary of State. : 

; Note: The action in 6 above, as approved by the President, sub- 

| sequently transmitted to the Secretary of State for appropriate | 

| action. CO - | 

: ~¥ points @ and b below constituted NSC Action No. 1104, Apr. 29, 1954. (S/S- 

| NSC files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions”) © 
| 

| ——_——$———$ 

! Eisenhower Library, “Project ‘Clean Up’, Indochina” 
| 

: Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the President for National | 

Security Affairs (Cutler) to the Under Secretary of State (Smith) | 

| TOP SECRET | | Wasuineton, April 30, 1954. | 

| 1. The draft of formal record of action of the NSC Meeting, | 

| April 29/54, reads: Oo a 

: “A oreed that, despite the current unwillingness of the British Gov- 

| ernment to participate at this time and without awaiting developments | 

| 1 se memorandum of discussion at the 194th Meeting of the Council, Apr. 29, 

| Dp.
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_ at the Geneva Conference, the United States should continue its efforts, 
undertaken pursuant to NSC Action No. 10865(1),* to organize a 

_ regional grouping, including initially the U.S., France, the Associated 
States, and other nations with interests in the area, for the defense of 
Southeast Asia against Communist efforts by any means to gain con- 
trol of the countries in this area.? 

*NSC Action No. 10860(1), April 6/54, reads: 
“Agreed that the United States should direct its efforts prior 

to the Geneva Conference toward: 

(1) Organizing a regional grouping, including initially the 
| U.S., the U.K., France, the Associated States, Australia, New 

Zealand, Thailand, and the Philippines, for the defense of 
Southeast Asia against Communist efforts by any means to 
gain control of the countries in this area.” 

: 2. For the benefit of the Planning Board at its later meeting on 
April 29/54, I orally expanded the above formal language, as follows: 

1) Without awaiting the outcome of the Geneva Conference and | 
despite the negative UK attitude, the State Department would con- 
tinue to explore the possibility of forming a regional grouping in the 
Far East without the British; immediately taking up the matter with 
Role and New Zealand.? Such a grouping might include the 

2) Intervention by U.S. with combat forces would still depend on 
invitation of indigenous nations: a sufficient regional grouping so that 
it would not appear that the U.S. was acting alone to bail out French 
colonies and to meet Congressional sentiment, and on Congressional 
authority. No intervention based on executive action. 

3) The State Department should hint to France that U.S. is con- 
tinuing to explore possible bases upon which to found an approach to 
Congress for authority to act. : 

4) The State Department should indicate to the British that. des- | 
| pite UK negative attitude, the U.S. is continuing to explore as indi- 

| cated in 1) and 3) above. | 5) Final action should not be taken until the Secretary of State’s 
return from Geneva. | 

3. The following points developed in the Planning Board discussion 
at the! A pril 29/54 Meeting: | —_ 

a. It appears France and Vietnam have signed only an agreement 
later to execute indenendence papers. The French Cabinet is unwill- 
ing to give independence for a further two months (1.e. after Geneva 
Conference). Accordinely, a basic condition for Congressional author- 
ity has not been met. Furthermore, it is impossible to meet the Presi- 

* The following handwritten addition appears at this point on the source text: 
“final recommendation in the above regard to await the return and report of the 
Secretary of State.” 
*The following handwritten marginal notation appears at this point on the 

| source text: “Not able to do so before departure but will have full AN ZUS meet- 
ing in Geneva on arrival.”
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dent’s requirement that the indigenous peoples invite and actively | 
desire U.S. intervention. (This has been told to President.) | 

6. Should decision be made now as to U.S. intention to use “new : 
weapons”, cn intervention, in Vietnam on military targets? Would ) 
one “new weapon” dropped on Vietminh troop concentrations in re- : 

- serve behind DBP be decisive in casualties and overwhelming in © 
psycho effect on Vietminh opposition? (Query: could one “new weap- 
on” be loaned to France for this purpose? Could French airmen 
make a proper drop? Would French Government dare take step ?) 

c. If U.S. decides that it wll use “new weapons” on intervention 

(1) Should it tell its proposed associates in regional grouping : 
at outset? Would the effect upon them be to frighten them off ? : 

(2) Will France and Britain take alarm, with possible reper- 7 
cussions on U.S. air bases overseas? If they should seek to can- 
cel our bases on such a ground, how valuable are our allies and : 
these bases ? | : 

d. View was expressed that U.S. use of “new weapon” in Vietnam 
would tend to deter Chinese aggression in retaliation, and that failure 
to use the “new weapon” in Vietnam would tend to increase chance 
of Chinese aggression in retaliation (i.e. the Chinese would feel the : 
U.S. was afraid to use its one massive superiority). | 7 | 

ée. View was expressed that neither USSR nor China wants a : 
‘new weapon” war now, at a time when U.S. had manifest superiority 
in “new weapons” and delivery capability. Chou En-lai is talking big 
to bluff the U.S. , 

Note: Ro had opportunity to discuss generally the foregoing with : 

the President and Vice President this morning.* Their opinion was 
(1) that the regional grouping should be formed without announcing 

our intention about the “new weapons”; (2) that the U.S. would un- 
questionably be asked by its associates what its attitude was toward 
the use of “new weapons”; (3) that it was very unlikely that a “new 
weapon” could effectively be used in the jungles around DBP, and that 7 

well piloted Corsair strikes with HE bombs and Napalm bombs would ft 
be more effective; (4) that we might consider saying to the French : 
that we had never yet given them any “new weapons” and if they 
wanted some now for possible use, we might give them a few; °* (5) 

‘In his memoirs Richard Nixon provides the following account of the meeting 
under reference : 

“The next morning I met with Eisenhower and General Robert Cutler, his 
Special Assistant for National Security Affairs. Cutler reported that the NSC 
planning board had been discussing the possibility of telling our allies that if we 
went into Indochina, we might use the atom bomb. Eisenhower asked me what I 
thought about this idea; I said that whatever was decided about using the bomb, i 
I did not think it was necessary to mention it to our allies before we got them to F 
agree on united action. I emphasized, as I had at the NSC meeting, that it might 
not be necessary to have more than a few conventional air strikes by the united 
forces to let the Communists see that we were determined to resist. Eisenhower 
turned to Cutler and said, ‘First, I certainly do not think that the atom bomb : 
can be used by the United States unilaterally, and second, I agree with Dick 
that we do not have to mention it to anybody before we get some agreement on 
united action’.” (Memoirs of Richard Nixon, p. 154) 7 | 
*The following handwritten marginal notation appears at this point on the 

source text: “question of law.” - |
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that the declarations which we had already made relative to what we 

would do if China overtly intervened in Indo-China was the im- 

portant deterrent to Chinese intervention, rather than whether or not | 

we used the “new weapon” in Vietnam; (6) that the important thing 

was to get a regional grouping together as rapidly as possible. 

| RoBerT CUTLER 

Editorial Note 

, In his memoirs, President Eisenhower provides the following ac- 

count of the discussion on Indochina and the Geneva Conference 

which occurred at the 194th Meeting of the National Security Council, 

April 29, 1954: | 

“That afternoon Acting Secretary of State Bedell Smith reported 
on behind-the-scenes movements in Paris and Geneva. Eden’s position 

_was that the British would support any peace agreement the I'rench 
would make and would be willing to guarantee it; ie., to put their 
weight behind its enforcement. ‘They were not willing to enter into 
any regional defense agreement with non-Communist countries to 
safeguard Southeast Asia until after the Geneva Conference. — 

“Bedell’s report included the statement that Australia and New 
Zealand had withdrawn from their original position favorable to 
united action. More encouraging was the news that the French had 
signed a new, preliminary agreement with the Associated States the 
day before in Paris, and that nearby Thailand was showing that they 
recognized the Communist danger to themselves by asking us to in- 
crease the level of our military assistance, | So 

“The French kept alive the possibility that we could solve some of 
our ‘constitutional problems’ and launch a unilateral air strike—on 
their terms. They were said to be trying to prevent the fall of Dien 
Bien Phu for three weeks in this hope. | 
_“The situation at Dien Bien Phu, however, had now become impos- 

sible, The French defense area had shrunk to a perimeter fifteen hun- 
dred yards in diameter, making it extremely difficult to drop supplies 
to the garrison. The French force was down to 8500 effective infantry- 
men and 1200 artillerymen—against a Vietminh force of 40,000. One — 
relief column of 3000 native troops had made a feeble effort to rescue 
Dien Bien Phu, but obviously could not affect the battle. : 

_ We discussed once more the possibility of United States interven- 
tion by an air strike in Indochina. Although the three service chiefs— 
Army, Navy, Air Force—had recommended against. this course, there 
was some merit in the argument that the psychological effect of an air 
strike would raise French and Vietnamese morale and improve, at 
least temporarily, the entire situation. | | | | 

“During the course of this meeting I remarked that if the United 
States were, unilaterally, to permit its forces to be drawn into conflict 

| in Indochina and in a succession of Asian wars, the end result would 
be to drain off our resources and to weaken our over-all defensive posi- 

|
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tion. If we, without allies, should ever find ourselves fighting at , 

various places all over the region, and if Red Chinese aggressive par- 

ticipation were clearly identified, then we could scarcely avoid, I said, 

considering the necessity of striking directly at the head instead of 

the tail of the snake, Red China itself. | 

“But in the meantime, the problem was to solve the current dilemma. 

Even without a mechanism for united action, we could still go on © 

giving the French considerable material aid. Moreover, Bedell Smith 

at my direction was to go to Geneva the next afternoon and invite the 

ANZUS deputies to meet with him that evening. Bedell was not at all 

sure that merely because the British had turned down our invitation 

to join a regional grouping we should abandon the whole effort.” | 

(Mandate for Change, pages 354-855) Oo oe | 

| In his memoir account, Richard Nixon adds the following: | 

“At the end of April the situation at Dien Bien Phu took another ) 

| turn for the worse, and it did not look as if the French forces could 

: hold on much longer. I made a diary note on April 29: : 

| “The NSC meeting started at ten o’clock and did not end until 

: one. The last hour and three-quarters was spent discussing Indo- | 

china. | a | | : | 

| “Radford reported on the military situation and on his conver- 

| ‘gations with the French and British. Bedell Smith read a mes- 

| sage from Dulles which indicated considerable pessimism but | 

| that Dulles was going to stand firm for the American position. 

| “The President was extremely serious and seemed to be greatly _ 

| concerned about what was the right course to take. 

| “After the reports were made, Harold Stassen said that he : 

! thought that decision should be to send ground troops if neces- 

| sary to save Indochina, and to do it on a unilateral basis if that 

| was the only way it could be done. 

| “The President himself said that he could not visualize a | 

| eround troop operation in Indochina that. would be supported by 

— the people of the United States and which would not in the long | 

| run put our defense too far out of balance. He also raised the 

: point that we simply could not go in unilaterally because that 

| was in violation of our whole principle of collective defense 

| against communism in all places in the world. 

| “A fter Stassen’s proposal had been discussed, I said that in my judg- : 

| ment winning the war in Vietnam was not necessarily a question of 

| committing a lot of ground troops to combat. Sending an Air Force | 

| contingent representing a unified alliance would have the double effect 

| of letting the Communists know that we were going to resist further | 

| expansion in the area, and of bolstering the morale of the French and 

| the Vietnamese troops. I suggested that we explore the possibilities of 

| developing a Pacific coalition without the British, an alliance with 

! Thailand, the Philippines, Indochina, Australia, New Zealand, and 

: whatever other nations would join.” (Memoirs of Richard Nixon, | 

| pages 153-154) | : 

| | 

| 

i
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For the pertinent portions of the memorandum oft discussion at the 
194th Meeting of the NSC, see page 1481. | 

751G.13/4-—3054 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Saicon, April 30, 1954—1 p. m. 

2164. Repeated information Paris 731, Hanoi 396. Decree signed 
by Bao Dai before departure for Paris gives Binh Zuyen full control 

Vietnamese Surete effective May 1. Lai Huu Sang, military counselor 
to General Le Van Vien, Binh Zuyen commander in chief, named 
director Surete, and Sang’s brother, Lai Huu Tai, now political 
counselor to Vien, is reportedly soon to be given directorship Saigon- 
Cholon police. Thus, all civilian law enforcement agencies in south 
will be in hands of scarcely disguised gangsters. 

Binh Zuyen attempted gain power over security service back in 
January with advent Buu Loc, who wisely would have none of it. 
Buu Loc has allegedly continued oppose move, but was overruled by 
Bao Dai. | | 

Probably reason for this move is large concession in return for 
Binh Zuyen obedience to April 9 decree amalgamating paramilitary - 
forces into Vietnamese national army. More Machiavellian motive 
ascribed to Bao Dai by French expert in Ministry of Interior is desire 
get as much money out of Vietnam through use Binh Zuyen,. masters 
of arts of “squeeze” and extortion, before proposed National Assembly. 
drastically reduces his power and income. / 

French expert considered transfer Surete to Binh Zuyen “cata- | 
strophic”, not only because of general lawlessness, kidnappings, gang- 
land rule which would follow, but principally because of threat to 
Vietnamese unity which move symbolized. Cao Dais and Hoa Haos 
were now certain also to demand profitable concessions, so that the 
south would dissolve into greater chaos, and the much discussed unity 
of Vietnam, which seemed on point realization year ago, would in his 
view be completely destroyed. 

_ So far as Viet Minh was concerned, French expert believed Binh 
Zuyen accession to power would not be damaging to Nationalist cause. 
Binh Zuyen are anti-Communist, not of course by ideology but for 

| profit. Binh Zuyen would also, he thought, be able handle what he 

expected would be few Viet Minh May Day demonstrations (see | 

Embtel 2163 April 30) 2 | 

| | McCuintTock | 

1Telegram 2168 from Saigon, Apr. 30, which concerned the possibility of May 
Day demonstrations, is not printed. (700.001/4—-3054) —
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| INR-NIE files 

| National Intelligence Estimate 

SECRET WasHineton, 30 April 1954. 

NIE 63-54 

| ConsEQUENCES WiruHin Inpocutna oF THE Fay or Dien Bren Puv! 

| THE PROBLEM 

| To estimate the probable consequences within Indochina during the 
next two or three months of the fall of Dien Bien Phu within the near 

| future. 

| SCOPE 

| The consequences of the fall of Dien Bien Phu on the political situa- 
| tion in France, and the repercussions of major decisions in France or __ 
: Geneva on the situation in Indochina, are excluded from the scope of 
| thisestimate. _ , 

| CONCLUSIONS 

| 1. The fall of Dien Bien Phu would have far-reaching and adverse 
i repercussions, but it would not signal the immediate collapse of the 
| French Union political and military situation in Indochina. As a con- 
: sequence of the fall of Dien Bien Phu, the morale of French Union 
| forces would receive a severe blow. A crucial factor in the military 
_ situation thereafter would be the reliability of native units, particu- 
| larly the Vietnamese. There would almost certainly be increased de- 
! sertions, and the possibility cannot be excluded that the native com- 

ponents of French Union forces might disintegrate. However, we 
| believe that such disintegration would be unlikely during the ensuing | 
! two or three months, and that for at least this period the major part 
| of the native troops would probably remain loyal. oo 

: 2, Assuming no such disintegration, the fall of Dien Bien Phu 
( would not in itself substantially alter the relative military capabilities : 
| of French Union and Viet Minh forces in Indochina during the next 
| two or three months. The French stand at Dien Bien Phu has produced 
| certain compensatory military results. It has prevented an overrun- | 
. ning of Laos and has resulted in the inflicting of casualties upon the | 
| Viet Minh comparable in number to the total French force committed 7 | 
! at Dien Bien Phu. The bulk of Viet Minh forces released by the fall | 

| of Dien Bien Phu would probably not be able to move, regroup, and : 
re | . | 

* According to a note on the cover sheet, “The Intelligence Advisory Committee | 
| concurred in this estimate on 28 April 1954. The AEC and FBI abstained, the | 

subject being outside of their jurisdiction. | | 
“The following member organizations of the Intelligence Advisory Committee | 

| participated with the Central Intelligence Agency in the preparation of this esti- 
| mate: The intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the | 
| Navy, the Air Force, and The Joint Staff.” 

| - | | 
578-611 0 82 - 5 (Pt. 2) — | | 

| : ) |
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re-equip in time to be employed in new major operations during the 

next two or three months, although some lightly equipped infantry 

battalions might be made available more rapidly for operations in 

the Delta region. 
3. Although the Viet Minh have a substantial capability to organize 

demonstrations and carry out sabotage and terrorist activities in the 

major cities of Indochina, we believe that French Union forces could 

maintain control in those cities. 

4, The political consequences in Indochina of the fall of Dien Bien 

Phu would be considerably more adverse than the strictly military 

consequences and would increase the tempo of deterioration in the 

over-all French Union position in Indochina, particularly in Viet- 

nam. There would probably be a serious decline in the Vietnamese 

will to continue the war and to support the Vietnamese military pro- 

grams. However, we believe that general collapse of French and na- 

tive governmental authority during the next two or three months 

would be prevented by the continued existence of organized French 

Union forces and the hope among Indochinese that the US might 

intervene in Indochina. 

5. We believe that although the fall of Dien Bien Phu would not 

immediately lead to collapse of the French Union position in Indo- 

china, it would accelerate the deterioration already evident in the 

French Union military and political position there. If this trend were 

not checked, it could bring about a collapse of the French Union 

position during the latter half of 1954. It should be emphasized that 

this estimate does not consider the repercussion of major decisions in 

France or Geneva and elsewhere, which could have a decisive effect on 

the situation in Indochina. oo | 

a DISCUSSION 

6. We believe that the fall of. Dien Bien Phu, if it occurred as as- 

sumed in the problem, would result from: (a) French capitulation ; 

or (6) an overwhelming of the French either by assault or by gradual 

constriction of the French position. _ | “ 

”. If the French were to capitulate wthout further heavy fighting, 

| the adverse military and political consequences would be essentially 

similar in kind, though possibly of greater intensity, to those accom- 

panying the fall of the fortress through heavy fighting. Viet Minh 

losses in the event of capitulation would be less than those which would 

be incurred during further heavy fighting. 

8. In any event, the Viet Minh would have suffered heavy losses in 

the prolonged fighting at Dien Bien Phu. Estimated Viet Minh cas-
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ualties in the fighting there to date are approximately 13,000; roughly ! 
50 percent of this number have been killed or rendered permanently 
ineffective. Although a few experienced units have been sent as rein- 
forcements, individual replacements for the most. part have consisted 
of partially trained personnel. As a result of the Dien Bien Phu op- 
eration, the effectiveness of the Viet Minh offensive striking force will / 

be greatly reduced during the next two or three months. | 
9. French Union casualties at Dien Bien Phu to date have been 

approximatly 5,500. The defeat of the force now at Dien Bien Phu 
would add another 11,000, thus bringing the total French Union losses _ 
to roughly 17,000. At least two-thirds of these troops are experienced, | 
professional units from Algerian, colonial and foreign legion forces. | 
Moreover, six of the thirteen parachute battalions in the French Union 
forces in Indochina are at Dien Bien Phu. The loss of these elite 
French Union troops would reduce the French Union offensive strik- 
ing force by approximately one-quarter, thus markedly reducing over- 

_ all French Union capabilities for offensive operations in Indochina. 
10. Asa consequence of the fall of Dien Bien Phu, the morale of the 

French Union forces would receive a severe blow. Their will to win | 
would be diminished, largely because of a widespread belief that mili- 
tary victory was no longer possible. The loss of morale would prob- 
ably not be sufficient to reduce the effectiveness of the professional 

soldiers of the French Expeditionary force. However, a crucial factor 
in the military situation thereafter would be the reliability of native 
units, particularly the Vietnamese. There would almost certainly be 
an increase in Vietnam desertions, and the possibility cannot. be ex- | 
cluded that the native components of French Union forces might dis- | 
integrate. However, we believe that such disintegration would be un- | 
likely during the ensuing two or three months, and that for at. least 
this period the major part of the native troops would probably re- | 
main loyal. Therefore, we estimate that the impact upon the morale of | 
the French Union forces would be severe, but not of such severity as 

| to preclude their employment as an effective military force during the | 

nexttwoorthreemonths. . | | 
11. The fall of Dien Bien Phu would not in itself substantially alter 

the relative military capabilities of French Union and Viet Minh 

forces in Indochina during the next two or three months unless there 

were large-scale desertions from the French Union forces. The vic- | 

torious Viet Minh troops at Dien Bien Phu would have suffered heavy 

| casualties and their efficiency would be reduced. In order to bring these 2 

forces up to full strength, the Viet Minh would probably move them : 

from Dien Bien Phu to their main supply and training areas adjacent | 

to the Red River delta. Prior to the rainy season, this redeployment ! 

| 
|
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would require at least three to four weeks. After the full onset of the 

_ yainy season, which is unlikely before mid-May, the movement would - 

take between two and three months to complete. We therefore estimate 

that the bulk of the Viet Minh troops at Dien Bien Phu would not be 

available for major operations elsewhere in Indochina during the 

next two or three months, although some lightly-equipped infantry 

battalions might be made available more rapidly for operations in the 

Delta region. | 
12. Although the over-all capabilities of the Viet Minh would be - 

reduced as a consequence of the losses inflicted upon their main strik- 

ing force, Viet Minh forces elsewhere in Indochina would have the 

capability during the rainy season to maintain and in some instances 

increase military pressure against French Union forces. In the Red 

River delta, they could intensify efforts to sever land communications 

between Hanoi and Haiphong, ambush French detachments, attack 

villages, air bases, and other installations, and lay siege to isolated 

French delta strong points. The scale of Viet Minh operations in the 

Delta, however, would be restricted by the adverse effects of heavy 

rains on maneuverability. The Viet Minh could use their force con- 

~ centrated in the Pleiku region in southern Annam to launch fairly 

_ large-scale attacks against French forces engaged in the “Atlante” 

operation. They could also use units from this force for raiding opera- 

tions in the Mekong River area or to reinforce the Viet Minh battal- — 

ions now in Cambodia. Combat operations in southern Annam, the 

| Mekong valley, and in Cambodia would be restricted by the tenuous 

nature of resupply of ammunition and other military equipment for 

these units. The Viet Minh could at the same time organize demon- 

strations and carry out sabotage and terrorist activities in the major 

cities of Indochina. The Viet Minh capability in this regard is prob- 

_ ably substantial. | 

18. French Union forces, assuming no major Vietnamese defections, 

would have the capability to maintain their present major fortified 

positions in the Delta, and elsewhere, maintain control in the major 

cities, prevent the permanent severing of land communications be- 

| tween Hanoi and Haiphong, repulse Viet Minh attacks in southern 

Annam and the Mekong River area, and retain the area liberated 

in the “Atlante” operation. If the Viet Minh were to undertake a 

major military operation against Cambodia, the defense of Cambodia 

would require troops from other areas. French Union forces would 

retain the capability to launch limited offensive operations before the 

full onset of the rainy season, either in the Red River delta region or 

on the coast of Annam.
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14. The political consequences in Indochina of the fall of Dien Bien 
Phu would be considerably more adverse than the strictly military 
consequences, although the two are interrelated. The defeat would 
increase the tempo of deterioration in the over-all French Union posi- : 
tion in Indochina, particularly in Vietnam. The principal political ' 
consequences would be: (a) a major blow to French prestige among 
the Indochinese, and an increased conviction on their part that the 
French were unable to protect them against the Viet Minh; (0) a | 
serious decline in French and Indochinese will to continue the war, | 
and in particular a further decline in popular support in Vietnam for | 
Vietnamese military programs; (c) exacerbation of French-Indo- 
chinese relations, partly as a result of increased Indochinese suspicions — 

_ that the French will “sell out” to the Viet Minh; (d@) a sharp increase 
of “fence sitting” among politically conscious groups previously dis- _ 
posed to support the Vietnam Government; and (e) a sharp increase, : 
particularly among Vietnamese, of covert support of the Viet Minh. : 
However, we believe that a general collapse of French and native 
governmental authority during the next two or three months would 
be prevented by the continued existence of organized French Union | 
forces and the hope that the US might intervene in Indochina. | 

15. The political effect in Laos would probably be similar to that 
of Vietnam. However, the Laotians would probably display a greater 
disposition than the Vietnamese to stand by the French and to con- | 
tinue the war effort. | | 

_ 16. The political effect on Cambodia would be extremely uncertain. 
The internal security of Cambodia and a certain minimum stability | 
might be maintained, but Cambodia’s vulnerability to future Viet 
Minh pressure would increase. | | | 

17. The Viet Minh would make every effort to make political capi-_ | 
tal of their victory at Dien Bien Phu. They would concentrate on in- 
creasing the sense of hopelessness in the Associated States, and would | | 
seek to convince the Indochinese that the triumph at Dien Bien Phu 
signalled their imminent “deliverance” from colonial rule by fellow | 
countrymen. They would intensify current efforts to enhance the status | 
of the so-called “People’s Governments” of Laos and Cambodia. _ 

18. We believe that although the fall of Dien Bien Phu would not 
immediately lead to collapse of the French Union position in Indo- 
china, it would accelerate the deterioration already evident in the 
French Union military and political position there. If this trend were 
not checked, it could bring about a collapse of the French Union posi- 
tion during the latter half of 1954. It should be emphasized that this 
estimate does not consider the repercussion of major decisions in
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France or Geneva and elsewhere which are likely to have a decisive 

effect on the situation in Indochina. 

| [Annex] | | 

Troop STRENGTHS AND DISPOSITIONS 

French Union Viet Minh 

Regular and Light Bns Regular and Regional 

DIA. cece eee eee 402, 000 Bns 155............ 185, 000 

Semi-Military.......... 203, 500 Semi-Military......... 106, 000 

Total............. 605, 500 Total............ 291, 000 

| MAJOR CONCENTRATIONS* | | 

. Delta 

65 Regular Bns (35 Fr. Ex. Force) : 22 Regular Bns 

19 Light Bns Oo | 10 Regional Bns 

83,000 Semi-Military 35,000 Semi-Military 
Dien Bien Phu a 

16 Regular Bns (15 Fr. Ex. Force) 28 Regular Bns 

| 2 Regional Bns 

Northern Tonkin 
(Less DB Phu Area) 

are 13 Regional Bns 

. Northern Laos | | 

14 Regular Bns (10 Fr. Ex. Force) 3 Regular Bns 

2 Light Bns | 2 Regional Bns - 
Thakhek-Savannakhet 

17 Regular Bns (13 Fr. Ex. Force) ~ 8 Regular Bns 

3 Light Bns — | - 4. Regional Bns 
Central Vietnam 

35 Regular Bns (10 Fr. Ex. Force) | 14 Regular Bns 

16 Light Bns 7 Regional Bns 
Cochin China 

17 Regular Bns (3 Fr. Ex. Force) | 10 Regular Bns 

20 Light Bns 2 Regional Bns . 

Southern Laos and _ 

Northeastern Cambodia - 

8 Regular Bns (3 Fr. Ex. Force) 4 Regular Bns 

Western Cambodia 

11 Regular Bns (0 Fr. Ex. Force) Elements 

3 Light Bns | | 

*These dispositions cover only infantry units. The regional breakdown does not 

ine the total number of Viet Minh and French bns. [Footnote in the source 

text.
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751G.00/5-254': Telegram | 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 
| 

SECRET  NIACT | | Sargon, May 2, 1954—1 p. m. | 
2176. Repeated information Paris niact 738, Geneva niact 29, Tokyo 

85, Manila 222, Singapore 69. DeJean sent for me this morning to 
inform me that Viet Minh resumed general attack against central 
redoubt Dien Bien Phu last night and also attacked “Isabelle” for : 
first time. After fierce fighting, Viet Minh took position 5 in “Hu- : 
guette”, position 3 in “Bas Eliane” (former Dominique”) and posi- : 
tion 1 in “Haut Eliane”. Most important loss was position 5 in : 
“Huguette” since already tiny drop zone is now further circumscribed. | 
Position 1 in “Haut Eliane” gives Viet Minh additional control high | 
ground commanding central fortifications. Attack on “Isabelle” means : 
withdrawal that position’s artillery fire which had thus far supported | 
central garrison. _ | | | 

_ Situation is grave. I talked briefly with Navarre at airport this 
morning prior his take-off for Hanoi. He told me he intended to mount 
some sort of relief operation or possible withdrawal Dien Bien Phu 
garrison.’ Fact he is stopping Vientiane en route to talk with De | 
Crevecoeur indicates four battalions stationed Muong Sai will be in- | 
volved in relief operation but exact nature of move is not known. 
DeJean will go to Hanoi tomorrow. 

ee | . McCuintTock 

~ *In telegram 2184 from Saigon, May 3, McClintock noted that it was actually | 
not General Navarre, but Navarre’s Chief of Staff, General Gambiez, who had | 
said that possibilities for a relief operation or the withdrawal of the garrison of | Dien Bien Phu were under examination. (751G.00/5-854) | 

751G.00/5~-354 : Telegram | | oo 
The Chargé at Saigon (M cClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET = NIACT | Satcon, May 3, 1954—noon. 
2181. Sent Paris 714, Geneva 32, Hanoi 401. I went up to Dalat | 

yesterday with DeJean. We were accompanied by Offroy, who has 
just arrived from Geneva en route to Bangkok where he will present | 
his letters as new French Ambassador and return to Geneva May 18. | 
Purpose of trip was to go over political possibilities in view of ab- : 
ruptly worsening situation at Dien Bien Phu. DeJean is flying to 
Hanoi this afternoon and there will be a council of war there with 
Generals Navarre, Bodet, Cogny, Lauzin, Gambiez, and Colonel | 
Crevecoeur, Commanding French Union Forces Laos, with Admiral /
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Auboyneau also present. Purpose council of war will be to examine 

present critical military posture and decide whether Navarre has 

capability of doing anything to relieve Dien Bien Phu and, secondly, 

what military measures can be taken to preserve delta from attack 

after fall of Dien Bien Phu. | 

DeJean’s main worry is that French Government is “hypnotized 

- on Dien Bien Phu” but he very much fears that certain ministers of 

his government will advise policy of asking for immediate cease-fire 

in Indochina in order “to save Dien Bien Phu”. DeJean, of course, 

recognizes that this would be complete disaster and agreed with me 

that Communists would most certainly portray such action, not only 

throughout Asia, but elsewhere in world, as French capitulation, irre- 

spective of whether or not remnant of Dien Bien Phu garrison is thus 

spared. However, DeJean evidently fears that Navarre, after examin- 

ing the auspices, may telegraph Paris that militarily Dien Bien Phu 

cannot be saved and that, therefore, only other course is political one. 

I am sure, however, that DeJean is much heartened at his govern- 

ment’s stand against partition (cf. Embassy telegram 9180 repeated 

Paris 740, Geneva 31 today)? and that he will use his utmost influence 

on the military commanders to continue the fight even if this means - 

taking risks elsewhere in Indochina which Navarre is reluctant to 

contemplate. | | 

| If we desire to prevent French Government from proposing imme- 

diate cease-fire, urgent representations at highest level will be neces- 

sary in Paris. DeJean promises to inform me results Hanoi conference 

immediately upon his return tomorrow. | 

: McCuinTocK 

1The telegram under reference read as follows: “Dejean has just informed me 

that he has received telegram from Bidault in Geneva authorizing him to give 

fullest publicity to refusal of French Government to contemplate any partition of 

Vietnam.” (751G.00/5-354) | | 

751G.00/5—354 : Telegram 
7 

| The Chargé at Sagon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY | Satcon, May 3, 1954—4 p. m. 

92186. Sent Geneva 37, Paris 746; repeated information London 

46. Offroy, who has just come back from Geneva, last night told _ 

DeJean and me that British policy whether unintentionally or by 

design seemed almost certain to sabotage Geneva Conference. He said 

that when French had appealed for US aerial and naval intervention, 

which was turned down by the President, it was because among other 

things it had been agreed that there would be no US military inter-
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vention unless British made at least some token contribution along : 
same lines. Offroy says that when French Ambassador called on : 
Churchill after Secretary’s last visit to London Churchill said: “I | 
cry for those at Dien Bien Phu but I will not risk world peace by ! 
intervening”, ) ! 

Offroy likewise states that. British in Geneva are actively pushing 
concept of partition of Vietnam and he and DeJean agreed that. there 
must be some conscious British policy in this regard. They infer that 
British contemplated a Communist Chinese zone of influence in Ton- 
kin which would be partitioned off to a Viet Minh Government, a sort ; 
of buffer state in Central Annam, and a French-US protected inde- | 

_ pendent Cochin-China. Cambodia would be annexed by Thailand | 
which in turn would be in a British zone of influence based on Malaya. | 
Whether these suspicions have any basis in fact is beyond my 

province to judge but they certainly influence thinking of top French 
officials here. | 

| | | McCuinrock | 

751G.00/5-—354 : Telegram 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department o f State 

SECRET PRIORITY | Sargon, May 3, 1954—5 p. m. | 
2185. Repeated information Paris 745, Geneva 36, Tokyo 88, Manila | 

226, Singapore 72, Hanoi 402. There was a lull in fighting at Dien | 
Bien Phu yesterday. However, weather was exceedingly bad and no 
offensive sorties were flown although French Air Force did manage | 
to drop 120 tons of which 60% went either to the enemy or was de- : 
stroyed on friendly wire. | | | 

French admit losses of two battalions in fierce hand-to-hand fight- 
ing night of Saturday-Sunday. They say that enemy in taking the | 
three strong points cited Embtel 2176? mounted an offensive in 
strength of from 10 to 12 battalions. Although garrison at Dien Bien | 
Phu still carries 11 battalions on books, these are down to strength of | 
between 200 and 300 men each with only 6 or 7 officers per battalion. | 
French last night managed to drop one compariy of a colonial para- | 
chute battalion and hope to bring other two companies in tonight. It | 
is possible that Navarre will have one additional parachute battalion | 
in reserve to use at Dien Bien Phu but no other reinforcements are jn 
sight. | 

| | | McCuin tock | 

‘Dated May 2, p. 1457. |
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| 751G.00/5—354 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sarcon, May 3, 1954—6 p. m. 

2188. Repeated information Paris 747, Geneva 38. Geneva’s 10, re-_ 

peated Department Secto 32, Paris 139+ makes very wan reading in 

light of recent decree by Bao Dai as reported Embtel 2164 repeated 

Paris 731, Hanoi 396 April 80, which hands security forces of South 

Vietnam to gangster Binh Zuyen. This measure, which is indirect per- 

sonal responsibility of chief of state, is comparable to city of Chicago 

placing its police force in hands of Al Capone during latter’s heyday. 

As indicated Embtel 2164, this measure has had shattering effect 

on nascent movements toward national unity. It is one more evidence 

of Bao Dai’s consistent policy to divide and rule. However, it comes at 

| time when unity not division is what we need. Under these circum- 

stances I continue question whether it is sound policy to center our 

hopes on Bao Dai. In fact we stand in perilous analogy to situation 

we found ourselves in with China, supporting corrupt Kuomintang 

against disciplined and fanatic Communists. 

Ambassador Heath, it will be recalled, has officially congratulated 

both Bao Dai and Prime Minister Buu Loc on new Vietnamese Gov- 

ernment’s insistence that graft and corruption must be stamped out 

of national life. Therefore, I recommend that Ambassador Heath call 

on Bao Dai and remind him of his government’s public stand on this 

point. I feel likewise that time has come for US Government to indi- 

cate very plainly to this chief of state that he cannot expect American 

support for his regime if he cooperates on immoral basis outlined in 

Embtel 2164. 

In addition to recall to Bao Dai of his obligations as monarch, we 

should ask him to take immediate remedial measures. These could in- 

clude either rescission of decree handing security forces to Binh Zuyen 

or at very minimum refusal of Bao Dai to carry out his proposed in- 

tention to place police force of Saigon-Cholon in hands of Sang’s 

brother, Lai Huu Tai. Bao Dai ought also in our opinion to send his 

Prime Minister back to Vietnam to give more immediate control to 

government now riven as never before by internal dissension and per- 

sonal animosity (wide open hatred expressed by Quat for Hinh and 

Hinh for Quat). - | 

1In telegram Secto 32 from Geneva, Apr. 29, the U.S. Delegation discussed 

measures which would have to be taken by the French and Vietnamese to counter- 

ae on effects of the fall of Dien Bien Phu. For text of Secto 32, see vol. xvI,
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If some such measures as these can be taken forthwith, aspirations | 
set forth Geneva 10 to Saigon might have some chance of implementa- 

tion. | | 

Department pass Embtel 2164 to Geneva. | 
| McCurnrock | 

Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Indochina” 

Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the President for National | 
- Security Affairs (Cutler)? — | - 

TOP SECRET | | [Wasuineton,| May 3, 1954. 
PERSONAL AND PRIVATE | 

RO’s Summary of Principal Points Made by the President in Talking | 

With Republican Leaders ? | 

1. Attached is outline of points given by R. C. to the President | 

before the meeting? - | | 
2. The President referred to the weeks, and even months, of con- 

sideration which the Executive Department had been giving to all | 
aspects of the Indochina situation. Despite the rash of advice by F 

* The source text was transmitted by Cutler to Acting Secretary of State Murphy 
on May 3. A handwritten notation on the source text indicates that it was seen by ! 
Secretary Dulles, Murphy, and MacArthur. | 

* According to the Presidential appointment book, the following individuals E 
were present at the meeting of May 3: Vice President Nixon ; Senators Knowland, ! 
Ferguson, and Millikin; Representatives Martin, Arends, and Allen; James | 
Bassett of the Republican National Committee ; and members of the White House | 
staff. (Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower records, “Daily Appointments” ) 

Another account of this briefing, prepared by Arthur Minnich, Assistant Staff 
Secretary to the President, read as follows: | 

' “At the May 3rd conference, the President expressed his amazement at news- | 
paper handling of the question in terms of the United States being taken by sur- 
prise. Such was certainly not the case. Also, it was untrue to say that the British 
had stopped the United States from going into Indo China, for we had never con- 
sidered going in alone. He noted our current effort to stiffen the French will to 
continue the fight after the fall of Dienbienphu, especially as the French could | 
regard the fight there as a moral victory because of the vast number of enemy | 
casualties. — | 

“Turning then to some specific happenings, the President noted how the French | 
had asked our help in developing three airfields in Laos. Just when we were pre- | 
pared to haul in materials and supervise construction, we were confronted with 

a statement from the battlefront that the airfields were not wanted. Perhaps the 
whole matter had been an effort by the French to get the United States involved : 
in giving some sort of support independently of the other free nations. | 

“The President concluded that we would have to have some hard talk with our 
allies after the Geneva Conference. Except for President Magsaysay of the Philip- 
pines, the other nations appeared to want to delay any action until after Geneva, 
in some instances perhaps because of impending elections as in England and | 
Australia. He reported Sec. Dulles’ phrasing that we wanted a concert of power i 
not for the purpose of intervening but for the purpose of obviating any need for | | 
intervention.” (Eisenhower Library, White House Office, ‘Legislative Leadership [ 
Conference” ) | 

° The one-page outline is not printed. | . 

| |
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columnists, he had seen nothing new that had not already been 

canvassed. 
3. There was no truth in the story that the United Kingdom stopped 

the United States from “going in alone”. As he had often told the | 
leaders, the U.S. would never intervene with combat troops solely as - 
a partner of France. . 

4, With respect to Dienbienphu, the original position of the French 
had been that even if it were lost, the enemy casualties would be so 
great that the French Union forces would really have won a victory. 
Now, however, France has changed its story, and claims the loss of 
Dienbienphu may be decisive to the Indochina war. The President 
expressed the view that the French had been overplaying the loss of 
Dienbienphu, and that its loss should not be militarily decisive. 
__ 5. Last week the French from Paris requested American help in 
improving three Laotian airfields. A few days later, General Navarre 
and the Chief of the French Air Force in Indochina questioned the 
military desirability of this request. The President remarked that it — 
looked as if the French from Paris were trying to get us to do some- 
thing for its political effect. While he did not indicate whether or 
not we would agree to help with these airfields, he re-emphasized the 

_ American desire to observe the principle of collective security. 
6. The U.S. had to go along with the idea of the Geneva Conference, 

because so many of our allies wanted it. When the Conference is over, 
we will have to have some plain talking with our allies. | 

7. It was gratifying to note that New Zealand, Thailand, and Mag- 
saysay had evidenced great readiness to go ahead. Perhaps because of 
the Australian election, this meant Menzies would take a more hesi- 
tant position than Casey had at first indicated. He thought the Aus- 
tralian and New Zealand people were on our side. 

| 8. Perhaps there is going to be an internal political struggle in Brit- 

ain, which will lead to a general election. Churchill is probably going 

| to retire. It does not look now as if Britain will participate in general 

discussions until after the Geneva Conference. (Vote: The President 

did not refer to the Eden memorandum of May 1,‘ indicating Britain’s 

desire for “secret joint talks”). 
9. Secretary Dulles’ original desire for a regional grouping was not 

| to enable intervention, but so that it might not be necessary to inter- ‘ 

vene. We are continuing to pursue the idea of a regional grouping. 

10. The President agreed, and several times mentioned the desira- 

bility of having Dulles thoroughly brief the Congressional Leaders on 

his return (it was not made clear whether Bi-partisan or Republican 

4In a memorandum presented to Secretary Dulles at Geneva on Apr. 30, For- 

eign Secretary Eden suggested secret bilateral talks on the problem of collective 

defense in Southeast Asia. See the memorandum of conversation with Eden, 

Apr.. 30, vol. xvi, p. 622. See also volume XII.
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briefing was intended). Immediately on Dulles’ return, the President | 
will have a good talk with him, and try to raise his spirits, which must ; 
be somewhat depressed by his experiences at Geneva. _ 

| 11. The Vice President pointed out that Nehru at the Colombo | 
! Conference had been able to carry along with his neutralist point of | 
| view only Indonesia. Pakistan (our friend) had taken the lead in : 

! influencing Ceylon and Burma toward a point of view not hostile to : 
| the collective grouping. It was significant that the Asian countries 
| were not following Nehru’s leadership at this crucial time. 

| | - | 
| oo | 
| Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Indochina” 2 

| The Director of the Foreign Operations Administration (Stassen) | 

| to the Secretary of State? | 

; TOP SECRET PERSONAL Wasuineton, May 3, 1954. | 
| - Dear Foster: When you reach Washington I will be in Paris for | 
| the OEEC ministers session. Randy Burgess and Sam Waugh are © 
| with me and we have reached agreement on the U.S. position on the 
| anticipated issues. It is an important session with a number of dif- | 
| ficulties, but I believe we can get a reasonably satisfactory result. 2 
| As you may have heard, I raised the question of further Indo-China : 
. policy decisions in the NSC on Thursday.? May I express my views to 
| you for your consideration. I know that many, if not all, of the views | 

| I express are held by you, and I set them out in a complete summary | 
__-_- go that you may have definite knowledge of my judgment. Oo ! 

| The cables from you and from Admiral Radford, reflecting the U.K. 
| refusal to go along, or to suggest. alternatives, and the reports made 

| to the NSC session on 29 April, caused me to conclude that we were | 

| then in a position of weakness, without an effective stand, and with- - 

| out sufficient strength of position to carry through Geneva or to pre- : 

| vent the complete fall of Indo-China to the Communists, It seemed —_ | 

| imperative to me that you should at once receive, while you were still : 

| in Geneva, some indication of future consideration by the NSC ands} 

| the President of a strong stand, notwithstanding the U.K. attitude. © | 

| The complete fall of Indo-China would make it extremely difficult — 

| to prevent the fall of Southeast Asia. The fall of Southeast Asia would 

| have a catastrophic effect on Japan, on India, and on Europe, and, of 

| course, on the U.S. | 

| *Gen. R. W. Porter, FOA representative on the NSC Planning Board, signed 

| this letter for Governor Stassen. A typewritten note at the bottom of the source | 

! text states that it was transcribed without changes from a handwritten text of 

. por extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the 194th Meeting of the SO 
| NSC, Apr. 29, see p. 1431. | 

| | 
E
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' Thus I feel that we should now take the ultimate policy decision that 
we will not permit the complete fall of Indo-China. This, of course, 
means a decision that we will, if necessary, use U.S. combat forces to 
prevent the complete fall, and the authorization should be obtained — 
from Congress for the Commander-in-Chief to use U.S. combat forces, 
if essential, and to the minimum extent necessary, and with maximum 
assistance obtainable from other free nations, to prevent the complete 

+ fall of Indo-China to Communist domination, because of the disastrous 
consequences which would follow such an event. 

If we make this ultimate decision promptly, and receive from Con- 
gress at an early date this last ditch authority, then we have a policy 
of strength at the end of the string. We can proceed more effectively 
to attain a more desirable result through either the accord of our 
friends, or the concessions and compromise of the Communists, or 

, both. 
. If we make this ultimate decision, I believe there is a fair chance 

| that some solution better than the ultimate can be obtained, either by 
— an accumulation of joint action of others, such as Thailand and Aus- 

| tralia, or by partial yielding by the Communists. | 
If we make this ultimate decision we can negotiate more firmly with 

the French over their relations with the Associated States, their train- 

ing of Viet Nam, and other matters. We can also follow through firmly 

with the French on EDC. | | 
If we do then need to go in, it should be under clear conditions of 

sovereignty for the Associated States and on their invitation. It should : 
be with a U.S. combined command so that vital contro] over strategy, 
tactics, and training will be unquestioned, so that the indigenous popu- 

-lation will trust the result, for they do not fear U.S. imperialism, but 
. they do fear French imperialism backed by the U.S. It should be with 

" U.S. Marines as the sole critical U.S. ground force as these forces are 
now in the Far East, are experienced in jungle fighting, and public 
opinion will accept Marine action better than Army division action. 

If we go in we should make it clear at all times that we are doing 
so to prevent the complete fall of Indo-China to the Communists, that 

--we do not intend to drive to the China border, and that we will con- 
tinue to be willing to have a settlement satisfactory to the Associated 

States negotiated. If we attempt with U.S. troops to completely defeat 

the Communists it will make Chinese Communist intervention and a 
' Chinese war and a world war an odds on probability. It would also 

- take heavy casualties, whereas the southern half can be held, a stale- 

mated or divided Indo-China can be established, Southeast Asia can 

| be saved, without heavy casualties and with a minimum danger of a 

Chinese war or a world war. : 
The Indo-Chinese war was going on when the new Eisenhower— 

Dulles policies were established. It requires special action to resolve.
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The world knows of our analysis of its vital nature to U.S. interests; | 
the U.S. cannot then be impotent or the result will be very, very bad. | 

On the other hand, in the absence of a settlement, the Communists 
are unlikely to accept a complete U.S. victory in Indo-China without | 

going to war. A complete Viet Nam victory attained over a period of * 

years with well trained native troops and native generals may be a | 

possibility without a Chinese war. | | 

The present Korean situation is not a desirable one, but it is better 

than a Chinese war, and it is better than a Korean loss. It was attained 

through U.S. strength of position under your brilliant diplomacy last , 

year. Indo-China is in many respects parallel, and in other respects | 

similar to the Greek situation in 1947. U.S. action in Indo-China, 

which combines the lessons of these two experiences, appears tome to 

be the most desirable alternative of a series of unattractive alternatives . : 

with which we are faced. | : 
-. May I elaborate a bit on certain of the points I have stated. The | 

United States does have the strength, even though only the non-Com- : 

munist people of Viet Nam, Laos, and Cambodia join with us, to pre- ' 

: vent the complete fall of Indo-China. The French, as a minimum,» 

would phase out in an orderly manner as the British did in Greece: 

As a maximum they would continue their present effort under a com- - | 

bined U.S. command and with sovereignty granted to the Associated | 

States, in order that they would participate in a favorable final con- 

clusion, instead of withdrawing in demoralized defeat. Thailand 

| would almost certainly join us, at least in the use of her airfields by 

| U.S. forces and in receiving U.S. Army divisions for reserves. Aus- | 

_ tralia may join after her national election. After that I believe the 

| U.K. may reverse her stand and join us. But whatever the sequence, | 

the first step for strength is a firm U.S. decision not to let Indo-China + ~ | 

: fall. , | 

| If Communist China comes into the war in response to this defen- 

| sive Southeast Asia approach on our part, if she insists that Commu- 

! nism take over Indo-China, it means that she will insist on Communist — 

| control of Southeast Asia as a price of peace. Such a price would be 

| the down payment on war with China rather than a payment for 

| peace. Thus, if Communist China insists on this and is willing to go . 

| to war for it, we must meet it now, grave and conclusive though it be. . | 

| This is one of the moments of history when the U.S. as leaders must . | 
| decide, as leaders must act, and proceed to mobilize the maximum of - 

followers, but not permit the followers to make the primary decisions. 

| If the U.S. does decide and does act, even though I accept the full 

| risks involved, I am convinced that a reasonably satisfactory conclu- | 
| sion can be attained. The new strength of Germany and Japan will | 
| then increasingly follow the U.S. in its policy of strength, and the 
| vacillating elements of the free world will also follow, perhaps with | 

|
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reluctance and with irritation, but follow nevertheless. Weakness of 
U.S. leadership will open divisive chasms in the non-Communist 
world which cannot be bridged, even though the weakness in U.S. 
position is in itself a concession to other non-Communist nations. 

/_ I am certain that a direct request of the President, personally de- 
livered to the Congress, with full explanation, will result in such au- 
thority being granted by more than a two-third’s vote.? The authority 
should be obtained promptly, prior to any certainty that it will be 
used. The free world would at once be essentially strengthened and 
Inspired in its resistance in every respect to aggressive Communism. 

I have written of my views, as I spoke at the NSC session, solely for 
the purpose of contributing toward your consideration and analysis. 
I will, of course, accept and thoroughly support your conclusions and 
those of President Eisenhower. 

Only General R. W. Porter, my member of the Planning Board of 
the NSC, knows of this letter. Your use of it is entirely at your 
discretion. | | 

Sincerely, Haroip E. Strassen 

* By letter of May 11, Stassen sent the following documents to Secretary Dulles: | 
1) “First Preliminary Draft of Senate Resolution to Follow Up Presidential 
Message Personally Delivered to the Joint Session of Congress ;” 2) “First Pre- 
liminary Draft—Outline for Suggested Address of the President to a Joint Session | 
of the Congress.” A notation on the signed original of Stassen’s letter by Roderic 
O’Connor, Special Assistant to the Secretary, indicates that no reply was trans- 
mitted. (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Indochina” ) 

Editorial Note a 

For a summary of the comments made by Major General Thomas 
J. H. Trapnell, Jr., former Chief of the Military Assistance Advisory 
Group (MAAG) Indochina, at his debriefing, May 3, 1954, see United 
States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 9, pages 406-420. 

Eisenhower Library, White House Office, “Project ‘Clean Up’ ” - 

/ Memorandum of a Conference at the White House, Wednesday, 
| May 5, 1954, 8 a. m. - 

TOP SECRET | 

1. The President spoke of the consistent policy of the U.S. since 
| World War ITI in furthering collective arrangements for the security 

+The source text indicates that the President, the Secretary of State, Mac- 
Arthur, and Cutler attended this meeting. This memorandum was prepared by 
Cutler. It bears a number of handwritten changes which have been incorporated 
into the text.
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of freedom-loving nations. The proposal of a Southeast Asian regional : 
grouping was accordingly not only nothing new, but fully consistent | 

with U.S. policy. | 
2. Dulles said that before he made his March 29 speech, he had fur- | 

nished advance copies of the portions dealing with the regional group- | 

ing to the British and French, and they had made no adverse com- | 

ment. Later, when he made his trip to England and France, there had 
been agreement, as the communiqué[s] showed, to examine a regional | 

grouping which would be applicable in an attempt to preserve the 
areas of Indochina, as well as the rest of Southeast Asia, from fur- | 
ther communist aggression. Toe | | 

8. Later developments affected the position of England, as orig- | 
inally affirmed by Eden, Churchill, and the British Cabinet. After | 
Dulles returned from his short trip to England and France, the Brit- 
ish began to change their position. The British instructed Makins : 
not to attend the first meeting of the nations to participate in the re- 
gional grouping. Dulles thinks the British were motivated by a sud- ; 
den recollection that the Colombo Conference was beginning at this : 
time, and by the views of Admiral Radford, which they interpreted | 

as belligerent. | 
4, Dulles found the British, and particularly Churchill, scared to 

death by the specter of nuclear bombs in the hands of the Russians, 

and also beguiled by the soft talk of the Russians to the effect that ! 

East-West trade could be greatly developed. Churchill had referred 

to the desire of the UK not to be under obligation to the US for fur- 

ther assistance. There was also a desire to get Nehru to preserve 

neutrality toward the regional grouping, in advance of proceeding. 

Dulles thought Burma might come in, if India would remain neutral 

on this subject. | | | | 

| 5. Dulles spoke of how galling it was to the US to be the center of | 

| the Red attack at Geneva, without any of our Western friends speak- 

| ing up in general debate in our defense in order to set the historical 

: record right. The Communists accused us of seizing Formosa, and of 

starting the Korean war. Eden refused to participate in the debate 

| on our side. As a result, Dulles told Eden how disappointed we are in | : 

| British. repudiating the position they had taken in the communiqué. | 

| He asked Eden to remember that the US held back, when charged — 

! with imperalism and colonialism, in order to protect the UK and 

France. However,’in return, neither the British nor the French were | 

willing to cooperate and speak up on our behalf when we were un- 

| justly attacked ‘at Geneva. Such conduct on Britain’s part would | 

| make it very difficult vis-i-vis the Congress. He suggested to Eden that | 

| perhaps the US might be playing the wrong game, if the UK was un- 

| willing to give us moral and positive backing. To cap this very frank |
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talk, Eden had the gall to come to the airport to bid Dulles farewell, 
and be photographed with him, although he never said a word in 
defense of the US atthe Conference. __ | 

6. Dulles believes the UK’s position is as follows: 

a. Prepared to work out jointly with the US a grouping which 
would have the purpose of preserving Southeast Asia, except that the 
only part of Vietnam to be covered would be what might be salvaged _ 
at the Geneva Conference, and probably Laos and Cambodia (which 
the British figure the Communists do not mean to take over at this 
time). 

b. Thinking of a division of Vietnam, roughly at the 16th parallel. 
: Dulles doubts whether the Russians would be willing for such a divi- 

sion, and the Vietnamese are strongly opposed. _ 

| 7. Dulles thought the proposal of the Reds would be along these 
lines: | 

a. Evacuate foreign troops. | 
6. Mixed commission to set up elections. 
c. That the Government resulting from these elections would take 

over. In such an event, all of Vietnam would be lost, except perhaps 
some enclave. : | 

8. The great difficulty the US faces at this time, so far as Britain is 
concerned, is that we cannot openly say that the British went back on 
the arrangement which Dulles had made with them, and that their 
security plan for Southeast Asia would include, as far as Indochina 
was concerned, only what was left of Indochina after the Geneva Con- _ 
ference. To publicize this fact would of course be fatal. 

9. The President suggested that Dulles give a chronology of the US 
actions to Congress in his bipartisan briefing,? to show that through- 

| out we had adhered to the principle of collective security—Korea, 
NATO, bringing Turkey and Greece into NATO, Pakistan—Turkey, 
Inter-American pact, Pacific pacts. He stated no unilateral interven- 
tion by the US, overtly, would be tolerable, because it would place a 
colonial stigma on the US, and because it would exhaust the US even- 
tually. The President did not want Dulles to undercut or repudiate 
the UK publicly, but merely show the factual record. 

10. In view of what Dulles said, the President was puzzled as to 

whether WC should be allowed to come or not. Maybe we have got | 
so far apart that it would be necessary to have one final talk with 
him. As to the French position, matters have so deteriorated that there 
is no longer any government in France capable of effective dealing. 
Bidault has some discretion, because the Cabinet is too divided to give 
him instructions. The Deputies meet today, and the Government may 
be defeated at any time, because it has no solid majority. On the 

* For the record of the briefing held on the afternoon of May 5, see p. 1471.
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other hand, there is no one on the horizon who seems capable of tak- 
ing Laniel’s place. | | 

11. Dulles made plain the French had resisted all efforts by the | 
US to internationalize the war, and still do so. The French refused : 
to let the case go to the UN from Cambodia or Thailand, and also | 
refused to give Vietnamese independence at this time, on the ground ) 
that a detailed economic treaty must first be worked out. He had re- | 
peatedly told the French that the success of the struggle in Indochina 

| depended on certain basic things, such as the freedom and support of 
the native people. But the French only came to the US for help to : 
France in a time of crisis; they never came to the US, as the British | 
did, when forced to withdraw from Greece, to try to work out a peace- | 
ful solution for the free world of a difficult situation. Actually, Laniel 
was publicly denying that France had ever tried to internationalize ) 
the war. | a | | | | | 

12. There is no French policy at the present time. Bidault indi- 
vidually would like to internationalize the war, but he has no suf- 

ficient support. The French never formally asked the US for air strikes | 
at Dienbienphu. There were one or two oral and informal requests, 
What the French fear is if the US is brought into the struggle, France 
will not have a free hand to “sell out and get out”. | 

13. Dulles states that conditions did not justify the US entry into : 
Indochina as a belligerent at this time. The President firmly agreed. | 
The President commented that our allies are willing to let us pull 
their chestnuts out of the fire, but will let us be called imperialists and 
colonialists. _ 

14. We then went over the draft of the statement the President was 2 

to make at his press conference,? prepared by Dulles. After breakfast, | 

we adjourned to the President’s office, and made a considerable number | 

of modifications in it. 
15. The President wanted to get in the statement his convictions 

that the policy of the US in Southeast Asia was consistent with its ac- | 

tions elsewhere in the world, and with UN principles: to establish the | 

peaceful security of areas by collective action with the indigenous | 

peoples. He said again the US had never considered unilateral inter- | 

vention solely to help France. | —_ | 
16. Dulles again spoke of how hard it was to sit by, while the British 

and to some extent the French were now telling other people false- 

hoods about our position. If the truth were known, Congress would 

be angry with the British and French. co 

17. In response to a question by me, Dulles said the US should now | 

proceed to organize the regional grouping as rapidly as we can, and — 

* Regarding the press conference, see the editorial note, infra. | 

| | 
|
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to include as many nations as possible. He commented on the fact that 
the UK wanted to go ahead jointly with the US in planning on politi- 
cal and military matters secretly. He thought this was not an adequate. 
basis for proceeding. The President intervened to say possibly it 

_ should be as follows: 

a. We should find out secretly the areas in which the British and 
Americans can agree. 

6. We should then proceed to carry out talks with a wider grouping 
against that background. Dulles agreed with this procedure. 

18. Great disappointment was expressed in Eden’s current behavior. 
The only explanation would seem to be that he was treading water, 
and playing a cagey game, so as not to upset his succeeding Churchill. 
Dulles said he certainly hoped Butler would be made the successor. 

19. After the conference broke up in the President’s office, I men- 
tioned that the Planning Board, with the approval of Smith and the 
President, had not taken any action with relation to the regional 
grouping, lest matters be further confused through some leak of its 
activities. Dulles agreed that the time was now appropriate for the 
Planning Board to begin giving consideration to all aspects of re- 
gional grouping, on a highly restricted basis, of course.* 

20. Dulles also mentioned that the President wanted brought up at 
the Council Meeting tomorrow the question of a moratorium in the _ 

H bomb tests.° | 

‘For documentation on planning for the Southeast Asian regional grouping, 

see volume XII. | 
*For documentation on this subject, see volume II. _ | 

Editorial Note 

At his news conference of May 5, 1954 (10:30 a. m.), President 
Eisenhower read a statement regarding Indochina and the Geneva 
Conference. He said that the Indochina phase of the conference was 
in the process of being organized and the issues had not yet been 

clarified. A large measure of initiative rested with France and the 

Associated States, the countries most directly concerned. Meanwhile, 

plans were proceeding for the realization of a Southeast Asia security 

arrangement. It had never been expected, the President continued, 

that this system could be created overnight, but the fact that such an 

organization was in the process of formation could have an important 

effect upon events at Geneva. | 

For the record of the President’s news conference, including the 

text of his statement, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 

States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1954, pages 450-459.
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Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Indochina” 

Lecord of the Secretary of State’s Briefing for Members of Congress, 
Held at the Department of State, May 5, 1954, 5: 30 p. m+ | 

TOP SECRET PERSONAL AND PRIVATE | 

The Secretary | : 

| G—Mr. Murphy | | 
| H—Mr. Morton 
| EKUR—Mr. Merchant | | | 
| | C—Mr. MacArthur | | 

| Senators | Representatives | 
| Knowland—R. California Speaker Martin—R. Mass. | 
| Ferguson—R,. Michigan - _-Halleck—R. Ind. | | 

Millikin—R. Colorado | Rayburn—D. Texas > : 
| Saltonstall—R. Mass.? McCormack—D. Mass. | 
| Johnson—D. Texas | Chiperfield—R. II1.° | 
| Clements—D. Kentucky Vorys—R. Ohio : 

| Wiley—R. Wis.® Judd—R. Minn. | i 
| Smith—R. New Jersey _ Gordon—D. Ill.’ 
| George—D. Georgia ' Lanham—D. Georgia ® | 
| Bridges—R. N.H. Vinson—D. Georgia ® | 

: Russell—D. Georgia | Short—R. Missouri ?° 
| Green—D. Rhode Island 4 Arends—R. II. 

, Mr. Francis Wilcox, Chief of Staff Mr. Boyd Crawford, Staff | 
2 of Foreign Relations Committee Admin. and Com. Clerk of 
| | Foreign Affairs Committee 

1 The meeting lasted an hour and a half with a good part of the time : 
: taken up by the Secretary’s exposition of events at the Geneva Con- 

| ference and before and after it. However, there were numerous ques- __ 

, The identity of the drafting officer has not been determined. For an additional | 
summary of this meeting, see telegram Tedul 37 to Geneva, May 6, vol. xvi, p. 706. | 

| Regarding the matter of security arrangements for Southeast Asia, which was i 
? discussed by Secretary Dulles during this briefing, see volume xII. | 

! * Leverett Saltonstall of Massachusetts, Chairman of the Senate Armed Serv- ! 
| ices Committee. 
| * Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin, member of the Senate Foreign Relations 
! Committee. | | 
| * Theodore Francis Green of Rhode Island, member of the Senate Foreign Rela- 

| tions Committee. | 

| 5Sam Rayburn of Texas, Democratic Floor Leader, House of Representatives. | 

*Robert B. Chiperfield of Illinois, Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs i 

Committee. | 
7 Thomas S. Gordon of Illinois, member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee. : 

| *Henderson Lanham of Georgia, member of the House Foreign Affairs | 
| Committee. | 

° Carl Vinson of Georgia, ranking minority member of the House Armed Serv- 
ices Committee. 

*” Dewey Short of Missouri, Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee. | 
| | 

| | |
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tions from the Congressmen present and the Secretary was frequently 

interrupted in his presentation. | | 
- The Secretary opened the meeting by saying that he thought the 
matters to be discussed fell under two headings, namely Korea and 
Indochina. The Korean phase of the Conference was quickly organized 

at Geneva and we were successful in preventing it from being estab- 
lished as a five-power conference. 

[Here follows additional discussion of the Korean phase of the 

Geneva Conference. | | 
The Secretary went on with his exposition by turning to the Indo- 

chinese phase of the Geneva Conference. This was by far the tougher 
problem, as we could “insulate” the loss of Korea but it would be hard 
to do so for Indochina. When we had initially begun our massive aid 
program for Indochina we had set up three prerequisites as far as the 
French were concerned. There had to be a firm understanding that the 
Associated States would become independent; there had to be agree- 
ment for rapid and effective development of the indigenous forces of 
the area; and there had to be a good military plan for victory. All three 
of these prerequisites, which would lead to our desired objectives, had 
seemed to be met at the time, and we had therefore agreed to this | 
massive aid program. The Navarre plan had envisaged few offensive 
accomplishments during the first year of operation, but by the end of 
the second year it was hoped that the war would be brought to a stage 
of guerrilla warfare handled by the native troops. This plan had 
developed satisfactorily and was still sound, but the French will for 
offensive action and even their ability to govern themselves have 

disintegrated. 
By the time of the Berlin Conference the Laniel Government felt it 

must seek some means to achieve peace or it would fall; if this should _ 
happen, a peace-at-any-price government would probably succeed it. 
We therefore had agreed at Berlin to go along on a Geneva Confer- 
ence, but the Secretary had warned Bidault of the strong possibility of 
Communist military attacks for political purposes. This prediction has 
come true with the action at Dien Bien Phu and the increased pressure 

in the rest of the area, with serious consequences for the French posi- 
tion. In order to bolster the French will and to help to insulate Indo- 
china should it be lost the Secretary had conceived his “united action” 
approach. This was presented in his March 29 speech, the essence of 

which was first communicated to the British and the French and dis- 

cussed with members of the Congress. After the speech we had held 

several talks with the various ambassadors from the interested coun- 

tries of the area to sound out their thinking. As the French military 

u in documentation on the Korean phase of the Conference, see vol. XVI, 

pp. 1 ff.
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had had to go along in helping us to cover up. Representative Lanham 
asked whether Eden had given the Secretary anything in writing on 
their agreement to go ahead with 10-power talks, and the Secretary 
referred to the communiqué he had read. The Secretary said that 
Eden explained subsequently that he had forgotten about the Colombo 
Conference when he made the agreement and was afraid of the bad 
impression which a meeting of the 10 would have on the Asian 
Dominions. The Secretary’s personal view was that Nehru had urged 
the British to suspend action and that the British had given in to 
this pressure. 

The Secretary continued that while he was attending the NATO 
meeting in Paris he received the second oblique request from the 
French for US intervention in the form of a cable that Bidault showed 
to him regarding the imminent fall of Dien Bien Phu. The Secre- 
tary replied to this request by reiterating our earlier stand that the 
political conditions in the area, must first be met, other countries must 
join in and Congress must give its approval.2! The general mood of 
the French was that something must be done immediately but Bidault 
did recognize some value in the united action concept and agreed to 
try to bring the British along with us. 

The Secretary and Admiral Radford talked to Eden in Paris but 
by then the British position had frozen against us. There were several 
reasons for the British views. The British, including Churchill, were 
almost pathological in their fear of the H-bomb and seemed almost in 
a panic over it. They therefore did not dare to get into any line of ac- 
tivity which might bring on H-bomb devastation. Secondly, there was 
increasing pressure from Nehru on the British, who felt that since | 
they had given up their control of India there was little reason for 
them to fight to help the French keep Indochina. Thirdly, the British 
gave a much higher rating than we did to the risk that open Western 
intervention in Indochina would lead to Chinese intervention and 
global war. The Secretary said the British had always been reluctant 
to take chances in Asia although they would in Europe. 

The Secretary said that, Eden had gone back to London on April 24 
where he had talked to Churchill and attended a Cabinet meeting 
which confirmed the reversal of the British position as expressed in 
the earlier Anglo-American communiqué. The Secretary said that he 
had taken Eden to task for this at Geneva and he read at length from 
a memorandum of a conversation he had had with him there.2? - 

Senator Smith inquired when Eden had begun to hedge on his agree- 
ment with the Secretary, and the Secretary replied that it was some- 

” See telegram Dulte 7 from Paris, Apr. 28, p. 1874. 
® See telegram Dulte 1 from Geneva, Apr. 24, p. 1398. 
“For records of the discussions between Secretary Dulles and Foreign Secre- 

tary Eden at Geneva, see vol. xvi, pp. 553 ff.
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what before the Cabinet meeting referred to. The Secretary agreed 

that this was weak of the British and unfortunate for us and Repre- 

sentative Judd referred to a speech Eden had made in the House of | 

~ Commons in which he almost reached the point of lauding the Com- : 

munists. The Secretary said that the British liked to use the strategy | 

of the carrot and the stick; that they had a long tradition of holding | 

the balance of power and in being the middle man in resolving dis- : 

putes on the continent. Representative McCormack agreed and said | 

he had long thought that the UK had aspirations of being a middle 

man in settling the East-West dispute. Representative Judd referred 

to a conversation he had had with a Britisher in which the latter had 

said that the British were trying to save the Soviet Union and not 

destroy it because otherwise Britain would be at the mercy of the 

United States. Mr. Judd said he agreed with this interpretation. ! 

The Secretary said he would like to finish his discussion by explain- 

ing certain conclusions he had reached from the events of the past few | 

| weeks. In the first place we should not intervene in Indochina unless 

| the preconditions he had enumerated earlier had been fulfilled. The 

| French have not even made a firm or formal request for United States 

intervention or the internationalization of the war. In fact there was 

| much opposition in France to do such action because it would mean the 

) loss of French influence in Asia, the Colonialism issue would be again , 

| raised as it was in North Africa if the action should take the form 

| of UN intervention, and some Frenchmen felt that internationaliza- : 

| tion was merely a scheme to keep France in the war. Laniel had almost 

| apologized yesterday before the French Assembly for his earlier re- 

| quest for US intervention.”* In the Secretary’s view the French have | 

| not yet fulfilled the prerequisites we need from them. Further, if we : 

| do intervene, conditions must exist for a successful conclusion of the 

| war. The French might be able to work out the preconditions of inde- 

, pendence for the Associated States, effective training of the native ; 

| troops and a sensible and offensive military plan; but we should not : 

| intervene until they do. | : 

| We also have a hostile or disinterested attitude on the part of other 

! nations regarding participation, particularly on the part of the UK | 

| and Australia. After the Australian elections the Australians will 

: quite probably come along with us and will pressure the British to the : 

| extent, that they also may have to join in. However this aspect of 

| intervention is largely academic until the other preconditions are met. | 

| The Secretary said that this in essence was the Administration’s 

| position on intervention. ne 

: 3 Regarding the debate on Indochina in the National Assembly on May 4 and 6, | | 

| see telegram 4258 from Paris, May 7, p. 1502. | 

|
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| The second conclusion which the Secretary had reached was that 
we should proceed as fast as we can to build up a Southeast Asian 
community, which would probably not include Vietnam, although we 
would hope to include Laos and Cambodia. Parenthetically, the Secre- 
tary remarked that the most hopeful formula for peace in Vietnam was 
for an agreement with the Vietminh on the withdrawal of all foreign 
troops, the establishment of a coalition government, and the holding 
of elections in six months, all of which would probably result in the 
loss of Vietnam to the Communists. Partition was not a likely solution 
because either side agreeing to partition of the country would lose the 
support of the people of the area. | | 

The Secretary said that we may get the help of the British and 
other governments to strengthen the defense of Southeast Asia. The 
British may want to bring in Burma, to which the US agrees if it is 

| possible to do so, and also India. The Secretary felt that this plan 
for a Southeast Asian Community might offer a fair chance to insulate 
the rest of Southeast Asia against the possible loss of Vietnam. — 

The Secretary’s third conclusion was that in spite of the weakness 
of the British and French, we should not write them off. Although 
they were weak in Asia, they, and the UK in particular, had the possi- 
bility for strength in Europe. The Secretary said we have had to take 
a licking at Geneva because of British and French press briefings 
there which resulted in false and harmful interpretations of our posi- 
tion. In spite of our disappointment, however, he would agree with 
the President’s remark to him this morning ** that you would never 
win a battle if you got rid of all those who are timid, because 90 per 
cent of all troops were afraid under fire. 

Senator Bridges asked what would be the effect on those countries 
who do faithfully stand by us if we continue to pat on the back those 
who will not stand by us. The Senator referred to India in particular 
and the testimony which Ambassador Allen and Mr. Stassen gave on 
the appropriations for aid to India. The Secretary replied that we 
must regard these problems from the viewpoint of the cold-blooded 
long range interest of the US. India would be much less satisfactory 
to us should it swing over to the Communists, and we therefore are 
trying to prevent that. However, our view of US security interests had 
led us to feel that military aid to Pakistan was desirable in spite of 
Indian objections and we had gone ahead with it. In sum, the Secre- 
tary was inclined to agree with the point of view Ambassador Allen 
had expressed in the appropriations hearings. 

Senator Saltonstall asked whether we should not soon stop our aid 
to Vietnam since we apparently believed that it would be soon lost 
to the Communists. The Secretary said he would agree with this view- 

** For the memorandum of the morning meeting, see p. 1466. |
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point in general. Senator Knowland asked what steps we could take | 

to recover the arms we have given the Vietnamese to prevent the Com- 

munists from capturing them and using them against Thailand, et | 

cetera. The Secretary said this was one of the things he had taken up | 

with Secretary Wilson this morning and that he was having lunch 

with Admiral Radford and Secretary Wilson tomorrow to discuss the | 

problem. He personally saw no reason why we could not simply re- 

move our arms from Vietnam if a peace settlement were agreed to. | 

Representative Vorys asked whether it was likely that the Viet- | 

namese people might throw over Bao Dai, form a new government and 

ask for US assistance without the French. The Secretary said that the 

_ problem was that there was little effective leadership in Vietnam and | 

although he would agree that Bao Dai was not an impressive leader 

there was no one else whom the French had developed who could take | 

| over. | | a | 

| Representative Judd asked whether there was any chance the | 

| French might pull out of Indochina and whether this would be good 

or bad for us. He said he did not think the military situation was too | 

7 bleak because the rains would save us by stopping the fighting. The 

| Secretary stated he was not so sure that the rains would stop the fight- 

! ing and said in response to Representative McCormack’s question 

| that it would be quite hard for the French to pull out without first 

| making a peace settlement. 
, [Here follows discussion of Southeast Asia security arrangements. | I 

OB 
| 

| 

| 751G.18/5-654: Telegram | | 

: The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET Sarcon, May 6, 1954—10 a. m. 

| 2938. Repeated information Paris 768, Hanoi 412. Governor Tri 

! ‘of North Vietnam lunched privately with me today. He is unfeignedly 

| pessimistic over political situation in South Vietnam. In fact, on con- 

: clusion of Governors’ conference today with remnant of Vietnamese | 

| Cabinet, he told Governors and Ministers present, “There is no longer 

any Central Government in Vietnam.” | | | 

| Tris sole solution for present crisis is that Bao Dai should return 

! at once and personally take over Prime Ministership. However, he | | 

: said that Bao Dai could not be persuaded to such a step unless US 

| intervened with him and made urgent representations to that effect. I | 

| offered personal comment. that if indeed Bao Dai came back to head | 

| Government, he could conveniently leave his “eminent empire” and | 

! evil genius Nguyen De behind. | 

I
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Tri said that at Cabinet meeting from which he had just come 
Government had at long last approved his plan (now advocated by 
Defense Minister Quat) for revamping entire Vietnamese military 
system. This in other words, would be to start from basis of regional 
militia to recruit from this mass of quasitrained manpower the so- 
called light battalions and, after these had been blooded, to form reg- 
ular heavy battalions, 

Tri said his requirement for speedy aid in funds and arms for militia 
in North Vietnam remained as urgent as ever but that it was difficult 
to get Central Government moving in presenting a formal request. I 
said that STEM, Embassy, and MAAG were all interested in helping 
but that we had to maintain sound principle that such appeals for our 
assistance should come from Central Government as otherwise we 
would have every local governor and chief of province sitting on our 
doorsteps with his own pet project. 
On question of partition, which naturally is of utmost concern to 

| Tonkinese, I suggested to Tri that, without indicating this thought had 
come from me, he might do well to call this afternoon on my British 
colleague and discuss this issue. _ 

| | McCuintTocx 

751G.00/5-654 : Telegram | 
The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET NIACT Sargon, May 6, 1954—2 p. m. 
2242. Sent Geneva niact 56, Paris niact 769. I saw De Jean this 

morning on his return from Hanoi. He said that renewed fighting 
opened at Dien Bien Phu last night but that he did not have details 
as yet. Enemy ack-ack is proving more effective and French have 
been averaging losses of three planes a day during past two or three 
days. 

De Jean said that General Navarre, in response to his point blank 
question whether it would be possible to send a relief column to Dien 
Bien Phu, had replied in the negative. Navarre said it would require 
between 12 and 15 battalions which he could not find and would place 
a logistics requirement which he could not meet. In other words Dien 
Bien Phu will inevitably be lost unless, in Navarre’s judgment, a cease- 
fire is contrived in next few days. 

De Jean said that he vigorously opposed the idea of a cease-fire and 
had so telegraphed Bidault last night and would repeat this recom- 
mendation with even greater urgency this morning. He said Navarre 
was so wrought up over Dien Bien Phu, which was his own creation, 
that he would do almost anything to save it, but that with his mono- 
lithic concentration on the battle he could not see that a cease-fire 
would amount to capitulation. Furthermore De Jean had sought to
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point out to Navarre that a cease-fire without agreed conditions in the 

context of an armistice would be fatal not only to French Expedition- | 

ary Force in Indochina but to position of France in Kurope. 

Despite Navarre’s fixation on need for immediate cease-fire to save ! 

Dien Bien Phu, De Jean is hopeful that his government will heed : 

his advice and not that of Navarre. He is telegraphing Bidault that 

to agree to a cease-fire at this time will mean not only loss of South- | 

east Asia but losses to France in Europe almost too vast to calculate. : 

De Jean, who is a far more rugged and courageous man than Na- : 

varre, will point out that after fall of Dien Bien Phu French still have 

military cards in their hands which can be played. Rain has already : 

commenced to fall at Dien Bien Phu and with increase of monsoon 

downpour Viet Minh command will soon have to move if its battle ) 

force at Dien Bien Phu is not to become marooned. French military _ 

will have opportunity to strike Viet Minh while endeavoring to re- : 

| group if Cogny can be given some reinforcement and if air power can 

| be brought tobear. | | oe | 

2 I believe that we should support De Jean’s recommendations to his : 

| government with utmost urgency. We now confront a situation in | 

| which two top French officials in Indochina are urging diametrically | 

| opposed policies and it is the irony of war that it is the General who 

| wishes to surrender while the diplomat wishes to forge ahead. 

| McCrin Tock 

751G.00/5-654 ; Telegram 
| ! 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

| 

! SECRET PRIORITY Satcon, May 6, 1954—3 p. m. ! 

: 9944, Sent priority Geneva 57, priority Paris 770. During my talk : 

| this morning with DeJean we canvassed internal political situation in | 

| Vietnam. DeJean deprecated in strongest terms decree of Bao Dai 

| handing security forces to Binh Xuyen. He said it was the most | 

| appalling action that had been taken in political field since he had 

: been Commissioner General. | 

| On question of Cao Daist Pope’s open letter to Ho Chi Minh, | 

i DeJean was more hopeful. He agreed that Quat’s efforts to prevent : 

: knowledge of Pope’s appeal spreading to populace had on whole been 

| successful and that by and large mass of Vietnamese people are in 

| ignorance of Cao Daist leader’s message. Strangely, Viet Minh radio | 

| appears not yet to have picked up Pope’s communication to Ho Chi | 

3 Minh. 
| 

| 1¥n telegram 2197 from Saigon, May 5, the Embassy transmitted a rough text 

| of the broadcast of May 1 by Pham Cong Tac, the Cao Dai Pope, to Ho Chi Minh, 

| a ae the latter to agree to a coalition in order to avoid partition. (751G.00/ 

|
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| Independently from various sources both DeJ ean and I agreed that 
Vietnamese for most part have already anticipated and discounted 
loss of Dien-Bien-Phu. For example, yesterday Governor Tri told me 

_ that in Tonkin final fall of fortress would not occasion any excitement 
since Tonkinese were long inured to battle. Even civilian French 

) element here have already accepted fate of Dien-Bien-Phu 
philosophically. 

| Our principal concern remains deterioration of morale in Vietnam- 
ese National Army. I gave DeJean substance of my talks with Hinh 
and Quat. DeJean said that Navarre stressed with what he thought 
undue emphasis poor morale in Vietnamese Army and danger that 
after Dien-Bien-Phu there would be general demoralization. DeJean 
took a different view and thought that army would not stampede be- 
cause of Dien-Bien-Phu. However, we were in agreement that some- 
thing radical must be done to improve morale in army, particularly 
since Vietnamese mobilization scheme has thus far been total failure. 

I told DeJean that this evening I was dining with Hinh and could 
ask him if he would sit down at my table with Quat and work out a 
modus vivendi to end present intolerable situation in which Minister 
of National Defense and Commander in Chief are at swords points. If 
Hinh agreed, I would then ask Quat if he would come to dine with me 
and Hinh alone. DeJean thought this a good idea, and I shall endeavor 
to execute it. 

McCuintock 

751G.00/5-—654 : Telegram a 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Saigon, May 6, 1954—5 p. m. 
| 2264. Repeated information priority Paris 779, priority Tokyo 92. 

Tokyo for General Partridge. MAAG Saigon has received message 
dated May 6 stating CAT pilots McGovern and Bufford brought 
down by anti-aircraft fire over Dien Bien Phu and that there is no 
hope for them. DeJean tells me plane exploded mid-air, CAT air drop 
operation has been suspended. Further details will be furnished when 
available. | - . 

| McCuintTock 

1In telegram 2275 from Saigon, May 7, McClintock stated that the Embassy 
had received reports that CAT crews were “on strike” as the result of disgust 
with the failure of the French Air Force to provide sufficient flak suppression 
cover. (751G.00/5-754) Army message OARMA MC 224-54 from Saigon, May 7, 
the Joint Daily Situation Revort, included the following comment with regard to 

| the loss of the CAT flight: “Even though Viet Minh knew American CAT pilots 
flying C-119s to Dien Bien Phu they did not have absolute confirmation. If objects 
found as result of this crash identifying pilots as Americans this would be strong 
Communist propaganda tool.” ( 751G.00/5-754) In telegram 651 from Hanoi, 
May 11, it was reported that there had been no strike of CAT pilots and that 
CAT flights had been resumed on May 8. (751G.00/5-1154 )
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Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file ce 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 195th Meeting of the National | 

Security Council, Thursday, May 6, 1954,10.a.m* 

[Extracts] : 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | 

The following were present at the 195th meeting of the National 

Security Council: The President of the United States, presiding; the 

Vice President of the United States; the Secretary of State; the Sec- 

retary of Defense; the Acting Director, Foreign Operations Admin- 

istration; and the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also pres- 

ent were the Secretary of the Treasury; the Attorney General; the 

Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy Com- 

mission; the Federal Civil Defense Administrator; the Deputy Sec- 

| retary of Defense; the Secretary of the Navy; General Ridgway for 

| the Secretary of the Army; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the : 

! Director of Central Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; 

| Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; the Deputy Assist- 

| ant to the President; Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; the : 

White House Staff Secretary; Bryce Harlow, Administrative Assist- 

| ant to the President; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy ; 

| Executive Secretary, NSC. ) 

| ‘There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the : 

| chief pointstaken. ==> | | | 

| 1. Report on the Geneva Conference and the Indochina Situation 

| (NSC Actions Nos. 1086-} and 1104-0)? | : 

: Mr. Cutler pointed out that since the President had already heard | 

| directly from Secretary Dulles most of his report,* he had asked the 

Vice President to preside over the Council meeting until discussion of | 

| Secretary Dulles’ report commenced, at which time the President 

/ would join the meeting. | 

| Secretary Dulles said that he would begin his report in narrative | 

| form. The first point was the familiar position agreed upon among the 

| British, the French and ourselves at London and Paris on April 12, 

| 13 and 14. This agreement, to examine the possibility of establishing 

| a collective defense of Southeast Asia against Communist aggression, 

! said Secretary Dulles, had been agreed at the highest levels by both 

| —_—_— 
; 

| 1 Prepared by S. Everett Gleason, Deputy Executive Secretary of the National 

| | Security Council, on May 8. | 

| For NSC Action No. 1086, see memorandum of discussion at the 192d Meeting : 

| of the National Security Council, Apr. 6, p. 1250; for NSC Action No. 1104, see 

| memorandum of discussion at the 194th Meeting, Apr. 29, p. 1431. 

| * Secretary Dulles left Geneva on-May 8 for Washington. The President’s ap- : 

| pointment book indicates that Dulles had breakfast with the President on May 5, : 

| presumably briefing him on the Geneva Conference and the Indochina situation 

at that time. (Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower records, “Daily Appointments” ) 

| |
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the French and the British Governments. Indeed, Secretary Dulles 
had gone over this agreement personally with Sir Winston Churchill.‘ 

After Secretary Dulles’ return, as he told Mr. Eden he would, he 
proceeded to call a meeting of the Ambassadors of the nine nations 
who were to take part in the proposed regional grouping for the de- 
fense of Southeast Asia. However, on Easter Sunday,* just prior to 
the Secretary’s meeting with the nine Ambassadors, the British Am- 
bassador called on Secretary Dulles at his house, to say that Mr. Eden 
had informed him that he was not to take part in the meeting with the 
other Ambassadors, This had been a shock to Secretary Dulles, in view 

| of Eden’s previous agreement with Dulles. In order to prevent a public 
airing of Anglo-American differences, Secretary Dulles hastily ar- 
ranged a meeting under a different formula. He undertook to call 
together the representatives of the sixteen nations which had taken 
part on our side in the Korean war. This device was chosen to fuzz 
up the British failure to proceed as planned, with the other nine na- 
tions on the Southeast Asia problem. 

Later in the week Secretary Dulles went to Paris to attend the 
NATO meeting. There Mr. Eden explained his shift of position as 
resulting from overlooking the meeting of the Colombo powers. Eden 
said he believed it would have been a mistake to try to hold the 
scheduled nine-power meeting until after the conclusion of the Co- 
lombo Conference. He had therefore pulled Sir Roger Makins out of 
the Washington meeting. By this time, Secretary Dulles expressed 
the opinion that the British had decided not to join in any conference 
at all with respect to the defense of Southeast Asia. It was not, there- 
fore, a postponement but a repudiation of any action at all at the 

| present time or any action in the future which might lead to armed 
intervention by British forces in Indochina. 

The next step was Admiral Radford’s arrival in Paris. As he has 
already reported to the National Security Council, Radford talked 
at once upon arrival with Secretary Dulles and Mr. Eden. As a re- 
sult of these talks, Mr. Eden changed his plans to go directly to 
Geneva, and instead returned to London for a Saturday meeting with 
Churchill and a Sunday meeting with the whole British Cabinet. 
Thereafter he went to Geneva. 

Despite the conversations which Secretary Dulles and Admiral 
Radford had with the British prior to Geneva, the British adhere to 

their position—that is, no involvement in any military action in Indo- 

“No record of a Dulles—Churchill discussion on Indochina during the Secre- 
tary’s visit to London, Apr. 11-14, has been found. The memorandum of the 
Dulles-Churchill dinner meeting of Apr. 12 contains no indication that the subject 
was discussed. For text of the memorandum, see volume vi. For records of the 
Secretary’s discussions with Foreign Secretary Eden at London, see pp. 1307— 
ara ae
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china and no planning for any other kind of action in Indochina until 

after the conclusion of the Geneva Conference. 

After Eden reached Geneva, Secretary Dulles said he had frank | 

talks with him.* Secretary Dulles’ irritation had been increased by the 

fact that when the Korean phase of the Conference opened and the 

United States was subjected to vicious attacks by Molotov and Chou 

En-lai, not a single representative of a Western power undertook to | 

stand up and defend the policy of the United States or even to keep 

the historical record straight. 

At this point Secretary Dulles read several paragraphs of the memo- | 

randum of his conversations with Eden at Geneva. Eden did not under- 

take to reply to Secretary Dulles’ complaints at this time, but subse- 

quently sent a memorandum which constituted a reply to that of ! 

| Secretary Dulles. The Secretary read portions of the Eden memo- — 

| randum to the Council. In it Eden made much of India’s position and | 

: of the desirability of inducing Nehru to take a cooperative attitude, 

| and set forth a proposal for the defense of Southeast Asia. 

| ‘To this Eden memorandum Secretary Dulles replied on May 2, stat- | 

| ing that he would bring to the President’s attention Eden’s proposal | 

| for the defense of Southeast Asia. There was much in the Eden pro- , 

| posal with which we could agree, said Secretary Dulles; but we clearly 

! believe the danger to Southeast Asia to be more immediate than Eden : 

| does. | ' 

2 Secretary Dulles then said that he would say no more about the ! 

| British phase of this problem until the President came into the meet- : 

| ing, since subsequent British developments had not been told to the | 

| President. While awaiting the President’s appearance, Secretary 

| Dulles said that he would go back and describe the French phase of 

| the negotiations. | | 

| Secretary Dulles pointed out that before'he had gone to Europe | 

| there had been a series of talks with the French in Washington, both 

: on the political and on the military level. General Ely, for example, : 

! had talked with Admiral Radford.’ Secretary Dulles noted that there : 

| had been a great deal of talk in the newspapers about French requests 

| for additional U.S. military assistance, but no formal requests had 

! ever come from the French Government for any U.S. military inter- | 

| vention in Indochina. What had occurred were two separate sugges- 

| tions. for U.S. air strikes, specifically in aid of Dien Bien Phu. The | 

| first of these informal suggestions had been made by Bidault and 

| Laniel to Ambassador Dillon in Parison April 4.* It called for carrier- 

| 6 For records of the Dulles—-Eden conversations at Geneva, see vol. xvI, pp. 553 

fii.; for records of their discussions with regard to the formation of a collective 

| security organization for Southeast ASIA, see volume XU ; | | 

| For documentation on General Ely’s conversations with Admira] Radford and , 

other U.S. officials at Washington, Mar. 20-95, see pp. 1187-1158 passim. 

| ® See telegram 3710 from Paris, Apr. 5, p. 1236. 

578-611 0 82 - 7 (Pt. 2) |
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based air strikes, and the suggestion, thought Secretary Dulles, had 
originated from an erroneous impression brought back to Paris by 
General Ely that the United States would be receptive to a request 
for an air strike. Secretary Dulles insisted that there could have been 
no reasonable basis for such a presumption on the part of the French, 
for he had made it clear in his talks with the French, as had Admiral 
Radford in his talks with General Kly, that military intervention by 
the United States in any form would be impossible unless the French 
met certain fundamentals and conditions. Despite this, Ely evidently 
thought that the United States would respond to the French sugges- 
tions on a crash basis. 

The second informal French request for a U.S. air strike came some- 
what later in Paris when Bidault showed Secretary Dulles a message 
from Navarre which stated that Dien Bien Phu would be lost. in 48 
hours without an air strike by the United States.? On this occasion, 
said Secretary Dulles, he repeated to Bidault and Laniel the argu- 
ments he had used on the occasion of the earlier French request. bi- 
dault took the position that everything depended on Dien Bien Phu. | 
If the fortress were saved, then there would be time to think of the 
fundamentals and the conditions which Secretary Dulles advanced. 
If the fortress were lost, there would be no point in discussing these 
fundamentals. France would be through in Indochina. By this time, 
added Secretary Dulles, the French undoubtedly knew that the British 
were running out on their April 13 commitment to Join in a nine-power 
examination of an arrangement to defend Southeast Asia. , 

There is a very sharp difference of opinion in France, continued 
Secretary Dulles, with respect to internationalizing the conflict in 
Indochina. The Cabinet is divided. The Chamber of Deputies and the 
public are divided. There is a strong belief that if France agreed to 
internationalize the conflict her hands would be tied and she would be 
unable to achieve a settlement at Geneva which would allow her to get 

| out of Indochina. There is an overwhelming sentiment in France to 
get out. Furthermore, there was no real government in France. France 
was just drifting. The French don’t dare to have a full Cabinet meet- 
ing. Bidault has a relatively free hand at the Geneva Conference simply 
because the French Cabinet cannot agree on what instructions to send 
him. Laniel, predicted Secretary Dulles, would probably secure a 
slender vote of confidence from the French Chamber this afternoon, 
thanks to massive abstentions by the Deputies.” In view of all this, it is 
of course very difficult for the United States to deal with France on 
any responsible basis. | 

* See telegram Dulte 7 from Paris, Apr. 23, p. 1874. | | 
* Regarding the action of the French National Assembly, see telegram 4258 

from Paris, May 7, p. 1502. .
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Secretary Dulles then stated his conviction that whether or not the 

British would act with us initially to try to save Indochina, it was & 

sine qua non that we have a satisfactory agreement with France on the | 

following fundamentals: - | 

1. Genuine independence for the Associated States. 

9, A division of responsibility with the French which would enable | 

the United States to play a much more active part in training the 

indigenous armed forces of the Associated States. | 

3. A sharing of responsibility for planning military operations be- | 

tween France and the United States so that U.S. forces would not be 

mere tools of a French Chief of Staff. _ | : | ) 

| 4, French agreement to stay in the fight in Indochina. | ‘ | 

| It had not been possible as yet to discuss with the French any of 

| the above conditions, although Secretary Dulles had hinted his will- 

| ingness to do so. The French had not risen to the bait, and Secretary | 

| ‘Dulles doubted the wisdom of any U.S. belligerency in Indochina | 

| until the French agreed with us on these fundamentals. If they could | 

| be prevailed on to do so, we might go into Indochina on the gamble | 

| that the British would also ultimately join, if for no other reason 

| than pressure by the ANZUS powers. The British were trying hard 

| to please Nehru on the one hand and the ANZUS powers on the 

| other. Foreign Minister Casey had told Secretary Dulles that if the | 

| present government was reelected Australia would take a strong line, | 

! but it could do nothing until after the May 29 elections." Secretary ) 

| Dulles thought it likely that the Menzies * government would be re- | 

| elected. If this happens and the French have a government, Secretary | 

| Dulles thought that the United States might well consider armed | 

! intervention in Indochina without the British. But thus far there was 

| no French government with which this matter could be effectively dis- | 

: cussed. The situation was just the opposite of that in 1947 when the | 

| British, feeling unequal to their commitments in Greece, had paved 

| the way for an orderly take-over of their commitments by the United | 

| States. The United Nations had supervised this replacement, and Sec- | 

| retary Dulles expressed the opinion that such UN supervision would 

| also be desirable in the case of Southeast Asia. France, however, was 

| opposed to getting involved in the UN lest a precedent be set which | 

: would prove embarrassing in Morocco. | | 

: Secretary Dulles stated that he had got a distinct impression from 

| Molotov and Chou En-lai at Geneva that the Communists felt much | 

| greater confidence in the strength of their position than we had earlier : 

| estimated. If the United States intervened in Indochina and the UK 

| 11 Reference is presumably to remarks by Foreign Minister Casey at the May 2 

| meeting at Geneva between Dulles, Casey, and Foreign Minister T. C. Webb of : 

| New Zealand. For text of the memorandum of that conversation, see vol. xVI, : 

| » 2 Robert G. Menzies, Prime Minister of Australia. | - 

| 

| | 
|
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stayed out, Secretary Dulles believed that there was a much greater 
chance of Chinese overt intervention than would be the case if the 
British were in it with us. | 

At this point Secretary Dulles said that he had covered for the 
Council the ground which he had already gone over with the Presi- 
dent. Mr. Cutler went to the President's office, and the President en- 
tered the meeting at 10: 45 a. m. | 

| Secretary Dulles then informed the Council of the latest develop- 
ments. Yesterday afternoon he had received a message from Under 
Secretary Smith at Geneva, outlining a proposal by Anthony Eden 
along the lines of Eden’s earlier proposal to Secretary Dulles in an- 
swer to the Secretary’s letter to Eden of May 2, which had been men- | 
tioned earlier.1* This memorandum of Mr. Eden to Secretary Smith 
was read by Secretary Dulles to the Council. Eden said that he would ; agree to recommend that the UK take part at once with the US., | France, Australia and New Zealand in an examination by the Five- 
Power staff agency (Singapore) of the Indochina and Southeast Asia 
situation. These talks would take place in the light of the Prime Minis- 
ter’s statement that the UK would not give any undertakings about _ 
military action in Indochina until after the Geneva Conference, Eden’s 
memorandum added that it would be understood that the Colombo 
Conference powers (Pakistan, India, Burma, Ceylon and Indonesia), 
plus Thailand, would be kept advised of the progress of the work of 
the five powers and, where appropriate and agreed, they would be 
invited to take part with the five powers. A joint public announcement 
of intentions was also suggested by the Eden memorandum. Secretary 
Smith had added the comment that this new proposal represented a 
considerable British concession, and recommended that the U.S. con- 
cur in this proposal and agree to a joint announcement. Secretary 
Dulles also agreed that the new five-power proposal represented an_ 
advance in the British position and placed the UK in approximately 
the same position which it had occupied before it had backed out of 
the agreement to take part with the nine other powers in an examina- 
tion of the possibilities of defending Southeast Asia. Thus the British 
would now agree at least to include Indochina in their planning, and 
also agree to do something prior to the conclusion of the Geneva Con- 
ference. If this represented an advance, the new British proposal en- 
tailed certain difficulties. One of them was the proposal to bring in the 
Colombo powers. Secretary Dulles said that he had already informed 
Eden that bringing these powers in would raise serious problems for 
the United States if we could not likewise bring in South Korea and 
Formosa, which the British opposed. Secretary Dulles thought that 

* Hden’s latest memorandum was transmitted to Dulles in telegram Dulte 51, ~ May 5, vol. xv1, p. 698.
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the proposal to include Thailand and Burma was excellent. The Brit- | 

ish also hoped to keep India benevolently neutral. | | 

At this point the President strongly reaffirmed his anxiety over any 

arrangement which was confined to the five white nations and left out ) 

the Asian states. Secretary Dulles commented that at yesterday’s brief- 

ing of the Congressional leaders * he had likewise indicated his own | 

opposition to entering into arrangements only with these five powers 

and not with any of the Asian states themselves. The President sug- 

| gested, however, that we might cast the purpose of such a five-power 

examination in such fashion that it would seem to be conferring volun- | 

| tary aid on a group of Asian states which sought such aid coopera- : 

| tively. : | | 

| Secretary Dulles said that he would discuss a reply to this British | 

| proposal, at luncheon today following the meeting with Admiral Rad- | 

| ford and Secretary Wilson.?* On that occasion he said he would also : 

: point out the need for machiriery which would provide prompt replies 

| to the messages which were flowing in from Geneva. He was going to | 

| suggest perhaps that he and Radford and Wilson each designate in- | 

_ dividuals to work together to get quick action on the Geneva messages. 

! From now on out the Conference must largely be run from Wash- | 

i ington. | 7 

| With respect to the joint public announcement of the five-power | 

| arrangement, the President stated that it should be phrased along the 

! lines of the suggestions he had made a few minutes ago with respect | 

to the purpose. | 

! Mr. Cutler asked about the possibility of including the three Asso- | 

| ciated States and the Philippines in the five-power talks. Secretary 

Dulles replied that the British would undoubtedly oppose associating 

: Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia in the talks, for fear of getting the UK 

| involved in the hostilities in Indochina. 7 | 

| Secretary Dulles then announced that the State Department had | 

| likewise got further information on the French position.” Bidault, he 

| said, had asked the French Cabinet for permission to make the follow- | 

| ing proposal when the Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference 

| began: | 

| 1. The problem in Vietnam is purely Vietnamese, and there is no | 

| question of partition, but only a military struggle for control of the | 

| government. | 

| 4 Wor a record of the briefing of 25 Congressional leaders by Secretary Dulles | 

| on May 5, see p. 1471. | 
| No record of the luncheon meeting has been found in Department of State : 

| aie he U.S. Delegation at Geneva received this additional information on the 

| French position from the French Delegation on May 5. It was transmitted to : 

| Washington in telegram Secto 106 of the same date. For text of Secto 106, see | 

| vol, xvi, p. 694. |
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2. The situation is different in Laos and Cambodia, which are vic- tims of external aggression. | 
3. ‘there shouid be a cease-fire guaranteed by adequate military and administrative controls under the supervision of international control machinery. | 
4, The cease-fire would take effect only when guaranties had been embodied in the armistice conventions and when the control machinery had been established and was in place. 
9. The controls would be based on the conditions publicly announced 

by Laniel on March 5. 
6. After peace had been established by the cease-fire, political and economic problems could be examined. 

After reading the above French proposal, Secretary Dulles gave 
Under Secretary Smith’s commentary on the Bidault proposal, which 
was in effect that unless or until we have firm support in the U.S. for 
some other solution, we simply cannot prevent the French from mak- 
ing such a proposal at Geneva, even though it is far below a successful 
prosecution of the Navarre Plan.’ If accepted by the French Cabinet, 
the Bidault proposal would at least be a better French initial position 
than we might have feared. We ought to urge the French to accept 
UN auspices for the control machinery. Secretary Smith doubted 
whether the French would actually remain firm in insisting on satis- 
factory controls, but believed that they would slide rapidly toward the 
expected Communist demand for an immediate cease-fire without con- 
trols. The important element in forestalling French capitulation will 
be the degree to which we can strengthen their hand by increasing 
Communist uncertainty as to possible U.S. intervention and by achiev- | 
ing success in organizing some kind of Southeast Asian coalition, =~ 

The President stated that he had no objection to the French mak- 
ing use of the idea of U.S. intervention as a means of influencing the 
Communists, but our own people at Geneva should not discuss the 
possibility of intervention. Secretary Dulles expressed agreement with 
the President’s view, and the President. went on to point out that if 
USS. officials began talking of U.S. unilateral intervention, such talk 
would be completely inconsistent. with our whole foreign policy. The 
President concluded by stressing that there could be no U.S. belliger- 
ency in Indochina without Congressional agreement. 

The Vice President then addressed the following question to the 
Secretary of State: “Am I to understand that we intend to go along 
with the new British suggestion to use the Five-Power staff agency 
as the sole vehicle for concerted action in Southeast Asia? Or do we 
propose, parallel with exploration in the Five-Power staff agency, to 
continue to explore the possibility of a regional grouping with Asian 
nations and not merely with the five white powers?” _ 

“The views of the U.S. Delegation on the French position were contained in 
telegram Secto 110 from Geneva, May 5; for text, see vol. xv, p. 696.
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Secretary Dulles replied by stating his feeling that while he favored 

accepting the British proposal with respect to the Five-Power staff 

agency (whose terms of reference would be enlarged and its personnel | 

upgraded), he thought this should only be done as one element in a 

broader political framework which would include more than the five 

powers. The Vice President commented that in his opinion the five- 

| power arrangement would be almost as bad for the United States as 

| would be unilateral U.S. intervention, since it would be interpreted by 

| the Asian nations assheer colonialism. _ | | 

! After the Vice President had repeated his question in slightly dif- | | 

ferent wording, Secretary Dulles again assured him that the Five- 

| Power staff agency would not be the top body, but would be merely a | 

| mechanism through which to try to create a broader grouping includ- : 

| ing Asian states. The broader grouping would be in a position to 

| draw on the intelligence information which was available to the Five- | 

| Power staff agency. This, in short, would be a subsidiary body rather 

: than the heart of a coalition. The great question, said Secretary Dulles, 

| was whether the British would accept this view of the function of the 

Five-Power staff agency. | | : 

| The Vice President then inquired whether anyone had given thought : 

! to bringing General Templer or Mr. MacDonald to Geneva as ad- 

: visers. The Vice President thought both these men had a keen under- 

| standing of the realities of the Communist threat to Southeast Asia. | 

-_. Seeretary Dulles then asked Admiral Radford for his views with 

| respect to the British five-power proposal. Admiral Radford replied : 

| that of course the proposal would require a careful appraisal by the 

| Joint Chiefs of Staff. At first glance, however, he thought the British : 

2 were laying the groundwork for a set-up which would be very much 

| in their favor but not in ours if the proposal excluded Asian nations. | 

| Furthermore, he predicted that it would take a very long time to work 

| out the British proposal—so long, in fact, that it would be of no use 

| in meeting the current emergency in Southeast Asia. The Five-Power 

| staff agency was already pretty well agreed on the military require- 

| ments for the defense of Southeast Asia, but if it was now proposed 

| to add the political and economic problems, these would take months 

: toresolve. ; | | 

| The President said that he well understood the points Admiral Rad- —- 

: ford had made, but he nevertheless felt that the psychological appeal 

| of the British proposal was important, despite the substantive diffi- 

| culties. The Five-Power staff agency would at least provide a good 

_ facade behind which the real work could be done by the others. 

| Secretary Wilson queried whether our real difficulty didn’t result | 

| from the lack of participation of any Asian nations of large size. 

| Thailand, for example, was too small to carry much weight. The Presi- | 

/ 
i 
|
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dent pointed out that small or not, such nations as Thailand at least 
provided the semblance of Asian participation. | 

Secretary Dulles reminded the Council that in Molotov’s Geneva 
speech,”* referring to the proposed Southeast Asian regional group- 
ing, he had charged that not a single respectable Asian nation would 
agree to join the coalition. The President replied by asking why no 
one ever took such occasions as this to stand up and blast Russian 
colonialism. In any event, said the President, the new British proposal 
represented such a significant advance from their previous position 
that the United States should certainly follow it through. 

Dr. Flemming then inquired as to the nature of the U.S. attitude 
toward the French proposal regarding a cease-fire. The President 
replied that initially we would have to wait and see what precisely 
this Bidault proposal really means. We would have to look at all the 
possible alternatives, but we certainly wouldn’t get anywhere if all | 
we did was to tell the French to keep on fighting. On the other hand, 
if the French and the Associated States eventually agreed that the 
Communist terms for an armistice were hopeless, perhaps we could 
really get somewhere and induce other Asian nations to follow our 
objectives. 

Mr. Cutler then inquired as to the length of time the United States 
would have to reply to the Eden and the Bidault proposals. Secretary 

- Dulles said that the British proposal must be answered today, at least 
in a preliminary fashion. There was not the same urgency for a reply 
on the French cease-fire proposal, since the French Cabinet in any 

| event would drag its feet. This would allow time for a more careful 
analysis of the implications of the Bidault proposal. | | 

Mr. Cutler pointed out that he was inquiring whether the Planning 
Board could be useful in either of these two matters. He said he as- 
sumed that the preliminary response to the British would be along the 
lines of the President’s statements. Should the Planning Board there- __ 
fore go on to consider the French proposal at its meeting this after- 
noon? The President agreed that the latter would be desirable, and 
when Secretary Wilson observed that there wasn’t very much wecould 

_ do about the French cease-fire proposal in any case, the President | 
pointed out to him that the French would certainly want to know 

whether we would support them if they presented their proposal at 

Geneva, and so, for that matter,do we. _ oe 
Mr. Cutler then said that this seemed an opportune moment to brief 

the Council on the report which was being made by the Operations 
Coordinating Board with respect to the possibility of setting up an 

** Reference is to the speech delivered by Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov, 
Soviet Foreign Minister and Chairman of the Soviet Delegation, on Apr. 29 at 
the Fourth Plenary Session of the Korean phase of the Geneva Conference. Tele- 
Lav, ot ar Apr. 29, summarized the proceedings of the session; for text, see
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international volunteer air group for combat operations in Southeast , 

Asia. While, said Mr. Cutler, he thought that the creation of such a | 

volunteer air group came within the existing U.S. policy on Southeast 

Asia, he felt, nevertheless, that the progress of study of this problem | 

| should be reported to the Council. Mr. Cutler said he believed that the 

air group was to be equipped with three squadrons of F-86 planes. | 

: The President commented that the volunteer air group ought to have | 

| in it a certain number of multi-trained pilots so that if, for example, 

| the question of using B-29’s ever came up again, such planes could be | 

provided without involving us in the danger of having to use U.S. | 

| Air Force pilots in combat operations. | 

| Mr. Cutler then inquired whether it was advisable to ask CIA to 

| provide an intelligence estimate as to the probable Chinese Communist 

| reaction to the creation of such an international volunteer air group. | 

| U.S. citizens, of course, might volunteer for combat action, and the 

| question whether this was feasible would presumably be studied by the 

Department of Defense. Mr. Allen Dulles agreed to provide such an | 

| intelligence estimate. 
| Secretary Dulles inquired whether the proposed volunteer air group | 

| would be under the ultimate control of the President. Mr. Cutler 

| replied in the negative, indicating that we would have no responsibility 

| for the group, which would be developed along the lines of General 

: Chennault’s “Flying Tigers” in the second World War. This would 

| mean, said Secretary Dulles, that our volunteers could join the air ) 

| group without Congressional approval. The answer seemed to be in the 

| affirmative. a . = | 

| With respect to Chinese Communist reaction, Secretary Dulles ex- 

| pressed the opinion that the Chinese Communists would intervene if / 

| they wanted to, but the use of a volunteer air group rather than regu- 

| lar U.S. combat forces would enable the Chinese, if they wanted to, to | 

_ avoid intervention without loss of face. | | 

: The National Security Council : *° | : | 

| a. Discussed the situation with respect to Indochina in the light | 

| of an oral report by the Secretary of State on the Geneva Conference 

| and the Indochina situation. | / 

| >. Agreed that the United States should be willing, in response to a 

| British proposal, to participate in an examination by the existing Five- | 

| Power staff agency (US, UK, France, Australia and New Zealand) of | 

| the situation in Southeast Asia (including Indochina) ; provided that: 

| (1) The purpose of such examination is to explore means by which | 

| these participating governments may assist. the countries of Southeast 

| Asia in a cooperative effort to defend themselves. | | 

| 2” Points a-e below constituted NSC Action No. 1106, May 6, 1954. (S/S-NSC | 

! files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions” ) : 

| | |
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(2) It is made clear that such an examination is supplementary to continued efforts by the United States to organize a regional grouping | pursuant to NSC Action No. 1086-3 or 1104-6, and is neither a sub- stitute for nor the nucleus of sucha grouping. 

c. Noted that the Secretaries of State and Defense and the Chair. __ 
man, Joint Chiefs of Staff, would recommend to the President. means 
for promptly answering questions raised by developments at the 
Geneva Conference. | 

d. Directed the NSC Planning Board to study urgently the impli- 
cations of the latest proposal on Indochina which the French are con- 
templating presenting tothe Geneva Conference. _. 

e. Agreed that the Operations Coordinating Board should proceed 
, with its proposed further study of an international volunteer air group 

for combat operations in Southeast Asia for consideration by the 
Council, including an estimate by the Central Intelligence Agency of 
probable Chinese Communist reaction. 

Note: The action in 6 above, as approved by the President, sub- 
sequently transmitted to the Secretary of State for appropriate action. 
The action in ¢ above subsequently transmitted to the Secretaries of 
State and Defense. The action in ¢ above subsequently transmitted to 
the Operations Coordinating Board.... 

2. Significant World Developments A ffecting U.S. Security | 
The Director of Central Intelligence said that there was very little 

new information on the situation at Dien Bien Phu. However, four 
_ more French positions had been lost since his last report to the Coun- 

cil. As a result of the heavy rains the river which ran through the 
| French positions was flooding, with the result that water was seeping 

into all the low points. In due course the river may reach a point which _ 
will completely separate the French positions on either side of its 
banks. | 
Admiral Radford interrupted to state that the French had actually 

lost yet another position, making five. He estimated that there were | 
about 4000 effective troops left. Since April 25, 450 additional men had _ 

| been dropped in, and the French were still trying to drop in addi- 
tional volunteers. 

. 
The President commented in admiration on the great gallantry of 

General de Castries’ men. This would be something like the siege of 
Carthage in historical retrospect, and he was at a loss to understand } 
why the French had not taken advantage of the magnificent perform- 
ance that these men were giving.
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, _ Admiral Radford pointed out that the relief column actually ap- | 

pears to be en route to the relief of the fortress, but it was being so 

badly handled that the French were likely to lose the relief force as | 

well as the Dien Bien Phu garrison. It was a matter of too little and’ | 

too late. Mr. Allen Dulles commented that he had heard a report this 

| morning that the attempt to relieve Dien Bien Phu had been | 

| abandoned. a So | | 

| Mr. Dulles then warned the Council that it was vitally important | 

| to watch the military situation in the delta area. General Navarre was | 

| refusing to reinforce General Cogny there, and the situation is very | 

| dangerous. — oe | a : 

| S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5405 Series | | | | 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of Defense (Wilson) to the Emecutive | 

| ‘Secretary of the National Security Council (Lay) 

| TOP SECRET st — Wasurneton, May 6, 1954. | 

| Subject: Suspension of U.S. Military Aid to Indochina in Event of 

| aCease Fire | | 

| Forwarded herewith, for the consideration of the National Security | 

| Council at an early date, are the recommendations of the Joint Chiefs 

| of Staff, on the above subject, with which I concur.’ | | 

| , CE. Wrison 7 

! [Annex] _ | [ 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 

| (Wilson) : | 
| a a | 

i ‘TOP SECRET © _ Wasurneton, [April 30, 1954.] = 

| Subject: Suspension of U.S. Military Aid to Indochina in Event of | 

| aCease Fire — te | . | 

| 1. The possibility exists that a cease fire in Indochina may be agreed | 

| upon either at Geneva or unilaterally between the French and the Viet 

| Minh. In that event, the Viet Minh would likely covertly extend — | 

| their control over large areas currently held by French Union Forces | 

| and cause major defections of these forces. This would result in a 

| quick deterioration of the entire French Union position and enable the | 

! 7 The recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were approved by the | 

| National Security Council at its 196th Meeting, May 8; for the memorandum of 

the discussion at that meeting, see p. 1505. . 

| | -
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Viet Minh to seize large amounts of U.S. Mutual Defense Assistance - 
Program (MDAP) matérieland supplies. : 

2. In light of the foregoing, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider it 
necessary that the United States adopt the following position reference 

| future MDAP assistance to Indochina: | 

In the event of a cease fire in Indochina, the shipment of military 
end items under U.S. MDAP provided under the “Agreement for 
Mutual Defense Assistance in Indochina between the United States 

| of America and Cambodia, France, Laos, and Vietnam,” will immedi- 
: ately be suspended, except for such spares and associated maintenance 

items necessary to the maintenance of equipment in operations. The 
entire question of U.S. aid to Indochina will be reexamined in the 
light of circumstances then existing. | 

8. It is the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the “Agreement 
for Mutual Defense Assistance in Indochina between the United States 
of America and Cambodia, France, Laos, and Vietnam,” of 23 De- 
cember 1950,’ provides adequate legal basis for subject suspension. 

4. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that you secure govern- 
mental acceptance of the position proposed in paragraph 2 above. | 

| For the Joint Chiefs of Staff : 
| | ArtHuR RapForpD — 

| Chairman 
| | | Joint Chiefs of Staff 

73 UST (pt. 2), pp. 2756-2799. 

751G.00/5-754 : Telegram | | 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Sarcon, May 7, 1954—3 p. m. 
| [Received 8:28a.m.] 

2261. Repeated information Paris 778, Tokyo 91.1 Tokyo for Gen- 
eral Partridge. DeJean this morning went over ground we had covered _ 
yesterday re military strategy to be followed following fall of Dien- 

Bien-Phu. He said Cogny had told him that he was optimistic on 
chances of holding delta “provided the three Viet Minh divisions now 

at’ Dien-Bien-Phu are prevented from reaching delta.” DeJean who _ 
seems to have received this concept from Cogny, is urging on [garble] 

need to interdict route 41 from Tuangiao to Delta by heavy aerial : 
bombardment. He told me this morning that he had yesterday inquired 

_ of Paris if there were any possibility of training French crews for 

1 Also repeated to Geneva as telegram Tosec 94, May 7. | | a
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- B-29s if in fact US Government could loan these aircraft for this | 

purpose. - | a | 

I told DeJean that we should not be misled by wishful thinking | 

that airpower alone was an easy way out. I said that in impending | 

rainy season most of territory through which Viet Minh divisions will 

march will be covered by impenetrable clouds and mist. B-29s with | | 

French crews would not under such conditions be able to find suitable | 

targets. I likewise cautioned DeJean from listening to General Lau- 

zin’s over-simplified description of how Shoran bombing works, and 

added that in my opinion Lauzin had no concept of this highly tech- | | 

| nical operation. . a 

- JTf-as we may expect—French Government makes another last sit: 

minute appeal to US for B-29s, I think we could contemplate loaning L 

these aircraft only on condition that Shoran stations are established . 

| here (see paragraph 2 Embtel 2122)? and if competent US Shoran 

| specialists were added to French B-29 crews to handle Shoran bomb- 

| ing. Such specialists could wear French uniforms and act in capacity 

| as military advisors to French Air Force. We know that Chinese mili- | 

| tary advisors are already operating in field with Viet Minh forces, : 

| and I see no reason why we cannot apply same concept in case of L 

| Shoran bombing. 
| 

| Even if foregoing suggestion should commend itself to Depart- 

: ment of Defense, we should be under no illusions that B-29s and : 

| Shoran bombing will mean deliverance in this war. I have discussed _ : 

| this telegram with General O’Daniel who quite rightly observes that 

| ultimate military decision will depend upon use of ground troops with 

| properly coordinated air support. 7 

—— | McCuin tock , 

| 2 Telegram 2122 from Saigon, Apr. 26, regarding air operations in Indochina, is : 

| not printed. (751G.00/4—2654) 
, 

| PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Indochina” | 

) Memorandum of Conversation, by Robert Cutler, Special Assistant | 

| to the President for National Security Affairs 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] May 7, 1954. : 

! At a meeting in the President’s office this morning with Dulles, 

| three topics were discussed : | 

: 1. Whether the President should approve paragraph 10 of the tenta- 

| tive Record of Action of the 5/6/54 NSC Meeting, which covers the 

| 1The President’s appointment book indicates that the meeting occurred at 9: 30 

| a. m. and that only President Eisenhower, Secretary Dulles, and Cutler were 

| present. (Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower records, “Daily Appointments” ) | ; 

| | 
| | 

| |
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proposed answer to the Eden proposal.? The Secretary of State 
thought the text was correct. Wilson and Radford preferred the draft 
message to Smith for Eden prepared yesterday by MacArthur and ~ 
Captain Anderson,’ and cleared by the J CS, which included in the 
Five Power Staff Agency Thailand and the Philippines. Radford 
thinks that the Agency (which has hitherto not been disclosed in 
SEA) has really completed its military planning; that if it is en- 
larged by top level personnel, its actions will be necessarily open to 
the world; that therefore some Southeast Asian countries should be 
included in it, and he fears Eden’s proposal as an intended delaying 

action. 
The President approved the text of paragraph 1b, but suggested 

that Smith’s reply to Eden’s proposal should make clear the following: 
1. Five Power Staff Agency, alone or with other nations, is not to 

the United States a satisfactory substitute for a broad political coali- 
tion which will include the Southeast Asian countries which are to be 
defended. | 

2. Five Power Staff Agency examination is acceptable to see how 
these nations can give military aid to the Southeast Asian countries 
in their cooperative defense effort. 

3. The United States will not agree to a “white man’s party” to 
determine the problems of the Southeast Asian nations. - 

I was instructed to advise Wilson and Radford of the above, and have 
done so.* 

2. The President went over the draft of the speech which Dulles is 
going to make tonight,* making quite a few suggestions and changes 
in text. He thought additionally the speech should include some easy 
to understand slogans, such as “The US will never start a war”, “The 

| US will not go to war without Congressional authority”, “The US, as 
always, is trying to organize cooperative efforts to sustain the peace”. 

| 3. With reference to the cease-fire proposal transmitted by Bidault 
to the French Cabinet,? I read the following, as views principally of | 

military members of the Planning Board, expressed in their yesterday 
| afternoon meeting: 

1. US should not support the Bidault proposal. 
| 2. Reasons for this position : 

a. the mere proposal of the cease-fire at the Geneva Conference 
would destroy the will to fight of French forces and make fence- 
sitters Jump to Vietminh side. | 

? See memorandum of discussion at the 195th Meeting of the National Security 
Council, May 6, p. 1481. 

* The draft message has not been identified. : 
“For memorandum from Cutler to Secretary Wilson and Admiral Radford, 

: May 7, see United States—Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 9, p. 435. 
°On the evening of May 7, Secretary Dulles addressed the nation over radio 

and television on “The Issues at Geneva.” For the text of the speech, see Depart- 
ment of State Bulletin, May 17, 1954, pp. 739-744. 7
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—}, the Communists would evade covertly cease-fire controls. 

3. The US should (as a last act to save IndoChina) propose to 

France that if the following 5 conditions are met, the US will go to | 

Congress for authority to intervene with combat forces: | 

a. grant of genuine freedom for Associated States | | 

b. US take major responsibility for training indigenous forces | 

c. US share responsibility for military planning | 

d. French forces to stay in the fight and no requirement of re- 

placement by US forces. 
(e, Action under UN auspices?) | 

This offer to be made known simultaneously to the other members of 

the proposed regional grouping (UK, Australia, NZ, Thailand, Asso- 

ciated States, Philippines) in order to enlist their participation. | 

‘I then summarized possible objections to making the above proposal | 

to the French: | | | 

a. No French Government is now competent to act in a lasting way. | 

| -}. There is no indication France wants to “internationalize” the 

) conflict. | | | - : 

. c. The US proposal would be made without the prior assurance of a 

| regional grouping of SEA States, a precondition of Congress; al- | 

| though this point might be added as another condition to the proposal. 

| d. US would be “bailing out colonial France” in the eyes of the 

2 world. | | | 

| e. US cannot undertake alone to save every situation of trouble. | 

: I concluded that some PB members felt that it had never been made | 

| clear to the French that the US was willing to ask for Congressional | 

authority, if certain fundamental preconditions were met; that these 

| matters had only been hinted at, and that the record of history should 

| be clear as to the US position. Dulles was interested to know the Presi- | | 

| dent’s views, because he is talking with Ambassador Bonnet this after- 

| noon.® He indicated that he would mention these matters to Bonnet, — | 

| perhaps making a more broad hint than heretofore. He would not 

! circulate any formal paper to Bonnet, or to anyone else. 

| The President referred to the proposition advanced by Governor | 

| Stassen at the April 29 Council Meeting’ as not having been thor- | 

: oughly thought out. He said that he had been trying to get France to | 

| “internationalize” matters for a long time, and they are not willing | 

: to do so. If it were thought advisable at this time to point out to the 

French the essential pre-conditions to the US asking for Congres- 

| sional authority to intervene, then it should also be made clear to the 

| French as an additional precondition that the US would never inter- ! 

| ‘No record of a Dulles-Bonnet meeting on May 7 has been found in Depart- , | 

| ment of State files: for the Secretary’s memorandum of his conversation with ! 

| Ambassador Bonnet on May 8, see p. 1516. | ! 

‘ust the memorandum of discussion at the 194th NSC Meeting, Apr. 29, see | 

| pass | 

; 
| | |
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vene alone, that there must be an invitation by the indigenous people, 
and that there must be some kind of regional and collective action. 

I understand that Dulles will decide the extent to which he cares to 
follow this line with Ambassador Bonnet. This discussion may afford 
Dulles guidance in replying to Smith’s request about a US alternative 
to support the Bidault proposal, but there really was no decision as to. 
the US attitude toward the cease-fire proposal itself. | 

751G.00/5-754 ; Telegram. 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department o } State 

CONFIDENTIAL NIACT Satcon, May 7, 1954—9 p. m. 
[Received 10: 48 a. m.] 

2274, Sent Paris niact 783, Geneva niact 64, Tokyo niact 94, 
Manila niact 239, Singapore niact 76, Bangkok niact 159, Hong Kong 
niact 67, London niact 48. DeJean informed me at 2030 hours local 
time that central redoubt of Dien Bien Phu has fallen. There is no 
capitulation and fighting continues on basis of individual action. “Isa- 
belle” continues to hold out. DeCastries as of 1630 when he made his 
last report was still alive and fighting. 

DeJean said Press would not be informed until tomorrow morning. 
I asked if he or Navarre contemplated issuing an order of the day. 
He said it was under study. | 

I requested DeJean officially to inform Commander-in-Chief that 
I saluted the gallantry of DeCastries and his men at Dien Bien Phu. 

| McCuintock 

State-JOS meetings, lot 61 D 417 | 
Substance of Discussions of State—Joint Chiefs of Staff M eeting at the 

Pentagon Building, May 7, 1954, 11:30 a.m. 

TOP SECRET : : 

[Here follows a list of those present (28).] 

1. Evacuation Plans for Indochina 
Mr. Murphy opened the meeting by asking the JCS to inform the 

Department whether Defense had made plans for removing French 
military and civilian nationals from Tonkin and, if so, (a) whether 
these plans are current and (6) whether in the opinion of the JCS it 
is feasible to coordinate plans for evacuation of the French with plans 

_ for evacuation of Americans. Mr. Murphy added that if such coordi- 

*This State Department draft was not cleared with the participants.
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nation were approved, the State Department would appreciate infor- | 

mation as to the Defense agency which it should consult in order to 

effect such coordination. | : 

Admiral Radford said that CINCPAC has the responsibility for | 

planning, with the French, military evacuation from Indochina. That | 

portion of evacuation plans dealing with the evacuation of French : 

military and civilians, the Admiral continued, was under a general, | 

enlarged plan developed at the request of French Prime Minister 

Pleven in the fall of 1950. As a result of this request, CINCPAC in 

January 1951 was ordered to discuss the question with the French in | 

Indochina. The plan took a year to prepare, was on a large scale, and 

involved an amphibious operation of considerable magnitude. | 

Admiral Carney pointed out that the larger evacuation plan in- | 

volved some 80,000 French regulars, 40,000 irregulars and some 10,000 | 

selected civilians. Its success would depend on the French ability to | 

undertake a reasonably orderly military retreat, since it would take 

from six weeks to two months to mount the requisite logistical support. 

| Admiral Radford again referred to his conversation with General 

| de Lattre de Tassigny some two years ago in which the General | 

| stated that it would be impossible to evacuate because civilians would 

pose an insuperable difficulty. The Admiral added that if there were 

| strong native resistance to evacuation, there would obviously be a need ; 

| for U.S. protective forces to safeguard the ships lying offshore. This | 

: was another example of the magnitude of the operation. 

. Mr. Murphy noted that this aspect of the problem was primarily a } 

| French responsibility. He recapitulated that, as he understood it, this 

| larger plan was as current as possible. The JCS agreed. (At this junc- 

| ture, 11:55 a. m., a ticker was brought in and handed to Admiral Rad- : 

| ford, who read aloud that Dien Bien Phu had fallen.) Summing up, 

| Admiral Radford suggested that the larger evacuation problem was so | 

| complicated that it had to be played by ear. If the French were capable | 

| of holding a military position and falling back in some sort of order, 

| the Admiral added, such a plan might be feasible; otherwise not. | 

| Discussion then ensued concerning authority for the diversion of 

| U.S. shipping to the area. It was brought out that such authority was : 

| not automatic, and that diversion could be implemented only under a | 

| proclamation of emergency bythe President. = | 

: [Here follows discussion of subjects other than Indochina. ] | 

| 4. Request for Information on Status of Various French Requests for 

| Aid to Indochina, and Establishments of Channels for Such | 

| —- Requests. | a | 

| Mr. Murphy indicated that the problem of supplying U.S. aid to | 

Indochina had been unnecessarily complicated by the receipt of French | 

| requests from civilian French officials, apparently without internal , 

| | 

| 578-611 0 82 - 8 (Pt. 2)
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French coordination. Further, many such requests are received and 
transmitted through U.S. diplomatic channels rather than through the 

military. Mr. Murphy recommended that Defense discuss with State 
the current status of recent French requests contained in telegrams 
listed in a memorandum,” copies of which Mr. Murphy left with the 
JCS. He also suggested that a firm procedure be established for re- 
quests for aid to Indochina and that we inform the French of the pro- 

| cedure in order to avoid further confusion. | 
Admiral Radford expressed JCS gratitude for the memorandum 

and indicated that coordination obviously was necessary in a confused 
situation, particularly now that Dien Bien Phu had fallen. 

[Here follows discussion of subjects other than Indochina.] 

* A memorandum on this subject was transmitted by Acting Assistant Secretary 
Drumright (FE) to Deputy Under Secretary Murphy on May 6, to be forwarded | 
to the Department of Defense. A copy of that memorandum, which is presumably 
the document under reference here, is in file 751G.00/5-654. | 

PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Gullion” oo | 

Memorandum by Edmund A. Gullion* to the Director of the Policy 
Planning Staff (Bowie) 

SECRET -[Wasuineton,] May 7, 1954. 
Subject: US Role in Current Negotiations on Indochina 

1, Unless and until the United States decides to intervene in the 
battle in Indochina, I believe we should shun the active and central 
role in these negotiations. If there is real hope that the United States __ 
would choose a defense line anywhere in Indochina or adjacent to 
it and would participate in “united action” to man it, this would 
warrant our taking an active role and urging that the French and 
Associated States take this or that position, but this still seems 
questionable. | a 

2. The terms on which Laniel is prepared to negotiate are con- 
siderably better than the French might have been expected to put 
forward. These are, however, only initial terms. Almost surely the 
French will be brought to accepting something far less; in fact, if 
Dien Bien Phu falls as it is bound to do, it is probable that it will not 

be Laniel or Bidault who negotiates. Whether they do or not, French 
logic will restrain them from exacting fantastic concessions from an 

adversary who is victorious. _ | 
3. At some stage in the game, the settlement which emerges will be 

most disadvantageous to the loyal inhabitants of the Associated States 
who have collaborated with us. The French terms contain the germ 

* Member of the Policy Planning Staff.
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of a territorial settlement, however much the French deny that they _ | 
contemplate a partition arrangement. It is bad enough that we should 
be signatories to the carving up of one more Asian ally without our 
appearing as the moving force of a capitulation which will “live in 
infamy” in Asia. a | | 

4, In their chagrined and rudderless condition, the French might all | 

_ too easily allow us to take the initiative on proposals. Then, French | 

opinion as well as Asian could point in the future to a US | 
responsibility. . | 

| 5. Obviously, we would do what we can to persuade the French not : 
to fall too far below their initial bargaining position, but what we can ! 
do is obviously very little until we are willing to take responsibility 
and risks. | — Oe a 

6. I think some sense of this position should inform the instruc- 
tions to our Delegation. In the negotiations, it seems to me, unless un- 

foreseen opportunities develop, we should confine ourselves to register- 

ing an opinion against extreme concessions by the French at the same 

time as we approve and applaud any signs of backbone on their part. 

If we can at the same time take some action in Europe which would : 

demonstrate our sympathy and support, so much the better. And if a 
“pact” is really in the cards we could use the negotiations as a holding | 

operation while it shapes up. | 

Editorial Note | | 

At 6 p. m., May 7, 1954, Paris time, Ambassador Dillon delivered 
the following message from President Eisenhower to French Presi- : 

dent Coty. oS | 

“My dear President Coty | | — 
“The entire free world has been inspired by the heroism and stamina 

displayed by the gallant garrison at Dien Bien Phu. Their devotion 
and. the quality of their resistance have been so great that that battle 
will forever stand as a symbol of the free world’s determination to 

| resist dictatorial aggression and to sustain its right of self-determina- 
| tion and its dedication to the dignity of the human being. France has | 
| in the past suffered temporary defeats, but always she has triumphed 
| in the end to continue as one of the world’s leaders in all things that | 
| tend to bring greater richness to the lives of men. Those who fought | 
| and died and suffered at Dien Bien Phu should know that no sacrifice 
| of theirs has been in vain; that the free world will remain faithful to | 
| the causes for which they have so nobly fought. | | 
| “With expressions of my personal regard, Dwight D. Eisenhower” | 
! (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. | 
| Eisenhower, 1954, page 463) | , | 

| . |
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The letter was released by the White House on May 7. For Presi- _ 
dent Coty’s reply, released May 13, see Public Papers of the Presidents 
of the United States: Dwight D. Fisenhower, 1954, page 463n. | 

President Eisenhower also transmitted a similar message to Bao 
Dai, the Chief of State of Vietnam, who was at Paris, on May 7; for 
text, see 2bid., page 464. For the reply by Bao Dai, released May 13, see 

: ibid., page 464n. 

The text of the message from President Eisenhower to President 
Coty was transmitted to Ambassador Dillon in telegram 3946 to Paris, 
May 4, for delivery in the event of the fall of Dien Bien Phu. 
(751G.00/5-454) In telegram 4266 from Paris, May 7, Ambassador 
Dillon reported that he had delivered the letter to the Elysée at 6 p. m. 
The message was passed immediately to President Coty and read in 
the emergency Cabinet meeting then in session. (751G.00/5-754) The 
letter for Bao Dai was transmitted to Paris in telegram 8979, May 7. 
(751G.00/5-754) In telegram 4272 from Paris, May 8, Dillon reported 
delivery of the message that morning. (751G.00/5-854) 

Regarding the background of President Eisenhower’s letter to Pres- 
ident Coty, see telegram Tedul 7 to Paris, April 24, and telegram 
Dulte 17 from Paris, April 24, pages 1383 and 1894. 

751G.00/5-—754 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET Parts, May 7, 1954—5 p. m. 

[Received 7 : 22 p. m.] 

4258, Repeated information Geneva 190, Saigon 503. Embassy 
wishes point out that near unanimity of Assembly opinion manifested 
May 4 and 6? on desirability concluding negotiated settlement Indo- 
china conflict at Geneva underscores Embassy’s conclusion as result 
Assembly debate Indochina March 5 and 9. It will be recalled re latter 
that Embassy stated that desirability reaching negotiated settlement 
Indochina. conflict was not at issue, the fundamental division taking 
place on question whether try reach settlement with Viet Minh im- 

| mediately or first wait and see whether a settlement could be reached 
within Geneva framework (Embassy despatch 2398, March 18).? As 
indicated yesterday, latter view continues prevail. However, as in 
March, government’s victory of yesterday was again clearly subject 
implicit caveat : let government beware if settlement not reached with- 

1 For the record of the debate on Indochina in the National Assembly on May 4 
and 6, culminating in a vote of confidence for the Laniel government on a motion 
to postpone discussion of the subject until after the Geneva Conference (311 to 
262 with about 50 abstentions), see France, Journal Oficiel, Assemblée Nationale, 
1954, Débats, pp. 2092-2100 and 2144-2155. 

* See footnote 1, p. 1103.
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in Geneva context. As consequence, Embassy feels its conclusion March | 
9 should be reiterated with emphasis, i.e., if government fails find 
solution Geneva along lines indicated by Laniel March 5, French : 
Government will then be faced by almost insurmountable pressure to : 
reach immediate settlement with Viet Minh on best terms obtainable | 
(and presumably on considerably less than Laniel’s March 5 condi- 
tions). Embassy recognizes this in contrast view expressed Depart- 
ment’s IE 63 of March 26 ° to effect that impact on France of a failure | 
at_ Geneva will not be serious and will not notably diminish will of 
France to continue war (to which reference made Embassy despatch 
2563, April 8).* | oe 
On balance, in absence alteration basic character Indochina war, 

Embassy of opinion that area maneuverability present French Gov- | 
ernment (and in turn its delegation Geneva) as regards Indochina 
rapidly narrowing and that domestic pressures particularly evident | 
France since advent Geneva conference may soon force whatever | 
French Government in power to accept a settlement with Viet Minh 
on basis most palatable face-saving formula and without regard longer 
term implications. This seems indicated since few in France currently | 
appear disposed continue Indochina war along present lines, only re- 
maining alternate in their view to achieving settlement on best terms 
obtainable. 

DILLon 

*Intelligence Estimate IE-638, “Probable French Position on Indochina at 
Geneva,” Mar. 26, 1954, is not printed. (INR files, lot 58 D 528) : 

‘ See footnote 3, p. 1295. | 

751G.11/5-754 : Telegram | 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

SECRET Sargon, May 7, 1954—6 p. m. | 
[Received May 8—2:58 a. m.] | 

2260. Repeated information Paris 777, Geneva 62, Hanoi unnum- | 

bered. Noforn. French expert Vietnamese Ministry of Interior has | 
| provided Embassy with following figures on Bao Dai’s income: 5 mil- 

lion piasters a month from national budget; 4 million from South 

Vietnam budget; 2 million from “secret funds”; and 50,000 piasters | 

a day from “Grande Monde” gambling concession granted Binh a 
Xuyen. This adds up to 12.5 million piasters a month or 150 million | 

piasters a year, which equals approximately 4.3 million US dollars at | 

: official rate of 35 piasters to US dollar. Since this is official, overt reve- | 
| nue, Bao Dai may change it into French francs through Office des | 

) Changes at legal rate. 

: 

|
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Above figures do not include vast income derived from percentage 
of commercial enterprises run by numerous royal family, “triaute” 
gained through judicious appointments to foreign posts, or, for exam- 

ple, prerequisites such as yacht paid for by French Government, ac- 

cording French expert. Latter estimates Bao Dai’s total revenue at 

equivalent of 7 or 8 million US dollars at official rate of 35 piasters to 

US dollar, or 5 to 6 million US dollars, if allowance is made for fact 

| income over US 4.3 million dollars would have to be exchanged at 

black-market rate. _ | 

Vietnamese source outside government claims Bao Dai is permitted 
legally change into French francs through Office des Changes 10 mil- 

lion piasters a month for himself, 2.5 million for Empress Nam | 

Phuong, and one million for children. This comes to 162 million pias- 

ters a year, or US dollars 4.6 million, a sum even greater than ofiicial 
income listed paragraph one. Same source also insists French Govern- 

ment continues secretly to give Bao Dai civil list, amounting to some- __ 

thing like 15 million piasters a year, granted him when Emperor for- 

mer Annam protectorate. We recall in this connection final sentence — 
second paragraph Embtel 2188, repeated Paris 747. 

| | | | McCuintTock 

‘Dated May 3, p. 1460. . 

751G.00/5-854 : Telegram | 

| Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET NIACT Paris, May 8, 1954—11 a. m. 
| [Received 6:58 a..m.] 

4267. Repeated niact Geneva 195. For Secretary from Dillon. Since 

US Government was unable to respond to French request for military 
assistance to save Dien Bien Phu, it is now essential to our position 

here that we give full support to French in the only course now avail- | 

able, namely, the negotiation of best possible settlement at Geneva. 

This means that we must be prepared to associate ourselves fully with | 

settlement. Any other course of action on our part will appear utterly 

illogical to all Frenchmen, will seriously affect our already damaged 
prestige and can be expected to have adverse repercussions on our 

NATO and EDC position as far as France is concerned. 
_ This recommendation naturally subject to review if Laniel govern- 

ment should be replaced by a peace at any price government. _ 

ee _ Ditton
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 196th Meeting of the National 

Security Council, Saturday, May 8, 1954, 8 a.m. | 

[Extract] 

TOP SECRET = EYES ONLY ) | 

The following were present at the 196th Meeting of the Council: 

The President of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of 

the United States; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; 

the Acting Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and the | 

Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were Mr. Tuttle ) 

for the Secretary of the Treasury; the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army ; | 

the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelli- | 

gence; Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; the Deputy | 

Assistant to the President; Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; | 

the White House Staff Secretary; Bryce Harlow, Administrative As- | 

: sistant to the President; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the 

| Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. a | | 

| There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the | 

| main points taken. OO | | 

! 1. Report of the Director of Central Intelligence | | 

| The Director of Central Intelligence commented on the initial re- 

| ports on the fall of Dien Bien Phu. The Vietminh radio claims to have 

| taken prisoner only 17 companies, three to four thousand men. Gen- 

! eral de Castries is probably a prisoner of war. The garrison of strong : 

| point Isabelle was pretty well slaughtered in a final attempt to break | 

| out. The Peiping radio has claimed large casualties for the French 

| Union forces. | 

| The immediate danger now is in the Tonkin Delta. There has been | 

| a reappraisal of the time interval which the Vietminh would need to i 

! get their forces from Dien Bien Phu to the Tonkin Delta area. Mr. — | 

Dulles estimated that with 500 trucks the Vietminh should be able to 
effect this operation in two or three weeks. At the present time the | 

| French Union forces in the Delta number 192,000, as against 76,000 

| regular Vietminh forces. The situation, however, could become acute 

| sooner than anticipated, and to make matters worse, the French forces | 

| in the Delta are all enclosed in fixed strong points. They have little , 

_ mobility. oo 
| The President commented that if the native population had any | 

| friendly sentiments toward the French, the French forces would not : 

| feel themselves compelled to stay within the strong points. Obviously — : 

| the native population was still far from won over. It was heartbreak- : 

_ ing that they showed no inclination to be saved from Communist : 

| aggression. . , | 

| 1 Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on May 10. |
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Admiral Radford said that in part the apathy and hostility of the 
population resulted from fear of the ruthlessness of the Vietminh. 
The French had not yet dared to take the necessary measures to con- 
trol this ruthlessness. There were some seven million people living in 
the Delta area, and only the cities were securely in the hands of the 
French. 

The National Security Council: 

Noted and discussed an oral report by the Director of Central In- 
telligence on the situation in Indochina, with particular reference to 
the loss of Dien Bien Phu and the situation within the Tonkin Delta. 
2. Position of the United States With Respect to the French Proposal © 

for Negotiating an Armistice in Indochina 

Mr. Cutler recommended to the Council that it divide the business 
for this.morning’s meeting into three parts. First, discussion of the 
French proposal for a cease-fire. On this subject Mr. Cutler read Sec- 
retary Smith’s summary of the Bidault proposal. Thereafter, Secre- 
tary Dulles handed him the actual text of the Bidault proposal, just 

| received in State, which Mr. Cutler in turn read to the Council.2 He 
then pointed out that according to press reports the U.S. and U.K. 
delegations at Geneva had agreed to support the Bidault proposal, 
despite the fact that the National Security Council was now sitting 
down to discuss this problem. Mr. Cutler also called attention to the 
fact that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had, through the Secretary of De- 
fense, presented their views as to the so-called Bidault proposal. The 
action paragraph in this JCS report (paragraph 7) had been revised 
by the President.? In summary, as revised, the paragraph urged 
against U.S. agreement to support any cease-fire in advance of a politi- 
cal settlement and adequate controls, and called on the United States 

| to continue aid to the French Union forces and also to seek to create 
a regional grouping to protect Southeast Asia. Mr. Cutler then asked 
Secretary Dulles to speak. | | 

Secretary Dulles said he thought it meaningless for the United 
States to take the position that there could be no cease-fire in Indo- 

china in advance of a political settlement. There is no satisfactory 
political settlement anywhere in sight. Any kind of coalition govern- 

ment is out. Accordingly, if we take such a position we would be ask- 

ing the French to do the opposite of what we ourselves had done in 

Korea, and the French would rightly resent it. On the other hand, if 

* For the French proposals presented at the Geneva Conference on May 8, see 
telegram Secto 143, May 8, vol. xv1, p. 730. 

*For the report by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, submitted to the Secretary of 
Defense on May 7, see United States—Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 9, pp. 
430-434. That published text bears handwritten notes purporting to indicate the 
changes made by the President.
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we want to say no cease-fire in advance of a suitable armistice agree- 

ment—that made better sense. | 

The President stated his agreement with the position taken by | 

Secretary Dulles, and Mr. Cutler pointed out that the position recom- 

mended by Secretary Dulles comported with his speech of the previous : 

evening.* | | 

| Secretary Dulles then read to the Council cables which had just | 

| come in from Admiral Davis at Geneva, and Mr. Cutler suggested 

a revision of paragraph 7 to meet the points raised by Secretary Dulles 

| in favor of seeking an armistice with an acceptable international guar- | | 

| anty of controls. A considerable interval was devoted by the Council 
| . ee . e 

| to drafting the revision of paragraph 7. The President was anxious to 

| see to it that reference was made to the Vietnamese and the Bao Dai 

| government as well as to the French, since otherwise we might seem : 

| to be disposing of areas and peoples without consulting them. The 

| President summed up his position on this point by saying that in effect 

| we were urging the French and the Associated States not to stop fight- 

| ing until they had gotten a satisfactory armistice agreement. 

| Admiral Radford made the point that the Joint Chiefs of Staff were 

| fearful that if the French proposed negotiations looking to an armis- 

| tice, the Communists would come back with a proposal for an immedi- 

| ate cease-fire and that the French would soon feel obliged to accept it. 

| Mr. Cutler inquired as to the wisdom of including reference to | 

| accelerating the complete independence of the Associated States. This | 

| point, Admiral Radford thought, should be handled separately. We | 

| should consider, he advised, putting pressure on the French to secure 

| the independence of the Associated States, and we also ought to put 

| pressure on Bao Dai to go home and take charge of his responsibilities. 

| Secretary Dulles suggested that this matter could best be taken up in 

| the discussion of the next point on the agenda. | 

| The Vice President said he was concerned over the possibility of a ! 

| situation in which the French would wish to press for an armistice 

: while the Associated States were opposed to this course of action. In | 

| this contingency the United States might find itself involved in sup- | 

: port of the French against the Associated States. The President, how- _ | 

_ ever, said he believed that we had covered ourselves by linking the | 

| ‘4 See footnote 5, p.-1496. | a ) : 
5 By memorandum of May 8, Jeffrey Kitchen, Deputy Director of the Executive | 

| Secretariat of the Department-of State, transmitted two telegrams of that date 

| to Secretary Dulles for his use at this meeting : telegram 4267 from Paris (supra), | 

| and Defense telegram Gento 12 from Geneva containing the comments of Admiral 

| Davis and Under Secretary Smith on the JCS views on the French proposal. In 

Gento 12, Admiral Davis stated the following : “We feel that there is greater dis- 

| tinction between cease fire and armistice negots than now apparent in Para 7. | 

| Broadly speaking, cease fire is unconditional and armistice is conditional. We 

| hope French can be persuaded not to propose cease fire. We do not believe they : 

| can be persuaded not to propose an armistice. Cease fire unquestionably wld be 

disastrous. Armistice proposal wld at least gain potentially valuable time.” (Con- | 

ference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 311) 

|
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French and the Associated States together in the course of this state- 
ment in paragraph 7. If the French and the Associated States split 
up, we could choose which to support. In any event, we could not go 
into Indochina unless the Associated States invited us. 

In subsequent discussion Secretary Dulles expressed the opinion 
that on balance it was perhaps desirable for the time being to omit 
anything in the statement with respect to the United States bringing 
pressure on France to grant complete independence to the Associated 
States. In their present extremity the French might resent any re- 
newal of U.S. pressure to this end. It was agreed to omit this point. 
Admiral Radford then suggested revisions in the language to take 

care of the point that the Joint Chiefs of Staff do not believe in the 
possibility of the Communists actually agreeing to or abiding by any 
system of international controls for an armistice. 

Secretary Dulles said that he doubted the wisdom of tying con- 
tinuation of U.S. military aid to the French Union forces to the will- 
ingness of these French Union forces to oppose the Vietminh “with 
all means at their disposal”. In point of fact, the degree of resistance 
by the French Union forces might not measure up to our own standard 
and definition of “all means at their disposal”, Secretary Dulles went 
on to suggest that we avoid becoming so concentrated on what was 
happening in Indochina that we forget about EDC. There was no 
point in slapping the French in the face and losing out on EDC. | 

Mr. Cutler then inquired as to the desirability of Council action 
with respect to discussing with the French the pre-conditions which we 
insisted the French must meet before there could be any possibility of 
U.S. intervention, and which had been discussed at some length at 
the Council meeting on Thursday, May 6. 

Secretary Dulles expressed the opinion that it would be undesirable 
to set down these conditions on paper, but that if the Council agreed, 
he would undertake to make clear to the French that any time they 
were prepared to discuss these conditions we would be ready. He added 
that he had actually hinted at this in his speech last night by virtue of 
the analogy he had drawn with Korea. © | | 

The Vice President felt that the inclusion of the willingness to dis- 
cuss conditions for U.S. intervention was of the utmost importance, 
since otherwise the whole emphasis of the statement would be in the 
direction of negotiations with the Communists. If the fall of Dien Bien 
Phu actually stiffens the resistance of the French Union forces, the 
French should know that there is at least an alternative to a course of 

| action involving negotiation. This was true even if we did not spell it 
out. — | 

The President expressed agreement with the positions taken by the 

*For the memorandum of discussion at the 195th Meeting of the National 
Security Council, May 6, see p. 1481. |
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Secretary of State and the Vice President, but said that the best way 
to handle the conditions for intervention would be for Secretary 

Dulles to talk with Ambassador Bonnet. If it seemed desirable for | 

Under Secretary Smith to raise this issue of conditions of intervention | 

with the French at Geneva, there would be ample time to get this in- 

formation to Secretary Smith. — pe | | 

The Vice President concluded the discussion of this point by saying | 

that he had emphasized it as a result of his knowledge of the much 

stronger position that De Jean was taking in opposition to the idea of | 

negotiations for an armistice at Geneva. ae 

The National Security Council: * | | | | 

a. Agreed that the following United States position be communi- : 

| cated to the U.S. delegation at the Geneva Conference: | : 

“The United States will not associate itself with any proposal from 2 

! any source directed toward a cease-fire in advance of an acceptable 
armistice agreement, including international controls. The United ' 

! States could concur in the initiation of negotiations for such an / 
| armistice agreement. During the course of such negotiations, the 
| French and the Associated States should continue to oppose the forces : 

| of the Viet Minh with all the means at their disposal. In the meantime, 

| as a means of strengthening the hands of the French and the Associ- 

| ated States during the course of such negotiations, the United States | 
| will continue its program of aid and its efforts to organize and 

| promptly activate a Southeast Asian regional grouping for the pur- ! 

| pose of preventing further expansion of Communist power in South- | 

| east Asia.” & , | 

| b. Noted that the Secretary of State will indicate to the French | 

_ Government that the United States is willing to discuss at any time | 

__ with France the conditions under which the Indochina conflict might 

| be internationalized. : 

| Note: The above action, as approved by the President, subse- 

| quently transmitted to the Secretary of State for appropriate action. : 

8. Position of the United States Regarding the Provision of Military 

| Aid to Indochina in the Event of a Cease-Fire : 

| After Admiral Radford had explained the position taken by the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff in favor of curtailing immediately delivery of : 

| additional military assistance to Indochina in the event that the 

French agreed to a cease-fire,? Secretary Dulles stated that he had 

concurred with the Joint Chiefs of Staff in this matter. Mr. Cutler in- 

| quired if there was any other comment. Secretary Dulles said that | 

[ o—_— | 

Points @ and B below constituted NSC Action No. 1110, May 8, 1954. (S/S- | 
| NSC files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions’) 

| ° This statement was transmitted to the U.S. Delegation at Geneva as telegram I 

| Tedul 43, May 8. For text of Tedul 43. see vol. xv1, p. 731. 

° See memorandum by Secretary of Defense Wilson to Executive Secretary Lay, 

| May 6, and its annex, p. 1498. | 

| 
| | 

I
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another thought that worried him was how we might recapture the 
matériel we had already sent to Indochina, if there were a, cease-fire. 
Admiral Radford outlined some of the problems and difficulties at- 
tending the recapture of this matériel. Not least of all, he said, was the 
fact that legally this matériel belonged to the French Union forces. 

‘The President queried whether Admiral Radford’s latter point was 
correct. Secretary Dulles commented that if the legal title to the ma- 
teriel was obscure, we should at least inform the French that we do 
not propose to send them any more matériel without a promise to 
return it to us in the event of a cease-fire. He was inclined to think, 
however, that in law we had a right to recapture the matériel which 
we had sent to Indochina, though admittedly this would be a difficult 
task physically to carry out. 

General Ridgway stated that the legal advisers to the Department 
| of the Army supported completely the views of the Secretary of 

State. We had every legal right to reclaim this matériel, although 
General Ridgway readily agreed that it would be extremely difficult 
to lay hands upon it. 

Mr. Cutler then raised the point that if it became known to the 
French that we would immediately stop sending them military assist- 
ance in the event of a cease-fire, this knowledge might have very 
damaging repercussions on French morale and the French attitude 

| toward the United States. It would also look bad, thought Mr. Cutler, 
if we tried to pull out our matériel from Indochina at the very time 
when we are trying to create a regional grouping for the protection of 
Southeast Asia. 

The President stated very flatly that if the Communists were 
allowed to secure an armistice at Geneva they would presently secure 
control of the entire area. | 

There were then several comments to the effect that everything possi- 
ble must be done to prevent any U.S. matériel from falling into the 
hands of the Vietminh. The President agreed, and said that if worse 
came to worst, every effort should be made to destroy such matériel. 
Admiral Radford agreed that a plan should be worked out with a view 
to accomplishing this objective. There was a consensus that the first 
job was for the Department of Defense to work out a program, after 
which the President suggested that Secretary Smith notify the French 
that our military people would like to confer with their military people 
on how to solve this problem. Above all, said the President, we should 
avoid getting into a new row with the French. The thing to do was 
for our military staff people to start quietly to negotiate with the 
French. We most emphatically didn’t want to lose our matériel or 
let it fall into Communist hands. 
Admiral Radford stated his belief that destruction of the stores 

would probably be the only feasible course of action, since the situa-
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tion in the ports and other considerations would make it almost im- | 

possible to bring back any significant amount of matériel. So | 

Secretary Wilson suggested the deletion from the statement of the | 

reference to continued shipment of spare parts and maintenance ma- | 

terial, with which the President concurred. It was also agreed that this 

agreed statement of policy would not be sent at this time to the U.S. : 

delegation at Geneva, but should be handled without publicity in | 

Washington. 

‘The National Security Council: *° | | 

| Discussed the recommendation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the : 

| subject, and adopted a statement of policy with respect thereto. 

Note: The statement of policy, as adopted and approved by the 

| President, subsequently transmitted to the Secretary of Defense for 

guidance and appropriate action, and to the Secretary of State and | 

| the Director, Foreign Operations Administration, for information.” : 

| 4, Position of the United States With Respect to the British Proposal 
| . . . : e ° e ° e e ; 

| for a Five-Power Examination of the Situation un Indochina and 7 

| Southeast Asia? 

! re e . ; e .. e e e 

| The decision which follows constituted NSC Action No. 1111, May 8, 1954. 

_.._ (S/S-NSC files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions” ) . | 

: 1A memorandum from J. S. Cottman of the Executive Secretariat of the 

Department of State to William Galloway of the office of the Counselor, May 13, ! 

is filed with NSC Action No. 1111. The memorandum read as follows: 

| “Cited below for action is the statement of policy which was discussed and 

! adopted by the NSC at its Council meeting on May 8, with respect to ‘Position of 

| U.S. re the Provision of Military Aid to Indochina in the Event of a Cease-Fire’ | 

| with reference to (NSC Action No. 1111) : 

| ‘In the event of a cease-fire in Indochina in advance of an acceptable armistice 

agreement, including international controls, the shipment of military end-items 

, under US MDAP provided under the “Agreement for Mutual Defense Assistance 

| in Indochina between the United States of America and Cambodia, France, Laos, 

| and Viet-nam” will immediately be suspended. In such event, the entire question 

: of US aid to Indochina will be re-examined in the light of circumstances then | 

existing. The US also assumes that, in such event, military end-items previously 

delivered in Indochina by the US will be recovered or destroyed to the maximum 

! practicable extent. | | | 

| ‘Accordingly, the above statement of policy, as approved by the President, is I 

| transmitted herewith to the Secretary of Defense for guidance and appropriate ) 

action, and to the Secretary of State and the Director, Foreign Operations Admin- | 

! istration for information.’ 
: 

: “It is requested that special security precautions be observed in the handling | 

| of the above statement of policy and that access to it be very strictly limited on 

| an absolute need-to-know basis.” (S/S-NSC files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions” ) ] 

| 12 Hor the record of this discussion, see volume XII. | 

| : | : | 

751G.00/5—854 : Telegram 
! 

| | , e ° | 

! The Chargé at Saigon (M cClintock) to the Department of State 

‘SECRET - oe Satcon, May 8, 1954—9 a. m. : 

| 2976. Repeated information Paris 785, Geneva 65, London 49. I | 

| discussed French position on Indochina phase of Geneva Conference |
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as set out Secto 106, repeated Paris 201, Saigon 33 from Geneva ! with 
De Jean this morning, making it clear, however, that this was an 
informal position which had not yet been adopted by French Govern- 
ment. De Jean felt that Bidault’s outline was highly satisfactory and 
that it indicated acceptance of advice he has been urging from here, 
particularly in requirement for armistice to spell out effective military 
aid administrative controls. He feels hopeful that his recommenda- 
tions, and not Navarre’s demand for an immediate cease-fire will pre- 
vail in councils of French Government. | | 

De Jean said, however, it was most important that Communist side 
realize that there were effective guarantees and that there would be 
retaliation if cease-fire and armistice were violated. He felt it essential 
therefore that powers at Geneva formulate a guarantee and of course, 
had in mind principally position of US in this regard. 

Should Geneva Conference not arrive at armistice and should war 
continue past October when next campaigning season will begin, De 
Jean felt that it would be clearly impossible for French and Viet- 
namese forces unaided to continue the fight, as by that time Viet Minh 

_ would have regrouped and would undoubtedly be strengthened by _ 
_ continuing supply from China. In this case he thought international- 

ization of war on much larger scale would be only alternative to 
capitulation. Bo | 
_ CO oe ~ McCuintock 

a, For text of telegram Secto 106 from Geneva, May 5, see vol. xvi, p. 694. 

751G.00/5-854 a | | 

Memorandum. of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
State for European Affairs (Bonbright) 1 a 

TOP SECRET ; [WasuineTon,] May 8, 1954. 

Subject: Indochina Situation | | 
Participants: Mr. Munro, New Zealand Ambassador | 

Mr. Laking, New Zealand Minister | | 
Secretary of State ee | | 

| | Mr. Murphy, Acting Under Secretary 
Mr. Bonbright—EUR | 

| The Ambassador began by expressing the hope that the Secretary 
would continue as in the past to speak to him with complete candor 

| *This meeting was summarized in telegram 155 to Wellington (Tosec 121 to 
Geneva), May 10; for text, see volume xu. A related conversation occurred 
on May 7 when Assistant Secretary Merchant discussed Indochina and regional 
defense arrangements for Southeast Asia with Minister F. J. Blakeney of the 

_ Australian Embassy and Minister G. R. Laking of the New Zealand Embassy. The 
memorandum of that conversation is in file 751G.00/5-754.
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concerning what we thought of the attitude of the New Zealand gov- , 
| ernment as well as what we have in mind in the way of future actions : 

: to deal with the situation in Southeast Asia. The Secretary stated that | 
: the speech which he gave last night “—which the Ambassador said he | 

| had heard—gave perhaps the clearest picture of our present thinking. ! 
| It had been discussed with our Defense people and had the approval | 

_ of the President. 
| The Secretary went on to say that a few days ago we had received | 
i suggestions from Mr. Eden, with which the Ambassador was familiar. | 

_ Speaking frankly, we were not entirely happy about the form of 
| these suggestions. Our feeling was that if action was limited to mili- ! 
| tary discussions within the framework of the existing Five-Power | 

Staff Agency (US, UK, France, New Zealand and Australia) this | 
| would have too “Western” a flavor. The exclusion of any Asians would 
| have bad repercussions particularly in Vietnam where they would | 

consider that they were being abandoned. We had no objection to 
_ five-power military discussions as such and we were prepared to take 
' part in such discussions if our other partners so desired although we | 
__would. prefer to have them take place in Washington rather than in 
| Singapore. But in addition we believed that we should continue to plan 
__ and exchange views with regard to a broader political association. _ 
| The Secretary then said that there was another slight difference 

between us and the UK. We are prepared and desire to talk during , 
_ the present period with representatives of the Associated States in © | 

order to show them that we are not abandoning them. The United 
_ Kingdom on the other hand feared that such discussions would have 
_ undesirable implications and that they might suggest the possibility 

of involvement in the Indochina war. In short we thought the five- | 

-_- power military talks would be fine but this should not stop the con- 

| tinuation of our exploratory talks with Thailand, the Philippines and 
_ the three Associated States. It was also desirable to include Burma and 

to keep the Indonesians informed so as to ensure at least their benevo- — | 
lent neutrality. | | — 

! The Secretary then said we should now be making concrete studies 
__ in order to see what all of us might agree on together. Should we have 
| an organization like NATO or should the arrangement be more in- ! 
_ formal? What countries should be included in it? He felt that if Indo- | 

china went down the drain it would be difficult to insulate the rest of 
the area unless we had plans in advance of what we would do. We 

_ inténded to work as closely as possible with the British but we would | 
reserve our right to talk with the Associated States for the reasons | 
already given. | oe | | 

| The Secretary then said that, as the Ambassador may have gathered | 
_ from his speech last evening, we do not exclude in our thinking a : 

PO 
| 2 See footnote 5, p. 1496. | 

| 
!
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possible participation in the Indochina war if the proper conditions 
existed. Mr. Munro interjected that he had so interpreted the Sec- 
retary’s speech. The Secretary indicated that he had not wanted to 
say flatly that if “so and so” were done we would come in. He had 
preferred to advance the suggestion by analogy with the Korean situa- 
tion. In other words it would have to be on the basis that not only the 
French but the people of the Associated States would want us in; we 
would have to take part in helping to train the indigenous forces; the 
independence question would have to be clarified ; the United Nations 
would have to be drawn into some aspects of the problem, etc. Up to 
now the French had not been in the mood to think in these terms and 
in the Secretary’s view they would not unless and until they are faced 
with tough Communist demands. If the Communist conditions at 

| Geneva are humiliating to the French, as we suspect they will be, the 

French may reconsider their position on internationalization of the 

conflict. The French are playing a dubious game as indicated by 

Laniel’s statement of yesterday that they have been left alone.* The 

fact was that we had given them practically everything, supported the 
French franc and poured in equipment. Actually the French had never 

really asked us to come into the war for the reason that they would 
not face up to the implications of such a request. which would involve 

a negotiation and relationship similar to that which had existed be- 

tween us and the United Kingdom when the British burden became 

more than they could bear in Greece. The French had followed a dif- 

ferent line. They had wanted to draw on us for everything but they 

had not been willing to sit down with us and discuss the situation in 

terms which would have given us the voice of a partner. Perhaps the 

French will change when they are faced with harsh reality. If they 

do we will indicate to them the conditions of our participation. In 

any event the Secretary said that through his speech last night he 

wanted the French to know that there were conditions under which 

we would be prepared to consider participating. : 
The Ambassador then asked if we had any information or had 

reached any conclusions concerning the impact on the French and 

people of the Associated States of the fall of Dien Bien Phu. The 

Secretary replied that we did not as yet have reports on this. 

Mr. Munro inquired whether we had given thought to what areas 

must be held if the situation in Indochina deteriorates rapidly. The 

Secretary replied that he regarded Thailand as being of the greatest 

importance and that the Thais should be brought in fully. General 

° For the text of Prime Minister Laniel’s announcement of the fall of Dien Bien 

Phu, see France, Journal Officiel, Assemblée Nationale, 1954, Débats, p. 2223 

(session of May 7). |
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Smith had talked to them prior to his departure for Geneva. At pres- : 
ent they have about 60,000 troops of pretty good quality. We think | : 
that this figure should perhaps be built up to around 90,000. 

The Ambassador inquired what we would do if we were not faced : 

with Chinese intervention but were faced with increased efforts at L 
subversion in the area. The Secretary thought that if the Thai govern- | 
ment has our military and financial support they are not nearly as 

vulnerable to this type of attack. They were fully independent and 
| were not a colonial state. Perhaps they had not been too bold in the 

| past in the face of adversity but with our help we thought they could 
| be bolstered. This would be worth doing even if it only resulted in a ; 
| delaying operation although the Secretary did not want to leave the | 
| impression that he thought Thailand would be lost. | 
| The Ambassador then asked if we would support or guarantee a 

| French proposal which would be tantamount to turning over Indo- 
| china to the Communists. The Secretary replied that we certainly | 
| would not. If such a proposal were made we would maintain our full 

: liberty of action and would encourage and assist such indigenous forces 
| asmight remain. | : 
| The Ambassador said he was not quite clear whether we contem- : 
| plated military talks with the Associated States. The Secretary replied 
| that we did not contemplate military talks with them since we did not 

think they would be worthwhile although military talks with the 
_ Thais and the Filipinos would be useful. The only purpose of our 
| talks with the Associated States would be for the purpose of main- 

| taining contact with them and making them feel that we had not 
| written them off. | 

| The Ambassador then referred to the speech which Mr. Webb had 
| made at Geneva yesterday.* The Secretary said he had seen accounts 

of it in the papers but wished to read it in the full text. He asked the 
| Ambassador to invite Mr. Webb down to Washington to have a fur- | 
| ther talk with him when Mr. Webb passes through this country on | 

| his way home from Geneva. The Ambassador said he would be glad : 

_ to do so and was sure this would be useful. | : 
2 Finally Mr. Laking said he would like to have clarification on one : 
| point: Were we and the British in accord with regard to the five-power : 
_ military talks. The Secretary said that we were not yet in accord. The 
_ matter had been discussed at the National Security Council meeting 
_ this morning. We expect to get our views to General Smith today with : 
| the thought that he will shortly convey them to Mr. Eden. 

| * Reference is to the address by T. C. Webb, Minister of External Affairs of : 
New Zealand, at the Highth Plenary Session on Korea, May 7; see telegram : 

| Secto 138, May 7, vol. xvI, p. 223. 

578-611 0 82 - 9 (Pt. 2)
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Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State? 

SECRET WaAsHINGTON, May 8, 1954—6 p. m. 

| MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE FRENCH AMBASSADOR, 
Henri Bonnet | 

I called on Ambassador Bonnet at his residence, he being indis- 
posed. We spoke of my speech the night before ? which he commended. 
I said I assumed that the parallel with Korea had been noted by him 
and he said that it had. I said that this was as far as I thought it wise 
to go publicly in indicating what had on many previous occasions 
been made clear, namely that the United States was prepared to sit 
down and talk with the French about what the French called “inter- 
nationalizing” the war and working out a real partnership basis. I 
said that as far as the immediate present was concerned, I assumed that 
the French Government would still not want this. However, they 
might change their mind after the full harshness of probable Com- 
munist terms was revealed. Then this might seem to them an alterna- 
tive worth exploring. I wanted the French to know that such 
explorations would be acceptable to the United States. | | 

* The text of this memorandum was transmitted to the U.S. Delegation at the 
Geneva Conference as telegram Tedul 46, May 9; for text, see vol. xvi, p. 742. 

* See footnote 5, p. 1496. | : . | 

751G.00/5—-854 : Telegram : a 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Sargon, May 8, 1954—5 p. m. 

_ [Received May 9—6: 15a. m.] 

2289. Sent Paris 791, Geneva 68, Hanoi 424, repeated information 
Tokyo 95, Manila 240, Singapore 77, Bangkok 161, London 51, Hong 
Kong 68. General O’Daniel and I called on General Navarre this 
morning to present our official and personal homage to General De 
Castries and his heroic men at Dien Bien Phu. 

Navarre gave us following account of end of battle. 
Enemy commenced all-out attack at 9 p. m. May 6 and fighting 

was continuous thereafter for twenty hours. There was exceedingly 
heavy artillery barrage and for first time in Indochina war French 
Union forces were subjected to long-range rocket fire of type case 
from “Stalin organs”. These were undoubtedly of Russian manufac- 
ture. 

Last contact with De Castries was at 1700 hours yesterday when he 
reported that Viet Minh were within ten meters of his command post
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- and that he was destroying his radio forthwith. Air reconnaissance 

| yesterday afternoon revealed that sporadic fighting was continuing | 

| in and around central redoubt up to 1900 hours last night. | 

| Navarre said that an agreed sortie plan was made operational by | 

: command yesterday morning, on hypothesis that as usual enemy would 

| cease hostilities at dawn. However, Viet Minh continued battle with 

| utmost ferocity throughout day with result that it was impossible 

| for De Castries to carry out this sortie which would have been past 

: “Tsabelle”, joining with two and half battalions in that strong point, 

| entire garrison then seeking to fight its way out of Dien Bien Phu | 

| basin in general direction of Muong Sai and Luang Prabang, whence | 

| relief column of four battalions would have moved north to meet 

| remnants of garrison. However, plan failed. General O’Daniel sus- 

| pects that probably since De Castries was receiving orders by voice | 

| radio enemy command intercepted orders and thus pressed all-out 

: daylight battle to frustrate sortie. Navarre probably with more exac- 

| titude says that decision for final all-out uninterrupted assault was 

| timed to cause downfall of fortress on eve IC phase of Geneva 

| conference. | | 

| Navarre said that last night on instructions battalions in “Isabelle” 

\ sortied but met with superior resistance and were unable to break out. . 

| He had no information as of 1100 hours this morning whether “Isa- 

| belle” garrison had returned to its old position to continue a last-ditch 

fight or whether it was being chopped to pieces outside “Tsabelle” with 

| possibility of some survivors straggling south. | | 

! At commencement of last assault evening of May 6 there were 1,200 

| wounded of whom 500 were litter cases. These figures do not, however, | 

: include large number, perhaps 1,500 in all, of walking wounded who : 

| were still in combat. Navarre estimates that following yesterday’s 

: carnage number of severely wounded must be not less than 2,000 and 

| that out of a total garrison of 8,000 men probably four [forty?] per- : 

: cent were in some degree wounded. He thought it possible that Com- 

: munists in a dramatic play for world opinion might now agree to 

| evacuation of wounded. He agreed with our estimate that had Com- | 

| munists played their hand more cleverly at Geneva, delaying final | 

| assault on Dien Bien Phu and offering a cease-fire, it would have been 

| impossible in light of French public opinion to resist accepting such | 

an offer. . | : | | | 

| Navarre was icily calm but obviously a man who had gone through : 

| great strain. He said, although Giap’s losses had been terrific—latest | 

| assault waves of Viet Minh at Dien Bien Phu were made up 55 per- 

! cent of raw recruits—he still have [has] capability of bringing his | 

| divisions over to Tonkin delta. Navarre, unlike DeJean, did not think | 

| that rainy season would stop him since his troops were perfectly | 

: :
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capable of going overland on any terrain. However, with rains it 
would be more difficult for enemy to move his artillery and heavy 
equipment. This gave opportunity to French Air Force “now that it 
had little else to do” to attempt interdiction bombing and strafing 
on route which Giap would be forced to use, N evertheless, there was a 
distinct possibility that within one month Viet Minh would be in 
force in delta and, if Geneva conference still dragged on, decision 

| might be taken to continue all-out war in delta despite difficulties of 
water and hot weather. If this happened Navarre said it would be 
beyond means of Franco~Vietnamese forces to prevent a defeat and 
that only other alternative would have to be internationalization of 
war. ; 

. | McCuinrock 

751G.00/5-854 : Telegram | | 
Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY | _ _Satcon, May 8, 1954—7 p. m. 
| [Received May 9—7: 27 a. m.] 

2290. Sent priority Paris 792, priority Geneva 69, London 52, 
Hanoi 425. During course of conversation with General Navarre re- _ 
ported Embtel to Department 2289,1 Commander-in-Chief made a 
number of comments on political situation both international and 
national. | | 

Navarre said that he was certain that, following Secretary’s state- 
ments earlier this year re possibility of using United States power of 
retaliation and specifically his statement that participation of Chinese 
experts at Dien Bien Phu was perilously close to Chinese intervention 
in Indochina war, Communist side had been hesitant for fear United 

_ States might in fact come into this conflict militarily. However, fol- 
lowing request for United States air intervention at Dien Bien Phu 
which had been turned down and evident signs of vacillation re United | 
States policy, Communists had been emboldened and had thus decided __ 
to wind up Dien Bien Phu forthwith. | 

a | If Geneva did not result in an armistice, there was no alternative 
between defeat and internationalization of war, which meant active 
military participation by United States. Navarre was certain that 
France would not find it possible to send necessary additional forces 
and equipment to carry on struggle alone with Vietnamese. | 
Meanwhile he was certain that Communist China was prepared to 

step up its aid to Viet Minh in weapons of all types other than aircraft. 
Navarre’s estimate of situation is that Chinese would only intervene in 
use of air power if United States itself came in in similar fashion. 

1 Supra.
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However, in hope that United States would not thus intervene, Chinese 
| would be loath to send aircraft as they were fearful of United States 
| power of retaliation on Chinese cities. 

Navarre said that he intended to be very frank even if he might | 
| sound critical. He said that United States policy over several years of | 
| encouraging Vietnamese to obtain complete theoretical] independence 

| had resulted in a situation where Vietnamese had all benefits of in- | 

| dependence but neither know-how nor sense of responsibility to defend . 

| their independence. He said Vietnamese Government is a “band of | 

| marionettes” with no real national leader and that energies of what _ : 
| leaders had appeared were devoted to promoting factional difference 

| and personal advantage. He said National Army was a rabble despite 

| fact that Vietnamese soldier, as his Viet Minh brother had so effec- 
| tively proved, could be as good as any other soldier in the world. There : 

| was no cadre, professional private armies refused to enter national | 

! armed forces and two top leaders, Hinh, Commander-in-Chief, and | 

| Quat, Minister of Defense, were at swords-points. 

|. It had not been possible to give adequate training to Vietnamese 

| units because, since war was going on continuously everywhere, units | 

| once formed were immediately needed in combat. This was in contrast | 

| to practice in Korea where, according to Van Fleet’s account, it had | 

| been possible to withdraw ROK divisions from the line for rest and , 

retraining. | 
| General Navarre, in discussing problem of making a truly combat- : 

| worthy Vietnamese army within scant framework of time which is 

| left, said with considerable irony that if war were internationalized, | 

his first official act would be to request that General O’Daniel assume | 

complete responsibility for Vietnamese National Army. He said, “Tf, | 

| however, you do take over this responsibility, you must be able to put , 

| the screws to these people. They will not cooperate by themselves and | 

| they will have to be made to.” 

! I am certain on basis of my previous conversations with Navarre | 

| that his offer to General O’Daniel is genuine but only on condition that 

! United States come into this war with all arms. By “internationaliza- 

| tion” he means only this; not as General O’Daniel is inclined to hope, 

| a form of internationalization whereby United States would assume 

| responsibility for training and leadership of Vietnamese army and 

: French would assume responsibility for continuing military opera- | 

tions, particularly in Delta.? | 

| McCuIntTocK 

| "2% telegram 2292 from Saigon, May 8, McClintock made the following addi- 

| tional comments. He had not attempted to present a rebuttal to Navarre’s criticism : 

! of U.S. policy in view of the personal tragedy the General had just experienced | 

| in the fall of Dien Bien Phu. McClintock warned, however, that Navarre’s version 

of events underscored the possibility that ‘““‘we may expect to see renewed and | 

more calculated attempts by French and others to lay blame for their failures on ! 

| United States.” (751G.00/5-854) 

| :
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751G.00/5-954 : Telegram | 
Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Sargon, May 9, 1954—4 p. m. 
2298. Repeated information Paris 798, Geneva 73. De Jean last 

night told me that at 5 a.m. on March 15, that is to say only two days 
| after commencement of battle at Dien Bien Phu, Navarre had called 

him to say that battle would be lost. This speaks eloquently of French 
commander-in-chief Indochina and underscores his indecisiveness in 
failing to mount a relief operation for Dien Bien Phu before it was 
too late. 

De Jean said that Navarre plan ceased to be operational last Christ- 
mas when Viet Minh punched across to Mekong at Thakhek. Although 
enemy had no more than 6 or 7 battalions, French General Franchi 
with 22 battalions had proved impotent to counter this threat. 

De Jean said that time had now come to reconsider whole frame- 
work of war in Indochina. I told him of my conversation yesterday 
morning with Navarre (Embtel 2290 repeated Paris 792, Geneva 69)? 
and alternative to defeat would be internationalization of conflict 
which meant US participation in all arms. I likewise reported to 
De Jean Navarre’s remark to General O’Daniel that if war did be- 
come internationalized he would turn over responsibility for Viet- 
namese national army to O’Daniel. | 

_ I said that I was confident that French Government backed by 
popular feeling after fall of Dien Bien Phu would not simply scuttle __ 
and run from responsibilities here no matter how faint-hearted com- 
mander-in-chief might be. I thought that between Navarre’s black and 
white alternative of US coming in with ground, naval, and air forces 
in order to gain dubious privilege of training Vietnamese national 
army, there was a valid middle ground; namely, that French should 
assume responsibility with such Vietnamese forces as could be spared 
for defense of Tonkin Delta and that US training command take over 
Vietnamese national army and whip it into a truly effective combat 
force. | 

De Jean seemed personally inclined to agree. He repeated that now 
is time for us to sit down and go over problem of future relationships 
of US, France, and Vietnam to continuation of war in Indochina. | 

By De Jean’s own admission Navarre plan, execution of which was 
condition precedent to our agreement-of September 29, 1953, ceased 
to be an effective plan last December. US, however, was not notified 
to that effect nor was US informed that Navarre had given up sponge 
at Dien Bien Phu only two days after battle began. I think we have 
ample warrant to call upon French Government to take a new look 

* Supra. 7 |
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| not only at September 29 agreements but likewise at entire framework 

| of our military, financial, and political relationships to this conflict. 

| | : | McCuin Tock | 

| 751G.00/5-954: Telegram — 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State * 

| TOP SECRET Sarcon, May 9, 1954—3 p. m. 

| 9299. Limit distribution. If recommendation made my telegram 

| 92982 meets with favorable consideration in our government, might 

it not be a convenient stratagem to invite General Van Fleet to come 

| here at once to make a study of military and training situation and to | 

| make recommendations with General O’Daniel as to what profitably 

| could be done. | 

| I have greatest admiration for General O’Daniel’s faith, tenacity, | 

| and bull-dog courage. I fear, however, he may be over sanguine as to | 

! possibilities of making an effective Vietnamese fighting force in six : 

! months time. Irrespective of General O’Daniel’s abundant military | 

| virtues, there are many obstacles in his path. Not least of these is | 

| complete apathy of Vietnamese populace coupled with increasing : 

| tendency of fence-sitters to go over to enemy, absolute breakdown | 

| of mobilization plan, internecine rivalries between few men ca- | 

| pable of showing leadership, and lack of leadership from Bao Dai 

| and his Ministers. I do not say the job cannot be done but that we | 

| should take a close look at its dimensions before we come in.* | 

| | McCurnrock | 

| 1The text of this telegram was sent by the Department to Paris as telegram 

! 4026 : repeated to Geneva as Tosec 126), May 11. (751G.00/5-954) 

! ? Telegram 2251 to Saigon (repeated to Paris as 4025 and to Geneva as Tedul : 

| 55), May 11, read as follows: “ReEmbtel 2999. We believe Van Fleet’s presence 

| Indochina might raise false hopes unless and until we have considered and agreed | 

with French and Associated States re a possible US participation Indochina war, : 

| in view his widely known experience in training native troops for effective resist- | 

| ance against Communist forces. | 

| “You should consider Tedul 46 rpt Saigon 2238 Paris 4002 as preliminary 

answer to Embtel 2298.” (751G.00/5—-954 ) : 

: Tedul 46 is identified in footnote 1, p. 1516. | 

| Editorial Note | 

| On May 9, 1954, Brigadier General Charles H. Bonesteel ITI, De- | 

| fense Member on the Planning Board of the National Security Coun- 

| cil, addressed a memorandum to Charles E. Wilson, the Secretary of 

| Defense, titled “Future U.S. Action Regarding Indo-China.” For text, : 

| see United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 9, page 442.
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The General prepared a second memorandum, titled “A Concept for 
Action with Regard to Indochina,” which was submitted to the Plan- 
ning Board on May 13. For text, see United States-Vietnam Relations, 
4945-1967, Book 9, pages 460-461. A copy in the Eisenhower Library 
bears the handwritten notation “Bonesteel May 11, 1954.” (Hisen- 
hower Library, White House Office, “Project ‘Clean Up’ ”) 

751G.00/5-1054 : Telegram | 
The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Sargon, May 10, 1954—noon. 
[Received 1: 46 a. m.] 

2309. Sent priority Paris 802, priority Geneva 75. I asked De 
Jean this morning if any word has been received as to fate of wounded 
at Dien Bien Phu. He said there was none, but that French were con- 
tinuing to parachute both medical supplies and food into ravaged 
fortress and that these relief planes had not been fired upon. De Jean 
repeated Navarre’s estimate to me that 40 percent of total garrison of 
8,000 men must be considered wounded. 

_ Columns of prisoners in groups of 50 were observed moving north 
from Dien Bien Phu on foot. How many of these were walking 
wounded is of course not known. 

I suggested to De Jean that if Navarre made a renewed appeal to 
Giap for permission at least to send in medical teams by helicopter, 
I could not see how Communists could refuse such a request, now 
that battle was over and there would be absolutely no military advan- 
tage to be won by declining. I thought Navarre as Commander-in- 
Chief had moral obligation to do at least this and to bring out news — 
of fate of wounded. | 

De Jean said he agreed with this idea and would urge it on Navarre 
forthwith. | 

McCuintTock 

751G.00/5-1054 : Telegram | 7 | 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET  NIACT Paris, May 10, 1954—1 p. m. 
[Received 10: 52 a. m.] 

4287. Repeated information Saigon 509, niact Geneva 204. Depart- 
ment and Geneva limit distribution. Saigon eyes only Ambassador. 
Laniel asked me to come to see him at 10 Sunday night. I found him 

*May 9. |
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in a strong and courageous mood reminiscent of the conversations I : 
had last summer at the beginning of the negotiations over the Navarre ) 
plan and quite in contrast with his mood of the past few weeks. He 
stated that he plans to take a very firm position in the National Assem- : 
bly on Tuesday when Indochina problem comes up again. He plans 
to say that there are decisions of vital military importance to be taken | 
daily in Indochina and equally important decisions to be taken daily 

at. Geneva. If the National Assembly has someone else in mind whom 
they can put into office promptly to handle these decisions in a better 

fashion than he can, they should do so, but that if they are not pre- | 

pared for the immediate reconstitution of a new government (which 

they are not) they should stop talking about Indochina and let the / 

government get on with its difficult task. 
_ _Laniel then expressed considerable concern regarding (1) the pros- | 

pects at Geneva; and (2) and more important, the military situation | 

in Indochina. He felt that Indochina phase of Geneva, conference ? had | 

got off to a bad start and considered it very likely that in view of the : 
division and weakness among the Western powers, the Communists 
will not accept the French proposal for a cease-fire with guarantees, 
but will press for what in effect would be total surrender. | 

He said it had been made clear to the French delegation by the | 

Communists that they could not have any conversations direct with | 

the Viet Minh at Geneva but must in all cases proceed through the _ | 

Chinese. This, plus the fact of large scale Chinese intervention at — : 

Dien-Bien-Phu, made it clear that the enemy France is facing is not | 

the Viet Minh rebels, but Communist China. Laniel observed that 

Communist China had fought the whole UN to a standstill in Korea. 

Obviously France alone was no match for China. The strength with 

which the French could oppose Chinese propositions at Geneva would | 

have a direct connection with the amount of support they received 

from the other Western powers, particularly the US. In the final | 

analysis, the only such support, which he felt would have any real | 

effect on the Chinese, would be the direct threat of US military inter- ! 

vention. He very much feared that the Communist side would attempt | 

to drag out the negotiations by interminable procedural debates on 
such subjects as the admission to the conference of non-existent Com- | 
munist Governments of Laos and Cambodia until such time as they | 
could gain a military decision in the field. | 

_ _Laniel then turned to the immediate military problem. He said that 

the Viet Minh had announced that they would not cease operations | 

The Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference began on May 8. | 

|
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this year during the monsoon. Their next objective, after Dien-Bien- 

Phu, would in all probability be Hanoi. Under ordinary circumstances 

it should take the Viet Minh approximately a month to move their 
troops from Dien-Bien-Phu to the Hanoi area. However, it might be 

possible to reduce this period to two or three weeks if the Viet Minh 

made an all-out effort. He also feared that in view of the success which 

the Chinese have had with their military intervention at Dien-Bien- 

Phu, they would not now hesitate to intervene further with supplies | 

and even with additional personnel, to the extent necessary to gain a 
knockout victory at Hanoi. 

It therefore was vitally important, as a first order of business, for 

| the French to decide how to regroup their forces in Indochina so as ~ 
best to protect the expeditionary corps. Laniel said that he would much 

| prefer to take these military decisions with the aid of competent US 
military advice, rather than to take them by himself. He also said that 
he would have to know, in connection with making his decisions, what, 
if any, military action the US might be prepared to take in Indochina 

and under what, if any, circumstances. If there was no possibility of 

| US military help at any point, the regroupment of forces would have 
to be much more drastic, and the first thing to be done would be the 
complete evacuation and abandonment to the Viet Minh of the entire 

territories of Laos and Cambodia. He stated that there were 15 French 

Union battalions presently in Laos which would have to be redeployed 

to the Delta or to some area near the sea. In addition, the French-held 

lines in the Delta would have to be greatly shortened. a 
As a specific request, Laniel asked that a US General officer, fully 

familiar with the terrain and conditions in Indochina be sent to Paris 

immediately to confer with General Ely, Pleven and himself. He said 

that at least in the first instance, it would be imperative to preserve 

the utmost secrecy concerning this mission and that the only people 

who would be informed of it, in addition to the three previously men- 

tioned, would be Bidault and Maurice Schumann. He said that it was 

impossible to spare General Ely at this time for a trip to Washington, 

which was the reason for his request that a US officer come to Paris. 

He emphasized the importance of the US officer being fully up to date 

and informed regarding the terrain and possibilities in Indochina. In 
addition to the help which this officer could give, Laniel said that he 
would also require definite information from me as to what the US 

Government might be prepared to do in the way of military effort. He 

_ emphasized the great need for speed and ‘hoped that he could have an 

answer in principle very shortly to his request for advice from a US |
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General. If the answer were favorable, the US General should arrive | 
before the end of the week in order to be fully effective.® 

| : DILLON | 

*In telegram 4294 from Paris, May 10, Ambassador Dillon stated the following: | 
“It has occurred to me that an excellent choice for the general officer Laniel has : 
in mind is General Trapnell who was recently relieved of his duties as Chief of 
MAAG-Saigon. Reports here as to his ability, tact and technical qualifications 
while in Indochina were of the highest. He is particularly well-qualified to work | 
with French under the present strained circumstances and therefore recommend | 
Department sponsor his candidacy.” (751G.00/5-1054 ) . 

Dillon added the tollowing in telegram 4295, also May 10: “Re Saigon’s 298 
[798] sent Department 2298 [p. 1520]. Conversation with Laniel last night re- 

! ported Emptel 4287 indicates that French here are fully prepared to undertake 
| basic re-study of relationships of US, France and Vietnam as described in refer- ; 
| ence telegram, provided US is wiiling to give military assistance should war in 
: Indochina continue.” (751G.00/5-1054) 

In telegram 2341 from Saigon, May 11, McClintock stated that he thoroughly 
: concurred in the recommendation of Ambassador Dillon as set out in telegram 
| 4287. (751G.00/5-1154) | 

| 033.4111/5-1054 : Telegram | 

! The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

| TOP SECRET NIACT Paris, May 10, 1954—5 p. m. 
| | [Received 1:18 p. m.] 

: 4992. Keyes only Secretary. Re Deptel 4003.1 Since fall of Dien Bien 
: Phu all leading Frenchmen with whom I have talked have gone out | 
! of way to be extremely critical of British and in particular of Church- 
| ill, whom they picture as 1954 version of Chamberlain at Munich. | 
| This includes Laniel, Maurice Schumann, Rene Mayer, Mrs. Pater- 
: notre, Christiaens (Secretary of Air Force), General Fay and others. 

French presently feel that there is marked divergence in US and 
| UK policy toward Indochina and that US is endeavoring to persuade , 
| British towards concept of united action. The hope that US either | 

will be successful in persuading British or will eventually act without 
i British is a real sustaining force in French governmental circles today. i 
| Churchill and Eden visit would inevitably be looked upon by French ! 
| as culmination of attempt to reconcile US and British policy in South- | 
| east Asia. As a result French would follow meeting with bated breath 

| to see what progress it made toward laying foundation for “united 
| action.” French reaction to meeting would depend entirely on its out- 
! come. If British agreed to proceed with some effective form of united | 
-_ aetion, French would regard meeting as triumph for US and French | 
| points of view and would be most happy about it. If on the other hand, | 

: 1In telegram 4008 to Paris, May 10, the Department of State reported that Brit- | 
| ish Prime Minister Churchill had suggested that he visit Washington. The Em- | 
| bassy in Paris was asked for an estimate of the French reaction to such a visit. | 
| (083.4411/5-1054) For documentation on the Churchill visit of June 1954, see : 
| volume VI. | 

| 

| 
|
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there was no progress toward united action concept and US seemed to 
accept British point of view, present French inclination to feel that 
they are being abandoned by their friends in face of the Communist 
enemy would certainly be strengthened. This would naturally tend to 
strengthen neutralist thinking here and to weaken forces favoring 
EDC. | | | 

Thus if we cannot move British toward united action, and if we 
wish to maintain French spirit, it will be most important to clearly 
indicate that we are not letting British tie our hands. In short I feel 

French reaction to Churchill visit will depend primarily on results 
of visit on US policy toward Indochina and secondly on results of 

_ visit on UK policy toward Indochina. | 

Dimon 

751G.00/5—-1154 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor (MacArthur) 

TOP SECRET | [ WasHineton,] May 11, 1954. 

Subject: Informal and Unofficial Notes on Meeting at the White 
House on Indochina, afternoon of May 10, 1954.1 | 

Participants: The President 

Secretary Dulles 
Secretary Wilson 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Anderson ? 
Admiral Radford 

Mr. Bowie | 
Mr. MacArthur : | 

At Secretary Dulles’ request the meeting was called to consider 
Paris’ telegram 4287 * which contained a request from Prime Minister 

1 According to the President’s appointment book, this meeting took place at 
4:30 p. m. (Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower records, “Daily Appointments” ) 

. 7 Robert B. Anderson, Deputy Secretary of Defense since May 3. | 
3 For telegram 4287 from Paris, May 10, see p. 1522. Secretary Dulles discussed 

that telegram with Admiral Radford by telephone at 3 p. m. The Secretary’s files 
contain the following record of that conversation: ‘The Sec. called and said he 
has just seen the advance cable from Dillon re his talk with Laniel. He thinks 
it is of the utmost importance, and will see that the Adm. gets it. For the first time 
they want to sit down and discuss the military situation, regrouping of troops, 
ete. It is encouraging that they seem willing to do business with us so we can 
move and get Congressional support.”  —’ | | 

The Admiral called back at 4:22 p.m. The record of that conversation read 
as follows: 

‘Adm. R. called and said he had the message and is wondering what the next 
move is. The Sec. said he was just talking with MacArthur and Bowie about it. 
In a way it is encouraging, and R. agreed and said it is too bad it wasn’t done 
two months ago. The Sec. referred to two requests—they are going over the | 
‘circumstances which’. The big hurdle is should we be willing to act without the | 
British. R. thinks so along with the Sec., but that is political, said the Sec. As 
far as the military is concerned, R. said it is no help to us. The VP feels we can. | 
The See. said he is lunching with the President tomorrow on other matters, and
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| Taniel: (1) that a U.S. general officer be sent to Paris to advise on 
| the regrouping of French forces in Indochina; (2) a request from , 
| Laniel as to the circumstances and conditions under which the U.S. | 
| would intervene in the Indochina conflict and what it might be pre- | 

| pared to do. | : 
! With respect to (1) above, it was agreed that General Trapnell was ) 
| the most qualified officer available and that he should be sent to Paris 

| to discuss the redisposition of French forces with Prime Minister 
| Laniel, Defense Minister Pleven and General Ely. There was agree- 

| ment that such discussions should take place, if the French Assembly | 
supports Laniel in the debate scheduled to begin May 11. Secretary | 
Wilson mentioned that such discussions might imply U.S. obligations — | 

| or responsibilities and there seemed tacit agreement that General | 
| Trapnell’s terms of reference make clear that the responsibilities of | 
| the U.S. were not engaged and that such discussions would not imply | 

a U.S. commitment. It was also agreed that Ambassador Dillon should 
| handle the political aspects raised in point 2 above but that General 
_. Trapnell should, of course, have full knowledge of the U.S. position. : 
| The President indicated that it would be appropriate for Ambassador 

Dillon to be present at discussions which General Trapnell might have 
| in Paris. Admiral Radford said he believed Trapnell was on leave at 
| the moment and would have to be called back to the Pentagon for 
__. briefing and consultation with the Chiefs which would probably take 
| at least a couple of days. | 
| The discussions then turned to the conditions under which the U.S. 
| might participate in the Indochina conflict. Secretary Dulles handed 
| the President a piece of paper on which he said he had hastily jotted : 
: down, following his telephone conversation with the President, con- Jt 
| ditions which seemed essential from the U.S. viewpoint. (The original 
| of this paper is attached hereto—Miss Bernau has it.) ¢ The President, 

Secretary Wilson, Secretary Dulles, Mr. Anderson and Admiral Rad- 
! ford then discussed the paper and there was agreement that the points 
| made by the paper were basic conditions which would have to be met. | 
| With respect to the participants in this collective action which the 
| U.S. would join, the President. made it quite clear that he would only 
! propose U.S.. intervention on the basis of collective action. It was | 
| agreed that Thailand and the Philippines in addition to the Associated 
| States were essential to indicate Asian participation and that there 
| should be evidence that Australia and New Zealand would also par- 

| he will bring this up. R. thinks we should move faster. The Sec. said he will call | 
and try to work something out for this p. m. 

| “The Sec. called the President, and they will go right over. | | 
| “The Sec. called Radford back and he will be over also with Wilson and/or 
| Anderson.” (Hisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Telephone Conversations” ) 
| *The note by Secretary Dulles does not accompany the source text. Reference | 

is to Phyllis D. Bernau of the office of the Secretary of State. | 

| | 
|
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ticipate and perhaps eventually the U.K., although that might not be 

possible initially. 
There was fairly detailed discussion with respect to the item which 

called for French guarantee of complete independence to the As- 
sociated States, including an option to withdraw from the French 
Union. Secretary Dulles said that we were on the horns of a dilemma. 
On the one hand, it was essential to eliminate from the minds of the 
Asians any belief that we were intervening in Indochina in support of 
colonialism. On the other hand, the truth of the matter was that the 
Associated States were not in a position to enjoy complete independ- 
ence. They did not have the trained personnel necessary to administer 
their respective countries and the leadership was not good. In a sense 
if the Associated States were turned loose, it would be like putting a 
baby in a cage of hungry lions. The baby would rapidly be devoured. 
After some discussion as to whether the French might specify that the 
Associated States could opt for withdrawal from the French Union 
either five or ten years after the cessation of hostilities, it was agreed 
that the exact period of time should not be fixed at this moment. There 
would, however, prior to action on the part of the U.S. have to be a 

| satisfactory agreement on specific length of such a period and this 
agreement would have to be entirely satisfactory to the Associated 
States and could not be the result of French pressure. 

The President then said he felt that if the French agreed to the 
terms, the question of his presentation to the American Congress and 

people was of great importance. He believed that he should appear 

before a joint session of Congress, set forth the full circumstances, _ 

and seek a Congressional resolution which would enable him to use 

the armed forces of the U.S. to support the free governments that we 

recognize in that area. He asked Secretary Dulles to have the State 

Department start work on a first draft of such a message. He would 

have to be in a position to indicate that the U.S. was acting 1n concert 

| with its friends and allies in the area and on the direct and formal 

invitation of France and the three Associated States. It was also 1m- 

‘portant that he be able to make clear to the Congress that the U.N. 

was not being by-passed and was involved in the matter. Secretary 

Dulles pointed out that the question of the timing and procedures in- 

volved in the various conditions set forth in this paper would require 

careful working out but that it should be possible to indicate to the 

Congress that the basic conditions had been or would be met. 

~The Secretary also pointed out that thus far we had only a request 

from Laniel and that the responsibility of the French Government 

and French Parliament was not engaged by Laniel’s request to Dillon. 

It was important that our action be based on a formal request which 

had the backing of the French Government and Parliament. =
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_751G.00/4-8054 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Representatwe at the 

| United Nations (Lodge) * | 

! SECRET | [Wasuineton,] May 10, 1954. | 

| Dear Caxpor: I refer to your letter of April 27, 1954 to the Presi- ! 

| dent regarding Indochina and the United Nations. As I think you : 

| know, I have been very anxious to have this matter, at least In some 

| of its phases, brought before the United Nations, but the French have : 

| been violent in their opposition. In view of the role they were play- 

ing, it has seemed best not to take action which would intensify the 

| French desire to quit entirely in Indochina. 

! We are keeping our finger on the pulse of the French situation with 

| a view to possible United Nations action. That was the last thing about 

| which I talked to Bidault on Sunday night, May 2, before leaving | 

: Geneva.” | : 

! At this moment, I am thinking in terms of a peace observation com- 

| mission for Laos, Cambodia, and perhaps Thailand, rather than a call : 

| for troops, which, I fear, would be very difficult to obtain at the present | 

| juncture. 

| Faithfully yours, JoHN Foster DULLEs | 

! 1 Secretary Dulles transmitted a copy of this letter to President Eisenhower on 

May 10. (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Indochina” ) 

2'The question of a possible role for the United Nations in Indochina was raised | 

during a discussion between Secretary Dulles and Jean Chauvel of the French 

| Delegation, later joined by Foreign Minister Bidault, at Geneva on the evening | 

| of May 2. For MacArthur’s memorandum of that conversation, see vol. xvI, p. 667. 

ee | 
| 
| 751G.00/5-1054: Telegram | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * | 
| ) | 

: TOP SECRET | NIACT | Wasutneton, May 10, 1954—9 p. m. 

: - 4017. Eyes only for Ambassador from Secretary. _ | | | 

: 1. Reur 4287, Laniel raises two questions: (2) Whether we will 

! send general officer to discuss regrouping of French forces in Indo- 

! china; and (b) under what conditions US might intervene in Indo- | 

| china. This cable answers question (a). Will send answer to (d) | 

| tomorrow.® , 

| 92. If Assembly supports Cabinet in Indochina debate starting Tues- : 

| day,’ US will send general officer to Paris for discussion with Laniel, | 

| Pleven and Ely as requested. Tentatively expected to be Trapnell. All 
| 

! 

| Drafted by the Secretary of State. Repeated to Geneva as Tedul 53, for the | 

i eyes of Under Secretary Smith only. : 

2 Dated May 10, p. 1522. 
| 

| ? See telegram 4028 to Paris, May 11, p. 1534. | 

| “May 11. 
: 

| | 
|
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publicity should be avoided, if possible. To provide cover, if needed, 
his visit may be treated as related to preparation of military aid pro- 
gram for coming year. Officer will deal only with military aspects. 
You will handle all other aspects and will feel free to accompany him 
on his discussions. 

3. You should make it perfectly clear to Laniel that our response 
to his request is due to our desire to be helpful and that general officer 
would give his best personal judgment on specific inquiries, but he 
will not in any way engage the responsibility of the US. In particular 
his participation in French discussions does not imply any future 
commitment to intervene.® 

DULLEs 
* In telegram 4309 from Paris, May 11, Ambassador Dillon stated the following: “I informed Laniel this morning of answer to question (a) contained Deptel 4017. In this connection I stressed paragraph 3 of reference telegram and Laniel replied that he understood perfectly and that his immediate desire under question (a) was to obtaining the best possible military advice. He realizes fully that ithere is no implication of any future commitment and he is very gratetul for prompt reply.” (751G.00/5-1154) 

751G.00/5~1054 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (M cClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sarcon, May 10, 1954—6 p. m. 
| [Received May 11—5:08 a. m.] 

2311. Repeated information Geneva 7 6, Paris 803, Hanoi unnum- 
bered. I had a general conversation with De Jean this morning on 
situation we now confront following fall of Dien Bien Phu and in hght 
of current conference at Geneva. | 

De Jean showed me his lengthy telegram of May 3 to Bidault out- 
lining in geographic terms minimal conditions for a, military armistice. 
I suggest that USDel Geneva can secure these recommendations from | 
French delegation and post them on a map of Vietnam. If not I shall 
telegram summary of text with De Jean’s permission. In essence his 
proposals are that most of Tonkin delta remain in French-Vietnamese 
hands but with a corridor which would link area north and west of 
delta to Viet Minh-held territory in Central Annam. Thai country 
would go to Viet Minh. Most of central plateau region in vicinity of 
Kontum and Banmethuot would be in Vietnamese-French hands and 
all of Cochin China. However, De Jean recognized extreme difficulty 
of separating sheep from goats in areas heavily infiltrated by Viet 
Minh such as Transbassac and southern tip of Cochin Chinese 
peninsula. 

| 
De Jean showed me Bidault’s draft of terms for an armistice dated 

April 30 and revised as of May 3, which are more complicated and on
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whole less satisfactory than those set out Secto 148 amended as indi- 

cated Secto 152.1 Particularly dangerous in these drafts is Bidault’s | 

suggestion that political fate of Vietnam be left to negotiation between 

Vietnamese and Viet Minh. This would simply result in absorption of 

former by latter. De Jean is aware of this danger and is cautioning | 

Bidault against any such provision. 
De Jean will recommend that military terms of armistice agreed | 

| upon, be entrusted to a mixed commission made up of former belliger- 

| ents. He fears that an international commission could only be formed 

| after months of haggling and that British would insist on incorporat- : 

| ing “undesirable elements” such as Burmese or Indians. 

| I said that if Geneva powers decided on a mixed commission Com- 

| munist side might demand a seat for Red China. In that case I thought : 

| it would be useful if there were a US representative on armistice 

| commission. | 

| De Jean said that mixed commission should devote its attention | 

| only to enforcing strictly military provisions of an armistice. Political 

: aspects of armistice might well be entrusted to an international com- 

| mission appointed by UN Security Council. | | 

| De Jean then discussed more basic problems. He said, “There are 

| three issues: First, should there be an armistice at all? Second, if | 

! there is no armistice, how to continue war successfully? Third, if there ~ | 

| is an armistice, what powers will provide effective guarantees for com- | 

| pliance with armistice agreement? | 

| De Jean said he felt time had come for very frank talking between 

| US and French Governments. He said loss of Dien Bien Phu by no 

| means signified loss of war. There were still some very powerful 

: trump cards which would be played and which if played correctly 

) could result in victory. French still have a powerful military force in : 

| Indochina and are able to use that force to contain Viet Minh. How- : 

| ever, as was instanced in tragic miscalculation of Navarre at Dien 

| Bien Phu, character of war had now changed and overt participation | 

| by China in form of sending modern artillery and other weapons | 

| would no doubt be stepped up if hostilities continued. Under such a | 

| postulate it would not be possible for French and Vietnamese forces | 

| alone to meet such a strengthened adversary. However, if US Govern- | 

| ment were willing to contemplate use of overwhelming air strength | 

| against Communist China, situation might be radically altered. 

| Some overall considerations apply to readiness of US to undertake 

| a military guarantee of an armistice agreement. De Jean did not think 

| British could be brought into such an arrangement and said that | 

| French alone could not provide an effective guarantee. : 

| | | 

| 1 Ror text of telegram Secto 143 from Geneva, May 8, see vol. xVI, p. 730. Re- | 

) garding telegram Secto 152, see footnote 1 to Secto 143. | 

| 578-611 O 82 - 10 (Pt. 2)
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_ These considerations made it necessary that there be a frank stock- 
taking of our joint assets and a candid reappraisal of where we stood. 
If for constitutional reasons or climate of feeling in Congress or fact 
of elections this year, it was not possible for US to come in either in 
guaranteeing an armistice or in backstopping renewed hostilities with 
something more than end-item support, at least we should face the 
facts calmly and draw necessary conclusions, 

De Jean asked if I had no other than Secretary’s latest statement 
which reached us in USIA Wireless File so badly garbled that I was 
not yet sure what Secretary had actually said. It seemed from such 
fragments as had reached us that Secretary was advocating speedy 
negotiation of some form of collective security pact but I had had no 
other word on this subject.? 

| | | McCuintock 

1 eecrence is presumably to the Secretary’s speech of May 7; see footnote 5, 
dD. . 

751G.00/5-1154 : Telegram | 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Satcon, May 11, 1954—5 p. m. 
[Received 1:53 p. m.] 

2331. Repeated information Paris 811. Last night De Jean told 
me that he had it on absolute authority that it was on United States 
initiative that a carrier air strike was offered to relieve Dien Bien 
Phu. He said Bidault had not made a request for such aerial support 
until it had already been offered with some insistence by Admiral 
Radford. 

If this is part of the mythology of our times, I feel I should be 
authorized to refute this statement, as otherwise it will contribute to 
increasing proportions of French fairy tale that US, by actions of 
commission or omission, is equally responsible for whatever happens 
in Indochina. | | | | 

| McCuintTock 

Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, ‘“‘Meetings with the President” 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasurneton,] May 11, 1954. 
PERSONAL AND PRIVATE 

MrEmoranpumM or LuncHEON CoNVERSATION WITH THE PRESIDENT 

1. We discussed the draft cable to Ambassador Dillon dealing with 
the conditions on which the United States might intervene in Indo-
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china.? We discussed this in terms of the implication that we might 
conceivably go ahead without the active participation of the United | 

Kingdom. I pointed out that while this had its grave disadvantages in | 

indicating a certain breach, there were perhaps greater disadvantages 

in a situation where we were obviously subject to UK veto, which in 

turn was in Asian matters largely subject to Indian veto, which in 

| turn was largely subject to Chinese Communist veto. Thereby a chain 
| was forged which tended to make us impotent, and to encourage Chi- 

nese Communist aggression to a point where the whole position in the | 

| Pacific would be endangered and the risk of general war increased.? 

| The President agreed to this fully. He proposed a change in the 

| cable to Dillon (Para 2 (e) third sentence) after the words U.S. 
| forces—“principally air and sea”. With this change he authorized the : 

cable to be dispatched. | 
: 2. I went over with him the proposed draft of instructions to Gen- | 
| eral Smith. He agreed with their tenor, suggesting that the opening 

: paragraph should contain a reference to their being confirmatory of 
| oral instructions so as to explain the time lag. 

| [Here follows discussion of subjects other than Indochina. | | | 
| D 

| oe [Annex] | 

Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State* — 

| TOP SECRET [Wasurneton,] May 11, 1954. 

| PERSONAL AND PRIVATE : 

! Points For Discussion 

| 1. Risk of Expansion of War — 

| All US estimates agree on at least 50 per cent chance of Chinese 
2 Communist reaction to US intervention. A split among US and its 
| allies might well increase this risk materially. : 
: Consequently, any decision to intervene would have to be accom- | 

: panied by substantial changes in military programs and other meas- 

| ures to anticipate possible Chinese reaction. | 
! | 7 | 

| a . See telegram 4023 to Paris, May 11, infra. 

| A handwritten marginal notation at this point read as follows: “See attach- F 

| ment re this paragraph.” | | 
| ’The instructions sent to Under Secretary Smith at Geneva regarding the Indo- | 
| china phase of the Conference were transmitted in telegram Tosec 188 to Geneva, 

May 12. For text, see vol. xvi, p. 778. 
| “The copy of this memorandum in the files of the Policy Planning Staff indi- : 
| cates that it was drafted on May 11 by Robert R. Bowie, Director of S/P, for the : 
| use of the Secretary at his meeting with the President that day. (PPS files, lot | 
| 65 D 101, “Indochina” ) : 

| |
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2. Consequences for British and NATO Alliance | 

If US intervention results in war expanding to China, and Soviet 
Union became involved, British and NATO opinion might well be split 
as to support of US in use of any British and NATO bases. 

3. Method of Conducting Operation 

Major foreign ground forces will be required to hold areas while 

Viet Nam forces are being trained. Present French forces will provide 
greater part, but US should assume need for some US ground forces 
and for large forces under some contingencies. US should not in- 
tervene with idea it can be done cheaply by air and naval forces. 
Any use of atomic weapons will raise very serious problems of Asian 

‘opinion and attitude of our allies. . 

751G.00/5-1054 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

TOP SECRET Wasuineron, May 11, 1954—4: 09 p. m. 
NIACT | 

4023. Eyes only Ambassador from Secretary. Reurtel 4287 and our 

4017.? 
1. We fully realize need for prompt decisions regarding interna- 

tionalizing the war. Various factors combine to suggest that it may 
be premature to pose issue of internationalizing for decision at this 

moment : | 

(a) If raised before French realize fully that choice is between 
internationalizing and virtual surrender, proposal to internationalize 
might well be rejected, leaving no alternative but capitulation. 

(6) British are more likely to support or acquiesce in intervention 
if Geneva has been shown to offer no prospect of solution. 

(c) Australian government would almost certainly not take a posi- 
tion until after elections at end of May. 

Even so it seems desirable for Laniel to know in general terms condi- 

tions we would require for intervention because of influence on current 

French decisions in military field in Indo-China and in political field 

in Geneva. | 

9. President would ask Congress for authority to use armed forces 

of US in area to support friendly and recognized governments against 

aggression or armed subversion fomented from without, provided he 

could then state that following conditions had been or would be met: 

(a) That US military participation had been formally requested by 
France and three Associated States ; 

1Drafted by the Secretary of State and approved by President Hisenhower. 

Repeated to Geneva as Tedvl K4, “eves only Unter Secretary from Secretary.” | 

1 Both dated May 10, pp. 1522 and 1529, respectively.
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(b) That Thailand, Philippines, Australia, New Zealand and 
United Kingdom also had received similar invitations and that we | 
were satisfied that first two would also accept at once; that next two : 
would probably accept following Australian elections, if US invokes 

| ANZUS Treaty; and the U.K. would either participate or be | 
| acquiescent ; . : 
| (c) That some aspect of matter would be presented to UN promptly, ) 
| such as by request from Laos, Cambodia or Thailand for peace obser- 
| vation commission ; | | 

| (dq) That France guarantees to Associated States complete inde- 
| pendence, including unqualified option to withdraw from French | 
| Union at any time; | | | I 
| (¢) France would undertake not to withdraw its forces from Indo- 
| china during period of united action so that forces from U.S.— | 
| principally air and sea *—and others would be supplementary and not 

in substitution ; a | 
(f) That agreement was reached on training of native troops and 

2 on command structure for united action. - : 

| FYI Radford contemplates French Supreme Command with U.S. | 

| Air Command. End FYI. | | 
| 3. U.S. would require all these conditions to be accepted by French | 

| Cabinet and authorized or endorsed by French National Assembly. — | 
| This would be especially important in view of uncertain tenure of any 

| French government: U.S. would have fully committed itself once | 

| it agreed to intervene and would have to be able to rely on adherence | 
| to conditions by any successor French government. | 

: 4, You will realize that intervention might involve consequences of 
utmost gravity. Reactions of Communist bloc could not be predicted. | 

| Also, 1f it became necessary to proceed without active U.K. participa- 

| tion, the implications would be extremely serious and far-reaching. 

, Removal any taint colonialism would be essential to success of opera- | 

: tion in Indochina, to attraction of potential Asian support, and to 

| forestalling opposition by other Asian and Middle Eastern countries. : 
| In view of these factors, you will appreciate that conditions indicated | 

| would be absolutely indispensable as basis for our action. | 

| 5. The U.S. would continue its efforts to broaden united action op- | 
| eration by seeking to bring in other countries whose interests are af- 

| fected and to formalize the coalition as, for example, by negotiation ) 

: of regional defense pact. : | 

i 6. Unless you consider timing unwise in light of factors stated in 

| para 1, you may outline foregoing orally to Laniel as your estimate | 

| of indispensable conditions in light of your knowledge of current | 

| * According: toa notation on the draft copy of this telegram in the files of the | | 
| Policy Planning Staff, the words “principally air and sea” were added by the 
| President. (PPS files, lot 65 D 101, ‘1954 Chron’) See memorandum of conversa- | 

tion by the Secretary of State, supra. | 

| 
|
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high-level thinking in Washington in advance receipt by you of offi- 

cial reaction to your report of his proposal. You should leave nothing 

in writing with him. You should make clear to him, however, that we 
would not wish to proceed with any of this program unless National 

Assembly supports position of his government, as outlined first. para- 

graph your cable. If that occurs and Laniel wishes to pursue matter 

on basis outlined above, he should formally request. opening of dis- 

cussions with us on procedure for fulfilling essential conditions. At 

that stage U.S. would expect to consult with U.K. | : 

(. If you decide unwise to talk with Laniel now on above basis, 
please cable.* | | | 

| | | | DULLES 

“In telegram 4332 from Paris, May 12, Ambassador Dillon responded as fol- 
lows: “In view governmental crisis, do not intend discuss Deptel 4028 with Laniel 
at this time.” (751G.00/5—1254) The governmental situation was particularly 

uncertain in view of new discussion on Indochina in the National Assembly which 
began on May 11 and concluded with a vote of confidence on May 13. For infor- 
mation on these proceedings, see footnote 1, p. 1550. - 

751G.00/5-1254 : Telegram ae 7 | 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

_ SECRET Sarcon, May 12, 1954—8 p. m. 

| [Received 12:59 p. m.] 

2363. Repeated information Paris 828, London 61, Geneva 95, 

Hanoi 445. In informal conversation with Consul Hanoi over week- 

end immediately following fall Dien Bien Phu, General Cogny and 
French delegate Compain have indicated preliminary opinion that if 

Viet Minh were as badly hurt as French hope and believe they were 
at Dien Bien Phu and if rainy season comes on in full force on time __ 

or early, Viet Minh will not be able to mount their offensive in delta — 
until October. Should this prove to be the case, Cogny believes that 
he will be able to prepare defenses Hanoi and Haiphong and perhaps 

connecting link with some confidence withstand Viet Minh attack 
provided, he underscores, reinforcements are made available to him. 

He believes that reinforcements on scale he requires do not presently 

exist in Indochina. / 

On other hand, should Viet Minh not be as badly hurt as French 
believe and should full force rainy season be delayed, situation Hanoi 

and delta will be exceedingly grave. 
In Saigon, De Jean estimates that Cogny has good chance to hold 

the delta provided two groupes mobiles from other forces Indochina 

ae are made available immediately. Should Viet Minh attack in force two
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more groupes mobiles would be required for Cogny as minimum rein- 

| forcements necessary.' | | 

| | McCuin Tock 

1Telegram 659 from Hanoi, May 18, contained additional information on the | 

military situation as viewed by General Cogny. (751G.00/5-13854 ) 

| 751G.00/5-1254 : Telegram | 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET PRIORITY - Sarcon, May 12, 1954—5 p. m. : 

| | | [Received 12:59 p. m.] 

| - 2356. Repeated information priority Paris 823, priority Geneva 91, 

| priority London 59. DeJean sent for me this morning. He said his 

| government had transmitted text of Viet Minh armistice proposals 

| and asked for comment from him and Navarre. Although DeJean has 

| not yet sent in his comment, as Navarre is still in Hanoi and he desired 

: to confer with me, he said his reply will be that to accept Viet Minh | 

| proposal will mean complete capitulation. 
i DeJean reaffirmed need for US and France to sit down and exchange | 

| exceedingly candid opinions as to where each government stood and 

| what each government could do to meet situation both in Geneva and 

| in Indochina. I allowed him to read paraphrase of Deptel 2233, sent : 

| Geneva Tedul 46, repeated Paris 4002,’ and he was much encouraged 

| to see that Secretary had already agreed that such an interchange of 

| views was acceptable to US. | 

| DeJean said that when he and Navarre sent in their joint comment ' 

| he would insist that French make no rejoinder to Viet Minh armistice | 

| proposals before such a joint US-French appraisal of situation had | 

| been undertaken and common line of policy had been adopted. | 

| Re published rumours that Western powers might seek to save some- 

| thing from disaster by bolstering Cambodia and Laos and accepting 

Communist domination of Vietnam, DeJean said that this would be : 

| worse than any Munich. Once Communists had Vietnam there would 

| be absolutely no barrier between them and all of southeast Asia. ; 

| Furthermore, such a victory would so enhance prestige of Communist ! 

| China that entire balance of power in Pacific would be affected. On 

| basis of his own experience as Ambassador in Tokyo he thought Japa- 

| nese policy would commence to change and would tend toward rap- 

| prochement with new and powerful Peking. DeJean will give me text 

| of joint report after he has seen Navarre and I shall telegraph | 

! summary.? | | , 

| | oe McCuin Tock , 

| 1 See footnote 1, p. 1516. | | ae | 
| * See telegram 2384 from Saigon, May 138, p. 1557. 

| 
| 
| 
| |
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751G.00/5~1254 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by Paul J. Sturm of the Office of 
Philippine and Southeast Asian A ffars 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] May 12,1954. _ 
Subject: Situation in Indochina and Possible Defense Arrangements 

in Southeast Asia 

Participants: Senator Mike Mansfield 
Mr. Francis R. Valeo, Chief, Foreign Affairs Section, 

Legislative Reference Service 
7 Mr. Paul Sturm, PSA , 

I lunched with Senator Mansfield today at his request. The Senator 
and Mr. Valeo stayed with me two days last September in Hanoi. 
Senator Mansfield asked what information I had regarding latest de- 
velopments in Indochina. I informed him that dangerous military 
pressures seemed to be building up already against the Tonkin Delta 
and that military developments in that area were likely to have more 
bearing on the course of negotiations at. Geneva than was generally 
realized. - 

Senator Mansfield mentioned that he had just come from a Foreign 
Relations Committee meeting at which the Secretary had discussed 
principles governing U.S. participation in the Geneva Conference. 
I asked Senator Mansfield if he was satisfied with the course of action 
we have followed thus far. He replied that he was reserving judgment 
because he had not noticed in the document read by the Secretary to 
the Committee any reference to a U.S. position regarding possible 
partition of Vietnam. I brought out that the paragraph which says 
that the U.S. is not prepared to give its approval, express or implied, 
to any settlement which would have the effect of subverting lawful 
governments of the Associated States or of permanently impairing 
their territorial integrity, should adequately cover that point. The 
Senator said that if such was the case, he would probably give his 
approval to the statement. 

Senator Mansfield brought up the subject of a possible regional 
security pact and expressed the opinion that it would have to be based 
upon a voluntary association of the nations in the area, and could not 
be artificially stimulated by the U.S., although we would of course ~ 
have to underwrite any effective action undertaken by such a group- 
ing. Senator Mansfield went on to say that. he believed the potential 
role of India as a de facto ally of the free world in Asia has been 

*Secretary Dulles appeared before the House Foreign Affairs Committee at 
3 p. m., May 11, and before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee at 10: 30 
a.m., May 12. On each occasion, he read the text of basic instructions to be sent 
to the U.S. Delegation at Geneva. For text of telegram Tosec 138 to Geneva, 
May 12, containing the instructions, see vol. xvI, p. 778.
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underestimated 
by persons who have let themselves 

be affected by 
Nehru’s frequently 

annoying 
and uncooperative 

attitudes. 
| 

I mentioned 
to the Senator that Walter Lippmann 

had expressed 
| similar thoughts 

regarding 
the present and future importance 

of | 

| Nehru to the free world in the Far East and had pointed out to me | 

! yesterday 
that Nehruw’s policies are nearly identical 

with those pursued 
| by this nation in its early days. Mr. Lippmann 

added that if these 
| Indian policies 

were expressed, 
as they might well be, in the language 

| 

} of The Federalist 
they would be more readily understood 

here and 

| would find a responsive 
echo. | 

| Senator Mansfield 
was struck by this parallel 

and suggested 
that : 

| thought 
might be given to the proclamation 

of a “Nehru Doctrine” 
| 

| for South and Southeast 
Asia. The Senator remarked 

that the enforce- 
| ment of our own Monroe Doctrine 

in the early days of the Republic 
: 

| depended 
implicitly 

on the support of the British Navy. We might | 

| find it advantageous 
similarly 

to underwrite, 
with equal discretion, 

| 

| any Nehru doctrine 
directed 

against an expansion 
of Communist 

| 

2 “colonialism.” 
| | 

| Senator 
Mansfield 

asked what my personal 
ideas were with regard | 

| to (a) the importance 
to the U.S. of Indochina, 

(6) the importance 
to 

| us of Southeast 
Asia, ‘and (c) whether, 

in fact, the defense of South- 
| east Asia would be possible if Indochina 

were lost. I replied that it 

| seems to me that the importance 
of holding the line in Indochina 

and 
| Southeast 

Asia goes far beyond the local scene. It has been our policy | 

| both in Europe and in Northeast 
Asia to maintain 

pressures 
against | 

| the USSR, its allies and satellites. 
To accept the writing-off 

of South- 
| east Asia or even of Indochina 

would imply and symbolize 
a slacken- 

| ing of those pressures 
which might be expected 

to have unfortunate 
| 

| repercussions 
upon our position 

in all other parts of the world. 
| Whether 

it proved militarily 
possible 

or not to defend Vietnam 
as | 

| well as Laos and Cambodia 
at this stage, to write them off or even to | 

0 give the appearance 
of writing 

them off without a struggle 
would be — | 

| very harmful 
to our moral position 

in the free world, and subsequently 
! to our military 

position 
aswell. 

| 

| Getting down to more specific terms, Senator Mansfield 
asked what : 

| it might be possible 
for us to do, militarily, 

in Indochina. 
I offered as 

| a purely personal 
idea that an initial limited intervention 

with ground 
| forces, primarily 

in the Haiphong 
area, might enable us to hold the 

| line until we could undertake 
serious training 

of a National 
Army and 

| the construction 
of a regional 

defense organization, 
of which that | 

| National 
Army should be a part, and which might have a reasonable 

} prospect 
of securing 

the area, so long as it were logistically 
supported 

| by us and morally 
supported 

by its neighbors. 
|
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Senator Mansfield remarked that it now is evident that our most 
serious mistake thus far with regard to Indochina had been to assume 
that a military victory was possible, in the absence of suitable politi- 
cal settlements between France on the one hand and the Associated 
States on the other. , 

Comment: 

On each previous occasion on which I have talked with Senator 
Mansfield, and as recently as April 21, he has been vehemently opposed 
to. the use of American ground forces in Indochina. Today however 
he did not react adversely when I mentioned this possibility. 

751G.00/5-1254 | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor (MacArthur) 

TOP SECRET [ Wasnineron,] May 12, 1954 2-2: 30 p. m. 

Subject: Indochina . | 

Participants: Secretary Dulles | 
Ambassador Bonnet 
Mr. MacArthur © 

At his request Ambassador Bonnet called on the Secretary this after- 
noon. He opened the conversation by saying he had brought copies of 
the two treaties which France had signed with Vietnam to show the 
Secretary.? In the meantime, however, he understood that the treaties 
had been made public today by the Vietnam representative at Geneva. 
The latter, he said, had made an excellent presentation at Geneva 
according to ticker reports. Since we would doubtless be receiving the 
English text from our delegation in Geneva of these two treaties (one 
a treaty of independence and the other a treaty of association), he 
would not take up more of the Secretary’s time with this question. In 
response to the Secretary’s request, Bonnet agreed to send copies of the 
French texts of these two treaties to the Secretary. | | 

The Secretary said that in a recent conversation with Romulo,? he 

had urged Philippine recognition of the Associated States. Romulo had 
replied that his government had never seen any of the treaties France 

was negotiating with the Associated States and until they had seen the 

*A summary of this conversation was transmitted to Paris in telegram 4048 of 
May 12 (Tedul 60 to Geneva and 2269 to Saigon). (751G.00/5-1254) In tele- 
gram 2467 from Saigon, May 19, McClintock relayed Bonnet’s account of this 
meeting based on information received from Paris by High Commissioner Dejean. 
(751G.00/5-1954 ) 

* For the texts of the French—Vietnamese Treaties, actually dated June 4, 1954, 
see L’Année Politique, 1954, pp. 572-573 ; for English translations, see Cameron, 
Viet-Nam Crisis, vol. I, pp. 268-271. | | 

*Gen. Carlos P. Romulo of the Philippines; Personal Representative of Presi- 
dent Magsaysay on visit in the United States.
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treaties, it was difficult to judge whether or not the Associated States 

had in fact received their independence. The Secretary suggested the 

desirability of the French Government letting the Philippine and 

other friendly governments have the text of the treaties in question. | 

Ambassador Bonnet nodded in apparent agreement and then was | 

highly critical of Romulo saying that in speeches the latter continued | 

to charge France with colonialism in Indochina. He said that some day 

he would probably get into a violent argument with Romulo if he did 

not refrain from making this charge. _ | | | 

| Ambassador Bonnet then referred to the proposals put forward by | 

| the Vietminh at Geneva. He said they were cleverly devised and | 

| worded to appeal superficially to French opinion. The reference to the | 

| French Union and continuing cultural and economic ties were sugar ; 

| coating with which the Vietminh coated their pill. The Secretary said ! 

| he had been interested in the Vietminh indication that the Associated 

| States, if taken over by the Communists, would remain in the French | 

| Union. Ambassador Bonnet said that it was a novel idea to have “three 

| Bolshevik states” in the French Union. | | | ! 

| Ambassador Bonnet then said that he wished to speak about the : 

| real purpose for his visit today. He referred to the Secretary’s talk : 

| with him last Saturday, May 8,‘ in which the Secretary had told him | | 

| that the U.S. was prepared to sit down and discuss with the French _ | 

| the “internationalizing” of the Indochina war. The French Govern- 

| ment believed that the time had now come to have such conversations | 

| with the United States. It was of the greatest importance that the 

| French Government know the attitude of the United States, the cir- | 

| cumstance in which it would intervene in the Indochina conflict and 

| precisely what it would do. The French Government must know the : 

| U.S. position in the event Geneva does not lead to a cessation of mili- , 

| tary hostilities in Indochina and the military situation there requires 

| France to request outside assistance. At present the French Govern- 

| ment recognizes that U.S. intervention in Indochina must be based on : 

| the concept of collective action. However, there are a number of “ifs” 

! and “conditions” which are not entirely clear. For example, it is doubt- 

: ful whether the Australian Government could join in collective action 

| until after the elections of May 29. Furthermore, the British, because 

| of their concern about the position of Hong Kong and because of 

| Nehru, may not be willing to join in collective action. Meanwhile time 

| is passing and if there is not some military assistance from without, 

| the military situation in Indochina may deteriorate to the point where | 

| Indochina is lost before outside assistance is brought to bear. With | | 

| respect to this problem the attitude of the U.S. is the only really im- | 
_ 

| ‘ For the memorandum of that conversation, see p. 1516. | | 

| 
| 

|
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portant factor. The French recognize our reluctance to proceed with- 
out the U.K. but what the U.S. decides to do is the key. | 

Secretary Dulles replied that we were prepared to begin talks with 
the French virtually at once. He did not, however, believe it would be 
wise to begin such talks until the outcome of the French vote of con- 
fidence scheduled to take place tomorrow was known.® He said that _ 

| this problem had been considered in general terms by the President, 
the NSC and the JCS and we were in a position to discuss it with the 
French. Ambassador Bonnet fully agreed that talks should not start 
until after the outcome of the vote of confidence scheduled to take 
place tomorrow. While he hoped that Laniel would receive a majority, 
this was by no means certain. It would be a very close thing in any 
event. If Laniel does receive a vote of confidence, the French must 
then know what will happen and what assistance they can expect if 
they resist Communist pressure at Geneva. The Secretary said he 
agreed that the French should know where they stood. In particular 
he believed that if they had no alternative they would find it difficult 
to resist yielding to the Communists at Geneva, which would be a 
disaster of the first magnitude for France. The Secretary said that the 
best chance to prevent Geneva from failing was to have a sound 
alternative position to capitulation to the Communists. 

There was then discussion as to where the discussion might be had. 
The Secretary said his initial reaction was that it might be best to hold 
them in Paris since it would make it easier to keep in touch with 
Laniel. Ambassador Bonnet said that. it was all very difficult because 
Bidault was at Geneva and Laniel was in Paris. The Secretary sug- 
gested that Bidault could make a trip to Paris and Bonnet indicated 
that this was a possibility but depended on what was happening at 
Geneva. After further general exchange on this subject, Bonnet, said 

| that he would inform Paris that there seemed to be advantages in 
having the meeting in Paris but also other advantages in having it in 
Washington. He would ask the views of the French Government on 
this. 

During the course of this conversation, the Secretary also referred 
to the unfortunate interpretation which had been placed on remarks 
he made in his press conference yesterday. Bonnet said that the press 
was highly irresponsible and he had worked hard with both the French 
and U.S. press last evening to correct the erroneous interpretation 
which had been placed on the Secretary’s words. Bonnet said that at 
the conclusion of the French cabinet meeting yesterday the Ministers 

* See footnote 1, p. 1550. 
* Remarks delivered by Secretary Dulles at his news conference of May 11 were 

widely interpreted as an indication that the Secretary believed that Southeast 
Asia as a whole might be defended by means of collective security even if Indo- 
china or part of it were lost. For the Dulles news conference statements of May 11, 
see Department of State Bulletin, May 24, 1954, pp. 781-782.
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| had been greeted by about 100 news correspondents who informed 
| them that the U.S. had taken the position that the U.S. had given up 
| any hope of defending Indochina. This had created considerable con- | 
| fusion but he felt that the situation had now been straightened out. | | 

| The Secretary made reference to the President’s press conference this | 
| morning which Bonnet said had also helped to correct the false im- 
| pression created by “irresponsible journalists” yesterday. Bonnet said _ | 
| it might be helpful if the State Department could issue another state- 
| ment correcting the misinterpretation. After further discussion he said | 
| that in view of the President’s statement ’ he did not believe anything 

further was necessary. Oo 

| 7 At his news conference of May 12, President Hisenhower denied that differ- | 
| ences existed between him and Secretary Dulles regarding Indochina and South- 
| east Asia. He also said: “I don’t think the free world ought to write off Indo- | 

: china.” For the record of the conference, see Public Papers of the Presidents of 
2 the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1954, pp. 466-475. | | 

| -790.00/5-1254 : Telegram a 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET | a Paris, May 12,1954—8 p.m. | 
| | | | [Received May 13—1:22a.m.] 

4340. Repeated information Geneva 224, Saigon 517. Chargé Viet- , 
- namese High Commissariat called at his request 12: 30 today to express 
| grave concern over interpretation generally being accorded to Secre- : 
| tary’s comments to press May 11 and to ask exact text to discuss fur- | 
| ther with Bao Dai and Buu Loc (who arrived Paris last evening). _ 

| Chargé was visibly shaken. To begin, he stated, they had received in- 

_ formation from reliable source that Cabinet in extraordinary session 
| last evening had agreed negotiate settlement Indochina conflict “at : 

: any price”. However, he stated, implications Secretary’s statements _ | 

| May 11 as portrayed press concerned them more. Chargé stated US | 
| only hope Vietnamese and they now seriously afraid we preparing go | 

along with French in accepting negotiated solution with Viet Minh 
| rather than participate intensification war effort. He added impact 

_ Secretary’s statements coming on top fall Dien-Bien-Phu and French | 
: Assembly developments was almost tantamount last straw. Not only | 

__ would this, if implications true, he added, undermine Vietnamese effort _ | 

| continue war Vietnam in terms scramble mend fences Viet Minh in | 
| view strengthened position latter, but it would leave Vietnamese dele- 

_ gation Geneva in untenable position. Chargé posed rhetorical question 

| how could Vietnamese make effective statement this afternoon at 

| Geneva in view these developments? | 7
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_Chargé was given copy partial text Secretary’s press conference 
contained Deptel 4034, May 111 and was cautioned against accepting 
speculative press versions thereof, Embassy officer stressing he sure 
Under Secretary had already had occasion Geneva to enlighten Viet- 
namese delegation this regard and place press versions Secretary’s 

| statements in proper context. : 

7 _ Drtton 

* Telegram 4034 to Paris, May 11, containing a partial verbatim text of the Sec- 
retary’s press conference of that day, is not printed. (790.00/5-1154) Regarding 
the press conference, see footnote 6, supra. 

751G.00/5—-1254 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Sargon, May 12, 1954—4 p. m. 
a [Received May 183—2: 45 a. m. | 

| 2354. Repeated information Paris 821, Geneva 90. Former Prime 
_ Mhinister Tam called on me yesterday evening. He confirmed previous 

reports reaching us of increasing political disintegration, particularly 
in South Vietnam, and seemed very dubious if much could be done to 
redress situation. He dismissed recent published pronouncements by 
splinter parties and religious sects professing fealty to Bao Dai and 
announcing forthcoming visit to France of self-appointed “coun- 
cilors” to His Majesty as a typical stratagem of Nguyen De. Tam said, 

“Nguyen De brings these people to Bao Dai and they all agree that 
they prefer bright weather to rainy weather. This is then proclaimed _ 

| as new evidence of union around Bao Dai. Furthermore, in this case 
they get free trip to France”. _ 
Tam said that just before Bao Dai’s departure for France, Giao, 

Governor of Central Annam, had sent a Viet Minh emissary from 
Nhatrang to Dalat where he had secretly conferred with Bao Dai 
presumably on possibility of making arrangement between Viet Minh 

and present Vietnamese Government. Tam said that at first he was 

| incredulous when this report reached him, but he had checked through | 

| sources in Dalat and could now assure me that meeting did, in fact, 

take place. (However, reliable French source close to Giao assures me 

that he could under no circumstances have arranged such a meeting 

since he is anathema to Viet Minh.) 
Tam admitted that his son Hinh had dictatorial aspirations and said 

that he himself had been advised “by certain French sources” to over- 

throw Bao Dai and assume supreme power himself. However, he had 
refused to take this step because he was not certain if higher French 

| authorities would countenance such action. i
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As for future, Tam was unreservedly gloomy. He saw no hope of 

overcoming sectarian differences or of incorporating religious private 

armies into National Army. He said, for example, that recent skirmish 

at Sadec (Embassy telegram 2353 repeated Paris 820) * was an open | 

battle between Vietnamese National Army and forces of Hoa Hao. | | 

Furthermore, to intensify forces of division complete absence of con- | 

| trol by national government over power of appointment of key of- | 

| ficials such as regional governors and even prefects of cities—these : 

| nominations stemming exclusively from Bao Dai—made it impossible | 

| for any Vietnamese Government to administer the country as a re- : 

| sponsible government. - | | 

| Under these circumstances, Tam’s present thinking tends toward : 

| acceptance of partition on 16th Parallel and hope that Cochin-Chinese : 

| Republic may be formed.? As for national elections, he said he could | 

| win them provided that, when country is disarmed following cease-fire 

| and. armistice, sufficient rifles and revolvers are left in hands of his 

| adherents. He said calmly that he had won many elections that way. 

oe | McCuintock | 

| 1Nelegram 2353 from Saigon, May 12, is not printed. (751G.00/5-1254) _ | | 

2 In telegram 2387 from Saigon, May 13, the Embassy reported having received : 

| information indicating that a movement was under way, involving Tam, to estab- 

lish a Cochin-Chinese republic. The Embassy said that while not favoring move- 

| ments leading to the further disruption of the Vietnamese state, it intended to 

watch this development closely, since a separate Cochin-Chinese state, possibly 

2 controlling southern Annam as well, might prove to be one method of holding an 

| area in the south even if the north were lost to the Viet Minh. (7 51G.00/5-1354) 

| 751G.00/5-1854 : Telegram | 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State — 

| TOP SECRET  NIACT | Paris, May 138, 1954—11 a. m. | 

| | | | [Received 7:34a.m.] 

! 4343. Repeated information niact Geneva 225, niact Saigon 518. | 

| Department limit distribution. Geneva limit distribution. Saigon eyes : 

| only McClintock. Situation in French Cabinet and particularly in 

| Parliament has deteriorated considerably in last few days. Knowledge | 

| of serious military danger in delta is just becoming public and seems | 

; to be increasing desire for peace at any price. Even if Laniel govern- 

| ment should survive confidence vote today, which is by no means cer- 

tain, I feel that the pressure to accept Viet Minh terms as basis of | 

| negotiation will become irresistible unless some new element enters _ | 

| situation. It is obvious that Cabinet and Parliament do not now sup- | 2 

| port strong position so far taken by Bidault at Geneva. Only new ele- 

| ment which I can conceive of that could change present course of | 

| events would be public declaration and clarification of US position | 

|
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along lines of numbered paragraph 2 of Deptel 4023.1 I would very 
much hope that question of specific right of withdrawal from French 
Union which does not seem important to Vietnamese could be omitted 
from statement as it would push strongest supporters of continued 
French action toward defeatist attitude. 

‘It is very possible however that time is already too late for such 
action on our part and that even if it should be taken French Govern- 
ment would be forced by Parliament to accept Viet Minh armistice | 
terms. However, public statement along these lines by US would have 
great advantage of clarifying to French opinion, and presumably to 
rest of world, US position which is not at all understood here. I do not 
feel that governmental discussions along lines requested by Bonnet in 
Deptel 4048? would have necessary impact unless they were accom- 
panied by public announcement along lines previously indicated. 

At suggestion of Under Secretary I am planning fly Geneva late 
this afternoon, returning Paris early tomorrow afternoon. 

DILLoNn 

| ‘+ Dated May 11, p. 1534. | 
* See footnote 1, p. 1540. : 

751G.00/5—-1354 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET NIACT Paris, May 138, 1954—2 p. m. 

| [Received 9: 42 a. m. |] 
4347. Repeated information Saigon 519, niact Geneva 226. Limit 

distribution. Geneva for Under Secretary. Saigon eyes only Ambassa- 
dor. I saw Maurice Schumann at noon today and he showed me Bon- 
net’s cable reporting his conversation with Secretary. Substance of 
Bonnet’s report identical with Deptel 4048.1 Schumann then urged 
great importance of French being informed as soon as possible of US 
position. I said that this would naturally depend on the outcome of 

today’s confidence vote. Schumann agreed but said that if result was 
favorable no time should be wasted. | | 

I told him that on my return from Geneva tomorrow afternoon I 
expected to be in a position to give him and Laniel preliminary infor- 
mation regarding US government position. I said that I thought it 

was important that negotiations be centralized either in Paris or Wash- 
ington and asked him for his views. He said that he thought Washing- 
ton best for these negotiations but that in order to save time he hoped 

* See footnote 1, p. 1540.
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that I would see him and Laniel together on Friday afternoon ? and 
give them whatever information I could. : 

He then told me that Bidault had taken a very strong position and | 

was advising Laniel not to resign unless he was defeated by constitu- | 

tional majority. If he should be defeated by such a majority Bidault ! 

| was recommending that Laniel ask for dissolution of National Assem- | 
| bly and new election. I asked Schumann what the latest information 
| was regarding the coming debate and he called Vidal in my presence. : 

| Vidal said they now thought government would get by. | : 

| ) | _ DILton | 

— ? May 14. | 

| Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file : 

| Memorandum of Discussion at the 197th Meeting of the National | 
2 Security Council, Thursday, May 13, 1954+ 

| | [Extracts] | 

| TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | - 
| The following were present at the 197th Meeting of the National ; 

| Security Council: The President of the United States, presiding; the : 

| Vice President of the United States; the Secretary of State; the Acting 

| Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations Administra- 
| tion; and the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present : 

| were the Secretary of the Treasury; the Attorney General (for Items | 

| 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5); the Postmaster General (for Item 2) ; the Secretary 
| of Commerce (for Items 2 and 9) ; the Director, Bureau of the Budget ; 

| the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission (for Items 1 and 5); the | 

| Federal Civil Defense Administrator (for Item 1); Assistant Secre- | 
| tary of Commerce Anderson (for Item 8); Marshall Smith, Depart- | 

| ment of Commerce (for Item 8); Newman Smith, Department of i 

| Commerce (for Item 2); Walter S. Delaney, Foreign Operations Ad- 

| ministration (for Item 8) ; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the 
: Director of Central Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; | 
: Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; James C. Hagerty, — 
! Secretary to the President; the White House Staff Secretary; the 
| NSC Representative on Internal Security; the Executive Secretary, 

| NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. : | 
| There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 
| main points taken. _ : 

| * Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on May 14. 

p | | 

578-611 0 82 - 11 (Pt. 2) . .
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10. Significant World Developments Affecting U.S. Security 

Mr. [Allen] Dulles pointed out that there had been no substantial 
change in the military situation in the Tonkin Delta in the past few 
days despite the impression conveyed by the newspapers. There was 
no battle line in the Delta. The French were confronting enhanced 
infiltration by the Vietminh. This, of course, did not mean that the 

- situation in the Delta was happy. What would happen there, predicted 
Mr. Dulles, would depend very largely on psychological factors. The 
French had sufficient forces in the area if the Vietnamese would stand 

| up and fight with them; if not, there could be a debacle. A crucial fac- | 
tor would be the ability of the French to maintain control of the chief 

airfields in the Delta. These were vital for communication purposes. 
If the airfields were lost we could anticipate another Dien Bien Phu 
in the Tonkin Delta. 

Mr. Dulles went on to say that there was not much in the way of 
military strength to build on in Cambodia and Laos. The problem in 
these two countries was their capacity to resist subversion. 

One of the most discouraging features in the Indochina situation 
was the virtual collapse of the Vietnamese Government in Saigon 
as a result of dissension and the continued absence of Bao Dai. 

11. Report on Developments Regarding the Geneva Conference and 
the Indochina Situation a | 

Mr. Cutler then called upon Secretary Dulles to report briefly with 
respect to developments at the Geneva Conference and progress with 
the development of the regional grouping for the defense of South- 

east Asia. , 
(Owing to a previous engagement, the President was obliged to 

leave the meeting at this point.) oe , 
Secretary Dulles stated that as regards the effort to obtain the 

regional grouping, he was carrying on an operation with lots of scenery 
but not very much substance. We were having to mark time until we 

got the British reaction to our counter-proposal with regard to the 

Five-Power conference. No reply had yet come from Eden, but the 

hints which have reached us do not provide a good augury. Mean- 

while, said Secretary Dulles, he had talked with the Ambassadors of 

Thailand and the Philippines. Secretary Dulles expressed the hope 

that Secretary Wilson’s current trip to Manila would help to produce 

a better feeling on the part of the Filipinos. They believe, quite er- 

roneously, that the five powers have already begun negotiations at 

Singapore and that they have been deliberately left out. 

Secretary Dulles said that the press was currently doing a great deal 

of mischief. He could not recall a time when there had been such wild
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speculations and accusations that the United States had met diplo- , 
matic reverses which had never in fact occurred. | a 

Secretary Dulles then turned to the reports from Paris, which he | 
said were not very encouraging. The issue of the vote of confidence | 

in the Laniel government would be faced today in the French Cham- : 
ber. The thing looked extremely close. It was unlikely, thought Sec- 
retary Dulles, that Laniel would be defeated by a constitutional 

| majority which would call for new elections. He might, however, 

| resign if he was supported by less than a constitutional majority. The 
| best guess was that he would squeak through because no other French 
| politician wants to succeed him at this time.? | | - : 

| There seemed to be a growing sentiment in France to accept the cur- | 
| rent Vietminh proposal as the basis for a discussion of Indochina at : 
| the Geneva Conference. If this actually occurs, said Secretary Dulles, : 

| it would be nothing but a thinly disguised French surrender. How- 
| ever, there are some indications of a desire by the French Government | 

| to discuss with us the conditions which might result in U.S. armed 
| intervention. The actual text of our preconditions had not yet, how- 

ever, been disclosed to Laniel. - a Sh 
| _ If there were a new government in France, Secretary Dulles thought 

| it almost certain to be further to the left than the Laniel government. : 

: This would probably mean a capitulation on Indochina and greater 

| hostility to the EDC. A French collapse seemed to be in prospect as | 

| grave as the collapse of 1940, with the distinct possibility of a French ; 

| Government which would collaborate with the Soviets just as the | 

| French Government of the summer of 1940 collaborated with the 

| Germans. | 

/ The National Security Council: oo | 

| Noted an oral report by the Secretary of State on the status of : 

| efforts to form a Southeast. Asia regional grouping; the situation in 

| France; and developments at the Geneva Conference. 

| a Regarding the vote of confidence, see footnote 1, infra. 

| 751G.00/5-1354 : Telegram | 

| _ The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET NIACT a Paris, May 18, 1954—4 p. m. 

 FReceived 12:55 p. m.] : 

: 4352. Repeated information Saigon 521, Geneva priority 228. I 

| lunched alone today with Rene Mayer and before leaving for National 

| Assembly he said that he was still undecided as to his vote and would , 

! only make his decision after he had heard Laniel speak. He said there : 

|
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was a strong feeling against Laniel as being the man of Dien Bien Phu, 
but that he did not share this feeling. If Laniel made a good presenta- 
tion and treated the National Assembly with a certain amount of 
frankness, he was prepared to vote for the government, in which case 
he felt a large majority of the Radical-Socialists would follow him and 
the government would be upheld. However, if Laniel did not provide 
any explanations and if he (Mayer) felt forced to vote against the 
government, he was sure the government would fall. If there should be 
a governmental crisis, he did not feel that it would last for very long 
in the present circumstances. | 

| Mayer said that if he were President of the Republic he would ask 
a man who had never previously been in power to try and form the 
next government. I asked him if this meant Mendes-France and he _ 
said for all practical purposes, “yes”. 

He then said that for him the Indochina problem now was really a 
question as to whether or not the delta could be held. If it did not 
appear that the delta could be held by French forces acting alone (and 
from his information he very much doubted that the French forces 
would be adequate for this purpose) it would be necessary to find out 
whether or not the US was ready to assist promptly in the defense of 
the delta. If this was not possible it would be necessary to negotiate a 
cease-fire at Geneva on the best terms possible, but in any event to | 
negotiate a cease-fire before the delta was seriously attacked. A mili- 
tary disaster in the delta. would cause such serious consequences here 
in France that it must be avoided at all costs. Therefore, he felt that 
it was necessary for the US to make their position clear very promptly, 
not only as regards Indochina in general, but as regards the specific 
problem of the military defense of the Tonkin delta. 

DiILLon 

1The National Assembly discussion of the question of further postponement of 
debate on Indochina, which began on May 11, resumed on the afternoon of May 13 
and culminated in a vote of confidence late that evening. The Laniel government 
survived by a vote of 289 to 287. For the record of the two days of discussions, see 
France, Journal Officiel, Assemblée Nationale, 1954, Débats, pp. 2336-2345 and 
2368-2383. The Embassy submitted reports and observations on the proceedings 
in telegram 4358, May 18; telegrams 4367 and 4373, May 14; and in despatch 2939, 
May 18. (751.00/5-1354 ; 751.00/5-1454 ; 751G.00/5—1854) | | 

751G.00/5-1354 : Telegram | 

The Consul at Hanoi (Cameron) to the Department of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Hanor, May 13, 1954—7 p. m. | 

[Received 1:37 p. m.] 

660. Repeated information Saigon 580, Paris 304, Geneva unnum- 
bered; pouched Bangkok. Geneva for US Delegation. Governor Tri
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called me to his office urgently this morning. He said he was pro- 
foundly disturbed by reports he had received of several statements : made in Washington within past 24 hours by Secretary and Secretary : 
Wilson. As he heard it on radio here, first of these statements was to 
effect that if Indochina fell, US would continue its efforts in rest of | 
South Asia. The second of these statements, according to Tri, was in | 
sense that fall of Indochina would not mean general catastrophe or 
loss all South Asia. Tri asked if I could give him fullest information 
about these statements. I replied that I had not yet received texts, but | 
would immediately try to obtain them. (For Embassy, Saigon: If / 
texts these statements available, please telegraph.) | 

Then Governor Tri said he understood that Secretary Wilson had | 
said before leaving Washington for his Far Eastern trip that he did | 
not plan visiting Indochina. 

| 
T'ri said he wanted me to know that statements such as these were 

being interpreted to mean that-US was now in process joining France | 
and United Kingdom in writing off Indochina. As result, individuals | 

| in North Vietnam who had committed themselves to struggle against : 
communism were becoming deeply discouraged. On other hand, Viet : 

_ Minh were taking full advantage of situation to impress on people 
that they were being abandoned by West and that it was high time 
for them to make their peace with their Viet Minh brothers. Governor 

_ Tri said this was producing a situation which could become increas- | 
ingly difficult to meet, especially since people saw no concrete evidence 

_ of French Union military preparations in delta for effective resistance | 
to Viet Minh. 

| 
Tri said that it was impossible for Vietnamese people successfully | 

to resist “Communist flood” without. assistance from abroad. No coun- | 
_ try, he commented, could stand alone in such a struggle. He empha- 

sized, however, that North Vietnam would not go down without a 
fight. Plans were being made, he said, to continue the resistance even | 
if French forces were withdrawn and no help from other quarters was 
received. Zones of resistance around Hanoi, Haiphong and along com- : 
munications between these cities were being planned. These plans were | 
discussed with Defense Minister Quat during his recent visit to Hanoi. | 
As a last resort, Tri said Vietnamese planned to withdraw from Hanoi | 
and make stand at Haiphong. | 
Comment: During short time which I have been in Hanoi, I have 

gained several definite impressions. First, there exists an effective gov- 
ernment and administrative apparatus in North Vietnam. Second, | | 
there is mutual respect and close cooperation between North Vietnam | 

| * Secretary of Defense Wilson left Washington on May 12 for a tour of the Far East. He visited Japan, South Korea, the Republic of China, and the Philippines before returning to the United States on June 2. 

|
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and French civilian and military officials. This has been remarked not 

only in Hanoi but in outlying provincial centers and defense positions. 

Third, French civilian and military authorities seem to be making a | 

conscious effort to support and play up the local government. Fourth, 

there appears to exist a substantial degree of unity in North Vietnam. 

My long talk with Bishop Chi confirmed Catholic support (2 million) 

for regional government. Fifth, North Vietnam Government has ex- 

ploited with skill reports of possible division of Vietnam and thereby, 

at least publicly, thrown its weight behind idea of national unity. Six, 

North Vietnam officials have shown a stability and firmness in face 

present situation which has surprised me and others on Consulate staff 

who have been here much longer than I. - 

I do not feel in a position to weigh these impressions but fee] that 

they should be brought to attention of Embassy, Saigon, and Depart- 

ment. If conditions which produce these impressions do in fact exist 

and we feel they do, there is still time to make use of them. Inall]) | 

frankness it must be emphasized however, that time is swiftly running 

out. | 

CAMERON 

751G.00/5-1354 : Telegram | . . : . 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Saigon, May 18, 1954—1 p. m. 

[Received 1: 42 p. m.] 

9374. Repeated information Paris priority 831, Geneva priority 98. 

I have no recourse but to dissent, with great respect, from concept set 

out in Department telegram 2238 (sent Paris 4007)? that “United 

States must push rapidly for development of Southeast Asia com- — 

munity, probably without Vietnam, but hopefully with Laos and 

Cambodia”. Thought is added that such a community, including 

Burma, might offer fair chance to insulate remainder of Southeast. 

Asia against possible loss of Vietnam. _ 

Most regrettably there is no human resource in Cambodia nor Laos, 

on which to build a bulwark against Communist infiltration or aggres- 

sion. Furthermore, in case of Cambodia, there is no geographic barrier 

against such aggression. Furthermore, once Communists have posses- 

sion of complex of modern airfields in Vietnam, there is no barrier 

to the successful use of airpower against all of Southeast Asia. It will 

be recalled that Singapore was taken in 1940 by Japanese using Saigon 

as a base. | 

1Telegram 2288 to Saigon, May 10, inter alia, repeated the text of Tedul 48 to 

Geneva, May 9. For text of Tedul 48, see vol. xvI, p. 745.
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Only warlike people in Southeast Asia are the Vietnamese and par- | 
ticularly those residing in Tonkin. To leave this manpower base in 
hands of triumphant Communists and with nucleus of victorious Viet | : 
Minh troops, is merely to invite disaster. | oe : 
Much as I am opposed to partition of Vietnam, I would rather 

resort to that desperate recourse, retaining above-all, important air- | 
base at Tourane, than to contemplate building ramparts of sand in 
Cambodia and Laos.? : 

. | McCuintock . | 

* A contrasting viewpoint was expressed by Charlton Ogburn, Regional Plan- : 
ning Adviser in the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, in a memorandum to Acting F 
Assistant Secretary Drumright dated May 11. Ogburn contended that Vietnam 
had been clearly beyond saving for 3 or 4 years. Should the proposed regional 
grouping undertake to defend Vietnam, the inevitable collapse of the latter would 
destroy the effectiveness and credibility of the regional organization. Further- E 

_ more, the regional security grouping should properly be directed toward defend- 
ing Southeast Asian countries against armed invasion by Communist forces, not ! 

| against indigenous Communist movements. (611.90/5-1154) : 

i , | | 

| 751G.00/5-1354 : Telegram oo a | | 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

: TOP SECRET  NIACT | Paris, May 18, 1954—8 p. m. 
| | | [ Received 3: 56 p. m. | | 

: 4357. Repeated information Saigon 522, Geneva niact 230. Embtel | 
| 4330, May 12.* Parodi this afternoon officially requested assistance U.S. : 

| Govt in repatriating Dien Bien Phu wounded. He said he understood 
| this had been discussed most informally by Generals Fay and Norstad | 
2 and he proposed that, if approval in principle were given, all neces- 

| sary details be worked out by appropriate French and American mili- ! 
| tary authorities. | | | 
| Request urgently that Emb be authorized give approval in principle | | 
| soonest. Believe also from psychological point of view most important 

| that first contingent of wounded, if only token, be flown to France | 
| soonest possible. | ; 
| | a DILLON | 

| 1 In telegram 4330 from Paris, May 12, not printed, Ambassador Dillon reported : 
that General Fay, the French Air Force Chief of Staff, had discussed with Gen- : 
eral Norstad (Air Deputy, SHAPE) the possibility of U.S. assistance in the re- 

| patriation of French wounded from Dien Bien Phu. Dillon stated that he assumed 
| that such a request would be approved, but requested confirmation from the De- 
| partment. He also suggested that repatriation to France via Japan and the United | 
| States would have psychological advantages. He concluded that “from stand- 

| point French internal psychological reaction nothing at this time could serve our 7 
purpose more than gesture of this sort.” (751G.00/5-—2154) : 

| In telegram 4061 to Paris, May 18, which crossed Paris telegram 4357, the De- : 
partment of State agreed that the United States should agree to provide assist- 

| ance, with the ways and means to be worked out after the dimensions of the 
operation were determined. (751G.00/5-1254) The U.S. Delegation at Geneva 
concurred (in Secto 207, May 14) that it was important that the United States 

| assist in every way possible. (896.1 GH/5-1454)
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751G.00/5-1854 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the E'mbassy in France * | 

TOP SECRET  § NIACT Wasuineton, May 18, 1954—3: 57 p. m. 

4064. Limit distribution. Serious doubts about wisdom and efficacy 

public declaration suggested Paris 4343,? particularly prior to your 

discussion with French Government along lines Deptel 4023 * and in | 

view conditions in paragraph 2 (b). Assuming Laniel gets vote of con- | 

fidence today and conversations entered into shortly thereafter we will 

continue to bear this suggestion in mind and decide on issuance declara- 

tion in light of situation in France as we see it developing. 

Recognize problem you have underlined that insistence upon French 

| acceptance specific right of withdrawal from French Union may dis- 

courage even strongest supporters of continued French action. How- 

ever, firmly believe that it essential remove any taint colonialism in 

order attract vital Asian support and forestall opposition other Asian 

and Middle Eastern countries. In talking to Schumann and Laniel 

Friday (Paris 4847) ¢ you should emphasize this concern of ours and | 

our belief that only way achieve these results would be through pro- 

vision of this right of withdrawal. Fact that no public declaration 

contemplated now renders academic question of exclusion this pro- 

vision in public presentation, =» | 

Regarding location negotiations, we strongly favor Paris over Wash- 

ington for many reasons, including fact that French position much | 

more uncertain than ours and you could more effectively explain our 

position and influence French position than Bonnet’s cables. - - 

| | | DULLES 

1 Drafted by Assistant Secretary Merchant. Repeated for information to Geneva 

as Tedul 63 and to Saigon as telegram 2282. 

2 Dated May 18, p. 1545. . 

3 Dated May 11, p. 1534. , a 

‘Dated May 13, p. 1546. . : . | 

751G.00/5-1354 : Telegram | , | | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Lodge) to 

the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY New Yorx, May 18, 1954—6 p. m. 

| | [Received 7: 36 p.m. ] 

721. For the Secretary. Reference Department’s Tosec 143, May 12, 

last paragraph Bangkok’s 2255, May 11, Saigon’s 2277, May 8 and
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your Secret letter to me of May 10.1 Regarding Indochina. I can see , 
following advantages in United States taking immediate initiative in _ 
United Nations to set up POC subcommittee on Indochina and sending | 
POC observers there: | 

1. It would lay the basis for possible future United Nations action, | 
such as determining who the aggressors are in Indochina and getting | 

more troops from other countries than would otherwise be the case 

if we have to fight there. It would expedite future United Nations ac- | 

tion if and when time comes for it. 
2. American people think principal reason for United Nations is | 

to prevent World War III. In present Indochina crisis, they are ex- . 

pecting their government to take all the steps that practically can be | 

taken, not merely some of them. They would welcome administration 
leadership and initiative in making at least some use of United Nations ! 

in present crisis. Proposed action would be responsive to views of | 

| members of Congress of both parties, and would provide for a demon- 
| stration of bipartisanship. _ | | 

3. Proposed action would have at least some deterrent effect on 

| Communist aggressive plans. It would contribute at least something 
| to morale of Indochinese people and to their political stability. It 

| would help lay the ghost of “Colonialism.” 
| 4. American people see no good coming out of Geneva Conference. : 

| They do not see any good reason why we are failing to take all the 

| practical political action we can elsewhere merely because Geneva : 
| Conference is going on. We could avoid doing anything in the United 

| Nations that would conflict with Geneva. We would be doing some- 
| thing in the United Nations that cannot be done at Geneva, or any- | 

| where else. Proposed action would strengthen our hands at Geneva by | 

| keeping Communists guessing as to our tactics and strategy and | 

forcing them to meet us on another front. , | 

| 5. American people realize France has primary responsibility now, | 

| but fear United States in one way or another will be left holding the 

| bag later. They are afraid that American boys will be sent over- 
| seas again, to fight somebody else’s war. They do not understand why 
: we continue for so long to defer to weak French leadership when our | 

| + ¥or text of telegram Tosec 148 to Geneva, May 12, 1954, regarding a possible | 
| UN role in Indochina, see vol. xvi, p. 786. In telegram 2255 from Bangkok, May 11, 
| not printed, Ambassador Donovan warned of the danger that the Communists 
| might attempt to take over Laos and Cambodia before the United Nations could 

act. In the final paragraph, he emphasized the risk of awaiting the outcome of the 
| Geneva Conference before taking action. (751H.00/5-1154) For text of telegram 

2277 from Saigon, repeated to Geneva as 66, May 8, regarding the Viet Minh : 
| peace proposals set forth at Geneva, see vol. xvi, p. 727. For the Secretary’s 
| letter of May 10, see p. 1529. OO : 

; | 
| a |
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own vital interests are so much at stake. Proposed action would tend 

to strengthen French strategic position. 

6. United Nations action now would supplement and support your 

efforts to build up regional Southeast Asian arrangement which will 

take a long time to complete. It would reassure American people and 

world opinion that we mean what we say about regional arrangements 

in the framework of the Charter and that we are not in any sense by- 

passing United Nations, but are making use of it to extent it can be 

useful in present circumstances. | 

7. It was morally and politically invaluable to have reports from 

UNCURK on the outbreak of aggression in Korea in June 1950. It 

would be morally and politically. invaluable to have reports from a 

United Nations POC group in Indochina in order to establish beyond — 

any doubt the utter authenticity of the facts about Communist aggres- 

sion. At present, there is no authoritative body which could, for ex- 

ample report on arrival of large number of so-called “Chinese volun- 

teers” if such should occur. Existence of “handbook for [Chinese] 

political workers for going to Vietnam”? and the presence of Soviet 

advisers with the Viet Minh rebel forces is another valid argument for __ 

alerting POC. | a , 

8. From propaganda viewpoint it would be advantageous, in light 

of vicious attacks on United Nations by Molotov and Chou En-lai 

at Geneva, for United States to take an initiative in the United Na- 

tions. Their attacks indicate they fear the United Nations. We should, 

therefore, use it and not let them frighten us from using it. | | 

9. There are some nations, such as India, that we want to get and 

keep on our side, but which very properly have not been invited to 

participate in Geneva, or the regional arrangements negotiations. By 

the proposed United Nations action they would have a sense of par- 

ticipation in what is going on and we would have a chance to educate 

them. The same is true of many other United Nations members, e.g., 

the Latin Americans. We might even consider making India a member 

of a POC sub-committee, or ask her to contribute observers. In this 

way, we would be getting her in on'things on our side. | 

10. If French Government falls and/or Geneva breaks down, pro- 

| posed United Nations action will help allay feelings of despair that 

nothing has been done or can be done. _ : 

11. Referring particularly to your letter of May 10, would point 

out that while you are right in your belief that it would be very dif- 

ficult to obtain a two/three vote on a call for troops, the prospects for 

2 Brackets in the source text. The document under reference, purporting to be 

a Chinese Communist guidebook for “volunteers” in Indochina, was published in 

Far Eastern Notes, No. 8 (May 7, 1954), pp. 7-11. - a
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getting a two/three vote on the matter of alerting the POC are cer- 
tainly more favorable. | : 

12. Referring to the suggestion in your letter of May 10 that Viet- | 
nam be excluded, I would point that under the terms of the “uniting | 
for peace” resolution of November 1950 the activities of the POC are 
not limited to cases of external aggression, but to “observe and report | 
on the situation in any area where there exists international tension, 
the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of 
international peace and security”. There certainly is no difficulty in 
showing that such condition does exist in Vietnam. | ee ) 

13. One method which could be used is to introduce in the Security | 
Council a resolution to utilize the POC. Such a resolution would be | 
subject to the veto. The other method would be a resolution calling 
for an emergency meeting of the General Assembly, within 24 hours. 

This would not be subject to the veto and could be passed on the vote of | 
any seven members. We might do both seriatim. It is noteworthy that 

| all of the top-flight Russians are away from New York at the present 
| time which makes it rather an auspicious time from our viewpoint to | 

try such tactics? a | . | | : 

| a cy : oe ~ Loper 
—<—_—_—_—— oe . [ 

| -* Ambassador Lodge made the following additional point in telegram 724 from | 
| New York, May 14: “In addition to the Security Council and the General Assem- | 

| bly, there is a third body which can instruct the Peace Observation Commission | 
and that is the Interim Committee. It is noteworthy that on the committee neither . 

| the Soviet Union nor any of the Iron-Curtain countries are represented.” 
| (751G.00/5-1454) | 

| 751G.00/5-1354: Telegram 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State. | 

| SECRET PRIORITY | Satcon, May 18, 19546 p. m. 
: oo oe | [Received 11: 33 p. m.| | 

| 9384. Sent Geneva priority 102, Paris priority 836, repeated in- | 

| formation London 62. Re final paragraph Embtel 2356,' De Jean this : 
| morning asked me to read text of his comments on Viet Minh armistice 

| proposals (Secto 162, repeated Saigon 53, Paris 234, London 146).? ) 

| ‘De Jean had considerably quieted down from rather hysterical out- | 

| burst against these proposals which he expressed yesterday, although 

| in their ensemble he regards them as exceedingly dangerous. Follow- | 

| ‘ing are main points De Jean is making to Bidault. I shall associate 

| them to numbered paragraphs of Viet Minh armistice proposals: 

| ‘Dated May 12, p. 1587. 7 | oS | | | 
| *For the text of Secto 162 from Geneva, May 10, see vol. xvi, p. 753. | 

| po |
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(1) France has already recognized independence of Laos and signed 
joint declaration with Vietnam on independence. Declaration of July 3 
last year promised independence and for all practical purposes Cam- 
bodia has already negotiated its independence. 

| (2) To withdraw all foreign troops from Associated States would 
mean complete destruction of French Expeditionary Force which is 
made up in large part of Vietnamese, Laotian and to some extent Cam- 
bodian elements but is still dependent on French cadres and colonia] 
troops. France should counter by insisting that Expeditionary Corps 
remain in present strength and be allowed free circulation in agreed 
zones in order to protect friendly population and French nationals. 

(3) De Jean points out similarity of Viet Minh election proposals 
to familiar Communist pattern both in North Korea and in Germany. 
First paragraph of numbered paragraph 3, he points out, would lend 
itself to effective Communist manipulation of “patriotic parties. 
groups and social organizations” and to rigging of elections in Com- 
munist favor by proposed local commissions. He insists that minimum 
of 18 months to two years must elapse before elections are undertaken 
and then only under conditions of scrupulous international control. 

(4) This is merely rehash of Soviet proposition to enter NATO. 
Paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 might be subject to profitable negotiation. 
(8) Apparently De Jean’s French text of Viet Minh proposals 

differs from English translation set. out Secto 162 since in his inter- 
pretation it is possible that cease-fire would only be agreed upon after 
measures specified in preceding seven paragraphs have been agreed 
upon. However, De Jean admits he is not certain on this point, where- | 
as from translation of our version of paragraph 8 it seems perfectly 

clear that a cease-fire will take place before implementation of meas- 

ures referred to in paragraphs 1 to 7. | 

| (8) (a) De Jean feels can be negotiated. (He has already given us 

details of recommendations sent to Bidault on zones to be occupied by 

Viet Minh and Franco-Vietnamese forces. I have prepared map show- 

ing these areas, and if Geneva has not already done so, will send photo- 

static copies by air pouch.) | 

(8) (b) There is discrepancy in enumeration of paragraphs since 

De Jean in his telegram to Bidault refers to paragraph 8(c) as being — 

designed to eliminate Americans from Indochina and to cause cessa- 

tion of US aid to Associated States. This in translation provided Secto 

162 appears as subparagraph 8(b). De Jean recommends complete re- 

jection of this concept and that French take position that independent 

countries of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos were attacked by Viet Minh 

with active Chinese assistance, and that US has right to continue sup- 

ply aid to these legitimate governments during period of armistice.
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| | 
(8) (c) De Jean repeats his previous recommendation that cease- 

fire be supervised by mixed commission with possibility of over-all | 
armistice provisions being entrusted to supervision of international 

commission.? | | 

| | McCuin tock | 
—__—___—_ 

? Telegram 2388 from Saigon, May 13, contained a paraphrase of Dejean’s tele- 

gram to Paris commenting on the Viet Minh proposals. (751G.00/5-1354) — 

751G.00/5-1854 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

SECRET Sartcon, May 13, 1954—10 p. m. | 
| [Received May 14—5: 35 a.m.] | 

| 2389. Repeated information Paris 840, Geneva 108. Re Embtel 2348, | 

| repeated Paris 817, Geneva 88.1 De Jean said this morning that, speak- 

| ing as an old friend, he could not refrain from frank comment that 

| Secretary’s press conference day before yesterday had done very much 

harm in Indochina. There was widespread fear here that our govern- 
ment had already written off Vietnam, to say nothing of Cambodia 

| and. Laos. | | 

De Jean then asked if I had had any information whether Defense _ 

Secretary Wilson planned to visit Indochina. As I had not yet seen 

| Deptel 2261,? I said “no”, but that Vietnamese Foreign Office thought 

he was coming. De Jean said it would cause many people in Indochina 

to wonder if Mr. Wilson failed to visit this theater, since only active 

| war against Communism in Asia is going on here, and if he did not | 

come, public would be inclined to feel we had already discounted i 

Indochina as a lost cause. , 

| This afternoon De Jean’s diplomatic counselor Froment-Meurice | 

| called and said he had just drafted a telegram for De Jean’s signature — | 

: which invites attention of French Government to fact that not only is 

: Wilson not coming to Indochina but that apparently General Van 

Fleet has no intention of visiting this area either. De Jean will add | 

| that these facts coupled with visit of General Hull to Singapore will | 

| impel many in Indochina to wonder if US has adopted “MacArthur 

| strategy” of island encirclement and thus bring them to feel that whole 

| 1In telegram 2348 from Saigon, May 12, not printed, McClintock reported that 
a local press treatment of the news conference statements by Secretary Dulles on 

| May 11 was giving rise to widespread fear that the United States had written off ! 
| Indochina as a bad investment. (751G.00/5-1254) | : 
| ? Telegram 2261 to Saigon, May 12, confirming that Secretary Wilson would not / 
| visit Vietnam, is not printed. (083.1100 DI/5-1254) | 

| 
| :
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cause here is already lost so far as US strategic planners are 

concerned.? , SS 

| | | McCuinTock 

? Here follows the text of a memorandum by Douglas MacArthur I, Counselor . ; 

of the Department of State, dated May 15. Reference is to Captain George W.. 

Anderson, Jr., Assistant to Admiral Radford. ee 

“Captain Anderson called me this morning and referred to. Saigon’s 2389 in- 
dicating that de Jean in Saigon was unhappy that neither Secretary Wilson nor 

General Van Fleet was going to visit Indochina. Captain Anderson said Admiral | 

Radford wanted us to look at this telegram because if the Department of State 

desired Secretary Wilson to modify his schedule so as to visit Saigon, such a | 
suggestion could be made. Admiral Radford wished it clearly understood that the _— 

“Department of Defense considered this entirely a political matter and simply 

wanted to touch base with us. oe 
“After consulting with Mr. Murphy, I called Captain Anderson and informed 

him that at this juncture we did not believe it desirable for Secretary Wilson to — 

visit Saigon. It would give rise to widespread speculation and might imply some 

kind of commitment on our part for action on our part which would not be ful- 

filled. We would keep this matter under consideration but did not think anything | 

- ghould be done now. If we changed our views we would be in touch with him. 

“Captain Anderson said he understood and agreed and that they would forget 

about this unless further word was heard from us.” (Conference files, lot 60 D | 

627, CF 289) | 

751G.00/5—1454 : Telegram . _ | 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State. 

SECRET Sargon, May 14, 1954—3 p. m. 

| | [Received 10: 36 a. m.] 

9392. Repeated information Paris 842, Geneva 110. General Hinh, 

Chief of Staff Vietnamese Armed Forces, called on me last night. He 

said he had sent an “ultimatum” to Bao Dai demanding that he be ~ 

given portfolios of Interior and National Defense, recommending that 

Quat be made Minister of National Economy, and concluding that 

unless such action were taken within one month, he would not be 

responsible for consequences. | | | 

Hinh’s estimate of rapidly deteriorating political situation is that 

Bao Dai regime cannot last more than 30 days unless action such as 

he recommends is taken or Bao Dai personally returns to assume reins 

of government. This latter action, however, Hinh does not expect will 

happen.* | | 

Hinh confirmed report set forth Embtel 2387, repeated Paris 838, 

Geneva 1062 of growing movement to form Cochin-Chinese republic. 

1In telegram 2372 from Saigon, May 13, McClintock reported that Defense 

Minister Phan Huy Quat had stated, citing recent desertions, that the internal 

situation had so deteriorated that all semblance of government might disapnear 

within 10 days. The Chargé further indicated that according to certain French 

authorities, unless Bao Dai returned and faced up to his responsibilities within 

10 days to 3 weeks there would no longer be a State of Vietnam. (751G.00/5-1354) 

2 See footnote 2, p. 1545.
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He said leading element in this group was former Prime Minister Huu, | 
but admitted that his father, Tam, was likewise tending in that direc- 
tion. (Cf. Embtel 2355, repeated Paris 822.) | a _ | 

It is quite apparent that Hinh is heading for dictatorship. Much 
will depend in event he undertakes a coup d’etat on attitude populace | 

will take toward an army which is generally disliked because of arro-| | 

-gance and exactions of officer corps and troops. Much- likewise will | 
-depend attitude French High Command. I have rarely seen prepara- 
tions for military dictatorship undertaken so openly and with such 

| ee — | McCuintocK 
enna , 

| * Telegram 2355 from Saigon, May 12, is not printed. (751G.00/5-1254) So 

| -s-751G.00/5-1454: Telegram | | 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

| SECRET : OO Sarcon, May 14, 1954—3 p. m. , 

| | ; ne [Received 11: 24a. m.] 

| 9394. Repeated information ‘Paris 843, Geneva 111, London 64, : 

. Hanoi unnumbered. This morning De Jean asked me to read his tele- 

| gram to Bidault analyzing motives behind Viet Minh armistice pro- | 
| posals on which he commented as set forth Embtel 2384, repeated 

| Geneva 102, Paris 836, London 62 and 2888, repeated Paris 839, Geneva 

| 107.1 —_ | | 

| De Jean says primary objective of Communists is to force with- | 

| drawal of United States from Asia in general and Indochina in par- 
| ticular. An objective of equal importance is to shatter alliance of US 

| with France in NATO. Acceptance by France of Viet Minh armistice _ | | 

: proposals would be calculated in Communist strategy so to arouse 

| antipathy of American people that France would no longer be judged I 

| worthy in US eyes of being regarded as useful ally. _ Oo | 
| Second main objective of Communists as indicated Viet Minh armis- 

| tice proposals is to eliminate France itself from Indochina. De Jean 
: points out that military provisions of armistice proposals clearly con- 
| template withdrawal of all French forces from this peninsula. Al- 
| though lip service is paid to seeming preservation of French cultural 
| and economic influence here, De Jean draws parallel between Viet Minh 
| proposals and what happened to French cultural and economic insti- 
| tutions in Czechoslovakia and Rumania. He concludes that for France 

| to agree to essence of Viet Minh offer would mean not only abdication | 

| 1 For telegram 2384 from Saigon, May 18, see p. 1557; regarding telegram 2388, 

see footnote 3, p. 1559. - : 

| : 

| 
| :
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of France of its responsibilities here, but would be beginning of end 
of France in Europe also.” 

| McCuiintTock 

* Telegram 2315 to Saigon, May 15, read as follows: “For McClintock from the 
Secretary. If you deem appropriate, please orally tell De Jean that I personally 
read with great attention your reports of his views, as for example your 2394. I 

| believe he has a clear insight into situation. Give him my best regards.” (751G.00/ 
5~-1454) | 

751G.00/5-1454 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor (MacArthur) 1 

‘TOP SECRET [WasHineton,| May 14, 1954. 

Notes Made by Mr. MacArthur for his own information, following a 

| meeting between the Secretary and Mr, Allen Dulles, 

In a conversation with the Secretary, Mr. Allen Dulles said he and 
some of his people had been thinking about steps which might be taken 
to bolster the situation in Indochina. He said they had come up with 
the following ideas as possibilities for further consideration : 

1. It was important to bolster the internal political situation in Viet- 
nam. The return of Bao Dai might be helpful but perhaps he should 
delegate his powers to a strong person. If Bao Dai would not return, 
perhaps he could make such a delegation of authority. The present 
situation was disintegrating because there was no real leadership and 
most of the key Vietnamese werein Europe. | 

The Secretary showed Mr. Dulles a draft telegram since despatched _ 
to Paris, Geneva, Saigon, and Hanoi requesting our people to discuss 
this matter with the French and give us any ideas which might be 
developed.® | 

| 9. The second point that seemed essential was to clean up the mili- 
tary command situation in Indochina. Navarre was pretty well dis- _ 
credited and Cogny seemed to be the only available individual who had 
the knowledge and ability to succeed him. If there was anything to be 
done to have Cogny replace Navarre, this would probably be helpful. 
The Secretary mentioned that Admiral Radford had indicated Cogny 
had been out in Indochina for three years and was not in too good 
health. Mr. Sturm was queried (he had seen Cogny three weeks ago 
before departure from Indochina) and he said that Cogny seemed to 
be in good shape. (There was no further discussion on this point and 

1The source text bears the handwritten notation “No copies, no distribution.” _ 
2The appointment: book of Secretary Dulles indicates that this meeting 

occurred at 4 p. m. Those present were the Secretary, Allen Dulles, MacArthur, 

and Sturm of PSA (for part of the meeting). (Princeton University, Dulles 
papers, “Daily Appointments’’) , | 

* The telegram has not been identified. 7
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there was no decision on how it might be possible to encourage — / 

_ Navarre’s replacement by Cogny. There was general agreement, how- 

ever, that this change would be most desirable. ) | 
3. Mr. Dulles said it seemed important to get the general officer 

requested by Laniel over to Paris to talk to the French. | 
The Secretary said the officer had left this afternoon at 3 o’clock. 

4, Mr. Dulles suggested that it might be useful to send one or two | 

officers from our MAAG to Laos and Cambodia. They would be sent 

without fanfare, but their presence might help to bolster the Laotians’ | 

and Cambodians’ morale as indicative of our interest. | 

| The Secretary indicated that this might be a possibility but we 

wished to avoid building up extravagant expectations in either country 

or committing our prestige in the face of the present precarious situa- 

| tion, which might come apart in a matter of days or several weeks. 

! ‘Mr. Dulles agreed and said his thought was that a couple of officers 

| might go to each capital and be attached to our missions for observa- | 

| tion purposes and to get a first-hand look at the situation. The Secre- 

: tary indicated that he did not see objection to this. I had the impres- | 

sion that Mr. Dulles would explore this possibility further. an 

5. Mr. Dulles made reference to Ambassador Donovan’s proposal I 

| regarding the building of an airfield in Thailand.* He said he knew : 

| the military objected to assigning and tying down a Wing in Thailand, | 

| but he thought we should go ahead and build an airfield, leaving open 

! the question of the planes that would use it. This action, he felt, would 

| bolster the morale of the Thais in their continued independence and 

| security. | | 

| The Secretary expressed general agreement. He added that he had 

| talked to Admiral Radford about this question, and Admiral Radford | 

| had indicated a strong reluctance to do much with respect to Thailand. 

: The Admiral had expressed the view that we should go after the seat 
of Communist power in the Far East, namely, China. If we did not 

| do this he felt that measures we took around the periphery of Indo- : 

| china would be of little avail. It was pointed out to Admiral Radford 

| that whereas Asiatic peoples might be very glad to receive the support 

: of the US to enable them to maintain their integrity and independence, : 

| they would be reluctant or opposed to joining with the US in an at- 

! tempt to destroy Communist. power in China. Psychologically, any 

| efforts we made in this direction would probably result in the Asiatics 

| feeling that we were trying to use them in our efforts to get at China 

! rather than that we had a general interest in supporting their 

: independence. — BT | : 
| 6. Reference was made to the Cabinet meeting this morning anda a : 

| question which arose there as to whether we could not stake out a line 
| ee , 

| ‘For documentation on this subject, see volume x11. | | | 

, | 
578-611 0 82 ~ 12 (Pt. 2) 

|
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which if the Communists crossed would result in war.> The difficulty 
in staking out such a line, with the Communists operating through 
subversion from within, was discussed. The Secretary said he had been 
turning over in his mind the possibility of negotiating security treaties 
in the immediate future with Formosa and Thailand. These treaties 
would in a sense stake out a position with respect to these two coun- 
tries. Mr. Allen Dulles indicated that he thought this possibility was 
worth considering. | 

*The minutes of the Cabinet meeting of May 14 read in part as follows: . 

“Indo-China—Sec. Dulles commented on the difficulty of preventing complete 
collapse in Indo-China in the face of French and English attitudes and situations. 
He believed the future of Indo-China would depend on the outcome of French 
negotiations at Geneva in the immediate future. He expressed some optimism 
over the increasing awareness by some Asiatic countries of the impending danger. 

“The President reported a suggestion that he make a national broadcast to 
clarify the people’s understanding of the situation in Indo-China and he requested 
Sec. Dulles’ comments on its desirability. Mr. Dulles believed such a broadcast 

| might be best accomplished in about a week, after more can be known about the 
intent of our Allies. , : , 

“Sec. Weeks inquired about the possible parallel between the situation in Indo- 
China and the international developments of the 1930’s. Sec. Dulles discussed 
some of the difficulties of ‘drawing a line’, particularly the differentiation made 
by foreign nations between overt aggression and internal subversion.” (Eisen- 
hower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file) 

Sinclair Weeks was Secretary of Commerce. __ | | 

751G.00/5-1454 | re | 

Memorandum by the Acting Director of the Office of Philippine and _ 
Southeast Asian Affairs (Day) to the Acting Assistant Secretary of 
State for Far Fastern Affairs (Drumright) 

| SECRET | [WasHineton,| May 14,1954. _ 

Subject: Situation in Viet-Nam | ee 

Our present information indicates deterioration of the political 
strength of the Bao Dai regime in Viet-Nam. This seems to be more 

pronounced in the south than in the north. © | | a 
The main causes of this seem to be the defeat at Dien Bien Phu, © 

the apprehension produced by the evident reluctance of French public 
opinion to support continuance of the French military effort in de- 
fense of the territory and lawful Government of Vietnam, and the 
negotiations at Geneva which may be heading for a cease-fire that will 
permit the Viet Minh to take over Viet-Nam. Nothing can be done 

about Dien Bien Phu beyond helping the wounded and placing the 

defeat in perspective. Its loss alone does not mean that the military 
situation cannot be retrieved. It should be possible to make clear to 

French opinion that the large number of French military and civilian 

nationals in Viet-Nam and the extent to which French prestige and
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material interests are engaged make it impossible to give up the fight | 

all at once and hastily withdraw unless the French are prepared to | 

tolerate a complete debacle which will virtually ruin France’s prestige | 

and position as a great power and will produce repercussions in North | 

Africa harmful to the unity and strength of the free world. The | 

negotiations at Geneva have left us close to the position of having to | 

choose one of the following alternatives: (1) Abandoning support of | 

| France at Geneva; (2) agreeing to proposals which are likely to hand : 

: Viet-Nam over to the Communists; (8) breaking off the negotiations ft 

| at Geneva on Indochina with French consent and either continuing , 

| the struggle with minimum help from France or drawing a line of de- | 

| fense which will leave Viet-Nam (or at least Northern Viet-Nam) in | 

| the hands of the Viet Minh and Laos and Cambodia at the mercy of 

| the Viet Minh. | Soe Be | 

| Tam out of touch with high level political thinking on this problem 

| but feel that I should give you my views after studying recent reports. 

| These are that we should follow up Laniel and De Jean’s suggestions 

| for a re-examination of the framework of our common effort with 

| France in Indochina and seek to raise French will and determination | 

| up to the point at which France will be prepared to pursue vigorously 

| the military measures which are necessary to consolidate the French 

| and Vietnamese position in the Tonkin delta. If we are successful in | 

2 persuading the French to do this we should be prepared to extend the 

| fullest support short of involvement of American troops in combat to | 

| replace French troops, there is a good chance that a much stronger 

| position can be quickly attained. Our present information suggests | 

| that we must achieve this by next October if the delta is to be held. 

| If the French are unwilling to pursue the military effort necessary 

| to consolidate the position in the Delta, it would seem desirable to 

| secure British and French consent to ending the Indochina discussions _ : 

| at the Geneva Conference as soon as possible. I think we should be pre- : 

| pared to take the matter to the UN. | : 

| In view of the unlikelihood of getting rapid action in the UN we : 

| should make plans to assist, if necessary, in removing French nationals | 

| from the Delta (as the NSC policy requires) and concert measures for , 

! air and naval action to retain the Tonkin delta at the same time that | 

| we vigorously pursue consultations directed toward strengthening the 

| prospects of combined military action to defend the rest of Southeast 

| Asia and political action to secure maximum support for all military 

| measures that we find it necessary to take either alone or in conjunc: 

| tion with our allies. : - | a Ce | 

| In the absence of participation of Asian allies in a military opera- 

| tion under the aegis of the UN and at the request of the Associated 

| States Governments I think it would be a tragic mistake to send Amer- | 
| 

| 7
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ican ground troops into the Tonkin delta. I am sure we would take over 
all the problems which the French military have had with the risk of 
even greater opposition among the Vietnamese population. We would 
become embroiled, like the French are now, in a prolonged inconclusive 

| political and military struggle from which it would be ever more diffi- 
cult to emerge with either victory or honor. I believe also that if we 
act alone in this the policies and attitudes of governments and opinion 
in south and southeast Asia will shift from neutrality to opposition or 

| hostility towards the US based on fear and a determination to prevent 
the US from gaining a foothold in the area which they think would 
enable it to expand its influence to ultimate political domination. 

In covering causes of political disunity in Viet-Nam I have omitted 
reference to possible dissatisfaction with corruption which Bao Dai 

| condones or from which he profits. This factor is not new and seems 
likely to be unchangeable if Bao Dai must remain chief of state. Per- 
haps we should re-examine the necessity of this. 

751G.00/5-1454 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET  NIACT | Paris, May 14, 1954—10 p. m. 

| [Received 6: 39 p. m.] 
4383. Repeated information niact Geneva 237. Limit distribution. 

Eyes only Under Secretary. I saw Laniel and Schumann this evening 
regarding Deptel 4023.1 Before discussion started on reftel, Laniel 
made a number of observations and asked two additional questions. He 
said that he was sending General Ely to Indochina immediately. He 
will leave on Saturday ? or Sunday and will stay in Indochina only two 
to four days. Purpose of his visit is to check up on military situation 
on the spot and on physical and mental condition of General Navarre. 
Because of Ely’s prospective absence from Paris, Laniel suggested that 
General Trapnell, or whoever else we plan to send to Paris in answer 
to Laniel’s request for American military advice, arrive approximately | 
Thursday of next week. General Ely will undertake such re-grouping 

| of French forces and shortening of lines as may be necessary. This will 
probably include withdrawal of portion, and maybe large portion, of | 
the French forces now in Laos. Final decisions, however, will only be 
taken upon return of General Ely to Paris. 

Laniel then posed following two questions: One, could the United 
States find a way to guarantee the borders and the independence of 
Laos and Cambodia. If such a guarantee could be made, he felt it 

1 Dated May 11, p. 1534. 
7 May 15. , :
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would be of great help after the French forces had been withdrawn. 
Laniel’s second question dealt with action United States will take in 
the case of intervention by MIG 15’s aircraft. He said that for his own : 
protection there he would like definite assurance, written if possible, 

| that U.S. aviation would come instantly to the help of French forces : 
| in delta if they were attacked by MIG’s. He said that he would have 
| no defense before parliament or French public opinion if he was not 
| able to obtain some such assurance as there were no adequate anti- 

aircraft defenses in the delta. 
| Finally, Maurice Schumann transmitted a request of Bidault’s that 

| U.S. do everything possible in the next days to accelerate delivery of 
| planes and equipment in the event that a cease fire should be negotiated 
| at, Geneva which would naturally bring to a halt such deliveries. | 
| I then referred to question of location of negotiations and expressed | 
_ Dept’s views in favor of Paris. Schumann and Laniel agreed that 
| Paris would be preferable to Washington and accordingly it can be ) 
| accepted as agreed that negotiations along lines of reftel will continue | 

| to take place in Paris. ; 
| _ I then outlined requirements listed in paragraphs 2 and 3 of reftel. 
__ Laniel and Schumann listened very quietly and seriously and on the 
| whole appeured well pleased with this clarification of U.S. position. 

| They said that naturally they did not have any info regarding the : 
| views of other countries in the area and they would appreciate being : 
| kept informed by U.S. of progress toward fulfilling condition in- 
| dicated in paragraph 2(0) which was beyond their control. They were | 

particularly impressed and pleased by indication in that paragraph | 
| that actual participation by U.K. was no longer a prerequisite to U.S. 
| action. | 
| Laniel and Schumann had one serious objection to U.S. conditions. | 
| This, as expected, was to the condition that France publicly accord to | 
| Associated States right of withdrawal from French Union at any time. 
| When I explained U.S. reasons for this position as outlined in Deptel 
| 4064,° they said they could see how such a statement might be of some ! 
| help with Nehru but that French public opinion would never under- 
: stand why it was necessary to make such a statement when it had never ! 
| been requested by any of the three Associated States. They then | 

pointed out the fact that the Viet Minh armistice proposals, dishonest : 
: though they were, nevertheless looked toward the possibility of the | 
| Viet Minh joining the French Union. (Comment: I am certain that | 
| unless we can find some way to get around this requirement, French 
| will never ask for outside assistance.) After hearing strong statement | 
\. on the subject by both Laniel and Schumann, I said that I hoped we : 

could continue conversations on this subject in order to find a formula : 
| —_ | 
| * Dated May 18, p. 1554. 
| |
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that would satisfy U.S. requirements and at the same time could be 
accepted by the French parliament. Laniel and Schumann agreed that 
we should talk further on this subject. | , 

Laniel and Schumann had one other question referring to sub- 
paragraph 2(e) which states that forces from U.S. would be princi- 

" pally air and sea “and others”. They asked me to find out what was 
meant by other forces. Laniel indicated that it would be very important 
to have artillery forces as well as some ground forces. In this connec- 
tion, they mentioned the possibility of the use of Marines. (Comment: 
I feel that while French Govt would not look forward in present cir- 
cumstances to the necessity of any substantial involvement by U.S. 
ground forces, they nevertheless feel that it is very important that we 
provide at least some token ground forces so that our participation is 
not limited strictly to naval and air forces.) - 

Both Laniel and Schumann accepted without question as being 
_ wholly justified U.S. requirement that conditions be accepted by 

French Cabinet and endorsed by National Assembly. They then said 
that they would probably want to speak to me over the weekend after 
they had had time to think further regarding U.S. conditions. I made 
it clear that conditions as outlined represented present high level think- 
ing in Washington and did not represent as yet any commitment on 
the part of U.S. Govt. Schumann then said that negotiations should 
be pursued in the greatest secrecy until such time as full agreement 
had been reached. He said that premature press leaks could make 
things most difficult and he referred to an AP press story today from 
Washington. Laniel and Schumann then said that they hoped that _ 
negotiations could continue rapidly and that. when and if full agree- 

ment had been reached, we would be in a position to make public _ 

declaration of a sort which would influence Communist negotiators at 

Geneva. | | 

| DILLON | 

751G.00/5—1354 : Telegram : 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate at Hanow* 

SECRET Wasuineton, May 14, 1954—7:40 p. m. 

633. Ref Hanoi 660 and Saigon 2389.2 Please inform Governor Tri 
his views have been transmitted Department which appreciates his 
frankness and values his judgments. We look upon steadfastness 
shown by him and his administration as a most important element of 

stability in present circumstances. a 7 

1 Drafted by Sturm (PSA). Also sent to Saigon as telegram 2307; repeated for 
information to Geneva as Tosec 166, Paris as telegram 4090, and to Bangkok by | 

ee Both dated May 18, pp. 1550 and 1559, respectively. |
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Department assumes Saigon has passed Secretary’s press comments : 

~ to Hanoi. These should clarify US position. _ : 
Omission of Indochina from itineraries of Wilson, Hull and Van | 

Fleet does not in any way betoken flagging of interest on our part, 

| nor does it justify press speculation that US is “writing off Indo- ; 

| china”. You may explain that travel plans were dictated by purely 

| practical considerations, including tight schedules and the fact that 

| missions related primarily to Korean matters. Moreover officials in | 

| Vietnam are absorbed by pressing tasks and officials of this Govern- 

! ment would be reluctant add to their burdens. _ | | 

| Hanoi and Saigon should, at their discretion, impress on local 

| authorities both Vietnamese and French that US has not abandoned | 

| Indochina. We do not feel that our continued aid is being given to | 

| bolster a lost cause. We understand how keenly fall of Dien Bien Phu 

! has been felt, and how unsettling is urgent search for solutions to new 

| problems which press upon our friends and allies in Indochina. — 

| _ Department hopes you will find occasion point out that among steps 

! recently taken US has authorized supply of additional arms to equip 

| militia in North Vietnam (Army Message MG 1139A, May 6),° and 

| we have just completed air lift of over 1,000 additional French Union ; 

| troops to Vietnam, and, more importantly, we are defending at Geneva | 

| peoples and territories of Associated States. We believe these actions, | 

| among others cannot be represented as being those of a government | 

: which has “written off” Indochina.* | | | : 

| = Not found in Department of State files. | oo , 

| 4In telegram 667 from Hanoi, May 17, Cameron reported that he had briefed | 

i Tri the previous afternoon on the basis of the present telegram. Tri had expressed 

| his appreciation. (751G.00/5-1754) | | Oe ; 

( 751G.00/5-1454: Telegram — a Oo 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Frances | 

| TOP SECRET —_ NIACT -Wasutineron, May 15, 1954—12: 38 p. m. | 

| 4094. Eyes only for Ambassador from Secretary. Reur 4383.2 

| 1 Drafted by the Secretary of State. Repeated for information to Geneva as 

2 Tedul 73, eyes only for the Under Secretary. According to a memorandum 

by MacArthur to Bowie, May 15, this telegram was drafted as a result of a meet- 

| ing at the White House that morning. (PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Gullion’”’) The log 

| of the President’s daily appointments indicates that Secretary Dulles, MacArthur, 

and Admiral Radford had an off-the-record breakfast meeting with the President 

| at 7:45 a. m. (Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower records, “Daily Appointments” ) 2 

| The Dulles appointment book confirms the occurrence of the White House session 

( and further indicates that Dulles, MacArthur, and Radford met again at 8:35 

a.m., presumably at the State Department. (Princeton University, Dulles papers, 

| “Daily Appointments”) No records of these meetings have been found. 

"Dated May 14, p. 15686. - 

| | |
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1. Trapnell’s trip delayed as requested. However, we are inclined 
to question desirability of sending him next week in light of Ely’s trip. 
Request your recommendation. 

2. We know no way to guarantee borders and independence of Laos 
and Cambodia. From military standpoint such guarantee would be 
impractical. From legal standpoint the processes requiring Senate 
action would be too complicated to affect present situation. Believe best 
course regarding Laos and Cambodia is to have them join with Thai- 
land in seeking UN Peace Observation Commission. This would carry 
at least certain moral implications if the move was strongly backed by 
US and other powers. 

| 3. If collective defense arranged as contemplated, this would of 
course embrace situation resulting from intervention by MIGs. If 
such intervention should occur prior to conclusion of collective defense 
arrangements, then the US reaction would have to be judged under 
circumstances of the moment, but in any case President would expect 
to make his action dependent upon Congressional authorization, 
assuming US interests not directly attacked. However, Defense ad- 
vises that their intelligence does not indicate that Chinese airfield situ- 
ation is such as to make such intervention seem likely. 

4. Our normal processes of delivery of planes and equipment are _ 
proceeding and do not plan any interruption. We must be vigilant to 
prevent what in effect would be turning over equipment to the enemy. 
It is of course absolutely indispensable that any French cease fire or 
armistice negotiations should protect the right of the US to repossess 
itself of the planes and equipment which it has delivered for purposes 
of fighting Communists under agreements which give us the right to 
recapture if this use no longer contemplated. 

5. Note acceptance Paris as place of negotiations. 7 
6. Respecting conditions named our 4023,? would like your sug- 

gestion regarding condition 2(d). We believe there might be some 

flexibility on our side regarding formulation but there cannot be any 

equivocation on completeness of independence if we are to get Philip- 
pines and Thailand to associate themselves. Without them, whole 

| arrangement would collapse because we are not prepared to intervene 

purely as part of a white Western coalition which is shunned by al] 
Asian states. | | , | 

7. The phrase “and others” was designed to refer to other forces 
than those of US and France. The formula “principally air and sea” 

was not designed to exclude anti-aircraft artillery, and limited US 
ground forces for protection of bases which might be used by US naval 
and air forces. | | 

* Dated May 11, p. 15384.
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_ 8. Will do best respecting secrecy. The press report referred to | 
almost certainly came from French Embassy. Suggest Laniel that Fr 

Emb Wash be instructed to exercise utmost discretion re these 
| negotiations. | | 
| 9. FYI, we believe as suggested your last sentence principal French — 
: motivation is to use US position to get better terms at Geneva. We | 
| have no objection to this, provided action is consistent with the prin- | 
| ciples which we think necessary and have reported to Under Secretary : 

| at Geneva as essential to avoid thinly disguised capitulation. We 
| would expect if the French and ourselves are working together to 

| create collective defense of the area, we should also work closely at ; 

| Geneva and the French Delegation would not agree at Geneva to terms : 

| which we felt involved virtual ‘abandonment of area to Communist 

| forces. Certainly we should have full opportunity to know what was 

2 going on and have timely opportunity to express our views, and if they 

| are ignored, publicly to disassociate ourselves. 

De 10. Re final sentence para. 6, Tedul 54,* we consider Laniel’s com- 

: ments in Paris 4383 as preliminary observations and not as constitut- 
ing formal request for opening discussions. Therefore we will not : 

| consult with UK and possibly others until we hear results of your 

| further talk with Laniel over weekend. We assume that French will | 

talk tono one but you at this juncture. ! 
11. We are also not clear how Laniel proposes to handle this ques- : 

tion procedurally with Cabinet and Parliament and would appreciate : 

L your own comment on this. We ourselves would have to have consulta- | 
| tions with Congressional leadership if we reach agreement in principle 

with the French prior to presentation by Laniel to French Cabinet 

which will most certainly leak. 7 

| DULLES | 

| ‘Telegram 4023 to Paris, May 11, was repeated to Geneva as Tedul 54. | | | 

-—--'751G.00/5-1554 : Telegram | a | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 

| CONFIDENTIAL _ — Wasurneron, May 15, 1954—12:52 p.m. . 

| 1314. Murphy discussed Indochina with Indian Ambassador 
May 13.? With reference press reports of recent meetings five powers | 

| , Drafted by Williams of SOA. Repeated for information to Geneva as Tosec : 

| tT Deputy Under Secretary Murphy also discussed Indochina with the Ambassa- | 
| dor of Pakistan on May 14. The conversation was summarized in telegram 989 to 

' Karachi, May 17. (751G.00/5-1754) 

|
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(US, UK, France, Australia, New Zealand) to discuss South East 
Asia with special attention Indochina, said no such meetings have been 
held. US obviously not interested limiting its consultations re Indo- 
china to that group; neighboring countries vitally concerned and no 
intention try decide destiny South East Asia without reference to 
area governments. A military staff group at Singapore has met from 
time to time and believed press had drawn incorrect inferences. Said 
Secretary plans to pursue idea of a grouping for united action or 
united attitude of countries who are concerned by situation South East 
Asia and by spread communism. Then turned to charges at Geneva of 

| US support of colonialism and reviewed US record mentioning Philip- 
pines, Indonesia, and Korea. Pointed out however that US is associated 
with other countries in a world situation; our primary interest has 
been to stem flow of communism but we aware of local political over- 
tones. Said France had come long way rectifying situation as it con- 
cerned Indochinese independence. 7 
Mehta then reviewed statement on Indochina issued Colombo Prime 

Ministers Conference.* Said he frequently asked if India would be 
prepared play part in some security agreement. Said, assuming com- 
plete independence Associated States, if both sides agreed, India 
thought it could help, India was prepared to help. Wanted to know 
how we envisaged a settlement. 
Murphy said that a settlement was basically for France and Associ- 

ated States work out. Cited complexities making Indochina different 

more difficult than Korea. Thought Vietnamese did not. favor parti- 

tion and Eden’s idea did not appeal to Vietnamese on either side. On — 

_ other hand coalition would lead to Communist domination which un- 

acceptable. Apart from military victory no quick or happy solution. 

Mehta said independence had to be translated into concrete terms. 

There would have to be a transition period which Asian states might 

supervise under UN. | | | | | 
Murphy said trouble with simple cease fire and then negotiations 

for settlement was that we did not have faith in Communists. It was 

desirable, as for example in Korean case, to agree in advance on ma- 
| chinery for safeguarding settlement or armistice. Replying question 

| said we favored something generally along lines French proposal at 
Geneva, — | | 

Mehta referred colonial aspects Indochina saying Asia viewed it as 

predominately colonial war. Ho Chi Minh was symbol national resist- 

ance. If as enlightened as US, British or Dutch, French would have 

| transferred power long before and avoided present dilemma. He be- 

lieved Ho would win elections or come to power after them. Said he 

* See footnote 2, p. 1344. | | |
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knew US has been privately pressing French for settlement but this : 

not known by public who only see US supplying money and arms for 

| fighting nationalists. This disillusioning to Asians who recall US | 

| support for independence Asian countries. Murphy said we under- | 

| stood Asiatic sentiment but pointed out that three Associated States 

: had steadily advanced toward independence, 

| a | | DULLES | 

| 751G.00/5-1554 : Telegram ; a | 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

| SECRET oo Satcon, May 15, 1954—6 p. m. 

| 9414, Repeated information Paris 853, Geneva 117. I had a talk © : 

| today with General Navarre. He said that intelligence thus far has 

| not revealed any move by Viet Minh in direction of Luang Prabang, 

although he did not exclude possibility of a thrust in that direction. — 

| He thought General Giap would bring his forces from Dien Bien Phu 

to attack delta. This impression was strengthened by Viet Minh ma- | 

| neuver to barter welfare of wounded at Dien Bien Phu against im- 

| munity from aerial bombardment on RC-41. | 
| Navarre said he expected General Ely to come out to Saigon within | 
: next few days. He repeated his by now familiar theme on need to 

| internationalize war and questioned me closely as to attitude of Con- 

gress, effect of elections in November, and when next new Congress 

| would convene. I took occasion to point out that possibly Congressional 

opinion might be affected by fact that in Korean war United States | 

| troops were draftees, but thus far no one had observed movement on 

part of French Parliament to permit conscripts to serve in this | 

theatre. I added Secretary Dulles was the Allied Statesman who was 

| doing the most at present to try to work out united policy for action. 

| Navarre said that if in fact any concrete intervention were contem- 

_ plated, our capacity and will so to intervene should be made unmis- 

_ takably clear to enemy. — | | oo 
| Navarre’s mood is very bitter and he is seeking, as I have predicted, | 

to find pretext to thrust blame on Americans for what happens in : 

| Indochina. Admiral Auboyneau, Chief of French Naval Force Far 

| East, whom I met later today, was also most exercised at article in 

| current issue Z’me magazine indicating United States had mistakenly | 

_ assumed France was a great power. I told Auboyneau that I would : 

| paraphrase Voltaire: “If France did not exist, God would have to | 

_ereateher.” | | | | 
| | a - | —  “McCurntock . |
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751G.00/5-1754 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET § NIACT Paris, May 17, 1954—2 p. m. 

| [Received 10:30 a. m.] 

4402. Repeated information Geneva 243. Department limit distribu- 
tion; Geneva eyes only Under Secretary. Re Deptel 4023, paragraph 
2d.* I would like to propose for consideration a radically different ap- 
proach to the clarification of the full independence of the Associated 
States, and in particular of Vietnam. The establishment of the right 
of withdrawal from the French Union seems to me to be a purely jurid- 
ical approach, which does not go to the roots of the problem. It is also 
unacceptable to French opinion for a large number of reasons, among 
which are (1) that it throws into question the entire concept of the 
French Union as a union of free and independent peoples, and (2) it — 
casts doubt on the veracity and honor of France in her recent state- 
ments that Vietnam has now been granted full independence and, sub- 
sequent to the granting of that independence, has chosen to retain 
membership in the French Union. 

The real problem to me seems to be how to establish in US and Asian 
opinion the fact that the Associated States have, or will have, a similar 
degree of independence to that possessed by Indonesia, India, and 
Pakistan. I consider that the two basic treaties recently negotiated be- 

tween France and Vietnam (a) granting full independence, and (6) 
establishing Vietnam’s membership in French Union do establish this 
type of independence for Vietnam. However, the situation is obscured 
and complicated by the following factors: 

1. The presence on Vietnamese soil of a large French expeditionary 
corps. 

a. The existence of a state of war requiring a French commander as 
supreme military commander in Vietnam. 

3. The absence of a truly powerful Vietnamese national army. | 

The present situation in Indochina is in some ways comparable to 
that during the darkest early hours of the Korean war, when there 
was treachery and disaffection on all sides in South Korea, when the 
lines were being held primarily by American troops, and when a large 
part of world opinion regarded the South Korean Government as a 
US puppet. The real independence of the South Korean Government 
only became fully apparent when South Korea came into possession _ 
of an army of its own capable of independent action. I feel that in- 
dependence of Vietnam will become perfectly clear after a strong 

~ national army has been created and after the bulk, if not all, of the 
French Expeditionary Corps has been withdrawn. 

I would assume that the agreement which we will require regarding 

* Dated May 11, p. 1534.
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training of troops would give the US primary responsibility for the | 
training and equipping of a Vietnamese national army. There has in : 
the past been doubt as to the ability and good faith of the French mili- | 
tary command in this direction. An agreement giving this responsi- 

| bility to the US should remove these doubts and do more than any- | : 
| thing else to make clear the independence of Vietnam. In addition, I : 
| would think it possible for the French to make some sort of statement | : 
| saying that after peace had been established, and a Vietnamese na- 

| tional army had been established, it was their intention to withdraw _ 
| the Expeditionary Corps. In this connection, the base rights which the 
| French have in Laos by virtue of the recently negotiated Franco- : 

Laotian treaty, and those which they expect to acquire in Vietnam by | 
| virtue of military conventions now under negotiation in Paris, even 

| if they should be maintained, are of no more importance, and probably 
_ of less importance, than US base rights in the Philippine Republic. 

| Such a statement. would be in accordance with general desire in France : 
| to withdraw troops from Indochina and should be useful as assurance 

to Chinese Communists that non-Asian troops were being withdrawn 
| from proximity to her frontiers. 

| When and if peace is restored in Indochina and Vietnam has a : 
| strong national army, it is obvious that the fundamental ties between | 
| Vietnam and France will be cultural, ie., language, and whatever | 
| financial self interest there may remain. Vietnam’s association with _ ! 

| the French Union will be based on a treaty freely negotiated between | 

- Sovereign States, and it is obvious that if Vietnam so desires, it will | 
then be in a position to abrogate or nullify this treaty at any time it so : 

_ desires. A public statement by Bao Dai that Vietnam’s association 
_ with the French Union is the result of the free desire of the Vietnamese 
| people might be helpful. 
| If this picture can be presented in clear terms, which presentation | | 

| will in considerable measure be a US responsibility, I should think that 

| the independence of the Associated States would be fully clarified in | 

_ US opinion and in the opinion of friendly Asian states. I would ap- 
| preciate receiving Department’s comments on this type of approach 

| prior to discussing it with the French. | . | 
| | DILLon 

896.1 GE/5-1754 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * | 

| TOP SECRET PRIORITY WasnHineton, May 17, 1954—7 : 37 p. m. 

4117. Personal for Ambassador from Secretary. In your discussions | 
| with Laniel please bear in mind following two points: : 

| 1Drafted by the Secretary of State. Repeated to Geneva as Tedul 78, for the 
| information of Under Secretary Smith. | | 

| | |
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1, The practicability of US intervention is constantly subject to 
consideration in the light of day to day developments. If the French 
want to use possibility of our intervention primarily as a card to play 
at Geneva, it would seem to follow that they would not want to make a 
decision inviting our intervention until the Geneva game is played out. 
However, this is likely to be a long game particularly as the Com- 
munists may well be deliberately dragging it out so as to permit their 
creating a fait accompli before Geneva ends. It should not be assumed 
that if this happens, the present US position regarding intervention 
would necessarily exist after the Communists have succeeded in this 

| maneuver. 
2. The second point to bear in mind is that while we are anxious to 

bolster up the French position, we must also be on our guard lest 
Laniel is creating an alibi and he, or his successor, will in the end tell 
the French people that they had to capitulate because US terms were 
so rigorous that they were obviously unacceptable and that therefore 

~ US isto blame. | | 
| | DuLEs 

751G.00/5-1754 : Telegram a a 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Satcon, May 17, 1954—2 p. m. 
| [Received 10:10 p. m.] 

2419. Repeated information Hanoi 462, priority Paris 856, Geneva 
120. Re third paragraph Tosec 158, repeated Paris 4074, Saigon 2300, 
Hanoi 630.1 Although as my telegrams have indicated immediate re- 
turn of Bao Dai is measure most urged by local leaders such as Tri, 
Quat, Hinh, and DeJean, we should not assume that this will be an 
automatic salvation. If Bao Dai does come back, we shall have to 
keep him in Saigon and put him to work. He must not be permitted 
to relapse into his comfortable habits of big game shooting, conspiracy 
from such vantage points as Banmethuot and Dalat. A sine gua non is 
that Nguyen De not return. | 

If Bao Dai does not come back, I recommend that French and we 
place utmost pressure on local elements, it being recalled that most 

* For text of telegram Tosec 158 to Geneva, May 14, concerning the situation in 
Vietnam and the possible role of Bao Dai, see vol. xv, p. 800. Paragraph three | 
read as follows: 

| “We are of course aware however of uncertainty as to what role Bao Dai could 
or would play under existing circumstances. Nevertheless Bao Dai’s return to. 
Vietnam is the one remedial measure we might put into effect most quickly. If | 
Bidault and USDel concur, and if Bao Dai does not respond affirmatively to first 
suggestion, might ke put up to Bao Dai that unless he is willing accept our recom- 

. mendation, French and US policy with regard to him and his regime will have to 
be reexamined.” | oe : | 

SO
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of this valorous Vietnamese Government is safely in Paris, to depose : 

Bao Dai and establish a Council of Regency with a new government | 

operating on a streamlined constitution which would have real powers. | 

I would suggest as members of Regency Council Buu Loc, who would | 

thus give a flavor of legitimacy to this group, Tran Van Huu as an 

elderly and well-known Cochin Chinese, and Bishop Le Huu Tu or | 

Ngo Dinh Diem, who would combine support of Catholic elements | 

| as well as of Tonkinese. | ee, | 

, Government would be entrusted to Governor Tri of North Vietnam, 

| who as Hanoi telegram 660 to Department, repeated Saigon 580, Paris 

| 04,2 has most recently suggested has definite administrative capacity 

| and has shown his ability under trying circumstances to maintain | 

| morale and good government in Tonkin. Streamlined constitution 

| emanating from Regents would provide that all appointments such as | 

| governors and prefects of cities would come from Cabinet and not from | : 

| Regency Council. Regents would in fact be figureheads and we would 

| write their constitution. I would continue Quat as Minister of National 

| Defense which would mean elimination of Hinh for time being. Tam | 

| - might be offered Ministry of Interior. | re ge ES | 

| - Hinh would be invited to US to consult as to possibilities of training 

| Vietnamese national army by US means and to investigate possibility 

| of direct military aid. We would keep Hinh indefinitely in US as he 

| is still a valuable asset and we might need him at a later date. Other | 

| members of Cabinet should appropriately be chosen by Tri, but we 

should not forget Pham Van Huyen (Embtel 2318, repeated Paris | 

807, Hanoi 436) .? Ob bos a a 

, Arrangement outlined above would have additional advantage of 

indicating clearly to Viet Minh that we do not contemplate partition : 

of Vietnam and that we repose confidence in Tonkinese as well as in — 2 

| other elements of this country. Such a measure should in my estima- 

tion strengthen our hand at Geneva. To objection that this program is | 

| injurious to theory of sovereignty I would reply that Vietnamese will 

_ be far worse off under government presided over by Ho Chi Minh and 

) that in case of bankruptcy which we now confront, bankers have right 

_ to organize a receivership.‘ | 

| oe Le a McCurntTock 

| 1 Dated May 13, p. 1550. oO | 
| *In telegram 2318 from Saigon, May 10, not printed, the Embassy reported that | 

Pham Van Huyen, the Vietnamese Minister of Labor, had expressed his total dis- 

| illusionment with the corrupt and unrepresentative nature of the Vietnamese 

Government. Pham had said that there were thoughts of establishing a revolu- 
| tionary government. (751G.00/5—1054) | - | 

| 4In telegram Secto 260 from Geneva, May 20, repeated to Saigon and Paris, the i 

| U.S. Delegation reported that Ambassador Heath felt that the United States must 

| bear with the Bao Dai solution at least for the time being. For text of Secto 260, 

: see vol. xvI, p. 857. | 

| |
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611.51H/5-1754 , 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

SECRET [Wasuineton,| May 17, 1954. 

Subject: Possible Appointment of Ambassador to Cambodia and 
Minister to Laos 

General Smith from Geneva has suggested that it may be helpful at 
some stage in the Geneva Conference to announce U.S. intentions of 

_ appointing an American Ambassador in Cambodia and an American 
Minister in Laos. He suggests that necessary arrangements be made 
without publicity so that a decision, when and if it is taken, can be 
readily implemented. 7 

I believe an expansion of our diplomatic representation in Cam- 
bodia and Laos, and an announcement to that effect, would have a 
salutary effect if it were undertaken as a part of a coordinated plan to 
help those nations defend themselves against Communist aggression. 
This step would tend to underline our recognition of the independence 
of the Associated States, and the importance we attach to that. inde- 
pendence. It would be both futile and embarrassing to announce our 

. intention to name new Chiefs of Mission to these posts unless and until 
we have determined upon a course of action directed to assure that 
Laos and Cambodia will be adequately defended. 

I recommend that you authorize the appointment of Chiefs of Diplo- 

matic Mission to Cambodia and Laos and the announcement thereof 

once this move would be part of a coordinated program with regard 
to defending these states. The final decision can be taken only in the 

hght of subsequent political and military developments, but we should 

be prepared to move quickly if this course seems desirable. 
If you do agree that such a move would be desirable, I will make 

recommendations to you as to persons who might appropriately fill 

these posts and will consult with you further regarding the decision to 

proceed with authorizing General Smith to make an appropriate an- 

nouncement at Geneva.? | : , 

| -Joun Foster Dutizs 

1 Drafted by Sturm of PSA and Fisher of WE. . 
7By memorandum of May 18, the President responded as follows: | 

“T agreed with your idea that: . 

“(a) If we are to expand our diplomatic representation in Cambodia.and Laos, 
it should be done as part of a broader program of assistance to those nations— 

. rendered under conditions which have been generally described both in your pub- ~ 
lic statements and my own. / 

“(b) I think that we should now take all necessary preliminary steps so that 
in the event we decided to take such expansion we can do it without delay.” 
(Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Indochina” )
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751G.00/5-1854 : Telegram | | | 
The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET Saigon, May 18, 1954—noon. 

2443. Repeated information Paris 863, London 67, Moscow 8, Geneva. 

_ 128. Secto 197, repeated Paris 254, London 159, Saigon 64, Moscow 68,7 | 
| ‘suggests that Vietnamese armistice proposals will be quite unaccept- 

_ able to other side. I wonder if this is a safe conclusion. Essence of 

_ Vietnamese proposals as set out Secto 190, repeated London 154, Paris | : 

| 247, Saigon 61,? is recognition of principle that only state. qualified 

_ legally to represent Vietnam is state personified by His Majesty Bao 
| Dai and recognition of principle of single army in entire territory | 

| placed under direction and responsibility of State of Vietnam. Accord- 

I ingly, Viet Minh soldiers are to be incorporated in Vietnamese Na- : 
tional Army. - | a . | | 

| - Bao Dai was once supreme counselor to Ho Chi-minh and he might 
_ possibly be willing contemplate a settlement along lines proposed 
_ which would in fact result in Ho Chi-minh taking over this country | | 

under aegis of His Majesty. So-called principle for incorporation of 
| Viet Minh troops into Vietnamese National Army in light of parlous : 

| state of morale that army and its utter lack of cadres could only lead, | 

in my judgment, to turning present Vietnamese National Army into 

a Viet Minh army, irrespective of by what name it might be called.’ | 

| | | | McCruin tock | 

: 1¥For text of telegram Secto 197 from Geneva, May 13, see vol. xvI, p. 789. | i 
| *Telegram Secto 190 from Geneva, May 12, contained the text of the Viet- 

2 namese proposals presented at the Third Plenary Session on Indochina. (Con- 
| ference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 256) The proposals are documented in vol. xvI, | 

pp. 788 ff. ae 
a : 

| * McClintock further discussed the possibility of an accommodation between | 
| the Vietnamese Government and the Viet Minh in telegram 2446 from Saigon, : 

May 18. (751G.00/5-1854) | | 

| 751G.00/5-1854: Telegram So | ae 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State _ | 

| TOR SECRET priority = = —_—_— Parts, May 18, 1954—1 p. m. | 
| 4494, Repeated information Geneva 252. For. the Secretary. Limit | 

_ distribution. Reference: Departments telegram 4117.1 Regarding para- | 
_ graph 1 reference telegram I feel certain for reasons mentioned Em- | 

-- 1 Dated May 17, p. 1575. | 

578-611 0 82 - 13 (Pt. 2) .
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| bassy telegram 4416 ? that French wish to use possibility of our inter- 
vention primarily to strengthen their hand at Geneva. For this reason 
they definitely hope that at the proper time, which would probably — 
be promptly after completion of negotiations, a public announce- 
ment could be made indicating our willingness to consider military 
Intervention should the French request it. Thus, I think we should 
envisage course of events from French point of view as having three 
stages, namely : | | 

1. Completion of negotiations. | 
_ 2. Some sort of public announcement.® 

3. Actual request for intervention. 

Request for intervention would only be made if step 2 did not pro- 
duce hoped for result at Geneva. This procedure seems slightly dif- 
ferent to me from conception in paragraph 1 of reference telegram, 
which seems contemplate only two stages, completion of negotiations, 
followed by a request for US intervention, | : 

In my next conversation with French I will make clear that US 
position regarding intervention will have to be based on conditions 
existing atthe time. __ - 

Regarding paragraph 2 of reference telegram, I have been very 
conscious and concerned about this danger. This is one of the main 
reasons why I feel so strongly that we should attempt to find a new 
formula to replace right of withdrawal from French Union, which 
would certainly be considered here as posing terms so rigorous as to be 
obviously unacceptable. | 

| | DILLON 

* Telegram 4416 from Paris, May 17, has not been found in Department of State 
files. It apparently concerned a French initiative regarding the possible use of 
United States forces in Indochina. Telegram 4152 to Paris for the eyes of Am- 
bassador Dillon only (repeated to Geneva as Tedul 89), May 19, read as follows: | 
“FYI only. Pending outcome current discussions NSC we are unable provide 
reply to Schumann’s request (Embtel 4416) re limited commitment American — 
ground troops.” (751G.5/5-1954) See also telegram 4194 to Paris, May 21, p. 1594. 

| * Telegram 4212 to Paris, May 21, drafted by Secretary Dulles and repeated to 
Geneva as Tosec 235, read as follows: . 

“Point 2 Your 4424, We doubt desirability of any public announcement at the | 
time you suggest. We believe that the effect on Geneva will be at maximum with- 
out any formal public announcement which would have to be so carefully hedged , 
and conditioned to avoid any appearance of moral commitment of US, particularly 
in advance of commitment of other powers, that the effect would be negative 
rather than positive.” (751G.00/5-1854) | | . 

| 751G.00/5~1854 : Telegram | - 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Paris, May 18, 1954—2 p. m. 

4426. Sent Saigon 536 repeated information Geneva 253 Department 
4426. Ranking official secretariat relations Associated States informs.
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us that request for piastre transfers to francs on part of Vietnamese _ 
officials particularly in Bao Dai’s immediate entourage have grown | 
precipitously in recent days. Requests are camouflaged as “expense” | 
(in vastly excessive amounts) for negotiating delegation or, on the | 
part of one cabinet minister, as required to purchase property in 

France for “retirement”. oe | 

Although not surprised French deplore this evidence of Vietnamese 

“patriots” leaving sinking ship. | | 
DILLON | 

) S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5421 Series | 

| Memorandum by the Emecutive Secretary of the National Security 

| Council (Lay) to the Secretary of State | 

| TOP SECRET - Wasutneton, May 18, 1954. | 
° . |. e : . . ° E 

| Subject: Studies with Respect to Possible U.S. Action Regarding 
! Indochina. | | | | | 

| 1. The President has authorized that requests be made of various 

| departments and agencies to prepare, with the highest urgency and 

| secrecy for submission to the National Security Council, appropriate — 

| studies on the assumption that United States armed forces intervene 

| in the conflict in Indochina, and on the alternate assumptions that the ; 

! Chinese Communists: = = 

; a. Intervene with armed forces in Indochina; or a | 

| 6. Do not intervene with armed forces in Indochina. 7 , 

! 9. Accordingly, it is requested that the Department of State, in 

i cooperation with other interested departments and agencies, prepare 

: for submission to the National Security Council not later than Tues- 

| day, May 25, the following studies under the above assumptions, in- | 

! cluding the alternate assumptions stated in 1-a and 6 above:?* . | 

| a. Economic Warfare Studies ! 

/ (1) Plan for keeping China out of war or reducing its effective- 

: ness by economic warfare means. | 
| (2) Plan of economic warfare campaign against Viet Minh. | 

| (3) Plan for economic warfare organization as integral part of : 

| intervention. | | | | 

| b. United Nations Consultation | 

| (1) Possible types of UN action. — 
! (2) Relation of UN action to “united action”. | 

| 1The studies prepared by the Department of State pursuant to this memoran- ; 

| dum were included in NSC 5421, “Siudies With Respect to Possible U.S. Action 

Regarding Indochina,” June 1, 1954, a collection consisting of studies prepared by 

| various government agencies. For an extract from NSC 5421, including its table | 

| of contents, see p. 1649. 

| | | 
| | 

| |
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c. Juridical Relationship in French Union 

(1) How to give best effect to promise of full independence for 
| Associated States. | | 

d. Draft of Presideni’s Message , 

8. Attention is invited to the necessity for preparing these studies 
under the highest security safeguards, including restriction of par- 
ticipation in and knowledge of such studies to the minimum number of 

individuals with a “need-to-know”. 

JAMES S. Lay, JR. 

751G.00/5-—1954 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Sarcon, May 19, 1954—1 p. m. 

9468, Repeated information Paris 873, Geneva 134. Last night Gen- 
eral O’Daniel and I had a conference with General Ely and DeJean at 

- request of French. Topic was what US could do to train Vietnamese 
and Cambodian national armies. | 

O’Daniel set forth his concept of training by American advisors 
who, as in Korea, would be attached to battalion, regimental and 
divisional native commanders and laid great stress on need to re- 
organize Vietnamese and Cambodian armies in divisions, not bat- 
talions. He felt that if his strategic concept met with acceptance, 
Vietnam by October could have an army of perhaps nine divisions _ 
which would start in south, and as this army moved north it would 
gain experience in combat, eventually reaching delta as a battle hard- 
ened force. O’Daniel said he had just returned yesterday from visit to 

officers training school in Cambodia, and talked to Defense Minister 
Tioulong, and felt that in Cambodia army of three divisions would be 

created by autumn. | : 

General Ely said that he accepted concept of US training for Viet- 

namese national army. He likewise agreed that US military advisors 

should be placed in Vietnamese units. He said, “The sooner you get 

into this war, the better we will like it.”” However, Ely did not give 

open assent to O’Daniel’s insistence on divisional formation, and he 

emphasized strongly necessity of unity of command which would re- 

main in French hands. There would be no US participation in oper- 

ational planning. | | | 
I said that acceptance on one hand of US advisors and on other hand 

to insist there be no US participation in planning might lead to 

anomalous situation, as in actual fact, particularly under combat con- 

ditions, US officers attached to Vietnamese battalions, regiments and
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divisions might be compelled to offer advice which would amount to : 
operational decisions. Ely admitted that this might prove to be case, | 
but felt, so long as top command was French, arrangement could be : 

worked out in field. , : 
It was agreed that second meeting will be held May 21 upon Ely’s : 

| return from Tonkin. He and O’Daniel will agree on text expressing 

| their understanding and Ely will submit this draft for approval to | 
| his government, O’Daniel at same time submitting text for approval 

| of Defense Secretary Wilson in Manila. a 

7 It is a pleasure to report this morning DeJean said General Ely had 

| been most favorably impressed by General O’Daniel’s obvious sin- 
| cerity and singleness of purpose. - ! 

| | McCurntocx : 

| Hisenhower Library, Dulles papers, ‘Meetings with the President” 

: Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

| | [Extract] . 

| TOP SECRET [| WasHINGTON,|
 

May 19, 1954. | 

| | MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH THE PRESIDENT | 

| Indochina | 

! _ With respect to Indochina, I reviewed with the President the recent 

cables. I said that matters were somewhat in suspense pending the | 
| return of General Ely from Indochina. I referred to the French posi- 

| tion, as indicated in Dillon’s 4416, particularly on Marines. The Presi- 

| dent said he would not necessarily exclude sending some Marines if : 
| we went in. He was, however, very emphatic that we must adhere to : 
| the position of not going in alone. There would have to be some regional i 
| association. I said that this was the position that we were closely | 
! adhering to, as indicated in the basic cable of conditions which had 

_ been sent to Dillon.? I reminded him that this did not make U.K. 
_ active participation a necessary condition, which the President agreed 

| to. He emphasized, however, the indispensabilit
y 

also of Australia, 

New Zealand, the Philippines and Thailand, and of course, the Asso- : 
elated States. , —_ oe 

| I mentioned to the President the cable from Bedell Smith (Dulte 

|  84)8 with reference to five-power military talks at Washington. The | 

| President concurred in Smith’s suggestion that the British could ; 

: * See footnote 2, p. 1580. | | | 
| 2 See telegram 4023 to Paris, May 11, p. 1534. : 
| * For text of telegram Dulte 84 from Geneva, May 18, containing British draft 

terms of reference for five-power military staff talks, see volume xII. |
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report informally to the Colombo powers as they proposed leaving 
us to inform Thailand and the Philippines as we deemed best. | 

I told the President that I felt grave concern at the results of the 
dilatory tactics being pursued by the U.K., and particularly their un- 
willingness to have political talks with the countries of the area or 
to reach any decisions on area defense until after the results of Geneva 
were known. I said that this enabled the Communists by delaying 
tactics at_ Geneva. to prevent any action on our part until they had in 
effect consolidated their position throughout Indochina. I mentioned 
in this connection that Eden’s influence at Geneva as at Berlin had been _ 
to undermine the relatively stronger position which Bidault seemed 
disposed to take. The President said it was incomprehensible to him 
that the British should be acting as they were. He suggested that 
possibly in a further letter to Churchill dealing with the latter’s pro- 
spective visit some strong note might be injected implying that the 
Churchill Government was really promoting a second Munich. He 
indicated that Churchill was very proud to keep his record, by which 
history would judge him, one of strength and wisdom, and that if 
Churchill felt that history would not judge well his present conduct, | 
he might conceivably change. I said I would try my hand at drafting 
some further communication. The President recalled that we had taken 
out of his earlier message to Churchill of April 44 the reference to 
Japan and Manchuria, but perhaps that theme might be reintroduced. 

I expressed the thought that it might well be that the situation in 
Indochina itself would soon have deteriorated to a point where noth- 

. ing effectual could be done to stop the tide of Chinese Communists 
overrunning Southeast Asia except perhaps diversionary activities 

along the China coast, which would be conducted primarily by the 

Nationalist forces, but. would require sea and air support from the 

United States. The President agreed that this matter might very well — 

prove to be the case. I mentioned, however, that we were hamstrung 

by the constitutional situation and the apparent reluctance of Congress 

to give the President discretionary authority. I showed the President 

a copy of a rough draft of a Congressional resolution * which I had 

discussed with Knowland on Monday,® and against which Senator - 

Knowland had reacted strongly in opposition, saying it would amount 

to giving the President a blank check to commit the country to war. 
The President suggested that possibly the proposal might be redrafted 

‘ See telegram 5179 to London, Apr. 4, p. 1238. 
° Reference is presumably to the draft attached to the source text; for text, 

See annex. 

* According to the log of the Secretary’s daily appointments, the visit by Dulles | 
to Capitol Hill on Monday, May 17, included a meeting with Senator Knowland 
at 10:15 a. m. (Princeton University, Dulles papers, “Daily Appointments”) No 
record of the discussion has been found.
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to define the area of operation more closely as being in and about the 

island and coastal areas of the Western Pacific. ) | 

| [Annex] 

. Draft Congressional Resolution 

| -[Wasuineton,] May 17, 1954. | 

| The President is authorized to employ Naval and Air forces of the _ 

| United States to assist friendly governments of Asia to maintain their ; 

| authority as against subversive and revolutionary efforts fomented 

| by Communist regimes, provided such aid is requested by the govern- | 

| ments concerned. This shall not be deemed to be a declaration of war 

| and the authority hereby given shall be terminated on June 380, 1956, ; 

| unless extended. | | | 

| -751G.00/5-2054 : Telegram 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 
| | | 

| SECRET —— Saigon, May 20, 1954—1 p. m. | 

: 9478, Repeated information Paris 875, Geneva 136, Hanoi, Bangkok 

| unnumbered. Reference Department telegram to Hanoi 633, Saigon ! 

| 2307 repeated Geneva Tosec 166, Paris 4090, Bangkok unnumbered.* | 

| Consul Hanoi states that in addition Governor Tri’s comments 

| reported Hanoi telegram to Department 667 repeated Saigon 592, | 

: Paris 306, Bangkok unnumbered,’ Tri said he had sent during the past i 

| week to Bao Dai and Buu Loc telegrams re serious situation in Viet- 

| nam. He urged Bao Dai approach US directly with view obtain clari- — 

| fication American attitude toward Vietnam and develop closer : 

| cooperation between two nations in effort solve urgent problems Viet- | 

| nam. Tri said that French, as result their apparent inability act during : 

present crisis, were rapidly losing control situation and that time has | 

| arrived when Vietnam must assume responsibility deal directly with | 

US on problems mutual interest. Tri appears feel French no longer 

| capable maintain direction of war effort and that constructive measures | 

! meet present situation developed only in direct United States-Vietnam | 

| relationship.? | 

: 1 Dated May 14, p. 1568. a | 
| 7 See footnote 4, p. 1569. | 

* McClintock transmitted a report on the deterioration of the internal situation : 

in southern Vietnam in telegram 2480 of May 20. He cited indications of the : 

| danger of fighting between the confessional sects and the national army, of the 

| increased strength of the Binh Xuyen in Saigon, and of possible physical danger 

| to the Embassy. (751G.00/5-2054) In telegram 2483, May 20, he further reported | 

that government forces in central Vietnam seemed entirely uncoordinated and 

: leaderless. Vietnamese officials seemed hypnotized by the Geneva Conference and 

| the possibility of a Viet Minh political or military victory. (751G.00/5-2054) 

| 

L
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Tri said he urged Buu Loc return Vietnam immediately to reactivate 
Central Government which, according Tri, now almost nonexistent, 
bring himself up to date on present crisis and initiate necessary meas- 
ures, particularly in North Vietnam. | 

| McCurn Tock 

| _ Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 198th M eeting of the National 
Security Council, Thursday, M ay 20, 19541 

[Extracts] 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | 
_ Present at the 198th Meeting of the Council were the President of 

the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United States 
| (presiding for part of Items 1 and 8) ; the Secretary of State; the Act- 

ing Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations Admin- 
istration; and the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also 
present were the Secretary of the Treasury; the Secretary of Com- 
merce (for Item 6) ; the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chair- 
man, Atomic Energy Commission (for Items 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5); the 
Federal Civil Defense Administrator (for Items 1, 4 and 5); the 
Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers (for Items 1,2 and 3); Mr. 
Milton for the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, and 
the Secretary of the Air Force (for Items 1, 2 and 3); the Deputy 
Director, Bureau of the Budget; Assistant Secretary of Commerce 
Anderson and Marshall Smith, Department of Commerce (for Item 
6) ; Admiral DeLany, Foreign Operations Administration ; the Chair- 
man, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, the Chief 

| of Naval Operations, the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force, and the Com- 
mandant, U.S. Marine Corps (for Items 1, 2 and 3); the NSC Plan- 
ning Board (for Items 1, 2 and 3), as follows: Mr. Bowie, Department _ 
of State; Mr. Tuttle, Department of the Treasury; Gen. Bonesteel, 
Department of Defense; Mr. McDonnell, Department of J ustice;Gen. 
Porter, FOA; Mr. Elliott, ODM; Mr. Reid, Bureau of the Budget; 
Mr. Snapp, AEC; General Gerhart, JCS; Mr. Amory, CIA; and Mr. 

Staats, OCB. The following were also present : the Director of Central 
Intelligence; Mr. Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; Gen. 

Persons, Deputy Assistant to the President; Gen. Carroll, White 

House Staff Secretary; Mr. Harlow, Administrative Assistant to the 
President; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive 
Secretary, NSC. | 

* Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on May 21.
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There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 
main points taken. 

| ° ° ° e ° ° ° 

8, Factors Affecting Military Operations in Indochina | | 

! The National Security Council: | 

! Noted an oral briefing on the subject presented by the Deputy Assist- | 
| ant Chief of Staff, G-2, U.S. Army, in lieu of the regular weekly 
__ briefing by the Director of Central Intelligence. ! 
| e . e e e- . e ® e 

| | 
| 1% Assignment of U.S. Aircraft Technicians to Indochina (NSC Ac- 

| tions Nos. 1074-a and 1086-d-(1) )? | 

| The National Security Council: * 

| Noted the President’s statement that assignment of U.S. technicians 
_ for aircraft maintenance in Indochina beyond the previous termina- 

tion date of June 15, 1954, would be authorized only to the extent | 
required by the United States in order to be prepared for the possible ) 
repossession of U.S. equipment previously furnished to the French or | 

| to take other action in the interest of the United States. | 

| Note: The above action subsequently transmitted to the Secretary 

_ of Defense. | | ) 
| 

; 

8. Regional Grouping in Southeast Asia* 
| e e ® e e e e | 

| Meanwhile, talks had been going on in Paris with the French with | 

respect to our pre-conditions for military intervention in Indochina. | 
_ These talks with the French had now been interrupted, owing to the | 

departure of General Ely to Indochina for a brief inspection of the | 

_ military situation there. We had agreed, said Secretary Dulles, that : 
_ General Trapnell should go to Paris to discuss military problems with : 
_ Premier Laniel and his associates. In fact, General Trapnell had been 
_ on his way to Paris when we received word that General Ely had gone 
__ to Indochina. We had accordingly called General Trapnell back from | 

| *For NSC Action No. 1074, see extracts from the memorandum of discussion | 
| at the 190th Meeting of the National Security Council, Mar. 25, p. 1163; for NSC | 

Action No. 1086, see the memorandum of discussion at the 192d NSC Meeting, 

_ Apr. 6, p: 1250. a y | 
| _*The statement which follows constituted NSC Action No. 1131, May 20, 1954. 
_ (8/S-NSC files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions”) | 
| In his memoirs, Richard M. Nixon describes NSC consideration of this matter 
| as follows: “On May 20 the NSC discussed the possibility of keeping the two 

hundred American mechanics in Vietnam past June, but Eisenhower dismissed 
| the idea. First, he said. the French were already going back on their word to 
| keep up the fighting. Second, che said that such an extension would make our 

future relations with Congress very difficult, because he had given a solemn 
| pledge that the mechanics would come out by June 15, and he intended to honor 

_ his pledge.” (Memoirs of Richard Nizon, p. 155) | 
“For the portion of the record of the discussion of this agenda item not printed 

here, see volume XII. | - |
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Gander, but he would be sent to Paris again after the return of General 

Ely. 
Secretary Dulles indicated that if these talks with the French on 

pre-conditions succeeded, they would form the cornerstone of a re- 
gional grouping which would include Indochina, but he did not believe 
that the French had really made up their minds whether or not they 
wanted to continue the war in Indochina with U.S. participation. 
These talks were probably being used chiefly to strengthen the French 
bargaining position with the Communists at Geneva. While one 
couldn’t be sure, Secretary Dulles felt that even if Premier Laniel 
agreed to meet our pre-conditions, the French Chamber of Deputies 
wouldn’t go along with the decision. He was therefore inclined to the 

_ view that in our conversations with the French on pre-conditions we 
‘were going through an academic exercise except in so far as these con- 
versations affected the Geneva Conference. He did not exclude, how- 

ever, all possibility that the French might ultimately agree to 

internationalize the conflict. | | | 
With respect to the U.S. pre-conditions, Secretary Dulles expressed __ 

the view that we might be exaggerating the significance of the inde- 
pendence issue for the Associated States. The Associated States had 
already achieved in fact a very high degree of independence. More- 
over, if we harped on the independence issue it might well rise to em- 
barrass us when the scene shifted from Indochina to Malaya. 

In explaining the hesitations of Australia and New Zealand, Secre- 
tary Dulles pointed out that the Australians were in a tough spot in © 
view of the imminence of the national election. Accordingly, we had 
refrained from pressing the Australians too hard. Secretary Dulles 
indicated that the Foreign Minister of New Zealand was seeing the 
President this afternoon. Both these Dominions were torn between 
their sentimental ties with the United Kingdom (now greatly strength- 
ened by the visit of the young Queen) and their practical security ties 
with the United States. Above all, they wished to avoid making a 
choice between these ties.° | | 

Secretary Dulles then stated that he had just sent a message to 

Ambassador Dillon, emphasizing the importance of the time factor 
in discussions with the French regarding U.S. intervention in Indo- 
china. He had pointed out in this message that if the French delayed 

too long in agreeing to the pre-conditions for U.S. intervention, it 

5 Assistant Secretary Merchant discussed the problems of Indochina, the | 

Geneva Conference, and united action with Ambassador Spender of Australia on | 

May 17; with Ambassador Munro of New Zealand on May 17; and with Ambassa- 

dor Makins of the United Kingdom on May 13, May 17, and May 18. Memoranda 

of these conversations are in file 751G.00. The conversations with Ambassadors 

Spender, Munro, and Makins are summarized in telegram Tosec 190 to Geneva of 

May 17: for text, see volume x11. For memoranda of conversations between Sec- 

retary Dulles and Foreign Minister Webb of New Zealand in Washington on 

May 20 and 21 regarding the problems of Indochina, the Geneva Conference, and 

united action, see ibid.
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might be too late for the U:S. to intervene at all, since the military and | 
political situation in Indochina was deteriorating so rapidly. In short, | 

it might be impractical for the United States to intervene even if our : 

pre-conditions were finally agreed to by the French. | 

Mr. Cutler asked Secretary Dulles whether the French Govern- | 

ment had as yet formally asked for U.S. armed intervention. Secretary 

Dulles replied by describing the two informal French suggestions for 

| “one-shot” air strikes by the United States, but indicated clearly that 2 

there had been no formal French request for United States partner- : 

| ship in the Indochina war. He added that he had also recently warned } 

! Ambassador Dillon not to allow himself to be maneuvered into a 
| position where the French could blame the United States for the loss 

| of Indochina. | 
| The Vice President then asked Secretary Dulles for an explanation 

I of how Dillon had been conducting his conversations with the French | 

| regarding the pre-conditions for U.S. intervention. Did the Ambassa- 

| dor simply present the list of our pre-conditions to the French and 

| then wait for an answer? Or did Dillon actually press the French for 

| a favorable response to these pre-conditions? | | 

| Secretary Dulles replied that Ambassador Dillon conducted his 

| negotiations with Premier Laniel and with Under Secretary Schu- 

| mann strictly on an oral basis. Nothing in writing passed either way. 

| They had last met on Monday,’ at which time the French had sug- 

| gested suspension of further conversations during the absence of : 

| General Ely. | | 

| The Vice President then asked Secretary Dulles with whom Premier | 

| Laniel would be obliged to clear his own decision to ask for U.S. par- 

| ticipation. Secretary Dulles said that we would require clearance by 

| the Chamber of Deputies, because Laniel’s government was so shaky : 

| that it could be easily overthrown and its decisions reversed and : | 

| disavowed. 
| Secretary Dulles went on to state his belief that the Communist 

: negotiators at Geneva would continue to dangle false hopes before the | 

| French so that the latter would be unable to reach any firm decision I 

) until the situation in Indochina had deteriorated to a point where it 

| was beyond salvation by any means. : 

Mr. Allen Dulles confirmed the likelihood of these Communist : 

| tactics, and stated that intelligence indicated that General Cogny was 

not. getting the reinforcements he needed to save the situation in the 

| Tonkin Delta. Vietminh forces were being moved in the direction of | 

| the Delta with the apparent view to launching an attack there, though 

| as yet we could not. be absolutely sure of the motives for this move. 

The Vice President asked if the following constituted an accurate 

| summation of the existing situation: The British and the French were | 

°May 18. 7 :
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. dragging their feet until such time as the possibility for a settlement 
by the Geneva Conference appeared clearly hopeless. The Communists 
were well aware that the British and French were dragging their feet, 
and would protract the negotiations until they were sure that they had 
won the war in Indochina. 

Secretary Dulles replied that the Vice President’s summary was 
substantially correct. The only ray of hope would be Communist fear 
of United States intervention in Indochina or of general war. This 
fear might conceivably induce the Communists to moderate their de- 
mands on the French at Geneva. The Communists realize that the 
United States is not permitting the British a veto on our actions in this 

- area, and this knowledge was certainly not lost on the Communists. 
' The remainder of the discussion related to Congressional action. | 

Secretary Dulles pointed out the desirability of getting Congress to 
give some degree of discretionary power to the President to act. during 
the period Congress was adjourned. 

The National Security Council: 

a. Discussed the subject in the light of a report by Mr. Cutler, based 
on the discussion of the subject in the NSC Planning Board.’ 

6. Noted and discussed an oral report by the Secretary of State on 
developments with respect to the formation of a regional grouping in 
Southeast Asia; the Geneva Conference; and the military situation in 
Indochina. : 

“For a description of Cutler’s oral report, see extracts of this memorandum, 
volume XII. | 

751G.00/5-2054 | | 

| Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 
| (Wilson)? 

TOP SECRET WasHIneTon, 20 May 1954. 

Subject: U.S. Military Participation in Indochina ? | 

1. In recent discussions between the French and the Department of 
State relating to U.S. military intervention in Indochina, the U.S. 

*The source text is accompanied by the following note from Morris Draper of 
the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State to Counselor MacArthur: 
“The original of the attached memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which 
you have seen, has gone to the Secretary. This attached copy and one other, which 
has been sent to Mr. Bowie, are the only two which Defense has authorized us to 
have.” 

Acting Secretary of Defense Anderson sent an additional copy of this memo- 
randum to Secretary of State Dulles on June 5. Anderson’s letter of transmittal 
indicated that he concurred in the views of the JCS. (751G.5/6—-554) On the same 
day, Anderson also sent a copy of the memorandum to the President’s Special 
Assistant. (JCS files) . 

2A separate memorandum on this subject was transmitted to the Secretary of 
Defense on May 19 by Robert T. Stevens, Secretary of the Army; for text, see 
United States—Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 9, pp. 475-476. |
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Government specified certain conditions which would have to obtain | 
if U.S. military intervention were to be undertaken. Among these con- 
ditions were: 

a. That France would undertake not to withdraw its forces from | | 
Indochina during period of united action so that forces from U.S. | 
principally air and sea and others would be supplementary and not 
in substitution ; | 

6. That agreement would have to be reached on training of native 
troops and on command structure for united action. — : 

2. On the assumption that United States armed forces intervene in 

the conflict in Indochina, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have agreed that 

a Department of Defense position should be formulated as to the size 

| and composition of U.S. force contributions to be made and the com- 

, mand structure to be established. In formulating these views the Joint | 

| Chiefs of Staff have been guided by several factors, among which are: 

| a. The limited availability of U.S. forces for military action in 
| Indochina. | | | ; 

| 6. The current numerical advantage of the French Union forces : 
| over the enemy, 1.e., approximately 5 to 3. | 

c. The undesirability of basing large numbers of U.S. forces in 
| Indochina. | | 
| d. The primary need for an expanded and intensified training pro- 
| gram as being the current greatest need. : 
| é. The lack of required facilities for superimposing U.S. Air Force | 
| forces on existing facilities in Indochina. a | 
| f. The mmplications of a reaction of the Chinese Communists in the | 

| event of U.S. participation. _ | 
| g. Atomic weapons will be used whenever it is to our military | 
| advantage. 

! 3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that the basic principle under- | 

| lying any command structure for operations in Indochina which is | 

| acceptable to the United States must enable the U.S. to influence future | 

| strategy in Indochina. In addition, they believe that some new means 

| to furnish the military guidance which heretofore has come from Paris | 

| must be found. A possible solution for over-all strategic guidance is | 

| a Military Representatives Committee with membership from those 

| nations contributing the principal forces of the coalition with a steer- 

_ ing or standing group along the lines of NATO. This group would be 
| served by a staff organized along the lines of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of * 
: Staff composed primarily of U.S. and French officers. | 

| 4. Although the Allied Commander in Chief in Indochina should | 

| be French, there must be a U.S. Deputy with sufficient staff assistance 

| *The words “Chiefs of” were deleted by a JCS corrigendum on May 24, 1954. 
| (JCS files) | 

| : 
| :
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to provide liaison with the French and coordinate U.S. activities with 
the over-all operations. CINCPAC would exercise command over all 
U.S. forces based in Indochina and other forces assigned to him for 
operations in Indochina. In addition, a U.S. Air Advisor would be 
provided the French Commander in Chief for the purpose of advising 
him concerning the air effort. 

5. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that the best, military course for 
eventual victory in Indochina is the development of effective native 
armed forces. Thus far the French have been unsuccessful in their 
efforts to develop such forces. A firm commitment by the French and 
firm requests from the respective governments of the Associated States 
for the training and development of native forces by the United States 
should be a prerequisite of U.S. participation. It is estimated that an 

augmentation of MAAG Indochina on the order of 2250, with an ap- 
propriate logistic support force, would be required to initiate this 
program. The size of this force and security arrangements therefor 
will be determined in light of recommendations requested from 

CINCPAC and Chief, MA AG Indochina. 
6. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that U.S. participation be 

limited primarily to Naval and Air Forces. The composition of these 

forces should be on the order of the following: 

a. Naval Forces. A fast carrier Task Force and supporting forces 
as necessary in accordance with developments in the situation. 

6. Air Forces. U.S. Air Force units operating from present bases 
outside Indochina as may be required. The order of magnitude of this 
effort cannot now be estimated since it will depend on developments in 
the situation. | 

%. The Joint Chiefs of Staff note that the principal sources of Viet 

Minh military supply lie outside Indochina. The destruction or 

neutralization of those outside sources supporting the Viet Minh 

would materially reduce the French military problems in Indochina. 

8. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that committing to the Indo- 

china conflict Naval forces in excess of the above or basing substantial 

air forces therein will involve maldeployment of forces and reduce 

readiness to meet probable Chinese Communist reaction elsewhere in 

the Far East. From the point of view of the United States, with refer- 

ence to the Far East as a whole, Indochina is devoid of decisive mili- 

tary objectives and the allocation of more than token U.S. armed forces 

to that area would be a serious diversion of limited U.S. capabilities. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
ARTHUR RADFORD 

: Chairman 
Joint Chiefs of Staff
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Etsenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Telephone Conversations” | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation Between the Secretary of | 

State and the Counselor (MacArthur)? : 

| [Wasuineton,] May 20, 1954—6 p. m. 

The Sec. asked where are we on reply to Dillon’s long cable re : 

French conversations, Marines, etc.? M. said we sent a stop-gap cable 

yesterday saying we need more NSC consideration re the Marines.® 

| The Sec. said that would take a long time, and M. agreed, but said we | 

| can’t act until fundamental issues involved are considered there. Bowie | 

| and he are working on a paper which tries to lay these things out, and ! 

they may have it ready to show the Sec. tomorrow. The Sec. thinks it : 

| is an academic exercise we are going through in the sense it is not going | 

| to come to a positive result other than as it affects those who are in 

! Geneva. We don’t want to wreck the talks there—just say it is dis- | 

| cussable. M. said nothing can be done until those who went out the 

! other way get back, as the French will be pretty well stymied. M. said | 

| George Anderson called and said Gen. V——? [Valluy] was in and 

| was upset about the 5-power talks. Radford said no decision has been 

| reached, and it would be discussed with the French when it is in more 

| concrete form. V. said we have to wait for Ely to return. It should | 

| be on a high level—Anderson said we can match stars with anyone | 

and get an appropriate guy. What they want, said M., is a commit- | 

| ment of ground forces, and not what we offered. Dillon knows we can’t 

| say anything until early next week at least. The Sec. said we must not 

: lose sight of what we are doing—in what we can get benefit out of. 

| We are trying to create in the minds of the French and those in 

| Geneva that serious talks are going on. Let us not dispel that. The | 

| details of a plan of battle can’t be discussed until trip is over. The 

| Sec.’s idea is to get word to Dillon that some elements were discussable | 

| but as part of program that could be expected to succeed. It 1s a ques- | 

| tion of time—what is sufficient now won’t be 2-8 months from now. | 

! M. will work on something for the Sec. to see in the a.m. The Sec. said 

| Dillon’s reply re independence was not helpful.‘ It is an essay—they | 

| agreed on that. The Sec. wants a precise formula from Dillon. M. will 

| so advise him. | 

| * Drafted by Phyllis D. Bernau of the office of the Secretary of State. 

| ? Reference is to telegram 4416 from Paris, May 17, which is discussed in foot- 

| note 2, p. 1580. For the reply to telegram 4416, see telegram 4194 to Paris, May 21, | 

: ih eferenc is to telegram 4152 to Paris, May 19; for text, see footnote 2, p. ~ | 

! 4 See telegram 4402 from Paris, May 17, p. 1574. | 

| | 
p |
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751G.5/5-2154 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

| TOP SECRET WasuHineTon, May 21, 1954—2:22 p. m. 
4194. Eyes only Ambassador from Secretary. ReEmbtel 4416 rptd 

Geneva 251.2 | 
1. Marines. 
Within context of coherent and realistic overall plan for conduct 

of collective military operations in Indochina, we would not exclude 
sending some marines, if this made military sense. Until Ely returns 
from Paris and reports, we assume French will not be able to discuss 
seriously such overall plan. On other hand we are definitely not pre- 
pared to make commitments of marines or other contingents on piece- 
meal basis and for merely psychological reasons. When French are 
able to discuss specific plan for collective operations in practical terms 
we will be ready to discuss what other countries including US should 
contribute. 

2. Timing. | 
We are concerned about when decision can be taken re interna- 

tionalizing conflict. It seems quite clear that military measures, which 
if taken in next few weeks could enable holding of Indochina, might 
be hopelessly inadequate two months from now if military and politi- 
cal situation Indochina continues to deteriorate. We are not clear as 
to when French envisage really coming to grips with problem and 
how this is related to progress or lack thereof at. Geneva. Would ap- 
preciate your best estimate as to: , 

a. Whether French view present talks with us as anything more 
than a device to strengthen their hand at Geneva: 

6. If Communists drag out Geneva, talks will French in meantime 
_ be unable to take any decision re internationalizing conflict; 

c. When will French really get down to cases with us re conditions; 
_ d. If Laniel agrees to our conditions, when would he be likely to 

submit them to Cabinet and Parliament. | 

3. Independence. | | | 
Your several telegrams ably set forth French point of view on in- 

dependence for Associated States. Our concern is to clarify status 
of Associated States in manner which will mobilize local support in 

_ Vietnam and SEA, minimize other Asian opposition, and satisfy US 
and free world opinion. While suggestions in your 4402 * may be useful 
for this purpose, we do not believe they would meet problem fully. 
Main difficulty is that even if Associated States enjoyed real inde- 

* Drafted by Bowie, Bonbright, and MacArthur. Repeated to Geneva as Tedul 
101, from the Secretary eyes only for the Under Secretary. 

* See footnote 2, p. 1580. 
* Dated May 17, p. 1574. |
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pendence today, as fully as French assert, French have stated this so | 
often in past that it is hard now to obtain credence. Moreover, fact 
that treaty of independence and treaty of association are inextricably : 
tied together by French cannot fail to give impression that Viet- 

_ namese decision to remain in French Union was not freely arrived at | 
but was extorted as price for independence. I would appreciate your ! 
considering this further and sending me a specific formula to meet 
this problem. | | | 

| oe DULLES | , 

| INR-NIE files | | 
| National Intelligence Estimate | | 

| | 
| . SECRET. WASHINGTON, 21 May 1954. 
| NIE 63-3-54 | | 

| PropaBLe Minrrary anp PoriricaL DEvELOPMENTS In INDOCHINA 
| a | Over THE Next 30 Days? | 

| | THE PROBLEM . | 
| To estimate the probable military and political developments in | 
| Indochina over the next 30 days. 

! | ASSUMPTIONS ; | | | 
| 1. That no cease-fire agreement is reached at the Geneva Confer- | 
| ence during the period of this estimate. | 
| 2. That French policy with respect to Indochina will not undergo 
| a radical change for the worse within the next 30 days. | 
| THE ESTIMATE | ) 
| Military Developments | | 

| 1. The fall of Dien Bien Phu has not precipitated a collapse of the | 
| French and Vietnamese military positions in Indochina, but it has 
| had a significant impact upon the attitudes toward the war of all par- : 
| ticipants. From the Viet Minh viewpoint, the fall of Dien Bien Phu | 
| has created a climate of victory which offers possibilities for further 

| advances. We believe that the Viet Minh will raise their present level 
| of operations, seeking to reduce further the French and Vietnamese 

| * According to a note on the cover sheet, “The Intelligence Advisory Committee : 
| concurred in this estimate on 20 May 1954. The AEC and FBI abstained, the sub- 
| ject being outside of their jurisdiction. - - | 

“The following member organizations of the Intelligence Advisory Committee 
participated with the Central Intelligence Agency in the preparation of this esti- i 

| mate: The intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the 
| Navy, the Air Force, and The J oint Staff.” | | 
| The cover sheet also indicates that this estimate superseded NIE 63-54 of 
| Apr. 30, p. 1451. 

578-611 O 82 - 14 (Pt. 2) 
|
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will to continue the war, to improve the Communist basis for bargain- _ 

ing at’ Geneva, to prevent major redeployments of French Union 

forces, to prepare for major campaigns, and to exploit any opportuni- 

| ties for early victory. From the French Union viewpoint, the defeat 

at Dien Bien Phu has underscored the fact that the war cannot be 

won by French efforts alone. Accordingly, the main French effort ap- 

pears at present to be directed toward maintaining and in any case 

preventing a collapse of the French Union military position before 

a cease-fire is negotiated at Geneva or the conflict is internationalized. 

Military Developments Within the Next Two Weeks ) 

9. Without redeployment of major units, the Viet Minh will have 

during the next two weeks the capability to increase the present level 

of their military operations throughout Indochina. In the Delta, the 

Viet Minh over the next two weeks will probably continue to mount 

attacks against French strong points and to cut temporarily the lines 

of communications between Hanoi and Haiphong. In addition, they 

will probably continue to augment their capabilities for sabotage and 

terrorist activities in Hanoi and Haiphong. However, while the scale 

of these activities will increase, they will probably not exercise these 

capabilities for sabotage and terrorism to the full during the next two 

weeks except in the event of large-scale military operations in this 

area. Outside the Delta, the Viet Minh will probably launch attacks 

in central Vietnam, conduct raiding operations in Laos, and increase 

- guerrilla operations in Cambodia. 

3. We consider that, despite the defeat at Dien Bien Phu, the French 

Union forces still retain the will to defend key points. In the Delta, 

the French almost certainly will possess for at least the next two weeks 

the capability to hold major positions. They have redeployed one 

mobile group from Laos to the Delta, and they apparently intend to 

regroup forces already within the Delta even though this may require 

the abandonment of some outlying Delta strong points. Outside the © 

Delta region, the French will probably have the capability to hold 

most positions during the next two weeks although they may abandon 

certain positions in order to concentrate their troops in critical areas 

elsewhere. | 

Military Developments Within the Neat 30 Days 

4. If major units now at Dien Bien Phu are redeployed as rapidly 

as possible, the Viet Minh can within the next 30 days attain a capa- 

bility for launching a heavy assault against French positions in the 

Delta. Preparations are now being made for moving the bulk of the | 

Viet Minh units from Dien Bien Phu toward their bases in the Delta 

area, and there are indications that redeployment has begun. We> 

believe that approximately one division will remain initially in the
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| | 

vicinity of Dien Bien Phu. The major portion of the forces at Dien | 
Bien. Phu with their heavy equipment could not assemble in the Delta 
area before 7-15 June, although it is believed that their lghtly- | 
equipped units could complete the movement by 31 May. However, the | 

gradual increase in intensity of rains during the month of June, com- | 
bined with French aerial attacks on Route 41, may slow down the | 
movement. : 

5. In addition to the force at Dien Bien Phu, the concentration of | 
| 17 battalions at Thai Nguyen, a point approximately 35 miles north . of Hanoi, may be used to augment the Viet Minh capability for major 

| attacks against the Delta. These units, 13 of which are regional bat- 
| talions, appear to be undergoing advanced training. It is unlikely that : 

| these troops will be independently committed in major attacks on | 
| Delta strong points during the next 30 days. However, they might be 
| used to attack French static defense units or to fill out a major attack- | 
| ing force made up of units now at Dien Bien Phu. : 
| 6. If military considerations alone dictate, we estimate that the | 

| Viet Minh will not launch an all-out assault against the Delta during —- 

| the next 30 days. The major factors militating against such an assault ! 
: are: the requirement for reorganization and recuperation of the main \ 

! striking force from Dien Bien Phu, the limited period of time to pre- : 

: pare for major assaults against fortified positions, the possibilities | 

: of delay in movement of artillery units into position, the onset of the I 

_ -Yainy season with resultant supply difficulties, and the flooding of 

_ areas within the Delta which restrict routes for troop movements and | 

: areas of maneuver. The most important deterrent, however, is the 

| French strength in manpower, firepower, and airpower. However, the 

! Viet Minh might undertake an assault on the Delta because of political | 

| requirements in relation to Geneva, or on the basis of their estimate 

: that French Union forces had become demoralized and that Viet 

| Minh capabilities for assault combined with sabotage, terrorism, and : 

| insurrection might prove decisive in the Delta. Barring a serious | 

! deterioration of the will to fight of the French Union forces as a result : 

! of political developments in Indochina or elsewhere, we believe that 

| the French would be able to counter or blunt such an assault within 
| the next 30 days. | 7 | : 

| 7. On the other hand, we anticipate that, short of mounting an | 
| all-out assault on the Delta, the Viet Minh during the next 30 days will 
: increase their present level of operations and will attack French strong | 

} points in the Delta and elsewhere. Although we consider it likely that , 

| the French will suffer some reverses from attacks on this scale, we | 

! believe that they will be able to retain possession of most of their : 

| key strong points throughout Indochina, and will be able to keep open : 
I 

| 
|
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the lines of communications between Hanoi and Haiphong except for 

frequent but temporary interruptions. | , | | 
8. It is possible that defections by Vietnamese units will occur dur- 

ing the next 30 days and will thus reduce the capabilities of French 

Union forces. Some Vietnamese from militia units are believed to 

have defected recently to the Viet Minh with their arms. On the 

other hand, since the fall of Dien Bien Phu, French and Vietnamese 

units have been engaged with no indication of impaired morale or 

will to fight. We estimate that, unless the Vietnamese become con- 

vinced that the French intend to sell out in Indochina or unless the 

Viet Minh achieve substantial military successes, the fighting capa- 

bilities of the French Union forces during the next 30 days will not 
deteriorate so severely as to preclude their employment as an effective 
military force. There is always the possibility, however, that some 
spectacular Viet Minh successes in the Delta would convince the native 

population and Vietnamese troops there that victory in the Delta 

was imminent, in which case an extremely rapid deterioration of the 

situation in north Vietnam would ensue. | 

Political Developments 

9. Barring the unlikely event of a large-scale Viet Minh invasion 

or of a coup @état, Laos and Cambodia will probably retain their 

present uncertain political stability during the next 30 days. The 

Laotian Government will almost certainly remain in power if the 
French continue to provide it with support. The Cambodian Govern- 

ment will probably retain control and will continue its efforts to solicit 

direct US aid. : | 
10. Political stability in Vietnam will probably continue to dete- 

riorate during this period. In the absence of both Bao Dai and Buu 

Loc, factionalism has become extreme, and the Vietnamese central 

| government is virtually paralyzed. It is possible that the Vietnam 

central government will disintegrate during the next 30 days. It is 
also possible that a coup may be attempted by General Hinh, who has 

obvious dictatorial ambitions. If the Vietnam central government 

should disintegrate, the French could almost certainly maintain civil 

control temporarily in the regions they occupy by working through 

Vietnamese regional governors and local officials. A large part of the 

Vietnamese troops in the French Union forces probably would con- 

tinue at least temporarily to be responsive to the French High Com- 

mand. Thus disintegration of the Vietnam central government, while 

| it would complicate negotiations at Geneva, would almost certainly 

not cause an immediate collapse of French control in Indochina unless 

it were accompanied or preceded by a collapse of the French military 

position.
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751G.00/5-2254 : Telegram | | co | 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State . 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Sargon, May 22, 1954—2 p. m. 
2496. Repeated information priority Paris 884, Geneva 143, London : 

69, Manila 283. I have just had a conversation with General Ely in 
presence of DeJean. In response to my question as to his estimate of | 
military situation, Ely said it was vital for French Union forces to 
hold the Tonkin Delta and the had ordered new troop dispositions to 

| that end. Situation in Laos was calm and thus he could bring French 

| Union battalions and groupes mobiles from that theater by air to | 
| delta. Likewise he intended to relieve French~Union forces now on 

| static guard post duty by Vietnamese National Army troops and thus | 
| in general increase French mobile striking force in delta which would 

! be capable of a war of maneuver. 
| Some additional French reinforcements are on way to Indochina. 
| 2800 Foreign Legion have arrived at Cap St. Jacques today and Ely : 
| hopes to bring a few additional battalions (Paris telegram 4466) 2 | 

| by air. He probably will make a request on US for air lift in this case. | 
| Despite these dispositions, Ely did not hide gravity of military sitp- 
| ation in delta. He said there was evidence that the 16 Viet Minh _ 

| _ regional battalions now in vicinity of Thai Nguyen were there for 
| training and equipment in more modern arms, including possibly 
| tanks, and they could be formed into an additional division with some ! 
| extra battalions left over. If Giap could bring his four divisions from | 
| Dien Bien Phu to delta quickly, reorganize these 16 det, situation | 

| and utilize Viet Minh 820 division which is now inside delta, situation H 
| might become very serious. However, on balance Ely felt that‘French 
| could dominate situation. 
| _ He said he would recommend to his government that delta be held ! 

| at all costs. He said “In the 44 [74] war we had our eyes fixed on the 
| line of the Vosges but war was actually won in Balkans. In 38 we had 
| our eyes fixed on the Maginot line but the war was lost in Czecho- 

| slovakia. In 54 we can lose Europe if we do not hold here”. | | 

| | McCuintocxk 
| ———$$_$___—. | , 
| Telegram 4466 from Paris, May 20, repeated to Geneva and Saigon, not | 
| printed, contained the Embassy’s report of a conversation with Minister for the 
| Associated States Jacquet regarding French plans for sending reinforcements to / 
| Indochina. (751G.00/5-2054) 

| 751G.00/5-2254 : Telegram - | : 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

| TOP SECRET PRIORITY Satcon, May 22, 1954—3 p. m. | 

| 2499. Repeated information priority Paris 885, Geneva 144, Manila 
286. Manila eyes only Ambassador. General O’Daniel had a three hour " 

| !
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conference this morning with General Ely. O’Daniel reported to me 
before his departure at 1300 for Manila. He said Ely had agreed that 
a greatly enlarged MAAG training section should be established and 
that two large training camps would at once be turned over for Amer- 
ican training of Vietnamese national troops. Command responsibility 
for camps, however, would remain either in French or Vietnamese 
hands in respect of mutually accepted principle of unity of command. 
However, US instructors would be permitted to serve in active units 
as military advisors to Vietnamese commanders and this entailed 

| possibility of US military participation in combat. Ely repeated to 
O’Daniel remark he had made in my presence as reported earlier this 
week that more Americans got into war here better he would be 
pleased. 

On basic issue which disturbs General O’Daniel, namely formation 
of Vietnamese army in divisional units, General Ely would not com- 
mit himself to divisions but merely told O’Daniel he would agree to 
training of larger units than heretofore. He mentioned five battalions 
as maximum strength of such units. General O’Daniel is disappointed 
at this reluctance on part of French and I informed General O’Daniel 
that in my opinion so long as Navarre is Commander-in-Chief here 
he will continue to operate in terms of battalions or at utmost groupes 
mobiles. When I later saw General Ely after O’Daniel’s departure, I 
raised this question. Ely said he thought it was only a matter of detail. 
I said that he was mistaken, at least so far as General O’Daniel was 
concerned, because latter attached utmost importance to creation of _ | 
divisions and might indeed be prone to recommend that we do not __ 
undertake proposed training unless his requirement as to divisions is - 
met. I suggested as possible compromise that maybe Ely could agree 
on six battalions and call this unit a division (O’Daniel had previously 
told me he would be agreeable to a six battalion division). Ely said 

| he thought this could be worked out upon his return to Paris. Ely 
likewise told me, although apparently he did not mention this to 
O’Daniel, that he would be willing for US instructors to take over four 
training camps if suitable personnel could be found. | 

I feel that there must be a very clear understanding between US 
and French Governments as to what we are getting into in this train- 
ing proposal, since it is possible that French will expect us to train 
troops which they will use according to their own doctrine, while we 
will be training troops.in expectation they will be used according to 

_ our doctrine. I cautioned General O’Daniel that we should not give 
easy assent until we had looked at every aspect of this problem and 
he said he had not indicated his final agreement to General Ely. I 
recalled to General O’Daniel that once as a little boy I had seen a 
water snake in a creek which had swallowed a catfish. The spines of
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the fish had pierced the snake’s throat and he could get the fish neither 

down nor up. We do not want to get ourselves in a similar position | 

here. | - : 

McCuin Tock : 

: 751G.00/5-2254 : Telegram | | | 
| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET | eo Paris, May 22, 1954—11 p. m. 

i 4499. Repeated information Geneva 280. Department limit distri- | 

| bution. Geneva eyes only Under Secretary. Re Dep. tel. 4194.1 I saw 
| Maurice Schumann late Saturday afternoon? and conveyed to him — 
| information contained in ref. tel. He was well pleased with contents | 

| of para 1 regarding Marines which he felt answered adequately one of 
| three serious questions which he had posed last Monday. Regarding © | 

| second serious problem, that of clarifying independence of the Associ- 

| ated States, Schumann had nothing of interest to say except to reiter- | 
| ate the impossibility of publicity creating a right of secession from — 

| the French Union. The third serious problem raised by Schumann last | 

| Monday was the requirement that there be some degree of flexibility 

| in regard to withdrawal of French forces from Indo China in the event _ 
| of a substantial strengthening of the Vietnam National Army. As he | 

| then said, the French do not feel that they can make a commitment to 

| keep their present forces, plus the reinforcements they are now sending, | 

| in Indo China for the whole period of united action. They feel that 
| such a commitment for an indefinite period is impossible. The French | 

! are perfectly willing to agree that they will not remove their forces 
| ‘as additional forces from the United States and other countries come : 

| in, but they do want flexibility. Specifically, they might make some 

| reduction in their forces as the Viet Nam National Army increased 

provided that the military situation allowed such a reduction. My 

| feeling is that even if we could force the French to accept such a com- | 
, mitment it would certainly ensure indefinite postponement of E.D.C.3 _ | 

Ref. tel. gave no answer to this question and Schumann is still await- 

: ing our views. . SO | 
: As to timing, the French would like to come to full agreement with — 

| the U.S. just as soon as possible. Such an agreement would only be 

__ announced or used when it became obvious to French that it was im- 
| possible to secure an honorable armistice at Geneva. | - 

: 1 Dated May 21, p. 1594. | 
: * May 22. 7 | 7 | | 

* Regarding the relationship between Indochina and the European Defense 
Community, see telegram 4440 from Paris, May 19, volume v. | | :
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I do not understand para 2(c) of ref. tel. as French consider that 
| negotiations are now fully under way except for military negotiations 

regarding training, command and operational planning, etc. The 
French would like to undertake such military negotiations as soon as 
possible and request information as to where we would like such nego- 
tiations to take place. I am sure that unless some other channel of - 
negotiation has been set up, they would want to talk with General 
Trapnell along these lines. In answer to para 2(d@) French would not 
submit agreement to cabinet or parliament until they were ready to 
ask for actual U.S. intervention. The time schedule, as I see it, would 
be (1) completion of negotiations; (2) some method, not necessarily 
public announcement, of letting Communists at Geneva know that 

| agreement had been reached. If this did not produce results (3) deci- 
| sion that an honorable armistice was not possible at Geneva; (4) sub- 

mission of agreement to cabinet and French parliament followed im- 
‘mediately by formal request to U.S. 

After I had completed my conversation with Schumann, Bidault 
| joined us for a few minutes and Schumann outlined status of negotia- 

tions to him. He did not have a great deal to add except to emphasize 
the impossibility of a public right of secession from the French Union. 
He remarked that the only document which contained such a right 
of secession was the constitution of Soviet Russia. He also enlarged 
upon the fact that if such a declaration were made it would cause 
immediate troubles in Africa which would necessitate further acts of 
repression on the part of the French, all of which would be most un- 
desirable. He finished by saying the French could never agree to make 
such a statement and rather than make it, they would continue to fight 
by themselves even though the results might be disastrous. My own 
feeling is that if we wish to provide military assistance to France and 
the Associated States in Indo China we-will have to abandon idea of 
French making any statement regarding the right of secession. My 
views on this subject have been motivated by my conviction that if 
we insist on such a statement, the result will be acceptance of surren- | 

der terms similar to those posed by Viet Minh either by this govern- 
ment or by a succeeding government. I will consider problem further 
and attempt to provide some formula as requested in ref. tel. Coon 

Bidault also made several remarks about how ill-informed he had 
been in Geneva on these negotiations. He said that Margerie had 

_ talked with Achilles but that he himself had never talked with the 

Under Secretary on this subject. I have the impression that he would 
very much like to have the Under Secretary talk with him about this _ 

early next week. —_ | 
| Ditton
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751G.00/5—2454 : Telegram : ; 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State : 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, May 24, 1954—noon. 
4508. Repeated information Geneva 283. Limit distribution. Eyes 

only Under Secretary. Re Deptels 4194 * and 4023.” In order to clarify 
status of negotiations on conditions mentioned para 2 Deptel 4023, | 
following is my present understanding regarding each condition: : 

| _ 2-a. French accept. — | | 
| 2-6. French accept in principle but I am sure that they would not : 
| be disposed to request assistance of these states until such time as U.S. } 
| is in position to inform French that invitations would be accepted by | 

| Thailand and Philippines, and probably accepted by Australia and 
| New Zealand. Thus completion of condition 2-0 is now essentially a 
| U.S. responsibility. French are uninformed regarding progress of | 
| negotiations on this subject with the exception of what they read in 

| the press, and they would very much appreciate any information which 
| can be given them. . ) 
| 2-¢c. Accepted in principle by French with the understanding that | 
| all concerned now agree that. in the first instance appeal U.N. should 
| be made only by Thailand. Bidault personally continues to have cer- I 
| tain reservations regarding discussion in General Assembly for fear 
| of provoking Arab States, but Schumann and Laniel are firm on this 

: point and I am sure that their point of view will prevail. OO : 
| 2-d. Will comment in later telegram. | | 
| 2-e. French, as result of information in Deptel 4194 are now satis- 
| fied as to composition U.S. forces. However, their satisfaction is based _ 
| on their feeling that General Ely will have no difficulty in demon- 
| _ strating strictly military needs for Marines to JCS. This, I assume, 

| would be covered in military planning talks which French desire to 
| start promptly. If Ely should be unable to convince JCS of need I 
| for Marines a serious problem would arise, as while U.S. naturally 
| cannot commit Marines for merely psychological reasons, nevertheless ! 
| such reasons would be overriding in French Parliament and public | 
| opinion. French accept undertaking that forces from U.S. and other 
| nations would be supplementary and not in substitution for French 

forces, but they are unwilling to be tied to entire period of united | 
| action for reasons expressed in Embtels 4416 * and 4499,‘ as well as fact | 

that there would be no similar commitment regarding U.S. and other | 
| forces. I think French would readily agree to a formula such as fol- | 
| lowing: “France would agree that forces from US and other nations 
| will be supplementary to French Union forces in Indochina and not : 
| in substitution thereof.” I 
| 2-f. French are anxious to undertake military negotiations 
| promptly on this item and on overall military planning. Understand | 
| Kly has had preliminary talks with O’Daniel regarding training. I~ 

, would think that best place for these negotiations would be Washing- 
| ton with Valluy representing French and with possibility of two or 
| three days visit by General Ely. | 
: ‘Dated May 21, p. 1594. | | * Dated May 11, p. 1534. | 

* See footnote 2, p. 1580. | 
| * Supra. | _ | | 
| | 
|
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Naturally, it must be realized that proposals will stand or fall as a 
whole and answers I outlined above are not as yet commitments, but 
do represent present thinking of Laniel and Schumann. | 

Brief answers to questions posed in para 2 of Deptel 4194 are: 

_%-a. French clearly view present talks both as device to strengthen 
hand at Geneva and as preparing way for military intervention if 
necessary. | 

2-6. French expected to take decision on internationalization at 
such time as it becomes clear to public opinion that an honorable 
armistice is not possible at Geneva. I should think that this moment 
might arrive sometime within the next two or three weeks. 
sons” French have been negotiating seriously since receipt of Deptel 

2-d. Immediately after decision is taken that honorable armistice 
- isnot possible at Geneva. 

Military situation in delta will also have direct influence on French 
_ timing. The less the military pressure from the Vietminh, the longer — 

the French would be willing to negotiate at Geneva for an armistice, 

or conversely, the greater the military pressure the quicker they will 
decide that no honorable armistice is possible at Geneva. 

a DILLON 

751G.00/5-2454 : Telegram : oo 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET | Parts, May 24, 1954—6 p. m. 

4514. Repeated information Geneva 287, Saigon 542. Department 
limit distribution. Eyes only McClintock Saigon. Subject: Further 

clarification of independence of Associated States. 
A. If we wish to come to any agreement with French on this sub- 

ject it is clear to me that we will have to abandon concept of statement 
granting right of withdrawal from French Union. French feeling on 
this subject is highly emotional and is not confined to government and 

parliament, but is shared by general public. 

1. In eyes of Frenchmen the only reason for French to continue to 
fight in Indochina is their obligation toward the Associated States as 
part of the French Union. A statement by French Government that 
Associated States would have right to withdraw from French Union 

at any time would in eyes of all Frenchmen fatally compromise their 
attachment to the French Union, and therefore, remove remaining 
reasons to fight. | | _ 

2. French Union comprises not only Associated States but also 
Metropolitan France, overseas departments (Algeria, Martinique, 
etc.) and “old colonies” (French equatorial Africa, Madagascar, etc.). 
Protectorates, Tunis and Morocco, are not in Union but French nat- 
urally hope that eventually they too will join as additional “Associated 
States” as defined in French Constitution. The French feel that any
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statement regarding right of withdrawal would lead to disturbances | 
in Africa and would be an invitation to nationalist forces in Tunis | 
and Morocco to increase terroristic activities. | 

3. Associated States have never requested right of withdrawal so — | 
French cannot understand why it has come up. Also such a statement : 
does not seem to have any precedent. Inquiry at British Embassy 
reveals that there is no statement or written document confirming | 
right of Commonwealth countries to leave Commonwealth. However, H 
it is understood by all that Commonwealth countries by unilateral | | 

| action can sever ties with Commonwealth. Exactly same situation will _ 
| exist in Vietnam after departure of French Expeditionary Corps. If 
| Vietnam then should decide unilaterally to leave French Union, pre- : 
| sumably by abrogating treaty of association or by any other legisla- 
| tive process of her own devising, there would be nothing to prevent 
| her departure. No Frenchman would ever consider attempt to fight — 
| their way back into Indochina. a 
| ; mo 

_. B. After considerable thought I have been unable to conceive of — | 
| any way in which question of right of withdrawal can be compromised 
| in a public statement. Therefore, we will have to find some other means : 
| by which to clarify the independence of Associated States. The follow- ; 
| ing program would appear appropriate. | , os | 

| 1. Require the signature by France and Vietnam of at least the two f 
basic treaties on independence and association with French Union 

_ ‘which have already been approved by draft form. Neither French : 
| Government nor Vietnamese seem in a hurry to get these documents , 
/ signed so it may require pressure on both sides. If signature of these 
| documents were made a firm prerequisite for US assistance I feel con- 
| _fident that French Government for their part would agree to prompt. | 
_ Signature and assume Bao Dai would as well. | | 
: 2, At the time of signature Bao Dai should make a very clear state- | 
: ment regarding the full independence of Vietnam and the fact that 
_ Vietnam is joining French Union entirely of her own accord. | 
| 3. Public announcement. be made that US is taking over substantial 
| responsibility for training of Vietnamese National Army which will 
_ be trained in units of decision 6. — oe 
| 4, Statement by highest US authority that they are convinced that 
__. Vietnam is now a fully independent-nation and that US will deal with 
_ Vietnam as sucht | | | 

. So. : 

| a | _ Dinon : 

| ‘In telegram 2531 from Saigon, May 25, repeated to Geneva and Paris, Chargé | 
McClintock stated that he was mystified as to the apparent concern for publicizing [ 

| the right of Vietnam to withdraw from the French Union. He contended that “we : 
should leave well enough alone and not insist on something which Vietnamese — | 
themselves have never asked for.” (751G.00/5-2554) On the same day, Under 

| Secretary Smith presented his views on the subject in telegram Dulte 109 from 
| Geneva (repeated to Paris and Saigon), which read asfollows: 
| “I would like to reinforce the last paragraph of Dillon’s message on independ- | 

ence Associated States. I believe that it is of the utmost importance to have — 
prompt signature of the two basic treaties. Aside from the fact that we are in a 
false position here until these are signed, it is probable that when they are signed I 
Bao Dai will return promptly and, to the extent his energy and ability permit, f 

_ will try to assume national leadership.” (751G.00/5-2554) /
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751G.00/5—2454 , | 

Memorandum by the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far 
| Eastern Affairs (Drumright) to the Counselor (MacArthur)? 

TOP SECRET [ Wasuineton,| May 24, 1954. 

Subject: Comment on JCS Memorandum of 20 May regarding U.S. 
Military participation in Indochina? | 

In general, the JCS memorandum appears to envisage little more 
than a token military intervention in Indochina. It is doubtful if the 
JCS concept would meet French requirements which apparently are 
geared to a much larger and more active US intervention. If we should 
intervene, even on the basis apparently envisaged by the JCS, we 
should be prepared for changed circumstances which might compel 

us to intervene on a massive scale. | 
We have the following specific comments on certain of the numbered 

paragraphs. | . 
_ Paragraphi: Nocomment. | 

Paragraph 2b: Although we believe the numerical ratio of French 
Union forces over the enemy is now, as stated, approximately five to 
three, the changed circumstances under which the U.S. might partici- __ 
pate in the defense of Indochina would very likely be accompanied by 
other factors which would effectively alter that ratio with respect to 
capability. A worsened anti-Communist position which would be a 
factor in causing U.S. intervention might quickly result in a lower 
capability or even in actual reduction in strength of the French Union 
forces. It would therefore be difficult to assess with any degree of 
accuracy the ratio in effect at the time of a necessary U.S. intervention. - 

Paragraph 2d: It would appear to be possible that the primary need 
at the time of a necessary U.S. intervention might be a tactical defen- 
sive operation with the limited U.S. troops available rather than an 
expanded and intensified training program for local forces. Oo 
Paragraph 29: . The use of atomic weapons whenever it is to our | 

military advantage to do so might necessarily be coupled with a severe 
reaction by those Asian countries now attempting to maintain a neu- 
tralist posture. It should therefore be understood that, in our view, 

adverse political reactions should be expected from most of Asia to 

our use of such weapons. 
Paragraphs 3 and 4: These are basically military matters to be 

worked out in military circles. ~~ 
Paragraph 5: The circumstances under which the factors out- 

lined in this paragraph are applicable are not clear. While we accept 
the thesis that the best military course for eventual victory is the 

? Drafted by Hoey of PSA. , | 
2 Ante, p. 1590. oe | |
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development of effective native armed forces, it is unclear as to what ) 
the U.S. objective should be, compared with the unsuccessful French — 
efforts. We understand approximately 5,000 French officers and NCO’s 
are now engaging in a training function. We do not know if this train- : 
ing function is expected to continue at the same level of effectiveness. 
We believe that the relationship between any continuing French | 
training function and a U.S. training mission should be carefully 
spelled out with respect to the distinction between their tasks as well 
as their control. We agree that firm requests from the French and | 

| Associated States are a prerequisite to American intervention. 
Paragraphs 6a and 6: We believe that the command relationship | 

| between any U.S. naval and air force contributions should be care- 
| fully spelled out with respect to the command relationship to the — 

Allied Commander in Chief. There would appear to be significant. 
| advantages to be gained (ignoring military requirements) if com- | 

mand of U.S. Naval and Air forces should remain with the U.S. and | 
be considered as a contributory measure furnished in coordination | 

__ with ground efforts which of course would be under the Allied Com- 
| mander in Chief. oS | 
| Paragraph 7: The implications of bombing supply lines inside 
| China raises a multitude of political considerations as well as strategic | 
| military problems. The existence of the Sino—Soviet treaty and other 
| factors must be considered. We feel that consideration of bombing 
| Communist China, if a necessary part of the problem of U.S. military 
| participation in Indochina, should be part of a larger strategic study — | 

| and that our determination to do so or not be the result of such a larger | 

| study. This applies to factor under 2f. | | 

| Paragraph 8: From the political point of view it has been esti- 
| mated that the fall of Indochina to Communist control would even- | 
| tually result in the fall of the balance of Southeast Asia to Commu- 
| nist control. We are not sure if it is consistent with such an assessment 
| to agree that the allocation of more than token U.S. forces would be 
| a serious diversion of U.S. capabilities. While not arguing for the 
| deployment of substantial U.S. forces to the area we believe that the 

! concept outlined in paragraph 8 might more accurately be recast to | 

| indicate a planning ability to deploy in the area of Indochina sufficient | 

| forces to achieve our objective in Indochina. An extension of the war | 

| would necessarily call for a reassessment of such a decision. If the in- 
| tervention of token U.S. forces in the area did not result in an exten- : 
| sion of the war, it might be found that token U.S. forces were inade- | 
_ quate for the task. Under those circumstances it would appear they , 
_ should be increased to a size to permit the successful completion of 

our mission. - :
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751G.00/5—2454 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET a Paris, May 24, 1954—8 p. m. 

4521. Repeated information Geneva 289, Saigon 548. Re Geneva’s 
Secto 261, repeated Saigon 95, Paris 3021 Embassy officer saw Ngo 
Dinh Diem today. Although obviously pleased re-establish contact US 
official, he was in such state excitement at. prospect new responsibilities 
that much he said was vague, rambling and even unintelligible. His 
impression that movements followed by French and Viet Minh agents 
which had caused him insist on elaborate arrangements for meeting 
Embassy officer (contributed to nervous state). Nevertheless, he talked 
steadily for two hours, of which following are high points. | 

He was summoned May 14 from abbey in Bruges where then living 
to see Bao Dai Paris. Brother, Ngo Dinh Luyen, had acted as inter- 

) mediary. Preliminary contacts successful with Bao Dai explaining 
need Diem and latter agreeing to re-enter political arena. Bao Dai 
proceeded Genva immediately thereafter and ordered Buu-Loc to re- 
turn Saigon on grounds that deteriorating situation there required 
presence one of two men and Bao Dai had to remain France to direct 

Vietnam delegation Geneva. Although Buu-Loc could not cate- 
gorically refuse order he employed delaying tactics to postpone de- 

-parture in hopes that Bao Dai would change mind. - 
Instead Emperor ordered Nguyen De inform Buu-Loc he was dis- 

missed. He did so by telephone from Evian to St. Julien and again 
instead of acting on instructions Buu-Loc delayed. When asked how 
this was possible Diem explained that Bao Dai was “weak”, hated to 
make important decisions and even then could often be dissuaded from 
them later. No one knew this better or took greater advantage of it 
than Buu-Loc. | - | 

Bao Dai had, in meanwhile, decided send Diem to Saigon imme- 
| diately re-explore possibilities form new government while at same 

time helping restore rapidly deteriorating situation Saigon. He gave 
Diem papers stating official purpose trip and Imperial sponsorship. | 

When Diem’s new role became known to Buu-Loc he proceeded pay 
him court. He offered use official funds for trip Saigon, claimed to 
have instructed Quat give Diem carte blanche, etc. After coming Paris 
May 21 this purpose, Buu-Loc proceeded Cannes where Bao Dai had 
gone from Evian. He is there now “attempting to persuade Bao Dai 
to revoke his decisions”. | | 

Telegram Secto 261 from Geneva, May 20, reported that the U.S. Delegation 
had been approached by Ngo Dinh Luyen, who had indicated that his brother, 
Ngo Dinh Diem, was being considered by Bao Dai as a replacement for Premier 
Buu Loc. The delegation suggested that the Embassy in France contact Diem 
in a discreet manner to determine his views. For the memorandum of the con- 
versation’ between Ngo Dinh Luyen and Under Secretary Smith, May 18, trans- 
mitted to Washington in telegram Secto 261, see vol. xvi, p. 843.
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Diem leaves Wednesday night ? by train for Cannes to consult with ! 
Bao Dai on Thursday prior to taking Friday’s plane from Nice for ! 
Saigon. Fully intends carry out his part bargain although he admitted 

| on questioning that Buu-Loc may succeed in changing Bao Dai’s mind 
or at least getting him agree compromise. Diem stated that Buu-Loc | 
and closest advisers, including Dac-Khe and Foreign Minister Dinh | 
are concerned with only one thing—scraping bottom of every financial | 
barrel in Vietnam and transferring proceeds to France before ship | 

| sinks. Buu-Loc has resided in France for years and both De and Dinh © | 
! have French wives and intend to stay here. They are indulging in | 
_ scandalous practices to line coffers including sending of many unneces- | | 
| sary Vietnamese officials to France on slightest pretext in order to es- 

| tablish reason for transferring large sums of money for their “main- 
| tenance”. Diem claims Buu-Loc received million and half piasters | 

from the Binh Xuyen when they were given office of Chief of Surete | 
in Saigon. When we stated it had been rumored that Bao Dai had also | 

. received something Diem admitted it was probably true because Km- | 
| peror although true patriot was so “weak” (faible). a 
_ As on past occasions, we were strongly impressed with Ngo’s sim- | 
| plicity, naivete and honesty. He impresses one as a mystic who has 
| just emerged from a religious retreat into the cold world which is, In | 
| fact, almost what he has done. He appears too- unworldly and un- 
: sophisticated to be able to cope with the grave problems and un- 
: scrupulous people he will find in Saigon. Yet his apparent sincerity, 
| patriotic fervor and honesty are refreshing by comparison and we are 
| led to think that these qualities may outweigh his other deficiencies. | 
_ The grossly unrealistic attitude to current problems he has displayed 
| in past appears to have improved. Certainly he is much less emo- 
| tionally anti-French than before and he referred to the true nature of 
| the Viet Minh with a more realistic appreciation of factors involved 
| than in past. He spoke of impossibility of collaborating with Viet _ 
| Minh and of need of doing so with France, US and “our other allies”. | 
: He referred with pride to the new Franco—Vietnamese relationship — 
| of equal statesin voluntary association, = | | 

On balance we were favorably impressed but only in the realization 
| that we are prepared to accept the seemingly ridiculous prospect that : 
_ this Yogi-like mystic could assume the charge he is apparently about _ | 
| to undertake only because the standard set by his predecessors is so | 

low. | | : 
| Weare seeing him again tomorrow. | | 

*May 26.0 — | | , | 

| |
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751G.00/5-2554: Telegram | 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State — 

TOP SECRET Saicon, May 25, 1954—11 a. m. 

2526. Repeated information Geneva 150, Paris 892. Department for 
Secretary. Geneva for Under Secretary; Paris for Ambassador. I 
much appreciate Department’s having repeated to me Paris telegram 
4402 (Geneva 243) as set out Deptel 2376 to Saigon } and to have text 
of Secretary’s reply as expressed in Deptel 4194 sent Paris (Geneva 
Tedul 101).? : | 

I think problem of Vietnam is now not independence but existence. 
Vietnamese, who for so many years talked about independence and — 

_ advocated various formulae against French, now have hot breath of 
Ho Chi Minh and Communist China on their necks. In consequence, — 
ably reasoned argument re independence delineated by Ambassador 
Dillon is for moment secondary to main problem which, ashe correctly _ 
intimates, is how to fill power vacuum once French Expeditionary — 
Corps leaves this peninsula and how therefore to establish a truly 

_ powerful Vietnamese National Army. | 
One method of establishing such an army would be adopt Viet- _ 

namese armistice proposals which demand that Viet Minh troops be 
| incorporated in Vietnamese National Army. This would indeed result 

in a powerful Vietnamese Army but it would be Communist-controlled 
(Cf. Embtel 2443). Another method is for French to continue their 

_ training of Vietnamese recruits which thus far has proved of indif- 
ferent success and for Vietnamese Government by press gang methods 

_ to enforce its currently null decrees on conscription. As an example of 
complete failure of Vietnamese mobilization measures, Saigon is pres- 

ently almost bereft of day laborers because they are hiding out in 
fear of being drafted into army. : | 

Third possibility is completely to reorganize training methods in 
Vietnamese Army in hope that General O’Daniel or some other US 
expert will be able to create combat-worthy soldiers inspired by will- 
ingness to fight (Cf. Embtel 2499) .* Here, however, we run into basic 
difficulty of Vietnam which is absence of leadership by Bao Dai. Cer- 

| tainly no Vietnamese troops will charge across the field behind the 
portly figure of Buu Loc, nor will they fight for an absentee Emperor. 

Given this situation it seems to me that suggestion set out in FYI 
section of Tedul 110 (repeated Paris 4225, Saigon 2385)* has merit. 

* For text of telegram 4402 from Paris, May 17, see p. 1574. 
* For text of telegram 4194 to Paris, May 21, see p. 1594. 
* Dated May 18, p. 1579. : 
* Dated May 22, p. 1599. 
5In the reference telegram, dated May 22, the Department of State discussed . 

the policy of the United States with regard to Bao Dai and the question of the 
crear of a Vietnamese provisional national assembly ; for text, see vol. xvVI, 

. D. 892. ,
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All Vietnamese politicians with exception of Nguyen De have in recent 
months been insisting on need for truly representative National As- : 
sembly and on requirement for a constitution. If Bao Dai would return ! 
and establish such a constituent assembly along lines set out referenced ; 

telegram, it would be more convincing proof to Vietnamese that they | 

were independent than any treaty granted by French.® | 
Whether this alone would suffice to give morale to Vietnamese Na- | 

tional Army is a question I do not feel qualified to answer from pres- : 
ent evidence. I do not. think Vietnamese National Army will fight bet- 

. ter than South Korean Army after K-MAAG training, nor that it 
| will become a ROK-type army unless there is some stiffening of for- 
| eign divisions alongside, whether American or French. 
. Thus, although it is desirable as an eventual goal that French Ex- 

| peditionary Corps and Commander-in-Chief be withdrawn from Viet- 
| nam as suggested Paris telegram 4402 to be replaced by a strong Viet- : 
| namese National Army, I do not think that in terms of practical power | 
| relationships we can consider this an immediate possibility. The Viet- 
| namese left to themselves will become almost instant prey to Viet Minh | 
| or to Chinese Communist infiltration. Possibly current five-power I 
| staff talks in Washington will be addressed to problem of filling this 
| power gap (perhaps with participation of neighboring Asian con- | 
| tingents) until Vietnamese National Army becomes a combat-worthy | 
| instrument. Interdependence in immediate future is more important 

| than independence. . | | | 
| | | McCuinTock | 

| *In telegram 2530 from Saigon, May 25, McClintock discussed the danger that 
| a constituent assembly might be used by the Viet Minh to assume power and 
| noted that such a body must not be allowed to become a tool of Bao Dai and his : 
| advisers. (751G.00/5-2554 ) | | | 

| 751G.00/5-2554 : Telegram - 

| The Chargé in the Philippines (Lacy) to the Department of State | 

: | | 
| TOP SECRET Mania, May 25, 1954—9 p. m. a 

| 2670. Sent priority Saigon 278 repeated information Department | 
| 2670, Paris 20, Geneva 6. For McClintock from Meloy. General : 

| O’Daniel held 2-hour meeting with Defense Secretary Wilson evening | 
| 24 May Sangley Point. Admiral Stump (CINCPAC), Vice Admiral : 
| Phillips (Commander First Fleet) also present, as well as Wilson | 

| party including Navy Under Secretary Gates. _ : | 

| O’Daniel presented briefing on organization and problems MAAG | 

| Indochina, outline enemy dispositions and capabilities, his own esti- 

| mate military situation to effect if Viet Minh attack in force in delta , 
within next 30 days, French will be unable hold more than small 

| 578-611 0 82 = 15 (Pt. 2) © 

| | |
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Haiphong beachhead without substantial and immediate reinforce- 
ment. O’Daniel reviewed his 22 May conversation with General Ely 
in Saigon as reported Saigon’s 2499 to Department repeated Paris 
885, Geneva 1447 and set forth his recommendations which had 
already been telegraphed Department Army following 23 May con- 
ference with Stump. In summary, recommendations were: 

1. Time of essence. US must immediately participate training Viet- 
namese National Army and must train units of division size. : 

2. US officer advisors should be placed with components of divisions 
thus trained and should remain with them in combat. US must have _ 
share planning and operational control these forces. 

3. Inter-governmental agreement must be reached soon as possible 
to this effect and MAAG’s terms reference changed accordingly. 
MAAG should move into this field far as possible immediately without 

_ awaiting final agreement be reached. 
4. Vietnamese Government must take strong measures conscript. 

necessary manpower. | 5. Top priority should be given MAAG’s requirements including 
airlift of supplies. 

Secretary Wilson inquired whether or not General Navarre should — 
be removed. O’Daniel said yes. I interjected supporting statement Em- 
bassy Saigon believed Navarre would never willingly accept. or coop- 
erate with O’Daniel’s desire form divisions. Admiral Stump agreed, 
recalling Navarre’s earlier strong public statements he “would turn 
in his suit” if US participated in training. I recalled Embassy Saigon 
had reported March 15, two days after Viet Minh attack Dien Bien 
Phu began, Navarre had told De Jean situation was lost. This did not 
sound like confident, aggressive leader who was needed. | 

Secretary Wilson inquired possibilities Guillaume succeeding Na- 
varre as he understood Guillaume had been freed his duties in Morocco. 

| As matter personal opinion I said I agreed Guillaume had reputation 
aggressive leadership O’Daniel could verify from personal experience, 

_ but felt before rushing into urging appointment Guillaume we should 
remember incident when Guillaume publicly berated newly-arrived 
American Consul Rabat. Guillaume had accused Consul Rabat re- 
ceiving and listening to Moroccan nationalist leaders who had come 
to Consulate. Guillaume told Consul if he wanted information on con- 
ditions Morocco he should come to Information Officer Guillaume’s 
staff. I felt this might bode ill for Guillaume’s attitude toward 
O’Daniel’s participation in training, operations and planning. Secre- 
tary Wilson, Gates and Stump did not agree and stated they would 
have done same thing Guillaume’s place. | | 

Later in discussion I again interjected saying McClintock had au- 
thorized me speak for Embassy Saigon and there several political 

* Dated May 22, p. 1599. | |
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_ aspects Indochina situation I thought Secretary Wilson should have | 
in mind. I proceeded describe political situation as reported recent | 
Saigon telegrams and spoke along following lines. Embassy Saigon 
strongly supports General O’Daniel’s recommendations as to training | 
Nationalist Army but is important remember certain factors which | 

| make us view picture occasionally with less optimism. There time 
| when political deterioration becomes disintegration. We believe that : 
| time reached and passed in Vietnam. Vacuum of political authority 
! exists Vietnam with absence Bao Dai and most of cabinet. Without ) 

| strong central authority would be very difficult raise manpower | 
| O’Daniel will need for formation Nationalist Army and men drafted 
| by press-gang methods may be questionable material for training. _ 
| Indochina cannot be considered as whole, but three states of Viet- 
| nam, Laos and Cambodia must be viewed as separate entities posing 
| special problems. Vietnamese most war-like with Tonkinese In north 
| heading list. Laos and Cambodia sharing Buddhist pacifist feelings 
| not war-like nations. | | | 
| _ Although sharing common danger Communist conquest with Viet- __ : 

| nam, Cambodia and Laos consider conflict be chiefly problem of Viet- : 
: nam with which they not concerned so long as Viet Minh remain 
| without their borders. a | , 

| Embassy Saigon agrees with O’Daniel time fast running out. Our 
| view there three things must bedone: | 

| _ (1) French must be persuaded hold line. This applies not only hold- 
_ ing Delta, where danger immediately threatens, but also to serving as i 
| screen behind which O’Daniel must train National armies. By | 
| O’Daniel’s own plan first divisions could not be formed and ready until 
| November or December. This indicates extended period French effort. _ : 
| (2) There must be immediate US participation training National : 
| armies which necessitates US participation planning and operational 
, contro] if these troops to be used effectively. | | : 
| (3) Strong and vigorous leadership must be re-established Viet- | 
: nam, for only by re-establishment central government authority can | 
| people have confidence in government, country or selves. Without | 
| strong central authority manpower cannot be conscripted for : 
| O’Daniel’s divisions. Through all of this flows important. corollary 
| that psychologically people must be given confidence and something ! 
| fight for. | | 

| Secretary Wilson said he thought it most important realize differ-. | 
| ences attitudes and cultural histories of Indochinese. I pointed out 
| there were elements strength such as firm administration and leader- ; 
| ship of Tri in north and reminded Secretary decision had been received | 
| arm Tri’s militia and that O’Daniel’s staff even now in Tonkin ex- | | 
| amining situation. In Cambodia, new Defense Minister seemed strong 
| figure who could lend stability to shaky nation. = | |
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Under Secretary Gates expressed concern remaining time insufficient 
take necessary action. Secretary’ Wilson took problem under 
consideration. | | 

| | Lacy 

E'ditorial Note 

By letter of May 25, 1954, Robert B. Anderson, the Acting Secre- 
tary of Defense, transmitted to the Secretary of State the views of - 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff regarding the defense of Southeast Asia in 
the event of the loss of Indochina to. the Communists. For text of 
Anderson’s letter and the attached memorandum by the Joint Chiefs — 

| of Staff, dated May 21, 1954, see volume XII. 

a Editorial Note 

In response to questions at his news conference of May 25, 1954, the 
Secretary of State commented on the possibility of United States in- 

_  tervention in Southeast Asia and particularly in Indochina. He re- 
iterated that the United States would not intervene unilaterally but 
only as part of collective defense measures in accordance with the prin- 
ciples of the United Nations. He also said that the United States did 
not have before it any request from the French Government for inter- 
vention in Indochina, although there had been conversations to ex- 

| plore the circumstances under which intervention might be possible. 
Secretary Dulles emphasized the point that any such action would 
have to be sanctioned by Congress. 

The Secretary’s remarks were issued as Department of State Press 

Release No. 284 of May 25, 1954; for text, see Department of State | 
Bulletin, June 7, 1954, pages 862-864. | | | | 

751G.00/5—2654 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET _ Parts, May 26, 1954—1 p. m. 

4538. Repeated information Geneva 295, Saigon 545. Re Embtel 
4521 repeated Geneva 287 [289] Saigon 543." We saw Ngo Dinh Diem 

_ again last night after announcement had been made that Buu Loc was 
returning to Saigon. 

_ Diem stated that Bao Dai had sent “family emissary” to Diem to 
report that Buu Loc had now agreed to resigning and facilitating 

‘ Dated May 24, p. 1608. | | a |
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formation of new government by Diem. As this might be long drawn ~ ; 
out process and as immediate need was so great Buu Loc was returning | 
immediately to Saigon. Diem himself leaves today for Cannes to spend 

| some days with Bao Dai and thereafter plans tentatively leave for | 
| Saigon from Paris June 1. We will see him again when he passes 
| through en route from Cannes to Saigon next week. | 
| When we inquired whether Diem could trust Buu Loc to carry out 
| his part of the bargain, he stated that, although he did not trust him, 
! he did not think he would dare defy Bao Dai. It was recalled that 

| both Huu and Tam took considerable time getting out of office after 
| being given walking papers by Bao Dai. | - 
| We asked Diem’s opinion of statement reported in press made by 
| Buu Loc in Geneva following interview with Under Secretary. He — : 
| was generally in favor of immediate signature of two basic treaties | 
| of independence and association, but thought there might have to be - | 
| minor adjustments made to texts. Vietnam wished to be member | 
| French Union but wanted it to be clear that she was joining fully of | 

| own volition and after having been granted full independence (which | | 
of course she retained even though a member of Union). Minor adjust- 

| ments to texts would accomplish this purpose. 
i ‘He agreed with proposal that US undertake training Vietnamese ) 

! forces. But he had strong reservations on advisability organizing 
elected National Assembly. It would be impossible to risk elections 

| for the foreseeable future and even if an assembly were created by ! 
| “designation” it would be a very risky business and the authority of | 
| the Assembly would have to be strictly limited. When we suggested the | 
| Assembly might be a constitutional Assembly and empowered to act 
| only in advisory capacity, he thought this good suggestion. 
| In response our question as to extent French were participating in 
| or aware of plans for formation Diem Government he stated that they 
| suspected that something was in wind but had not been informed. He 
| himself believed as he hoped Bao Dai did that nothing should be done | 
: without full knowledge and cooperation of French and he intended to | 
| proceed along these lines after consulting with Bao Dai. His own | 
| relations with French authorities Paris were excellent although he had 
| some reservations about DeJean. 
| Finally he spoke at some length about Colonel Vy whom Bao Dai | 
| had sent to see him yesterday and whom he described as No. 2 to Hinh. ! 
| Diem intended use him in high position National Army after dis- | 
_ missing Hinh whom he described as “factitious Frenchman”. If he | 
| ee : 

| *The meeting between Under Secretary Smith and Prince Buu Loc on May 25 
| is described in telegram Secto 298 from Geneva of the same date; for text, see 
| vol. xvi, p. 914. | | 

, |
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found he needed experienced high-ranking officer to command Na- 
tional Army he would hire a good foreign one, French or US but not 
take an imitation who was no good anyway. 

DILLon | 

751G.11/5-2654 : Telegram a | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Paris, May 26, 1954—5 p. m. 

4542, Repeated information Geneva 297, Saigon 546. Re Tedul 110, 
repeated Paris 4225, Saigon 2385.1 We heartily concur with Depart- 
ment’s decision carry on with Bao Dai solution, at least for time being 
and in spite of serious shortcomings of the man. Establishment of 
truly nationalist Vietnamese Government is absolute prerequisite to 
restoration even small degree political stability at present time to say 
nothing of future progress. Yet, we cannot visualize, from practical 
aspect, establishment and functioning of such government without 
Bao Dai or some other superior authority to serve as conciliator of the 
vastly different regional and political groups which would have to 

| be represented in such a government if it were to be truly representa- — 
tive of country as a whole. Furthermore, the unfortunate fact is that 
the Vietnamese people require such authority. Things simply do not 
work unless someone is issuing the orders and enforcing them. 

In our opinion, reasons which led us to accept Bao Dai solution when 
it was first devised by France at about time of the Baie d’Along agree- 
ments are still valid. Institution of the monarchy remains a deeply 
inbred tradition in Vietnamese life, in spite of the manner in which 

it has been discredited by Bao Dai both prior to the Viet Minh re- 

bellion and since. It constitutes a valuable asset which, if properly 

exploited, can pay great dividends. No question but that Bao Dai, 
by virtue of the traditional symbolism of office he occupies, has 

an authority which does not exist in any other part of our side 

of the Bamboo Curtain in Vietnam. Vietnamese conceive of the 

monarchy as something removed from and superior to everyday 

petty problems of life. Advantage of this fact, in that it enhances the 

authority of the Chief of State as supreme arbitrator, more than com- 

pensates for Bao Dai’s abuse in making it serve as an excuse for his 

own lassitude and indulgence. If there were a substitute for him we 

should seriously consider a.change but there is none and we must make 

use of what we have. ae 

Moreover, in our opinion, we have never really put Bao Dai to the 

good use of which he and the office he occupies are capable. Steps out- 

lined by Department in reference telegram and now being put into 

1 See footnote 5, p. 1610.
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action by Under Secretary are, we believe, in right direction. In con- — 
sidering manner in which he could be put to best use, we consider it of : 
supreme importance that nothing be done to give Bao Dai or the 
French the impression that this is inauguration of new policy designed 
to exclude the French. This impression could be easily acquired by 
both sides and would be detrimental to our objectives at both ends if 

| for different reasons. 
| Although we agree with the need to establish a provisional national | 
, assembly on the argument that it is required as a symbol of national : 
| independence, we retain the reservations we have acquired as a result | 
| of past experience with “congresses” and “assemblies” in Vietnam and, | 
| therefore, hope that the functions of the national assembly will, for | 
| some time and at least until the Vietnamese Government is firmly estab- , 
| lished, be limited to constituent and consultative, rather than legis- , 
| lative powers. | 

| We have never questioned Bao Dai being a patriotic Vietnamese | 
| but we do not believe that French have prevented him from playing : 

| more effective part as Chief of State. Bao Dai has chronic habit of — 
| blaming French for his own failings. Greatest French mistake with 
: regard to Bao Dai has been to fail to push him into action and, con- : 
| sequently, to have permitted him to indulge his own weaknesses. But ) 
| his deficiencies are inbred and not the result of influence of France or 
: anyone else. As former High Commissioner Pignon often said, “there | 
: was little criticism of what Bao Dai did (politically )—it is just that he 
| didn’t do anything often enough”. The point is to get Bao Dai to go 
| to work and the United States should be able to help considerably in 
| this task, both because of the position of special influence we occupy in 
| the Imperial eye, and because we can apply the same methods which 
| the French have used, but we hope, more efficiently. =| i 

Without getting into question of specific means to be employed, we 
) think one of the main weapons to use in driving Bao Dai into action is ! 
_ control of his Exchequer. Nothing impresses him as much as gold and _ | 
| we should endeavor to arrive at arrangement with the French on con- | 
| trolling that portion his income we can in order to enforce our : 

| objectives, _ os oe a | 
| We shall not attempt pass judgment on specific method dealing with 
| question provisional assembly, but agree its stated purpose should be | 

__ to write a constitution, and if we find that this creates difficulties, we 
| should be prepared to reconsider subject for it is possible that the | 
! drafting of a workable constitution for Vietnam will present great : 
_ difficulties to say nothing of those of governing the country constitu- 
| tionally. | | | 
: We are encouraged by present indications that Ngo Dinh Diem is 
| to be brought back into public life as Prime Minister. Even with his | 

| | 

,
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personal limitations, he is step in right direction and diametric change 
from prototype of suave Europeanized money-seeking dilettante rep- 

_ resented by Buu Loc, Tran Van Huu and General Xuan, all of whom 
have failed so miserably. 

We agree that under no circumstances should we commit ourselves 
irrevocably to Bao Dai or any other particular reform in Vietnam 
including eventual establishment of permanent assembly. We may 
find envisaged provisional assembly incapable of carrying on even its 
limited function. In the meanwhile, Bao Dai is essential to us for fore- 
seeable future, and having recognized this fact, we should direct our 

| efforts to putting this asset to good use with, at all times, the know]- 
edge and cooperation of the French. The combination of their experi- _ 
ence and our means should yield good results. 

DILLon 

_* Gen. Nguyen Van Xuan, former President of Cochin China, 1947, and of the 
Central Provisional Government of Vietnam, 1948. 

751G.00/5—2454 : Telegram 

: The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France} 

TOP SECRET WasHINGTON, May 26, 1954—7 : 33 p. m. 

4272. We have given consideration (Embtel 4514, repeated Geneva 
287, Saigon 542)? to question of further clarification of independence 
of Associated States and following views should guide your discus- 
sions with French: 

_ 1. While fully aware of importance of juridical and constitutional 
factors in establishment of permanent and complete independence of 
Vietnam, it seems to me what is primarily needed now is something 
which will have immediate and convincing impact on world opinion 
and above all on Vietnamese themselves. We cannot wait for abolition , 
of all deep-rooted abuses and extra-territorial privileges in times like 
these. We can, however, attempt have it made unmistakably clear that 
the Treaty of Independence between France and Vietnam represents 
full and unqualified commitment on part of France which will be 
carried out in practice. a 

2. Our present thinking is that in order achieve this, certain decla- 
rations and measures are required in immediate future, both by France 
and by other countries associated in regional grouping for collective 
defense. United States, in addition to such appropriate statements as 
might be made by President at time of his going to Congress for 

| * Drafted by Tyler of WE. Repeated to Geneva as telegram Tosec 269 and to 
Saigon as telegram 2418. 

* Dated May 24, p. 1604. .
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authority to intervene, might join with other countries concerned in 2 
a formal pledge of fulfillment of full independence and sovereignty : 
provided by Article I of Treaty of Independence. This statement, 
couched in form of a common declaration of purpose, would have to | 
be simple and explicit so there would be no room for doubt as to | 
validity of pledge or as to intentions of countries participating in it. 

3. Following represents certain minimum measures which we be- / 
lieve French should take now, and which we feel will not place govern- i 
ment in more difficult position than it is already: | 

| a. France and Vietnam should sign draft treaties promptly. | 
6. At moment of signature, President of Republic, in his capacity 

as President of French Union, should make statement to effect that : 
Union is composed of equal and sovereign states. 

| c. A declaration that French will withdraw their expeditionary 
force from Indochinese states at earliest practicable date after end of 

| hostilities, consistent with France’s obligations to Associated States, 
| unless invited by respective governments of Associated States to main- ! 
| tain their forces. (Comment: We consider this to be at heart of any 
| action French could take to convince world opinion they are in earnest. | 

We feel such declaration should be made at actual time of signing or 
at least immediately after. Would appreciate your views as how and | 

| by whom this could be most effectively made.) This provision would ; 
| not prejudice any base agreements which might be reached with As- | 

sociated States. If United States or any other forces have been com- : 
| mitted, we and any other countries would join in or make similar : 
| declaration. | | 

_ 4, Unless above are followed promptly by concrete actions which 
| bear out professed intentions of good faith, hoped-for favorable reac- 

tion will not take place, and disappointment will set in correspond- 
_ ingly quickly. We suggest therefore that following measures be taken | 
| simultaneously or as soon as practical : 

| a. Participation of Associated States in programming all aid and | 
: direct receipt of military matériel aid. (This might require eventual | 
| renegotiation of pentapartite military agreement, but should not delay 
| implementation. ) | | 
| _ 6. French should promptly find specific ways of giving Associated | 
| States, and particularly Vietnamese Ministry of Defense and Vietnam | 
| national army greater sense of participation in measures required for : 
| defense of their territory. We conceive such participation as being : 
| progressive in character. _ | 
| | | 
| 5. Fundamental to problem is establishment at earliest date possible 
| of representative and authentic nationalist governments. We would 
: hope insofar as Vietnam concerned that French would join with us in 

| impressing Bao Dai with necessity adopting prompt and effective 
| measures to this end. | a 
: 6. Furthermore, we believe series of measures could be taken locally, 

even in advance of full implementation Treaties, which should have
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favorable public effect in Associated States. These could take form of 
liberalization existing Franco-Associated States accords in such man- 
ner as to attain some of objectives toward which we are working. 

Owing to rapid military and political developments in Associated 
States, we are unable specify at this time exactly what these measures 
may be, but believe Embassy Saigon and Commissariat General in 

| consultation may be able make appropriate recommendations to De- 
_ partment and Paris.® 

DULLES 

* In telegram 4562 from Paris, May 27, Ambassador Dillon reported that he had 
communicated the contents of this message to Alexandre Parodi, Secretary Gen- 
eral of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who had stated the belief that the 
greatest stumbling block to full U.S.-French agreement had now been removed. — 
(751G.00/5-2754) 

751G.5/5-2654 | 

Memorandum by the Regional Planning Adviser, Bureau of Far 
Eastern Affairs (Ogburn), to the Acting Assistant Secretary of 
State for Far Eastern Affairs (Drumright) 

TOP SECRET [ WasHineton,] May 26, 1954. 

Subject: Presidential Message on Indochina ! 

The argument presented in the draft Presidential message inform- 
ing Congress of the Administration’s decision to contribute American 
armed forces to Indochina “sufficient to assist the French Union forces 
to restore peace and order ” at the cost of possible general war, rests 
upon three main contentions, all specious. These are as follows: 

1. That Vietnam has been the victim of “implacable aggression”. 
The statement is made that “if not stopped [in] ? Indochina as it was in 
Korea, Red Chinese forces will roll on to menace and overpower new 
victims”. The fact is that the Communist forces in Vietnam are Viet- 
namese. The war there is a civil war. There has been no aggression in 
Vietnam as there was in Korea. If there had been, the presumption 
must be that the situation would have been reported to the UN when 
it first developed. | | | | 

2. That “the French Union forces have been fighting for eight long 
years to bring peace with freedom to Indochina”. The fact is that even 
as of today, the French have not promised to give freedom to Indo- 
china. For the first four years of this war, the French did not afford 
the Vietnamese the opportunity to enlist even with a nominally autono- 
mous Vietnamese government. It was not until 1950 that a government 
under Bao Dai was set up. Until then, the Vietnamese had a choice of 

* The specific draft under reference has not been identified. A draft Presidential 
message was being prepared in connection with NSC 5421 which consisted of 
studies on aspects of possible U.S. intervention in Indochina. For table of con- 
tents from NSC 5421, June 1, and additional information on this project, see p. 

Brackets in the source text.
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a siding with the French or siding with Ho Chi Minh. Under those con- | 
ditions, this Government quite properly refused to provide the French 
with any ammunition or arms, being convinced that the French pur- 
pose was essentially to suppress the independence movement in 
Vietnam. ! 

3. That US intervention will restore peace and bring freedom to | 
Vietnam. In the first place, our intelligence estimate is that US inter- 
vention will bring not peace but will bring Chinese Communist inter- 
vention. This will mean general war with Communist China in which— | 
and again I quote from our intelligence estimate—the Soviet Union 
will not stand by and allow the Chinese Communist regime to be / 

| destroyed. As for our bringing freedom to Vietnam, it is impossible to 1 
speak of American troops as bringing freedom to another people when 
the great preponderance of that people would be bitterly opposed to | 

| the appearance of American troops in their country. What this paper 
| is talking about is “liberation” in the Communist sense. | | 

) To my mind it is impossible to produce a good statement based on | 
| false premises and accordingly it would seem to me futile to attempt 
| to improve this paper merely by superficial changes in drafting. At 
| the same time, I must admit I can find no honest grounds on which the : 
| sending of American troops to Indochina, and the sacrifice of thou- | 
| sands or perhaps many more lives, for ends that I believe would prove 
| worse than futile, could be justified. 

| 751G.00/5-2754 : Telegram | | | 
| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

! TOP SECRET Paris, May 27, 1954—6 p. m. 
| 4566. Repeated information Geneva 305, Saigon 550. Eyes only 
| _ Secretary; Geneva eyes only Under. Secretary; Saigon eyes only 
| Chargé. Pass Defense for Department Army for Ridgway. This is 
| joint Embassy-Trapnell message. After arriving Paris, Trapnell 

: called first on Ambassador for general background discussion and 
subsequently on General Gruenther for same purpose. He was origi- 

| nally scheduled to call on Laniel May 28 before seeing Ely but because 
| of Prime Minister’s preoccupation with Cabinet meetings and other — 
| urgent business meeting was postponed. Trapnell accompanied by | 
| Ambassador seeing Laniel at latter’s home tomorrow morning. Mean- | 
| while Laniel suggested that Trapnell make direct contact with Ely. | 
| This was done this morning when Trapnell, accompanied by Embassy 

Officer, had hour and half interview with Ely, accompanied by Colonel ! 
Brohon. : , a | 

| As conversation opened, it became apparent that Ely was not fully ) 
aware of reason behind Trapnell’s presence in Paris. After this was 

|
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explained Ely launched into a general review of the Indochina situa- 
tion giving particular emphasis to following points: . 

1. He recounted content of talks he had had in Indochina with 
O’Daniel. He was agreeable to principle of American instruction 
Vietnamese forces but not entirely in accord with O’Daniel’s proposal 
that national army be reorganized on divisional basis. He believed 
that divisional units were perhaps too weighty and that lighter units 
of perhaps 6, 7 or 8 battalions per division were more practicable. Yet, 
he did not wish to press this point as he regarded it as a detail which 
could be worked out subsequently. He pointed out that if O’Daniel’s 
concept was followed and US instructor-advisers remained with units 
upon completion of training, they would have to accompany units into 
battle and, therefore, major question of whether US prepared to par- 
ticipate in combat operations would arise. Only alternate to this would 
be replacement of US instructor-advisers by French as units were 

, prepared to enter combat. This would be unsatisfactory because train- 
ing and advising methods of French and Americans were dissimilar. 

2. Ely stated that O’Daniel had presented an operational plan for 
continuing the war but that he found it unrealistic on basis that it 
gave priority to operations in the south while the principal and im- 
mediate threat is in the north. : : 

3. Ely referred to increasing frequency of American criticism of 
French conduct of war. He explained that it was easy to criticize post 
facto and when things went wrong. As Trapnell knew, the war in 
Indochina was of a very special nature and it was unfair for people 
who perhaps didn’t understand this fact as well as he and Trapnell to 
eriticize. It was useless to compare the wars in Korea and Indochina; 
they were entirely different. He hoped that Trapnell could use his 
influence to reduce the degree of present US criticism of past and 
present French performance in Indochina in the interests of good 
Franco—American working relations in the important joint tasks at 
hand. 

4. At about this stage of the conversation, Ely remarked that it was 
virtually impossible to discuss specific military questions in Indochina 
without getting into the major political questions including the possi- 
bility of US intervention, the prospects for a Pacific pact and the 
whole question of where the defense of Southeast Asia was to take 

_ place and by whom. Trapnell referred to his terms of reference * 

* General Trapnell received the terms of reference for his mission by letter of 
May 14 from H. Struve Hensel, Assistant Secretary of Defense for International 
Security Affairs (signing for Acting Secretary Anderson). Trapnell was.informed 
that his participation in conversations with French representatives implied no 
future commitment of U.S. forces. He was instructed to deal only with military 
matters relating to the regroupment of French forces. Ambassador Dillon was 
Grip) for other aspects of the problem. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, |
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which prevented him from discussing other than specific military ; 
questions, particularly that of the regrouping of existing forces in 

Indochina for the defense of the Delta. | | 
5. When Trapnell asked Ely what the immediate military prospects 

were in the Delta, he replied that the five Viet Minh divisions released . : 
from Dien Bien Phu were moving rapidly forward and should be at | 
the Delta perimeter between the 10th and 15th of June. Normally at | 
that season they would return to their regrouping areas for rest, “self- : 
criticism” and general revision. Whether they will do so this year or : 

| not is still uncertain, although there are indications at the moment 
| that some Viet Minh forces are moving to regrouping areas. - 

_ 6. When Trapnell asked what Ely was doing to regroup his forces 
| for the defense of the Delta he replied two basic things: First, remov- 
|. ing units from pacification and other static missions to the Delta to 

| become part of mobile defense groups; secondly, he was recovering | 
| units from inactive posts in Laos, Central Annam and other areas for 
| transfer to the Delta to become part of these same mobile forces. | 
| _ 7, Ely’s plan for the defense of the Delta centers around the defense : 
| of what he termed the Hanoi-Haiphong axis. No specific detail was — 
| given as to the number of units, where they were to be retained, or the 
| exact area to be defended. He was particularly and, no doubt, de- | 
| signedly pessimistic on the aspects for the defense of this axis, stating 7 
2 that if Hanoi had to be surrendered French Union Forces would move : 
| to Haiphong, and if Haiphong were lost they would at least be able 
| to move out from there to “possibly another stand in the south”. This, | | 
| too, depended entirely, according to Ely, on what was decided about 

| US intervention and other pending high-level political decisions. | 
| 8. Trapnell pointed out that French superiority in aviation and 
| armor could be extremely effective against a Viet Minh coordinated | | 
| attack in the Delta because of the terrain. Ely not only admitted this 
| fact but stated that it “is our trump card”. | : 

| 9. When Trapnell pressed Ely for an opinion as to what was re- | 
| quired between the period of the immediate threat and the period 
| when, it was hoped, the Vietnamese army would be on an effective | 
| footing, Ely replied that the General was obviously thinking of how | 
! many US Marines would be required to assure the defense of the | 

| Delta. He went on to say that in his opinion, if one or two US Marine 
_ divisions intervened “there would beno problem”. | 
| Comment: The conversation was largely unsatisfactory from our 
| standpoint because our efforts to obtain specific commitments from | 
| Ely, including any statement regarding French intentions concerning 
| despatch of reinforcements from metropolitan France and North ! 
: Africa to Indochina, were unsuccessful. Nor did Ely appear particu- _ ! 

| larly interested in Trapnell’s recommendations concerning the rede- 

|
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ployment of forces. We attribute this to the fact that Ely is still busily 
engaged in consultations with the Prime Minister, Pleven, and the 
High Council of National Defense, and was probably being very care- 
ful not to make any commitments which had not yet been cleared by 
the government.-He was aware that Trapnell is seeing Laniel tomor- _ 
row morning with the Ambassador, at which time more specific mat- 
ters may be discussed. In the meanwhile, Ely requested that Trapnell 
continue his conversations with Colonel Brohon for the time being 
and that, of course, Ely would be seeing Trapnell again after the 
interview with Laniel. 

) | | DILLon 

PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Indochina” | 
Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Bowie) 

to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET [WasHINGTON, | May 27, 1954. 
Subject: JCS memorandum of May 20 concerning U.S. participa- 

tion in Indochina 

| I. Introduction 

1, Subject memorandum describes U.S. participation as involving 
primarily limited U.S. air and naval forces, with the French agreeing 
not to withdraw their forces from Indochina, the U.S. assuming re- 
sponsibility for training indigenous forces, a command structure for 
united action being established, atomic weapons being used where 
this was militarily advantageous, and attacks possibly to be mounted 
on Viet Minh sources of supply in Communist China. 

II. Force Requirements 

2. It is doubted that a U.S. participation which was of the limited 
character described above could achieve its objective. | 

a. The expanded Vietnamese armies could not be raised without a 
change in the present Vietnamese political atmosphere, which will re- 
quire measures likely to induce the French progressively to curtail 
their ground forces in Indochina, regardless of commitments they 
might have made in seeking U.S. participation in the Indochina war. 
This curtailment would probably proceed more rapidly than the 
expansion of effective Vietnamese armies.* . 

6. Even if satisfactory political conditions could be established at 
this late date, it is doubtful that the Vietnamese would contribute 
greatly increased effective manpower until they saw greater hope of 

* A typewritten notation on the source text indicates that Bowie showed this 
memorandum to Secretary Dulles. 

*It is significant that, even in extremis the French are still unwilling to send 
conscripts to Indochina. [Footnote in the source text. ]
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eventual victory against Viet Minh than at present. Such hope would | : 
have to be based on evident and significant Viet Minh defeats. The 
present balance of military power in Indochina is such that French 
Union forces are unable to prevent. Viet Minh victories, let alone in- 
flict evident and significant Viet Minh defeats. The introduction of : 
limited US air and naval forces into Indochina would not so reverse 
the military balance of power as to cause the Viet Minh to suffer such | 
defeats. This would require the introduction of increased ground 
forces which, under the assumed circumstances, could only come—in | 
any large measure—from the US. ; 

| 3. The use of nuclear weapons in Indochina would hardly reduce : 
| the ground force requirement in this area. Major targets would only _ ! 
| be presented in Viet Minh areas if Communist troops and supplies | 

| were massed for an operation like the assault on Dien Bien Phu. The | 
Viet Minh, in waging war against the French with growing effective- | 
ness for eight years, mounted only one other operation which might 2 

| be remotely compared to that against Dien Bien Phu. The use of 
| nuclear weapons would also cause an adverse Vietnamese reaction, : 
: which might inhibit the formation of indigenous armies, and seriously 

| adverse reactions in Asian neutral nations. 

| 4. The JCS paper appears to assume that the commitment of United 
States forces would inevitably be countered by Chinese Communist 

i retaliation. This is probable but not certain. If this should not be the | 
| case, the possibility of securing Indochina would be enhanced and | 
| would warrant the commitment of something more than token forces, 
| in view of the vital importance of Southeast Asia to “the security | 
| interests of the United States.” | : 
| 5. While ground force requirements in Indochina might be reduced | 
| by attacks on supply sources in Communist China, this would, of 

| course, increase still further the probability of Chinese Communist : 

| intervention which would totally transform the character of the war. 

| In the event of such intervention, the US would have to deploy very | | 

| much greater forces to wage the war; it is unclear whether a non- : 

: Communist position in the Indochinese peninsula could then be main- 
| tained or re-established without military pressure on mainland China | 

| which would so endanger the security of the Peiping regime as to ; 

| bring the Sino—Soviet alliance into play. 

«TIL. Training | 
| 6. As to the US training responsibilities, we believe that US meth- 

2 ods evolved in Korea and elsewhere could eventually be advantage- : 
| ously employed, provided that the political foundations for our inter- | 

| vention and subsequent action were sound. If this political prepara- 
: tion had not had a beneficial impact upon the outlook and esprit of 
| officer candidates, we believe that assembly line techniques might only 

| | | |
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produce less reliable company officers more rapidly. The mere appear- 
-ance in the field of a US training mission would not automatically 
produce Vietnamese political confidence in the US and in independ- 
ence, unless it were part of a generally new approach in all fields— 

political, economic and military. 

(. As we understand the JCS paper, the ground fighting would be 
chiefly done by French Union forces with only a token US contribu- 
tion. If this is correct, it raises a question about the efficacy of the 
training mission. Tactics and organization are now on French models; 
we would either have to continue to teach in the French manner 
through French intermediaries or revise the system in mid-campaign 
to fit the practices of an American army which, under the JCS plan, 
would not be present in the theater. 

IV. Command Relationship | 

We believe that the command relationship between any US naval 
and air force contributions should be carefully spelled out with respect 
to the command relationship to the Allied Commander in Chief. There 
would appear to us to be significant advantages to be gained in having 
command of US naval and air forces remaining with the US. If the 
JCS assumption of token US land contributions should prove unsound, 
then the suggestion that US forces remain under French command 
would have to be reviewed, not only because the ground forces would 
no longer be so predominantly French Union, but also because our 
intervention would have a better chance politically in Asia and the 
United States under US rather than French command. 

Editorial Note 

From 9:15 a.m. to 10: 55 a. m., May 28, 1954, the President met with 

the foHowing individuals in his office: John Foster Dulles, the Secre- 

tary of State; Robert B. Anderson, the Deputy Secretary of Defense ; 
Admiral Arthur W. Radford, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff; General Matthew B. Ridgway, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army; 

Admiral Robert B. Carney, Chief of Naval Operations; General 

Nathan F. Twining, Chief of Staff, United States Air Force; General 

Lemuel C. Shepherd, Jr., Commandant of the United States Marine 

Corps; Douglas MacArthur II, Counselor of the Department of State; 

Robert R. Bowie, Director of the Policy Planning Staff, Department 

of State; and Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President for 

National Security Affairs. The subject of discussion -was the defense 
of Southeast Asia in light of the situation in Indochina. The question 
of five-power staff talks, aspects of the Indochina problem, and the
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(geneva Conference were among the matters considered. At the meet- 
ing, Secretary Dulles presented a memorandum on the defense of 

| Southeast Asia in the event of the loss of Indochina to the Communists. 
For texts of Cutler’s notes on the meeting, the Secretary of State’s | 

memorandum, and related documentation, see volume XII. | 

—_ | 
751G.00/5—2854 : Telegram | L 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET Saigon, May 28, 1954—6 p. m. | 

| 2574. Repeated information Paris 911, Geneva 165. DeJean told me | 
! yesterday he had attended a meeting of Franco- Vietnamese High Mili- 

tary Committee that morning. Decision had been reached to use all 
| French Expeditionary Corps troops as a mobile striking force (this | 

| followed advice of General Ely) and to utilize Vietnamese forces for : 

| static duty. In particular practically all of south and central Vietnam 
| will be entrusted to charge of Vietnamese National Army. 
| It has been decided to hold parallelogram in delta bounded by Hanoi 

! and Haiphong to west and east and by Canal des Rapides and Canal 
| des Bambous to north and south. Area south of Bambous Canal will 
! be defended by Vietnamese National Army. | 

| DeJean said that according to Ely’s estimate reinforcements of at | 
|. least three divisions would be needed if Indochina could be held until 
| December. Ely’s immediate recommendation (cf. Embtel 2520)? was | 
| to bring out one Metropolitan division which would be used for static 
| duty in Vietnam. However, neither he nor DeJean seemed sanguine at | 
| prospect of French Government releasing two additional divisions. 
| I told DeJean that last week in conversation with Korean General 

| Choi latter had remarked that offer of Korean Government to send 
| one or two divisions to Indochina still held good. However, Choi in- 
| _ sisted that these troops must be maintained in divisional units and : 
! not intermingled with other forces here and said that of course neces- | 
| sary sea lift would have to be provided by US. DeJean, whose mood | 
| is now that of man grasping at straws, wondered if there might be 
| some serious possibility of utilization Korea forces here. He likewise 
| asked me if I thought there was any possibility of US intervention by 
| air and naval arms, even though use of US ground forces was out of 

| question, , | 
| DeJean said he could smell another Munich in the making at Geneva 
| and if this did develop West would find itself so divided that Commu- | 

| In telegram 2520 from Saigon, May 24, not printed, McClintock reported that | 
| according to a French source, General Ely would recommend that one French 
| metropolitan division be sent to Indochina. (751G.00/5-2454) 

| 578-611 0 82 - 16 (Pt. 2) . |
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nists would have won a world-wide victory. He thought that since 
balance of forces here was so nearly even and so little in effect. was 
needed to redress balance in West’s favor, utmost should be done to 
find necessary reinforcements. He did not however seem to think they 
would be provided by France. 

McCrinTock 

751G.00/5-2854 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, May 28, 1954—8 p. m. 

4580. Repeated information priority Geneva 309. Limit distribu- 
tion. I saw Schumann this afternoon and gave him information con- 
tained in Deptel 4286.1 He made careful note of points 1 and 2, and 
said he felt personally that they were entirely satisfactory. He did 
not get into any discussion of details so subject matter in FYI por- 
tion of Deptel 4286 never came up. Schumann also told me that he had 
been informed by Parodi regarding my discussion with him yesterday 
and that Schumann again personally was very pleased with the infor- 
mation in Deptel 42722 - 

While we do not as yet have formal French answer on either of 
these two Deptels, Schumann said that only things that now remained 
unsettled were military conversations to arrange details of training, 
command structure, and war plans. He said that French were most 
anxious to get at these conversations immediately. He then read me 
portion of telegram from Bidault in which Bidault said that an in- 
creased show of Franco-American solidarity in Indochina was now 
vitally necessary in order to have any hope of sound progress at 

Geneva. As possible concrete steps Bidault suggested : 

1. US promptly take over responsibility for training Vietnamese 
National Army. | 

2. US agree to provide assistance toward improving airfields in 
Indochina for use of jet aircraft. . | | | 

Schumann told me that at Cabinet meeting this morning it was 

decided to leave to Pleven’s discretion decision as to whether Ely or 
Valluy should represent France at 5-power military discussions open- 

ing in Washington next week. In view of French understanding that 

Radford will not be present for these meetings Ely has told Trapnell 

* Telegram 4286 to Paris, May 27, not printed, contained suggestions for meet- 
ing the French requirement that an agreement for joint action must allow France 
some flexibility in regard to the withdrawal of its forces from Indochina in the 
event of a substantial increase in the strength of the Vietnamese National Army. 
(751G.00/5—2254) 

7 Dated May 26, p. 1618.
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that he is disinclined to go himself. However, Schumann today asked | 
whether it would be possible to undertake these Franco-US military 
negotiations in Washington at the same time or parallel with 5-power | 
military talks. If so, he said he felt it was most important that Ely | 
attend and he would so inform Pleven, who, he was sure, would agree. [ 
He requested a prompt answer so French could take necessary decision _ | 

as to whether or not to send Ely. He said French had been anxious for 
some time to initiate these military discussions and he hoped that US 

‘was now ready and willing for them to begin. | 
| During course of my visit he had a telephone conversation with 

| Massigli in London regarding a telegram which Massigli had sent | 

| reporting on British attitude regarding Southeast Asia Pact. Schu- I 
| -mann showed me the telegram, key portion of which indicated British | 
| reluctance, as expressed by Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick * to undertake any 
| sort of military operations in any portion of Indochina, as they : 

| thought that all Indochina, including Cambodia, was infested with | 
| Communists and so it was not practical for military operations. Schu- 
| mann was quite upset by this telegram which he made clear to Massigh , 
| on the telephone, saying it was now clear that British were only in- ; 
| terested in defending Southeast Asia when question became an im- | 

| mediate problem of the defense of Malaya. Schumann then brought : 

| up another question which he said was giving great concern to Pleven. | 

| This was possibility of Chinese air attack on the delta. He said that 

| French Air Force has informed Pleven that Chinese Communist | 

| planes operating from present bases had capability of remaining over 

| Hanoi for 15 minutes. This would be enough time to cause great | 

| destruction and Pleven felt that if such an attack were not opposed : 

| immediately by US jets, Communists in 3 to 5 days could cause enough | 

| damage to make the delta effectively indefensible. Schumann wondered | 

| whether something along following lines might be possible. Provided | 

| French decided to strongly reinforce the delta and use conscripts in | 

| Indochina, could the President go to Congress and ask for discre- | 

tionary authority to use US air power to defend the delta if it should | 

! be attacked by Chinese Communist planes. A request to Congress com- 

| ing after the event would necessarily cause a few days delay which, | 

| in Pleven’s view, would be fatal. Schumann thought present United 

_ Action Program might not be ready in time as he did not know what | 
| if any progress US was making with other powers in order to satisfy 

| point 26 of conditions posed in Deptel 4023.* | 
| I told Schumann naturally I could venture no opinion as to whether | 
| the President would be able to make such a limited request. for dis- | 

| * British Permanent Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 
: ‘Dated May 11, p. 1534. — |
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cretionary authority but that from my personal knowledge of Wash- 
ington thinking I felt that it would be absolutely necessary in any 
event that French take action along lines of paragraph 3 of Deptel 
4972 regarding clarification of independence of Associated States. 

As I left Schumann again emphasized his hope that a prompt reply 
would be forthcoming from Washington regarding possibility of hold- 
ing Franco-US military talks in Washington next week.® 

DILLON 

*In telegram 4825 to Paris, May 29, Dillon was instructed to inform Schumann 
that it would be most useful for General Ely to come to the United States at the 
time of the Five-Power talks to undertake secret U.S.-French military negotia- 
tions. (751G.00/5-2854) Dillon reported in telegram 4606 from Paris, May 30, 
that Schumann had stated that Ely would definitely go to Washington. (751G.00/ 
5-3054) 7 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 327 

Memorandum of Conversations, by the United States Representative 

| at the United Nations (Lodge)' 

SECRET [New Yor«,| May 28, 1954. 

Subject: Indochina—Thailand’s Appeal to the Security Council ? 

Participants: Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., and others, as 

| stated below. | | 
| At Sir Pierson Dixon’s * request I met him and M. Henri Hoppenot * 

with respective staffs in Dixon’s office. Hoppenot read his instructions 
to the effect that while he is to cooperate with the United Kingdom 
and the United States in developing agreement on procedures, imme- 

- diate submission of the Thai appeal would be “premature” and he is 
to delay agreement to submission pending decision by his government 
based on developments at Geneva. Hoppenot thus made it clear he is 
authorized to discuss only procedure but is unable to give any commit- 
ment on the timing of submission. oe 

Dixon said his instructions, dated May 26, are to obtain agreement 
on answers to questions raised by Eden (Dulte 112)* with the under- 
standing final decision on the timing of the Thai appeal to be deter- | 
mined by Eden on receipt of a report on tripartite consultations and 
in light of the effect on the over-all Indochina problem. He said he 

~ asked Khoman ¢ to wait with submission of the letter at least over the 

weekend. | 

* Drafted by Eric Stein of UNP, and by D. Chadwick Braggiotti, Charles D. 
Cook, and John C. Ross of USUN. 

: 2 Regarding the Thai appeal, May 29, see editorial note, p. 1635. — 
* Permanent British Representative at the United Nations. 
“Permanent French Representative at the United Nations. 
* Dated May 25; for text, see vol. xv1, p. 928. . 

Net Khoman, Deputy Permanent Thai Representative at the United
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_ I repeated that according to General Smith both Bidault and Eden 
agreed on initiation of the Security Council proceeding now. I said : 
that in view of current developments there is greatest urgency at least : 
to bring the appeal before the Security Council; once the matter is 
there we might consider the pace of the proceedings. I said the Secre- 
tary wishes that the Thai letter to the Security Council President be 

_ submitted tomorrow and that I could not undertake more than to 
report to him the French and British view. | 

_ At my suggestion the meeting then considered the text of the Thai 
letter substantially along the lines of the Department’s Tosec 228.7 : 
Dixon and Hoppenot strongly urged that the Thai letter should be 
focused solely on the threat to Thailand and at their urging Lagreedto _ 

| suggest to Khoman to modify the text as given in USUN’s telegram 
| 781, May 28, to the Department.’ (You will note the new text omits : 
| any reference to observation outside of Thailand.) Dixon, supported 
| by Hoppenot, argued in strongest terms that authorization to the POC 
| to observe beyond Thailand would make it much more difficult to | 

| obtain the necessary majority in the Assembly which, in their view, 
| might be difficult to obtain in any event. We pointed out that in our : 
| estimate it should not be difficult to obtain the necessary majority either : 
| in the Security Council or in the General Assembly. Dixon said that | 
| particularly the Asians might be worried about observation beyond 
| Thailand and reported Dayal * expressed to him doubts as to the wis- 
| dom of any initiative in New York when progress is being made in 
| Geneva. He said that it is important to carry the Indians with us and : 
| Eden is in touch with them. Hoppenot again stressed the need for | 

| delay, in particular since in his view progress is being made in 
| Geneva. I doubted the possibility of progress at the conference table : 
| when the Communists were having such success on the battlefield. | 
| There followed some discussion of the British memorandum entitled 

“Assessment of Implications of an Appeal by Thailand to the UN”,' 
| pouched to the Department. — | : 
| It was agreed the tripartite staff would go over this memorandum | 
_ with a view to determining further procedures in the Security Council | 
( and the General Assembly. The consensus of opinion was that a special | 
( emergency session under the Uniting for Peace Resolution could not be | 
_ held since the Thai move is under Chapter VI and not under Chapter 
| VII. As between reconvening the 8th Session and requesting a special 
_ session I suggested the matter should be explored with Madame | 
| _ Pandit ° and others and it was agreed there was no immediate need to | 
| determine General Assembly procedure. | 
| * Not printed. | | 
| *Rajeshwar Dayal of the Indian Delegation at the United Nations. | * President of the General Assembly. 

!
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Following the meeting with Dixon and Hoppenot I telephoned Mr. 
Robert Murphy who was in charge of the State Department in the 
absence of Mr. Dulles. I read to him the changes in the draft letter 
from the Thai Representative to the President of the Council that I 
had agreed to tentatively with the British and the French. I told him 
that following our meeting Dixon took me aside privately and said 
that if we would not insist that the letter should go in on Saturday *° 
he would send it to Eden and recommend UK concurrence in filing it 
Monday. Mr. Murphy agreed that these changes did not damage our 
position. He emphasized that the most important consideration in Sec- 
retary Dulles’ mind was to initiate UN action at the earliest possible 
moment by filing the Thai letter. He agreed with me that this should 
be done on Saturday rather than waiting until Monday or Tuesday, 
despite British and French desire for delay, since we had no assurance 
whatever of British and French concurrence if we waited until Mon- 
day or Tuesday. The main thing was to take the first step. Then as a 
concession to the British and French views on timing we could indicate 
that we would not press for immediate Security Council consideration. 
For example, it perhaps might not be necessary for the Council to meet 
for a week. . | 

It was agreed that I would suggest to Mr. Khoman that he go ahead 
and file his letter Saturday morning and that I would inform Hoppe- 
not and Dixon in the sense agreed upon with Mr. Murphy. 

Mr. Khoman came in to see me shortly thereafter at his request. I 
gave him the changes in his draft letter suggested by the British and 
the French and told him I thought they might be accepted. I suggested 

that it would be most desirable for him to file his letter Saturday 

morning. It was clear that Mr. Eden and Mr. Bidault favored this 

action, although the British and French were somewhat concerned 

about timing and some details of procedure. The details as to procedure 

could be worked out after the initial step had been taken. On the ques- 

tion of timing it would not be essential to hold a Security Council 

meeting immediately, certainly not on Tuesday. We. could all work 

out in consultation together when a Security Council meeting should 

be held. It was up to the Thai Government to decide when they wanted 

the meeting. Either I or Ambassador Wadsworth ™ would be in the 

chair and we would give them a meeting any time they wanted one. 

Mr. Khoman agreed with all this. He said he was planning to talk 
with Prince Wan” at eight o’clock Saturday morning but he would 

° May 29. 
1 James J. Wadsworth, Deputy U.S. Representative at the United Nations. 
“% Prince Wan Waithayakon, Thai Foreign Minister and Permanent Repre- 

sentative of Thailand at the United Nations. oo
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try to reach him by phone this evening in order to get the final | 
go-ahead. | | 

_ I telephoned Mr. Hoppenot and told him the State Department had 
agreed to the changes suggested in the draft letter. Secretary Dulles : 
felt very strongly that action in the United Nations should be initiated 
by filing the letter at the earliest possible moment; on the other hand, | 
in order to meet the French and British view on the question of timing : 
it would not seem essential for the Security Council to meet right away. 
This, in effect, was the substance of a suggestion Mr. Hoppenot himself 

| had made two days before. Mr. Hoppenot reacted very favorably, — 
_ indicating he thought this solution was a personal victory for himself. 

I telephoned Sir Pierson Dixon and informed him of our views. He 
| was a little chagrined but seemed to accept our decision in good spirit. | 

Following the above conversations I called on UN Secretary Gen- : 
| eral Hammarskjold at 6:00 p. m. to keep an appointment made at his 

| request. He made the following points in what I consider to be a highly 
; inappropriate and negative manner: 

| 1. He was extremely irked at his lack of information as to what is : 
| transpiring at the Geneva Conference. | ; 

2. An approach to him by Prince Wan in Geneva caught him un-. | 
| prepared and was made only because of apparent initiative taken by : 
| Eden in an attempt to get them together. The first approach by Wan : 

| was last Tuesday, and Wan was full of urgency. The second meeting | 
| took place on Wednesday and Wan had calmed down somewhat. | 
| 3. To hold double discussions on Indochina here and in Geneva | 
| would be harmful in extreme. | 

| 4. He seriously questioned the propriety of timing this move. 
: _5. He had strong doubts that such a move would obtain a favorable 
| majority. His information was that there would be more members } 
| against than for such a proposition. Arab-Asians and dissident Latin [ 
| Americans were what he had in mind. Western Europeans were also f 
: doubtful. 

6. As a minor point he also stated he and the Secretariat were un- 
| prepared for a special session of the General Assembly, especially since } 
! many of his staff were or would be away. He mentioned particularly : 
_ Protitch who is in London with the Disarmament Subcommittee. ) 

| The substance of my remarks to him in rebuttal follows: | 

| 1. I was uninformed until Thursday of this week when Khoman | 
| called on me as to the precise nature of Wan’s intentions in this regard. 
| Since the Secretary General had the benefit of talking with Wan in 
| Geneva earlier this week, he was obviously ahead of me. I stressed to | 
_ him that this was Thai initiative and that I had only seen Khoman | : 
| for the first time on this matter Thursday evening. Therefore I could 
| not see how the United States could be blamed for not keeping him 

informed. | 
| 2. With regard to the Secretary General’s understanding of what | 
| Was encompassed by the proposed action and his reasons for feeling 

:
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it was improper at this time, I told him we intended to support a Thai 
request for observers to be sent to Thailand. This seemed to us to be 
a modest request which should appeal to all reasonable men of good 
will. Therefore I doubted his pessimistic estimate of the support such 

-@ moderate request would receive. He appeared impressed. 
_ 3: With regard to the timing of such appeal, I told the Secretary 
General we are not inflexible nor rigid in our thinking as to the con- 
vening of the Security Council. It is a perfectly normal thing for the 
-Thais to request the Security Council to provide observation. I drew a 
careful distinction between the simple filing of a letter making this 

. Tequest and calling Council meetings to discuss the matter, 
| 4, As for his point that.double discussion would jeopardize Geneva 

_ deliberations, I pointed out that any sensible person could see that as 
_ long as the Communists were having military successes in Vietnam 

they were not interested in any genuine negotiations. I was therefore 
not sanguine of any accomplishment coming out of the present discus- 
sion in Geneva. I thought on the contrary that UN activation with | 
respect to Indochina, like “thunder in the distance”, could have a salu- 
tary effect on Geneva proceedings. 

5. I told Hammarskjold that I believed Eden and Bidault fully 
~ comprehended the scope of the problem, but domestic political diff- 
culties forced them to go slowly and to negotiate to the hilt in Geneva. 
France and. the United Kingdom, like the United States, had its 
demagogues who sought to and did embarrass their governments’ 
positions. | 

6. After considerable banter, the Secretary General said it was one 
thing to put a loaded gun on the table and another to pull it out and 
fire it. He felt the latter was better. (Comment: Iam surprised that 
a Swedish national could make such a bellicose remark.) I expressed 
disagreement with this simile, saying it was more a question of provid- 
ing a burglar alarm system, which might be optimum the UN could do. 
This I strongly favored. Hammarskjold seemed impressed by this 
comment. | | | 

751H.00/5-2854 : Telegram — | 

The Chargé in Cambodia (Montllor) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | Punom Penn, May 28, 1954—5d p. m. 
[Received May 29—9:16 a. m.] 

144, Sent Saigon 277, repeated information Department 144, Paris 

| 118. Prime Minister Penn Nouth told me last night that his govern- 

ment is unalterably opposed demarcation any rebel zones in Cambodia 

because areas occupied by Viet Minh are only non-inhabited forests 

- and mountains. Royal Government wants Viet Minh to leave confines 

of Cambodia and is willing guarantee safe passage through its territory 
toward any Viet Minh zones in Vietnam. 

| MoNTLLOR
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751G.00/5-2954 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, May 29, 1954—noon. ! 
4596. Repeated information priority Geneva 314. Limit. distribu- | 

tion. I went over status of Franco-US negotiations with Laniel this | 
‘morning after Trapnell and Gibson? had left us. Laniel had not yet 
been informed of my conversation of yesterday with Schumann re- 
garding Department’s telegram 4286? but said he was seeing Schu- | 
mann later in the day. He expressed great satisfaction at the fact that, | 
as he put it, we had now reached accord in principle on political side. 

He also told me that he agreed that the Franco—Vietnamese treaties 
should be signed promptly. He then said that our political agreement | 

_ made it urgent that we start military conversations immediately to : 
| complete the negotiations regarding training, command structure, and ) 
_ war plans. He said he hoped that US would be prepared to talk on this 
| subject with Ely in Washington next week. | | 
) ‘I made it clear to him that we had now answered all questions posed 

by French Government but that, except for important military phase 
of negotiations, we were awaiting further action from the French | 

| side. I expect to see him again on Monday * with Trapnell after Trap- : 
_ nell has obtained detailed up-to-date military information from Ely. | 
_ Recommend strongly that we agree to French proposal that Franco- | 
_ US military negotiations be held in Washington next week. | | 
| DILLon | 

| | 
| * William M. Gibson, First Secretary, U.S. Embassy in France. : : | | * See footnote 1, p. 1628. _ | 
: *May 31. | | : 

| Editorial Note : | 
| 

On May 29, 1954, the Government of Thailand submitted a letter 
tothe Security Council drawing attention to the fighting in Indochina, | 

_ which, it was contended, constituted a threat to the security of Thai- | 
_ land. The letter requested that the Council authorize the dispatch of | 

observers to Thailand under the Peace Observation Commission. The | 
letter was circulated as document S/3220. | | 

| The Council considered this question at its 672d, 673d, and 674th | 
| meetings, June 3, 16, and 18, respectively. On June 18, at the instance 
_ of the United States, the Security Council voted on a Thai draft reso- 
| lution (document S/ 3229) under which the Council would ask the POC : 
| to dispatch observers to Thailand and to report as necessary. The reso- | 
_. lution received nine votes in favor and one abstention (Lebanon), but 

| 
|
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failed due to the negative vote of the Soviet Union, a permanent mem- 
ber of the Council. The Soviet Representative had contended during 
the debate that the Thai request was in fact an attempt by the United 
States to deepen the conflict in Indochina and to prepare the way for 
armed intervention by the United Nations. For the record of Security 
Council consideration of this subject, see United Nations, Official 
Records of the Security Council, Ninth Year, 672d, 673d, and 674th 
Meetings. | 

On July 7, the Foreign Minister of Thailand addressed a letter to 
the Secretary-General of the United Nations asking that the General 
Assembly consider the Thai requirement for POC observers (docu- 
ment A/2665). However, the Foreign Minister withdrew this request 
by letter of August 20, 1954 (document A/2708). The matter there- 
fore did not come before the Assembly. , - | 

The question of the Thai appeal to the United Nations was the 
subject of detailed, protracted, and often high-level discussions at 
New York, Washington, and Geneva during the spring and summer 
of 1954, involving in particular the United States, Thailand, France, 
and the United Kingdom. For additional documentation on this mat- 

ter, see volume XVI, pages 875 ff. Voluminous unpublished material 

exists in the following Department of State files : 320.2 AB; 330; 396.1 

GE; 751G.00; and in the IO files—master files of the Reference and 

Documents Section of the Bureau of International Organization Af- 

fairs. See also United States-Vietnam [elations, 1945-1967, Book 9. 

751G.00/5-3054 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET - Paris, May 30, 1954—1 a. m. 

4605. Repeated information Saigon 560, Geneva 318. Department 

pass DEPTAR for Ridgway from Trapnell. Limit distribution—eyes 

only Chiefs of Mission. Reference Embassy telegrams 4566,* 4598 * and 

4596.° Trapnell, accompanied by Embassy officer, had second interview 

with Ely, accompanied by Colonel Brohon, this afternoon. Ely opened 

conversation by confirming fact that Prime Minister had instructed _ 

1 Dated May 27, p. 1621. | | 
2Telegram 4598 from Paris, May 29, read as follows: “Department of Army for 

Ridgway. Limit distribution. From Trapnell. Ambassador and Trapnell called on 

Prime Minister this morning. When he was informed that first Ely—-Trapnell con- 

versation has been limited in scope because of Ely’s lack of authority to speak 

with complete frankness, Laniel stated he would give Ely instructions today to 

give Trapnell details of reinforcement plan and other matters of joint interest in 

subsequent conversations. Accordingly, Trapnell now plans resume conversations 

with Ely later in the day.” (751G.00/5—2954) 
? Dated May 29, p. 1635.
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him to give us full information concerning reinforcement program, | 
planning for defense of the delta and related matters. _ 

(1) He stated that press reports concerning reinforcement program | 
were substantially correct. The mobile group which Foreign Office had | 
asked us to airlift to Indochina about June 15 (Embtel 4604)* would | 
consist approximately 3500 men. Reinforcements already despatched | 
include two airborne battalions. Question of activating two air squad- 
rons under consideration including whether B-29’s or B-26’s more 
suitable for requirements. Plans afoot for improving infrastructure. | : 
Kventually it is planned to send three divisions replacements and | 
reinforcements. a _ 

(2) We informed Ely that information regarding reinforcements 
_ obtained from Prime Ministers and Jacquet’s officers was confused. 

We would like to have complete up-to-date picture. Ely agreed and | 
_ Instructed Brohon to make up paper breaking down reinforcement 

_ plan into three subdivisions—(a) already despatched, (0) in prospect 
| for near future, and ( c) under study. Portion of new troops will be 
| used for duty in Cochin China in order release more seasoned troops 

there for duty in north. - 
| (3) Ely described Cabinet decision of yesterday to call up last half | 

1954 conscript class six months in advance and to request Assembly | 
| for approval send conscripts to Indochina as major “wartime” deci- | 
| sion. Manner and timing of government’s presentation to Assembly of | 
_ request to change existing law preventing despatch of conscripts to : 

combat areas overseas not yet decided. Government will either ask for __ | 
| blanket authority from Assembly or he will take each separate request | 
| to Parliament as required. Former obviously preferable but latter may 
| have to be resorted to. Ely took great personal satisfaction from yes- | 
__ terday’s Cabinet decision for he had been pressing government to take _ 
_ such step for some time. Assembly action would have to be taken in 
_ very near future because troops now being readied for despatch to 
_ Indochina included conscripts. When we remarked on difficulty which — | 
| would undoubtedly be encountered in Assembly, particularly in light | 
_ next week’s Indochina debate, Ely replied everyone fully aware of 
| this but government could not do otherwise. ) 
! (4) Trapnell asked for more precise definition of “Hanoi-Haiphong 
_ axis” included in delta defense plan. He asked Ely’s intentions re- | 

| garding defense of Tourane area. Ely stated that Indochina defense 
_ plan was divided into three major divisions, in order of priority: (1) 

Red River delta including Hanoi-Haiphong axis; (2) Tourane-Hue : 
_ area and (3) Cochin China. All plans purely defensive. No offensives | 

would be mounted in Indochina for foreseeable future. , | 

| *Telegram 4604 from Paris, May 30, reporting the French request for airlift / __ assistance, is not printed. (7516.00/5-3054) 
| 

|
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(5) Detailed discussion delta defense ensued in course of which 
_Trapnell was shown French operations map. It provides for defense 
of a new perimeter to run as follows: West along northern perimeter 
to Tienchu—southwest to Camla (on the Red River)—south along 
the Day River to Nga-My—east to Tuongtin (Red River)—Red River 
to Bamboo Canal—Bamboo Canal to Quicao Song Thai Binh to the 
sea. : 

(6) Ely explained that French forces would be withdrawn inside 
new perimeter where they would be organized into mobile forces to 
meet attack wherever it occurred. Their number would be increased 
by other French units brought into the delta from outlying areas in- 
cluding Laos. They would constitute total force of between nine and 
twelve mobile groups. Area between the new perimeter and former 
perimeter would be defended by Vietnamese Army. Trapnell observed 
that this would fall to Viet Minh in short order, an opinion which Ely 
made no effort to contradict. Ely has already given orders to Navarre 
for withdrawal into new perimeter and plan is already in operation. 

(7) Trapnell asked whether with this force French had not good 
prospect for holding out until autumn during rainy season. Ely re- 
plied the balance between success and failure very narrow (juste). 
In reply Trapnell’s question whether expecting Viet Minh attack on 
new perimeter before the autumn he replied “yes”. 

(8) Ely then proceeded give broad review of present status of the 
Ambassador’s conversations with Laniel on possible US intervention. 
Wished have facts clearly in mind in order give General Valluy in- 
structions he would need before proceeding Washington French repre- 
sentative forthcoming five-power talks. Ely anxious that proposed 
bilateral Franco-US military conversations take place as soon as pos- 
sible. He would head French delegation. If they were to coincide with 
the five-power conversations he would be available for consultation 
on five-power questions but would not take part in conversations. 
French five-power delegation to be headed by Valluy who plans fly 
to Washington May 31. Ely hoped Valluy would be able do as much 
spadework on bilateral conversations as possible so that when Ely 
arrived in Washington he could get down to important points im- 
mediately. It was his understanding that now that agreement had been 
reached on the broad political basis for US intervention that bilateral 
military conversations would concern themselves only with details of 

that intervention and related questions including training Vietnamese — 

forces, et cetera. It was clearly understood that any plans decided on 

would be put into effect only if Geneva failed. 

(9) Ely wished place greatest possible emphasis on one point. 
Although he has commitment from Admiral Radford that US aircraft 
would intervene immediately in event Chinese air intervention, he
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believed it must be determined that there are no political obstacles to | 
this commitment being carried out. We informed him that this ques- : 
tion had already been discussed by Ambassador and Maurice Schu- 
mann and French Government’s concern had been reported to Wash- 
ington (Embtel 4580) .° 

In closing Ely informed Trapnell that Valluy would be empowered 
to answer any further questions in Washington. Se | 

_ Trapnell now planning return Washington May 31. 
, , Dron | 

° Dated May 28, p. 1628. | 
—_— 

751G.00/5-3054 : Telegram | : 
The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

| TOP SECRET — PRIORITY Parts, May 30, 1954—3 p. m. 
| 4607. Repeated information priority Geneva 321. Geneva eyes only | 
| Under Secretary. Limit distribution. Reference: Department tele- | 
| gram 4325. Second paragraph of reference telegram? may indicate 
| extremely serious misunderstanding between US and French. French | 

__ draw sharp distinction between (1) US intervention in present circum- 
| stances with Viet Minh bolstered by Chinese Communist matériel, 
| technicians and possibly scattered troops and (2) US reaction against | 
_ full-scale air attack mounted from Communist Chinese bases. Regard- | 

ing point (1) French fully understand that conditions outlined De- | 
| partment telegram 4023? apply to any possible US intervention. As | 

_ regards point (2), however, the French fully count on US military | 
_ reaction against such an open Chinese Communist attack. The only | 
| limitation on such US reaction which French recognize is the time 
| required for Congressional action which they would hope to be a 

matter of not more than a day or two. In second case, they feel that US | 
| statements to the effect that full-scale Chinese Communist intervention — 
| could not be permitted are still binding whether or not there is time | 

to create collective action. The Secretary’s radio speech of May 7,3 | 
| Indicating that while Chinese had given very considerable support at : 
_ Dien Bien Phu they had avoided full-scale intervention, was taken to 

| mean by French that if there had been full-scale Chinese intervention 
_ US would have responded differently to their request. for military | 

| assistance. — | | | 
*The paragraph under reference read as follows: “Schumann’s suggestion re 

| discretionary authority to use US airpower would be disturbing if it indicated 
| French are again thinking in terms of US committing itself to intervene alone. 
| However we assume French understand fully preconditions to participation on | 
' our part, basic to which is that our participation would be part of a broader 2 
| collective effort.” Regarding telegram 4325, see also footnote 5, p. 1630. 
| sgonted May 11, p. 1534. 
| ee footnote 5, p. 1496. | | | 

|
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Schumann reverted last night to this question of protection against 
a possible air attack and gave me more accurate information than that 
contained in Embassy telegram 4580‘ regarding French apprehen- 
sions. He said that what French General Staff fear is an attack from 
bases on Hainan Island against Haiphong. Best French estimate is — 
that Chinese jets coming from Hainan could remain over Haiphong 

for 20 minutes on each mission. A massive Chinese air attack (Schu- 

mann mentioned figure of 100 planes) could completely knock out 
French air capabilities in the delta and could so seriously damage the 

port of Haiphong that it would be impossible to conduct a successful _ 

withdrawal of French forces through the port. The loss of French air 
potential would drastically tip the scales in favor of the Viet Minh 
and make total defeat of French forces in the delta inevitable. It is 
against this eventuality that the French wish to have protection. Para- 

graph 9 of Embassy telegram 4605 ° indicates Ely’s belief that he 

already has commitment from Admiral Radford on this type of attack. 
What French feel they are asking for now is not, in fact, a new com- 
mitment from US but assurances that US reaction will come within 
a matter of hours and even, if possible, in time to meet attacking Chi- 
nese planes. Schumann said he felt that only circumstances in which 
Chinese would make such an attack would be if they felt that US, for 
one reason or another, was not in a position to respond promptly and 

effectively. Therefore, Schumann suggested that if it should be im-_ 

practicable to obtain preliminary approval of such military action _ 

from US Congress, it might be equally useful to have a clear warning 

from either the Secretary or the President that a massive Chinese air 

attack would meet with US opposition. Schumann said he felt certain 

that if Chinese realized that an air attack would cause US interven- 

tion they would never take the risk of mounting such an attack. 

I have previously stated to Department that if we allowed delta to 

fall to the Viet Minh without a successful evacuation of the French 

Expeditionary Corps, the effect here would be disastrous. If such a 

disaster should come about because of open Chinese Communist air 

attack to which we had not responded by US military action, the re- 

sult here would be nothing short of catastrophic. We would have to 

count on a strong movement in France that could well be successful 

in favor of making peace at any price with the Soviets rather than 

continuing to count on US support through NATO. The effect of such 
action by France on the North Atlantic Alliance is obvious. In addi- 

tion, I do not feel that we could exclude possibility, if the Soviets 

play their cards right, of a popular front government arising to carry 

| ‘Dated May 28, p. 1628. , 
7 5 Supra. |
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out such a new policy. This naturally would incur the danger of an | 
eventual Communist take-over in France. I do not have any means of | 
evaluating effect in Asia of a unilateral US response to a Chinese | 
attack, but Department should be constantly aware that lack of US 
response to a full-scale Chinese Communist air attack on the delta | 
would place in jeopardy the North Atlantic Alliance and our whole 
position in Western Europe. Oo . | 
Schumann has never asked me whether US response to a Chinese : 

_ attack would be subject to same conditions posed in Department tele- : 
gram 4023 and I have never, in any way, indicated to him what the 
US requirements would be for reaction in such an emergency except 

| to point out that full clarification of the independence of Vietnam 
would be most important. See Embassy telegram 4580.° | | 

| . DILLon 

! ‘Telegram 4832 to Paris (sent to Geneva as Tedul 142), May 31, stated the | 
following: “Reference your 4607 . . . answer which should be made plainly to : 

| Schumann on matter possible Chinese Communist air intervention is clearly set 
| forth in paragraph 8 of Department’s 4094, May 15. This remains U.S. position 
| and you should not permit Schumann or anybody else in French Government to : 

| be under any misapprehension concerning it. | 
| “Question will be brought to Secretary’s personal attention immediately on his 

| return Tuesday.” (751G.00/5-3054) | 
| In a memorandum of Monday, May 31, Deputy Under Secretary Murphy sum- 
| marized the problem for the Secretary and recommended that the matter be | 
| discussed by the National Security Council. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 310) = | 

. Ambassador Dillon reported in telegram 4625 from Paris, June 1, that he had | 
| advised Schumann in accordance with Department’s telegram 4332. The telegram | 

| indicated, however, that the Ambassador retained reservations regarding the 
| clarity of the United States position and its acceptability to the French. For text : 

of telegram 4625, see United States—Vietnam felations, 1945-1967, Book 9, pp. : 

_-751G.00/5-8154 : Telegram | 
, . e ° , , f | Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State — | 

_ TOP SECRET _—— PRIORITY Paris, May 31, 1954—1 p. m. | 
| 4612. Repeated information Geneva 327. Limited distribution. 

_ When Trapnell and I arrived at Laniel’s house for meeting this morn- | | p g 
| ing, we found Maurice Schumann and Ely also present. The meeting 
_ was short and it was confirmed that Ely would go to Washinston for | y 8 | _ bilateral military talks. His mission will ostensibly be to attend Five- 
_ Power Military Talks, and it is fully understood that bilateral nego- ) 
| tiations will remain secret. Ely is unable to arrive Washington this _ : 
' week and Valluy has been authorized to represent him both at Five- | 

_ Power Talks and at commencement of bilateral negotiations which Ely ! 7 

| | |
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stated he understood were to cover training of local troops, command 
structure and war plans. Valluy will also arrange date for Ely’s arrival 

| with JCS. Ely said he was going London tomorrow for one day visit 
with Harding whom he does not know well, for purpose of making 
friendly contact prior to opening of Five-Power Talks.’ 

Laniel once more mentioned French fear of Chinese Communist air 
attack. He made it clear that French regard present bilateral negotia- 
tions as a prelude to U.S. intervention should Geneva fail or should 
Communists drag negotiations at Geneva while attempting to obtain a 
military decision in the delta. On the other hand, Laniel clearly con- 

| siders that an all-out air attack on the delta by the Chinese, while not 
likely, is a possibility and should be planned for. He feels that such an 
attack would completely change the present situation and wants the 

best assurances possible of prompt U.S. help in the event of such a 

Chinese attack. Ely confirmed that his understanding with Radford 
on this subject was purely a technical one between Chiefs of Staff and 

was subject to political decision by U.S. He said that Radford had 

plans ready so that U.S. assistance could come very rapidly once the 

political decision had been made. I informed Laniel that after my 

meeting with Schumann Saturday night? at which Schumann had 
raised the subject, I had sent an inquiry on Sunday to Washington 

explaining in full French view that (1) U.S. intervention because of 

continuation and aggravation of present military situation in Indo- 

china, and (2) U.S. reaction to an all-out Chinese air attack were two 
very separate problems, and that some arrangement should be made to 

handle a Chinese air attack if it should occur prior to creation of a 

SEATO alliance. oe | 
_ If we should inform the French that we will not react to a Chinese 

air attack except after making the necessary arrangements for col- 

lective action, I am afraid that this would have a profound and imme- 

diate effect both on French attitude in Geneva and on present French 

plans for bolstering the defense of Indochina. We gave Laniel General 

Trapnell’s opinion that Ely’s overall plan seemed good and that 

French should be able to hold areas which Ely plans to defend. Ely 
then arranged for further technical discussion with Trapnell later in 

morning. See following telegram.* 
| | D1ILLoNn 

1 Military representatives of the United States, the United Kingdom, France, 
Australia, and New Zealand met in Washington June 3-11 to consider the mili- 
tary situation in Southeast Asia. For the report of the conference, see volume 

we? Regarding the conversation of Saturday night, May 29, see telegram 4607, 
Moy fra eupre. |
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751G.00/5—3154 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET Paris, May 31, 1954—2 p. m. 

4613. Repeated information Geneva 328, Saigon 562. Limit distribu- 
tion. Department pass Defense for DEPTAR for Ridgway. This is 
joint Trapnell-Embassy message. Reference Embtels 4566 ! and 4605,” 
repeated Geneva and Saigon. After interview with Laniel, Schumann | 
and Ely (immediately preceding telegram) ,? Trapnell accompanied : 
by Embassy officer proceeded, at Ely’s request, to his office for further ; 
clarification of points covered earlier with Prime Minister. | 

, 1. Ely stated he had just received telegram from Navarre reporting 
he had again discussed question of US training of Vietnamese forces | 

| with O’Daniel. Latter had reported that Secretary Wilson had given ) 
| his approval to O’Daniel’s concept of job. Ely wished to point out that | 

_ there was a misunderstanding concerning his position in the matter. 
. He thought that Radford believed him to be opposed to the principle 
| of forming native troops in divisional units. Ely now favored such a | 
| plan. In his opinion, there were two considerations in the matter. First. 
: was the form of the division to be mounted. In his view it should not 
| conform to the American form. He would not attempt to propose — 
_ another form at this time but intended to study the matter in Wash- 
_ ington with the US authorities. He wished, however, that a definite | 

| form be fixed and adhered to. Second consideration was a political ! 
| one. He agreed that if only for political reasons the formation of Viet- 
_ namese divisions was desirable. It would give any Vietnamese a sense ! 

of responsibility under their independent status and should improve | 
_ the morale and efficiency of the national army. He also agreed with 
| the principle that US advisors and instructors should be placed at | 

| various levels within the division in a manner similar to that used in | 
| Korea. 
| 2. Ely stated that there was need for clarification of question of US 
| participation in planning operations. Although the principle of train- | 

ing of native forces was agreed to; there could not be any question at | 
| the moment of US sharing the responsibility of operational planning. 
_ There can be only one commander at the present time, and that must i 
_ remain a French responsibility. On the other hand, provided an agree- | 
| ment is reached on US intervention and irrespective to the details of | 
| that agreement, it is agreed that US officers will be integrated into | 
_ French planning staffs. Ely will also be prepared discuss details in : 
| Washington. | 

—_———- | 
4 Dated May 27, p. 1621. | | 
* Dated May 30, p. 1636. | 
* Supra. | 

| 
| 578-611 0 82 - 17 (Pt. 2) |
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3. During this phase conversations Ely re-emphasized point that 
question US intervention will arise only if Geneva fails and question 
US participation in joint planning, training of native forces, et cetera, 
will arise only if agreement on intervention is reached. 

4. We asked Ely to reiterate his concept of rough agenda for forth- 
coming Franco-US military conversation in Washington. He replied 

_ that talks would fit into three main headings. First, it being under- 
stood that the US would intervene in Indochina only under certain 
conditions and in accordance with a joint plan established in advance, 
task at Washington was to determine what that joint plan is to be. 
Parallel with determination this plan is question of what US will do 
if there is Chinese air intervention before plan is set. Although Ely 
has “commitment on this matter from Admiral Radford,” he must 
ascertain that there are no political obstructions to delay carrying 
out such commitment and if there are that they be removed. (Embtel 
4607, repeated Geneva 321).* Second heading is training of Vietnamese 
Army, details of which he is sure can be worked out easily and 
promptly. Third is form of command structure under which the 
Franco-US plan is to operate. 

Ely again confirmed that Valluy would leave for Washington to- 
night as is Trapnell (Deptel 4326).° Ely, himself, would follow some 
time next week dependent upon when Valluy informed him US was 
ready to proceed. | 

DiILLon 

* Dated May 30, p. 1639. | | 
*Telegram 4326 to Paris, May 29, regarding the schedule of General Trap- 

nell, is not printed. (751G.00/5—-2954) 

751G.00/5—3154 : Telegram . 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sarcon, May 31, 1954—6 p. m. 

2603. Repeated information Geneva 176, Paris 924, London 71, Hanoi 
unnumbered. Yesterday Second Secretary Goodman and I visited 
De Lanessan Hospital in Hanoi which is main base hospital for all 
Tonkin area. We visited every wounded man in hospital with exception 
of those who could not receive visitors, and gave them cigarettes. We 
were able to talk with a number of wounded from Dien Bien Phu in- 
cluding a medical lieutenant and a non-commissioned officer who gave 
us intelligent replies to questions re Viet Minh psychological warfare 

techniques, at least as displayed at Dien Bien Phu. 

Both officers and men, including French parachutists and German 

and Austrian legionnaires, concurred that there had been a continuous
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loudspeaker campaign in closing days of battle, garrison being ex- : 
horted in Arabic, German, Hungarian and French to believe that Viet ! 
Minh did not wish to continue useless fighting, that garrison should 
surrender, and that it would be well treated following capitulation. _ : 

As for report that Viet Minh had cadres of European and Japanese 
officers, evacuees agreed that there had probably been some Moroccan, 

German, possibly Czechoslovakian, and certainly Japanese officers in 
Viet Minh ranks, but they would not give assurances that these officers 
came in from outside. In fact Cogny and others were inclined to 
believe that with exception of Japanese, these men were renegade 
deserters from Foreign Legion who had gone over to Viet Minh. | 

| Following fall of Dien Bien Phu French wounded were treated with | 
| better care than Viet Minh wounded. Viet Minh medical teams did | 
! utmost to alleviate plight of French wounded, gave the men cigarettes : 
. and candy, and stressed theme that there was no rancour against 
_ French garrison but merely an overwhelming national desire that | 

! French and foreign troops be withdrawn from Vietnam. Theme was 
| “we want peace even more than you do but we will fight until you leave : 
| our country”. | | | 

: Governor Tri separately informed us that when French Dr. Huard, 
| chief negotiator for evacuation of wounded, spent several nights at | 

Dien Bien Phu, he encountered similar attitude on part of Viet Minh : 
Officers with whom he dealt. Tri seemed inclined to attach importance | 
to asserted desire of Viet Minh for speedy cease-fire and armistice, but 

| in his mood which is now verging toward despair I think he is grasp- 
ing at straws. | 

: At Dien Bien Phu there was immediate resort to propaganda tech- | 
_ niques such as motion pictures of Berlin conference and May Day 
_ parade in Moscow, private conversations by French-speaking Viet 
| Minh, and distribution of propaganda pamphlets. However, there was 
| no attempt to proselytize among officer prisoners. Main technique was | 
| use of uniform attitudes of compassion and courtesy to establish in 
_ mind of wounded that Viet Minh are a civilized and honorable foe. | 
| Possibly had wounded remained longer in Viet Minh hands more 
_ typical brain washing techniques would have been tried, but within 

limit of 8 days Communist command undoubtedly thought more subtle | 
approach was justified. | 

| At least among evacuees from Dien Bien Phu with whom we spoke 

| these techniques appeared to have made little impression. 

| Although some 48 Vietnamese wounded had been evacuated from 
_ Dien Bien Phu, largely because they were so seriously wounded (in- | 

_ cluding two basket cases) also prevent their being removed by Viet | 

| Minh, main theme taken by Viet Minh at Dien Bien Phu re Viet- 

_ namese wounded (and other Vietnamese troops) there was that they 

| 
| 

|
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were brothers who now at last had been liberated from servitude in a 
foreign army, and thus, of course, could not be given up. | 

Colonel commanding hospital told us that in his estimate all of 
French severely wounded had been recovered. He thought there must 
be at least 1000 more walking wounded who had been taken prisoner. 
He said that there were fully as many Vietnamese wounded as French. 
This would place French estimate of total wounded at Dien Bien Phu 
at around 3600 men. 

| | McCuintock 

751G.00/5-8154 : Telegram | | 
Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department o f State 

SECRET a Satcon, May 31, 1954—7 p. m. 
2604. Repeated information Paris 925, Geneva 177, Hanoi, Bangkok 

unnumbered. During my conversations this weekend in Hanoi, I found 
Governor Tri considerably shaken in his estimate of fortitude of Ton- 
kin populace. He said Dien Bien Phu had had a marked effect. on 
morale and that Geneva Conference had even greater repercussions 
among people of Tonkin. They were fearful that even seemingly fair 
armistice terms providing for zones of occupation would in effect 
amount to partition and loss of Tonkin to Viet Minh. 

Tri repeatedly exclaimed to me yesterday “if only United States 
could make a declaration of intent to intervene militarily in case 
enemy tries to take Delta, it would be worth ten divisions”. I replied 
that declarations were of little use unless they described conditions of 
fact and I did not know my government’s attitude toward military 
intervention. 

These vignettes are perhaps too highly drawn, but at least they 
reflect a mounting sense of panic and a feeling that the last act is about 
to open. a 

McCuintTock 

751G.00/5—3154 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Saicon, May 31, 1954—8 p. m. 

| 2610. Repeated information Paris 926, Geneva 178. General 
O’Daniel is growing increasingly unhappy at his inability thus far to 
start moving on training Vietnamese troops on a divisional basis. He 
feels that French, including General Ely (Paris 4566), are giving 

* Dated May 27, p. 1621.
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him a polite run-around and likewise is becoming aware of fact that | 

there is no mobilization base for a Vietnamese national army at pres-_ 

ent and no national leadership to inspire conscripts to move toward 

colors. General O’Daniel has not yet realized that, of course, during a 

conference to discuss an armistice and cease-fire, it is always difficult | 

to recruit. ) | | | 

General O’Daniel told me this afternoon that he had informed 

General Hinh this morning that he would not recommend the approval | 

of any military end item aid for the Vietnamese national army, unless | 

| agreement was reached on the training of at least five divisions. He | 

| says he will so inform Defense Minister Quat this evening. He did not : 

| say where the troops would be found. 7 

| | ~ McCuintTock 

| 751G.00/6-154 | | | 

| Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the President for N ational 

| Security Affairs (Cutler) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State 

| for Political Affairs (Murphy)* | | oe | 

| TOP SECRET | | [WasHincton,] June 1, 1954. | 

| ‘Because of the strength of the President’s reaction to my briefing ! 

_ this morning on the messages exchanged between Dillon and the State : 

| Department over the weekend, I thought it advisable to come over and | 

| talk with you and give you the attached memorandum. | 

| It seems to me that the position of the State Department and the 

| position of the President are in entire consonance. | 

| Reading the exchange of wires and realizing the local pressures on 

: an Ambassador, I am doubtful whether it is as clear to Dillon as it 1s to ! 

| you and the President that some united action is an essential element to 

U.S. response. Perhaps it would be a good idea to let Admiral Radford | 

have a copy of the attached memorandum and any further explicit | 

_ message sent by State to Dillon on the subject.’ | | 

| | [Annex] | 

| TOP SECRET [Wasuneron,] June 1, 1954—9: 30 a. m. 

| MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND | 

| GENERAL CUTLER 

| I read the following messages which had come in for the President 

over the last two days: From Paris 4618, 4612, 4605, 4607; to Paris: 

| 1Typewritten notations on the source texts indicate that both this memoran- | 

dum and its annex were dictated, but not read by General Cutler. | 

| _ “A handwritten marginal notation at this point on the source text reads “done.”
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4395 and 4832.° After reading them, I went in to summarize them to 
the President. He did not read any part of them himself and accord- 
ingly some of the refinements of Dillon’s positions did not reach him. 

I said that the messages divided really into two parts. One part dealt 
with Ely and Trapnell discussions on French strategy, which I briefly 
summarized. The other part dealt with French inquiries as to what — 
the U.S. reaction would be to a massive air strike by the Chinese com- 
munists, perhaps from Hainan, prior to any regional grouping for the 
defense of Southeast Asia being arranged following a failure of the — 
Geneva Conference. | | 

The messages showed that at high French levels (Ely, Laniel, Schu- 
mann), there was talk as if a commitment had been made by Admiral 
Radford of immediate U.S. retaliation in the event of Chinese com- 
munist overt aggression. The French leaders seem to recognize that 
any such U.S. action would require political approval, but they wanted 
to be sure that U.S. assistance in this event would come very rapidly. 

- IT said that the last State Department message (Deptel 4332, Paris) * 
made plain that in this contingency there would have to be time for 
consultations in Washington and that therefore no U.S. counteraction 
could be immediate. | | 

The President expressed himself very strongly in reaction to my 
remarks. He said the United States would not intervene in China on 
any basis except united action. He would not be responsible for going 
into China alone unless a joint Congressional resolution ordered him 
to do so. The United States should in no event undertake alone to sup- 
port French colonialism. Unilateral action by the United States in 
cases of this kind would destroy us. If we intervened alone in this case 

we would be expected to intervene alone in other parts of the world. He 

made very plain that the need for united action as a condition of U.S. 

intervention was not related merely to the regional grouping for the 

defense of Southeast Asia, but was also a necessity for U.S. interven- 

tion in response to Chinese communist overt aggression. 
I called attention to the provisions of our Southeast Asian policy 

®’For telegrams 4613, 4612 (both dated May 31), 4605, and 4607 (both dated 
May 30), see pp. 1643, 1641, 1636, and 1639, respectively. Regarding telegram 4325, 
see footnote 5, p. 1630. Regarding telegram 4332, see footnote 6, p. 1641. 

*Deptel 4332, Paris, referred to paragraph 3 of Deptel 4094, May 15, as stating — 
U.S. position in event of possible Chinese communist air intervention and that 
Dillon should not permit Schumann or anybody else in the French Government to 
be under any misapprehension concerning it. Said paragraph 3 reads as follows: 
“If collective defense arranged as contemplated, this would of course embrace 
situation resulting from intervention by MIGs. If such intervention should occur 
prior to conclusion of collective defense arrangements, then the US reaction 
would have to be judged under circumstances of the moment, but in any case 
President would expect to make his action dependent upon Congressional author- 
ization, assuming US interests not directly attacked. However, Defense advises 
that their intelligence does not indicate that Chinese airfield situation is such as 
to make such intervention seem likely.’”’ [Footnote in the source text. For text of 
telegram 4094 to Paris, May 15, see p. 1569. ]
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(NSC 5404) [5405],* which indicated that in the event of Chinese overt 
communist aggression against Thailand, Burma, or Malaya, the : 

United States would try to get allies to join in retaliation, but that : 

eventually the United States would consider taking action alone. I ! 
called attention to Secretary Dulles’ speech last fall indicating that 

overt Chinese action against Southeast Asia would lead to a situation | 

that might not be limited to that area. The President said there was no 

difference between himself and the Secretary of State at all. However, 

| he expressed the strong view that there should be no failure to make the | 
| U.S. position absolutely clear to the French so that there would be no | 

__ basis of misapprehension on the part of the French. | 

| ‘For extracts of NSC 5405, “United States Objectives and Courses of Action 

With Respect to Southeast Asia,” Jan. 16, 1954, see p. 971. | 

: | 

| §/S-NSC files, lot 68 D351, NSC 5421 2 
! , | ° : ® e ° | 

| Studies Prepared for the National Security Council * 

| TOP SECRET - [ WasHineTon,] June 1, 1954. | 

NSC 5421 | ee 

| Nore BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY | | | 
| a | TO THE | 

| NaTIonaL Security CouNnci. ! 

: Srupres Wirn Respect To PossIBLE 
| U.S. Action Recarpine INDOCHINA | | 

| References: A. NSC 5405? 7 | 
| B. NSC Action Nos. 1086-) and c, 1104-b, 1106, 1110 : 
| and 1112: 

| The enclosed studies with respect to possible U.S. action regarding | 
| Indochina have been prepared by various departments and agencies in 

| 1The source text consists of a binder the cover of which bears the handwritten | 
! notation “only cy in Dept.” The binder contains a 20-page summary of the studies, E 

dated June 10, followed by the note by Executive Secretary Lay, the table of I 
contents (both printed here), and the texts of the studies. The source text is 

| accompanied by documentation on the development of the Department of State 
| component of the studies, the preparation of which was coordinated by Robert R. ot 
| Bowie, Director of the Policy Planning Staff and Department of State Repre- 

| Sentative on the Planning Board of the National Security Council. _ I 
| For summaries of the studies and comments on them by Defense Department 

Officials, see United States—Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 9, pp. 514-529. : 
| For a memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense, | 
' May 26, regarding the studies prepared by the Defense Department, see ibid., 
| pp. 487-493. | ) | ! 
| The studies comprising NSC 5421 were circulated to the members of the Na- 
| tional Security Council on June 1 for information. The Council took no formal 
| action in their regard. | 7 | 

7 For extracts of NSC 5405, “United States Objectives and Courses of Action 
With Respect to Southeast Asia,” Jan. 16, 1954, see p. 971. . | 
__" For NSC Action No. 1086, see the memorandum of discussion at the 192d NSC 

| Meeting, Apr. 6, p. 1250; for NSC Action No. 1104, see extracts from the memoran- 

. Footnote continued on next page. 

! 
i 

| :
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response to requests authorized by the President. In the event that 
conditions established by the President as prerequisites for United 
States intervention in the conflict in Indochina are met, these studies 
will provide the basis for further consideration by the Council of the 
question of such intervention. 

These studies were prepared on the assumption that United States 
armed forces intervene in the conflict in Indochina, and on the alter- 
nate assumptions that the Chinese Communists: (@) intervene with 
armed forces in Indochina, or (6) do not intervene with armed forces 
in Indochina. 

A. draft of a Presidential message is being prepared by the Depart- 
ment of State and will be circulated later for insertion in part I of 
this report.* Additions and amendments to the enclosed reports may 

be circulated from time to time. 
Pursuant to Presidential directive, distribution of this report is 

being limited to one copy to each Council participant, which is being 
transmitted through the Planning Board members. 

It is requested that special security precautions be observed in the 
handling of the enclosures and that access to them be strictly limited 
on an absolute need-to-know basis. These reports may NOT be further 
reproduced in any form without the permission of this office. 

| James 8S. Lay, JR. © 
Ewecutive Secretary 

Distribution 
The President 
The Vice President 
The Secretary of State 
The Secretary of the Treasury 
The Secretary of Defense 
The Attorney General 
The Director, Foreign Operations Administration 
The Director, Office of Defense Mobilization | 
The Director, Bureau of the Budget 
The Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission | 
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
The Director of Central Intelligence 
The Secretary of the Army | 
The Secretary of the Navy 
The Secretary of the Air Force 
The Chief of Staff, Army | 

| The Chief of Naval Operations | 
The Chief of Staff, Air Force 
The Commandant of the Marine Corps a. | 

Footnote continued from preceding page. . | 

dum of discussion at the 194th Meeting of the NSC, Apr. 29, p. 1481; for NSC 
Action No. 1110, see the memorandum of discussion at the 196th NSC Meeting, 
May §8, p. 1505. For NSC Actions No. 1106 and 1112, see the memoranda of dis- 
cussion at the 195th and 196th Meetings of the NSC, May 6 and 8, respectively, in 
volume XII. | 

“The source text is accompanied by a “Draft Presidential Speech before Con- 
gress,” dated June 8 and apparently prepared within the Policy Planning Staff. 
It is not printed.
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Stupres WirH Respecr to Possrste U.S. Action Recarpine | | 
INDOCHINA 

| 
| TABLE OF CONTENTS 

I. By the Department of State - ! 

Economic Warfare Against Communist China 

United Nations Action in the Event of United States Armed Inter- 

~ vention in Indochina © | | | 

| Juridical Relations in the French Union: Giving Effect to the In- : 

| dependence of the Associated States of Indochina OO : 

| Draft of President’s Message (to be circulated ) : 

| Il. By the Department of Justice | 

| Constitutional and Legal Aspects, Including Appropriate Form for | 
| Joint Resolution, of President’s Request for Authorization “to | 

| Intervene in Indochina” | ! 

| Ill. By the Central Intelligence A gency | 

| Communist Capabilities in Indochina ® | | 

| Communist Reactions to Certain U.S. Courses of Action with Re- 

| | spect to Indochina 6 ! 

IV. By the Department of Defense : 

| Under Alternate Assumptions that Chinese Communists Intervene | 

| or Do Not Intervene: | 

| Strategic Concept and Plan of Operation | | 

| Forces Required of Each Nation Participating 

Plan for Logistic Support | | 

| Plan for Command Structure | 

| Plan for Training Native Troops | 

| Plan for World-Wide Military Aid | 

_ V. By the Office of Defense Mobilization | : 

| Industrial Mobilization | | | 

| Manpower Mobilization | | 

| Economic Stabilization Mobilization | 

| VI. By the Foreign Operations Administration | | 

| Plan for U.S. Economic and Technical Aid in Event of Intervention 

| VII. By the Operations Coordinating Board 
| Plan for Gaining Maximum Support for U.S. Intervention in the | 

| Associated States from the Indigenous Peoples | 

| , : i 

| *The document listed here was an advance copy of SNIE 104-54 of June 15, 
' Which is printed on p. 1702. 

| °The document listed here was an advance copy of NIE 10-3-54 of June 1, 
| which is printed infra. | |
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Plan of Political Warfare (Including Guerilla and Paramilitary) 
Action Against the Vietminh 

Plan for Gaining Maximum Support of Other Free World Countries 
Plan for Political Warfare Organization as Integral Part of Inter- 

vention | | 
Plan for Keeping China out of War or Reducing Its Effectiveness 

VII. By the Bureau of the Budget 

Preparation of Any Necessary Request for Supplemental Appro- 
priations | 

Preparation of Any Necessary Requests for Additional Statutory 
Authority Required for Appropriations 

Revision of FY 55,56 Budget Plans 

| Here follow the texts of the studies listed above. ] 

INR-NIE files 

National Intelligence Estimate : 

TOP SECRET WasHincTon, 1 June 1954. 
NIE 10-3-54 

CoMMUNIST CAPABILITIES In Lypocuina * 

THE PROBLEM | 

To estimate Communist capabilities to oppose an intervention of 
US armed forces in Indochina employing either : 

a. Viet Minh military forces supported indirectly by Communist 
China; or 

6. Chinese Communist and Viet Minh forces. 

ASSUMPTIONS | 

1. The US has intervened during 1954 with ground, sea, and air 
forces in Indochina. 

2. US forces are opposed by either: (a) Viet Minh forces alone, 
receiving indirect Chinese Communist aid; or (6) Chinese Communist 

and Viet Minh forces, receiving Soviet support generally along the 
lines ofsuch supportin Korea. | 

3. This estimate does not consider the effect on enemy capabilities 

* According to a note on the cover sheet, “The Intelligence Advisory Committee 
concurred in this estimate on 25 May 1954. The AEC and FBI abstained, the 
subject being outside of their jurisdiction. 

“The following member organizations of the Intelligence Advisory Committee 
participated with the Central Intelligence Agency in the preparation of this esti- 
mate: The intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the 
Navy, the Air Force, and The Joint Staff.”
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of US counteraction or of enemy action not directed against Indo- 

china. | | 

THE ESTIMATE | 

I. Capabilities of Viet Minh Forces Supported Indirectly by the ! 

Chinese Communists a | | 

| Viet Minh Ground Force Capabilities* — | | 
1. Viet Minh forces would be capable of maintaining guerrilla war- 

| fare throughout Indochina and of mounting attacks or counterattacks | 

| by regular forces up to six divisions in strength in northern Indo- , 

| china. If, on the other hand, the Viet Minh make an initial decision to : 

| avoid large-scale positional warfare, they would be capable of greatly | 

| expanded guerrilla activity. Such a move would greatly increase the | 

| __ attritional aspects of the war on allied forces. | | 
| 2. The logistic capability of the Viet Minh would be almost com- 

| pletely dependent upon Chinese Communist willingness and capability 

! to make supplies available. We estimate that the present lines of com- 

i munication leading from China into the Delta area of Indochina can ! 

| carry the logistic support for 200,000 to 300,000 combat troops in addi- 

tion to the present 290,000 combat forces. However, it is unlikely the | 

_ ‘Viet Minh combat forces would expand beyond an additional 150,000 | 

over present strength. | | , 

| 3. Introduction of “volunteer” Chinese Communist forces as guer- | 

| rillas or as components of Viet Minh units could increase Viet Minh | 

| capabilities up to the limit of logistic support, but it is unlikely that 

| the pretense of nonintervention could be maintained if sizeable num- 

bers of Chinese Communist personnel were committed. | 

| Viet Minh Air Capabilities . | 
| 4. The Viet Minh do not now possess an airforce. _ 

| 5. In the Viet Minh-held areas there are approximately nine airfields 

| with 4,000 to 5,000 foot runways presently unserviceable but which, | 

| within a period of a week to 10 days, could be developed to take 

_ MIG-15 operations. There are 20 airfields with runways ranging from 

2,000 to 3,000 feet which, with varying degrees of improvement, would ! 

| be suitable for liaison aircraft and possibly light transport activity. 

_ Many of these airfields would be severely restricted in use during wet 

_ weather due to flooding. In addition, new airfields suitable for MIG—15 

| operations might be constructed within 30 days. Availability of air- | 

| fields would not pose a limitation to the operation of an air force of _ 

' considerable size within Indochina after a week to 10 days of high 

| priority construction activity. The Viet Minh do not now possess the | 

| capability to operate such a force. However, the Chinese Communists | 

| *See Table I. [Footnote in the source text. Table I is not printed.] |
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have the capability of training Viet Minh pilots and support personnel 
and of providing them with aircraft and equipment. We have no firm 
evidence that this capability is now being exercised. 

Viet Minh Naval Capabilities 
| 6. Viet Minh have the following naval capabilities: river mining, 

river ambush, and sabotage in ports and naval facilities. They also 
have a considerable number of native junks which could be pressed into 
service to meet logistic demands or to take advantage of military 
opportunities. 

¢. The Chinese Communists are capable of training Viet Minh 
forces in naval warfare, and providing them with river and coastal 
mines and mine layers. 

Communist Political Warfare Capabilities 
8. The Communists would have the capability of opposing US inter- 

vention by appeals to nationalism among the Indochinese population 
and by denouncing US intervention as an operation designed to per- 
petuate colonialism. These capabilities would vary not only in rela- 
tion to the military progress of the war but also to the extent that 
the US action appeared to the Indochinese to guarantee their 
independence. | 

9. Even without specific political assurances, immediate and large- 
_ scale successes by US arms would almost certainly reduce Communist 

political capabilities to subvert and intimidate the Indochinese people 
and. to use them for intelligence and logistic purposes. In addition, 
signs of Viet Minh defeat would probably Increasingly encourage 
defections from the Viet Minh. If US armed successes were accom- 

| panied by political measures which guaranteed Indochinese independ- 
ence, Viet Minh political warfare capabilities would be further re- 
duced. Viet Minh nationalist appeal would be diminished, and there 
would probably be considerable and increasing defections from the 
Viet Minh. These developments would also reduce Viet Minh capabili- 
ties to conduct guerrilla and terrorist activities. 

10. Communist political warfare capabilities in Indochina would 
remain substantial if US-allied arms did not quickly give evidence 
that they could bring the war to a victorious close within a short time, 
and if the Indochinese were not convinced that their independence was 
assured. We believe, moreover, that even in the event of large-scale 
US military successes, accompanied by a genuine conviction in Indo- 
china that independence was assured, the hard-core Communists of | 
the Viet Minh, probably supported from China, would for a long 
time retain substantial capabilities for guerrilla activity and 
subversion. |
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Il. Capabilities of Chinese Communist and Viet Minh Forces | 

Chinese Ground Force Capabilities in Indochinat ) 

11. If the Chinese Communists decide to commit Korean combat- | 

trained forces, they have available 13 armies{ which served in Korea 

and are now in China. Nine of these units are at present stationed in | 

northeast China and four in east China. It is estimated that the most | 

| distant of these, in the northeast, could be redeployed to the Indochina 

) border in 17 to 24 days and the nearest could be redeployed in 10 to 14 

| days. The Chinese Communists are capable of redeploying five of these 

armies to the border in 30 days after a decision to do so has been made. 

| If the Chinese Communists decide not to commit Korean combat- 2 

| trained forces, there are two armies in southeast China, elements of , 

| which can cross the Indochina border piecemeal in four or five days or | 

| which can be committed in a coordinated action in 10 to 12 days. Re- 

| deployment of five additional non-Korean trained armies could be 

accomplished in 14 to 24 days. It is possible, also, that these capabilities 

| might be exercised prior to US intervention. ; 

| 12. The capacity of lines of communication within China is not the 

| limiting factor upon the number of Chinese Communist troops which 

| could be moved to the Indochina border and supplied within Indo- : 

| china. The chief limiting factor upon the employment of Chinese 

_ Communist forces in Indochina is the capacity of the lines of com- | 

| munication within Indochina. For combat operations, each army would | 

| require approximately 111 short tons per day of all classes of supplies | 

| while each artillery division would require approximately 42 short | 

| tons daily. On this basis, the maximum number of Chinese Communist : 

_ units which the present capacity of lines of communication in Indo- | 

| china from the China border to the Delta region would support, in 

_ addition to present Communist forces in Indochina, is approximately : 

seven armies and two artillery divisions. Thus, the total number of 

Communist combat forces which could be supported over present lines | 

| of communication in Indochina is approximately 500,000 to 600,000. 

| 13. After redeployment of Chinese Communist forces to the Indo- 

_ china border, it is estimated that, during the dry season, they could : 

reach the Hanoi-Haiphong area with leading units in seven days after 

| crossing the border, could mount a coordinated attack with about four 

_ armies two weeks after initial units cross the border, and could build 

| +See Table II. [Footnote in the source text. Table II is not printed.] | 
| tChinese Communist armies would probably be about 36,000 in strength, each | 

composed of three infantry divisions, an artillery regiment, and a truck regiment 

| of approximately 400 trucks. Each of these armies would be approximately equiv- 

| alent to a US division in terms of method of employment and effectiveness. It is 

2 probable that two artillery divisions would also be employed, each consisting of a 

| regiment of 36 75mm or 76mm howitzers or division guns, a regiment of 36 

105mm, a regiment of 36 122mm, and a battalion of AAA (AW). [Footnote in the 

| source text.] 
| 

| 

i
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up to a total force for coordinated action of seven armies and two 
artillery divisions four weeks after crossing the border. Large-scale 
operations south of the Red River Delta area would require use of the 
rail line to the south, and hence are dependent upon Communist cap- | 
ture of Hanoi and operation of the railway from Hanoi southward. If 
the Communists could utilize this line to support operations, the entire 
force could be supported logistically to Saigon. If the rail line could 
not be utilized, the force which could be supported would be reduced 
to about three or four armies. During the rainy season troop move- 
ments will be slowed, logistic support made more difficult, and the 
scope and magnitude of coordinated tactical operations considerably 
reduced. If the Chinese Communists enter Indochina during the rainy 
season, they probably could not support more than four armies and two 
artillery divisions under large-scale offensive combat conditions, build- 
ing to the total of seven armies and two artillery divisions at the next 
dry season. During the dry season, Communist China would be capable 
of employing light and medium tanks in small armored units in the 
Tonkin Delta. a | 

Chinese Communist Air Capabilities in Indochina 
14. Operating from bases in China, the Chinese Communists have 

an estimated capability to intervene immediately with an air force 
consisting of 70 jet and 40 piston fighters capable of operating against 
targets in northern Indochina, and a force of 10 medium piston bomb- 
ers capable of operations against targets anywhere in Indochina. In 
addition, the Chinese Communist Air Force has about 650 jet fighters 
and 120 jet light bombers. Current airfield capacity in south China 
would permit the Chinese Communists to deploy about 250 of these 
jet fighters and jet light bombers immediately to augment the force 
operating against Indochina. Although this movement could be com- 
pleted in 24 to 48 hours, the scale of operation of this force might be 
restricted initially by a shortage of supplies. Necessary logistic sup- 
port could be provided if the Chinese Communists undertook to stock- 

_ pile aviation supplies at the necessary airfields prior to US interven- 
tion. If they did not, we believe that supplies in quantities necessary — 
to support sustained operations could be made available within a week 
tol0days. — 

15. Additional augmentation of this force would require repair of 
existing airfields or construction of new airfields within range of Indo- 
china. However, within a period of 10 to 30 days, the capacity of such 

| airfields could be so increased that the size of this force augmentation _ 
would depend largely on air defense requirements elsewhere. 

§See Table III. [Footnote in the source text. Table III is not printed. |
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Communist Chinese Naval Capabilities || 

16. The Chinese Communists are believed to have the following ) 

naval units in south China, mostly in the Canton area: one frigate, 
three gunboats, six-eight motor torpedo boats, four motor gunboats or : 
mine sweepers, 14-16 landing ships and craft, and six-eight auxilia- | 
ries. In addition, there are numerous river and coastal patrol craft, | 
and an estimated 1,000 motorized junks in the area south of Canton. | 

| 17. The Chinese Communists could undertake river and coastal 

| mining, limited minesweeping, and the transport of supplies by sam- 
| pans and junks. Also, a short-haul amphibious lift, utilizing several | 
| thousand junks and sampans now in the South China Sea coastal area, 

could be provided on relatively short notice. 
| 18. Indications have been received recently of the presence of two : 
| or more submarines in the Gulf of Tonkin. Submarine patrols would 

| present a considerable threat to naval forces operating in this area. It | 
| is possible that the USSR would provide the Chinese Communists 

| with a limited number of submarines to be operated by Soviet crews > 
| or under the guidance of Soviet advisers. | | | : 
| 19. While the Chinese naval air force is still in its formative phase, | 
| it has a limited capability of supporting surface combat. operations 
| by mine laying and by attacks on merchant shipping and naval vessels. ) 

| Communist Political Warfare Capabilities | 

| 20. Communist political warfare capabilities in the case of Chinese 
| intervention would vary in relation to the course of the war. If the | 
| Communists suffered defeats, there would be numerous Viet Minh 
| defections and a consequent weakening of the Viet Minh regime, par- 

| ticularly if the Indochinese were convinced that foreign rule was at | 
| an end. Moreover, the appearance in Indochina of large numbers of 
: Chinese would probably revive the traditional Indochinese enmity for | 

the Chinese. Communist successes, or a prolonged struggle in which 
| neither side appeared to have prospects of victory, would enhance 
| Communist political warfare capabilities. However, even if the Com- 
- munist forces in Indochina were crushed completely, the Communists ) 
| would continue to have a potential for infiltration and guerrilla war- : 
: fare, particularly so long as a strong Communist regime existed in : 
| China. | | 

| [See Table IV. [Footnote in the source text. Table IV is not printed.] | | | 

| Editorial Note | 

| At 11:45 a. m., June 2, 1954, President Eisenhower met at the White 
_ House with the following individuals: John Foster Dulles, the Secre- 
| tary of State; Robert B. Anderson, the Deputy Secretary of Defense ; 3 

| :
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Admiral Arthur W. Radford, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff; Douglas MacArthur II, Counselor of the Department of State; 
and Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs. The subject under consideration was the appropriate 
response by the United States to unprovoked aggression by Communist 
China in Southeast Asia should it occur. 

Cutler transmitted his notes of the meeting to Secretary Dulles on 
the same day. His memorandum of transmittal contained the follow- 
ing summary of the sense of the meeting: 

“a. In the event of overt, unprovoked Chinese Communist aggression 
in Southeast Asia which would be a direct threat to the security of the 

_ United States and to other nations having security interests in the 
region, Congress would be asked immediately to declare that a state of 
war existed with Communist China, and the U.S. should then launch 
large-scale air and naval attacks on ports, airfields, and other military 

| targets in mainland China, using as militarily appropriate ‘new 
weapons,’ in the expectation that some of such other nations would 
Join in opposing such aggression. 

“6. The U.S. should seek firm agreement in advance from other 
nations having security interests in the region (such as some, or all, of 
the Philippine Islands, Thailand, France, the Associated States, Aus- 
tralia, New Zealand, etc.) to join with the U.S. in counteracting this 

7 threat to the security of the free world.” 

For Cutler’s memorandum and his notes on the White House session, 
see volume XII. | | | 

_ Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, ‘Memoranda of Conversation” | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

SECRET [Wasurneron,] June 2, 1954. 

ConversATION WitTH Dac HamMMarRsKJOLD, SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE 
Untrep Nations 

After an exchange of courtesies, etc., Mr. Hammarskjold mentioned 
the pending Thai application.? He said he was afraid the result of this 
might be to reduce the chance of success at Geneva. He said that while 
the Thai application did not necessarily involve any agreement about 
the Indochina matter being discussed at the UN, the Russians probably 
would feel called upon to cover the entire territory, and that this 
might precipitate a chain of events which might end up with a certain 
duplication of the Geneva talks. 

I said that “success” at Geneva seemed to me to involve something 
more than merely getting an agreement but involved getting the right 
kind of agreement. That, I thought, would be impossible unless the 

* According to the log of the Secretary’s daily appointments, this conversation | 
occurred at the Department of State at 5: 12 p. m. 

? See editorial note, p. 1635.
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French had some alternative to complete surrender and the United 
States was trying to provide that. One of the preconditions to any : 
contingent United States action would be some participation in the 
area by the United Nations. Also it was important from the standpoint : 
of getting MSA appropriations. We had followed the course which. 
seemed to us least likely to involve Geneva. I did not see how the Rus- : 

| sians could very well make this a reason for breaking off at Geneva if ) 
| the only reason why the UN talks covered Indochina was because the 
| Russians themselves brought that element in. 
| Hammarskjold then spoke of possible UN Assembly action follow- 

ing a prospective Soviet veto in the Security Council. He said he 
doubted whether we could get a two-thirds vote, or certainly not more 

| than a bare two-thirds vote, if the matter came up while Geneva was 
| still offering some hope. I said I thought we could decide on what to do 
| about the Assembly after the Security Council dealt with the matter, 

and that we did not need to make any firm decision at this time. ! 

| 751G.00/5-2954 : Telegram | | | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? | 

| TOP SECRET NIACT WASHINGTON, June 2, 1954—5: 33 p. m. 

| 4356. Eyes only Under Secretary and Ambassador from Secretary. | 
| Reur 4596.? We are gratified at progress made but believe you should : 
| warn Laniel that no statement implying anything like final agreement 

should be made to his Cabinet or in Parliament or otherwise now or at : 
any time without careful prior agreement between our Governments , 

| as to precise form of words. You will bear in mind that the U.S. con- | 
| ditions required among other unfulfilled conditions assurances of : 
| action and participation by other governments and also that political ! 

and military conditions cannot be divorced for, as I earlier pointed out, : 
the military situation might deteriorate to a point where a collective 

| defense of Indochina would be impractical. Any premature or inaccu- 
| rate statements which now attain publicity would cause Congressional 2 
| and public reactions which might necessitate a denial or explanation | 
| here which would leave the situation worse than if nothing had been ! 
| said by Laniel.? — | 
| DULLEs 

| * Drafted by Secretary Dulles. Repeated to Geneva for information as Tedul 

| oe pated May 29, p. 1635. — | _ 
| *In telegram 4421 to Paris of June 4, repeated to Geneva as Tedul 158, the | 

/ Department of State reiterated the position that it was inaccurate to state that | 
| the United States and France had reached basic agreement on conditions for the | 
| military participation of the United States in Indochina. A precise statement : 
| from the French on how they proposed to meet the conditions of the United States 
| was required. For text of telegram 4421, see United States-Vietnam Relations, 
| 1945-1967, Book 9, p. 580. 

578-611 O 82 ~ 18 (Pt. 2)
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Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 200th Meeting of the National 

Security Council, Thursday, June 3, 1954+ | 

[Extracts] 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

The following were present at the 200th Meeting of the Council: 
The President of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of 
the United States; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense ; 
the Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and the Director, 
Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were the Secretary of the 
Treasury; the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Joint 
Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelligence; Robert Cutler, 
Special Assistant to the President; the Deputy Assistant to the Presi- 
dent; Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; Robert Amory, Jr., 
Central Intelligence Agency ; the White House Staff Secretary; Bryce 
Harlow, Administrative Assistant to the President; the Executive 

Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. 
Following is a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 

main points taken. | 

4, The Situation With Respect to Indochina (NSC Action No. 1054-— 

6)? 
Admiral Radford stated that General Valluy, who was now in 

Washington, informed him that the French expect an all-out Viet- 
minh attack on the Tonkin Delta within the next ten days.* They are | 
not optimistic about withstanding such an attack. The morale of the 
whole French Expeditionary Corps is low, and they are tired. The 
Vietminh, on the other hand, had been enthused by their victory at 
Dien Bien Phu. In reply to General Valluy, Admiral Radford had 
stated that if this was the actual situation in Indochina, it seemed to 

him time for the French to find a new military leader. General Valluy 

thought that General Navarre would soon be replaced. 

Admiral Radford then pointed out that there were 79 battalions 

and 11 Groupes Mobiles of French Union forces available for the de- 

fense of the Delta. He failed to see how the Vietminh in an open 

assault, unprotected by jungle terrain, could defeat French Union 

forces of this size. He added that the point had been reached where 

1 Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on June 4. 

2¥or NSC Action No. 1054, see extracts from the memorandum of discussion at 

the 187th Meeting of the Council, Mar. 4, p. 1098. 
* Admiral Radford conducted discussions of the military situation in Indochina 

with Gen. Jean Valluy, head of the French Military Mission to the United States, 

on June 2, June 3, and June 7. Records of these meetings are in files 751G.00/ 

6-254; 751G.00/6-354; and Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 320; respectively.
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| the use of South Korean forces in Indochina might prove useful. | 

There would be very few reinforcements for the French troops from ; 
anywhere outside Indochina in the course of the next ten days. General 
Valluy, said Admiral Radford, was normally an optimist and a strong | 

character, but he was very down-in-the-mouth when he talked to 
Admiral Radford last night. | | 

| Mr. Cutler asked Admiral Radford if he wished the Council to act 
| on his suggestion with respect to the use of a South Korean division 
, in Indochina. Admiral Radford said he did not, but wished to give : 

| the matter further study in the Defense Department before proposing — 

| Council action. He indicated that if the South Koreans were used 
| they would be flown down to Indochina by U.S. planes. If nothing 
: more were accomplished, the presence of South Korean forces might 
0 add a spark of enthusiasm and spirit which was so desperately needed 

| at the present time in Indochina. The President commented that the | 

: issue would not come up until the French requested President Rhee 

| to dispatch South Korean forces. They would then presumably ask 

| the United States to fly these forces in. | an 

| As a last point, Admiral Radford stated that General Valluy was | 
| convinced that the Vietminh would insist on securing possession of | 
| Hanoi as their future capital. They would either do this by negotiation | 
| at Geneva or they would seize the city by force. | - | 

‘Lhe National Security Council: | | | 
| a. Discussed the situation with respect to Indochina. | 

| 6b. Agreed that the Department of Defense should reconsider the 

| possible use of ROK forces in Indochina in the light of the present 
! situation, and report to the Council whether the policy in NSC Action | 

| No. 1054-0 should be changed. | 

| Note: The action in } above subsequently transmitted to the Sec- 

| retary of Defense. | 

| 5. U.S. Policy in the Event of Overt Unprovoked Military Aggres- | 

! sion by Communist China ® 

| Secretary Wilson inquired as to the effect of the French loss of the 

| Tonkin Delta. Admiral Radford replied that this would mean the loss 

| of all the rest of Indochina to the Communists in very short order. The 

| Communists want all of Southeast Asia, and seem to be in a fair way 
| to get it. Mr. Allen Dulles expressed agreement with this view, and | 
| —_—_ | 

| 4 Points a and b below constituted NSC Action No. 1147, June 3, 1954. (S/ 
S-NSC files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions” ) | 

| ° For the entire record of the discussion of this agenda item, see volume x11. | 

|
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further predicted the loss of the Delta if extraordinary measures were 
not promptly taken to save it. a 

The Vice President then asked Mr. Bowie, who had taken Secretary 
Dulles’ place at the table, if it was not probable that the French would 
accept a settlement at Geneva which would be quite unsatisfactory to 
the United States. Mr. Bowie said that he agreed with the Vice Presi- 
dent’s fears, and said that unless the Communists were hopelessly 
adamant, the French were very likely to accept some kind of partition 
of Indochina which would be unsatisfactory to the United States. 
Admiral Radford, however, expressed the opinion that the French 
would have no choice but to fight to save the Delta, if for no other 
reason than that they must evacuate approximately a hundred thou- 
sand civilians of French nationality or sympathy. | 

The Vice President then asked Mr. Bowie what official position the 
United States would take in the event that the French accepted a par- 
tition solution from the Communists which the United States regarded 
as unsuitable. Mr. Bowie replied that theoretically, of course, the 
United States could initially disassociate itself from an such French 
agreement, but from a practical point of view we would have to recog- 
nize the boundaries established by the partition agreement if the 
United States proposed to try to defend the rest of Southeast Asia 
against Communist control. He added that the situation would be fur- 
ther complicated if Bao Dai refused to accept a French settlement at 

Geneva and asked the United States what it was willing to do if the 
Vietnamese continued the war. 

Admiral Radford expressed the opinion that Hanoi might be the 

sticking point for the French in their negotiations at Geneva. If the 

French lose this city the result would be militarily disastrous. 

751J.00/6—354 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Laos (fives) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY VIENTIANE, June 3, 1954—7 p. m. 

41. Sent Saigon 119, Department 41, repeated information Paris 29, 

Bangkok 16, Geneva unnumbered. I talked today with Prime Minister 

Souvanna Phouma who returned June 1 from Geneva and Paris and 

with Crown Prince Savang who is present Vientiane for closure 
National Assembly June 6. | 

Re Geneva Conference Prime Minister remarked on slow progress, 

expressed. pessimism on chance of any result and saw end by July 15. 

However, was deeply grateful for support of US, UK and France in
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refusal recognize Pathet Lao and for determination differentiate prob- 
lems Laos and Cambodia from that of Vietnam. a ; 
Approved Thai appeal to United Nations but stated France opposed : 

| to POC teams in Laos and Cambodia. Foresaw no POC Laos before | 

| end Geneva and evacuation Laos by Viet Minh. : 
| On subject military situation felt danger for Laos over till October. | 
| By then new French divisions should be present Indochina and there- | 
| fore, if necessary, help could again be sent Laos. Agreed need for speed | 
| if O’Daniel plans to be effective in time but saw delay till Geneva 

| ended. | | | 
| Was incredulous re possible internal trouble Laos and said intended : 
| invite brother Petsarath, to Laos again shortly. | | 
| - Prime Minister expects return Paris in few weeks for economic | 
| talks. | oe | | | 
| Crown Prince prepared for possible trouble at closing Assembly 
| but feels that land (séc) responsible if anything occurs. 
| Savang on O’Daniel visit expressed annoyance Lao Government’s 

| hesitation in agreeing plans and stated present war is an “all or | 
| nothing” matter for Laos. Therefore, Laos should be prepared to go : 
| all-out and must for own safety join in any effort or group formed or , 
| supported by US. | | | 

| 751G.00/6-354 : Telegram | | 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 
| 2 
| TOP SECRET | Paris, June 3, 1954—7 p.m. | 

| 4694. Repeated information Geneva 350. Dept limit distribution. 

| Geneva eyes only Under Secretary. As has been reported to Defense | : 
| by MA and MAAG (Embtel 4693) MAAG Paris was approached | 
| yesterday by French Ministry of Defense regarding formation of 3 
| new divisions for Indochina, using cadres from existing French NATO | 
| divisions now in Germany. French said they wld require equipment ) 
| for these 3 new divisions and indicated that equipment cld either be | 
: delivered to Indochina from our Far Eastern stocks provided it wld 

| be avail prior to planned arrival of divisions, or divisions wld take 
| necessary material with them from France. | | 
| — To the extent that we are unable to provide equipment, French have 
| indicated that they will take equipment from divisions presently 
! assigned NATO and request US to replace this equipment so as to | : 
| return their NATO forces to full strength. French Defense Ministry . | 

| _ 1? Telegram 4693 from Paris, June 3, concerning the French reinforcement plan, 

is not printed. (751G.00/6-354) | 

| 

| 
| | 

|
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furnishing MAAG with detailed request for equipment which MAAG 
will forward to Defense in due course. 

I wid like to make foll purely political comments on this subj: 

_ 1. In order to maintain French will to resist in Indochina I feel it 
1s most important to tell French promptly that in principle we will 
do whatever is necessary to get them the equipment for these divisions. : 

2. We should make no objection to the weakening of French NATO — 
forces that will result from organization of these new divisions. This 
is particularly important in view of coming debate on EDC, as crea-_ 
tion of these divisions will provide example of flexibility in European 
situation and ability of French to withdraw troops as necessary for 
‘support of French Union. So 

3. We shld clearly indicate our willingness to very promptly supply 
any equipment necessary to bring French NATO forces back up’to 
present standards. This also very important from EDC point of view 
so as to indicate to French that there will be no weakening of their 
European military position vis-a-vis Germany. 

| DILLON 

751G.00/6-454 : Telegram | | 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET SAIGON, June 4, 1954—5 p. m. - 

2656. Repeated information Paris 943, Geneva 193. Department tele- 

gram 4272 sent Paris repeated Geneva Tosec 269, Saigon 24181 was 

delayed in receipt due to extensive servicing. This accounts for our 

tardy comment. | 

I am in full agreement with general tenor of reference telegram and 
have only minor observations to make. Those are: 

Re numbered paragraph 3-c, it might make French declaration more 

palatable both in France and in Asia generally were we likewise to 
announce intention to withdraw US technical and military assistance 

as soon as practicable. It must not be forgotten that in Communist and 

neutralist Asian eyes US is principal threat in Eastern Asia and not 

what is generally regarded to be a decadent France. Since Communist 

propaganda has already overstressed alleged unduly large role of FOA 

Mission here and Peking radio daily proclaims that US is sending 

military equipment to slaughter Asiatics, such a declaration might be. 

useful from psychological warfare point of view. | 

Reference paragraph 4-a, it is essential that we commence forthwith 

. to review terms of reference which now limit MAAG to purely logis- 

tical function. Under present set of rules, General O’Daniel is being 

asked to train Vietnamese troops with ever present French veto hang- 

‘t Dated May 26, p. 1618.
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ing over his head. In my opinion, we should approach French Govern- 
ment on terms of September 29, 1953 agreement, point out that Navarre | 
plan no longer exists, that conditions have changed, and that new terms 
of reference for MAAG should be drafted forthwith. | 

Implicit in paragraph 3-a but not specifically touched upon is prob- 
| lem of ancillary agreements which will spell out turn-over by France | 
| to Vietnam of sovereignty in specific fields as, for example, control 
| of currency, Custom Union, Civil Aviation, and Mixed Courts. ) 

| French, whether through incapacity of government to move in pres- | 

| ent Parliamentary crisis or by deliberate design, have not moved at all 7 

| in completing these agreements although telegrams from Embassy — : 

| Paris have indicated that so far as experts were concerned, these ac- | 

: cords were almost ready for signature. Likewise Vietnamese experts, : 

| feeding at the flesh pots, have shown no alacrity in pressing for final | 

| action. It is not enough to broadcast a fine-sounding treaty of inde- 2 

| pendence without knowing exactly where Vietnamese will find them- 
| selves in respect of control of their finances, their courts, and their 

| right to request technical assistance from any quarter, and not exclu- 

| sively from France. | | : 
| As for question of elections to which Department quite rightly | 

| attaches importance, it is now of less significance in Vietnam than 

! before owing to general feeling of panic and anxiety lest entire coun- 

| try be lost through unfortunate armistice terms. Press has announced 

| that decrees will presently be signed by Bao Dai providing for munici- 

| _ pal elections and, with exception of Saigon—Cholon, for direct election | 

| of mayors. This should to some extent meet Department’s requirement | 

| in this regard although it is far less than national elections or prepara- | 

| tions for National Constituent Assembly. 
| Upon DeJean’s return from north today, I plan to discuss with him : 

! measures which should be taken locally as suggested numbered para- 

| graph 6. I intend to suggest to DeJean necessity of providing Viet- | 

! namese administrators and technical experts with know-how derived 

| from actual participation in the affairs of government. Likewise, De- , 
| partment heads and Ministers should be given greater opportunity to 

| participate in forward planning as this will result in sense of respon- | 

| sibility to the nation which has heretofore been lacking. Another sug- 
| gestion which has frequently been advanced is that French, by turn- | 

| ing over Norodom Palace to Vietnamese, would give graphic evidence | 

| of their intention to retire from this country and to confirm Viet- 

| namese independence. Main question, however, would be whether | 

| Chief of State would return to occupy Palace. | | | 

| McCuintTock : 

|
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_ +751G.00/6-654 : Telegram 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY SAIGON, June 6, 1954—7 p. m. 
2686. Repeated information Paris 953, Geneva 202. DeJean told me 

this afternoon General Salan departs Paris tonight with Ely, appar- 
ently to assume command ground forces Indochina under Ely’s over- 
all direction. 

This news strikes me much as did announcement that two cruisers 
Cloire and Montcalm are now enroute Far Eastern station. These six- 
inch-gun ships can only be utilized in final phase of evacuation Hai- 
phong perimeter: namely, to guard withdrawal from Do Son 
beachhead. 

Similarly, it is my conjecture that Salan, because of his extensive 
knowledge of Indochina, is being sent here not in any hope of con- 
ducting an offensive military campaign but to use his expertise in the 
administration of an armistice. 

McCuintTock 

*On June 3, Gen. Paul Ely was appointed Commissioner General and Com- 
mander in Chief in Indochina. Gen. Raoul Salan was named his military deputy. 
In telegram 2676 from Saigon, June 6, McClintock states that the “removal of 
Dejean is a serious blow to furtherance of US policy in Indochina. Not only has 
he been the most courageous French official here, but also the only one with a 
clear-eyed view of what stakes we are fighting for, not only in Southeast Asia 
but likewise in Europe against international communism... . In view of our 
vested interest in this war, I believe that Ambassador Dillon has a right to in- 
dicate our concern that Ely be given top-notch political advisors.”  (751G.00/ 
6-654) In telegram Dulte 158 from Geneva, June 7, Under Secretary Smith 
concurred in McClintock’s estimate of Dejean’s removal. (751G.00/6-754) 

751G.00/6-854 : Telegram 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET SAIGON, June 8, 1954—8 p. m. 
2700. Repeated information Geneva 206, Paris 958, Hanoi, Bangkok 

| unnumbered. Embassy informed that following successful daylight 
attack May 30 against post of Binh Chanh, about 15 miles southwest 
of Cholon on road to Mytho, in which six of seven Vietnamese regular 
army defenders were killed, the Viet Minh kidnapped all members of 

- Council of Notables in Binh Chanh and neighboring town of Binh 
Dien and destroyed all civil records. 

It is believed that in anticipation of elections, the Viet Minh 
throughout south Vietnam are undertaking a program of terrorism 
directed against village notables, who presumably are only ones quali- 
fied to say which people are eligible to vote. It is also quite obviously 
intended to weaken control of central government by terrorizing all
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those who might be considered its representatives. Members of the | 
| provincial councils are also said to be special objects of Viet Minh | 
| attention and most of them are now trying to resign their posts or 
| fleeing to the larger towns for protection. — | ! 
i McCurnTock | 
| —_——_——_- | 
| Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | 

| The President to the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (Gruenther) | 
| 

| SECRET AND PERSONAL [WasuHineton,] June 8, 1954. : 
| _ Dear Au: I was struck by a sentence in your letter! in which you | 
| quote Pleven as saying, “It (the loss of the Delta) would start a wave 
| of anti-allied outbursts in France with great bitterness because the 
| Allies let us down.” | | | 

| Pleven knows as well as you and I do that, beginning in early 1951, 
| every kind of presentation has been made to the French Government | 
| to induce that government to put the Indo China war on an inter- 

| national footing. These arguments applied both to the organization 
| of the forces fighting the war on our side and to define the issues at: | 
| stake in the conflict. In other words, all of us urged France to make 
| certain that the world understood this to be a part of the struggle 
| between Communism and freedom. We urged further that. France : 
| not only declare her intention of making Indo China independent and _ : 
| that she was fighting for the right of Indo China to be independent— 
| but that she should take steps to place the issue before the UN. At the | | 

| very least, this latter action would have had the effect of legitimizing 
| any kind of coalition that might then have been formed to fight the 
| war. | | 
| As the conflict has dragged on, the United States has more than once ; 
| offered help of a kind that would tend to keep our participation in the : 

background, but could nevertheless be very effective. I refer to our 
efforts to get a good guerrilla organization started in the region, our | 

| offer to take over a great part of the burden of training native troops, 
| and numerous offers of help in the logistic field. | 
| Most of these have been rebuffed and for no other reason than be- | 
| cause of France’s terrible fear of the effect on her position in Morocco ! 

and in Tus [7Z'unisia], as well as her seemingly hysterical desire to be | 
| thought such a “great power” that it was beneath her dignity to accept | 
| help in the conflict. | 
| In recent months, the French government has begun to speak out 
| of the other side of its mouth, and has been demanding help of various 
! kinds. But it is noteworthy that all these requests for help have been : 

1 Not identified. | 

| 
| : 
| : 
! |
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for help on France’s own terms—her government has consistently 
insisted upon promises from us of certain kinds of technical help 
which we would presumably turn over to them without question to be 
used by them as they saw fit. oS 

Yet at the same time, they have made no single effort to meet the 
conditions that we have insisted upon for three years as constituting 

the only sound basis on which any European government could be 

fighting in South East Asia. 
There is no point of reciting here the full list of details and com- 

plaints of the kind I have alluded to. The fact is that the United States 
has been more than forebearing and understanding in this whole issue. 

We do not hear a word of the enormous sums of money we have poured 
into the Indo China affair, even while we were necessarily carrying 
95% of the burden that feel [fe/Z] upon outside nations in fighting 
the Korean war. Much as I like Pleven—and have admired him—I get 

exceedingly weary of his failure to get the facts in the case in proper 

perspective. I do not minimize the great blow it would be to the United 

States if we should lose South East Asia. To the contrary, I think it ' 

would be a calamity of the most terrible immediate and eventual con- 

sequences. But when Pleven talks about the “wave of bitterness” that 

' will sweep over France against us, it seems to me that he should 
realize that the only answer to this one is to show what the history 
of the past several years has been. The help that we have given over 

the years has been rendered in spite of, and not because of, the French 

attitude. | 
If Pleven is worrying what the French attitude toward America 

is going to be, he might take into consideration also what is going to 

be the American attitude toward France. Take, for example, the fact 

that while the United States was sending conscripted soldiers to Korea 

to fight a war in which we as a nation never had any of our political 

or economic interests involved, the French refused to send conscripts 

to Indo China, which had been for years merely one of their colonies. 

_ [realize clearly that a mere recitation of fact or the development of 

argument to show that someone else was to blame, does not: in any 

sense repair or avoid the disastrous consequences of a lost battle or 

war. As you undoubtedly know, I am even yet spending days and hours 

trying to get a political climate established among the interested 

powers that would make it politically feasible within the United States 

to render the kind of help that our own interests and those of the free 

world would seem to require. But because we insist on treating every- 

body concerned as sovereign equals, it is extremely difficult to bring 

about the meeting of minds that is now so necessary. Even at this mo- 

ment France wants nothing except commitments from us—so farasI _ 

know they have made no real concessions to our frequently repeated
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| convictions, messages and recommendations that at times almost ap- | 

| proached the characteristics of entreaties. Thailand, the Philippines— | 
| and in a more clandestine way—Australia, have all shown far more 
| statesmanship and have all recognized the basic requirements of a 
| _ cooperative effort more than our principal European allies, France and | 
| Britain. : a | 
: We will probably continue this when you get here. 
| Asever, | [File copy not signed] 

2 751G.5/6-854 ae — - | 
| Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Deputy Secretary of 
| | Defense. (Anderson) 1 | | 

| TOP SECRET | [WasHIneron,] June 8, 1954. 
| Drar Mr. Anperson: I have had several conversations with Ad- | 
! miral Radford about the furnishing of United States equipment for : 

| three additional French divisions which would be formed from exist- ) 
| ing cadres and sent to Indochina, and I understand that this matter | 
| is now before the Joint Chiefs of Staff. I understand that the details 
| of the French request have been communicated by MAAG France to 
| the Department of Defense. | 
| In connection with the feasibility of carrying out this operation, the 

| interested people in the Department of State would be glad to co- 
: operate to the fullest extent useful with the Department of Defense, | 
| in order to see if ways and means of implementing this request can be | 
| found. | : | 
| Insofar as the political aspects of the question are concerned, I 
| would like to make certain observations for your consideration, in- 
| dicating the extreme importance which we attribute to our being able 
! to assist the French in this undertaking : | 

: _1. In order to maintain the French will to continue the struggle in 
| Indochina, it is most important to be able to tell them promptly that : 
: in principle we will do whatever may be necessary to obtain the | 
: equipment for these divisions. a [ 
! 2. We should not object to the weakening of French NATO divisions 
! for this purpose. This point is especially important in connection with | 
( the EDC debate in France, as the creation of these new divisions will | 
| provide an example of the flexibility in the European situation and | 
| demonstrate the ability of France to withdraw troops as necessary to | 
) cope with an urgent situation elsewhere in the French Union. | 
| 3. The French have proposed that the reinforcements sent from the | 
_ NATO area to Indochina take with them their present equipment, and 
| that the United States furnish additional equipment necessary to bring 
_ the French NATO forces back up to their present standards. It seems | 
! * Drafted by McBride and Beigel of WE. | 

|
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_ to me that a more expeditious as well as desirable way of dealing with 
: this problem might be to provide additional equipment directly from 

United States stocks to the reinforcements arriving in Indochina. This 
would also avoid any difficulties in removing MDAP equipment from 
the NATO area, or in programming additional equipment to French 
NATO forces in the context of present legislative restrictions. Should 
it however prove that certain items of equipment are not available for 
such French reinforcements other than what is now in their hands, we 
should then be in a position to agree to the transfer of such items to 
Indochina and to indicate clearly our willingness to replace such equip- 
ment in the NATO area. This would be very important from the EDC 
viewpoint since it will demonstrate to the French that there will be 
no weakening of their European situation or of their military position 

_ vis-a-vis Germany. 

Finally I need hardly mention the urgency of this matter and I 
would hope that we would be in a position to inform the French in a 
few days of our willingness in principle to furnish the equipment 

required for the three additional divisions to be sent to Indochina, after 

which the necessary mechanics which will be, I fully realize, complex 

can be worked out here. 
Sincerely yours, , For the Secretary of State: 

Rosert Murpeuy 

Deputy Under Secretary 

Editorial Note 

At his news conference of June 8, 1954, the Secretary of State was 

questioned extensively about the Geneva Conference. His replies 

regarding the Indochina phase of the Conference included comments 

on the military situation, the prospects for united action, and the 

course of negotiations. His remarks included the point that the United 

States did not intend to deal with the Indochina situation unilaterally, 

nor did the Administration intend to seek additional authority from 

Congress to act in the matter. For the news conference statements by 

Secretary Dulles, see Department of State Bulletin, June 21, 1954, 

pages 947-949. : : | 

751G.00/6—-954 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET | | Paris, June 9, 1954—noon. 

4766. Repeated information Geneva 370. Department limit distribu- 

tion. Geneva eyes only Under Secretary. Reference: Deptel 4421 °* 

1 Regarding telegram 4421 to Paris, June 4, see footnote 3, p. 1659.
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and Dulte 156.2 I saw Schumann yesterday afternoon and endeavored | 
to explain to him our need for a French statement as to how they pro- 

| posed to handle their actions as described in second paragraph of 
| reference Department telegram. Schumann had difficulty understand- : 
! ing just what it was we wanted at this time as he considers that the | 
| basis for an agreement in principle has been reached and that it was | 
| impossible to go further until the Geneva conference had definitely | 
| failed. He pointed out that since the basic US requirement was that | 

! any French request for military assistance must be approved by the | 
| French Parliament, such a request could not be made while there was ! 
: any hope for progress at Geneva because of the strong feeling in the | 
| Parliament that everything possible should be done to reach an agree- 
| ment at Geneva. | | . 
| He then told me that Under Secretary apparently agreed that agree- | 
! ment had been reached in principle and he read me a telegram from | 

. Bidault reporting same conversation as that reported in Dulte 156. ; 
| Bidault reported that Under Secretary had expressed pleasure that 
| agreement in principle had now been reached. Regarding numbered 

| paragraphs of Dulte 156 Bidault’s report had following items of 
| interest : 

| 
| Paragraph 1. Bidault reported that Under Secretary agreed with 
| him that this problem was over-complicated and should be simplified. 
| Paragraph 2. Bidault stated that he felt that the Thai resolution | 
| took care of this problem and he stated that the Under Secretary 
_ agreed with him that this problem had now been solved. 
| Paragraph 3. No difference. 
| _ Paragraph 4. No difference. Schumann however pointed out the 
| great importance of this change of wording as “the end of hostilities” ) 
| could well be interpreted to mean a state of armistice, whereas what 
| was really meant was that troops should only be withdrawn after ) 
| peace had been established. The whole Viet Minh effort has been to 

reach some sort of armistice that would force the withdrawal of the 
| French troops and leave the country tothem. _ | 
| Paragraph 5. No difference. However, Schumann stated that he had 
| told Bidault prior to his interview with Under Secretary that he felt | 
| that new language suggested by French was too broad and that US | 
| would require more specific pledge. Bidault reported that Schumann 
| had guessed wrong as Under Secretary had seen no difficulties in pro- 
| posed language pointing out that conditions named in new draft were 
| inherent in sovereignty of any great. power. Bidault also reported : 
| Under Secretary had said he would refer this language to Department , 
| for final decision. | : 
| Paragraph 6. No difference. : 

| * For text of telegram Dulte 156 from Geneva, June 6, summarizing a discussion | 
| between Under Secretary Smith and Foreign Minister Bidault concerning U.S. ! 
| conditions for the internationalization of the conflict in Indochina, see vol. xv1, | 

p. 1039. |
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- Schumann then stated that in view of meeting of minds between 

Bidault and Under Secretary he was sure that with the possible excep- 

tion of new wording suggested in paragraph 5, of Dulte 156, there were 

no political differences between us. He then said that he had just re- 

ceived a very disturbing cable from Bonnet. Before he could read it 

to me a call came through on the telephone from Bonnet in which 

they talked further about the same subject. | 

Subject is Valluy’s negotiations regarding use of US Marines. 
) Valluy has reported to Pleven and Bonnet that it is very doubtful if 

- US would agree in any circumstances to sending a Marine division 
to Indochina. I pointed out to Schumann that US response on this 

subject had never been blanket pledge to use Marines but had only 

stated that their use would not be excluded provided an agreed upon 

war plan required their presence. I further said that it would depend 
upon the war plan which Valluy submitted as to whether or not our 

JCS would be convinced that Marines should be committed. Schumann 
said he fully understood this and would explain it further to Pleven, 

but he emphasized crucial importance this matter. 

| Comment: AsI pointed out in Embtel 4503 * French military have 
assumed that any war plan which was satisfactory to our JCS would 
show necessity for the use of at least one Marine division. While from 

our point of view this problem quite properly should be judged on its 

military merits, we must realize that it also has strong political aspects 

here and that French Parliament in my opinion will not in any cir- 
cumstances vote to ask for US assistance in Indochina unless govern- 

| ment can at least make strong inference that Marines will be sent to 
Indochina. | 

Thus, most crucial part of present Franco—US negotiations from 

both military and political point of view would seem to be conversa- 

tions Valluy is carrying on at Pentagon. | 
If our JCS takes position that US has not the military power to be 

| able to afford the commitment of even one Marine division to Tonkin 

delta, French will draw the obvious conclusion that arguments which 

force JCS to such a conclusion apply with approximately five-fold 

effect to France. This will push them irresistibly toward abandonment 
of Indochina. Thus if we want French military assistance in show- 

down with Communists in Southeast Asia it is in my opinion vital 
that JCS find it possible to approve a joint war plan justifying the 
use of Marines. 

| DILLON 

 * Dated May 24, p. 1608. ) ,
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751H.00/6-954 : Telegram SO | 
Lhe Chargé in Cambodia (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

SECRET Punom Penn, June 9, 1954—9 p. m. | 
148. Sent Saigon 288, repeated information Department 148, Paris ! 

122, Geneva 7. On the eve of my departure from Cambodia, where I 
_ have served for 22 months as Chargé, I paid farewell calls on the King, | 

Prime Minister and all members of Cabinet, accompanied by FSO 
Herbert Goodman to whom I am relinquishing charge. It was evident j 

| from these visits that the independence that Cambodia won from | 
| France after months of negotiations has greatly solidified public sup- 
| port behind King Norodom Sihanouk, but at same time Viet Minh | 
| onslaughts have revealed the Kingdom’s weakness when faced with 
| regular enemy battalions. Members of Government agree that Cam- 
| bodia now enjoys full internal sovereignty and that questions which 
| remain to be settled (monetary independence, commercial independ- 
| ence, etc.) are matters to be discussed jointly with France and the | 
| other Associated States. The only thing that prevents Cambodia from | 
| returning to a constitutional government based on free elections is 
| the presence of Viet Minh intruders in the country. 
| During my calls Cambodian officials invariably expressed doubts 
| as to the positive results that may be expected from the Geneva Con- | 
( ference. There is a new awareness (for Cambodia) of the seriousness 
, of purpose of the Communists in planning world-wide domination. 

| The insistence by the Viet Minh Delegation, supported by that of | | 
| USSR and Communist China to speak for “Free Cambodia” finally | 
| convinced those who had hopes to stay out of conflict (exemplified by 
| Prime Minister Penn Nouth who last September said he had no quarrel ) 
| with Viet Minh if they left Cambodia alone) that neutrality means 
| national suicide. Now Cambodian officers have placed their lot with 
| that of the US and are eager to participate in defense pact for South- | 
| east Asia. The Cambodian Government is particularly grateful to the | | 
| United States for its support of the Cambodian thesis that the Viet | 
| Minh in Cambodia are foreign invaders and their evacuation from | 
| Cambodian soil is the only acceptable solution. | | 
| The Prime Minister particularly requested that I convey to Ameri- 
| can Government the gratitude of his Government for the unflinching — 

| support given to his delegation by ours. He expressed grave concern 
| over French and particularly British wavering in face of Viet Minh 
| suggestion to lump three Associated States into one and same solution. 
| The fact must be faced that Cambodia has long mistrusted sincerity 
| of French aims in Indochina. The negotiations of last year illustrated | 
_ the inability of France to make concessions in time for them to appear 
| as generous contributions to the aspirations of the Cambodian people. 

| , 

| | :
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Instead there is a feeling that without the King’s northern campaigns 
(trip to the United States and flight to Bangkok) the French would 
never have given Cambodia its independence. The fall of Dien Bien 
Phu and the avowed inability of the French command to give any 
substantial assistance to Cambodia to resist the invasion of the north- 
eastern provinces by two regular Viet Minh battalions marked the end 
of French military prestige in Cambodia. Now the leaders of the 
country unanimously look to the United States for the salvation of 
their country from Communism. They know that the United States 
has no vested interest to protect in this Kingdom and they intuitively 
trust not only our motives but our ability to protect weak peoples. 

Cambodia wants arms to build up its army, and it wants them 
directly. It needs bold military leadership that will take the offensive 
against the entrenched rebel groups who terrorize entire areas with 
their sporadic raids and ambushes. General Tioulong has brought back 
much confidence to the same young royal army to the strength needed 
(estimated by MAAG at three divisions) to be able to meet any Viet. 
Minh thrust into Cambodian territory. The United States now has in 
staunchly anti-Viet Minh Cambodia a potentially important sup- 
porter in the struggle against Communism in Southeast Asia. By 
proper handling and tactful diplomatic negotiation, the manpower re- 
sources of this country will be real asset to US foreign policy. 

. McCiintTock 

751G.5 MSP/6-1054 : Telegram . 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY . Saigon, June 10, 1954—1 p. m. 

[Received 6:11 a. m.] 

2712. Repeated information Paris 965, Geneva 211, Hanoi unnum- 
bered. General O’Daniel yesterday saw General Ely and latter re- 
quested that US promptly take over organization and training of 
Vietnamese National Army apparently on a divisional basis as Gen- 
eral O’Daniel has consistently required. O’Daniel is informing De- 
partment of Defense that he visualizes an American—French KMAG 
type of organization for training with French combat advisors ini- 
tially to be assigned to Vietnamese regiments and divisions but not US 
advisors so assigned, at least in beginning phase. According to 

O’Daniel’s understanding of conversation he would command training 

mission with a French deputy. Department will note however that this _ 

is in contrast to message Quat sent me (Embassy telegram 2711)? indi- 

* Telegram 2711 from Saigon, June 9, is not printed. (751G.5 MSP/6-954)
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cating that Ely wanted French command and US training mission ! 
subordinate to that command. | 

| At all events General O’Daniel requested General Ely to place his | 
proposal in writing and is promised a letter on Monday ? following ! 
Ely’s return from Tonkin. | : 

Before this interview took place I lunched yesterday with Colonel | 
Brohon, Chief of Staff to General Ely, who said that he had impres- 
sion that Washington was now less eager to get into the training of ! 

| Vietnamese armed forces than previously. I said that I had not re- 
| ceived any word from Washington but that in any event neither Gen- : 
| eral O’Daniel nor the Embassy had received any formal request from 
| either French or Vietnamese Governments for a training program. 
| Brohon emphasized need “for Admiral Radford to send in Amer- 

ican training officers quickly” in order that they might be on the spot | 
| before a possible armistice should freeze numbers of personnel now in 

| Indochina. Brohon likewise repeated remark earlier made to me by © ! 

| General Ely that he hoped US would get into war in Indochina. as | 
| quickly as possible. | 

| I believe that we should tread softly until-we see what specific pro- | 
| posals General Ely will formulate in writing. Department of Defense | 
| will of course give thought to all aspects of such a combined Ameri- | 
|  ean-French training mission and to problems of command which will | 
| eventually arise. One thought which occurs to me is that French are _ | 

| rather patently seeking to use bait of training mission as a means to get 
| US into this war or at least to hold bag if they have to leave Indochina. | 

/ McCurnrock 

| * June 14. | 

—_—_——— 
| State-JCS meetings, lot 61 D 417 | 

| Substance of Discussions of State—Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting at | 
| the Pentagon Building, June 10, 1954, 10:80 a.m | 

‘TOP SECRET | 

| [ Here follows a list of those present. (15).] | 

| 1. US.-French Bilateral Military Talks 

Admiral Radford referred to a message dated June 9 from General 
Ely in Saigon (1) inquiring about U.S. intentions in Indochina and 

: (2) expressing a desire to discuss the question as soon as possible with 
| @ qualified representative of Admiral Radford either in Paris on | 

| June 19, or in Saigon at another time (copy of message attached) .? | 

| , This Department of State draft was not cleared with the participants. | | 
| | For text of the message, see telegram 4508 to Paris, June 10, infra. 

p | 
| 578-611 0 82 - 19 (Pt. 2) | | 

|
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Admiral Radford expressed a desire to review the whole question of 
the exact status of any U.S. commitments regarding Indochina, the 

| exact status of French fulfillment of conditions which are prerequi- 
site to any U.S. commitment, and the value of continued U.S.-French 
bilateral military talks in Paris. 

Mr. Murphy reviewed Ambassador Bonnet’s conversation with Mr. 
Dulles on June 9th.? He also read, as an example of our present. posi- 
tion on intervention, excerpts from the Secretary’s scheduled speech 
in Los Angeles on June 11th (copy attached). Mr. Murphy em- 
phasized that the U.S. position was clear, that we would not make a 
commitment at this time purely for French political purposes, and 

_ that the conditions which we had set down must definitely be fulfilled 
before these commitments are carried out. , 

_ Mr. Murphy added that in Ambassador Bonnet’s conversation with 
the Secretary, the Ambassador had expressed surprise that we had 

not already made up our minds on intervening in the war. 

Further discussion revealed agreement (1) that by playing fulfill- 

ment of French conditions against U.S. commitment, the French were 

practicing a form of blackmail, holding a sword of Damocles over our 

heads; (2) that the repercussions in France and in NATO of U.S. 
action in Indochina were incalculable but. obviously serious; (3) that 

the French pretended to assume that the President of the U.S. had 

not entirely precluded the use of Marines in Indochina, and had begun 

talking in terms of half a dozen divisions; (4) that many French 

actions could be diagnosed as frantic, last minute careening in all direc- | 

tions to place responsibility for developments in Indochina on the 

U.S.; and (5) that the idea of using Korean troops in Indochina should 
be considered only on the invitation of the Vietnamese, and not the 

French. 
Admiral Radford inquired what reply should be made to General 

Ely. The Admiral indicated that he was prepared to send a representa- 

* The discussion between Secretary Dulles and Ambassador Bonnet on June 9 
is summarized in telegram Tedul 178 to Geneva of the same day; for text, see 
vol. xvVI; p. 1100. 

*The attachment does not accompany the source text. On June 11, Secretary 
~ Dulles delivered an address before the Los Angeles World Affairs Council on the 

subject of security in the Pacific. In the course of the address, he listed the fol- 
lowing conditions which would have to be met before the President and Congress | 
would be justified in asking the American people to agree to intervention in 
Indochina: “(1) an invitation from the present lawful authorities; (2) clear 
assurance of complete independence to Laos, Cambodia and Viet-Nam; (3) evi- 
dence of concern by the United Nations; (4) a joining in the collective effort of 
some of the other nations of the area; and (5) assurance that France will not 
itself withdraw from the battle until it is won.” The Secretary also stressed that 
the United States would consider overt Chinese Communist aggression in South- 

- east Asia or the Pacific as a deliberate threat to its own security. For the text of 
the address, see Department of State Bulletin, June 28, 1954, pp. 971-978.
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tive to Paris in accordance with General Ely’s request, but that it was 

the Admiral’s view that U.S. intervention could not be a piece-meal — 

operation. For example, he added, we could not maintain a training : 

mission of some 3,000 men in Indochina—unless the French made a 

definite commitment not to conclude an unfavorable armistice which | 

would leave such a mission in an equivocal position. : 

Referring further to the question of a training mission, reference was 

| made to General Valluy’s conversations on the subject with Admiral : 
| Radford, and to General O’Daniel’s despatches from Saigon, which : 

| indicated a mistaken concept of the status of this question. | 

| ~ It was obvious to Admiral Radford that the French were under the 

| erroneous impression that American intervention had been agreed upon 

| at a high level, while on the contrary, we had informed the French 

| that only if the French Government fulfilled certain specified condi- 

: tions, the President of the U.S. would then ask Congress for authority | 

| to use armed forces in Indochina. 
| It was the consensus of the group that collateral talks, such as those 

| going on simultaneously between the French and ourselves in Paris 

| on the one hand, and the Geneva conference talks on the other, were 

: dangerous and would create further confusion. ) | 

| _ The Meeting Agreed: © oe : 

| (1) To suspend the talks regarding training until the basic question : 

| of conditions versus commitments was clarified; and 

| (2) To reply to General Ely in the sense that until there is a Govern- : 

| ment decision on the part of France, there will be no talks with General : 

| Ely in Paris or elsewhere on any implementation of intervention. 

| Admiral Radford undertook to inform General Valluy in this sense, | 

| and Mr. Murphy undertook to inform Ambassador Dillon in Paris. 

| [Here follows discussion of subjects other than Indochina. |] 

| 4. Assistance to French in Evacuation of Tonkin Delta : 

| Mr. MacArthur said he would like to touch very briefly and in- 

| formally on the question of U.S. assistance to the French in the evacua- 

| tion of the Tonkin Delta. He was apprehensive that if the situation : 

| deteriorated further the French would “call on us at one minute to 

2 midnight” for all-out aid in evacuation. Admiral Radford indicated | 

| that the plan was ready, except for decision as to Command arrange- | 

| ments. The Admiral asked the State Department to review the situa- 

| tion as to any U.S. commitment to the French to help them in this : 

| exercise. | | | 

| Mr. MacArthur indicated that the State Department does not con- 

| sider that the Truman—Pleven talks in 1951 constituted a binding 

| commitment. | 

|
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In referring to the magnitude of this problem Admiral Radford 
indicated that it might involve something in the order of 100,000 
French civilians, plus roughly 100,000 French military around 

Haiphong. | | 

751G.00/6-1054 : Telegram | . | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France} 

TOP SECRET WasHIneTon, June 10, 1954—7: 40 p. m. 

4508. Eyes only Ambassador. Following translation text message 
from Ely to Radford received evening June 9: 

“I have not yet made a survey of the military situation, especially in 
Tonkin. However, it seems to me that the decision I will have to take 
regarding the operations will rest on the US intentions, in the present 
situation, as well as those they anticipate in the future. 

“Therefore, I would very much like to have, either in Paris, where 
I expect to be possibly on the 19th June, or here in Saigon, as soon as 
possible, an exchange of views with a qualified representative of 

_ Admiral Radford, in order to know what I can expect on the part of 
the U.S.” 

Prior to French decision to request internationalization, we con- 
sider undesirable to start yet another series conversations which would 
inevitably provoke on French side all kinds hopes and interpretations 
with regard basic issue US intervention which would only cause fur- 
ther confusion. In other words, it is our feeling that we should not be 
eased into a series of piecemeal commitments resulting from collateral — 
military conversations in the absence of an understanding with the 
French Government based on our general proposal described in Tedul 
54.” Radford has accordingly informed General Valluy orally that US 
position was given to Ambassador Bonnet by Secretary June 9 and 
that he is not in position at this time to respond to Ely’s request. for 
conversations on subject raised his message. — 

With regard to US training Vietnamese troops, we feel that situa- 
tion Viet Nam has degenerated to point where any commitment at this 

time to send over US instructors in near future might expose us to 

being faced with situation in which it would be contrary to our inter- 

ests to have to fulfill such commitment. Our position accordingly is 

that we do not wish to consider US training mission or program 

separately from over-all operational plan on assumption conditions 

fulfilled for US participation war Indochina. | 

| MourrHy 

*Drafted by Tyler of WE. Repeated to Saigon for information as telegram 
2565 and to the Under Secretary at Geneva as Tosec 392. 

* For telegram 4023 to Paris, May 11, repeated to Geneva as Tedul 54, see p. 1534.
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751G.00/6-1054: Despatch _ 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department o f State | 

TOP SECRET Sargon, June 10, 1954. | 
No. 579 
Subject: Alleged presence of Soviet or Chinese Submarines in the 

~ Gulf of Tonkin | | 
| More for the record of the Department than with intent to convey _ | 
| news, I desire to report that only today the Embassy Naval Attaché , 
| informed me that fairly reliable indications had been received in April 
| and early May of the presence of either Soviet or Chinese submarines : 
| in the Gulf of Tonkin. The Naval Attaché had of course, by his own 
| channels, reported these facts to the Department of the Navy as they | 
| materialized. | | 
| According to the French naval staff in Saigon, it was learned from 
: a radio intercept of a Viet Minh message that between six and eight i 
| Soviet submarines were operating in the Gulf of Tonkin based on | 
) Hainan Island. This was in the latter half of April. | | 
| Independently, at the end of April and early May, United States 
| sources established radar contact with unidentified submarines in the | 
| Gulf of Tonkin. Three of these radar sights were made by aircraft in | 
| the last week of April and another sight was made by radar from an __ 
| American freighter plying in the Gulf of Tonkin, which was chal- | 
| lenged at night by blinker from one of two submarines, one lying off ! 
| the port beam of the freighter and the other on the starboard quarter. : 
| The blinker signals were clumsily given and therefore it can be sur- : 
| mised that the submarine was of Chinese Communist registry. 

| It is not impossible in my estimate that the radio intercept report- : 
! ing eight Soviet submarines in the Gulf of Tonkin was a cover and : 

: deception maneuver by the enemy designed to intimidate the French _ | 
| from more resolute action in the defense of the Tonkin Delta. Cer- | 

| tainly the waters of the Gulf of Tonkin, by virtue of their shallow | 
_ depth, are ideal for mining, and the French naval capability in the | 
| Far East to counteract such measures is exceedingly limited. Further- | 

more, the French naval forces Far East have had very little experience _ | 
| in ASW, the crews are untrained, and the vessels, with the exception | 

| of two DE’s, are not fitted for hunter-killer operations. The French 
naval air arm, however, with its Privateers, should be in a position to | 

' render more effective opposition to a submarine campaign than the 
| French surface fleet. | , | 
| Since apparently the freighter radar sighting of May 5, when it 
| _-was challenged by an unidentified submarine, is an authentic incident, _ ) 
| it would seem to me that this likewise might be part of an over-all 

cover and deception maneuver since, if in fact either the Soviet or |
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Chinese Communist navies seriously intended to mine the Gulf of 

Tonkin, they would do so secretly. | 
My estimate is strengthened by the coincidence of dates, since the 

intercepted radio message and the sighting of unidentified submarines 

came at a time when the French Government was endeavoring to make 

| up its mind whether or not to defend Tonkin. In consequence, it would 

have been an obvious maneuver for the enemy to seek to shake French 

determination in this regard and to endeavor to establish the spectre 

of a submarine menace to the line of communications to Tonkin and 

the Haiphong evacuation perimeter. 

Ropert McCiintock 

751G.00/6—1154 

Memorandum by Fisher Howe, Acting Special Assistant for 

Intelligence, to the Acting Secretary of State | 

SECRET | [WasHineTon,] June 11, 1954. 

Subject: SNIE-63-2-54: The Effects of Certain Possible Develop- 
ments on the Military Security and Polit- 
geal Stability of Laos and Cambodia 

— LPhrough 1954+ ) 

1. If a negotiated settlement placed the Communists in a position 

which would enable them eventually, but not immediately, to dominate 

Vietnam, the Laotian and Cambodian Governments could probably 

maintain control for some time. | ae 

2. If, as a result of a negotiated agreement with the Communists 

covering all of Indochina, French and Viet Minh regular units were 

actually withdrawn from Laos and Cambodia (leaving Viet Minh 

- irregular forces still operating in those countries) , native forces could 

probably not for long successfully resist the Viet Minh without in- 

creased outside support. | 

3. If outside support took the form of a security system involving 

: multinational guarantees for the security of Laos and Cambodia and 

could be implemented in time, that would probably permit Laos and 

Cambodia to maintain their security. The requirements of such a secu-  __ 

rity system would be: (a) adequate MDAP-type aid; (0) effective . 

protective forces appropriately located in the area; and (c) assurance 

of assistance in the event of internal subversion as well as external 

attack. 

1SNIE 63-2-54, summarized here, was dated June 9. The copy of the report 

which was transmitted to the Acting Secretary with this memorandum is not 

filed with it. A copy of SNIE 63-254 is in INR-NIE files.
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4. If Laos and Cambodia were partitioned, probably nothing but 
military occupation of those countries would assure their continued | 
freedom from Communist control. ! 

By agreement of the IAC this estimate will be released to the govern- 
| ments of the UK and Australia. 

a | | _ FisHer Howe 
| 

| 751G.00/6-1154 : Telegram | | a | : 
| Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 
| | 
| CONFIDENTIAL | Satcon, June 11, 1954—3 p. m. 
| 2731. Repeated information Paris 969, Geneva 216, Bangkok, Hanoi | 
i unnumbered. USOM representative, Matheron, at Hue reports recent | 

| tension that area has been allayed but morale is extremely low and 
| people are filled with disgust toward central government, Vietnamese | 

| National Army, French, and themselves. They have, in fact, come to 
| accept idea of partition as inevitable, although they continue to op- : 
| pose such a measure. In face of belief there is no other alternative, 
| they feel strongest possible government must be established in part of | 
| Vietnam remaining to non-Communist side. In Hue anti-Commies : 
| opposing national government still consider Ngo Dinh Diem, whom | 
| they continue to expect arrive Vietnam, best candidate to head such a 
: government and have continued activity to promote his advent to 
| power, many trips to Saigon being made to propagandize with this 
| objective in mind. Matheron believes this element under no illusion as 
| to Diem’s administrative ability to head country, but it clings to him : 
! as one “pure” symbol capable of attracting Vietnamese masses. | 
| Matheron stated it is generally believed in central Vietnam that 
| Giao’s regional troops made a far better showing in operation “At- | 
| lante” than did Vietnamese National Army. _ ) : 
| | | —— McCuintock 
| | . } 

|: 751G.00/6-1154 : Telegram | | | 
| Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

| TOP SECRET Parts, June 11, 1954—6 p. m. | 
| 4812. Repeated information Saigon 598 Geneva 381. Department | 
| limit distribution. Saigon eyes only McClintock. Geneva limit distri- _ : 

| bution. Re Deptel 4508.1 Since question of US training of Vietnamese : 
___ troops considerably predates recent conversations regarding possible ) 
_ united action, French have always considered training as a separate | 

* Dated June 10, p. 1678. | 

| | 
| 
| [
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problem. If last paragraph of reference telegram represents definite 
decision that US is now no longer interested in helping with the train- 
ing of the Vietnamese national army except in the framework of 
united military action in Indochina, I feel that we should promptly 
inform French on political level of this change in our position so that 
there will be no possibility of future misunderstanding. 

I assume that Department has considered the fundamental political 
and psychological importance of this decision including (1) the fact 
that French Government will most probably consider that this means 
definite and final writeoff of Indochina by US and so may very well 
use such a decision by US as an excuse for accepting Viet Minh terms; 
(2) the probability that our opponents in France may in the future 
describe such a decision as an attempt on our part to forcefully influ- 
ence France to request internationalization of the war; and (3) the 
effect of such a decision on Vietnamese morale. 

Department’s instructions are requested as to whether I should 
inform French of this new US position. © | | | 

Ditton 

751G.00/6-1154 : Telegram : | 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET | Parts, June 11, 1954—9 p. m. 
4820. Repeated information Geneva 382, Saigon 599. Limited dis- 

tribution. Saigon eyes only McClintock. I saw Maurice Schumann at 
his request this afternoon and he said that he wished to try to dispel 

, some of the confusion regarding the US position in Indochina. He then 
| gave me four or five telegrams to read, all of which had been sent on 

either the ninth or tenth of June. In two cases there were identical 
reports on conversations between Tyler and an unnamed counselor of 
the French Embassy, and between Radford and Valluy, both of which 
were reported as categorically stating that for political reasons (1.e., 
difficulty of obtaining congressional approval) US could not envisage _ 
use of marines in Indochina in any circumstance. Two other telegrams 
reported a conversation with the Under Secretary at Geneva and Bon- 
net’s conversation with the Secretary, in both of which the position 
regarding marines was confirmed to be as previously stated by me 
to Schumann in Embtel 4766.1 I pointed out that the question of 
whether or not the US would intervene militarily was a politica] 
decision and that all I could say was the Secretary’s position on 
marines, which had always been consistent, must be assumed to be the 
US position, | | 

* Dated June 9, p. 1670.
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Schumann then went on to agree with the US position that French | 
had not as yet asked for US intervention to [in] accordance with the : 
conditions laid down in Deptel 4023.2 However, he said that French : 
had thought they had made it clear, and if not, wished to make it very 

- clear now that they had taken decision to request assistance in case of | 

failure at Geneva. He referred to portions of Laniel’s and Bidault’s | 

speeches to the Assembly in which they both said that in the event 
| there was a failure at Geneva the government would bring the : 

question back to the French Assembly for discussion as to what 
should be done. He said that was meant to be a clear indication that : 

| at that time they would request the Assembly to approve a request 
| for US military assistance. He said that this was generally so under- 

) stood in Parliament. | 
| I told Schumann that the only difficulty with this position of the , 
| French Government was that it was completely indefinite as to time, : 

| as there was no clear indication as to when the Geneva Conference 
| would end. Schumann answered that was correct but that the confer- : 
| ence could not go on very much longer, and he referred to Eden’s recent 
| speech at Geneva. : | | 
| Schumann then said that the worst thing that could happen would 
| be for the French Parliament to request US aid and then to have it , 
| refused. He said this would have a catastrophic effect on Franco- : 
| American relations. (I agree with his views on this.) I then told him | 
! that I assumed that once French had made the decision to request inter- 
| vention they would indicate it to me with a detailed statement as to 
| how they intended to carry out the various conditions listed in Deptel 

| 4023, and that I would then refer such a request to Washington to see 

_ if the US was still prepared to go ahead. 
| I told Schumann that only if there was an affirmative answer did I i 

_ see the necessity arising of the French Government going to the 

| Parliament. In other words I am in agreement with the French posi- 

| tion that they should have advance indication of a favorable response | 
_ from US before asking their Parliament to formally approve a request | 
_ for US assistance. | | 
| I then said that I thought it would clear his mind if he read the 
| advance draft of section IV of the Secretary’s Los Angeles speech.? 

| Schumann read this section with great interest and said it was an | 

| excellent speech and he only regretted that it had not been made much 

' sooner. He felt it would be helpful in clarifying the US position. : 

_ (Bonnet had not reported anything about the speech.) _ 
—— 

| * Dated May 11, p. 1534. 
* Regarding the speech by Secretary Dulles at Los Angeles, June 11, the fourth 7 

| section of which dealt with Indochina, see footnote 4, p. 1676. 

| 
| 
) | |
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| He then referred to the President’s Thursday press conference.* He 
said that in the form in which it was reported here in Paris it certainly 
gave a different impression from the Secretary’s speech and that it was _ 
being generally interpreted as a final decision by the US to write off 
Indochina. 

In this connection he read me the lead editorial in tonight’s issue of 
Le Monde which, he said, unfortunately and probably for the first 
time, accurately reflected general public opinion here at the moment 
(translation of editorial which has been called to our attention from 
other sources follows in later telegram). 

I then told Schumann of Ely’s request to Radford as contained in 
Deptel 4508,° and Schumann fully agreed that it would be confusing 
to have another set of conversations on US intentions. When I left he 
said he now clearly understood US position. 

| Ditton 

“At his news conference of June 10, President Eisenhower indicated that he 
did not intend to request special authority to take action in Indochina from 
Congress before it recessed for the summer. For the record of the news confer- 
ence, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. EFisen- 
hower, 1954, pp. 545-554. | 

* Dated June 10, p. 1678. ° 

751G.00/6-254 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France } 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 12, 1954—1 p. m. 

4551. Limit distribution. Your 4662? states that Ely pointed out 
that question of US training native forces is but one part of overall 
plan for intervention. Yet in your 4812 * you state French have always 
considered training as a problem separate from possible united 
action. 
We sought unsuccessfully to obtain French agreement to US train- 

ing native forces as part of our support of the Navarre Plan which 
was then looked upon as a comprehensive, long term program for 
winning victory in Indochina. This proposal of ours was at that time 

_ rejected. We consider it most unwise to get large numbers US in- 
structors as well as US prestige engaged in Viet Nam unless there is 
some new overall program which would give training program chance 
for success. : 

At same time, Ely’s position seems clear that French have been 
opposed to give US responsibility for training unless US agreed to 

* Drafted by Fisher of WE. Repeated to Saigon as telegram 2588 and to Geneva 
as Tedul 191. | 

* Telegram 4662 from Paris, June 2, is not printed. (751G.00/6-254) 
* Dated June 11, p. 1681.
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intervention. It may be that in effort draw US into conflict without 
having US conditions on intervention met, French military may now | 
seek US training in advance of US commitment to intervene without 
combat forces. As set forth Deptel 4508 ¢ and above, we are resolved 
not to get drawn into training program when due to deteriorating con- 
ditions and lack of overall program to reverse situation training pro- 

| gram has virtually no chance of success. If French are not going to : 
| agree to only kind of armistice which now seems possible at Geneva, 
| but are going to fight for more than protection of expeditionary corps, 

| possibility may exist for development some program to reverse present | 
| downhill trend. But this seems unfortunately most unlikely to us. 

| Under present circumstances, and particularly in view of three | 

| points you make Embtel 4812, believe you should clarify US position | 

: only if you are forced to do so and should in interim reply to French | 

| that we are in agreement with Ely’s position expressed Embtel 4662. | 

! ‘Dated June 10, p. 1678. a | 

| 751G.00/6-1854: Telegram | | 
| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

| SECRET PRIORITY SAIGon, June 18, 1954—2 p. m. | 

| 2756. Repeated information priority Paris 978, priority Geneva 224. 

| Last night Buu Loc told me that he had been instructed by Bao Dai 

| to present his resignation as Prime Minister. He -will be replaced by 

| Ngo Dinh Diem. Buu Loc said that his resignation would be presented 

| next week and Diem would probably fly out here at same time. Buu | 

| Loc hoped he would receive another diplomatic assignment and seemed | 
! to be thinking in terms of regaining his old job in Paris or possibly 

| of replacing Tran Van Kha in Washington. _ 

| This morning Dejean asked me to call at the Palace. He is pro- 

| foundly disturbed at change in Vietnamese Government at this par- 

i ticular time coincidental with collapse of Government in France.’ 

| Dejean feels that Diem is too narrow, too rigid, too unworldly, and | 

| too pure to have any chance of creating an effective government in 

_ Vietnam. 
: ee , tl 

| *On June 12, the government of Joseph Laniel was defeated in the National 
| Assembly on the issue of Indochina by a vote of 306 to 293. The government 
| resigned the following day. In despatch 3373 from Paris, June 30, the Embassy 

transmitted a detailed analysis of the debates leading to the fall of the Laniel 
government. (751G.00/6—3054) For the record of the discussions and voting on 

| Indochina of June 12, see France, Journal Officiel, Assemblée Nationale, 1954, 
| Débats, pp. 2972-2983. | 

| i 

|
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Dejean is telegraphing Bidault that upon his arrival in France next 
week he desires Bidault’s agreement that he, Dejean, call on Bao Dai 
and urge necessity of creating a government here of national unity. 
Oddly enough Dejean’s slate corresponds almost exactly with my pro- 
posal for a Council of Regency. He would have a triumvirate of Buu 
Loc, Tam and Tran Van Huu. Dejean would advocate that Tam with 
his terrier-like energy and competence as a policeman be given com- 
bined portfolio of Defense and Interior. Huu would have Finance and 
National Economy, while Buu Loc would have Foreign Affairs, with 
possibly Dinh as Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs who would 
be able to carry on either here or in Geneva as occasion might require. 
Tri would remain as Governor of North where his presence was vitally 
needed. | 

I told Dejean that I concurred in his recommendations and that I 
would for my part urge that if Under Secretary Smith sees Bao Dai 
similar representations be made from our side. Likewise I told Dejean 
that the Under Secretary had made some pointed remarks to Foreign 
Minister Dinh as to Bao Dai’s absence from his country at this critical 
time. | 

Dejean said “If I were Bao Dai I would go.to Hanoi and stay there 
until the bitter end.” He pointed to example of aged King of Laos 
who had steadfastly refused to vacate Luang Prabang and had in- 
stead organized local defense there. Dejean emphatically agrees with 
my Judgment that to give up Hanoi will mean end of war and will be 
political catastrophe far greater than any Dien Bien Phu. However, 
he is apprehensive that the generals for narrow military reasons will 
counsel falling back on their cozy Haiphong perimeter. 

I remarked to Dejean that, speaking of generals, it seemed a fairly 
empty trip for General Ely to fly all the way to Paris to consult with 
a non-existent government. I added that from the point of view of our 
joint policy it would seem highly unfortunate that at very moment 
after French Government had fallen and Vietnamese Government was _ 

| on point of being placed into hands of a religious mystic there should 

be no top Frenchman left in Indochina to seek to guide the course of 

events. | 7 | 
Dejean leaves Tuesday morning,? Ely on Thursday. Sole remain- 

ing political officer will be Bordaz who is a cipher so far as influence 

on the Vietnamese is concerned. | 
Dejean said that he would suggest to General Ely that in view of 

turn of events it might be wise for him to remain here. Dejean said he 

had every confidence in Ely’s selflessness and in his correct strategic 

appreciation. However, Ely is ignorant of Indochinese affairs and he 

* June 15. |
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may be tempted to rely unduly on Salan whose intentions and counsel 
Dejean deeply distrusts. | | 

Dejean said most privately that Navarre will not be permitted to | 
carry out his intention of making a holiday trip to Japan for fear that 

| he may say too much to the press. Navarre will likewise return to | 
! France next week but not in same airplane with Dejean. Latter said 
| this morning, “I have no intention of getting off the same plane with | 
| General Navarre. I did not create Dien Bien Phu. He did.” | | 
| Dejean asked if I would send a word to Ambassador Dillon indi-— | 
| eating that he would very much like to call on him. I said I thought : 
| it of the highest importance that Dejean get in touch with Dillon as | 
| soon as possible and likewise on his arrival in Geneva that he have a | 
| long talk with the Under Secretary. | - : 

| | a McCuintock | 

751G.00/6-1454 : Telegram | | | 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 
| | | ) 

! TOP SECRET . Paris, June 14, 1954—5 p. m. 

| | | | [Received 7 : 26 p. m.] 

| 4841. Repeated information Geneva 393. Department eyes only 

| Secretary. Geneva eyes only Under Secretary. | | 
| 1. In all probability one of first acts of any new French Govern- | 
| ment will be request precise statement immediate and future US in- | 
| tentions regarding military intervention Indochina. 
| 2. During past week, I have gathered the very definite impression 

that because of (a) our reluctance to send ground forces to Indochina ; | 
! (6) deterioration of military and political situation in Indochina dur- 
! ing last month; (c) extreme reluctance, if not refusal, of ANZUS : 

partners to consider joining US in any military intervention in Delta | 

area, the chances of US responding favorably to French request for 

| military assistance even after they have met all conditions are approxi- 

| mately nil. a 7 | : 
| 3. Hardening of Communist position in Geneva as indicated by : 

: Molotov and Chou En-lai last week would seem to indicate that Com- 
| munists no longer fear possibility of US military intervention in Indo- : 

| china provided there is no overt Chinese attack. It would seem, there- | 
_ fore, that Viet Minh and Chinese will not accept any armistice which : 

: does not clearly pave the way for Communist takeover in Indochina. 

| 4. Lacking the possibility of US military support, it would seem to : 

! be only a question of time, weeks or a few months at very most, before 7 

_ French are forced. to accept Viet Minh terms. In the meantime, there | 

is the constant risk of an all-out assault on the Delta which could lead | | 

|
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to a serious French reverse, if not total annihilation of expeditionary 

corps in Tonkin. a | 
I have continually pointed out that such a reverse might have a 

disastrous effect on French public opinion. Today I am more certain 
than ever that such would be the case. Rightly or wrongly, US would 
be blamed by French public opinion for having built up French hopes 
of intervention and then for having failed in the crisis. The result 
could well be a neutralist government in France that would reduce 
French military commitments to NATO and would, at the same time, 
be completely intransigeant on question of German rearmament. Such 
a government would also, in all probability, make a strong effort to 
strengthen relations with the Soviet Union and to recreate the war- 
time Franco-USSR alliance in order to prevent German rearmament. 

From this distance, I cannot judge what the effect of such French 
actions would be on American public opinion and particularly on our 
Congress, but I suspect that it might lead to an irresistible demand 
for the recall of some, if not all, of our troops from Europe, which, in 
effect, would mean the end of the North Atlantic Alliance followed 
eventually by the isolation of the Western hemisphere. 

5. In view of these very serious and grave dangers which we will 
run if we allow the French to be defeated militarily in the Delta, and 
if my assumption in paragraph 2 above is correct, I recommend that 

| you give serious consideration to promptly informing the French that 
because of either (a) the deterioration of the military situation in 
Indochina or (0) the reluctance of the ANZUS powers to take action, 
or both, the President is no longer prepared to request military inter- 
vention from the Congress even if the French should now fully meet 
our conditions. While such action on our part would hasten what now 
appears to be the inevitable loss of Vietnam and might cause a certain 
additional temporary loss of face for the US, it would put the French 
on notice that they should promptly accept the Viet Minh armistice 
terms and thus would save the French Expeditionary Corps from 
possible military disaster. In the event of ‘a withdrawal from Indo- 
china under such circumstances, I would not foresee any serious or 

long term repercussions on France’s position in the North Atlantic 

Alliance. If we allow the French to continue to fight in the false hope 

that in the event of a crisis in the Delta, they may get US military 

assistance, the best we can hope for is to delay the Communist conquest 

of Vietnam by a few months, while we risk the very existence of the 

North Atlantic Alliance. . 
From my viewpoint here in Paris, the possibility of a few months 

_ delay in the Communist takeover of Indochina does not seem at all 

commensurate with the risk of the possible collapse of the defense of 

Western Europe. :
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| 6. While I have several times made it clear, both to Laniel and 
| Maurice Schumann, that, as indicated in paragraph 8 of your Tedul : 

| 185 from San Francisco, our decision would have to be made in the | 

| light of “conditions at the time”; this is not at all clear to French | 
| public opinion and is not even very clear to Schumann himself, as he : 
| has no means of knowing how we will judge “the conditions at the | 

| time”. Therefore, what I am in effect recommending is that we adopt : 
| your suggestion contained in paragraph 8 of Tedul 185 of putting a 
| time limit on our intervention offer with the additional proviso that I ; 
| would suggest that the time limit be now. 
| DILLon : 
| oo | 7 | 
| 1 Paragraph 8 of telegram 1 from Secretary Dulles at San Francisco, June 10, : 

relayed to Geneva as Tedul 185, read as follows: “As regards internationalization, 
| it should be made clear to the French that our offer does not indefinitely lie on. | 
| the table to be picked up by them one minute before midnight. AS we instructed | 
! Dillon to tell Laniel, our offer was made in the light of conditions at the time, [ 

and conditions could so deteriorate that no point intervention could be successful | 
[sic]. The French cannot permit Geneva to be dragged out indefinitely while the : 

| situation in Indochina deteriorates and then at same time at sometime in : 
July expect our position to be precisely as it was in April. I believe we should 
begin to think of putting a time limit on our intervention offer.” For the complete : 

| text of the telegram, see vol. xvI, p. 1117. 

| 751G.00/6-1454 : Telegram | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * | 
! ) 
| TOP SECRET PRIORITY ~Wasurineton, June 14, 1954—8 : 58 p. m. 

| 4579. Eyes only for Ambassador and Under Secretary from Secre- | 
| tary. FYI. It is true that there is less disposition now than two months 
| or one month ago to intervene in Indochina militarily. This is the 
| inevitable result of the steady deterioration in Indochina which 
| makes the problem of intervention and pacification more and more 

| difficult. When united defense was first broached, the strength and 
morale of French and Vietnam forces were such that it seemed that 

| the situation could be held without any great pouring-in of U.S. : 
_ ground forces. Now all the evidence is that the morale of the Viet- | 
_ namese Government, armed forces and civilians has deteriorated | 

| gravely ; the French are forced to contemplate a fall-back which would | 

| leave virtually the entire Tonkin Delta population in hostile hands | 
| and the Saigon area is faced with political disintegration. : 
| What has happened has been what was forecast, as for example by | 
| my Embassy Paris 4117 Tedul 78 of May 17.? I there pointed out that : 
| probably the French did not really want intervention but wanted to 

| 9D ed by Secretary Dulles. Repeated to Geneva for information as Tedul 2 

Ante, p. 1575. | | 
| . 

| | 

/
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have the possibility as a card to play at Geneva. I pointed out that the 
Geneva game would doubtless be a long game and that it could not 
be assumed that at the end the present U.S. position regarding in- 
tervention would necessarily exist after the Communists had suc- 
ceeded in dragging out Geneva by winning military successes in Indo- 
china. This telegram of mine will bear rereading. That point of view 
has been frequently repeated in subsequent cables. 

I deeply regret any sense of bitterness on Bidault’s part, but I do 
not see that he is justified in considering unreasonable the adaptation 
of U.S. views to events and the consequences of prolonged French and 
U.K. indecision. 

I do not yet wholly exclude possibility U.S. intervention on terms 
outlined Paris [Deptel] 4023 Tedul 54.2 UK it seems is now more dis- 
posed to see movement in this direction but apparently the French are 
less than ever disposed to internationalizing the war. 

DULLEs 

* Dated May 11, p. 1534. | 

751G.11/6-1454 : Telegram | 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET Saicon, June 14, 1954—6 p. m. 
2765. Repeated information Paris 984, Geneva 231. Last night I 

was considerably startled when General Alessandri, who for some 
years has been military advisor to Bao Dai, told me with great vehe- 
mence that he should not return to Vietnam. He said, “Bao Dai has 
missed every opportunity. It would do more harm than good for him 
to come back at this late hour.” General de Langlade who was present 
during this conversation expressed opinion that for Bao Dai to return 
to Vietnam now and claim western support would merely be repetition 
of story in China when US backed corrupt members of Kuomintang 
against triumphant and, by comparison, relatively honest Communists. 

The two generals and I later spoke to Colonel Le Roy of Vietnamese 
National Army who is famed throughout Cochin-China for brilliant 
work for pacification which he accomplished and which has now prac- 
tically been undone since he was reli¢ved of responsibilities in south- _ 
ern command. Le Roy, who is devout Catholic, said he could still raise 
fifty thousand men from Catholic peasants in south Vietnam. How- 
ever, he said with great passion “we want neither the Communists nor 
the return of the Mandarins. We do not want Bao Dai”. 

I saw my British colleague this morning who volunteered comment 
that it has for some time been too late for Bao Dai to return and “it 
would do more harm than good if he should come back”. |
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All of these opinions were volunteered and not solicited by me. I | 
| feel there is no great risk of Bao Dai’s surviving the rigors of heroism | 
| | irrespective of what representations might be made to him by General | 
! Smith at Evian or Ambassador Heath in Laos [Cannes]. However, I 

am glad to see from recent telegrams both from Department and 
| Geneva that caution will be exercised in not implying any promises ! 
| to His Majesty. Despite previous telegrams reporting belief of Viet- : 

| namese leaders that Bao Dai should come back, I now feel that hour 
| has passed when his return would make any difference to fate of Viet- : 

nam except possibly further to complicate our task. We might be | 
| stuck with a champion we would not wish to champion. 

| McCuintTock 

| 751G.00/6—1454 : Telegram 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State : 

| TOP SECRET — PRIORITY Sarcon, June 14, 1954—7 p. m. | 

| 2770. Repeated information Paris priority 985, Geneva 232. After 
| the exiguous diplomatic corps of Saigon, numbered six in all, presented | 

| DeJean with a silver pot this evening, DeJean requested me to join him 
in his office to read an urgent top secret telegram addressed to General | 

2 Ely from General Valluy. | , 
| This telegram represents Admiral Radford as insisting on utility 
| of bringing three Korean divisions for fighting in Indochina and as 

| adding (which I told DeJean would be manifest impossibility) US 
| Naval lft could accomplish transport of all three divisions to this 
| theater within one week. | 
| I told DeJean that Department had kindly given me some back- 
| ground on this problem (Department telegram 2551, repeated Geneva 
| Tedul 178, Paris 4476)! and gave DeJean a verbal paraphrase of what 

| Secretary had told Bonnet. I likewise outlined in brief conditions | 
| precedent which US had wisely laid down in discussions between Am- : 
| bassador Dillon and Laniel. I said I thought that until French formed | 
| government it was unnecessary to get excited about Korean or any | 
| other divisions since the Secretary’s conditions had yet to be fulfilled. | 
| . : . . . . . 

| Re training aspects of overall problem, I observed to DeJean that 2 

| we had not received any request from French Government for assist- . | 
| ance in this regard and that although I much admired energy and ! 

| desire to be ahead of time of General O’Daniel, I had told him that we / 

! * Telegram Tedul 178 to Geneva, June 9, repeated to Paris as 4476 and to Saigon | 
aS 2551, summarized a conversation of the same day between Secretary Dulles | 

| and French Ambassador Bonnet concerning the possible participation of U.S. . 
armed forces in Indochina. For text of Tedul 178, see vol. xvi, p. 1100. 

| 578-611 0 82 - 20 (Pt. 2)
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would not undertake training mission until General Ely’s own condi- 
tions in this respect had been met; namely, that training program was 

but one phase of overall integrated program. 
I asked DeJean to arrange interview tomorrow for me with himself __ 

and Ely. This pleased former Commissioner General very much, and 
I shall be glad to meet with both French representatives as DeJean’s 
presence will not make Ely less a General nor DeJean less a diplomat. 

| McCiintTock 

751G.00/6-1554 | 

Memorandum for the Record? 

TOP SECRET [WasHineTon,| June 15, 1954. 

Secretary’s Meeting, Tuesday, June 15, 1954, 11: 45-1: 30. 

Participants: Messrs. Murphy, MacArthur, Merchant, Bowie, Key, 
- Popper, MclIlvaine,2 Galloway, Tyler, Gullion, 

Sturm, Draper. 

I. Mr. MacArthur mentioned that the Under Secretary planned to 
| delay his departure, that he was planning a visit to Bern this Friday 

and that Bidault will not be available in Geneva until Saturday. The 
Secretary drafted Tedul 201 as a reply.® 7 

Il. UN Appeal by Laos and Cambodia *—Mr. Key said that before 
we could do much moving on the UK idea of an UN appeal by Laos 
and Cambodia, we would have to see specifically what the UK has in 
mind. The Secretary said that he would discuss this with Churchill 
and Eden but wondered what difficulty existed in moving under Ar- 
ticle VII of the “Uniting for Peace Resolution”. The Secretary 
thought this article envisaged something less than military measures 
i.e., economic, social sanctions. Mr. Popper pointed out that it could 
be used to meet military threats with military measures and that there- 
fore it was important to see what the UK actually had in mind for 
such a contingency. The Secretary concluded that until we see clearly 

what will happen in Vietnam in the way of a settlement at Geneva, | 
there is no use in embarking on some Laos-Cambodia adventure. The 
Secretary asked parenthetically what issues, in this connection, had 
been more clearly defined since the onset of the Geneva Conference. 

| The list was enumerated: 1) a coalition government is unacceptable 

to both sides; 2) the UK has admitted failure of their partition plan ; 

1The identity of the drafting officer is not indicated on the source text. 
Robinson Mcllvaine, Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of State for Public 

Ay Telegram Tedul 201 to Geneva, June 15, concerned the departure of Under 
Secretary Smith from Geneva. (396.1 GE/6-1554) See footnote 2 to telegram 

Dulte 181, vol. xv1, p. 1148. 
* For documentation on this subject, see ibid., p. 1088 ff.
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| 3) disarming of the irregular troops is still in abeyance; 4) the dis- | 
| cussions have broken down into a question of establishing groupe- | 
| ments for the respective sides which might then be swapped back and | 
| forth in the negotiating process; 5) etc. The Secretary asked 1f we had 
| in any way prevented the French from obtaining an agreement ac- | 
| ceptable at least to them, if not to the US and UK. The answer was 

“no” although it was admitted that our position could be construed 

| as rather rigid. | 
| III. Dillon’s latest cable (4841)* quite naturally flowed into the dis- | 
| cussion at this point. The Secretary said that the French confusion 

| over the issue of US intervention was being reflected in the somewhat : 

| fuzzy reporting of General Smith and Dillon on the subject. For ex- | 
| ample, he could not understand all the inferences in General Smith’s 
| Dulte 179.6 Mr. Murphy said that Dillon “listened and reported” but | 
| did little in the way of affirmative action. He thought that a delicately 
. handled USIA project or some public relations activities on the part 

| of Embassy Paris might be useful. The Secretary said that he might | 
| drop a useful hint in his off-the-record dinner meeting with some news | 

| correspondentstonight. = => : | - ) 
| The Secretary explained that he wished to meet this problem by 

having the President send a letter to President Coty of France which | 
| would reaffirm our confidence in France while gently lifting the erratic 
| French locomotive back on the rails, phrased somewhat as follows: | 

| “We have confidence in France, we are standing by her side, but it — 
| should be clear that the decision to intervene will be made under the | 
| circumstances of the moment”. Mr. Merchant has action. a 

| Mr. Bowie at this time presented his idea that it was time to look 
_ at the problem of Indochina from another direction in order to prevent 

| a complete collapse of free world morale, even in the US, if we per- | 
| mitted Vietnam to fall through the present train of events. He said 

that the dilemma for the US was created by our withdrawing from | 
Geneva because the Communist proposals are unacceptable and yet at | 

| the same time will not do anything to bolster militarily the French | 
position. | | 

| He said this meant in effect that the Viet Minh would wipe out the 

_ French in Hanoi and surge on down the peninsula and thus obtain 

| even more than they had asked for at Geneva. He could not envisage 
| the totality of this Communist victory upon free world and neutralist | 

| opinion, except that it would be tremendous and thus probably disas- | 

__ trous. He considered this not only in terms of Nehru and other Asiatics 
| swinging to the Communist side, but also in its demoralizing effect on | 

| ° Dated June 14, p. 1687. | 
| * For text of telegram Dulte 179 from Geneva, June 14, reporting on a Smith- 
| Eden—Chauvel meeting, see vol. xvi, p. 1132. | |
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NATO and probably even on US public opinion, when the facts finally 
soak in. His simile was that this may be the straw which breaks the 
camel’s back of resistance throughout the free world to Communist 
ageression. : | 

He suggested presenting the French with an affirmative proposal to 
defend South Vietnam and define in specifics what we have in mind. 
We could make the French an offer of four divisions, drawn from vari- 
ous sources including the US, to hold the so-called “Line B” or “Line 
of stabilization” which the French explained in the five-power military 

_ talks could be held with forces of such magnitude, leaving the present 
French security forces in the South to manage Viet Minh terrorist 
activities. Assuming this five-power talk presentation to be reliable, 
Mr. Bowie said that we could make this offer with several trump cards 
in our hand. | 
We would make clear this would be a “holding operation” and would 

not turn into a war of liberation for the North. This would help with | 
Asian public opinion, as well as elsewhere. The French would find the 

| offer difficult to turn down because it would serve to protect the secu- 
rity of the French Expeditionary Corps even in Hanoi. The fact that 
the British had proposed a partition along practically the identical line — 
would provide a lever to force the volunteering of commonwealth 
troops to help hold this line. In back of this line, we could perhaps 
build up a truly nationalist Vietnamese Government and a suitable 
national army. (“At least, it’s worth trying”.) The effect of this sort 
of US intervention might provide the stimulus to overcome the Viet- 
namese lethargic and jaundiced view toward solo French activities to 
protect their colonial power status. | | 

While admitting that this might bring on overt Chinese intervention 
he thought it worth the chance. If the Chinese intervene, he said he 
was in complete agreement with the JCS views, that is, to pull out of 
Indochina and clobber the Chinese at the heart of their power, wher- 
ever that might be, and in spite of the consequences. 

Mr. Merchant also agreed with this last point and said he thought 
that by obtaining two divisions of the four from our forces in Korea, 
we would tend to decrease the possibility of Rhee precipitating a con- 
flict unilaterally. The Secretary interjected that it would also increase 
the chances of Rhee opening a war because the time involved in a 

| logistic operation of this magnitude might make Rhee act ugly and 

decide to do something while we were still in strength in Korea. Mr. 

Merchant disagreed, thinking the chances were still greater that Rhee 

would not take unilateral action. 

Mr. Bowie concluded that in view of the stakes we should, if neces- 

sary, consider full mobilization to obtain these four divisions. He said 
he saw no reason on earth why the free world couldn’t scrape up four 
divisions some place. |
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The Secretary said this proposal in effect meant that we were telling 
the French that Indochina could only be saved if French troops were 
not doing the fighting. Mr. Bowie and Mr. Merchant agreed that this ) 

indeed was the case. | 

| 751G.00/6-1554 : Telegram | | 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET PRIORITY | SaIcon, June 15, 1954—8 p. m. | 

| | Dg [Received 3:17 p. m.] | 

2787. Repeated information Paris 990. Although I sympathize with | 

| Navarre’s position, I do not feel that we can usefully send him 
| any message along lines indicated Deptel 2597 repeated Paris | 
| 4558.1 Navarre departed from his so-called “Navarre Plan” last De- 

| cember without notice to us although he knew our 385 million-dollar 
| budgetary support was predicated on fulfillment of that plan. Fur- | | 

thermore, Dien Bien Phu, for which he alone is responsible, will 
| probably prove to be political Stalingrad of this war. Since all French 

| generals on leaving Indochina write books, for us now to send him 
| sympathetic message would merely provide him with a new chapter 
| of exculpation. : 
| McCuintTock | 

| 4 Telegram 2597 to Saigon, June 14, read as follows: “Do you think it to ad- 
| vantage U.S. that some message be passed Navarre prior his departure? Occasion | 
| his relief would appear give opportunity for expression sincere understanding of 

magnitude of job he has held and any other points you consider appropriate.” 
| (751G.00/6-954 ) | 

| 751G.00/6—1554 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

| SECRET Paris, June 15, 1954—7 p. m. 

| [Received 9:13 p. m.] 

| 4862. Repeated information Geneva 399, Saigon 608, Hanoi 23. | 
| Embtel 4756, (Saigon 589) June 8.1 We saw Ngo Dinh Diem last eve- | 
| ning and discussed with him AFP reports from Saigon to effect Buu — 
! Loc would offer resignation this week and that he, Diem, had accepted 
| in principle form new government. Diem said Buu Loc had been reluc- | 
| tant resign as agreed for reason he presently engaged in transferring | 
| as much money as possible out of Vietnam but that Bao Dai had that | 
| day sent word to him to do so at once. According Diem, premature . | 
_ disclosure to press Saigon of proposed change in premiership un- | 

* Telegram 4756 from Paris, June 8, regarding the possibility of Buu Loc being | 
aoe as Premier of Vietnam by Ngo Dinh Diem, is not printed. (751G.00/ | 

| 

- | 

i 

| | 
| t
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| doubtedly emanated from Buu Loc who bitter over being forced re- 
sign. Diem said that while he anticipated opposition to his appoint- 
ment from those elements in France anxious to conclude a settlement 
IC conflict on partition or best terms available, he did not consider 
such opposition as might now manifest itself as likely interfere with 
his appointment. This connection, Diem said that it would be neces- 

sary replace present Vietnamese delegation at Geneva with men less _ 
amenable to French direction, and that it would be necessary to find 
stronger man Buu Loc to carry on job High Commissioner Paris. 

Diem said that as soon as he had received the official request. from 
Bao Dai to form government, which he expects will be forthcoming 
shortly, he would devote approximately three days thereafter to con- 

-sultation with French officials at Paris prior to departure for Saigon. 
He said he particularly desired to see Ely on his return end of this 
week since in his, Diem’s view, most important matter was to get on 
with formation autonomous Vietnamese Army. This connection, he 
said it would be necessary replace General Hinh but admitted he did 
not know who could take over job. Diem emphasized that loss of delta 

_ through military defeat or partition would mean loss of all of Viet- 
nam to Viet Minh and hence must be held. He admitted, however, that 

| time remaining was short. His only solution is greater and more direct 
US assistance. | 
Embassy comment: In the more than one-hour conversation, 

_ which was essentially a monologue, Diem criticized everyone from Bao 
Dai down, and while he left no doubt as to his sincerity of purpose, 
we could not help but gain distinct impression that if he finds himself 
in position Prime Minister shortly, he may have little to offer other 
than to reiterate that the solution of the Vietnamese problem depends 
on the assumption of increased responsibilities by US. If that should 
prove to be the case, it would then appear that a change in the present 
Vietnamese Government is not likely to affect appreciably course of __ 
events with respect to Vietnam. 

DILLON 

751G.00/6-1554 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY _ Sarcon, June 15, 1954—7 p. m. 
| [Received 9:55 p. m.] 

2786. Sent Paris 989, Geneva 235. I saw Ely this afternoon. De Jean 
after consideration felt he would drop out of interview but I talked 
with him before I met the General and had long conversation after- 
ward. Ely made following points: | | 

1. Military situation in delta is precarious. French. Union and Viet- 
namese troops are “very, very tired”. Furthermore enemy holds ap-
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proximately two-thirds of all villages in delta and, although French 

air power can use “bulldozer tactics” in annihilating populated areas, 

| this really affords no strategic solution. I asked Ely if he did not think 

. his defense perimeter was too close in, but he said he had not sufficient | 

force to extend it farther and desired to take advantage of shorter : 

| lines and concentration of force. Ely clearly indicated his personal | 

| doubt that delta could be held unless outside reinforcements
 of between | 

| two and three divisions were forthcoming. 

2. L asked Ely if he was forced to evacuate the Haiphong perimeter : 

| where his troops would go. Would they be brought back to France or 

| Africa, or would they, as I hoped, continue to fight in Indochina? Ely 

said so long as he was Commander in Chief they would continue to 

| fight. He dwelt with great earnestness on need to build dam against : 

| Communism in Southeast Asia. He had not decided militarily what 

| line might best be defended, but he intended, as long as he was re- | 

| sponsible, to prevent any further encroachment of Communism in 

Indochina and specifically Vietnam, even if he lost Tonkin. : 

| _ 8. Ely said if he were to accomplish his mission he would have 

| clearly to know where US stood. I replied in light of recent parlia-— 

: mentary developments in Paris he must be himself keenly aware of 

| disabilities under which democracies operated. I said I could not : 

| imagine a President of the United States who would in his own senses ) 

| appeal to Congress for permission to send troops to Indochina if it 

| were to support a government in France which had been voted into | 

| office by 99 Communist votes. I then went over painstakingly the con- 

| ditions precedent before our President could even undertake to present 

| request to Congress for military intervention : (a) signature of treaties 

| of independence; (b) satisfactory assurances of united action by other | 

| interested powers including UK, Australia, New Zealand, Thailand | 

i and Philippines plus France; and, finally approval of Congress. I | 

| said what might help most of all to speed up course of these events 

| would be establishment of worthy government in France determined to | 

| back up Ely’s policy in Indochina. } | 

| 4. Ely said he had sent a message to General Valluy declining | 

| Admiral Radford’s suggestion that three Korean divisions be sent here 2 

| forthwith. He said this would merely be falling into trap set by | 

| Singhman Rhee for enlarging war against China, and that he was not ) 

| prepared to consider suggestion as a militarily serious one so far as 

| Indochina was concerned. | | 
| 5. Ely concurred in my estimate of present low estate Vietnamese | 

| Government, expressed feeling that Ngo Dinh Diem would probably 

| prove ineffectual in rallying elements here. I told him De Jean’s sug- ; 
F gestion for a government of national union comprised of Buu Loc, | 

Tam and Huu was good one and said on my own hook I had more than 

a month before recommended abdication of Bao Dai and establishment |
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of a council of regency made up of these same men with Tri and [07?] 
Quat as Prime Minister. I said, however, I thought both French and we 
had been much too nice to our Vietnamese clients and if they were to be 
made independent they should be made to act like independent people. 
The time had come to sever the umbilical cord and to make the baby 
grow up. I thought we should have to put frank and friendly pressure 
on Vietnamese to pull themselves together if there was going to be a 
government on this side comparable to that on the other side. 

6. General Ely asked if I thought he should call on Bao Dai when 
he returns to France. I said many people had called on His Majesty 
with equivocal results. Personally I was becoming fearful that in view 
of Bao Dai’s increasing unpopularity in France, he might come back 
here and be a greater headache locally than he was on the Riviera. I 
said what was more important for General Ely was to get in immediate 
contact with General Smith and Ambassador Dillon who were two 
Americans in Europe most au courant with rapidly shifting political 
situation, in Geneva, Paris and Washington, so far as it bore on 
Indochina. 

7. Ely confirmed that he leaves for Paris June 17, said despite 
absence of responsible Ministers he thought he could make his views 
known in influential circles, and that he would insist on his basic theme 
which was that France itself could be lost if Indochina were lost. 

- McCuin Tock 

INR-NIE files 

National Intelligence Estimate 

| SECRET _ WasnineTon, 15 June 1954. 
NIE 634-54 

PropaBLE Minirary AND PoriticaL DEVELOPMENTS IN INDOCHINA 

Over THE Next 30 Days (15 June-15 Juty)! | 

THE PROBLEM | 

To estimate the probable military and political developments in 
Indochina over the next 30 days (15 June-15 July). 

* According to a note on the cover sheet. this estimate was “Submitted by the 
Director of Central Intelligence. The following intelligence organizations par- 
ticipated in the preparation of this estimate: The Central Intelligence Agency 
and the intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the 
Navy, the Air Force, and The Joint Staff. 

“Concurred in by the Intelligence Advisory Committee on 15 June 1954. Con- 
curring were the Special Assistant, Intelligence, Department of State; the Assist- 
ant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army; the Director of Naval 
Intelligence; the Director of Intelligence, USAF; the Deputy Director for In- 
telligence, The Joint Staff. The Director of Intelligence, AEC, and the Assistant 
to the Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, abstained, the subject being 
outside of their jurisdiction.” 

The cover sheet also indicates that this estimate superseded NIE 63-3-54 of 
May 21, p. 1595.
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from North Africa and at least 1 or 2 more mobile groups will have 
been formed from units withdrawn from static defenses. 

| 4. The Viet Minh has a substantial capability for sabotage and ter- 
rorist activities throughout much of Vietnam, particularly in such 
key cities as Saigon, Haiphong, Hai Duong, and Hanoi. In Hanoi 
this capability has probably increased as a result of the influx of Viet 
Minh agents among civilian refugees entering the city. The rail and 
road line between Hanoi and Haiphong have been disrupted fre- 
quently and periodically despite preventive measures of the French 
Union forces. Although the Viet Minh will continue to engage in 
sabotage and terrorist activities, we believe that they will use their 
total capability, including uprisings in the cities, only in conjunction 
with an all-out military assault. — | 

5. Since the fall of Dien Bien Phu there has been noticeable decline 
in the morale of French Union forces. Recently, one Vietnamese 
militia battalion deserted, one Vietnamese regular Army Groupe Mo- 
bile refused orders to go into action, Vietnamese resistance to con- 
scription has increased and further Vietnamese defections within the 
next 30 days may be expected. On the other hand, French and Viet- 

-namese troops have been engaged in local actions with no indication _ 

of a seriously impaired will to fight. If there are substantial Viet 
Minh victories or the Vietnamese become convinced that the French 

| are abandoning the capitol, Hanoi, and substantial parts of the Delta, 
we believe increased and serious defections would occur among Viet- 
namese units. In these circumstances, however, the French Expedi- 

tionary Corps and some Vietnamese units would continue to fight. 

6. Although there is no positive indication of Viet Minh intentions 

with respect to the Delta, throughout the period of this estimate the 

Viet Minh will be capable of launching a major assault against the 
Red River Delta. The Viet Minh may soon undertake such an assault 
on the Delta because of the political advantages to be gained at Geneva 
by such action, or because they have become convinced that French 
Union forces have become demoralized and that Viet Minh capabili- 

| ties for assault combined with those of sabotage, terrorism, and upris- 
ings would prove decisive in the Delta, except for limited beachheads 

in the Haiphong area. The Viet Minh will also believe that the French 

_ will be handicapped by lack of initiative and the necessity of tying 
_ down considerable numbers for this positional type defense. The Viet 

Minh will weigh these considerations against the obstacles imposed 
by terrain and weather and against the fact that the French Union _ 
forces will approach their maximum strength within the perimeter 

_ during this same period and will be superior in numbers, firepower, 

air strength, and logistic support. __
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7. We estimate that the most likely Viet Minh course of action will _ : 

be to increase their present level of operations during the next 30 days ( 

and to continue attacks on French Union strong points, especially in | 

the Delta. It is possible that elements of the Viet Minh battle corps, 

redeployed from Dien Bien Phu, will be committed in the Delta dur- 

| ing this period to increase the weight of Viet Minh attacks. The Viet 

| Minh objectives will be to reduce the area under French control, to 

| demoralize the Vietnam Army and militia, and reduce the capacity of | 

| the LOC between Hanoi and Haiphong to such an extent that the | 

| French position in Hanoi becomes untenable. Although we consider it | 

| likely that French Union forces will suffer some reverses, they will 

| probably be able to retain possession of their key strong points and | 

| prevent the prolonged severance of the LOC between Hanoi and | 

Haiphong, | a | 

| 8. If, as a result of the foregoing course of action, the Viet Minh 

i should develop an opportunity to initiate a major attack, the French 

| Union forces have the military capability to hold Hanoi during the 

| period of this estimate. However, if the Viet Minh achieve military | 

| successes in the Delta and French control of the native elements in 

| critical areas of the Tonkin Delta deteriorates, the French may with- | 

| draw toward the Haiphong perimeter. Moreover, even in advance of 

! determined military pressure by the Viet Minh, concern for the integ- 

| rity of the French Expeditionary Corps and for the security of the 

| loyal population in Hanoi might induce the French to evacuate Hanoi | 

: and withdraw toward the Haiphong perimeter. A major attack would | 

| probably be accompanied by uprisings, sabotage, and terrorist activi- | 

| ties which would almost certainly multiply and aggravate the difficu- | 

: ties of the French. In any event, the French could almost certainly | 

| hold Haiphong during the period of this estimate. The French position | 

| at, Haiphong will be strengthened by the arrival of two cruisers now | 

| enroute. | | | | | 

| II. Political Developments a 

| 9. Barring the unlikely event of a large-scale Viet Minh invasion, 

! Laos and Cambodia will probably retain their present uncertain politi- 

| cal stability during the next 30 days if the French continue to provide | 

support. | | 
| 10. The political situation in Vietnam will probably continue to 

| deteriorate during the period of this estimate. Treaties of independence 

| and association with France have now been initialled, but the impact | 

| of this action has not been sufficient to bolster Vietnamese morale or 

| add to the strength of the ineffective Vietnam Government. Even if the 

present government is supplanted during the period of this estimate, 

| it is unlikely that the present trend of disintegration could be arrested ! 

| in the absence of a substantial improvement in the military prospect |
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of the French Union forces. Factionalism has become extreme and the 
Vietnamese central government is virtually paralyzed. If the Vietnam 
central government should disintegrate, this fact by itself would not 
cause the French to lose the ability to maintain order in the regions 
controlled by the military forces. _ 

INR-NIE files | 

Special National Intelligence Estimate 

TOP SECRET LIMITED DISTRIBUTION WASHINGTON, 15 June 1954. 
SNIE 10-4-54 

Communist Reactions To Certain US Courses or Action Wir 
Resprect To INpocHINA? | 

THE PROBLEM 

To estimate Chinese Communist and Soviet reactions to the courses 
of action and consequent situations indicated below.* 

THE ESTIMATE | 

Part I | 

ASSUMPTIONS 

A. The treaties of independence between France and the Associated 
States will have been signed. | 

B. A regional security grouping including at least the Associated 
States, Thailand, the Philippines, Australia, France, and the United 
States, and possibly including also New Zealand and the United King- 
dom, will have been formed. 

C. The Associated States will have publicly requested the direct 
| military participation of members of the regional grouping in the war 

in Indochina. 

D. The French will have undertaken to continue at least the present 
level of their military commitment in Indochina. 

* According to a note on the cover sheet, this estimate was “Submitted by the 
Director of Central Intelligence. The following intelligence organizations par- 
ticipated in the preparation of this estimate: The Central Intelligence Agency 
and the intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the 
Navy, the Air Force, and The Joint Staff. 

“Concurred in by the Intelligence Advisory Committee on 15 June 1954. Con- 
curring were the Special Assistant, Intelligence, Department of State; the Assist- 
ant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army; the Director of Naval 
Intelligence; the Director of Intelligence, USAF; the Deputy Director for In- 
telligence, The Joint Staff. The Director of Intelligence, AEC, and the Assistant 
to the Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, abstained, the subject being out- 
side of their jurisdiction.” 

*The assumptions and estimative requirements stated herein were furnished 
to the intelligence community for the purposes of this estimate. We interpret the 
hypothetical action as occurring within the next twelve to eighteen months. [Foot- 
note in the source text.]
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Requirement 1 

To estimate the initial Chinese Communist and Soviet reactions to | 
the participation of US air and naval forces with French Union forces ! 
and token Thai and Philippine forces in coordinated ground, naval, 

| and air operations designed to destroy the Communist military forces , 
| in Indochina. Air operations would be limited to targets in Indochina. 
7 Nuclear weapons would be employed if their use were deemed mili- 
| tarily advantageous but nuclear attacks on the Indochinese civil popu- 

| lation as a target system would be avoided. a | 

Chinese Communist Reaction | _ 
, 1. The intervention of US and allied forces in Indochina probably : 

| would cause the Chinese Communists to believe that sooner or later | 
| they would have to decide whether to accept the defeat of the Viet | 
| Minh or to intervene in force in order to try to prevent such defeat. | 
2 Their decision would probably rest mainly, though not exclusively, 
| upon their weighing of the risks and disadvantages arising from the | 
| Viet Minh defeat against the likelihood of involvement in major war _ | 

| with the US and the probable consequences of such a war for Com- | 
_ munist China. Available evidence gives no unmistakable indication 
| of what the Chinese Communist decision would be. On balance, how- 
| ever, we believe that the chances are somewhat better than even that 
_ the Chinese Communists would decide to take whatever military action 
_ they thought required to prevent destruction of the Viet Minh, includ- 
| ing when and if necessary, open use of Chinese Communist forces in 

_ Indochina.{{ © | 
| 2. The nature of the assumed US action is such that ample warning 

would almost certainly be given in advance of actual operations. The | 

Chinese Communists have the capability now to intervene quickly and 

in such force as to drive French Union forces out of the Delta. The | 

Chinese Communists might choose to exercise this capability before 

| US intervention could be effected. | | 
| 3. We believe it somewhat more likely, however, that even if the 

| Chinese Communists had determined not to accept the defeat of the | 

_ Viet Minh they would not intervene openly immediately following | 

| +The Deputy Director for Intelligence, The Joint Staff, recommends deletion of 
| the last sentence of this paragraph and would substitute the following: 

| “However, their decision would be largely determined by the Chinese estimate | 
. of the probable extent and effect of US initial action.” [Footnote in the source 

| ithe Director of Intelligence, USAF, believes that the last sentence of this 
| Paragraph should read as follows: | 

| “Communist China will probably not choose knowingly any course of action | 
| likely to expose its fundamental national strengths in war with a major power. | 
| However, we believe that Communist China’s strength for conducting various 

kinds of warfare is such, and the motives and judgment of its leaders are such as 
to make Communist China’s courses of action dangerously unpredictable under 
outside pressure of any appreciable magnitude.” [Footnote in the source text.] 

| | | |
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the assumed US intervention. They might estimate that US air and 
naval forces could not, in the absence of US ground forces, decisively | 
alter the course of the war. They might therefore consider their inter- 
vention unnecessary at this point and might postpone final decision 
as to their course of action until they had observed the initial scale 
and success of the allied military operations and had estimated the 
probable nature and extent of US aims in the conflict. 

4. In this connection, US use of nuclear weapons in Indochina 
would tend to hasten the ultimate Chinese Communist decision 
whether or not to intervene. It would probably convince the Chinese 

Communists of US determination to obtain a decisive military victory 
in Indochina at whatever risk and by whatever means, and of the con- 
sequent danger of nuclear attack on Communist China. Whether this 
conviction would precipitate or deter Chinese Communist intervention 
would depend on the military situation in Indochina at the time, the 
observed military effect of the use of nuclear weapons, and the ob- 

| served political and psychological effect of such use, particularly its 
effect on the coherence of the regional security grouping and the 
Atlantic alliance. 

5. In any case, the Chinese Communists would almost certainly 
greatly increase their logistic support, delivery of arms and equip- 
ment, and technical assistance to the Viet Minh. The Chinese Commu- 

_ nists would probably increase their deliveries of AA weapons and 
might send in Chinese AA gun crews. Moreover, the Chinese Commu- 
nists would probably deploy ground and air units near the Indochina 
border in order: (a) to warn the US and its allies, and (0) to have 

_ forces ready either to intervene on behalf of the Viet Minh or to de- 
fend the southern border of China. 

6. While maintaining a posture of military readiness, the Chinese 
Communists would intensify political and propaganda activities de- 

_ signed to exploit anti-Western and anticolonial feelings of the indi- . 
genous population of Indochina and the war-fears of neutralist Asian 
nations and of certain US allies. They would also seek to label the 
US as an aggressor. In the meantime and throughout the period of 
military operations, the Communists would almost certainly agitate 
and propagandize for a “cease-fire” and political settlement, which 

would preserve the Communist position and prospects. 

Soviet Reaction | 
7. In the assumed situation, the USSR probably would estimate that 

the US action, though limited to air and naval forces, would consider- 
ably increase the risks of unlimited war between the US and Commu- 
nist China. The USSR would probably prefer that such a war not 
develop out of the Indochina situation. Nevertheless, the USSR would 

_ assure Communist China of continuing military assistance. The USSR
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would also give complete diplomatic and propaganda support to Com- | 

munist China and the Viet Minh regime. | 
, E 

Requirement 2 | 
| e ° ° : e ° 

| To estimate Chinese Communist and Soviet reactions to the success 

| of the operations envisaged in the assumptions above (i.e., to the wm- 

: pending effective destruction of the Communist forces in Indochina) .§ | 

| Chinese Communist Reaction / 

| 8, As stated in Paragraph 1, we believe that the chances are some- 

what better than even that the Chinese Communists, in the assumed 

| situation, would intervene militarily to prevent the destruction of the 

| Viet Minh. If they decided to do so, we believe that the exact timing : 

2 and nature of their action would depend on various factors, but prin- : 

! cipally on the scope and character of the US/ allied operations they : 

| were seeking to counter. ||{ 

, Soviet Reaction | | | 

| 9, In this assumed situation, the USSR would probably continue to 
| P y con 
| support the Chinese Communists. If the Chinese Communists inter- 

| vened openly in support of the Viet Minh, the USSR would rapidly | 

| increase military assistance to Communist China. The Soviet diplo- 

_ matic and propaganda campaigns against the US would continue full- | 

scale, and the USSR might ask the UN to condemn the US as an : 

aggressor. Thinly veiled threats of Soviet involvement in the fighting | 

' and references to the Sino-Soviet Treaty of 1950 would multiply. 

oo Part IT 
| | | 
|. _ ASSUMPTIONS 

! A. The treaties of independence between France and the Associated 

__. States will have been signed. | | 

| B. A regional security grouping including at least the Associated | 

| States, Thailand, the Philippines, Australia, France, and the United : 

| §The Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army, believes that the : 

| results in this requirement could not be achieved by the unbalanced and insuffi- | , 

cient forces envisaged. [Footnote in the source text. ] | | 

| |The Director of Intelligence, USAF, believes that this paragraph should read 

| as follows: , 7 

| “Communist China will probably not choose knowingly any course of action 

| likely to expose its fundamental national strengths in war with a major power. 

| | However, we believe that Communist China’s strength for conducting various 

kinds of warfare is such, and the motives and judgment of its leaders are such 

| as to make Communist China’s courses of action dangerously unpredictable under 

| outside pressure of any appreciable magnitude.” [Footnote in the source text. ] 

qThe Deputy Director for Intelligence, The Joint Staff, believes that paragraph 

' 8 should read as follows: : 

“Communist China would conclude from the assumed impending destruction of ) 

Communist forces in Indochina, by limited forces employing nuclear and conven- 

tional weapons, that its open military intervention would invite an extension of : 

similar action to Communist China, and would, therefore, probably not intervene ! 

militarily.” [Footnote in the source text.] , . | 

| 7
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States, and possibly including also New Zealand and the United King- 
dom will have been formed. 

C. The Associated States will have publicly requested the direct 
military participation of members of the regional grouping in the war 
in Indochina. | | 

D. The French will have undertaken to continue at least the present 
level of their military commitment in Indochina. 

EK. The Chinese Communists will have openly intervened with mili- 
tary forces in Indochina in order to counter US direct participation as 
defined in Requirement 1. | 

Requirement 3 | 

To estemate Chinese Communist and Soviet reactions to an extension 
of allied offensive air operations to include military targets in Com- 
munist China directly supporting Communist military operations in 
Indochina or directly threatening the security of Allied forces in the 
area.** Nuclear weapons would be employed in these operations if it 
were deemed militarily advantageous to do so, but nuclear attacks on 
the Chinese civil population as a target system would be avoided. 

Chinese Communist Reaction | 

10. We consider it probable that before intervening in Indochina the 
Chinese Communists would have accepted the likelihood of US air 
attacks against military targets in China. Consequently, they would 
not feel compelled to withdraw their forces from Indochina solely as a 
result of the initiation of the air operations assumed above. At the 
same time, we believe that the Chinese Communists, in order to prevent 
further destruction to this area of China and particularly to avoid the 
spread of unlimited US attacks to the whole of China, would intensify 
efforts to induce the US to enter negotiations for a settlement which 
would preserve the Communist position and prospects in Indochina. 

11. Meanwhile the Chinese Communists, to the full extent of their 
capabilities, would prosecute the war on the ground in Indochina and 
attack allied air bases, aircraft carriers, and other installations directly 
supporting allied operations in the area. They would, however, prob- 
ably try to keep the war centered in Indochina and, as a consequence, 
probably would confine their attacks to such directly supporting bases 
and installations. | | 

12. The use of nuclear weapons under the restrictions given above 
would greatly increase Chinese Communist concern about US inten- 
tions but probably would not by itself cause them to adopt new courses 
of military action at this time. However, they would threaten nuclear _ 
retaliation. They would also exploit to the fullest resultant psycho- 

**In this requirement we interpret targets “directly supporting” Communist 
military operations to be generally south of the Yangtze River and to consist 
primarily of transport lines, troop concentrations, and air fields in the area. 
[Footnote in the source text.] |
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— logical opportunities and in particular would charge that the US was | 

using weapons of mass destruction on the civilian population.t+ _ | 

13. The Chinese Communists would attempt by all means possible 

| to convince other Asian nations that the US had undertaken to destroy | 

| the Chinese Communist regime in order to thwart its efforts on behalf 

| of an indigenous independence movement. If the Chinese had not | 

previously done so, they would probably appeal to the UN to brand 

| US action as a threat to the peace. — 

| Soviet Reaction | | | 

| 14. In this assumed situation, the USSR would greatly increase its : 

| military assistance to Communist China, especially supplying modern | 

_ aircraft and small naval vessels, possibly including submarines, with 

| Soviet personnel to train and advise the Chinese and probably to par- | 

| ticipate in air defense operations. The USSR would probably not 

| openly commit combat units of the Soviet armed fores and probably 

| would not release nuclear weapons for Chinese Communist use. | 

| 15. The Kremlin would also continue its diplomatic and propaganda | 

| campaigns against the US, undertaking in the UN to brand the US | 

| as an aggressor if this had not previously been attempted. The USSR | 

_ would support Chinese charges concerning the use of nuclear weapons | 

| against civilian populations. At the same time, the USSR would | 

| probably advise the Chinese Communists to negotiate for a cessation of | 

hostilities on the basis of the status quo at the time and would try to 

| establish a position as peacemaker. | 

| Requirement 4 , 

| To estimate Chinese Communist and Soviet reactions to the follow- — | 

_ ing additional allied courses of action, undertaken subsequently to 

those above: a 

| a. Extension of allied offensive air operations to additional selected : 

| military targets in Communist China, including the use of atomic 

| weapons under the same conditions as above. 
| 

| ++The Deputy Director for Intelligence, The Joint Staff, believes this para- | 

| graph should read: 

| “Nuclear weapon attacks on Communist China would undoubtedly result in a | 

| much greater Chinese Communist reaction than nuclear attacks on the Indo- | 

chinese battleground. In addition, such attacks would probably indicate to the / 

| Chinese Communists a US willingness to exploit its superiority in nuclear weap- 

ons and delivery capability to force them out of Indochina. Since the nuclear : 

attack contemplated in this requirement is of a limited nature, the Chinese | 

Communist rulers would retain control of the government and country and, with ~ | 

the initial attacks, they would probably make urgent appeals to the USSR for 

nuclear weapons and additional military assistance. They might also increase the : 

tempo of their military operations and would undoubtedly endeavor to induce ~ | 

the United States to enter negotiations in the hope of forestalling further attacks. | 

| A Chinese Communist decision to withdraw or not would be dependent primarily | 

upon continued or increased US nuclear attacks and other US action as well as 

upon Soviet reaction. It is believed, however, that the Chinese Communists would | 

be willing to withdraw from Indochina rather than be subjected to further | 

destruction of their homeland.” [Footnote in the source text.] 

578-611 O 82 - 21 (Pt. 2) | : 

| |
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| 6. Naval blockade of the China coast. | 
c. Seizure or neutralization of Hainan. 
d. Chinese Nationalist operations against the Chinese mainland. 

Chinese Communist Reaction 
16. As a consequence of this allied broadening of the war, the 

Chinese Communists would probably conclude that the US was pre- 
pared to wage unlimited war against them. They would continue to 
defend themselves to the limit of their capabilities and would probably 
make vigorous efforts to secure the full participation of the USSR. 
At the same time, they would intensify their efforts to end the war 
by negotiations, and might eventually indicate in some way their will- 
ingness to withdraw from Indochina in order to obtain a cease-fire. t 
If unable to obtain a cease-fire agreement, the Chinese Communists 
would accept the fact of unlimited war with the US and would wage 
such war to the full extent of their remaining capabilities. 

Soviet Reaction 
17. In this assumed situation, the USSR would continue to provide 

military assistance to Communist China as indicated above, but would 
probably refuse Chinese Communist demand for full Soviet partici- 
pation in the war. The Kremlin would strongly urge the Chinese Com- 
munists to negotiate for a cessation of hostilities on the basis of with- 
drawing from Indochina.§§ If the Chinese Communists could not 
obtain a cease-fire agreement, the USSR would provide Communist 
China with military assistance in every way short of openly com- 
mitting combat units of the Soviet armed forces in operations against 
US and allied forces outside Communist-held territory. The USSR 
would provide military resources and equipment for Chinese Commu- 
nist attacks on US bases or US forces anywhere in the Far East. At 
this stage of the conflict, the USSR might provide Communist China 
with nuclear weapons and the technical personnel required for their 
use. || | ff | | 

4¢The Deputy Director for Intelligence, The Joint Staff, and the Director of 
Intelligence, USAF, suggest that the words “might eventually” in this sentence 
should be replaced with “would probably.” [Footnote in the source text.] 

§§The Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army, recommends the 
deletion of “on the basis of withdrawing from Indochina,” believing that at this 
state of the conflict the Kremlin would not willingly acquiesce in the surrender 
of any Communist-held territory in Indochina or elsewhere. [Footnote in the 
source text.] 

| [Lhe Deputy Director for Intelligence, The Joint Staff, and Director of In- 
telligence, USAF, believe that this sentence should read: 

“We do not believe that the USSR would release nuclear weapons for Chinese 
Communist use.” [Footnote in the source text. ] 

qWLhe Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army, [would] sub- 
stitute for the last sentence: 

“It is also believed that the USSR would give serious consideration to making 
a substantially greater military contribution including nuclear weapons and the 
technical personnel required for their use.” [Footnote in the source text. ]
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| 
| 18. The USSR would continue its diplomatic and propaganda cam- 

| paigns against the US, insisting that the Soviet aim was purely the : 

| defense of China against outright aggression. The USSR would also 

| begin at least partial mobilization of its own military forces on a war | 

| basis. It would issue thinly veiled threats of general war, suggesting 

| attacks on Western Europe and on the continental US, but would 

| probably confine its operations to the defense of China so long as the 

| US did not attack Soviet territory. ae | 

| Requirement 6 | | ne , 

| ‘To estimate Chinese Commumist and Soviet reactions to the success 

| of the foregoing operations (i.e., to the impending effective destruc- 

! tion of the Chinese Communist capability to conduct military opera- : 

| tions outside the borders of Communist China) .* 

| Chinese Communist Reaction ee | | 

| 19. Unless the USSR was willing to make an unlimited commit- 

| ment of Soviet forces to prevent the success of the assumed US and | 

| allied operations, we believe that the Communist Chinese, under the | 

| assumed circumstances, would accept any US terms for a settlement 

: which preserved the integrity of China under the Chinese Communist 

| regime. | 

| Soviet Reaction 

| 20. In this assumed situation, we believe the USSR would urge the 

: Chinese Communists to accept any US terms for a settlement which | 

| _ preserved the integrity of China under the Chinese Communist | 

regime. So long as the fighting continued, however, the USSR would | 

continue its aid to China. | | 

| *The Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army, believes that the | 

|. results assumed in this requirement could not be achieved by the unbalanced and 

| insufficient force envisaged. [Footnote in the source text. ] a : 

| +The Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army, would add “and 

| retained a Communist foothold in Indochina.” [Footnote in the source text.] 

——-'751G.00/6-1654 | a | | | 

_ Memorandum for the Files by the Assistant Secretary of State for | 

| ss United Nations Affairs (Key) | 

| CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineton,] June 16, 1954. | 

_ Subject: Conversation between ‘The Secretary and Mr. Key re Viet- | 

2 _ namese Appeal to the United Nations | | 

2 In response to my request for guidance with respect to the position | 

| which I should take regarding the Vietnamese Ambassador’s desire to | 

| ‘
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obtain our views about bringing the Vietnamese case to the attention of 
the U.N., Secretary Dulles stated : | 

1) We should not attempt to reach any decision until after we have 
had an opportunity to consult with General Smith upon his return here 
next week, especially so in view of the fluid situation in Vietnam and 
the uncertainty about Bao Dai’s future. If Bao Dai is repudiated by 
the Vietnamese, we may wish to throw our support to another group. 

2) The Secretary approved my receiving the Vietnamese Ambas- 
sador. There would be no objection to furnishing the Ambassador 
whatever technical information he requests and I should confine myself 
mainly to listening to what he may have to say. 

3) The Secretary agreed that the French should be informed about 
the Ambassador’s call. 

Davin McK. Kry 

? Assistant Secretary Key met with Tran Van Kha, the Vietnamese Ambassa- 
dor, on the afternoon of June 16. Key’s memorandum of that conversation, dated 
June 17, read in part as follows: “I told the Ambassador that I thought such an 
approach [by Vietnam to the United Nations] was technically quite possible, but 
said that from the political standpoint we could not yet see clearly how or when 
it would be advisable to embark on it. I said we wanted to see General Smith 
on his return to Washington so that we might consider the matter in the light of 
the situation at Geneva.” (751G.00/6-1754) . 

751G.00/6-1654 | | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 

European Affairs (Merchant) | 

SECRET _ [Wasuineton,] June 16, 1954. 
Participants: The Secretary © | 

M. Henri Bonnet, French Ambassador 
Livingston T..Merchant 

The Ambassador of France called on the Secretary late this after- _ 
noon at his own request. His purpose was to transmit to the Secretary 
the contents of a personal telegram which he had just received from 
Bidault. He had not waited to have a translation made but read it 

| himself in free translation. Bidault, incidentally he said, had returned 
to Geneva but would be back in Paris June 17. 

Bidault’s telegram covered four related questions. It started out by 
referring to the discussions which had been going on between the 
French and the United States for some weeks concerning possible U.S. 
intervention in Indochina. Bidault said there had been agreement 
reached on “the major part of the U.S. conditions” and that the French 
had thought they had understood our position. However on June 11 a 
member of the U.S. Delegation at Geneva had told a member of the 
French Delegation that the United States Government wished to main- 
tain until the end of the negotiations its freedom of action, that it
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desired no announcement concerning any agreement be made in the | 

French Assembly, and further that a military judgment would be : 

needed at the time of intervention to determine its feasibility. | 

Bidault’s message went on to say that on June 12 an official of our | 

Embassy in Paris had told a French official that when the French 

~~ reached a final decision the United States Government would study the 

| situation in Indochina to see if at that time intervention was feasible. 

| In the light of these developments Bidault asked if there was any | 

use in continuing the negotiations. — | | | 

| The second point made by Mr. Bidault was to note that he had made : 

| no statement in the Assembly concerning these negotiations and that | 

| this had given him considerable trouble during the debate. He referred 

| in this connection to the Secretary’s speech at Los Angeles. a | 

| Thirdly, Mr. Bidault said that the clear impression had been created : 

in France, and he believed in the Soviet Union, that the threat to the 

| Chinese which American intervention would represent had now ; 

| dissolved. : | 

| Lastly, the Bidault message said that the French cannot go on in 

_ Indochina alone. They are appreciative of the dollar assistance we : 

| have given them and he would regard it as ironic if the intervention 

| which was refused to France in Indochina was later granted to defend 

Malaya. a | 

| Bonnet added that it seemed to him that in the past week the situa- | 

| tion had deteriorated and that the impression was general that there 

| was no hope of U.S. intervention and that the Communists knew it. | 

| The Secretary replied by reading to the Ambassador the first para- | 

| graph of his telegram of May 17* which reported our belief that the | 

_ French were primarily interested in employing the possibility of our | 

| intervention as a card to be played at Geneva. The Secretary went on : 

| to point out that it was impossible to give an indefinite option on U.S. | 

intervention. He pointed out that the military estimate of what is 

| required today to restore the situation in Indochina is a great deal 

| higher than it was six weeks ago. It would require four or five divi- | 

| sions and in effect commit our strategic reserve to a remote quarter of | 

| the world to go into action against a third-rate power, whereas Six | 

weeks ago it had appeared that sea and air forces with a token land 

force would have been sufficient. The Ambassador indicated skepticism | 

| that at any time only token land force would be required. The Secre- | 

tary further referred to the declining morale and rising defections in | 

| the Vietnamese forces. — 

| The Ambassador said that Bidault sees no point in going on talking 

since there is no U.S. counterpart for a French commitment. Moreover | 

*Deptel 4117 to Paris rptd Geneva Tedul 78. [Footnote in the source text. For 

text of telegram 4117, see p. 1575.) | 

a
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he said he has the impression that in the past two weeks any effort to 
prepare U.S. opinion for intervention has been relaxed. 

The Secretary repeated that the situation had changed. He stated 
that he had no doubt Congress is prepared to respond to a Presidential 
request and that whereas we had no objection to the French using the 
possibility of our intervention for negotiating purposes with the Com- 
munists, the fact was that the Laniel Government had never requested 
our intervention and had never met one of our basic conditions which 
was the expression of a firm intention to continue fighting in Indo- 
china. The Secretary added that given what seemed to be the existing 
temper of the Assembly, it seemed unlikely that any Government suc- 
cessor to Laniel would take such a resolute position. 

There followed a further exchange along the same lines in which 
Ambassador Bonnet reiterated his argument that everything had been 
practically agreed and then the U.S. appeared to draw back and fur- 
ther qualify its willingness to intervene. The Secretary reiterated 
forcefully the point that the United States could not give an indefinite 
option to any other country to take such serious action with all its 

_ risks of global consequences when it had no indication as to the time 
or conditions under which the option might be exercised. He reiterated 
our willingness to reopen the negotiations immediately with any new 

| French Government which was serious in its purpose to carry on the 
war in the absence of honorable terms with the Communists. 

At the close of the conversation the Ambassador asked if we would 
come in if a new Government requested it. The Secretary asked in _ 
reply, “Under what conditions?” He pointed out that the military 
situation would be totally different if in the meantime Tonkin had — 
been lost. He went on to say that when there is a French Government 
with adequate Parliamentary backing for continuing the war we will 
sit down and talk to them and give them a prompt reply to any request. 
He pointed out that no guarantee can be given as to the answer in light 
of the possibility that the situation would have still further changed 
radically. He went on to say that the U.S. Government has not changed 
its view of the importance of Southeast Asia nor its determination to 
save it as long as it can be saved. He closed on the note that all this had 
been foreseen at Berlin; that it had required no gift of prophecy to 
have known as he did in February that agreement to negotiate with the 
Communists on Indochina would place the French on a slippery slope. | 
Nevertheless he had acceded to Bidault’s judgment at the time that in 
order for the Laniel Government to stay in power it had to place Indo- 
china on the agenda for the Geneva Conference. Even the reckless use 
in the interval by Ho Chi Minh of his military assets was then 
foreseen. | | |
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pursue in the conversations. Admiral Carney next gave high praise to 
the participants in the conversations for their efforts to be cooperative. 
There was a wide range of agreement in the course of the discussions. 
Admiral Carney then proceeded to give an oral report on the major 

fields explored in the course of the conversations. The first of. these 
was an intelligence survey of the situation in Southeast Asia. Unani- 
mous agreement was reached on all aspects of this survey except on 
the question of the attitude of Soviet Russia in the event that the 
United States and its allies became embroiled with the Chinese Com- 
munists. The British and French delegates expressed the view that in 
this contingency the Soviets would come to the assistance of the Chi- 
nese Communists and World War III would ensue. The U.S. position, 
said Admiral Carney, was that the behavior of the Russians was prob- 
lematic rather than probable. The general intelligence survey was fol- 
lowed by a presentation by General Valluy on the situation in the 
Tonkin Delta. | 7 a 

Thirdly, said Admiral Carney, there was a report on military courses 
of action in Indochina, with special reference to the Tonkin Delta. 
Here the consensus was that if the Delta were lost to the Communists 
it would be extremely difficult to draw any other defense line in Indo- 
china. The “least bad” of such possible lines was thought to be at the 
narrow waist of Annam, which would run roughly from Thakhek to 
Dong-Hoi. All of the conferees agreed on the vital importance of 
strengthening the internal security of the remaining Southeast Asian 
countries. 

The fourth area of investigation dealt with the defense of Southeast 
Asia in the event of overt Chinese Communist aggression. It was gen- 
erally agreed that the broad strategy in this contingency would be to 
fight as far to the north as possible. If we fail to halt the Communists 
in the north, the best bet was to halt them at the Kra Isthmus. It was 
also the unanimous opinion of the participants that if the Chinese 
Communists overtly aggressed and an air offensive were initiated, our 
side should make use of atomic weapons. Admiral Carney observed 
that he was surprised that this view had unanimous acceptance. 

The next discussion centered on military problems which could be 
anticipated in the event of a cease-fire in Indochina. The conference 

agreed that the subject was rather academic, but such ideas as emerged 
were largely based on experience with the Communists in Korea. 

Admiral Carney then said that these separate reports were followed 

by a summary and conclusions. The following were the most impor- 
tant: Ferst, all agreed that the Tonkin Delta was the key to the strate- 
gic situation in Southeast Asia. There was no dissent from this view. 

Second, there was agreement that the French Union forces in the Delta 

would be subject to increasing attack this month. The French delegate
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had initially made plain to the others the fact that the French were 

resigned to defeat. Subsequently, however, he changed his view to 

entertain the possibility that the French Union forces could hold out | 

for a time at least. 7hérd, there was agreement that by September the 

_ Vietminh would be ready to launch a heavy coordinated attack in the | 

| Delta. If the French Union forces had not in the meantime been : 

| heavily reinforced, they would probably suffer a major defeat. 

Admiral Carney indicated that General Valluy had privately ex- | 

| pressed to him the view that if the French Union forces suffered such 

a defeat in the Tonkin Delta, the fighting would cease everywhere else 

in Indochina. Fourth, it was agreed that if the military situation in the | 

Delta were to be stabilized, three fresh divisions as a minimum would | 

_ have to be in place before the attack began in September. Although the 

| record does not show it, Admiral Carney indicated that the French 

_ expected these divisions to be supplied by the United States. Fifth, | 

with respect to the situation if and when the Delta were lost, there was 

_ an agreement on the possibility of establishing a new defense line at 

| the narrow waist of Annam. This would require four divisions for. 1 

_ static defense, some of which might be supplied out of French forces | 

__ extricated from the Delta. If sufficient forces could not be extricated | 

_ from the Delta, the participants agreed that it would be hopeless to | 

try to hold this new line. If an effort were made to obtain the needed | 

| forces from southern Indochina, the result would be a collapse of 

| security in the rear of the defense line. There were insufficient forces to | 

do both jobs. If it proved impossible to defend at the Annam waist- | 

_ Tine, it was agreed that there was no other suitable defense terrain in | 

Thailand or southern Indochina. The next point of defense would 

| therefore have to be the Kra peninsula. | 

| In his comments on these conclusions, Admiral Carney indicated | 

that there had been very little optimism as to organizing the defense 

_ of the remainder of Indochina if the Delta were lost. Very little had 

| been said about Burma, although the British delegate, Harding, | 

pointed out that after having quite a whirl with their newfound in- 

dependence, the Burmese were beginning to sober up and once again 

__ to seek advice from the British. Harding therefore thought that the 

Burmese might gradually be induced to take an interest in defense 

_ arrangements in Southeast Asia. | | 

| General Valluy, said Admiral Carney, had proposed to follow up . 

_ the conclusions of the report with a statement which he had composed, | 

_ pleading for solidarity among the five nations participating in the | 

'  gonference. While Valluy’s text was not accepted, a revision by Hard- | 

| ing was. With respect to future Five-Power staff agency conversa- | 

| tions, Admiral Carney made it clear that the United States was | 

_
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reserving its position for the present. We had agreed, however, to 
participate in an Intelligence Conference scheduled for July at Singa- 
pore. On the other hand, we had not committed ourselves to attend a 
meeting of the military planners of the five powers scheduled for 
Melbourne in September. , 

At the conclusion of Admiral Carney’s report, the President ex- 
pressed surprise at the pessimistic views as to the results of a Viet- 
minh attack in the Delta, even though such an attack did not involve 
overt Chinese support. Admiral Carney could only repeat to the Presi-. 
dent that initially General Valluy had had nothing hopeful to offer 
with respect to this contingency, but that he did subsequently modify 
the view that such an attack would result in the quick collapse of the 

_ French Union forces in the Delta. | 
The President reiterated that this current pessimism was in marked 

contrast with the earlier desire of the French Union forces to confront 
the enemy in a pitched battle. | | 

Mr. Cutler inquired of Admiral Carney whether the conference had 
discussed the question of using any ROK divisions. Admiral Carney 
replied that while the record contained no reference to this subject, 
it had in fact been discussed. The French view had been that ROK 
forces would not be acceptable. Secretary Dulles added the comment 
that as he understood it, the French were insulted at the very idea of 
enlisting aid from the Republic of Korea. | | 

Mr. Allen Dulles commented briefly on the increasing rate of de- 
sertions among the Vietnamese forces. The problem of morale and the 
will to fight was still unsolved. In commenting on this point, Admiral 
Carney said that General Valluy insisted that the loss of Dien Bien 
Phu had radically altered the military balance in Indochina in favor 
of the Vietminh. This was not merely a matter of numbers, but derived 
from the fact that the troops lost at Dien Bien Phu constituted the 
flower of the French Expeditionary Corps. Also of great significance 
were the psychological repercussions of the defeat on the Vietnamese 
troops. | | 

All this, said the President, simply went to prove that the native 
populations of these states regarded this whole business as a colonial 
war. Agreeing with the President, Secretary Dulles commented that 
from time to time he thought it best to let the French get out of Indo- 
china entirely and then to try to rebuild from the foundations. 

The President stated that in any event all this proved that it was 
impossible for the United States to intervene in Indochina and ac- 
complish anything until the native peoples agreed on a political objec- 
tive for which they were willing to fight. There was certainly no sign 
of this at present. -
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Secretary Wilson expressed great concern about the vast amount of 

equipment which the United States had shipped to Indochina. If the | 

French Union forces were badly defeated, the Vietminh would get 

possession of much of this equipment, and as a result their army would 

be among the best equipped in Asia. : 

! Governor Stassen inquired of Admiral Carney as to the real feasi- 

| bility of establishing and holding at the waist-line of Annam. Could 

| such a line be held if the Chinese Communists refrained from inter- 

| vention? Admiral Carney replied that he personally was doubtful 

| if such a line could long be maintained, even against the Vietminh | 

alone. Secretary Dulles, however, expressed the opinion that such a 

| line was not likely to be frontally attacked if it was manned by forces | 

| representative of the coalition. The Vietminh would prefer to use 

| tactics of subversion rather than to attack these allied forces directly. | 

| Whether in the meantime you could succeed in building real military | 

, strength south of the line was problematic, since political factors 

| would play an important role. Governor Stassen thought it important 

| to emphasize that choice of a defense line at the waist of Annam | 

! would very probably obviate the likelihood of overt Chinese Com- : 

: munist intervention, since the Chinese Communists would have suc- | 

ceeded in creating a buffer state in northern Indochina. | 

| “The President observed that the worst feature of this Annam line 

was that it exposed Thailand and Burma to attack. Admiral Carney 

| agreed with the President that the choice of such a line would leave | 

| the flank exposed. Governor Stassen pointed out, however, that both | 

| Thailand and Burma would be subject to a defense guaranty by the | 

coalition powers. This should prevent a direct Communist attack on 

: them, and, as regards internal subversion, these two countries were in _ | 

better shape and were better able to resist subversion than any other | 

area of Southeast Asia. Secretary Dulles agreed with Governor Stas- 

sen that if the allied powers could unite in defense of Southeast Asia | 

| on a line which would include Burma, Thailand, and Indochina south 

| of the Annam waist-line, and if the powers asserted themselves to , 

build up the armed forces of Thailand, it would perhaps be possible | 

to establish a defense position which could withstand military assault 

| and which would comprise an area that was economically viable. But, 

_ continued Secretary Dulles, for the United States or its allies to try | 

| to fight now in the Delta area was almost impossible, if for no other 

: reason than that the French have no inclination to invite us in. They | 

| are desperately anxious to get themselves out of Indochina. Under | 

these circumstances, Secretary Dulles thought it was probably best to | 

Jet them quit. - | : | | 

| At this point the President suggested that the Council discuss the | 

| next item on the agenda. | | 

|
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The National Security Council: 
a. Noted and discussed an oral report by the Chief of Naval Opera- 

| tions on developments during the Five-Power examination of the 
military situation in Southeast Asia (including Indochina), conducted 
pursuant to NSC Action No. 1112. | 

6. Noted oral remarks by the Director of Central Intelligence re- 
garding the situation in Indochina with particular reference to the 
morale of Vietnamese units, 

751G.00/6-1754 : Telegram 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sarcon, June 17, 1954—6 p. m. 
2807. Repeated information Paris 999, Geneva 243, Hanoi, Bangkok 

unnumbered. Prince Buu Loc asked me to see him this morning. He 
_ made a general “tour d’horizon” and spoke with extreme candor. 

Buu Loc said the was deeply concerned at fate of Tonkin delta. He 
said if it was decided militarily to withdraw from delta it would 
have very serious repercussions on Vietnam’s capacity to continue war 
since Tonkin was manpower reserve of this country (analogous remark 
of General Alessandri as reported Embassy despatch 570 of June 42 
when General observed that Viet Minh strategy was based on two 
essential elements, namely the human and food resources of Tonkin 
delta). Buu Loc went on to say if military determined certain areas in 
delta could not be held at least effort should be made to remove popula- 
tion for resettlement elsewhere. This would afford Vietnamese Army 
ready source of manpower although it would pose problems of great 

| magnitude with respect to resettlement of families and to physical 
means of moving large number of people. 

Turning to present political crisis in Vietnam, Prince said Ngo 
Dinh Diem had formally been offered responsibility of forming gov- 
ernment. He had already called on Minister for Associated States 
Dupont and although date of his arrival here was not yet known, Buu 
Loc imagined that Diem would be here within week. | | 

I took occasion to observe to Prince that Saigon was buzzing with 
rumors that Diem was candidate of US. I said this was news to us 
and although we had heard many nice things of Diem as a man of 
great rectitude and patriotism, my government had never in his case 
nor any other sought to interfere in domestic politics of Vietnam. __ 

* Despatch 570 from Saigon, June 4, reporting on the views of General Ales- 
| sandri, military adviser to Bao Dai, is not printed. (7 51G.00/6—454)
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Buu Loc expressed considerable apprehension lest Diem by his 

sincerity and unworldliness become dupe of “more expert people.” He 

said frankly there was danger Diem might be used as the facade for | 

grafters and professional corruptionists who would go on their way | 

| while Diem naively supposed that corruption in this country had been 

| terminated with his elevation to office. I observed (having in mind | 

| Geneva telegram Secto 487, repeated Paris 480, Saigon 164)? that secu- | 

| rity forces of Vietnam were now made up of alumni from the prison 

| island of Poulo Condore and I wondered if they would be chosen | 

| instrument for campaign of official austerity and honesty, of pitiless | 

severity against past and present governmental grafters. 

| The Prince then launched into vigorous denunciation of Nguyen : 

| De. He said Nguyen De was cause of most of Vietnam’s present inter- 

| nal political misfortunes. He said, “Nguyen De is like a man who | 

| can’t make love, but doesn’t want anyone else to”. He said Nguyen De 

| knew that he himself could never be Prime Minister, but he deter-— 

| mined to frustrate any other occupant of that office. Although Buu 

Loc professed that he had openly reproached Bao Dai at impossibility 

| of conducting affairs of state so long as Nguyen De was “the real gov- | 

ernment of Vietnam”, fact that Buu Loc is now on his way out would | 

indicate that Nguyen De still has upper hand. Buu Loc agreed in my | 

| assessment that Tam had made a serious practical blunder when, in | 

attacking Nguyen De, he likewise attacked Bao Dai. This forced 

| Nguyen De once more back into arms of Bao Dai, whereas if Tam had | 

_ played his cards more cleverly he might indeed have taken successful | 

_ aim at Nguyen De. . | 

| The Prince was enigmatic re possibility that Bao Dai would return | 

to Vietnam. He said with great earnestness, however, that if Ngo 

' Dinh Diem or any other Prime Minister were to succeed in his task 

| he would require full powers from Bao Dai and thus be able to make 

| decisions on the spot. He said it was impossible to conduct government | 

| as at present by referring administrative decrees back to Cannes for 

signature. a | : 

| Buu Loc said of his own plans that he intends to return to Paris as | 

High Commissioner and eventual Ambassador. He said diplomatic 

| front in France had much deteriorated and he felt he could be of more 

| use to Vietnam now in trying to repair bridges near the Seine. A fter- | 

| _-wards, if it was agreeable to US Government, he hoped to make a | 

visit to US and would eventually like to be Ambassador in Washing- | 

| ton. Possibly later on, “after I have gained more experience”, he would 

_ consider returning to tasks of government in Vietnam. | . 

| *Hor text of Secto 487 from Geneva, June 14, summarizing a conversation be- : 

| tween Nguyen Dac Khe of the Vietnamese Delegation and Heath and Bonsal of : 

| the U.S. Delegation, see vol. xvi, p. 1134. 
|
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Buu Loc said that he would recommend to his successor advisability 
of exchanging diplomatic representation with Japan and other two 
Associated States. He was not quite sure whether it would be useful 
at this juncture for Vietnam to enter into formal relations with 
Chinese Government on Formosa. _ | 

Buu Loe concluded interview by saying Communists in Asia had 
successfully followed consistent policy of concentrating on one or two 
champions such as Mao Tse-tung and Ho Chi Minh. Their propaganda 
had been unremitting and undivided, whereas democratic powers 
seemed to be all over lot, first in favor of one, and then another, pro- 
tagonist. He thought French were precluded by reason of long cher- 
ished animosities from building up any one national leader here. US, 
which had unrivaled means of mass media and of propaganda at its 
disposal could, if it so wished, popularize Vietnamese national figure 
who would serve our common cause. He mentioned such names as 
Quat, Tri, Tam, and Huu. I said if he was not careful we might decide 
on himself and put him back to work. _ 

| McCuintTock 

751G.00/6-1854 : Telegram | | 
The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

_ TOP SECRET  NIACT Parts, June 18, 1954—1 p. m. 
4914. Dept limit distribution. Geneva eyes only Under Secretary. 

I delivered President’s letter personally to Coty at 12: 15 today. Coty 
was most pleased with the contents of the letter and said it had come 
at a most opportune time. He asked me to thank the President and said 
he would send him a personal answer very promptly. | 

Coty then said that it was true that there had been a certain amount 
of misunderstanding between France and the U.S. regarding Indo- 

_ china, but that he wanted to make it clear that he fully realized 
that France bore a full share of responsibility for any such 

| misunderstanding. | 

* The letter from President Eisenhower to President Coty, dated June 16 and 
released June 18, began as follows: “I write to assure you that in these troubled days my country remains warm in its Sympathy and staunch in its friendship for your country.” With specific reference to Indochina, the President stated : “In Indochina our nation has long shown its deep concern by heavy financial 
and material aid which continues. The proposals for a united defense which 
we submitted to Monsieur Laniel represented on our part a momentous and grave 
decision. Nothing has happened here to change the attitude thus expressed, even 
though the lapse of time and the events which have come to pass have, of course, 
created a new situation. But I assure you that we shall be ready in the same 
spirit to open new discussions as the forthcoming French Government may deem it opportune.” For the full text of President Eisenhower’s letter and the reply by 
President Coty of June 23, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Hisenhower, 1954, pp. 583-584. :
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He then spoke highly of Mendes-France ? and said that it should be 

possible to obtain clear cut statements of position from him, which | 

would be helpful in dispelling misunderstanding. He particularly | 

praised Mendes-France’s categoric refusal to accept Communist sup- : 

| port for his investiture and said that it was the strong position that 

| Mendes-France had taken on this subject, applauded by all anti- 

| Communist parties in the National Assembly, which had given the | 

| necessary impetus to his candidacy to assure his investiture. 

| Regarding publication of the letter, Coty felt that it would be ! 

| most helpful to have it publicized but said that he would like to : 

discuss it with Mendes-France this afternoon, after which he would | 

| let us have his definite feelings on the matter. I told him that when I 

| received his views I would communicate promptly with Washington 

| and get the views of my government regarding publication. © | : 

| I personally feel that the letter is excellent and that it would be : 

| helpful to have it publicized. I hope that arrangements can be made 

for its immediate release should Coty so desire. | | 

| -Dmton 

| 20n June 17, Pierre Mendés-France was elected Premier of France by the 

| National Assembly. The vote was 419 to 47 with a large number of abstentions. : 

In his statement of policy delivered prior to the vote, Mendés-France undertook 

| to resign if he were unable to obtain a cease-fire in Indochina on reasonable | 

terms by July 20. For the record of his speech, see France, Journal O ficiel, 

| Assemblée Nationale, 1954, Débats, pp. 2992-2994. For an English translation of 

the pertinent part, see Cameron, Viel-Nam Crisis, vol. I, pp. 275-277. 

| 751IT .00/6-1954 ; Telegram — | 

! The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET Sargon, June 19, 1954—2 p. m. 

| 9830. Repeated information Paris 1009, Bangkok 200, Geneva 250, | 

| Hanoi and Vientiane unnumbered. Following from Rives on consulta- | 

tion Saigon re possible military and political developments Laos: — | 

1, Military situation north Laos will remain stationary and that in 

south favorable if no more French troops withdrawn. 

| However, position liable change rapidly in event Tonkin delta lost. 

| This would release at least five Viet Minh divisions any one of which : 

would suffice conquest Laos at least as far south as Thakhek. "| 

| 9. Political scene outwardly quiet though could also change over ! 

| night. Prime Minister expects leave for Paris economic talks prior end | 

June. King and Crown Prince due leave for France end June and | 

| early July (King going for health). | 

| These departures leave Laos without sole effective leader at what 

| might be crucial period. Rives does not feel departures King and 

| Crown Prince have special significance though that of Prime Min- 
| 

|
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ister believed unfortunate in view present absence at Geneva of 
Foreign Minister, second most effective member government. 

3. From recent statements by Lao Prime Minister it appears he is 
tired of job and ready be replaced. Desires post at Paris or Washington 
(this remarkably similar desires Buu Loc). i 

4. Though Katay Sasorith, former Finance Minister and principal 
opponent Prime Minister from south, has lost ground, Prince Boun | 
Oum of south Laos potential troublemaker. Latter dislikes Crown 
Prince, resentful of treatment since giving up claim to Lao throne, 
and presently very active with militia south Laos. According French 
source, he could try seize power but this deemed doubtful and with 
slight chance success. _ 

d. From all Legation contacts comes feeling that return Petsarath, 
half brother Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma and now voluntary 
exile Thailand, would be welcome if he agreed behave and act for 
good of Laos, instead of fight ruling family. Could easily become 
Prime Minister with greater popular support than accorded Souvanna 
Phouma. | oe : 

6. French high representative has stated French Forces Laos would 
not interfere government change if desire obviously national. How- 
ever, if coup attempted by small clique or Viet Minh, French Union 
troops would take action protect present government. 
Though possible events listed above of importance Laos and South- 

east Asia, it must be noted only relatively minute portion Lao popula- 
tion aware of and interested in developments. Apathy is general rule 
save among few government leaders who themselves are dependent on 
and desirous of aid and advice France and US. 

McCurntock 

751G.00/6-2054 : Telegram 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Saigon, June 20, 1954—noon. 
2844, Sent Paris 1011, Geneva 252; repeated information Hanol, 

Bangkok unnumbered. Assistant Air Attaché Lansdale and Embassy 
officer called June 15 on Colonel Jean Leroy, Chief of now defunct 
UMDC (Catholic militia formerly operating principally in Ben Tre 
province of south Vietnam), at Saigon headquarters. Establishment 
and few troops visible made favorable impression. | 

Leroy, recently returned from year’s study at one of French mili- 
tary schools, is temporarily without precise job, but is performing 
special missions for Vietnamese General Staff and Minister National 
Defense. He had just completed five-day inspection tour of security
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| situation in five “old provinces” south Vietnam, once considered surest 
| in area, for Quat. . 
| Leroy permitted on-the-spot reading of secret report to Quat, in 
| which he said security in once safe provinces had deteriorated dan- | 
| gerously within last six months, and that if immediate remedial action | 
! not taken, all would be lost in two or three months. Among reasons 

| given for grave state of affairs were: Auto defense units in villages | 
| were badly paid, clothed, armed, fed, and often wholesale withdrawal 
| of arms would follow desertion of handful men, thus leaving village . 
| without protection; Vietnamese Army concerned much more with | 

| tailoring of uniform and unearned decorations than with primary 
| purpose of combatting Communist enemy; provincial departments of | 
| government were either corrupt or unable understand people’s need ! 
| of psychological support and spiritual leadership; top government 
| officials ostentatiously traveled about in large cars, ignoring poverty | 
| of masses, which were therefore forced to look with greater respect on : 
| austere Viet Minh; youth sought some sort of ideal for which to fight, , 
| but none was forthcoming from hidebound, incomprehensive man- | 
! darins. One of most striking observations was made in connection 

| statement on disarming whole villages as penalty for one or two de- | 
: sertions, practice which Leroy declared drove people to Viet Minh, | 

: “to whom human life not so cheap”. 
| Leroy concluded summary current situation with declaration that 
| people had not yet chosen between Viet Minh and National Govern- 
| ment, but that if urgent steps not taken, they would surely soon opt 
| for Communists. | | | | 
| In listing measures recommended for improving situation, Leroy 

| concentrated on steps designed to gain sympathy and support of 
/ masses, chief among them being adequate arming and training of 

| village auto defense units. These would be backed up by regional and 
| provincial troops, and all forces would receive thorough police in- | 

| doctrination. For exterminating or chasing out three Viet Minh reg- | 
| ular battalions operating in “old provinces,” Leroy estimated five 

| regular National Army battalions would be needed for six months. In 
| social action field, Leroy mentioned pensions for widowed troopers, 
| construction of schools and hospitals. | 
! Catholic militia leader refused lend copy above report, but volun- 

| teered prepare special study for General O’Daniel, if possible before 

| meeting scheduled evening June 21 with O’Daniel, Lansdale, and 

| myself. | | | 
| During subsequent discussion, Leroy claimed have 30,000 troops, 

| despite fact UMDC officially disbanded last year. He also declared 
| General Hinh had‘asked him train three divisions, which Leroy would 

| be willing do on condition he be permitted select officers from among 
| 

| 578-611 O 82 - 22 (Pt. 2) 

.
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own men and from “good” elements in Vietnamese National Army. He 
himself would never serve in National Army, especially not under 
“Little Aviator” Yinm [Hinh] but nonetheless was prepared train and 
turn over troops. Leroy went on to boast that he could recruit 100,000 — 
men in two weeks, but was afraid that if he did so, nearly entire Na- 
tional Army would desert to him. He also claimed Hoa Hao General 
Soai, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen were ready to place their men under 
his leadership. This seems incredible in land divided to point of dis- 
integration, but is no more an orientalism than many other develop- | 
ments in Vietnam. | 

Interesting point made by Leroy was that US owed it to itself to 
_ back vigorous, clean anti-Communist elements here inasmuch as its 

prestige had gravely suffered in Asiatic eyes through support of cor- 
rupt Chiang group in China, stalemate equivalent to defeat in Korea, 
Viet Minh trouncing of US-backed French at Dien Bien Phu, and 
policy of assisting graft ridden Bao Dai Government. 

McC.uinTocK 

-751G.00/6—2054 : Telegram . | 

The Consul at Hanoi (Cameron) to the Department of State 

SECRET | - Hanor, June 20, 1954—3 p. m. 

750. Repeated information Saigon 685, Paris 332. Tri sent me copy 
of secret letter to Buu Loc dated June 19 in which he strongly urged 
latter obtain solemn assurances from French re their intentions defend 
delta. At very least, he felt Vietnamese Government could obtain 
formal French commitment not only to hold firm until Vietnamese 
army is in position relieve French Union Forces but also to inform 
Vietnamese Government in advance of withdrawals which should no 
longer be decided unilaterally and secretly by French High Command. 

Governor also strongly suggested approach to United States Gov- 
ernment which would distinguish between request for United States 
intervention in Vietnam and United States military assistance. Ac- 

cording Tri, request for United States armed intervention would have 

chance of being accepted only in extreme case massive and open 

Chinese-Soviet participation present conflict. Tri felt, however, that 

assurances to this effect, if given now, would have great morale value. 

He then pointed out it would be more timely and more practicable 

to request an increase and acceleration of United States military aid 

both in form of technical training and supply of arms, munitions and 

equipment. He emphasized strongly that this aid was needed im- 

mediately and in large quantities. 
CAMERON
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751G.00/6—2054 : Telegram i 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Parts, June 20, 1954—10 p. m. | 

| 4944, Repeated information London 1193, Geneva 428. The Under 
| Secretary met for an hour and a quarter with Mendes-France this 
/ afternoon at the Quai d’Orsay.t At Mendes’ request, only Under Sec- 

| retary and Dillon were present for the first 15 minutes. Thereafter, | 
| Robertson, Parodi, Chauvel, Ely and La Chambre (new Minister for — | 

| Associated States) joined the meeting. Subject matter at both meet- 
| ings was identical and is reported herewith as one meeting. Mendes | 
| opened by reminding General Smith of his conversation with him in 

Washington last September where he had pointed out the great im- 

| portance to France of settling the war in Indochina. Since then the : 
| situation had considerably deteriorated with the result that 1t was now | 
| essential to make every effort to end the war promptly. This Mendes 
| hoped, would give the necessary impetus to a revivification of the spirit : 

| of France. If he was successful in achieving peace in Indochina, | 

| Mendes hoped that he could overcome the deep differences that divided 
| the French people and put France back on the track as a great power. : 
| However, Mendes said several times that he would not in any event | 
| accept a peace in Indochina that was a surrender to the Viet Minh and 

| that he would not even accept a disguised capitulation. The settlement 

| to be reached would have to be a fair one, he said. | 

Mendes then said that he had just been informed this morning that 

: Chou En-lai wished him to come to Geneva for a meeting. Mendes said 
| that in view of the fact that Eden and the Under Secretary had left 

: Geneva, he would in no event go there himself at this time. However, | 
| he did not feel that he could turn down Chou En-lai’s invitation flatly, | 

| and so he said he was considering making a counterproposal that Chou | 
| En-lai visit him in Paris. The Under Secretary said that he felt that | 
| such a visit would have very bad repercussions in certain quarters of | 
| American opinion who would take it to mean de facto recognition of | 

: Communist China by France. Mendes then said that Eden had heartily 
| welcomed the idea and had asked him to tell the Under Secretary that 

| Eden was in favor of such a visit. After further discussion in which the 
| possibility of the French Communists making use of such a visit for | 

| propaganda purposes was mentioned, which Mendes said would be 
) most undesirable, the idea was broached of having the meeting in a 
| small town somewhere in eastern France part way between Paris and 

| Geneva. The subject was dropped with Mendes saying he felt it would 

| be definitely better to have the meeting somewhere outside of Paris. — 
| ae 

| *Under Secretary Smith left Geneva on June 20, stopping at Paris before 
| returning to Washington. 

| 
|
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The Under Secretary then described to Mendes in some detail his 
conversation of Friday night with Molotov? and he emphasized that 
he had told Molotov that the United States would take a very grave 
view of any attempt by the Communist side to obtain more than they 
were entitled to and, in particular, to in any way humiliate our ally 
France whom we continued to fully support. 

The Under Secretary then went on to mention the importance of 
the Thailand appeal to the United Nations. Mendes had only heard of 
the appeal in very general terms and clearly did not know what a 
peace observation committee was or anything about the substance of 
this problem. Chauvel said that he understood that the United States 
wished the General Assembly to take the matter up on the 15th of 
July, but that Eden had said the United Kingdom preferred the 20th 
of July, in view of Mendes-France’s deadline for peace in Indochina. 
Under Secretary observed that he did not see why this deadline should 
have any effect on Thailand and Chauvel agreed and said that he was 
only reporting the British position. | 

The Under Secretary then emphasized the importance of the French 
delegation in Geneva keeping in touch with our delegation regarding 
any negotiations with the Viet Minh so that we would not be suddenly 
faced with a solution from which we would have to publicly disasso- 
ciate ourselves. The Under Secretary said that if such a solution was 
going to be reached eventually, it would be better for us to know it 
soon so that we could disassociate ourselves from the negotiations 
gradually and cushion what might otherwise be a serious shock to 
Franco—American relations. Mendes thanked the Under Secretary 
very much for this statement and said that he was glad to know the 
United States position. He stated that the French delegation in 
Geneva would be instructed to keep in close touch with the United 
States delegation. | 
Mendes apeared to have already acquired a good grasp of the 

negotiations at Geneva and at one point he surprised Chauvel by his 
knowledge of the secret negotiations with the Viet Minh which 
Chauvel had obviously not fully reported to him. Mendes had obtained 
his information directly from Colonel Brebisson. 

Mendes made only one request. He said that if and when any agree- 
ment was reached with the Viet Minh, he expected to have considerable — 

difficulty with the new Vietnamese Government. He said that Diem 
was a fanatic much like Syngman Rhee and that while it would have 
been most helpful to have had him in power two or three years ago, it 
would be most unfortunate if he seriously obstructed the negotiations 
at the present time. He said that the Vietnam representatives would | 

*The conversation under reference of June 18 was summarized in telegram 
Dulte 202 from Geneva, June 19; for text, see vol. xvi, p. 1189.
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undoubtedly place great weight on any advice they might get from 
the United States and he hoped that the United States would be able | 
to help France by discreetly letting the Vietnamese representatives 
know that they would be wise to accept the French agreement with : 

| the Viet Minh as the best agreement obtainable. Mendes emphasized : 

this subject several times and this was clearly the one important re- | 
| quest he had to make. The Under Secretary did not commit himself ! 
| in any way on this subject. | | 
| Finally, Mendes said that he hoped that if an agreement was reached | 

by the technical committees in the near future, the Ministers would | 
be willing to return to Geneva before July 12. He said that Eden had 

| indicated willingness to return earlier provided a satisfactory arrange- 
| ment was reached. The Under Secretary responded that we considered 
| the July 12th date to be an outside date and we very much hoped that | 
| the technical committees would reach an agreement prior to that date. 
: This completed the Indochina phase of the discussions. | | 

| : | DILLON : 

| 751G.00/6-2154: Telegram | | - | 
| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

: CONFIDENTIAL Paris, June 21, 1954—8 p. m. | 
| 4978. Sent Saigon 627, repeated information Geneva unnum- | 
| bered. Ambassador Heath! had interview this morning with Ngo 
| Dinh Diem, new Vietnamese Prime Minister, who was accompanied by | 
| brother Ngo Dinh Luyen, now described as Ambassador-at-Large of 

| Vietnam. | | | 
fo Diem concerned with Mendes-France’s policy on Indochina. Afraid 
; that promise of cease-fire by July 20 indicated increased chances for 
| settlement favorable to Vietminh. Diem’s conversations to date with 
| Mendes had not been reassuring. Diem to see him once more before 

! leaving for Saigon June 23. 
| Diem was sure he would accomplish his objectives in Vietnam (“TI | 

| am best known figure in Vietnam after Ho Chi Minh”) but only if | 
: granted full powers by the French, similar to those he had already been | 
| granted by Bao Dai, and if French provided cover in maintaining 

| present positions at least until autumn. When it was pointed out that : 

| new treaty relationship and conventions give powers, Diem replied | 
| would be some time before conventions were finally approved. We | 

| stated this contrary to previous understanding and asked what pro- 

| vision required further negotiation. He replied Vietnamese wanted 
| French to cede control of bank issue and exchange control office | 

| 1 Ambassador Heath was in Paris, having served with the US. Delegation at 
| the Geneva Conference. | 

| 

| | | |
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(Office des Changes). Diem’s appreciation functions these two orga- 
nizations so lacking that we thought it useless to pursue question, 
simply reiterating desirability signing conventions as soon as possible. 
We pressed for explanation why Bao Dai did not stay in Geneva, let | 

alone return to Vietnam. In reply received series empty excuses in- 
cluding astonishing statement Bao Dai could not afford to live in a 
hotel at Geneva, it being more economical stay villa at Cannes. Later 
developed that in reality Diem and Luyen did not want Bao Dai back 
in Vietnam for two reasons: (1) they think he might be assassinated ; 
and (2) because they thought his presence in Indochina and intriguing 
which would result would hamper their efforts establish and run govt. 
In this regard Diem reported he had been given full powers by Bao 
Dai and would operate without handicap of predecessors of having 
contend with imperial cabinet. | 

Both men regretted French military action of withdrawing forces 
from pacified areas in order to divert them to the defense of the delta. 
In‘this regard they mentioned Bui Chu and Phat Diem, Catholic- 
populated regions, but no others. . 

| Luyen replied that Bao Dai was still awaiting answers questions put 
to Under Secretary at Geneva. Heath referred them to the Secretary’s 
June 11 Los Angeles speech setting forth conditions under which US 

| could consider intervening in Indochina. Diem concerned with Mendes- 
France’s promise achieve cease-fire by July 20, stating that time of 
3 or 4 months would be required before his govt could show results. 

Heath emphasized need Diem achieve results soonest. | 
Diem promised give Embassy results second interview with Mendes- 

France before departing Saigon. Heath told him of his own imminent | 

| return Saigon and intention continue work close cooperation with © 

Diem Govt as he had with predecessors. | 

Heath made no effort to see Bao Dai who will presumably be in 

Paris for a few days. . | 

DILLON 

Editorial Note | 

A message from British Prime Minister Churchill to President 

Eisenhower, received in Washington on June 21, 1954, read in part 

as follows: | | 

“My dear friend; =| 7 | | | 
_ “T ‘have always thought that if the French meant to fight for their . 

Empire in Indo-China instead of clearing out as we did of our far 

greater inheritance in India, they should at least have introduced two 

years’ service which would have made it possible for them to use the 
military power of their nation. They did not do this but fought on for 

eight years with untrustworthy local troops, with French cadre ele-
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ments important to the structure of their home army and with the 
| Foreign Legion, a very large proportion of whom were Germans. The 
| result has thus been inevitable and personally I think Mendes-F rance, | 
| whom I do not know, has made up his mind to clear out on the best 
! terms available. If that is so, I think he is right. | 
| “T have thought continually about what we ought to do in the cir- 
| cumstances. Here it is. There is all the more need to discuss ways and | 
| means of establishing a firm front against Communism in the Pacific 
\ sphere. We should certainly have a S.E.A.T.O., corresponding to 
| N.A.T.O. in the Atlantic and European sphere. In this it is important : 
| to have the support of the Asian countries. This raises the question of , 
| timing in relation to Geneva. | | ) 
| “In no foreseeable circumstances, except possibly a local rescue, : : : oo cept possrory 
| could British troops be used in Indo-China, and if we were asked our 
! opinion we should advise against United States local intervention ex- ) 
| cept for rescue.” (751G.00/6—2154) 

. For the full text of the message, which dealt with a variety of issues, 

| see volume VI. co | 

| 751G.00/6-2254 : Telegram | | | oo 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

| SECRET Sarcon, June 22, 1954—7 p. m. | 

| 2873. Repeated information Paris 1021, Geneva 259, Hanoi, Bangkok ~ | 
! unnumbered. Governor Tri of North Vietnam came in to see me this | 

| morning. He said he had come down from Hanoi at Prince Buu Loe’s 

| request to discuss current situation and had informed Buu Loc that 

| once there were a Vietnamese Government to which he could address | 

| his resignation he would doso. _ | 
| Tri said he had asked General Ely and General Salan for a frank : 

| statement of French military intentions so far as they related to | 

| Tonkin but had received series of shoulder shrugs and evasive answers. | 

__He said in particular it was morally wrong for French High Com- | 

, mand so to restrict defense perimeter in Delta as to expose thousands | 

| of loyal inhabitants to Viet Minh reprisals. He was likewise fully | 
: aware of vindictive desire of General Navarre, by handing southeast | 

| quadrant of Delta defense over to relatively green national army | 
| forces, thus to insure that they would receive a bloody defeat at hands : 
| of veteran Viet Minh divisions. He had, however, at least for time | 

being, secured agreement of Ely and Cogny not to force this split up of | 

__ military responsibility in Delta. Nevertheless, Tri was fearful that _ | 
| without proper warning French generals would commence further | 

| retraction of their defense perimeter and final evacuation to Haiphong | 
without facilities being offered for evacuation of that portion of | 

| Tonkin population which are anti-Viet Minh and would be willing to
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risk rigors of starting a new life elsewhere, presumably to south | 
Vietnam. 

Tri mentioned, as had Prince Buu Loc (Embtel 2807), difficulty of 
evacuating sizeable element of Tonkin population. I have almost cer- 
tain hunch that if this crisis arises we will receive a last-minute appeal 
either from Tri directly or officially from Vietnamese Government for 
US aid in a Dunkirk-type sea lift operation. It would be helpful to 
have guidance from Department and our defense authorities as to 

attitude US might adopt in case of such an appeal. 

Tri fully understood position of US and his indignation was cen- 

tered on French egoism and faint-heartedness. He said that High | 

Command here, apparently reflecting jitters in Paris, had become so 

demoralized by fall of Dien Bien Phu that it had no concept of fight- 

ing for an eventual victory, although in terms of men and fire-power 
French Union command in Tonkin could, if it had any desire to, most 
certainly hold the Delta. 

Tri seemed, however, reconciled to eventual loss of Tonkin through 

partition by negotiation. He said explicitly he was convinced that 

French without consultation with Vietnamese were already in contact 

with Viet Minh with a view to cease fire and armistice terms. 

| McCiintTock 

* Dated June 17, p. 1718. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 295 

Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the President for National 

Security Affairs (Cutler)? 

TOP SECRET | [ Wasuineton, June 23, 1954. | 

Outline of General Smith’s Remarks to the President and Bipartisan 
Congressional Group, 8: 30 a. m., June 23, 1954 

1. General Smith spoke first of the Korean phase of the Geneva 

Conference, in which the US was as one of the belligerents a principal. 

He said that the US had maintained its principal positions: 

1. The authority of the UN. 
2. Good relations with the ROK. 

| 1The source text was transmitted by Bowie to Under Secretary Smith with a 
note of June 23 which read as follows: “General Cutler asked me to give you a 
copy of the attached outline that he prepared of your remarks on the Geneva 
Conference to the President and the Congressional group.” 

*The President’s appointment book indicates that 13 Senators and 17 Repre- 
sentatives, including the Congressional leadership of both parties, were present 
ne nia") meeting. (EHisenhower Library, Eisenhower records, “Daily Appoint-
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3. Good relations with the other UN nations participating in Korea. 
4. Demonstration that the failure to reach agreement was the fault 

| of the Soviets. 

: He expected that the US would report to the UN, and that the exist- | 

| ing situation would continue until some further conferences were held. | 

| 2. The US position toward the Indochina phase of the Geneva Con- | 

| ference, which was still going on, was different, for the US was not 

| a belligerent or a principal, and therefore had to remain aloof and be : 

| somewhat restrained. He said that Dulles a long time ago had told , 

| Bidault that if Indochina were put on the Geneva agenda, violent ; 

| communist fighting would break out in Indochina. This had happened. — | 

| He said that the UK had been anxious to play a major role at Geneva | 

as a peace maker, carrying the Asian members of the Commonwealth | 

| along, but not involving commitment of British forces. 

| a. He added that during the Geneva Conference, the decline in | 
| morale and effectiveness of the Vietnamese army and the fall of the 

| Laniel Government in France had compelled the US to re-evaluate | , 

| its position. | | . 
| b. The original US position was that enemy forces should be evac- 

| uated from Laos and Cambodia, because they had been invaded and — 

| should be treated differently from Vietnam, which was in a state of 

| civil war; that whatever fair settlement was arrived at for Vietnam, 

| we wanted an impartial and effective International Supervisory Com- 

| mission, and not one with two built-in Communist vetos. These posi- | 
| tions became the central issues of the Indochina phase. On the latter 
| issue, when the British finally proposed the International Advisory | 

| Commission, to be composed of the Colombo Powers, and the Soviets 

| rejected this proposal, the Soviets incurred Asian ill-will. | 

! ¢. The Indochina phase developed in three installments. During the | 

| first. installment, Eden hoped for a compromise. Bidault took a strong : 

| and courageous stand of no compromise of matters of principle, and 

| ~ the Communists were inflexible and calm. The second installment be- 

| gan on May 29, when the French began direct talks with the Viet Minh ! 

| as to cease-fire and withdrawal areas. This phase was dominated by _ | 

| sharp Communist attacks against the Laniel Government. The third | 

| installment. followed the fall of the Laniel Government, an indication : 

| by the UK that the Conference had failed, and a new tactic by the | 

| Communists of apparent conciliation and minor shifts from inflexible | 

L positions (such as an indication that they would treat Cambodia dif- 

| ferently; that Burma or Indonesia might be a 5th member of the | 

2 International Supervisory Commission; that they would agree to a : 

|. partition of Vietnam). | 
| d. The US throughout these developments continued to hold to its | 

| basic views, but as the US is not a principal or a belligerent, it has not 

| the power to determine the decision. 
| e. General Smith prophesied that a continuance of French political : 

weakness, a continuance of UK desire to avoid conflict in the Far East, 

| a continuance of the Communist firmness of position, and a belief that 

| | 

|
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the Communists would probably move to the following position, which 
the French, UK, and Associated States would accept: 

1. A partition of Vietnam, or some intermediate step looking 
toward partition. | 

2. Communist control of about one-half to one-third of Laos. 
3. No Communist control in Cambodia. 
4, An ineffective International Supervisory Commission. 
5. The arrangement, to be subject to revision in the future at | 

such time as the Communists might decide. 

8. General Smith thought that Australia was now really concerned, 
New Zealand somewhat less concerned, and Canada still thought some 

_ solution would be possible through discussion. He felt there were 
changes also in the point of view of the UK, Burma, and to some ex- 
tent in India. He felt there would be a greater willingness now to move 
to a regional grouping in Southeast Asia. If we would have been able 
to draw the line at a different place. If the US had been able to make 
its views prevail three months ago when it initiated the idea of a 
regional grouping. He pointed out that India felt that when Viet 
Minh invaded Cambodia and Laos, they had done more than cross a 
geographic line, because Cambodia and Laos were culturally and 
ethnically more like India. | 

a. Chou En-lai had told Eden privately that he recognized the dif- 
ference between Laos and Cambodia on the one hand and Vietnam, 
on the other hand. He did not want American bases in Laos and Cam- 
bodia. General Smith thought that if a free election were held today 
in Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh would get 80% of the votes, as Bao Dai was 
corrupt and the French still continue to impose colonialism. Chou 
indicated that the Viet Minh were entitled to all of the Tonkin Delta, 
and if they got it, they would be liberal about the south of Indochina. 
What Chou really wanted was to have the Geneva Powers guarantee 
three little buffer countries to the south of the Tonkin Delta. 

4, Dulles said that he felt there were some redeeming features com- 
ing out of the Geneva Conference. Many more countries were now say- 
ing that the original proposal of the US for a regional grouping, 
made in March, had been sound. It was unfortunate that it took so 
long to educate these other countries for the need of action. In the 
second place, France now had a Government responsive to the people, 
whereas the Laniel Government had been really fictional (although on 

the US side). Because the French position in Indochina was confused 
and unpopular, the US had never wanted to support it unless it became 

purified. Dulles felt that it should soon be possible to salvage some- 

thing from Southeast Asia, free of the taint of French colonialism, 

with the support of Burma and other Asian States, and with probably 

the benevolent neutrality of India which would be a strong factor in 
influencing UK action and this something could be guaranteed by a
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regional grouping which would include the US. In losing the Tonkin : 
| Delta, the US had not lost assets valuable to her, for the rice for Japan : 
! comes from southern Indochina. Dulles said there would be two : 
| problems: | 

: a. The establishment of a military line which could not be crossed 
| by the enemy, and | 
: 6. prevention of internal and creeping subversion. 

| Dulles feared the latter problem more than the former. To meet it, he | 
| said it would be necessary to build up indigenous forces, and to give 
| some economic aid. For that reason, we would need the unexpended | 
| balance of 800 million provided for Indochina, with more flexibility 

| in its use. General Smith added that the real purpose of the Navarre 

| Plan had been to build up indigenous military strength, and that the , 

| purpose would continue under the regional grouping. 
. He also pointed out that this would be a very poor time for Congress 
| to refuse to appropriate further funds for India, just as India was 

| beginning to come in our direction. 

| Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 822 | | | 

! Memorandum by the Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the | 

| . Secretary of State 

| SECRET [ WasHINeTon,]| June 23, 1954. 

| The question of our present or eventual disassociation from Geneva | 
| Conference decisions and the reduction of our participation to a quasi- 
! advisory or observer capacity, raises some very important policy con- : 
| siderations in addition to the very cogent point you brought up yester- | 
| day. I think the following are worth some thought. | 

| Presumably, any settlement reached at Geneva will establish a new 2 

| balance between Communist power of aggression and free world power | 

| of resistance. I take it that it is the objective of U.S. foreign policy to | 

_ make that equilibrium as favorable as possible to our side, to minimize 
| the possibility of further defeats in this area, and to localize the pres- 
_ ent oneas far as possible, | | | 
| Whatever settlement comes out of the Conference, it will reflect the 

| inability of our side, notably France, Viet Nam, and the U.S., to reach 

| an acceptable basis for continuing the fight to hold the Tonkin Delta 
| against a Communist advance. Do we guarantee that settlement, or do 

| We disassociate ourselves from it? If the settlement, an unpalatable re- | 

_ flection of unpalatable facts, is one which we would consider not only 
| unsatisfactory but about which we would be prepared to do something | 

| practical and remedial, then we should not become associated with it. |
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If it were possible for us, either in association with others or alone, to 
act quickly and effectively, we would wish to avoid any restriction on 
our freedom of action. 

But if, as now appears probable, we will have no choice other than 
reluctantly to accept, whether by association or otherwise, the general 
results of the military defeat which is the dominant theme of the pres- 
ent phase of the Conference, then it may be that it should be our 
endeavor, at least from a long-term foreign policy point of view, not 
only to obtain through diplomatic united action as good a settlement 
as possible, but also to see to it, by participation in the guaranteeing | 
of the settlement, that the other side is not tempted by the weakness 
and disunity of the opposition to violate the settlement reached. There 
will remain, after this Conference, important military and political 
assets in all three countries of Indochina which it will be to our interest 
actively to preserve. - | 

I realize fully the considerations which make our association with 
the current weakness of the Franco—Viet Namese military and poll- 
tical position undesirable. However, I cannot escape the feeling that 

: for us to disassociate ourselves from the harsh reality to which our 
friends are bowing would accelerate Communist momentum in South- 
east Asia, decrease the prestige of the U.S. as a realistic, responsible 
and reliable ally in the long period of struggle ahead, and thus possibly 
discredit or weaken our capacity to conduct U.S. foreign policy. 

WBS 

751G.00/6-2454 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Depariment of State? 

SECRET PRIORITY Sargon, June 24, 19544 p. m. 
9887. Sent Moscow 9, repeated information Paris 1024, Geneva 261, 

London 75, Hanoi, Bangkok, Vientiane, Phnom Penh unnumbered. 
Following is country team message concurred in by O’Daniel for 

MAAG, Everett for USOM, Hellyer for USIA .. .: 
| With the Geneva Conference going into estivation for three weeks 

and Mendes-France Government on point of determining conditions 
under which France would accept a cease-fire in Indochina during © 

next four weeks, it seems a suitable occasion for some stock-taking on 
our part similar to that which was attempted in Embtel 2256, May 20 
last year? — 7 
Two interacting events—Geneva Conference and Dien Bien Phu— 

have served to bring cause of Western Powers in Southeast Asia to a 
perilously low ebb. Last autumn General Navarre for strategic rea- 

1This telegram was transmitted in five parts. 
2 Ante, p. 571.
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conclusion of General Ely and of Commander in north, General 
Cogny, that it would be difficult and probably impossible to hold capi- 
tal of Tonkin, Hanoi, against a determined Viet Minh attack. Prepara- 
tions for evacuation of Hanoi have gone on apace and it is probable that 
French High Command in Indochina, unless this war is internation- 
alized by early autumn, will seek to withdraw Expeditionary Corps — 
from Tonkin, evacuating from Haiphong defense perimeter. It will 

_ then become a political decision whether this force will be redeployed 
to defend remainder of Vietnam south of Red River delta or whether 
it will be embarked for transit back to France. Ely told me June 15 it 

— would stay and fight, presumably in Central Annam and Cochin China. 
One [Wone] of Secretary Dulles’ conditions for US intervention in 

war in Indochina as publicly set out in his Los Angeles speech has yet 
been met. There has been no official appeal from three Indochinese 
states for US intervention; independence of two of the Indochinese 
states (Vietnam and Cambodia) has not yet been granted; interest of 
United Nations in war in Indochina has not thus far become officially 
manifest ; there has been no concert among interested powers for collec- 
tive intervention in the war; and with advent in power of Mendes- 
France government, dedicated to proposition of immediate cease-fire, 
there is no evidence that France intends to continue war to victory. 

Sharp questions, however, will very presently be raised. If Mendes- 
France government agrees to cease-fire it probably, according to recent 
telegrams received from Geneva, will seek an armistice on basis of 
partition, leaving Tonkin delta to Viet Minh and maintaining a | 
truncated Vietnam at some point, presumably below eighteenth 
parallel of latitude. However, it is possible that Communist side, 
which is fully aware of weaknesses on Western side, may at confer- 
ence table insist on a cease-fire which would maintain Viet Minh 
ascendancy throughout all Vietnam or, failing that, that armed forces _ 
of General Giap might attempt to take delta and swiftly redeploy to — 
take central Annam and Cochin China as well, where best areas are 
already penetrated by Viet Minh irregular forces. 

Since, however, Viet Minh can by cold war techniques easily take 

over remainder of Vietnam once their capital and war base is estab- 
lished at Hanoi, in same fashion that Czechoslovakia was taken over 
once Sudetenland was given away at Munich, it is probable that a 
cease-fire will be arranged on the “honorable” terms that French ex- 

_ peditionary force will be peaceably allowed to evacuate Tonkin with 
’ its arms and equipment, but on further condition that this expedi-— 

_ tionary force not disembark at any point in Indochina and that it 
return forthwith to France. This will leave central and southern por- 

tion of Indochina in a seriously weakened state. At this point it is 
probable that direct appeals will be made to US: (a) from the
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emperor in absentia, Bao Dai, who will not move closer to the front | 

| than his redoubt at Cannes; and (0) from local leaders such as Prime 

| Minister Designate, Ngo Dinh Diem; chief of staff of Vietnamese 

| armed forces, General Hinh; and Minister for National Defense, Dr. : 

| Quat. US will then have to determine what sort of answer is to be 

| given to these appeals, having in mind military situation and effect of | 

| a negative or affirmative answer on not only military and political 

| posture of Indochina, but likewise on opinion of Asia in general. | 

| Department’s hopes that Bao Dai would prove himself at long last 

| a leader have met with frustration. Suggestion advanced in Tedul 110 | 

: May 22, repeated Paris 4225, Saigon 2385, that Bao Dai might ap- 

| point a consultative or even constituent assembly was answered by Bao | 

| Dai’s communiqué set out Paris telegram 4907 sent Department, re- | | 

: peated Saigon 616, Geneva 418,‘ indicating that he would under [no] | 

| circumstances grant a constitution at present time. Furthermore, it 

| has proved impossible for Vietnamese Governments to administer in 

| Vietnam without reference to Bao Dai in Cannes, and most recent sug- 

| gestion of Prince Buu Loc (Embtel 2807, repeated Paris 999, Geneva 

| 243)® that future prime ministers be given full powers by His Maj- | 

! esty was answered in the same communiqué by a statement that all | 

| powers would be kept in hands of absentee emperor. In consequence, | 

: US in formulating its attitude toward an appeal by Bao Dai or a | 

! Vietnamese Government functioning in his name, must keep in mind | 

| fact that Bao Dai is not champion of his people nor a ruler with sufii- | 

| cient courage to share their fate. Department will likewise keep in 

| mind Bao Dai and his grand vizier, Nguyen De, have by decree handed 

| over security services of Vietnam to a band of gangsters and that 

| public corruption in Vietnam has reached a point of unparalleled | 

| magnitude and public disgrace. For US to back such a monarch and 

| such a government against tide of Vietnamese public opinion would | 

| in my judgment not only be foolish from a policy point of view, but 

: likewise immoral. - | a _ 

Question then arises: Should US give assistance to a new regime | 

| in what is left of Vietnam which presumably would be in form of an 

| Annamese/Cochin Chinese republic? It is possible, given pressure of | 

| Communist advance on northern frontier, that such a republic could | 

: be quickly formed and would receive considerable popular support. 

| Irrespective, however, of whatever form the Vietnamese state may | 

| take, it is unanimously agreed here that such state must depend for its | 

| survival upon a well-trained, cohesive national army capable of sus- | 

| tained operations in mass. This force will be required regardless of 

| ° For text of the reference telegram, see vol. xvI, p. 892. — - Oo : 
| ‘Telegram 4907 from Paris, June 17, is not printed. (751G.00/6-1754) . | 

| © Dated June 17, p. 1718. eee |
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the ultimate political and military situation in Indochina. Develop- 
ment of a Vietnamese national army constitutes, in our judgment, the 
number one military objective toward which US policy must be ori- 
ented. Political and psychological rewards will follow in the wake of 
strong visible indigenous armed strength, particularly if this strength 
is known to be supported by US experience and wherewithal. 

Most vital ingredient in formula for attaining an effective Viet- 
namese national army is time. Minimum of 5 months from present date _ 
required to train and field initial divisions. To delay initiation of army 
build-up program, therefore gives enemy additional time in which to 
thwart undertaking before it produces desired results. Of equal impor- 
tance to question of time is necessity for prompt utilization of US 
training know-how and support in form of instructors and personnel. 
No substitute for these ingredients exists. | 

Measures which can and should be initiated immediately to develop 
Vietnamese army are: Direct US assistance in training; assignment to 
chief, MAAG, Indochina, of authority to organize and conduct in- 
digenous training, to include authority to execute, within limits of US 
policy directives, on-the-ground agreements to expedite training pro- 

| gram; augmentation of MAAG to accommodate new training role; 
matériel support of training establishment and new indigenous forces. 

While foregoing relates primarily to Vietnam, it is emphasized that 
approach applies equally to Cambodia and Laos. 

The Department will recall that Cambodians have formally re- 
quested US assistance to form three divisions (May 20) ; that General 
Ely expressed verbally a desire for US training assistance, June 9, and 
that Buu Loc on June 18 requested US training assistance based on 

Ely’s June 16 “memo of understanding”. | 
If an Annamese/Cochin Chinese Republic were established and a 

national army made an effective fighting force, it should be militarily 
possible to hold narrow line along 18th parallel between Gulf of Ton- 
kin and Annamite chain of mountains. It should likewise be possible __ 
by utilization of psychological warfare techniques and by judicious 
grant of economic aid to build up a national feeling of self-reliance in 
Annam and Cochin China which would at least for immediate future 

constitute a bulwark against Communist infiltration by familiar cold 

war techniques. 
US should immediately address itself to problem of strengthening 

present regimes in Cambodia and Laos. Here populations are more _ 

homogeneous than in Vietnam and there are royal houses to which 

inhabitants are genuinely devoted. Likewise omnipresent corruption 

of Vietnam has not penetrated to same degree. Both countries are | 

devoutly Buddhist and although his religion impels populace to nega- 

tive attitudes, at same time it affords a moral base which is lacking
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in Vietnam, with exception of Catholic and certain confessional 

communities. _ a | | 
In Laos, human material is exceedingly weak as Laotians merely | 

| wish to live and let live and have no national ardor. However, Laos | 

has an exceedingly favorable geographical situation from point of 

| view of military defense, and with a little stiffening should be able to 

| hold few river valleys and mountain defiles by which access to Mekong 

| can be had from North and East. — | 

| In Cambodia, human material is more amenable to formation in | 

| military organization, although terrain from a military point of view | | 

| makes defense a much more difficult problem. However, it should be ! 

| possible, taking into account fact that populations of Thailand, Cam- : 

| bodia and Laos are all akin, that they possess a joint religion, and that | 

| militarily their defense problem is one, to work out a system of col- 

| lective self-defense with US and other Western aid which would make 

| it exceedingly difficult for Communist Viet Minh to gain these coun- | 

| tries by open attack. Defense of Cambodia and Lower Laos would also | 

| be very much enhanced if there were an Annamese/Cochin Chinese | 

| Republic as a buffer state between Viet Minh Tonkin and the other — | 

| two Indochinese kingdoms. | | - 
| If foregoing analysis has any validity, recommendations to meet 

| problem fall into two categories: Steps which should immediately be 

| taken and steps which should be adopted over a more long range 

| period of time. Among immediate steps I would submit following for : 

| Department’s favorable consideration : oy : 

| (1) There should be immediate inauguration of a military training 
| program by MAAG, Saigon for Vietnam and Cambodia. In imple- — | 
: mentation this program, Chief, MAAG Indochina, to be furnished 
| terms of reference by US Government defining limits within which | 
| he will carry out organization and conduct of training. It is essential _ 

| to bring in training personnel as quickly as possible, as well as such | 
| equipment as may be needed for optimum number of divisions which 
| MAAG Saigon will be able to train in immediate future. Communist 

armistice proposals at Geneva make very clear their intent to freeze 
| military levels after a cease-fire, and to force withdrawal, if possible, _ | 
| not only of all foreign troops from Indochina, but all foreign tech- _ 
__ nicians as well. Therefore, time is of essence if this objective is to be | 

‘realized... | | 
2, It is imperative that with utmost speed we revise basis of rela- | 

tionships between US and France and US and Associated States re 
| conduct of foreign military operations and US financial backing for 

_ this war. Pentalateral agreement must be abrogated and replaced by 
| agreement for direct US military assistance to the three Indochinese 
_ kingdoms including training assistance as outlined in preceding para- 
_ graph. Future relationship of US foreign aid program to France re _ 
_ French participation in Indochinese war must likewise be revised. | 

_ Agreement of September 29, 1953 should be replaced by agreements 

| 578-611 0 82 - 23 (Pt. 2) | : 

/ : 
|
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_ for direct US financial assistance to Associated States. Financial sup- 
port to France so far as Indochina is concerned, should be in strict 
proportion to adequacy of French efforts in the war here. Of course, 
if French Government to its eternal credit decides not to capitulate 
and to continue war in Indochina with courage and vigor, US should 
give all-out support to such a resolve and assist in its implementation. 

3. There should be a separate MAAG in Cambodia under general 
over-all supervision of Chief MAAG Saigon. MAAG Saigon should 
have a resident branch in Laos. MAAG’s terms of reference for all 
three countries should be similar to those of our training and logistical 

| missions in Korea, Formosa and Thailand. 

_ Following long range recommendations are submitted for Depart- 
ment’s consideration : | 

(1) US in response to an appeal from Vietnam, Cambodia or Laos 
for military intervention should, after negotiation of a Southeast 
Asia collective security pact, give guarantees with other signatories 
of that instrument of political and territorial integrity of Annam/ 
Cochin Chinese Republic, of Kingdoms of Cambodia, Laos and 

| Thailand. | a . 
_ (2) In this connection I strongly recommend that. strategically 

vital air base at Tourane, which has only field built according to 
NATO specifications in Indochina, be made an international base for 

| use of powers subscribing to an eventual collective security pact. 
Possession of Tourane base would be tangible evidence of retaliatory 
power of this coalition in event integrity of four Southeast Asian — 
states were threatened by Viet Minh or Communist China. 

(3) It is implicit if turn of events takes course forecast above that 
recognition of Bao Dai regime would be withdrawn and US would | 
recognize Republic of Annam/Cochin China. To strengthen our rep- 
resentation in Cambodia and Laos Embassy at Phnom Penh and Lega- 
tion at Vientiane should be presided over by a resident Ambassador 

| and Minister respectively. Ambassador in Saigon would of course 
remain at that post. 7 et | | 

(4) Both Cochin China and Cambodia are economically rich coun- 
_ tries with no excess population and with large possibilities of becom- 

ing export surplus countries by use of proper management. US by 
technical assistance program could provide guidance in such manage- 
ment for immediate period after cessation of hostilities. US should be 
prepared grant a reconstruction loan to these three countries as we 

_ have done in Korea. Aid should be direct and not channeled through __ 
the French. Eventually, because of intrinsic earning power of these 
areas, it should be possible for World Bank to grant Cochin China 
and Cambodia a business-like bankers loan. Exception might, how- 

| ever, have to be made in case of Laos, which is a deficit country both 
in terms of national resources and population. Laos would require a 

| financial subvention in addition to economic aid if it were to be kept 
in defense system outlined above. | ae 

_ (5) US financial and economic assistance should be given on terms | 
of strict reciprocity; i.e., aid would be made available in return for 
actual performance by recipient governments. In Asia give-away pro-
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grams are too frequently mistaken in the oriental mind as meaning | 
| that the donor not only has a soft heart but also a soft head. | 
| (6) There is an unrivaled opportunity for use of psychological 
| techniques in attempting to solve problem which Communists have | 
| solved and we have not. This is problem of providing people with | 

| some ideal for which to fight and some “mystique” which will give 
| them fortitude and feeling of national accomplishment which is so 
! markedly lacking on our side in this war and which is so markedly | 

| evident on Viet Minh side. It should, however, within lines advocated — | 
| in this telegram, be possible to develop a feeling of solidarity as be- 
| tween three cognate Kingdoms of Thailand, Cambodia and Laos, | 
| stressing not only national affinities but likewise link of Buddhism. | 
| At same time our psychological specialists should seek to minimize ! 
| historic fears and rivalries which have for so many centuries embit- | 
| tered relations between Cambodia and Cochin China. One important 
| task which should be accomplished in psychological field is to com- 

| mence an intensive program to give people of Indochina some know!- 
| edge of English. This is lingua franca of East from Suez to Japan 
| but thus far Indochinese kingdoms, speaking only French as a foreign 

| language, have been cut off from currents of thought now stirring in : 

| Asia. oe a 

! Conclusion: Program offered above would necessitate sending of ! 

| American military instructors and advisors to Indochina, but not | 

: American combat units and it would.imply need for resolute and | 

; daring diplomacy and a readiness on part of United States to expend | 

| not so much funds as ideas in an effort to redress a. thus far unfavorable 

| situation. Program outlined must, however, have some backing of force | 

! if it is to succeed. It would nevertheless seem that within framework 

| of time available to us it should be possible to negotiate a treaty of 

! collective defense for Southeast Asia which would meet with support 

| not only of the Western democracies which thus far have found them- 

| selves unable to concert their action in sufficient time, but with their 

| people at interest, the Southeast Asian States themselves. | 

| | | McCuintock | 

PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Indochina” | : 

i Memorandum by Charles OC. Stelle to the Director of the Policy | 

| | : Planning Staff (Bowie)* — | 

| TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] June 24, 1954. | 

| Subject: Observations on apple-cart-upsetting. | 

| 1. If newspaper accounts of the Mendes-France-Chou En-lai talks | 
| have any basis (as of yet we have no telegram in) it is clear that the 

momentum of the French slide is such that any conceivable program | 

| a | | | 
| 1 Stelle was a member of the Policy Planning Staff. A handwritten notation on | 

| the source text read “Ed Gullion concurs.” Gullion was also a member of S/P. | 

|
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we might propose with regard to US intervention will (a) split our 
basic coalition and (b) appear to world and US opinion as a desperate 
US move to frustrate a cease-fire and free elections. We would appear 
in the unenviable position of being against both peace and democracy. 

2. Whatever we may or may not be able to do to salvage something 
out of the Indochina situation it seems clear that we need a different 
climate to do it in. There is at hand, I think, one way of achieving a 
new climate. Very simply that is to bust up the Geneva Conference. 

3. For our own withdrawal we have, in fact, already prepared the 
way. We have Congressional approval for disassociating ourselves 
from anything which will involve partition, or which will subvert the . 

_ recognized governments. The Geneva negotiations are well past that 
stage. A. US walkout will merely be the logical last step of disassocia- 
tion. - 

4, But our withdrawal is not enough. The breaking off the Geneva 
talks would come with better logic and much greater force if it were 

done by the Associated States. A walkout by Vietnam, Cambodia, and 
Laos, which after all have been said to be independent, on grounds that 

the negotiations were moving in a direction which threatened their 

independence could clearly be justified. The US would then be able to 

| assume a position of support for independent Asian nations which 

| were exercising their independence. —— | 

5. The possibilities of persuading the Associated States to act are, 
in the case of Vietnam and Cambodia at least, very real. At an early 
stage we dissuaded the former Vietnamese delegation from walking _ 

out. The present Government of Vietnam is, whatever its failings, con- 
siderably more nationalistic than the last. The Cambodians have just 

appealed to us for assurances of support in order to be able to reject 

the most recent Communist proposals. We are replying in an affirma- 

tive fashion, and my guess is that they would be prepared to break 

off the talks. The Laotians, who are more under the French thumb, 

would be something of an unknown. 

6. A breakup of Geneva will not, of course, keep the French from 

negotiating. But they will be doing it in that aura of solitary capitula- 

tion which they have been trying hardest to avoid. They will of course 

be furious, as will the British. | 

7. But-a breakup of Geneva by the Associated States will place us 
in a position where we will have flexibility to see what requests for 
assistance come from whom. Ideally we should know in advance just 
which ones we will and will not honor. But we will not be committed 
to honor any of them and any subsequent action we may take can be 

justified as a response to the appeals of states striving to protect their 

independence. | |
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8, We will also have flexibility, if by any chance the French come : 

| round to a different position, to help the French. And although there | 

| will be temporary rage in Paris, we will not, in fact, have taken any 

! concrete step which necessarily jeopardizes our long run relations with | 

| the French. | | 

| 9. L recommend, therefore, that we give serious immediate consider- 

| ation to influencing the Associated States to breaking off the Geneva : 

| negotiations and to ourselves joining them in a walkout, selecting the 

| most propitious early occasion. : | | 

| a | Oo Cuaries C. STELLE | 

| State-JCS meetings, lot61D417 | | 

| Substance of Discussions of State—Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting atthe 

| | Pentagon Building, June 25, 1954, 11: 30 a.m. | 

| TOP SECRET _ | o 

[Here follow a list of those present (27) and discussion of subjects 

| other than Indochina. | | : | | 

| Il MDAP Equipment to Indochina - 

: Mr. Murphy called on Mr. Nolting ? to touch on the elements of the . 

| problem of MDAP aid to Indochina. 

| Mr. Nolting said the problem divided itself conveniently into two | 

| parts: (a) direct aid to forces in Indochina - and (b) end item military | 

| assistance. He emphasized that (a) was not an immediate problem, 

| since support for forces in the form of money could be continued up 

| until the last minute without concern it would subsequently increase | 

| the enemy’s military capabilities. What was of concern, however, was | 

| (6). It was necessary to scrutinize the flow of shipments into the area, | 

| the ports where the shipments were unloaded (Haiphong, Hanoi and | 

| Saigon), and the delicate question of timing and discussion of this | 

| subject with the French. Involved also was the legal angle, and the 

| feasibility of any plan for the disposition of MDAP equipment already 

in French hands and on its way. , | : 

| The question arose as to what reserves of ammunition and matériel 

! were presently in the hands of the French. It was brought out that 

| General Stewart's office had a study under way, and that instructions 

on the subject of submitting further information were being drafted 

for CINCPAC. | 

| _ This State Department draft was not cleared with the participants. 

| 2 Frederick E. Nolting, Jr., Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for : 

| Mutual Security Affairs. | | 

| 

|
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Pursuing this matter further, the alternative advantages of (1) 
diverting shipments now in the pipeline, or (2) holding back those 
shipments was touched upon. a | oe | 

Mr. Murphy asked Mr. Nolting to review briefly the question of 
title to MDAP equipment, and terms of possible repossession. Mr. Nolt- 
ing pointed out that under the terms of agreements with the French, 
it is the State Department’s position that we have the right of repos- 
session, but he added that procedures to that end had not been finalized. 
It was a question of timing, he said. - | 

Admiral Duncan * asked if the decision which the JCS were asked to 
make was whether or not to divert, or to slow down shipments now. 
Admiral Radford indicated that it was difficult to reach a decision on - 
that subject unless we knew how much matériel the French had left. 

Mr. Hensel remarked that MAAG Saigon should know. 
General Cabell said that it was a CIA estimate that they had 

approximately 600 planeloads of matériel in the Hanoi area. | 
Mr. Hensel said that his figure was 972,000-odd tons for the total of 

matériel which had been shipped to Indochina. 
Admiral Duncan added that matériel evacuation plans for the 

Tonkin Delta included an estimate of some 10,000 vehicles and 382 
artillery pieces in the Red River Delta area. oe | 

| Mr. Robertson interjected that very shortly we would be faced with 
a Franco-Vietminh settlement and that it was urgently necessary to 
determine what to do with the matériel in the Delta. | 
Admiral Radford stated that it would be impossible to recover the 

matériel in the Hanoi-Haiphong area unless we were prepared to go 
in and do it ourselves by force, a development which would involve us 
very deeply in the fighting there. | | 

This posed the advisability of destroying the matériel. The Admiral 

| pointed out this would be difficult: We had no people who could do it 
overtly; there were complications in accomplishing destruction by 

covert means. Any attempt to evacuate matériel would take a very long 

time, since Haiphong can handle only two ships at once. | 

Mr. Robertson pressed his point that any cargoes in American ships 
going directly to Haiphong should now be diverted to Saigon. It was 

brought out that very few American ships bring supplies directly into 

Haiphong; they ordinarily offloaded at Saigon, whence the cargoes 

were moved north in French bottoms. __ | 
The question arose as to how much was presently in the pipeline. 

| Precise data on this subject did not seem to be available. General 
Ridgway said that he had complete information on matériel yet to be | 
shipped, but not on matériel already there, or on the way. 

* Adm. Donald B. Duncan, Vice Chief of Naval Operations. |
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Mr. Hensel interjected to say that he felt we should delay everything | 

for a little while, and accomplish a slow-down such as was applied to | 

| Yugoslavia some months ago in connection with the Trieste problem. 

| Admiral Duncan stated that if the French wished a settlement with 

| the Vietminh, we should expect a return of our matériel, and we 

| should expect also to stop any further shipments to Indochina. | 

| Admiral Radford suggested that the JCS undertake a review of 

| what matériel is on the way to Indochina, and on the basis of this 

! information decide (a) whether to divert, or whether (6) to slow | 

| down, and (c) what action should be taken if a settlement between the | 

| French and Vietminh were reached. 
| Mr. Bowie favored informing the French that we expect them to get | 

| our matériel out in order to safeguard it from falling into Vietmmh | 

: hands; and then to look into the question of what we do about it. | 

| Admiral Radford reiterated that there was little chance of getting | 

| this enormous amount of equipment out. He emphasized again that in 

| his opinion all of Viet Nam would eventually be lost, regardless of any 

| terms of settlement. He inquired why the State Department could not 

| find out from the French, since talks were currently under way between — 

| the French and the Vietminh, what the French plan to do about | 

| MDAP equipment in Indochina. | | 

| Mr. Murphy cautioned that under the language of our agreements | 

| with the French repossession would be difficult. He noted that | 

| repossession rights were apparently limited to matériel “no longer re- | 

| quired for the purposes for which originally made available”; that it 

| would have to be “offered” for return; and that he did not believe the — 

| French gave any cause for believing that they would be liberal in inter- 

| preting these clauses. | 7 

| Admiral Radford then suggested that we inform the French that 

| we expect them to get the matériel out. He said we could at least tell 

| the French that they do not have authority to turn over this matériel | 

| to the Vietminh. - - — a 

| Ensuing discussion brought out the fact that the whole problem 

| was complicated by the desire of the U.S. Government not to cut the | 

| ground out from under the French in her political or military efforts | 

| in Indochina, and not to give the French any ground for saying that . | 

: we had torpedoed their talks with the Vietminh. — | | 

| _ Mr. Murphy emphasized that we had not discussed the question of | 

| a slow-down, or of diversion of MDAP equipment with the Secretary, 

! and would have to talk to him before any decision was taken. However, _ | 

| we could at once inform the French of our desire to know what pre- | 

| cautions they had taken to safeguard MDAP matériel. — 

| Mr. Murphy remarked we had no information concerning the cease- a 

fire terms. He reverted to the situation during the fall of the French
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in 1940, when events moved so fast that no one knew what was happen- 
ing until it was all over. | | 

Mr. Nolting broke in to say that another club we have over the 
French is the $785 millions appropriated for Indochina. Mr. Murphy 
suggested that payment to the Vietnam forces should be continued. 
Admiral Radford agreed, but he inquired just who we would be doing 
business with if the French reached a settlement with the Vietminh. 

Mr. Nolting pointed out that the $785 millions should be separated 
into two parts: (1) $400 millions for the French and other forces in 
Indochina not tied to the Navarre plan; and (2) $385 millions linked 
to the Navarre plan. We had solid grounds for stopping payments from 
the $385 million if a settlement eventuated. : 
Admiral Radford suggested that if we do not get the equipment back 

from the French, under any settlement, we could certainly charge the 
value of that equipment against these appropriations. The N avy De- . 
partment, he said, could very well use these funds itself. 

Mr. Murphy suggested that State talk further on this matter with 
Mr. Hensel’s office, and it was agreed by everyone that all Departments 
were interested in economy in this operation. 

Decisions: | | 
1. Summing up, Admiral Radford said that the JCS would immedi- 

ately look into the question of stopping shipments enroute. He said 
that the question of slowing down shipments was one for the Defense 
Department and not the JCS, though the JCS favors such a move, and 
favors also removing all supplies if possible, but with the realization 

_ that the U.S. will probably have to go in and get it without much help 
from our French friends. , 

2. Mr. Murphy said we would take a hard look at the question on 
our side; would talk with the Secretary about it; and should be in a 
position to give the JCS the benefit of our views within one week, Im- 
mediately, though, State would send a telegram to Paris inquiring 
what precautions the French had taken to safeguard MDAP equip- 
ment. (Admiral Radford suggested that General Trapnell might. be 
available to help on this exercise. ) | 

Mr. Nolting inquired if it were not true that, deliveries to the Viet- 
minh from the Chinese Communists had increased significantly in 
recent months. It was agreed that this was so. Mr. Nolting then in- 
quired what effect a simultaneous decrease in U.S. supplies would have, 
if it became known that such a decrease had been ordered. 

Admiral Duncan said it would be difficult, if not impossible, to hide 
such a development. | | | 

Mr. Hensel thought it could be kept under wraps for a week or ten 
days. He was virtually alone in this view, and the Chiefs indicated 
concern over the psychological effect of such a step on the part of the 
US. |
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Mr. Murphy concluded by saying that unfortunately the Vietminh | 

might end up being the best equipped army in Asia. Mr. Robertson : 

noted wryly that at Dien Bien Phu the Vietminh has seized enough 

matériel to equip two divisions. | 

| Ill Evacuation of Non-American Personnel from Tonkin Delta 

| Mr. Murphy referred to this item, and inquired if there were any 

| developments. 
| ' Admiral Radford confirmed that plans were up-to-date. | | 

| Admiral Gardner added that there had now been injected into the 

| problem the question just discussed, namely, the problem of removing 

| equipment from the Tonkin Delta. He said that approximately 110,000 | 

: civilian French and native people were involved, with the complement | 

| of military personnel unknown. 
| Mr. Bowie inquired concerning the period of time needed to effect | 

: this evacuation. | | 

| Admiral Radford stated that this depended upon the pressure under | 

| which the evacuation was accomplished. If it were a question of remov- 

| ing people only, the evacuation would not take so long; but if it were 

| a, question of removing also large amounts of equipment, the opera- | 

| tion might take several months, if not more than a year. | 

| To an inquiry, Admiral Radford replied that if there were a cease- 

| fire in Indochina, presumably it would be the responsibility of the 

| French to evacuate their own people from the delta, and the problem | 

| would, under such conditions, not fall on the U.S. | | 

| Mr. Murphy closed this part of the discussion by indicating that so | 

| far the French have not asked us for assistance in this operation. 

IV Aidand Training for Cambodia | - | | 
: Mr. Murphy called on Mr. Robertson to discuss the question of aid | 

| and training to Cambodia. | 7 

‘Mr. Robertson pointed out that the communists were putting the | 

| squeeze on Cambodia, by off ering to withdraw Vietminh troops against | 

- Cambodia’s commitment to allow no bases to free world forces, and to 

| receive no supplies from the Free World. As an indication of the | 

present situation in Cambodia, Mr. Robertson read excerpts from © 

| Saigon’s telegram no. 2894, June 24, reporting a sharp upturn of | 

- Cambodian morale and making a strong recommendation that we pro- | 

| vide Cambodia with necessary war matériel and, if possible, with a | 

training mission. He also read excerpts from a draft State telegram 

| in reply in which the U.S. undertook to encourage the Cambodians in ~ 

their anti-communist stand, and in their reliance upon us for aid and 

| assistance. In supporting the tenor of his telegram, Mr. Robertson 

| *Telegram 2894 from Saigon, June 24, summarizing discussions held that day 
| by McClintock with Cambodian officials at Phnom Penh, is not printed. (751G.00/ | 

| 6-2454) | | a | | ! 

| | |
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- Inquired: what else could we do, if we were not going to write Cam- 
bodia off entirely ? | | | 

Admiral Radford indicated that it was ultimately a question of 
| breaking with the French and dealing directly with the Cambodians. 

He stated that, from a practical point of view, under any “partition” 
settlement Vietnam would eventually be entirely lost to us, and that 
consequently we were more or less forced to help Cambodia. He 
thought that any aid or training mission might possibly be run from 
Bangkok under the MAAG there. 

It was pointed out that any aid that might be required under any 
conceivable program for Cambodia would not amount to much, since 
the Cambodian army amounted to only 20,000 troops. It was agreed to 
get Mr. Robertson’s telegram off right away, in spite of what Mr. 
Murphy was confident would be strong French opposition. | 

[Here follows discussion of subjects other than Indochina. ] 

PPS§ files, lot 65 D 101, “Indochina” | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Bowie) — 

to the Secretary of State | | 

TOP SECRET | [Wasuineton,] June 25, 1954. 

| Subject: US Policy on Indochina a 

Alternative US policy possibilities | 

Inaction Oo | | | 

1. US inaction with regard to Indochina and a US attitude of 
washing its hands of whatever comes out of Geneva will almost cer- 
tainly lead to one of two alternative results: 

a. The Communists will agree to and the French will accept a 
settlement which, while providing for a temporary cessation of 
hostilities on a line possibly in the vicinity of the waist of Indochina, 
will include such provisions on phased withdrawal of French forces 
and on early elections as to assure a rapid Communist take-over of all 
Indochina; or a 

| 6. The Communists will be encouraged to make demands which even 
the French will find it impossible to accept and the Communists will 
proceed to the military conquest of Indochina. 

2. Achievement by the Communists of either of these alternatives, 

while the US stands aside, will: | 

a. Radically increase Communist appetite for and confidence in 
their capacity successfully to undertake further immediate expansion 

| of the area of Communist domination ; | 

+A handwritten notation on the source text states that this paper was seen by 
Secretary Dulles. Additional marginal notations indicate that it was drafted by 
Charles C. Stelle of the Policy Planning Staff and represented a revision of a 
portion of a paper by Edmund A. Gullion, also of S/P, on U.S. policy in Indochina. | 
The Gullion paper, dated June 23, is in PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Indochina”.
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, , _. | 
b. Dangerously decrease the will and capacity of the remaining free 

| states of Southeast Asia to resist further Communist expansion ; 

c. Bring heavy political and economic pressure on Japan for a 

| | shift from its present policy of cooperation with the US ; | 

2 d. So increase defeatism in and recriminations among the US and | 

| its Western partners, particularly France and the UK, as seriously 

| to jeopardize the basic US-led coalition. 

: Action | 

| 8. In the present situation, with French lack of will to continue the 

| Indochina fighting by themselves, with reduction of Communist : 

| worries about possible US intervention, and with the political and 

| military weakness of the local states, any conceivable line of US action | 

| with regard to Indochina must of necessity include one essential 

| ingredient—demonstrated willingness by the US to use US armed | 

| forces either to secure a US objective or to guarantee a settlement. The | 

| only alternatives to inaction all have as a basis a US willingness to | 

| intervene with armed force. | | 

| 4, All courses of action are moreover premised on a US willingness | 

| to use its own armed forces, if necessary alone. We have no hope of | 

! getting UK participation in using forces in Indochina, at least at this | 

| time. We may or may not be able to secure French participation. But 

| we can act independently, and still, by patient explanation to our | 

| friends of the reasons for actions, keep our basic coalition intact. The ) 

| alliance will be less harmed by carefully justified US independent 

| action, than it will be by US pressures to force our friends to do what : 

| they will not do, or by mutual recriminations after the loss of all | 

Indochina. | - 

| 5. Alternative possible courses of US action, together with their 

| major implications are: | 

| a. Immediate US intervention in Tonkin. | | 
| At this stage it is clear that such action by the US would (1) | 

| alienate the US from the UK and probably the remainder of the Com- 

| monwealth; (2) be opposed by the French who would probably seek 

| to forestall it by a rapid capitulation to Communist demands; (3) | 

| involve maximum risk of provoking a general war with Communist 

China, and some risk of development of global war. The US would | 

| have to expect to be without major Allies in either case. 
| b. Threaten the Communists with introduction of US forces if they | 

| do not agree to an armistice based on the present situation, as the US | | 

| defines wt. , | | 

| This course of action would involve a US commitment to support 

| retention by the French of a position in the delta. There might be _ 

| possibilities of Communist acceptance. There could be, however, no 

| assurance that the French, under Communist pressure, would stick to 

| demands for a position in the delta, and the US might again be faced | 

| with having taken a position only to be deserted by an ally. 

. c. Introduce US forces south of the line Thak Kek-Dong Hoi etther 

; to support a settlement based on that line or to defend the line. | 

| 
| |
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If the line were established by agreement, the use of force by the US 
would be contingent on a violation of the line. If the line were estab- 
lished by US intervention there would be risk of provoking Chinese 
Communist intervention, but less than if the US intervened in Tonkin. 
The Five-Power Military Conference has estimated that the line could 
be defended against Viet Minh attack by four divisions, in addition to 
those needed to maintain order in the area. 

The situation in South Vietnam would in any case be so precarious 
that without US troops, military aid, and economic assistance, and 
without a reversal of French policies, there would be slim prospects of 
viability. If these conditions were met there would be substantial 
prospects of organizing a position of some stability in South Vietnam, 
Cambodia, and Laos. | 

Recommendations | 

Either action or inaction involves serious risks for US security. On 
balance, the following appears to be the best choice among the available 
alternatives. | 

a. The US should decide that it will take whatever measures are 
necessary to preserve a non-Communist position South of the line © 
Thak Kek—Dong Hoi. | 

6. The US should tell the French that it will support with US forces 
an armistice which: | | 

(1) Preserves as a minimum all territory South of the line 
Thak Kek—Dong Hoi; | 

(2) Does not exclude the introduction of US military equip- 
ment or personnel ; 

(3) Does not contain political provisions likely to result in a 
| Communist take-over. | ne 

c. The US should make clear to the French that if their negotiations 
seem to be leading toward a settlement which does not meet the above 
points the US will feel free to take such actions as may be necessary to 
assure continuation of a non-Communist position South of the line. 

d. If the French do appear to be imperiling such a position by their 
negotiations, the U.S. should: | 

(1) Induce the Associated States to withdraw, along with the 
US, from the Geneva Conference; 

(2) Provide such assistance to the Associated States, including 
_ US armed forces, as may be necessary to hold and develop a stable 
position South of the line Thak Kek—Dong Hoi. | 

e. The US should attempt to get support from Asian nations and 
its Western allies for the above courses of action and to have the line | 
accepted as part of the frontier of any Southeast Asia pact. 

f. As in Korea and Germany, the US should treat the division of 
Indochina not as definitive, but as provisional until unity can be 
achieved. | } 

g. The US should immediately initiate a vigorous aid program, a 
troop training program, and other appropriate measures to promote a 
stronger Southern Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, and to foster the
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| development of native governments prepared to live up to their : 
| responsibilities. 
| h. The US should press the French to grant complete political and 
| economic independence in the area south of the line, and to dramatize 
| this independence by appropriate measures. | | 
| zt. The US should endeavor to bring the above actions within the | 
| framework of the Charter of the United Nations. a | 

| | | Editorial Note | 

| | - From June 25 to June 29, 1954, British Prime Minister Winston 8. 
| Churchill and Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden visited Washington | 
| for conversations with President Eisenhower and Secretary of State 

| Dulles. Numerous subjects of mutual interest were discussed, including | 
| the questions of Indochina, the Geneva Conference, and collective . 
: security in Southeast Asia. Co ! 
| - The most significant discussion of Indochina in its Southeast Asian 
| context occurred at a meeting between Dulles and Eden and their © 

| advisers on June 26. On June 27, Dulles and Eden approved an Agreed 
| Minute on Southeast Asia, providing for the establishment of a United | 
| States-United Kingdom Joint Study Group on the area. On June 28, 
| Eisenhower and Churchill issued a statement summarizing their talks, | 
| which read in part as follows: | | | 

| “We discussed Southeast Asia and, in particular, examined the situa- | 
| tion which would arise from the conclusion of an agreement on Indo- | 
| china. We also considered the situation which would follow from 
| failure to reach such an agreement. , | 
! “We will press forward with plans for collective defense to meet 
| either eventuality. 7 
| “We are both convinced that if at Geneva the French Government 
| is confronted with demands which prevent an acceptable agreement 

regarding Indochina, the international situation will be seriously 
ageoravated.” : ; | 

For the records of the Dulles—Eden meetings of June 26 and June 27, : 
the Agreed Minute on Southeast Asia, the statement of June 28, | 

! and related material, see volume VI. For additional documentation 
| on aspects of the talks relating to a settlement in Southeast Asia and | 
| collective security arrangements for that area, see volume XII. | 

| 751G.00/6-2654: Telegram | | 

| The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State | | : ; | 

| SECRET | SAIGON, June 26, 1954—2 p. m. | 

| 2908. Repeated information Paris 1032, Geneva 266, London 76, | 
| Hanoi unnumbered. British Minister called on me this morning. He | 

| | 
|
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said he was convinced that French had decided partition of Vietnam 

leaving Tonkin to Viet Minh. He questioned, however, whether Com- 

munists at this time would press for more than Tonkin as they might 

not wish to alarm Western opinion by attempting to take all of Viet- 

nam at once. Graves thought that a solution could be reached re Cam- 

bodia and Laos and seemed disposed to feel that even an agreement 

“neutralizing” these countries would be acceptable. I said I did not | 

share this opinion as I thought it strategically essential that at least 

Cambodia have opportunity to build up a military force which might 

become a real deterrent factor and that in Laos, although prospects 

were less bright, there was no reason to give away too much too soon. 

I likewise dwelt on strategic importance of air base at Tourane which 

could interdict British line of communications between Hong Kong 

and Singapore. ) 

Graves felt that Bao Dai was finished in Vietnam and expressed 

doubt whether Ngo Dinh Diem could succeed in rallying people around 

| him. He expects, as do I, that very soon shrill cries for help will be 

heard from the Vietnamese. | a 

| McCuin Tock 

751G.00/6-2054 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy at Sagon* | 

_ TOP SECRET Wasuineron, June 26, 19545: 21 p. m. 

9738. Limited distribution. Pass Chief MAAG. Joint State Defense 

| Message. Saigon 2826 ? and 2846.° Buu Loc letter transmitted Saigon 

9826 raises problem whether or what to respond to formal request gov- 

- ernment Vietnam for large-scale training program at time when cur- 

rent policy directives State and Defense have clearly outlined opposi- 

tion participation such program until and unless certain conditions 

have been satisfied. Department’s 2588 * and Defense’s DA 962839 5ex- 

press our continuing policy. 7 

Additionally, we now have to reckon with policy Mendes-France 

1 Drafted by Hoey and Sturm of PSA. Also sent to Paris as telegram 4841 and 

to Geneva as Tosec 487. 
2Telegram 2826 from Saigon, June 18, not printed, contained the text of a 

letter from outgoing Premier Buu Loc to Chargé McClintock expressing approval 

of arrangements between General O’Daniel and General Ely providing for a larger 

role for the United States in the training of Vietnamese forces. (751G.5 MSP/ 

6-1854) 
? Telegram 2846 from Saigon, June 20, not printed, contained the text of a reply 

which McClintock proposed to send to Buu Loc. (7 51G.00/6—2054) 

- Por telegram 4551 to Paris, June 12, repeated to Saigon as telegram 2588, 

see p. 1684. 
5In telegram DA 962839, June. 16, General Ridgway advised General O’Danict 

that negotiations with France regarding a possible U.S. role in Indochina had 

not been completed and that therefore agreements on military details should not 

be concluded until governmental decisions were made and intergovernmental 

agreements were reached. (751G.5/6-1654) .
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Government to end fighting by July 20, with uncertainties and dangers | 
that such policy implies. At same time new government coming to | 

power Vietnam. We have no way knowing what policies it will pursue, : 
or with what success. Military situation Vietnam obliges us consider | 

| what measures may be necessary prevent American equipment falling 
| into hands Communists and has direct bearing on provision additional 
| equipment for proposed divisions. 
| We recognize, however, that our constant emphasis on need for 
| training Vietnamese army may have led government Vietnam expect : 

| from US large-scale training programs, material assistance and : 

| financial support which as yet have not been approved by US : 

| Government. oe ; | 
: At same time we must avoid any action which might contribute | 
| disintegration military and political situation Indochina through : 

: fostering assumption that we are “writing off Indochina”. 

| Action Embassy Saigon: — . | 

| With reference note from Government Vietnam (Saigon’s 2826 and | 
| 2846), we believe under present circumstances no written reply, other | , 

| than acknowledgment already made, should be made this time. In : 
| light factors mentioned above, only reply we could make would be ! 
| substantially negative. Therefore Embassy Saigon should inform : 
, Prince Buu Loc orally, if it still feels reply must be made outgoing 

| Prime Minister, that question US participation National Army train- 
| ing will be discussed with incoming Prime Minister Diem when he has 
| had opportunity consider this problem. Oral reply should indicate 
| that General O’Daniel has been directed within scope means available 

| to him to assist by advice wherever possible in developing training 
| program National Army. It should be made clear that we are not now 
| in position undertake training Vietnamese divisions, pending de- | 

| cisions at governmental level. | | 

| Action Chief MAAG Saigon: | 

i Ref MG 1724A and MG 1750A.° Your recent requests for personnel 
| augmentation have been granted to large degree. You are authorized 
| continue discussions with appropriate French military authorities : | 

| toward end that your MAAG assist by advising in training activities | 

: Vietnam National Army. Utilization MAAG personnel such advisory 
| capacity must be commensurate with efficient accomplishment their | 

| primary duties, in accordance Defense guidance ref use adm person- 

| nel tng functions, and is not to be construed as US approval MAAG | 

) tng mission for Vietnamese armed forces. Temporary mobile US | 

| training teams, if requested by French, should make useful contribu- | 

| ‘Telegrams MG 1724A, June 16, and MG 1750A, June 20, from General O’Daniel 
| at Saigon to the Department of the Army, urging a greater U.S. training role, are 

| not printed. (751G.5/6-1654 ; 751G.5/6-2054) | |
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tion training program. (WAR 84822).” Decision that US undertake 
training functions proposed Vietnamese light divisions still awaiting 
clarification complex political-military situation. No additional fi- 
nancial responsibility can be undertaken by US this time. 

Action Embassy and MAAG Paris: 

General De Shazo,® after consultation Ambassador Dillon, is au- 
thorized inform General Ely Department Defense has approved aug- 
mentation approximately 90 additional personnel who are being sent 
MAAG Saigon undertake planning as well administrative functions. 

Of this group 12 officers have already arrived. General O’Daniel is 
authorized, in consultation General Ely and military officials Viet- 
nam develop plans by which his present MAAG personnel plus aug- 
mentations can be utilized fullest degree assist advising on training 
Vietnamese troops. Such utilization personnel must be commensurate 
with efficient accomplishment their primary duties, in accordance with 
Defense guidance ref use adm personnel training functions, and is 
not to be construed as US approval MAAG tng mission Vietnamese 

armed forces. General Ely should be informed that in this connection 
US does not undertake assume any additional financial responsibility _ 
pay and maintenance Vietnamese troops. Decision as to US undertak- 
ing training Vietnamese light divisions still awaits action French and 
US Governments. 

DuLiLEs 

7 Not found in Department of State files. - 
*Maj. Gen. Thomas E. de Shazo, Chief of the Military Assistance Advisory 

Group, Paris. | 

Eisenhower Library, White House Office, ‘Legislative Leadership Conference” 

Memorandum by the Assistant Staff Secretary to the President | 
(Minnich)* ae 

[WasHineron,] June 28,1954. | 
Indo-China—Sec. Dulles told the Leaders there were some signs of 

a solution developing. He said that if there is to be a line drawn to © 
separate the free world from Communist,in Southeast Asia, it must be 
a line that the people in that area are prepared to join in defending, for 
the United States cannot be expected to rush in singlehandedly. As it 
is shaping up, the line would put on the side of the free world the states 
of Thailand, Laos and Cambodia, and a part of Indo-China. Many | 
uncertainties remain, and he thought it a matter of making the best of 
a, bad situation as in Korea. 

The President wanted to add emphasis to the impossibility of the 

*The source text, labeled “Supplementary Notes,” is attached to the Minnich 
memorandum covering discussions on Indochina for the period Feb. 8—July 26, 
1954. Regarding that memorandum, see footnote 1, p. 1023. |
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United States going into any area to give support unless the support | 
were requested. Also, the U.S. would be bogged down from the start 

| if the people of any area got the idea that we would rush in on their | 
| request no matter how they handle things. So there will not be any 

sort of guarantee as was involved in the Locarno Pact. The President : 
| asserted the general principles of our behavior were laid down as much 
| as fifteen months ago. | 

| Responding to Sen. Knowland’s question, Sec. Dulles said the | 
| French were still hoping for some sort of an enclave to be maintained | 

in the Delta region, but this didn’t really seem possible for more than : 
| a very brief period if at all. | | 

| Mr. Dulles said we were not fully taken into their confidence by the 2 
French, that the French were carrying on some private talks, He went | 

| on to remark how a message had come just yesterday from Mendes- | 
| France giving expression to his hope that should the talks break down | 
| we would take a very serious view of the situation.? He felt this was a : 
| strange message, given all our past effort to get the French to take a | 
| serious view of it! = | | | 

\ Sen. Knowland wanted all precautions taken to see that any supplies : 
| we had furnished for the Delta area should be gotten out to safety : 
| rather than being left behind for the Communists. The President | 
| didn’t think the French would just walk out on the situation, and the | 

| “regrouping” under discussion did not just mean surrender. Mr. 
| Dulles said we had a legal right to repossess those materials if they 
| were not being used in the way intended, but of course there could be : 

a very great problem in actually repossessing. Sen. Knowland wanted | 
| to be sure there was advance planning for sufficient shipping to be in : 
| the area in case a time limit were put on any evacuation decided upon. | 
! The President and Mr. Dulles had already alerted Defense to this. | 

| Here follows discussion of subjects other than Indochina. | | | | 

2 For the message under reference, see telegram 4852 to Paris, June 28, infra. | 

| 751G.00/6-2864 : Telegram | | - | 
| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? | 
| t 

| TOP SECRET 7  Wasurneton, June 28, 1954—7:10 p. m. | 

| 4852. Following is translation aide-mémoire delivered by Bonnet | 
| to Secretary and Eden June 26.2 Text coordinated US-UK reply 
| contained next following message.® | | 

1 Drafted by McBride of WE. Repeated to London as telegram 7146, to Saigon 
| as telegram 2746, and to Geneva as Tosec 489. | 
| * British Foreign Secretary Eden was on visit in Washington (see editorial 
| note, p. 1751). The copy of the aide-mémoire signed by Ambassador Bonnet is in 

file 751G.00/6-2854. , 
| 3 Infra. 

| 578-611 O 82 - 24 (Pt. 2)
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“The coming weeks will be of decisive importance insofar as Indo- 
china is concerned. Following his conversation with Mr. Chou En-lai, 
the head of the French Government has instructed M. Chauvel to 

| approach M. Phan [Pham] Van Dong with a view to carrying on with 
him directly negotiations to ascertain whether a basis can be found, 
in his opinion. for a territorial settlement in Vietnam or not.* 

“The objective of the French Government is to arrive at a regroup- 
ing which will assure the State of Vietnam a territory as solid as 
possible, and without the de facto division which will result being too 
cut up. That is the reason why the French Government will insist on 
maintaining Haiphong as long as possible and on obtaining the neu- 
tralization of the bishoprics of Bui Chu and Phat Diem. 

- “Tt is difficult to predict the result of this negotiation in which the 
French authorities must face two sorts of difficulties: on the one hand 
it will be most difficult to obtain concessions from the Viet Minh in the 
north; and on the other hand the negotiations risk causing, if the 
agreement is concluded, dangerous reactions by the Vietnamese Gov- 
ernment whose citizens are serving at the present time under the orders 
of the French command, comprising a major proportion thereof. 

“The French Prime Minister feels that the allied American and 
British governments should be as well informed as possible of these 
possibilities. M. Mendes-France wishes especially to call the attention 
of these two Governments to the following aspects of the situation : 

“(1) Ifthe Viet Minh appears disposed to negotiate, it is for a series 
of reasons among which figure without doubt the fear of a spreading of 
the conflict, a spreading which nothing at the present time would lead 
us to expect, but which the general world situation does not permit us 
to exclude. Although the fear of such an extension of the conflict may 
have a determining influence on the decisions of our adversaries, the 
French Government realizes that precise declarations on this subject 
are not possible at this time. But it considers it would be very useful if 

the final communiqué of the Anglo-American talks in Washington 
could state in some fashion or other that, if it is not possible to reach a 
‘reasonable settlement at the Geneva Conference, .a serious aggravation 
of international relations would result.® | 

“(2) The problem which is posed with regard to Vietnam is differ- 
ent. It is to be feared that any solution providing for an indefinite 
period a division of the country will cause a violent and unreasoning 
reaction on the part of the Vietnamese patriots. While this reaction 

may be in a large measure inevitable, every effort should nevertheless 
be made to canalize this reaction in a direction in conformity with the 
interests of Vietnam, France and their allies. 

“To this end it appears highly desirable to the Prime Minister of 

| France to obtain the assurance of the United States Government that _ 

nothing will be done by the latter which might even implicitly en- 

courage such a reaction. Under present circumstances such action could 

4Premier Mendés-France met with Chou En-lai, Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the People’s Republic of China and head of its delegation at the Geneva Con- | 

ference, at Bern on June 23. For information on that meeting, see telegram Secto 

517 from Geneva and telegram 5035 from Paris, both June 24, vol. xvI, pp. 1233 

and 1239. Regarding the conversations between Jean Chauvel (acting head of the 

French Delegation at Geneva) and Pham Van Dong (head of the Delegation of 

the Democratic Republic of Vietnam), see ibid., pp. 1266 ff. 

5 See editorial note, p. 1751.
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| lead to no result but to ruin any hope of seeing Vietnam consolidate 
| herself in such a fashion as to create in the face of the Viet Minh an. 
| authentically national and independent force. It is for this reason that : 
| the French Government strongly hopes it can count on the United | 
| States at the proper moment to intervene with the Vietnamese to coun- 

| sel upon them wisdom and self-control and to dissuade them from 
| refusing an agreement which, if it is reached, is dictated not by the 

| spirit of abandoning them, but on the contrary by the desire to save in | 
| Indochina all that can possibly be saved, and to give the Vietnamese 

: state, under peaceful conditions, opportunities which have not always 
| been possible heretofore because of the war.” ° 

| * Telegram 89 to Paris, July 2, repeated for information to Saigon and Geneva, 
read as follows: “ReDeptel 4852, June 28; Saigon 2746, Geneva 489. It seems to 
me that new Vietnamese Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem, who has reputation of | 

| uncompromising nationalist, is quite in the dark about developments critically | 
| affecting country he is trying to lead. We fear that if results of French negotia- 
| tions with Communists are revealed to him as a fait accompli, the very reaction 
| French wish to avoid will result. 
r “You should therefore indicate our concern to the French and ascertain their : 

own intentions with respect to consulting him or minimizing his resentment and ; 
their views with respect to plans and prospects for maintaining order in South 

| Vietnam.” (751G.00/7-254) - a | 

/ | 
| 751.5 MSP/6-1254 : Telegram | 

| : The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France} 

| SECRET PRIORITY WASHINGTON, June 28, 1954—7:10 p. m. | 

| 4853. Re Deptel 4852 repeated Geneva Tosec 489 and Saigon 2746.? 
| In concert with your UK colleague you should when further instructed 

by Department make parallel communication following reply to | 
French Aide-Mémoire set forth reftel. This reply has been cleared by | 
Eden and we expect Churchill’s concurrence tomorrow morning.’ | 

| In drafting this reply below we had in mind that it should tend | 
| stiffen French position so that they would not accept terms which we 

would be unwilling respect. (FYI UK sending a similar message | 

| Jebb * but is informing him that he may orally add that HMG would ! 
| be willing if French Government desires to give diplomatic support | 
| to French Government in order secure an agreement on lines set forth | 
| joint instruction below. This we are unwilling to do as we informed | 
| British. End FYI.) a | | | | 

| 1 Drafted by MacArthur. Repeated to Geneva as Tosec 490, to Saigon as tele- 
| gram 2748, and to London as telegram 7147. | | | : 
| 2 Supra. oe | ; 
| °In telegram 4858 to Paris, June 29, the Embassy was informed that the text 

of the message had now been approved by the British and should therefore be 
| delivered to the French Government in concert with the British Embassy. 

| (751G.00/6-2954) Ambassador Dillon reported in telegram 5099 from Paris, 
| June 30, that the message had been delivered. (751G.00/6-3054) . | 
| *Sir Gladwyn Jebb, British Ambassadorin France. . 

| 
| \ 

| |
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Begin verbatim text.’ The US Government/HMG have taken note 
of the French Government’s communication. They appreciate being 
informed of this expression of the French Government’s position in 
the current negotiations for an-armistice agreement on Indochina. The | 
US Government/HMG would be willing to respect an agreement 
which: | | 

1. preserves the integrity and independence of Laos and Cambodia 
and assures the withdrawal of Vietminh forces therefrom ; 

2. preserves at least the southern half of Vietnam, and if possible 
an enclave in the Delta; in this connection we would be unwilling to see 
the line of division of responsibility drawn further south than a line 
running generally west from Dong Hoi; | 

8. does not impose on Laos, Cambodia or retained Vietnam any re- 
strictions materially impairing their capacity to maintain stable non- 
Communist regimes; and especially restrictions impairing their right 

) to maintain adequate forces for internal security, to import arms and 
to employ foreign advisers ; | | 

4. does not contain political provisions which would risk loss of the 
~ retained area to Communist control ; | 

5. does not exclude the possibility of the ultimate unification of the 
Vietnam by peaceful means; 

6. provides for the peaceful and humane transfer, under interna- 
tional supervision, of those people desiring to be moved from one zone 
to another of Vietnam ; and 

7. provides effective machinery for international supervision of the 
agreement. E’nd text. 

| DULLES 

®' The first draft of the text which follows was developed by a U.S.-U.K. working 
group which met at the Department of State on Saturday afternoon, June 26. 
That draft was circulated as U.S. document CEV Memo-7, June 26. (Conference 
files. lot 60 D 627, CF 389) The draft. as slightly revised. was approved by Sec- 
retary Dulles and Foreign Secretary Eden at their meeting of June 29 as docu- 
ment CEV Memo-%b. At the Eisenhower—Dulles—Churchill-Kden meeting of 
June 29, the British confirmed their anproval of the joint instructions. For the 
records of the meetings of Tune 29 and document CEV Memo-7b, see volume VI. 

On July 1, Secretary Dulles reported to the National Security Council on the 
Churchill-Hisenhower conversations. The summary of his report contained in the 
memorandum of discussion at the 205th NSC Meeting read in part as follows: 

“Secretary Dulles said that the most significant action with respect to South- 
east Asia had been the formulation of a joint US—UK position regarding a settle- 
ment in Indochina. This joint position had been communicated to the French 
Government and basic instructions with regard to this position transmitted to _ 
our representatives at Geneva. In general this position indicated what we would 
be willing ‘to respect’ by way of a settlement. In substance, Laos and Cambodia 
would be left as free and independent states with the capability of maintaining 
their integrity. Likewise, approximately half.of Vietnam would remain non- 
Communist south of a line drawn approximately along the 18th parallel. In the 
course of defining this joint US—UK position, differences of view had emerged. | 
The US had hoped to produce a definite agreement with the UK not to accept 
anything less favorable than this position. Churchill and Eden, on the other 
hand, had merely wished to state a hope that the French wouldn’t settle for any- 
thing less than this position. A compromise had been reached, but complete agree- 
ment was not achieved and we will continue to take a stiffer line than the 
British.” (Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file)
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 331 _ | 
Memorandum of a Meeting Between Ambassador Donald R. Heath | and the Chief of State of Vietnam (Bao Dar) at Cannes, France, June 28, 19541 | | | 

TOP SECRET 
| 

The following is an account of my conversation with Bao Dai at | Cannes, the evening of June 28. My schedule was so rushed in Paris, I did not have the time to report it telegraphically from there. | Bao Dai was a rather craven spectacle. There was no question of | “fighting to the end” against the Viet Minh as Bao Dai assured me ! two months ago he and “his army” were prepared to do. He probably | is an ill man now, and at my hotel in Cannes I found a letter from his | physician urging me to urge Bao Dai to take six weeks of complete ! rest, including a cure at Vittel. Whether ill or not, there is no question but that he personally has “capitulated” unless we intervene militarily | to pull his chestnuts out of the fire. | After deploring the sudden turn for the worse his health had taken, and the necessity of a “rest” and a “cure”, he asked me what I thought would be the result of the Geneva Conference. I told him I thought | the Viet Minh were expecting a partition of the country, with their | getting the country north of Dong Hoi except for an enclave around : Haiphong and possible special “protective measures” for the bishoprics of Buy Chu and Phat Diem. Bao Dai said that his information was that the Viet Minh would not ask for partition, but would instead | insist on coalition arrangements between the two regimes, They might | even accept him, nominally, as Chief of State but would ask for key | ministries, such as that of the Interior. He had understood that some such sort of an arrangement, with nationwide elections to be held : within a year after cease-fire, had been proposed by Chou En Lai and | accepted by Mendes-France at Bern. Bao Daj then said if such a re- | quest were made with assurances of safe withdrawal of the French Expeditionary Corps, how could France refuse it—how could : America refuse it? The southern Vietnamese would. accept it, first because they knew little about Communism and secondly because they | would rather have “peace” than fight. The Vietnamese National Army, | which a few weeks ago Bao Dai had praised, now was described by the latter as completely unsure. The Viet Minh were already orga- | nized in Saigon, he said, and could stage an uprising, peaceful or | violent, at any moment. 
| 

I said it was possible that the Viet Minh might propose a coalition | government—that was one of the cheapest and surest Communist | tricks,—witness Czechoslovakia and Poland. I asked Bao Dai whether | 
* Drafted by Ambassador Heath in Washington on June 30. |
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| he thought it was conceivable that Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem 

might arouse a national spirit of resistance. Bao Dai said, cynically, he 

had really never understood why Ngo Dinh Diem had accepted to head 

the government. He had asked Diem what would be his policy, nego- 

tiate with the Viet Minh? Diem had replied he would not negotiate 

with the Viet Minh and he would count on the aid of America. Bao 

Dai then allowed that if America were ready to intervene militarily 

that the Viet Minh would back down since they were “dreadfully 

afraid” of American participation. With American intervention, the 

National Army could be strengthened decisively to defeat the Viet 

Minh. 

But, Bao Dai said, it was useless to speculate what might happen 

since Mendes-France had already made up his mind to “drop” Viet- 

Nam, and there was nothing he or anyone else could do to prevent it. I 

- answered that, while I was without instructions from my government 

and that I would neither urge him to oppose Mendes-F rance’s views 

or accept them, Viet-Nam was a sovereign nation and its. attitude cer- 

tainly had to be taken into account by Mendes-France. The latter had 

said that he would not sign a “capitulation” to the Viet Minh, and I 

felt that he would not make a firm agreement with the Viet Minh with- 

out consulting the Vietnamese and American governments. 

| He again raised the question of American military intervention, to 

which I avoided replying directly, but quoted to him a remark made 

by the Secretary to Dinh, former Vietnamese Foreign Minister, during 

- the early days of the Geneva Conference, to the effect that if a country 

were really determined to resist attack against its integrity that it | 

would find friends and allies, but +f no such determination were present 

no support would be forthcoming. Bao Dai shrugged that off. 

| Although he had already told me that he would have to remain in 

France to take a cure at Vittel, I asked him again whether he was not 

considering returning to Viet-Nam, and whether such action on his 

part would not have a strengthening effect on Vietnamese public opin- 

ion. He shrugged that off too. 

I, accordingly, took leave of him and made no reference to seeing 

him again. Throughout the conversation Bao Dai was ill at ease, as 

indeed he should have been. It was more than clear that he has no in- 

tention of doing anything so risky as returning to Viet-Nam under 

present conditions and that he would accept with only pro forma 

remonstrance, if that, any deal Mendes-F rance might make with Viet 

~ ‘Minh. Thanks to the complicity of the French exchange control he has 

~ gotten a very sizeable fortune outside of Viet-Nam. oe 

~ The following day in Paris I saw Ngo Dinh Luyen, who is function- 

ing as “Ambassador at large”, of his brother, the new Vietnamese 

Prime Minister Designate. Luyen confirmed to me that Bao Dai would
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not return to Viet-Nam unless American intervention occurred and | made it safe for him to do so. Luyen, in fact, did not want Bao Dai to return at this time, since his return would be accompanied by intrigue ot and complicate a difficult, and if indeed not impossible, task of trying | to awaken the spirit of national unity and resistance. Luyen said that | the Cao Daist and Hoa Hao sects, General Hinh, Chief of Staff of the | Viet-Nam National Army, and the Vietnamese Security Police were all against his brother’s efforts to form a government of national unity, and the French would give him no support. Nevertheless, he thought his brother, because of his spirit and courage, would somehow succeed, | particularly if he could be given at least “moral support” of America | at this time. He asked if it were not possible for the American govern- | ment to make some public declaration of support of his brother. I told | him I would discuss the matter in Washington. 

751G.00/6~2954 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department o f State | 

TOP SECRET | Parts, June 29, 1954—7 p. m. | 5093. Repeated information Saigon 633. Re Embtel 5074 not re- peated to Saigon.t Ely came to see me this afternoon for an unofiicial talk before returning to Indochina, which he plans to do at the end of the week. I took up with him the question of safeguarding end item | equipment as indicated in reftel and he gave me absolute assurances | that no such equipment would pass into the hands of the Viet Minh, ! except in cases where the French forces might be defeated in battle. Ely said he was pleased to hear of the additional U.S. officers being assigned to O’Daniel. He said that he wished to make his over all posi- | tion on training clear. It is that he considers the war in Indochina to | be a civil war which must be fought on the political as well as the mili- | tary front. In the long run the only people who can fight it effectively | are the Vietnamese themselves, He feels that nothing would give the | people of Vietnam more of a feeling of independence than an army of their own which was substantially trained by the U.S. For that rea- | son he was strongly in favor of the U.S. undertaking the training of | native troops in Vietnam. He felt the problem was as much one of | morale as of military efficiency. 
| ——. 
| *In telegram 4825 to Paris, June 25, the Department of State instructed Am- | bassador Dillon to raise with Premier Mendés-France the question of the safe- guarding of U.S. MDAP equipment. (751G.00/6-2554) Dillon reported in I telegram 5074 from Paris, June 29, not printed, that the Premier had that day | expressed Sympathy with the concern of the United States. He asked the Am- | bassador to discuss the matter further with General Ely, with whom Dillon was to meet that afternoon. (751G.00/6-2954 )
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I pointed out to him that although the additional officers could be 

used for training, they did not constitute a new training mission and 

that he would have to discuss this subject with O’Daniel in Saigon. 

He said that he realized this and that while he would prefer the U.S. 

to undertake the complete training of Vietnam forces, including the 

sending of U.S. officers into combat, with Vietnam troops as advisers, 

he had never attempted to hide the fact from O’Daniel that this would 

naturally draw the U.S. a good deal further into the war than they 

were at present. He said he could well understand it if the U.S. was 

not prepared to undertake this form of training. However, he hoped 

that they could work out the next best compromise. 

| He said that he felt that the Western Powers had lost tremendously 

in prestige in the last two or three months as against world commu- 

nism and that the negotiations with the Viet Minh had become much 

more difficult because of the Viet Minh belief that the menace of U.S. 

‘ntervention no longer existed. He said that the only way to stand up 

to the Communists was to have complete unity and that the obvious 

lack of unity among the three great Western Powers in the last few - 

months had had a terribly damaging effect in the world generally. 

He said his own position was particularly difficult. because he had 

| to regroup his forces so as to protect them from possible annihilation. 

This meant giving up territory in the middle of negotiations which, 

naturally, did not facilitate the negotiations. In answer to a question 

he said he expected the regrouping to be completed in the next 10 or 

- 15 days. ee 

As he left he said he wished he were back in Washington with the 

standing group instead of having to handle the present situation in 

Indochina, which seemed to him very nearly impossible on both the 

military and the political fronts. | 

“ | _ _DILLon 

751G.00/6-2954 : Telegram me 

The Chargé at Saigon (M cClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY | Garcon, June 29, 1954 —10 p. m. 

9932. Repeated information Paris 1041, Geneva 271, Hanoi 559. I 

called today on Prime Minister designate Ngo Dinh Diem. He received 

‘me with his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu, who quite evidently serves as an 

‘nformal co-Prime Minister. Both brothers were in deep despair at 

decision of French military to persist in evacuation of Phat Diem and 

Bui Chu provinces in Tonkin and by their lively fear that French are 

actually in process of negotiating a capitulatory peace with the Viet
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| Diem said that he had urgently requested General Salan to refrain | ! from evacuating Bui Chu and Phat Diem, at least until Vietnamese | Government could be formed and the military situation could be in | some wise redressed. However, Salan had this morning told Diem that | he had received explicit instructions from Paris to continue evacua- | | tion. | 

Diem asked if US could lend diplomatic support to Vietnam in bringing pressure to bear on French Government to reverse this policy. Both brothers seemed not, to expect armed intervention from US or | anything more than diplomatic support at this time. In fact, their | feeling of being abandoned is concerned solely with the French who : they feel are dropping Vietnam in a cold-blooded manner. | I said that I could not promise that my government would under- | | take the representations they requested but that I would immediately | transmit their request for the urgent consideration of my government. | Diem and his brother then discussed possibility of a mass evacua- _ tion of population from Tonkin in event French should sign an ar- rangement which in effect would leave Tonkin in Viet Minh hands. | They said that rapid action would be imperative as Viet Minh would | be able very quickly to scatter population and thus principal man- | power resource of Vietnam would be irretrievably lost to Commu- nists. I said I had already alerted Department (cf. Embassy telegrams | 2807 * and 2873) 2 on possibility that evacuation of Tonkin inhabitants | might be judged necessary and that requests for aid in this connec- _ tion could be expected to be forthcoming. I was careful to add, how- ever, that. I had not received any indication of what Washington thought or possibility of US aid in this regard, | | Diem and his brother said most emphatically that they would not form a government. unless they were certain French would refrain from giving up Tonkin. They had no intention as loyal Vietnamese | nationalists to come into office merely to sign a capitulatory peace. > | Diem said he thought it practically certain that Bao Dai would | not return to Vietnam. If, as he seems to fear, French do sign a cease- | fire and armistice, which would involve partition, and thus he backs out of forming a government, we should probably have an even more | disintegrating situation to confront us in that Vietnam will have | neither a ruler nor a responsible government at time when it needs both badly. | | _ Although I gave Diem no encouragement to think that US would lend Vietnam diplomatic support vis-a-vis French Government, he | will most certainly expect some indication of our position and will ask to see me on his return from Hanoi and Hue Friday.? | 
* Dated June 17, p. 1718. | | * Dated June 22, p. 1729. 
* July 2. | | 

: |
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Tf Department has any views which could be conveyed to Diem at 

that time either on requested representation or on possibility of US 

aid in mass evacuation from Tonkin, prompt instructions would be 

appreciated. McCuLINnTOCcK 

__ 

7513.00 /6—2954 : Telegram . 

The Chargé at Saigon (M cClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET 
Sarcon, June 29, 1954—10 p. m. 

9933. Repeated information Paris 1042, Geneva 972, Vientiane, 

Bangkok, Phom Penh unnumbered. Prince Savang of Laos asked me 

to call on him this afternoon. He was accompanied by Prince Sou- 

vanna Phouma, Laotian Prime Minister. Savang said he wanted to 

inform me that at recent meeting of Laotian Cabinet presided over by 

his father, the King, (who departed today for Europe by sea) Laotian 

Government had taken decision not to recede in any degree from posi- 

tion which Laotian delegation had established initially at Geneva; 

namely, that Laos would insist on withdrawal of Viet Minh invaders 

from its soil and would not entertain thought of giving any concession 

to Communists. Prince Savang said that all blandishments of Chou- 

En-lai would be in vain so far as his government was concerned and — 

he wanted US Government to be aware of Laotian resolve in this 

respect. 
. | 

‘Savang said he was frankly suspicious of intentions of French 

Government and the purpose of his flight to Paris 1s to undertake a 

personal reconnaissance of French Government’s thinking. Both he 

and Souvanna Phouma were fearful that in framework of a cease-fire 

or armistice covering Vietnam, present French Government might be 

willing to grant concessions to Viet Minh which would be inj urious to 

Laotian sovereignty and territorial integrity. Savang said if French 

did arrive at any backstairs deal of this nature, he would publicly dis- 

avow any such arrangement and Laos would, if necessary, “fight on 

alone”. Laos would in such event make an immediate appeal for United 

Nations intervention. ee 
CO 

Savang said he would like assurances from US of American support, 

both moral and, if possible, material. However, he fully recognized 

there was no question of US military intervention in Indochina and 

agreed with me that if Secretary’s announced policy of seeking to 

establish a base for “united action” within the framework of some col- 

lective security system for Southeast Asia could be achieved, this would 

more than satisfy Laotian desire for backing from US; nevertheless, 

both he and Souvanna Phouma felt that conditions have now So altered 

that if US is to continue to give military and economic aid in Indo-
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} china, and Specifically to Laos, it should be done directly and not | | through the French channel. 

; Both Prince Savang and Souvanna Phouma said there was no possi- : bility of latter’s having contact with his half-brother and that there | would be no arrangement for a coalition government with so-called | Pathet-Laos elements. 
| I recommended to Savang that he get in touch with our Embassy | in Paris on arrival as I thought it might be helpful for him to see Am- bassador Dillon. 

| 
| | | | McCurn tock poe ——___ | | 7516.00/6-3054: Telegram | 

| Lhe Consul at Hanoi (Cameron) to the Department of State | 
SECRET a Hanot, June 30, 1954—8 p. m. : 775. Repeated information Saigon 717, Paris 344, pouched Bangkok ! unnumbered. In discussing current situation in north with me this | morning, Governor Tri made no effort to minimize his deep discourage- ment and apprehension. He pointed out that he was convinced that | French plans to abandon southern delta which had been made uni- laterally without prior discussion with either himself or national gov- ernment had been decided on as much as six weeks ago when French had first proposed hand over this area to Vietnamese National Army. | In spite strong Vietnamese opposition to this proposal, Tri said French had persisted in basic objective of withdrawing from south and had now decided accomplish this objective in even more disastrous fashion. Tri said General Cogny came to see him June 26 to inform him of | French plans withdraw from southern delta which had, according to Tri, then been under way for at least preceding four days. According to Tri, Cogny explained this movement as necessitated by military ! requirement of creating mobile striking force with which to meet pos- | sible assault Viet Minh battle corps. Tri protested grave political | implications of giving up manpower and economic resources of this nationalist Catholic area. He asked Cogny why French Union forces | in that area could not be made into mobile force, kept in area, and used | there until needed to resist Viet Minh assault on Hanoi—Haiphong complex. Tri said he did not receive satisfactory reply to his question. Tri informed national government and received twenty hours later telegram from Diem which, according to Tri, read as follows, “T have obtained from Salan a delay in French plans to evacuate Phat Diem, ! Bui Chu and Nam Dinh. Reassure the people.” Language of telegram | apparently deeply offended Tri. He felt, moreover, very strongly that it provided no basis for reassuring population in these areas. Tri sent a copy of this telegram to General Cogny who replied that he had
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| received no instructions to delay French withdrawals which have 

continued. 
7 

_ ‘Tri is convinced that withdrawals resulted from decisions made in 

Geneva and Paris and that Cogny is simply carrying out instructions. 

He said he is even more certain that whole operation is taking place 

within terms of agreement between French and Viet Minh. He sees 

present operation as prelude to general withdrawal of French Expedi- 

tionary Corps from delta. a | 

Governor indicated he had instructed provincial officials, as well as 

militia and national guard, to remain these provinces until last minute. 

He was not sanguine about rear guard resistance these units could put 

up since French had withdrawn all automatic weapons and com- 

munications equipment. Tri said that he was receiving reports that 

large numbers of Vietnamese in French Union forces, including sup- 

pletifs, were refusing to leave with their units. These, he commented, 

were not desertions since the individuals were reporting to province - 

chiefs with request that they be permitted to enter ranks Vietnamese 

National Army. According T11, Cogny had agreed permit such “trans- 

fers” and he had informed province chiefs to accept these individuals. 

Tri declared that it was more urgent than ever to know US attitude 

towards new Vietnamese Government and extent to which Vietnam 

could expect assistance, advice and equipment. 
| 

| 
a CAMERON 

__ 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 292 , | 

Record of a Meeting in the Office of the Secretary of State, 

Wednesday, June 30, 1954, noon 1 

TOP SECRET 
| 

Participants: 

The Secretary 
Mr. Byroade? — 

The Under Secretary Mr. Stelle 

Mr. Robertson 
Mr. Gullion 

Mr. Bowie Mr. Sturm 

Mr. MacArthur 
Mr. Tyler 

Mr. Merchant — : Mr. Draper 

1. Replying to Mr. Robertson’s question as to whether and to what 

extent the US would be willing militarily to support the settlement in 

Indochina, the Secretary stated that we would be willing to do so ex- 

| cept that the French had refused to meet even some of our conditions 

or, for that matter, to make a request. He referred to Australian and 

New Zealand reluctance to associate themselves with us. Mr. Robertson 

1 Drafting officer not identified. This memorandum was prepared on July 1. 

2Henry A. Byroade, Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South 

Asian, and African Affairs.
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| warned that the best, opinion was agreed on the necessity of bolstering | a settlement militarily in order to prevent the eventual complete loss ! of Indochina. 

| | ! 2. Mr. Bowie thought perhaps it was time to review the relevance | | of the US conditions and tell the French that before we will allow ! | Indochina to be written off we will come to the assistance of the Asso- : ciated States regardless of the French attitude. This would mean | sending, if necessary, US ground forces. He developed at some length ! . his thesis for placing the additional four divisions (as estimated in ! the Five-Power talks) across the Dong Hoi line. | | 3. The Under Secretary thought Mr. Bowie’s views too extreme ; | | the French, he pointed out, are preparing an orderly withdrawal from the delta which will then provide some strength in the south and | Mendes-France is planning to ask for authority to send conscripts to | Indochina. The rea] question, he said, is what we will do following ! the cease-fire. Mr. Bowie interjected that the Viet Minh will not be | content with the terms of a settlement and will move ahead through- | out the rest of Indochina if the French are not backed strongly. | 4. The Secretary said that Bonnet had called him this morning with a Message from Mendes-France asking for a reply (see Aide- | mémotre) as to whether the US would use its influence with Laos and Cambodia in getting them to accept a French-Viet Minh settlement, The Secretary told Bonnet it is difficult to use our good offices blindly | without knowing what the settlement would be but that if it were | within the terms outlined in our reply to the French, perhaps we would not say anything.’ It was generally agreed that we should not throw away our last negotiating lever with a precipitate agreement to | the French request. _ 
| | o. Two suggestions were discussed but left in abeyance because the real problem still remains: 

| | (1) Mr. Merchant’s idea of a public declaration that “on the as- | sumption Laotian and Cambodian independence is respected and that | some part of Vietnam is left intact and politically whole, we would | _Tegard any move across the lines drawn in such ‘a settlement as an i act of aggression to which the United States might react militarily.” | (It was pointed out that the Communists would be willing to join in | the declaration, a sort of guarantee by the Geneva powers, and yet could get what they wanted.) 

* Telegram 24 to Paris, July 2, repeated to Geneva as Tosec 510 and to Saigon | 
as telegram 24, read as follows: “FYI Bonnet July 1 phoned Secretary with : 
message from Mendés-France asking for reply to that part Bonnet’s aide-mémoire | 
July [June] 26 concerning whether US would use its influence with Vietnamese | 
with view persuading them accept a French-Viet Minh cease fire agreement. | / 

“Secretary told Bonnet we could not take a position for or against any such 
Tost ee Since we do not know precisely provisions of agreement.” (751G.00/ | For the text of the French aide-mémoire, see telegram 4852 to Paris, June 28, Dp. 1755; for the U.S.-U.K. reply, see telegram 4853 to Paris, June 28, p. 1757. : 

|
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| (2) Mr. Byroade suggested publicizing a US troop movement to the 

Philippines (perhaps through the planned redeployment 
of US troops 

from Korea). 
| 

6. The Secretary said he thought the UK would water down its 

reply to the French Aide-mémoire but that the UK would be willing to 

help protect a settlement along the lines outlined in the US-UK reply. 

7. The Secretary said it was difficult to agree to Mr. Bowie’s thesis 

involving the sending of US divisions into Indochina. Mr. Bowie 

reiterated that the loss of Indochina will be a terrible blow to US 

prestige throughout the world. The Secretary said, however, that 

Asian and European public opinion would be unanimous 1n opposition. 

The operation, he added, would be similar to what we did in World 

War IL in fighting the French in Casablanca so that we could then 

fight the Germans. We need a better case for Congressional and public 

opinion. 
| 

What he would like to do, the Secretary said, and what he has been. 

trying unsuccessfully to achieve for over four years, is to play a game 

of tit-for-tat with the Communists, e.g., when the Commies grab land 

we grab some from them. For example, he would like to take over 

Hainan Island if the Chinese move ove their present boundaries. This, 

he said, would produce a real scare in the Communist world. 

8. Mr. Robertson said that our real trump card is the fact that the 

Commies are uncertain and worried over US intentions and what our 

posture might be in reaction to further Communist aggression. He 

thought that if we supported the French diplomatically we could get a 

rather acceptable settlement. Mr. Phleger said that this might produce 

Communist intransigence and thus prolong the war. Mr. Robertson 

said that this would be better from the US point of view because US 

public and Congressional opinion could then be more easily convinced 

of the necessity for intervention. 
| 

9. Mr. Bowie said, and Messrs. Phleger and Robertson agreed, that 

we ought to give the Australians and New Zealanders a better and more 

specific idea of our intentions, with the thought in mind that-their 

reaction to a square proposal would be far from craven. 

The meeting closed with a discussion of the British attitude which, 

according to the Secretary, leans [more] strongly in favor of a settle- 

ment in Indochina than do [does] the French. 

| 751G.00/6-3054 : Telegram | - | | 

 - The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

“TOP SECRET 
| Paris, June 30, 1954—7 p. m. 

5117. Repeated snformation Saigon 634, Geneva 449. Department 

limit distribution. Eyes only McClintock Saigon, Johnson Geneva.
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_ Jebb came to see me this morning after his interview with Mendes- | | France in the course of which he delivered reply to French aide- | mémoire of June 26 (Deptel 4853)? in the form of aude-mémoire, | | followed by verbal comments along lines outlined in paragraph 2 | Teference telegram. 

: Jebb reported that. Mendes was pleased with text reply and stated that Parodi would give us definite French position in day or so. Mendes also confirmed that negotiations with Viet. Minh at Geneva | were stalled (Geneva Secto 044, repeated Paris as 519) .? | Mendes was somewhat perplexed by reference to “line running generally west from Dong Hoi” as possible partition line for while | Dong Hoi is approximately at 17.5 degrees French had been holding | | out for 18th parallel in face Viet. Minh wanting 13th. | On question of elections, Jebb quoted Mendes as stating that the | | Viet Minh wanted them to be held in six months but that. the French 
were taking the position that they should be delayed for a year after | final settlement and withdrawal of troops had been achieved. This, | as presently envisaged, would mean a year and half to two years from | now. | 

! As reported Embtel 099,3 we delivered reply to aide-mémoire to Foreign Office this morning. 
| | 

| | Ditton | 
* Dated June 28, p. 1757. 
2 Telegram Secto 544 from Geneva, June 29, reporting a lack of progress in | negotiations between the French and the Viet Minh, is not printed. (396.1 GE/ f 

 T See footnote 3, p. 1757. a 
| 

ae | PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Gullion” . 
| Memorandum by Edmund A. Gullion* to the Director of the Policy | ~ Planning Staff (Bowie) | 

TOP SECRET [Wasurneton,] June 30, 1954. _ Subject: Further French Defeat in Vietnam ? | | : At Ankhe, far down the coast of Annam, the French have just suf- | fered their third greatest defeat in Indochina—after Dien Bien Phu, _ and Cao Bong—Langson (1950/51). 
_ They have lost. over a thousand men, including their two Korea battalions, over a hundred trucks, some guns and munitions. This is | by far the biggest reverse they have ever known in the South, | © It does not augur well for building a strong South Vietnam. It 

_* Member of the Policy Planning Staff. os - 
| * Telegram 2928 from Saigon, J une 29, reported the destruction in central Viet- | nam of Groupe Mobile 100, consisting mainly of the two French battalions which had served in Korea. (751G.00/6-2954 ) o i AS 

| ) | f 
|
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shows Viet Minh regulars in strength and an irregular strength 

greater than supposed and still growing. 
| 

Tt may enable the Viet Minh to demand an enclave in the South, 

here or at Hui, or Can Tho, in exchange for Haiphong. This can only 

mean that the Communists will eventually dominate in the South as 

in the North. 
| 

ee 

751G.00/6-2254 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy at Saigon’ 

SECRET 
Wasuincton, July 1, 1954—1: 44 p. m. 

8. Saigon’s 2873 rptd Paris 1021 Geneva 259 Hanoi unn.? If Viet- 

namese authorities inquire possibility US assistance evacuating sizable 

elements civilian population Tonkin you should say that if the ques- 

tion were to arise on emergency basis as result of continuing military 

operations, as distinct from peaceful settlement by which ‘Tonkin 

would be left in Viet Minh hands, we assume evacuation would have 

to be by sea or air and that under these circumstances it would in fact 

be most unlikely that sea or air transportation facilities which we 

would have available or be able to assemble 1n time would suffice for 

movement of any sizable number. For your information all available 

shipping would presumably have to be used for troops and next prior- 

ity accorded to French and selected residents delta. 

Re fifth paragraph your 2932 rptd Paris 1041, Geneva 271,3 if 

Geneva talks result in agreement which would permit peaceful mass 

evacuation Tonkin population we assume arrangements would encom- 

pass means whereby evacuation would be accomplished and that some 

of people would move overland. See in this connection item 6 of com- 

munication to French Government set forth Deptel 4853 to Paris rptd 

Saigon 2748.* | : oe 

| DULLES 

1Drafted by Day of PSA. Repeated for information to Hanoi as telegram 5, - 

to Paris as 1, to Geneva as telegram 'Tosec 502, and to Manila for the Manila 

Liaison Group as 8. a oe 

2 Dated June 22, p. 1729. oe 

2 Dated June 29, p. 1762... | | | 

‘ Dated June 28, p. 1757. a ae 

_ 

7513.00/7-154 : Telegram 7 a | 

The Chargé at Saigon (M cClintock) to the Department of State — 

SECRET 
Sargon, July 1, 1954—9 p. m. 

| [Received 2: 04 p. m. | 

10. Repeated ‘nformation Paris 4, Geneva 9, Vientiane, Phnom 

Penh, Hanoi, Bangkok unnumbered. Prince Savang of Laos lunched
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| 

| 
| with me today. He said that he had undertaken a personal reconnais- ! 
! sance of that area of Laos allegedly held by “Pathet-Lao people’s gov- | 

| ernment” in last four weeks and could assure me that with exception | 
| of a small band of Viet Minh troops country was empty of insurgent | 
| and invading elements, [He said Specifically that Prince Souphanou- 
| vong, who had during last year occupied a cave 18 kilometers distant 

from Sam N eua, was now practically a prisoner in Vinh and had for 
some months been physically absent from that portion of Laos claimed | 
to be held in rebe] hands. 

| 
Prince Savang said that he had 1500 Maquis inside Sam Neua prov- | 

ince and could at any time he desired take Sam Neua town, However, 
he did not wish to provoke Viet Minh reprisals since with French mili- | 
tary decision to concentrate forces in limited Hanoi Haiphong perim- | 
eter of Tonkin Laos would not be able to repel a full dress Viet Minh | 
invasion down Nam Hou Valley toward Luang Prabang “without 
outside aid”. 

| 
| 

Prince Savang said that Viet Minh battalions in Laos receive their _ | 
rice and munitions by overland supply from China. He added sig- 
nificantly that Laos was key to so called “Thai confederation”? and that 
Lingua Franca of Yunnan even as far as border of Szechuen was 
Laotian. He said “if they capture Royal Family of Laos, they can 
control Thais from Yunnan to Thailand and Burma”, 

| 
Prince Savang said that he was ordering Ouret to return to Wash- 

Ington, as being more useful there at this j uncture, and that. he was 
instructing Foreign Minister to return to Vientiane from Geneva. I | 
made observation, however, that it would be useful for Laos to have | 
some accredited Tepresentative in Geneva in event that a cease-fire and 
armistice affecting Vietnam should likewise bear upon Laos. Savang 
said he was fully aware of this possibility and that he would control 
Instructions to Laotian delegation in Geneva in Person but that he 
would not go to Geneva himself, 

| | 
I said re Prince’s information concerning insignificance of “Pathet 

Lao movement” it Seemed to me essential] that his government make : 
known to world true proportions of this alleged rebel movement and 
requested his permission that our media indicate these dimensions, ) 
Prince Savang said he would be very pleased jf in fact truth were | 
made known. | 

| 
Although it would indeed be useful if facts set. forth second para- | | 

graph this telegram 1 could be made public, is recommended that they | 
not be published by USIA media as thus becoming suspect. It seems to | 
me that possibly via Thailand, Burma, or even Philippines, this intel- 
ligence might be made available to world News agencies, 

: 
As Department knows, Savang is given to Sweeping statements and | *In telegram 12. from Saigon, July 2, McClintock indicated that he meant to 

refer here to the first main paragraph. (751J -00/7-254 ) 
[ ~611 0 82 - 25 (PE. 2) 

| 
|
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an optimism bordering on euphoria. However, there is no reason 

why he should not be used in valuable live interview on arrival at 

Paris to repeat foregoing statements to world press which we in turn 

could use to our own advantage at Geneva. _ | 

; | McCuintTock 

- -751G.00/6-8054 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

SECRET Wasuineton, July 1, 1954 —2:30 p. m. 

) “§. Reference Saigon’s 2932 and 2949, Hanoi’s 772, 774, 775 and 778. 

While we are aware of possibly insurmountable obstacles in way of 

any wholesale evacuation, especially in relation to problem of Tonkin 

as a whole, we should like to be reassured that what can be done to 

provide for safety of non-communist population of North Vietnam 

is in fact being done. oe 

Ambassador Dillon should invite Mendes-France’s attention again 

to numbered paragraph 6 of note transmitted Deptel 4853 ° and refer 

to Diem’s protest to Chargé Saigon re current French evacuation 

south zone of Delta. He should say we are concerned with fate of popu- — 

lation of Bui Chu and Phat Diem, and that their abandonment to Viet- 

minh would have unfortunate repercussions here and direct bearing 

on whether we can respect any armistice achieved by Mendes-F rance. 

Dillon should inquire what precisely are French intentions for this 

area. 
| a | 

Chargé Saigon should inform Diem of our concern and say we have 

-- requested clarification from French
, | 

Ambassador Johnson should refer to newspaper accounts of un- 

molested French military withdrawal this zone and ask Chauvel 

whether it results from Franco—Vietmi
nh agreement or understanding. 

1prafted by Sturm of PSA. Also sent to Saigon as telegram 11 and to Geneva 

as Tosec 503. Repeated for information to Hanoi as telegram 7. 

2"he reference telegrams reported aspects of the French withdrawal from 

. areas of northern Vietnam. For telegram 2932 from Saigon, June 29, see p. 1762; 

for telegram 775 from Hanoi, June 30, see Pp. 1765 ; telegrams 2949 from Saigon 

and 772, 774, and 778 from Hanoi, all June 30, are not printed. 

® Dated June 28, p. 1757. : | - | 

751G.00/7-254 : Telegram | — 

The Chargé at Saigon (M cClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Sargon, July 2, 1954—6 p. m. 

90. Repeated ‘nformation Paris 10, Hanoi, Bangkok unnumbered. 

Feeling is already becoming manifest in Vietnamese circles Saigon of
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| more overt hatred of French specifically and of Americans and Occi- | _ dentals generally as news filters through of French “military decision” | _ to withdraw from southeastern provinces of Tonkin with inevitable | | corollary of eventual relinquishment of Hanoi. For example, a promi- | | nent Vietnamese doctor told me this morning that although people of Cochinchina were certainly not as a rule on very friendly terms with Tonkinese they nevertheless felt in this time of national peril a bond of sympathy for the northerners who are now being abandoned by the | French. He added that Vietnamese would if possible “turn against the © | French” and warned that Americans likewise would be looked upon askance. As for chances of forming a new Vietnam following partition, this possibility seemed dubious since he claimed attentistes and intel- | lectuals had been careful to keep their skirts free of regional sectarian | groups and would probably instead advocate a government which in | fact would be dominated by Viet Minh. a Although as suggested Embtel 18 repeated Paris 9, Geneva 4, | Hanoi 5+ today it seems that Diem may now be more inclined to form a | government, I should think that if he does not create a workable Cabi- net soon we should give some thought to possibility (possibly utiliza- tion of last remnant of French influence here) of bringing in a govern- _ment headed by Tam. At least, as indicated last sentence Embtel 2946 | repeated Paris 1048 June 302 he has no hesitancy in knocking heads | together and with his past experience both as Prime Minister and | Minister of Interior he might indeed be able to create a resistance goy- ! ernment worthy of our support. Le 7 | | a | | McCutntocx | 

+ Telegram 18 from Saigon, J uly 2, not printed, reported on the views of Ngo Dinh Diem as expressed to French officials. (751G.00/7-254) . | Telegram 2946 from Saigon, June 30, reporting on a conversation with former | : Premier Tam, is not printed. (751G.00/6-3054 ) 
| 

751G.5 MSP/7-254: Telegram a | ‘Lhe Chargé at Saigon (M cClintock) to the Department of State | 
‘SECRET 2 toys Sargon, July 2, 1954—7 p. m. | 25. Repeated information Hanoi 7. For some time past both Em- bassy and MAAG have vigorously pressed with French matter of ! supplying arms to Governor Tri’s militia with little result as set forth in Hanoi’s reports. Problem has developed into all too familiar pattern where Governor Tri appeals to Consulate and Embassy, MAAG and Embassy put pressure on French, French promise action, and Tri still | _ does not get his guns. oo | - , oO | _ After so many unproductive approaches to French, MAAG and Embassy now believe that matter rests between French and Tri and that question has moved from one of straight supply of equipment to | |
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| political problem where we are faced with apparent French decision 

to withhold arms. With deteriorating situation in north and with with- — 

- drawal of French forces from large areas of delta to limited defense | 

| perimeter, it will be increasingly difficult to argue against possible 

French contention that rifles now delivered to militia will probably 

| goon fall into Viet Minh hands. | | 

| In light of above, Embassy and MAAG believe it unwise to further 

pressure French on the matter. | | 
McCuinTock 

ee 

PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Indochina” : : | 

Draft Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President * | 

TOP SECRET | | | [WaAsHINGTON, undated. | | 

1. We have outlined to the French the terms of an agreement on 

Indochina which we could respect. I think we can be certain that in 

| presenting the same terms the British have made it clear to the French | 

that they would be satisfied with less. I am afraid we have to expect 

that the French will not succeed in getting our terms from the 

Communists. re | | 

9. If no new element is added to the situation, it seems almost. cer- 

tain that the kind of agreement which the French will make with the 

Communists will involve neutralization of Laos and Cambodia, and 

political arrangements with respect to Vietnam which will assure a 

subsequent rapid takeover of that country by the Communists. We 

should be clear in our own minds that the kind of a settlement we can 

expect. will inevitably lead to the early communization of all of 

Indochina. 
| oe | | | 

3. Such an outcome will dangerously increase Communist ap- 

petite for further expansion 5 dangerously decrease the will and 

capacity of the remaining free states of Southeast Asia to resist such 

expansion ; bring heavy political and economic pressure on Japan for 

a shift from its present policy of cooperation with us, and lead to 

defeatism in and recriminations among the United States and its 

Allies, particularly France and the UK. - 

4. We have up to now set conditions for US intervention which in- 

cluded prior agreement to act with us on the part of at least. some of 

our major Allies. In the face of the present probability of the loss of 

all Indochina, and the consequences of that loss, I believe we should | 

1By covering memorandum 
of J uly 2, Robert R. Bowie, Director of the Policy 

Planning Staff, transmitted this draft to Under Secretary Smith, Murphy, Drum- | 

right, Merchant, Phleger, and MacArthur as a vehicle for resolving the issue of 

what action to take in regard to Indochina. A notation by O’Connor on the source 

text indicates that it was seen by Secretary Dulles. There is no evidence, how- 

ever, that this paper was transmitted to the President. 
|



| DURATION OF THE GENEVA CONFERENCE 1775 | review our policy. It is clear that the UK will not now agree to put | forces into Indochina, It is clear that without UK agreement neither Australia nor New Zealand will give prior agreement, to cooperate in | | 
intervention. If we are going to act, our initial decision must be on the basis of acting alone. | - 8. But if at this point, in the light of our present recognition that we cannot at best save more than a part of Indochina, if at this point We were prepared to tell the French and the Communists that we | would if necessary use US forces to prevent loss to Communism of at | least that part of Indochina which lies South of the line Thak Kek- | Dong Hoi, I believe such a statement would have an effect on the | | French, on the Communists, and our Allies which would radically alter the situation, _ | | | 

| 
| 6. The French of course want a settlement very badly. But they are cager to salvage something out of Indochina. Their own honor and | prestige and the future of the French Union are involved. Vietnam is | one of their principal overseas customers and they have cherished cul- | tural institutions in South Vietnam. The French are anxious not to do anything which will lessen the major economic and political benefits which they get from their connection with us. US assurance that it would support negotiations to preserve the Southern part of Indo- | china, and if necessary would use US forces to preserve that area, would ! instill confidence in the French that they could secure such a settle- ment from the Communists, and would fortify them in their negotia- | tion for such a settlement. I believe the French would stay with us on this position. 

7. I also believe that the Communists would agree to a settlement which would leave the South free, if they were convinced that the | alternative was the introduction of US forces and a possibility of an | expanded war. The Communists would in fact be getting about all | they probably expected to get when the Geneva Conference began. | They have repeatedly shown that they do not want a war at this time. | I think there is every chance that a revival] of their concern over the : possibility of US intervention would lead them to accept what would be in fact an at least temporary partition of Indochina, | 8. Our other Allies might not immediately join in a threat to use force to preserve the South. If our threat brought « settlement they | would, however, be Prepared to include the South of Indochina, in a collective defense zone. And even if a settlement is not reached, I my- | self believe, that we would have active support from some of them immediately, and eventually from all of them. 9. We should not, of course, ignore the dangers that such a course | would involve. Even though I believe that the French would stay with us, and that the Communists would accept our terms, we would ! 

|
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| have to be prepared, if things did not turn out that way, to take what- 

ever action was necessary to keep the South of Indochina out of Com- 

~ munist hands. This might, if the French caved in completely, involve 

assisting the local governments while the French stood aside. And it 

might also mean that we would be fighting the Communists to main- 

tain a line across the waist of Indochina although the risks of this 

would be considerably less than would be involved in US intervention 

in Tonkin. | | | | | 

10. I believe, however, that a US decision that if necessary it would 

use US forces to prevent the loss of Southern Indochina, and that if 

necessary it would act alone, would have every prospect of bringing 

the Communists to agreement, and of securing the support and cooper- 

ation of the French and eventually of our other Allies. The possibility 

of such a decision may not exist for many more days. Either negotia- 

tions between the French and the Communists, or local developments 

in Indochina, may in the next week or two, so transform the situation 

that US intervention would be clearly impracticable. 
| 

| 11. We are faced, probably for the last time, with a choice between 

the risks involved in threatening and if necessary undertaking US 

military intervention, or the probable loss of all of Indochina. I believe 

the prospects of success without a conflict and without harm to our 

Alliances are sufficient to justify us in deciding now to make use of the 

_ threat of employment of US force. oe | 

__ 

 -751G.00/7—-254 : Telegram 
. 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET 
- Parts, July 2, 1954—8 p. m. 

39. Repeated information Geneva 2, Saigon 4. Re Deptels 5 and 8.* 

I took up reference telegrams with Mendes this afternoon. Regarding 

present withdrawals in the delta Mendes said that these had been 

planned in May by the Laniel government and he had made no change 

in the original plan. The withdrawals represent a definite shortening 

of the French lines to protect Hanoi, Haiphong and the connecting » 

road. 
On 

| He said he had been much surprised to read in the papers that a 

State Department spokesman had said that the US had not had prior 

information regarding these withdrawals. He had assumed, he said, 

that Ely had fully ‘nformed O’Daniel of his plans. He then accord- 

ingly asked Ely this morning if that was not the case and Ely had 

told him that he had not informed O’Daniel. Mendes accordingly 

1 Both dated July 1, p. 1772 and vol. xvI, p. 1270, respectively. 
|



: 

| 
| 
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| offered his apologies and said that he had instructed Ely in the future | to keep O’Daniel fully informed on the spot. | | | Regarding withdrawals themselves he said they were necessary to | ensure the safety of the French Expeditionary Corps. He said that the French had offered to take with them those members of the local population who desired protection and that the French forces had provided transportation for such people. He said he had not seen the latest figures but a fairly substantial number of people had availed | _ themselves of this opportunity. On the other hand, there had been many who preferred to stay where they were. _ | _In this connection he said that since Dien Bien Phu the Viet Minh : had not conducted reprisals when they occupied new territory but | had behaved very well toward the local population. He said that he | realized that this might only be a temporary policy to facilitate nego- tiations at Geneva, but that for whatever it was worth, it was the fact. | He then said that the withdrawals were not yet completed and showed me on a rough map where further withdrawals were scheduled. These | include the Phu Ly area and a portion of the area to the west of | Hanoi. | 

: Regarding the right of population transfer as contained in para- graph 6 of Deptel 4853,2 Mendes said that he was thoroughly in accord | that this would be a good thing from the French point of view. He said that it had been mentioned to the Viet Minh in Geneva and that | they had made no answer either favorable or unfavorable. When I | reiterated the importance that we attach to this subject, Mendes made a note of it and said that he was writing Chauvel tonight and would | include in his letter of instruction a reference to this subject. I think | | it would be useful if Johnson would stress this subject in his next talk ! with Chauvel. | | | Mendes then said negotiations in Geneva had been at a standstill | and that he had instructed Chauvel to go to Berne for two days to show that the French were in no greater hurry than the Viet Minh. He said that the Soviet representative at Geneva had told Chauvel | | not to worry about the slow pace of the negotiations as at conferences | such as these everything was always settled in last few hours. Regarding Deptel 8, use of word “withdrawal” was intended only to mean deployment into agreed regroupment areas. Mendes said that | the French on timing of election are holding out for 18 months after completion of regrouping which, he said, would mean 22 or 23 months | after cease-fire. Viet Minh are asking for elections six months after cease-fire. Mendes expects the fina] result will be a compromise some- | where in between. | | | | 
? Dated June 28, p. 1757. | : 

|
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| He then commented that Diem had made an unhelpful speech the 

other day in Saigon when he was quoted as having said that he was in 

) favor of the elections within a year. Mendes thinks that this is too 

soon and not in the interests of Vietnam, and it runs counter to what 

the French were trying to obtain at Geneva. 
DILLON 

, 

ne 

651.51G/T-754 | 

| Memorandum for the Record, by Captain George W. Anderson, JT., 

USN, Assistant to the Charrman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Rad- 

ford)* 

TOP SECRET [WasurneTon,] 2 July 1954. 

On Friday afternoon, 2 July, General Valluy, accompanied by Gen- 

eral Stehlin,? called on Admiral Radford. The purpose of the visit was 

to report to Admiral Radford the conversations by General Stehlin and 

General Ely during General Stehlin’s visit to Paris. 

General Stehlin said that General Ely had sent his very best regards 

to Admiral Radford. He stated that General Ely was a very unhappy 

man in the light of the present situation at Geneva and in Indo-China. 

General Ely had returned from Indo-China to Paris primarily to 

ascertain the position of the new French government with respect to 

Indo-China, and to obtain needed reinforcements for Indo-China. He 

had not participated in any of the negotiations with the Viet Minh as 

these were entirely in the hands of the politicians. . 

- General Ely desired that Admiral Radford know that the regroup- 

ing of the French forces in the Tonkin Delta was being accomplished 

with the sole object of improving the military security of the French 

Union Forces in the Delta to take care of any eventuality resulting 

from the negotiations at Geneva. This regrouping was well underway _ 

and would serve to provide the French badly needed mobile groups 

for use in the Delta area. He hoped that he would be able to hold Hanoi 

but was not certain of this in the event that the Viet Minh elected to 

launch a major attack. a | 

General Ely envisaged that the negotiations at Geneva might lead 

to a partition of Viet Nam along the line south of the Tonkin Delta. 

However, General Ely recognized the necessity for having reinforce- 

ments regardless of how the situation at Geneva went. He had obtained 

a commitment from the present government to press for authority 

from the French Assembly to send the first of the newly formed divi- 

“20n July 7 , Scott of the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State 

circulated this memorandum to the following individuals: Under Secretary 

Smith, Murphy, MacArthur, Merchant, Drumright, and Beam (S/P). 

- 4Maj. Gen. Paul Stehlin, French Air Force, deputy to the chief of the French 

Military Mission in Washington.
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sions to Indo-China leaving France about 20 J uly. Since this would | involve the assignment to Indo-China of conscripts, it was recognized | that this was a very delicate decision. The present government of France supported the move. What the decision of the Assembly might be would not be known until next week. 

General Stehlin informed Admiral Radford that General Ely was very anxious for the United States to take over the training responsi- bilities as proposed by General Ely to General O’Daniel. General Ely was aware of the factors which precluded the United States from : making a decision to accept this responsibility at the present time. | Admiral Radford explained to General Stehlin that he did not feel that he was justified in making any recommendation for the United States to assume such responsibilities in the present obscure situation, The United States was unaware of what the future might hold, and therefore Admiral Radford could not justify any expansion of U.S. | activities in Indo-China for the present. 
General Stehlin said that General Ely was getting along very well : with General O’Daniel and that General O’Daniel was of assistance to _ | him. He hoped that General O’Daniel might soon be promoted to the | rank of lieutenant general which he had given up when he first. went ! to Indo-China. Admiral Radford stated that this was another matter | _ on which he was not yet prepared to make any positive recommenda- | tion until it was more apparent as to what the situation would be in Indo-China after the Geneva Conference. / In response to a query posed by Admiral Radford to General | Valluy regarding General Valluy’s statement to the Five Power Mili- 

tary Conference in Washington on ultimate defense lines in the event : the Tonkin Delta was lost, General Valluy stated in substance as fol- | lows: He did not envisage that it was reasonable to expect the estab- | lishment of a good defense position in the event that the Tonkin Delta | was lost. The logistic situation, particularly as regards to lines of com- | munications, would be difficult even though a sufficient number of | troops could be made available, which in his opinion was doubtful, to | hold such a line. — 
| Admiral Radford pointed out the particularly complicating factor in Indo-China at the present time due to the virtual non-existence of a Vietnamese government. He stated that it appeared to him that the 

_ Vietnamese were without any effective leadership and this was con- | 
tributing to the deterioration of morale which was already low, due to ) the worsening of the military situation. General Valluy agreed that ) the situation with respect to the Vietnamese government was very bad. 

General Stehlin stated that he and General Valluy had accompanied 
the French Ambassador to the United States to Westover Field, : Massachusetts, to see the first plane carrying wounded from Indo- | 

|
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| China enroute to France. Both General Stehlin and General Valluy 

expressed their admiration for the manner in which the United States 

Air Force was handling this mission, and their appreciation for the 

excellent care which the French wounded were receiving. 

ee 

751G.00/6—3054 : Telegram | | . 

The Secretary of State to the E’'mbassy in France * 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY WasHINGTON, July 3, 1954—1: 36 p. m. 

51. In addition specific concerns set forth Deptels 5 and 8? we are 

increasingly disturbed by lack information re Indochina, negotiations 

as a whole and lack of adequate consultation re French military plans. 

| For example current military withdrawal from Southern Delta, 

whether based on some understanding with Viet Minh (as circum- 

stantial evidence indicates) or not (as French maintain), being 

carried out by French without our being notified prior July 1 (Saigon 

9). Much more involved here than mere military deployment 

for timing and manner such operations have extensive political 

_ Implications.* , 

With French perhaps using some six channels of negotiation 

(Mendes direct, Chauvel, open military Geneva, underground military 

Geneva, open military Indochina, and underground Indochina), we 

fear that in spite French claim that negotiations currently stalled, 

| secret discussions are in fact going on which may result in under- 

standings and agreements which French consider meet our criteria 

but we could not respect. oe | | | 

BC a DULLES 

-1prafted by Tyler and Fisher of WE. Repeated for information to Saigon aS | 

telegram 39, to Geneva as telegram Tosec 517, and to Hanoi as telegram 16. 

2 Both dated July 1, p. 1772 and vol. XvI, p. 1270, respectively. | 

?Telegram 9 from Saigon, July 1, not printed, described a briefing of Embassy 

officials by French military authorities regarding the evacuation of areas of 

northern Vietnam which had already occurred. (251G.1122/7-154) | 

4In telegram 40 from Paris, J uly 4, Ambassador Dillon contended that Premier 

Mendés-France was doing. everything in his power to. keep the United States 

informed. (751G.00/7-454) He further reported in telegrams 73 and 81 of July 7 

that the French had notified U.S. military officials at Paris in advance of the 

withdrawals in Tonkin. Indeed, said Dillon, the State Department had been in- 

formed in telegram 4605 of May 30 (p. 1636). (751G.00/7 —154) 

7151G.00/7—-354 : Telegram Cae ee | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY WASHINGTON, July 3, 1954—1: 49 p. m. 

59, Eyes only for Ambassador from Secretary. We are considering 

here what position we should take as regards the French negotiations 

1 Drafted by the Secretary of State.
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in Indochina. These negotiations appear to have gone underground | and we have little reliable knowledge of what is really in the minds : of the French Government or what is likely to emerge. We have our- selves agreed with the British on the 7 points previously communicated to you.” However, we have the distinct, impression that the British : look upon this merely as an optimum solution and that they would not | encourage the French to hold out for a solution as good as this. In- | _ deed, during the talks here the British wanted to express these 7 | points merely as a “hope” without any indication of firmness on our 
part. The word “respect” was agreed on as a compromise. The fact is | however that the US would not want to be associated in any way with ~ a settlement which fell materially short of the 7 point memorandum. 
We fear the French may in fact without prior consultation with us | of more than perfunctory character agree to a settlement which though 

superficially resembling the 7 points will in fact contain such political | 
clauses and restrictions that Laos, Cambodia, and Southern Vietnam | will almost surely fall in a few months under Communist control. No 
doubt such a solution would be accepted with satisfaction by the 
French people and parliament who would rejoice in the ending of the 
fighting and close their eyes to the possible future implications of the | settlement. At this point the US may be asked as one of the powers | 
which convoked and participated in the Indochina phase of the Geneva | Conference to sign or otherwise adhere to the settlement. Also the Com- ! 
munists may insist upon this and take the position that if we did not 

_ do so that would be a violation of the understanding upon which the 
armistice was negotiated and they might even threaten to withdraw 
their armistice terms if the US did not adhere to them, This Commu- ! 
nist tactic would well serve their purpose of creating animosity between | 
France and the US at a time when the defeat of EDC is a major Soviet | 
objective. | 
We are giving consideration to various possibilities such as the with- _ : 

drawal of the remnants of our delegation from Geneva or clarification _ ! 
of our position as regards the French position. This latter matter | 
would not serve the desired purpose unless it were public and if it | were public it might be looked upon as a threat which would create : 
the French antagonistic reaction which we want to avoid. 
Possibly you could find out whether or not there is the danger | 

which we apprehend and whether or not the French are negotiating : on the assumption that we may not be a party to the settlement. If 
the French are operating on this basis and if they know that the Com- | munists also accept this premise, the situation is not dangerous. If , 
either or both French and Communists are operating on assumption 

° See telegram 4853 to Paris, June 28, p. 1757. | 
|
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we will adhere to any settlement they agree to, then we may be headed 

for serious trouble. I would like your personal thoughts on this matter. 

| DULLES 

751G.00/7-454 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Saigon (McClintock) to the Department of State 

SECRET -——- Sateon, July 4, 1954—1 p. m. 

48. Repeated information Paris 20 Geneva 10 Hanoi Bangkok un- 

numbered. Prime Minister designate Diem asked me to see him last 

night upon his return from Hanoi and Hue. His brother Nhu had like- 

oe wise just returned from Hanoi and both were in a highly emotional 

state. | 

Diem said that he had made a formal protest to General Salan in 

Hanoi against evacuation of the three southern provinces of Tonkin. 

He said that Salan had refused to receive him or to entertain his 

formal protest for a delay of 12 hours on grounds that “military 

secrecy” must not be impaired. It was only afer this delay that Salan, 

| having accomplished a fait accompli, received the Prime Minister 

designate and listened to his by then fruitless demand that the evacu- 

ation be stopped. | , a 

Diem said repeatedly throughout our conversation he was con- 

vinced French intend to evacuate Hanoi. I made no comment other 

than to point to General Ely’s statement on leaving Paris that he in- 

tended to fight to hold delta, adding that our own military felt that 

shortening of Tonkin defense perimeter was advantageous from de- 

fense point of view. There is no doubt, however, that Diem is con- 

vinced French plan eventual withdrawal from all of Tonkin except 

possibly Haiphong enclave. | OO 

Brother Nhu who had spent an extra day in Hanoi was even more 

envenomed with hatred for the French as the result of his meeting 

with the Bishop of Phat Diem. According to Nhu’s account, populace 

of Phat Diem on June 30 had gone to beachhead for evacuation when 

suddenly Bishop returned to Phat Diem by air ina forlorn attempt to 

: rally militia to a last fight. Populace then returned to town but when 

Bishop saw that it was not possible to conduct an effective resistance 

he then told people to proceed to beachhead for evacuation. Crowd 

approached beachhead which was guarded by a French fort placed 

: - before a bridge on road leading to river. At this point French fort 

refused crowd access to bridge. Vietnamese militia then fired on fort 

with result commander of fort called on French Air to bomb the 

throng with heavy casualties. Nhu at one point said 10,000 were killed
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_ and at another point 20,000. In his highly overwrought state it is diffi- ! 

cult to judge accuracy of this account and I suggest we hold judgment | 
in abeyance until we have had an opportunity to check. | 

Nhu also said most of civil population were unable to escape from 
Nam Dinh as French had commandeered all motor transport and 
French [apparent omission] of trucks would not accept refugee pas- | 
Sengers except upon payment of 100 piasters bribe per head. | 
Whether these stories are true or not fact remains that two men | 

charged with forming new Government of Vietnam are at an almost | 
insane pitch of hatred against French. How necessary cooperation | 
can be worked out between French Military Command which is sole | 
bulwark against an immediate capitulation to Viet Minh and these : 
passionately envenomed civil leaders will be no mean job. 

Diem said that he had decided to form a government despite all | 
obstacles and that he would commence that very night in consultation an 
with prospective ministers. He asked if we had any objection to Gen- 
eral Xuan whom he had called back from France to serve as a coun- | 
selor. I said that this Embassy refrained from comment. on Viet- 
namese personal ties and that all we wanted to see was a strong and 
able government formed as quickly as possible. | | 

Repeatedly during conversation the brothers said that everything : 
depended on American aid. Diem said that both in Hanoi and Hai- | 
phong populace thronged upon him asking what assistance he was 
bringing from America. I said that at this bitter hour I did not wish | 
to take refuge in juridical arguments but that both brothers could 
understand that United States could scarcely commit itself in Vietnam | 
without knowing policies either of newly formed Mendes-France Gov- | 
ernment or of as yet unformed Diem Government. Furthermore, of 
conditions laid down wisely by Secretary as set out in his Los Angeles | 
speech regarding possibility of United States participating in united 
action here, none of these conditions had yet been met. - | 

Diem showed a curious blend of heroism mixed with a narrowness 
of view and of egotism which will make him a difficult man to deal | 
with. He said that only his presence in Hanoi had prevented populace | 
from stampeding and that his arrival in Hanoi had been welcomed 
as that of a saviour. In one breath he criticized French for criticizing 
Bao Dai and then said that Bao Dai should never return to Vietnam | 
as his life would be in danger. He said advisors in Hanoi had cau- | 
tioned him not even to mention Bao Dai’s name as this would be prej- | 
udicial to Diem’s own chances of gaining necessary adherents. _ 

Diem is a messiah without a message. His only formulated policy | 
is to ask immediate American assistance in every form including | 
refugee relief, training of troops and armed military intervention. |
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His only present emotion, other than a lively appreciation of himself, 

is a blind hatred for the French.* | | | 

| McCuInTocK 

1McClintock added the following in telegram. 63 from Saigon, July 5: 

“My British colleague informs me that unsolicited opinions reaching his Mis- 

sion are unanimous in indicating that Diem is regarded as ‘being in the American 

pocket.’ I said our pocket was much too small for such a requirement, and that 

Diem was not an American candidate or champion. I likewise told Graves that 

Diem’s only ‘policy’ was based on hope of American aid, but that I had assumed 

ungrateful task of spelling out to him conditions established by the Secretary as 

prerequisite to US participation in united action here.” (751G.00/7-554) 

751G.00/7—-454 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department o f State 

‘TOP SECRET Paris, July 4, 1954—3 p. m. 

41. Eyes only Secretary. Reference Deptel 52.1 I-can well under- 

stand difficulties we face as described in reference telegram. I feel that 

French position is fairly clear as of now but difficulty may well arise in 

last days or hours of conference after Ministers have returned to 

Geneva. 
| 

In that connection we face following problem. If we withdraw dele- 

gation from Geneva we lose all possibility of influencing French to 

stand firm, and we also throw away whatever restraining influence 

we may still have on Communist delegations. French would feel aban- 

doned and, with only Eden to advise, would undoubtedly accept a 

result more favorable to the Communists than if we stayed at Geneva. 

The same effect but to a lesser extent would result if neither Under 

Secretary nor you return to Geneva for closing negotiations. 

On the other hand even if we do maintain a full delegation at Geneva 

headed by you or Under Secretary there is always the possibility and 

maybe even probability that French will accept a settlement that does 

not fully accord with 7 points in US-_UK agreement. This will be 

particularly apt to happen if Eden does not stand firm in final 

negotiations. : | | | 

T do not feel that public statement of our position would be helpful 

as it would create the antagonism mentioned in next to last paragraph 

of reference telegram. _ Be | | 

Even if we do not consider final settlement satisfactory to us, I feel 

that unless we agree not to use force to upset it we will be in an unten- 

_ able position here vis-a-vis Soviet and neutralist propaganda that will 

picture US as the nation which by its acts clearly shows that it wants 

. war. 
| 

1 Dated July 3, p. 1780. —
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_ Mendes is fully conscious that we may feel that we cannot be a party 

to the settlement. However, I do not feel that this would necessarily | 
weigh very heavily with him in final settlement, particularly if he can : 
obtain Eden’s support. Naturally I have no idea what is in mind of 
Communists on this score. : | 
We have one strong card which so far we have apparently not cared | 

to use. That is we can trade willingness to give full diplomatic support 
to French in their effort to sell settlement to Vietnam in return for a | 
settlement that we can support. The indication which French now have | 
that no matter what the settlement may be, we cannot be counted upon 
for support with Vietnam obviously greatly weakens our influence 
with French. | 

In conclusion if we base our actions solely on the attempt to get the 
best possible settlement I feel that we should (1) maintain our dele- | 
gation at Geneva, (2) have you or the Under Secretary return to head | 
the delegation when the other Foreign Ministers return, (8) tell the ! 
French at once that we will support them in selling settlement to Viet- | | 
nam provided that settlement is satisfactory to us, (4) maintain close 
contact with and pressure on Eden so he sticks to 7 points US-UK 
agreement. | | 

I fully realize that domestic political considerations must. also be 
taken into account, but I am not in a position to evaluate them so I 
have confined these thoughts to a description of the best method avail- 
able to US to influence the final settlement at Geneva in the direction 
we desire. . | | 

| a Dr10N | 

751G.00/7-~654 : Telegram | 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY oo Paris, July 6, 1954—1 p. m. 
90. Repeated information London 11, Saigon 8, Geneva 4. Re Deptel | 

4853." Parodi this morning gave me French reaction to US—-UK terms | 
for Indochina settlement. He said the terms generally parallel present 
French position and are welcomed by French Government. However, 
they have one important reservation in that they consider that para- 
graphs 4 and 5 may be mutually contradictory. | | 

French feel that eventual agreement will have to contain provisions | 
for elections which would comply with paragraph 5 of US-UK agree- | 
ment. However, if elections should go wrong way, this would seem to | 
contradict paragraph 4 of US-UK agreement, which says there should : 
be no political provisions which would risk loss of the retained area. | 

* Dated June 28, p. 1757. | : | | 

|
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| Accordingly, they request clarification from us as to US and UK posi- 

tion regarding elections. 

| In addition Parodi said that French do not fully understand what 

we mean when we say we would be willing to “respect” agreement. 

Parodi said that the word “respect” seemed weak and unclear and 

French would like clarification if at all possible. 
DILLON 

oe 

751G.00/7-654 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State © 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, July 6, 1954—11 p. m. 

66. Repeated information Geneva. 8, Saigon 11. After finishing dis- 

cussion of Kerr article, Mendes said that the second major thing 

which he wished to discuss with me was the question of the resump- 

tion of the Geneva talks at the Ministerial level. He said that it was 

now clear that the Ministers would have to make the decisions as the 

| technical committees had been unsuccessful. Therefore, and in view 

of his July 20 deadline, he personally hoped that Ministerial discus- 

sions could commence as soon as possible. | | 

In this connection he mentioned a report that Molotov might return 

to Geneva on July 8. He said that Chauvel had tried to confirm this 

with the Russians at Geneva but they replied that they were without 

‘nformation. Mendes said he very much did not want to be in a posi- 

tion of talking at Geneva with only Molotov and Chou En-lai. There- 

fore, he would like very much to find out what US intentions and 

plans were as to when the Secretary or Under Secretary would return 

to Geneva. He said that Massigli was making similar inquiries of Eden 

on his arrival today. | | 

I said that I was unfamiliar as to US plans and asked Mendes what 

his understanding was as to when the conference would resume. He 

replied that it was his definite understanding that all five Foreign 

Ministers had agreed to return to Geneva not later than July 12, to 

recommence their discussions. Referring to US, he indicated that he 

expected that either the Secretary or the Under Secretary would re- 

turn at that time. I told him that I was not informed but that I would 

inquire and let him know as soon as possible. 

Mendes then informed me that he will announce tomorrow to the 

National Assembly that if a cease-fire is not agreed to prior to July 21, 

1In telegram 45 from Paris, July 6, Ambassador Dillon discussed an article by 

Walter Kerr, dateline Washington, which had appeared in the morning’s Paris 

edition of the New York H erald-Tribune. The article had alleged that the French 

were withholding important information from the United States regarding mili- 

tary withdrawals in northern Vietnam and also on the Mendés-France-—Chou 

En-lai discussion at Bern. (611.51/7-654)
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it will be necessary for the Assembly to approve the sending of con- | scripts to Indochina and that the last act of his government before resigning will be to introduce a law to authorize the sending of con- | ° ° ° : e 
[ 

scripts to Indochina.? This law would be introduced on July 21, and / the Assembly would be required to vote on it the same day as they will have had two weeks from the date of his announcement to con- | | sider the matter. He said that his government would definitely not resign until such a law had been passed. Mendes also said that the shipping to move the first group of conscripts to Indochina would be ready on July 25, so that his schedule for parliamentary action would ! cause no delay in the movement of troops. | | | I then mentioned Deptel 39,° and Mendes said that he recognized that this posed a real problem. He said that Ely had been instructed to keep Diem as fully informed as possible and that he had stressed the matter again in a telegram to Ely. Mendes said, however, that no | matter what occurs or what action is taken, he expects there would be : difficulties with Diem, and he said that he wanted again to ask for our : assistance at that time. He said he realized that the US would prob- ably be unable to underwrite any settlement which might come out of | Geneva. He said he also realized that jt would not be easy for us to tell Diem to accept everything. Mendes said he did not want to ask us to : do anything we could not do, but that he hoped we could by unofficial . means discourage Diem from being too stubborn and difficult if a solu- | tion along general lines of US-UK formula had been reached. 

DinLon 
“Premier Mendés-France made the announcement in the National Assembly on July 7. For the record of his statement, see France, Journal Oficiel, Assemblée j Nationale, 1954, Débats, pp. 3265-3267. Ambassador Dillon Summarized the an- | nouncement in telegram 82 from Paris, July 7. (7 51G.00/7-754) * For text of telegram 39 to Paris, July 2, see footnote 6, p. 1757. : ) 

| | 

751G.00/7-654 : Telegram 
The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET Pants, July 6, 1954—11 p. m. | 67. Repeated information London 13, Geneva 9. I took up Deptel : 41+ with Mendes this afternoon and he said that he felt that for the 
* Telegram 41 to Paris, July 2, read as follows: | 

! ‘1. I presume Mendes-France’s failure to suggest opening of talks, which President told Coty in his letter of June 16 we were ready to enter when- ever French Government considered opportune, results from his lack of desire | Seriously to pursue subject with us at this time. I would like to have, however, assurance from you that there is no possibility that he failed to grasp clear implication that passage of President’s letter. | | “2. Have you had any reaction from Mendes-France with respect to contents our seven-point memorandum as agreed with British and jointly presented to ! French?” (751G.00/7-254) For information on President Kisenhower’s letter, See footnote 1, p. 1720. 
| 

78-611 0 82 ~ 26 (Pt. 2) 
|
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time being, the talks we were having in diplomatic channels here in 

Paris were covering the situation. He said that he hoped to have more 

detailed discussions with the Secretary or the Under Secretary at 

Geneva next week. He pointed out that the problem would be very 

different depending upon whether or not there was a cease-fire. If 

there was to be a cease-fire, he felt there would have to be some sort 

of guaranties and he intended to explore this subject with us as soon 

as he arrived at Geneva. On the other hand, if there was no cease-fire, 

it would be necessary to have prompt and very thorough conversations 

between France and the US. However, he would not be conducting 

the conversations as his government would no longer be in power. 

| | DILLON 

--751G.00/7-754 : Telegram 7 | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom * 

TOP SECRET  NIACT | Wasuineron, July 7, 1954—10: 14a. m. 

101. Eyes only Aldrich and Dillon from Secretary. Please deliver 

following personal message to Eden: — 

“Dear Anthony: We have an inquiry from Mendes-France as to 

whether or not Bedell or I will return to Geneva and if so when. He 

apparently contemplates a reunion at the ministerial level July 12. I 

understand he is making a similar inquiry of you. 

“Tt is my present feeling that it would be better if neither Bedell nor 

I went back. As you know, it would not be feasible for us to be parties 

to a settlement which fell below the seven point paper which we drew 

up together in Washington and gave the French through our Ambas- | 

sadors. Our position in that respect is perhaps a little different from 

your own. In any event, I fear that the French, whether or not Bedell 

or I are there, will take a solution considerably worse than this and in 

| that event our high-level presence at Geneva might prove an embarrass- 

ment to all concerned. In view, however, of our joint efforts for this 

area, I wanted to let you know of our present thinking and I would 

welcome quickly knowing how you yourself visualize this matter work- 

ing out. Sincerely yours, Foster.” — , | | 

| : ey | DULLES 

1prafted by Secretary Dulles. Repeated for information to Paris as telegram 

68. Dulles met with President Eisenhower ‘at the White House at 4 p. m. on 

July 7. The Secretary’s memorandum of that conversation read in part as fol- 

lows: “I told the President of the message which I had sent to Eden with refer- 

ence to Geneva and indicated that we would make a final decision in the light of 

further information we might get from London and Paris.” (Hisenhower Library, 

Dulles papers, “Meetings with the President” ) .
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751G.00/7-754 : Telegram OO os 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State * . 
SECRET Saigon, July 7, 1954—8 p. m. | 90. Repeated information Paris 39, Geneva 21, Hanoi, Bangkok unnumbered. Following my call on Ely yesterday,2 DCM and I were received by Prime Minister N go Dinh Diem. Throughout an hour’s : interview he kept repeating with monotonous insistence that means | must be found to recover the three lost provinces of South Tonkin and | throughout our conversation he made no attempt to conceal bitterness with which he views recent French withdrawal from the three bishoprics. Diem’s strategic concept—if it may be so called—is to | regain Nam Dinh, Phat Diem, and Bui Chu, attack vigorously Viet | Minh heartland around Tuy Hoa and Vinh, and thus establish a | friendly zone from South Tonkin as far as Hue. This he feels will give Vietnam necessary resources of manpower as well as a strong posi- | tion confronting a Viet Minh-held Northern Tonkin. At one point in conversation he said he would be even willing to trade Hanoi for the three Catholic Provinces, but this no doubt is more a tribute to his | religious fervor than to his strategic and political concepts. Later, how- ! ever, he said that to lose Hanoi 1s to lose the war. . : Diem inveighed with great vigor against French military desire to retain an enclave in Haiphong. He said, “all they want is not a bridge- head but merely a place from which to evacuate expeditionary corps and in which, if they stay, they will treat directly with Communist | China.” | | | | | Diem ascribed principal recent decisions of French Government in Indochina to Mendes-France and seemed to concentrate his ire largely : on this one figure, although he certainly loses no love for General | Salan. On his new cabinet, Diem said that it was composed of devoted . | Nationalists, included no members of any political party or of the | confessional sects, and formed a homogeneous group dedicated to working on a program of action. However, when we asked what his | platform would be, he said that Vietnam had already seen too many | governments making too many speeches and that his own declaration, | which would be published tomorrow, would be couched in very gen- | eral terms and would be brief. He said that what people of Vietnam wanted now were deeds and not words. | | | 

Heatu | 
' Ambassador Heath returned to Saigon on July 6. * See telegram 92 from Saigon, July 7, infra. | 

|
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751G.00/7-754 : Telegram 
. | : 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Sargon, July 7, 1954—8 p. m. 

92. Repeated information Paris 41, Geneva 23, Bangkok, Hanoi 

unnumbered. With McClintock I saw General Ely yesterday after- 

noon. He seemed in better health than when I saw him some four 

months ago, confident and determined. He is against a cease-fire and 

for carrying on the war. He said that he still believed that the success- 

ful prosecution of the war in Indochina was essential to the defense of 

Asia. He personally would welcome American participation along the 

lines that he had discussed several weeks ago in Washington. To hold 

the Viet Minh, however, he needs another two divisions, not so much 

for Tonkin as for the south since he believes the Viet Minh might 

detach some of their divisions now investing the northern delta for an 

operation towards the south where there is no force which could now 

withstand them. Contrary to rumors of disaffection he believes that 

he can count on the loyalty of the Vietnamese battalions in French 

Union Forces in the north, although he said he would feel safer on that 

score after the inspection he is making today and tomorrow in Tonkin. 

While he is in general confident of the morale of his troops it is a fact 

that they are tired and another reason for the necessity of a two divi- 

sion reinforcement which he has requested would be to give needed 

rest to certain units now in the line. Actually, he said, he needed three 

divisions but he thought such a request would frighten the French 

Government. 
He made no apology for the restriction for the Hanoi-Haiphong 

defense perimeter and said he personally had taken decision on May 15 

to evacuate the three southern bishoprics. Because of need for military 

security the decision had naturally to be kept most secret until opera- 

tional date arrived. | | 

Ely said that he had one additional withdrawal to make 
in Tonkin ; 

namely a sector west of Hanoi which would further reduce defense 

perimeter to line of Day River. He had not, however, yet fixed date for 

this operation. | | 

Militarily Ely said it would be sound if French Expeditionary Corps 

evacuated Hanoi and fell back forthwith on the Haiphong redoubt. 

However, this would have immediate and catastrophic political reper- 

cussions, and although as a general he perhaps ought to complete this 

movement, as Commissioner General he intended to stay and fight for 

Hanoi even though he might be beaten. Ely said, however, if the gov- 

ernment made a deal giving the Viet Minh Hanoi he would, of course, 

obey orders and withdraw his troops, but he said he would thereupon 

tender his resignation as Commandant and Commissioner General.
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~ He said he had seen the identical notes which the British and Ameri- cans sent after the Churchill-Kisenhower talks. He did not comment on | those notes other than say that he had been disagreeably struck with | the suggestion that the Haiphong enclave be held “if possible”. This | enclave must and could be held, he asserted, because among other | reasons the offensive for the delta could be started from it to regain the delta. The Haiphong perimeter would be an essential beach-head which would serve as potential threat to Communist Chinese and thus | | strengthen hand of French negotiators at Geneva. In any case he said | Haiphong must be held for a considerable time, even if the rest of Tonkin were conceded to the Viet Minh, to ensure the safe evacuation | of the expeditionary corps. — - : Speaking generally Ely expressed regret that vacillations of Ameri- : can public attitudes had encouraged Chinese Communists to feel that | there was no real western opposition to any demands which might be | made for an Indochinese settlement, He stil] hoped, however, that if we could adopt a more robust, attitude, bargaining position in Geneva | would be strengthened. He said in this connection that one additional advantage of US undertaking a training program in Vietnam would | be that it would be interpreted by Communist side as tangible proof — of US determination not to let Vietnam become Communist. : He said Mendes-France and certain other members of French Govy- | ernment are willing to request Parliamentary approval for sending | : conscript troops to south Vietnam, but that others in Cabinet were | dubious and some even opposed. In consequence he was not certain when or if this measure would be advocated by Mendes-France. | 

ma | an Heatu | 

751G.00/7-654: Telegram 
| | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? : 
_ SECRET : _ Wasurneron, July 7, 1954—8: 03 p. m. | Tl. Re Embtel 50.2 We see no real conflict between paragraphs 4 and | 5 US-UK terms. We realize of course that even agreement which ap- | pears to meet all seven points cannot constitute guarantee that Indo- | china will not one day pass into Communist hands. Seven points are intended provide best chance that this shall not happen. This will _ Yequire observance of criteria not merely in the letter but in the spirit. : - Thus since undoubtedly true that elections might eventually mean | unification Vietnam under Ho Chi Minh this makes it all more im- portant they should be only held as long after cease-fire agreement as | 

* Drafted by Secretary Dulles. Repeated for information to London as telegram | 129, to Saigon as telegram 67, and to Geneva as Tosec 523. | —_ { * Dated July 6, p. 1785. | 
| : 

| 
|
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possible and in conditions free from intimidation to give democratic 

elements best chance. We believe important that no date should be set 

now and especially that no conditions should be accepted by French 

which would have direct or indirect effect of preventing effective in- 

, ternational supervision of agreement ensuring political as well as 

military guarantees. Also note paragraph 3 of President and Prime 

Minister joint declaration of June 99 regarding “unity through free 

elections supervised by the UN.”* oe 

Our interpretation of willingness “respect” agreement which might 

be reached is that we would not oppose a settlement which conformed 

to seven points. contained Deptel 4853.‘ It does not of course mean we 

would guarantee such settlement or that we would necessarily support 

, it publicly. We consider “respect” as strong a word as we can possibly 

| employ in the circumstances to indicate our position with respect to 

such arrangement as French may evolve along lines points contained 

Deptel 4853. “Respect” would also mean that we would not seek di- 

rectly or indirectly to upset settlement by force.° | 

/ ‘You may convey substance above to French. | | 

| | oe DULLES 

3The joint declaration, a statement of general principles issued by Eisenhower 

and Churchill at the conclusion of their talks in Washington, read in part as 

follows: “In the case of nations now divided against their will, we shall continue 

to seek to achieve unity through free elections supervised by the United Nations 

to insure they are conducted fairly.” For the full text of the declaration, see 

volume vI. | | ea, os 

4 Dated June 28, p. 1757. | 

5In telegram & to Paris, J uly 8, repeated for information to Geneva, Saigon, 

and London, the Department of State added the following : “Our willingness 

make public statement we will respect agreement Indochina predicated assump- 

tion Associated States and in particular Viet Nam would agree terms settlement. 

“We believe Mendes-France should be under no illusion that observance of 

; seven points (Deptel 4853) would of itself suffice without agreement Associated 

States and request you make sure he understands this.” (751G.00/7-854) 

. 
SN - - = . 3 

751G.00/7-754 : Telegram , | ) 

The Chargé at Phnom Penh (Goodman) to the Department of State 

SECRET a - Puyom Penn, July 7, 1954—6 p. m. 

[Received July 8—9: 15 a. m.] 

10. Sent Saigon 14, repeated information Department 10, Paris 

9, Geneva 9. Both Prime Minister Penn Nouth and acting Foreign 

Minister Poc Thoun separately repeated to me today they pessimistic 

and fearful of direction Geneva Conference seems now to be taking. 

They said they expect that Cambodian-Viet Minh military discus- 

sions now opened at Geneva will bring Viet. Minh agreement to 

evacuate its forces from Cambodia, but fear that Viet Minh conditions — 

will be unacceptable. Poc Thoun said that Cambodia will not accept 

any settlement which visualized the “neutralization” of this country,
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which would be nothing more than prelude to Communist takeover. | However, both he and Prime Minister emphasized that thus far neither Communists nor any Western Power have approached Cam- bodia with feelers or speculation concerning such a possibility. Only | indication that such a compromise may be building up has thus far | come from apparently inspired press stories. 
_ Prime Minister gave more detailed account of his attitude toward “neutralization”. He said he is in principle opposed to a settlement which would weaken Cambodia or limit its development of an adequate defense system. However, he would certainly examine a proposal made to Cambodia under the auspices of all the great, powers which might be offered as a solution to the Indochina, war. If the guarantees seemed adequate and Cambodia’s sovereignty not limited he might possibly accept such a proposal. However, he is not sanguine about the possi- | bility, and doubts from press reports that US would be party to such a deal, in which case it very probably would not work and would be | unacceptable to him. © | | : | In answer to my question both Ministers said there was no truth to | June 80 UP despatch from Geneva which quoted “authoritative source” to effect. that, once Geneva military meeting opened, parallel : discussions would begin here, Government opposed from start idea | of having discussions here since news of Viet Minh leaders in Phnom ! Penh would unnecessarily hearten Viet Minh in country. | Sn oe | | GoopMan 

751G.00/7—854 : Telegram 
| 

Lhe Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State | : a 

| SECRET | | , Sargon, July 8, 19548 p.m. a ; _ [Received 12:45 p. m.] 105. Repeated information Paris 46, Hanoi unnumbered. Prime Minister Diem called on me this morning having previously asked that | General O’Daniel be present. . ) | 1, Diem repeated insistently that if French gave up Hanoi it would be practically impossible to form a viable Annam—Cochinchinese State. Cochinchinese were too easy going either become soldiers or to resist Communist subversion. Fall of Hanoi would have a catastrophic | psychological effect. He asked if US could not publicly and immedi- ately announce that any settlement that would involve surrender of Hanoi to Viet Minh would be unacceptable to it and he sought US to use its influence on French to insist. on retention of Hanoi. | : 2. Referring to Secretary’s Los Angeles speech of June 11,1 Diem ———_—_____. 
. . | | * See footnote 4, p. 1676. | 

! 

|
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| insisted that only thing that would save Indochina, indeed all South- 

east Asia, would be American intervention. : | 

3. He said it was urgently necessary for Vietnamese national army 

to be given autonomy. O’Daniel and I both agreed with him and sug- 

gested that Ely would undoubtedly be disposed to meet his wishes on 

that score. O’Daniel explained his concept of training and structure 

of Vietnamese Army but pointed out that at this time it would be im- 

possible to withdraw Vietnamese battalions from Tonkin Delta or 

organize them there into autonomous forces. 

4. To Diem’s complaint re French evacuation of southern Tonkin 

Delta provinces, O’Daniel replied that such an action had been mili-— 

tarily unavoidable given the insufficient strength of French Union 

Forces. He pointed out that new contracted front in north was still 

longer than Korean front, which was defended by 20 divisions, 

whereas French had only equivalent of about 11 divisions in delta. 

® O’Daniel referred to recent desertions and urged Diem to issue a 

proclamation calling on Vietnamese troops to stand fast and be loyal | 

to French command. Diem agreed as to necessity of such action but 

indicated it would be somewhat difficult to draft an effective proclama- 

tion at this moment. : 
| HeEaTH 

751G.00/7-854 : Telegram | a : | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the Department 

| | of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Lonpon, July 8,1954—6 p.m. 

| [Received 2: 46 p. m.] 

194, Byes only Secretary. Re Deptel 101.1 I saw Eden this afternoon. 

He will answer your message soonest.’ Meanwhile he asked me to say 

he is going to Geneva Monday,” and will meet Mendes-France. Mendes- 

France wished him to come Paris over week-end but he is unabletodo — 

this. Eden will support French at Geneva in attempt to get most 

favorable possible settlement. He has no information or idea how 

matter may work out because Russians have not disclosed their hand 

and he is sure they will not do so until meetings take place in Geneva. 

‘Weakness of French position is of course fact that election would 

undoubtedly result in all Viet Nam going Communist and therefore 

division of country in all probability best solution. It is impossible to 

| foresee how this trump card may be played by Communists. Eden 

1 Dated July 7, p. 1788. 

2In his response, transmitted through Ambassador Makins on July 8, Foreign 

Secretary Eden expressed the hope that Secretary Dulles or Under Secretary 

Smt return to Geneva the following week. (611.93/7-854)
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does not think it would be fair to you to expect you to attend Geneva | Conference this juncture but thinks it would be very helpful to him | : and the French if Bedell could be there and hopes that if Bedell comes | he will stop in London on way. | : ! Comment: Iam sure Eden is extremely anxious to have Bedell | present because of Bedell’s intimate knowledge of personalities in- volved at Geneva and of manner in which situation has developed. | 
ALDRICH | 

611.51/7-854 : Telegram _ | 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? | ! 

TOP SECRET = PRIORITY Wasuineton, July 8, 1954—7 : 94 p. m. 
85. For Dillon, Aldrich and Johnson. I think it is probably true that | if we had put together all of the bits of information given at various | times and at various political and military levels at Paris, Geneva, | Washington, Saigon and Hanoi, the result would have been a reason- ably clear picture of French military intentions as now revealed. I have never harbored any thought of any wilful concealment. AlsoIT / have always conceded that the French were clearly within their rights | in making their own plans. I have repeatedly said at. press conferences that: we recognize that the French had the primary position in Indo- 

china and that our role was that of a friendly observer who wanted to ~ | _ help if and when our help was wanted. _ | I do feel that there is a certain lack of any intimacy which is perhaps: | due to the fact that we have not in the past worked closely with the | personalities of the present Government who have been plunged into _ an immense and engrossing task. In this respect they have our sym- | pathy and I hope that you will try to remove any impression of carping 
criticism on our part. | | We are quite prepared to agree that France has been overextended 
in relation to Indochina and we are not quarrelling with present 
French policy designed to limit its commitments more nearly within the bounds of its strength. : | | | 

Our present intentions to leave representation at Geneva at the pres- | ent level of Ambassador Johnson is primarily because we do not want to be the cause of any avoidable embarrassment by what might be a — spectacular disassociation of the United States from France. What- 
ever France may be determined to do, we accept as within its preroga- — | tives. We only regret that we cannot agree to associate ourselves in ! advance with an end result which we cannot foresee. Equally, we do | | not want to be in a position of seeming to obstruct an end result which ee 

| 
* Drafted by Secretary Dulles. Repeated for information to London as telegram | 151 and to Geneva as Tosec 526, 

|
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from the French national standpoint seems imperative to its parlia- 

mentand people. = = = | : ‘ coe —_ 

Since starting to dictate this, I have received through Bonnet a mes- — 

sage from Mendes-France strongly urging that either Bedell Smith 

or I should come back.2 This apparently based on my today’s press 

conference statement that neither of us had any present plans for 

returning. | 

I told Bonnet the substance of the preceding paragraphs to the effect 

that while we would be only too happy to contribute to a united front, 

we could not do so without knowing on what position that front was 

based. If there were a position which France was able to define and 

state that she would not accept anything else, then we would be able 

to judge whether or not that afforded the foundation for a united 

front. At the moment, it seems to me that there is less danger of doing 

irreparable injury to Franco—American relations if we avoid getting 

into a position at Geneva which might require a disassociation under 

spectacular conditions which would be deeply resented by the French 

as an effort on our part to block at the last minute a peace which they 

ardently desire. | | 

We have not yet taken any irrevocable decision and even if no one 

from here comes over for the 12th, we would be standing by here 

under circumstances such that if developments at Geneva seem to 

indicate that our presence there would serve a really constructive pur- 

pose one or the other of us could get to Geneva overnight. 

Unless you perceive objection I would like you to explain orally my 

position to Mendes-France, making clear that we are motivated by 

our estimate that in the end our presence at Geneva, even though» 

initially it seemed an asset, might subsequently prove a liability to- 

Franco-American relations. | wee 

2The Secretary of State’s office record of a telephone call received from Am- 

bassador Bonnet at 5: 41 p.m. read as follows : ° oe 

“B. said Mendes-France is unhappy because the See, or the Under Sec. is not 

going back. The Sec, said it would be one thing to go if we had any idea of what 

will come out of it. We don’t want to go when disassociation would be more 

damaging to our relations than if we didn’t go. In the past we have had a com- 

mon position. The Sec. said he is not critical of this as he knows they are oper- 

ating under a popular mandate. But there is no joint position as when we went to 

Berlin. The Sec. said they may have to accept a solution we won't like, but we 

don’t have to become a party toa solution we don’t like. The Sec, did admit it is 

not a final decision. B. indicated he would pass this on. The Sec. said if we knew 

the French would stand on the 7-point position, we should be glad to go and help. 

But if we started with this and ended with something else, it would put a strain 

on our relations. B. said he doesn’t think, territorially speaking, it will be much 

worse. The Sec. said we have no reason to hope for this with confidence. The Sec. 

said a united front has to stand on an agreed position. The Sec. said he realized 

you don’t think you want to reach an agreement on that, and maybe you ought 

not. They left it they will speak tomorrow OF in a few days.” (Eisenhower 

Library, Dulles papers, “Telephone Conversations” )
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Code Room:—Please note | | : | 
For London only. Please show Eden portion of this cable which | 

follows first two paragraphs. Portion begins “We are quite prepared, | 
etc.” 3 7 | | 

| DULLEs ! 
“A letter of July 9 from Ambassador Makins to Secretary Dulles stated that : Eden continued to consider it important that either Dulles or Smith attend the : concluding stages of the Geneva Conference in order to present a united front. (Presidential Correspondence, lot 66 D 204) eo | 

Eisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers | 

| a Hagerty Diary, Thursday, July 8, 1954 | 

: [Extract] | 
| ae _ [Wasxineton, undated.] | 

I was able also to step out on the porch with him [ Eisenhower] and ! 
talk about the Geneva Conference. I told him that I had been think- : 
ing about it and that I thought if Dulles or Bedell Smith did not | 
return, America would look like a little boy sulking in his tent. We : 
would be blamed for everything and would have no opportunity or | 
forum to express our dislike for whatever settlement the French might 
make in Indochina. The President said that that was a viewpoint 
which he wanted to consider, adding, “The trouble, J im, with this : 
whole damn situation is that the French will try to get us, if we are 
physically there with Dulles or Bedell, to approve of the terms of the 
settlement. We don’t think it’s going to be a good one and it certainly | 
isn’t one we can support. Now, do we go and sit there and become a 
party to it, or do we express our disapproval by not sending our top 
men back to the Conference?” I said that I thought we should make ; 
a fight against it or at least express our disapproval of it on the spot. | 
If we did not have Foster or Bedell there, the Russians and the Chinese, | 
together with a reluctant and ineffective France, could make quite a | 
to-do about it. Eden, if he goes, would probably remain more or less | 
quiet although undoubtedly he would be forced to hail the settlement 
as a step toward peace. “That’s just the point,” the President added, | 
‘Sf we do go and if we sound off against the settlement, as we should, | 
then are we not dividing the free world and being put in the position 
of splitting publicly with France and probably with the U.K. It’s a | 
tough one to decide, but you have given me something to think over.” : 

*The context of this diary entry indicates that the recorded conversation oc- | curred shortly after 5 p. m. i | | 

[
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-_-Bisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers a _ - 

Hagerty Diary, Friday, July 9,1954 

[Extract] 

| [WasHINncTon, undated. | 

At the Cabinet meeting Dulles gave a review of the international 

situation for the Cabinet and read a draft of a cable which he was 

going to send to Eden, declining to have either himself or Bedell Smith 

return to Geneva.’ The President interrupted Foster when he finished 

reading the cable and said that he thought probably we would have to 

study this question more fully before a definite decision was made. He 

repeated some of the arguments that I had presented to him the night | 

before 2 and told Foster that he wanted to talk to him further on this 

subject. A decision has not been made, but again I hope we will see our 

way clear to send either Dulles or Smith back to Geneva. It’s a tough 

spot admittedly, but I think it will be tougher if we do not go. If we 

are not on record to oppose the settlement when it happens, it will 

plague us through the fall and give the Democrats a chance to say that 

we sat idly by and let Indochina be sold down the river to the Commu- 

nists without raising a finger or turning a hair. | 

1The Cabinet met at 10:10 a.m. The record of discussion of the Geneva Confer- 

ence and Indochina contained in the minutes of the meeting is confined to the fol- 

lowing : “Also discussed at length was the prospect of a Southeastern Asia group- 

ing to maintain settlement should a satisfactory one be forthcoming from Geneva. 

He [Secretary Dulles] noted also the current problem of US participation in the 

second phase of the Geneva Conference, about which the President commented on 

the apparent soundness of the US position but possible adverse inference to be 

drawn by other nations of the world... . Sec. [Robert B.] Anderson noted the 

continuing need for attention to the matter of securing the evacuation from Indo- | 

China of material furnished to the French, and Secretary Dulles and the Presi- 

dent commented on our right to have it returned.” (Eisenhower Library, Hisen- 

hower papers, Whitman file, “Cabinet Meetings”) 

No draft cable to Eden has been identified. However, the Dulles papers at the 

Eisenhower Library contain a text identical in large part with a portion of tele- | 

gram 85 to Paris of July 8 (p. 1795). That text bears the following hand- 

written notations: 1) “Read to President and Cabinet—July 9, 1954,” and 2) 

“Cable sent last night to Dillon.” (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, ‘““Korea— 

Geneva 1954’) on an oS 

2 See Hagerty diary entry of July 8, supra. | : 

751H.00/7—-954 : Telegram — . 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sargon, July 9, 1954—8 p. m. 
| [Received 11: 20a. m.] 

113. Repeated information Paris 50, Phnom Penh, Bangkok, Manila 

unnumbered. Ambassador Donovan came over from Bangkok yester-



| 
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day for brief visit in Phnom Penh. He was received there by McClin- | tock and Goodman. Party had interviews with acting Foreign Minister Poc Thoun, Prime Minister Penn Nouth, acting Chief of Staff Colonel Ngo Hou, and were received by King. a ~ King, who obviously was not in good health, said that his informal 
approaches to various “neutra]” governments had thus far met with affirmative responses to his inquiry if unofficial visit would be welcome 
to those governments. His Majesty added favorable replies had been | received thus far not only from India, but from Burma, Ceylon, and Argentina. His official visit to Thailand was another matter. . . . 

King said with respect to India he particularly wanted to see Nehru as a sort of political curiosity. He wanted to demonstrate to Nehru in person that Cambodia was really independent and to bring conviction | to Indian Prime Minister that his concept of Cambodia as tutelary | state under French domination was now completely out of focus fol- | lowing King’s successful and bloodless revolt against French last year. — _ King said motivation for his trip in Asia at least was fact that, al- | though great Western powers had recognized Cambodia, new Eastern 
states still doubted authenticity of Cambodia’s independence. 
Continuing re problem of recognition of Cambodia, Foreign Minis- : ter and Prime Minister said that following recent conversations in _ Geneva between Cambodian representative and Vice President of 

Philippines Garcia latter had requested Cambodia Foreign Minister _ | to submit documentary proof of Cambodian independence. Acting 
Foreign Minister, who is jurist, is now preparing dossier for submis- 

Sion to Philippines. McClintock said that we would be glad informally | in Manila to discuss this question with Philippine president and to i stress US belief that of all three Associated States in Indochina, Cam- | bodia is in fact the most independent. 
| McClintock suggested-to Penn Nouth that if at all possible King be accompanied by interpreter who could translate His Majesty’s words _ direct from Cambodian into English and not from French into English, 

If King spoke only French to N ehru, Indians and others might be 
persuaded that he was not as free of French influence as His Majesty 
might suggest. McClintock likewise offered to send USAF doctors or 
His Majesty himself to a USAF hospital in Philippines or J apan in : event his health is not speedily recovered. Apparently His Majesty is 7 suffering from chronic liver disease exacerbated by dysentery. — 
Prime Minister, Foreign Minister and King all concurred that so far | | as Cambodia was concerned what happened to Vietnam was matter of slight interest. None of these officials believes that Cambodians would _ | care in the least if Tonkin were lost to Viet Minh and none seemed to | comprehend grave danger to Cambodia which loss of Hanoi would . : 

| 

|
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umply. They said repeatedly, “quarrels between the Vietnamese are of 

no interest to us, and the more they quarrel the better we like it.” 

Queries to King, Prime Minister and Foreign Minister as to Cam- 

bodia’s attitude toward a Far East Asian collective defense arrange- 

ment evoked reply that in principle Cambodia would go along, but 

that basically Cambodians are not greatly interested. They were, how- 

ever, unanimous in insisting that Geneva should not impose any 

servitude on Cambodia, particularly with respect to its inherent right 

of self-defense. All three persons insisted many times they wanted 

nothing more than direct US aid in end-items and training assistance 

as quickly as possible. 7 | 

| - | : HEATH 

396.1 GE/7-954 | - : 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State* | 

TOP SECRET | [Wasuineton,] July 9, 1954. 

_ MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION BETWEEN AMBASSADOR BONNET AND 

THE SECRETARY > | 

The French Ambassador said that he had just received a message 

| from Mendes-France asking him to thank me for my message (this is 

presumably the message based on the cable to Dillon of Thursday eve- 

ning).? He said that the sentiments there expressed made him wish 

more strongly than ever that I were going to be at Geneva. He felt it 

was very important that we should not give the Communists the im- 

pression that there was a rift between the 3 Western Powers. 

I read to Bonnet the substance of the above-mentioned cable to 

Dillon, explaining that we feared that the French would want to 

| recede to a point where we could not follow them and that this might 

put us in a position of seeming to break up the Conference. This would 

be deeply resented by French public opinion and might have disas- 

trous long-range effects far worse than those which might result from 

our not coming back to Geneva at this time. The French Ambassador 

sought to argue that it would be otherwise. He ended by saying that 

he knew from the tone of the message he had received from Mendes- 

France that the latter really felt very strongly on this matter.’ | 

: ee SJoun Foster DULLES 

1The log of the Secretary’s daily appointments indicates that this conversation 

occurred at 2:10 p. m. (Dulles papers, “Daily Appointments”) 

2 Telegram 85 to Paris, July 8,p.1795. 2 . 

*¥n telegram 119 from Paris, July 9, Ambassador Dillon reported that former 

Premier Reynaud had stated that it would be most regrettable if Secretary Dulles 

did not return to Geneva. Dillon added “During the course of the day, prominent 

men in Foreign Office, Government and Assembly, as well as leading French and 

foreign newspaper men, have also expressed hope that in interest of obtaining 

best possible terms from enemy, Secretary will change his mind and come to 

Geneva.” (396.1 GE/7-954)
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751G.00/7-954 : Telegram 

| 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department o F State 

| 
| CONFIDENTIAL Panis, July 9, 1954—6 p. m. 

[Received 6:18 p. m.] ! 109. Repeated information London 25, Saigon 10. If National As- | sembly should authorize dispatch of conscripts to Indochina in the | event there is no settlement by July 20, we believe that such vote would 
havo entirely different significance now than it would have had one or : two months ago. Principal purpose, as Mendes-France has said, would | be to safeguard security of the Expeditionary Corps, “Frenchmen 
coming to aid other Frenchmen.” There was no implication of pro- | longed continuation of the war to stem Communist aggression or to safeguard any specified portion of Vietnam, despite warning that ! France would not capitulate. | 
We believe chances of Assembly approving dispatch conscripts after July 20 depend entirely on position Expeditionary Corps at that time. If their lives depend on it, it will probably be approved, but it is doubtful if it could be passed for any lesser reason. 
If there is no settlement by July 20, and Mendes-France falls after having obtained vote on conscripts, it is our belief that successor gov- | ernment would be under same pressure to come to terms with Com- munists as was the previous government, and in fact under greater | pressure. For majority of those voting for dispatch of conscripts 

would do so only in belief that it would facilitate return of the Expe- | ditionary Corps, and fact that conscripts would be involved would inevitably further heighten pressure for an early end to the war. : 
: | 

DiLLon 
| _ OO 611.51/7-954 : Telegram ae | ! 

— ‘The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET = PRIORITY __ ‘Paris, July 9, 1954—8 p- m. 
oe | | _ [Received 6: 48 p. m.] 

118. Repeated information London 27, Geneva 14. London for | Aldrich; Geneva for Johnson. For the Secretary. In absence of Am- | bassador Dillon, J oyce * saw Mendes-France at one o’clock today and provided him orally with substance Department telegram 85.2 Mendes- ! France after hearing United States position as set forth reference telegram made following points: 
1. He asked that his personal greetings be extended to you as well as his expression of deep appreciation of your message which indicated | | 

* Robert P. Joyce, Counselor of Embassy. 
* Dated July 8, p. 1795. 

| 

li 

[: | | |
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sympathetic understanding of French position. He said he could take 

no exception to anything contained in your message. 

2. Mendes-Frence emphasized French had been giving and would 

continue to give to Americans full and complete information regarding 

military plans and developments in Indochina as well as what was 

developing in negotiations at Geneva. He added that Chauvel had 

provided and would continue to provide complete information to 

Johnson. 
3, He understands that it is difficult for us to commit ourselves in 

advance to result which cannot be foreseen, but added this is precisely 

his difficulty now. He had no idea what Communist side would come 

up with at end of next week and added that he wished to emphasize 

again he had no more information than we did on what they would 

offer. | oo 

4, Mendes-France stated French negotiating position was precisely 

along lines of seven points set forth in United States and United King- 

dom memoranda. He stated he would not accept any Communist terms 

which did not in substance meet these seven points. 

| 5. He then said with obvious deep feeling and emphasis that the 

considered presence of yourself or Bedell Smith at Geneva “abso- 

lutely essential and necessary”. He added that if Americans on high- 

level were absent, the Communist side would automatically and in- 

evitably draw conclusion that there was important split between three 

‘Western powers and that result would be that their terms would be 

even harsher. In other words, any impression we give of lack of unity 

at this critical point would obviously be interpreted as weakness and 

indecision which would mean opposition would automatically press for 

more. | 

5. [sic] Mendes-France stated with great emphasis that he had a 

deadline and that deadline was not July 21, nor July 22, nor any later 

time, but was midnight on July 20. He did not intend Geneva would — 

turn into a Panmunjom and he proposed to tell Molotov this as soon as 

| he sees him in Geneva. He went on to say it would be almost impossible 

for him to meet his own deadline in absence of his high-level Western 

friends and colleagues. With high-level persons present, last-minute 

decision could be taken which would be impossible with only sub- 

ordinates present who would have to refer to their superiors and await 

inevitable delays of telegrams back and forth. | 

| 6. He did not believe that without high-level American presence 

in Geneva the Communists would offer him anything which he could 

accept. But even if they did, our absence would mean to them that 

we were disinterested and they could with impunity thereafter proceed 

by usual tactics of infiltration, subversion and threats of force to take
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over én toto in spite of any agreement not backed up and reinforced by | 
United States and United Kingdom. | | 

7. Mendes indicated that our high-level presence at Geneva had 
direct bearing on where Communists would insist on placing line of ) _ demarcation or partition in Vietnam.® 7 

| | ~ DiILion | 

- *In telegram 130 from Paris, July 10, Ambassador Dillon further reported that | Joyce had been told by Margerie and Parodi of the French Foreign Ministry that | they considered Premier Mendés-France entirely sound on basic international F issues. Margerie had Stated that the position of the Premier on Indochina was virtually identical with that of Bidault. (611.51/ ¢-1054) | | | 

Beg , Editorial Note | : 
On July 9, 1954, Secretary of State J ohn Foster Dulles had several 

telephone conversations with Senator William F. Knowland of Calj- 
fornia, the Senate Majority Leader, who strongly opposed the return __ 
of the Secretary or the Under Secretary to the Geneva Conference, — | Knowland indicated that Senator Homer Ferguson of Michigan 
shared his views. Secretary Dulles also talked with Senator Walter F. 
George of Georgia who agreed that Dulles should not return to 
Geneva. He feared that the proceedings would be elevated into a great | 
international conference dominated by the Communists. Senator 
Bourke B. Hickenlooper of Iowa called to express his opposition to 
the Secretary’s return. In addition, Dulles spoke by telephone with 
Vice President Richard M. Nixon who advised against the upgrading 
of United States representation at Geneva on the grounds that the | 
United States should not give respectability to or be a part of an ar- | 
rangement it didn’t believe in. (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, 
“Telephone Conversations”) —«__ | rae | 

_ At 9:15 a.m. the following day, June 10, Secretary Dulles met with © 
Senator Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas, the Minority Floor Leader, who | indicated, according to the Secretary’s memorandum of conversation, | | 
that he did not feel that he had sufficient factual knowledge of the 
question to have a solid judgment but that he had the impression that | 

it would be better not to be represented at a high level at Geneva at | 
that time. (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Korea—Geneva : 
1954”) | | 
751G.00/7-1054 : Telegram a | | | 
Phe Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Saigon, July 10, 1954—6 p. m. | 
124, Repeated information priority Paris 53, Geneva 28, Hanoi | 

unnumbered. Reference: Deptel 84, sent Paris July 8 repeated Saigon | 

978-611 0 82 ~- 27 (Pt. 2) 
| 

|
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ee 84.1 I am glad Department has taken stand it will not make public 
_ statement that US will respect agreement on Indochina unless Asso- 

ciated States, and particularly Vietnam, agree to terms settlement. As 
noted mytel 115 of July 9,? minimum terms which Vietnamese Gov- 
ernment will now accept for cease-fire are retention of Hanoi- 

: Haiphong parallelogram and the two Catholic bishoprics. Majority 
of intelligent Vietnamese, except anti-northern Cochin Chinese, who 
it must be admitted are fairly numerous, are opposed to partition. 
They are particularly opposed to surrender of Hanoi. Belief of these 

| elements, and I may add that of this Embassy, and also present Viet- 
| namese Government, is that without retention of Hanoi and a foot- 

hold in north it would be impossible to create a durable state in re- 
maining Vietnam. Announcement of partition along lines French 

| have been secretly negotiating with Viet Minh will evoke permanent 
: bitterness against France. French are accused of being interested only 

in protecting cement plant, and other important investments, and coal 
mines in Haiphong enclave and great French investments in Cochin 

China. | oe | 

/ Even if fruitless, I believe we should use all our influence to per- 

| suade Mendes-France to include Hanoi in northern enclave. If Viet 

- Minh object, they can be told that after an unspecified period of calm, 

elections within Hanoi-Haiphong enclave will determine to which 
| side this region would fall. If Mendes-France repeats view expressed 

Geneva’s 18 to Saigon of July 7 * that Hanoi cannot be held by present 
force longer than end of September, we can answer that General Ely _ 

| believes he can hold at least that long and that our offer of American 

participation under certain conditions (Secretary’s Los Angeles — 
_ speech) still holds good. Je 

Av beginning of Geneva conference, American delegation took a 

| firm stand against partition of Vietnam and conclusion of any armis- 
: tice except under effective, impartial, international control. We have 

nowretreatedfromthisstand. | : - 
I suggest that, if Mendes-France refuses to alter conditions which _ 

he has been discussing re partition of Vietnam and to maintain original _ 
French position on authoritative, impartial, and international control, 
US withdraw from Geneva conference, or at least reduce its delega- _ 
tion to observer status. I do not. believe that it is in national interest 

| for us to associate ourselves with agreement consecrating Communist _ 

1¥or text cf telegram 84 to Paris, July 8, see footnote 5, p. 1792. _ | 

4Telegram 115 from Saigon, July 9, is not printed. (601.51G11/7-954) _ 

*Telegram Secto 568 from Geneva, July 7, repeated for information to Paris as 

telegram 16, to London as telegram 10, and to Saigon as telegram 18, contained a | 

summary of a conversation between Bonsal of the U.S. Delegation and Offroy of 
the French Delegation. For text, see vol. xvI, p. 1294. a
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victory in Indochina or that we should join in guaranteeing frontiers 
of new or remaining Vietnam which coincide with major French 
investments. 

a oe 

611.51H/7-1054 | | —— oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Vietnam- 
—  Laos-Cambodia Affairs (Hoey) et BS 

TOP SECRET — PWasutneton,] July 10, 1954. | 
Subject: Cambodian Ambassador’s Request for Clarification of U.S. | 
_ PositionatGeneva ss Og | | 
Participants: The Secretary | i 

~ OE E Mr, Nong Kimny, Cambodian Ambassador, | 

Be TAS - Washington a en 
SS)  Mr.R.E.Hoey,PSA © ee 

The Ambassador stated that he was returning to Geneva on Mon- | i 
day, J uly 12 to rejoin his Governments delegation. Prior to his return 
he wished to discuss with the Secretary the position of the U.S. in | | 
order that the Cambodian delegation could be fully informed. - 

_ The Ambassador stated that the Government and people of Cam- 
bodia were completely united in their determination to Oppose any 
Communist effort toward neutralization or demilitarization of Cam- 
bodia. This policy had been made quite clear in the past by the | 
Cambodian delegation at Geneva. As the Geneva Conference was ! 
approaching a critical stage Cambodia anticipated that there would be 
further demands made by the Communists with respect to neutraliza- 
tion and demilitarization. The Ambassador said his Government would | 
strongly oppose any such demands and in this respect it would be most 
useful if the U.S. could furnish a written response to the letter from 

the Cambodian Foreign Minister to Ambassador Heath dated June 23, | 
1954 (Secto 513).1 — | : | 

The Secretary replied that an oral response had already been made | 
to the letter. It was extremely difficult at this time to add to the oral | 
statement. For example, the U.S. is now engaged in bilateral talks _ 
with the UK.? Depending on the outcome of those talks we would 

_ know to what extent our desire for a collective security arrangement _ 
could be: accomplished. We hoped that a strong Southeast Asia secu- > | 
rity pact could be developed and that Cambodia would bea member — | 

+ For text of telegram Secto 518 from Geneva, June 238, containing the text of | _ the Cambodian letter, see vol. xv1, p. 1231. | oo | * For an extract from the report of the Joint U.S.-U.K. Study Group on South- | east Asia, July 17, see p. 1847. | 
/ 

| 

|
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to any such collective arrangement. In view of the imminence of the 

Ambassador’s departure, it would not be possible to give a written 

response by Monday. However we would try, depending upon the 

progress accomplished in our talks with the British, to furnish a writ- 

| ten reply while the Ambassador was in Geneva. Such a response would 

of course be transmitted through the U.S. delegation at Geneva. The 

- Secretary referred to the independence of Cambodia which he de- 

scribed as being superior to that of the other two States. This fact in © 

itself supported the Cambodian position that it should oppose Com- 

munist demands for neutralization and demilitarization. Cambodia’s 

independent status is compatible with Cambodia’s desire to call for 

outside military and economic assistance as it desires. | 

| The Ambassador thanked the Secretary for his answer and assured 

him that it would be of great assistance to his delegation at Geneva in 

maintaining a firm position against Communist demands. The Am- 

bassador hoped that a written reply during the course of the conference 

would further strengthen that position. 7 

The Ambassador raised the question of UN action, should the 

‘Geneva Conference fail. He wished to know the position of the U.S. 

with respect to Cambodia entering a complaint into the UN, should 

developments at Geneva take an unfavorable trend and the conference 

fail. as CO | 

The Secretary replied that this was of course a hypothetical ques- — 

tion. The U.S. would approve in principle the introduction of a — 

| Cambodian motion into the UN should the Geneva Conference fail. — 

- ‘However under the conditions of a failure of the Conference, careful 

study must be made of just how a UN appeal would be most effective 

| in light of the circumstances then existing. We would be prepared to 

consult with the Ambassador after his return from Geneva, should this 

contingency arise. | | rin 

The Ambassador asked for U.S. views with respect to a control 

organization. The Secretary replied that this is a most difficult matter. 

| It would be hard to see how membership of a Communist power on a 

—— control organization could do anything but help the Communist cause. 

There is no guarantee against Communist aggression except by devel- 

oping military strength to stand against such aggression. Military 

strength is a factor which they understand and is in itself the best 

| guarantee. Cambodia should be in a position to safeguard itself against 

| internal subversion since it would be expected that the Communists 

| would make efforts to work from within and create internal dissension. 

~The U.S. would wish to assist the Government of Cambodia in the 

| development of such internal security and would hope that the Cam- 

—-- bodian Government would stand firm against any efforts by the Com-
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munists to neutralize or demilitarize the country or prevent Cambodia | 
from being able to call for assistance from without. ER SR 

The Ambassador thanked the Secretary for his helpful clarification | 
of the U.S. position and assured the Secretary that his government’s 
delegation would stand firm against unreasonable Communist de-. 
mands. The Secretary suggested that the Cambodian delegation at 
Geneva keep in close touch with the U.S. delegation. as | 

611.51/7-1054: Telegram 7 a Dos 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France Tes | | 

TOP SECRET =NIACT =—s Wa SHINGTON, July 10, 1954—10 : 25 p. m. 
_ 127. For Ambassador from Secretary. Limit distribution. Follow- | 

ing is personal. message from Secretary Dulles to Mendes-France 
which is to be delivered by Ambassador Dillon to Mendes-France in | 

_ person as promptly as possible as instructed by separate cable.? fe 
Begin Teat: My dear Mr. President: _ | on ee _ President Eisenhower (who has been kept closely informed) and I | have been greatly moved by your earnest request that I or General | Bedell Smith should return next week to Geneva for what may be the 

* Drafted by Secretary Dulles. Repeated for information to London as telegram 195 and to Geneva as telegram 21. - . : ce . ot Secretary Dulles had met with President Eisenhower at 11 a. m. on Saturday, . | f July 10. The pertinent portion of the Secretary’s memorandum of that conversa- | tion read as follows: —— Be | — 
“I reported to the President on the pleas we had received from Mendes-France and Eden that either I or Bedell Smith should go to Geneva for the closing phase | of the Indochina conference. The President indicated that he would like to see us _ : comply with this request, if it seems this could be done without either jeopard- izing our basic principles or having to disassociate ourselves from our allies at : Geneva under circumstances which would be even more dramatic and disastrous | than if there is not high-level attendance. De CS | “TI reviewed with the President what I feared would be the developments which. | would place us in a very awkward position at Geneva. It was finally agreed that I would draft and send a full explanatory message to Mendes-France, with a copy | to Eden, explaining our position, and that if the reply to this indicated a firmness | : on the part of the British and French for a position that we could go along with, : then General Smith or I might go to Geneva. (I subsequently drafted such a mes- , Sage and read it over the telephone to the President about 6:30 p. m. Saturday : and it was dispatched that night.)” (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Meet- : ings with the President”) | . : | | 

In his memoirs, President Eisenhower recalls the following: “On July 10, I : asked Foster to draft a message to Mendés-France, explaining our reasons for preferring to avoid full diplomatic participation in a conference the results of | which we could not approve. He was to send a copy to Eden, and await the results. | : If the British and French replied in a clear and firm manner go that we could go along with their positions, then I said either Foster or Bedell should go back. | Foster drafted the memo, read it to me about 6: 80 p. m., and it was dispatched that night.” (Eisenhower, Mandate for Change, p. 869) / * See telegram 128 to Paris, July 10, infra. / 

|
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conclusion of the Indochina phase of the Conference. I can assure you 

| that our attitude in this respect is dictated by a desire to find the course — 

7 which will best preserve the traditional friendship and cooperation of 

our countries and which will promote the goals of justice and human | 

| welfare and dignity to which our two nations have been traditionally 

dedicated. We also attach great value to preserving the united front 

of France, Great Britain and the United Siates which has during this 

postwar period so importantly served all three of us in our dealings 

| with the Communists. © | 

What now concerns us is that we are very doubtful as to whether 

| there is a united front in relation to Indochina, and we do not believe 

that the mere fact that the high representatives of the three nations 

physically reappear together at Geneva will serve as a substitute for — 

| clear agreement on a joint position which includes agreement asto 

what will happen if that position is not accepted by the Communists. | 

We fear that unless there is the reality of such a united front, the events 

at Geneva will expose differences under conditions which will only — 

serve to accentuate them with consequent strain upon the relations 

between our two countries greater than if the US does not reappear at 

Geneva, in the person of General Smith or myself, EO aka 

Beginning early last April the US. worked intensively with the — 

French Government and with that of Great Britain in an effort to a 

create a common position of strength. This did not prove possible. The 

reasons were understandable, and derived from fundamental causes. 

which still subsist and influence the possibility of achieving at the | 

present time a genuine “united front”, | 

During the talks of Prime Minister Churchill and Foreign Secre- 

| tary Eden with President Eisenhower and me, an effort was made to — 

find a common position which might be acceptable to the two of us | 

and, we hoped, to the French Government. This was expressed in the 

seven-point memorandum of which you are aware. I believe that this 

represented a constructive contribution. However, I do not yet feel 

that there is a united position in the sense that the three of us would 

be prepared to stand firmly on this as a minimum acceptable solution 

and to see the negotiations break off and the warfare resume if this 

position was not accepted. by the Communist side. We doubt very 

much that the Communists will in fact accept this seven-point position 

unless they realize that the alternative is some common action upon 

which we have all agreed. So far, there is no such alternative. =. 

Under these circumstances, we greatly fear that the seven points — 

which constitute a minimum as far as the US is concerned will consti- 

tute merely an optimum solution so far as your Government and per- 

haps the UK are concerned, and that an. armistice might be concluded 

on terms substantially less favorable than those we could respect. — 

We gather that there is already considerable French thinking in 

terms of the acceptability of departures from certain of the seven 

-_- points. For example: - 

Allowing Communist forces to remain in Northern Laos; accepting 

| a Vietnam line of military demarcation considerably south of Dong- 

hoi; neutralizing and demilitarizing Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam
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so as to impair their capacity to maintain stable, non-Communist _ regimes; accepting elections so early and so ill-prepared and ill- supervised as to risk the loss of the entire area to Communism ; ac- L cepting international supervision by a body which cannot be effective because it includes a Communist state which has veto power. | | These are but illustrations of a whittling-away process, each stroke ; of which may in itself seem unessential, but which cumulatively could : produce a result quite different from that envisaged by the seven points. Also, of course, there is the danger that the same unacceptable | result might come about through the Communist habit of using words | in a double sense and destroying the significance of good principles | with stultifying implementations. ae Lagi tae: _ We do not for a moment question the right of the French Govern- ment to exercise its own judgment in all of these respects. Indeed, we recognize that the issues for France are so vital that the French Goy- | ernment has a duty to exercise its own judgment. I have from the beginning recognized the preponderant interest of your Government | as representing the nation which has borne for so many years the bur- | den of a cruel and costly war. However, my Government equally has the duty not to endorse a solution which would seem to us to impair seriously certain principles which the US believes must, as far as it is | concerned, be kept unimpaired, if our own struggle against Commu- : nism is to be successfully pursued, At the same time, we do not wish to put ourselves in the position where we would seem to be passing ) ‘moral judgment upon French action or disassociating ourselves from | the settlement at a moment and under circumstances which might be | Unnecessarilydramatic =a | It is also to be considered that if our conduct creates a certain un- : | certainty in the minds of the Communists, this might strengthen your | hand more than our presence at Geneva in a form which would expose probably to the world, and certainly to the Communists themselves, differences which the Communists would exploit to the discomfiture ofallthreeofus. | | Under all these circumstances, it seems to us that the interests of | both of our countries are best served by continuing for the time being the present type of US representation at Geneva. This consists of able : and responsible persons who are in close contact with the President : and me. es 

| If circumstances should alter so that it appeared that our common interests would be better served if higher ranking officials became our | representatives, then we would be alert to act accordingly. | | It is because I am fully aware of the serious and solemn nature of the moment that I have gone into the matter at this considerable length. It is possible that by the first of the week, the Communist posi- tion will be sufficiently disclosed so that some of the answers to the foregoing queries can be foreseen. This might clarify in one sense or another the thinking of us all. | | | : In this connection, let me emphasize that it is our ardent hope that | circumstances might become such that consistently with the foregoing |
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either General Bedell Smith or I can personally come to Geneva and 

gtandbeside you.ndtewt. 2 ne | 

| OO oe | DULLES | 

611.51/7-1054 : Telegram | —_ | | a 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? 

Top SECRET oNIAcT  WasuineTon, July 10, 1954—10: 33 p. m. 

: 128. For Ambassador from Secretary. Limit distribution. In sep- 

| arate telegram? I am sending you a message from me to Mendes- 

| France, which you should deliver to him in person in Geneva at the 

, earliest possible moment. I think that in this connection you should 

ae not limit yourself merely to delivering the message, but that you 

should discuss the subject matter with him so as to ve sure he gets. 

the real flavor and import of what we are trying to explain. In this _ 

connection, please express the profound personal sympathy which the _ 

President and I have for the position of Mendes-France and our 

admiration for the courageous way in which he is tackling almost in- 

surmountable problems. Also, emphasize that if we seem to differ 

oe from him as to whether Ambassador Johnson or General Smith orI 

7 am at Geneva, this is a difference of tactic which ought not to be 

exaggerated. ee ae ee : 

After having seen and delivered the message to Mendes-France as — 

| above, please then give a copy to Eden. eee 

‘Because of your distinctive relationship to Mendes-France as Am- — 

| bassador to France, we leave it to your discretion as to whether or 

| - not Johnson accompanies you. However, when you see Eden, you 

| should have Johnson with you. | | _ 

| In this connection, please give Eden the following: — whe 7 

Begin text: Dear Anthony: Beedle and I greatly appreciate your 

messages. We are at the moment unable to decide in favor of either 

of us coming to Geneva for reasons which are set out in the lengthy — 

exposition to Mendes-France, which I am making, and of which you © 

| will be getting at once a copy. I hope that even if you do not agree 

wholeheartedly with our reasoning, you will understand our point of 

view. It is a tough decision for us either way. With warm regards, 

Foster. E'nd text. | | | 

a DULLES 

1prafted by the Secretary of State. Repeated for information to Geneva as 

telegram 22 and to London as telegram 196. - 

2 Soe telegram 127 to Paris, July 10, supra. 

2In telegram 199 to London, July 11, Secretary Dulles transmitted the follow- | 

ing instructions to Ambassador Aldrich: “Please see Eden urgently and deliver 

to him my message Deptel 196 (sent Paris 128, Geneva 22) and copy my message 

to Mendes-France Deptel 195 (sent Paris 127, Geneva 21). Both of course are 

private confidential communications.” (611.51/7-1154)
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751J.5/7-1054 : Telegram 
. | 

Lhe Chargé at Vientiane (fives) to the Department of State | 

SECRET oe VienTIAne, July 10, 1954—6 p. m. 
| [Received July 11—7: 52 a. m.] | , 

8. Sent Saigon 5, Department 3, Geneva unnumbered, Paris 3. In 
connection with military talks Geneva I wish offer few observations | 
re possible results solutions which may be reached concerning Laos. | : 

_ 1. If armistice agreed on with regroupment French areas Plaine | 
des Jarres and Seno, Colonel De Crevecoeur has stated French Union : 
troops might almost as well be evacuated completely. Lao Army in- 
sufficient and incapable watching frontier and holding vital border 
points. Therefore, renewed Viet Minh attack would find best troops 
too far from borders (example is Central Laos where key limestone | 
hills stretching west from Mu Gia defile would be left open upon with- | 
drawal French forcestoSeno). - | 

2. If all French forces and foreign military personnel withdrawn, | 
Lao National Army would fall apart. Not only do French officers still 
run staff but encadre certain units, especially technical ones and six [ 
French Union Lao battalions which would be given Laos. : 

_ 8, Furthermore, in all Laos there is one qualified doctor assisted in | 
provinces by moderately capable first-aid men and nurses. All other | 
doctors are French military, who care for civilians as well as military 
personnel. Also, virtually all weather and radio services at airports 
handled by French military. | Og Ee a, | | 

4, In event war continues, formation division new men has been : 
proposed. French Command believes this wishful thinking in view 
present difficulties filling requirements though few more battalions | 
might be raised. — 

| | _ 5. If armistice signed and Viet Minh theoretically leave Laos se- 
rious difficulties face Lao Army at best. Approximately half of 30,000 | 
men are volunteers whose enlistments already ended but held at in- 
sistence French Command. Upon cessation hostilities already voiced 
desire Lao Government release these men will become too strong be 
resisted (viz. US post-World War IT). Resultant need training new 
troops obvious. / ee cs 

In opinion of French military, and I agree, best to be hoped for in | 
such event is rebuilding Army to present strength, equipping it prop- 
erly and concentrating on effective training without attempt at sizable : 
enlargement. This decision will probably be forced upon Laos in any | 
case by Chinese demand that Laos and Cambodia limit forces. | 

6. Not be omitted is question supplying equipment Lao Army under 
any condition. French feel always possible smuggle necessary things 
from Thailand but I consider this poor idea propaganda-wise even if 

|
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| possible get by proposed observation ‘teams Thailand and Laos. In 

view five points only real solution is present one demanded by Lao 

- Government. Even then I do not believe Viet Minh will evacuate guer- 
| rillas. As already suggested by Embassy Saigon, formation stockpile 

equipment now appears wise. Laotians eager welcome MAAG people 
as inspectors or for actual training. However, latter impossible now 
due to treaty signed with France last year and because French would 
never relinquish overall command unless cooperate by Paris. __ 

Whether solution reached or not at Geneva, militarily, future course 
Laos seems lie in forming well-trained and equipped force of approxi- _ 
mately 40,000 including technicians, and to join an area defense 

agreement. 
Rives 

Eisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers | 

| | Hagerty Diary, Sunday, July 11, 1954 | 

| --- [Wasurneton, undated.] 

_ I dropped down to see the President at ten o’clock after church to © 

see if there was anything further he wanted me to do. He had nothing 

in particular that he wanted me to do with reference to the change of 

plans, but we did have an opportunity to talk about the international 

ae situation and the upcoming Geneva Conference. He told me that he 

/ had been giving considerable thought to our discussion of several days _ 

ago and had reached the point in thinking it over where he thought it _ 

was necessary to have Foster Dulles fly to Paris to confer with Mendes- 

France and Eden on the entire situation. He told me at that time that 

| Dulles would announce on Monday that he was leaving for Paris 

Monday evening? and that if Dulles did reach an agreement, we could _ 

support with the French and British, Dulles would also have Bedell 

| Smith go back to Geneva. “All in all it is going to be a tough situation, 

1The log of the President’s daily appointments for Monday, July 12, indicates 

that he held an off-the-record meeting with Secretary Dulles at 9: 40 a. m. (Hisen- — 

hower Library, Eisenhower records, “Daily Appointments”) Thereafter, Dulles 

called MacArthur from the White House instructing him to make arrangements 

through the U.S. Delegation at Geneva for the Secretary to meet with Premier 

Mendés-France in Paris on the evening of July 18. Mendés-France was not to be 

led to believe that Dulles would be going on to Geneva. (Hisenhower Library, 

| Bisenhower papers, Whitman file) MacArthur immediately ealled Ambassador 

Johnson at Geneva. (Bisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Korea—Geneva 1954’) 

At 12:55 p. m. Dulles received a call from Johnson indicating that Mendés- 

, France would be pleased to meet with Dulles in Paris the following evening. The 

Secretary so informed the President. (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Tele- 

phone Conversations”) | . 

For President Eisenhower’s recollection of these events, see M andate for 

Change, pp. 369-370. For the statement issued by Secretary Dulles prior to his 

departure for Paris on the evening of July 12, see Department of State Bulletin, 

July 26, 1954, p. 123. |
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but I think you are dead right in urging us to have a high level Ameri- : can representative at Geneva, Otherwise,-the stories from Geneva will be entirely colored by Red propaganda and also by propaganda of our | allies, particularly the French, who will then blame us for everything | _ that goes wrong.” ae | , 

751G.00/7-1154 : Telegram 
oe Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Pants, July 11, 1954—9 p. m. | -- 183. Repeated information Geneva 20, Saigon 12, London 34. Limit distribution. For Secretary from Ambassador Dillon. During conver- | ‘sation with Mendes at Geneva, I informed him of contents of Deptel 84* and of our feeling that Vietnam Government should be kept more fully informed by French. I told him that we felt time had now come | for Vietnam to be informed of general lines of seven point program. Mendes said he would consider informing Vietnamese after discussing matter with his advisors during afternoon. He said he had originally — felt it preferable not to inform them until he could assure them that | US was prepared to guarantee them against further aggression or subversion, | 7 a : He then spoke at length of necessity for a clear-cut US guarantee | that would protect Associated States in the event that the Commu- : nists did not honor the spirit of any agreement that might be reached at Geneva. Without such a guarantee he said that a settlement would. : _ not be worth the paper it was written on. Mendes asked me to inquire i as to whether if a settlement within seven point. framework was ob- tained, Secretary would then be willing to come to Geneva to close | conference and to work out necessary guarantees to protect Associated _ | States. OUR | a he He then discussed in some detail the situation which would arise if no settlement was reached at Geneva. He said the sending of con- | | scripts to Indochina would then be debated on July 22 and 93. Lf the | National Assembly approved, the first division would leave on J uly 25 | and the second division about 10 days later. It would take a month to reach Indochina and three more weeks to get troops ready for action. | | Therefore the first division of conscripts would not be ready in Indo- | china until about September 15. | | | : | This schedule for reinforcements would be known to Viet Minh and | the result would undoubtedly be a massive Viet Minh assault during | August prior to arrival of new troops. | see | | 

‘Kor text, see footnote 5, p. 1792. | | | | 

|
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| Mendes said’ he doubted if French alone could successfully resist — 

) such an assault. He said that French Government would officially in- 

form US of these facts at end of July if no cease-fire reached. | 

, I reminded him of US requirements for action on our part, and he > 

| said he could not foretell how French Parliament might react. They — 

might react strongly and request US help to continue the war or they — 

might have what he termed a “nervous breakdown” and push for 

capitulation at any price to save expeditionary corps. _ , 

If no cease-fire, Mendes will resign, but in view of the above, I feel 

| it is possible that if no cease-fire is reached the French Government 

which will succéed Mendes may appeal for US armed help, and may ~ 

| meet all US terms. Not possible to estimate timing of such an appeal 

a but it could occur during August when US Congress no longer in 

session. | Oo - | 

| a : a _ DILLon 

751G.00/7-1154 : Telegram eS | , oo = 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

| TOP SECRET PRIORITY = © - Parts, July 11, 1954—9 p.m. 

134. Repeated information Geneva 21, London 35. Limit distribu- 

tion. For Secretary from Ambassador. I delivered Secretary’s message 

Department telegram 127 + to Mendes in Geneva after lunch Sunday.’ 

At same time, I gave him personal message contained in first para- 

graph Department telegram 128.° In view Eden’s absence (Secto 585) ,* 

I did not see him. Johnson will deliver message to Eden tomorrow, if 

Aldrich has not already done so. RET ae 

Mendes was very touched by personal message in Department tele- 

gram 128 and twice asked me to be sure and thank Secretary on his 

| behalf for this thought. TR Oo 

Regarding Department telegram 127, Mendes expressed extreme dis- 

appointment and gave concern at United States decision not to be 

represented at Ministerial level. He divided his remarks into two cate- 

gories, first, the effect of our decision on Conference itself, and second, 

the overall effect of our decision on world affairs, = 

Regarding first category, Mendes stated that our absence made © 

French bargaining position far weaker. He stated that if Secretary 

was present, France would not accept anything at Conference that was 

- pated July 10, p. 1807. oe ee _ 

*July 11. | | | . . 

‘Dated July 10, p.1810, = | 
‘Telegram Secto 585 from Geneva, July 11, reporting that Eden was not due to 

360) until the following day, is not printed. (Conference files, lot 60 D 621, CF
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unacceptable to United States. As he put it in his own words, presence 
of Secretary would give United States in effect a veto power on deci- 
sions of Conference. He felt it particularly important that we have | 
someone at Geneva who could take strong personal position with 
Molotov, if and when necessary, and without having to refer to Wash- 
ington for instructions. Mendes also feels that United States absence 
at Ministerial level will lead Communists to increase their pressure and ! 
be more demanding in order to deepen the obvious rift between the | 
Western powers. He said France had not as yet departed from the | 
Seven Point United States-United KXingdom position and he did not 
make any commitment to hold to these points during coming week, | 
except for statement regarding United States veto power if Secretary | 
present. . Pe GN eS ee —_ | | 

On the overall effect of our decision, Mendes pointed out that this | | 
will be first time since the war that United States not represented at | 
equal level with other powers in an important conference. He said he i 
felt certain that Europe would interpret United States absence as first . 
step in return to a policy of isolationism. This he felt, would have 
catastrophic effects not only in Far East, but also in Europe and would | 
be great cold war victory for Communism. According to Mendes, we 
would in effect be saying “do your best, you have our sympathy, but | 
result isno realconcern tous”. , —_ | Be 

_ I tried hard to dissuade Mendes from this viewpoint, but without 
much success. His statement regarding United States veto power if | 
Secretary present, led me to point out that there must also be an agreed 
alternative if Conference failed. Mendes promptly replied that only | 
alternative to cease-fire at Geneva would be internationalization of war | 
with United States military forces coming promptly to assistance of | 
French. This aspect of our talk being covered more fully in separate : 
telegram, being repeated to Saigon.® | | 

Finally, Mendes asked if there was anything he could do specifically 
to create a situation that would make it possible for Secretary to come 
to Geneva. He asked me to pass this question on to Washington. In | 
this connection, he specifically questioned sixth paragraph of Secre- | 
tary’s letter, and said he knew of no French thinking along such lines, | 
except possibly on subject of international supervision. He wondered 
where United States had got the ideas expressed in this paragraph. 

While I was talking with Mendes, Johnson talked with Chauvel and 
showed him a copy of Secretary’s letter. Chauvel showed Johnson a 
cable from Bonnet which indicated that Bonnet may have given Sec- | 
retary the impression that French were considering retreating from — | 
Seven Point program. — | | 

° See telegram 133 from Paris, J uly 11, supra. 

| 
|
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Chauvel and Johnson joined us at end of our talk, and Johnson and - 

I suggested that if Mendes developed any concrete ideas which would 

help meet United States fears, it would be helpful if he put them into 

a, reply to Secretary’s letter. While Mendes was non-committal as toa 

formal reply, I rather expect he will make one. In closing, Mendes said 

he would keep in close touch with Johnson. During talk, Mendes made 

it clear that while presence of Under Secretary at Geneva would be 

most helpful, he very much hoped that Secretary himself could come. | 

| Oo , DILLON 

| 896.1 GH/7-1254 : Telegram | | 

| The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET | a — Sarcon, July 12, 1954—9 p. m. 

| 150. Repeated information Paris 62, Geneva 29, Hanoi unnumbered. 

I conveyed to Diem this morning oral message from Secretary trans- _ 

mitted in Department’s 121, July 10, sent Geneva Tosec 529." He was 

appreciative of message but obviously disappointed it did not provide 

| for France keeping up fight and American intervention in case Viet 

Minh refused his minimum requirements of retention of Hanoi- 

Haiphong parallelogram plus return to Vietnamese administration of 

south delta provinces, particularly bishoprics of Phat Diem and Bui 

Chu. Nevertheless, he was heartened to note that America and Britain 

were opposed to any restrictions on Vietnam maintaining adequate 

forces for internal security, to import arms and to employ foreign — 

advisers. He was however somewhat worried about phrase “adequate 

| for internal security.” In normal circumstances Vietnam could get 

| along with a relatively small army to maintain internal order. Under 

present circumstances of Communist infiltration and threat, Vietnam 

would need a much larger, stronger army than she now possesses. 

He asked me urgently to have Secretary’s message repeated by US 

Geneva delegation to Foreign Minister Do. He said he could of course 

telegraph letter but he very much feared French had “broken” Viet- 

namese code. As regards scheme of trading “regroupment zones” for 

Viet Minh in south in return for Viet Minh agreement to allow Viet- 

namese Government to retain Hanoi and southern provinces in Tonkin 

delta, he said that on reconsideration only southern regroupment zones 

| they could afford militarily, economically, and politically to leave to 

Viet Minh would be Plane des Joncs and southwest corner of Vietnam 

around Ha Tien (cf. Embtel 115). He had telegraphed his Foreign 

-1 For text of telegram Tosec 529 to Geneva, July 10, regarding the question of 

international control and a Geneva settlement for Indcchina, see vol. xvi, p. 1824. 

2Telegram 115 from Saigon, July 9, is not printed. (601.51G11/7-954)
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Minister in Geneva and urged him to be “persuasive” in convincing | Mendes-France of necessity of retention of Hanoi and south Tonkin delta provinces. ' | 2 | | In conclusion Diem said that his government was gravely handi- od capped by opposition of Binh Xuyen, Cao Daists, and Hoa Haos, but | he believed he would be able to overcome or nullify this opposition. — | His government was in terribly difficult situation but he was convinced | he would succeed. | - = 

Heat | 

: 751G.00/7-1254 : Telegram - a ae a 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET - —  Sareon, July 12, 1954—9 p. m. : 155. Repeated information Paris 64, Geneva 30, Hanoi unnum- — bered. I told General Ely today that acting under instructions I had 
informed Ngo Dinh Diem of kind of provisional agreement on cessa- 
tion of hostilities in IC which US and British (as result of Washing- : ton talks) might be prepared to respect (Deptel 121, July 10).2 I | inquired whether he had been authorized to notify Ngo Dinh Diem of 
course of Franco-Viet Minh conversations at Geneva. He replied that 
he was asking permission from Mendes-France so to inform Diem. All | he had done heretofore was to indicate to Diem that trend of conversa- _ 
tions regarding regroupment was in direction of a provision partition. | 
He said he expected to see Diem shortly and hoped instructions to | 
acquaint him fully and frankly of conversations with Viet Minh would 
havearrived,. 7 / : _ I informed Ely that Diem was insistent on vital necessity that | Vietnam retain Hanoi-Haiphong-southern province enclave in Ton- 
kin. Ely said that if the intention was to renew hostilities, presumably 
with American participation, that of course ‘Was position to take. If 
there were no willingness to renew hostilities, there was little chance | | 
of retaining anything in north except Haiphong enclave, which in | ? 
any case must be retained for a considerable time to permit of evacua- | tion of people and matériel. He said Vietnamese Government had _ 
asked him in case French decide to abandon Hanoi to let Vietnamese ; 
units now in French Union N orthern Command defend city. Ely said | 
without French direction and support Vietnamese defense of city | 
could not last three days. | | | 

* Reference is to telegram Tosec 529 to Geneva, July 10, which was also sent to Paris as telegram 124, to Suigon as telegram 121, and to London as telegram 190. | For text, see vol. xvi, p. 1324. , | 

|
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oo He told me that he was disquieted over indications of political ac- 

tivity by General Hinh; that he would have to have a talk with him 

soon. Hinh had certain military qualities, but he was a “light weight 

(leger)”. He had been more active as a politician than a general. 

He was also disquieted by steady stream of desertions from Viet- 

namese units in north and he attributed this partly to uncertainty pro-— 

voked by Geneva Conference and lack of remedial action by Hinh and 

| new government. Desertions were not yet serious in extent, but might 

easily become so. | | | | 

He said he felt certain of being able to hold Hanoi at present but 

at end of September or early October he would probably be unable 

_ to do so unless reinforcements arrived promptly. Chinese were step- 

ping up their shipments of artillery, trucks and other equipment. _ 

Viet Minh probably had fifty 105s at present time to use against 

Hanoi and increasing quantities of anti-aircraft artillery. ce 

ees | Heatu 

751G.00/7-1354 : Telegram _ gee a | 

| The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITy == = Satcon, July 13, 1954—3 p. m. 

170. Repeated information Paris 65, London 5, Geneva 31. We note — 

with some concern suggestion in numbered paragraph 7 Deptel 125 

sent Paris repeated London 192, Saigon 124, Geneva Tosec 5302 that 

o declaration be issued presumably by US, UK and France, provided — 

Associated States agree to accept an armistice on basis of seven points 

set out US-UK aide-mémoire of June 26, including among other 

things, a statement that US will not resort to force to upset that settle- 

ment. Irrespective of what our policy may be toward such an armis- 

- tice, it would seem to us unnecessary to give the Communist side an 

extra trump by publicly stating that we will not resort to force to 

change the agreement. The implicit threat of use of force to preserve 

integrity of Indochina and Southeast Asian states is one of few 

restraining influences which might be brought to bear on further 

Communist encroachment, and accordingly, it seems to us that any 

declaration we make should not contain a self-denying ordinance. — 

| ee eee HratH 

| 1Telegram 125 to Paris, July 10, not printed, contained an agreed general sum- 

mary of the progress of the U.S.-U.K. Study Group. This outline was provided 

for use in briefing French authorities. (790.5/7-1054) Regarding the work of the . 

Joint Study Group, see the extract of its July 17 report, p. 1847. | 

2 See telegram 4853 to Paris, June 28, p. 1757.
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 324 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Coordinator of the United 
States Delegation at the Geneva Con ference (Johnson) 3 

SECRET | Jee | - Paris, July 18, 1954. | 
Participants; a Be | : 
The Secretary _ Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden : 
Ambassador Dillon. | Sir Harold Caccia SE 
Mr. MacArthur _ ) Sir Gladwyn Jebb | ees 
Mr. Phleger s,s Sir Anthony Rumbold - ! 

_ Ambassador Johnson a - Pa eg | 
oo -.., Prime Minister Mendes-France | - 

.. M. Latourneile - 
- | ‘M.Parodi | | 
oes ee  M.deFolin | : 
Following dinner Mendes-France explained to Eden and the Scere. 

tary present state of negotiations with respect to regroupment areas _ 
in Vietnam. He had a map showing the various proposals and counter- 
proposals in detail and the areas occupied by the French and the Viet- | 
minh respectively. He said the original French proposal from which : 
they had not deviated was for a line along a defensive ridge somewhat | 
north of Donghoi in the vicinity of the 18th parallel (all parallels in 
accordance US system). He said this line was somewhat north of the | 
Donghoi Thakhek line set forth in the seven points of the US-UK 
memorandum.’ He said the original Vietminh proposal was for some- 

‘This meeting took place at the Hotel Matignon at 8:30 p. m. Regarding the | | 
circumstances of the Secretary’s trip to Paris, see footnote 1, p. 1812. See also 
extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the 206th Meeting of the National 
Security Council, July 15, p. 1834. The meeting described here was preceded by 2 | conversation between Secretary Dulles and Premier Mendés-France from 7-30 to i 
8:30 at the residence of Ambassador Diilon. In the course of that session, which | 
dealt largely with European matters, Dulles delivered remarks which were sum- | 
marized in the record of the meeting as follows: “The second point that the | 
Secretary said he wished to make related to France being overextended. Ee said | that he understood the French people and Government felt that France was over- | 
extended in Indochina. He was inclined to agree. He earnestly hoped that there 
awwas not a feeling in France that we were pushing them to commitments which 
they could not fulfill. This was not the case. On the contrary, we had recognized 
that France was overextended, and for this reason, had given billions of dollars of | economic and military aid to France so that she could meet the commitments she | had undertaken both in Europe and in Indochina. In effect, the U.S. had done its : utmost to bridge the gap between the responsibilities which France had under-. | 
taken and her capabilities to meet these responsibilities. In other words, far from — | ; pushing France to commitments that she could not meet, we had done our utmost 
to assist her in bridging the gap; and had extended to her very Substantial aid sy | 
which had in effect enabled her to increase her dollar reserves. Fundamental to 
U.S. policy with respect to France was the desire to assist France in reaching a E Situation where her responsibilities would be balanced by her resources.” For the | complete record of the meeting, see volume v1. | . | | * See telegram 4853 to Paris, June 28, p.1757. | | | oe | 

| | 
578-611 0 82 - 28 (Pt. 2) :
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what “S” shaped line in the vicinity of the 18th parallel. They had then 

| moved to a line in the vicinity of the 14th parallel. 

| Yesterday after they had heard the Secretary was meeting with 

Mendes-France and Eden in Paris, Dong had made a proposal to 

Mendes roughly along the 16th parallel, the line being just to the 

south of the French air and naval base at Tourane. Mendes ascribed — 

this relatively major shift in the Vietminh position as attributable to 

Vietminh knowledge of the Secretary’s meeting with himself and 

Eden. Mendes stated that French had flatly rejected this proposal and 

could never agree to Vietminh control of the naval and air base at 

- Tourane, the important center of Hue and the vital road to Laos. He 

said that with respect to the road to Laos Molotov had suggested that 

the French could have the right of access to Laos along the road, ap- 

: parently something along the lines of the corridor to Berlin. Mendes 

said that the road was narrow, mountainous, with many culverts and 

bridges and that French must have full control of the area [on] both 

sides of the road, as Communist performance on any corridor arrange- 

| ment could not be anticipated and stray individuals could blow bridges 

and culverts making the road unuseable. | | 

| He indicated that the French would be prepared to drop their line 

some smal] distance south, possibly to the Donghoi Thakhek line or 

| slightly souththereof. ss” 

The French map had an enclave drawn around the Haiphong area 

butthere wasnodiscussionofthis = oe 

With respect to Laos, Mendes-France stated that Communists now 

admitted to the existence of Vietminh forces which would be with- 

drawn, but had insisted upon some temporary regroupment areas for 

the indigenous resistance forces pending their integration into Laotian 

forces. He said the Communists recognized the unity of Laos under its 

present government. He stated that the indigenous resistance forces 

were unimportant, totalling about 25 hundred men and that the Lao- 

tians were confident they could handle this problem. However, on the 

military level the Vietminh had come forth with a regroupment pro- 

posal for a line running the entire length of Laos connecting up with | 

their original (“S” shaped) 13th parallel line in Vietnam. He said 

that the French military experts had shown Vietminh proposal to the 

Soviet military experts and the latter had characterized it as absurd. 

Mendes appeared to feel there was no serious problem with respect to 

Laos, except that of the two French bases which he said consisted of — 

| small air strips, some stores of ammunition, garrisons totalling about 

a 2000 French Union forces. He said the bases were entirely without 

military interest to the French and from the French standpoint they — 

had no desire to maintain them. However, Laotians placed high value _
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on them and had asked they be retained and he thought the Laotians would be able to work out something on this with the Vietminh, _ | Mendes said that Communists had recognized and seemed willing 
_ to agree to French military instructors and technica] assistance to the : armed forces of Laos and Cambodia as opposed to French garrisons _ 
being stationed there. He said the Communists were entirely unwilling — 
to see any US military personnel stationed there in any capacity what- 
ever and were extremely sensitive on the subject of US bases in those | countries. The Secretary disclaimed any intention or desire for the US to establish military bases of any kind in those countries and 

_ stressed the importance of being able to assist those countries to main- 
_ tain adequate defense forces and contribute to their economic develop- | ment. In view of the traditional Communist charge that US bases were : being established wherever we have had even an economic aid pro- 
gram, and the US legislative requirement that US personnel have | some role in the administration of US economic aid, he expressed the fear that what the Communists were really attempting to do was to 
keep all US personnel, both civilian and military out of these areas. : He made it clear that the US would be willing to assist these countries 
but we were not willing or able to simply turn money over to them to | spend as they saw fit. | | | | | _ Mendes-France and Eden both indicated that their understanding | was that the Communists were opposing US military bases in the 
traditional sense of the term. The Secretary expressed the strong view 
that it was of vital importance not to agree to any terms which would 
inhibit the ability of Laos and Cambodia and retained Vietnam to ob- | tain economic and military assistance from the free world, | 

There was no specific discussion of Cambodia. Mendes-France ap- | parently did not take much interest in Cambodia. He said they had | 99.5% full independence and they apparently wanted to stay in the 
French Union and that was all right with him. ae 

In response to the Secretary’s questions concerning the Communist —_ position on political settlement, Mendes stated that Dong had first in- 
sisted on elections within six months after the cessation of hostilities | and had also insisted that French troops must be evacuated before the 
holding of elections. Mendes-France stated that he had pointed out the 
inconsistency of this position and that Dong had now agreed that the 
question of the date for elections should be left for determination by 
the two governments in Vietnam. He said Dong was preparing a draft _ : 
of some sort of general declaration in this regard. He said that the | 
Communists were entirely willing to see Vietnam remain in the French ee 
Union and the Secretary pointed out that Communists would probably | | 
be very glad to see three Communist members in the French Union. 
Mendes replied that there was no danger of three, only of one, i.e. Viet- 

|
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| nam and that he was well aware of this possibility and was considering 

| handling it by some statement to the effect that the conditions for mem- 

bership of a united Vietnam in the French Union would be determined 

by subsequent agreement. ee . | 

There was a brief discussion about the International Control Com- 

mission for Indo China being discussed at Geneva. Mendes-France 

said he might eventually have to accept a Communist member on such 

a commission but he would not agree to the Communists having veto 

power. a ; 

Following presentation by Mendes, the Secretary wént intoade- 

tailed, careful and reasoned exposition of his viewpoint on US repre- 

oe sentation at Geneva. He said that it was clear that the main Soviet 

Communist objective was Europe and that if they could disrupt allied 

unity with respect to Europe, preventing ratification of EDC and 

reconciliation between France and Germany, the major objective would 

be accomplished. For the U.S.S.R., the Far East was essentially a 

secondary objective, but they would exploit the situation in the Far 

: East to the maximum so as to prevent Allied unity, particularly so as 

- to cause a split between the US and France. The US and France were 

united by deep ties of common interest and sentiment and he desired 

to do everything possible to maintain those ties and prevent disunity 

developing. His interest was in doing whatever was best to achieve this 

objective. | Ie Re - - 

With respect to Geneva he was very concerned over the situation if — 

there was high level representation there. There were two major 

possibilities, ene ee 

1. The Communists would make proposals conditional upon US 

association and guarantee in such a form that they knew could not be 

| accepted by the US. The Communists probably knew very well just how 

far the US was able to go. If, as would be necessary, the US refused to 

| associate itself with and did not approve such guarantees, in the eyes ~ 

of French public opinion US would ‘be responsible for failure of 

France to achieve peace in Indochina. This would place an intolerable 

strain upon US-French relations, | a ee 

9, On the other hand, the French might well come to the point that 

they would say they did not feel they could resist making a poor settle- 

ment with the Communists unless the US would join with them in the 

fight on brief notice if they turned down the Communist terms. The 

| US several months ago had stated the conditions under which it would 

join in action to defend Indochina on the basis of united action. Since 

then, the military situation had deteriorated very substantially, and 

the conditions under which we were then willing to join in collective 

| action were no longer the same. If the French, as a condition for not 

making a bad agreement at Geneva, should ask us to give them a com- 

: mitment to join with them in Indochina in a matter of days, this we 

would not be able to do. Neither the Secretary nor the President could 

make such a commitment. Whereas three months ago he was confident
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that Congressional approval for military action in Indochina could - have been obtained under the conditions set forth to the French, he was / not confident that this now could be done. If there were high level | representation at Geneva, this problem would be much more acute, and therefore after long and careful thought and full discussion with the — | President, the conclusion had been reached that the long-term interests | of US-French relations would be best served by neither the Secretary nor the Under Secretary returning to Geneva. 

_ Mendes-France replied that as the US was in any event represented at Geneva, the problems mentioned by the Secretary were not avoided. | The US could still be faced with the same dilemmas. He felt very. | strongly that the Communists feared that the Secretary would come to : Geneva and that his failure to come would be interpreted by the Com- | munists as indicating a rift in allied relationships which could be a, 
exploited by them. The Secretary’s presence would without question | | | assure that the Communists would agree to much more reasonable 
terms than if he were absent. Eden strongly supported Mendes-France. | | Eden said that he felt it would be possible to obtain a settlement within | _ the framework of the seven points but that it would be a very tough | negotiation, the balance might well be on a knife-edge. The Secretary’s or Under Secretary’s presence could well be the factor which would 
tip the balance in favor of our side. _ oe - : | The Secretary then explained carefully against the background of _ | US public opinion and political situation the difficulties of the US 

_ Government associating itself with any agreement which would ap- 
pear to guarantee to the Communists the fruits of their ageression. He said that Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia, were clearly not going to be happy with any settlement the French would be able to reach and 
were already asking for our help. Mendes replied that these countries | were strongly divided and that while asking for our help they were | also all talking with Dong in Geneva. The Secretary earnestly ex-_ | plained that we wanted to help any way we could, that the US did not want to see the war continue in Indochina. While if the war did con- 
tinue it could well turn into a situation that would engulf all of our _ | countries in war, from a military standpoint we felt that commitment ; of a major part of our own and our allies’ military force to combat | 
the “third team” of-the Communists, would be a colossal military | error. Whereas three months ago it appeared the situation might have. 
been retrieved with the addition of some naval and air power together | | with a small commitment of ground forces, that time had now passed. / We full well realize the realities of the situation which the French 7 | face. We will not reproach them for what they find it necessary to do. 
We recognize their primary responsibility. However, the US Govern- | 
ment could not be in a position of seeming to approve the sale of Cam- : bodia, Laos, and Vietnam into Communist captivity. The memories of | 

|
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-——-Yaita in the United States were very fresh. The US Government 

oo cannot be associated with a settlement which would be portrayed in 

| the US as a second Yalta. The very fact that the US had agreed even 

to the holding of the Geneva Conference had been unreasonably por- 

| trayed as a major diplomatic defeat for the US and the fact that the 

| President and the Secretary even agreed to the Conference has beena _ 

political liability. | | 

Mr. Eden expressed the view that the important thing was to get 

the best possible settlement, then make it clear that if the Communists 

broke it, everybody would be lined up against them. He hoped that 

not only the US, UK, and France would be able to take such a posi- 

| tion together, but that it would be possible to obtain wide agreement _ 

thereon in South Asia. This would be a very important gain. The Sec- 

a retary again expressed the view that if the Communists maneuver the | 

situation so that it appears that the US is the only obstacle toa settle- — 

ment, it would so strain relations between the allies that EDC would 

be killed and the Communists would accomplish their major objective 

«in Europe. He did not want to expose himself to that risk. He said 

es that he was prepared to say publicly and in writing that he was 100% 

oS behind the present French demands in Indochina, and wondered if | 

‘this might help the French. Mendes-France again reiterated that the 

| risks for the US are exactly the same whether high-level representa- 

tion is present or not at Geneva and without the Secretary’s presence 

the efficacy of US support of France is not the same. — | 

Mendes-France then referred to the seven points, stating that he | 

—_ will do all he can to obtain a settlement within their framework, that 

, if the Secretary were there he could help in this regard. If he is not 

there, he, Mendes-France, is satisfied the result would not be as good 

and his absence would weaken the French. The Secretary replied that 

| the real question is what we do if Geneva fails. Perhaps the French _ 

| negotiating position would be strengthened if it could portray to the 

Communists the US as the “wicked partner” in the background. Eden 

reacted very strongly to this, saying that he under no circumstances _ 

would be prepared to portray the US to the Communist as the “bogey- _ 

: man”, the UK, US, and France are allies and he simply would not | 

place himself in such a position. The Secretary suggested that this 

aspect might be implict rather than explicit, to which Eden replied 

that Communists take advantage of every possible opportunity to try 

to get the British to say that the US is what is preventing peace, that 

the US is the only country that does not want peace. He absolutely 

| refuses to be trapped into any such statement because he knows it is 

not true. - | | | | 

Mendes-France then stated that if France desired to obtain peace 

at any price, it would be much easier to do if the US were not there.
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_ However, this was most emphatically not. the French position. France | will do its best to get a settlement within the framework of the seven | _ points, but if the US is not there at a high level, this will be much / more difficult. There are definite limits beyond which France will not | go. If there is no agreement by July 20, the war will continue, with | intensification. The Communists well know that France will send re- : _inforcements. The danger of the enlargement of the war will be great. _ However, reinforcements cannot arrive there until September. There- _ ! _ fore, he is convinced that if there is no settlement by July 20 the Viet- | | minh will immediately launch a big offensive. It will be impossible to hold Hanoi. Haiphong can be held only if there is naval and air sup- — | _ port. There might be a question of whether the US could help if that situation arises. He wants to do all possible to obtain such a settlement by obtaining a cease-fire and obtaining it on the best possible terms. - | The best terms can be assured if the Secretary is there. Oo - Mendes-France said that if there were big differences between the US and France, he could understand the US not being there, but this was not the case. The Secretary replied that the French might have to give in to very onerous Communist terms and he would fully under- | stand that it might well be necessary for France to make peace terms _ which the US could not approve. He would not want to place himself | in the position of having publicly to denounce the terms. He would not | want I’rance to say that it will stand on the seven points only if the a US will fight as an alternative. Mendes-France replied that he would | not ask this “for the time being” and said that if France does not stick to the substance of the seven points whether the Secretary is in Geneva | or Washington, he would probably have to disavow the settlement, and | he understood this fact. He was not prepared to say that on some points of detail the present French position might not compromise but he had no thought of compromise of any of the points on which, in the | - Secretary’s letter to him of July 11th,3 the Secretary indicated he understood the French positions were shifting. He said with great | earnestness that if a US Minister comes to Geneva and France signs | something which the US feels it necessary to disavow, he would take the responsibility. He then solemnly said that in his official capacity “I | ask you to come and help us.” The Secretary stated that he fully ap- preciated the weight of the Prime Minister’s request, he would defer | his reply. | | 
_ There was then some discussion of the type of statement the US could make with regard to any settlement at Geneva within the framework of the seven points, in which Mendes-France said that all France asked was that the US make a unilateral statement that it will take action if | ; the Communist break any settlement that is reached. Mendes-France : 

oo | 
* For the text of the message, see telegram 127 to Paris, July 10, p. 1807. | 

|
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suggested something along the lines that the US would “view with 

grave concern any action from any country which will endanger the 

maintenance of peace in Indochina”. The Secretary said that a.uni- 

lateral declaration something along these lines would present no | 

problem. - | 

At the close (approximately 12:30 a. m.) the Secretary expressed 

his great appreciation for such a frank talk, which he felt was long © 

| overdue, and it was agreed that another meeting would be held July 14 

a at 11:30a.m.atthe Quaid’Orsay. | | 

- Sonference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 324 —_ a oe | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Coordinator of the United 

oe States Delegation at the Geneva Conference (Johnson)? | 

SECRET : a Paris. July 14, 1954. _ 

Participants: So ke - 

The Secretary | ‘M. Mendes-France | 

Ambassador Dillon —-  M. Parodi | 

7 Mr. MacArthur M. Guerin de Beaumont 

| Mr. Phleger | M. Latournelle | 

Mr.McCardle - M, de Margerie } 

Ambassador Johnson Oe M.Folin | | 

| - Mr.Eden oe fa 

Sir Harold Caccia So 
Sir Gladwyn Jebb a Ce 

Sir Anthony Rumbold a 

The meeting was very informal, with at times discussions going on © 

between the Secretary and Mendes-France, the Secretary and Eden, 

and all three. oe 

The Secretary first discussed with Mendes-France a letter to be 

addressed by Mendes-France to the Secretary confirming the discus- 

sions and undertakings that had been reached. Mendes-France agreed 

| with the conclusion of a draft presented by the Secretary but indicated 

that he desired more fully to include the French position.’ 

There was also a discussion of a joint French-US position paper of 

which the Secretary showed Mendes-France a draft.2 The discussion 

of this paper centered principally around respective positions with 

| regard to bringing the matter of Indochina to the UN if there was no 

) 1This meeting took place at the Quai d’Orsay from 11:30 a.m. tol: 30 p. m. 

2The U.S. draft has not been found, but for the letter actually transmitted by 

| Premier Mendés-France to Secretary Dulles on July 14, see p. 1882. 7 

 37he U.S. draft has not been found, but for the approved text of the joint posi- 

, tion paper, July 14, see p. 1830. .
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agreement at Geneva, and French intentions and policies concerning | 
the independence of the Associated States. During this discussion the _ | 
Secretary pointed out the dilemma with which France faced any US | 
efforts to be of assistance. On the one hand, the French claimed that | 
Indochina was an internal affair which could not be brought before | 
the UN, and on the other hand, wanted assistance from the outside. | 
The US could not be in the position of assisting a French colonial 
war in Indochina. Mendes-France replied that the Indochina affair | 7 
was at the beginning a colonial war, but outside influences were more 
and more coming into the situation and it was no longer an entirely — 
internal affair. However, with respect to bringing the matter to the _ | 
UN, France had to consider the situation if trouble broke out in an- 

_ other French territory and the precedent that would be established if : 
the matter of Indochina were brought to the UN. 7 | 

_ With respect to the American draft of the position paper, to the | 
effect that France reaffirms its intention to reaffirm genuine independ- 
ence to the Associated States and would not forcibly prevent any ofthe _ 
States from withdrawing from the French Union, Mendes stated that 
France had many times expressed its intention with respect to the | 
independence of the Associated States, and in addition there was no 
problem with respect to Laos and Cambodia with which treaties were 

-completedandineffect. | Oo | 
With respect to forcibly preventing their withdrawal, he pointed out 

the constitution of the French Union did not make any positive provi- | 
sion for secession therefrom, and it was therefore beyond his con- ; 
stitutional power to make any such statement. _ ae | | 
Mr. Eden stated that he thought the question of Vietnamese | 
independence was very fundamental in the present situation and the : 
Vietnamese had said to him that unless the question of their independ- , 
ence was resolved, there would be no hope of holding any part of | | 
retained Vietnam. The Secretary also expressed the view that there 
was no chance of holding Vietnam unless they were granted real | 
independence. Mendes-France said the question is what is to be done if | | 
there is a cease-fire. Neither the separate authorities in the north nor in | 
the south would have the right to speak in the name of all the country. 
Only a future unified government would be able to do that. However, | 
he fully recognized the importance of developing a strong nationalist | 
government in the south of Vietnam even if in the beginning this gives _ | 
rise to difficulties for France. | | | 
Mendes said he fully realized the urgency of doing something in this | 

regard both in the civilian and military fields and that France must 
take political and psychological measures which will give the Viet- 
namese in the retained portion of Vietnam prestige and popularity and 

| | 

| |
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- they would also. need outside aid. It was extremely important that 

| Vietnamese in this area be able to present themselves as representing a 

| truly national movement. a | Oo 

Tt was decided that a working group would redraft the proposed 

| letter and the joint position paper. , a 

There was then discussion regarding whether General Smith’s health _ 

would permit his presiding at Geneva. However, Mendes expressed the 

view that the important thing was not the exact date General Smith 

was able to arrive, but that they be able now to say that he was coming. 

The Secretary said that if General Smith was not able to come, it might 

be possible for him to return for a two or three-day period, but he 

explained that the situation in Congress with national and foreign aid 

and other legislation of importance to the area made it imperative that | 

he be in Washington and also that he fully explain to Congressional 

leaders the results of the conversations held here. | 

Mendes said that the cease-fire act “has to be done by Tuesday”.* | 

That is when the date upon which the cease-fire was to go into effect 

~ must be published. After that the Conference can go on as long as it 

likes with regard to technical matters. If he deviates in any way from 

his determination that this be done by Tuesday, it will mean that the 

French will be involved in another Panmunjom. The Secretary pointed 

out that “technical matters” could be of very great importance. 

The discussion was recessed until8p.m* | 

‘July 20. — a ; ee ee So 
®’ Following this meeting, Secretary Dulles called President Eisenhower to in- | 

form him that agreements had been reached which would require Under Secretary — 

Smith to return to Geneva, if that were all right with the President. The Presi- 

file) said it was all right. (Eisenhower ‘Library, Hisenhower papers, Whitman 

-751G.00/7-1454 | aS mo 

Memorandum. of Conversation, by the Secretary of State — 

SECRET __ Parts, July 14, 1954. 

During the course of the discussions at the Embassy this afternoon," 

Ambassador Johnson suggested to Secretary Dulles that he felt that 

Mr. Mendes-France and Mr. Eden might not fully comprehend the 

| position of the US with reference to “guaranteeing” a settlement which 

2No other U.S. record of the afternoon session at the American Embassy has 

been found. The final U.S.-French agreements were presumably approved at that 

time. In his memoirs, Eden states “The documents were put into shape, signed 

and exchanged after luncheon at the American Embassy. At that meeting the 

scene was one of friendly confusion, papers and luncheons and ladies all over the 

place.” (Eden, Full Circle, p. 157) :
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would turn over much of Vietnam to the Communists. Thereupon, : Secretary Dulles drew Mr. Mendes-France and Mr. Eden aside with | _ him and said he wished to make it crystal clear that the US could — never join in any guarantee to the Communists of the fruits of their : aggression. The US did accept it as a fact that certain people became | the victims of Communist aggression, and it was not prepared itself to go to war or to encourage others to go to war to rectify the situa- tion. However, this was not the same as to say the US would become | an ally of the Communists if there were a breach of this agreement by | non-Communists, | | | 
It would be compatible with the foregoing that the US should make , a unilateral declaration to the effect that in accordance with its obliga- : _ tions under the UN Charter, it would not resort to force to upset an | agreement if it were arrived at, and it would seek to bring others to act correspondingly. Also the US could agree with others to react with — | | force to Communist aggression in violation of the agreement. This, however, would have to be conditional upon Senate ratification of the treaty and/or Congressional approval of belligerency. Se ' _ Mr. Mendes-France and Mr. Eden expressed their understanding of _ the US position. Mr. Eden stated that he hoped that the UK and others, | including many South Asian countries, would be able to associate themselves with a declaration by the US against the use of force to overturn the Geneva agreements. 

| _ Ambassador Johnson and Mr. MacArthur were present during the above conversation. _ | | | | : 

ee oo Annex) 
| | - United States-French Communiqué on the Paris Talks, oo , ues ale July 13-14, 1954 Pepin | 

Cs [Paris, July 14, 1954.] | We have had intimate and frank discussions. These have resulted | in a clear understanding of our respective positions in relation to | Indochine | | The United States Secretary of State, Mr. John Foster Dulles, ex- | | | - plained fully the attitude of his Government toward the Indochinese phase of the Geneva Conference and the limitations which that gov- | | ernment desired to observe as not itself having a primary responsi- : bility in the Indochina war. oo | | - | The French Premier and Foreign Minister, M. Pierre Mendes- ss France, expressed the view with which Mr, Anthony Eden, the Secre- |
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| tary of State for Foreign Affairs for the United Kingdom, associated 

himself, that it would nevertheless serve the interests of France and 

of the Associated States, and of the peace and freedom of the area, if 

the United States, without departing from the principles which Mr. 

Dulles expressed, were once again to be represented at Geneva at the 

ministerial level. | | - 

- Accordingly, President Eisenhower and Secretary Dulles are re- 

questing the United States Under Secretary of State, General Walter 

Bedell Smith, to return to Geneva at an early date. 

| 751G.00/7-1454 | OO | 

. France-United States Position Paper * . 

| CLASSIFIED © | - , 

4. France and the Associated States of Vietnam, Laos and Cam- 

bodia are recognized to be those which, on the non-Communist side, 

are primarily interested in the Indochina phase of the Geneva 

Conference. - : ee poe 

a The United States is interested primarily as a friendly nation which 

desires to assist, where desired, in arriving at a just settlement, but it~ 

will not seek, or be expected, to impose its views in any way upon those 

primarily interested. Teg eA ae 

9. The attached seven points constitute a result. which France be-_ 

lieves to be obtainable by negotiation at Geneva and which would be © 

acceptable to France and, France believes, to the Associated States. 

The United States, while recognizing the right of those primarily in- 

terested to accept different terms, will itself be prepared to respect 

terms conforming to the attached. The United States will not be 

asked or expected by France to respect terms which in its opinion — 

differ materially from the attached, and it may publicly disassociate — 

itself from such differing terms. = ee 

3 Tf the settlement is one which the United States is prepared to 

“respect” its position will be expressed unilaterally or in association 

| only with non-Communist states in terms which apply to the situa- 

tion the principles of non-use of forces which are embodied in Article 

| 9(4) and (6) of the Charter of the United Nations. 

“A The United States is prepared to seek, with other interested — 

1Mhis joint position paper was approved by Secretary Dulles and Premier 

Mendés-France at Paris on July 14. The text was transmitted to Washington in 

telegram 179 from Paris, July 14. (751 G.00/7-1454) The full text of telegram 179 

a is printed in The Pentagon Paners: The Defense Department History of United — 

- States Decisionmaking on Vietnam [The Senator Gravel Edition], 4 vols. 

(Boston, Beacon Press, 1971), vol. 1, pp. 554-557.
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nations, a collective defense association designed to preserve, against 

direct and indirect aggression, the integrity of the non-Communist | 

areas of Southeast Asia following any settlement. | 
5. If there is no settlement, the United States and French govern- 

- ments will consult together on the measures to be taken. This will not | 
preclude the United States, if it so desires, bringing the matter before | 

the United Nations as involving a threat to peace as dealt with by | 

Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations. _ | mo | 

6. France reaffirms the principle of independence for the Associated | 

States in equal and voluntary association as members of the French _ 

Union = | oe ies | 

_ Menpes-FRANcE SO Joun Foster Dutyzs | | 

| - [Parrs,] July 14, 1954. — - , ee | 

: | | | - [Annex] — | | | 

_ _Memoranpum or Pornts Rererrep To IN PARAGRAPH 2 OF THE FRANCE- | 
! a Unrrep Srates Position ParrR  —t™ | 

: _ An agreement which: Bae ee TS | 

: 1. preserves the integrity and independence of Laos and Cambodia | 

and assures the withdrawal of Vietminh forces therefrom ; | 

| 9. in connection with the line of military demarcation, preserves at | 

least the southern half of Vietnam and if possible an enclave in the | 

Delta; in this connection we would be unwilling to see the line of | 
_ division of responsibility drawn further south than a line running 

generally west from Dong Hoi; BE | 

; 3. does not impose on Laos, Cambodia or retained Vietnam any 

_ restrictions materially impairing their capacity to maintain stable non- | 

Communist regimes; and especially restrictions impairing their right | 

to maintain adequate forces for internal security, to import arms and | 

- toemploy foreignadvisers; =” : rs | 
_ 4, does not contain political provisions which would risk loss of the 

| retainedareatoCommunist control; = oe | | 
: 5. does not exclude the possibility of the ultimate unification of the | 

_ -Vietnamby peacefulmeans;  —™ oe | 
6. provides for the peaceful and humane transfer, under interna- 

_ tional supervision, of those people desiring to be moved from one zone | 

_ toanother of Vietnam; and OS | 

7. provides effective machinery for international supervision of the _ | | 

agreement. — - — | So ee 

_ Joun Foster Dutizs MENDES-FRANCE a | 

Suny 14, 1954. | | Bo |
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| Conference files, lot 60 D 627,CF 324 | es 

| The French Prime Minister (Mendés-France) to the Secretary 

| of State? oe 

| | [Paris,] July 14, 1954. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: Following our frank and friendly conversa- 
tion of last evening,? I believe I understand fully the position of the 
United States with regard to the negotiations at Geneva concerning 
Indochina. 

If I interpret your views correctly, you recognize fully the primary 
right of France, the Associated States of Vietnam, Laos, and Cam- 

_ bodia to decide the conditions for the settlement of a war in which | 
| they are the only belligerents on the non-Communist side. You wish 

to aid us through your good offices in obtaining a just and honorable 
| settlement which will take into account the needs of the interested 

: peoples. However, you are not prepared to participate with the Com- 
munist countries in any settlement which might appear to retain for _ 
them the benefits of aggression or the domination of non-willing peo- 

a ples. In any case, if a settlement should be arrived at between the _ 
. parties holding the primary responsibility, you would agree to indi- | 

cate that you would comply with the principles which are contained 
in Article 2 (4) and (6) of the United Nations Charter and you would 
consider any violation of the settlement by the Communist regimes as 
being of grave concern. - ce 
It being your belief that the continuation of the war would involve _ 

a serious risk of an extension of the conflict, both as concerns the com- 
| bat areas and the belligerent countries, the question of the participa- 

tion of the United States would be guided by the terms defined in the 
| fourth paragraph of the letter addressed on July [June] 16, 1954, by 

President Eisenhower to President Coty.? - 
You have indicated to me that you would fear, in the present state 

of negotiations, that the sending by the United States to Geneva of _ 
representatives chosen at a high level and bearing instructions from 

| President Eisenhower to adhere to the principles noted above, could 
cause a situation capable of giving rise in France, under the most _ 

| regrettable circumstances, to a feeling that our two countries are ~ 
} divided and that it might risk affecting seriously their good relations 

which are so important to the whole free world. a 
I have noted your hesitation to come to Geneva in the fear of having 

1The source text is an unofficial translation which is filed with the signed — 
French original. This translation was sent to Washington in telegram 179 from 
Paris, July 14. (:51G.00/7-1454; Pentagon Papers [Gravel Edition], vol. I, pp. _ 

554-557) | —_ oa 
4 For memorandum of conversation, see p. 1819. ee 
*¥or the text of the fourth paragraph of the letter from Eisenhower to Coty, 

June 16, see footnote 1, p. 1720. The correct date of June 16 appears in the French | 
oo signed by Premier Mendés-France. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF
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eventually to disassociate yourself from an agreement, or certain of 
| its terms, which you might not be able to respect. This appears to me 

| to be understandable, but in my opinion it does not respond to the 
situation. In effect, I have every reason to think that your absence 
would be precisely interpreted as demonstrating, before the fact, that 
you disapproved of the conference and of everything which might be 

~ accomplished. Not only would those who are against us find therein the 
confirmation of the ill will which they attribute to your government | 
concerning the re-establishment of peace in Indochina; but many | 
others would read in it a sure sign of a division of the western powers. | 
Finally, the negotiations would thus be deprived of the element of 
balance indispensable to the seeking of a solution as recommended in 
thememorandum of June30.¢ | OO | 

I consider thus that such an absence would produce an effect dia- 

metrically opposed to the intentions which you have expressed and 
which I have cited above. In a situation as difficult as this only the 
unity of the western diplomatic front, supported by the immense | 

_ potential which we have in common, can bring about the very military 
and strategic unity which we should seek eventually to establish in 
that partofthe world. a 
_ It is in this spirit that French Government envisages, aside from | 

_ the assurances which the conference itself could furnish, the establish- 
ment of a collective guarantee by virtue of which the signatories would © 
declare themselves prepared to intervene if, in Indochina, one of the 
three states was a victim of aggression. 
Iam fully conscious of the position of the Government of the United 

States and I have noted with care the consequence which it might | 
imply; but for the reasons which I have just enumerated, I have the 
profound conviction that the common interests of our two countries 

_ and of the three Associated States would be effectively defended only 
if you, yourself, or the Under-Secretary should represent in person 

your government at Geneva. oo a | 
If the situation should nevertheless evolve in a manner which would 

confirm your fears, I engage myself, on behalf of France, to make 
known publicly the conditions under which you have acceded to my © 
request Lo | — | 

I do not wish to end this letter without telling you how much Ihave _ 
appreciated during the meeting, certainly fruitful for the future of 

Franco-American relations, the way in which you have been able to 
join firmness and sureness of your political views to a broad under- 
standing of the nesitions of your friends.° | | | | 

- ee Ee _ [File copy not signed] 

* Reference is to the U.S.-U.K. communication to the French Government which 
/ was transmitted to Paris in telegram 4853 of June 28 (p. 1757) and actually 

delivered on June 30. : 7 | 
* On the original signed cony of this letter, the final paragraph is a handwritten 

addition by Premier Mendés-France. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 324)
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 324 eae | | | me “ / 

_ The Secretary of State to the French Prime Minister 

— tendés-France)* , cee 

| a Parts, July 14,1954. 
My Dear Mr. Presipent: I have received your letter of July 14? 

with reference to participation by the United States in the final stages 
of the Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference. 

In the hght of what you say and after consultation with President 
Eisenhower, I am glad to be able to inform you that the President is 
asking the Under Secretary of State, General Walter Bedell Smith, 
to prepare to return at his earliest convenience to Geneva to share in 

| the work of the Conference on the basis of the understanding which 
| wehavearrivedat. | | Cn : 

I greatly appreciate the opportunity which we have had to confer 
together, and I believe that it has added a new chapter to the honorable 
and precious tradition of Franco-American cooperation.  —s— 

_ Sincerely yours, | JOHN Foster DULLES | 

- +The text of this letter was transmitted to Washington in telegram 179 from | | 
Paris, July 14. (751G.00/7-1454; Pentagon Papers [Gravel Edition], vol. 1, pp. | 
504-557) Copies of the letters exchanged by Dulles and Mendés-France were — 

| - provided to Foreign Secretary Eden by the French Premier. Eden acknowledged 
Bo receipt: by letter of July 14. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 324) Eden’s 

letter was also included in telegram 179 from Paris of July 14. — 
2 Supra. : | : : nee 

| Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file ; . a ge 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 206th Meeting of the National - | 
| Security Council, Thursday, July 15, 1954+ - | 

; | [Extracts] a | 

ss TOP SECRET —s- EYES ONLY . | Oo 

Present at the 206th Meeting of the Council were The President of 
the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United States; 

| 1 Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on July 16. a - 
Secretary Dulles returned from Paris at 9:15 a. m., July 15, and proceeded to mos 

. the White House to brief the President and the NSC. (Princeton University, 
Dulles papers, ‘Daily Appointments’) The Hagerty diary entry for July 15 read 

, in part as follows: “Prior to the time that the President arrived at the White 
House Dulles and I had a rather long talk on the situation. He said that he © 
thought that he had made the American position quite clear to the French and 
British; namely, that we did not particularly like the idea of the partition of _ 
Vietnam but would go along with it if they agreed to support the American effort 

| to form promptly in the Far Hast area a Southeast Asian Treaty Organization. | 
He said he thought it was probably the best thing that Bedell Smith was return- 
ing to Geneva since without Bedell there, we would lose a forum for world 
opinion. Since I had been urging this all along, I was very happy to hear the Sec- 
retary say it.” (Hisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers) . oe .
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the Secretary of State (for Item 2 only); the Under Secretary of 
State (Items 1 and 8-7); Robert B. Anderson for the Secretary of — 
Defense; the Acting Director, Foreign Operations Administration ; 

the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were the | 
Secretary of the Treasury; the Attorney General (Item 1) ; the Acting 
Secretary of the Interior (Item 4) ; the Secretary of Commerce (Item 
1); Under Secretary of Commerce Worthy (Item 1); Assistant Sec- 7 
retary of Commerce Anderson (Item 3) ; the Director, Bureau of the | 

- Budget; the Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation (Item 1) ; the 
Administrator, Federal Facilities Corporation (Item 3); the Chair- = 
man, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelligence; the 

_ Assistant to the President; the Deputy Assistant to the President; the 
White House Staff Secretary; the NSC Representative on Internal 

Security (Item 1); the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy 

Executive Secretary, NSC. a | 
Following is a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 

main pointstaken. — | 

9. Report by the Secretary of State? | | 

The President said that he wished to hear from the Secretary of 

| Statenext. | | 

A. EDC and Germany. | | | | | 

| B. Indochina. | | | | 

Secretary Dulles began by explaining the dilemma which had con- | 

. fronted the United States with respect to participation at a high level 

, - in the Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference. He said that we 

had been reluctant thus to participate, in the first instance, out of fear 

that the Communists might say to the French that they would be 

willing to accept a certain solution of the Indochina problem provided 

| the United States joined in guaranteeing such a solution. Had the 

United States been faced with such a proposition, we would have had 

to reject it, said Secretary Dulles. We couldn’t get ourselves into the 

“Yalta business” of guaranteeing Soviet conquests, but to have re: 

jected such a proposal would nevertheless have left us exposed to 

the hostility of French public opinion as the power responsible for 

blocking a settlement of the unpopular Indochinese war. There would 

have been more talk of too many stiff-necked Presbyterians, of sancti-. 

moniousness, and of invoking lofty moral principles. = 

2¥or the statement issued by the Secretary on the occasion of his return from 
Paris, see Department of State Bulletin, July 26, 1954, pp. 128-124. | | 

578-611 0 82 - 29 (Pt. 2) | | ,
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| The other danger—the other horn of the dilemma—was the possi- _ 
bility that high-level U.S. representation at Geneva might so stiffen 
the French as to preclude their accepting any settlement offered by | 
the Communists. They might then turn to us and ask us to participate 
unilaterally with them in continuing the war. | 

__ In the event that either of these two possibilities had been realized, 
the result would have been very great French antagonism. The whole 
structure of Franco-U.S. friendship might have been destroyed, and 
there would have been an end of any hope for EDC. These reasons had 
led us to believe that it was wisest for the United States to withdraw 
from the Indochina phase of the Conference inconspicuously. We had 
found, however, that we could not withdraw inconspicuously. There 
had been very strong French pressure on us to return to Geneva. 
Secretary Dulles said that his letter to Mendes-France, setting forth 

| his reasons for not wishing to go to Geneva, had not convinced the 
| French Premier.? When the Premier’s reply had been received Mon- 

day afternoon (July 12, 1954) imploring a return to Geneva, Secre- 
tary Dulles decided to go to Paris, and left at 6:00 p. m.‘ 

Secretary Dulles said that he had spent most of the time at Tues- 
day’s meeting discussing the United States viewpoint on Indochina 
with the French.’ They in turn had gone into considerable detail in 
outlining the settlement they wanted to get and thought they could 
get from the Communists. The original Vietminh proposal called for 
a partition of Vietnam at approximately the 14th parallel. Subse-— 
quently, however, they had expressed a willingness to draw the line 
at the 16th parallel. Mendes-France told Secretary Dulles that he 
thought this Vietminh concession was the result of news that Secre- 
tary Dulles was coming to Paris. In any event, Mendes-France said 
that he had rejected the line of the 16th parallel because it would have 
cost the French their important base at Tourane, the port city of Hue, 
and the only road from Vietnam into Laos which was not controlled 
by the Communists. Instead, said Mendes-France, they had stood on 
their demand that the partition line in Victnam should run roughly - 

| from Dong Hoi to Thakek, together with freedom and territorial 
integrity for Laos and Cambodia. At the conclusion of the meeting 
Tuesday night, Mendes-France had made a moving plea for United 
States high-level representation at Geneva. Secretary Dulles had re- 
plied that he would consider the matter and give his answer on the 
following day. 

*The message under reference is contained in telegram 127 to Paris, July 10, | 

P ‘ The reply from Premier Mendés-France to which Secretary Dulles refers has 
not been identified. Regarding the events of July 12 culminating in the departure 
of Dulles for Paris, see footnote 1, p. 1812. . . 

* For the record of the meeting of Tuesday evening, J uly 13, see p. 1819. ©
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During the remainder of that night Secretary Dulles and those who 

had accompanied him to Paris prepared two papers. The first of these 

was the draft of a French—-U.S. position paper. This position paper 

was substantially the same as the position we had agreed with when 

Churchill and Eden had visited Washington (copy, entitled “Instruc- 

tions Regarding Reply to French Government”, filed in the minutes 

of the meeting).° Secretary Dulles summarized the paper as providing 

for the independence and integrity of the southern half of Vietnam 

and of all of Laos and Cambodia. Secretary Dulles informed the Coun- 

cil that the United States did not propose to guarantee a settlement 

based on this 7-point position paper, but that we would be prepared to 

agree not to resort to the use of armed force to change such a settle- — 

ment if the French and the Communists agreed to it. The United 

- States would simply make a unilateral declaration of this intent. 

The second paper prepared after the interview with Mendes-France | 

Tuesday night, took the form of a letter which Mendes-I*rance would 

send to Secretary Dulles.’ Secretary Dulles read this letter aloud. It 

set forth the substance of the French and the U.S. positions, and indi- 

cated a commitment by Mendes-France to make a public statement to 

the French people which would make it perfectly clear that we had 

| come to Geneva at his urging and accordingly were not responsible for 

any result which might lead the people of France to accuse us of | 

preventing the achieving of a settlement in Indochina, either through 

our refusal to guarantee a settlement with the Communists or through 

our support of a position which resulted in a French decision to go on 

fighting (the two contingencies mentioned by Secretary Dulles earlier 

in this report). Thus we hoped to avoid any crisis in Franco—-American 

relations. | - | oe : 

The upshot was an agreement by Secretary Dulles that General 

Smith should return to Geneva to represent the United States for the 

remainder of the Conference. While, said Secretary Dulles, this deci- 

sion will involve some risk, at least the United States will be going 

back with an agreed position with France, as well as with a clear posi- 

tion with respect to our responsibility or lack of responsibility for the 

final outcome of the negotiations. Secretary Dulles was not optimistic, 

he said, regarding the results of the Conference; that as among the 

several risky courses of action open to the United States at this time, 

the one chosen involved the least risk. | - a 

In conclusion, Secretary Dulles said he wished to emphasize that | 

from the psychological standpoint our decision to return had been a 

The agreed instructions were transmitted to Paris in telegram 4853 of June 28; 

for text, see p. 1757. For the text of the U.S.-French position paper as approved on 

July 14, see p. 1830. 
7 ¥or the text of the letter, dated July 14, see p. 1832. oe
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a _ grave blow to the Communists. The fact that the entire Geneva Con- __ 
ference had ground to a standstill when Mendes-France left for Paris 
to talk to an American Secretary of State, and that Chou En-lai and 
Molotov had cooled their heels during this interval, had punctured the 
Communist prestige which had been built up so high at Geneva. All | 

_ this indicated that when it really comes down to something important, 
the United States is the key nation. This had been a matter of great 
chagrin to the Communists. . | 

At the conclusion of Secretary Dulles’ report the President inquired 
whether Mendes-France appeared to have any grasp of the fact that 
no matter what kind of agreement the French reached with the Com- 
munists, the French must have the complete confidence of the native 

_ peoples of Indochina if the agreement was going to work. Secretary 
Dulles replied that the President’s point has been one of the seven 
points in the French-U.S. position paper. Another significant point 
in that paper had been a French admission that we could bring the 

_ Indochina situation before the UN if the final result of the Geneva 
Conference was no settlement. It had been hard to induce Mendes- _ 

| _ France to agree to this step, because of the French insistence that the 
; war in Indochina was a civil war. Secretary Dulles, however, had 

pointed out that the French could not have it both ways. If this was | 
merely a civil war, the United States had no business participating 
in it; it was not our custom to intervene in other people’s civil wars. 
With respect to the issue of the independence of the Associated States, - 

_ Secretary Dulles said he had also had a hard time with Mendes-France, 
| particularly on the point as to whether the granted independence im- | 

| plied the right to withdraw from the French Union. Here Mr. Eden — 
had been a great help. He had joined with Secretary Dulles to impress _ 

| upon Mendes-France the necessity for creating and developing a “na- - 
tional effort” by the governments and peoples of the Associated States. | 

__ To succeed in this would eventually require not only the departure of , 
| French troops but of French civil functionaries from the Associated 

| States. To get the French to agree to this had been difficult because of | 
, their pride in the French Union. Mendes-France himself, however, 

seemed to be closer to the British view as to the relation of nations in 

| the Commonwealth to the mother country than Laniel. All he could 

| say, continued Secretary Dulles, was that. while the position of 

Mendes-France may not square 100% with our position, he was much | 

closer to our position on this matter than his predecessors. | 

Secretary Dulles again paid tribute to the sincerity and honesty of 7 

Mendes-France, and predicted that he would offer his resignation as 
Premier on July 20 if no agreement on Indochina had been reached - 
at Geneva by that date. | —_ |
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Secretary Humphrey expressed the opinion that the most important 

gain that Secretary Dulles had achieved by virtue of his visit to Paris | 

was to put Mendes-France under obligation to the United States, , 

particularly with respect to Germany. If Mendes-France proved to be 

honest, and grasped the assistance we were giving him on Indochina, 

there was hope for a decent German settlement. , | 

- Discussion then shifted to the probable Congressional and public 

reaction to the results of Geneva and to Secretary Dulles’ role. The | 

Vice President stated that while he had been at the Governors’ Con- 

ference recently, two or three Republican Governors had spoken to 

him in very favorable terms of Secretary Dulles’ trip to Paris. They 

had described it as a shrewd and even a brilliant maneuver. As to reac- 

tions in the future, the attitude of Congress, said the Vice President, 

would largely depend on two things. First, how the press played the 

matter, and second, how certain of the prominent Republican mem- 

bers of Congress played it. The Vice President believed that it was 

important to put both the newspapers and the members of Congress 

on the spot by asking them what they would have done under the cir- 

cumstances. Very few of the critics would be able to provide a better 

answer to the problem than the Administration had provided. The 

Vice President also thought it extremely important that when the 

Geneva settlement was announced, it be framed in very simple terms _ | 

which would clearly indicate the alternatives which had confronted 

the United States. The Administration should also take the offensive 

by stressing the advantages which had been gained from the settle- 

ment; for example, emphasizing the independence and integrity of 

Laos and Cambodia. This, thought the Vice President, was the way to 

sell it. Secretary Dulles commented that we must be careful not to go © 

too far to make the forthcoming settlement appear to be a good - 

bargain. | 7 | 

Deputy Secretary of Defense Anderson asked about the likely fate | 

of the large stores of munitions and matériel which had been sent to 

Indochina by the United States. Had the French agreed that this ma- 

tériel could be evacuated? Secretary Dulles said that this question had 

not been specifically discussed, but he believed that the French in- 

tended to try to hold the port of Haiphong for a considerable time, _ 

which would provide the means of evacuating some of this matériel. 

| Admiral Radford inquired whether the Vietnamese Government 

would ever agree to a settlement by the French along the lines indi- 

cated by Secretary Dulles. Secretary Dulles replied that he believed 

| that the governments of Laos and Cambodia would find the proposed 

settlement quite satisfactory, but it was difficult to tell how the Gov- 

ernment of Vietnam would react. He said he had met briefly with the 

Foreign Minister of Vietnam as he was about to leave Paris for Wash-
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= ington.® He was not very happy about the prospect. The Foreign Min- | 
| ister was a Catholic and had come from one of the Delta provinces 

recently turned over to the Vietminh. The worst of the situation, said 
Secretary Dulles, was that the most virile elements of the Vietnamese 
population lived in the Tonkin Delta area. It might be possible to 
transfer a few of the natives of the Delta to the non-Communist areas, __ 
but probably not many. | 

Admiral Radford went on to say that one of the most dangerous 
features of the proposed settlement was the likelihood of severe Viet- 
namese revulsion against the French when the terms were finally 
announced. Such a revulsion could be very serious indeed if the native 
troops turned against the French. After all, half of the native troops 
of Vietnam came from the Delta area. Mr. Allen Dulles likewise ex- 
pressed the opinion that a Vietnamese uprising against the French was 
quite possible when the terms of the settlement were announced. | 

As an afterthought, Secretary Dulles said that he wanted to point 
out that Mendes-France had informed him that if the Geneva Confer- | 

| ence proved to be a failure, the French would have two divisions from 
NATO which they could send to Indochina. It would be impossible to 
get them there, however, before the end of September, and it might be 
impossible to hold the Hanoi-Haiphong bridgehead over this period of 
time without U.S. air and sea support. | 

The National Security Council: | 
Noted and discussed an oral report by the Secretary of State on his 

recent conferences in Paris with the French Premier and the UK | 
Foreign Secretary, with particular reference to EDC and Indochina. 

* Reference is presumably to a meeting between Secretary Dulles and Tran Van 
Chuong, Vietnamese Minister of State and Ambassador at Large, at Paris on 
July 14, during which Chuong presented the Secretary with a memorandum pro- 
testing the French evacuation of the Catholic areas of North Vietnam. The con- 
versation and the memorandum were summarized in telegram 219 from Paris, 
July 16. (751G.00/7-1654) The text of the memorandum was transmitted to Wash- 
ington in despatch 147 from Paris, July 20. (751G.00/7-2054) . 

751G.00/7-1654 : Telegram | . 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL __ | Sarcon, July 16, 1954—4 p. m. 
a [Received 6 :54 a. m.] 

202. Repeated information Paris 79, Geneva 42, Hanoi 56. We are 
told by AP correspondent Roderick that news stories filed from Hanoi 
yesterday on exchange of wounded prisoners were subject to double 
censorship in Saigon and original stories were very much altered 
before released by military censors here. Correspondents had de- 7
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scribed 600 kilometer journey of French wounded as a “death march.” __ 

According to their reports approximately 15 prisoners died each day 

on long march by foot from prison camp near Dien Bien Phu. Stories 

likewise described physical condition of prisoners as catastrophic. — 

Official reason given by French military censors Saigon in insisting 

that stories be much toned down were, (a) news of this sort would 

needlessly distress families of prisoners and (}) such dispatches might 

lessen chances of getting other prisoners exchanged. However, it is 

generally believed that real motivation was not to permit any stories 

to be filed at this time which might endanger chances of negotiating 

cease-fire at Geneva.* oe | , , 

1In telegram 230 from Saigon, July 18, Heath added the following: ‘‘Censor- 

ship story from returned Dien Bien Phu prisoners continues. French releasing 

story but deleting ‘death march.’ Also quashing statement that returnees expect 

all unreturned comrades to die from cholera, dysentery and malnutrition. Believed 

here that French want neither to anger Viet Minh nor excite West into doing 

anything endangering settlement.” (751G.00/7-1854) | : — 

Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Telephone Conversations” . | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation Between the Secretary of 

State and Congressman John M. Vorys of Ohio * 

| | [WasuincTon,] July 16, 1954—11 : 58 a. m. 

V. said he is worried—he is to be interviewed for Capitol Cloakroom 

this p.m. and knows they will ask about EDC, Indochina etc. V. 

brought up “guaranteeing”. The Sec. said we would act towards an 

Armistice in Indochina as towards the one in Korea. We would not go 

to war, but we are free to work peacefully against it. We will defend 

the armistice lines in Korea. In IC with others we will defend the line 

but we won’t break it. If the armistice is not respectable, we will dis- 

associate ourselves from it. V. mentioned Locarno—the Secretary ex- 

plained what it means. | - - 

V. said he can’t understand this last trip. The Sec. said the basis for 

our position is Article 2 of the UN Charter. We are after SEATO to 

hold all non-Communist portions of the area. The Sec. said if the 

French get the result they think they can, we are lucky. V. said he 

thinks the result of the trip and the trip are not good. The Sec. said if 

he knew the whole story he would think it is good. The Sec. said he 

has been very tough on this whole proposition. | 

V. still wasn’t convinced and the Sec. said we could have run out 

| entirely—then there would have been total disaster in Indochina and 

‘Drafted by Phyllis D. Bernau of the office of the Secretary of State. The call 
originated with Vorys.
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Europe. The Sec. said no to making any guarantee to the Communists _ 
for concessions they might make. If France didn’t have something to 
lean on, our Franco-American relations might have blown up. This _ 

_ that we have done will avoid disastrous results, and the Sec. said it 
might have good results. | 

The Sec.’s basis for action is to go to war only to stop aggression— 
not to remedy every inequity in the world. The Sec. again referred to 
living up to Article 2 of the Charter—and that is in black and white. 

_ The Sec. said not to think he has sold out, because he hasn’t.? _ 

* Secretary Dulles reiterated his position during a telephone conversation with Henry R. Luce, Director of Time, Inc., on the morning of July 17. The record of the Secretary’s remarks during that conversation read in part as follows: “The program is far from a sellout. Our own position is somewhat weakened by the a | fact that we don’t want to push them in a war where we are not sure we want to stand beside them and fight. We don’t want to guarantee the Commies the fruits - of their aggression. It will not be a sellout—but it will be a partial surrender. It is a question of whether the military settlement is so defined that the Communist success is limited to what they gained on the field of battle or whether they are going to gain much more than that through conditions which will undermine the integrity of Laos, Cambodia and Southern Vietnam and the will to go on fighting. _ The question is whether they are willing to stick to terms that reflect the military | Situation. The Sec. thinks they will stand on terms so we can move in there and bolster their position.” (Hisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Telephone Conversations” ) | 

751G.00/7-1654 : Telegram | 7 
| Lhe Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET Saicon, July 16, 1954—9 p. m. | 
| : ) [Received 2:18 p. m.] | 

_ 214, Repeated information Geneva 44, Paris 83, Hanoi unnum- ~ 
bered. I saw Ngo Dinh Diem this morning. He said he had no real | 
idea what was occurring in Geneva. The French delegation there was 

_ obviously not keeping his Foreign Minister informed. He asked me 
what would happen if he rejected agreement reached by the French 
with the Viet Minh; what would be the US reaction? I said the ques- 
tion was highly hypothetical. It depended on what the terms of the 
agreement were. I had informed him of the American-British under- _ 
standing, resulting from the Washington talks as to the minimum | 
assurance which an accord with the Viet Minh must. present before 
we would engage to respect it. Rejection of an agreement on his part 
would be a grave step not to be undertaken lightly. One solid fact of 
this situation was the French Expeditionary Corps of 185,000 men 
which could not be replaced at the present time by any power or com- 
bination of powers. Neither could the Vietnamese National Army in 
its present state of training, discipline and strength hope to do battle 

| on even terms with the Viet Minh Forces in the north at least. Diem 
_ then said that he would insist that the line of demarcation be at the
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18th parallel. He would reject any line south of that which incidentally 

- would give the Viet Minh two capitals, Hanoi and Hue as well as the 

port and airfield of Tourane. He said he would insist if Hanoi could 

not be retained for “remaining Vietnam” that it and the southern _ 

provinces in the Tonkin delta be internationalized ; their future to be 

decided by an eventual plebiscite or elections. | 

As regards elections he would insist that they not be held for two 

years. He understood the Soviets were asking for elections twelve 

months after cease-fire. That was too short a date. 

2. In addition to his troubles and misgivings over the course of 

events at Geneva, he was having extreme difficulties with the Binh | 

Xuyen sect which controls the Security Police, with the Army under 

General Hinh, son of ex-Prime Minister Tam whom Cochin Chinese 

separatists and certain French financial interests were intriguing to 

make president of a southern Vietnamese republic and Cao Daists and 

Hoa Haos. | | 
ss He was determined to get rid of the Binh Xuyen who were simply 

“gangsters” of the worst sort. He would eventually succeed and even- 

tually he would do away with their gambling concession which fur- 

nished most of their funds. Unfortunately this concession also paid the | 

state taxes amounting to 200 million piasters annually. If he suppressed 

legalized gambling he asked whether the US would make good the loss 

in revenue to the state for a year. I said that obviously we could not do 

just that but it might be that our economic assistance and the budgetary 

assistance for Vietnamese defense, which so far we had been providing 

through the French Government, would enable him to do without the 

gambling tax. | 

He said he was equally determined to get rid of Hinh but he could — | 

not do so at this moment. Actually the only “security” of his govern- _ 

ment at the present time was that furnished by the French Union 

Forces. | | | | | 

3. Returning to the Geneva conference he said that he would flatly 

reject any suggestion the Viet Minh be allowed to enter a coalition | 

government or any coalition arrangements. It was impossible to work 

with or indeed negotiate with the Viet Minh. They were no longer 

nationalists but international Communists. | 

| : Heatu 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 301 | 

The Secretary of State to the Under Secretary of State (Smith) . 

TOP SECRET | WasuHIncTon, July 16, 1954. 

My Drar Genera, Suira: The following basic instructions, 

which have been approved by the President, will guide you as head
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| of the United States Delegation in your participation in the Indochina 
phase of the Geneva Conference for which you are leaving today. 

1. I append hereto as Annex A a Six Point France—United States 
Position Paper, dated July 14, 1954.2 Attached thereto is a Seven Point 
Memorandum setting out the terms which the French Government 
states it believes are obtainable at Geneva by negotiation, and which 
would be acceptable to France, and France believes, to Vietnam, Laos 
and Cambodia. 

2. The United States recognizes that these four nations have a direct 
and primary interest as belligerents which entitles them to negotiate 
a settlement without any coercion or pressure from the United States. 
As stated in the Position Paper, the United States will not seek “to 
impose its views in any way upon those primarily interested”, i.e., 
France and Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. 

3. Therefore, your role at the Conference will be that of the repre- 
sentative of a nation friendly to the non-Communist states primarily 
interested, which desires to assist, where desired, in arriving at a just 
settlement. You will not, however, go beyond this role. | 

4. If there is a cease-fire, armistice or political settlement which 
conforms substantially to the seven points referred to in the annexed 
Position Paper, and which is agreed to by the states primarily inter- 
ested, you are authorized to make a declaration of the attitude of the 
United States in the form of the annexed declaration, marked Annex 
B. This will be a unilateral declaration, unless certain of the non- 
Communist states desire to associate themselves with it, in which case 
this is acceptable. The United States will not, however, become co- 
signatory with the Communists in any Declaration. a 

5. You will note that the Position Paper states that if the terms of 
settlement differ materially from those set out in the Seven Points, the 
United States will not be asked or expected by France to respect those 
terms and “it may publicly disassociate itself from such differing 
terms.” | 

6. In the event that you are in doubt as to whether the settlement 
conforms substantially to, or differs materially from, the Seven Points 
referred to in the Position Paper, you will seek instructions before 
either refusing to make the declaration contemplated by the above 
paragraph numbered 4 or publicly disassociating the United States as 
contemplated by the above paragraph numbered 5. Of course, before _ 
taking any important action which could have serious repercussions 
upon our international relations, you will naturally communicate with 
me. 

* Under Secretary Smith departed for Geneva on the afternoon of July 16. 
* For text, see p. 1830. 
* For text, see p. 1881.
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7. You will avoid participation in the negotiations in any way which 

would imply, or give the Communists a plausible case for contending, 

that the United States was so responsible for the result that it is in . 

honor bound to guarantee that result to the Communists. We appre- 

hend that the Communists might offer to make certain concessions if 

the United States would then guarantee the settlement so far as they 

were concerned. You should, so far as possible, avoid getting yourself 

into a position which would lend itself to such a Communist maneuver. 

Accordingly, the non-Communist belligerents, rather than the United 

States, should be the active negotiators, and such ideas as we have 

should be put forward to the French or Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, 

as may be appropriate, and through them to the Conference if they 

find it desirable to adopt such ideas as their own. | | 

8, Also, since the United States is not prepared at the present time 

to give any commitment that it will intervene in the war if the Geneva 

Conference fails—the United States position in this respect is set out in 

President Eisenhower’s letter of June 16, 1954, to President Coty *— 

you should avoid as far as possible exerting any pressures or giving 

advice to the French of such a character that, if there is no cease-fire, 

the French can plausibly contend that it is because of our advice to, or | 

pressure upon, them, and that therefore we are morally obligated to 

intervene at once ina military way. | | 

Sincerely yours, JOHN Foster DULLES 

[Annex A] 

[Here follow the France—-United States Position Paper of July 14, 

1954, and its attachment—the Memorandum of Points Referred to in 

Paragraph 2 of the France-United States Position Paper-] - 

“ OR [Annex B] co 

_ Draft Declaration by the Government of the United States> 

| : [Wasuineron,] July 16, 1954. 

The Government of the United States being resolved to devote its : 

efforts to the strengthening of peace in accordance with principles 

and purposes of the United Nations 7 

Takes note of the Agreements concluded at Geneva on (date) ~----- 

between the _____- military commands - | 

Declares with regard to aforesaid Agreement that 7 | 

(i) it will refrain from the threat or the use of force to disturb them, 

- £ For tke pertinent portion of the text of the letter, see footnote 1, p. 1720. 

>The copy of this draft in the Dulles papers at the Eisenhower Library bears 

the handwritten initials of President Eisenhower indicating approval.
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_ in accordance with Art. 2(4) of the Charter of the United Nations 
dealing with the obligation of Members to refrain in their international 

7 relations from the threat or use of force sand 
(11) it will seek that other states which are not members of the 

United Nations shall similarly refrain from the use of force, in accord- 
ance with the Art. 2(6) of the Charter of the United Nations dealing 
with insuring that states which are not members of the United Nations 
shall act in accordance with the principles of the Charter so far as 
may be necessary for the maintenance of international peace and secu- 
 vity;and® | | 

(ili) it would view any renewal of the aggression in violation of 
these agreements with grave concern and as seriously threatening inter- 
national peace and security. | 

°The following marginal notation appears opposite subparagraph two on the source text: “Deletion recommended by Secretary. Tosec 560.” Telegram Tosee 560 to Geneva, July 17, read as follows: “For Under Secretary from Secretary. Upon reflection and in view of reactions here, believe that Subparagraph 2 of US Declaration Annex B should, if at all possible, be eliminated as subject to mis- construction. Suggest you inform Phleger.” (396.1 GE/i-1154) Regarding the | declaration actually issued by the United States at Geneva on July 21, see edi- torial note, p. 1859. | 

751G.00/7-1754 : Telegram | 
The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET NIACT | | Sarcon, July 17, 1954—1 p. m. | 
220. Repeated information Geneva 48, Paris 87 , Hanoi un- 

numbered. Cerles, Diplomatic Counselor to French Commissioner 
General, informs me that last night General Kly telegraphed Mendes- 
France in strongest terms urging him that partition line be fixed at 
18th Parallel. Ely stated that a line drawn at 16th Parallel would | 

| present gravest military problems since the only practical road to a 
Laos, RC-19, would be in Viet Minh hands, as well as the all- 
important airport and port of Tourane and the whole flank of Laos. 
would be exposed. Apart from military considerations the political 
effects of the line below 18th Parallel would be extremely grave. — 
Cerles expressed hope that our government would also insist on 18th 
Parallel. He went on to say that he was convinced by his own observa- 
tion at Geneva Conference that the Communist delegation, after bar- | 
gaining, would accept that line. | 

| That is my own belief and Embassy feels strongly that any line 
below that point would be disastrous. Department will recall from 
my telegram 214 of July 16 that Ngo Dinh Diem says he would reject 
any “demarcation line” below 18th Parallel. , | 

| | — : HeEatTu
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751G.00/7-1754 : Telegram 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

| SECRET § NIACT Sarcon, July 17, 1954—11 p. m. 

226. Repeated information Paris 89, Geneva 49. Re Deptel sent 

Geneva Tosec 557, Saigon 210, July 16.1 I have deliberately not seen 

Diem since yesterday morning, but my present guess is that even if 

military agreement does not rove northern enclave, Diem will not 

pull out of Geneva, resign or undertake independent action in Viet- 

nam, provided we use our influence to persuade him not to reject the 

agreement. By “using our influence” we would have to assure him that 

we cannot accept loss of northern areas as final but as provisional — 

separation dictated by military necessity. We would have to assure 

him of our building up the Vietnam National Army as well as increased 

economic assistance, to handle refugee resettlement and other prob- 

lems. I believe a clinching argument would be decision our part to send 

a training mission for the Vietnamese National Army as agreed be- 

tween Generals Ely and O’Daniel. We may expect Diem to insist that 

the Hanoi and the southern Tonkin delta provinces be placed under 

the administration of the International Control Commissions, but he | 

may recede from that stand if he can be assured that population of 

Hanoi and of those provinces will have unrestricted right to emigrate 

to remaining Vietnam. 

| | HratTH 

1In the reference telegram, the Department of State requested the estimates of 

the Delegation at Geneva and the Embassy at Saigon regarding the intentions of 

- the Vietnamese Government should the Conference settlement fail to provide for 

an enclave in North Vietnam. For text, see vol. XVI, p. 1397. | 

| PSA files, lot 58 D 207 | | 

Report of the Joint United States-Umted Kingdom Study Group 

on Southeast Asia? 

| | [Extract] | 

SECRET - Wasuineton, July 17, 1954. 

Terms of Reference . | 

By agreed minute of the meetings between the President and the 

Prime Minister a joint UK-US Study Group was established In 

1For documentation on the proceedings of the Study Group, including the por- 

, tion of this report not printed here, see volume xu. The entire report may also | 

be found in telegram Tosec 563 to Geneva, July 17; for text, see vol. xvI, p. 1410. 

Additional material on the work of the Joint Study Group is in file 151G.00.
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Washington “to prepare agreed recommendations” with respect to 
Southeast Asia.? oo | 

: Meetings and Membership | 
The Study Group held its first meeting July 7, 1954. In all the group 

held six meetings, the closing meeting being held on July 17. Chief 
US participants were General Walter Bedell Smith and Mr. Douglas 
MacArthur II. The chief UK participant was Mr. R. H. Scott. 
Recommendations 

Our recommendations are contained in the enclosed report to which 
are attached three annexes. The recommendations are submitted by 

| the members of the Study Group without commitment on their respec- 
tive Governments. | 
Publicity 

The Group agreed that nothing should be said to the press about 
the work or the recommendations of the Group, and that the line 
should be taken that these meetings were technical and exploratory, 
without commitment on either side. | 

_-- Dovenas MacArruvr, II 
Os R. H. Scorr 

| [Enclosure] | 

Tue Report 

ITEM I 

Terms of Reference: * | ae 
“Assuming France-Associated States and Viet Minh reach agree- 

ments on Indochina, which the US and UK are willing to respect — 
(a) the precise terms on which the UK and US might be willing _ 

to be associated with such agreements; and 
(6) the basis on which the free Asian and other interested non- 

Communist states might be brought into association with the 
agreements,” | | oe | 

1. There was discussion of the methods of association with such 
agreements. The U.K. members preferred a multilateral declaration | 
to be signed by all the countries taking part in the Indochina phase 
of the Geneva Conference and as many other interested South and 
Southeast Asian states as possible. The U.S. members stated that pro- 

* The Agreed Minute of June 27 establishing the joint study group specified that 
agreement should be sought on terms for United States and United Kingdom 
association with the Geneva settlement, and on terms for a collective security 
pact for Southeast Asia depending on the outcome of the Geneva Conference. For 
text of the agreed minute, see volume x1 or VI. | 

*The quotation which follows is taken from the Agreed Minute of June 27.
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vided the agreements met U.S. specifications, the U.S., at the conclu- 

sion of the Geneva Conference, would be prepared to make a unilateral 

statement of U.S. policy to the effect that the U.S. would respect the 

agreements in the sense of applying thereto the non-force principles 

of Art. 2(4) and (6) of the UN Charter. The U.S. would gladly wel- 

come non-Communist co-signers. The U.S. members were not prepared 

to envisage negotiating the terms of such a unilateral statement of U.S. 

policy either directly with the Communists at Geneva, or indirectly | 

through discussion of the terms with the Indians or other countries. 

2. The U.S. members defined an agreement which the U.S. could 

respect as being one which (a) in its view substantially fulfilled the — 

seven points communicated to the French by the U.K. and U.S. and 

subsequently accepted by France (July 14, 1954) ; * and (0) the Asso- 

ciated States accepted. 

3. The United Kingdom members pointed out that the United King- 

dom would wish to make a declaration in a form which as many as 

possible of other interested States might feel able to use. Some of these 

countries might not be members of the United Nations, or not repre- 

sented there. The United Kingdom might therefore wish to avoid too 

many detailed references to provisions of the Charter, and refer only 

to the general principles of the United Nations, in order to secure as 

wide agreement as possible on the substance and terms of a declaration 

in respect of an Indochina settlement. | —_ 

4, On the assumption that agreements are reached on Indochina 

which the United States and United Kingdom members are willing to 

respect, the UK members stated that the free Asian and other non- 

Communist states should be encouraged to bring themselves into asso- 

ciation with the agreements on the same basis as the US and the UK. 

The UK members considered that the first step in securing the support 

of these powers for a collective defence system would be to induce them 

to associate themselves with an Indochina settlement. This would not 

only help to make that settlement durable and effective; it would also 

be valuable in the event of violation and in the event of an appeal to 

the United Nations. | | 

5. The U.S. members agreed that it would be valuable to have free 

Asian and other interested non-Communist states associate themselves 

with whatever declarations the US and the UK might make. The US 

members stated, however, that the value was not so great that the US. 

would be disposed to exert political pressure on other non-Communist — 

countries to associate themselves with the declaration which the U.S. 

might make. | 

4 See U.S.-French position paper of July 14, p. 1830. oe
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| 6. Agreed Recommendations on Item I 
| The Study Group agreed that provided agreements are reached 

which the two Governments can respect :— | 
a. The U.S. and U.K. should each issue a declaration of policy in _ respect of the agreements; 
6. The terms of the U.S. and U.K. declarations should be as similar as possible. | . 
c. These declarations should conform to the purposes and principles of the U.N. and should contain a statement that the issuing Govern- ment would not use force to disturb the agreements. 
d. It would be desirable for as many interested non-Communist _ _ countries as possible to issue similar or identical declarations, 

751G.00/7-1854 : Telegram | 
The Consul at Hanoi (Cameron) to the Department of State 

SECRET Hanot1, July 18, 1954—5 p. m. 
66. Repeated information Saigon 86, Paris 23. I called on Tri- 

umvirate? July 15 and took First Secretary Meloy along. We found 
stairs leading to office lined with tommygun carrying Vietnamese 
soldiers in battle dress and in office the Triumvirate lined up to re- 
ceive us, Hoang-Co-Binh wearing military uniform without insignia. 
Dr. Binh did most of talking, ‘Tran-Van-Dung joined in occasion- 
ally, General Van only when cued. __ : 

Binh said they had returned from Saigon on J uly 10 to find Hanoi 
“a lost city” from morale point of view. They had immediately as- 
sumed power and in several days of energetic action had restored 
confidence and felt that they had situation well in hand. Then referred 

_ to proclamation, radio address, posters and inspections as means they 
had used to restore popular morale. They urged us to report what in 
their minds was the marked change in atmosphere in Hanoi. 

According Binh, committee has decided already on certain basic | 
measures, including program political education, plans militarize 
Hanoi police force and formation youth organizations. He said they 
felt they had made good beginning and if they had six months that | 
they could redress situation here. _ 

General O’Daniel and I saw committee on July 16 and they returned 
the General’s call at my house later same evening. Committee stressed 

_ importance holding present Hanoi-Haiphong complex and discussed 
their hope, if this occurred, to retake after several months preparation 
Bui Chu area by amphibious operation. I could get no clear idea from | 

* Reference is to the three officials provisionally in charge of the government of 
, North Vietnam. | :
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their discussion of what they might do in case negotiations resulted in 
partition. If the Annamese government recognizes such an agreement, 
they seemed to think that it would be impossible to persuade Viet- 
namese army units to leave for South even if their families could be 
moved there. | | | 

| General O’Daniel instructed the committee in the military facts of 
life. He stressed as essential to both parties that Vietnamese and 
French maintain and strengthen their unity at this crucial moment. | 
He urged committee take strenuous measures prevent desertions from 
Vietnamese units, pointing out that desertions since they were con- 

--—- tagious could become even worse enemy at present time than Viet 
Minh. - | oe 

Comments: I received a better impression of committee during 
sessions in which O’Daniel participated than when I had seen them | 
previously. Am inclined to think, however, this was because O’Daniel 
brought them down to earth. Even assuming soundness of their ap- 
proach, they are in an impossible position since time is rapidly running , 

out for them. _ 
Unfortunately for their claim that in several ways they have re- 

stored morale of Hanoi, we were here during this period and saw no 
change in atmosphere. | 

CAMERON 

Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, ‘“‘“Meetings with the President” 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET [ Wasuineton,]| July 19, 1954. © 

- Memoranpum or ConversaTION WITH THE PRESIDENT _ | 

| | Sunday, July 18, 1954—5:00 p.m. | 

I told the President that the cables which I have received thismorn- | 
ing from Geneva indicated a likelihood that there would be an armis- 
tice concluded ? and that I thought it might be useful to interject from = 
here the idea that, if these negotiations failed, the United States would 
take so serious a view of the situation that the President would feel 
under a duty to make a report to the American people. I said that the 
knowledge that we would take this grave view of the situation would 
itself tend to buck up Mendes-France on the one hand and also lead 

the communists to make some concessions on the other hand. 
The President raised the question of possibly going to a Joint Ses- 

sion of Congress. I said that I doubted whether this was advisable 

*The cables under reference have not been identified specifically. For certain 
telegrams received from the Delegation at Geneva on the morning of July 18, see 

vol. XvI, pp. 1424 ff. : 

| 578-611 0 82 - 30 (Pt. 2) . | .
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at the present time as we were not yet ina shape to ask for any author- 
ity from Congress whereas if he made a talk to the American people, 
he could speak in terms of personally supporting a presentation of the 
situation to the United Nations as a threat to the peace, and he could 
do so directly or with U.S. support through others, without Congres- 
sional authorization. Also I felt that at this juncture the important 
thing was to let the Geneva Conference know that the President would 
take a very grave view of the failure of the Conference as creating a 
likelihood of the war being intensified and enlarged, both in terms of 
the area of combat and of the belligerents. 

The President agreed with this procedure and authorized me to 
inform General Smith who in turn would be authorized to let Mendes- 
France know. The President spoke over the telephone with 
Mr. Hagerty to find out whether he could probably get time on Wed- 
nesday night on an emergency basis if this seemed desirable. Hagerty 
indicated that he felt no doubt about this.? 

After leaving the President I dispatched to General Smith a cable 
informing him of the President’s intentions and authorizing him to 
inform Mendes-France which he did.* Subsequently on Monday morn- 
ing I telephoned to General Smith to ascertain his views as to whether 
or not some announcement or “leak” should be made from here as to 
the President’s possible speech. General Smith was of the opinion that 
matters were going better from the standpoint of prospective settle- 

*Press Secretary Hagerty received the President’s call at Columbia Country 
Club. His diary records that conversation and also summarizes a Subsequent tele- 
phone conversation with Secretary Dulles as follows: 

“Dulles called back in about a half hour and explained that it might be neces- 
sary in the war of nerves game that we had to play in Geneva for the Communists 
to realize that if they turned down reasonable French demands the United States 
through the President would move dramatically through one or two possibilities. 

“The first possibility, which Dulles did not like himself, would be to have the 
President go to the Congress on Wednesday and ask for immediate wartime 
powers. This would cause anxiety here in the country, would scare everybody to 
death and would be too drastic. The second was the possibility of a report to the 
people by the President, in which the President would end up by proposing that 
the United States would immediately take steps to bring the whole question of 
Indochina and the peace settlement there into the United Nations itself. Dulles 
explained that the second step was, of course, more likely than the first but what 
was more important was that the Communists had gotten the impression that we 
would not stand for much nonsense and were ready to move rapidly to counter- 
act any stalling that they might pursue. — - 

“Of course, Mendes-France made a major political and diplomatic mistake in 
setting a deadline of July 20th. The Commies will never let the free world meet 
Such a deadline and Mendes-France should have known that before he made it. 
Dulles and I agreed to meet Monday morning in the White House to further dis- 
cuss this situation.” (Eisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers) 

*For text of the Secretary’s cable to Under Secretary Smith, Tosee 568 of 
July 18, see vol. xvi, p. 1436. Smith reported having informed Mendés-France in 
telegram Secto 665, July 19; for text, see ibid., p. 1455. |
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ment and that what had already been done was sufficient. I informed 
the President and he concurred.‘ | | | 

| , | JoHN Foster DUuLuEs 

‘The Secretary’s office record of the telephone conversation with Smith is not 
printed. The record of his subsequent. call to the President read as follows: 

“The Sec. said Smith feels that a settlement is more likely than he had thought 
heretofore. He thinks it unwise to make an announcement that if there is no 

| agreement the Pres. will make a speech. That will have a disturbing effect. The 
Pres. asked what should we tentatively do about timing. The Sec. said his feeling 
is if it is not announced, we should take an extra day to be sure. The British are 
taking a pretty good line if there is a breakup. The Pres. will tell Hagerty it is 
postponed at least 24 hours and possibly longer.’”’ (Eisenhower Library, Dulles 
papers, “Telephone Conversations” ) a , 

751G.00/7-1954 : Telegram | | oe | 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State | 

SECRET  NIACT | | Satcon, July 19, 1954—6 p. m. 
248. Repeated information Paris 93, niact Geneva 51. Prime Min- 

ister Diem sent for me this afternoon to say that his government would 
not ratify any accord which failed to provide an “enclave” in Tonkin 
Delta. Later he amended his statement to say that his government 
would accept an “international administration” of Hanoi—-Haiphong 
area plus bishoprics of Bui Chu and Phat Diem. In later continuation 
of conversation with acting Minister of Foreign Affairs Nguyen © 
Duong Don, latter said to me that it was more important to retain 
Hanoi whether as part of enclave or under international administra- _ 
tion than two bishoprics. __ _ | 

In accordance with Department’s telegram sent Geneva Tosec 557, 
Saigon 210, I told Diem that US Government fully recognizes justice 
of claim of Vietnamese Government to sovereignty over entire national 
territory and that it regards loss of northern areas, which it cannot 
accept as final, as dictated by harsh military necessity. I informed him 
also that in discussions with French and British we had emphasized 
great importance of maintaining an enclave. oe 

Diem said that if no enclave or internationally supervised area in 
north were maintained, it would be impossible to build a solid, de- 
fensible state in south. It was not a question of losing Tonkin to Viet 
Minh but of losing it to Communist China whose lackeys Viet Minh 

were. With China occupying not merely entire north but also north- 
ern and valuable part of central Annam, remaining Vietnam could 

never be in security. . | | | | 
Our conversation was interrupted here by another appointment and 

Diem asked me to continue conversation with acting Foreign Minis- 

* See footnote 1 to telegram 226, p. 1847. | | a
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| ter. Latter said that any government signing an armistice which © 
| failed to provide an enclave in north could not hope to enjoy popular 

confidence or survive. In reply to my question, he said that while Diem 
| would not ratify an accord implying complete loss of north, he would | 

not at this time attempt to oppose it by his own forces or attack French 
orally or otherwise, nor would he bring Vietnamese units in French  —T/ 

| Union Forces to disobey French commands. Neither, Don thought, | 
would Diem or his government resign. Don went on to say that gov- 
ernment was entirely “realistic” and understood necessity of main- 

| taining French Expeditionary Force in Vietnam, whether that force 
fought Viet Minh or not. Its mere presence there, although not in 

| combat, would prevent military vacuum which China and Viet Minh 
would immediately attempt to fill. He said government was perfectly 
aware that Vietnamese army as presently constituted and disciplined 
could not hope to withstand Viet Minh alone. He knew that at best it 
would take several months to build that army up into a real fighting 
force. Object of government was to gain time. Another reason for gov- 
ernment’s refusal to approve a complete cession of north was, while 
French and Vietnamese forces would in fact withdraw from that 
region, Viet Minh would not really withdraw from zones in center 
and south they now occupy. They might bring out one-fifth or one- 
tenth of their forces in central and southern zones but bulk of them 
would be left there with hidden arms, ready to revolt, when time was 
ripe, meanwhile terrorizing population and preventing any effective 
administration. Vietnamese government was not, he said, anti-French 
and realized necessity of French aid. | 

To that I remarked that Tran Van Chuong, Ambassador-designate 
to Washington, seemed to hold other views, since in memorandum 
left with Secretary (Paris telegram sent Department 219, Saigon 
16)? he had said that withdrawal of French troops from Indochina 
would present no danger, because Vietnamese Government would have 
no difficulty in replacing every French unit with a Vietnamese unit. 

, Don said there must be some misunderstanding since that was not 
| government’s policy. He suggested that Chuong meant that French 

troops might be withdrawn when Vietnamese army had completed its 

instruction and formation. 7 | 
Neither Diem nor Don seemed inclined discuss Vietnamese Foreign 

Minister’s note to French delegation (Geneva telegram sent Depart- 
ment Secto 633, Saigon 51)* beyond stating that although they had 

no desire to see Vietnam become “a mandated power” under United 

* Telegram 219 from Paris, July 16, is not printed. See, however, footnote 8, p. 

* The reference telegram, dated July 17, contained an unofficial translation of a 
note from the Vietnamese Delegation at Geneva to the French Delegation pro- 
testing the imminent partition of Vietnam and asking that the entire country be 
paws eoeg onally under the control of the United Nations. For text, see vol.
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Nations, that would be preferable to partition at sixteenth or even | 
eighteenth parallel. | | | 

| | | | Heats 

751G.00/7-1954 : Telegram | 

‘The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Saigon, July 19, 1954—7 p. m. 
249, Repeated information Paris 94, Geneva 52, Hanoi unnumbered. 

After talking with Prime Minister Diem today, I saw General Ely. 
Ely’s principal preoccupation is lest Vietnamese Government permit 
manifestations against armistice which would endanger public order 
or take some action or make some declaration which might lessen dis- 

cipline and obedience of Vietnamese units serving with French Union 

| Forces. He told me that if anything of that sort occurred he would not — 

hesitate to take firm action, even to point of putting Diem under arrest. | 

Ely asserted that if armistice which he was instructed to sign was 

in his view a “capitulation” he would refuse to sign it. He would not 
sign an armistice establishing demarcation line at 16th parallel, but he 
might possibly agree to 17th parallel. He was not in any case going 

automatically to sign any armistice which he had no real hand in 

negotiating. He was particularly worried over what might happen in 
several days period which would elapse between signing of agreement 
and actual cease-fire. Oe a 

| | | HeatTu 

a editorial Note | : 

Department of State Press Release No. 391 of July 19, 1954, con- 

tained the text of a letter from Pierre Mendés-France, the Prime 
Minister of France, to the Secretary of State expressing appreciation 
for the recently completed airlift by the United States of 500 French 

wounded from Indochina to France. For text, see Department of State 

| Bulletin, August 2, 1954, page 165. | | 

_-Bisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file : 

Memorandum of Presidential Telephone Conversation, Tuesday, 
July 20, 1954, 8:50 a. m. | 

Secy Dulles called to report on cables from Bedell Smith." Russians 
are pressing for a conference resolution which we will join adopting all 

1The Secretary of State’s office record of this conversation is in the Dulles 
papers at the Eisenhower Library. For correspondence with Under Secretary 
Smith at Geneva on July 20, see vol. xvi, pp. 1470 ff.
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a these things. We are refusing to do that but are authorizing him to 
make a declaration on behalf of the U.S. which will take note of the 

| conference decisions. We will not use force to disturb them. If there is 
renewal of aggression there, we will look upon it as gravity. Will stick 
to that as decision. We don’t know all details just what these basic 
documents will be. Will apparently be about where we thought it 
would be—will include Naval Base at Turneau [Zourane], & Cam- 
bodia. Will allow about 9 months for evacuation of the French troops 
from the Delta. Will apparently give complete autonomy to Laos & 
Cambodia. Will provide for elections not later than June 56 (nearly 
2 years—will give fairly good time to get ready for them). Supervi- 
sory committee will be Poland, India, & Canada. Will be set up with a 
ruled unanimity. Will put Canada in position where it can block 
things. Mendes-France is now with Molotov; afterwards will talk to 
Bedell Smith. Then Bedell plans to call Dulles, who will keep Pres. 

- posted. a | | oe 

| _ Eisenhower Library, James C. Hagerty papers a | eo : : 

| Hagerty Diary, Tuesday, July 20, 1954 | 

| | ss Extract] | 

| - _[WasuHIncTon, undated. ] 
In at 8: 15. _ pre a | | 
Dulles called me in the morning to give me a fill-in for the Presi- | 

dent on the Geneva Conference.! He had just finished talking with 

Bedell Smith in Geneva and reported that the Russians were pressing 

us hard to have us join in agreeing to the settlement. Dulles said that 

we would not agree to do so and would probably issue a unilateral 

declaration noting the decision of the Conference and saying that | 

under Article II of the United Nations Charter we would abide by it 

and not use force to upset it. He said that as he was calling me, 

Mendes-France was still meeting with Molotov in Geneva and that 

| from the information he had received from Bedell, the settlement 

would obtain the following provisions: | 

1. French evacuation of the Tonkin Delta in 200 or 250 days. 
2. Partition of Viet Nam slightly above the Seventeenth Parallel — 

and above Road +9, which is important for transportation across the 
country. | | 

*The Secretary of State’s office record of a telephone conversation with Hagerty 
at 9:07 a.m. read as follows: “Telephone call from Mr. Hagerty. The Sec. said 
it is all right for the Pres. to have his press conference tomorrow. He repeated 
what he had told the Pres. Things will be decided today. We should work some- 
thing up for the Pres. press conference.” (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, 
“Telephone Conversations”) This is presumably the same conversation described 
here by Hagerty. |
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3. General elections in June of 1956. | 
4. A Control Commission composed of Poland, India and Canada. 

Dulles said that such a Commission was not particularly advanta- 
geous to us but that if the Commission were given veto power, Canada 
could at least vote against Poland and India, and this would probably 
be to our advantage in the long run. | | 

_ He said that he did not expect any final decision to be reached until 
~ late tonight, probably after seven o’clock our time, which would be 

after midnight there (beyond the expiration of Mendes-France’s dead- 
line). Dulles said that he thought, however, that he would be able to 
supply the President with enough information and material for his 

press conference tomorrow. : | 

I reported this to the President and we agreed to go through with 
the press conference although we postponed it from 10:30 to 11:30 
to provide us with more time to get the material from the State | 

Department. _ | | 
At seven o’clock in the evening Dulles called me again and said that 

he had had another talk with Smith at Geneva and that at the present 
time it looked as if the settlement would be delayed at least. two or 
three hours? and that he planned to have the State Department work- 
ing group at his house at 5:30 tomorrow morning in order to get to 
us in time a statement for use by the President at his press conference. 

Dulles reported that the principal. documents on the settlement 

which had been given to Bedell Smith [“] looked as if we could take 
note of them as I outlined to you this morning.” He reported, however, 
that in the principal settlement documents there were many cross ref- 
erences to military agreements and that the translation of these mili- | 
tary agreements had just started and he would not be in a position to 
know all they contained until much later. He said also that the plenary 
session would not be held until tomorrow and would probably start 
at about the time the President would be in the press conference. He 
thought, however, that he would be able to give the President his judg- 
ment on these matters by 10:30 tomorrow morning. | | 

The President was out on the putting green with David and I re- 

ported this conversation to him. He said that everything seemed to | 
be going reasonably well and that he would hold his press conference 

at 11: 30.5 | - | 

. *xRegarding the telephone conversations between Secretary Dulles and Under 
Secretary Smith which occurred at 6:20 p. m. and 6:43 p. m. Washington time, 
see editorial note, vol. xvi, p. 1478. The Secretary’s office record of his conversation 

| with Hagerty at 6:54 p. m. (erroneously dated July 21) is in the Dulles papers 
at the Eisenhower Library. 

* Regarding the Geneva Agreement concluded on the night of July 20-21, see 
editorial note, p. 185S. For the President’s press conference statement of July 21, 

see editorial note, p. 1864.
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751H.00/7—-2054 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Phnom Penh (Goodman) to the Department of State 

SECRET  =NIACT Punom Penn, July 20, 1954—8 p. m. | 
21. Sent Saigon 29, Department 21, Bangkok 8, Geneva 18. Emer-_ 

gency Cabinet meeting this morning prepared reply to urgent telegram 
from Cambodian delegation Geneva requesting instructions as to an- 
swers to approaches from French, Soviet and Chinese delegations—and 
to two ideas presented by three Western Powers. Delegation said it 

| needed answer by July 20. Government most concerned about implica- 
| tions these approaches, and when Acting Foreign Minister Poc Thoun 

_ Said I had requested appointment which he had granted for afternoon, 
Cabinet almost had him see me immediately in hope I had more in- 
formation for them. Answering telegram approved by King, was sent 
at noon, and I saw both telegrams shortly after, Poc Thoun having 
been instructed to show them to me. 

Delegation said that French asked whether Cambodia would accept : 
(1) cease-fire without guarantees, (2) amnesty “all Cambodians” with- 
out government reprisals against them, and free elections as soon as 
peace and security restored, (3) banning of external military aid dur- 
ing duration Vietnam truce. Soviets said they would insist on (1) no 
foreign military bases on Cambodian soil, and (2) no military alliances 
with any country. Chinese said Cambodians must not accept American 

instructors for armed forces. a | 
Delegation added that US, British and French delegations had 

suggested that Cambodia accept cease-fire without guarantees, with 
| verbal understanding that three Western Powers would provide ade- 

quate guarantees for this nation’s security outside Geneva framework. | 
Delegation added that this meant within structure of some Southeast | 

| Asia Defense Organization. Delegation also asked what should be its 

position if a general truce were proposed tomorrow. - | 

| Government answer was no to all French, Soviet and Chinese 
proposals except amnesty Cambodian rebels and elections, saying its 

policy always had been to grant such amnesty and to hold elections 
as soon as peace restored and security conditions justified move. How- 

ever, Cambodia cannot accept limitations its sovereignty involved in 

other proposals, and could not limit forces until they were at level | 

necessary to protect nation of five million people. Cease-fire without 
removal of Viet Minh forces in country would “legalize” invaders 

position in Cambodia, and sovereign nation must reserve right to enter 

alliances including those establishing friendly bases on its soil (King 
added thought that there are in fact no foreign bases in Cambodia) , 

: and must also reserve right to employ advisers regardless of 

nationality. |
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Concerning Western counsel to accept cease-fire and rely on promise : 
of free-world guarantees within some other framework, government 
reiterated Son Sann’s Geneva statement of July 13 as to conditions | 
under which Cambodia would accept “neutralization”, and said it 
hoped urgently that a Southeast Asia organization would protect Cam- 
bodia, either through the latter’s membership in it, or in a neutral status 

| which such an organization would guarantee. Government also gave 
delegation freedom of action (within policy framework already laid | 

down) in committing Cambodia to truce formula which might be 
| forthcoming at conference, saying it could not make decision itself 

without seeing proposal. | 7 os , | 
| Poc Thoun said government deeply depressed at this turn of events, , 

but had expected nothing better from Geneva. If Western Great 
Powers supported a formula to end war which made Cambodia de- 
 fenseless, this country could not prevent the situation. It would not, | 
however, acquiesce in its own destruction by agreeing to absurd con- _ 
ditions, not in slightest relevant to nation’s actual problem, which gave 

up to Communists independence won from French. _ - | 
: According to Poc Thoun, Son Sann, returned this morning from 

Geneva, expressed his opinion at meeting that severity of Communist __ 
demands resulted largely from Cravel [craven?] desire of French to | 

achieve peace at any price, which he said had resulted in degree Viet 
Minh arrogance which had to be seen to be believed. a | 
Although this development has caused it to waver somewhat, Cam- 

bodians still exhibit confidence in US ability and willingness to help 
them in this terrible situation. They want to be strong and forceful in 
face of Communist aggression, but understand painfully their depend- 

ence on large-scale outside assistance. For long they have expected no | 

real strength from French and therefore are not surprised at that 
country’s miserable performance, but they still hope we will provide 
‘power necessary to balance and stop Communists outside Cambodia’s 
borders. Government hoped today I would provide clarification and 
reassurance, which, of course, I could not do, not having slightest | 
inkling as to course our policy taking. We have not had communica- _ 

| tion here from Department or Geneva for some ten days, and I would 
appreciate information and guidance. 

| GoopMAN | 

| 1In telegram 26 from Phnom Penh, July 22, Goodman reported that Prime 
Minister Penn Nouth had reiterated Cambodia’s desire for direct military assist- 
ance from the United States. (751H.5/7-2254) 

| . Editorial Note | | 

During the night of July 20-21, 1954, separate bilateral cease-fire 
agreements for Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia were concluded at the
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_ Geneva Conference. An unsigned Final Declaration was issued by the 
Conference on July 21. In addition, unilateral declarations were made > 

_ by the Delegations of Cambodia, Laos, and France with respect. to 
provisions of the settlement. The agreements for cessation of hostili- 
ties, the Final Declaration, and the unilateral declarations constituted 
the Agreements of the Geneva Conference. For texts, see volume XVI, 
pages 1505 ff. | 

At the Eighth and final Plenary Session on Indochina, July 21, 
Under Secretary of State Walter Bedell Smith made the following 
declaration on behalf of the United States: 

“The Government of the United States being resolved to devote its 
efforts to the strengthening of peace in accordance with the principles 
and purposes of the United Nations takes note of the agreements con- 
cluded at Geneva on July 20 and 21, 1954 between (a) the Franco- 
Laotian Command and the Command of the People’s Army of 
Vietnam; (6) the Royal Khmer Army Command and the Command 
of the People’s Army of Vietnam; (c) Franco-Vietnamese Command 
and the Command of the People’s Army of Vietnam and of para- 
graphs 1 to 12 inclusive of the declaration presented to the Geneva 

| Conference on July 21, 1954, declares with regard to the aforesaid 
agreements and paragraphs that (i) it will refrain from the threat 
or the use of force to disturb them, in accordance with Article 2 (4) 
of the Charter of the United Nations dealing with the obligation of 
members to refrain in their international relations from the threat or 
use of force; and (ii) it would view any renewal of the aggression in 
violation of the aforesaid agreements with grave concern and as 
seriously threatening international peace and security. | | 

“In connection with the statement in the declaration concerning free | 
elections in Vietnam my Government wishes to make clear its posi- 
tion which it has expressed in a declaration made in Washington on 
June 29, 1954, as follows: oe 

‘In the case of nations now divided against their will, we shall 
_ continue to seek to achieve unity through free elections supervised 

by the United Nations to insure that they are conducted fairly.’ 

“With respect to the statement made by the representative of the 
State of Vietnam, the United States reiterates its traditional position 
that peoples are entitled to determine their own future and that it will 

| not join in an arrangement which would hinder this. Nothing in its 
declaration just made is intended to or does indicate any departure 
from this traditional position. - 
“We share the hope that the agreements will permit Cambodia, Laos 

| and Vietnam to play their part, in full independence and sovereignty, 
in the peaceful community of nations, and will enable the peoples of 
that area to determine their own future.” (Conference files, lot 60 D 
627, CF 277) 

The June 29, 1954, declaration quoted above was issued by President 
Eisenhower and British Prime Minister Churchill at the conclusion of 

their conversations at Washington; see editorial note, page 1751. The
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statement by Tran Van Do, representative of the State of Vietnam, 

mentioned in the United States declaration, was also delivered at the 

Eighth Plenary Session on Indochina. The Vietnamese statement pro- 

tested the agreement to partition the country. os 

For additional documentation concerning the declaration by the 

‘United States and the conclusion of the Geneva Conference, see volume 

XVI, pages 1497 ff. | 

751G.00/7-2154 : Telegram SE 

‘The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL —— Saicon, July 21, 1954—9 p. m. 

305. Repeated information Paris 114, Hanoi 90. In South Vietnam 

Geneva agreements,’ anticipated with pessimism since inauguration 

Mendes-France, have not evoked as yet violent or marked reaction. 

With exception of always vocal intellectuals, reaction is chiefly one of 

unhappy disapproval tempered by relief that fighting ended. The 

demonstrations which have taken place in Saigon and elsewhere 

throughout Annam and South Vietnam have been well-organized but 
without fervor. Protests against participation in Geneva accords have 

seemed more for the record than as reaction public opinion. Extent of 

tragedy to country perhaps not yet fully realized. 

As example, French officers training Vietnamese troops, which al- 

most wholly Cochin-Chinese, report little or no emotional reaction to 

news from Geneva. Similar lack of reaction noted by members of 

various American missions in Saigon. USOM Saigon representative 

returning from Hue reports reaction there largely one of intense relief 

that line established to the north. _ os 
The announcement by Prime Minister Diem and Chief of Staff : 

Vietnamese Army Hinh, although deploring partition, counsel calm 

and preparation of free Vietnam reunite country. Former, in appeal to 

Vietnamese people, states “in spite of our pain, in spite of our revul- 

sion, we must remain calm and united to hold out our arms to our 

refugee brothers . . . while preparing ourselves without delay for the 

peaceful and difficult struggle which must finally liberate our country 

from all foreign direction, no matter what it may be, and from all 

opposition”. Flags on all Vietnamese official buildings half-masted 

July 22. | | 

Hinh has informed General O’Daniel he would abide by agreements 

reached. His public announcement reflects that decision. - 
Many intellectuals continue their same line of argument that unless 

French honestly willing give up control and leave country to Viet- 

* See editorial note, supra. | | |
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namese there will be no possibility prevent Communists from taking 
over control country through elections or force. Many argue that with _ 
departure of French, non-Communist Viet Minh leaders would not - 
hesitate to join Diem government. __ | | 

Meanwhile, although Saigon thus far completely calm, French 
officials remain apprehensive, demonstrations being carefully con- 

__ trolled and evening curfew being imposed on all French military per- 
| sonnel. French military being advised not to appear in public singly 

and to avoid crowded places. | 
Reaction of skepticism regarding appeal of “free” Vietnam to Ton- 

kinese reflected in apprehension expressed by Pham Huu Chuong, 
Minister Health and Social Action, who informed Acting Director 
USOM, Saigon, that he beginning to fear that large number of an- 
ticipated refugees (some 700,000 according to Minister’s calculations) 
will not evacuate in belief they might be leaving north to migrate to 
area which would not offer greater opportunity and which ultimately 
destined to fall to Viet Minh control. 
We anticipate situation will steadily rankle in Vietnamese opinion 

. and progressively embitter attitude towards French unless latter ac- 
complish a remarkable diplomatic effort and effective aid program. 

a | HeEatH 

751G.00/7-2154: Telegram ee ; Oo 
Lhe Consul at Hanoi (Cameron) to the Department of State 

SECRET Hanor, July 21, 19546 p.m. . 
(7. Repeated information Saigon 97, Paris 27. Hoang-Co-Binh and 

Tran-Van-Dung came. to Consulate this afternoon to return my call. 
Dung and General Van are leaving for Saigon tonight to obtain from 
Prime Minister Diem instructions in light cease-fire agreements. | 

Although they did not know terms of agreement, both Binh and 
Dung were in better spirits than I have ever seen them. They seemed | 
particularly pleased over press reports from Geneva that France and 

Viet Minh would be only signatories. ‘They took this to mean that 
Vietnamese Government would not recognize agreement and that US | 
would furnish assistance, arms, etc. directly to their government. They 

also seemed to accept report that French would have ten months leave _ 

Tonkin and implied that with US assistance this would give them time 
to prepare effective resistance againt Viet Minh. Existing Vietnamese | 

units would form basis for this resistance effort which, according them, 

_ could be started at once since French operational control over Viet- 
namese units would end when cease-fire became effective. | |
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I confined my comments to a repetition of statement that we, like 
everyone else, were waiting to hear what terms of cease-fire agreement. 
were. | OO 

| : CAMERON 

_-751G.00/7-2154 : Telegram : 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State — 

SECRET  NIACT | | Saicon, July 21, 1954—6 p. m. | 
274, Repeated information Paris 100, Geneva 57, Bangkok unnum- 

bered. General Ely sent for me shortly after noon today. He had just 
received the last of a series of telegrams giving him the main details 
of the cease-fire agreement. He said that they are far from ideal but 
he had feared they would be much worse. He was willing to sign a 

cease-fire agreement on these terms. — | 
He was particularly delighted at the extension of the time for the 

evacuation of Haiphong to 300 days. He said, significantly, and re- 
peated the statement “in that time perhaps the whole situation can 
change”. Oo 

Comment: Almost on every occasion I have talked with Ely he 
has told me he would prefer to carry on the war to victory with . 

American and other international participation along the lines he | 
had discussed in Washington. © | | 

Prior to receiving all these telegrams he had gone to see Ngo Dinh | 

| Diem but had been unable to obtain from the latter any assurances that | 

he would refrain from opposing the armistice or that he would not 
resign. All that Diem would say was that he had a “problem of con- 

| science” which he had not resolved. Ely assured Diem that he would 

give him all possible support but whatever came he must maintain | 

order and discipline. Ely said he was somewhat relieved by a telegram 

from La Chambre saying that the head of the Vietnamese delegation, 

while protesting the agreement, had assured them he would not oppose 

its being carried into effect. Ely was also informed that Bao Dai had 
telegraphed Diem to remainonthejob. | | SO 

Ely urged me to see Ngo Dinh Diem and urge upon him to remain 
in office and issue orders to his troops to accept the decisions and orders 
of the French High Command. I told him that my position was some- 
what difficult since Diem had not sent for me nor had I received as 
yet instructions from my government. 

Ely said that he had not seen the full terms of the armistice and did 
not know whether they might prevent the reception of American 

matériel or even the continuation of MAAG. He said that if such © os 

stipulations were made in the armistice they must be “gotten around” | 
(tournée). There ought to be some sort of base for the reception and
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storage of material in the vicinity, perhaps “between Tonkin and | 
Singapore”. | 7 

He said that obviously if remaining Vietnam were to be saved from 
communism the United States and France must work together to 
provide economic and military aid. 

Ely said he was already withdrawing some troops, including a 
regimental combat team, from the northern delta to be stationed in 
central Vietnam where military forces were too weak compared with 
the Viet Minh. He did not contemplate any return of forces to France. 
He had asked Paris for the prompt assignment of a certain general 
officer to work out plans for the placing of French forces withdrawn 
from the north, soe to be stationed in Saigon, others at Tourane, 
Haiphong and a base constructed, he thougut, at Cam Kanh Bay. 

Returning to the subject of Ngo Dinh Liem, he thought the latter 
might be the man to head a government of military and political re- 
construction in Vietnam but he would have to surround himself with 

| a larger and more representative cabinet. Diem possessed one quality, 
rare in Indochina, tuat of being absolutely honest. On the other hand 
he was not, in Kly’s opinion, over intelligent. | — 

OS Editorial Note a 
At his news conference of 11:30 a. m., July 21, 1954, President 

| Eisenhower read the following statement: ae ; 

“Tam glad, of course, that agreement has been reached at Geneva to 
stop the bloodshed in indocuina. ‘i‘he United States has not been a 
belligerent in the war in which thousands of brave men, while defend- 
ing freedom, have died during the past 7 years. 

‘The primary responsibility tor the setclement in Indochina rested 
with those nations wuich participated in the fighting. 

“Our role at Geneva has been at all times to ury to be helpful where 
desired, and to aid France and Cambodia, Laos and Viet-Nam, to 
obtain a just and honorable settlement which will take into account the _ 
needs of the interested people. . . | a 

“Accordingly, the United States has not itself been a party to or 
bound by the uecisions taken by the conference, but it is our nope that 
it will lead to the establishment of peace consistent with the rights and 
needs of the countries concerned. ‘lhe agreement contains iteatures 
which we do not like, but a great deal depends on how they work in 
practice. ee ee ee | 

| “The United States is issuing at Geneva a statement to the effect that 
| it is not prepared to join in the conference declaration but, as loyal 

| members of the United Nations, we also say that in compliance with 
the obligations and principles contained in article II of the United 
Nations Charter, the United States will not use torce to disturb the 
settlement. We also say that any renewal of Communist aggression 
would be viewed by us as a matter of grave concern. | 

“As evidence of our resolve to assist Cambodia and Laos to play their
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parts in full independence and sovereignty, in the peaceful community 
of free nations, we are requesting the agreement ot the governments of 
Cambodia and Laos to our appointment of an ambassador or minister 
to be resident at their respective capitals. We already have a Chief of 
Mission at Saigon, the capital of Viet-Nam, and this embassy will, of 
course, be maintained. _ : 

“The United States is actively pursuing discussions with other free 
nations with a view to the rapid organization of a collective defense in | 
southeast Asia in order to prevent further direct or indirect Com- 
munist aggression in that general area.” (Public Papers of the Presi- 
dents of the United States: Dwight D. Hisenhower, 1954, page 642) 

This statement was prepared in the Department of State. Aspects 
of the statement were considered by Secretary Dulles and Presidential 
Press Secretary Hagerty during telephone conversations of 9:15 and 
10:20 a. m. on July 21. In the course of the second exchange, Dulles 
had his secretary dictate the text of the proposed statement. (Hisen- 
hower Library, Dulles papers, “Telephone Conversations”; Kisen- 
hower Library, James C. Hagerty papers) The President and Sec- 
retary Dulles discussed the State Department draft by telephone at 
11 a. m. Certain changes in wording were agreed to accommodate the 
views of the President. The President’s office record of that conversa- 
tion is in the Eisenhower papers, Whitman file at the Eisenhower 
Library. Bn So 

751G.00/7-2154 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France* 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY WASHINGTON, July 21, 1954—1: 34 p. m. 

253. For Ambassador from Secretary. If you think appropriate 
please orally say to Mendes-France that while many aspects of the 
Indochina settlement obviously reflect a sense of compulsion rather 
than of choice, I feel that it is at least a good augury for France that 
he has demonstrated a capacity to take decisions and carry them out. 
You may tell him that I hope he feels that our presence through Gen- 
eral Smith at the Geneva Conference was helpful to his cause, and 
that so far as I am concerned, I greatly value the opportunity we had 
at Paris for an exchange of views, and believe that exchange will be 
helpful for the future.” 

| DULLES 

1 Drafted by the Secretary of State. | 
7Telegram 364 from Paris, July 27, contained the following reply by Ambassa- 

dor Dillon: “In accordance with reftel I told Mendés yesterday how much you 
valued the exchange of views you had with him in Paris, and how impressed you 
were with the fact that he was showing the capacity to take decisions and carry 
them out. Mendés seemed very pleased and said that he had found the Paris talks 
of the greatest personal value to him. He also said that he felt the return of © 
Bedell Smith to Geneva had been an event of the greatest importance and that he 
thought it was probably impossible for us to realize how important Bedell Smith’s 
presence had been to achieving a successful result at Geneva.”’ (751G.00/7-2754 )
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. %31G.00/7—-2154 : Telegram . 

Oo Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? 

‘CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineron, July 21, 1954—6:05 p. m. - 
261. Defense today ordering suspension all MDAP shipments Indo- 

| china and diversion any shipments en route. Copy instruction sent 
MAAG Paris and Saigon for info. Question future shipments being 
considered by OCB. : 

| Believe US relations with France and Associated States will be 
advanced if in addition learning this news through other channels 
those Governments are also informed by Embassy of this action. You 

| should indicate action in line with armistice and will provide breath- 
ing space during which evacuation of arms and supplies from Delta __ 
ean be undertaken and we can evaluate situation and develop future 

| policy.” | | 
Defense action made public. | 

| | DULLES 

‘Drafted by Beigel of WE. Also sent to Saigon as telegram 257, to Phnom Penh 
- as telegram 7, and to Vientiane as telegram 4. _ 

*In telegram 326 from Paris, July 24, Ambassador Dillon reported that the 
Embassy had informed the Foreign Ministry that all MDAP shipments to Indo- 
china had been suspended. (751G.00/7-2454) . .



POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE AFTER- | 
MATH OF THE GENEVA CONFERENCE, JULY—DECEM- | 
BER 1954: THE INCREASED ROLE OF THE UNITED 
§TATES IN SOUTH VIETNAM; MEASURES TAKEN IN 
SUPPORT OF THE DIEM GOVERNMENT; THE BEGIN- 7 
NINGS OF AMERICAN AID PROGRAMS IN VIETNAM, 

~ LAOS, AND CAMBODIA © : | | 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | | 

| — Memorandum of Discussion at the 207th Meeting of the National a 
. a Security Council, Thursday, July 22, 1954+ 

| | | [Extracts] - ; 
| TOP SECRET EYESONLY os fe 

Present at the 207th meeting of the Council were the President of - 
the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United States; 
the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign 
Operations Administration ; and the Director, Office of Defense Mobi- 
lization. Also present were the Secretary of the Treasury ; the Director, 
Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 
(Item 2) ; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central 
Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; Robert Cutler, Special 
Assistant to the President; the White House Staff Secretary; Bryce 
Harlow, Administrative Assistant to the President; the Executive Sec- 
retary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. oo 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 
main points taken. 7 oe 

1. Possible Use of ROK Forces in Indochina? (NSC Actions Nos. _ 
1054-6 and 1147-b) © | | 

| The National Security Council: _ 

Adopted the recommendation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, concurred 
in by the Secretary of Defense, that the present U.S. policy with | 
respect to the possible use of ROK forces in Indochina (NSC Action 
No. 1054-3) not be changed at this time, but be kept under review in 

the light of future developments. _ oe 

? Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on July 23. | oe 
- 27he decision recorded in this paragraph constituted NSC Action No. 1178, 
July 22, 1954. (S/S-NSC files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions”) For NSC Action No. 
1054, see extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the 187th Meeting of 
the Council, Mar. 4, p. 1093. For NSC Action No. 1147, see extracts from the memo- 
randum of discussion at the 200th Meeting of the NSC, June 3, p. 1660. | 

| | 1867 
578-611 0 82 - 31 (Pt. 2) |
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Note: The above action, as approved by the President, subse- 
quently transmitted to the Secretary of Defense. 

3. Disposition of Matériel Being Diverted From Indochina? 

The National Security Council: | 

Noted the following statement on the subject by the Secretary of 
Defense as read at the meeting: __ | 

1. The Army, Navy and Air Force have issued necessary instructions 
to stop movement of matériel into Indochina. Matériel which has de- 
parted the ports will be diverted or returned to port generally as 
follows: 

a. The bulk of the matériel will be returned to the Z. I. 
6. A great proportion of the ammunition that is presently en- 

route will be diverted to Formosa. 
c. Certain small shipments which are part of a cargo on com- 

mercial vessels will be diverted to other countries where require- 
ments for that equipment exist. Examples of this are Thailand, 
Formosa and a small part will goto AFFE. 

2. The final disposition of the diverted equipment will be to expedite 
the build-up of MDAP matériel in other countries in the Far East 
South Pacific area such as Formosa, Thailand, Japan and the Philip- 
pines within existing programs. | | 

5. Significant World Developments A frecting OS. Security 

Mr. [Allen] Dulles then commented on the Geneva settlement, 
using a map of Indochina. He pointed out that the great problem 
which would be faced by Vietnam would be how to maintain order in 
the south, where, to put it mildly, the French were extremely un- 
popular as a result of the partition. As evidence of this, Mr. Dulles 
said that the Vietnamese Foreign Minister had resigned, and that there 
were unconfirmed rumors that the Vietnamese Prime Minister would 
also resign. It was to be hoped that the French would not replace these 
officials with obedient puppets. If they did, the tragedy which had 
resulted in the loss of northern Vietnam would soon be repeated in the 

south. | 
Admiral Radford inquired whether the armistice agreement did not 

provide for the withdrawal of French forces from South Vietnam as 
soon as the Vietnam Government so requested. Mr. Dulles replied 

that while this was so, who would make the request for French with- 
drawal? Certainly not Bao Dai, since he was completely under French 

control. | 

*This item constituted NSC Action No. 1180, July 22, 1954. (S/S-NSC files, 
lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions” )
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Admiral Radford went on to express the view that the United States 

could not continue to send military matériel to the free states of Indo- | 

china, and he also inferred that we would be obliged to withdraw our 

Military Advisory and Assistance Group [dfilitary Assistance Ad- 

visory Group] (MAAG). Curiously, however, he had received an in- 

quiry from General Ely respecting U.S. plans to continue the training 

of the native armed forces. Ely had suggested that somehow or other 

it would be necessary to “get around” the armistice prohibitions. Mr. — 

Dulles replied that it was quite clear that the United States could not 

have MAAGs in either Laos or Cambodia, according to the armistice 

provisions. This was not clear in the case of Vietnam. : 

9. The Geneva Conference 

Secretary Dulles said that he had very little to add to what was now 

general knowledge about the Geneva settlement. The Communist de- 

mands had turned out to be relatively moderate in terms of their actual] 

capabilities. This relative moderation could perhaps be explained as 

resulting from one of two causes or a combination of both. The first 

was the Communist conviction that they will secure what they really 

want gradually in the course of time. Second was the Communist fear 

that if they demanded too much the adverse reaction in the free world, 

and particularly in the United States, would increase the danger of 

general war, which they do not want now. 

As the Council knew, continued Secretary Dulles, the United States 

had taken the position at Geneva that it would neither endorse nor be 

a party to the actual settlement. We had continued to resist pressures 

to be a party to the settlement, and had issued our own independent 

unilateral declaration. | 

The great problem from now on out was whether we could salvage 

what the Communists had ostensibly left out of their grasp in Indo- 

china. Secretary Dulles indicated, in this respect, that the State 

Department had been actively carrying on negotiations with the 

British, who seemed now willing to go ahead to make plans for the 

defense of the rest of Southeast Asia despite India. Present schedules 

call for getting going formally on discussions of the defense grouping 

for Southeast Asia by the end of August. Secretary Dulles thought 

that the real danger to be anticipated came not primarily from overt 

Communist military aggression but from subversion and disintegra- 

tion. In view of this, he said that he would almost rather see the French 

get completely out of the rest of Indochina and thus permit the United 

States to work directly with the native leadership in these states. In 

answer to a question from Mr. Cutler as to whether or not the French 

would get out, Secretary Dulles said it was hard to reply. He thought
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that if the French believed they could secure real control in South 
Vietnam and elsewhere, many of them would be anxious to stay. on. 
However, Mendes-France at least took a more realistic view of coloni- 
alism and, besides this, was most anxious to cut French commitments 
in the area. | | 

| Secretary Dulles then spoke briefly of a possibly serious situation 
with respect to Congress. Not long ago, when it looked as though the 
French would cease their military effort in Indochina, the Congres- 

| sional leaders had informally agreed that the unexpended balance of 
U.S. aid to assist the French war effort would not be withdrawn but 
could be used on a flexible basis to assist the remaining free areas of 

| Indochina. This agreement for a flexible handling of this money was 
now threatened by the results of Geneva, and the members of Congress 
were anxious to forget their earlier agreement. Of course, continued 
Secretary Dulles, it was not possible to say at this moment precisely 
how much money should be spent in any one of the free countries of 
Southeast Asia, but all of them in general must be built up if the dike 
against Communism is to be held. Accordingly, Secretary Dulles ap- 
pealed to all the members of the Council to stand fast on this position. 

_ The President in turn called on all those present to support the views 
expressed by Secretary Dulles on these funds, and indicated that those 
who could not support the Secretary of State should stay away from 
Capitol Hill. 7 | 

Governor Stassen expressed the opinion that if we all stood together 
we could carry Congress along with the necessity for using the unex- 
pended balance of the aid to Indochina in other states of the area.‘ 

Mr. Cutler inquired of Secretary Dulles as to the possibility of get- . 
ting any considerable number of free Asian states, especially the 
Colombo ‘powers, into the Southeast. Asian regional group, so that it 

would not appear to be just another white man’s group. Secretary 
Dulles pointed out the two different aspects of the future regional 
grouping—a smaller one, primarily military in character and with 

relatively few Asian members at first, around which could perhaps 

be created a larger grouping of Asian states primarily for purposes of 
, ~ economic stability and growth. — sy | 

The President expressed his strong support of this general concept. : 

The National Security Council: * | | a | 

a. Noted and discussed an oral briefing by the Secretary of State on 

the outcome of the Geneva Conference, and possible developments 
which might follow in the immediate future. 

*For additional documentation on Congressional action regarding aid funds 
for Southeast Asia in light of the Geneva accords, see volume xII. 

*Points @ and Bb constituted NSC Action No. 1186, July 22, 1954. (S/S-NSC 
files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions”) |
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b. Agreed that the NSC Planning Board should review U.S. policies 

in the Far East in the light of the situation following the Geneva 

| Conference. | | 

751G.00/7—2254 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL Parts, July 22, 1954—2 p. m. 

9992. Repeated information Geneva 43, Saigon 21, London 68. Initial 

reaction of relief and satisfaction with Geneva settlement now being 

replaced by more sober realization of concessions which settlement en- 

tails. On Tuesday, when news broke feeling was that Mendes had 

pulled off major coup; now it is rather that he has done best job under 

circumstances and that circumstances were highly unfavorable. 

| No longer anticipated that today’s Assembly debate will be restricted 

to formal approval Mendes’ actions.? Deputies had opportunity yester- 

| day study and digest terms settlement and there are already rumblings 

on magnitude of concessions made (loss of Hanoi and Haiphong, 

sacrifice of 10,000,000 citizens of the French Union to Communism, 

effect on balance of Union, etc.) and reflection that someone, not 

Mendes, must be responsible for not having got better settlement 

earlier, ) 

Many parliamentarians have made public statements ranging from 

references to “Munich” to sweeping eulogies of Mendes. Marc Jacquet, 

former Minister for Associated States, and some MRPs are quoted as 

saying that better terms would have been arrived at earlier under | 

Bidault. 7 | 

In keeping with tradition, only one interpellation (Valabregue, 

Radical, friendly to Mendes) has been filed for today’s debate but 

many speakers will comment on it. They include Bidault, whose inter- 

vention is most anxiously awaited. If he is highly critical of govern- 

ment, debate may lead to “opening of dossiers” but in our opinion 

Bidault is too astute a politician to attempt buck government at this 

- moment when Mendes’ prestige is so high. 

Although Communists will probably vote with government, antici- 

pated they will do so quietly for speaker they have inscribed, Waldeck- 

July 20. | 
-2™ne Geneva Conference settlement was debated in the National Assembly on : 

July 22 and July 23. At the conclusion of the discussion, the Assembly approved 

a resolution expressing satisfaction with the cessation of hostilities in Indochina 

and sunvorting government policy. The vote was 471 to 14. For the record of these 

proceedings, including statements by Premier Mendés-France supporting the 

accords, an attack on the settlement by former Foreign Minister Bidault, and the 

text of the resolution adopted, see France, Journal Officiel, Assemblée N ationale, 

1954, Débats, pp. 85383-3547 and 3573-3589. The Embassy in France commented at 

length on the debate in despatch 282 of Aug. 2. (751G.00/8-254)
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Rochet is second string. Today’s non-Communist press severely 
criticizes party for being only group in Paris to celebrate settlement, in 
form banners hung from party headquarters commending “popular 
victory of cease-fire”. 

DiLLon 

751G.00/7-2354 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

| SECRET | Saicon, July 23, 1954—9 p. m. 
304. Repeated information Paris 113, Geneva, 68, Hanoi 89. I asked 

to see Ngo Dinh Diem this morning. He told me that he had not seen 
text of armistice nor was he informed of Under Secretary’s statement 
made at final meeting of Geneva Conference.1 I gave him résumé of 
latter. 
Diem said to me that problems confronting his government were 

almost superhuman but he was disposed to tackle them with will and 
faith. He was not planning to resign. | 

Greatest obstacle was growing popular belief that US as a result 
of arrangements with other Western Powers, to gain ratification of 
EDC or for some other reason of policy, had abandoned Vietnam and 
Indochina. He asked me if indeed that was not the fact. I assured him 
emphatically that our economic aid was still continuing. I reminded 
him that we had received no request or plan from his government for 
assistance in meeting new problems confronting him. _ 

He thereupon said that if his government were to be able to combat 
defeatist drift toward Viet Minh, he would need a definite public as- 
surance of American aid and support. It is by no means a question 
merely of economic aid. He would need expert assistance that simply 
could not be found in Vietnam and probably could not be provided by 
France. Accepting armistice as a traffic [tragic?] fait accompli he 
must endeavor to transfer Catholic and other anti-Communist ele- 
ments from north to free zone of Vietnam. 

If he could have public assurance of American aid and support, he 
believed it would be possible that 1 million, perhaps even 2 million, 
northerners would take refuge in south. (Comment: General Ely 
believes no more than 200,000 refugees will voluntarily leave Tonkin 
Delta. He admits faint possibility that through dramatic propaganda 
Diem might persuade 1 million or more to go south where, in plateau 
region, space could be found for them. Ely added that if Diem did 
succeed in such a project of migration he would win eventual national 
elections.) I reminded Diem that French had promised to arrange for 
transportation of refugees at their cost to new homes. | 

* See editorial note, p. 1859.
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Diem went on to say neither his own people nor, he feared, the 
French could handle refugee problem of such magnitude, but US with 
its experience in human relief and its organizing ability could. _ 

Diem heard with disappointment my statement that we were arrest- 
ing MDAP shipments, except replacements, at this time in accordance 
with armistice (Deptel 261 to Paris, Saigon 257).? He was somewhat 

| relieved by my further statement this action would provide breathing 
space to undertake evacuation of supplies and arms from Delta and | 
give us time to evaluate situation and develop future policy. I told 
him further that in opinion of General O’Daniel there were enough 
arms and equipment already in Vietnam for maintenance and training 
of his army. | 

Ngo Dinh Diem expressed earnest hope that our budgetary support 
of Vietnam defense effort could continue unreduced and asked that 
instead of being funneled through French, it be provided directly to 
his government. I told him I was not in position to inform him on that 
score at present. . , | 

- Comment: Until I have had more observation of his performance, 
I cannot be certain that Ngo Dinh Diem will succeed in leading a na- 
tional movement of military and political reconstruction against tre- 
mendous obstacles that face him, among which are war lord “con- 
fessional” groups of Cao Daists, Hoa Haos and Binh Xuyen, not to 
mention southern separatists. He has shown courage in not submitting 
to three sects named above and political prudence in not antagonizing 
them. He has shown good sense, I think, in not dismissing General 
Hinh, Chief of Staff of Vietnamese National Army, although he knows 
latter is not loyal to him, until he can find a competent successor and 
nucleus of loyal officers. He has national reputation for sincerity, 
nationalism and honesty. There is no other man known to us or to 
best French observers to replace, with any chance of success at this 
moment, Diem as head of government. | 

I recommend that President promptly telegraph and make public a 

personal message along following lines: | 

“Dear Mr. Prime Minister: 
“As I said in my press conference on July 21,° I think that when the 

freedom of a man in Vietnam or in China is taken away from him, our 
own freedom has lost a little. I do not believe that we can continue to 
exist in the world geographically isolated, and that if we can find a 
concerted, positive plan for keeping the free nations bound together, 
none of them will give up. | 

“As the Under Secretary of State said at Geneva, the United States 
Government was not prepared to join in the declaration of the Geneva 
Conference although it took note of the agreements concluded at 
Geneva on July 20 and 21 between the France-Vietnamese command 

| 2 Dated July 21, p. 1866. | | 
8 See editorial note, p. 1864. |
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| and the command of the People’s Army of Vietnam, as well as para- 
graphs 1 to 12, inclusive, of the declaration presented to the Geneva | 
Conference on July 21. , oo | 

‘“T should like to underscore what the United States representative 
_ at Geneva said when he stated that, with respect to Vietnam, the 

_ United States reiterates its traditional position that people are en- 
| titled to determine their own future and that the United States will 

not join in an arrangement which would hinder this. | 
“As you know, Mr. Prime Minister, the United States for some | 

years has supplied both economic, military and financial assistance to 
France and Vietnam for the purpose of assisting Vietnam in the war _ 
in Indochina. I shall be pleased to recommend to the Congress that, 

- insofar as possible, economic and other assistance be continued for 
the state of Vietnam until this country is once more united in terms 
of democratic equity and freedom. | 

__ “With my best wishes for the success of your courageous efforts for 
the welfare of your country.” * — | | 

, | | | HeEatH 

“In telegram 323 to Saigon, July 26, the Department of State informed the 
Embassy that the draft statement was under consideration. In the meantime, 
Ambassador Heath was advised to supply Diem with a copy of the armistice 
agreement and a copy of the statement regarding the Geneva settlement issued 
by Secretary Dulles on July 23. (751G.00/7-2354) The Secretary’s news confer- 
ence statement of July 23 regarding the Geneva Accords affirmed the dedication 
of the United States to the principle of self-determination of peoples and to the 
prevention of the further spread of Communism in Southeast Asia. For text, see 
Department of State Bulletin, Aug. 2, 1954, pp. 163-164. — | 

--151G.00/7-2854 | | - oo | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Paul J. Sturm of the Office of 

: Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs — 

SECRET _ [Wasurneton,] July 23, 1954. 
Subject: International Control Commission for Indochina 1 
Participants: Mr. Heeney, Ambassador of Canada, Washington | 

Mr. James J. McCardle, Second Secretary, Canadian 
Embassy | oe oe | 

| The Deputy Under Secretary | 
Mr. Paul Jz Sturm, PSA ; - 

Ambassador Heeney said that the Canadian Government firstlearned __ 
_ of its invitation to join the International Control Commission on 

Indochina from the newpapers. The formal invitation from the Con- 
ference Chairman was received yesterday after the Cabinet meeting. 
The position now is that the Canadian Government is deliberating and 

. * Regarding the organization and functions of the International Control Com- 
mission in Vietnam during 1954, see British Cmd. 9461, Vietnam No. 1 (1955) : 
First and Second Interim Reports of the International Commission for Super- . 

| vision and Control in Vietnam.
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its formal disposition is to accept the invitation as a duty but without 
enthusiasm. The Government foresees difficulties of all sorts, political 
and physical. It will be obliged to deploy manpower from its small pool — 
in an area where it has neither interest nor experts. | : 
All these considerations are giving the Canadians pause and the 

Government wishes assurance that it is acting in a cause in which it is 
interested and with the general approbation of the United States. Mr. 

- Murphy said that we were delighted that the Canadians have been in- 
| vited to be members of the Commission but the U.S. would never have 

wished such a burden on the Canadian Government. Ambassador | 
_ _Heeney said that his government had hoped that the U.S. would feel | 

| it advantageous that the Canadians were participating and that he 
would communicate Mr. Murphy’s affirmative reply to the Minister of 
External Affairs. oe | — Oe : 

_ Ambassador*Heeney went on to say that the Government’s final deci- __ 
sion would be made on either July 24 or July 26. The article by Ray- : 
mond Daniell on page 1 of today’s Vew York Times is very accurate 
except that it exaggerates Canada’s hesitancy to'take part in the Inter- 
national Commission. . . . Mr. Murphy replied that the U.S. has con- . : 
fidence in the Canadian Ambassador and his government and believes 
that such a private arrangement would work out to mutual advantage. 
Ambassador Heeney said that Canada expects to receive criticism all 
around on the score of its performance in Indochina. — 

Mr. Murphy said that the Commission would have the advantage of 
India’s experience in supervising the Korean armistice. Ambassador 

| Heeney said that he wondered if any of the Indians who had served 
- in Korea would be assigned to the Commission. He added that he 

expects India will accept the invitation, » | a 
Ambassador Heeney said that he fully understood the great difficulty _ 

of the U.S. position with regard to the Indochina armistice and that he 
- wished to express his appreciation of the Secretary’s skill in handling 

the problem and of the Under Secretary’s performance at Geneva, both | 
_ of which have been helpful to the general settlement. The Ambassador __ 

_ asked Mr. Murphy if he could clarify the U.S. relation to the operation _ 
of the Geneva agreements. He has noted that the Commission is respon- 
sible to the Conference members. Would the U.S. consider itself as | 

retaining an interest in this respect owing to its having been present at 
Geneva? Mr. Murphy replied that it was not possible to make an 
answer yet. to this question. We are looking into all aspects of the | 

problem but our position has not yet been established. a 
The Ambassador went on to say that the Canadian Government 

would be glad to have the ideas of the U.S. government on how the 
Commission might most usefully operate since the U.S. has had much 

- televant experience. Mr. Murphy replied that this is a very important
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question and that we will have it in mind. He added that it will be 
interesting to see how the voting procedure stipulated by the agree- | 
ments will work out in practice. 

The Ambassador asked for certain material information on Indo- 
china and was told that PSA would be glad to make available post 
reports and like information. The Ambassador said that he would call 
upon the Secretary as soon as the Canadian Government’s decision had 
been made and that he would like to hear the Under Secretary’s im- 
pressions while they are still fresh. The Ambassador said that he had 
no idea who was responsible for naming Canada to the Commission 
and suggested that it might have been Krishna Menon. 

_ In conclusion, Ambassador Heeney asked Mr. Murphy, quite off the 
record, if Canada “could get away with refusing membership on the 
Commission.” Mr. Murphy replied that since Canada had not been 
consulted it could certainly “get away” with refusing but whether it 7 
would be in the free world’s interest for it to do so was another ques- 
tion. Ambassador Heeney left Mr. Murphy with the impression that 
Canada would accept membership but with great reluctance and at 
considerable sacrifice. | | | 
Ambassador Heeney was given copies of the three cease-fire agree- 

ments,” | | | 

? Reference is to the cease-fire agreements on Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia; | 
for texts, see vol. xv1, pp. 1505, 1521, and 1531. - 

751G.5 MSP/7-2454 : Telegram 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET _ Sateon, July 24, 1954—2 p. m. 

307. Repeated information Paris 115, Hanoi unnumbered. Last 

night General Hinh asked McClintock to see him. He said that morn- 

- ing he had received permission from Prime Minister Diem to estab- __ 

lish informal contact with some member of this Embassy with a view 

to discussing prospects for securing direct US aid both in military 

equipment and assistance, as well as straight economic aid. Hinh asked 

what US attitude would be on this question in light of cease-fire agree- 
ments and new relationships between Vietnam and France. 

McClintock replied that while he personally had long favored direct 

aid to all three Indochinese states, question was difficult one and we | 

were too close to signature of cease-fire agreements to be able to render 

off-the-cuff opinions. If, as Under Secretary had once suggested to 

Bao Dai (cf. Secto 652 repeated information Paris 93, Saigon 62
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July 18),1 Vietnam established an autonomous army, it might be 

logical step to supply that army directly rather than through French 
channel. However, on the other hand, there was problem of limitations 
imposed by armistice agreement on Vietnam and it might be neces- 

sary to resort to oblique approach. 

Hinh said that yesterday morning General Ely had proposed that 

-Hinh take command of all Vietnamese forces in south. Hinh said he 

had rejected this suggestion saying that, since he had been Com- 

mander-in-Chief of all Vietnamese Armed Forces, he did not wish 

now to accept command of approximately half of these forces. Instead 

he proposed that all Vietnamese troops, whether now serving in ~ 

French Union Forces or National Army, be consolidated in one force 

under Vietnamese command. He proposed to weed out unreliable ele- 

ments, including number of recent conscripts, and after this purifica- 

tion to build up an army of moderate size but of well-tried veterans. 

Hinh had expansive ideas on building up Vietnamese Air Force 

and talked grandly of jets. McClintock pointed out that under armis- — 

tice agreement it would be almost impossible to think of bringing jet 

aircraft into this theatre in replacement of present piston-driven 

aircraft and added word of advice that if Hinh could buckle down 

and make real army of foot soldiers, perhaps his requirement for air 

defense would never materialize. _ | 

| HeaTH 

1Kor text of telegram Secto 652 from Geneva, July 18, reporting on a conver- 

san between Under Secretary Smith and Vietnamese officials, see vol. XvI, p. 

751G.00/7—-2454 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET Saicon, July 24, 19542 p. m. 

308. Repeated information Paris 116, Geneva 69. Reference Paris 

telegram sent Department. 303 repeated Saigon 22, Geneva 44.* I find 

view expressed by Chevallier and others in Paris that it was necessary 

| to achieve Geneva settlement in order to preserve French Expedi- 

tionary Corps in north from destruction contrary to facts and un- 

dignified glossing-over of France’s decision to drop Indochina war. 

Ely has repeatedly said to me that, having drawn in his lines to 

form Hanoi-Haiphong rectangle, he was convinced he could hold 

1Telegram 303 from Paris, July 22, read as follows: “We are informed by 

Chevallier (Independent), Secretary of State for War, that military situation of 

French Union Forces in Indochina prior Geneva settlement was considerably 

worse than generally admitted. He states if settlement had not been reached at 

Geneva and Viet Minh should attack in Delta, now doubtful whether more than 

4,000 Frenchmen could get out of Haiphong alive.” (751G.00/7-2254 )
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latter without reinforcements until end of September and could hold 
it indefinitely with two, certainly with three, extra divisions. Without 
such reinforcements he said he was certain of his ability to hold 
Haiphong enclave with much less force than 85 battalions he had in 
North. In fact, he said that, given naval air support, he could have 
held Haiphong enclave with 35 to 40 battalions. Chevallier’s assertion 
that military situation required armistice on present terms also over- 
looks our conditional offer to participate in war—conditional but on 
conditions which were reasonable and realizable. | 

| | HeratTH 

751G.00/7—2554 : Telegram 

Ambassador Donald R. Heath to the Department of State * 

SECRET | | Punom Penn, July 25, 19544 p. m. 

_ 80. Sent Saigon 4, Department 30 repeated information Paris 29, 
Geneva 27, Bangkok unnumbered. In Prime Minister’s absence from _ 
city and Acting Foreign Minister’s illness I passed information con- 
tained Deptel 7? to Director of Cabinet in Foreign Ministry, Prince 

_Monissara. Prince said his government understands reason for US 
decision but deplores it nonetheless. It is certainly necessary, he said, 
that US reexamine methods of getting aid to forces here, and as is well 
known his government had for long advocated direct receipt of US aid 
rather than funneling it through French. It would be foolish, he con- 
tinued, to expect the Chinese not to continue supplying and training 
the Viet Minh armies, and it would be disastrous for Cambodia not 
now to receive the arms necessary to build up its forces as soon as pos- 
sible to an acceptable level. | 

Under armistice agreement, Cambodia apparently has right (with- 
out which—Prince said—its delegation would not have signed) to 
solicit foreign military aid in matériel, personnel and instructors to 
build “efficient” defense, and to join alliances compatible with UN 
Charter. | 

His government thus hopes, Prince said, that US will see its way to 
_ beginning soonest to furnish such aid to Cambodia. He asked me to 
inform my government of this hope, and further that if US thinks it 
necessary Cambodia would agree to work out arrangement to receive 
such direct US aid secretly. 

Interestingly enough the Minister called at my house last night and, 
during course conversation, said he thought that with US help Thai- 
land could aid Cambodia and supplement trained instructors. 

* Ambassador Heath was on visit in Cambodia. 
sco het neem 261 to Paris, July 21, repeated to Phnom Penh as telegram 7,
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If armistice terms intend permit Cambodia this freedom, and idea 
| would fit into broader US policy framework, I would strongly urge 

immediate renegotiation or renunciation of pentalateral to permit 
establishment of MAAG here and discreet but effective supply and 
training of Cambodian troops. Otherwise, if possible, I would hope we 
could manage to get necessary aid to them in other ways. This nation 
has the will and unity necessary to contribute to own defense, and its 
leaders have understanding of international realities, willingness to 
adapt to them and friendship for US which I think would augur well 

for success of such enterprise. a | 

 . Hditorial Note 

— On July 26, 1954, the Bureau of Foreign Commerce of the Depart-_ 
ment of Commerce announced that all outstanding export licenses had 
been suspended for Communist-controlled areas of Indochina. This 
action was reported in the Department of State Bulletin, August 9, 

1954, pages 212-213. : 

751G.00/7—2754 : Telegram | . 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

SECRET | | Paris, July 27, 1954—1 p. m. 
366. Repeated information Saigon 31. Guy La Chambre?’ came to 

see me today to talk about the future in Vietnam, and particularly 
about the future aid program. He said that his experts had studied the 
armistice document and that it-was their view that U.S. military | 
assistance to Vietnamese forces cld continue as long as it was channeled 
thru the French. He said that he hoped that we wld continue the mili- 
tary aid program as it was the French plan to build up the Vietnamese 

Army as rapidly as possible. 
In this connection La Chambre said that many of the French Union > 

units were composed of up to 60 percent Vietnamese. It was theirinten- _ 
tion to increase the percentage of Vietnamese in these units as rapidly 
as possible until they reached 100 percent. He said the French intended 
to detach their ablest officers from fighting units and assign them to _ 

training duty. He said the French feel that now that the fighting is — 

ended they can greatly speed up the training and development of an 

autonomous Vietnamese Army with its own general staff. He said that 

the French had no intention of bringing back any large troop units to 

France or North Africa for at least the next six or eight months. This 

* Minister for the Associated States.
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did not of course exclude the possibility of a few North African battal- 
ions which might be repatriated. a 

La Chambre said that Bao Dai had told the French that the one most 
important thing was that the French Expeditionary Corps remain in 
South Vietnam and not be repatriated, as such repatriation wld be 
looked upon as abandonment. La Chambre said that he had talked this 
matter over with General Guillaume? who was in agreement. 

La Chambre then said it wld be most important to make every 
effort possible to impress the Vietnamese with the virtues of democ- 
racy prior to the elections, and that this wld require substantial U.S. 
economic assistance to Vietnam which he hoped we wld be willing to 
undertake. I told him that there were no firm plans as yet but that we 
had every wish to do what was possible to win the elections. I then 
said that I was sure that we considered the problem basically a politi- 
cal one and that in our view the first thing to be done was to give the 
Vietnamese govt complete independence. I told him that if this were 
done I was sure we wld look much more sympathetically on the possi- 
bility of establishing a substantial program of economic assistance. 
La Chambre said that he was in complete agreement and he felt that 
actions of previous govts in negotiating basic treaties and then trying 
to hold back the attributes of sovereignty thru the interpretation of 
technical accords was a terrible policy. He said that Ely had already 
recd instrs to turn over the administration of the Port of Saigon, local 
administration throughout South Vietnam, meteorological services 
and civil aviation to the Vietnamese authorities. La Chambre said the 
present govt felt it was more important to actually turn over author- 
ity on the spot to the Vietnamese govt than to make a great show over 
the signature of general treaties. He said they had not as yet made up 
their minds whether to go through with the signature and ratification 
of the treaty which had been initialled this spring. They had some fear 
that doing this at this time with the Vietnamese who were now only 
responsible in the southern part of Vietnam wld give the impression 
of creating a permanent division of the country. However, in spite of 
their uncertainty on this subject they were proceeding rapidly to give 
actual authority to the Vietnamese govt and to building up an autono- 
mous Vietnamese Army. . a | | 

La Chambre then said that Diem constituted a certain problem as 
the bulk of his support came from the Catholic provinces of the north 
and Diem had very little support in the south and did not get along 
well with the various sects in that region. He said he felt that Diem 
shld remain as part of any govt that was formed because of his high 

moral standing and because he wld help with the Catholic population 
which remained in the north under Vietnam control. He clearly indi- 

* Chief of the General Staff of the French Armed Forces. |
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cated, however, that he did not think that Diem was suitable to con- 

tinue as prime minister. . 
He then said that part of the difficulty in Vietnam came from the 

Bao Dai regime which was in effect a Mandarin regime and disliked 

by many of the peasants. Therefore, he felt the time had come to grad- 

ually ease Bao Dai out of the picture and create a truly democratic 

govt in south Vietnam. He offered no indications of just. how the re- 

moval of Bao Dai cld be brought about. , 
Concerning the elections two years hence, La Chambre said that 

there were probably one and a half to two million more people in the | 

northern zone than in the southern, but that he felt that this disparity 

wld be largely nullified by the movement of refugees from the north 

to the south. He expected a minimum of 500,000, and possibly as many 

as a million refugees. He said he felt that shelter and treatment ac- 

corded to these refugees wld be of the greatest psychological impor- 

- tance in Vietnam and he hoped that we wld help with this problem. © 

| D1LLon 

751G.5/7-2754 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sartcon, July 27, 1954—7 p. m. 

345. Repeated information Paris 180. | 

1. At this early date after the Geneva agreements, we are unable to 

see the exact dimensions of the necessary aid program from FY 1954 

and FY 1955 funds. However, we envisage that as in the past this aid 

will need to continue in the three forms of military end items, Asso- 

ciated States military budget support, and economic aid. Probably 

first. will decline, and latter two need increase (See Tousfo 106 sent 

Paris USOM 25). | | 

9. As we at present see it, economic aid will be urgently needed for 

refugee work, rehabilitation, and reconstruction. We are unable as yet 

to place a figure on the amount needed, but believe that refugee work 

alone will absorb more than the 25 million at present assigned to 

USOM. Balance of funds needed will depend upon amount of eco- — 

nomic aid that French will make available, and capacity countries to 

absorb aid and what US is trying to achieve in area. We doubt that 

even relatively firm information these points will be available for 

congressional action on Foreign Aid bill. . 

3. Budget support for Vietnamese Forces will need to be continued, 

and there is nothing in the Geneva agreements that would prevent our 

giving such aid. Previous government was planning military budget 

2 Not printed. | : |
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| of 25 billion piasters (720 million dollars) for 1955 (sce Embdesp 23, | 
July 19, 1954) ,? but we doubt that program for effective use such large 

- Sum could have been worked out. Cambodia and Laos will probably 
need increased budgetary support for armed forces. In summary, 
needed budget support from US for 1955 will probably equal or exceed 
385 million dollars for 1954, since French aid to Associated States for 
this purpose will probably be very small at best. | 

4. We are unable comment on need for budget support French Ex- 
_peditionary Force (FTEO). However, would point out that in past 

| such support was based on need keep FTEO as fichting force in Indo- 
china. At present, must balance need to keep FTEO in Indochina to 
maintain order, and the certain adverse political repercussions of the 
FTEO remaining. As we understand the French position, the FTEO 
will remain. However, we might let FTEO remain at French expense | 
rather than ours, and let it become discreetly known that we are no 

| longer giving budget support to French forces in Indochina. 
5. As we read the agreement,® military end items can continue to be 

supplied, e.g., for Vietnam, such matériel as is worn out or used up 
may be replaced (Article 17 6). This would permit a very intensive 
training program, for example for there will certainly be enough 
equipment and matériel in South Vietnam, after evacuation of the 

_ north, for training all of the troops that can be made available. For | 
Laos and Cambodia, additional equipment to meet legitimate defense 
needscanbebroughtin. SO | : 

6. Article 17 prohibits introduction of reinforcements of arms and 
ammunition, except for replacement. This applies only to Vietnam, 
however, and not to Cambodia and Laos. We presume this means that 
imports are prohibited, and that there is no ban on introduction of 
additional arms and ammunition manufactured within the country. 
Only present facilities for such manufacture are within Viet Minh 
Zone. There is no ban on establishing such facilities in Vietnam area. 

| ¢. We are more and more convinced that to be really effective our 
aid must be channeled directly to Associated States and not through 
France. | og | 

_ We would have to have more control in order to make this aid ef- 
fective, including auditing, a direct voice in allocation of foreign ex- 

change (which we would be largely providing) and import licenses, 
etc. We should have direct part in planning military and economic _ 
programs. We should train national armies to extent allowed by terms 
of truce. | | 
8. Above preliminary thoughts forwarded in view fact aid appro- 

priations not yet voted for FY 1955. We see need for aid to Associated — 

*Not printed. 
> “tee agreement on cessation of hostilities in Vietnam; for text, see vol. xvi,
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States excluding FTEO at approximately same level as that in FY 

1954 and envisaged for FY 1955, although not in same form as en- 

-visaged. If elections in 1956 are to have favorable outcome, and we 

believe there is chance for such favorable outcome, but only with 

strong direct US assistance, total aid must be at about same level as 

envisaged and administration such aid must be more flexible. 

9. This is joint Embassy-USOM-MAAG telegram. 

| , | HeaTH 

751G.00/7-2754 : Telegram | oe 

The Chief of the United States Military Assistance Advisory Group 

in Indochina (O’Daniel) to the Department of the Army * 

TOP SECRET — Sarcon, July 27, 1954. 

| | 3 oe _ [Received 8: 40 p. m.] 

MG 2068A. Information Secretary Defense, JCS, Secretary State, 

CINCPAC and AmEmbassy Saigon. I was invited by [name deleted] 

visit his office a. m. 27 July 1954. . . . Opened discussion inquiring if 

US would train Vietnamese army. My reply this now being considered 

US. He estimated 50,000 regional troops and 56 Vietnamese battalions 

from Tonkin Delta area desire transfer to south (my estimate this 

overly optimistic). Plans being made accordingly. Desire US training 

as soon as possible. Anxious US MAAG remain here. Suspicion that 

we turning our backs on Vietnam. I assured him that I felt such was 

| not the case. [Name deleted] asked outright will we continue support. 

| [Name deleted] stated Diem and entire present government strongly 

anti-Communist and nationalistic. [Names deleted] desire US advisors 

all echelons of government. Loyal Vietnamese will be selected for offices 

but will need and desire US advice. [Name deleted] remarked that with — 

such US help we can survive but without it Vietnam 1s condemned. In 

addition to wanting US aid, nationalist group in government, [name 

deleted] stated Vietnam must have strong army and cannot have it 

without US assistance advisory capacity as well as matériel. I re- 

marked that no doubt are discussing it at home. Considering fact that 

Vietnam Government has not been strong Bao Dai might try to change 

present government any time. Therefore we need assurances of intent — 

and show of strength on part Vietnam. [Name deleted ] acknowledged 

this and said that is what they were striving for. I mentioned Com- 

munists apply sound war-like combat principles in war they are | 

waging in all fields. Present situation made to order for Communists 

favorite maneuver on battleground where now they need fear no armed 

interference. Mentioned that drastic measures need to be taken for 

1This Army message was transmitted via Department of State channels. — 

578-611 O 82 - 32 (Pt. 2)
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Vietnam for assistance. [Name deleted] agreed. He enumerated meas- 
| ures that need be taken. [Name deleted] stated that Diem considering 

buy land for government distribution to people (there are 8 or 10 
landed estates area Saigon). Diem has decreed that refugees from 
north would be permitted take up temporary abode landed estates. 

[Name deleted] fears France appeal Bao Dai for another Viet- 
namese Government more suitable French purposes. [Name deleted] 

| mentioned that people of Vietnam have great confidence in US be- 
cause of results Korea and Philippines, Vietnamese people feel that 
US honest and unselfish in efforts to help others. He stated this why 
Vietnam wants US advisors in all departments. Stated there enough 
good men nationalist leanings set up government and with guidance 
can be good one. Stated two things thought needed. System of alliances 
such as US and Philippine and opportunity become member SE Asia 
pact. He stated that the Vietnamese Government must get out from 
under French control. That present government desires do this. His 
opinion that Tam and Huu want to form another government with 
French interests predominant not so nationalistic. He stated now im- 
possible use French assistance for training Vietnamese army since 
entire country has lost confidence French due recent experiences. He 
inquired whether possible send Vietnamese military personnel US and 
Philippine schools. I mentioned possibility of the Philippines assisting 
all fields. [Name deleted] said yes in case US did not, this would be 
good idea. I feel that perhaps behind the scenes we might influence 
situation here through Philippines should we not take active part our- 
selves. I am informed by reliable sources in Philippines that there are 
now members and former members Philippine army trained in US 
who are available use for training here. 

We discussed need retain present government for long time to give 
it opportunity show its worth. He stated Vietnam needs US money, 
US matériel, US personnel help everywhere. He recognizes this very 
dangerous time preparing for future. [Name deleted] mentioned 
thought afraid we were pulling out. We discussed possibility uprising 
due cease-fire agreement. I mentioned it would be bad impression US 
should such thing occur. US would wonder could it happen to her 
sometime. He stated there no comparison in the feelings of the Viet- 
namese as to US and France. That US had impressed all SE Asia by 
its honesty and what it has done for Philippines and others. Hope for 
same assistance and results. He stated France must be forced get out. 
Stated “why don’t you cut off all support to them if they don’t agree | 
to what you want.” He feels that in order US establish proper policy re 
Asia it was important that we use Asiatic methods. Stated our political 
position entirely too reserved and soft. Stated when J aps came Viet- |
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nam in 1940-1941 they threw peace terms on the table and stated “this 

is it; sign”, and the French signed. I mentioned Diem advisability 

securing assistance in preparing conscription program. Perhaps some 

of General Hershey’s? people could be borrowed for this... . stated 

hoped US would furnish means further guerrilla action against Viet 

Minh. Said why not send fiscal people here to apportion money and 

have them in all departments and watch distribution of money and in 

case money authorized that it not be given in large amounts in one 

package but smaller amounts broken down according to the needs of 

various projects. 

I inquired if [name deleted] was also expressing sentiments of Diem 

~ and he assured me this was so in every case. Our conference lasted for 

two hours and we terminated with reemphasis by [name deleted] on 

need for US assistance in all fields in order Vietnam and SE Asia 

survive. 
Comment: I feel there is great opportunity US assist in pointing 

Vietnam right direction. This area can be used as testing ground to 

combat—the warfare Communist would hope employ everywhere in- 

cluding US. I personally feel that consideration should be given to 

- making effort toward establishing US strongly here. I feel we should 

take steps see that present Vietnamese Government remains long 

enough to prove itself; that we take active part in all fields here... . 

My interpretation and Embassy re cease-fire agreement that we 

can bring in personnel here until 11 August 1954 and I strongly urge 

personnel taking part in Vietnamese army training and assisting all 

government echelons be rushed here as soon as possible. I feel that 

arrangements should be made so that US take over entire training 

program Vietnam army and pressure be brought to bear on French 

toward this end. | 

Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Director of Selective Service. 

751G.00/7-2854 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Sargon, July 28, 1954—3 p. m. 

352. Repeated information Paris 186, Hanoi 104, priority Tokyo 7. 

Limit distribution. Vietnamese Government must have a minimum 

of 2,000 twenty-man tents within next few days or its whole program 

of evacuating anti-Communist refugees from north will fail, since 

without them it will be impossible to provide adequate emergency 

housing. If refugees arrive here and no accommodation is provided, 

that will be known immediately in north. Due to fact that adequate 

accommodations were not immediately provided in staging area at
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Hanoi when southern Tonkin delta provinces were evacuated, hun- 
dreds of refugees returned to their villages. Department should 
intervene with FOA headquarters and Far Eastern command to ship 
Immediately 2,000 tents already requested. N egotiation seems to be 
proceeding on somewhat routine basis, whereas this is a disaster 
emergency. | 

New subject: It may be necessary for our N avy, and possibly Air 
Force, to assist in transport of refugees and such action would have 
most helpful morale effect. However, no request is made at this time 
pending discussions with French. | 

: | HeEatTu 

751G.00/7-2854 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Satcon, July 28, 1954—4 p. m. 
| 353. Repeated information Paris 134, Geneva 74, Hanoi unnum- 

bered. I do not want to appear alarmist (re Deptel 323, July 26)! but 
- Must state it is of utmost importance that a public letter by President 
making clear that we are not giving up our program of aiding Viet- | 

| nam be sent without delay. Belief is almost. nationwide that we are 
“abandoning” Vietnam and that belief is specifically affecting govern- 
ment’s program of evacuating anti-Communist refugees from North | 
Vietnam. President’s letter should specifically state that we will aid in 
evacuation and resettlement of these refugees. 

| | | - HeatTuH 

* For the substance of telegram 323 to Saigon, July 26, see footnote 4, p. 1874. 

751G.00/7—2854 : Telegram oS oe 
Lhe Chargé at Phnom Penh (Goodman) to the Department o f State 

SECRET Punom Penu, July 28, 1954—5 p. m. | 
82. Sent Saigon 43, repeated information Paris 30, Geneva 28, 

Bangkok unnumbered. As additional bits of information concerning | 
Geneva settlement have filtered back to government here, its members 
have manifested an increasing gratification over terms which its dele- 
gation won. Since Foreign Ministry still has not received text of agree- 
ments through its channel I have made available to Acting Foreign 
Minister Poc Thoun English version transmitted Secto 7151 which 
he is having translated. Government now feels that its sovereignty and 

3 Telegram Secto 715 from Geneva, July 21, is not printed, but for the texts of 
the final agreements of the Conference, see vol. xvi, pp. 1505 ff. :
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national will should be clear to world, and that its freedom of action 

remains complete, while Viet Minh have contracted to leave country. 

However, this morning Foreign Minister repeated to me certainty 

| expressed by his cabinet director last Saturday (Embassy telegram 

30 to Department)? that Chinese Communists would not halt military 

aid to Viet Minh during truce, and that it more than ever necessary 

for Cambodia to continue receiving aid from US. 

Poc Thoun said he received yesterday Tep Phan’s report of his 

snterview with Chou En-lai when latter demanded stringent limita- 

tions Cambodian sovereignty in exchange for Viet Minh withdrawal, 

| and insisted this country accept no US instructors. Foreign Minister 

| said this episode now by-passed by events by [du¢] that description of 

Chow's attitude underlines nature of continuing threat facing Cam- 

bodia. Chinese Foreign Minister was harsh and uncompromising and 

| clearly thought he could dictate terms of settlement. Poc Thoun said | 

his government, while certain it won a last minute victory at Geneva, 

feels that what the settlement has really given them is respite during | 

which they must strive mightily to prepare for next emergency, which 

_ they believe will be on them after Vietnamese elections in 1956. He said 

that Vietnam has been badly hurt, and history of Communist subver- 

sion of unstable border states does not lead to optimism concerning | 

that country’s future. Cambodia must proceed on assumption that 

Vietnam will end up under Communists. Thus this nation faces Her- 

culean task of restoring security, building viable [garble], and estab- 

lishing new economic base. | 

Both Foreign Minister and Finance Minister, whom I saw later in 

day, emphasized importance of economic problems. Feeling it neces- 

sary to hypothesize an increasingly hostile Vietnam they stated posi- 

tively that Cambodia must have own currency and eventually pull out 

of Customs Union. During near future latter can continue, but one of 

first Cambodian efforts must be to reorient economy. To some extent 

this will be done by increasing use of Bangkok as port of foreign trade 

instead of Saigon, and to some extent by building up Phnom Penh 

port, but they believe there is long range necessity to build long visual- 

ized port of Ream on Gulf of Siam, which French long ago promised 

to build but which Cambodians feel they will have to do themselves. 

My despatch 30* reported plans to survey projected railroad line to 

Ream, and Finance Minister has presented to cabinet seven year plan 

to build port for about 950 million piasters. a 

Both Ministers expressed full awareness magnitude of these prob- 

lems and iterated hope of US aid, without which they said Cambodia 

cannot meet challenges it faces. They, and all other Cambodian leaders 

2 For telegram 30 from Phnom Penh, July 25, see p. 1878. , 

* Not printed.
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with whom I have spoken, are tremendously encouraged by President’s 
decision to send Ambassador here, and although they face future with 
new understanding of immensity of problems they inherited along 
with their independence, they are also confident and determined to 
make the most of their opportunities. 

- GoopmMan 

751G.00/7-2754 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France} 

SECRET WasHINGTON, July 28, 1954—7:58 p. m. 
366. FYI. Intelligence reports from Vietnam indicate good many 

nationalists are waiting see what policy United States will be toward 
government Vietnam and whether we will allow French attempt re- 
establish their former degree of control over retained Vietnam. There 
have been other intelligence reports to effect French are undermining 
Diem, perhaps with view to establishing regime headed by former 
Prime Minister Tam or possibly former Prime Minister Huu and made 
up mainly of southerners previously identified as Cochin-China separa- 
tists, morally corrupt and politically subservient to France. These 
French maneuvers reportedly began before cease-fire agreements were 
concluded and were probably intended offer insurance against a refusal 
by Diem to accept terms to be agreed on at Geneva. Since Diem has 
gone as far toward accepting cease-fire as we believe he could have 
done without losing all nationalist support we believe interests United 
States and France will best be served under present circumstances by 
supporting Diem government. End FYI. | 

Please find appropriate occasion talk to Mendes-France along fol- 
lowing lines: | 

“There has been considerable recent speculation about US share in 
aid program for retained Vietnam and question has been voiced as to 
whether US assistance should be given directly to Vietnamese or in 
part channelled through French. We are prepared to contribute posi- 
tively toward solving problem of Vietnam but feel we should know | 
first what prospects are for Diem Govt and how Mendes-France him- 
self sees situation. : | 
“From information at our disposal, Prime Minister Diem, while 

inexperienced, seems to have demonstrated independence and personal 
_ qualities which appeal to his compatriots. Before establishing our posi- 

tion we feel we must know whether his govt is likely to last, and 
whether it enjoys support of French Govt, or whether French are 
thinking in terms of replacing Diem (as La Chambre hinted to you, 

* Drafted by Sturm of PSA and Tyler of WE. Repeated to Saigon for informa- 
tion as telegram 348. ,
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Paris tel 366).? If latter is true, we should have to take into account 

character and prospects of any successor govt. Our objective is that US 
aid should contribute to strengthening of a Vietnamese Govt whose 

strength derives from wide popular support and whose appeal extends 

beyond line of demarcation into North. We would not wish to give aid 

to govt which did not enjoy support and confidence of Vietnamese 

people. Prospects of keeping part, if not all, of Vietnam in free world, 

and indeed of setting up effective SEA security arrangements are inti- 

mately associated, in our minds, with manner in which retained Viet- _ 

nam is helped to attain sense of independence and of responsibility for 

its own future.” ° | 

| a DULLES 

* Dated July 27. p. 1879. : 

*In telegram 409 from Paris, July 29, Ambassador Dillon stated that in his 

opinion it would be neither appropriate nor effective to raise this matter with 

Premier Mendés-France who was fully preoccupied with other matters. The Am- 

passador therefore intended to approach Minister La Chambre instead. (751G.00/ 

71-2954) } 

751G.5/ 71-2954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET : — Satcon, July 29, 1954—7 p. m. 

366. Repeated information Paris 138. Vietnamese State Secretary 

for Defense has asked General O’Daniel that US take over entire 

training program for Vietnamese National Army.? General O’Daniel _ 

‘recommends that this request be granted as I do. At same time I recog- 

nize that it may be contrary to present American policy and we might 

meet objections of Viet Minh and possibly International Supervisory 

Commission if we increased American military personnel to extent of 

taking over wholesale training activities in Vietnam. If that 1s case, 

then General O’Daniel could be prepared to undertake a limited train- 

ing program consisting of independent operation of one replacement 

training center and military advisers to two Vietnamese divisions. He 

believes that he could achieve this smaller program without increasing 

total number of US military personnel now in Vietnam (MAAG plus 

Air Force mechanics at Tourane, cf. Embassy telegram 301, repeated 

Paris 111).2 However, he would “rotate out” Air Force group at 

Tourane, reduce Air Force and naval personnel now assigned MAAG, 

and replace by military instructors. We assume this could be done 

under armistice agreement since there would be no total increase in 

American military personnel involved. . 

I feel certain that General O’Daniel would succeed in a training 

1See Army telegram MG 2068A, July 27, p. 1883. 
* Not printed. (750G.00/7-2454) |
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| program whether entire or reduced both because of superiority of 
| American methods and willingness of Vietnam forces to take Ameri- 

can training as opposed to French instruction. Such action should 
have a considerable effect on shaken morale of remaining Vietnam and 
is desired by Vietnam Government. | 

It is assumed that such training program of any dimensions would _ 
be agreeable to General Ely. Ely a week ago told me he still favored 
American participation in military training in Vietnam. 

| _ If Department approves, I believe that before any commitments are 
made to Vietnam Government, matter should first be taken up through — 

_ General Ely. If a plan is to be approved, it should be gotten under way 
| with least possible delay. 

| Heatu 

751G.00/7-2954 : Telegram | a | 
The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sargon, July 29, 1954—8 p. m. 
370. Repeated information Paris 139, Hanoi unnumbered. Follow- | 

ing our discussion of refugee problem yesterday ( my telegram 360) 2 
Diem discussed political situation. He said apologetically that reports 
he had offered his resignation on July 22 were correct. (When I saw 
him on July 23, my telegram 304,? he indicated he was not planning 
to resign.) | | | 

| Diem said he felt he was honor-bound to offer resignation to Bao 
Dai, since he had failed to prevent partition of Vietnam. (Bao Dai 
had replied immediately by cable refusing the resignation and asking | 
for cabled assurance that Diem would continue on in office, whith Diem 
Immediately gave.) | 

I told Diem of my talk with General Phuong, Cao Dait Com- 
mander; that I had urged Phuong to support new government and 
latter had said he was willing to do so if government invited his 
support.? I intimated it might be well to assure himself of support 

_ of that sect which was more important and stood on higher ground 
than Binh Kuyen and Hoa Haos, Diem replied he had rather good 
impression of Phuong and agreed that Cao Daists were on higher 

| moral plane than other two sects. He said trouble was these sects 
insisted on retaining full administrative powers in regions which they 
dominated. | | | | 

+ Telegram 860 from Saigon, July 28, is not printed. 
* For telegram 304 from Saigon, July 23, see p. 1872. 
* Ambassador Heath and General O’Daniel met with General Phuong at the | 

request of the latter on the evening of July 27. The conversation was reported in 
telegram 348 from Saigon, July 28. (751G.00/7-2854) |
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Diem said he was prepared to announce Cabinet changes and addi- 

| tions. He had offered Cabinet appointments to several good men, all 

of whom had asked for several days to consider his offer. He said 

that “people” had expected him to dismiss incompetent officials and 

punish corrupt ones. He wanted to replace Mayor of Saigon at earliest 

possible moment. He planned to proceed with a program of “purifica- 

tion” but he could not do so until he had a definite government firmly 

established and particularly until he had police under his control. 

He went on to say he felt convinced of General Ely’s loyalty but 

there was no doubt that lower echelon Frenchmen were encouraging _ 

pretentions of the sects in south Vietnam. After all French had made 

and paid these “confessional armies” and the sects were quite ready to 

permit continuing French overlordship if they saw any profits or 

power in so doing. | 

Diem said French Government should be grateful to him for he 

had prevented demonstrations against French when news of Geneva 

| accord had become known. | | | 

| | Heata 

751G.00/7-3054 : Telegram | | 

, The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET | | Sarcon, July 30, 1954—s p. m. | 

ee | [Received 5:45 a. m.] 

404. Repeated information Paris 145, Hanoi unnumbered. Re Paris | 

telegram 366, sent Department, repeated Saigon 31.’ La Chambre’s 

statement that it was his expert view of armistice that US military — 

| assistance to Vietnamese forces could continue as long as channeled — 

through French is surprising and one would be inclined to say dis- 

ingenuous. There is nothing in armistice to prevent US or any other a 

| country giving budgetary assistance for Vietnamese defense effort. | 

There is certainly nothing that even implies that only France could | 

extend such aid. What armistice does prevent is sending fresh troops 

and military matériel, except for replacements. French have of course 

gained influence and dollar exchange through our channeling through 

them 385 million for Associated States defense budgets in 1954 (great 

bulk going to Vietnam). 
We are [were?] willing to let French get credit and dollar exchange 

as long as French Expeditionary Force kept up fight. There was also 

advantage that French were much better equipped to control Vietnam _ 

expenditures than we. It would have been matter of expense, time, and 

Dated July 27, p. 1879.
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difficulty for us to set up auditing commission here, particularly in 
view of fact that English is little spoken in Indochina. Except for this | 
last consideration, there is now no longer any apparent advantage in 
continuing to pass this aid through French. Only possible valid reason 
for continuing to do so for a time would be that otherwise French 
would decide greatly reduce their forces in Vietnam in near future. 
That of course should not occur until Vietnam forces can be reor- 
ganized and strengthened. I do not say that we should begin imme- 
diately giving direct budgetary support to Vietnam Defense Ministry. 
In first place it would take some weeks or even months to negotiate 
arrangements and organize control staff; secondly, I can see that at 
this precise moment we would not want to lower French prestige and 
influence by no longer dealing through them in this matter. But we 
must shortly do so because chances of building anything solid mili- 
tarily or politically in Vietnam as long as French retain a dominant 
position are extremely slight. Long prevalent distrust of French has 
intensified alarmingly as result of partition of Vietnam consented to, 
or rather negotiated, by French with Viet Minh. This distrust will be 
increased if French, as seems likely, send a representative to Viet 
Minh (Paris telegram 397 sent Department) .? Prime Minister Diem 
told me 28th that French officials in Hanoi had already made some 
objection to removal of contents of Hanoi museums to south Vietnam, 
presumably because of fear of objections by Viet Minh. It is altogether 
likely that special deal will be made with latter to allow continued 
operation of French business and cultural enterprises in north and 
that will tend further to increase southern mistrust of French. 

| HeEatTH 

*In telegram 397 from Paris, July 28, not printed, Ambassador Dillon reported 
that the French were considering the appointment of a representative in the Viet 
7st) possibly Jean Sainteny, former Commissioner in Tonkin. (751G.00/ 

751G.00/7-3054 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET Salcon, July 30, 1954—2 p. m. 
| [Received 6:49 a. m.] 

405. Repeated information Paris 146, Hanoi unnumbered. In further 
comment (mytel 380 [404]+) on La Chambre’s statements reported 
Paris telegram 366 to Department,? I would say : 

1, I thoroughly agree that in our own security interest we should 
increase substantially our economic assistance to remaining Vietnam, 

* Supra. 
* Dated July 27, p. 1879.
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with view to building up strong government there but not necessarily 

with idea of winning nation wide elections, which in our view probably 

will not take place. There should be of course free elections in South 

Vietnam and I am fairly confident that present government or good 

successor one could win them, given time and opportunity to prepare 

proper conditions, and would be willing to have them staged under UN 

supervision. It is certain that Viet Minh will never allow truly free 

elections in North Vietnam; in fact armistice provides that they should 

be supervised by international supervisory commission, one of whose 

three members is a Communist state, another India, which on record 

to date has shown no desire to offend Communist China, of which Viet 

Minh are satellite. Truly free elections in North Vietnam would require 

not only neutral international supervision of actual voting but absolute 

freedom of non-Communist parties to campaign for months preceding 
elections without restraint or surveillance by Communist authorities. 

Last will never happen. | 

9. It is difficult for me to accept as entirely candid La Chambre’s 
statement that French Government entertained some fears that going 
through with signature and ratification of treaties initialled last spring 

would give impression of creating permanent division of country. Not 

to sign treaties would appear to Vietnam Government, and rightly, 

as due to French fear of offending Viet Minh and preventing some 

possible arrangement with latter. Failure to sign would likewise con- 

firm Vietnamese fears that French have never intended other than to 

“hold them on a leash”. ) 
8. I am disturbed in La Chambre’s intimations that he does not 

think Diem suitable to continue as Prime Minister, since latter’s sup- 

port was mainly in north and he did not “get along” with three sects 

in south. I think that statement reflects hopes and possibly plans of 

former colonial administrators in Ministry of Associated States who 
would like to set up a government that would be not only friendly 

to France but would accept French influence. It is possible that using 

French influence on “sects” in South Vietnam, on Vietnam national 

army as long as it is under command of General Hinh, and promoting 

political schemes of Tam, Huu, and other former Prime Ministers, 

would result in forcing Diem Government out of office and replacing 

it with a pliant successor regime. But that such a regime could be made 

solid in relatively little time at its disposal is extremely unlikely. It 
would not enjoy confidence of masses and although latter might be 
able to do nothing about it they would be more than ever susceptible 

to Viet Minh subversion. _ : | 
HeaTH
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851G.16/ 7-3054 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Saicon, July 30, 1954—9 p. m.. 
[Received 11:47 a, m.] © 

386. An honest land reform program intelligently and aggressively 
_ applied may offer one of the best means available for meeting Viet 

Minh challenge: } | | , 

(1) Land reform offers Diem Ministry an opportunity to gain popu- 
lar support for Vietnamese Government. 

(2). 1f promulgated soon and properly publicized, land reform may 
attract numerous refugees from Viet Minh zone before bamboo curtain 
1s clamped down tightly. —_ , 

_ (3) Land reform cannot be applied if present poor security condi- 
| tions continue to exist, but in conjunction with better military program _ 

than exists today and refugee resettlement it offers practicable means __ 
of bringing about restoration of law and order since assurances to 
peasants that they will be permitted to keep land they occupy may 
encourage them to cooperate with Central Government. 

(4) It may provide only enduring solution to imminent problem 
of resettling peasant refugees from Tonkin delta. | 

(5) Earlier Vietnamese land reform programs were largely talk, 
but if program can be developed that is more than just sham, it will 
offer one of best propaganda weapons against the Viet Minh. Viet 
Minh has given much publicity to its own program (see Embassy des- 
patch 302 February 9)? but its land redistribution plans will be faced 
with well-known scarcity of land in one of the world’s most densely — 
populated rural areas, whereas land is relatively plentiful in South 

| Vietnam. Also possible that word of mouth reports of a good Viet- _ 
namese land reform will circulate in Viet Minh zone and partially over- 
come barrier, in form of Viet Minh censorship and lack of radios, 
against conventional type of American or Vietnamese propaganda 
program. | | 

The Diem Ministry’s present program as set forth two weeks ago by 
the Ministry of Agriculture is inadequate for present needs, for it 
requires large amounts of money, trained personnel that is unavailable, 
and stable political situation. Briefly, it envisages small [plot] projects 

_ involving the purchase of several hundred hectares of land, expensive 
land improvement projects, and numerous social services (see FBIS-S | 
160200 July 15). | a - 

We should urge the government to drop this plan or include it in 

one providing for expropriation of all land holdings above modest 
- Maximum (except for industrial type agricultural enterprises, such 

as rubber and tea plantations) and grant of provisional land titlesto 

2In telegram 482 to Saigon, Aug. 6, the Department expressed agreement with | 
this view and suggested that an expert technician he sent to Vietnam to make an 
on-the-spot assessment of the problem. (851G.16/7-3054) 

* Not printed.
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squatters cultivating small holdings and to all landless peasants and 

refugees who want to acquire land. The grant of provisional titles 

should be contingent on payment of a fixed percentage of the crop to 

the government over a period of ten to twenty years. Landowners | 

might receive compensation for their expropriated land in the form of 

ten to twenty years bonds, payable in money equivalent each year of 

a fixed percentage of paddy crop. For example, a landowner might 

receive ten percent of value of average paddy crop of expropriated 

land over a fifteen year period, amount paid being determined each 

year by average selling price of paddy at farm from January to March. 

This system would offer landowner some protection against inflation. 

Most landowners will oppose expropriation, but against their objec- 

tions following arguments can be made: | 

(1) Present land reform legislation although full of loopholes, al- 

ready provides precedents for maximum holdings (in South Vietnam 

30 to 100 hectares, a maximum that might be considerably reduced) 
_ and for provisional grants to squatter. 

(2) Only in well-pacified areas, of which there are few, is large 

landowner receiving rent. Hence, few would be losing income as a 

result of expropriation of their property. | 

(3) The landowner’s hope of receiving rent from his land is con- 

tingent on pacification, but pacification itself may be contingent on a 

more equitable system of land distribution than has existed in the past. 

(4) The alternative to a government-sponsored program may be a 

Communist one. Expropriation of [in] the Viet Minh zone has been | 

tantamount to confiscation. 
(5) The traditional land holding system in South Vietnam prob- 

ably did not encourage progressive agricultural methods. Large land- 

owner did not work land himself, but rented it in small lots to tenants, 

who acquired no rights to improvements they might have made, or to 

large farmers, who in turn subleased the land. 7 | 

There is probably a large amount of land available for redistribu- 

tion and settlement. One of chief rice export houses last year estimated 

that twenty to thirty percent of rice land in South Vietnam lay fallow. | 

Furthermore, in most provinces of South Vietnam there has been con- 

siderable decrease in population since 1945. | 

Land reform program will probably have to be started in those | 

areas where there is a reasonable degree of security and land is avail- 

able for a refugee resettlement program. If past experience with 

refugees in the Transbassac may be used as an example, we can expect 

security conditions in areas of resettlement to improve rapidly. 

Moyer ? is requested to give his suggestions. 

* Raymond T. Moyer, Regional Director for Far Eastern Operations, Foreign 
Operations Administration.
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See also Tousfo 122 and mission cable which follows,‘ discussing | 
_ technical aspects of land reform as scen here. 

This is joint USOM/Embassy message. | 

| HeatH 

“Neither printed. 

751G.00/7-3054 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET Paris, July 30, 1954—5 p. m. 
[Received 5:25 p. m.] 

438. Repeated information Saigon 40. Re Deptel 366 rptd Saigon as 
348 * and Embtel 409 rptd Saigon as 34.2 We took up subject of reftel 
with La Chambre today citing our concern with future in Vietnam, 
question of effectiveness of Diem and possible alternate govts, impor- 
tance of degree of independence Irench were prepared to grant to 
new state of Vietnam and great importance decisions on these ques- 
tions would have in determining attitudes Vietnamese nationalists and 
ultimate success in retaining new state in free world. We referred to 
necessity putting into operation effective aid program and problems 
to be faced in determining its nature, manner of distribution, ete. 

In reply, La Chambre stated it was his and Mendes-France’s firm 
intention to work in closest possible manner with us on all questions 
concerning Indochina. They were determined to do everything possible 
to win the elections (“we would use devil himself in order to win”) 
and realized that success could only be achieved if both France and 
Vietnam enjoyed full moral, political and economic support of US. 

La Chambre said that for moment impossible to make any decision 
regarding Ngo Dinh Diem, for govt itself was undecided and was 
sending Claude Cheysson, former deputy political adviser to High 
Commissioner and recently member of French Delegation at Geneva 
(“Chauvel’s right arm”) to Indochina to make a quick inspection and 
recommendations to govt. Cheysson’s report, together with Ely’s and 
others would largely determine govt’s decisions. Cheysson leaves Paris 
tonight. | 

| Govt is wary of Diem, primarily because they fear his lack of experi- 
ence and unrealistic approach to problems may outweigh advantage | 
his personal integrity. Moreover a great deal of his support came 
from Catholics in north and what was needed now was man with 
support in south. On other hand govt realizes that Diem’s personal 

_ honesty and unquestionable patriotism were great asset and they were 

* Dated July 28, p. 1888. 
* See footnote 3, p. 1889. |
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therefore reluctant throw support to alternate until something better 

was really in prospect. 
They were thinking tentatively and subject entirely to Cheysson’s 

and other reports of possibility supporting retention Diem but ad- 
vocating broadening his govt. Broadening might even be extended to 
including Tran Van Huu of whom French are wary but who they 
believe must be contended with. They are aware of Huu’s toying with 
extreme left including Viet Minh and his anti-Bao Dai sentiments and 
personal ambitions. They think, however, he is better under control 
than loose and that his over-developed political sense might be put to 
good use in balancing Diem’s own under-developed political sense. 
Furthermore, former Prime Minister Tam is also factor to be dealt 
with. They regard him as strong man whose power and effectiveness 

might prove useful in getting things done but whose reliability is 

questionable. La Chambre was not at all sure that Tam might not 
attempt to play with Viet Minh along lines govt of “national coali- 
tion”. Nevertheless he too was in running and would be subject to 

Cheysson’s and other inspection. _ ) 
Regarding independence, La Chambre stated unequivocally that 

_ policy of the Mendes-France govt was to grant total independence to 
states “without retaining anything in the back of bureau drawer”. 
They intended to do so without delay but not through conventions 
supporting treaties of independence and association which were 
initialed under Laniel government. Formula would be entirely dis- 
carded in favor of following stages: First, transfer of all possible 
technical services to Vietnamese without delay. Orders have already 
been issued to Ely to do so before July 31. Secondly, those functions 
which require quadrilateral decision to be examined at Four-Power 

meeting of 3 states and France to take place in Paris on or about 

August 10. They include question of common currency, attachment to 
Franc Zone, etc. Finally any remaining functions to be turned over to 
Vietnamese Govt as soon after Four-Power meeting as possible. At 
moment it is envisaged that permanent basis of relationship between 
two countries will be as stated in two basic treaties (totally independ- 

ent and thereafter associated within French Union on free and equal 

basis). There will be no further haggling about petty details. 

Question of Bao Dai’s future role is, of course, also involved but it 

will be treated as phase two after other more immediate decisions are 
reached. | a a . 

‘La Chambre expressed complete agreement with the sentiments ex- 

pressed in last two paras reftel which were given him in full in para- 

phrased form. . | - 
During conversation La Chambre expressed concern regarding new 

Vietnamese Ambassador to US Tran Van Chuong. He did not mention
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the forthcoming trip of Raphael-Leygues and Buu Hoi (Embtel 35 to : 
Saigon rptd as 420 to Dept)*® but we observed that Raphael-Leygues 
was waiting in antechamber to see La Chambre as we left. It is ap- | 
parent that Cheysson’s trip is an official mission while Raphael- 
Leygues is of secret character. | 

| | DILLON 

* Telegram 420 from Paris, July 29, read in part as follows: “Jacques Raphael- 
Leygues, counselor French Union and Commissaire Principal de la Marine, has 

| informed us confidentially he proceeding Saigon next few days secret mission for 
-Mendés-France. Will have as ussociate on mission Prince Buu Hoi, cousin of Bao 

| Dai and well known scientist, long time resident of France, counselor to Ho Chi 
Minh at Fontainebleau in 194%.” The purpose of the trip was to investigate 

| privately the political situation in Vietnam. (751G.00/7-2954) | . 

Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file, Dulles—Herter series 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

WasHineTon, August 2, 1954. 

Subject: Indochina Statement? | 

I have given considerable thought to the possibility of issuing a 
statement about certain heretofore unclarified aspects of the Indochina 
matter. | | | 

I got together a large amount of documentation which I studied 

_ over the weekend. cos, a _ 

I came to the conclusion that it was not possible at this time to issue 

. anything like a full “White Paper”. This would require the consent of 

other governments to publish exchanges of notes, etc., which consent 

would surely be unobtainable at this time. | | | 
I composed the annexed, which is limited to two aspects: (1) the 

French suggestions for U.S. air action in Indochina; and (2) our 

efforts for “united action.” | | 

I think that something along these lines could be published without © 

impropriety so far as regards foreign governments, although probably _ 

1At his news conference of July 21, President Eisenhower stated that the 
United States might possibly release a history of its role in the Indochina crisis. 
(Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Hisenhower, 
1954, p. 648) Secretary Dulles received confirmation of the President’s interest 
in such a statement during telephone conversations with Press Secretary Hagerty 
on July 21 and with the President on July 26. (Hisenhower Library, Dulles 
papers, “Telephone Conversations”) Drafts prepared in the Department of State 
with the active participation of the Secretary, and related material, may be found 
in file 751G.00; PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Indochina”; Eisenhower Library, Dulles 
papers, “Indochina”; and Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file, 
Dulles—Herter series. . 

This memorandum was accompanied by a draft statement which is not printed. 
According to notes filed with the source text, the President read the draft on 

| Aug. 8 and made certain corrections. For the text of the statement as approved 
_by the President, see telegram 689 to London, Aug. 3, p. 1915.
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the proposed texts should be submitted to Aldrich and Dillon for their | 
observations in this respect. | : | 

The statement would have the advantage of dispelling generally 
accepted rumors such as the United States proposed an air strike to | 
save Dien Bien Phu, and the British vetoed it. The statement would 
have disadvantages. It might reopen controversy between Britain and 

| France, although I have tried to avoid any provocative statements 
and have toned down differences. Perhaps more important is that it 
gives the Communists a “case study” of how we operate in these 

matters from the standpoint of our own Constitution and our desire 
not to “go it alone.” This might tempt them in the future to try to 
make some close calculations—perhaps miscalculations—to our 

disadvantage. | | 
I submit the matter to you for your verdict. 

| a . JOHN Foster DULLES 

-—-125.456/8-254 | Ce 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Executive Director of the 
Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs (Capella) | 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,| August 2, 1954. 

Subject: Closing of the American Consulate at Hanoi. | 

Participants: The Secretary | | 
| Mr. Allen Dulles—CIA | | 

Mr. Saltzman—O ? 
: Mr. Wisner—CIA _ a | 

Mr. Drumright—FE 
Mr. Day—PSA 
Mr. Blancke—PSA 
Mr. Capella—FE/Ex , 

In response to a question by the Secretary as to the position of the 
French and British regarding continued representation in Hanoi, 
Mr. Drumright replied that although we have working level views 
from both London and Saigon we do not yet know the intentions of 

the French and the British. The Secretary requested that we find out, 

with the thought that we may wish to act in concert with them. ... 
Mr. Allen Dulles took the position that we should not retreat and 

that if we had to get out of North Vietnam we should be forced out. 

Mr. Wisner thought that by remaining in Hanoi we might have an 

1During a telephone conversation of July 20, Allen Dulles, the Director of ; 
Central Intelligence, told the Secretary of State that it was important that the 
Hanoi Consulate remain open. (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, ‘Telephone 
Conversations” ) 

Charles E. Saltzman, Under Secretary of State for Administration. 

578-611 O 82 - 33 (Pt. 2)
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opportunity to drive a wedge between Communist China and the Viet- 
minh whereas if we got out no such opportunity would be afforded. 
It was also thought that the Vietminh might behave differently than 
the Communists behaved in China towards our officials because of 
their desire to trade with the United States. 

Mr. Drumright pointed out that the matter of trade had already 
been settled and that it was that we would not trade with Commu- 
nists in China. He also referred to the treatment that we had received 
from the Communists in China. He also pointed out, and the Secretary 
agreed, that serious consideration would have to be given to the reac- 
tion on the part of the U.S. public to any abuse which might be leveled 
at our officials in Hanoi and that we should be prepared for criticism 

: when it was evident that there was nothing that the United States 
could do to prevent such abuse. The Vietminh might, however, behave 
properly as long as the international armistice group was in Hanoi. 

Mr. Day pointed out that once the Vietminh moved in our communica- 
tions would have to be in clear, and... . Mr. Drumright suggested 
that we may wish to determine Congressional opinion regarding this 

| problem. The Secretary stated that we should first reach a decision in 

the Department and then inquire as to whether or not certain Congress- 
men have opinions regarding it. He thought that it would be a good 
idea to consult Congressman Judd on this problem. It was generally 
agreed that we would want to keep the question of closing the Consul- 
ate under review during the 80-day period and take final action on the 

basis of developments. | 
A. proposed cable to Hanoi instructing the Consul to take no steps 

to close the Consulate was shown to the Secretary. He agreed that it 
should be sent. . . . | Oo 

851G.00/8—354 : Telegram . . 

The Ambassador in Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET | oe Satcon, August 3, 1954—noon. 

439. Repeated information Paris 160, Hanoi unnumbered. Re Dep- 
cirtel 50, July 22.? In Indochina an economic assistance program must 
be accompanied by development of a strong and effective political and 
military situation. However, while attempting to assist in creation of 
necessary political and military strength we must not wait to extend 

economic aid. As nationalism and anti-colonialism are perhaps two 
most important motivating factors in Vietnam politics today it is 
essential for psychological reasons that the American role not be too 

1This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 
2¥or text of circular telegram 50, which requested the opinions of Far Eastern 

posts regarding aspects of expanded economic assistance, see volume XII.
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much advertised. Vietnamese Government must convince its people | 
that it is in a position of leadership rather than that it is being led and | 
influenced too much by US or any other foreign government. | 
_ Following is summary reply to specific questions in letter July 20 
from Assistant Secretary Robertson? | | 

- q@. There is a very real danger that Communists will ultimately take 
over power in south Vietnam by capitalizing on local social and eco- 
nomic instability and fervent nationalism, accompanied by pressures 
from Viet Minh in North Vietnam and strong guerrilla action by left- 
behind forces in South Vietnam. Propaganda would probably stress 
nationalism more than poverty of people. Danger of Communist take- — 
over in Cambodia is more remote. In Laos danger is almost as present 
as in Vietnam. In both Cambodia and Laos, however, economic plight 
of inhabitants would be less important factor in such take-over, since 
there is little discontent among peasants over their present economic 
situation, ee oe | - 

6. A major effort at social and economic progress is urgently neces- 
sary to strengthen Associated States politically and militarily against 
likelihood of Communist seizure of power. © - 
-¢. To meet problems such as resettlement of refugees and reorgani- 

zation of areas previously controlled by Viet Minh, a rapidly ex- 
panded rate of social and economic progress is essential and must be 
sought urgently and immediately in spite of lack of trained and effi- 
cient local personnel to administer a program. oe | 

ad. US:assistance would definitely create public and official reaction 
beneficialto US interest. | | | 

e. US aid. should be channeled direct and in concentrated way in 
Indochinese countries. Reaction would be more favorable if this were 
case. ; | 

_ f. Reaction would be more favorable if US were sole contributor. 
Associated States are not interested in joint aid agreements. Any pro- 
visions of an economic nature included in SEATO should be of general 
nature. | a | , 

-g. In general throughout Far East, in the long-term, way to economic 
- and social progress must be through industrialization in broadest sense 

of those countries, with improvement of agriculture a somewhat 
secondary item. Agricultural output must be improved to extent where 
it is possible to take care of expanding populations but no agricultural 

_ developments in long run will suffice to build up tolerable standard 
of living in Asia in view of population increases. In case of the states 
of Indochina, however, development of agriculture will for perhaps 
many ears take priority over industrialization, since in underpopu- 
lated Indochina there is room for vast increase both of acreage and 
yield. Both for agricultural and eventual industrial development in 
Indochina it would be necessary to have roads and improved inland 
waterways and there are decided possibilities of hydroelectric devel-_ 
opment and very likely mining development as well. This is for long 
term view. Against immediate Communist threat programs of edu- 

>The letter under reference, which also requested information on economic 

assistance from various Far Eastern posts, is not printed. (FE files, lot 55 D 480)
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| cation, public health and in few cities housing projects are more 
important. So atch ee 

h, At present time there would be no difficulty in conditioning eco- 
nomic aid in three countries on their improvement of their military 
force. All three countries desire to build up their military strength 
against Communist (Viet Minh) threat. However, I believe it would 
be unwise and unnecessary to condition an economic aid program on 
requirements for defense commitments since such a tie-in could be 
used against us effectively in Communist propaganda. | 

2. In their present state of opinion three Indochina countries would 
prefer aid direct from US. This is so because they have greater trust | 
in our sincerity and ability to provide aid than they do in other coun- 
tries. They are egotistically, and naturally, more interested in aid to 
themselves than for their neighbors. In fact, they would fear that the 

| larger the geographic coverage the less aid they would get. 
7 7. If governments do not institute better economic. social, and fiscal 

| policies, an economic aid program would be little effective. In case of 
| three Indochina countries they would not object to stipulations thev 

follow policies conducive to social and economic improvement and 
thev will accept expert assistance. ; oe 
We realize and these countries realize that private American in- 

_ vestment would bring benefits. However, if security for American 
investment is pushed too hard, these countries will become suspicious 

| for all of them have had experience with private investment which 
they did not like. Now, while we are attempting to shore up a wobbly 
political and economic structure, is not the time to make a major issue 
of pressing for opportunities for private American investment. : 

_ &, Aid should be presented and carried out as government-to-gov- 
| ernment aid. US should stay largely in background, let government 

get half credit, and gain in strength. Under such conditions favorable | 
publicity we would get would be as great, and unfavorable less. We 
must “sell” program to Congress and American people, but such “sell- 
ing” should be done back at home, not over here to government and 

| peoples of these countries. 
. Our rubber policy, or lack of it, has hurt us in this country. How- 

ever, I do not believe commodity price agreement is answer, for it 
| becomes sort of cartel and inhibits progress. Best. we can do on that 

score is continue to maintain economic stability in US and to revise 
our tariff policies—in this country, more for psychological than eco- 
nomic benefits. Sa, 

m. China is traditional enemy of Vietnam and is feared by Laos and 
Cambodia. This applies to Communist China as well as to any other 
China. Only a few intellectuals in Indochina believe Communist China 
has found solution for under-developed countries. 

‘What three states of Indochina want and need for short term to help 
avert danger of Communism is continuation of direct economic aid 

| from US through FOA with its experience and organization. They 
also, situated as they are “under the gun” of joint menace of Viet Minh 
and Communist China, need American armament, budgetary aid for ; 
their defense effort which is beyond their capacity and has hitherto 
been funneled through France, and American military training.
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France will also give budgetary support and France would like to 

monopolize training and reorganization of three National Armies. We 

should coordinate our economic aid and budgetary support with what- | 

ever programs France has, and we should also, certainly in case of 

Vietnam and Cambodia, at least share in military training mission. 

Our sharing in training is necessary both because on record we have 

better military method and because in case of Vietnam and Cambodia 

they will be reluctant to accept an exclusively French training mission 

‘because of their dislike of French, their fears of French intention to 

retain dominance in this area, and because of their disbelief in French 

military ability. | | Be 

For long-range, there should doubtless be a multi-national coopera- 

tive economie organization devoted principally to industrialization of 

Asia in the larger sense. It would be well to start such an organization 

at present time. But it cannot and should not for next years to come 

replace direct US aid and control of such aid. It certainly should not 

replace our present FOA and MDAP programs in the immediately 

menaced countries of Indochina. But it could begin to study longer- 

term projects which must wait upon development of more stable polit- 

ical conditions. I would figure such an organization being devoted to 

Asia, not made worldwide. In first place, it would be less effective if it 

were too large an organization. Secondly, economic problems of over- 

populated, under-developed Asia and other continents are distinct. 
HEaTH 

751G.5 MSP/8—354 : Telegram 

The Chief of the United States Military Assistance Advisory Group 

in Indochina (O’Daniel) to the Department of the Army * 

TOP SECRET | Satcon, August 3, 1954—noon. 

MG 3000 A. During recent conversation with Ely as result discus- 

sion concerning US consideration withdraw B 26 and C 119 acft? he | 

stated as follows: - 

“OS evidently putting on our shoulders the loss of Tonkin. Don’t 

forget the precedents of China and Korea. We were not responsible in 

1This telegram was directed to the Department of the Army for General Ridg- 

way, to be passed to the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense. How- 

ever, a typed notation on the source text indicates that it was not relayed to State. 

It has not been determined when the message was actually received by the State | 

Department. 
?In telegram MG 2079 A from Saigon, July 30, General O’Daniel reported his 

discussion that day with General Ely concerning the possible withdrawal of U.S. 

aircraft on loan to the French in Indochina. In the same telegram, General 

3084) recommended against the contemplated withdrawal. (751G.5 MSP/
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those cases. All of us share responsibility for the situation here. I 
| must say that Iam profoundly displeased by all this. We still face the _ 

2 matter of the same battle for southern IndoChina. If the United States 
wants us to lose this too, tell us so and we will pull out. This is a com- 
mon fight. It is not in France’s interest to fight on here alone. We need 
US assistance as much as ever if we are to participate in defense of 
southeast Asia. We are putting in all the men. All we ask for is equip- 
ment. There need be no question that the Vietnamese will have full 
independence and their own army with divisions. In addition they 
will have French forces to help out. When the French forces are no 
longer needed they will be pulled out. The US may suggest. whatever 
date it considers necessary for our departure and we will be glad to go. 
Our Asiatic policy is not French alone, it is western. I must tell you 
frankly it is not pleasant to have the impression that after our eight 
years of fighting the US feels we are letting things go here. The trou- 
ble goes back to China. We had no responsibility there. Neither were 
we responsible for the Chinese aid to the Viet Minh after the Korean 
armistice. We all share the responsibility for what has happened. I 
object to dumping all the blame on the shoulders of one nation.” 

Comment: My reply to Ely was that I thought US had done good 

job in supporting French needs. The ceasefire was bound to give vari- 

ous impressions concerning the situation. Once things have settled 

down the problem will be sorted out and seen in its correct light. What 

has happened is a natural reaction. I get the impression that there is 

great concern at home over the weaknesses of the Diem govt. There is 

a feeling that the enemy through his propaganda strength and infiltra- 

tion tactics will win the elections, get all our equipment and then take 

over all of southeast Asia. Furthermore there are 11 million people in | 

_ the north against 9 or 10 million in the south. With a pistol in their 

| backs there is no doubt as to how the vote will go in the north unless 

sound measures are used in the south. The enemy is conducting his 

political warfare in exactly the same manner as a shooting war, in 

accordance with the principles of war. The Vietnamese govt needs help 

in every dept if there is to be any hope for victory. Ely replied “what 

we must do is win the battle for peace. This is another type of political 

warfare. If we give up ahead of time there is no hope for success. You 

must continue to help us. We can’t give up. We must win. I would 

have liked to have held the Tonkin. Two more divs would have been 

enough. I knew I could get two new divs from France but I still 

needed two US divs. However the US said no. This was an important 

element in our position. If I had had the certainty of two US divs,a _ 

different situation would have resulted. But that is passed now.” 

Comment: A little intestinal fortitude in French high command 

and in Paris would have helped. - |
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INR-NIE files a ! 

oe National Intelligence Estimate a 

SECRET WasHineton, 3 August 1954. 

| | | | 

| ~Post-Geneva OurTLooK In INDOCHINA * | 

| a THE PROBLEM | | 

To assess the probable outlook in Indochina in the light of the agree- 

ments reached at the Geneva conference. | 

- CONCLUSIONS 7 

1. The signing of the agreements at Geneva has accorded inter- 

national recognition to Communist military and political power in 

Indochina and has given that power a defined geographic base. — 

2. We believe that the Communists will not give up their objective 

of securing control of all Indochina but will, without violating the 

armistice to the extent of launching an armed invasion to the south or , 

west, pursue their objective by political, psychological, and paramili- 

tary means. ) : 

3. We believe the Communists will consolidate control over North 

Vietnam with little difficulty. Present indications are that the Viet 

Minh will pursue a moderate political program, which together with 

its strong military posture, will be calculated to make that regime | 

appeal to the nationalist feelings of the Vietnamese population gen- 

erally. It is possible, however, that the Viet Minh may find it desirable 

or necessary to adopt a strongly repressive domestic program which 

would diminish its appeal in South Vietnam. In any event, from its 

new territorial base, the Viet Minh will intensify Communist activi- 

ties throughout Indochina. . 

4, Although it is possible that the French and Vietnamese, even with 

firm support from the US and other powers, may be able to establish a 

strong regime in South Vietnam, we believe that the chances for this 

development are poor and, moreover, that the situation is more likely 

1 According to a note on the cover sheet, this estimate was “Submitted by the 

Director of Central Intelligence. The following intelligence organizations par- 

ticipated in the preparation of this estimate: The Central Intelligence Agency 

and the intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the 

Navy, the Air Force, and the Joint Staff. 7 

“Concurred in by the Intelligence Advisory Committee on 8 August 1954. Con- 

curring were the Special Assistant, Intelligence, Department of State; the 

Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army; the Director of Naval 

Intelligence ; the Director of Intelligence, USAF; the Deputy Director for Intelli- 

gence, the Joint Staff. The Director of Intelligence, AEC, and the Assistant to the 

Director, Federul Bureau of Investigation, abstained, the subject being outside — 

of their jurisdiction.”
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to continue to deteriorate progressively over the next year. It is even 
possible that, at some time during the next two years, the South Viet- 
nam Government could be taken over by elements that would seek 
unification with the North even at the expense of Communist domina- 
tion. If the scheduled national elections are held in J uly 1956, and if 
the Viet Minh does not prejudice its political prospects, the Viet Minh 
will almost certainly win. 

5. The ability of the Laotian Government to retain control in Laos 
will depend upon developments in South Vietnam and upon the 
receipt of French military and other assistance. Even with such assist- 
ance, however, Laos will be faced by a growing Communist threat 
which might result in the overthrow of the present government 
through subversion or elections, and in any case would be greatly 
intensified if all Vietnam were to fall under Communist control. 

6. We believe that if adequate outside assistance is made available, 
the Cambodian Government will probably increase its effectiveness 
and the effectiveness of its internal security forces and will be able to 
suppress Communist guerrilla activity and to counter Communist 
political activity. The situation in Cambodia would probably de- 

| teriorate, however, if a Communist government should emerge in Laos 
or South Vietnam. 

DISCUSSION 

I. The Current Situation 

: General | | 
(. The signing of the agreements at Geneva has ended large-scale 

warfare in Indochina and has affirmed the independence of Laos and , 
Cambodia. It has, on the other hand, accorded international recogni- 

. tion to Communist military and political power in Indochina and has 
given that power a defined geographic base. Finally, the agreements 
have dealt a blow to the prestige of the Western Powers and particu- | 

larly of France. | 

North Vietnam 
8. The Viet Minh has emerged from Geneva with international rec- 

ognition and with greatly enhanced power and prestige in Indochina. 
The Viet Minh leaders, while admitting that their ultimate objectives 
may have been temporarily compromised “for the sake of peace,” are 
acclaiming the agreements as denoting a major victory and ensuring 
the eventual reunification of all Vietnam under Communist aegis. Ho 
Chi-Minh is generally regarded as the man who liberated Tonkin from 
70 years of French rule. The Viet Minh has initiated a program to 
absorb presently French-controlled areas in the Tonkin Delta. 

South Vietnam | 
9. In South Vietnam, the agreements and the fact of the imposed 

partition have engendered an atmosphere of frustration and disillu-
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sionment, which has been compounded 
by widespread 

uncertainty 
as | 

to French and US intentions. The present political leadership appears 
to retain the passive support of the more important nationalist organi- 
zations and individuals. 

However, the government’s 
already weak ad- | 

ministrative 
base has been further dislocated, and it has only uncertain ! 

assurances of continued outside military and financial support. Mu- 
tual jealousies and a lack of a single policy continue to divide Viet- | 
namese politicians. 

Moreover, certain pro-French 
elements are seeking | 

the overthrow of the Diem government 
with the apparent support of 

French colonial interests anxious to retain their control. 
10. The North Vietnam population is somewhat greater than the | 

South Vietnam population and, in any event, the loss of the Tonkin | 
Delta has deprived South Vietnam of the most energetic and national- 
ist segment of the population. 

Although South Vietnam has the capa- 
bility for agricultural 

self-sufficiency, 
the principal and industrial 

establishments 
and fuel and mineral resources are located in North 

Vietnam. | | | | 
“11. Provided that the terms of the ceasefire agreement are observed, 
the combined French-Vietnamese 

forces in South Vietnam now have 
the capability of maintaining 

internal security. | 
Laos | | 
12. The relatively stable internal situation in Laos, which in the 

past has depended upon French support, remains essentially un- 
| changed. The Laotian Army is poorly armed and trained and, without 

the support of French forces and advisers, does not have the capability 
to maintain internal security. Moreover, “Pathet Lao” Communists 
continue to have de facto control of two northern provinces adjoining 
the Communist-controlled 

areas of Northern Vietnam. Furthermore, 
the Geneva agreements 

give members of the “Pathet Lao” movement 
freedom of political action throughout 

Laos. | 
Cambodia | | | 
13. The internal Cambodian 

situation, except for sharp political 
rivalries among leading Cambodians, 

is at present relatively stable. 
Non-Communist 

dissidence appears to have abated and the principal 
dissident leader, Son Ngoc Thanh, no longer poses any real threat to 
the government. 

The King retains widespread 
popular support for 

having obtained a large degree of effective independence 
from the 

French and for having safeguarded 
Cambodia’s 

integrity at Geneva. _ 

Although the Communists 
are permitted freedom of political action 

in Cambodia, they have only a minimum appeal. The Cambodian 
forces, although somewhat weakened by the withdrawal of French 
forces, have the capability of dealing with current Communist 

sub- 
versive action. _
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Il. Outlook in Indochina - 

General Considerations So 

14. The Geneva agreements, although precise and detailed concern- 

ing the time and place of troop redeployments and related matters, 

are imprecise about matters pertaining to future military aid and 

training. Moreover, the agreements are vague with respect to political 

matters. Details on the implementation of national elections are left 

for the interested parties to determine. Except for such influence as 

may be exerted by the presence of supervisory teams from India, Can- 

ada, and Poland, there is no provision for forcing the parties con- 

cerned to implement or adhere to the agreements. 

15. The course of future developments will be determined less by 

the Geneva agreements than by the relative capabilities and actions of 

the Communist and non-Communist entities in Indochina, and of 

interested outside powers. 

| 16. Communist policy. Communist willingness to reach agreement 

for an armistice in Indochina, at a time when prolongation of the con-” 

“flict could have produced a steadily deteriorating situation in Indo- 

china, was probably derived in substantial part from the Communist 

estimate that: (a) an effort to win a total military victory in Indo- 

china might precipitate US military intervention, and (6) the objec- 

tive of gaining political control over all Indochina could be achieved 

as a result of the armistice agreement. The Communists also appar- 

ently believed that an attitude of “reasonableness” and the acceptance 

of an armistice in Indochina would contribute to the realization of | 

their objective to undermine western efforts to develop an effective 

military coalition. They probably consider, therefore, that a deliberate 

resumption of large-scale military operations from their zone in the 

north would negate the political and psychological advantages the 

Communists have gained by negotiating a settlement and could in- 

volve grave risk of expanded war. - / | 

17. In the light of these considerations, we believe that the broad 

outlines of Communist policy in Indochina will be to: (@) refrain 

from deliberately taking major military action to break the armistice 

agreement while seeking to gain every advantage in the implementa- 

tion of the agreements; (0) consolidate the Communist political, mili- 

tary, and economic position in North Vietnam; (¢) conduct intensive 

political warfare against non-Communist Indochinese governments 

and people; (d) work for the ultimate removal of all Western influ- 

ence, particularly French and US, from Indochina; and (e) empha- 

size and exploit issues in Indochina which will create and intensify 

divisions among non-Communist countries. In sum, we believe that the
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Communists will not give up their objective of securing control of all | 
Indochina but will, without violating the armistice to the extent of 
launching an armed invasion to the south or west, pursue their objec- 
tive by political, psychological, and paramilitary means. | 

18. French policy. It is impossible at this time to predict even the 
broad outlines of French policy in Indochina. The following appear 
to be the main alternatives: _ | 

a. Grant of complete political independence to the Indochina states, | 
_ accompanied _by an attempt to organize strong political regimes in : 

those states. We believe that the French might be persuaded to adopt 
this policy by strong US-UK pressure, together with economic and | : 
military assistance to France and a guarantee of the defense of the free : 
areas of Indochina against further Communist military attack. : 

6. Continuation of French Union ties with the non-Communist 
Indochinese states, with indirect French political controls and French | 
economic domination. We believe that French policy may proceed | 
along these lines if the French estimate that: (1) the Communists will 
follow a conciliatory policy in Indochina; (2) the non-Communist 
leadership will offer very little difficulty; and (3) the US and UK will | 
not exert pressure toward a grant of full independence to the Indo- | 
chinese states. | — | : i 

c. Some form of agreement with the Viet Minh providing for ex- | 
pediting elections and achieving a unification of Vietnam. The French ) 
might be inclined to follow this line if the Viet Minh held out prom- | 
ises of the maintenance of French economic and cultural interests, and 
of the continuance of some form of association of the unified Viet- 
namese state with France. | | | | | 

da. Withdrawal of all French military, administrative, and economic 
support from Indochina. We believe that this would occur only in the 
event of a hopeless deterioration of political, military, and economic 
conditionsin the area. | | | 

19. International policies. The political survival of the Indochinese 
states is endangered not only by the threat of external Communist at- | 
tack and internal Communist subversion, but also by their own in- 
herent inexperience, immaturity, and weakness. We believe that with- 7 
out outside support the Indochinese states cannot become strong 
enough to withstand Communist pressures. The course of develop- 
ments in Indochina will be largely influenced by the attitudes and 
policies of other powers. In general, we believe that in the absence of | 
firm support from the US, the non-Communist states of Indochina | 
cannot long remain non-Communist. If they are given opportunity, 
guidance, and material help in building national states, they may be | 
able to attain viability. We believe that the energy and resourceful- | 
ness necessary for this achievement will not arise spontaneously | 
among the non-Communist. Indochinese but will have to be sponsored 
and nurtured from without. _ | | |
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Outlook in Vietnam es 
20. Outlook in North Vietnam. Communist activities in North Viet- 

| nam will be concentrated upon consolidation of Communist control, 
with their efforts in this respect probably appearing moderate at the 
outset. The Viet Minh will probably emphasize social and economic 
reforms and the participation of all political, economic, and religious 
eroups in state activity. At the same time, Viet Minh cadres will estab- _ 
lish themselves throughout the Delta, will begin the process of neu- _ 
tralizing all effective opposition groups, will undertake the usual 
Communist program of popular indoctrination, and will prepare for — | 

| the election scheduled in July 1956. We believe the Communists will be 
| able to achieve the consolidation of North Vietnam with little diffi- 

| culty. | 

7 21. We believe that the Viet Minh will continue to develop their 
armed forces. Although the armistice provisions forbid the Viet Minh 
from increasing their supply of arms, we believe they will covertly 
strengthen and possibly expand their armed forces with Chinese Com- 
munist aid. Viet Minh forces will almost certainly continue to receive 

training in China. | So | 
92. Thus established firmly in North Vietnam, the Viet Minh regime 

will probably retain and may increase its symbolic attraction as the 

base of Vietnamese national independence. Its methods of consolidat- 

ing control will probably continue for some time to be moderate, and, 

its internal program together with its military power, will be cal- 

culated to make the regime attractive to the remaining peoples of 

Indochina. It is possible, however, that the Viet Minh may find it 

desirable or necessary to adopt a strongly repressive domestic program 

| which would prejudice its psychological appeal and political pros- 

| pects. Barring such repressive Viet Minh policies, the unification 

issue will continue to be exploited to Communist advantage through- __ 

out Vietnam. Meanwhile, the Viet Minh regime will continue to 

strengthen the Communist underground apparatus in South Vietnam, 

Laos, and Cambodia, aware that significant Communist gains In any — 

one of these countries will strengthen the Communist movement in 

| the others. It will seek to develop strong overt Communist political 

| groups where possible and will generally use all available means to- 

wards the eventual unification of the country under Communist 

control. BS 
23. Outlook in South Vietnam. We believe that the Viet Minh will 

seek to retain sizeable military and political assets in South Vietnam. 

| Although the agreements provide for the removal to the north of all 

Viet Minh forces, many of the regular and irregular Viet Minh 

soldiers now in the south are natives of the area, and large numbers
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of them will probably cache their arms and remain in South Vietnam. : 
In addition, Viet Minh administrative cadres have been in firm con- 
trol of several large areas in central and south Vietnam for several | 
years. These cadres will probably remain in place. French and Viet- 
namese efforts to deal with “stay-behind” military and administrative | 
units and personnel will be greatly hampered by armistice provisions 

- guaranteeing the security of pre-armistice dissidents from reprisals. | 
24, The severe problem of establishing and maintaining security in 

South Vietnam will probably be increased by certain provisions of : 
the Geneva agreements which prohibit the import of arms and military 

- equipment, except as replacements, and the introduction of additional : 
foreign military personnel, the establishment of new military bases, : 
and military alliances. These provisions limit the development of a 
Vietnamese national army to such numbers as may be equipped by | 
stocks evacuated from Tonkin, plus stocks now held in Saigon. How- | 

ever, in the last analysis, Vietnamese security will be determined by : 

the degree of French protection and assistance in the development of 
a national army, the energy with which the Vietnamese themselves | 

attack the problem, and by the will of the non-Communist. powers to | 

provide South Vietnam with effective guarantees. a 
25. In addition to the activities of stay-behind military and admin- 

istrative groups, the Viet Minh will make a major effort to discredit : 
any South Vietnam administration, and to exacerbate French-Viet- 

namese relations, and appeal to the feeling for national unification 

which will almost certainly continue strong among the South Viet- 

namese population. The Communist goal will be to cause the collapse | 

of any non-Communist efforts to stabilize the situation in South Viet- 

nam, and thus to leave North Vietnam the only visible foundation on 
which to re-establish Vietnamese unity. French and anti-Communist ! 

Vietnamese efforts to counter the Viet Minh unity appeal and Com- | 

munist subversive activities will be complicated at the outset by the 

strong resentment of Vietnamese nationalists over the partitioning of 

Vietnam and the abandoning of Tonkin to Communist control. It may 

_ be difficult to convince many Vietnamese troops, political leaders, and 

administrative personnel in Tonkin to go south, let alone to assist ac- | 

tively in the development of an effective administration in South | 
Vietnam. | 

26. Developments in South Vietnam will also depend in large part 

on French courses of action. Prospects for stability in South Vietnam | 

would be considerably enhanced if the French acted swiftly to insure | 

Vietnam full independence and to encourage strong nationalist lead- : 

ership. If this were done, anti-French nationalist activity might be | | 

lessened. With French military and economic assistance—backed by | 

|
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US aid—the Vietnamese could proceed to develop gradually an effec- | 

tive security force, local government organization, and a long-range 
program for economic and social reform. Nevertheless, it will be very 

| difficult for the French to furnish the degree of assistance which will 

| be required without at the same time reviving anti-French feeling to 

the point of endangering the whole effort. 
27. On the basis of the evidence we have at this early date, however, © 

we believe that a favorable development of the situation in South Viet- 
nam is unlikely. Unless Mendes-France is able to overcome the force 
of French traditional interests and emotions which have in the past 
governed the implementation of policy in Indochina, we do not believe — 
there will be dramatic transformation in French policy necessary to 
win the active loyalty and support of the local population for a South 

Vietnam Government. At the present time, it appears more likely that 

the situation will deteriorate in South Vietnam and that the with- 

drawal from Tonkin will involve recriminations, distrust, and possibly 

violence. There will be delays in the development of effective adminis- 
tration in the south; the French military will probably be forced to 

retain a large measure of control for reasons of “security”; and efforts 

by French colonial interests to develop a puppet Cochin-China state 

will persist. It is even possible that at some point during the next two 

years the South Vietnam Goverrment could be taken over by elements 

that would ceek unification with the Viet Minh in the north even at the 

expense of Communist domination. Even if a stable government could 

be established, we estimate that the national elections scheduled for 

July 1956 would almost certainly give the Viet Minh control of South 

Vietnam.’ 

28. In the interim, Viet Minh propaganda will find ample oppor- 

| tunities to influence Vietnamese attitudes. Within a year, Viet Minh 

stay-behind units will probably be active politically, and possibly 

involved in open guerrilla fighting. In these circumstances, the French 

will probably be able to maintain their “presence” in South Vietnam 

through mid-1956, but their influence will probably become increas- 

ingly restricted to major cities and the perimeters of military instal- 

~ Jations and bases. The French might be willing to resolve this situa- 

tion by an arrangement with the Communists which seemed to offer a 

: chance of saving some remnant of the French economic and cultural | 

position in Vietnam. Such an arrangement might include an agreement 

2In. a notice to the recipients of NIE 63-5-54, Aug. 9, the last sentence of para- 

| graph 27 was corrected to read as follows: “If the scheduled national elections 

are held in July 1956, and if the Viet Minh does not prejudice its political pros- 

pects, the Viet Minh will almost certainly win.” The notice accompanies the 

source text.
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to hold 

early 
elections, 

even 
with 

the virtual 
certainty 

of Viet 
Minh 

: 

victory. 
Only 

if such 
an arrangement 

proved 
impossible, 

and the situa- 
| 

tion 
deteriorated 

to the point 
of hopelessness, 

would 
the French 

with- 
| 

draw 
completely 

from 
the country. 

| 

Outlook 
in Laos 

- | | 

29. Providing 

the French 
maintain 

the 5,000 
troops 

in Laos 
which 

| 
the Geneva 

agreements 

permit 
them, 

and continue 

to develop 
the Lao- 

tian 
forces, 

the Royal 
Laotian 

Government 

should 
be able 

to improve 

| 
its security 

forces 
and, 

excluding 

the two northern 

provinces, 

to deal 
with 

isolated, 

small-scale 

Communist 

guerrilla 

actions. 
Also, 

provid- 
| 

ing the Laotians 

continue 
to receive 

French 
and US technical 

and : 
financial 

assistance, 

they 
probably 

will be able 
to maintain 

an adequate government 

administration. 

There 
is nothing 

in the Geneva 
agree- ments 

to prevent 
Laos 

from 
becoming 

a member 
of a defense 

arrange- 

: 

ment 
so long 

as no foreign 
troops 

other 
than 

specified 

French personnel 

are based 
in Laos. 30.. However, 

if the French 
for any reason 

decide 
not to maintain their 

troops 
nor to continue 

military 

training 

in Laos, 
it will 

be im- 
possible 

for the non-Communist 

powers 
to provide 

effective 

aid to the : 

Laotians 

without 
breaching 

the Geneva 
agreement. 

At the same 
time, 

| 

Laos 
will 

be faced 
with 

a growing 

Communist 

threat, 
and the freedom of political 

action 
permitted 

members 

of the Pathet. 
Lao 

movement, strengthened 

by support 
from 

the Viet 
Minh, 

may 
result 

in the over- 
throw 

of the present 
government 

through 

subversion 

or elections. Finally, 

further 
successes 

for the Viet 
Minh 

in Vietnam 

will 
have 

an 
immediate 

adverse 

effect 
on the situation 

in Laos. 
Outlook 

in Cambodia 

| | 

31. We believe 
that 

the Communists, 

in withdrawing 

organized units 
from 

Cambodia, 

will 
leave 

behind 
organizers, 

guerrilla 

leaders, and weapons. 

Initially, 

the Communists 

will 
probably 

minimize 

guer- rilla 
action 

in order 
to concentrate 

on building 

their 
political 

potential in Cambodia. 

| | 
32. Providing 

the withdrawal 

of the Communists 

is substantially 
in accord 

with 
the agreement, 

the development 

of stability 

in Cam- 
bodia 

during 
the next 

year 
or so will 

depend 
largely 

on two 
inter- related 

factors: 

(a) the ability 
of the Cambodians 

to develop 
effective government 

and internal 

security 

forces; 
and 

(0) the ability 
of the 

Cambodians 

to obtain 
external 

technical 

and financial 

assistance. There 
is no prohibition 

in the Geneva 
agreements 

against 
Cambodia’s 

obtaining 

outside 
assistance 

to develop 
its defense 

forces 
or on joining 

| 

a defensive 

alliance, 

providing 

the latter 
is in consonance 

with 
the
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| UN Charter and that no foreign troops are based in Cambodia in the 

absence of a threat to Cambodian security. If adequate outside assist- 

ance is made available, the Cambodians will probably increase the 

effectiveness both of their government and their internal security 

forces, and will be able to suppress Communist guerrilla activity and 

counter Communist political activity. The efforts of the Cambodians 

to strengthen their position would probably be more energetic if their 

independence were guaranteed by some regional defense arrangement. 

The situation in Cambodia would deteriorate gravely, however, if a 

Communist government should emerge in Laos or South Vietnam. 

751G.5/8-354 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom * 

TOP SECRET Wasuineron, August 3, 1954—7: 25 p. m. 

PRIORITY 

688. Eyes only Ambassador from Secretary. At various of his press 

conferences President has been asked to state authentic facts regard- 

ing possible U.S. belligerent action in Indochina. Many rumors have 

gained wide circulation which are seriously inaccurate and prejudicial. 

President stated he would make the true facts public as soon as it could 

be done consistently with the national interest. Leading members of 

Foreign Relations and Foreign Affairs Committees have also indi- 

cated their desire to have their Committees formally call on the 

President for such a statement. 

In the light of the foregoing we have prepared, and the President 

has approved, a statement the essential parts of which are contained in 

next following cable.2 We have prepared this on minimum basis so as 

to avoid risk of controversy with our allies or divulging what might be 

of advantage to hostile elements. oe 

Unless you see some objection, please in confidence go over proposed 

statement with appropriate official of the Foreign Office so that they 

will know in advance what is planned to be said. Do not invite sugges- 

tions with reference to changes but if any are urged upon you, you 

may transmit them without however any commital as to their accept- 

ance. ee 

It may be necessary to issue statement before Congress adjourns, 

perhaps in a week or ten days. 
DULLES 

1 ira by the Secretary of State. Repeated to Paris as telegram 437. 

2 Infra.
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751G.5/8-354: Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom * ) 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, August 3, 1954—7 : 26 p. m. | 
PRIORITY | | 

689. Eyes only Ambassador from Secretary. Following is text of | 

statement 2 mentioned in immediately preceding cable: * 7 

“French Requests Involving Possible United States Belligerency in | 
Indochina : 

The United States had made clear that it would take a grave view of | 
open Chinese Communist aggression in Indochina. 

[Here come quotes from Eisenhower’s speech of April 16, 1953 * and | 
Dulles’ speech of September 2, 1953. ] ® 

That latter statement had been made after prior discussion with the | 
French Ambassador in Washington. | | 

However, the foregoing statements, while they were intended to, and | 
did in fact, deter open military aggression by Communist China in | 
Indochina, did not fully meet the French preoccupations, as the situa- 
tion developed in relation to Dien Bien Phu. 

| 1. On March 23, 1953 [7954], General Ely, French Chief-of-Staff, | 
called upon Secretary of State Dulles to express appreciation for the | 
sympathetic reception which he had had in this country in discussing | 
the military problems of Indochina. In the course of conversation, | 
General Ely raised specifically the question of whether if MIGs from : 
Communist China were to intervene in the battle of Dien Bien Phu, ! 
United States air power would in turn intervene to protect the French | 
aircraft which were supplying Dien Bien Phu and which would be | 
helpless against MIGs. The Secretary of State stated that he could not : 
give at once a definitive answer to so serious a question. However, the | 
pointed out that before the United States intervened as a belligerent, | 
it would doubtless wish to take into account all relevant factors in- 
cluding the fact that such intervention could not be looked upon as an | 
isolated act. Any such armed intervention would commit the prestige 
of the United States and would require it to follow through to a mili- | 
tary success. This in turn involved political as well as military factors 
and called for a partnership understanding on the part of those con- | 
cerned, which among other things should insure the patriotic partici- | 
pation of the local population and their effective military mobilization | 
and training.® | | | 

General Ely’s request was not pursued and there was not, in fact, | 
any air intervention from Communist China. | 

1Drafted by Secretary Dulles. Repeated to Paris as telegram 438. | 
2 Regarding the preparation of this statement, see memorandum by Secretary : 

Dulles to the President, Aug. 2. p. 1898. For information on subsequent develop- | 
ments with respect to the statement, see memorandum by Secretary Dulles to the | 
President, Aug. 24, p. 1976. | 

3 Supra. | 

“See editorial note, p. 472. 
* See editorial note, p. 747. Brackets in the source text. 
®° For the memorandum of the conversation of Mar. 23, see p. 1142. 

578-611 0 82 - 34 (Pt. 2) |
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| 2. During the night of April 4, 1954, at Paris, the French Prime 
Minister and French Minister of Foreign Affairs asked United States _ 
Ambassador Dillon to meet with them and they expressed to him their 
opinion that immediate armed intervention at Dien Bien Phu by 
United States carrier-based aircraft would be necessary to save that 
situation. 

The United States Ambassador at once reported this opinion to the 
Department of State” and Secretary Dulles immediately replied 
through the United States Ambassador substantially as follows: 

‘As I personally explained to General Ely at a conference at 
| which Admiral Radford was present, it would not be possible for 

the United States to become a belligerent in Indochina without 
a full political understanding with France and other countries. 
In addition it would be necessary that Congress should act. I have 
confirmed this position with the President. The Executive is pre- 
pared to consider united action in Indochina. However, such 
action is impossible except on a coalition basis which would in- 
clude active participation of British Commonwealth countries, 
in view of their great stake in Malaya, Australia, and New 
Zealand.’ ® | 

8. On April 23, 1954, during the course of a NATO Ministerial 
Council meeting in Paris, attended by Secretary of State Dulles, the 
French Foreign Minister showed Secretary Dulles a military report 
from Indochina which stated that it might be necessary to seek a cease 
fire unless there were immediate and massive air support by the United 
States, which it was thought might still save Dien Bien Phu.® 

The next day, April 24, Secretary Dulles, after consulting on mili- 
tary aspects with Admiral Radford, the United States Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff who was then in Paris, advised the French 
Foreign Minister substantially as follows: 

‘We have considered this matter most carefully. 
‘The situation with regard to our participation is the same as 

when I spoke with you on April 14. Under the circumstances, we 
should first need Congressional authorization for any such war 
action. This cannot be obtained in a matter of hours, nor do I 
think it can be obtained at all unless it is within the framework 
of a political understanding which would include other nations 
directly and vitally interested in Southeast Asia. _ 

‘I may add that I have received military advice which indicates 
that at this stage even a massive air attack will not assure the lift- 
ing of the siege of Dien Bien Phu.’?? | 

The foregoing are the three occasions when French officials sug- 
gested United States armed intervention in Indochina. 

™ See telegram 3710 from Paris, Apr. 5, p. 1236. | 
§’The quotation is from telegram 3482 to Paris, Apr. 5, p. 1242. 
® See telegram Dulte 7 from Paris, Apr. 23, p. 1374. 
For the actual text of the message, see telegram Dulte 1 from Geneva, 

Apr. 24, p. 1398.
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United States Parallel Efforts for‘United Actiow 

During this March—June 1954 period, the United States was seek- 
ing to. develop the possibilities of collective action in the Southeast 
Asia area, on a basis which would fairly reflect the free world interests : 
which were involved. | 

_ [Here come quotes from public speeches. | #4 Oo 
With the intensification of the Communist effort following the 

Berlin decision of February 18, 1954,!* 1t seemed to the United States 
more than ever important to develop a united front as a counterweight 
to the probability of intensified effort of the Communist Vietminh, 
and increased material support to them from Communist China. | | 

The following are steps by the United States in pursuance of this | 
policy: | | | 

— 1. On March 238, 1954, Secretary Dulles met with the House Foreign 
Affairs Committee and discussed the desirability of publicly calling 
for united action in the Southeast Asia area. He invited and received 
suggestions from the Committee members in this respect. Thereupon, 
under the direction of the President, he drafted a statement on this | 
subject which he then discussed with various Senators of both Parties. 
He then showed the proposed draft to the Ambassadors of certain | 
other countries principally involved and learned that their govern- | 
ments, without commital, saw no objection to the proposed statement. 
The statement was then incorporated in a speech in New York on | 
March 29. In that speech the Secretary of State reviewed the threaten- | 
ing situation in Indochina and noted the steps which the United 
States had taken to assist in the situation. He cited the President’s | 
view (April 16, 1953) that the Korean armistice would be a fraud if 
it merely released aggressive armies for attack elsewhere and recalled 
his statement (September 2, 1953) ‘that if Red China sent its own army 
into Indochina that. would result in grave consequences which might 
not be confined to Indochina.’ The Secretary went on to say that | 

‘Under the conditions of today the imposition on Southeast | 
Asia of the political system of Communist Russia and its Chinese 
Communist ally, by whatever means, would be a grave threat to 
the whole of the free community. The United States feels that that | 
possibility should not be passively accepted, but should be met by 
united action. This might involve serious risks. But these risks 
are far less than those which will face us a few years from now, 
if we dare not be resolute today.’ | | 

2. Upon his return from New York, the Secretary of State there- | 
upon conferred further and on a broader basis with Ambassadors of 
countries which might be interested in ‘united action’ to save South- — | 
east Asia from Communist domination. : | 

3. On April 3, 1954, the Secretary of State and Admiral Radford | 
met with a group of Congressional leaders to review the situation in 
Indochina and the possible course of United States action with respect 
to it. It was the sense of the meeting that the United States should | 

* Brackets in the source text. Oo | 
** For the pertinent portion of the final communiqué of the Berlin Conference, 

Feb. 18, see p. 1057. | 
eeearding the Secretary’s speech of Mar. 29, see the second editorial note, 

P.
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not intervene alone but should attempt to secure the cooperation of 
other free nations concerned in Southeast Asia, and that if such 
cooperation couid be assured, 1t was provable tnat the United States | 
Congress would authorize United States participation in such ‘united 
action.’ 4 | | a Bo ) 

4. On April 4, 1954, the President met during the evening at the 
White House with a group of his advisers,” following which commu- 
nication was made by [¢o-] the Governments of the United Kingdom 
and of }*rance inviting their prompt cooperation in organizing ‘united 
action’ in relation to indochina and Southeast Asia. 'l nis led to invita- 
tions from the British and French Governments to Secrecary or Siate 
Dulles to come personally to London and Paris respectively to discuss 
the matter. | / oo - 

d. Between April 4 to 9, 1954, the Secretary of State and other high 
State Department officers consulted in Washington with diplomatic 
representatives of Great Britain, France, Australia, New Zealand, 
Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Other Asian 
governments were kept informed. 7 oo | / | 

The Governments of Thailand and of the Philippines promptly 
indicated their willingness to join in united action in Indochina and 
other Ambassadors indicated that they thought their governments 

| would be sympathetic to the idea. | 
6. On April 10, 1954, Secretary of State Dulles left for London and 

Paris for direct personal discussions with the British and French 
Governments. On April 18, 1954, at London, after conferences with 
Mr. Anthony Eden, the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
and with Prime Minister Churchill, Secretary Dulles and Mr. Eden 
issued a joint statement whichsaid: | 

| ‘Accordingly, we are ready to take part, with the other coun- 
tries principally concerned, in an examination of the possibility 
of establishing a collective defense within the framework of the 
Charter of the United Nations, to assure the peace, security and 
freedom of Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific. 

| ‘It is our hope that the Geneva Conference will lead to the res- 
toration of peace in Indochina. We believe that the prospect of 

| establishing a unity of defensive purpose throughout Southeast 
Asia and the Western Pacific will contribute to an honorable peace 
in Indochina.’ *° OO | 

7. On April 13 Secretary Dulles went to Paris and after discussions 
during that day and the next with the French President of the Council 
and with the French Foreign Minister, a joint statement was issued 
which said among otherthings: = = © oe | 

‘We recognize that the prolongation of the war in Indochina, 
which endangers the security of the countries immediately af- 
fected, also threatens the entire area of Southeast Asia and of the 
Western Pacific. In close association with other interested nations, 

- we will examine the possibility of establishing, within the frame- 

™ See memorandum for the file, p. 1224. | 
% See editorial note, p. 1286. 
® Regarding the joint statement, see telegram Secto 2 from London, Apr. 138, 

p. 1821.
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work of the United Nations Charter, a collective defense to assure 
the peace, sccurity and freedom of this area.’ 1” | | 

8. Following the return of Secretary of State Dulles to the United 7 
States, the Department of State, in pursuance of its understanding of | 
the foregoing, proposed that the diplomatic representatives at Wash- | 
ington of France, Cambodia, Australia, Great Britain, Laos, New Zea- | 
land, the Philippines, Thailand and. Vietnam call on him on April 20, | 
1954 to examine the possibility of establishing the collective defense 7 
within the framework of the United Nations Charter to secure the , 
peace, security and freedom of Southeast Asia and the Western | 
Pacific. However, the British Ambassador informed the Secretary of : 
State that the British Government felt that it was premature to hold 3 
such a meeting. a ee | | 

~ 9. Subsequently, the Government of the United Kingdom explained 
to the United States and to the House of Commons its view that no — | 
concrete steps should be taken to organize ‘united action’ until the out- | 
come of the Geneva Conference in relation to Indochina were clearer. , 

10. On May 7, 1954, Dien Bien Phu fell to the Vietminh Communist 
attackers, | | | a 

11. On May 8, 1954, the Geneva Conference held its first. plenary | 
session on Indochina. oe - | | 

| 12. At this point, the French Government indicated that it would 
like to discuss comprehensively with the United States Government _ | 

| the political and military conditions which would enable the United | 
States to intervene militarily in Indochina. The French Government | 
was thereupon promptly advised through the United States Ambas- | 
sador in Paris (May 11, 1954) that the President would be disposed 
to ask Congress for authority to use the armed forces of the United 
States in the area to support friendly and recognized governments | | 
against aggression or armed subversion promoted from without, pro- 
vided certain conditions were met.'® The conditions then defined were | 
subsequently summarized by Secretary Dulles in his June 11, 1954, | 
address at Los Angeles as follows: oe | | a | 

‘(1) an invitation from the present lawful authorities; (2) : 
| _ clear assurance of complete independence to Laos, Cambodia, and | , 

| Viet-Nam; (3) evidence of concern by the United Nations; (4) a | 
joining in the collective effort of some of the other nations of 
the area; and (5) assurance that France will not itself withdraw 

- from the battle until it is won.’ _ | | | 

With reference to (5), the precise United States suggestion was that | 
the French Government should not withdraw its forces during the ~ | 
period of the ‘united action,’ so that the forces from the United | 
States—which it was then thought would be principally but not | 
exclusively air and sea forces—and forces from other participating : 
countries, would be supplementary to, and not in substitution for, the 
existing forces in the area. | Oe | | 

13. On the basis of the foregoing, there occurred discussions at 

" For full text of the communiqué, see footnote 3, p. 1336. 7 | 
% See telegram 4023 to Paris, May 11, p. 1534. | | 
™ Regarding the speech, see footnote 4, p. 1676. | 

|
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_ Paris; as to which other interested governments were kept generally 
informed by the United States. . 

| 14. The possibility of ‘united action’ in the fighting in Indochina 
| lapsed with the June 20, 1954, decision of the French Government. to 

obtain a, cease-fire in Indochina, a result which was arrived at by the 
Geneva Conference agreements of July 20-21, 1954.” 2° 

DULLES 

- ™ See editorial note, p. 1859. | 7 | | : 

751G.00/8-454 : Telegram | | a 
| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

| TOP SECRET | | ; Paris, August 4, 1954—noon. _ 
481. Repeated information Saigon 44. During weekend conversa- 

tion with La Chambre, I had opportunity for full and frank discus- 
sion regarding his views of Diem government. La Chambre feels 
future Vietnamese Government must: . a 

(1) Be fully representative of population in Southern Vietnam ; | 
__(2) Be prepared to initiate and carry out agricultural reform (re- | 
distribution of land) very promptly;and | a 

(3) Be prepared to depose Bao Dai and create a republic when 
appropriate during coming months. He feels that Diem government 
does not qualify on any of these three points but also feels that Diem 
is valuable for his high moral character and should definitely be a 
member of any future Vietnamese Government if Diem should be suc- 
cessful in making his peace with the sects in the south and should 
obtain their support. La Chambre said there would be no objection 
to his staying on as Prime Minister, provided he would also act on | 
points 2 and 3 above. La Chambre said his information was that Diem 
would not be able to obtain the cooperation and support of the popu- 

| lace of South Vietnam, and that, because of his Mandarin background, | 
would oppose both agricultural reform and the deposition of Bao Dai. 

. Therefore, La Chambre feels that a new government will be required 
if there is to be any chance of winning the coming election. La Chambre 
said that he favored Tam as the head of the new government and 
hoped that Diem would stav on as Minister of the Interior to control 

| the police or as Minister of Defense. La Chambre also hopes that Buu 
Loc will join the new government as he would be helpful when the 
time came to depose Bao Dai. rena _ | 

Regarding timing, there apparently is nothing immediate in the air. 
| La Chambre plans to spend September in Indochina and wants to look | 

situation over there before any action is taken. | 
La Chambre feels Diem will be helpful during evacuation of the 

_ north and will help to get refugees to move to the south. My own guess 
is that there will be no change until November at the earliest. I also 
assume that if change is decided upon at that time it will be effectuated
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by Bao Dai. La Chambre said specifically that there could be no action | 

on the deposition of Bao Dai until a broadly based government sup- 

ported by all factions had been established in Southern Vietnam. 

| | DILLon 

| | 
Editorial Note | 

For text of NSC 5429, “Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East,” | 

August 4, 1954, a report to the National Security Council by the Plan- | 

ning Board, see volume XII. This report, which included a section | 

on Indochina, was approved (as amended) by the Council at its 210th | 

Meeting, August 12, 1954, as NSC 5429/1. For extracts from the mem- 

orandum of discussion at the 210th Meeting of the NSC and other 
documentation relating to the NSC 5429 series, see zbzd. : 

751G.00/8-554 : Telegram | | oe 

) The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Saicon, August 5,1954—8 p.m. © 

458. Repeated information Paris 165, priority Tokyo 9, Manila 58, | 
Hanoi unnumbered. I returned yesterday from two days in Hanoi and 

Haiphong. I saw French and Vietnamese military and civilian authori- 

ties and visited refugee camps and reception centers. Briefly French 

have neither transportation facilities nor organization to live up to 

their promise to transport all Vietnamese who wish to take refuge in 

South Vietnam. Mass migration of several hundred thousand North 

Vietnamese who wish to escape communism will be failure unless US 
Government can bring planes and ships to Tonkin this month. 

As it now stands French by air and sea hope to evacuate only 80,000 

refugees during month of August. Meanwhile, according to Viet- 

namese figures which are probably roughly accurate, there are in 

Hanoi, Haiduong, and Haiphong a counted total of some 120,000 

refugees from outside those cities and more are still coming in. This 

figure does not take into account inhabitants of those cities who will 

wish to leave. It is yet impossible to estimate what will be eventual total 

number of refugees. Vietnamese refugee organization estimates there 

will be at least 700,000. Whether it will fall short of that number or 

exceed it depends on several factors, one of most important of which 

is whether rapid transportation can be provided in these next days to 

come. If it is learned that refugees can leave Hanoi and Haiphong 

promptly, more refugees will get to these cities. Meanwhile, Viet Minh 

is employing very effective propaganda, terrorism, and measures to
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prevent departure of these refugees, all of course in violation of 
Geneva agreements. po Se 

Ngo Dinh Diem last night and Foreign Minister in note handed to 
me today * have asked that US provide transportation if possible to 
bring up schedule of evacuation to 160,000 by 15 August. 

General Allard and Salan’s Chief of Staff will return from north 
tonight with figures as to number of planes and vessels which they 
ask US to furnish. General O’Daniel is sending a group tomorrow 
north for quick study of requirements. Pending Allard’s report De- 
partments of Navy and Air, and CINCPAC and CINCFE, should be 

_ urgently informed of this situation. 
‘It is our considered judgment here that this vitally important mass 

movement of non-Communist population from North Vietnam will be 
a failure with political and psychological repercussions that may well 
be disastrous unless US steps boldly and strongly forward and deals | 
with problem. In view of inexperience and incompetence of Vietnam- 
ese authorities and daily demonstrated confusion, lack of adequate 
planning and incorrigibly weak staff work on part of French, US is 

| only source for leadership, planning, direction and facilities to carry 
-. out this vital operation. If large part of refugees are not moved in 

remainder of this month, success of this whole venture will be gravely 
imperiled.? | | | 

I believe that President should be informed of this situation. 

HEatTH 

* The note has not heen found in Department of State files. 
7 In telegram 478 from Saigon, Aug. 6, Ambassador Heath reported that French 

authorities had ‘urgently and formally requested US assistance in providing sur- 
face transportation for refugees from Haiphong to Saigon.’ The French estimated 
that shipping for up to 100,000 persons would be required. (751G.00/8-654) 

Editorial Note 

On August 5, 1954, Harold E. Stassen, Director of the Foreign Op- 
erations Administration, announced that measures were being taken _ 
to assist refugees in Indochina. For a summary of Stassen’s delinea- 

tion of the aid being provided, see Department of State Builetin, | 
August 23, 1954, pages 265-266. | 

The role of the United States in the evacuation and resettlement of 

refugees from North Vietnam is described in a report published at 

Saigon in October 1954 by the Foreign Operations Administration 

Mission to Vietnam. For the text of this report, titled “Exodus: Re- 

port on a Voluntary Mass Flight to Freedom, Viet-Nam, 1954,” see 

Department of State Bulletin, February 7, 1955, pages 222-999.
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751G.00/8-654 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State | 

SECRET : | — Satcon, August 6, 1954—3 p. m. 

460. Repeated information Paris 167, Hanoi unnumbered. I paid 

my first call yesterday on Tran Van Do, Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

1. He said that one of his first duties had to do with internal rather 

than foreign affairs. He was negotiating for President with Cao 
Daists, Hoa Haos, and Binh Xuyen, and he thought he would succeed ) 

in obtaining their allegiance to Ngo Dinh Diem’s Government. He | 

‘said it involved some compromise of nationalist principles to work 

with three sects but it was urgently necessary if order were to be estab- | 

lished in south Vietnam.? 
2. He was very anxious to have an American military training mis- 7 

sion here and hoped the international supervisory commission would | 

not consider it a violation of armistice if additional American train- | 

ing personnel were furnished. He was dubious about India’s stand, | 

however, on this and other matters affecting armistice. He said he had : 

had two talks with Krishna Menon and on both occasions Menon had : 

asked him to have national elections within six months after cease- | 

fire. He said he had patiently explained to Menon that under present 

disordered conditions, Communist terrorism and infiltration, this | 

meant victory for Communist. But Menon had brushed that off by | 

saying, after all Viet Minh were Vietnamese and they should be able | 

to live and work together. To which Do replied that Vietnamese Com- | 

munist was no longer Vietnamese, but Menon seemed unconvinced. | 
_ Do remarked that he found Menon remarkably ill-informed. 

_ 8. Do said he thoroughly realized that until Vietnamese Army could | 

be reorganized it was necessary for French Expeditionary Force to | 

remain here. On other hand, as long as French were here in visible 

military force, it was very difficult for nationalist government to enlist 
support of people and make them believe that Vietnam was really 

independent. He said that at soonest possible date he wanted, by ar- 

rangement with French, get out schedule of progressive withdrawal | 

: of French Forces. Even if it took a matter of two or three years, he | 

had to have some documents to show people that French were going | 

to get out. | | 

| | Hratu 

*On Aug. 7, Ambassador Heath and the Foreign Minister discussed the ques- 
tion of the sects in more detail. Heath summarized the conversation in telegram : 
491 from Saigon, Aug. 7%. (751G.00/8-754 ) :
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251G.51G22/8—754 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy at Saigon? 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, August 7, 1954—12:45 p. m. 

491. Joint State-Defense-CIA-FOA-USIA message. Above agen- 
cies form special OCB group designed assist all addressees in rapid 

decisions required in adjustments existing programs and redeploy- 

ment resources in respect Indochina.? Priority given refugee movement 

and resettlement. Among other matters group will be concerned with 

evacuation mil equipment to areas to be designated by US, provision 

mil and other assistance to retained Vietnam and other AS designed 

to strengthen position vis-a-vis VM and Commie China. Essential 

that country team Saigon submit as soon as practicable and in as 

precise detail as possible recommended program for most effective use 
of US economic financial and mil aid with indication of controls 

necessary to most expeditious and efficient implementation. 

Embassy Saigon instructed prepare note to Vietnamese Govt in 

answer their request Saigon’s 458 repeated Paris 165 Tokyo 9 Manila 

58 Hanoi unnumbered * offering US assistance in removal from areas 

north of 17th parallel of Vietnamese and their resettlement in re- 

tained portion. Outline suggested text follows: _ 

Usual opening “US Govt desires extend Govt Vietnam all reason- 
able assistance to evacuate from areas defined in cease-fire agreement 
its nationals who understandably unwilling face grim certainties life 
under commies. Well aware that mere removal does not solve problem 
for such people, or for Govt Vietnam, US Govt also prepared pro- 
vide as far as possible material help needed to enable refugees from 
VM domination to resume existence under their chosen Govt with 
‘maximum opportunity add strength that Govt through own efforts. 

1Drafted by Robert McClintock of FE (formerly Counselor of Embassy at 

Saigon). On Aug. 11, McClintock was designated chairman of a special inter- 

departmental working group on Indochina. On Aug. 18 he was named Ambassador | 

to Cambodia. This telegram was repeated to Manila as 479, to Tokyo for CINCFE, _ 

to Paris as 486, to Hanoi (via Saigon) as 162, to Phnom Penh as 17, and to 

Vientiane as 11. It was also transmitted to the Navy Department for CINCPAC. 
7In a memorandum of Aug. 3 to Under Secretary of State Smith, Chairman of 

the Operations Coordinating Board, Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the Presi- 

dent, suggested that the OCB establish a special working group on Indochina. 

(OCB files, lot 62 D 430, “SEA #2’) At its meeting of Aug. 4, the OCB agreed 

upon the establishment of such a group under the chairmanship of the Depart- 

ment of State. It was intended that the group deal with day-to-day developments 

in Indochina, particularly in regard to necessary readjustments in U.S. programs 

in light of the termination of hostilities. The OCB instructed the working group 

to prepare immediately an offer of U.S. assistance to be presented in Saigon to 

the Vietnamese Government regarding the evacuation and resettlement of 

refugees from the north. (OCB files, lot 62 D 430, “Minutes”) | 

1 Dated Aug. 5, p. 1921. .
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“Embassy will continue close cooperation Vietnamese Govt to en- | 
sure that US assistance is made effective in meeting the needs of the 
Govt and its people. US will expect maximum cooperation of Govt | 

Vietnam in working to this mutual end.” * Usual closing. _ | | 

In accompanying oral comment Amb will of course note that. US 

_ now dealing direct with local Govt, though Fr Govt in view their — 

continuing interest and involvement have been given advance info ; 

this note. Our aid primarily for benefit Vietnamese, though recognize : 

that we cannot categorically exclude Fr in view impossibility know- | 

ing all future circumstances. Emb Saigon requested telegraph final | 
text with time delivery to permit simultaneous release here. State will 
inform AS missions. Embassy Paris: Inform Foreign Office substance ) 

of note. | | | . 
Defense communicating with CINCPAC, info to Chief, MAAG, | 

Saigon, and CINCFE re lift requirements. | | 
Emb Saigon and Chief MAAG/Indochina will recognize political 

undesirability receipt Fr request for assistance on behalf Vietnamese 

refugees as distinguished from possible utilization US facilities by Fr 
if necessary. Both instructed therefore forestall such request if it 

appears imminent. = , 

| DULLES 

4 In Press Release No. 431 of Aug. 8, the Department of State announced that 

the United States had delivered this message to the Government of Vietnam. The 
published version was identical in substance to the draft appearing here. For text 

of Press Release No. 481, see Department of State Bulletin, Aug. 16, 1954, p. 241. 

751G.00/8—854 : Telegram 

The Chief of the United States Military Assistance Advisory Group 
_ in Indochina (O’Daniel) to the Department of the Army? 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY | Sartcon, August 8, 1954. 

MG 3024 A. Info SecDef, SecState, JCS, CINCPAC, AmEmbassy 

Saigon. Have prepared study here our point of view US part future 

Vietnam including estimate situation and concept operation in sub- 
stance following: | | a OS 

Mission: Establish political psychological, military, economic 

courses action for adoption by US to insure Free Vietnam survival as 

nation. Develop Vietnam as effective barrier continued Communist 

expansion as nation. oe | | 

-lThis Army message was transmitted through State Department channels.
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_ Concept operation depends fulfilling following primary conditions: 
Financial material and personnel support by US as required; suc- 

cessful execution this program and open cooperation French Govern- 
ment; Vietnamese acceptance US assistance; and active support US 
program within Free Vietnam means. 
With indispensable support defined above, concept embraces US 

advisors and operation agencies assist Free Vietnam all echelons and 
in all functional activities. Generally every key Free Vietnam official 
and government agency will along side one or more US specialists for 
steering in discharge responsibilities, all with French concurrence. 

| NSC establish national policies, et cetera, US Embassy Saigon im- 
plementing agency through country team. US Embassy Saigon, GHQ 
under command for Ambassador for direction activities required un- 
der this plan. Following tasks be accomplished : 

a. Political, psychological. US to use its own interpretation of the 
French Vietnam cease-fire agreement to provide all possible freedom 
relations with Vietnam. US must undertake major political psy- 
chological action re France, SE Asia and Vietnam. By agreements 
US assume dominant role cooperation with France and Vietnam to 
develop strong viable Vietnam. By US political psychological actions 
re SE Asia produce strong positive support from nations having pri- 
mary interest SE Asia. Develop strong democratic state oriented 
toward West. By persuading Government Vietnam to announce com- 
plete independence, and for French to announce date of withdrawal 
French forces and date Vietnam becomes entirely free. Detailed im- 
plementation above included in plan. | 

6. Military establish sound realistic modern system national mili- 
tary service. Specialists from US selective service employed this 
effort. Evaluate and establish sound personnel policies. Establish na- 
tional intelligence agency and other intelligence programs all fields. 
Study and reorganize Defense Ministry and Armed Forces. Establish 
for each military service streamlined and highly effective training 
organization to include staff training and field training agencies, de- 
velop division training camps, RTC, et cetera. Logistics development. 
Signal development. Budget and fiscal development. Develop inde- 
pendent Vietnam army of divisional-sized units. 

c. Naval and air establish sound economic program to provide for 
realistic development resources including rebuilding railroads, devel- 
oping highway system, agrarian reforms, housing construction, 
schools, development sanitation and hygiene. 

We believe such plan last resort solution on salvaging remaining 

Vietnam and offer it for consideration in formulation US policy for 

SE Asia. Ambassador concurs. Ambassador generally concurs with 

objectives above outline and with my analysis situation. He approves 

entire report as a timely, useful initial plan, although he has reserva-
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tion as to some of methods proposed, as he doubts necessity of US to : 
become quite so far involved in operation of this government except 
on military training side. Comment. I feel this is war in every sense. 
Wartime methods, therefore, are in order all fields until emergency , 
passed. . | 

751G.00/8-954 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

_ TOP SECRET PRIORITY | Paris, August 9, 1954—7 p. m. 7 

908. Eyes only Secretary. New information which has just come to 
my attention makes me feel that it. is imperative to obtain concurrence 
or acquiescence of Schumann and Bidault prior to publication of 
statement on Indochina. When Joyce showed proposed statement! to 
Margerie, Margerie commented that the record seemed to be accurate 

| as far as it went but that it omitted all mention of your offer of atomic | 

_ bombs.to Bidault. He said you had made this offer to Bidault during | 
a private conversation which took place during an intermission of one 2 
of the formal talks at the Quai d’Orsay, which were held during your : 

_ visithereenroutetoGeneva. = | | | | 
Joyce asked Margerie if this “offer” was not perhaps merely a specu- | 

lation as to whether atomic bombs could be useful at Dien Bien Phu. | 
_ Margerie said “No”. He further said that Bidault told him and La | 

Tournelle about your offer immediately after he finished talking | 
with you and that Bidault had the distinct impression that you were | 
suggesting the use of atomic bombs which were to be given by the US | 
to the French. According to Margerie Bidault was much upset about 
this offer and felt that the use of atomic bombs would have done no 
good tactically and would have lost all support for the west throughout 
Asia. Our judgment is that Margerie fears that if Bidault should feel | 
that publication of the statement as drafted placed him in unfavor- 
able light and indicated that he favored continuation of the fighting : 

and was not doing his best to obtain a settlement, he might respond | 

by publicizing his version of the conversation regarding atom bombs 

and might attempt to take credit for having prevented their use after : 

it had been suggested by US.? I would hope to avoid any such eventu- 

ality by prior clearance of statement with Schumann and Bidault. 
I do not believe that Bidault would resort to any such irresponsible ! 

1 For text, see telegram 689 to London, Aug. 8, p. 1915. | 
For Bidault’s subsequent recollection of an offer by Dulles of two atomic 

bombs, purportedly made at Paris in April 1954, see Georges Bidault, Resistance: 
The Political Autobiography of Georges Bidault (New York, Frederick A. Prae- 

ger, Publishers, 1967), p. 196. |
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| tactic which would damage interests of free world and prestige of US 
but we must nevertheless bear in mind that he is ill, nervous, hyper- 

sensitive and bitter. oe | . | 

| oO | DILLon 

751G.00/8—954 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

TOP SECRET | Wasuineron, August 9, 1954—7: 31 p. m. 

PRIORITY 

501. Eyes only Ambassador from Secretary. Am totally mystified 
| by your 558.2 Have no recollection whatever of alleged offer, our notes 

of conversation do not reflect mention of subject, and it is incredible 
that I should have made offer since the law categorically forbids it as _ 

was indeed well known not only to me but to Bidault because it had 
oe been discussed at NATO meetings. a | 

I recall that at the restricted NATO meeting on 23 April 1954 I 
made a statement on U.S. policy concerning use of atomic weapons, in 

| the course of which among other things I said “Such weapons must 
~ now be treated as in fact having become conventional.” I am wonder- 

ing whether what Bidault reported was not in fact what I had said at | 

the restricted NATO Council meeting.® | 
See no objection to your showing statement confidentially to 

Schumann but we must not get maneuvered into a position where the 

President and I cannot respond to a Congressional request unless this 
is also approved by foreign governments. : : | 

Under the parliamentary system, both British and French Prime | 

Ministers and Foreign Ministers are subjected to interrogations by | 
Parliament and make answers to questions. What we propose here is 

our counterpart of that system. We naturally want to act with courtesy 

and consideration and avoid public controversy but we must not give 
others veto power over our relations with Congress and the public. _ 

| | : - DULLES 

1 Drafted by the Secretary of State. | . 
2 Supra. | : 

— *For documentation on the Secretary’s statement, see volume v. 

751G.00/8~-1054 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Vientiane (Rives) to the Department of State 

| SECRET VIENTIANE, August 10, 1954—noon. 

9, Sent Saigon 20, Department 9, Paris 8, Bangkok 3, Phnom Penh 

unnumbered. As result conversations various Franco-Lao military
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including Colonel De Crevecoeur, I submit present military picture 
Laos with anxieties expressed regarding future and with few immedi- : 
ate plans. 

1. Cease-fire effective August 6 and quiet reigns Laos. Joint Franco- 
Lao-Viet Minh commission due meet August 7 Khangkhay village on 
Plaine des Jarres met only yesterday as result delay arrival Viet Minh | 

from Hanoi via military plane. Latter group includes officers which | 
will contact Viet Minh units Laos. | | 

2. Colonel De Crevecoeur stated Viet Minh began breaking off | 
contact and moving toward frontiers as much as week before cease- 

fire date. He believes this due fact certain units hard hit and tired : 
and their desire leave without controls specified Geneva agreement. | 
Latter desire thought based enemy plans leave weapons behind with 

Lao dissidents or hidden in secret depots. Further purpose early move- | 

ment enemy obviously based plans carry out maximum propaganda 

campaign during withdrawal. This especially evident south Laos | | 

where three regular Viet Minh battalions have broken contact Pakso- | 

Saravane region and are moving toward Annam in company groups , 
via different routes, thereby passing through large number villages. | 

Since Franco-Lao forces no longer allowed move and mixed commis- : 

sion has designated no assembly areas or routes evacuation yet, Viet | 
Minh still free do as they please. _ : 

3. First difficulties joint commission (from Franco-Lao point of | 

view) three-fold according De Crevecoeur. Primary one is certainty | 

Viet Minh will again try separate Phong Saly and Sam Neua provinces | 

from Laos by direct or indirect means. | : 
Also sees trouble re future of Vietnamese from Laos who fought , 

with so-called Pathet Lao but not citizens Laos. Feel Viet Minh will 

try have them recognized as Laotians and regroupable with Pathet : 

Lao (according De Crevecoeur this would immediately increase esti- _ | 

mated 2,000 Pathet Lao strength to at least 6,000). Ma / 
_ Third worry of French is fact joint commission in five mobile groups _ | 

touring country. Unless closely controlled this to present excellent 

propaganda opportunity Viet Minh elements these parties. | | 

4, One of principal tasks not only of commission members but for | 

future is regain and retain control Phong Saly and Sam Neua prov- | 
inces. Franco-Lao forces not permitted move forces in during 120 

days, but in each area some 2,000 Franco-Lao guerrillas and parachute 

commandos led by about ten French officers each province. These men 

now ordered group openly scattered points both provinces as regular 

Lao forces led by members French training mission. These groups : 

then to attempt pro-Lao Government propaganda work while at same 
time trying keep Pathet Lao forces scattered, leaderless (Vietnamese
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have been leaders in past) and unable receive aid from North Vietnam 

or China. | 
Neither French nor Laotians believe number of Pathet Lao desirous 

move regrouping zones in north will be large. Well-known dislike 
Laotians leave village areas expected result in most requesting remain 
home districts (danger, however, exists that some may simply go 
underground and organize for “banditry”). Therefore number Pathet 
Lao hoped be small if Vietnamese can be weeded out. Franco-Lao side 
will urge on International Commission that Vietnamese claiming Lao 
nationality (no Vietnamese able hold it legally) be grouped special 

area in north and be forced produce proof nationality or be expelled 
with other Viet Minh. , 
With regard corridor for Pathet Lao movement between Phong Saly 

and Sam Neua provinces, Franco-Lao authorities determined allow 
no loitering or establishment camps and hope this too may keep 

| Pathet Lao from organizing effectively. | 
5. All French forces Laos including training mission total approx!- 

mately 9,000 of which some 4,000 will depart by end 120 days (Novem- 
ber 19). This will leave 1,500 in training mission and 8,500 at two 
French bases located Seno and either Paksane or Vientiane. I had an- 
nounced Paksane as definite for second base but De Crevecoeur states 
he trying for Vientiane because of airfield which French must ban and 
because town on direct route from Bangkok to north in event war 
reopens and other troops move up. Objection is political undesirability | 

| have French troops located Lao capital. | | | 
6. For defense Laos De Crevecoeur (future status unknown but will 

probably lead training mission) plans on light defenses in north, 
slightly stronger on line Luang Prabang—Plaine des Jarres, with main 

forces near areas Vientiane and Seno from which rapid movement by 
plane possible. a | 

7. Lao National Army already equipped mainly with US material 
but with few spare parts or replacements. Only ammunition appears 

be in large supply. _ 7 
| Though French troops which leave are to take their equipment, I 

believe most heavy equipment to be left Laos. 
Lao forces waiting see how much equipment destined for them now 

in Saigon. Meanwhile, figures re defense matériel needed by Laos 

being prepared for presentation International Commission with per- 

mission import requested. ) | 
8. Matter of extreme importance is spread all possible propaganda 

counter past and present Viet Minh efforts. To this end orders gone 

out all guerrilla as well as regular Franco-Lao units that stress be 

placed immediately fact that Viet Minh are withdrawing and there-
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fore Laos victorious in struggle. I feel this vital in order combat enemy 
words they will be back, and shall urge Lao Government have civil | 
officials circulate about country since ban on movement only affects 
military. 

Thus far, French military appear be supplying main ideas and drive 
effort save Laos. I trust, however, Lao Government aware need for | 
action and will move shortly. Unfortunate delays and confusion caused 
by late return officials from Geneva, mounting of commissions, and | 
need plan and despatch group for Paris economic talks which of more 
immediate anxiety Lao Government even than Viet Minh. 

751G.00/8-1054 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State | | 

SECRET Satcon, August 10, 1954—2 p. m. | 

507. Repeated information Paris 181, Hanoi unnumbered. General | 

Ely tells me he will probably leave Wednesday evening, August 11, | 

for Paris. | | | 
He said he is willing to stay on in Saigon if in Paris he learns that | 

Mendes-France Government will pursue loyal, clear policy vis-a-vis : 

remaining Vietnam. If not, he will ask to be relieved. | a : 

| His idea of policy to be pursued is to write off North Vietnam, at 

least for a long time to come, and to write off possibility of there being 

“free” national elections in 1956. There must be no “flirtation” with | 

Viet Minh. Independence of retained Vietnam must be absolute. He 

hopes that international pact can be arranged to guarantee security 

of remaining Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, and that there will be 

international military consultation and cooperation to that end in 

which he would have role to play. a | 

He very definitely indicated that he would like French to retain 

completely training mission for Cambodian army and of course 

Laotian army. With regard to training Vietnamese army, he would 

greatly welcome American participation and has directed General 

Gazounaud, who heads French training mission, to consult with Gen- 

eral O’Daniel. He states that if there is possibility that US will trans- 

form MAAG into training mission, he would advise against ) 

negotiations therefor on governmental level. He said that should 

Washington decide to participate in training, O’Daniel should be so 

informed, and he and O’Daniel would work it out here on ground 

quickly. If negotiations were on governmental level there would be 

578-611 0 82 - 35 (Pt. 2)
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| delay and complications. He felt sure that if conditions were agreed to 
in principle here, French Government would accept them. _ 

| | Heatu 

751G.00/8—-1054 : Telegram 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET Satcon, August 10, 1954—2 p. m. 

517. Repeated information Paris 187, Hanoi unnumbered. When I 

passed through Washington month ago, I said I felt no certainty that 

| Ngo Dinh Diem would be able to organize strong government of na- 

tional appeal. His performance after month in office makes me more 

uncertain still. While we all recognize his integrity and sincerity as 

an asset, majority of nationalists in Saigon doubt that he has political 

sagacity or executive ability to form or conduct a government of na- 

tional unity. As reported in mytel 491,1 Foreign Minister Tran Van 

Do is busying himself trying to rally sects and certain other elements 

to support of government. Do told me this morning that he hoped he 

would be able to persuade Cao Daists, Hoa Haos and Binh Xuyen 

to support and participate in new government. He said that yesterday 

he had told Ngo Dinh Diem that while evacuation of refugees was 

of urgent importance, he must delegate this responsibility and devote 

himself to effecting union of diverse factions and making an effective 

appeal to masses. To latter end it was necessary have Cao Daists and 

Hoa Haos, since they were in rea] contact with peasant masses who | 

could not be reached through newspapers or propaganda literature. 

Do told Diem that no government could be formed without support of 

three sects at present and he would simply have to make some com- 

promise with his principles of supremacy of National Government and 

his objections to government subsidy of these religious but greedy 

warlords with their private armies and tax collections. Furthermore, 

he had overcome Diem’s objections to bringing in Tran Van Tuyen 

as chief of information service. He said to me that Tuyen, although 

| by no means reliable, was one man who could make something of in- 

formation service. I am inclined to agree with this latter judgment. 

It is to be hoped that Do will succeed in forming for Diem a strong 

government of national unity but he has not many days in which to 

accomplish this task. Such a government would have more popular 

) appeal than government under any other of aspirants now busily 

intriguing and combining to oust Diem. 

So far General Ely has not given any encouragement to groups 

1 See footnote 1, p. 1923.
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planning Diem’s ouster, but he told me today that he did not believe | 

Diem’s government would be long-lived because of Diem’s rigidity and 

incapacity. He nevertheless believed that any government would need 

Diem’s reputation and integrity to have national appeal. He doubted, 

however, that Diem would ever consent to take a subordinate position. | 

I argued very strongly with Ely that there should be no encourage- 

ment of any ouster movement at least until it had been shown that Do 

would be unable to rally sects and form a strong governmental team. | 

We will have to watch French pretty carefully since they are not un- | 

naturally exasperated by unconcealed France-Phobia of Diem team | 

and latter’s lack of any appreciation for necessity French assistance | 

in evacuating Tonkin refugees. | | | 

: : Se HEaTH © 

751G.00/8-1054: Telegram : . a 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 
| —— | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY - Paris, August 10, 1954—7 p. m. | 

576. Eyes only Secretary. At my direction, Joyce saw Margerie to- 

day and conveyed to him substance of first two paragraphs of Deptel 

501.1 He also told Margerie that he felt it was obvious that there had 

been a complete misunderstanding by Bidault, possibly based on Jan- 

guage difficulties. — | Oo | 

- Margerie said that he fully agreed that there must have been such a 

misunderstanding. He added that he remembered April 23 very well 

because on that day Bidault had been ill, jittery, overwrought, and at 

his very worst. Margerie added that on that day Bidault had been 

“incoherent” to members of his own top staff. Therefore, he very 

readily understood how such a misunderstanding could have come 
about on that particular day. a oo | 

Margerie said that he was very grateful that this subject had been 

cleared up and hoped that knowledge of this misunderstanding would 

be kept-strictly limited. He said that he would undertake to see Bidault 

personally and straighten him out on this subject. 

I remember Bidault’s condition on that day very well myself and I 

am sure that it is the complete explanation for his otherwise incom- 

prehensible misunderstanding. | oe 

_ [ hope to be able to show statement to Schumann tomorrow. I will 

emphasize to him that this is being done merely as a courtesy. | 

In view of tense parliamentary situation here, I thoroughly agree 

| * Dated Aug. 9, p. 1928. 

| 
|
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| with Parodi and Margerie that publication of statement should be 
postponed until after EDC debate.2 

DitLon > 

? Regarding the disposition of the question of the statement, see memorandum 
by Secretary Dulles to the President, Aug. 24, p. 1976. 

751G.00/8-1054 | 

Memorandum by the Acting Special Assistant for Intelligence 
| | (Howe) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineton,] August 10, 1954. 

Subject: Intelligence Note: The Present Situation in South Viet- 
nam oo | 

The situation in South Vietnam is characterized by widespread 
disillusionment over the terms of the Geneva agreements, a danger- 
ous vacuum of political leadership, and uncertainty with respect to 
French and other Western intentions. There is general realization 
throughout South Vietnam of the preponderant strength, both mili- 

| tary and political, of the Viet Minh regime, and of the determination 
of that regime to achieve control of all Vietnam. 

The Military Situation | a 
For the moment at least, French and Vietnamese forces in South 

Vietnam now have the capability of maintaining internal security. 
If French Union forces from the north are evacuated to South Viet- 
nam, this capability would be increased. It should be noted, however, | 
that superiority in forces and fire-power provides no guarantee of _ 
security. If, as anticipated, the Viet Minh engages in intensive politi- 

cal warfare in South Vietnam, including the use of irregulars in para- __ 

military activities, the present Franco-Vietnamese capability to main- | 

tain internal security could rapidly disappear. a 

The Political Situation | | - 
The partition, which has awarded 14 of Vietnam’s 25 million people 

: to the Communists, has sapped whatever political vitality South Viet- 

nam may have had. Prime Minister Diem’s government appears tem- 

porarily to retain the passive support of his more important national- 

ist constituents. However, intrigue and opportunism continue to divide 

Vietnamese politicians and present indications are that certain Cochin- 

chinese elements, allegedly with French support, are seeking the over- 

throw of Diem’s government. Viet Minh political activities aimed at 

discrediting the non-Communist nationalists are already openly in
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evidence in both urban and rural areas in South Vietnam. The senti- | 
ment for “unification”, even at the expense of Communist domination, 
appears to be growing. | | a / 

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Under Secretary. | 

. | Fisuer Howe 

751G.00/8-1254 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

SECRET | | Parts, August 12, 1954—noon. : 

598. Rptd info Saigon 59. We saw first LaChambre and later : 

Cheysson yesterday with Bonsal. Cheysson has just returned from | 
special five day mission Saigon. Both reported that ineffectiveness of 
Ngo Dinh Diem regime has exceeded worst fears. LaChambre quoted 
last report from Ely to effect that incapacity of govt 1s exceeded only 
by its self-conceit, (fauite). Cheysson termed Diem govt most hope- 

lessly ineffective of all Vietnamese govts to date. No decisions were ! 
being made and no action taken in pressing problems including evacua- : 
tion of non-Communist populations from north. French were obliged, 

LaChambre stated, to take matters in own hands in order to get any- 
thing done as in case evacuation from north. This is bad politically 

but they cannot do otherwise in face do-nothingness of govt. They 

report that original estimate that million refugees would have to be 

moved from north has now been scaled down to 200,000 including 

70,000 Vietnam Army officers and families. Vietnamese National Army 
in north is disintegrating so rapidly that unlikely more than one-third 

of original force will remain under arms when Haiphong is evacuated. 

Soldiers were fortunately deserting without arms. 
While we were with LaChambre unexpected news of Bao Dai’s 

statement that he was returning to Indochina in near future was re- 

ceived. LaChambre termed it “coup de theatre” totally unexpected in 

Paris although Cheysson reports rumor attributed to Queen Mother 

had circulated in Indochina. All evidence points to fact that decision __ 

is Bao Dai’s own. LaChambre commented that although he deplored 

Bao Dai and would welcome opportunity get rid of him in view present 

uselessness Diem govt return not likely worsen situation. Furthermore 
if it represents decision by Bao Dai take active part in govt and ad- 

ministration national affairs it might actually prove useful. On other 

hand Cheysson feared that return would further Vietminh objectives 

in that epposition to Bao Dai is so marked his very presence would 

drive people to Vietminh. Moreover he termed Bao Dai and Tran Van
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Huu two Vietnamese most capable making deal with Vietminh. Evi- 
dent from LaChambre’s reaction that French will do nothing to pre- 
vent return although Cheysson expressed wish there were some means 

| do so. | 
LaChambre reported that Ely would arrive in Paris tomorrow | 

night for stay 4-5 days to report to govt and obtain new instructions. 
General Allard is in Paris at moment working with War Ministry on 
needs for Expeditionary Corps in South Vietnam. 
LaChambre raised question treatment Vietminh zone by U.S. with 

regard to control of trade and COCOM lists. What were U.S. inten- 
tions in matter? Did they intend treat territory on same basis China, 
barring trade in same products now excluded from China? We stated 
we were without instructions but that subject would undoubtedly be 

dealt with in near future. | | 
In recounting ineffectiveness Diem and possible successor govts 

LaChambre inclined think govt headed by former PriMin Tam as most 

favorable possibility. He recounted efforts which Vietminh had al- 

ready begun to attract support in South Vietnam by persuasion and 

fear. He referred to practice of leaving local party agent in villages 

evacuated by Vietminh and of terrorizing peasants by presenting them 

with pictures of Ho and Bao Dai and telling them they must make 

their choice. He believed that only means counteracting Vietminh 

tactics was to solicit aid and support of sects in fighting fire with fire. 

If this proved necessary Tam might be best equipped man to carry 

out job. | 
We also discussed question Sainteny’s mission to North Vietnam. 

LaChambre explained that he had been named “Delegate of French 

Govt” in order avoid any indication that he was official diplomatic or 

consular emissary of govt to Vietminh. French had acted quickly on 

Sainteny’s appointment in order to avoid any reciprocal step by Viet- 

minh. Sainteny chosen both because he is well known to and trusted by 

Vietminh and because he is known to be “firm”. Moreover chosen be- 

cause he is in no sense a career officer either in foreign or colonial serv- 

ice and therefore could not be considered an official representative of 

France either to a “foreign” or even “colonial” power. 

Finally we touched on question our maintaining future representa- 

tion in Vietminh zone which will be subject of immediately following 

telegram.? ee | | 
| | DILLon 

1Telegram 599 from Paris, Aug. 12, reported that the Embassy recommended | 

that the Consulate at Hanoi remain open until such time as pressure from the 

Viet Minh necessitated its closing. (125.456/8-1254)
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751G.00/8-1254 | | 

Memorandum by Robert McClintock to the Under Secretary of | 
| , State (Smith) 

SECRET [WasHIneTon, August 12, 1954.] 

Subject: A U.S. Policy for Post-Armistice Indochina | 

I. Problem | | | 

To develop and carry out U.S. policy toward Indochina following | 
the Geneva cease-fire agreements which will preserve the integrity and 
independence of Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam in order that they may | 
form a barrier to further Communist encroachment in Southeast Asia. | 

Il. Discussion | 

Following the military defeat at Dien Bien Phu and the acts of 
diplomatic salvage accomplished at Geneva there exist in the Indo- | 
chinese peninsula two and one-half countries with varying degrees 
of independence. These are Cambodia, which is independent in every 
aspect except its juridical relationship to the French Union and its 
currency and customs community with the other Associated States, 

Laos which is independent within the framework of the French Union 
but closely bound by contractual arrangements with France, and Viet- __ 
nam, which by the terms of the cease-fire agreement is now divided 
roughly along the 17th parallel between a Viet Minh North and a 
Free Vietnam in the south. 

_ In Cambodia the people are homogeneous, loyal to the royal house, 
eager to undertake military service, relatively well off from an eco- 
nomic aspect since Cambodia is an export area, and preserved to some 
extent from the virus of communism by the moral precepts of the 
Buddhist religion. In Laos the population is sparsely settled over an 
immense area of territory and is apathetic as to political developments. 
The Laotians, however, are loyal to the King and Crown Prince and 
likewise have the mora] basis of Buddhism as at least exerting a nega- 

tive influence against communist penetration. Tabs B and C set out in 

more detail the position at Cambodia and Vietnam [Zaos] and trace 

the outlines of recommended U.S. policy. 

~ In Free Vietnam there is political chaos. The Government of Prime 

Minister Diem has only one virtue—honesty—and is bereft of any 

| practical experience in public administration. The Vietnamese Na- | 

tional Army has disintegrated. as a fighting force. Cochin-China is 

| *This memorandum was transmitted via Assistant Secretary of State Robert- 
| son. It is accompanied in the files by 3 tabs totalling 18 pages which are not 
| being printed. McClintock, former Counselor of Embassy in Saigon, was Chair- 

man of the OCB Special Working Group on Indochina. He was named Ambassa- 
| dor to Cambodia on Aug. 18. , | 

| |
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the seat of three rival private armies and the security services of Free 
Vietnam have, by decree of Bao Dai, been handed over to a gangster 
sect, the Binh Xuyen, whose revenues are derived from gambling, 
prostitution and extortion. Tab A provides more extensive description 
of the situation in Vietnam, and suggests such antidotes as can be 
applied. | 

It must not be forgotten that Vietminh elements throughout Viet- 
| nam are working with hot haste to take over the entire country by cold 

war means before national elections are held two years hence. The 
Communists likewise hold an enclave in Laos from which to direct 
the intended envelopment at that Kingdom. | 

Ill. Recommendations 

1. The U.S. should furnish direct, adequate economic, financial and 
military assistance to the three countries of Indochina. However, this 
assistance should be conditioned upon performance by the three coun- 
tries in instituting needed reforms and carrying them out if necessary 
with U.S. or other assistance. The corollary to the policy of direct aid 

is the requirement to renegotiate with France the existing instruments 

which now channel U.S. aid for Indochina, both military and financial, 

exclusively through French hands. 
2. The three Indochinese states should receive guarantees of their 

territorial and political integrity from an eventual Southeast Asia 

collective defense system. Initially, however, the three countries should 

not adhere to the formal collective defense treaty but should benefit 
by its provisions as does Western Germany under the NATO pact. 

Cambodia, Laos and Free Vietnam should be informed by the sig- 

natories of the new defense treaty that their integrity is guaranteed 
by that treaty. 

751G.5/8-1254 | 

The Secretary of Defense (Wilson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET -.  Wasutneron, August 12, 1954. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: The Chief of MAAG, Indochina, has rec- 

ommended that the United States assume responsibility for the train- 

ing of the Vietnamese Army. As you know, representatives of the Gov- 

ernments of all three Associated States have, in their contacts with 

United States officials in Indochina, asked for United States assistance 

in training the indigenous forces of those States. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered this question and have 

recommended that, before the United States undertakes the training 

of forces of any of the Associated States, certain preconditions essen-
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tial to the success of such an effort be met. As stated by the Joint | 

Chiefs of Staff, these preconditions include: * - 

“From the military point of view it is absolutely essential that there 
be a reasonably strong, stable civil government in control. It is hope- : 

less to expect a U.S. military training mission to achieve success unless 

the nation concerned is able effectively to perform those governmental ! 
functions essential to the successful raising and maintenance of armed 

forces, to include the provision of adequate facilities, drafting and : 

processing of personnel, pay of troops, etc. Unless the foregoing con- | 

ditions prevail, a U.S. training mission would lack the authority and | 
governmental support essential to the successful accomplishment of 

its mission. - | 

“The government of each of the Associated States concerned should 

formally request that the United States assume responsibility for : 

training their forces and providing the military equipment, financial : 

assistance, and political advice necessary to insure internal stability. : 

“Arrangements should be made with the French granting full inde- 

pendence to the Associated States and providing for the phased, or- | 

derly withdrawal of French forces, French officials, and French ad- | 

visors from Indochina in order to provide motivation and a sound 

basis for the establishment of national armed forces. The United 

States from the beginning should insist on dealing directly with the | 
governments of the respective Associated States, completely independ- 

ent of French participation or control. OO 
“The size and composition of the forces of each of the Associated 

States should be dictated by the local military requirements and the 

over-all U.S. interests.” 

I am in general agreement with the views of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff which represent the current Department of Defense position on 

this subject. | | 

A point additional to those made by the Joint Chiefs of Staff is that 

international interpretation of the cease-fire agreement may in any 

event impose limitations on the extent of military training, as well as 

end-item assistance, that could be undertaken by the United States in 

Indochina. | | | 

Sincerely yours, | C. E. Wiison 

| 1The document quoted here is a memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to 

7 the Secretary of Defense, dated Aug. 4, 1954; for full text, see United States— 

Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 10, pp. 701-702. 

| | | | ————_—___— 

) 751G.00/8—-1354 : Telegram 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET Satcon, August 13, 1954—11 a. m. 

565. Repeated information Paris 198. Limited. distribution. Refer- 

: ence Paris telegram sent Saigon 35 repeated Department 420.’ Jacques 

: 1 See footnote 8, p. 1898. 

| 

|
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Raphael-Leygues called on me this morning. He said he was:an old 
friend of Diem on whom he had called first. Last evening he had met 
various Vietnamese acquaintances including a representative of Binh 
Xuyen. | 

He said it was very evident from his contacts that a Junta was being 
formed to overthrow shortly Ngo Dinh Diem, with actual deposition 
of government effected by Binh Xuyen who control Security Police. 
Leygues said it was urgent for French Commissariat General and US 
Embassy to make clear to Hoa Haos and Cao Daists, but especially 
Binh Xuyen, that neither France nor US would recognize government 
proceeding from forcible overthrow of Diem government and that all 
aid would be refused to such a regime. | | 

He said that, while Diem was neither a good politician nor an ex- 
ecutive, he must be retained at head of, or at least in, any government 
because of his merited reputation for honesty and purity of ideals. 
Solution was for Diem to surround himself with stronger Cabinet and, 
immediately necessary, he would have to come to some terms with 
the sects. He urged me to warn Diem of danger confronting him and 
his government. ce | 

| Among individuals engaged in promotion of this Junta, he named 

Tran Van An. ee TEE 

Leygues believes that Prince Buu Hoi, who is accompanying him 

on his mission, separately, arriving tomorow, will be able to give good 

advice to Diem, as well as to latter’s opponents. He said he did not 

know whether it would be practicable nor did he know whether Buu 

Hoi desired to take part in Diem’s government. He describes Buu Hoi 

as fiercely anti-Communist and now hated by Viet Minh, although in 

1946 and for a time after when Viet Minh were more nationalist he 

: was Ho Chi Minh’s “Cultural Counselor” in Paris. | 

At time we spoke we had not received news that Bao Dai had an- 

nounced his early return to Vietnam. Leygues volunteered it would be 
disastrous for Bao Dai to return at this time. He said he would urge 

French Government to persuade Bao Dai to remain absent for time 

being, if indeed latter had any idea of returning. | a 
Comment: Leygues’ news of formation of Junta to overthrow 

Diem government is, of course, what we have been reporting for some 

time (cf. Embtels 447, 489, 517) .? I do intend to warn Diem in stronger 

terms than I have used with him heretofore that he must hasten his 

negotiations with the sects and appoint a better government team with 
larger representation of south, which is only important region now 

left to Vietnam. I have already advised Cao Daists through General 

7¥For telegram 517 from Saigon, Aug. 10, see p. 1932. Telegram 447, Aug. 4, and 
telegram 489, Aug. 7, are not printed. (751.0151G/8—454 ; 751G.00/8-154) —
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Phuong (cf. Embtels 348 and 370)? that any action or agitation 

against Diem government at this time would have a very bad reaction 

in US and abroad. I said same thing to Thuan, who a few months ago | 

Bao Dai planned to appoint governor of south, when he came to in- 

quire whether US was “supporting” Diem. , 

| oo HeratH 

 * Regarding telegram 348 from Saigon, July 28, see footnote 3, p. 1890. For tele- | 

gram 370, J uly 29, see ibid. a | . | 

611.51G/8-1354 | : a | 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by Robert McClintock 

SECRET sd PWasnineton,] August 13, 1954. 

Subject: Views of the Chuong Family on Current US-Vietnamese | 

| Relations Oe | fo ) | PS 

Participants: The Vietnamese Ambassador and Madame Tran Van 

~ Chuong NR 
Mr, Robert McClintock, FE a 

I lunehed alone today with the Ambassador and Madame Tran Van 

Chuong. As the Ambassador accurately observed, Madame Tran Van 

‘Chuong should have been Ambassador rather than he. She is a highly 

alert, intelligent and aggressive lady who in addition to being a coun- 

selor of the French Union is likewise a first cousin of Bao Dai. Her 

hatred of the French, despite the fact she accepted the title of coun- 

selor, is extreme. It was clearly evident that Madame Tran Van 

Chuong as the sharper member of the team is being sent to Saigon to- 

morrow to scout the ground, build bridges and return with intelligence 

for her husband who is on balance the most balanced member of the 

pair. — aa _ : : 

Tran Van Chuong and his wife indicated that as original inhabit- 

ants of Hanoi his house had been immediately confiscated by the Ho 

Chi Minh Government in 1945. They had lived for a year in clandes- 

| tine opposition to the Ho Chi Minh regime. Following the massacre - 

: of December 19, 1946, they escaped to the country behind the Vietminh 

| lines but eventually found their way back to Hanoi after it had been 

| recovered by the French. Chuong was Foreign Minister of Bao Dai in 

| 1945 and claims to have authored the note to General De Gaulle de- 

| manding complete independence from the French.* aoa 

- After Bao Dai’s departure in exile the Chuongs claim they were 

placed under house arrest for two years between 1947 and 1949. They — 

| 1¥Wor a translation of the letter of Aug. 18, 1945, from Bao Dai to General 

De Gaulle, then President of the Provisional French Government, see Cameron, 

Viet-Nam Crisis, vol. I, pp. 48-49. : | 

| 

| 
|
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were first kept in exile at the Hong Gai coal mines but later were al- 
lowed to live in house arrest at Dalat. This explains some of the fixed 
hatred which animates both the Chuongs for the French despite the 
fact that Madame Chuong has been honored by the French Govern- _ 
ment and her husband has spent many years in exile in France. 

: Chuong claims that he was consulted by Bao Dai prior to the forma- 
tion of the Diem Government. He said that Bao Dai complained that 
he had no recourse but to follow the French line unless he could be 
assured of U.S. support. In Chuong’s words he said that he told his 
Majesty that by following the French line the Vietnamese had already 
lost half their country and he would rather lose the other half than die 
of shame by continuing the French connection. 

| Both the Chuongs were emphatic in their insistence that Bao Dai 
was the only solution for Viet Nam. They added, however, that Diem 
must be given a full run for his money and deprecated the French 
intrigues now going on in Saigon and Paris against Diem. It will be 
recalled that Diem’s brother, Nhu, is married to the Chuongs’ daughter 
and that they are very close to Diem. oe 

Since it was apparent that both the Ambassador and his vigorous © 
wife are wholly on the Bao Dai line while at the same time committed 
to a single policy of extracting the utmost direct aid from the U.S., 
I thought it useful to intimate that not everyone in this country shared 
their enthusiasm for Bao Dai. I said that from my own observation it 

seemed that his Majesty had followed a policy of divide and rule at a 

time when Viet Nam needed unifying and I likewise noticed the some- 
thing less than benign influence on his Majesty of Nyugen De, who is 

the father incidentally of Miss Elizabeth De, First Secretary of the 

Vietnamese Embassy. Madame Chuong asked on several occasions if I 

thought Bao Dai should go back to Viet Nam or remain in France. I 

said that I was not privileged to offer an opinion on this point but I did | 
feel very strongly that Bao Dai’s full powers for Diem should be con- 

tinued irrespective of where his Majesty took up residence. | 

611.51G/8-1354 oo Oo | 
The Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs 

_ (Hensel) to the Under Secretary of State (Smith) 

SECRET | ~ Wasurnerton, August 13, 1954. 
Dear Mr. Secretary: In accordance with the informal request of 

| the Department of State, the Joint. Chiefs of Staff were requested to 

: consider the draft message to Prime Minister Mendes-France regard- 

ing United States policy toward Indochina. The views of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff have been received and a copy is attached. These views
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are consistent with their views regarding United States assumption 

of training responsibilities in Indochina which were forwarded to you 

with the concurrence of the Secretary of Defense on 11 [12] August.’ 

This Department fully concurs in the attached views and recom- 

mendations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, except that it will not be | 

necessary for the Joint Chiefs of Staff to review the proposed message 

after it has been amended to reflect the recommendations in para- | 

graph 5 of their comments. : 

_ Sincerely yours, H. Srruve HENSEL | 

| [Attachment] | 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 

| Defense (Wilson) | | 

: : 

SECRET a [WasHineton,] 12 August 1954. | 

Subject: Message to the French Prime Minister | 

1. This memorandum is in response to the memorandum from the 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA), dated 11 August 1954, which 

requested the comments and recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff with respect to a Department of State draft of a proposed mes- 

- gage to the Prime Minister of France regarding United States policy 

toward Indochina.” | 

9. In their memorandum to you dated 4 August 1954, subject: 

“U.S. Assumption of Training Responsibilities In Indochina”, the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff set forth certain conditions which they considered 

should be met before the United States assumes responsibility for 

| training the forces of the Associated States. Particularly pertinent 

| to the consideration of the proposed message are two preconditions 

which, in substance, prescribed : 

| a. The existence of a reasonably strong, stable government capable 

| of performing those functions essential to the successful raising and 

| maintenance of its armed forces; and 

| b. The granting by France of full independence to the Associated 

| States and arrangements for the eventual phased withdrawal of 

French forces, officials and advisers from Indochina, in order to pro- 

! vide motivation and a sound basis for the establishment of national 

armed forces. | | 

| 1 See letter from the Secretary of Defense to the Secretary of State, Aug. 12, 

| » the ISA memorandum and the draft telegram attached to it are not printed. 

| (JCS files) For the text of the telegram as transmitted, see telegram 610 to Paris, 

: Aug. 18, p. 1957. 

| ?'The subject memorandum is quoted in the letter from the Secretary of Defense 

| to the Secretary of State, Aug. 12, p. 1938. 

|
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oo 3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that neither of the above con- 
ditions can be said to exist now. The tenure of the present government 
in Vietnam appears to be in doubt and subject to final determination 
by the French as to the eventual composition of that government. Until 
this matter has been definitely resolved, the strength and stability of 
the Vietnam Government will hardly be such as to hold promise of 
providing the firm direction required for the raising and maintenance 
of armed forces. Unless a reasonably stable government is estab- 
lished, the United States training mission would lack authority and 
governmental support essential to the successful accomplishment of 

| its mission. 
4. While the French Government has announced its intention to 

grant independence to the Associated States, it has not announced a 
plan for the scheduled relinquishment of French authority or for the 
withdrawal of French officials from Indochina affairs. The residual 
responsibility and authority, if any, to be retained by the French Gov- 
ernment, particularly with respect to the control to be exercised over 
the armed forces of the Associated States, has not yet been made clear. 
If, in fact, the French were to retain a degree of authority and direc- 
tion in the organization and training of the indigenous forces, the 
United States training mission would be prevented from discharging 
its responsibilities completely independent of French participation 
and control. 

5. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize that the proposed message is 
not an unqualified commitment to furnish military aid or to provide | 
training assistance to the Associated States. They are in accord with 
the stated purpose of the message, to reassure both the French and 

Associated States Governments of the United States intention to assist 

in preventing an eventual Communist take-over in Indochina. How- 

ever, the Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion that the proposed 

message should state in clearer terms that the final United States deci- 

sion as to the extent of military aid and the assumption of responsi- 

bility for training will be contingent upon the establishment of the 

prerequisite conditions discussed in paragraphs 2, 8, and 4 above. As 

presently worded, the proposed message might convey to the French 

| that U.S. decisions with respect to these matters have already been 

taken, without definite French commitments as to their intentions. 

Further, the Joint Chiefs of Staff feel that the message should be 

more specific with regard to the United States desire that its repre- 

sentatives deal directly with the Governments of the Associated States 

and that all United States military material aid should eventually 

be given directly to the Associated States rather than through the 

French Government. |
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6. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that the substance of the | 

foregoing views be transmitted to the Department of State with the 

request that they be adequately reflected in any message to the Gov- 

ernment of France, at this time, regarding the furnishing of military 

aid to the Associated States or to the assumption of training responsi- | 

bilities by the United States in Indochina, and that the Joint Chiefs | 

of Staff be given an opportunity to review the amended message. © 
| For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: : 

oe M. B. Riweway © | 
: | General, United States Army 

| | Lo Chief of Staff 

751G.00/8—-1454 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET | | Satcon, August 14, 1954—2 p. m. : 

580. Repeated information Paris 198, Hanoi unnumbered. 

- 1. Isaw Ngo Dinh Diem this morning and told him I was somewhat 

alarmed by Junta of the three southern sects and others which had : 

as its obvious aim ouster of his government. Diem said it was one of 

his troubles and worries but expressed confidence he could handle this ! 

problem. Tran Van Do and other Ministers had been in negotiation | 

with sects and today members of his Cabinet would meet with leaders ! 

of latter. Sects had wanted representation in his government but their 

idea of representation was to have key portfolios of Interior, Foreign | 

Commerce, and Defense, and no government could function in this : 

time of national peril with sects operating those vital posts. They were 

neither competent nor honest. Cao Daist Pope had asked for a license | 

for export of rubber and permission to transfer large sum to France. | 

He said he had granted certain favors of that type but one had to stop 

some time. Basic offer he would make sects would be to give them each, 

say, ten seats in a National Assembly, which would be given power over 

budget, enjoy free debate and right to “interpellate” government. 

It would be an appointive assembly at outset but truly representa- 

tive of country. Catholics would also be represented as sect in assembly 

and presumably receive ten seats same as Cao Daists, Hoa Haos, and 

Binh Xuyen. Remaining 20 or 30 members of Assembly would be 

| taken from elected members of municipal councils of south and center 

Vietnam. Three non-Catholic sects would therefore have important 

bloc of seats but not a majority. He hoped form this assembly in next 

month or two. — | 

9. I said I was somewhat preoccupied by Bao Dai’s announcement
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that he would return shortly to Vietnam.1 Diem replied he was also 
preoccupied over this occurrence and had wired Bao Dai urging him 

| not to come for several weeks yet. He could not, however, prevent Bao 
Dai returning if latter insisted on it. There were two reasons for Bao 
Dai’s proposed return. One was criticism in French, particularly 
Socialist, press over his remaining in France while his country was in 
difficulties. Other reason was that his advisers, such as Giao, who had 
enjoyed authority and financial profits from Bao Dai regime, were 
afraid they were going to lose their revenue and places and were ac- 
cordingly urging him to return so that they could get on payroll again. 

He said it was useless to think of Bao Dai giving any real “perform- 
ance” since he was a very sick man. He rejected idea that Bao Dai’s 
influence over sects might persuade latter to abandon their financial 
and power ambitions and get behind a true movement of national 
unity. Bao Dai had occasionally kept sects in line but almost always 
by passing out money or export licenses or monetary transfer permits. 
His return at this time would only complicate work of an overworked 
government. He would have to take time off to consult with Bao Dai, 
make reports, and send extra copies, et cetera of all decisions. Bao Dai, 
he said, had always operated on principle of “divide to rule”. He 
would not be a unifying influence. 

38. Diem admitted his governmental team was far from perfect. 
There were some good men but some who were not up to job. Some men 

whom he would like to take into government had refused to enter and 
he was in no position forcibly to draft them. He was trying to get back 

certain men who were now abroad. 

Nevertheless, in spite of his difficulties he was gratified with per- 
formance of his government to date. It had won first round in prevent- 
ing Viet Minh from overrunning certain provinces and cities in center 
and south. (Comment: TI find this a somewhat hopeful assessment of 
efficacy of his government against Viet Minh penetration.) He had 

| prevented organization of Viet Minh manifestations, although his 
police and Vietnam armed forces were woefully inadequate in many 
centers. Their partial success against Viet Minh was due, he felt, in 

- considerable measure to confidence of people and functionaries in him 

and in his administration. This confidence was more gratifying since | 

Viet Minh were resorting to terrorism and threats against officials, 

1In telegram 581 from Saigon, Aug. 14, Ambassador Heath reported that the 
prestige of Bao Dai in Vietnam was zero and that only trouble could arise from 
his return. Heath urged that the United States exert its influence to prevent the 
return of the Chief of State. (751G.00/8-1454) The Embassy in France expressed 
its concurrence with these views in telegram 684 from Paris of Aug. 18, and 
reported that efforts would continue to persuade French officials to keep Bao Dai 
in France. (751G.00/8-1854) In telegram 603 to Paris, Aug. 18 (repeated to Saigon 
as 626), the Department agreed that the return of Bao Dai would worsen the 

situation there. (751G.00/8-1454)
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even Ministers of his Cabinet. He was building up something of a 
team spirit. For example, one of his innovations was to keep “open 
table” for all members of Cabinet. Meeting at meals they worked out 
many a problem and kept up team spirit. However, his grocery bill for | 
first month had risen to 80,000 piasters, which was practically his 
official income. I suggested that would be a legitimate budgetary 
expense. 

He said that French press was criticizing his administration. 
French should be grateful because he had prevented anti-French 
demonstrations which would have dangerously increased anti-French 
feeling. Desire to manifest against French was nationwide after 
evacuation of loyal provinces in delta followed by Geneva accords 
which split country. | | 

4. Returning to difficulty of getting competent men on government 
team, Diem said he knew a great many competent Vietnamese he could 
not use because of their incorrigible tendency to graft. I told him that | 
while I thought Secretary for Economic Affairs Thoai? was doing a | | 
good job in organizing refugee evacuation, his team was not large 
enough for task. I inquired whether he had given thought to tempo- : 
rarily putting men like Nghiem Van Tri, former Defense Minister, and 

Le Quang Huy, former Public Works Minister, on team. He said Tri 
was much better talker than effective organizer. Furthermore, he al- | 
ways insisted on feathering his own financial nest. Huy was an amiable, | 
nice person but too easy going. He had not enjoyed respect of Public | 
Works Department and no one in that Department had ever really | 
worked at his job. I inquired as to effect of arrival of Prince Buu Hoi 
in Vietnam. Diem said Prince was really anti-Viet Minh, although he | 
had been accused of having soft spot for them because of previous con- 
nections. He was even more anti-Bao Dai although a member of Royal 

family. Prince had asked him for money to start up a leprosy research 
institute and he would try to find funds for him but he did not intend | 

to add him to his governmental team. He said Prince’s private life cost | 

great deal of money and he was not qualified to be a member of an | 
austerity regime. He doubted that his visit would have much political | 
effect. | : | 

5. I told Diem I had been somewhat shocked that two leading Viet- 
namese bankers, Le Van Vy and Le Quang Gong, had come out for | 

_ fixed parity of exchange of Viet Minh and Vietnamese piasters. I re- 
marked we would have to reconsider our whole aid program if that 
were done because it would mean that Vietnamese economy, our aid, 
and French aid would be subsidizing Viet Minh section of country. If 
there were to be an exchange it should be on free market basis. Diem | 

* Nguyen Van Thoai. | 

578-611 0 82 - 36 (Pt. 2) |
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said to have no worry that he would not consent to such an arrange- 

ment. Vy, although banker, he said, was Viet Minh sympathizer refus- 

ing to believe it was Communist movement. 7 
Diem seemed full of determination and optimism. | 

| HeEaTH 

751G.00/8-1554 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Paris, August 15, 1954—7 p. m. 

646. Repeated information Saigon 68, Hanoi 7. Limit distribution. — 

Sainteny today told Bonsal he is leaving for Hanoi August 18 accom- 
panied by Roland Sadoun. Sainteny states decision his mission result 

Viet Minh request at Geneva. He does not anticipate Viet Minh re- 
- quest for reciprocal mission Paris. His functions will, following Octo- 

ber 11, be that of French Government representative to a government 

not recognized by France. He does not as yet have clear idea of just 
what he can achieve. He believes in trade between North and South 

Vietnam, notably in rice and coal. He hopes to find helpful elements 
among non-Communist Viet Minh although recognize they will be 
fewer and less influential than at time his earlier stay in Hanoi 
(1945-47). He anticipates French cultural establishments in Hanoi 

will remain open with present teaching staff. | 
Sainteny welcomes report he has received of US decision to leave 

consulate open if possible. “This will be great help to me”. 

Sainteny has no views on conditions in South Vietnam. He thinks 

well of Diem. | : 

Bonsal also saw Ely this afternoon. Latter had just seen Mendes- 

France and had told latter that he, Ely, not disposed to continue in 

present job if French policy, as reflecting Sainteny appointment, was 

: to play double game in IC, ie., to be prepared through Sainteny es- 

tablish full relations Viet Minh if that appears winning card. Ely 

states Mendes gave him most categoric assurances that policy of 

French Government is to give maximum possible support to anti- 

Communist elements in retained Vietnam and to do everything pos- 

sible contribute success these elements in pre-electoral period. Ely 

stated he delighted to hear this, and particularly at fact. Mendes has 

authorized him to make known policy of French Government at ap- 

propriate moment following Ely’s return to Vietnam (in about a 

week). Ely continues worried and perplexed at developing political 

situation in Vietnam including incapacity of Diem government and 

threat of coup d’état by religious sects and Hinh. Ely states he and 

Daridan are in agreement that return of Bao Dai at this time highly 

undesirable.
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Ely expressed in warmest terms appreciation Ambassador Heath’s ee | 
constant cooperation and understanding. a | 

| DILLON | 

751G.00/8-1654 | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast 
Asian Affairs (Bonsal) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far | 
Eastern Affairs (Robertson)* oe 

SECRET | : _- [Wasutneron,] August 16, 1954. 

Subject: General Ely’s views on the political situation in Vietnam. | : 

Supplementing the Paris Embassy’s reporting on the subject, here is 
a summary of various points which General Ely made at a luncheon . 

which I attended with him and Minister LaChambre at the latter’s | 
house on August 14: | | | | 

1. Ely is most disappointed with the Diem regime and is concerned | 
over developing political situation. He indicated that the fact that | 
General Hinh has now reached some sort of understanding with 

religious sects in the south makes a military coup d’état quite possible. 
Ely believes such a coup d’état would be a serious mistake and would : 
greatly diminish the chance of building a stable regime in South Viet- 
nam with adequate popular support. On the other hand Ely does not 
feel that he can intervene to prevent such a coup d’état since such action | 
by the French would undermine the confidence of the Nationalists in : 
French promises to respect Vietnamese internal independence. Both | 
Ely and LaChambre consider Tam best available man to replace Diem 
or to enter into a coalition government if Diem is retained. He would 
have the support of religious sects and would presumably control Hinh. 

The possibility of finding a way of developing a new governmental 

formula through some sort of representative assembly based on exist- | 
ing bodies, i.e., without elections appeals to both Ely and LaChambre. 

2. Ely stated that it is of the utmost urgency that a Southeast Asian 

defense pact be set up so that the people in South Vietnam will gain 

confidence that Vietminh overt aggression in South Vietnam would 

bring pact into play. He stated that of course even this pact would not 

minimize the growing danger that Vietminh would take advantage of 

unsettled conditions and lack of leadership in South Vietnam to seize | 

power through more or less peaceful means. | 

3. Ely stated that Vietminh treatment of French Union prisoners | 

had been cruel and horrible beyond belief. He stated the view that a | 

number of returned prisoners would be way below expectation in view | 

* Copies of this memorandum were transmitted to McClintock in FE, Ambasss- 
dor Heath in Saigon, and First Secretary Gibson in Paris. | | 

i
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of the number who had died in captivity. He said, however, that it was 
| important to avoid any publicity on this aspect until all available 

prisoners had been returned. 

4, Ely stated that at least half of the Vietnamese national army of 
the north would have deserted by the end of the current month. He | 
added that the Vietminh is making tremendous efforts through pres- 
sures on families of these men and otherwise to induce them to desert 
and that these efforts are being by and large successful. 

d. Ely stated that the neutral commission personnel will include 
some 2,000 Hindus whose arrival Ely views with some concern because 
of the consistently pro-Vietminh attitude of the Indian Government. 

6. Major purpose of Ely’s trip to Paris is to endeavor to obtain gov- 
ernmental policy decisions on various pending matters. One of these is 

the relationship between North and South Vietnam and notably on the 
economic policy to be followed with reference to trade between the two 

sections of the country. Should the south continue to help feed the 

north? (Sainteny’s reply is highly affirmative on this point.) 

7. On the military situation previous to the cease fire, Ely stated that 

while he could have repelled an attack on Hanoi he no longer had 

enough sure troops both to defend Hanoi and to guarantee the Hanoi- 

Haiphong supply line. | 

751G.00/8-1654 i | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 
European Affairs (Merchant) 

SECRET [WasHinceTon,] August 16, 1954. 

Participants: The Acting Secretary 

G—Mr. Murphy 

EUR—Mr. Merchant 

Ambassador Henri Bonnet 

Mr. Gontran de Juniac, French Minister 

At the conclusion of a call on another subject the French Am- 

bassador raised with the Acting Secretary the question of the position 

of the French cultural and commercial organizations in North Viet- 

nam. He said that the French Government had decided to keep these 

institutions (such as the French-operated coal mines, the French hos- 

pital and probably the French high school in Hanoi) in operation 

notwithstanding the risk to which the French citizens employed would 

be subjected. The purpose was to avoid leaving the field in the Delta 

to the Vietminh and to attempt to keep hope alive in the North pend- 

ing the elections in 1956. Consequently, the French Government hoped
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_ that these individuals and organizations would not be placed on any 
embargo or black list by the United States Government. | : 

The Acting Secretary replied that this was a difficult and involved 
subject which he would be happy to discuss with the Ambassador at 
another time. He also pointed out that it was essential that we reach : 
an understanding with the French on a number of matters—political 

__ 
as well as economic—relating 

to Vietnam and the other two Associated | 
_ States. He said we intended to do all in our power to preserve this | 
area in freedom but that in order for us to proceed it was essential] 
that the United States have a clear understanding of what French 
intentions and plans were. The Ambassador indicated that he was | 

at the Acting Secretary’s disposal at any time for such a talk. | 

*A memorandum of conversation by Tyler of WE indicates that Ambassador 
Bonnet and Secretary Dulles considered this subject in an inconclusive manner : 
during a meeting of Aug. 18 which was devoted to various subjects of common , 
concern. (611.51/8-1854) 

| 251G.51G22/8-1754 
: Telegram | : 

The Ambassador at Saigon (Heath) to the Department of State : 

SECRET | - Sarcon, August 17, 1954—5 p. m. 
618. Repeated information Paris 212, Manila 74, Tokyo 13, Hanoi | 

65. Department pass Defense. Meeting of Vietnamese, French and 
American officials working on refugee evacuation problem held yester- 
day at MAAG Saigon, disclosed extremely gloomy picture.? : 

Although refugees pouring in by airlift and by French ships and 
first increment of 2,000 on board US Navy craft, expected arrive Sai- : 

gon August 19 or 20, building has started on only one out of five ref- : 

_-ugee camps in Saigon area and this camp has only thirty tents so far 
erected. Reception center planned for Cap St. Jacques still in blue- 
print stage. Nevertheless, yesterday being official holiday, no work was 
done. Chief Naval Section MAAG explained at meeting that starting 
middle next week, American ships will be arriving daily with a 

build-up shortly to reach desired average of 100,000 refugees per 
month. Attempt made pin down responsibility for details of embarka- 
tion in north and debarkation and transport to reception center in 

1 Documentation 
on the problem of the evacuation of refugees which was trans- 

mitted to Washington by the Embassy at Saigon included the following des- 
_ patches: No. 738, Aug. 17, enclosing a note from the Vietnamese Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs of Aug. 10 expressing appreciation for the American offer of 
assistance (251G.51G22/8-1754) 

; No. 75, Aug. 19, transmitting minutes of coun- 
try team meetings on the refugee problem on Aug. 10 and 14, and a memorandum 
on the background of the situation (251G.51G22/8-1954) 

; and No. 76, Aug. 20, 
s o0h4) the minutes of the country team meeting of Aug. 20 (251G.51G22/
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south. This reveals planning for matters such as local transportation, 

feeding, medical facilities, et cetera, woefully inadequate. | 

Ho Quan Phuoc, now responsible for Vietnamese side refugee pro- 

gram who has been on job only three days, explained frankly his situa- 

tion—he has so far staff of only three persons, he unable control or 

requisition civilian labor, he apprehensive civilian drivers would steal 

trucks, he without any means rapid communication with Vietnamese 

authorities in north. He must have assistance Vietnamese National 

- Army as only a military organization can hope make program success. 

He states he has talked to Chief of Staff General Hinh but Embassy 

representatives believe meeting of minds not yet fully achieved by any 

means. It notable Vietnamese Army not represented at meeting in 

spite of vital interest. Nevertheless one Vietnamese Army battalion 

has been despatched Cap St. Jacques for labor and security work and 

one battalion made available for Saigon area. With regard French 

Army, close cooperation still does not exist. French do not move until 

| specifically requested. This results in over-all lack leadership which 

US representatives attempting overcome through urging increased 

cooperation and tripartite organization where practicable. OS 

French Army Major protested implication French not cooperating | 

) and appealed to US representatives not to attempt hurry refugee 

transportation even though ships available. He emphasized grave _ 

dangers involved in arrival swarms of refugees in south where prepa- 

rations receive them non-existent. He added French are giving first 

priority to evacuation Vietnamese troops and their families. 

Richard R. Brown, STEM refugee expert with broad European and — 

Near East Asian background, states conditions in north worse than 

anything he has ever experienced, including Germany at end war. No 

Vietnamese willing take responsibility for camps and French giving 

number one priority to French soldiers, dependents and equipment, 

‘paying little attention to refugees. Camps are without sanitation, 

refugees not registered, and medical stafis have quit not having been 

paid. Brown states there are 132,000 refugees in desperate circum- 

stances waiting to be moved. Situation could not have been better 

planned by Viet Minh themselves for Communist propaganda | 

purposes. | | 

Above is deeply depressing, but General O’Daniel, MAAG chief, 

Saigon, remains optimistic and with STEM is doing everything 

humanly possible put US expertise at [omission] Vietnamese in at- 

tempt solve their problem. General believes his representatives at 

oe Haiphong may be able establish better coordination in north and states 

that US Navy will be able assist resolve serious problem breakdown of 

communications system between north and south. _ 

| HEATH
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| Memoran
dum 

of Conversat
ion, by the Secretary

 
of State 

| | | [Extract
s] ? 

SECRET [Wasuino
ton,] August 17, 1954. | 

MemorAN
DUM 

OF CONVERSA
TION WITH THE PRESIDEN

T 

I discussed
 with the President

 
our program for switching

 
aid in | 

Indochin
a directly to the Governme

nts of the three Associate
d 

States 

rather than via France. The President
 
agreed.+ | 

I expressed
 
my concern with reference

 to the projected
 SEA Treaty | 

on the ground that it involved committi
ng the prestige of the United | 

States in an area where we had little control and where the situation
 | 

was by no means promising
. On the other hand, I said that failure 

to go ahead would mark a total abandonm
ent of the area without a | 

struggle. I thought that to make the treaty include the area of Cam- | 

bodia, Laos and Southern
 Vietnam was the lesser of two evils, but 

would involve a real risk of results which would hurt the prestige of 

the United States in this area. The President
 

agreed that we should | 

go ahead? | | | | 

| a Joun Foster DULLEs 

1 See telegram
 610 to Paris, Aug. 18, p. 1957. 

2 For addition
al 

docume
ntatio

n 
on this question

, see volume XII. 

751G.00/8-1
854 : Telegram | | 

| The Ambassa
dor in France (Dillon) to the Departme

nt of State 

| SECRET | ~ Parts, August 18, 1954—11 p. m. 

| —_ [Received 8:04 a. m.] 

| 668. Repeated
 informat

ion Saigon 70. Informed
 yesterday

 by 

| Brohon, military advisor to LaChamb
re, that to date Viet Minh have 

released only 6300 prisone
rs of 80,000 French list as missing. Of 30,000 

| French group 13,000 under category “dead, missing, deserted, etc.” and 

17,000 as “known certainly
 to have been taken prisoner alive”. 

! Of 23.700 still unaccoun
ted for Viet Minh admit only to holding 

| e 

: 9800, thus leaving gap of 18,900. | 

| French very much concerne
d that present publicity

 both in France 

| and US concerni
ng deplorabl

e condition
 of prisoners

 released to date 

| will work against facilitat
ing release remainder

. Past experienc
e has 

|
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shown that Viet Minh would prefer to either kill off prisoners or 

allow them to die of illness and starvation than to release them if 
release is accompanied by widespread unfavorable publicity. French 

therefore urge everything possible be done to soft-pedal publicity 

while releases are going on. They are preparing full dossier of facts 

for publication as soon as they believe prisoners will not be released 

as result other methods.! | 

DILLon 

: *Telegram 649 to Paris, Aug. 20 (repeated to Saigon and Hanoi), read as fol- 

lows: “Your 668 repeated Saigon. USIA instructing media soft pedal accordance 

reftel. Reference French concern publicity US press Department does not consider 

practicable or desirable approach US correspondents here. Department repeating 

reftel Hanoi.” (751G.00/8-2054) . 

751G.5/8-1254 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Wilson) 3 

SECRET [ WasHincTon,| August 18, 1954. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: I have received your letter of August 12, _ 

1954, setting forth the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on requests 

from the Governments of the Associated States of Indochina for 
United States assistance in training the indigenous forces of those 

states. The Joint Chiefs of Staff established four preconditions for 

United States participation in such a training program and you add 

the further consideration that an international interpretation of the 

cease-fire agreement may in any event impose limitations on the extent 

of military training, as well as end item assistance, that could be under- 

taken by the United States in Indochina. | 

The first precondition of the Joint Chiefs is that there be a reason- 

ably strong, stable civil government in control of the Indochinese 

states requesting United States assistance. This condition applies to the 

Government of Cambodia which is strong, stable and enjoys the whole- 

hearted loyalty of the population. A similar situation likewise exists 

in Laos but there, because of the restrictive terms of the cease-fire | 

agreement and likewise because the Laotian Government has never 

made a request for U.S. training assistance, the problem does not arise. 

In the case of Free Viet Nam, the civil government, which has been 

under the presidency of Mr. Ngo Dinh Diem for only slightly more 

than a month, is far from strong or stable. However, we are currently ) 

* Drafted by McClintock of FE. _
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perfecting measures which may assist that Government rapidly to in- | 

crease the effectiveness of its administration. I should like to point out 

that one of the most efficient means of enabling the Vietnamese Gov- | 

ernment to become strong is to assist it in reorganizing the National 

Army and in training that army. This is, of course, the familiar hen- . 

and-egg argument as to which comes first but I would respectfully 

submit that the U.S. could profitably undertake two courses of action | 

in Free Viet Nam: one, to strengthen the government by means of a | 

political and economic nature and the other, to bolster that government 

by strengthening the army which supports it. : 

The second precondition established by the Joint Chiefs is that the 

Governments of the Associated States should formally request that 

the U.S. assume responsibility for training their forces and providing 

military equipment. As indicated above the Government of Laos has 

made no such request and does not contemplate one. However, the | 

Government of Viet Nam, in a letter from Prime Minister Prince 

Buu Loc to the American Chargé d’Affaires dated June 18, 1954,” did 

request that MAAG Saigon participate in troop training and re- 

quested U.S. assistance in providing adequate armament and in financ- 

ing a proposed expanded troop base. In the case of Cambodia, the 

Cambodian Minister of National Defense, General Nhiek Tioulong, 

in a letter dated May 20, 1954,* addressed to General J ohn W. 

O’Daniel, Chief of MAAG Saigon, stated that the Royal Khmer Gov- 

| ernment was anxious to complete plans to set up in the minimum of 

time three divisions according to the methods of accelerated instruc- 

! tion used in Korea, on condition that the U.S. Government assured 

| the Cambodian Government of indispensable financial and matériel 

support. - oe _ 

The third precondition of the Joint Chiefs calls for arrangements 

| with the French guaranteeing full independence to the Associated 

| States and providing for the phased withdrawal of French forces, 

| French officials, and French advisers from Indochina in order to pro- 

| vide motivation and a sound basis for the establishment of National 

! armed forces. 

| The case of Laos may be set aside since Laos has not requested USS. 

: assistance and under the terms of its military agreement with France 

| is required to look to France for aid in training and other purposes. 

| Furthermore, under the terms of the cease-fire agreement Laos is 

| estopped from introducing foreign military personnel other than “a 

! 2The letter from Buu Loc is identified in footnote 2, p. 1752. 

| *The Cambodian letter of May 90 was transmitted to Washington by the Em- 

| bassy at Saigon in despatch 551 of May 22, not printed. (751G.5/5-2254) :
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specified number of French military personnel required for the train- 
| ing of the Laotian National Army.” | | 

In the case of Cambodia, de facto full independence already exists. 
Likewise during 1953 and early 1954 command of the Royal Khmer 
Army was handed over to the King of Cambodia and French forces 
have been entirely withdrawn from Cambodian soil. There is a mini- 
mum of French advisers still attached to the Royal Khmer Army. 
_In the case of Viet Nam, practically the entire French Expedition- 

ary Corps still remains in that country. It would be militarily disas- 
trous to demand the withdrawal of French forces from Free Viet Nam 
before the creation of a new National Army. However, as seen from 
this Department, there would seem to be no insuperable objection to 
the U.S. undertaking a training program for the Vietnamese National 
Army while at the same time the French forces commence a gradual 
phasing out from that theater. 

As for the point you raised regarding the limitations of the Geneva 
settlement, in the view of this Department there is a limitation on the 
degree to which the Vietnamese armed forces can be increased. How- 
ever, In my opinion, there is no provision of the cease-fire agreement 
regarding Viet Nam which would prevent the existing MAAG Saigon 
from undertaking a training mission or which would impede MAAG 
Saigon from rotating existing personnel to bring in number for num- 
ber new personnel especially versed in military training. 

In the case of Cambodia there is no obstacle whatever to the setting 
up of a U.S. training mission. The cease-fire agreement affecting Cam- 
bodia provides in Chapter III Article 7 that the Royal Government of 
Cambodia will not solicit foreign aid in war matériel, personnel or 
instructors except for the purpose o f effective defense of the territory. 
This latter clause makes it entirely possible for the Cambodian Govern- 
ment to request a foreign training mission and for the U.S., 1f it so. 
desires, to provide such a mission. In the opinion of this Department. 
it would be most helpful to the futherance of our national policy in 
Indochina, if the U.S. should reply affirmatively to the letter of the 
Defense Minister cited above, and it is recommended that the Joint 
Chiefs give their consent to the establishment of a MAAG/Phnom 
Penh which would provide both training and logistical assistance to 
the Royal Khmer Army. The Department of State likewise feels that 
sympathetic consideration should be given to the establishment of a 
training mission in MAAG Saigon to assist in the development of an | 
effective Vietnamese National Army. 

Sincerely yours, — _ JoHN Fostrrr Dtiyes
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751G.00/7-3054 : Telegram 2 

- The Secretary of State to the E'mbassy in France * | 

SECRET | Wasuineron, August 18, 1954—5: 29 p. m. 

610. Limit distribution. Personal from Secretary. Department 366 | 

~ to Paris, Paris 409 and 438, Saigon 394.’ I am convinced that if free | 

world is to make most of fighting chance remaining to it in Indochina | 

we must move ahead rapidly developing and maintaining nationalist 

resolve in non-Communist areas. I believe Mendes-France is as aware 

this as we are, but backward-looking elements may take advantage | 

his preoccupation other urgent matters to return to the Franco- : 

Vietnamese relationship and to a kind of government in Viet-Nam 

which has always failed in past. Paris 438 not reassuring in these 7 

respects especially when considered together with reports reaching us | 

of intrigues of some southern leaders and in view time which may be 

required for LaChambre—Cheysson study. : | 

We do not wish make it appear Ngo Dinh Diem our protégé or that 

we are irrevocably committed to him. On other hand we do believe 

kind of thing he stands for is necessary ingredient of success and we : 

do not now see it elsewhere. 

To make sure Mendes aware our concern Dillon should hand him 

following as personal message from me: 3 | | 

1 Drafted by McClintock of FE. Also sent to London as telegram 973. Repeated 

for information to Saigon as 636, to Phnom Penh as 26, to Hanoi as 213, and to 

Vientiane as 15. This message was developed within the State Department under | 

the primary direction of FH, running through several versions between Aug. 2 

| and 16. Documentation on the drafting process is in files 751G.00 and 611.51G. The 

| message was approved in draft by the Operations Coordinating Board on Aug. 11. 

(OCB files, lot 62 D 480, ‘“Minutes”) For comments on the subject by the Joint 

| Chiefs of Staff, see letter from the Secretary of Defense to the Secretary of State, 

| Aug. 12, p. 1938. . 

| On Aug. 18, Secretary Dulles submitted a draft of this telegram to President 

| Eisenhower. That draft, identical in substance to the message as actually trans- 

| mitted to Paris, was accompanied by a memorandum by the Secretary for the 

| President titled ‘Message to French Prime Minister Tracing New U.S Policy of 

| Direct Aid to Cambodia, Laos and Viet Nam.” The memorandum read as follows: 

| “The enclosed telegram embodies a policy message from me to Mendes-France 

| along the lines which I discussed with you yesterday. It indicates that it will be 

| future United States policy to give direct assistance to the states of Indochina 

| in maintaining their political and. territorial integrity against further Commu- 

| nist aggression. The essence of the new policy is that we desire the states of 

| Indochina to be completely independent, that they establish strong and stable 

| governments and that, to assure the latter end, the United States will henceforth 

| channel the bulk of its aid, both economic and military, directly to the three 

| states of Cambodia, Laos and Viet Nam.” (Hisenhower Library, Eisenhower pa- 

| pers, Whitman file, Dulles—Herter series) | 

| 2Hor telegram 366 to Paris, July 28, see p. 1888. Regarding telegram 409 from. 

| Paris, July 29, see footnote 3, p. 1889. For telegram 438 from Paris, July 30, see p. 

1896. Telegram 394 from Saigon, July 30, in which Ambassador Heath expressed 

agreement with the content of telegram 366 to Paris, is not printed. (751G.00/ 

| 7-3054 ) | . 

| In telegram 706 from Paris, Aug. 19, the Embassy reported that the Secre- 

tary’s message had been delivered to the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 

| the absence of Prime Minister Mendés-France at Brussels. (751G.00/8-1954) The 

| Embassy further reported in telegram 710 of Aug. 20 that the Foreign Ministry 

had forwarded the message to Mendés-France. (751G.00/8—2054 )
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“Dear Mr. Prime Minister: In the days that have passed since the 
settlement at Geneva, I have been giving earnest thought tothe future | _ policy of the United States toward Indochina. a 

I believe you and I are in complete agreement that in South Viet- 
Nam a strong Nationalist Government must be developed and sup- 
ported if the world is not to witness an early Communist take-over 
and a still greater menace to South and Southeast Asia, with reper- 
cussions in Africa. | a | 

Your own recent declarations of French intentions to accord full 
independence to the Associated States will certainly contribute to this 
end if they are vigorously executed. In anticipation of that they have 
already had an excellent effect in this country, for they are recognized 
as coming from a man who has long stood for independence and who 
has shown a resolve to make good on his promises. 
We here have been thinking about what we might appropriately do 

to help get an effective Vietnamese government. In our opinion, M. 
Ngo Dinh Diem, initially at least, has a better chance of rallying and 
holding nationalist sentiment than most. of the Vietnamese who seem. 
now to be on the scene, or in the wings. We recognize that his govern- 
ment needs more realism, experience and a broader geographical repre- 
sentation, but it does seem to provide a nucleus for future efforts. 
We have, however, been concerned at a growing feeling among our 

Vietnamese friends that the United States and the free world have 
abandoned them. | 

= In order to eliminate that impression and at the same time to lay 
a firmer basis for a strenuous effort to preserve freedom in Viet-Nam, 
we plan the following steps: | 

1. In a message addressed to the President of the Council of Min- 
isters of Viet-Nam, President Eisenhower will express on behalf of 
the American people his and their appreciation of the efforts of the 
Vietnamese Government and people in the struggle for freedom and 
the readiness of the American people to continue to aid in this struggle. 

2. In addition to military material assistance and economic aid, we | 
are prepared to give direct assistance to the Associated States includ- 
ing budgetary support, in addition to the support furnished by the | 
French Union. Subject to a practical solution of the transfer problem | 
and the establishment of adequate controls, we believe presently some 
and eventually all of this aid should be given directly rather than 
through the French Government, as has been done previously, particu- 
larly in connection with the execution of the ‘Navarre Plan.’ This ap- 
proach seems to us in keeping with the independent status of these — 
states and necessary to help them to develop their self-confidence and 
self-reliance. It is also necessary from the U.S. domestic standpoint. 
Much of the aid so far provided was justified to the Congress for sup- 
port of the French Union forces in the war against the Viet Minh. 
Now that war has ceased and the Foreign Aid Bill passed by the 
Senate on July 29 calls for ‘the furnishing, as far as possible, of direct 
assistance to the Associated States of Cambodia, Laos, and Viet-Nam.’ ¢ 
Accordingly, to adjust our policy to the changed conditions now exist- 

“For documentation on the Mutual Security legislation of 1954, see volume I.
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ing in Indochina and to meet the requirements of the U.S. Congress we 

plan in future to deal directly with the governments of the Associated | 

States in questions concerning economic or military aid to these states. 

| 3, Although our final decision will depend upon the establishment ) 

of the complete independence which you have publicly affirmed it 1s 

the intention of the French Government to grant, and will be con- 

ditioned likewise by the extent to which the recipient governments 

give evidence of their stability and capacity to carry out needed re- 

forms, we are also prepared to consider the requests of the Associated | 

States such as have been made by Viet-Nam and Cambodia to under- ! 

take direct military training of their armed forces. In the future and | 

to the extent possible under the restrictions of the Geneva settlements 

we are prepared to consider the establishment of training missions in | 

their territories. We would also wish to exercise our existing right to | 

request redistribution of certain material from stocks now on hand 1n : 

Indochina directly to the Associated States. In view of the changed | 

circumstances and in order to accelerate the development of reliable _ | 

native armies we believe it will be necessary to revise or rescind the 

Pentapartite agreement of December 1950 between France, Laos, Cam- 

- bodia, Viet-Nam and the U.S. In any case we believe that the Asso- 

ciated States can and should be brought into more direct and mutually 

| beneficial contact with military planning, training and logistical activ- 

ities. We would, of course, consult closely with the French Authorities | 

in all these matters and expect to continue the harmonious cooperation 

which has hitherto existed between us. I understand that General Ely 

| and General O’Daniel have already discussed at least the possibility 

| of a training function for our present Military Aid Advisory Group. 

: There are undoubtedly many other possibilities for effective action 

in Viet-Nam, Laos, and Cambodia. For example, we are considering in 

what ways we can modify our economic aid and development pro- 

grams for best results in the changed situation. We are considering 

| special help in the refugee and resettlement program and increased aid 

| in the field of technical assistance. I believe that the measures I have 

| listed above are the most urgent and should produce an effect upon 

| Vietnamese public opinion which you and I both would desire. 

| I have not set forth any time schedule for these measures but I 

| should think that at least the message from President Eisenhower 

| should be delivered soon. There are clearly a number of technical mat- 

ters which should be worked out between our governments by the 

| experts. | 7 | Be 

) The main thing, I believe, is to move strongly together to dissipate 

| the present discouragement in Viet-Nam. The stakes are so high that 1 _ 

| feel confident that we shall succeed. I take this opportunity to express 

| my high regard and best wishes. John Foster Dulles.” 

| Embassy London should give copy above message Foreign Office on 

| confidential basis.® | | 

: a | | DULLES 

| ®In telegram 874 from London, Aug. 19, the Embassy reported that a copy of 

| S 1984) had been delivered to an official of the Foreign Office. (751G.00/
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Editorial Note | | 

On August 18, 1954, the Senate confirmed Robert McClintock to be 
Ambassador to Cambodia and Charles W. Yost to be Minister to Laos. 
Henceforth, the United States Ambassador at Saigon was accredited 

| only to the State of Vietnam. President Eisenhower had expressed the 
intention of the United States to appoint resident diplomatic chiefs 
of mission to Cambodia and Laos in his news conference statement of 
July 21, 1954; for text, see editorial note, page 1864. 

751G.00/8-1954 : Telegram . | 

Lhe Chargé at Phnom Penh (Goodman) to the Department of State 

SECRET PHNom Pznu, August 19, 1954—10 p. m. 
[Received 3:13 p. m.] 

1. Sent Saigon 87, repeated information Paris 65, Bangkok, New 
Delhi unnumbered. Today I received two interesting if somewhat 
conflicting comments on operations of Cambodian, Viet Minh mixed | commission now meeting Svayrieng. Acting chief International Con- 
trol Commission, Indian General Singh, said he impressed by friendli- 
ness and goodwill on both sides at opening meeting August 14. They 
were, he said, “falling on each others necks” and in formal speeches 
seemed trying outdo each other in expressions their desire for peace 
and eagerness cooperate. In his turn Singh spoke to them of futility 
war as evidenced by fact “no one” had won Indochina conflict, and 
importance of “unique” task they cooperating in—peacefully to liqui- 
date a war. General said that in discussions after meeting he found 
Viet Minh charming cultured men, high percentage of whom spoke 

— English, and all of whom tried hard give impression their peaceful 
| desires. He feels they are cooperating beautifully, and that cease fire 
will be successful here. ee a Oe | 

In contrast this rosy view Prime Minister Penn Nouth told me 
earlier in day that mixed commission talks now running into snags, 
with Viet Minh closely examining every punctuation mark in cease 
fire agreement, and quibbling over every detail. Most irritating de- 
mand was for Cambodian, Viet Minh representative to join delegation. 
Through his representatives Prime Minister answered agreement pro- 
vides very clearly for equal participation Cambodia and DRV, and 
he cares not who they have in their delegation so long as they labelled 
DRV. Although all Viet Minh regular units said now to have with- 

| drawn from country, another point troubling Prime Minister was 
| apparent failure or difficulty Viet Minh thus far to have disarmed | 

provincial troops (so-called Khmer Viet Minh). Since this to have 
been done within 30 days from beginning of truce, Cambodians yester-
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day gave Viet Minh 8 days to accomplish it, after which Royal Armies 

will resume normal mopping up operations. | , . 

- Differences in attitudes these two men and in their interpretations 

of smiling Viet Minh approach, perhaps inevitable results their dif- 

ference types involvement in truce operation. However, fact Viet Minh | 

are smiling and trying impress international commission undoubtedly 

indicates their appreciation long-range factors, and perhaps supports | 

General Singh’s thesis (Embtel 62 to Department) 3 their desire make 

cease fire effective in order consolidate their hold on Vietnam before | | 

concentrating on Cambodia. At same time they do not intend to let 

pass any opportunity improve their political or psychological position 

and would like nothing better than leave strong cadres scattered about 

this country. However, Cambodians remain vigilant and will very : 

likely foil these attempts. Their firmness is expected but heartening. 

GoopMAN 

1In telegram 62 from Phnom Penh, Aug. 12, not printed, Goodman summarized 

a conversation of that morning with General Singh. The General contended that 

the Viet Minh would fulfill all cease-fire terms throughout Indochina because it | 

was in their long-range interest to do so. (751G.00/8-1254) | 

| '251G.51G22/8-1754 : Telegram | | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam* — 

SECRET PRIORITY = WasHiInoTon, August 19, 1954—3: 24 p.m. 

652. We seriously concerned with report set out your 613.” 

You are instructed immediately to secure an audience with Diem 

) and say that US having responded with such speed and in terms such 

| magnitude his request for transportation in lifting evacuees from 

| Tonkin is dismayed at apparent complete lack proper facilities for 

| reception these refugees upon their arrival in South Viet Nam. Inform 

! Diem US while glad give aid Free Viet Nam must condition its aid 

: upon performance by Vietnamese Government. You should orally sug- 

| gest to Prime Minister that Phuoc who now responsible Vietnamese 

2 refugee program should be given powers of requisition of civilian 

: labor and transport facilities, an adequate staff and under direct in- 

: struction Prime Minister full support from General Hinh and Viet- 

2 namese National Army.*® 

| You likewise authorized inform General Ely serious view we take 

| this situation and read to General Ely or Deputy text instructions sent 

| 2 Drafted by McClintock. Repeated for information to Paris as 624, to Manila 

| as 642, to Tokyo as 378, and to Hanoi as 215. oe 

| 2 Dated Aug. 17, p. 1951. | 7 

| ?In telegram 654 from Saigon, Aug. 20, Heath reported that on Aug. 19, prior | 

| to the receipt of the Department’s telegram, an Embassy official had discussed 

| the refugee problem with Diem, and that it seemed unwise to raise the question 

| again immediately. Heath also reported that the first U.S. naval ship with 2,000 

| refugees had docked on Aug. 19. (251G.51G22/8-2054) _
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Dillon to make an immediate démarche with French Government on 
_ this problem. This text provided in next succeeding telegram.‘ 

| | DULLEs 

“The instructions sent to Ambassador Dillon are contained in telegram 625 to 
Paris (653 to Saigon), Aug. 19, infra. In telegram 693 from Saigon, Aug. 24, 
Heath reported that an Embassy official had read the message to Acting Com- 
missioner General Daridan on Aug. 21. Daridan had characterized the message as 
“pretty strong.” (251G.51G22/8-2454) 

251G.51G22/8-1754 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

SECRET WasuineTon, August 19, 1954—3: 25 p. m. 

625. We deeply concerned with refugee situation depicted Saigon 
telegram 613 repeated Paris 212.? 

You are instructed immediately call upon Minister for Relations 
with Associated States and say we are making immediate representa- 
tions to Vietnamese Government indicating that in return for our 
aid in assisting to transport evacuees from Tonkin we expect com- 
parable performance from Vietnamese Government. You should recall 
to M. La Chambre France also has officially requested US aid this 
regard. Reports reaching us from Saigon indicate “French do not 
move until specifically requested” and that French are giving first 
priority to evacuation French troops and their families. Express view | 

| orally US feels French have moral obligation do more than they are 
now undertaking not only to move refugees but to assist Vietnamese 
Government in their reception and resettlement. You should add it 
is clear that only organization really competent undertake measures 
to deal with this mass migration is French Army on spot and we shall 

| be much surprised if General Ely as Commander in Chief does not 
take immediate steps meet this situation. _ 

| 7 DULLES 

1Drafted by McClintock of FE. Repeated for information to Saigon as 653, to 
Manila as 6438, to Tokyo as 374, and to Hanoi as 216. 

) 2 Dated Aug. 17, p. 1951. a 

State-JCS meetings, lot 61 D 417 | a 

Substance of Discussions of State—Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting at | 
the Pentagon Building, August 20, 1954, 11: 30 a.m. 

TOP SECRET | 

[Here follow a list of those present (24) and discussion of subjects 
other than Indochina. | , 

. *This State Department draft was not cleared with the participants.
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3. Proposed Message from President Fisenhower to the Prime Minis- ) 

ter of Vietnam.’ | : 

Mr. Bowie called on Ambassador McClintock to discuss this item. 

The Ambassador referred briefly to the stated JCS reservations on : 

aid to Vietnam: that a condition to the granting of military aid to 

Vietnam should be (1) a stable government and (2) an effective Viet- : 

namese armed force. Mr. McClintock pointed out that the question of | 

whether or not Vietnam has a stable government will depend a good | 

deal on an available effective Vietnamese armed force, and to be effec- 

tive the armed forces of Vietnam must depend heavily on the U.S. for | 

assistance. | 

Admiral Radford agreed with Mr. McClintock on this point. He : 

also said we would have to do something and do it quickly. This should , 

not be an insuperable problem, he said, since we have a mission and 

equipment there. He emphasized particularly that we must deal di- 

rectly with the Vietnamese Government with no control by the French 

military authority. _ : | ! 

In reviewing a copy of the draft letter from the President to the | 

Vietnamese Prime Minister, Admiral Duncan referred to the para- | 

graph reading as follows: | | | 

“Thirdly, we have informed the government of France that stocks 
of US-supplied arms and matériel now in Viet-Nam should insofar as 
practical be redistributed to the National Armies of Cambodia, Laos 

| and Vietnam and that French Union forces departing from Viet-Nam 
| will leave behind, for the use of the three National Armies, such arms 
| and equipment supplied by the United States as we may judge to be 
| necessary to maintain those armies for the effective defense of their 
| territories.” 

Admiral Duncan questioned the advisability of including this para- 
graph. He did not know of any form of information which we had 

| given to France that U.S. matériel now in Vietnam should be redis- 
| tributed to the National Armies of the Associated States, or that 
| French Union forces leaving Vietnam were to “leave behind” certain 
| arms and equipment supplied by the U.S. He questioned the advisa- 
| bility on the one hand of urging the French to do everything possible 

to return this matériel to us while at the same time letting it be known 

| we were going to redistribute it to the local governments. The French 
| might just walk away and leave the matériel where it was. | 

| Admiral Radford took the position that in this letter to the Prime 
| Minister we should limit ourselves to generalities and should state 
| simply that we will undertake to supply the Vietnamese direct. There 

is no need, he stated, to inform them of the source of these supplies. 

| The specific draft under consideration here has not been identified. For the 
| text of the letter actually transmitted by President Eisenhower to Prime Minister 
| Diem, Oct. 23, see p. 2166. 

| 578-611 0 82 - 37 (Pt. 2) 

|
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Admiral Duncan remarked that in drafting this letter to the Prime 
Minister it was necessary to keep in mind that you can’t just rule 
France off the course, and that she still has important forces there. 

It was agreed that Ambassador McClintock would redraft the letter 
in the light of this discussion, and would subsequently communicate 
with appropriate officials in Defense on the subject. 

751G.00/8—2054 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Paris, August 20, 1954—6 p. m. 

(15. Repeated information Saigon 74, Hanoi 80, London unnum- 
7 bered, Phnom Penh 1, Vientiane 2. From Parks [?]. In Mendes- 

France’s absence advance copy Secretary’s message to Prime Minister 
delivered yesterday by Joyce to Parodi, acting head Foreign Office.! 

Parodi read message very carefully and without going into specific 
detail on points contained stated that it would require considerable 
thought before reply could be drafted. He was obviously distressed at 
repeated references to “independence” and statements in numbered 
paragraph 2 that “all of this aid should be given directly rather than 
through the French Government as has been done previously” and “we 
plan in future to deal directly with the Governments of the Associated 
States in questions concerning economic or military aid to these states”. 

Regarding independence we of course pointed out that the Govern- 
ment had made several public and private statements recently of its 
intention to carry through granting of full independence, publicly 
most recently by Mendes himself during last Indochina debate in 
Assembly and privately to us on two recent occasions by LaChambre. 
We also pointed out that as stated our aid will be conditioned by extent 
to which recipient governments give evidence of their stability and 
capacity to carry out needed reforms. | 

These arguments seemed to have little effect in placating Parodi’s 
concern. We are not surprised for it has been evident for some time 
that French consider we have almost psychotic attachment to “inde- 
pendence” without giving sufficient thought and attention to the prac- 
tical problems and risks involved. Although we do not question the 
sincerity of Mendes and the present government with resard to its 
policy of granting full sovereignty to the states as promised, this must 
not in any sense be interpreted as including a relaxation of their reso- 
lute attachment to the French Union concept. It should be clearly 
understood that the French, rightly or wrongly, logically or illogi- 

1¥For the Secretary’s message to Prime Minister Mendés-France, see telegram 
610 to Paris, Aug. 18, p. 1957.
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cally, believe it entirely compatible that they should grant full sov- | 

ereignty to the Associated States while at the same time retaining the 

French Union relationship. This has been made clear on many recent | 

occasions, notably in the Assembly during the post Geneva debate * | 

when Mendes attested to the intention of his government to grant full 

independence to the states. The acceptance of French parliamentarian 

and public opinion to the principle of independence remains, as here- | 

| tofore, subject to the proviso that the French Union relationship be 

maintained. The Mendes-France or any prospective successor govern- | 

ment would find it extremely difficult if not impossible to gain public 

support and parliamentary approval for any progressive future policy 

concerning Vietnam which did not include as a sine gua non member- 

ship of the states within the French Union. 

To the average Frenchman, including parliamentarians, the prac- 

tical results of maintaining the French Union relationship between : 

France and the Associated States are principally : | | 

(1) An example position other overseas territories, the retention of 

which within the French Union framework of nations is vital tothe 

existence of France as a world power of any consequence. : 

! (2) France acquires certain economic and commercial advantages 

| which are mutually profitable. — 
| - (3) French culture can be maintained and advanced in remote quar- 

ters of the world where it has already taken root. (The importance of 

| this is often underestimated abroad, particularly in the United States. 

| One of the first subjects which occupied French official and public 

| opinion following the Geneva settlement was as much what would 

| happen to the French schools, museums, churches, seminaries, etc. In 

| Tonkin as what would happen to the cement works and coal mines.) 

| The same average Frenchman is not interested in any union rela- 

| ‘tionship which might be termed a one way street. He is utterly con- 

vineed that the Vietnamese has advanced his lot under French tutelage 

: more than would otherwise have been the case and will continue to do 

| so under a form of union association which will also benefit the other 

| member of the partnership—France. But he is no longer interested In 

: having him advance it at French expense, as has been the case in recent 

| years. OP ta 

| As previously reported, the French regard the question of whether — 

! aid is to be furnished to Vietnam directly or indirectly through them 

| as the most important issue now facing them in their relations with 

: the United States concerning Indochina. Their confidence in the 

| ability of the Vietnamese to govern themselves, which had already 

: been severely shaken in the past, has now been subjected to even 

| greater strain as result of what they regard as the shocking negligence 

| and inefficiency of the present Vietnamese Government. They sincerely 

| *? Regarding the National Assembly debate of July 22-23, see footnote 2, p. 1871. 

| |
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believe that if United States aid were turned over directly to the Viet- 
namese it would at best provide new fuel for graft and corruption or 
at worst serve as bargaining ammunition in the hands of the present 
or successor governments for use in trading, in traditional oriental 
fashion, with the Viet Minh, the sects, etc. One thing of which they are | 
absolutely certain is that under Vietnamese control the aid will not be 
used efficiently. | | 
We cannot emphasize too strongly the difference between our con- 

cept of dealing with the Indochina problem as expressed in the Secre- 
tary’s message and that held by the French. The latter are convinced 
that if the Vietnamese are given, without restriction, an erector set 

| with all the parts for a ten story building they will end up with a one 
story cabin and the remaining parts will either be sold or end up in the 
pockets of the builders. On the other hand if the parts are handed out 
with care and supervision, a well-built five story building will emerge 
after many trials and tribulations. Furthermore, the French believe 
that their past sacrifices on behalf of Vietnam and their obligation as 
a member of French Union dictate that they should be the construction 

| supervisor. | | 
Upon Mendes’ return to Paris, the Ambassador will, in his next in- 

terview, discuss the Secretary’s message further with him. In the 
meanwhile Parodi reported that he is forwarding it without delay to 
Mendes in Brussels (this has now been done) and hopes to be able to 
make a reply soon after the Prime Minister’s return to Paris. Later the 
Foreign Office phoned to ask again that Presidential statement be 
deferred until the Secretary’s message could be studied and a reply 

| could be carefully drafted. 

| DILLton 

751G.5 MSP/8-2254 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State? 

SECRET Saicon, August 22, 1954—8 a. m. 

668. Repeated information Paris 229. Re Department telegram 491, 
repeated information Paris 486.2 Re paragraph 1 reference telegram, 
the elements of program for most effective use of direct US economic, | 
financial, and military aid to individual Associated States are: 

1. US training assistance in behalf of armies of Associated States. 
| 2. Continuation end item assistance. © 

* This telegram was transmitted in four parts. On Aug. 18, 1954, Robert McClin- 
tock was appointed U.S. Ambassador to Cambodia and Charles W. Yost Minister 
to Laos. Henceforth, the U.S. Ambassador at Saigon was accredited only to the 
State of Vietnam. 

* Dated Aug. 7, p. 1924.
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3. Military budget support. | 

4, Economic aid. : 

I. Direct aid | | 

To be most effective in carrying out over-all aspects of US policy, | 

aid should be given directly to governments of Associated States. | 

Over-all US aid is in itself powerful lever, employment of which can 

and should be utilized to insure adoption of US defined objectives. | 

Our aid should be coordinated with any French programs, but we | 

should no longer be required to look through French glasses in making | 

our aid available here. | 

Il. Training | 

| 1. From viewpoint background it will be recalled that both French 

and free Vietnamese have asked for US training assistance in behalf 

| free Vietnam Army (FVA). | | | 

Free Vietnam request made through diplomatic channels; French | 

through General Ely’s 9 June 1954 proposals to General O’Daniel.* | 

Problem fulfillment these requests decidedly intensified by US per- 

sonnel ceiling imposed by truce agreement. Of 342 individuals in Indo- | 

china 22 July 1954, estimate maximum of 150-200 could be made 

available for training after program rotation to obtain qualified 

personnel. | _ 

9. Limited US capability makes it imperative our training effort be 

carefully tailored to provide optimum direct. assistance to free Viet- 

| namese in achieving autonomous FVA reflecting US methodology, 

| organizational concepts and doctrine. 

| 8 Ttilization of US training capability to influence selected few 

| FVA units and schools can only result in divisive effect by creating 

two parallel structures: one US, the other French. Use of US person- 

, nel as advisors to French training organization prevents direct impact | 

FVA and camouflages our effort. Aim must be to employ US assist- 

ance as catalyst to bring French and free Vietnamese together within 

framework of US military system. | 

| 4, Fortunately, situation is favorable to course of action which con- 

centrates US capability on single training undertaking permitting 

direct and lasting impact on FVA. French have World War II record 

of achievement under US organization and operational methods. They 

have taken steps to carry out their training of FVA along US lines 

| developed in Korea. By coupling this leaning toward US mold with | 

keen free Vietnam desire to embrace US system in toto, two goals are 

within reach: an ultimate FVA in the US image, plus French-free 

| Vietnamese unity in common undertaking. Important political and 

7 psychological rewards accompany this approach. | 

See telegram 2712 from Saigon, June 10, p. 1674. | | |
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5. To give expression to foregoing concept, considered here that US 
training effort should be addressed to establishment and operation of 
command and staff school for FVA officer corps and, to lesser degree, 
NCO corps. French would be encouraged to attend. Object of school 
would be creation of strong, enthusiastic, loyal and soundly-indoctri- 
nated FVA “leadership and instructor corps” capable of installing 
and perpetuating US methodology, organization and doctrine : 
throughout FVA. Through this approach US influence imparted to 
FVA as whole rather than to segment thereof. French participation 
would not only assist their own grasp of US system, but would enhance 
their training of FVA. Above all, this formula joins US, French and F 
free Vietnamese in team dedicated to single purpose. Current situa- 
tion is exact opposite. — E 

6. F'VA transition not possible in short period of time nor by short- : 
cut techniques. Despite desire some free Vietnamese quarters to switch 
immediately, FVA dependent upon parent French establishment to 
degree precluding such possibility. In order, however, to provide visi- ; 

| ble evidence intent create autonomous FVA along US lines, and at 
| same time to establish favorable psychological accompaniment, French 

might be prevailed upon to announce target date 12-18 months in fu- _ 
ture by which time autonomy and transformation will have been com- 
pleted. Prior this date US would concentrate on C and SS, leaving 

| training of FVA to French. Subsequent to transition, US would Jf 
arrange major program of inspection with FV A. oe C 

| 7. Idea of command and staff school has not yet been discussed with . 
French. Also, previous paragraphs do not discuss Laos and Cambodia. 4 

~ We consider that Laos should be left to French responsibility. Ques- 

tion of US sharing in training of Cambodian army must be decided ; 

at governmental level. While offering to share responsibility for train- jj 

ing Vietnamese, Ely hopes conserve French monopoly in Cambodia. [i 

However, it is our feeling that if we took over training entire Cam- | 

bodian army on a phased basis of accomplishment, or at least shared in 

such training along lines set forth for Vietnam, Cambodia would have | 

much better army. 
8. Above paragraphs also do not cover question of para-military 

forces. We believe there should be created, as an integral part of na- 

| tional military establishment, strong militia organized along village _ ET 

and provincial lines, and that suppletifs and confessional military or- ie 

ganizations should be phased into national army establishment. 

Ill. End item assistance a | E 
1. End item assistance and military budget support should be pro- Fe 

grammed and administered by one group, preferably civilians em- —s_ 

ployed by Department of Defense, so that all MAAG military -
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personnel here could be used for training purposes. We should give all 

end item assistance necessary and possible under Geneva truce agree- 

ments. For Vietnam this would mean replacements while for Cam- 

bodia and Laos build-up of military establishments is permissable. At 

the moment we are unable to hazard a guess as to dollar cost of such 

assistance, but it would probably be more than half of the dollar cost | 

of such assistance as programmed for 1954. Be 

2, Job which this group would have to do would be costing of As- 

sociated States forces and follow-up of implementation of program 

as costed. In past this job has been performed by French as part of 

over-all command functions. As result few individuals in Associated 

States are ready to take on this job. In addition to costing, this job 

would involve end-use inspections and auditing of expenditures made 

by Associated States for which reimbursement. would be requested 

from US. Because of lack of experience of local officials and the well 

| known tendency towards graft, a considerable number of American _ 

| personnel would be required, and it would be necessary for them to 

| have complete access to records and personnel of Armed Forces of 

| Associated States. At present, as far as we know not even nucleus of 

such group exists. If Washington accepts idea of direct aid and of 

| group such as this, such group should be constituted immediately and 

| sent out. Please advise your ideas and intentions on this point. 

: 8. As long as French forces of any size remain in Associated States, 

: French should, of course, be consulted on size and composition our end 

! item aid programs to Associated States. oo : 

: IV. Military budget support a Oo 

| 1. In round billions we estimate that the Vietnamese military budget 

| in 1955, excluding end items but including cost of a militia, would be 

| 17,000,000,000 to 20,000,000,000 piasters. The regular civilian budget 

i would approximate 9.500,000,000 piasters and an extraordinary 

budget for economic reconstruction 5,000,000,000 piasters. The total, 

therefore, would be 25,000,000,000 to 28,000,000,000 piasters, assuming 

| that Vietnamese Government carried forward programs which we 

| would envisage to be necessary. From its own resources Vietnam 

: could raise approximately 4,000,000,000 piasters through taxation and 

! deficit financing, under existing taxation and institutional arrange- | 

ss ments. The balance of 21,000,000,000 to 24,000,000,000 piasters (600,- 

| 000,000 to 700,000,000 dollars), would have to come from outside aid. 

Deficits of Cambodia and Laos combined would probably be another 

| 3,500,000,000 piasters or 100,000,000 dollars. These figures illustrate 

| the reason military budget support and economic aid should be con- 

| sidered one program although administered separately. | | 

|
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V. Economic aid | 
1. Several other agencies and countries have indicated intention of 

giving economic aid to Associated States. French have proposed sub- 
stantial aid, and we believe French are only ones who will give aid 
of any consequence. French have recently proposed here joint pro- 
gram, including joint planning and pooling financial resources, of 
13,000,000,000 piasters over two-year period of which they would make 
available 5,000,000,000 and US 8,000,000,000. We believe it unwise to 
attempt a joint economic program with French although close co- 
ordination will be necessary. Any such joint program would give rise 
to interpretation, perhaps not wholly unfounded, that French were 
using American participation as front to maintain control of Vietnam 
economy. Any French economic aid should be a net addition to total 
aid not-a mere channeling of our aid through France. We do not 
know if French expect military budget support of their forces in _ 
Indochina, but we do not believe such support should be given at same 
time French are extending economic aid to Associated States, since 

| this in effect would be continuation of system under which we have 
) given aid to Associated States through France. Furthermore, we ques- | 

tion wisdom of budget support for French forces in Indochina in — 
any case. There is need for French to remain until sound Vietnamese 
army is built up to prevent military vacuum which Viet Minh would | 
fill, but we believe French forces will remain here in some strength to 
try to protect French interests and prestige in Far East. | 

2. USOM has made preliminary estimate that program costing 
dollars 150 million could be carried forward FY 1955, as contrasted 
French proposed program mentioned above which would total 8.5 : 
billion piasters (dollars 240 million). Both estimates represent total | 
requirements believed necessary attain objectives. Neither enters into 
detail as to which country finances how much. However, both assume __ 
that economic aid program will be carried on by both countries. De- 
tailed breakdown of USOM proposal by categories and countries fol- : 

lows by USOM airgram. | an a 
8. Size of our Economic Aid Program, therefore, would depend on _ 

type and amount of French economic aid if any. General range of _ 
total foreign aid as shown above would be 21 to 24 billion piasters | 
equivalent. With an aid program of this magnitude Associated States 
would have no lack of foreign exchange for needed programs. We , 

would still need to insure a wiser use of these foreign exchange re- | 

sources than has occurred in past. This should include but not be a 

limited to US observer or member on any foreign exchange allocation . 

board. There is precedent for such system since we now have an ob- 

server on quadripartite import committee, and we have been members , 

of exchange allocating boards in other countries.
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4, It is almost certain that quadripartite economic system will soon : 
be broken up, that national banks will be created in each of Associated , 

States, and that foreign exchange control will be taken over by gov- 
ernments of Associated States. These states may remain in French | 
franc area or French Union dollar pool. Whether they do or not should | 

make no difference in our giving dollar aid directly to these govern- | 
ments. However, whether they use such dollars themselves or put them : 
in a French Union dollar pool is a matter of concern to us and is re- ) 
lated to question of continued French backing currencies Associated 

States. We should have control over eventual disposition of our dollar 

aid. | 
5. With foreign exchange problem solved principal problem be- 

comes securing and using effectively of piasters. Commercial import | 
program as in the past would not generate piasters fast enough for | 
our total aid program. A single system of securing piasters must be i 
instituted so that it will be flexible enough to afford sufficient piasters | 

to carry forward all programs. 
VI. Controls and leverage 
(1) US program should include (1) personnel for training, plan- 

ning and controlling financial aid for military establishments of Asso- 
ciated States and (2) advice and control on economic aid programs to 

be furnished by USOM, which should include but not be limited to 

projects and end use checks as in past. Governments of these countries 

must develop positive economic policies. Relative economic stability 

which has existed in these countries in past has been due more to cir- 

cumstances than to deliberate policy. It would be dangerous to assume 

that such favorable circumstances will continue to exist. We should 

assure at governmental level that our economic and military aid will 

not be dissipated through unwise economic and military policies. 

Among other things we should advise on creation and operation of 

| national banks, currency, and credit policies, and land reform. 

(2) All of above paragraphs assume that our principal control will 

be at policy making level in form of advice and assistance. At same 

time we can not cease auditing and end use checks on our funds and 
| commodities. Latter controls should be considered in nature of spot 
| checks on overall system of controls rather than considered as controls 
| themselves. This system of control assumes more American personnel 

on the spot. | : 

| (3) Outlined program requires governments insure security will be 
| maintained. well enough so that program activities can be carried out 
: freely in all regions of Cambodia, Laos and remaining Vietnam. In 
| this connection, nonmilitary security forces, such as police and na- 
| tional gendarmerie, should be developed. 

| 

|
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| 4, Also requires that governments Associated States become strong 
enough to institute policies and administrative procedures in order to 
make effective use of aid offered. Hence, high priority 1s assigned to 
development of public administration program. 

5. In view Communist propaganda successes and stepped up activi- 
ties, essential governments Associated States be able to tell people 
what is being done for them and how they can help themselves. Hence, 
high priority is assigned to provision supplies, equipment, and tech- 

| nical assistance to permit rapid expansion of information services. Out- 
line of USIS program forwarded as enclosure Embassy despatch 59, 
August 13.4 

6. If above general lines of program are agreed, further refinement 
of personnel needs and financial requirements will be necessary. Pend- 
ing Washington agencies response to foregoing recommendations, we 
will continue study along these lines. 

7. This is country team message. 
| HEATH 

‘Not printed. | 

PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Indochina” 

White House Press Release 

Lowry Arr Force Basg, Denver, Colorado, August 22, 1954. 

The cease-fire agreement which terminated hostilities in Viet Nam 
provided that persons on either side of the dividing line, which is 
roughly at the 17th parallel of latitude, would be free to move to 
places of their own choice. Very soon all of North Viet Nam, which 
includes the Delta of the Red River otherwise known as Tonkin, will 

be handed over provisionally to the Vietminh Government of Ho Chi 

Minh. | 
Thousands of refugees of Tonkin, fearful of being placed under the 

Communist yoke, are moving outward to Free Viet Nam. The French 
Government has offered transport to these evacuees and both the 
French Navy and Air Force are doing what they can to carry out this 

movement. 

The French Air Force is presently lifting approximately 3,400 
evacuees a day from air fields at Hanoi and Haiphong to the Saigon 
area. Likewise the French Navy is carrying refugees and at the same 
time transporting French expeditionary forces to Saigon. 

However, the number of refugees has so increased that both the 
French authorities and Vietnamese Government have asked additional 
assistance of the United States in transporting these Vietnamese citi- 
zens who prefer to give up their homes in order to remain free.
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The United States promptly agreed to their request. The French 

and Vietnamese authorities retain complete responsibility for the care 

of Vietnamese citizens who choose to leave the Delta area. The United : 

States is providing ships to help transport refugees; and in addition, 

is furnishing some tentage and other supplies to better enable the 

French and Vietnamese officials ashore to take care of the refugees. | 

It is estimated that at least 200,000 civilian refugees must be moved | 

from Hanoi or Haiphong before September 10th. 

The Commander in Chief Pacific, Admiral Felix Stump, has in- | 

structed the Fifth Amphibious Group of the Western Pacific Fleet to | 

assist in the transportation from Haiphong to points in South and 

Central Viet Nam a total of between 80,000 and 100,000 refugees. ‘The ) 

majority of refugees will probably be moved by LST’s. In order to 

help expedite this movement, however, transport vessels and commer- : 

cial freighters of the Military Sea Transport Service were dispatched ) 

earlier under the command of Rear Admiral Lorenzo Sabin and are | 

already loading refugees at Haiphong. Several thousands of Viet- | 

namese have already been evacuated by this Service. | ! 

Fortunately, Free Viet Nam is a country with ample land resources 

for the resettlement of almost any number of Vietnamese who desire to 

flee from Communist domination. In the rich rice lands of the Mekong 

River Delta and the high lands of South Viet Nam there is surplus 

land where the Tonkinese farmers can re-establish new homesteads 

and work out new lives in freedom. 

The United States will continue to assist the Vietnamese Govern- 

ment, headed by Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem, in their humanitar- 

ian endeavor to bring the Vietnamese to Free Viet Nam. : 

| It is noteworthy that although Vietnamese from Tonkin are clamor- 

) ing to leave the area soon to be under Communist rule, no Vietminh 

| adherents from Free Viet. Nam have clamored to be transported North 

to settle in that area under the government of Ho Chi Minh. 

251G.51G22/8-2354 : Telegram a | 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

| SECRET 7 | Paris, August 23, 1954—4 p. m. 

| 731. Repeated information Saigon 76, Hanoi 9, Manila 4, Tokyo 4. | 

: We called on LaChambre in accordance Department’s instructions 

: (Department’s 625).1 He was prepared make general review Indo- 

, china and conversation therefore lasted two hours. We noted our re- 

1 Dated Aug. 19, p. 1962. | 

|
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marks intended General Ely as well (Department’s 624)? who in Paris 
although not present. Ely now en route Saigon. 
LaChambre gratified learn we had informed Vietnamese Govern- 

ment we expected a comparable performance from them in offering 
aid transporting evacuees from north. He reviewed difficulties French 
had encountered in organizing plan evacuation and resettlement ref- . 
ugees in south. French had made pointed effort avoid interfering in 
beginning but were eventually obliged do so in face of shocking inef- 
fectiveness of Diem Government. We stated that in offering our aid 
to French as well as Vietnamese we of course expected them to con- 
tribute to it everything possible to facilitate program, pointing out 
that French army was only group able to carry out plan in short time 

available. 
LaChambre stressed intention Government and French authorities 

Vietnam do everything within their power to carry out evacuation 
and resettlement program. French wished assist Vietnamese authori- | 
ties to full extent Vietnamese wished but found it difficult to be placed 
in position of being accused of “interfering with sovereign govern- — 
ment” in offering their aid. They had tried to follow policy of not 
moving until specifically requested because of this but had eventually 
been obliged do so in order get anything moving. LaChambre spoke 
glowingly of cooperation of American authorities both in Saigon and 
neighboring Far East areas. Particularly grateful to Ambassador 
Heath, Consul Cameron and General O’Daniel who had been tireless 

in their efforts get things done. 
He then gave us details evacuation operation, résumé of which: 

A. Air evacuation. 
3,000 people being moved per day by arr, approximately half 

civilians and half military. First priority granted dependents both 
French and Vietnamese soldiers, second priority to civilians, both 
French and Vietnamese. 

B. Sea transport. - 
Space available for 100,000 persons per month in United States and 

20,000 per month in French bottoms. All troops (French and Viet- 
namese) consisting of approximately 110,000 men, 70,000 officers 
moved this way. In addition undetermined number of civilians will 
have to be moved by sea. Present estimate approximately 50,000 
though this figure may be greatly increased before evacuation com- 
pleted. Possibility, for instance, Chinese colony Nam Dinh may decide 
they wish to be evacuated. Number requesting evacuation varies daily 
with developments. | 

We inquired regarding differentiation between French and _ Viet- 
namese and were informed that there was none. French colony n 
Hanoi of approximately 6,000 more than half of whom Eurasians, _ . 

7 Sent to Saigon as telegram 652, Aug. 19, p. 1961. : |
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reluctant to leave and majority would probably remain. As result 

LaChambre assurances we refrained from pressing point of whether , 

evacuation priority had been given to French troops and families. | 

LaChambre made it clear no intention leave any Vietnamese behind 

who wished be evacuated. | | | 

LaChambre had been given copy Secretary’s message to Mendes- | 

France (Department’s 610) * which he had handed to Foreign Office 

and which had been sent to Mendes in Brussels (Embassy’s 706 and | 

710).4 He was distressed at its contents along general lines reported | 

Embassy’s 715.5 Although he did not refer specifically to references 

independence he reiterated previous statements that French Govern- 

ment intended grant full sovereignty to states. Subject which dis- 

turbed him most was reference to intention grant aid directly to ! 

Vietnam and our failure entirely to mention aid to French Expedi- : 

tionary Corps. He stated that it was firm intention Mendes’ Govern- 

ment maintain Expeditionary Corps in south under conviction that 

its presence there necessary to assure stability which Vietnam must 

have if it is to be preserved as an independent state outside Bamboo 

Curtain. In order do so they hope receive United States aid as in past. | 

Nothing would please the French public and parliamentary opinion 

more, LaChambre stated, than to return French forces to France mn 

toto but that would be quickest method assure success Communist ob- 

jectives and present government had no intention doing so. LaChambre 

then pointed out with moderation but great emphasis risks of giving 

military aid to the Vietnamese along arguments previously reported. 

We said that we would await French reaction to President’s pro- 

posed statement with interest. LaChambre said that he had been re- 

quested by Foreign Office to submit his comments and that they would 

be incorporated in formal reply from Foreign Office to be expected 

soon after Prime Minister’s return from Brussels. | 

Principal additional subject covered which has not been previously 

reported was possible return of Bao Dai to Vietnam. Although | 

LaChambre personally is most ill-disposed towards Bao Dai he is 

becoming more and more convinced that in spite of grave weaknesses 

Bao Dai may have to be used again. LaChambre has discussed matter 

with General Catroux, Albert Sarraut and General Ely so far and in- | 

tends continue studying question. To date all agreed that possibility 

of Bao Dai’s return could not be entirely discarded as yet. Although 

LaChambre did not state that he had discussed subject with Dac Khe 

his reasoning was very close to that outlined in Embassy’s 721.° He 

* Dated Aug. 18, p. 1957. | | | 
| “ Regarding telegrams 706 and 710, see footnote 3, ibid. | | 

: -® Dated Aug. 20, p. 1964. 
| *Telegram 721 from Paris, Aug. 20, summarizing a conversation between an 

| Embassy officer and Nguyen Dac Khe, a former minister in the Buu Loc govern- 

| ment, is not printed. (751G.00/8—2054 ) | 

| 
|
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thought that if Bao Dai were to return it would have to be with under- 

standing that he take active role in government. He mentioned possi- 
bility Bao Dai heading government himself with Tam as Minister 

Interior, Diem as Secretary of State and General Xuan as Minister 
Defense. He was afraid that without Bao Dat’s consolidating influence 
much time might be lost in futile jockeying for power between politi- 

clans and sects. 

Sainteny leaving for Saigon tomorrow. He had been given precise 

instructions regarding functions until he assumed duties in Hanoi 

after the evacuation was finished in October. He was to avoid appear- 

| ing to be an adjunct of General Ely’s office and was to deal only with 
Control Commission set up by Geneva. French wanted him on the spot 

before the turnover to the Viet Minh was completed so as to avoid any 

question of his being accredited to Viet Minh and possible Viet Minh 

request reciprocate. | | 

We continue to be impressed by LaChambre’s energy, reasoning and 
judgment. He is taking his responsibilities very seriously, thinks hard 

and comes up with studied unemotional conclusions. He still plans to 

| go to Vietnam as soon as Parliament recesses. | 

ae | DILLon 

023 Indochina 8—2854 | a | 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President} — 

TOP SECRET oe - Wasutneton, August 24, 1954. 

| Subject: “White Paper” on Indochina | 

You may recall that in the past you were asked at one or two of 

your press conferences some details as to what were the facts with 

reference to requests for, or offers of, U.S. military participation in 

the Indochina fighting. You replied that you would consider making 

this information available when this was compatible with the public 

interest. | | | 

As I think I told you, I prepared a memorandum of the facts on 

this matter, the pertinent portions of which I cabled to our Embassies 

in London and Paris,? which took up the matter with the respective 

Foreign Offices. 
The British came back with four or five minor suggestions which 

are in the main acceptable. The French Foreign Office merely said 

1The source text bears the following handwritten notation: “28 Aug. To Sec. 

State—Approved: D. E.” . 
2 See telegram 689 to London, Aug. 3, repeated to Paris as 438, p. 1915.
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that they thought it would be “inopportune” to publish the material | 
until after the conclusion of the EDC debate.? 
The result is that as far as the British and French are concerned 

we would properly be in a position early in September to publish the 
- paper. | : 

I am myself rather disposed to feel that public interest has waned 
to a point where publication would rather artificially stimulate con- 
troversy that has subsided. Therefore, I am inclined to recommend 
that unless you are again put under pressure in the matter, we should 
abstain from publication. I thought, however, that you should know 
that we are in a position as far as the British and French are concerned 

to publish if you should judge that this was advisable. | 

a JoHN Foster DULLES 

>The British comments were transmitted in telegram 688 from London, Aug. 7. 
(751G.00/8-754) In telegram 541 from Paris, Aug. 8, the Embassy reported that 
Prime Minister Mendés-France felt that the release of the statement would not 
be timely. (751G.00/8-854) Additional documentation on consultations in London 
and Paris regarding the possible publication of the statement may be found in 
file 751G.00. | . | | 

751G.11/8-2454 7 | | 

Memorandum by the Acting Director of Central Intelligence (Cabell) 
to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Fastern Affairs (Robert- | 
son)* ; | 

7 . | Wasxincton, August 24, 1954. 

| Subject: Report on Ngo Dinh Diem 

There is attached a report dated 23 August 1954 . . . on Diem and 
his Government. Although this report is being disseminated through _ 

| our regular channels, I am forwarding this copy to you because of its 
| pertinence to present policy discussions on Indochina. _ 

| oe C. P. CaBEeLu 

| | | [Enclosure] | 

| Central Intelligence Agency Leport 

| SECRET — [Sartcon, August 23, 1954.] 

| PouiricAL CONDITIONS IN VIETNAM 
. . ° 

The following .... report represents a round-up of information 
| available to representatives of the Departments of Defense, and State 

| and CIA. | 
| tO 

| *The following handwritten notation by Deputy Assistant Secretary Drum- 
: right appears on the source text: “A very interesting paper which is revealing in 
| the light of what has been taking place in Saigon during the past month.” |
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1. Ngo Dinh Diem has assumed governmental responsibility under 
conditions of greater disadvantage than most of his compatriots would 
be able to bear. Diem has demonstrated great courage and implacable 
stubbornness, which he acquired during the period when his character 
was being molded. He is an uncompromising moralist, nationalist and 
rebel. In the past, Diem has cooperated with Bao Dai, the French, the 

Japanese, Ho Chi Minh, various cliques, sects and political parties and 
has broken with all these elements by his own volition and judgement 
despite the capacity of each and all of them to do him material dam- 
age. The basis of his divergence with all these factions has been his 
uncompromising stand on complete independence for Vietnam. Diem’s 
present reputation is based on these past actions which are indicative 
of his self righteousness and single mindedness and which cannot be 

interpreted as signs of vacillation or lack of character. Diem and Ho 
Chi Minh are ascetics and zealots, qualities which separate them from 
the corrupt courtiers of the French and Bao Dai. Without such qual- 
ities, there would not be much hope for a future leader in South 
Vietnam. | | | 

2. Diem’s present government is composed of a handful of relatives 
and friends who are individuals Diem believes he can trust. Most of 
these individuals have good reputations as nationalists and none are 
disreputable or even suspected of dishonesty. There are few who are 

competent administrators but it should be remembered that the results 

of the Geneva Conference and partition have put a premium on na- 

tionalist leaders and not on administrators. In addition, many of the 

best Vietnamese technical experts are tied up in Paris for the duration 

of current negotiations regarding the transfer of powers. Any realistic 

assessment of the Diem government must take into account those areas 

which are within his sphere of action and those which are not. Diem 

does not have control over finances, the military, customs, immigra- 

tion, diplomatic representation, the judiciary and police matters or the 

security forces. These would fall within the rights of an independent 

state and Vietnam is not independent despite the fact that she has been 

recognized by the U.S. The transfer of powers from the French to 

| the Vietnamese government, which is now in the discussion stage, 

offers the French a multitude of opportunities to play off Vietnamese 

leaders and sects against the Vietnamese government in an effort to 

obtain the most concessions from the Vietnamese government. Added 

| to these difficulties, the Vietnamese government is frequently embar- 

rassed by French actions to save face. | 
3. The local nationalist criticism of Diem is based on his failure 

to acquire immediate and complete independence from France. The 

continued presence of General Nguyen Van Hinh and the promised 

return of Bao Dai symbolize this failure. The French criticism of Diem
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is believed to stem solely from Diem’s failure to concede favored posi- 

tions administratively 
and politically to the Confessional 

Groups in 

South Vietnam. U.S. criticism of Diem is based on his failure to | 

demonstrate 
that his government 

has an administrative 
capacity which 

has not been an attribute of previous governments. 
4. The basic nature of the problem facing the Vietnamese 

govern- ) 

ment regarding its position with the French is amply demonstrated 
by | 

two statements Mendes-France 
made after Geneva. Mendes-France 

said that he had instructed Geneva that he would probably turn over 

to Diem control in those fields previously reserved for the French. He 

also said that Geneva was the best possible solution to the Indochina 

problem as it guaranteed continued French responsibility 
in Asia. 

5. The present spate of rumors that the Diem government 
is 

“floundering” 
and about to resign or be removed is partly caused by 

the natural psychological 
letdown. Such stories appear frequently in 

_ the French press. The visits of Cheysson, Raphael-Leygues, 
Guy La 

Chambre and Buu Hoi present excellent opportunities 
for all those 

who desire to unseat Diem or for the French who claim that certain 

groups desire to see Diem ousted. There is no information 
substantiat- 

ing these rumors. Nguyen Van Tam, Tran Van Huu and Hinh are 

reported to be intriguing with French stimulation, 
but have few fol- 

lowers and probably cannot agree among themselves. 
No other groups 

or individuals 
are known to be positively opposing Diem at this time. 

6. The French position is also amply clear although their policy is 

supposedly 
not yet defined. The French do not and will not trust any 

Vietnamese 
government 

which is not headed by individuals 
under 

French influence or control. Diem does not meet. these requirements. 
| The French undoubtedly 

fear that Diem is too strong to bow to their 

| wishes and that his government 
is too weak to protect their citizens or 

: their interests. 
| 

| 7 ~Diem’s chances for remaining in power depend on the whims of 

| Bao Dai and the demands of French policy. Bao Dai can be bought or 

pressured by the French. The French probably have decided to take 

| a strong stand in South Vietnam and will defend economic and cul- 

| tural interests as well as trade with the Viet Minh. In order to do this, 

| the French must be able to control or influence the government. 
Since 

| Bao Dai has the power to make or break the Vietnamese 
government, 

| the question arises, how much pressure will the French bring to bear 

on Bao Dai? — 

! 8, Diem does have political know-how and is attempting 
to make 

| bargains on his own terms rather than by bribery with groups and 

| party leaders. Diem has plans to remove or negate the opposition and 

! therefore it appears that the delay in carrying out these plans is a 

| calculated risk he is taking. There has been no evidence of friction 

| within Diem’s cabinet or that there are pro-Viet Minh personalities 
in 

| 578-611 0 82 - 38 (Pt. 2)
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it. Diem is aware of inadequacies of some members of his cabinet and 
the removal of the Minister of Information who showed himself in- 
competent was an example of this awareness. 

9. The French are believed to be actively undermining Diem despite __ 
their denials. Present French efforts are confined to maneuvers in- 
tended to demonstrate that Diem is incompetent and lacks popular 
support. However, the role of arbiter of the popularity of any Viet- 

namese government is hardly a believable one for the French. Simi- _ 
larly, sincere cooperation by the French with any nationalist 
Vietnamese government is hardly to be expected at this late hour. The 
most recent example of French insincerity is their promise to evacuate 

all Vietnamese desiring to leave North Vietnam prior tothe Viet Minh 
take over. The French did not and do not have the capacity to perform 
this task. This fumbling and incapacity on the part of the French has 
not been an inspiration or an example to the Vietnamese government, 
which has far less means but is now subject to severe criticism for its 
failure to run the evacuation like the Normandy landings in reverse. 

10. Local French security precautions, which are extremely obvious 
and heavy handed, the visits of Raphael-Leygues, Cheysson, Guy : 

| La Chambre and Buu Hoi, promises of the return of Bao Dai and the 
spate of articles criticizing Diem in the French press have all con- 
tributed to current rumors that Diem will resign or be ousted. How- 

| ever, Diem will not resign and no candidate to replace him is in sight. 
While Tam is believed to be the French choice, he would receive far | 
less support than Diem in Vietnamese circles. Some confessional lead- 
ers and Tam’s son, General Hinh, would probably support him which | 
would alienate the majority of the politically conscious population of 
South and Central Vietnam. 

11. The attitude of some of the nationalists and confessional leaders 
toward Diem depend on his progress toward independence and pacifi- 
cation of South and Central Vietnam. Some leaders are probably with- 
holding their support awaiting to be paid off. Bao Dai, Pham Cong | 
Tac and Colonel Trinh Minh The have openly declared their support 
for Diem. The idea of a coalition government between the Confessional 
Groups and Diem is superficially attractive but it is probably not 
workable under present conditions with so many pressures working 
from various sides. | 

751G.00/8-2454 : Telegram , 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Saicon, August 24, 1954—11 p. m. 

721. Repeated information priority Paris 240, Hanoi unnumbered. 
General Ely returned this morning and I saw him this afternoon.
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Ely said he wanted to discuss at length four matters, viz: (A) 

French policy toward remaining Vietnam; (B) scope of Sainteny’s 

representation in north; (C) question of American aid to Vietnam; | 

and (D) political situation in Vietnam. | 

(A) Ely reminded me he had gone to Paris to inform Government | 

that he would not remain on as Commissioner General unless France | 

followed unswervingly policy of complete independence for remaining 

Vietnam and complete support of its efforts to avoid Communist domi- | 

nation. He had told Mendes-France he could not represent “double 

game (double jeu)” of playing both with Viet Minh and southern | 

government with idea of eventually backing one that came out on top. | | 

Ely said at first Mendes-France seemed disposed to adopt “special 

policy” vis-a-vis Viet Minh but he dropped that idea and gave Ely : 

unqualified assurance of loyal and single support of remaining Viet- 

nam. Ely then went on to say that, while there was to be no doubt of 

independence, in parlous political state in Vietnam, France and US | 

would be obliged to give very firm advice to keep country from fall- 

ing apart. Such advice would not be infringement of its internal 

sovereignty. | | | . 

(B) Mendes-France had agreed that it had been mistake to give 

Sainteny title of Delegate General to North Vietnam, but since title 

had been published, it was impossible to change it. Ely then let me 

read instruction to Sainteny which had been drafted in conference 

between Guy la Chambre, Ely, and Sainteny, and later ap- 

proved by Mendes-France. Instruction provided that. Sainteny until 

evacuation of Hanoi completed was to be under Commissioner General. 

Thereafter he would be independent but his function in North Vietnam 

would be consular and not political or diplomatic. Sainteny was to 

make clear in public statements that his appointment in no way con- 

stituted recognition of Viet Minh regime. His duties were to protect 

French economic and cultural interests. His first duty would be to 

take census of all French economic enterprises and determine what 

assurances they would require from Viet Minh regime to continue in 

business. His second duty was to restart French educational institu- | 

tions, including Hanoi Faculty of Medicine. Although his functions 

would remain consular, he was entitled to approach Central Viet Minh 

Government to insure protection of French cultural and economic in- 

| terests. Sainteny would arrive in Saigon end of week and proceed im- 

mediately for three days stay in Hanoi and Haiphong, where he 

| would contact representatives of French interests there. He was not 

| to contact Viet Minh authorities, and specifically should have no com- 

| munication with Ho Chi Minh, during this first visit. He would there- 

| after return to Saigon for brief stay, where he would prepare his in1- 

tial report and recommendations. On his return here, Ely said, Sain- 

!
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teny would be instructed to call on me and inform me of his findings 
and recommendations. | 

(C) Ely then let me read a French translation of Secretary’s letter 
of August 19 * to Mendes-France and then informed me of suggestions 
he and Minister La Chambre had made to Mendes-France re a reply. 
Their suggestions were: (1) That proposed letter of President to Ngo 
Dinh Diem be carefully phrased not to imply personal and permanent 
approval of Ngo Dinh Diem concerning whose capacity to form solid 
government both Ely and La Chambre entertained gravest doubts; 
(2) objection to proposed discontinuance of present practice of fun- 
neling budgetary aid through French and suggestion matter be studied 
in Saigon and effort made to find some “joint arrangements” for pass- 
ing on such aid; (8) insistence on necessity of continued American 
budgetary support of French expeditionary force on ground latter 
was not acting in selfish national interest but was in effect a free world 
guard; (4) approval suggestion of American participation in train- 
ing of Vietnamese national army but pointing out that armistice pro- 
visions would prevent sending more American personnel than were 
present in Vietnam at effective date of armistice; suggestion that pres- 
ent personnel now assigned for end-use inspections be rotated out and 

| replaced by training personnel; (5) objection to sending American 
training mission to Cambodia at present time on ground such action, 
while not specifically provided against in armistice, would be inter- 
preted by Viet Minh and others as looking toward setting up foreign 

| military base in Cambodia which armistice forbids. 

Comment: Itold Ely question of whether present American budg- | 
etary aid to expeditionary force were to continue would of course have 
to be decided between Washington and Paris, remarking that as far as 
I knew there had been no budget submitted as to peace time costs of | 
expeditionary force in Indochina. Question of whether budgetary aid 
to Vietnam would be direct would also have to be decided at high level, 
but it might be useful also to have discussions here and idea of joint 
arrangements to pass on such aid was worth exploring. F remarked 
that in any case whether it was given direct or passed through French 
as heretofore we would certainly have to have voice in disposition of 
foreign exchange which would be created by such support. Our Con- 
gress and public opinion would never allow “exchange deals” and 
inordinate transfers such as Bao Dai and other individuals had 
practiced. 

| (D) Ely said he had just completed a long meeting with his princi- 
pal advisers as to political situation. He and his advisers here were 
unanimously of opinion that return of Bao Dai to Vietnam at this time 
would be unmitigated political calamity. Bao Dai was intelligent but 

* See telegram 610 to Paris, Aug. 18, p. 1957.
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lazy and could not be expected to exert selfless leadership and set ex- 

ample which this situation required. His advisers here were also firmly 

of opinion that much plotted project of installing military regime 3 

with Hinh at head would equally be mistake. They not only doubt 

character and efficiency of such regime but it was certain Hinh would | 

soon be overthrown by another military coup and so on ad infinitum. | 

There was general agreement, he said, that Ngo Dinh Diem regime 

was dangerously inefficient and change of some sort for better must be 

made very quickly. He doubted Diem could reshuffle his Cabinet to 

come up with something effective but he was keeping his mind open 

until he had chance to talk with Diem. On other hand, none of his ad- 

visers was able to come up with suggestion of desirable successor for 

Ngo Dinh Diem. Tam should have post of Interior (police) in any new 

or reshuffled Cabinet, but it was doubtful he could effectively preside 

a government. Ely also mentioned Huu. Ely asked my ideas. 

I replied that, while admitting weaknesses of Diem’s regime, I saw 

no one that could replace him. It seemed clear to me that any govern- 

ment must be headed by known Nationalist, but there was no other 

| capable Nationalist in sight. It seemed to me that only thing to do 

would be for French and Americans to “weigh in” with urgent sug- 

| gestions to Ngo Dinh Diem that he must strengthen his government. 

In any case, I said he should have completely frank talk with Diem at 

earliest opportunity and I would appreciate being informed promptly 

of results of that conversation. I remarked that Diem had made cer- 

| tain progress in sense that he had prevented his wilder eyed followers 

| from staging manifestations against French following armistice. Ely 

| admitted this was true, that some very harmful incidents might other- 

: wise have occurred. I said that Diem had placed Chieu, an efficient 

| man, in charge of all foreign aid and latter seemed to be doing a good 

| job, and he had delegated Chieu sufficient powers to carry out eco- 

| nomic reforms. I observed also that after several trials and delays 

! Diem finally had appointed Doi? with full powers to carry through 

: evacuation and resettlement and we hoped this man would achieve 

results. Ely said, however, that Diem was increasingly “discredited” 

7 in France and on his return here he had found he was largely dis- 

credited within Vietnam. Diem had taken office at time of defeat of 

| Vietnam and was considered by Vietnamese as “unlucky”. Ely said he 

| wanted to discuss matter further with me but something had to be done 

| quickly to better political situation. 

( Reverting to Ely’s mention of Huu, I said that latter had obviously 

discredited himself with his public statements calling for collabora- 

| 7Ngo Ngoc Doi. | : 

| 
| 

|
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tion, if indeed not coalition, with Viet Minh. Ely said he was unin- 
formed as to Huuw’s statements and sorry to learn he had made them. 

HEatH 

751G.00/8-2654 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State ~ 

SECRET Satcon, August 26, 1954—10 p. m. 
| (51. Repeated information Paris 248. Raphael-Leygues had cock- 

tail party yesterday afternoon at 5: 30 p.m. When I arrived purposely 
late at about 6:30 p. m. I found that so-called “cocktail party” was 
instead full dress meeting of chief plotters among confessional groups 

| and air of conspiracy was thick. Group included such personnages as 
| Cao Dai Pope, General Soai of the Hoa Hao, political counselor of 

Binh Xuyen, [name deleted], Ung An of the Imperial Cabinet and the 
ubiquitous Tran Van An. Also present was General Hinh who, al- 
though he must have known that I was coming, appeared somewhat 
embarrassed, as he should have been, to be found in such company. 

Only outsiders present were two Embassy officers and myself, 
Daridan and Dannaud. In conversation with Embassy First Secre- 
tary, [name deleted] who is described as member of “secret steering 
committee” of conspiratorial group, came directly to point enquiring 
“is it all right to go ahead and change the government?” [Name de- 
leted] conversation brought forth usual picture of ineptness, incom- 
petence and nepotism of Diem government, fear that free Vietnam 
would be lost to Communists within six months unless strong clear 
nationalist leadership provided and indication confessional groups had 
reached large measure of accord on immediate future policy. 

- +. gave following clear indications: (1) Confessional groups 
are progressing swiftly in their plans and may well be closer 
to day of action than had been anticipated; (2) Diem, with his oift 
for alienating people even those who would wish to aid him, had 
spurned approaches from confessional groups and previously reported 
negotiations with sects by Diem and Tran Van Do had not. been nego- 
tiations at all as Diem’s representatives had been obscure and inept 
and no practical political concessions or accommodations had been 
proffered; (3) sects would still not refuse cooperate with Diem even 
at this late hour if practical political arrangement could be reached 
with him and his government broadened to include representation of 
sects. [Name deleted] was frankly skeptical Diem capable of working 
with such coalition but stated explicitly confessional groups willing to 
try if their interests recognized and protected and their voices listened 
to in “reasonable” measure; (4) [name deleted] agreed any Prime
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Minister who hoped give leadership and stable government free Viet- 

nam must be nationalist, honest, and preferably have some personal 

political support. He said such man exists and when chided that this | 

was line taken by all opponents of Diem but that names were never 

produced, replied that for reasons of secrecy name could not be dis- 

closed but that such a man, although not Cochin Chinese, does in fact | 

exist with all these qualities and will be produced at proper time. | 

Cocktail party, although theatrical in its atmosphere and obvious | 

manner in which it was staged, did serve to show remarkable degree of | 

harmony among leaders of confessional groups. It is clear that moment | 

when they will be prepared to act is not far off, perhaps within few 

days, and could possibly be triggered by untoward or sudden move- 

ment by Diem, such as hasty effort to dismiss Hinh without prior plan- 

ning and securing understanding or at least benevolent neutrality of 

French. Perhaps most significant clue produced was comment by [name 

deleted] that sects had not completely abandoned willingness negotiate 

with Diem on reasonable terms provided Diem’s brothers were removed 

from scene, government was broadened, interests of confessional 

groups appropriately protected and firm anti-Communist program 

launched. | 

Raphael-Leygues, who with Buu Hoi was understood to have come 

to Vietnam in order give objective picture of political situation to 

Mendes-France, seems to be spending most of his time busily consort- 

ing with if not abetting confessional group conspirators. 

a | Heat 
oe 

751G.00/8-2654 : Telegram 

| The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY — —-—- Satcon, August 26, 1954—8 p. m. 

758, Repeated information Paris 252 Hanoi unnumbered. I spoke 

with Bordaz, Second Deputy French ComGen about political prob- 

lems in Vietnam this morning and this afternoon Diem called me in 

) tospeak ofhis problems. _ | 

Bordaz came to see me to urge that we form a joint group to discuss 

| coordinating French and American plans for economic assistance to 

| Vietnam and also for joint study of problem of direct American mili- 

| tary budgetary support for Vietnam. I agreed that both matters might 

usefully be discussed here but that latter question would have to be 

| solved in talks between Washington and Paris. 

| Bordaz then took up question of internal political problem. He said 

| Ely would send for me this evening to discuss this problem which 

| perplexed and preoccupied him. If I had any preliminary ideas, it 

- might be useful for him to convey them to Ely in advance of our talk. 

|
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Bordaz took line that Diem was not up to task of forming solid 
government with firm support in remaining Vietnam. Tam would 
probably be best man to take over in this disintegrating situation but 
French realized that Tam was too widely considered as pro-French to 
preside [over] a supposedly Nationalist Government. Tam was good 
policeman and should serve as Minister of Interior in any successor 
government. French were rather inclined to favor Huu. Bordaz as- 
serted that Huu’s flirtations with Viet Minh and his unfortunate dec- 
larations apparently favoring modus vivendi with Viet Minh, if not 
Coalition Government, were not to be taken seriously. He asked my 
ideas, | | 

_ I said that, while Tam had real ability and probably better than 
anyone else could organize police work against Viet. Minh infiltration, 
fact of his being French citizen and pro-French would make his gov- 
ernment easy target for Viet Minh propaganda and he would not gain 
support of Nationalists. Nevertheless, if Diem clearly demonstrated 
incapacity to organize a solid, supported governmental structure, it 
might be necessary to have recourse to Tam. As for Huu, he was open 

, to same objections as Tam. In addition, he was poor administrator 
and would never appreciate extent of communist menace which was 
main problem of remaining Vietnam. For more than two years Huu 
had failed to see that Communist China presented any particular 
menace. - - | 

I thoroughly realized shortcomings of Diem but I saw no other | 
possibility at present time than to give him another chance. I said I 
thought General Ely and I, separately, should insist that Diem should 
come up immediately with revised cabinet of effective ministers drawn 
mainly from south and that we should urge on him to come to terms 
with sects and resign himself to political facts which required forma- 
tion of Coalition Government including them. If Diem took these 
measures then our influence should be exerted on sects to play along 
with him. If he failed to take such measures, he could hardly expect 
support against his opposition. 

Diem sent for me early this afternoon. I told him frankly his gov- 
ernment was in extremely parlous situation and as a friend urged 
him to come to terms with sects without further delay. He would have 
to offer more concessions than he had previously done. He would not 
get their support by merely offering them a substantial but minority 
representation in a provisional national assembly which had not even 
been formed. I further told him that certain of his followers had done 
his government great disservice in indulging in public irrational 
criticism of French. I could well understand patriotic Vietnamese still 
harboring rancour against French for their former colonial domina- 
tion of Vietnam, but statements and actions of these supporters had
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given impression in France and abroad that his regime was more in- | 

eensed against French than they were against communists. Fact of 

matter was that until Vietnamese Army could be reorganized, which 

could not be accomplished overnight, into something solid, Vietnam 

required presence of French expeditionary force to prevent a military 

vacuum into which Viet Minh would very quickly move. Vietnam 

also needed French economic aid. Therefore, it was up to his govern- 

ment to convince Ely that they respected legitimate French cultural 

and economic rights in this country and were prepared to work loyally | 

with French. | oe : | 

Diem then brought up question of General Hinh. He said he was 

not far from agreement with Cao Daists and with at least one branch 

| of Hoa Hao. Colonel Ngo of latter sect was personally devoted to 

Diem. One thing that prevented real agreement was that as long as 

Hinh remained in direct command of Vietnamese National Army 

Diem could never come to any final agreement with sects. Sects were 

not in favor of General Hinh and distrusted him but were quite willing 

to work with him to preserve their present privileges as long as Hinh 

retained practically independent command of National Army. If he 

were removed from that direct command, sects would come to terms. 

I then said he would have to be prepared both to document Hinh’s 

insubordination and its consequence very clearly to General Ely and 

way would have to be found to save Hinh’s face while still removing 

him from direct control of troops. Hinh was fellow French officer of 

General Ely’s and it would be very difficult for latter to take action 

against him. As regards suggestion that Hinh be urged to visit States 

at this time, my government saw certain objections thereto under 

present circumstances. If by agreement with General Ely Diem could 

reorganize Vietnamese Armed Forces and boost Hinh upwards and 

aside to be chairman of Joint Chiefs, perhaps giving him another star, 

this might be a solution. I suggested Diem should have very frank talk 

with Ely without further delay. Diem said his brother Luyen, who was 

present at interview, was seeing Ely this afternoon on this matter. I 

said it was indispensable for Diem to talk personally with Ely, but 

| finally agreed that Luyen might present these ideas to Ely and give 

| latter chance to consider them before final discussions with Diem. 

I said further to Diem it would be necessary for him to get more 

Southern representation in his reshuffled Cabinet. Diem gave stock 

: reply that eight of ministerial portfolios in present Cabinet were held 

| by Cochin Chinese. I said that in my opinion that was not enough since 

| practically all that was left of Vietnam, except thinly populated 

| center, was Cochin China. a 

| HeatTu 

| |
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751H.00/8-2654 : Telegram . 

The Chargé in Cambodia (Goodman) to the Department of State — 

SECRET Punom Penn, August 26, 1954—6 p. m. 

89. Sent Saigon 106, repeated information Paris 81, Bangkok un- 
numbered. Prime Minister Penn Nouth told me government delivered 
to Control Commission Chief General Singh documented protest, 

| signed by Defense and Interior Ministers, against Viet Minh failure 
disarm Khmer Viet Minh by July 23 (Embtel 84 to Department).1 

Premier said he now thoroughly disabused concerning Viet Minh 
obfuscations on Mixed Commission and realizes Communists will try 
take every advantage of truce terms and of development situation. 
Thus, although no great security problem remaining Cambodia, his 
representatives will now minutely examine every item, and govern- 
ment will let nothing pass without protest or appropriate action. — 

This indicates continuation characteristic Cambodian approach— 
so well demonstrated by “royal crusade” for independence and at 
Geneva—recently described to me by National Police Chief Viriya 
as always “playing last card”, and, in spite of well-rounded concern 
of Chief, French Military Mission with malevolence Viet Minh inten- 
tions (Embtel 76 to Department) ,2 Cambodians aware of problem and 
doing best to be tough-minded and alert. 

However, officials here increasingly discuss their concern about pos- 

sibility Communist takeover all Vietnam, and consequent danger Cam- - 
__ bodia. Although some hotheads like say no concern of theirs what | 

happens to Vietnam thoughtful ones including most important lead- | 
ers, express hope SEATO guarantee will cover not only frontiers 
Cambodia but also Vietnam, and obvious idea has several times been 
presented to me that ultimate defense Cambodia and Thailand enor- 
mously facilitated by firm control entire southern portion Indochina 
peninsula, with worried corollary that loss southern Vietnam might 

make effective defense Cambodia impossible. Thus I have received 
number of queries about whether US would effectively back southern 

Vietnamese. | | 
_ GoopMAan 

* Telegram 84 from Phnom Penh, Aug. 28, is not printed. (751H.00/8-2354) 
* Telegram 76 from Phnom Penh, Aug. 19, is not printed. (751G.00/8-1954) 

751G.00/8—2754 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET § NIACT . Satcon, August 27, 1954—noon. 

759. Repeated information Paris 253, Hanoi unnumbered. Plot to 
get Ngo Dinh Diem and his government out of office is practically com- 
pleted and operations for its execution would probably have started if 
I had not stated very firmly to General Ely and his Deputy Bordaz
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yesterday evening that Diem must be given another chance to come to | 

terms with sects and set up a capable government. | 

It would be more correct to say there are two plots against Diem’s | 

government. There is the plot of sects with the more than tacit con- | 

nivance of General Hinh. Sects are determined it will not be Hinh 

that heads this new government. Cao Daists say they have some un- 

known in mind (see Embassy’s telegram 752, August 26) + but it is 

likely there is no firm agreement between sects as to who would head 

new regime. General Tran Van Soai has asked to see General Ely this 

morning in name of all sects, presumably to demand his “benevolent 
neutrality” in move against Diem. M/odus operandi of sects would be 
to stir up “popular demonstrations” calling for retirement of Diem 

government. Following these demonstrations, sects would ask Diem to 

resign. If latter refused, Bao Dai, who has already been informed or 

rather approached by Binh Xuyen, would be asked to terminate Diem 

government. | 

French, however, have somewhat separate plan. It is that new gov- 
ernment should have Nguyen Van Tam as Minister of Interior and 

Tran Van Huu as President of Council. Ely very frankly, to say the 

least, exposed this plan to me last night. Real choice of French to head 

new government would be Tam, except for fact he is unanimously con- 

sidered as Francophile throughout Vietnam and, while an excellent 

policeman, lacks intellectual breadth to function as Prime Minister. 

Ely said to me rather cynically that they would favor Tam in spite of 

these disadvantages were it not for unfavorable reaction his choice 

| would provoke in US—and other countries. Therefore, French choice 

| was Huu. In view of Huuw’s antipathy toward Tam and anti-French 

| stand of latter during latter part of his Prime Ministership and after- 

| wards, this combination, Ely argued, would indicate to country and | 

| world that it was government of national union. I said I did not see 

: how Huu could satisfy nationalist anti-Communist sentiment in Viet- 

| nam and abroad as long as his public declarations in favor of working 

| with Viet Minh remained uncorrected. I pointed out that Hoa Haos, 

! Cao Daists, and Binh Xuyen had all made public declarations against 

| Huw’s candidacy. I added that Huu as administrator had been very 

| deficient. For example, his information service was least effective and 

| least persuasive of all the bad information services that characterized 

| preceding and succeeding Vietnamese Governments. He had refused 

| to publish budget. While I did not believe he had ever personally ap- 

: propriated government funds to his own purse, he had made a great 

| deal of money as his “cut” of gambling concession and had displayed 

. very tepid interest in attempts to repress graft in his administration. 

! Ely finally said he would be willing to give Diem another chance 
: but only on condition that Diem would take Tam into his Cabinet 

| 1Telegram 752 from Saigon, Aug. 26, containing information on the position of 

| the Cao Dai sect, is not printed. (751G.00/8-2754) 

| |
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as Minister of Interior. I said I doubted that without pressure either 
Diem would agree to name Tam or Tam would agree to accept sec- 
ondary role in a Diem cabinet. I further said if Tam came into Cabinet 
and his son Hinh also remained in command army, it would be a very 
difficult and bitter pill for Diem to swallow, since Hinh for months 
had been agitating for formation of a military regime, with himself 
as its head, and latterly had been at least in conversational contact 
with sects looking toward ouster of Diem government. Ely said that as 
regards further French support of Diem, latter’s acceptance of Tam 
was sine qua non. Perhaps Hinh could be “limoge” (put on side lines). 
That would not be too difficult since Hinh was junior French officer 
although enjoying temporary high rank in Vietnamese National 
Army. | 

Ely went on to say that in agreeing to permit Diem to have another 
chance he would be going against his instructions from Paris since 
“France” was determined that Diem government was entirely ineffi- 
cient, and “unlucky” as well, must go. Ely said, as he had said before, 
that it was all same to him whether Vietnamese Government was anti- 
French or pro-French. His criterion was government must be efficient 
and he had that afternoon told Luyen, Diem’s brother, that it had been 
most incapable government Vietnam had ever had. 

| | HeEatTu 

751G.00/8-2754 : Telegram | | — 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Satcon, August 27, 19544 p. m. 

761. Repeated information Paris 254, Hanoi unnumbered. My tele- 

grams 758 August 26 and 759 August 27. We are faced with a real 
dilemma. French and Vietnamese criticisms of inefficiency and poli- 
tical ineptitude of Diem are unfortunately all too valid. I am by no 

means persuaded that even if Diem buys French idea of taking Tam 

in as policeman of his government (and latter accepts) ; that if Diem 

came to terms with sects as result of French and our pressure on him 

and our possible influence on sects; or that if he took away direct com- 

mand of army from General Hinh, he would be able to build a solid, 

effective regime. Diem still has reputation for honesty and patriotism. 

However, he seems scarcely capable of influencing people, making 

friends, or undertaking determined action. He seems to dwell in an 

ivory tower in company with his belief in “his mission”, leaving 

urgent political negotiations largely in hands of his brothers; “gets in | 

| everybody’s hair”; or entrusts to well meaning, intelligent, but not | 

dynamic people like Tran Van Do. While he retains some prestige | 

among non-political elements, he has largely lost whatever support he
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enjoyed among Vietnamese political groups, with exception of certain, 

but by no means all, Catholic groups. He may have some support in 

center and possibly in north, but the northerners have no influence at | 

present in remaining Vietnam. He seems not to realize that through 

his own ineptness, lack of action and positive gift for alienating even 

those who wish to assist him, number of his supporters has dwindled 

away. 
On other hand, no successor government that we can envisage at this 

time would have any real appeal to nationalist or anti-Communist 

sentiment. While another government based on candidates who appear 

to be at hand, including Tam as Minister of Interior, might build up 

a strong police authority, it would not be an authority that would be 

completely effective against Viet Minh infiltration nor able to create 

any general popular support. I am also far from convinced that in 

spite of his activity and cleverness, Hinh could build up a popular 

disciplined national army. | | . 

We must hope that, perhaps out of a national assembly, some real 

leader will develop, but this possibility is somewhat far in the un- 

certain future and there is no time to be lost. | | 

Practically, we must support Diem vis-a-vis the French and the 

sects, aS an interim measure, but I am far from sanguine that his 

defects of personality and performance will enable him to make effec- 

tive use of this opportunity. Meanwhile, we must keep our eyes open 

| for another leader. . | 

In light of above, I recommend that proposed message from Presi- 

| dent to Diem (Deptel 636) + be held in abeyance. 
, HeEatTH 

| > ten telegram 610 to Paris, Aug. 18, repeated to Saigon as telegram 636, see 

| | a ——— | 

| 751G.00/8-2754 | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office 

| of Western European Affairs (Tyler) | 

! SECRET | [Wasuineton,] August 27, 1954. 

| Subject: Visit of the French Ambassador with The Acting Secretary 

: of State. _ : So 

| Participants: The Acting Secretary of State | 
| Ambassador Bonnet, French Embassy 

: Mr. Pierre Millet, Counselor of the French Embassy 

: one Mr. Livingston T. Merchant, Assistant Secretary of 

| State | | 

Mr. Tyler, WE 

| The Ambassador called, at his own request, on the Acting Secretary 

of State. He said that he had received from his Government some 

|
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comments on the letter which the Secretary of State had sent to Mr. 
Mendes-France, concerning Vietnam.! In general, the French Govern- 
ment is gratified that the Vietnamese should be considered by the U.S. 
as an independent government and that the importance of that country 
should be recognized by the fact that a letter was to be sent by the 
President of the United States to the Vietnamese Prime Minister. The 
French Government expressed its hope that the letter would be ad- 
dressed not so much to Mr. Diem as an individual, but to the Prime 
Minister, as the head of the Vietnamese Government. The reason for 
this suggestion was that reports received from Saigon made it clear 
that Diem is not gaining in authority, and that support for him among 
the people of Southern Vietnam is decreasing daily. The Ambassa- | 
dor said he believed that reports of a similar nature had been received 

| by the Department of State from US officials in that area. It therefore 
seemed possible that Diem would not last very long and it would 
therefore be preferable not to appear to raise his prestige at this time 
by anything resembling personal support. 

The French Government had noted with some surprise that there 
had been no mention of the French Expeditionary Corps in the text of 
the letter to Diem. While the French Government understood that 
matters concerning support of the French Expeditionary Corps were 

| subject to bilateral arrangements and discussions between the U.S. and 
France, omission of any reference to the F.E.C. in the text of the letter 
seemed a little surprising. The Ambassador went on to say that the 
French Government felt that it would be very important that U.S. 
military aid to the Vietnamese Armed Forces should not be carried 
out in such a way as to imperil the armistice agreement, or so as to 
permit misuse of equipment. The French Government wished to sug- 
gest that there be constituted in Saigon a tripartite military group, 
including the Vietnamese, the French, and the U.S., whereby the study 
and control of the distribution of military aid could be effected. 

The Ambassador then turned to the question of the training of Viet- 
namese troops by the U.S. He said that his Government appreciated 
and welcomes U.S. participation in this field, and General Ely had 

reached very good understanding with General O’Daniel as to what 

was required. The French Government nevertheless wished to empha- 

size the precaution necessary in order that no pretext be given to the 

Communists to claim that the armistice agreement had been violated. 

It would thus be dangerous to try to replace U.S. administrative per- 

sonnel by military instructors, as this would at once become known. 

Turning to Cambodia, he said that in order to prevent possible 

accusations of breach of the armistice, the French Government felt 

* See telegram 610 to Paris, Aug. 18, p. 1957. a |
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that it would 
be desirable 

that Cambodian 

troops 
should 

continue 
to 

be treated 
[trained] 

by the French 
instructors 

already 
there, 

so far as | 

possible. 
If there 

were a sudden 
influx 

of U.S. military 
instructors 

this 
would 

possibly 
create 

a difficult 
situation 

in view of the functions 
of 

the International 

Advisory 
Commission. The Acting 

Secretary 
of State 

told the Ambassador 

that the French 
Government’s 

comments 
would 

be taken 
into consideration 

and that 
he thought 

it would 
be useful 

to have 
the points 

written 
down 

in an 

Aide-Mémoire2 

He commented 

that particularly 

with 
regard 

to train- 
ing, the U.S. had certain 

definite 
ideas. 

Very 
considerable 

sums 
of 

money 
and the prestige 

of the U.S. were 
involved 

and we would 
have 

to be sure that our aid was applied 
in a way likely 

to enable 
us to 

achieve 
our aims. 

We would 
therefore 

have 
to look very 

closely 
at the 

problems 
involved. The Ambassador 

then turned 
briefly 

to the matter 
of the EDC 

and 

said that the chances 
of ratification 

were 
obviously 

poor. 
He added 

that he hoped 
that even if EDC 

were 
defeated, 

this would 
not mean 

that the U.S. would 
look for a solution 

of the problem 
without 

the 

participation 

of France. 
The Acting 

Secretary 
emphasized 

the gravity 
of the decision 

before 
the French 

Assembly 
and said he wondered 

whether 
the French 

Government 

realized 
the significance 

of the deci- 
sion which 

was about 
to be taken. 

He added 
that if the EDC 

were 
| 

: defeated, 
this would 

undoubtedly 

bring 
about 

a very 
fundamental | re-assessment 

of the situation, 
and of its strategic 

implications, 

by the 

US. | | | | 

2 Later 
on Aug. 

27, the French 
Embassy 

provided 
the Department 

of State 
with 

an aide-mémoire 

setting 
forth 

the points 
which 

had been 
made 

by Ambassador Bonnet. 
(PSA 

files, 
lot 54 D 190, 

“Indochina”) 

An informal 

translation 

of that 

aide-mémoire 

was 
sent 

to Paris 
in telegram 

737 of Aug. 
28, which 

was also 
sent 

to Saigon, 
Phnom 

Penh, 
Hanoi, 

Vientiane, 

and London. 
(751G.00/8-2854 

) | 

| 751G.00/8—2754 

: Telegram 

| 

| The Acting 
Secretary 

of State 
to the B mobassy 

in France 
* 

| SECRET 
PRIORITY 

WasutneTon, 

August 
28, 1954—11:40a.m. 

_ 

| 733. Department 

profoundly 

disturbed 
at general 

trend 
of develop- 

| ments 
set forth 

Saigon 
telegrams 

751, 752, 753, 758 and 759.’ 
Depart- 

| ment 
generally 

approves 
views 

expressed 
by Ambassador 

Heath 
to 

| Ely and commends 

him for prompt 
forthright 

expression 

thereof. 

| 1 Drafted 
by Bonsal 

of PSA. 
Also 

sent 
to Saigon 

as priority 
telegram 

811. 

| 2 For telegram 

751 of Aug. 
26, see p. 1984; 

regarding 

telegram 

752 of Aug. 
26, 

| see footnote 

1, p. 1989; 
telegram 

753 of Aug. 
26 is not printed 

; for telegram 

758 of 

bo Aug. 26, see p. 1985; 
and for telegram 

759, Aug. 27, see p. 1988. 

| | 
|
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Department requests Ambassador Dillon express orally following 
views to Mendes-France or LaChambre: 

“Department of State deeply disturbed at reports that French au- 
thorities in Indochina apparently actively encouraging change of gov- 
ernment there. Such activities contradict repeated assertions by 
Mendes-F rance and LaChambre regarding independence of Vietnam. 
If carried out such projects will destroy confidence Vietnamese in their 
true independence. Department trusts reports do not reflect French 
Ggovernment’s intentions.” | 

Ambassador Heath authorized to make similar statement to Ely. In 
__ addition Heath may make known to appropriate Vietnamese as well as 

-to Ely that while US Govt. respects right of Vietnamese to select their 
own leaders, choice of a person such as Huu identified with idea of 
coalition government with Vietminh would make it impossible for us 

-to request US Congress for assistance to free Vietnamese Government 
which we desire to render. 

Department fully concurs with Heath’s statements to Diem regard- 
ing need for broadening base and improving efficiency his government. 

| In addition to arrangements with sects which Diem apparently be- 
heves to be politically necessary and desirable, it would be Depart- 
ment’s hope that he would give favorable consideration to bringing 
into government other persons of proven ability and patriotism. De- 
partment cannot judge from here regarding availability such persons 
as Quat, Huyen, Buu Loc, and perhaps even Tam. | | 

In discussing activities of sects with their representatives or with 
other Vietnamese Heath authorized to state that coup @ état against 
Diem would produce most unfortunate effect in US including serious 
doubts as to stability and prospects of free Vietnam and that it is our 
confident hope that patriotic Vietnamese will find peaceful means of 
adapting their government to needs and objectives of present situa- 
tion through cooperation of all constructive elements determined to 
see that Vietnam remains free. US desires most earnestly to cooperate 
with those elements. 

— Whaurer| B. S[urre] 

751G.00/8—2954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Satcon, August 29, 1954—4 p. m. 

795. Repeated information Paris 267, Hanoi 217. Sainteny called 
on me last night. He leaves today for a week in Hanoi where he will 
take sort of census of French commercial colony’s needs and intentions 
and then return to Paris via Saigon to report to Mendes-France. He
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will not see Ho Chi Minh during this first visit. He described his mis- | 
sion as purely consular to protect. French commercial and cultural | 
interests in Tonkin. _ - . | | | 

I told him of our intention to maintain our consulate there and he | 
said he was glad to hear it. Sainteny said he had no idea what att1- 
tude of Viet Minh would be toward foreign consulates but would pass 
on to Cameron anything he picked up. His own belief was that at | 
beginning Viet Minh would raise no difficulties about consulates but 
thought it likely Viet Minh might later demand reciprocal rights to 

| open “consulates” in US and England. | 

| Sainteny is attractive, intelligent man who gives impression that 
he is an idealist and enthusiast. General Ely fears and I am inclined to 
share his fears, that after a time Sainteny will weary of an inactive 
consular role and endeavor to promote policy of rapprochement or in- 

-fluencing Viet Minh. Ely tells me he would be much happier if Paris 
had sent a “stupid type of consular officer” rather than man of 
Sainteny’s active stripe. oo a 

7 751G.00/8-2954 : Telegram - ke Bo | S 7 : 

: The Ambassador in Vietnam (Ileath) to the Department of State | a 

| SECRET = - Saicon, August 29, 1954—5 p.m. 

| — 796. Repeated information Paris 268. Reference Embassy telegram 

| 794, August 29.1 General Hinh came to see me this morning at my re- | | 

| quest. He launched into long justification of movement of sects and _ 

| himself against Diem regime which, he said, because of its incapacity, 

| largely due to Diem’s inveterate suspicion of everyone except small — 

| group of personal friends and supporters, was disorganizing country. 

| I asked him what was his solution. He replied there were several pos- 
! sible solutions, “the last of which would be new government under 

| | titular authority of Diem”. He said he had come rather reluctantly = 

| to conclusion that last solution was best, although it was a “bourgeois” 

| solution, whereas complete change of regime would provide salutary 

! revolutionary shock to Vietnamese people. He said he had told Diem 

| if he could designate men for seven or eight of Cabinet posts, he might | 

| be willing support him. Diem had replied if his candidates were better 

| than those now in office, he would accept them. Hinh was to meet with 

| Luyen and discuss matter this evening. — 

| *In telegram 794, not printed, Ambassador Heath reported on a conversation 
! with General Ely on the evening of Aug. 28 concerning the political situation. Ely 
! had asked Heath to see both General Hinh and Tran Van An (a nationalist with | 

connections with the Binh Xuyen) to point out the dangers and disadvantages of 
: their plot to overthrow the Diem government. (751G.00/8-2954) 

| 578-611 0 82 - 39 (Pt. 2) | ; | 

| |
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I told Hinh that overthrow of Diem government by force would — 

- - cause very unfavorable impression in US and elsewhere and obviously _ 

| the solution was to come to amicable coalition arrangement with Diem. | 

oe Hinh then asked what would be attitude of US if Diem refused rea- / 

oe sonable proposal of this sort. I said I did not believe he would refuse | 

and Hinh should be able formulate persuasive proposal. I said I had 

: no desire to intervene in any internal political discussions but would 

ee be glad to be informed of results of his talk with Luyen. I told him — 

oe I was sure my government was prepared to continue its present sub- 

stantial aid program, but obviously could not do so unless there were 

oo honest, progressive, popular government capable of effectively utiliz- | 

—_ ing such aid. Hinh protested new government would meet these quali- 

fications. For one thing, sects were determined to put immediately into 

effect real agrarian reform which Diem was reluctant to undertake. IT - 

remarked I had no idea whether-our aid program would be through 

French as heretofore or direct, but I felt certain my government would 

wish to see what was being done with large amount of foreign exchange 

__ -which our aid would generate. There should be no recurrence of irreg- > 

ular transactions in foreign exchange and payments to sects or in- 

dividuals should not be made by giving them permitstotransfermoney = 

abroad or permitstoexportrice. re oe 

General Hinh said 1f he and sects came to terms with Diem, it would 

still be necessary to stage a “monster popular demonstration” to pro- 

vide necessary “political shock”. But in this event “the people” would. 

_ demonstrate in favor of new Diem Government instead of against: 7 

| Diem. | Oe | | 

- Hinh was nervous throughout our talk and did not seem over- 

ae - confident. He observed in conclusion he thought new regime could beat | 

-. Viet Minh infiltration. His orders to his officers were when they found | 

a, Communist leader to forget Geneva accords and kill him quietly and 

| | immediately. - wo age ee 7 oe a 

ce I informed Ely briefly of my talk with Hinh before former left for 

, Dalat. Ely said he was relieved to hear of Hinh’s professed intentions = 

to come to amicable agreement with Diem. He said he had recent intel- . 

- Figence that sects and Hinh were not in quite as close agreement as 

they had been two days ago. Nevertheless, danger still existed they | 

would suddenly provoke “popular demonstration” and force Diem to 

resign. He also remarked that he was informing Paris idea of coalition 

government presided over by ex-Premier Huu was impracticable and 

undesirable in view of latter's public declarations favoring rapproche- 

: ment with Viet Minh. | | 

He again urged metalktoTran Van An. _ SF .
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| 4 51G.00/ 8—3054 : Telegram — ys | - | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

SECRET  prionITY = ___ Parts, August 30, 19542 p. m. | 

873. Repeated information Saigon 94. Pass FOA. | | 

1. In view current overriding preoccupation Mendes. with EDC | 
debate, we expressed to LaChambre this morning Dept’s views along 
lines indicated Deptel 733.1 Inasmuch as we had just discussed this 
general subject with LaChambre together with Sen. Mansfield, 
LaChambre’s views this regard substantially those indicated Embtel | 

849,? 1.e., French Govt feels change in near future indispensable, how- 

ever, they determined not. pull strings or try force any Vietnamese 
Govt out of office or into being. He said they expecting report from | 

Elly this general subject end of this week. Ely’s most recent report, he 
said, indicated only that he thought it undesirable for Bao Dai return 

_ at this time. LaChambre stated he understood Bao Dai did not now | | 
intend return Vietnam Sept. 2 as had been announced by press, and 
that he (LaChambre) thought that Bao Dai would listen to advice he 
currently receiving counseling against returning Vietnam. LaChambre _ 

said he had nothing to add regarding who might be Diem’s successor | 
in event a change occurred. He felt Tam at minimum ought be Min of 

_ Interior in any Vietnamese Govt in order counter Vietminh pressures. 
He said that he had just had conversation with Col. Leroy who favored 

| Tran Van Huu. When queried about Huu’s position at Geneva on 
| Vietminh, LaChambre came Huu’s defense saying that Tran Van Do 

had first approached Vietminh (Dong) and that Huu had not seen 

| Dong until some 48 hours later. This general connection, he added 
| Buu Hoi enroute Paris and said he hoped there would be no difficulty 

| re his visa since this might have unfortunate consequences, with which 
We agreed. | a | 

| 2. We took this occasion inform LaChambre (per Deptel 730)? that 

| Secretary’s letter did not address itself to question continuation US | 

! budgetary support expeditionary corps, and made clear this open ques- 

tionatpresent. 

2 Dated Aug. 28, p. 1998. a ee 
| * Telegram 849 from Paris, Aug. 28, summarizing a discussion: between Senator 
| Mike Mansfield of the Foreign Relations Committee, Minister for the Associated 
| States La Chambre, and Ambassador Dillon, is not printed. (751G.00/8-2854 ) 
| Senator Mansfield was in Paris in connection with a study mission on Indochina. 

- His report was submitted on Oct. 15, 1954, as Report on Indochina: Report of 7 
| -. Senator Mike Mansfield on a Study Mission to. Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos. Com- | 
| mittee Print, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, 88d Cong., 2d sess. ; 

| (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1954) The report urged that the United 
| States continue to support the Diem government. oe . 
| _ *In telegram 730 to Paris, Aug. 27, not printed, the Embassy was informed that 
| _ the question of U.S. budgetary support for the French Expeditionary Corps in- 

| Indochina was still under study. (751G.00/8-2554) | es ee | 

| |
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3. Inasmuch as Deptel 737* transmitting translation French aide- 
mémoire received prior taking action Deptel 730, and since LaChambre 
asked if we had received copy aide-mémoire, we predicated our request 
for info re current French thinking on size expeditionary corps to be 
left [garble] para 2(A) aide-mémoire. We asked whether para 2(A) 
to be construed as request for continuation budgetary support expedi- 
tionary corps, stating that if so, it would be necessary that we be in- 
formed re French thinking as to level expeditionary corps to be left 

, IC and related data. We said that Emb econ and USOM/F reps would 
indicate similar reaction French econ authorities concerned and that 

- we would inform FonOff our expression this regard (MAAG will also 

: | talk to Min Defense). This connection, we preferred predicate our 

. request for data re expeditionary corps on atde-mémozire since it would 

appear as logical reaction to an apparent official French request for 
| continuation US budgetary support and less like we taking initiative 

in absence official French communication this subject. OO 

- LaChambre said he would endeavor obtain this data for US soonas 

possible. He added that Ely’s initial thinking was that present ap- 

proximate strength expeditionary corps of. 180.000 men would be 

gradually reduced to about 150,000 by end CY 1954, and to 100,000 by 

end CY 1955. At same time, compensating increase would be effected 

Vietnamese National Army which presently totals about 155,000 men. —- 
This connection, LaChambre took occasion to emphasize necessity 

adopting joint Franco-US approach to econ and technical assistance _ 
Assoc States IC. As we indicated to Lavaill August 27 (Embtel 825),> 
we said this problem under discussion Saigon and Washington and 

- we not in position discuss. oe : - | | 
4. We also pointed out to LaChambre that statement para C aide-  _ 

mémoire to effect French legal advice considered it out of question _ 

under cessation hostilities agreement to replace MAAG administrative 

| personnel with training personnel, ran counter views he expressed to 

7 US and Sen Mansfield as reported Embtel 849. LaChambre acknowl- 

edged discrepancy and said that while he and Ely considered such | 

replacement desirable, legal adviser FonOff had taken opposing posi- 

tion and that this had been one incorporated aide-mémoire. LaCham- 

bre then said that he thought possibility could be explored of sending 

Vietnamese cadres to Korea or Philippines for training as alternate. 
solution, and said that he would ask his people take up with FonOff 

legal adviser this and other possibilities. oe mS 

“See footnote 2 to the memorandum of conversation by Tyler, p. 1993. ’ : 
°Telegram 825 from Paris, Aug. 27, summarizing a conversation with Henri 

Lavaill, Chief of the. French Economic and Technical Cooperation Mission at | 
Saigon, is not printed. (751G.5 MSP/8—2754) oe - |
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~- 5. LaChambre said he leaving Paris for Saigon enroute Philippines | 
(SEATO) September 2. | ee | | 

| oe - a | D1iLon | 

151G.00/8-8154 : Telegram - ne ae | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 7 | 

SECRET § PRIORITY Sargon, August 31, 1954—midnight. 

- 842. Repeated information Paris 285, Manila 111, Hanoi unnum- 
bered, Diem sent for me this morning and I had a two hour talk with | 
him. He asked me to see General Bay Vien of Binh Xuyen, Cao Dais, | | 
and possibly Hoa Haos to tell them very explicitly that if they at- 
tempted to overthrow his regime by force US would withdraw its aid. 
I told him that in my talks with Hinh and Tran Van An (mytels 796 
and 807) + I had gone about as far as I could in warning them of re- . 
action of US to coup d’état and that a month ago I had impressed on 

| General Phuong of Cao Dais necessity of rallying behind Diem Gov- | 

~ . ernment. I felt certain that they had clearly taken in my warning and 
were disposed to come to terms with government. I was afraid that 
concessions he had hitherto offered were insufficient. Notably minority 
membership in an Assembly which had yet to be created was obviously 
insufficient attraction. I said further that while I could understand his 
using his brothers and Ministers to engage in initial negotiations with 
sects he would have very promptly to deal direct with them himself. 
On that occasion he must be prepared to offer concrete propositions. 
Furthermore, he could not hope merely to threaten sects into obedience 

with loss of American aid but he would have to win them over by 
prospects of advantage, by appeals to their patriotism which he had | 

said they possessed in spite of their appetites, and by establishing 

| friendly personal relations with their leaders. I had: always been in- 

formed by Vietnamese friends that Vietnamese were sensitive to per- _ 

| sonal appeal and sympathy. _ - | | 

| Comment: This may sound a bit like lecturing but it 1s a lecture 

| which needs to be repeated again and again. Substantial part of Diem’s 

| difficulties resides in his suspicion and distrust of people not possessed 

| of same ideals and motivation as himself and in his lack of personal _ 

| warmth. a | | | | oe 
| Diem then remarked that “high personality of French Commis- | 

sariat General” had come to see him day before and told him he must | 

| take Tam into his Cabinet; that if he refused to do so both America 

_ and France would approve Tam being made Prime Minister, 

| 1¥For telegram 796 from Saigon, Aug. 29, see p. 1995. Telegram 807 ‘from Saigon, 

_ Aug. 30, reporting a conversation with Tran Van An, is not printed. (751G.00/ 

8-3054) | | wy | ; 

Js | |
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I told him what he should have done in that circumstance was to _—/ 
: call me on phone and ask me over to confirm or disprove any. such 

statement. I told him I was certain that Ely had not authorized any 
_ _Inember of his staff to make such statement: but observed that great 

many Frenchmen sincerely thought that Tam, as good policeman, 
_ would add to effectiveness of Diem’s Government if given Ministry of 

| _ Interior. Diem replied that he would certainly rather resign than ac-__ 
| cept Tam; that no government could hope to rally support of free 

| Vietnam with Tam on team. He could stand as matter of political 
‘necessity leaving General Bay Vien and Binh Xuyen to continue to 
run police for time, but he could not stand Tam. Binh Xuyen did have 

| public order well in hand in Saigon-—Cholon at: present time and he 
| | felt certain that after a time they. would agree to give up their gam- 

| bling concession and step aside from their police control in Saigon. — 
_ Bay Vien, while crafty and ambitious, had certain qualities and also 

a sense of reality. After all, Binh Xuyen were only two thousand 
| strong and if Vietnamese: National Army could be brought into shape 

_ and under control of government, former could not hope to maintain 
theircontrolofSaigon, == | re 

| Diem told me of his talks with Hinh. Hinh had promised to see his 
: brother with a concrete program and list of candidates for a new 

_ government under Diem. But when Hinh showed up he had no pro- 
gram and no candidates to offer. Diem observed that Hinh was not 
strong man, merely an impulsive one, and did not enjoy a true prestige 

| in his own army. Se ee a ee 
Comment: I will not quarrel with this description of Hinh. We _ 

_ have noted other occasions where he has not followed through. : 
a tina ee | Heats 

781G.00/9-154:Telegram a 
The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

| -_. SECRET _ Sarcon, September 1, 1954—7 p. m. 

848. Repeated information Paris 289, Manila 115, Hanoi unnum- 
bered. Manila for USDel. Wife and I finally accepted invitation from 

General Bay Vien of Binh Zuyen to dine with him last night. Coun- 
selor and two members of my staff were also invited and other guests 

included General Hinh, Tran Van An, Nguyen Duc Quynh, Le Kieu, — 
os and Chief National Surete Lai Huu Sang—in short leading members _ 
- of Hinh-Binh Zuyen elements of plot to oust Diem Government. . 

After dinner J talked very firmly, separately, both to Hinh! and 
| General Bay Vien. I said that in my four years plus here I had never 

+ Ambassador Heath summarized the remarks of General Hinh in telegram 872. 
from Saigon, Sept. 2. (751G.00/9-254)
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intervened in any purely internal political matters, but as a friend of 
~ Vietnam I must warn them of ‘serious effect on American and other 

free world opinion of any movement to oust Diem by force or force 
- his:resignation at this juncture. I ‘was aware of their criticisms of 
Diem Government and had myself urged on latter necessity of broad- | 
ening his government and basing it on all organizations prepared to | 
fight Communism for freedom of Vietnam. I had been told that Diem | 
was now prepared to make brogd offer of participation in government _ 
to sects.’ I must. express my view that it was absolutely indispensable 

- in’view of external and internal situation of Vietnam that sects at- 
_ tempt loyally to work with Diem in government of National Union. 

This would require concessioiis both on part of government and of | 
- sects. If, after loyal attempt, stich coalition failed to work, they might 

_-wonsider altering formula. I observed that we were furnishing great — 
aid to free Vietnam and were.:prepared to continue, possibly evento 

- expand it. US aid, however, could only be justified if there were pa- 
. triotic, efficient, and progressive government. That aid, which: would | 

. now go only to remaining Vietnam, would be sufficient to raise living 2 
and social standards. . Le ee ee 

_.- Both Hinh and Bay Vien protested they had been willing to work 
_ ‘with Diem but his suspicion and inaction had frustrated them. They __ 

_ both indicated without actually promising that they would work with 
himinare-formed government. _ 

- [am far from sure at this moment that they are loyally determined — 
to get together with Diem. I believe, or at least hope, that they have 
given up any thought of a coup d’état at this time, but they are going =| 
to explore possibilities of change and probably ouster of Diem with 
BaoDai.. |... re a | 

- -Hinh has already sent his wife as emissary toCannesand Bay Vien 
told a member of Embassy, but not me, that he was leaving shortly 

for brief trip in France, undoubtedly to confer with Bao Dai. He 
- would be accompanied by Tran Van An, Quynh, and Nguyen Huu 
Thuan ec | 

751G.00/0-354: Telegram = Oe ann 

_ The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State. 

‘SECRET | _ . Sarcon, September 3, 1954—9 p. m. 

| -884. Repeated information Paris 294. I accompanied Senator Mans- 
| field+ on calls yesterday on Prime Minister Diem, Foreign Minister 
| Do, and Acting Commissariat General Bordaz. . eS | 

 * See footnote 2, p. 1997. PE rads ree 

| | - |
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| _ I was rather perplexed by fact Diem played down the dangerous 
political difficulties in which he finds himself. Diem said rightly that — 
his government could not exercise strong control and effective pro- 
gram until it had control of army but then went on to argue that al- 

| though Hinh had unquestionably plotted with sects, he was sure Hinh 
would realize that sects were dangerous partners and would return to 

: an attitude of loyalty to government. I find it very difficult to credit 
that Diem really believes in possibility of Hinh’s reasoned repentance 
and return to loyalty. It is my opinion that Diem glossed over his 

| difficulties in order that Senator should not have too dark a picture - 
of situation here. | pa a 
. -Diem went on to point out that sects had divergent interests and 

| also a fund of patriotism which combined would eventually makethem 
- come to terms with government. I find this hard to credit. WhenIasked 

President how negotiations with Cao Dais were coming on he was 
_ rather evasive and said it would be impossible for sects to come im-— 

mediately to terms with him since they were still bound by their former 

, | Foreign Minister Do was much less optimistic and expressed entire | 
disbelief that Hinh would ever rally voluntarily to government. It was _ 

| Do’s theory that Hinh’s ambition to become military dictator had __ 
hardened rather than reverse. Do said his information was that prior _ 

_ to departure of Tran Van An and Thuan for France to consult with 
| Bao Dai, the three sects and Hinh had signed joint memorandum to ~ 

Bao Dai, contents of which were unknown’ to him but’ presumably , 
~- ealled for dismissal of Diem. On other hand, Do had successfully in- - 

sisted that Diem send Luyen immediately to persuade Bao Dai to | 
| remain neutral and he thought Luyen would succeed, as Luyen had a 

an “certain influence” over Bao Dai. Luyen was able to get on same plane 
asemissaries of plotters. = 8 © |. ne 

| - Both Diem and Do thought possibility of immediate coup d’état 
— had been averted largely due to my “warnings” to Hinh, Tran Van > 

| An, and General Le Van Vien. Do said he was convinced that was 

decisive factor. fm _ Oo 
In conversation with Bordaz, Mansfield asked him what would be 

| objections to US extending military budgetary aid direct to Vietnam. | 

| Bordaz surprisingly replied that there was no objection provided it 

| was done in coordination with French. This is not attitude of La 
Chambre or of General Ely, although latter has never expressed him- 

| _ self definitely on subject. = Oo | : 
| -. Inspite of Diem’s belief that’ danger of coup d’état has temporarily 

been averted, he received report today that some unnamed French — 

General was secretly encouraging Hinh to take over government by 

: force. To be on safe side, therefore, Diem is instructing Hinh to
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accompany him on his three-day visit to various refugee camps begin- 

ning tomorrow. It remains to be seen whether Hinh actually accom- 

panieshim, et | 

, HeatH | 

751G.00/8-154: Telegram a SP 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France} 

SECRET . | Wasuineton, September 4, 1954—2: 12 p. m. 

| 847. Subject: US military support program for Indochina (Paris 

760, 814, 868, 878, 899 Saigon 668, 745). re 

- Basic problem in determining future course action this subject as 

Department sees it is to determine what military manpower goals 

should be sought in Indochina and how US financial support can best 

be used attain such goals and achieve highest quality forces. Our ap- 

proach this vital subject to French and Associated States authorities 

depends on views highest US military authorities. Accordingly De- 

partment has recommended JCS undertake study forces we would like | 

see Indochina remainder this calendar year and next including judg- 

ment what French forces should remain. Study should take account 

intentions and capabilities other governments concerned to extent we 

can estimate them. It would begin with fact French expeditionary 

forces of 240,000 consist some 60,000 Indochinese and remainder 

_ Frenchmen, Africans and Legionnaires; although indigenous national 

armies exceeded 300,000 at time cease fire French now allege large part — | 

| these forces have disappeared. pose - 

| Since this military study likely require some weeks and since we 

-__ eannot afford dissipate what strength now remains Indochina we pro- | 

| pose for time being continue present modified aid procedures until we 

po can enter into full negotiation with other governments regarding force | 

| concept to pursue Indochina and future direction US aid program. 

_ Regarding force concept may be possible for example that, forces 

| Indochina could be built around remainder national armies together 

| with Indochinese presently within Expeditionary Corps and total 

| such indigenous forces including support forces and nationalized 

| militia might amount to considerably less than national forces con- 

| templated this year under $550 million (19.5 billion piaster) pro- 

| gram. This in turn could mean future Indochinese national forces — 

| might be financed for something on order $300 million year of which 

: 4Drafted by Beigel of WE. Also sent to Saigon as telegram 906. Repeated for 

- information to Manila as Tosec 28. A typed notation on the source text indicates 

that this telegram was based on a paper approved by the OCB Special Working 

| Group on Indochina. / | | | cee . 

: 2 Wor telegram 873 from Paris, Aug. 30, see p. 1997. For telegram 668 from Sai- 

| gon, Aug. 22, see p. 1966. The other telegrams under reference are not printed. | 

| | : 
| 

| 

; ot .
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-___- Saigon 668 makes clear US would provide almost all. Determination — 

command relationships between indigenous and remaining French | forces would be most important factor in deciding organization such 
indigenous forces. — oe a | 

If at same time French expeditionary forces are reduced may prove ~ 
possible reduce French financial requirement from $900 million con- _ 
templated this year to amount approximating French contribution — 
this year from their own fiscal resources aside from US support we 
providing under $400 million program. ; | 

_ If possible in fact cut down US burden along lines outlined above 
| and at same time maintain sufficient forces within Indochina to pre- 

serve internal order and stability this would also be in line with what. 
will very likely be competing demands on funds available coming 

ee twelve months to meet requirements elsewhere in Asia. Oe 
oe _ Would like your comment on approach to this problem outlined 

above and whatever additional information available to help formu- 
late US positionthissubject® = a 7 oe 

: Foregoing of course not for discussion with representatives other 
a governments, ee 

7 RE —. Suara : 

a *In telegram 992 from Saigon, Sept. 6, the Embassy concurred in the basic ap- 
proach outlined in the first. paragraph of this telegram, agreed that a study by _— | the Joint Chiefs of Staff was necessary, and provided certain detailed information bearing on the problem. (751G.00/9-654 ) os Foo | oe - a 

751G.00/9-554 : Telegram — Ba ne 
Lhe Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET — - Sareon, September 5, 19542 p.m. 
a 897. Repeated information Paris 298, Manila 133. Manila for _ 

USDel. Ely urgently requested me to see him in Dalat yesterday. He © 
returns to Saigon in 48 hours for ceremony turning over N orodom 
Palace OR 
Ely said he had come to my view Diem must be given another chance — 

_ but only on condition latter broadens his government to include repre- - 
_ Sentation of sects and replace inefficient, members by capable people. — 

_ He said this was counter to views of Paris which were that Diem ~ 
should be gotten out as-quickly as possible and, he indicated, contrary | 
to views of some of his advisers one of whom, he indicated, was Gen- 
eral Salan. However, Diem could lose no time in forming his new gov- 
ernment. Ely agreed pressure must be brought on sects to lower their : 
demands and said he would wire Paris to persuade Bao Dai not to 
intervene in this situation but to maintain his support of Diem. :
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Ely took credit for having prevented a coup d’état of the sects with | 

General Hinh in overthrowing government last week. He also said he 

had sent “orders” to Bay Vien not to leave with Tran Van An and 

Thuan to see Bao Dai and told Bay Vien he should cooperate with 
Diem government. Bay Vien had sent back word he was willing to do | 

so but wished to have Ministry of Interior for his price. I remarked 
that was hardly possible. Ely was very insistent Diem should take 

Tam in as Minister of Interior to which I replied that I was convinced 
that. was one concession Diem would refuse to make; in fact he had 
told me he would resign rather than accept Tam. Ely said that was 

_-very regrettable because Tam was willing to enter Diem’s cabinet if 
latter gave him Interior Ministry and would give him title of vice- _ 
president. : ee : - : og cee 7 | - 

At this point Ely suggested General Salan join us. He asked Salan 

- to give his view of the situation and Salan started in by saying un- | 

fortunately Diem could not preside effectively over government of 

union with sects. Diem, in his view, had lost what small popularity 

he had had by his inaction. He had irritated leading figures in sects 

and his personality and his physique were so unimpressive that he 

thought he would be unable to rally masses or their leaders. Ely inter- 
rupted at this time to tell him he thoroughly agreed with me that 

Diem must be given a chance and sects must be told they must coop- 

erate with Diem government. Salan looked unhappy but vouched no 

furtherobjection. = ss ee | 

Both Generals Ely and Salan agreed that military dictatorship or 

| coup @état by Vietnamese national army would be catastrophe. Both | 

agreed Hinh had not the solid qualities necessary to run a military 

government and they both said he was not man to develop Vietnamese 
national army. Only difficulty was there was no one better in sight at — 
the moment. Salan’s idea of getting Hinh away from army and his 

party was to make him Minister of Defense and put General Vy in as 
Chief of Staff of Armed Forces. Salan’s opinion of Vy was somewhat 

higher than Ely’s although Salan said Vy was not Hinh’s equal in 

intelligence. | 

| I raised question of availability of Colonel The of Cao Daists. Salan _ 

_ said The was person of force and character and real power among Cao 

| Daists. Only objection was French security had absolute proof that 

| it was The who instigated bomb throwing which resulted in death of 

| General Chanson and Governor of South Vietnam in 1951 and that 

- The was also responsible for explosion of the bicycle bombs in Theater _ | 

| Square in Saigon in 1952. Ely suggested there was no proof that The 
| had set out to assassinate Chanson and Governor but that he merely 
| wished to create a panic bomb explosion in that incident. a
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_751G.00/9-554: Telegram | a 

| The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

| SECRET’ | _ Satcon, September 5, 1954—3 p. m. 
899. Repeated information Paris 300. Dr. Fishel, STEM consultant 

and personal friend of President Diem, came to see me September 4. 
to tell me of latest activities of President and of conversation which 
Fishel had had with Foreign Minister Do. | 
Diem hes now changed his mind and will not have General Hinh 

accompany him on three day tour refugee centers. This change due 
to Diem’s fear of placing himself in Hinh’s hands. He felt temptation 

| might be too great for Hinh to find himself with President in areas 
remote from Saigon where only forces were national army troops 
responsive to Hinh’s command. Diem has thus decided to leave Hinh 
behind in Saigon “under close surveillance”. Diem’s tour of refugee 
centers is prompted not only by concern for refugees but also by fact 
he has no place to hang his hat for next few days'as French have estab- 

_ lished themselves in Papais Gialong but have not yet made Palais 
Norodom available to Vietnamese Government. a | 

_ During Diem’s absence Fishel has been charged with “reorganizing 
| office of the president”, a task which he believes will be extremely 

difficult as it will not be possible make a clean sweep of incompetent 
personnel. Ga. eee S ge ge oa te - 
Diem also considering candidates to head “court of honor” which | 

he will set up to inquire into personal finances government officials 
| and punish grafters and corrupt elements. President is now inclined 

| to go slow on agrarian reform program until he is in stronger position. 
- Fishel also told me of conversation he had with Foreign Minister 

7 Do. Do had talked with Binh Xuyen General Le Van Vien. Do said 
_ General Vien had gained impression US strongly backing Diem at _ 

| this point and General therefore considering terms under which co- : 
operation with Diem will be possible. General Vien would like to be | 
Interior Minister as his price and in addition Do believes could be 
persuaded to close gambling houses in return for subsidy from gov- 
ernment. General Vien’s gambling concession runs only until next 

_ Do believes subsidy need not be more than about 5 million piasters 
per month as General Vien is already well established financially with 

_ handsome income from other investments. This matter has yet to be 
_ explored, but Fishel sees advantages in closing gambling establish- 

ments with much publicity while government quietly pays off General ; 
- Vien behind the scenes. an oo | a 

| a Heath 

1 Dr. Wesley R. Fishel of Michigan State University. |
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- Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 358 Be | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor (M acArthur)* 

SECRET 7 Manzz, September 6, 1954. — 

- Subject: Indochina , 7 | 

Participants: The Secretary = : : 

_ M.Guy La Chambre, Minister of State, — | 

a _M. Jean Chauvel, : . | oo 

- — .., Mr. MacArthur 

- _M. Guy La Chambre called at his request on the Secretary this 

_ evening. After a discussion relating to the draft treaty for Southeast — 

Asia, M. La Chambre said he would like to speak briefly to the Secre- . 

tary about the situation in Indochina. ee 

-_-He opened by saying that at Geneva the French had fought desper- 

| ately to get a period of two years’ delay in any elections in Vietnam 

in order to consolidate the situation so that Southern Vietnam would ~~ 

not be lost as a result of the elections. If the elections were to be won, 

much must be done, and it would be a tragedy if the two-year period 

negotiated at Geneva were wasted. Two-and-a-half months had elapsed 

since the Geneva settlement, and little progress had been made in cop- 

ing with the political and economic problems which must be dealt 

) with if Vietnam were to be saved. | | mS | 

| ~ M. La Chambre said that shortly before he left Paris he had con- 

| : ferred with General Ely. General Ely believes that no matter how 

estimable Prime Minister Diem may be in terms of integrity and 

purity, he is very ineffective in dealing with the political realities of 

| the situation in Vietnam. His government, thus far, has proved totally 

| ineffective in reconciling the anti-communist elements in retained 

| Vietnam and producing a government which commands wide popular 

| support. ded oS | 

“M. La Chambre said the Vietminh is proceeding with great effec- 

| tiveness in forming communist political groups in South Vietnam to 

| replace the armed communist Vietminh forces which, according to the | 

: Geneva settlement provisions, must be disbanded. The Vietminh is 

| forming political cells. throughout retained Vietnam and is under- — 

_ taking a systematic policy of intimidating the population so that they 

| can win the elections in 1956. M. La Chambre said that only the Sects 

| have the capacity for combating the Vietminh campaign of propa- 

ganda and intimidation thus neutralizing the Vietminh efforts by 

| _ 1Phis conversation occurred at the U.S. Embassy Residence from 6 to 7 p. m. It 

| was reported to Washington in telegram Secto 18 from Manila, Sept. 8. (7 51G.00/ . 

| 9-854) Secretary Dulles and La. Chambre headed: the delegations of their re- 

| spective nations at the Manila Conference on the defense of Southeast Asia, 

which convened on Sept. 6. Regarding the Southeast Asia Collective Defense 

Treaty, signed on Sept. 8, see editorial note, D. 2012, oo 

|
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“creating a counter-intimidation”. La Chambre expressed the view _ 
that Tam, if he were appointed Minister of Interior, could handle 
thisproblem betterthananyoneels. 8 ne | | _ Reverting to Diem’s inability to organize broad support behind his | 
government, La Chambre said that the real problem is to finda Prime 

| _ Minister who could enlist, the support of the Sects and the majority — 
of other anti-communist elements. He said Diem was unwilling to | 

__-work with the Sects and that while he was a man of integrity and in- 
| tellectual purity, this was not enough if he could not mobilize a broad 

oo foundation of support. Diem, he said, was from the North and prefer-. 
| _ ably there should be a leader from the South. There were several possi- | 

| bilities: General Xuan and Tran Van Huu were potential candidates, — 
but they didn’t have much character. In La Chambre’s own personal sy | view, Buu Hoi, a cousin of Bao Dai, had created a very excellent im- 

: _ pression insofar as he was concerned. Hoi was a scientist, had worked - 
_ with the Pasteur Institute, and had recently been in Paris. While he 

was & cousin of Bao Dai, he did not share Bao Dai’s views. - me 
__ -M. La Chambre said that three weeks ago Bao Dai had made over- 

__ tures to see him. La Chambre had sent back word that he did not be- 
| lieve any useful purpose would be served by a: meeting, whereupon sy 

| _ Bao Dai had sent his Director of Cabinet to see La Chambre. The 
7 Director of Cabinet told La Chambre that Bao Dai was.thinking about _ 
__ returning to Vietnam but did not wish to do so until he knew the views 

of the French Government regarding his possible return. General Ely, : 
who was present at that meeting, said he was returning to Indochina, 

_ that he would consult with various elements there, and then “send & 
Tecommendation to Paris on the question of Bao Dai’s return. A week 
ago today General Ely had cabled Paris that under no circumstances 

| should Bao Dai be permitted to return. His message had also said that 
any new Prime Minister that Bao Dai might designate would be 
contaminated by Bao Dai’s blessing and would be unable to perform | 
anyusefulservic = aa | - a 

_ -M. La Chambre said he thought France and the US should sit down _ 
to talk about this situation. He asked the Secretary to suggest a date _ 
and place either in Washington, Paris, or elsewhere, where the US] 

_ and France could meet to discuss this situation. _ | 
| The Secretary replied that it was very difficult in Manila, in Paris, 

or in Washington to decide on what to do about Vietnam on the basis _ 
of cables which are received. He said he shared the view that retained _ 
Vietnam was in great danger and that he also believed the Diem Gov- 
ernment as presently constituted did not have a sufficiently broad basis 

_ to mobilize the maximum possible popular support. However, the © | 
consensus of US representatives in Vietnam and the Department of 
State was that the best solution was to keep Diem and have the latter |
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bring into his Government people who would broaden its structure. He | 

said the US recognizes that the Sects play an important role and that — 

to govern Vietnam effectively and deal with its problems without their 

support was probably not possible. He said that while we had no 

particular fondness for Diem, he nonetheless appeared to be a man | 

of integrity and honesty, and we did not know of anyone who might 

| be any better. The Secretary said that when he left Washington the | 

very strong belief there was that all effort should be made to try to oe 

get, Diem to enlarge the base of his Government by bringing in the 

Sects, and that according to the-cables which he had received since he 

had arrived in Manila, this was still our strong view. We did not 

believe any useful purpose would be served in getting rid of Diem , 

since no. better substitute had been advanced. .He mentioned that _ 

Senator Mansfield had recently been in Indochina and had expressed — 

the view that Diem might possibly be the last. chance of a Prime Min- 

ister who could be effective. — —— co a 

M. La Chambre hastened to assure the Secretary that he also would 

rather have Diem enlarge his Government than to have him eliminated. _- 

- However, if the enlargement consisted of simply adding one or two 

| people as.a gesture, it -was not good enough. What was required was | 

: a fundamental reorganization of the Diem Government in order to give | 

| it really solid support of the Sects and other elements. M. La Chambre | 

said that two-and-a-half months had been wasted since the Geneva 

: settlement, and it was intolerable that the situation in Vietnam con- | 

tinued to drift, with the elections drawing ‘ever closer. The present — 

| situation was untenable simply because Diem would not adequately 

| enlarge his Government and at the same time insisted on remaining in 

| power. If he were incapable as Prime Minister of enlarging his Gov- 

| ernment, he should step down and let another try. In such event, he — 

should most certainly be given a post in any new government, and La 

Chambre thought Diem would be well-fixed in such circumstances to 

| have the Ministry of Interior, for example. He said the point he was 

| trying to make was that Diem, as Prime Minister, was doing nothing 

| to create a Government which would really have broad support, and 

as a consequence the situation was deteriorating from day to day. - 

| M. La Chambre said that France attached the greatest importance 

| to coordinating economic affairs in Indochina with the program which 

p the US might wish to undertake. Without such coordination, satisfac- 

| tory results would not be achieved and the end result might be that 

: the economic resources which were put into retained Vietnam might 

| _ end up in the hands of the Vietminh asa result of the elections. Proper 

| coordination, he felt, would ensure that such economic assistance as 

‘France and the US put forward would result in constructive results 

| in terms of the 1956 elections. M. La Chambre said the French Gov- 

—— | |
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ss ermment was trying to undertake a program where all the refugees 
| _ from Northern Vietnam who arrived in the South would be given two 

or three hectares of land and a black cow. The effective resettlement 
| of the refugees from the North was of vital. importance. If these ref- 

ugees received two or three hectares of land and sufficient assistance to 
start life anew, it would be the best proof that life on this side of the 
iron curtain was infinitely preferable to slavery behind it. a 

7 The Secretary said M. La Chambre had raised a number of difficult 
_ questions. He would reflect on them and hoped M. La Chambre in — | 

turn would reflect on the views which he, the Secretary, had set forth. 
The Secretary concluded by saying that if he had any thoughts on 

this matter he would doubtless have opportunity to discuss them 
= further with M. La Chambre before the conclusion of the Manila 

Conference. ~ ee 

751G.5/9-T54 ee  ! 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 
BS European Affairs (Merchant) a ee 

- TOP SECRET _.-« [Wasurneron,] September 7, 1954. | 
Participants: Mr. Robert Anderson, Deputy Secretary of Defense 
a Admiral Arthur Radford, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of 

—_ Sta 

| ~Mr.Merchant 2 
During a conference on another subject Secretary Anderson brought | 

up the question of the Department’s 847 to Paris and Saigon? (in- | 
forming them of our request of JCS to study.a sound force plan for | 
the South Vietnamese National Army and pointing out that some of | 
the extravagantly high aid figures being bandied around might have 
no relevance to a soundly conceived total program) and objected to. | 
its despatch. He had read it as implicitly indicating that the US was 
committed to a large scale military assistance program in South Viet- 

_ nam. He said that no such decision had been reached by the subcom- 
mittee of OCB, on whose position paper the telegram had been based, __ 
that it had not been directed by OCB to reach any conclusions. He went 
on to say that Defense felt that in the absence of any sound political 
base in Indochina there was no justification for large scale military 

| assistance. He referred to the uncertainties in the local political situa- 
tion. Secretary Anderson also said that the JCS were not preparing a 
force plan nor had they been requested to do so (the letter from Gen- __ 
eral Smith to Defense making this request ? had been been signed and © | 

1Dated Sept. 4, p. 2008. oe | 
* Infra. | :
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sent out the same day but had not been received at that point by 

Secretary Anderson). arn 

_ It was pointed out to Secretary Anderson that the essential purpose _ : 

of the telegram was to bring our Embassies in Paris and Saigon down | 

to.earth on the aid outlook and to get them thinking in terms of a 

realistic approach to the problem. | 
The conversation ended on a somewhat inconclusive note, but Secre- | 

tary Anderson did not ask the despatch of any clarifying or amending 

message. vos me ye | 

 '751G.00/9-754 ) | Be 

. The Acting Secretary of State to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

— (Anderson) oe a 

secret § [Wasutneton,] September 7, 1954. 

Dear Mr. Anverson: The United States is presently faced with 

_ the very serious ‘problem of deciding in what manner best to support | 

the internal security and sustain the self-government and integrity of 

the free states of Indochina. In deciding upon and carrying out United a 

States policies in that area in an orderly manner it is of great-impor- 

tance that we have the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the De-- 

partment of Defense regarding the military forces the United States 

would like to see remain in Indochina in order to assure the success of 

this policy. 7 oe es 

In line with the suggestion of the Special Working Group on ‘Indo- 

china, I recommend that the Joint Chiefs of Staff cause a study to 

be made for their consideration as rapidly as possible of the overall 

force which should be retained or developed in free Vietnam, Laos 

and Cambodia during the remainder of 1954 and in 1955. In this con- 

nection, consideration should be given to the question of what French 

forces should remain in Indochina to assure the (a) internal security 

of the area as well as (b) its security against Viet Minh aggression. 

If possible the study should cover troop strength, organization of 

: forces, infrastructure, training and material. Most important, it should 

consider the desirable relationship between French and indigenous 

forces in Indochina during this period in both command and training. 

To the extent practicable the Joint Chiefs of Staff should take into 

| account the information that is available regarding the intentions and 

| capabilities of the other governments concerned regarding the future 

| development of military strength in the free states of Indochina. — 

‘I believe that the views requested above will enable the United = 

) States to conduct more successfully negotiations with the French 

| Government and the Governments of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia 

| regarding the future direction of the United States military and finan- 

: | 578-611 0 82 ~ 40 (Pt. 2)
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cial assistance and relationships in Indochina. These views will be par- 
ticularly necessary in determining what funds the United States 
should continue to make available from presently available appro- 
priations for a military support program in Indochina, since the force | 
concept appears to be basic to the development. and implementation 

_ of a sound military support program in that area. It would also be of © 
_ great assistance if in the study outlined above the Joint Chiefs of 

| Staff also consider the probable approximate cost of whatever military 
force program it proposes, taking into account the assets which may 
become available from end-item matériel already delivered to— 
Indochina. ie Sg | | | Oo 

Sincerely, as Watrter B. Surrn 

| Editorial Note Se an 

‘At Manila, on September 8, 1954, ‘representatives of Australia, __ 
| France, New Zealand, Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand, the United | 

_. Kingdom, and the United States signed the Southeast Asia Collective | 
Defense Treaty. According to the provisions of the Manila: Pact, each 
Party agreed in the event of ‘aggression against any other Party to 
act to meet the common danger in a manner consistent with its con- 
stitutional processes: In a separate protocol, the Partiestothe Treaty 

| agreed to guarantee in addition the territory of Cambodia, Laos,and 
| - non-Communist Vietnam against aggression. OT GR 

| For the text of the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty and 
| the Pacific Charter also signed by the eight nations of the Manila : 

| Conference, see Department of State Bulletin, September 20, 1954, | 
pages 394-396. For extensive documentation on the Manila Conference 
and the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty, see volume XII. 

eo 751G.00/0-854: Telegram . Boo ae 

_. The Secretary of State to the Department of State 

7 SECRET | Mania, September 8, 1954—8 p. m. 
Secto 21. Repeated information Paris 13, Saigon 161. Reference 

a Secto 18, repeated Paris 11, Saigon 155.1 Senator Mansfield,? accom- 
- panied by Kidder, counselor Saigon, saw Minister La Chambre today 

: at latter’s request. La Chambre reiterated much of what he told Secre- 
_ tary, as reported reftel. oo 

a - 7 See footnote 1, p. 2007. : | | | | 
? Senator Mansfield was a member of the U.S. Delegation to the Manila Con- 

ference. He visited Indochina both before and after the conference in connection - 
with the report he was preparing as a member of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee. Regarding the report, see footnote 2, p. 1997. — :
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La Chambre emphasized necessity meeting soon between French | 

| - and Americans in order coordinate intimately political and economic | 
_ policy. This as well as strengthening of Vietnamese Government essen- | 

tial if ever-increasing Communist infiltration and intimidation in | 
remaining Vietnam to be stopped. Daridan has reported to La Cham- 

bre that Diem totally ineffectual, that although a man of goodwill, he | 
| is not man of will. La Chambre willing go along with Diem if Diem ~ 

gould really re-organize government and get support of sects, but 

apparently places little hope in such contingency, particularly since | 
Diem is not from south and Cochin Chinese indifferent to northern 

leadership, = | a | 

| La Chambre sent Ambassador De Jean to see Bao Dai over past 
week end to inform Bao Dai in response his request for French opinion | 

_ that Bao Dai should not return to Vietnam. : cs | a 

-- With regard to possible alternatives to expanded Diem Government, 

_ La Chambre mentioned Tran Van Huu who he characterized as best 
politician available. However, Huu has no character and no will. Tam 
he rules out as Prime Minister but insists he must be Minister of In- 

_ terior in whatever government is formed, as he only man capable of 
| controlling police and counteracting Communist. expansion. Tam 

would bring to any government support of sects. La Chambre also 
| ‘mentioned Buu Hoi who, however, has defect of having been 15 years 

| out of country. Raphael Leygues, who in Vietnam on mission as per- 
| sonal representative of La Chambre but without any authority, had 

| suggested Buu Hoi who La Chambre understands is favorably viewed 

| by sects. In reply to La Chambre question, Kidder stated he had found : 

: Buu Hoi politically. extremely naive. La Chambre then developed 

| theory that whoever Prime Minister might be, he could be to some 

| extent figurehead with real power held by other ministers. Buu Hoi | 

| is also member Royal Family and would lend some aspect legitimacy 
| __- to. government in case Bao Dai should be removed, which might be 

| necessary within two to three months. Raphael Leygues will ‘return 

| Paris in about one week and La Chambre will give serious considera- 
| tion to his report. Pa | s 

In response Senator Mansfield’s question re General Hinh, La 

| Chambre expressed considerable disgust but gave no detailed views. 

| Senator Mansfield thanked La Chambre for frank expression views 

and expressed opinion that change in government every few weeks in 

| Vietnam extremely unhealthy and that in absence good alternative © | 

| we believe Diem government should be supported and encouraged — 

| broaden basis government so as to make it effective. He said he was 

| looking forward seeing General Ely in Saigon and La Chambre later 
in Paris oe a | | 

| | DULLES — 

; 
| | 

| | |
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: 751G.00/9-954: Telegram | _ es BS 

: Lhe Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State — 

| SECRET PRIORITY Satcon, September 9, 1954—9 p. m. — 
933. Repeated information Paris 312. Prime Minister Diem sent 

word to me urgently this afternoon, September 9, by Dr. Fishel that. 
| his agents had uncovered plot by Hinh and officers of National Army 

_ tooverthrow government. _ | | : 
According Diem his agent had attended meeting held Saigon 5 p. m. 

September 5 of 16 National Army officers including Hinh and two of 
oe his most trusted henchmen, Colonels Lam and Giai (G-6 and G-5 re- 

| spectively). Several sector Commandants and other members Hinh’s 
staff among those present. Hinh reported to have called meeting to 
order, described critical situation facing Vietnam and inaction civil 

| government under Diem. Hinh said it was up to National Army to 
| save Vietnam and he left matter up to assembled officers, making his 

own departure from meeting at this point. Colonel Lam then took _ 
over unfurling banner bearing Nationalist slogan. In speech to assem- 
bled group Lam is said to have listed things that army was “against” _ 
including civil government led by Diem, Communism, Bao Dai and __ 
colonialism. Remarks against Bao Dai reported to have received con- 

| siderable response with several officers shouting “down with Bao Dai”. 
| When Lam pronounced against colonialism, voice from group is re- 

_ ported to have enquired “what kind of colonialism?” Lam is said to 
have made puzzling reply “Chinese colonialism”. ee 

| Letters from various “Nationalist groups” calling on army to save 
nation were read assembled officers. Considerable discussion ensued 
by [but] officers were unable to agree on immediate course of action __ 
and adjourned. - Se oo | 
Above events immediately reported Diem who called in Secretary _ 

of State in Defense Ministry Chan? and talked over matter with him. _ 
Decision was reached to arrest Lam and Giai but not General Hinh 

| as they felt there was not. enough information available concerning 
| Hinh and also because they feared for some reason arrest of Hinh 

would disclose Diem’s informant. At Diem’s order Chan placed Lam 
| and Giai under house arrest September 8. This may have been mistake 

| as Hinh has had ample opportunity talk with them since their arrest. 
Hinh appealed to Diem night of September 8 and again morning Sep- 
tember 9 to be permitted punish officers himself on grounds they are 
young misguided Nationalists who had been led astray by impatience _ 
at inaction of government. : | 

Considerable verbal fencing reported to have taken place between 
| Diem and Hinh as to whether officers were alone in plot and over 

1 Le Ngoc Chan.
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nature and extent of evidence possession Diem. Diem gave impression | 

to Hinh he had considerable evidence but did not indicate directly | 

that he knew of Hinh’s personal involvement. In midst of discussion 
Hinh suggested that perhaps he should “go on leave”. Diem imme- : 

diately took him up, saying “Good! How long will you be away?” | 

Hinh asked for time to think matter over but Diem insisted on im- | 
mediate answer. Hinh suggested three months but Diem countered | 

with demand he take six months leave. Hinh departed to reflect but 

returned for further discussion with Diem afternoon September 9. 

Nature this discussion not known at present. | m 7 | 

Diem sent word to me through Fishel that he urgently requested | 

me see Ely at once and inform him of foregoing. Diem would like Ely 

to call in Hinh and pointedly urge him to take his leave in France 

atonce. - | a | - 

I plan to see Ely at 7 o’clock this evening to discuss matters and 
will report further. — | 

ee oe Hearn 
751G.5/9-1054 : Telegram | , rr 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET § NIACT Sargon, September 10, 1954—6 p. m. 

953. Repeated information priority Paris 317. Embtel 933, repeated 

Paris 310 [312].1 President Diem has today relieved General Hinh as 

Chief of Staff Vietnamese National Army and replaced him by Gen- 

eral Vy. | a | a a 

Events leading up to this development have moved very swiftly. | 

Hinh failed to appear for 5 p.m. appointment with President Septem- 

ber 9. Diem sent Secretary State for Defense Chan look for Hinh. 

Chan was unable locate Hinh either at army headquarters or at home — 

- and was told Hinh had not been seen since morning. This.morning, 

September 10, Diem learned that General Hinh had reappeared and — 

summoned Hinh to Palace. Hinh arrived shortly after 11 a. m. and 
heated discussion between President and Chief of Staff ensued. 

Diem pointed out sternly that Hinh: had failed to show up for ap- | 

pcintment at which he was to tell President how long he would be 
absent on leave. President intimated to Hinh that he knew of Hinh’s 

involvement in plot. Hinh defended himself, pointing out he had 

founded National Army, his officers devoted to him and would be 

unwilling to see him leave country at this time and said he had men- 
tioned going on leave only because President insisted on punishment | 

of Colonels Lam and Giai who had been arrested for plotting against 
Government. | —— | a 

: gupre 7 Mes Be see 

| 
oe
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Diem announced he had stood enough, that he was relieving Hinh 
of duties as Chief of Staff immediately and had already ordered Gen- 
eral Vy to take over from Hinh. In order save Hinh embarrassment 
President was sending him on six months “study” mission in France 
and expected him to leave by Sunday, September 12. Hinh pleaded | 

| for time but President was adamant. Hinh asked if he might return 
after two or three weeks to pack belongings he would not be able | 

_ assemble in short time President had given him to depart. Diem re- 
_phed his decision on this would be based on Hinh’s conduct during 

| those two or three weeks. a a 
: General Hinh asked President if he would refrain from prosecuting _ 

officers involved in plot should Hinh leave. President did not reply. 
Hinh asked if he might take with him staff officers who were deeply 
devoted to him and would undoubtedly wish accompany him. Again 
President did not reply. Hinh pointed out General Van was senior © 
to General Vy and asked that he be spared embarrassment by being __ 

_ sent on leave at this time while General Vy took over as Chief of Staff. 
President agreed to this. | 

Prior to his interview with General Hinh, Diem had already written 
| _ and signed order relieving Hinh of his duties and appointing General 

Vy Chief of Staff. He had also spoken to Vy evening September 9, 
telling him of his intentions. Vy had been reluctant supplant Hinh but 
Diem told him this war order and Vy said he would obey orders of 

_ President. Presidential order making change was rushed through legal 
_ processing while Hinh’s interview was going on and was finally effec- 
tive before interview was concluded. CO 

President will inform Cabinet of this development this afternoon _ 
: _ and change of command scheduled to take place 5 p. m. this afternoon, | 
_ September 10 at army headquarters. = | a 

: Diem feels that General Vy is not as strong. a soldier as he would 
wish to have as Chief of Staff but believes he is best available. 

. It is still possible Hinh or hot-headed staff officers devoted to him 
. may yetattemptuseforce. - = | | Oe 

| If Diem is by this action able gain control of army through General _ 
Vy who has been ordered select new and loyal staff officers, he will 

| have made big step toward putting himself into position of strength 
from which he should have opportunity create strong government. 

Oo | | Heatu 

- "In telegram 954 from Saigon, Sept. 10, a p. m., Ambassador Heath reported 
_ . that General Vy had refused to assume the duties of Chief of Staff. The Ambassa- , 

dor stated: “It appears to us that this is moment at which showdown must come a 
a between Diem and Hinh and one or other will emerge as major force.” He 

| thought that the French would not intervene unless widespread disorders oc- 
curred. (751G.5/9-1054) | : _
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_--781G.00/9-1154 : Telegram a | a | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL ae Satcon, September 11, 1954—7 p. m. 

969. Repeated information Paris 322, Vientiane unnumbered. I 

made farewell visit this week to Laos where Prince Savang gave 
- dinner in my honor and_-said kind things about my mission in Laos. — | 

Prince Savang left tenth for brief trip to France, returning end | 
of month. He is bitter over “Geneva agreements” which he asserts 
Laos never signed and only tacitly accepted as result of increasing 
French pressure. He said there was bitter anti-French feeling develop- 
ing as result of Geneva agreements and a political group was in for- _ 

mation which would endeavor in next special session of Parliament to —’ 

turn. country away from France in direction of US. Savang said he | 

thoroughly realized this would be extremely dangerous in view of 

Laotian military and economic dependence on France at this moment _ 

and he thought he could checkmate any such political action, but it oe 

would be difficult. French High Commissioner had shown him pro- | 

posed drafts of Manila pact and he liked none of them. Guarantees 

against external aggression were insufficient against Communist tac-_ 
tics. There should be, he argued, guarantees of “constitutional govern- 

ment” of Laos against Communist-provoked internal disorders. oo 
Pathet-Lao movement, which is given some recognition in cease-fire _ 

agreement for Laos, is in itself unimportant, according to Savang;he __ 
gays that in all Laos there are not more than 800 adherents with only | 

five Communist leaders of any importance. Pathet-Lao movement is, 

however, Chinese invention and there is nothing in agreements to | 

prevent China from stepping up its subsidy and backing to make 

phantom Pathet-Lao organization real danger to Laos. — - | 

‘Savang and Phouy Sannanikone,1 were much preoccupied over _ 
Souvanna Phouma’s conversations with his half-brother Souphanou- — | 

vong, “leader” of the Pathet-Lao. Souvanna Phouma had just returned 
from all day conference with his brother at Xieng Khouang. Sou- — 

| phanouvong had written a statement declaring his loyalty and sub- 
| mission to the constitutional Government of Laos. Souvanna Phouma | 
| believes that this statement is sincere and asserted emphatically that 
) his half-brother is not a Communist. Savang and Sannanikone believe 
| that if not a Communist Souphanouvong is under the control of the 

Viet Minh. As example, Savang cited fact that Souphanouvong did — 

- not accept immediately invitation to meet with his half-brother _ 

— Premier Souvanna Phouma, alleging illness as excuse for delay. Ac- 

| tually what happened was that Souphanouvong was required by the 

' Viet Minh to return to Tonkin for briefing and instructions before 

: + Phoui Sannanikone, Foreign Minister of Laos. ee SS
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| meeting with Souvanna Phouma. Souphanouvong’s wife is Vietnam- 
ese and presumably Viet Minh. Souvanna Phouma is quite willing to 
let his half-brother enter the government. because, according : to 
Savang, he does not understand the danger of Communist penetration 
and because he is moved by a feeling of family loyalty. The latter _ 

| sounds somewhat remarkable since according to Savang Souvanna 
| Phouma’s father had never recognized the legitimacy of or supported 

Souphanouvong on the grounds that his concubine mother had made 
excursions out of the harem. © BR Oo 
When leaving Saigon Savang indicated to me that on’ his return 

he planned to change the government, presumably ousting Souvanna 
_ Phouma. Savang said that it was necessary to form a government con- 

vinced of and able to do battle with Communist penetration, 
oe I called on Ambassador Krohsla, Chief of the International Super- 

visory Commission for Laos, and had.a pleasant, if inconclusive, con- 
_ versation.? French High Commissioner Breal not sure this was inten- 

| tional but wasupsetbythe possibility, 
| _Savang tells me toward the end of the year he hopes to raise Laotian 

Legation in Washington toan Embassy. _ ae a 
| ne Se , Heats 

| | * There is an apparent omission in the source text at this point. es 

--181G.18/9-1154 : Telegram Be 
| The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET § NIACT _ Sargon, September 11, 1954—7 p. m. 7 
a 971, Repeated information priority Paris 323. Embtel 954.2 Follow-- | 

ing are latest. developments in struggle between Diem and General 

Faced with refusal General Vy assume duties as Chief of Staff 
replacing General Hinh, Diem relieved Vy of duty and placed him | 
on inactive service. | — Sn 

- After study of list of Vietnamese officers which lasted well into 
oo night, Diem decided to order Colonel Minh of Vietnamese General 

| Staff to take over Hinh’s duties. Minh is only 31 years old but appeared _ 
to be only candidate available in Saigon area in whom President felt 
he could have some confidence. State Secretary for Defense Chan was 
sent in middle of the night to wake Minh and order him take over _ 
duties as Chief of Staff. Minh temporized and early this morning sent 

| in his definite refusal. | _ | 
Diem reacted by appointing Chan, the civilian Secretary of State | 

for Defense, as Chief of Staff in addition his other duties and directed | 

1 See footnote 2, p. 2016. oo 5
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him take over from Hinh. Meanwhile Colonel LeRoy who has returned 

- from France, was sounded out and claimed he could obtain support 

“several battalions” in Saigon area. It was reported, although uncon- 

firmed; that LeRoy would second Chan inhisnewduties. 

_ Chan. wished to serve orders upon Hinh relieving him as Chief of | 

Staff and directing him depart Saigon Sunday September 12 for study 

mission in France. Hinh invited Chan to lunch with him for this pur- 

pose. Chan, perhaps wisely, refused but. it was agreed that the two 

would lunch together in public att o’clock today at Majestic Hotel. 

At lunch Chan presented General Hinh with Diem’s orders. Hinh 

stated: categorically he could not leave so:soon and said he could not 

depart before Monday or Tuesday. Chan is reported to have said he | 

would see what could be done and-to have set about changing reserva- 

tionsto Monday,September13. arr | 

- Meanwhile news story was filed by French journalist Lucien Bodard ~ 

stating Hinh had been dismissed by Diem in “coup d’etat” being staged 

_ by President and representing General Hinh as innocent and injured 

party. Diem’s government was pictured as very weak and about to fall 

| and Diem’s move was one of desperation. Telegraph office held up mes- | 

| sage and notified Interior Ministry and Interior Ministry in turn 

, informed President requesting permission censor story. Diem at this _ 

| point had attack of misty metaphysics, refusing to censor story in 

| view his recent. promise end all censorship political articles. During 

| afternoon he ordered Interior Ministry to pass article. = a 

| Shortly thereafter Hinh telephoned Chan reportedly “in a rage” 

| over the article concerning which he appeared well informed. Hinh | 

told Chan he could stand no more and will “take action”. President — 

| has sent his private secretary Kiem ? to appeal to Daridan, informing 

| him of Hinh’s announced intention and requesting assistance prevent 

| use of force. Daridan is in charge temporarily by reason of Ely’s ab-— | 

' gence in north and General Salan’s absence over the week end in Nha 

| At this writing, Hinh has two armored cars at his house in addition 

| to guards to “protect him from the President”. President in addition 

| to Palace guard of 200 men is in process bringing in 100 trusted sol- 

| diers in disguise and they are reported to be moving into Palace 

grounds in guise of refugees carrying weapons hidden in bundles. 

| General Hinh is reported to have approached Binh Xuyen, Cao Dai, 

| and Hoa Hao to gain their support in appeal to Bao Dai prevent Diem 

| from removing Hinh as Chief of Staff. We are uninformed at present 

whether this support is designed to go beyond appeal to Bao Dai but 

| hostility of sects toward Diem is well known. | 

?Pham Duy Khiem. ps | 

| |
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Diem’s government, weak and hesitant, is very near point where it may be overthrown by force. Attitude of French and whether or not _ they take action at this time will probably be deciding factor. When _ I accompanied Senator Mansfield to call on Daridan yesterday eve- . ning, Daridan said that French. were keeping entirely neutral in the circumstances and would only intervene if they received information that Hinh would try forcibly overthrow Diem. He said French would not tolerate use of force and would summon Hinh and tell him so in a case of necessity. We have now reached point where such action on part of French authorities is urgently required.® oo 

Et "Telegram 984 to Saigon, Sept. 11, read as follows: “Your 971 rptd info Paris 9. B28. Department closely following situation and greatly concerned over disunity | oe confronting Diem. In your discretion express to Diem and others US hopes present Oo crisis can be rapidly. overcome and strength new government consolidated under . Diem who appears working sincerely and conscientiously that end for good of | sree Viet-N am in face Communist danger.” (751G.00/9-1154) 7 | 

| 751G.00/9-1854: Telegram Oo 
The Ambassador in V tetnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

0 SEORET ~ Sareon, September 13, 1954—2 p.m. . 
981, “Repeated information Paris 326. General O’Daniel, Chief - MAAG, informed Embassy Counselor that yesterday he “happened - 

— to run into” General Hinh, Chief of Staff Armed Forces Vietnamese 
: National Army, and had two hour conversation with him at Hinh’s _ - aa house. Ce re OS 

O’Daniel told Hinh that he had heard much talk of Hinh’s political oO ambitions and outlined to Hinh his views on proper place for military = __ _ in democratic political system. O’Daniel appealed to Hinh’s patriotism - _ and asked him if his first loyalty was not for his country andifhehad _ political ambitions. Hinh replied that his country comes first and that 
he has no political ambitions but that he and his officers felt that in ~ _ leaving country at this time he, Hinh, would be running out on his _- Job. He, nevertheless, apparently willing to go. O’Daniel suggested to 

- Hinh that as he was loyal to President and had no political ambitions — 
_ heso inform Prime Minister Diem and offer his full cooperation. Hinh : 

immediately telephoned Secretary of State for Defense Chan in pres- _ ence O’Daniel and latter’s aide and told Chan that he willing support 
| - and cooperate with Diem. Chan, according to O’Daniel’s account of 

what Hinh said, replied that ticket for Hinh depart for France pur- | 
_ chased for September 14 for stay in France of three weeks to one 

month. However, Chan said he would report conversation to Prime | 
Minister Diem later that same evening. |
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_ Hinh’s proposal would be for himself to continue as Chief of Staff 

Armed Forces with General Vy as Commander of First Corps and 

Colonel Do Chief of Staff Army. O’Daniel believes Hinh should be 

given office in Presidential Palace and be direct adviser to Prime Min- 

ister on military matters with ultimate decision in hands of Prime 

Minister. In reply to O’Daniel’s statement that he does not understand 

why Diem with so much to worry about should make so much ado 

about change of Chief of Staff, Counselor explained that problem re- 

volving around Hinh goes straight to heart of major political problem 

of future of Diem government, a problem which had been discussed a 

by Ambassador and others, including General O’Daniel that same 

-morning* | : | | ee 

4 In telegram 987, | Sept. 18, Heath added the following : “Q’Daniel’s eall ‘on 

Hinh was made against my explicit oral instructions which he said he did not _— 

hear. However, while no harm was done by his intervention, neither was any / 

good. In my opinion, not even temporary solution of difficulties Diem’s govern- 

ment experiencing can be achieved without Hinh’s departure from the country.” 

| (751G.00/9-1354) The Ambassador also described the incident in detail in a letter 

| to Assistant Secretary Robertson of Sept. 16; for text, see United States-Vietnam 

| Relations, 1945-1967, Book 10, pp. 753-755. Finally, he expressed the fear in tele- 

| gram 1069, Sept. 17, that General O’Daniel, whose sympathies he believed to be 

| with Hinh, might “break out disastrously ‘in political matters again.” (711.551/ 

——1G.o0/o-1854: Telegram ne 

~The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

po CONFIDENTIAL - Sarcon, September 13, 1954—9 p. m. 

| 990. Repeated information Paris 831, Hanoi unn. Department pass _ 

| USIA. Re Deptel 943, sent Paris 811 and Paris telegram sent Depart- 

| ment 1037, repeated Saigon 115, Hanoi 13. Following are excerpts of 

conversation between PAO Hellyer and press officer Simpson of USIS 

and French combat cameraman Pierre Schoendorffer. ae 

po Schoendorffer three year veteran numerous combat missions Indo- 

| china was captured when Dien Bien Phu fell. Recently released he 

| has returned Saigon. Following comments regarding Dien Bien Phu _ 

| and Viet Minh methods are his: | 7 

i _ “De Castries was complete failure both as fighting man and decent 

| officer. He badly organized. defense after taking over from Gilles giv- 

| ing one of most important positions near airstrip to Algerian battalion 

| (one of his favorites) with result that battalion collapsed under 

| - 1MTelegram 948 to Saigon, Sept. 8, not printed, concerned anti-American state- : | 

| , ments allegedly made by Colonel de Castries, the French commander at Dien 

Bien Phu, when interviewed by an East German correspondent prior to his 

release by the Viet Minh. (751G.00/9-854) In telegram 1037 from Paris, Sept. 10, 

the Embassy reported that according to the French Foreign Ministry, de Castries 

| never made the statements attributed to him. (751G.00/9-1054) ae 

| 
, | |
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oa first attacks and although Legionaries attempted several timestotake _ | back position; it was never again usable. ‘Loward. end when collapse 

Dien Bien’ Phu became inevitable, Colonels Bigeard and Langlais re- 
| peatedly requested that attempt be made to break out of fort and head __ for Laos, thus saving at least some of garrison. These requests refused 

both by De Castries and Navarre. When whole picture began to fall 
apart De Castries retired into himself and would spend long hoursin 
headquarters bunker going over maps and playing bridge with some 

_ of his staff. Bigeard and Langlais carried burden, continually exposing 
themselves to heavy artillery bombardments as they moved from 

| strong point to strong point. De Castries left shelter once during last 
. days to visit wounded, but voyage was quick and for most part through 

| * communications trench from headquarters bunker to hospital. During 
last days Langlais in effect took complete operational command seldom  —s_— | bothering even consult De Castries.” = 8 — | 

- Questioned on possibility De Castries declaration to East German 
correspondent Schoendorffer said, “I would not doubt De Castries _ 
made such a statement knowing his character.” In regard De Castries | 

___ treatment while prisoner Schoendorffer said Viet Minh treated De | 
Castries with contempt but at same time showed great respect for 

| Colonels BigeardandLanglais, = oe Schoendorffer has always been what one could call liberal left wing 
| Frenchman. Therefore, reactions after captivity particularly signifi- | 

oo cant. Schoendorffer said never realized how serious threat the Viet 
: Minh Communists were and expressed thought “these people are 

| threat to all Asia.” He told of Communist indoctrination classes that 
he attended and described efforts young Viet Minh lieutenants to 
indoctrinate him as “pitifully inadequate.” He did state, however, 
that fact Viet Minh thought he was swallowing line and seemed con- 
tent with indoctrination, was dangerous thing. He stated that-he had 
never seen people so controlled and so persecuted as Viet Minh he had 
contact. with. He also said that before capture he felt that Viet. Minh 
were mostly Nationalists sprinkled with Communists, but now is cer- | 
tain that Communists have complete. control of party. He said that 

. strong anti-American campaign was carried out among men captured 
from Dien Bien Phu. Each. day news from Geneva conference was 
read to prisoners and if conference had not accomplished much during 
day blame was laid on Americans. OO 

Schoendorffer said he had fill of Russian and Chinese films. He said 
that movie showings were at least three times week, consisted mostly 

_ of heavy, tragic propaganda films shown with portable projection — | 
units. Schoendorffer’s over-all comment on Viet Minh is perhaps most — | 
significant : “they are people who have forgotten how tosmile.” —s_
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‘Schoendorffer plans return North Vietnam to film Viet Minh entry 

Hanoi. This plus the fact still employed by French makes necessary 

his name remain classified. 

| we Heatu 

- 751G.18/9-1854 : Telegram | Co a : | 

ss Phe Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department o f State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY ~ Sarcon, September 13,1954—11 p. m. 

999. Repeated information Paris 333. Limit distribution. It is per- 

haps premature to make any definite prediction at this moment but | 

~ tension in Diem—Hinh conflict appears to be relaxing and result may 

well be that Diem, with some outside help and advice, may have won 

this round. During week-end there was always possibility of clash be-  - 

tween Hinh’s guards and Vietnamese soldiers guarding military radio 

, broadcasting office, but fortunately no incident occurred. 

‘As reported in mytel 971 September 11, Hinh, taking for pretext 

| story by correspondent Bodard to Paris press that Diem was dismiss- 

ing him, called up Prime Minister’s office and said if such publicity | 

| being issued he would not only not consider leaving but would “take 

| action.” Shortly after that news reached Prime Minister’s office that 

| army radio was broadcasting attacks on Diem Government. I had — 

| PAO Hellyer send someone to radio station where he found situation 

| described in Tousi 80 September 13.1 We encouraged Diem to see for- 

| mer Defense Minister Quat, which he did last night, and Quat reports 

| he told Diem his order in relieving Hinh -of-his-duties and-attempting 

| unsuccessfully to replace him by other officers and finally by Secretary 

| of State for Defense Chan were imprudent, since Diem did not have 

| necessary authority and power in his own hands to bring about these 

: changes in such summary fashion. Quat generally calmed him down 

| while at same time supporting him in his decision to remove Hinh 

from seen, a oo 
| We also conveyed to Diem through his advisers that we thought De- _ 

| fense State Secretary Chan was too rash in his advice regarding re- _ 

moval of Hinh. We are informed that one of latter’s actions was 

| attempt to countermand invitation to Hinh for Diem’s dinner in honor 

| of General Ely tonight. Fortunately Chan was reached before invita- 

| tion had actually been countermanded. | - 

| - I went to see Ely this morning at latter’s request. To latter’s inquiry 

po as to what-I thought should be done to solve this situation, I said that 

| Hinh should go to France although perhaps his departure might not 

| ~ be as abrupt as Diem insisted, and that once in France organization of 

| 1Not printed. 7 | 

po. 7
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Vietnamese staff could be changed and Hinh could be “elevated” to — 
_.--: position similar to that of our Chairman of Joint ‘Chiefs and act as 

_ military adviser to Prime Minister, but without direct command of 
__ troops. I told Ely I had just heard that Diem had calmed down and 

had informed me through one of. his advisers that, if Hinh would 
leave, he was prepared to go to see him off at airport and, if Hinh 
would issue press statement asserting his loyalty to Diem’s Govern- 
ment, Diem would issue similar statement declaring his confidence in 
Hinh and his intention to retain him in service, Ely said that was also 
his idea of solution but he thought that as further sop to Hinh latter | might be given title of Inspector General of Army. Ely was going 
shortly to see Diem and urge this solution on him. Hinh, however, 
should not be informed of any change in his status until he was safely _ 
out of country. Ely told me he had sent for Hinh that morning and 
had had difficult interview although Hinh had shown himself sur- 
prisingly calm. Ely had told him that there must not be any disorder | 

| in streets of Saigon and that if his officers attempted coup d'etat 
against Diem Government new regime would not be recognized by 
France and other countries. | - | 

- _ I told Ely that whatever his qualities Hinh could not in my opinion - 
form type of Vietnamese army which France and US sought. Ely said 
emphatically that was his opinion and that of French General Staff, 

_ which held Hinh largely responsible for poor development of Viet-_ 
_ namege National Army to date. He remarked also that Diem had said 

oe that when he was summoned by Bao Dai to head new government, oe 
/ Bao Dai had privately advised him that, if he wanted to succeed, he __ | 

should get rid of Hinh as chief of staff. | ns 
| After his talk with Diem at noon, Ely informed me that Diem had 

_ said he would go to airport to see Hinh off but made no mention of = 
| seeing Hinh personally before then or issuing press statement to save 

_ Hinh’s face. Moreover, he was insistent that Hinh must leave tomor-_ 
| _ Tow morning, although Madame Hinh had arrived only today from ~— 

me Paris and did not [plan] return immediately toFranc. | | | 
_* Tsaw Diem this afternoon. He told me he planned to go to airport | 

to see Hinh off tomorrow but he did not plan to see him before then 
unless Hinh attended State dinner which Diem was giving tonight. | 
Up to that time Hinh had not given his acceptance. [ urged Diem to 
see Hinh personally and when he saw him to urge him to attend dinner 
and also recommended that in order to spare feelings and prestige of 

_ army, he arrange for press statements by himself and Hinh on occa- oo 
sion of latter’s departure. At that moment Diem’s secretary brought 
in a telegram from Bao Dai saying that in view of Diem’s explanation
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and Hinh’s request for congé he had ordered that Hinh be sent on 

special mission to France. Diem. was. jubilant. and. said that now he | 

would see Hinh. He also remarked that he was pleased that Bao Dat 

had notlethimdown. _ | | 

There the matter stands at present. Oe 
Oe | | | _ | Hearn 

751G.00/9-1854 : Telegram | 7 - a | 

| The Ambassador in Vietnam (H eath) to the Department of State — 

SECRET _ Bie GE ee Sargon, September 13, 1954—9 p. m. | 

995. Repeated information Paris 336. Ely told me this morning that | 

Bao Dai had informed DeJean last week of his intention shortly to 

| change Diem Government. At this moment when Diem’s conflict with - 

| Hinh and his officers seems to be in way of settlement with Hinh’s 

| presumed departure for France and since Diem is not far from agree- | 

| ment with sects to form broader government, it would be unfortunate 

| if Diem ousted now. Anyone that Bao Dai is now likely to suggest 

would be change for worse. There is still some. promise of making 

| something out of Diem government. At least for moment, there isno 

| one.betterinsight. sone pe 

| - Trecommend that someone from Paris Embassy, say Counselor Gib- 

| gon, sound out. Bao Dai at Cannes and say it is opinion of this Em- 

| bassy that it would be mistake change Diem at thistime> 

| 1In telegram 1090 from Paris, Sept. 14, repeated to Saigon for information as | 

! - telegram 121, Ambassador Dillon stated the following : we | 7 

|  “Saigon’s 336 (Department 995) September 13. | | Ca 

| We fear any move made by Embassy contact Bao Dai as suggested reference a 

| telegram would be subject misinterpretation and encounter opposition in both — 

! _ French and Vietnamese circles, thereby doing more harm. than good. We believe : 

| that any move that we might make in this direction regardless how well we might 

! keep French informed would only be regarded by them as example clear-cut US 

| interference in Vietnamese internal affairs and would render meaningless in their | 

| eyes all our expressions of hope that they (French) not interfere in any way in 

| Vietnamese internal affairs. As we have indicated, French official circles currently | 

| taking position, which they state in line our expressions, that Bao Dai is Chief | 

| of State and as such he free make own decisions and to return Vietnam.when he _ 

| desires, and that they (French) have no intention interfere or do more than give 

| advice when requested.” -(751G.00/9-1454) : ee 

| .. _In telegram 1029 from Saigon, Sept. 15, Ambassador Heath attempted to refute 

| the arguments set forth in Paris telegram 1090, pointing out that Vietnam was 

| not a constitutional government but one in which absolute power was theoretically 

! vested in an absolute monarch. The United States could not avoid intervening to 

the extent of giving advice to the various parties concerned, with a view Ao build- 

| ing up Vietnam against the Communist threat. (751G.00/9-1554) However, in — 

| telegram 1038 to Saigon. (962 to Paris), also Sept. 15, the Department indicated | 

that since an approach to Bao Dai was likely to have little effect, none should be 

: made, (751G.00/9-1454) | : ce | 7
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| 751G.00/9-1454 : Telegram | a CO 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | Sargon, September 14, 1954—7 p. m. 
1007. Repeated information Paris 339. Diem’s state dinner last night in honor General Ely in Norodom Palace, now rechristened Independ- _ | ence Palace, was historic and rather dramatic affair. it was Diem | Government’s first state dinner after more than two months in office, previous dinner for General Ely having been cancelled. Dramatic ele- | | ment was furnished by appearance of General Hinh who circulated : - among 150 guests with tolerable imitation of ease and confidence. | . President had sent for him at six o’clock, urged him to attend din- ner, and reluctantly consented to Hinh postponing his departure for few days. (Comment: I thoroughly agree with Presidents reluctance. Diem cannot move ahead with reconstitution of his Government until _ _Hinh is out of picture. We have some fear that Hinh may try to post- 7 pone his departure for week or so hoping that tide will tur in his | favor. If he does so, then all available influence should be brought to | bear on him. While Diem says with some truth that he is not vindic- | tive, he is more furious and distrustful of Hinh’s sincerity than ever. _ Hetoldmesolastnight.) © = 9) a 
Dinner was well arranged and went off pleasantly but there was no oratory wasted. Diem merely formally toasted Coty as President of 

France and of French Union. Ely replied with equal brevity toasting __ 
Bao Dai. a : a ee a oo 
-. Most of French guests looked unhappy. General Salan and Admiral | 
Auboyneau were conspicuous by theirabsence. > | | 

— 781G.18/9-1854: Telegram = a , 
| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam’ 

| | TOPsEcRET = = Wasuineron, September 14, 1954—7: 48 p- m. 
1021. Saigon’s 992 and 994 repeated Paris 333 and 335.? Vietnamese 

_ Ambassador called on Department ‘morning fourteenth obviously 
| _ under great emotional strain. He launched into long diatribe against 

* Drafted by McClintock and Hoey of FR. ‘Also sent to Paris as telegram 951. | *For telegram 992 from Saigon, Sept. 13, see p. 2028. Telegram 994, also | Sept. 18, read asfollows: =~ ee : | 
“Ely tells me he is under very great pressure from France to use his influence to get Diem government out. He says that he and one of his counselors, Wintre- bert, are only French officers and officials here who have any confidence in Diem and think he should be given chance to form better government. Ely is still very | insistent that Diem should take Tam in as Interior Minister. I told him that while , we had respect for Tam’s good qualities, Washington and Embassy were very definitely of opinion that Tam should not be forced on government at this time. Later place might be found for him.” (751G.00/9-1354) . |
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Hinh including lack qualifications and past inadequacies. Hinh repre- : 
sented as tool of France, responsible for unnecessary abandonment 

Phat Diem and Bui Chu... a | | _ 
Ambassador had prepared statement to the press which he pro- 

posed releasing here today and which constituted an apparent effort 
clarify background Diem-Hinh conflict. At this stage Ambassador 
was informed contents Saigon 992 and his relief was apparent. He 
asked be informed confirmation that Hinh had actually departed, : 
which we promised convey upon receipt. He will not issue press release. 
Department concurs your response Ely reference Tam (Saigon 994). 

We hope present Diem—Hinh crisis will not be followed by further 
disruptive efforts and Diem will be allowed time consolidate his posi- 
tion and make necessary alterations his Government without French _ 
pressures, Po 
- Dept believes we should continue doing whatever possible support 
Diem’s efforts. Today Admiral Radford informed Robertson he is 
afraid Hinh tool of French, we should throw full support behind Diem 
who has essential qualification of honesty and help him to extent pos- 
sible. Radford informing O’Daniel accordingly. | 

| eo” DULLES 

| 751G.00/9-1554 : Telegram | 
The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

| SECRET | | - Sarcon, September 15, 1954—9 p. m. 

| 1080. Repeated information Paris 346. General Ely sent for me this 
morning and his first words were “Hinh must be gotten out of Viet- 

| nam”, He said he was uninformed what had transpired in Hinh’s inter-- 
| view with Diem yesterday. I said Foreign Minister Do told me he had 
| understood that Hinh, while still saying he was ready to go, insisted 
| he could not turn over his functions except to duly qualified officer and 
| all officers heretofore approached by Diem had refused to accept job, 
! even ad interim pending Hinh’s return. Do thought Hinh had handled 
| this thing with extreme cleverness whereas Diem and his Defense 
| State Secretary Chan had handled it badly, creating impression 
| among higher officers of Vietnamese Army that Diem’s action against 
| Hinh was unjustified attack on integrity of army and officer corps. Do 

| saw no way out except dismissal of Chan, which might be sop to Hinh’s 
| vanity, since Hinh would not be dismissed but merely go on foreign 
| mission. I suggested Diem might call in certain officers of general 
| staff and talk to them in fatherly manner pointing out that Hinh was 
: not being dismissed or downgraded and that he intended fully to 
| preserve integrity of army. I thought Diem might say to these officers 
| of National Army, which depended almost entirely on French support 

| | 
| 578-611 0 82 - 41 (Pt. 2) |
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and American financial assistance, that continuance of refusal to take 
over in Hinh’s absence would jeopardize this support. Ely agreed with 
me but he also shared my doubts that. Diem had personality to impress 
officers. He asked me to see him after I had seen Diem. 

I saw Diem this afternoon and said it was my feeling he must find 
some way to save Hinh’s face, although latter did not deserve it, be- 
cause of mistaken conviction of superior officers of Vietnamese Na- 
tional Army that Hinh’s cause was theirs. I suggested he might call 
in certain officers and talk to them and I repeated suggestion I had — 
made to Ely this morning. Diem did not reject this suggestion but 
neither did he accept it whole-heartedly. He said Hinh was coming to 
see him at 6:30 this evening and that he was having General Xuan 
with him. He hoped between them they could persuade Hinh to leave 
shortly. I said circumstances being what they were it was necessary 
to assure Hinh in good faith that he could come back after absence 

without diminution of rank or title. Diem said he would not repeat 
his previous promise to go to airport to see Hinh off because latter had 

, not kept faith. I replied that, if it were necessary to get Hinh out of 
town, I thought he might well go to airport to see him off and, further- 
more, if that would serve to persuade Hinh, that he might issue press 
statement making clear that Hinh was not being downgraded and 
would return to Vietnam after his mission to France. : 

Diem told me he was prepared to dismiss Chan and give Defense 
Ministry to General Xuan who also would be made Vice President. | 

HeEatu 

INR-NIE files | 
Special National Intelligence Estimate 

SECRET — WasHINGTON, 15 September 1954. 

SNIE 63-6-54 | 

Current TRENDS IN SoutH VIETNAM? 

| | ESTIMATE 

1. Since assuming office Premier Diem has been confronted with 
the usual problems of inefficiency, disunity, and corruption in Viet- 

According to a note on the cover sheet, this estimate was “Submitted by the 
Director of Central Intelligence. The following intelligence organizations par- 
ticipated in the preparation of this estimate : The Central Intelligence Agency and 
the intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, 
the Air Force, and The Joint Staff. : 

“Concurred in by the Intelligence Advisory Committee on 15 September 1954. 
Concurring were the Special Assistant, Intelligence, Department of State; the | 
Assistant Chief of Staff, G—2, Department of the Army; the Director of Naval 
Intelligence; the Director of Intelligence, USAF; the Deputy Director for In- 
telligence, The Joint Staff. The Atomic Energy Commission Representative to the
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namese politics and with the extraordinary problems of a mass evacua- 
tion of the Northern population and the hostility of many French 
officials. Despite his qualities of honesty and zeal, he has not yet 

_ demonstrated the necessary ability to deal with practical problems of — 
politics and administration. Lacking an organized political machine 
and finding control of the Army in the hands of an uncooperative 
chief of staff, Diem’s freedom of action has been severely circum- 
scribed. = | a 

9. The French Government appears to have no definite policy to-— 
ward South Vietnam. While the French Government has not openly 
opposed the Diem Government, France has failed to support Diem 
and there is no evidence that the French are prepared to carry out a 
policy based on unreserved support for Vietnamese independence and 

nationalism. Accordingly, close cooperation between the French and 
| Vietnamese governments, essential for the survival of South Vietnam, 

has been lacking and French motives have become more suspect. 
8. Although little real progress has been made under Diem‘s ad- 

| ministration in dealing with pressing political, military, and social — 
problems, he still retains considerable unorganized popular support, 

| particularly among Catholic elements of South Vietnam. He has also 
made some progress in reaching agreement with the powerful Cochin 

| China sects. | : | a 
| 4, At the moment the Diem Government is threatened by the insub- 
| ordination of General Hinh, the politically ambitious Chief of Staff 

| whom Diem has discharged. It does not now appear that the present 

| struggle between Diem and Hinh will degenerate into civil strife. In 

fact Diem now appears to be making some headway in his efforts to 
| control or exile Hinh, either of which would enhance his prestige and 
| remove an obstacle to the strengthening of his government. 

| 5. Bao Dai has remained in France and apparently is refraining _ 

| from direct participation in political affairs in South Vietnam. His _ 

prestige among Vietnamese nationalists has been considerably lessened 

| by his apathy toward the fate of his country. We believe that if Bao 
| Dai were now to return to Vietnam, he would almost certainly become 

a center of political intrigue and would further complicate an already 

| complex and confused situation and weaken rather than strengthen 

| the ability of South Vietnam to achieve political stability. | 

| IAC and the Assistant to the Director, Federal. Bureau of Investigation, ab- 

stained, the subject being outside of their jurisdiction.” 
| The source text is accompanied by a memorandum of Sept. 17 from W. 
| Park Armstrong, Special Assistant for Intelligence, to the Acting Secretary of 
| State, which read as follows : “The attached special estimate was undertaken fol- 

lowing discussion of the subject at the IAC on September 14. The DCI desired to 
have a brief, coordinated paper for delivery to the President and other members 

| of the NSC.” , . 

|
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6. Trends in South Vietnam since the end of the Geneva Conference 
_ have enhanced the prospects of an eventual extension of Communist 

- eontrol over the area by means short of large-scale military attacks. 
_ Although Diem’s government will probably survive the present crisis | 
~ of Hinh’s insubordination, and may achieve greater strength and 

popular: support, it. will continue to be threatened by Vietminh ac- 
tivity, and hampered by French indecision. Diem appears to be the 

_ only figure now on the political scene behind whom genuine nationalist 
support can be mobilized. However, his ability to create a government 

_ that could reverse the current trend in South Vietnam depends at a 
minimum on an early and convincing demonstration by the French 

- of their wholehearted support. | 

751G.13/9-1654 : Telegram | : 

Lhe Ambassador in Vidinam (Heath) to the Department of State 

| ‘TOP SECRET — PRIORITY _ Satcon, September 16, 1954—3 p. m. 
1036. Repeated information Paris 347. Limit distribution. Con- 

_ flict between Diem and General Hinh has now reached point where 
clear-cut decision must be obtained. Matter has gone beyond question 

| of whether Diem or Hinh wins out. Whole principle of supremacy 
civil authority over military is now at stake and will be decided within 
next few days by default if by noothermeans. 

| _.. dtis clear and established fact that French are not happy with Diem 
and would be only too glad to have him removed from picture. While 
I do not doubt impartiality and integrity General Ely, I believe there | 
is little question some other French officials have been giving quiet 
encouragement if not unofficial support to Hinh in his defiance and 
intransigence. It is obvious that if Hinh succeeds in defying Presi- 
dent’s order to leave Diem’s days will be numbered. None of French 
could be expected shed many tears over latter prospect. | 

If Hinh succeeds in defying President, army will become not latent 
political danger but open, strong, unpredictable factor contributing to 
continuing political instability. Having once found that it can make 
or break presidents, army could scarcely be expected refrain from 
trying maneuver again should occasion arise. | | 

Even should face-saving compromise be reached with public ex- 
change of expressions mutual esteem, confidence and support, and | 
Hinh thereby succeed in remaining Saigon thus nullifying Presidents 
published order he take leave, Diem will have lost what authority and 
prestige remain to him. In short, should Hinh succeed in his present _ 
defiance of ‘President, Diem can be expected have little authority in 
Vietnam beyond grounds his own palace. | |
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With 
every 

day 
Hinh 

continues 

stall 
and 

appear 
get away 

with 
his 

defiance, 

influence 

and 
prestige 

of civil 
government 

is diminishing. 

By 

design 
or accident 

on part 
of Hinh 

and 
by bad 

handling 

on part 
of 

Diem, 
appearance 

of struggle 

between 

the two 
has shifted 

until 
it seems 

, 

to be attack 
by Diem 

on National 

Army 
and 

integrity 

its officer 
corps, 

| 

rather 
than 

effort 
remove 

temporarily 

from 
political 

scene 
a Chief 

of 

Staff 
who 

has 
been 

plotting 

treacherously 

against 

legal 
head 

of govern- ment. 
This 

impression 

is gaining 

credence 

and 
army 

can 
be expected rally 

more 
and more 

to Hinh 
if impasse 

continues. 

Whether 

Diem 
: 

succeeds 

or fails, 
remains 

in office 
or falls 

from 
power, 

General 

Hinh 
must 

be removed 

from 
scene, 

temporarily 

at least, 
if principle 

of 

supremacy 

civil 
government 

is to be preserved 

in Free 
Vietnam. | | | oe a Heats 

751G.13/9-1654 

: Telegram 

| a | 

The 
Ambassador 

in Vietnam 

(Heath) 

to the Department 

of State 

| TOP SECRET 
priority 

§  Sarcon, 

September 

16, 1954—10 

p. m. | 

1052. 
Repeated 

information 

Paris 
354. 

Diem 
had 

hour 
and 

half 
talk 

with 
Ely 

beginning 

at 11 o’clock 
today, 

after 
which 

he sent 
for me. 

| To my question 

as to how 
matters 

stood 
between 

him 
and 

Hinh, 
he 

| replied 

there 
was 

only 
one 

solution, 

summary 

dismissal 

(destitute) 

of 

| Hinh. 
I inquired 

what 
would 

happen 

then. 
He said 

there 
would 

un- 
doubtedly 

be bloodshed 

but 
that 

Hinh 
did 

not 
have 

real 
support 

of 

7 many 
officers 

or of many 
battalions 

and 
he thought 

chances 

were 
seven 

| out of ten that 
Hinh 

would 
be defeated. 

He deplored 
possibility 

of 
! bloodshed 

but in case 
of direct 

disobedience 

to constituted 

authority, : actually 

rebellion, 

there 
was 

no other 
“clear” 

way 
of settling 

matter. _ [replied 

that, 
if he was 

certain, 

or even 
reasonably 

certain, 

of winning : out 
in such 

struggle, 

that 
was 

of course 
one 

solution. 

I did 
not 

know 
| exactly 

how 
many 

battalions 

he was 
sure 

of nor 
did I know 

whether | he had 
available 

men 
successfully 

to command 

such 
enterprise. 

I 

| inclined 

to doubt 
that 

he had 
such 

force 
or officers 

available. 

Diem 
| replied 

that 
at least 

he had 
fifty/fifty 

chance, 

to which 
I rejoined 

that, 
| even 

if he won, 
bloodshed 

would 
leave 

bitterness 

unless 
he were 

| quickly 
and clearly 

victor. 
I said 

it seemed 
to me there 

were 
three 

| thingsthat 

could 
happen: 

—_ Oo “ae 

| (1) He could 
win 

outright; 

(2) he could 
lose; 

or (3) French 

forces 
| could 

intervene 

sufficiently 

in order 
to preserve 

order 
in streets 

and 
| 

| protect 

French 

lives 
and 

property, 

which 
would 

either 
prevent 

actual | joining 
of battle 

with 
Hinh’s 

forces 
or make 

it inconclusive 

leaving | Hinh 
and 

problem 

still 
in Vietnam. 

a | 
| 

|
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_ I said that if he lost an armed conflict with Hinh or the struggle 
remained inconclusive, then Diem and his government would also be 
lost. Not only government would be lost. but Vietnamese military 
would conclude it could ride roughshod over civil authority. This 
would be most dangerous development—dangerous for army and 
dangerous for future of Vietnam. Oo 

_ On other hand, I said I understood a compromise solution had been 
arranged with Hinh (mytel 1043)! whereby General Xuan would be 
made Minister Defense, would select Hinh’s interim successor, where- 

- upon Hinh would leave in three or four days for France to stay prob- 
ably two or three months. I understood solution also contemplated 

| that Chan would offer his resignation. I recalled to Diem he had told 
me yesterday he was very favorably considering appointing Xuan as | 

| Defense Minister and he had also mentioned that Chan might resign 
to clear air. I said, while we would regret to see Chan leave under 

| these circumstances, since he had been intelligent and energetic Secre- 
tary of Defense, he had certainly badly handled all negotiations with _ 
Hinh which to date had failed and he had, I believed, exceeded Diem’s 
instructions. Chan’s effort to take over radio station by force not only 
failed but might have provoked bloodshed. I recalled that [omission] 
me he was willing to assure Hinh that in going abroad he would not 
suffer diminution of rank or title. I said that if Hinh did leave under 
these conditions it would save latter’s “face” but result would correctly 
be interpreted here as victory for Diem and his government. It would 
gain him time to establish himself with army and make necessary 
changes in its command. Diem then objected that Xuan insisted on 
being made vice president as well and that Xuan had ambitions to _ 
become president. I remarked that his claim to be made vice president 
was not unreasonable since he had formerly been president of Council — 
and, if Xuan showed political ambitions which interfered with con- _ 
duct of government, he could be dismissed. Diem admitted grudgingly 
that Xuan had incurred less enmity and unpopularity than other for- 
mer Prime Ministers in Vietnam. 

I strongly urged Diem to accept this settlement and remarked that 
if Hinh tried to change terms or back out of it pressure could then be 
brought to bear on Hinh. Above all I exhorted Diem to remain calm - 
but decide quickly. He said he would decide this afternoon. __ 

| +In telegram 1043 from Saigon, Sept. 16, Ambassador Heath presented a de- 
tailed report of his conversation that morning with Foreign Minister Tran Van Do 
regarding the political crisis. The Foreign Minister had visited General Hinh on 
behalf of President Diem during the evening of Sept. 15 in an effort to achieve a 
satisfactory compromise. (751G.13/9—-1654 )
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This afternoon I went. to see Ely at latter’s request. He said he © 

labored hour and half to persuade Diem to adopt some face-saving 

compromise with Hinh of kind I had discussed with Diem, but had 

found Diem very stubborn. Ely said he was uninformed of details of 

compromise which Do had arranged with Hinh. He was sending Dari- 

dan to call on Diem this afternoon and hoped he would persuade Diem 

to pacific settlement with Hinh. Ely remarked he more than doubted 

that in trial of military strength Diem would come out victor. He said 

if Hinh tried to withdraw from tentative arrangement he had made 

with Do he was pretty confident he could “persuade” Hinh to stand 

by agreement. In case Diem refused this agreement he hoped I would 

use my influence to induce him to accept it. | | 

a oo an HEraTH 

751G.18/9-1754 : Telegram SO | | 

po The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

| TOP SECRET NIACT | Sargon, September 17, 1954—4 p. m. 

1061. Repeated Paris 360. French insistence that Diem take Tam 

| into his Government as Minister Interior is reaching intensity which 

| I think is dangerous not merely for Diem government but to building 

| up any sort of regime here which will enjoy necessary popular support 

| and credence. My telegram 1059+ reported that Ely during his long 

| interview yesterday with Diem was insistent on Tam’s admission to 

| Cabinet. We now hear from Fishel who was sent to me by Diem that 

| Daridan, who saw Diem last evening was even more insistent and ex- 

plicit. He not only insisted that Diem must accept Tam in government 

| but said that if he did, Diem’s troubles with Hinh and sects would be 

| over immediately, and implied that if he failed to do so, Diem’s gov- 

i ernment would be out in matter ofdays. — : | 

Possible this second-hand account of interview is distorted, but I 

| doubt it, since Ely and especially Daridan have been so insistent with | 

| me as to necessity of Tam. I thought I had talked Ely out of it but it 

| appears I am wrong. | | os 

: _ [have been puzzled by frenzied French espousal of Tam but suppose 

| it is due to pressure of large French economic interests in Vietnam 

| whose influence in Paris and here is extremely strong. | 

- T think situation justifies strongest representations to French here 

: and in Paris. Please instruct urgently. | 

| | | | | HeatH 

, : Telegram 1059 from Saigon, Sept. 17, regarding French support for Nguyen 

| Van Tam, is not printed. (751G.13/9-1754) | 

| | .
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751G.13/9-1754 : Telegram . 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France! - 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, September 17, 1954—7:55 p. m. 
PRIORITY © on | a et 

| 997. Limit distribution. Saigon’s 1052,? 1059,? 1061.4 We are con- 
vinced the urgency of situation described in reference telegrams calls 
for strong and immediate measures by us. Since our past representa- 
tion at other levels have been ignored, Achilles should call on Mendes 
or LaChambre as soon as possible and deliver personally following 
oral message: — ae 

“We have been most sympathetically collaborating with France 
with respect to a mutually satisfactory solution in Indochina. Our 
policies have taken into account the great sacrifices that France has 
in the past made in Indochina. The United States has no desire or 
intent to become involved in matters lying within the field of Franco- 
Vietnamese relations, but we are seriously disturbed at the present 
trend in Viet-Nam. We are informed that French authorities in Saigon 
have delivered a virtual ultimatum to Prime Minister N go Dinh Diem, 
directing that he take into his government former Prime Minister 
Nguyen Van Tam. Diem has informed the U.S., and we believe your 
officials, that he will resign if such an act is enforced. Nevertheless we 
understand the efforts to force such a conclusion are not only con- 
tinuing, on the part of French officials, but are increasing. | 

It was our impression that US and French representatives Saigon 
have of late had same views on Diem situation so it has come as shock 
and surprise that, according reports, French representatives are now 
making such concerted effort to force Tam into Diem Cabinet, 

This action appears inconsistent, with assurances given Embassy 
Paris that. French Government is determined not pull strings or try 
force any Vietnamese Government out of office or into being (Embtel 
873 repeated Saigon 94). on 

To cause the Diem Government to fall by the forced inclusion of a 
Minister unacceptable to Diem would appear to be highly inconsistent 
with French assurances to the United States of the independence of 
Viet-Nam and would also deprive any successor government of the 
nationalist support indispensable to a viable government in Viet-Nam 
by the demonstration of foreign ability to appoint and remove its 
government at will. , So | | an 
We therefore earnestly hope that in giving this matter your full 

consideration you will agree concerning the extreme undesirability of 
attempting to force Diem to take Tam and issue accordingly instruc- 
tions to your representatives in Saigon with the view of our continuing 
to work to prevent further deterioration of the political situation in 
Viet-Nam. | 

* Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Also sent to Saigon as priority telegram 1085. 
* Dated Sept. 16, p. 2031. | 
*See footnote 1, supra. | oo | 
* Supra. | a | 
* Dated Aug. 30, p. 1997.
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_ There should be no misunderstanding regarding the fact that Ameri- 
can aid could not be furnished to a government in Viet-Nam which 

_ failed to include substantial nationalist support.” ¢ 

_ Paris should inform Saigon and Department of timing of delivery 
above. message.so that Heath can deliver simultaneously to Ely or 
deputy. | 

ee | | SMITH 

°In telegram 1164 from Paris, Sept. 18, Ambassador Dillon reported that in the 
absence of La Chambre, the message had been read to his private secretary at the 
Ministry for the Associated States. (751G.13/9-1854) Dillon further reported the 

_ following in telegram 1171 of the same day: “Message in Deptel 997 read to 
_ Mendes. He said he knew nothing about pressure to include Tam but Diem Gov- 
_ ernment was clearly disintegrating. Diem’s influence had been in north, but he 

had none in.south nor in fact anywhere outside Saigon. It was important that US 
_ and France concert their policy with respect to Indochina rather than work at 

' cross purposes. It was for this reason that he was sending Ely and La Chambre 
to Washington. He agreed to our request that he instruct French in Saigon to ‘go 

| easy’ until Ely and La Chambre had had opportunity to discuss problem in Wash- 
_ ington,” (751G.18/9-1854) en a 

| 751G.13/9-1854 : Telegram ce 

_ The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 
| i | : 

TOP SECRET = NIACT © Sarcon, September 18, 1954—midnight. 

| 1108. Repeated information Paris 375. I have just had very disturb- 
| ing interview with General Ely which, combined with Hinh’s retreat 
| from his promise to leave if Xuan were appointed Defense Minister 
| and Bai Vien’s statement to press in Paris yesterday re necessity of 
| new government based on friendship with France, leads me to believe 
| that Ely and Daridan as well as Paris are determined Diem must go. 
| Ely spoke in not very convincing tones, more of sorrow than of 
| anger, saying that he had opposed Paris instructions, insisting instead 
| that Diem be given another chance. In effect he had offered him another 
| chance to form a strong government, but Diem, because of his stub- 
| bornness over Tam, had refused. Taking Xuan into government was 

| not enough. He said Diem needed Tam. I remarked that we had certain 
: respect for Tam’s qualities but by no means believed he was only man 
| who could handle police. Ely then said, “who can?” Since I did not 
, care to divulge Diem’s intentions of appointing Quat, I let conversa- 
| tion drop at this point. I feel almost sure word will get to Hinh from 
| someone in Commissariat General that he can sit tight as Diem is on 
! his way out. | : 

Ely said thing he “feared” was that Bao Dai was going to put Diem 
| “on the shelf” (limoger) and appoint another government. Bai Vien 

| had gone to Cannes with “bags of gold” to aid in persuading Monarch 
! to oust Diem. | 
| | 

|
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_ I remarked Diem could hardly be criticized for not having formed 
new government immediately. This has been almost impossible as_ 
long as solution was lacking for conflict with Hinh. I said if his fore- 
cast of Bao Dai’s intentions was correct, we would have to take a look 
at the composition and prospects of new government. US was spending 
huge sums here and this could only be justified if a regime could be 
formed capable of winning battle against communism. Such a regime 
would have to be authentic nationalist one. If the new regime were 
no more impressive than preceding Vietnamese governments, it would 
not be good enough. a | 

I believe that mytel 1029, repeated information Paris 3451 urging 
someone in Paris to sound out Bao Dai and convey this Embassy’s 
opinion that he should hold off forming new regime at this precise 
moment was sound recommendation. It is very difficult, if not 1m- 
possible, to keep abreast of situation here if we are not in touch with 
one. of principal elements therein which Bao Dai still 1s. 

I remarked that if assumption Bao Dai intends appoint new govern- 
ment were correct, that would presumably mean Hinh would stay on. 

__ Ely replied that would depend on composition of new government. I 
recalled to Ely that we had both expressed doubts that Hinh was 
man to form and lead national army of caliber which both France and 
US desire, not to mention that he had taken Vietnamese Army into 
politics. | 

Some time ago France had agreed that post-Geneva Government 
must be a nationalist government. After experience with Diem’s Na- 
tionalist regime French have obviously abandoned that idea. Their 
former insistence on Huu and their recent insistence on Tam is evl- 

dence. No government containing either of these two men could be, 

by any stretch of the imagination, called nationalist. | 
I do not entirely blame the French for dropping Diem since latter 

has been irritating to them and politically woefully inept. I feel we 

have been right in insisting that a definitely nationalist government 

be created here. I feel that if French would throw their support to 

Diem he might possibly make a success still but that is unlikely with- 

out exertion of extreme pressure on our side. Our proposition that 

there is no good successor for Diem at this precise juncture remains 

true. Perhaps Tran Van Lam, Governor of south Vietnam, might have 

makings of “dark horse successor,” but he would have to be groomed 

for it as it is his first entrance into politics. Quat would seem to be too 

| much the northerner and is disliked by sects. There would seem still 

to be extremely faint chance that Diem will be able to persuade Hoa 

Hao and Cao Daists to participate in new government. Against such 

1 See footnote 1, p. 2025. 7
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faint possibility is fact that armies of these sects are on French pay- 
- roll, and that sects themselves, if they see Diem approaching end of 

his rope, may back off from any agreement. 

oe | | HeatTH 

751G.18/9~1954 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET §_ NIACT | Sarcon, September 19, 1954—4 p. m. 

1110. Repeated information niact Paris 381. I have just seen Gen-_ 
eral Ely who sounded very convincing when he said he had no fore- 
knowledge that Hinh was going into open rebellion against the au- 
thority of the government. He speculated that Hinh’s action was due 

: to a secret message from Bay Vien who arrives this afternoon. Ely 

says that he is absolutely without information as to Bao Dat’s instruc- _ 

| tions to Vien but he believes that the instructions direct the sects to | 

| issue a joint declaration, he said, asserting the failure of the Diem 

| Government and inviting it to resign. | 
| _Ely said that he is summoning Bay Vien immediately on his arrival. 

| If he learns that Bay Vien has instructions for a new government, he 
| will tell him three things: (1) there must be [no] disorder accompany- 

ing a change of government since that would only be to the benefit of 

| the Viet Minh; (2) that any new government must be of a character 
| to merit recognition of France, United States, and other countries; 

| and (3) if a new regime is to be installed and even if it is recognized 

| it cannot count on the support of France and other countries unless 

| it demonstrates its efficiency. , | 
e ° e : o;, e 

| Ely is leaving tomorrow morning for France with the idea of ac- 

| cumpanying La Chambre to Washington. 
| I conveyed to Ely the substance of Department telegram 1085 sent 

| Paris 9972 although certain aspects of it have been overtaken by 

| events. I emphasized the concluding sentence of the message. 

| | | | -Heatu 

2 1In telegram 1107 from Saigon, Sept. 19, Ambassador Heath reported that Gen- 

| eral Hinh had released a message which he had sent to Bao Dai in effect asking 
| the Chief of State to dismiss Diem and to turn to the sects for the formation of a 
| new government. (751G.00/9-1954) 
| 2 For the reference telegram, Sept. 17, see p. 2084. In telegram 1122 from Saigon, 
| Sept. 20, Heath reported that General Ely had complained bitterly to him regard- 
| ing the communication contained in the reference telegram which he regarded as — 
| critical of him personally. Ely had stated that unless there was some word from 
| Washington correcting the accusation that he had acted improperly, he would not 
| accompany La Chambre to Washington for discussions on Indochina. (751G.13/ 

9-2054) In telegram 1022 to Paris, Sept. 20, the Department instructed the Em- 
| bassy to provide General Ely with assurances of the confidence of the United 

States in his ability and fairness. (7 51G.13/9-2054) . 

| | |
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751G.13/9-1954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET  NIACT Satcon, September 19, 1954—midnight. 

1119. Repeated information Paris 382. As Fishel had determined 
that Diem would be willing to make one more attempt at reconciliation 

with General Hinh, but only on condition that Hinh publicly expressed 

regrets for his actions, I instructed General O’Daniel and Counselor 

Kidder ‘call on Hinh to determine his attitude. Speedy action was 

essential as Diem was due to give press conference at 9:30 this eve- 
ning. O’Daniel and Kidder saw Hinh at 8:30 and asked him what 
reaction would be to the suggestion of reconciliation with Diem. 

By way of reply Hinh explained his position as a “moral prisoner 

of the army”, said that Diem and his government without any remain- 
ing support in country, that he had twice attempted to reach reconcili- 

ation with Diem, that it had been at his suggestion General Xuan had 

been appointed Defense Minister but that one hour after Xuan had 
| taken over as Defense Minister Xuan had telephoned him to order him 

to leave the country on Monday? or at the latest on Wednesday. In 
addition to this Secretary of State for Defense Chan remained in 
Ministry of Defense and would leave only after Hinh left country. 

Hinh then referred to his press release which consisted of telegram 
which he had sent to Bao Dai (see Embtel 1107).? He pointed out that 
this was a clear statement and on General O’Daniel’s commenting it 

left a loophole because Hinh had said that “up to now” he had not 
opposed the government, Hinh pointed out that his release constituted 

opposition of the government. Hinh sees only three solutions: 

1. Diem goes and Hinh remains. | 
2. Hinh goes and Diem remains. | | 
8. Diem totally reconstitutes his cabinet leaving himself as power- 

less figurehead. 

Hinh was convinced, however, that Diem would accept only the 
solution of Hinh going and Hinh was not going to leave the country. 

General O’Daniel reiterated his previous suggestions regarding Hinh 

acting as Chief of Staff of Armed Forces with Xuan as Defense Min- 

ister under Diem and elaborated on this theme at considerable length. 

Hinh was not receptive. ... 

Hinh admitted frankly that he was opposing civil authority and 
stated that it was not he acting for the Army, but that it was the 
entire Army acting through him. He even admitted that what he was 

* Sept. 20. 7 | 
7 See footnote 1, supra.
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doing would benefit Viet Minh enemy but said situation so bad action : 

must be taken. | | | 

It was made clear to Hinh that we regretted the situation in which | 

he had placed the country and also that we understood that Diem’s 

receptiveness to a possible reconciliation would be based upon a public 

expression of regret for his actions culminating in his statement : 

against the government. Hinh’s position that he would not back down 

was crystal clear. He commented that it is “too late” and that tomorrow 

there would be movements by the sects in the city. Also three of Diem’s 
Ministers might resign tomorrow. _ a 

Hinh looked exhausted and deeply troubled but was firm. His chief 

bitterness was directed against Chan. He spoke of Diem as good man 

but total failure. ee, a 

| : | CS HeatTH 

| 751G.13/9-2054 : Telegram : nS | | 

| The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

| mop secrer oNiacr = ——Sateon, September 20, 1954—7 p. m. 

| 1125. Repeated information Paris 386. [Name deleted] came to see 

| me this morning to discuss urgent problem. He began conversation by 

| saying “General Hinh plans to carry out a coup d’etat tomorrow”. 

| [Name deleted] said that Binh Xuyen General Le Van Vien who re- 

| ~ turned September 18 from Paris was cautioning Hinh against use of 

| force. Hinh was planning send battalion National Army troops to lay 

| siege Palais Norodom September 21 and force resignation Diem. Gen- 

| eral Vien argued this would not be necessary as he had another plan 

| ostensibly approved by Bao Dai. General Vien’s plan was to call repre- 

| sentatives all sects together his headquarters this evening and persuade 7 

them sign message to Diem publicly calling for his resignation. In 

addition to Binh Xuyen, he hoped obtain support Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, 

| Catholic groups led by Bishop Le Huu Tu. At this moment, according | 

| to [name deleted], General Vien was sending emissaries to General 

| Xuan and other members Diem Cabinet demanding they resign and 

| threatening them if they failed to do so. Extent of progress made by 

| Binh Xuyen leader evident from fact Diem’s Minister of Agriculture 

| attended conference General Vien’s headquarters this morning. 

-,, . As soon as Hoa Hao General Soai arrives Saigon, possibly this 

| evening, Cao Dai and Hoa Hao are ready reach firm agreement with 

| Diem enter his government and give him their support. They are then 

| ready make public declaration they are cooperating with and support- | 

ing Diem government. 
|
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[Name deleted] is confident that Hinh feels secure in move against 
Diem so long as he believes confessional groups can be won to his 
side or will remain neutral. Once sects have made public declaration 
they support Diem, Hinh will be in mood to “be reasoned with”. [Name 
deleted ] said Hinh is aware Cao Daists have fanatical followers at their 
disposal and will be aware “his life will be in danger” if he does not 
listen to reason. | . | 

[Name deleted] suggestion for resolving conflict with Hinh isthat 
following agreement with Diem confessional generals will call on 
Hinh and put pressure on him. [Name deleted] believes Hinh must 
leave country “within a week” and that Diem must make public decree 
simultaneously announcing Hinh will be made “Commander-in-Chief” 
upon his return. In position of Commander-in-Chief Hinh will be re- 
mote from direct command, Chief of Staff can be “neutral officer” such 
as current Vietnamese Military Attaché Washington (described as not 
very effective but neutral) and general staff can become “combined 
staff” containing representation from sectarian forces. | 

[Name deleted] reaffirmed fact confessional groups not enthusiastic 
about Diem but see no better man to lead country at this time. He 
stated Diem still has high reputation among common people as man 
of integrity and fervent nationalist. Diem’s recent firmness in resist- 
ing French pressure appoint Tam Interior Minister and his firm re- 
fusal bow to French in this matter had, according to [name deleted], 
reinforced his prestige. . . . | - 

I explained to [name deleted] that as Diem’s is legally constituted 
government of Vietnam, US has been and is continuing support Diem. 
French have stated they would not recognize government brought into 
power by force and we ourselves would find it very difficult recognize 
or support government created by such means. 

I will see Daridan, who is acting in Ely’s absence, today and tell him 

we have information Hinh planning coup d’etat tomorrow, reminding 

Daridan he had said he would talk firmly to Hinh should such a coup 

appear imminent. I saw Diem this afternoon to urge him once more 
act quickly, firmly and personally in order arrive at agreement with 

sects. I told him if he did not act quickly, preferably today, it may be 

too late. | — | 

I believe this is first promising ray of hope we have had in recent 
days that deteriorating situation may yet be saved and government 
headed by Diem and enjoying some measure of support may yet 

emerge. It remains uncertain that Diem, with his hesitancy and inept- 

ness, will be able to grasp this opportunity and give leadership to such 
| a government. | 

HeaTu
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751G,13/9-2154 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET _ Garcon, September 21, 1954—5 p. m. 

1143. Repeated information Paris 390. As Embassy had received 

report (Embtel 1125 repeated Paris 386)* General Hinh preparing 

coup de force for today, Counselor Kidder was instructed call on Hinh © 

in company General O’Daniel last night to make crystal clear fact 

that any use force against legal government would necessitate review 

of entire US policy towards remaining Vietnam. Point emphasized 

US desires do everything possible support remaining Vietnam, but 

| only on condition country unified in face common danger. 

| _Hinh protested strongly he had no intention use force either on his 

| own behalf or on behalf anyone else against government. He reiterated 

| he has no personal political ambition, that more than anything else 

| he would be delighted if he could retire and go to Beaux Arts in Paris. 

| However, he said his retiring would serve no useful purpose for coun- 

| try as present situation with inefficient government which must be 

| replaced would be unchanged. | 

| Balance of conversation was carried by General O’Daniel who once 

| again attempted persuade Hinh that he should follow role proper to 

| military and leave matters relating to civilian government to civilians. 

| Hinh’s view on this that situation so serious and pressure of army 

| on him so strong that it too late. Nevertheless in reply to query re what 

| type of government he would visualize to replace Diem, he stated 

| evasively he a military man and that not his province. 

| Reply from Bao Dai to Hinh’s telegram (see Embtel 1107 repeated 

| Paris 378)? broadcast over local radio this morning is limited to 

| innocuous statement appreciation Hinh’s expression esteem for His 

| Majesty’s intention, in interest of National Army, look into problem 

! posed by Hinh. Bao Dai’s message cannot be considered in any sense 

| rebuke of Hinh. | 

| | HEaTH 

| + Supra. | | 

7 See footnote 1, p. 2087. | 

751G.138/9—-2154 : Telegram 

| The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State * 
| 

| TOP SECRET  NIACT Sarcon, September 21, 1954—7 p. m. 

| _ 1150. Repeated information priority Paris 395. [Name deleted] came 

| to see Embassy First Secretary this morning to report serious new 

| * This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 

| 

| |
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developments in political crisis. Confessional leaders had met with 
General Le Van Vien at Binh Xuyen Headquarters at 8 a. m. Septem- 
ber 21. General Hinh was among those present. At this meeting Gen- 
eral Vien attempted persuade sects to join him in public announcement 
calling upon Diem to resign and appealing to Bao Dai appoint coaui- 
tion government of sects headed by General Vien himself. 

At 10 a. m. General Salan had summoned Hoa Hao General Soai 
and at 11 a. m. he had called in Cao Dai General Phuong, . . :.1n his 
talks with these confessional leaders General Salan . . . said General 
Le Van Vien had mandate from Bao Dai form new government based 
on coalition of sects. [Name deleted] said General Salan told them 
confessional groups “must join Le Van Vien and cooperate with him in 
their own best interests.” General Salan-is further reported to have 
said that this change of government had full American approval as 
“Washington had agreed with La Chambre.” 

[Name deleted] pointed out to Embassy officer that agreement by 
Cao Dai and Hoa Hao to support Diem and join his government was 
only hours away. .. . Meeting between leaders these two sects and 
Diem was set for 3 p. m. this afternoon, . . .. News of this near agree- 
ment had been deliberately leaked to press . . . and small article had 
already been printed on front page L’Union Francaise, Saigon news- 
paper, this morning. UN a a 

[Name deleted] was deeply disturbed that this coalition government 
dominated by Binh Xuyen and headed by General Le Van Vien had 
indeed received American approval. He was assured that this was not 
true. He was fearful that if sects disregarded admonitions General | 
Salan to support General Vien and instead carried out their intention 

| support Diem, there might be disorders and bloodshed. He feared 
Binh Xuyen or possibly National Army would storm Presidential 
palace. He suggested that if Cao Dai and Hoa Hao joined Diem Gov- 
ernment, Diem seek refuge either “at MAAG Headquarters or with 
Cao Dai at Tay Ninh,” leaving Foreign Minister Tran Van Do as his 
deputy in Saigon. He was told that it was out of question for MAAG 
to grant asylumto President. __ 

While [name deleted] spoke, Genera] Soai and General Phuong, who 

had gone directly to Binh Xuyen Headquarters from their interviews 

with General Salan, were closeted with General Vien, but according 

[name deleted], were awaiting verification American attitude as re- 

ported by General Salan. — 
Above information was immediately conveyed to Counselor Kidder 

who was called out for purpose from office of Acting Commissioner 

General Daridan on whom Minister to Laos Yost was making official 

call. On Counselor’s return to rejoin Yost and Daridan, latter imme- 

diately commented that he had just had telephone call from General
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Salan who was complaining.about danger inherent in demonstrations 

being inspired by. Diem. Daridan commented that Diem might start 

serious trouble and was acting irresponsibly, and said influence should 

be brought to bear on him to cease demonstrations, in one of which 

Diem’s sister-in-law had been seen taking part. (Word was subse- 

quently sent to Fishel to. ask him to call to attention of Diem that 

these demonstrations are serving no useful purpose but are potential 

sources of danger and are causing unfavorable reactions). Counselor 

then informed Daridan that he had just then’ learned from a usually 

reliable source report as set out. above. concerning alleged activities of 

General Salan. Daridan immediately countered by saying he could 

assure us if Salan had seen representatives of sects it would be for pur- 

pose of urging them to be united. He could guarantee Salan would not 

implicate US in any way in any conversations that he might have had. 

Counselor said Embassy understands Hoa Hao and Cao Dai on verge 

| of possible satisfactory solution in support of a strengthened Diem 

| Government and that we believe it an excellent sign. Any action to 

| bring Binh Xuyen, an organization without popular support of any 

| kind, into power would be serious. US would view it with concern and 

: it should at all costs be avoided. This-point reiterated with emphasis 

| on unfavorable view of Binh Xuyen taken by US. 

| - Daridan stated he does not believe General Hinh would start trouble 

| but speculated serious trouble might result if deadlock reached between 

| Diem and his followers and Hinh and any sects possibly allied with 

| him. He twice said Diem can’t be given another chance if he is not 

| successful today in his attempt to establish his reinvigorated govern- 

| ment. Counselor pointed out that to encourage Binh Xuyen at this 

| point, when two other sects were attempting to cooperate with Diem 

| and apparently determined not to let ambitious Binh Xuyen get upper 

| hand, would be most unfortunate. | 7 . 

| At 1:15 [name deleted] telephoned Embassy First Secretary to 

| enquire results Counselor Kidder’s conversation with Daridan. He 

| especially enquired as to whether or not Daridan knew anything of 

| reported “mandate from Bao Dai to General Vien to form new govern- 

| ment”. He was informed that story he had told Embassy officer had 

| been reported in general terms Daridan and that Daridan apparently 

| knew of no such mandate to General Vien. As far as Embassy could 

| tell, Daridan’s information as to status General Vien, remained that 

| which General Vien had imparted to Ely upon his return from Paris, 

| namely that Bao Dai had asked Vien study situation and report with 

! recommendations to Bao Dai. | | 

| [Name deleted] then enquired if it were “all right for Cao Dai and 

| Hoa Hao to go ahead with plan to support Diem”. [Name deleted | was 

| 578-611 O 82 ~ 42 (Pt. 2)
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informed that Embassy saw no reason for confessional groups to 
change their plan support Diem if this was their intention but: that. 
Cao Dai and Hoa Hao would have to make up their own minds.? 

Heat 

2In telegram 1166 from Saigon, Sept. 22, the Embassy reported that in addition 
to its contacts with the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao representatives on Sept. 21, a group 
of Binh Xuyen leaders had been apprised that evening of the U.S. position. 
(751G.18/9-2254) 

751G.18/9-2154 : Telegram 
The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET §§ NIACT Sarcon, September 21, 1954—7 p. m. 
1154. Repeated information Paris 397. Reference Embtel 1150, re- 

peated Paris 395.1 Counselor and chief political section received visit 
this afternoon from [name deleted] of Cao Daists and [name deleted ] 
representing General Soai of Hoa Hao forces who wished verifi- 
cation from Embassy that US had not changed point of view regard- 
ing support of Diem Government. . . . said that at meeting today of 
General Le Van Vien with General Phuong of Cao Dai and General 
Soai, Le Van Vien had said he had received mandate from Bao Dai to 
return to Vietnam to form new government to replace that of Diem, 

_and that he had received support from Guy La Chambre. Le Van Vien 
said in reply to his question to La Chambre re American point of view, 
latter had advised him to return to Saigon where he “would find that 
there was something changed” in American point of view. [Name de- 
leted] made direct inquiry re US position. 

Counselor told visitors that US position has not changed, that we 
continue to support legal government, that we would view with ex- 
treme disfavor any use of force to change government, that US not 
wedded to any particular government, but that even in case of legal 
and peaceful change US would have to take look at new government, 
its representative nature and its anti-Communist orientation and re- 
view our position on military and economic aid in hight of findings. 
Counselor said he had no knowledge of any mandate granted Le Van 
Vien.? | | 

* Supra. 
*In telegram 1144 to Saigon, Sept. 21 (1088 to Paris), the Department in- 

dicated the following in regard to telegrams 1150 and 1154 from Saigon : “Depart- 
ment reaffirms position Embassy has taken in 1150 and desires those principally 
concerned—particularly Daridan and Salan—know that U.S. position has not 
changed. We have not informed La Chambre of any change. We support as a 
solution to current crisis Cao Dai and Hoa Hao joining Diem Government they 
reportedly already having made decisions to do so. We hope they can publicly 
announce such intention soon as possible. We are not supporting a Binh Xuyen 
plot.” (751G.13/9-2154 ) |
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[Name deleted] seemed fully satisfied and assured Counselor Cao 

Daiand Hea Hao sects now in full accord on desirability support Diem. 

He believed new government including two sects would be formed and 

announced within two or three days. Counselor emphasized personal 

view time extremely precious and that decision should be taken and 

implemented today if possible. | 

[Name deleted] commented on fact there is obvious difference of pol- 

icy between General Ely, who is always correct, on one side, and Gen- 

eral Salan and various unnamed French civil servants on other. He 

remarked wistfully that Ely had encouraged Hoa Hao to cooperate 

| with Diem government but that when Salan counseled them to con-_ 

| trary, it made them “dizzy.” — | 

— - - “Heats 

| 751G.18/9-2254 : Telegram | 

| The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department o f State | 

| TOP SECRET  §NIACT _ SAIGoN, September 22, 1954—6 p. m. 

| 1168. Repeated information priority Paris 407. On returning from 

| farewell visit Phnom Penh this morning, I was informed that Daridan 

| wanted to see me this afternoon. After extreme difficulty we managed 

| to get through to him with message I had to see him this morning. I 

bo finally saw him this noon. Daridan said he had just seen representa- 

| tives of Cao Dai and Hoa Hao who asked his advice whether they 

| should enter Diem Government. Daridan says he told them French 

| interests here were considerable, but they could be liquidated, and — 

| France would not be essentially the poorer. Therefore, French were 

| not going to interfere or undertake responsibility in such matters. He 

| said if two sects were determined to go into Diem Government to do 

| so immediately, and if not to say so immediately, since this uncertain 

| situation should not persist. | | - ee 

| Next part of conversation was not so explicit but I certainly got. 

| impression that Daridan gave his personal opinion to representatives 

| of sects that entering Diem Government would be losing venture for 

| Vietnam. Daridan then said if sects did not go into Diem Government 

| they should get together on candidate acceptable to all sects. Repre- 

sentatives hesitated minute and said, according to Daridan, “we know 

| our strength, we know our weakness, and our weakness is that we 

! can never agree on one candidate to head government.” Then Daridan 

| claimed his concluding advice to them was whether or not they went 

| into Diem Government to “make your decision today.” Thereupon he 

claims they left decided not to enter Diem Government. | 

| 

| 
|
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: I said I found this very confusing since last time we had seen repre- 
sentatives of Hoa Hao and Cao Dai, who had called to ascertain posi- 
tion of US Government, which we had explained was supporting Diem 
as legaily constituted authority, representatives said to us they had 
definite intention of going into Government. I then told Daridan I 
had more definite information now as to US stand and I gave him 
substance of Deptel 1144 repeated Paris 1038. I said it was regrettable 
that here there was very definite difference of opinion between France 
and US as to Diem Government; that it was necessary that we should 
move together in interest of. building something solid in Vietnam. 

_ Fact remained just as I had often said to Ely, and no one had ever 
been able to challenge it, that there was in sight at this time no accepta- 
ble alternative candidate to Diem as head of Government. There was 
no Vietnamese who enjoyed national reputation for honesty and 
nationalist patriotism. Two of the sects were willing to work with 
Diem and Binh Xuyen I hoped might go along if they were main- 
tained in their control of police, which for moment other sects in 
general were willing to allow. Hinh in his press conference had very 
cleverly left himself loophole of conciliation with Diem Government. 
Diem in his press statements, and from what I understood of his 
present attitude, was willing to come to some compromise with Hinh. 
I am not sure that any such coalition would last or be effective, but I 
am sure that any government coming out of a Hinh-Binh Xuyen __ 
coalition was damned and doomed from start. If Diem mishandled his 
new government, obviously he would have to go. Certainly we should | 
know in month. To be sure we had no time to lose, but all would be lost | 
if an impossible government took over now. 

Daridan said “my own conviction is that Diem will lose this coun- 
| try; he is so damned stubborn.” I said his stubbornness had been 

ground down considerably these days ‘and that I gave him a chance. 
_Daridan ended conversation by saying, rather angrily, “all right, but 
Diem must form his new government today because situation is ex- 
plosive and furthermore any such coalition must include Binh Xuyen 
and Army if it is to have any chance of succeeding.” 2 

| Heats 

’ For text, see footnote 2, supra. 
* Telegram 1188 to Saigon (1078 to Paris), Sept. 28, read as follows: “Saigon 1168. Department gratified at prompt and we. hope effective line taken with Daridan. Your third paragraph summary of situation, without suitable alterna- tive candidate, corresponds views of Department. 
“We similarly hope that the reiteration of our unchanged policy Deptel 1144 . in combination with urgent approach to Bao Dai directed in telegram to Paris | ‘today will influence sects throw their Support Diem.” (751G.13/9-2254) Refer- ence is to telegram 1068 to Paris, Sept. 23, p. 2052.
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presently endeavoring achieve sect-Army coalition. Latter would | demand Diem resign and ask Bao Dai form new govt. 
| | Dron | | 

| 751G.13/9-2354 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department o t State 

TOP SECRET NIACT Satcon, September 23, 1954—3 p. m. 
1176. Repeated information Paris niact 408, Following is transla- . tion of pertinent excerpts from telegram from Bao Dai to Diem received just before noon here today: 
“In the circumstances, et cetera His Majesty with aim of restoring to you all initiative with regard to him has directed me to inform you ‘that he would be willing voluntarily to relieve you if that is your desire from the oath of fidelity and continuity which you spontane- ously gave him’, His Majesty hopes that this new attitude in regard to him, et cetera may facilitate your decision in case you judge it neces- sary to free yourself from your heavy burden in face of a situation whose complexity you are perfectly qualified to appreciate.” 
In other words, Diem is politely asked to resign. Diem interprets this reference to oath from which Bao Dai frees him as that taken by latter to preserve monarchy. It may, however, be simply his oath of office as Prime Minister. _ | 
Diem is wiring back that His Majesty is badly informed regarding “complexity of situation” ; that he is on eve of announcing reorganiza- tion of his government with participation of sects and outstanding nationalists. He is further stating it is his understanding this reor- ganized government will have support of US and latter would not support regime which came into power by force. , I again urgently recommend that Paris should immediately say to Bao Dai that he should refrain from or at least postpone his in- sistence on Diem’s resignation at this moment when latter is on point. of forming government supported by sects. There is really no time to lose. 

| 
HeatH 

751G.18/9-2354 : Telegram | 
The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET NIACT Saicon, September 23, 1954-5 p. m. 
1185. Repeated information priority Paris 410. In order make clear 

US position current political crisis and also determine their own at- titudes more exactly, I sent word September 22 to Hoa Hao, General 
 4phis telegram was transmitted in two parts.
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Soai and Cao Dai General Phuong that I would like to see them. Gen- 

eral Soai was reported to be out of town in Can Tho. In absence Soai, 

General Phuong, instead of meeting with me, requested Embassy First 

Secretary come to talk with him and Hoa Hao representatives at Cao 

Dai headquarters Saigon evening September 22. _ 

Embassy officer conferred with me prior to appointment with repre- 

sentatives sects and I emphasized time had come to make US view 

clear and unequivocal. 

Embassy officer found General Phuong flanked by two Hoa Hao 

representatives and two Cao Dai supporters. General Phuong apolo- 

gized for fact General Soai not in Saigon and therefore two generals 

| unable respond together to Ambassador’s request they come to see him. 

He enquired as to purpose of Ambassador’s request. Embassy officer 

| replied that Ambassador had wished make very clear position of US 

| in current crisis inasmuch as there had been conflicting statements 

| regarding American attitude and there was danger some uncertainty 

| still existed. He enquired as to current intentions of Cao Dai and 

| Hoa Hao. | | 

Hoa Hao representative said there were four elements of strength 

in present problem: Cao Dai; Hoa Hao; Binh Xuyen; and National 

: Army. Sects believed that at least three of these elements must join 

| ‘Diem if he were to have chance form stable government. Hoa Hao 

| spokesman said Cao Dai and Hoa Hao were now unwilling join Diem 

| until Diem made his peace with General Hinh and obtained support 

| and cooperation National Army. They were afraid that if they joined 

| Diem Government, Hinh might launch armed attack on government. 

| Embassy officer pointed out that Hinh had been urged both by 

| French and US not to use force in his controversy with Diem, that 

| Hinh had not attacked government in its present position of power- 

|  Jessness, that there was less reason to believe Hinh might attack gov- 

| ernment should it acquire some strength by virture Hoa Hao and Cao 

Dai support and participation. By joining Diem Government sects 

would place it in position of some strength from which it might have 

| better chance negotiate solution of problem with Hinh. By insisting on 

condition Diem first resolve difficulties with Hinh prior to support of 

| sects confessional groups were in effect condemning Diem Govern- 

| ment to fall. 
Sects wanted to know if US would give “guarantee” against use of 

force by General Hinh against government. It was pointed out to them 

| no one could give such a “guarantee” but the factors working against 

| such a move on part of Hinh were also made clear to them. Hinh was 

| intelligent man and knew both US and French opposed use of force 

! and would find it difficult recognize or support regime brought into 

| office by use of force from whatever quarter. Hinh further knew that 

|
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his army must be fed, clothed and paid and that without outside 
assistance he could not expect maintain army. 

Sects next raised problem Hinh’s status itself, saying Hinh must 
remain and President must rescind his order directing Chief of Staff to 
leave country. Embassy officer went into some detail explaining value 
placed on principle supremacy of civil government over military. in 
democratic countries. He expressed as personal view ideal solution 
would be for Hinh, retaining full rank and privileges, to leave country 
in dignified manner for period three weeks to month. Meanwhile sects 
would have joined Diem Government and revised government would 
have had opportunity demonstrate whether or not it was capable pro- 
‘viding leadership and strength to free Vietnam. One of Hinh’s objec- 
tions to government had been its ineffectiveness and inactivity. Should 
government show substantial progress before his return one of Hinh’s 
objections might be removed. Government would further be in posi- 
tion of strength to negotiate equitable reconciliation with him. To 
expression of view by sects that this would be desirable and “oood 
solution” but that they believed Hinh would refuse to leave, Embassy 
officer replied that whether or not this solution were practicable, gov- 
ernment must be placed in position of some strength from which it 
could move forward at once on constructive program arid that, what- 
ever the arrangement with General Hinh, it could be worked out in 
meantime. ee 

Hoa Hao representatives next raised question as to just what US 
_ policy is at this moment since “French representatives” had told them 
US policy was “changing”. Embassy officer replied he felt time had 
come to speak with brutal frankness. US believed that whoever headed _ 
government at this critical time must be honest and must be a patriot. 
We held no brief for Ngo Dinh Diem himself but at this time saw no 
one else in sight who had better opportunity, provided he had support 
of sects, to provide necessary leadership and program build strength 
in free Vietnam. We recognized while Diem honest and a nationalist, 
he had also up until present been inactive and ineffective. US had no 
intention stubbornly support incompetent or ineffective government, 
but felt that government headed by Diem with support and participa- 
tion of sects provided best. chance of success at this time. Should sects 
join Diem government and give it their support they must realize it 
would not be matter their passively accepting honors and position, but 

| they would share with Diem responsibility for demonstrating leader- 
ship and progress. It had been policy of US to support Diem govern- 
ment and US was still supporting idea of Diem government including 
participation of sects. If such a government did not produce results 
and show progress within reasonable period of time, US would natu- 
rally wish re-examine its position.
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US does not support any Binh Xuyen plot to overthrow present 

government and establish Kuyen-dominated government. We believe 

Binh Xuyen at this time does not have qualities required by situation. 

_ US does not:support any move,by General Hinh to overthrow gov- 

ernment and establish new government based on Army. We believe 
General Hinh and National Army at this time do not possess qualities 
for successful leadership of entire nation. US does believe that Diem 

- government with participation of.sects presently offers best chance for 

success, . , | 

Hoa Hao then raised fear French authorities might cut off their ) 

subsidies should. sects support Diem against French advice. Embassy 

officer said, speaking frankly, it. must be recognized bulk of French 
efforts Indochina was supported;by US aid. He made no attempt to 

) predict French reaction and said problem could be examined should 
| it arise. | | a | 
| Embassy officer asked General Phuong what advice General Ely had — 

| given him last time Phuong had spoken to Commissioner General. 

| Phuong replied Ely had advised sects to cooperate with Diem govern- 

| ment. Embassy officer suggested. sects follow Ely’s advice. Both sects — 
! replied advice they had received subsequently from both French mili- 

| tary and civil authorities had not been consistent with that which 

| General Ely had given them. Embassy officer remarked General Ely 

| had presumably not changed his own advice and certainly after this 

| discussion US position should be clear. | | 

| Hoa Hao representatives said General Soai could not return Saigon 

| before afternoon September 23 at which time he and General Phuong 

| would meet to reach decision. Embassy officer enquired as to what that 

| decision might be expected to be and what recommendations Hoa Hao 

| representatives then present would give General Soai. Hoa Hao 

| spokesman said he completely convinced necessity cooperation by Cao 

| Dai and Hoa Hao with Diem government, that by insisting on prior 

| “acts of strength” by Diem such as agreement with General Hinh be- 
fore sects would participate in government, sects were in reality per- 

petuating “a vicious circle,” that his recommendation to General Soai 

| would be that Cao Dai and Hoa Hao should participate in Diem gov- 

| ernment at once and give it their support. General Phuong reiterated _ 

; Cao Dai stands ready cooperate with Diem. 

| Embassy officer expressed regret General Soai could not be in Saigon 

! before late September 23 and reminded confessional leaders that while 

| Diem, sects and National Army, all of whom were patriotic Vietnamese 

| devoted to best. interests their country, wasted time in unseemly 

| squabbles, Vietnam was being lost hour by hour to Viet Minh. If all 

patriotic elements Vietnam did not unite promptly to work for salva- 

i | | 
|
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tion Vietnam there was a good likelihood their country would be lost 
and they withit. Se | 

- | | Heatu 

751G.18/9-2254 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

| TOP SECRET WasuineTon, September 23, 1954—9: 87 a. m. 
NIACT 

1063. Saigon 1150 repeated Paris 395, Saigon 1154 repeated Paris 
897. Saigon 1165 repeated Paris 405.2 Under changed circumstances — 
Department believes time has come notify Bao Dai of our policy re- 
garding political situation Saigon. Department previously refrained | 
from approaching Bao Dai on subject Diem government for reason 
given our 1038 to Saigon repeated Paris 962.° However Department 
desires Embassy Paris send representative Bao Dai soonest to make 
following points: | 

1. As stated our 1044 [7144] to Saigon repeated Paris 1038 ¢ we sup- 
port sects Joining Diem government and hope this can be arranged as 
soon as possible, as contribution toward government based on national- 
ist aspirations of people and which would vigorously oppose Com- 
munist infiltration to gain control free Vietnam. We believe such 
government should be given chance attack urgent problems. | | 

2. US position support government of Diem is not changed. We 
understand Cao Dai and Hoa Hao on point joining Diem government 
which affords at least temporary solution current crisis. 

3. We have information General Le Van Vien is telling Cao Dai 
and Hoa Hao he has mandate from Bao Dai end Diem government 
and form one himself. 
__ 4. US does not intend in future any more than in past to intervene 
internal matters Vietnam. Yet instability and absence of government 
and efforts prevent formation broadly based administration around | 
Diem are seriously limiting a development of US policy with respect 
free Vietnam. Therefore we sincerely hope Diem can be encouraged 
continue in office with broadened representation of his selection with 
support of nationalist elements to strengthen free Vietnam and resist 
Communist efforts seize control. _ 

AmEmbassy Paris should inform AmEmbassy Saigon regarding 
timing delivery above note so Saigon could inform Diem this action. 

*Drafted by Kenneth T. Young (Acting Director) and Robert Hoey of PSA. 
Also sent to Saigon as niact telegram 1172. | 

* For telegrams 1150 and 1154 from Saigon, Sept. 21, see pp. 2041 and 2044, re- 
spectively. In telegram 1165 of Sept. 22, not printed, Ambassador Heath reiterated 
his request that the Embassy in Paris sound out Bao Dai. (751G.13/9-2254) 

* See footnote 1, p. 2025. | 
“ See footnote 2 to telegram 1154, p. 2044.
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French Foreign Office should be notified of substance message. We do 

not believe note should be publicized.® © | 

| | SMITH 

-®In telegram 1238 from Paris, Sept. 23, Ambassador Dillon again expressed his 
opposition to an approach to Bao Dai. The telegram concluded as follows: “We 

continue to feel here that there is some merit in French position, namely that any 

hope maintaining free Vietnamese state depends at this stage in good measure on | 

Franco-American cooperation and that unilateral action by either country might | 

well work to disadvantage longer term interests Vietnam.” (751G.13/9-2354) 

- The Department replied in telegram 1074 to Paris (1181 to Saigon), also Sept. 23, 

that the fall of the Diem government prior to or during the Washington talks 

| would immeasurably complicate matters and endanger the ability of the United 

| States to provide aid. To avoid this, it was necessary to either approach Bao Dai 

| directly or to ask the French to use their influence with him to stabilize the situ- 

| ation. The question should be discussed with the French who should be made 

aware that the United States was prepared to confront Bao Dai if France was 

| - unable to achieve the desired result. (751.138/9-2354) | 

: The matter was discussed in Paris with General Ely on Sept. 24. Ambassador 

Dillon reported in telegram 1256 of the same date that it had been agreed with 

| the General that Maurice Dejean,. former Commissioner General in Indochina, 

| should see Bao Dai to counsel him against making any move which might place 

| in jeopardy the Diem government prior to the conclusion of the Washington 

i talks. (751G.13/9-2454) Meanwhile, in telegram 1204 from Saigon, Sept. 24, Am- 

| -bassador Heath expressed his disagreement with the course of action being pur- 

sued, contending that the French could not be relied upon to influence Bao Dai 

in a manner consistent with the position of the United States. (751G.13/9-2454) 

| 751G.5/9-2354 | 

| | Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the President 

| SECRET [Wasuineton,] September 23, 1954. 

| Subject: Suggested Letters from the President to the Prime Minister 
| of Viet-Nam and the King of Cambodia + - 

| The Departments of State and Defense believe that prompt action 

! must be taken to reassure the Vietnamese Prime Minister of United 

| States intent to aid free Viet-Nam in order that he may take the neces- 

| sary steps to establish a strong and stable government capable of resist- 

ing Communist pressures. In keeping with the policy outlined in my 

| recent message to Mendes-France I recommend that you send a letter | 

| to Prime Minister Diem announcing our willingness to supply aid 

| directly to Viet-Nam.and to undertake direct military training of the 

| Vietnamese National Army. I am enclosing as Tab A a suggested letter 

to the Vietnamese Prime Minister which I propose be published on 

delivery. | | | ae 

Since the Government of Cambodia is keenly desirous of direct 

| United States aid in a military training mission, in the supply of arms 
| . . 

| 1A handwritten notation on the source text indicates that the President ap- 

proved the letter to the King of Cambodia on Sept. 24 and the letter to the Prime 

Minister of Vietnam on Sept. 28. 
7Tab A is identical with the letter actually delivered to Prime Minister Diem 

on Oct. 23; for text, see p. 2166. | 

| 

| 
|
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and equipment, and in economic and financial assistance, and will un- 
doubtedly wonder if United States policy toward Cambodia will 
approximate that publicly announced toward Free Viet-Nam, it is rec- 
ommended that you sign the letter under Tab B which will be given to 
the King of Cambodia and made public after delivery. 

_ Because of the special status of Laos following the cease fire agree- 
ment and the present absence of the King from that country, it is not 
believed nécessary at this time to address a similar message to the King 
of Laos. © | | | 

_ If you approve these two messages, I will make a further determina- 
tion here, after consulting the French, as to the best time to send them.* 

| -Waurer B. Suiru 

*Tab B is identical with the letter actually delivered to King Norodom 
Sihanouk on Oct. 2; for text, see editorial note, p. 2114. 

*The following typewritten notation appears at the bottom of the source text : 
“Handwritten note: We are starting talks with the French on the 27th and I 
hope to smoke them out.” | a | 

751G.13/9-2454 : Telegram | OS 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET  NIACT _ Sargon, September 24, 1954—7 p. m. 
| | | [Received 9:14 a. m.] 

1213. Repeated information Paris 424. Shortly before 1 o’clock 
Dr. Fishel appeared at Embassy with instructions to report following : 
General Xuan had just been to see Diem to state he could not remain 
as. Mjnister of Defense. Reason for his action, according to Xuan, was 
Hinh had received direct telegram from Bao Dai stating Bao Dai 
agreed with Hinh and was solving conflict by appointing Xuan to 
form new government. Xuan said accordingly Hinh was holding press 
conference at 1 p. m: today at which this news would be made public. 
Xuan said Hinh told him army and Binh Xuyen were going to orga- 
nize “popular demonstrations” tomorrow against Diem government 
and specifically against Cao Dai and Hoa Hao if latter persisted in 
participating in Diem government. | 7 | | 
Xuan reached into side pocket and brandished paper which he said 

was copy of Bao Dai telegram. He did not show telegram to Diem 
and latter did not have wit enough to snatch it out of his hand. 

At this dramatic moment Diem had to leave for port for ceremony 
celebrating arrival of 100,000 refugees borne by US Navy from north. 
Ceremony scheduled 1 p. m. was delayed 45 minutes. During much this 
time Diem talked to me in by no means low voice of his troubles and i 

perplexities. I replied I thought he should be calm and go ahead with 
his ceremony scheduled for four this afternoon to announce new gov-
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ernment as if nothing had happened. He obviously could not cancel 

announcing his new government on basis of unshown telegram from 

an interested party and I hoped Cao Dai and Hoa Hao would not back 

off on any such unsubstantiated news. President said, however, Xuan 

informed him of intention of letting two sects know of “Bao Dai’s 

decision”. | 

Hinh did not hold press conference at 1 p. m. as Xuan had said. 

Instead Xuan appeared alone and read press statement announcing 

his own resignation, repudiating Diem, and saying time had come for 

his dismissal. No mention was made of any telegram from Bao Dai nor 

- any mandate to Xuan to form new government. (Text statement con- 

| tained Embtel 1214, repeated Paris 425.)* Xuan refused to answer any 

| questions addressed by correspondents other than to state he was “the 

| servitor of the people” and departed quickly. | 

| At this writing Diem has just finished his own press conference an- 

| nouncing his new government including participation Hoa Hao and 

: Cao Dai. No Minister Defense has been appointed but Col. Minh has 

| been made Deputy Minister. | | 

| It is possible telegram from Bao Dai alleged by General Xuan is 

| pure fiction of imagination and act to prevent Diem from forming new 

! government with sects. On other hand, it is possible Bao Dai, due to 

| our failure to reach him as recommended by this Embassy, has sent 

some such word to Hinh. Such uncertainty as this and perhaps at- 

| tempts at bluff using Bao Dai’s name can be expected to continue in 

| this unsettled situation if we do not have first hand knowledge by 

| personal contact of Bao Dai’s intentions and if he does not have first 

| hand knowledge of US position. | 

| oe HeatTH 

: 1Telegram 1214 from Saigon, Sept. 24, is not printed. (751G.00/9-2454) 

| 751G.00/9-2454: Telegram 

| Senator Mike Mansfield to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET  NIACT Bern, September 24, 1954—4 p. m. 

: [Received 12:51 p. m.] 

| 212. Repeated information priority Paris 28, priority London 28. 

| For Secretary Dulles from Senator Mansfield. Re Deptel 1046 to Paris, 

: Sept 22, rptd Berlin as Paris tel 12.1 As requested in reftel, which was 

! paraphrased to me here Sept 23, following is my reply. 

| ——_—____— | | 

| 1The reference telegram, not printed, requested an evaluation of the Vietnam | 

| situation by Senator Mansfield who was in Europe, having recently completed 

: his study mission in Indochina. (038.1100 MA/9-2254) | 
| 

|
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The political crisis in south Vietnam arises from the insistence of 
Diem on forming a government that is free of corruption and dedi- 
cated to achieving genuine national independence and internal amelio- 
ration. He is opposed by various Vietnamese political, military, and. 
Demi-Monde groups and probably to a lesser extent by the quasi- 
religious sects. 
Diem is inexperienced and finds it difficult to compromise. These 

personal shortcomings exacerbate the crisis but I do not believe they 
are at the root of it. It is doubtful, in my opinion that any compromise 
he would be willing to make short of the virtual abandonment of his 
objectives—that is, national independence, an end to corruption, and 
internal amelioration would satisfy his opponents. They fear an im- 
mediate loss of power and revenue, perhaps even more than the ulti- 
mate threat of the Viet Minh. 

Ironically, however, only a govt of the kind Diem envisions—and 
it would be a govt worthy of our support—has much chance of sur- 
vival, eventually free of outside support because only such a govt can 

| hope to achieve a degree of popular support as against the Viet Minh. 
If Diem fails, the alternative is a govt composed of his present op- 
ponents, no combination of which is likely to base itself strongly in 
the populace. Such a govt would be indefinitely dependent on support 
of the French and could survive only so long as the latter are able to | 
obtain Viet Minh acquiescence in its survival. 

Most of those who oppose Diem have a long history of initimate 
working relations with the French in Indochina and have been ame- 
nable to the latter’s guidance in the past. The fundamental question, 
therefore, may well be not can Diem form a worthy govt but do the 
French really want Diem and what he stands for to succeed? Even 
if Paris were so inclined, the French Govt would have to be willing 
to deal firmly with its large political and military bureaucracy in 
Indochina. Otherwise, Diem’s prospects of achieving success could 
be constantly undercut by their activities and machinations in Saigon, 
regardless of official French policy. | 

[MansFIELp ] | 

751G.13/9-2454 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, September 24, 1954—8 p. m. 
[Received 4:11 p. m.] 

1267. Repeated information priority Saigon 151. During course of 
call on Roux at Quai d’Orsay today McClintock? was requested by 

1 Ambassador McClintock was in Paris en route to Cambodia where he presented 
his credentials on Oct. 2.
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him to see DeJean, but had not previously been briefed of contents 

Deptel 1063 or Paris tels 1233 and 1256.7 

~ DeJean said that Bao Dai had told him that Le Van Vien had dis- 

cussed with Bao Dai a change of government in Saigon and had pro- 

duced a list of potential ministers for such a new cabinet. According 

to DeJean Bao Dai had given Le Van Vien commission to canvass situ- 

ation in Vietnam and to recommend a new government to the Chief of 

State. Whether or not Le Van Vien himself would be Prime Minister 

was an open question. According to DeJean’s information from Bao 

| Dai latter has definitely decided to sack Diem. 

We saw DeJean this afternoon and, pursuant to first paragraph 

Deptel 1074,3 urged that when he saw Bao Dai he indicate necessity of 

: retaining Diem as long as possible and through period of Washington _ 

| talks. 

| When questioned as to Bao Dai’s travel plans DeJean said that he 

| had informed him that he planned to return to Saigon in approxl- 

| mately one month’s time. However, Bao Dai did not exclude possi- 

| bility that, if situation should continue to deteriorate, he might have 

| to leave forthwith for his country. McClintock expressed skepticism. 

| As Department will appreciate, it is an invidious exercise to ap- 

| proach Bao Dai either directly or through French. 

| | DeJean told McClintock this morning that there is a powerful fac- 

| tion in French Government which is urging Mendes-France to forget 

| Bao Dai and the present so-called free Vietnamese and to place their 

| bets on Ho Chi Minh. He said this explained present press campaign 

| against Bao Dai and referred particularly to Le Monde. DeJean feared 

| very much that with continuing disintegration of political scene in 

| Saigon counsels of this nature would grow in. strength, and although 

| he averred: Mendes-France was “firm” in his resistance to this advo- 

| cacy, he plainly intimated that if situation in South Vietnam con- 

tinues to disintegrate French Government might feel tempted to go 

| along with Viet Minh.‘ | 
D1LL0N 

| 2For telegram 1063 to Paris, Sept. 23, see p. 2052. Regarding telegrams 1233 

(Sept. 23), and 1256 (Sept. 24) from Paris, see footnote 5, p. 2053. 

4 See footnote 5, ibid. | 

« Ambassador Dillon transmitted the following additional information in tele- 

gram 1285 from Paris (156 to Saigon), Sept. 26: “I obtained confirmation 

| today ... that an influential group close to Mendes is working in favor of a 

| drastic switch in Indochina policy aimed at abandonment of Nationalist elements 

| in South Vietnam and close cooperation with Ho Chi Minh. 

| - “Maurice Schumann told me that Roux had just told him of existence of this _ 

plot which was causing Roux concern. No steps have been taken and there is as 

| yet no indication that Mendes will accept such advice, but group favoring this 

policy continues to press for its adoption.” (751G.00/9-2654 ) : 

| 

|
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file . 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 215th M eeting of the National 
Security. Council, Friday, September 24, 1954 

| (Extract) 

TOP SECRET §§ EYES ONLY ) 
Present at the 215th meeting of the Council were the Vice-President 

of the United States, presiding; the Secretary of State; the Secretary 
of Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and 
the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present werethe 
Secretary of the Treasury; the Attorney General (for Item 3) ; the 
Acting Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy 
Commission ; the Deputy Secretary of Defense; the Acting Secretary 
of the Army; the Secretary of the Navy; the Secretary of the Air 
Force; Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; Assistant Secretary of 
the Treasury Rose; Assistant Secretary of Defense Hensel; . the 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army; the 
Chief of Naval Operations; the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force; the 
Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps; the Director of Central Intelli- 
gence; Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; the Deputy 
Assistant to the President; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the 
Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. | | 

_ There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 
main pointstaken, _ | 
1. Significant World Developments A ffecting U.S. Security 

The Director of Central Intelligence-reported that the situation in 
South Vietnam had reached the crisis stage in the struggle for power 
between Hinh and Prime Minister’ Diem. Though they had formally 
indicated neutrality, the French appeared to be backing Hinh. If he 
failed to secure control over the army, it was difficult to see how Diem 
could last. Bao Dai has suggested to Diem that he resign, but the 
latter has not seen fit to act on this suggestion. Bao Dai was in a posi- 
tion to exercise considerable power if he chose to, but he was, of course, 
under heavy French influence. The next few days will show whether 
Diem can stand up to Hinh. From the point of view of policy, con- 
cluded Mr. Dulles, the problem was whether the United States and 
France can get together and back a good Vietnamese leader. 

At the conclusion of these remarks, Admiral Radford inquired 
whether the French could not call Hinh off. Mr. Dulles replied that 
undoubtedly they could, but that Hinh probably had the secret backing 
of the French. 

* Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on Sept. 27.
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‘Mr. Cutler, after reading the conclusions of the latest National 
Intelligence Estimate on South Vietnam,” inquired whether the Secre- 

‘tary of State had any comments to make.on the grave situation indi- 
cated in this Estimate. Was it true, Mr..Cutler inquired, that the U.S. 
Ambassador, Mr. Heath, was being replaced? — - 

-. Seeretary Dulles said that there were-plans to make a change in 
Saigon, though in the last few weeks Ambassador Heath had been 
doing a very good job. Until this time the Secretary had felt that 
Heath had been too long in this position and was too close to the 
French. However, he is now standing up to them, and the deterioration 

| in South Vietnam is not ascribable.to any weakness of Heath’s. | 

-- The heart of the problem in South Vietnam, said Secretary Dulles, 
| is that we really don’t yet know Mendes-France’s game. Is he actually 
| collaborating in some fashion with the Vietminh, as some intelligence 
| reports suggest? Or is he so busy with other matters in France that | 
| he has permitted the direction of policy in Indochina to get back into 
| the old colonialist channels? We cannot tell the answer to these ques- | 

| tions yet, but we may know more after the Nine-Power meeting in 

| London? | | | 
| Mr. Allen Dulles repeated his earlier view that the best course of 

| action to arrest the deterioration in South Vietnam was for the French 
| and the Americans to unite firmly in support of one local leader. 
| Secretary Wilson said that he thought that an even more desirable 
| course of action was for the United States to get completely out of 
| the area. The chances of saving any part of Southeast Asia were, in 
| his opinion, nothing. 

| ? Presumably a reference to SNIE 63-6-54, Sept. 15, p. 2028. 
| * For documentation, see volume V. - eo 

: 751G.00/9-2554 : Telegram | | 

| The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

! SECRET Sargon, September 25, 1954—9 p.m. 

| 1232. Repeated information Paris 431. I saw Diem at noon today 

i and told him that if he had‘ decided to make peace with Hinh as we 

! were told he had, I would be glad, if he thought such action useful, to 

| send General O’Daniel to talk first with Hinh. If Hinh were already 
| decided [not?] to make peace, O’Daniel would present arguments as 

| to the unwisdom of such a course. I said I had heard that Diem would 

| agree to rescind his orders for Hinh to leave for France if latter would 

| issue a public statement saying that since both Diem and Hinh had the 

| same aim of extirpating Communist infiltration, that he, Hinh, no 

longer had any quarrel with the government with which he would 

| 578-611 O 82 ~ 43 (Pt. 2) 4 |
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henceforth cooperate. I suggested Hinh should be asked to produce a 
plan for the army in connection with civil police and officials and 
Ministry of Information to break up Viet Minh control of villages _ 
which they have heretofore held in the south and center. 

Diem said he would have to think over any reconciliation with 
Hinh. If he did make peace with Hinh after the latter’s outrageous 
behavior, he, Diem, would lose all his followers who would accuse him 
of being without honor or courage. I suggested that. on the contrary 
they might consider that he had acted with political wisdom. To be 
brutally frank, at present he was without power to dismiss Hinh or 
even make him obey his orders to go to France. Hinh now had an 
excuse for not obeying such order in Bao Dai’s telegram saying that 
latter was giving study to the army-government conflict and would 
let Hinh know later of his decision. Hinh would reply that pending 
Bao Dai’s further instructions he could not leave the army and the 
country. Hinh’s following in the army might be weak as Diem as- 
serted but for the moment the army was obeying Hinh. Not a single 
officer of rank had been willing to replace Hinh as chief of staff, By 
“burying the hatchet” Diem would have time to weaken the re- 
bellious camarilla which supported Hinh within the army. 
Diem then said that the Hinh matter could easily be settled if the 

French would simply order him back to France since Hinh was a 
French officer. I said that was the one thing French Army would not 
do under present circumstances. Hinh would wave Bao Dai’s telegram 

_to show the latter wished him to stay on for time being. Of course if 
Hinh engaged in active rebellion then the French might intervene but 
Hinh was too smart for that. I remarked that if President decided to 
call Hinh in and attempt reconciliation two things might happen: 
Hinh would either make peace with him or he would refuse. If the first 
happened President would gain time to establish order and obedience 
in army. If Hinh refused to make peace, then Hinh would be in an 
impossible position in which he would be supported neither by Bao 
Dai, the French nor by US. Up to now Hinh had very cleverly maneu- 

vered so that majority of army thought he was defending them against 
unwarranted civil encroachment. If Hinh refused honorable terms of 

peace he would appear in true light of a military grabber of power. 

I said the foregoing advice had been proferred on the misinforma- 

tion (furnished by Fishel) that Diem had already arrived at same 
conclusion as myself that it was necessary to end the conflict with 

Hinh peacefully. I greatly feared if it kept on that Bao Dai might 
listen to those advisers counseling replacement of Diem by Xuan or 
some other leader. Diem told me Xuan had returned this morning 

offering to withdraw his resignation as Defense Minister. I told him I
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would express no opinion as to whether Xuan should be allowed to 

return to the Cabinet or not. | 
I did not inform Diem that Ham, delegate of the Imperial Cabinet 

in Saigon, had told me that he believed that Bao Dai would shortly 
appoint Xuan to replace Diem although Diem had admitted to me that 

he had received no telegram from Bao Dai to that effect. | 
Fishel tells me since my conversation, Diem was approached by Cao 

Dai General Phuong and Colonel Thai who suggested that if Diem 
would take Bay Vien into Cabinet as honorary Minister of State in 
Defense Ministry (similar to positions held by Generals Phuong and 

Soai) and also give to Binh Xuyen Social Action Ministry, Bay Vien 
would “persuade” Hinh to leave for France for three or four weeks. 

| Cao Dai, who presently hold Social Action Ministry, are willing re- 

| linquish it to Binh Kuyen under this arrangement. | 
| I told Fishel that I doubted Bay Vien could persuade Hinh to leave. 

| However, I thought Diem should try to make peace with both Hinh 

! and Bay Vien particularly if the latter as the price for his admission 

| into the Cabinet would agree to give up his gambling concession. This 

would receive widespread approval and be evidence of accomplish- 

| ment by Diem. Vien had previously informed Diem he would be 

| willing to close down concession immediately if government would 

| contribute to the support of his private army of possibly 2,000 men. 

: oe HeEaTH 

-751G.00/9-2554 oe 

| Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

| | Affairs (Robertson) to the Secretary of State * 

| SECRET [WasuHincTon,] September 25, 1954. 

| Subject: Forthcoming Talks with the French on Indochina? 
| . | | 

I. French Intentions 

a) According to the French Embassy, the French Government will 

undertake in these talks to (1) give us an estimate of the situation in 

| Indochina and their general policy lines towards the three states, (2) 

| — 
1 Drafted by Kenneth T. Young, Acting Director of PSA. 
2In Press Release No. 529 of Sept. 25, the Department of State announced that 

| Guy La Chambre, Minister in Charge of Relations with the Associated States, and 

General Paul Ely, French Commissioner General in Indochina, would be in Wash- 

ington for discussions on Indochina, Sept. 27-29. It was noted that Edgar Faure, | 

| French Finance Minister who was in Washington on other international financial _ 

matters, would also participate. The announcement further stated that the talks 

| would be informal and exploratory in nature, and that the governments of the 

| Associated States. were being kept informed. For the text of Press Release No. 

| _ 529, see Department of State Bulletin, Oct. 4, 1954, pp. 491-492. A memorandum 

of a briefing on the talks provided to the Ambassadors of Vietnam, Laos, and 

| Cambodia by Assistant Secretary Robertson on Sept. 24 is in Conference files, 

lot 60 D 627, CF 361. . | 

|
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coordinate French and US policies along definite lines towards the 
three Associated States and the Viet Minh, and (3) reach an under- 

_ Standing on as many details as possible regarding military matters, 
particularly in Viet-Nam and Laos. The French stress the need for 
common action with the US in establishing a new track following 
Geneva, 

IL. Arrangements for the Talks 
a) The.US and French sides have agreed to a tentative schedule of 

four meetings: a small restricted meeting Monday afternoon ? to dis- 
cuss basic political policies, military talks Tuesday morning, economic 
talks afternoon, and a final session Wednesday morning. LaChambre 
and Ely are seeing General Smith today at 11:30 at their request for 
a preliminary private talk.‘ a | : 
. b) Depending on the French positions, the US should reserve its 

position of any final decisions or commitments regarding new military 
and economic support programs during these talks. Congressional 
committees will have to be consulted in any event, also the three As- 
sociated States. The primary purpose of these talks should be to 
establish parallel policies toward the three states and towards the Viet 
Minh if possible. Some decisions may have to be taken of a limited 
nature, if desirable, in order not to leave a vacuum. 

c) We must.keep in mind the concern of the three Associated States 
over bilateral talks. We have kept them advised here and in the field. 
I saw the three representatives yesterday together to assure them no 
decisions would be taken privately respecting their countries and to 
confirm that we would keep them informed during the talks. The 
French have proposed a meeting Monday morning with us and the 
three Associated States to discuss the Protocol to the Manila Pact and 
Southeast Asia as a way to avoid injuring their feelings. I feel my 
meeting with them and by keeping them informed next week will 
serve the same purpose better. Or we might meet with them together 
with the French at the end of the talks. 

d) We will send you a'briefing telegram immediately after each of 
the meetings here so that. you will be fully informed during the London 
talks.° | | 

II. US Policies on the three Associated States 

a) Our objective is to gain the greatest possible French acceptance 
and active support for a vigorous policy to create and strengthen free 
Viet-Nam between now and mid-1956 when elections in Viet-Nam 
might be held, and to support Cambodia and Laos. We hope the 

* Sept. 27. | 
* See telegram 1217 to Saigon, Sept. 25, p. 2070. | | 
*Secretary Dulles attended the London Nine-Power Conference, Sept. 28- 

Oct. 3. For documentation, sée volume v.
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French will go along with our decisions on direct aid for supporting 

Viet-Nam and Cambodia and for resisting Communist Viet Minh. 

b) The principal probiem at the moment in Viet-Nam continues to 

be the development of a stable, representative government. There has 

been an encouraging trend during the last few days, two of the sects 

deciding to join the Diem government. If that government is still in 

office when the talks begin, we should emphasize that the facts of the 

matter are the Diem government, however imperfect, is the best in 

sight, it merits the support of the US and France now so that we all 

| can get on with the job of creating a strong free Viet-Nam. If such a 

| Diem government proves incompetent after a fair trial, then we can 

re-examine the situation since we are not wedded to Diem as a person 

| or to the Diem Government as such. If it appears that the Diem gov- 

| ernment is being forced out in favor of such a candidate as the head 

| of the Binh Xuyen (a gangster type faction) we would have to make 

| clear to the French the very grave difficulty this would cause the 

. Executive and the Congress in providing aid to such a government. 

| c) We should reaffirm the position taken in your letter to Mendes- 

France of August 18th * regarding direct budgetary aid to Viet-Nam 

| and our intention immediately to transmit a letter to that effect to the 

| Chief of the Vietnamese Government. 

| d) There are a number of concrete problems which we may wish to 

| discuss with the French to get their views, i.e., continuation of Bao Dai 

as Chief of State, the amendment of present juridical relationships 

| between France and free Viet-Nam and the measures for transfer of 

real independent sovereign powers. 

e) Regarding Cambodia, we should reaffirm our intention to fur- 

nish direct military aid and training to Cambodia, at its request, 

| together with some economic assistance. We must also yet make our 

| position on this clear to the British. We will proceed with the letter 

| to the King of Cambodia and the negotiation of a bilateral agreement 

regarding military aid and training. (The J CS have interposed a 

| condition that all French personnel should be withdrawn prior to our 

| undertaking aid and training.) 

| f) As for Laos, we will work jointly with the French on military 

| assistance and independently on direct budgetary support and eco- 

| nomic rehabilitation. — : | | 

| g) If the French consent to the US position in principle, we could 

| propose that French and US assistance—military, economic and tech- 

! nical—to the three Associated States be carried out through informal 

| trilateral coordination in Saigon, Phnom Penh and Vientiane under 

| the chairmanship of the local governments. Our aid will, of course, be 

identified as separate from the French. 

| * See telegram 610 to Paris, Aug. 18, p. 1957.
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IV. Military Views of the JCS Regarding Indochina 
a) Viet-Vam—The JCS on September 22 recommended in substance 

(not cleared by Defense as yet) :’ | 

(1) Due to present unstable political situation, against the assign- 
ment of a training mission to MAAG/Saigon, and against indicating 
at this time US intentions regarding support and training of Viet- 
namese forces. | 

(2) Force levels for Viet-Nam consisting of 234,000 Vietnamese 
ground forces; retention of a minimum of four French divisions until 
Phased out by trained Vietnamese units; and a small navy and air 
force, together with French units. This will require extensive detailed 
training over a period of three to five years (presumably by the 
French, although their memorandum is ambiguous on the latter point) 
assuming initial cost of equipment as zero and received from 'rench 
sources, annual cost of these forces is estimated tentatively at 
$443,400,000. , 

(3) Prior to assumption of any support of the forces of free Viet- 
Nam, a definite agreement should be obtained from the French Gov- 
ernment regarding the timing of their programmed phased with- 
drawal (this seems to contradict (1) above). | 

__ (4) US military support to that area [presumably Viet-Nam] * in- 
| cluding the training, equipping of forces should be accomplished at a 

low priority. | | 

(Comment on JCS views: Their reserved, negative position may 
help us tactically in the talks with the French, but, if unchanged, will 
hinder implementaton of NSC objectives in Viet-Nam, and thereby 
ultimately endanger Cambodian [Vietnamese?] independence.) 

b) Cambodia—The JCS 

(1) Offer no objection to a MAAG in Cambodia. | 
(2) Recommend the bilateral agreement between US and Cambodia 

provide that all French advisers ultimately be withdrawn in order that 
the US may deal directly with Cambodia. 

-__ (8) Recommend a Cambodian army of 53,600 consisting of three 
divisions of light infantry. Assuming initial cost of equipment as zero, 
the annual operating cost to train and maintain the above force would 
be approximately $94 million. 

V. Economic Aid | 

a) There is a difference of opinion between FOA and State. Gov- 
ernor Stassen has recommended a cessation of all budgetary support 
payments to France. General Smith expressed the Department’s posi- 
tion on this in a letter dated September 21.° This is a matter which 

"See letter from the Secretary of Defense to the Secretary of State, Sept. 28, 
and its enclosures, p. 2088. | 

*° Brackeis in the source text. 
-° For the text of the letter of Sept. 21 from Acting Secretary Smith to FOA 

Director Stassen and other documentation on overall aid to France, see volume 
VI. |
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should be ironed out before economic talks begin with the French on 

Tuesday afternoon. The Department has proposed, regarding US aid 

from fiscal year 1954 funds, that we tell the French that pending a final 

US decision regarding fiscal year 1954 aid, we will continue the current 

arrangements of budget support for the French Expeditionary Corps 

during calendar year 1954 except that we propose to suspend reim- 

bursements, retroactive to July 21, for equipment which has not been 

or will not be delivered to Indochina. 

b) With respect to US aid from fiscal year 1955 funds, we have 

| recommended the following positions: _ , 

(1) Propose that the support for French forces retained in Indo- 

china in calendar year 1955 be financed by France from its own re- 

: sources. If the French object and insist they cannot keep the planned 

| level of forces in Indochina without some continued US support, we 

| may have to take a different position ; in this case we should advise the 

! French that no final US decision on this point can be taken at this 

| time, since we must assess the results of the present talks, current | 

developments in Indochina and many other factors. 
(2) We will undertake direct programs of budgetary support for 

| Viet-Nam and Cambodia, and Laos if necessary. We should ask the 

| French for their views on the likely outcome of the current negotia- 

| tions in Paris regarding future financial arrangements between France 

| and the Associated States. : 

VI. Meeting with Defense and FOA at 10: 30% 

| a) The purpose of today’s meetings with you is primarily to lay the 

: above political policies before you for approval, and to inform you of 

| the JCS and FOA positions. Admiral Carney for Defense and Gover- 

| nor Stassen will be in 5100 at 10:30 to hear the political briefings 

| in preparation for Monday’s meeting on basic policies with the French. 

+b): This 10: 80 meeting is a good chance for you to state the general 

political approach you favor, and to deal with Stassen’s wish to sus- 

pend fiscal year 1954 aid to France. It is hoped you can support the 

| economic position in paragraph V, which reflects General Smith’s 

letter to Stassen, and give the broad political reasons against suspen- 

| sion. | | a 

| c) The following agenda for the 10:30 talks is recommended : 

| 1. Political Policies (this memo, D-1/1 and D-1/2.)** 

| 2. Aid Programs (D-3/3 and D-3/4)™ 
! 3. Military Aspects (JCS views of 22 September 1954) 
| ee | 

| , For the record of the meeting, see infra. : 

_. 2 None of the background papers prepared for the talks with La Chambre and 

| on ache This documentation may be found in Conference files, lot 60 D 627, 

a 
| | 

|
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 361 

Summary Minute of a Meeting at the Department of State, 
| September 25, 1954, 10:30 a. m. 

SECRET =. | 

: - ParTIcIPaNts Oe ~ 

State Department Defense. | FOA 
Secretary Dulles Admiral Carney - Governor Stassen. 
Under Secretary Smith Admiral Smedburg‘ Mr. FitzGerald® 
Mr. Hoover? Mr. Sullivan | 
Mr. MacArthur oo : | . 

| Mr. Robertson—FE oo - 
Mr. Barbour *—EUR | - a - 
Mr. Young—PSA | a 
Mr. Stelle—S/P ' - : 
Mr. Beigel—_WE Bn an ee 
Mr. Moreland—S/MSA a - oo 
Mr. Hoey—PSA i an - | 
Mr. Selby—S/S Oc , | | . 

Mr. Purnell—PSA 7 a - a | 
1. Political Aspects of the Talks  ——s—issC;s | 

Secretary Dulles outlined the political aspects as follows: _ 
(a) The chief problem is to reach agreement with the French con- 

cerning Indochina. We have supported Diem who is not. perfect. but 
is at least a strong nationalist and largely due to U.S. influence, has 
recently broadened his Cabinet to include the sects. (6) The French 
have not been backing Diem and some colonial interests seem to think 
they could do business with Ho and that it would not be too bad if 
the Diem Government fell and the Communists took over. If such 
policy should prevail there is no reason for us to give further support 
to the French in Indochina. oo 7 | 

(ce) The first objective then is to seek agreement with the French 
on a political program, failing which there is no point in our discuss- 
ing further aid. If agreement on a political program is reached we 
should be able to reduce the magnitude of our aid but it is doubtful 
that we can cut it out entirely. Among the points to be considered 
would be military costs involved in keeping the French expeditionary 
forces in Viet-Nam or elsewhere. | 

* Drafted by Lewis M. Purnell of PSA. Circulated as document ELaC Memo 15, 

°F Consultant to the Secretary of State; Under Secretary of State from Oct. 4, 

1 Walworth Barbour, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Huropean Affairs. 
“Rear Adm. William R. Smedberg, Director, Politico-Military Policy Division 

in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Plans and Policy). , 
* Charles A. Sullivan, Director, Policy Division, Office of Foreign Military Af- 

fairs, Department of Defense. 
_ *Dennis A. FitzGerald, Deputy Director for Operations, Foreign Operations 
Administration.
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(d) There seems to be general agreement and a desire on the part 

of Congress that we grant support direct to the Associated States. 

Secretary Dulles then used some notes he had taken of conversations 

with Chancellor Adenauer ‘last week? in which the Chancellor had 

suggested that we not cut off all aid to France but that we regulate 

the flow according to the behavior of the government. The Chancellor 

thought Mendes-France was not a Communist tool but could be led 

| to play the Communist game. He thought that if aid were cut off too 

| quickly, Mendes-France might feel forced to work with the Commu- 

nists. Secretary Dulles noted that he was inclined to agree with 

| Adenauer’s analysis. ee | an 

| Secretary Dulles said MDAP. would come to a complete stop as far 

! as supporting the French in Indochina. but some funds might be 

: reserved for Viet-Nam. Under Secretary Smith noted that if the 

| French leave military equipment behind in Indochina we may be 

| under obligation to re-equip French forces deployed in Metropolitan 

| France. ©) os 

| 2. Economic Aspects = se oo Oo 

| _ Mr. Stassen then outlined some basic financial facts in the situation, 

| citing our total aid expenditures to France for the first six months of | 

| this year as $427 million which he then broke down. He noted that this 

| was the largest flow of dollar aid to.any country in the world. Mr. 

| Stassen asked that he be informed as to the rate of dollar flow to 

| France desired and asked that no definitive commitments be made with 

| France as the problem needs continuing study and consultations with 

| Congress. He suggested that we be pleasant but leave ourselves in a 

| position to loosen or tighten our controls at a later date. 

| Secretary Dulles asked how the flow could be cut if desired. Mr. 

| Stassen replied that the flow could be immediately controlled through . 

| payment or reimbursement on our advancements in connection with 

| equipment being manufactured in France for the Indochina theatre. _ 

| To Under Secretary Smith’s question concerning French payments _ 

! promised for the Indochina war, Mr. Stassen replied that the French 

: were up on their payments involving the expeditionary forces but 

| way below on their expenditures in support of a Vietnamese military 

| establishment. Mr. Stassen noted that the French have received from 

| the U.S. about $200 million out of the $385 million this year. One 

| portion of this is a $70 million advance payment. He also noted that 

| the French have disbursed much of this money in French francs. 

| Mr. Stassen and Mr. Dulles commented on the importance of the 

| financial picture in France and noted that the main effect of any typing 

| ? For documentation on Secretary Dulles’ trip to Bonn and London, Sept. 16-17, 

see volume v. | . 

|
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up of aid would be psychological, that is, it would discourage capital 
which might begin to pull out of France and the franc would probably | 
begin to. fall. It was noted that the Bank of France, however, is in a 
good position atthistime. __ | 

8. Military Aspects 
_ Admiral Carney stated that it would be difficult to consider training 
and support of. indigenous forces in Indochina unless some political 
stability obtained. He also emphasized that the U.S. equipment in 

. Indochina should be returned to U.S. control. 
_ ~ Secretary Dulles then inquired about the military equipment in the 

- North, to which Admiral Carney noted that it appeared the French 
schedule will be met. However, he said we should seek the cooperation 
of the French in assisting American shipping in both Haiphong and 
Saigon. He said 225,000 tons were in depots and that 225,000 tons 
were in organic equipment. He said the Navy is keeping its shipping 
in excess there but that he thought it was necessary to have a reserve — 
in the event additional space were needed quickly. Under Secretary 
Smith commented that the picture concerning evacuation of equip- 

_ ment from the North was much better than had been expected. Admiral _ 
Carney said that the United States would like to regain control of the 
equipment in the hands of the expeditionary force for redistribution 
elsewhere. __ | 

Under Secretary Smith said that he would like to see the French 
keep four divisions in Indochina and reassign some of the equipment 
there to the Cambodian and Vietnamese military establishments. 

Admiral Carney said the equipment can’t be removed legally by the 
French and the ultimate use of this equipment will have to be deter- 
mined later, depending upon the outcome of political agreement with 
the French. He said the situation was a touchy one and we would like 

_to remove as much equipment as possible without precipitating the 
French. | OS en 

_ 4, Recapitulation Political Economic De tense Aspects | 

_ Secretary Dulles said the key to the situation is whether political 
agreement can be reached concerning Viet-Nam and whether agree- 
ment can be reached in London and until we know the answers to these 
two questions we cannot come to final decisions. He said he would not 
want to commit the United States until we see what kind of govern-. 
ment we are going to have to work with. | : 

_ Admiral Carney observed that there was no use of training troops in 
Viet-Nam until we know what we are going to get but noted that we — 
could reach a decision to go ahead in Cambodia. 7 

Secretary Dulles and Under Secretary Smith agreed we could go 
ahead with Cambodia. | a
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Mr. Stassen commented that the FOA people were in agreement 
that Diem was honest, courageous, but lacking administrative experi- 
ence and that Michigan State was sending four people of its best to 
help him at his request. Mr. Stassen noted that if we channeled aid 
directly through Diem it will give him prestige not only with the Viet- 
namese but also assist him in his dealings with the French. 

Secretary Dulles asked if the Vietnamese wanted dollars, to which 
Mr. Stassen replied in the affirmative saying they need dollars for im- 
ports and general budget support. He also commented that dollar aid 

| through Paris would be disadvantageous. | 
| Under Secretary Smith observed that one of the problems would be 

that the French would try to control dollar aid to the Associated 

| States. | | | 
| Mr. Stassen then noted that the Communists often play along with 
| commercial interests until they gain complete control and that this is 

| exactly what is happening now in North Viet-Nam. | 
| Secretary Dulles cited Senator Mansfield’s appraisai of the situation 
| in Indochina which is in support of our analysis and noted that the 
| Senator’s views would carry a lot of weight in the Foreign Relations 
| Committee, especially with the Democrats. 
| Mr. Stassen again asked for an estimate of how much cut-off aid 

| was desired and when. | 
| Mr. Hoover asked about the rate of build-up of French balances. 

| Mr. Stassen and Mr. FitzGerald stated that there had been a steady 
| build-up in the French balances for the past six months. Under Sec- 
| retary Smith said the flow of aid to France should be diminished. 
| _ Secretary Dulles said we would like to see the reserves of the Bank of 
| France come down. In this connection he said he did not know how 
| much of a cut in aid would,be required to achieve this result. 

| Mr. Hoover noted that this course of action would really hurt the 
| French. Secretary Dulles stated that the dollars and gold reserves 

should go down and he would like to see capital start moving out of 
France. Mr. Hoover asked if this could be done by taking stock here 

| rather than by abrupt cut-offs. Mr. Stassen said it could. | 
| Mr. Robertson asked about the aid to France committed prior to | 
| July 21. « | | 
| Mr. Stassen replied that much of this was in advance payments to 
| which we have offsets coming back. Mr. Stassen then outlined the 
| magnitude of the aid to France, noting that there was a total of $214 
| billion total assistance, the largest single part being military end items. _ 

| Mr. Stassen also urged that we withhold payments on the basis of the 
| need to study the problem in consultation with Congress. 7 

: Admiral Carney said that there was no point in going into detail 

| concerning Defense training until some agreement had been reached 

| at a political level with France. . 

| 
|
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_. Under Secretary Smith said that in our dealing with the French in 
these talks we should not be unfriendly but that we should make no 
commitments; that we should be a little cool but not too cool and 
indicate to the French that we would talk with them again in the near 
future on concrete details. | 

751G.13/9-2554 : Telegram , | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam? 

TOP SECRET Wasurneton, September 25, 1954—5 : 58 p. m. 
PRIORITY | 

1217. London for info Secretary.? Limit distribution. Saturday 
morning * La Chambre met at his request with General Smith for 
small private meeting with immediate staffs both sides. Frank, in- 
formal preliminary exchange of views took place on nature political 

_ problems requiring solutions Vietnam. No decisions. No discussion 
Cambodia or Laos. 7 

In opening remarks General Smith welcomed La Chambre and his 
aides and holding of talks at this time. Smith then stressed (2) im- 
portance frank talks to reach agreement on political program Viet- 
ham as prerequisite for assurances to U.S. military and congressional 
sources on future programs, (6) need for decisions on kind of Viet- 
namese Government both countries would support and in which event 

: such government could survive and act, (c) U.S. views on Diem Gov- 
ernment as best in sight though it needs help and requires more ef- 
ficiency plus loyalty Vietnamese Army, and (d) difficulties in 
continuing intrigues and actions of Bao Dai since any change govern- 
ment Saigon would immensely complicate our problems. Re Diem, 
Smith read Mansfield telegram‘ (repeated separate message to 
Saigon) emphasizing his views would have great influence in Con- 
gress, particularly with Democrats. Smith also referred to Communist 
exploitation present confusion in order subvert free Vietnam. 
Responding in general agreement, La Chambre stressed (a) only | 

French objective is complete unity of action with U.S. in North Viet- 

nam and South Vietnam, (0) French agree and accept Diem honest, 
incorruptible, strongly nationalistic and also somewhat anti-French 

which they do not mind but they are particularly concerned he has 

not produced efficient government which can eliminate corruption and 

* Drafted by Young of PSA. Also sent priority to Paris as 1118, to Vientiane as 
44, to Phnom Penh as 62, and to London as 1749. . 

* Secretary Dulles was in London for the Nine-Power Conference. 
*A memorandum of the Smith-La Chambre conversation of Saturday morning, 

Sept. 25, is in Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 361. 
* Reference is to telegram 212 from Berlin, Sept. 24, p. 2055.
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~ effectively meet Communist infiltration, (c) since Geneva and Mendes- 

France guarantee of independence, French have transferred powers, 

(d) principal French worry Viet-Minh profiting by delays and rik- 

ing great headway with intimidation campaign South Vietnam in 

violation armistice, (c) must take counteraction and only Sects have 

actual capabilities counter Viet-Minh, (f) while Diem Government 

now has two Sects critical problem remains with Binh Xuyen and 

Hinh outside which risks further conflict since Bao Dai can unmake 

governments unless he agrees with us, and (g) French have been re- | 

luctant use FEC restore order and thus desire Bao Dai assent for 

cloak of legality. Mendes-France not desperate over situation and 

| believes it can be resolved with US-French unity of action. Sainteny 

| reported after visit Hanoi, Viet-Minh and Ho Chi Minh 100% Com- 

! munist. La Chambre said no doubts that score. ) 

| Re future Bao Dai, La Chambre said it would be unfortunate in 

: elections 1956 for Vietnam people have choose between him and Ho 

| (hi Minh. We must decide what to do with Bao Dai, perhaps through 

some change in delegation of his powers so that he would be perma- 

| nently out. As for consultative assembly there might be something in 

| it but should be carefully examined to ensure Communists would not 

| profit, Smith agreed in general re Bao Dai. 

In conclusion Smith stressed need for positive political program to 

| suve what had been salvaged at Geneva. 

| Agreed meet with representatives Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos 

| next week after bilateral talks. 
SMITH 

| 751G.00/9-2554 : Telegram | | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France* 

| SNCRET § NIACT - Wasutneton, September 26, 1954—1: 21 a. m. 

| 1115. Tonight Millet of French Embassy and Cheysson informed 

! Idept French forces in order prevent clashes and bloodshed intervened 

| in Saigon area between Cao Dai troops moving towards city and Binh 

| Xuyen. French seriously concerned and desire joint US-French posi- 

| tion. As solution they want Bao Dai instruct Hinh and Binh Xuyen 

! immediately cooperate Diem Govt, prevent disorders, relieve French 

| nasty chore, and unite for urgent tasks build strong Viet Nam and 

| vigorously counter Viet Minh. LaChambre will telephone above solu- 

| tion to Paris if we concur. — | 

| - Although we have received no other info this situation, we inclined 

! agree such action, since it seems safe assume it would be along lines 

1? Drafted by Young of PSA. Also sent to Saigon as niact telegram 1218.
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recent Dept instructions on Diem and Bao Dai and with indications _ Saigon 1232 repeated info Paris 431.? However Dept would most cer- 
tainly not want our assent be construed to permit nor to result in Bao Dai firing Diem. Essential‘US views accurately understood by French and Bao Dai. | Oo Oo Co 
LaChambre informed substance thistelegram. _ | 
Comments requested. - 

- |  . Smrrn 

| * Dated Sept. 25, p. 2059. a mo a — *In telegram 1238 from Saigon, Sept. 26, Ambassador Heath reported that the French had turned back Cao Dai troops seeking to join the palace guard. In view of the danger of troop movements and clashes, he endorsed the proposal that the French request Bao Dai to instruct Hinh and the Binh Xuyen .to cooperate with Diem. (751G.00/9-2654) Ambassador Dillon, in telegram 1287 from Paris, Sept. 26, also endorsed the proposal, stating : “If French prepared take position indicated reference telegram [1115], we see ho reason delay our agreement since it. would appear French have now accepted fully our view of situation.” (751G.00/9-2654 ) In telegram 1308 of the following day, Dillon reported that Dejean had delivered the agreed message to Bao Dai at Cannes. Bao Dai had not appeared pleased. (751G.00/9-2754) ) a | - 

FE/VN files, lot 58 D 257, “MAAG—Post-Geneva” | mG a 
Lhe E'mbassy of Vietnam to the Department of State 

_Wasurnerton, September 26, 1954. 
A strong foreign occupying army can protect a country, but it can 

also dominate, paralyze its government and even favor a “coup d@’état” 
by its opponents. 

That is precisely what the French authorities are doing just now: 
instead of helping the legal government to enforce law and order, they 
encouraged General Hinh’s rebellion by ordering Premier Ngo Dinh 
Diem to take Hinh’s own father as Minister of Interior, they allow 
Hinh to have his own way in Saigon, and, at the same time, they pre- 
vent the legal government, from having in its own capital the protec- 
tion of its own faithful troops. | : | 

Under such circumstances and when the Binh Xuyen police did not 
hesitate to open fire on unarmed refugees demonstrating in favor of 
Premier Ngo Dinh Diem, it is quite easy to prove that Premier Diem 
has no followers -and is inefficient! Under such circumstances, what 
Vietnamese, unarmed as they are, could be bold enough to declare 
themselves for the legal government. __ , 

It must be stressed that General Hinh is still registered as a 
Lieutenant-Colonel under the number 121 in the French Air Force 
list. Even as Chief of Staff of the Vietnamese Army, he is still under 

*The source text bears a handwritten notation by Assistant Secretary Robert- Son stating that he received this communication from the Vietnamese Ambassador on Sept. 27.
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the French High Command and, therefore, it would have been easy for 

the French not to allow,him to use armed cars to defy the government. 

Therefore, the American Government should refuse to help the 

French to maintain their Expeditionary Corps in Viet Nam unless and 

until they repair the harm they have done in giving openly their sup- 

port to a rebellious general against the legal government. 

- 'This serious incident proves that by giving arms and money to help 

the French to have a strong occupying army in Viet Nam, the Ameri- 

can Government gives them the power to dominate the Vietnamese 

| political situation irresistibly. It must be recalled that such a power 

| directly benefits the Viet Minh when used, as it is now and has always 

| been, to favor Vietnamese politicians who enjoy too much French 

| - confidence and, therefore, are subject to too much Vietnamese distrust. 

| ‘That was the reason why General Hinh’s “army” was so reluctant to 

| fight and is now rapidly disintegrating, and that was also the reason 

| why his father’s so called “strong” government could only achieve a 

| political vacuum which. was the Viet Minh’s strongest factor of suc- 

| cess. It would be foolish and even suicidal to have another try with | 

| such “dynamic, strong” men. We really cannot afford to keep throwing 

: -non-communist and nationalist Vietnamese into the Viet Minh’s arms! 

| - It should be made clear that. in the future American help to the 

| French Expeditionary Corps in Viet Nam could be withdrawn at any 

| - time when it is not used for the right purposes. | 

| It must also be recalled that the Manila Pact is a better protection 

| for Viet Nam than any French army, that France herself needs her 

: army for her own defense, and that the only advantage of the Geneva 

| armistice is to make possible such a withdrawal and to proclaim Viet 

| Nam full independence. Therefore, everything must be done to help 

| Viet Nam achieve her independence, but not to help the French keep 

| demonstrating at the American tax payers’ expenses and for the Viet 

| Minh’s benefit, that “their presence” is absolutely, absolutely necessary 

to Viet Nam. . : 

Indeed, after the cessation of hostilities and after the Manila Pact, 

| Free Viet Nam needs only a real national government, a strong police 

| and atruenationalarmy. _ 
! There can be no national army and no national government if they 

| are headed by men who have the confidence of the French to a greater 

degree than that of the Vietnamese. 

| There can be no police if headed by such men or by gangsters. oe 

: That was why Premier Ngo Dinh Diem had to remove General Hinh 

who was preparing a “coup d’état”. The next step would be to replace 

| the Binh Xuyen at the head of the police. 

| But for “efficiency” ’s sake, the French preferred to side with Hinh 

| and his father and, of course, the Binh Xuyen who are with them for 

| they are the “presumable” winners. _ | 

|
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Under such circumstances, the American Government would assume 
a very grave responsibility in helping the French to maintain their 
Expeditionary Corps in free Viet Nam. It must not do so without 
setting a very precise condition. | 

751G.00/9—2654 : Telegram 

‘Lhe Consul at Hanoi (Cameron) to the Department of State 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY Hanor, September 26, 1954—6 p. m. 

240. Repeated information Saigon 304, Paris 69. As take-over by 
Viet Minh approaches, Hanoi atmosphere has within past ten days 
begun to reflect accumulation of developments which began July 20. 

City’s population has dropped as refugees have streamed southward 
and many others have returned to villages to melt into obscurity. Few 
people are on streets after early evening hours. French officers still 
populate one remaining sidewalk cafe but in decreasing numbers. One 
of handful of French wives may occasionally be seen making last 
minute shopping tour for souvenirs. International Control Commis- 
sion personnel are increasingly in evidence with Canadian and Indian 
uniforms sprinkled among French [garble] in town sections are 
groups of very obvious roles taking their evening constitutionals in 
loose military formation. It is a city of “hello” and “good-bye” as old — 

guard takes leave and new teams arrive to continue the show. 

_ French military control of city is gradually tightening although in- 

cidents of violence and disorder have been infrequent. Guards have 
been increased at various military establishments and Legionnaires 
are now patrolling during daylight hours. 

- Most good restaurants, bars, and shops are now closed. A few die- 
hard enterprises are hanging on until last few days to gather in few 

more piasters. City’s only French newspaper has long ceased publica- 

tion. Sharply reduced telephone services are being administered by 

French Army. Houses and offices are being stripped of furniture and 

boarded up. In contrast city’s three major hotels have been requisi- 

tioned for Control Commission and are bustling with activity. 
Gasoline is in short supply and lines of vehicles waiting at pumps — 

become longer each day. Food bills are inching upwards and quality 

items of beef and wine have disappeared from shops. Ho Chi Minh 
piasters are reported in circulation in some of outlying parts of city. 

Gialam airport appears virtual ghost camp as traffic gradually dries 

up. Route five, lifeline to Haiphong, is choked with convoys, busses 

and taxis picking their way over sixty miles of ruts, holes and flood 
waters as exodus reaches its final stages. |
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In this city of change the one constant seems to be the ubiquitous 
cycles which continue to ply their trade on every corner and street. 
And along the [garble] of the recently receded Red River the squatters | 
are rebuilding their homes and stoically awaiting the arrival of Octo- 
ber 11. | 

| | | CaMERON 

751G.00/9-2754 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State? 
| 

SECRET PRIORITY | _ Sarcon, September 27, 1954—4 p. m. 
| | : [Received 8:55 a. m.] 
1250. Repeated information priority Paris 433. Dr. Fishel came to 

see me September 26 with information Diem had agreed make effort : 
at rapprochement with Hinh substantially along line I had discussed 
with him previously (Embtel 1232, repeated Paris 431).2 Diem pro-. 
posed ask Hinh present to him within three or four days plan for na- 
tional army under direction of Hinh with cooperation civil authorities | 
and all available forces including those of sects to suppress Viet Minh : 
dissidents Free Vietnam. This plan, if approved by President, would 
become point of departure for reconciliation between Diem and begin- | 
ning concerted effort against Viet Minh subversion. | 

Diem proposed Hinh issue at once public statement, approved in | 
advance by President, stating: (1) Hinh had noted with satisfaction | 
other nationalist. elements are joining government under leadership 
Diem to strengthen government in its fight against subversive com- 
munism; (2) That Army will also join actively under leadership | 
President so that all will work in harmony against common enemy, | 
the Communist Viet Minh. _ | 
When Hinh issued statement and submitted plan President stood | 

ready to issue statement saying: a | 

(1) He is pleased to note new statement by Hinh; | | 
(2) It is time all Vietnamese worked together for salvation | 

Vietnam; _ — | | 
(3) President welcomed cooperation of army in struggle against 

Communist subversion Free Vietnam; and | 
(4) In recognition of General Hinh’s cooperation President has 

cancelled earlier instructions to Hinh (meaning President’s orders 
to Hinh leave country on study mission) and directs Hinh take action — 
at once against Communist subversive activity. | 

Diem stood ready, according to Fishel, to call Hinh in at once, and 
make this proposal to him. President would be grateful, however, if | 

This telegram was transmitted in two parts. | ’ Dated Sept. 25, p. 2059. 

, 
_-:- 578-611 0 82 - 44 (Pt. 2) |
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Hinh could be “prepared” for such reconciliation attempt prior to 
President’s call for him. At my request General O’Daniel, Colonel 
Lansdale * and Embassy First Secretary Meloy called on General Hinh 
afternoon September 26. Hinh received this group politely but coolly. 
Without delay, O’Daniel presented proposal saying that if Hinh were 

' willing make immediate public statement along lines indicated above 
President in turn was willing make statement also as indicated. 
O’Daniel emphasized that President would annul his order to Hinh 
directing latter to leave country. He further said that after three or 
four days President would wish receive from Hinh a plan for com- 
bined effort all available forces free Vietnam against subversive com- 
munism and that Hinh, remaining as Chief of Staff, would direct this 

effort. | 
Hinh reacted with a touch of belligerency, assuming role of wounded 

party, and indicated a certain amount of resentment that he was thus 
abruptly asked to make statement reversing position he had clearly 
taken in his telegram to Bao Dai week before. He indicated he believed 
statement suggested was “public apology” on his part but it was care- 
fully explained to him this was not so. O’Daniel explained at some 

length advantages and necessity of all anti-Communist elements free 

Vietnam joining without delay in common effort to save country. Hinh 
countered by commencing recital his grievances against government. 
Embassy officer interjected saying that unfortunate as past difficul- 

ties may have been, purpose of call was not to review past but to dis- 
cuss as friends what could be done in future. He said US as true friend 
of Vietnam deeply disturbed at lack of harmony among elements of 
strength in Vietnam in this dangerous hour. This conversation was in 
no sense official representation by US Government nor was it intended 

as adding to pressures to which Hinh was already subjected from many 

quarters. It might be helpful, however, if views of US Government 

were made unmistakably clear. Embassy officer said this desire by Diem 

for rapprochement with Hinh was most encouraging in US view. 
There was nothing humiliating in it to either side and President was in 

effect offering Hinh opportunity he had long desired to lead effort 

against Communist subversion according his own plan which Presi- 

dent about to request. Embassy officer made clear that while recogniz- 
ing faults of Diem US believed that at this time there was no other 

leader available who had better chance lead free Vietnam to strength 

and security provided he had wholehearted cooperation all patriotic 

groups and elements. Among these, army was important factor. With- 

*F¥or Lansdale’s recollection of his activities in Vietnam during the period 
June—December 1954, see Lansdale, In the Midst of Wars, pp. 126-207. See also 
excerpts from “Lansdale Team’s Report on Covert Saigon Mission in 1954 and 
1955,” in The Pentagon Papers [Gravel Edition], vol. 1, pp. 573-583. No copy of 

that report has been found in Department of State files.
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out full cooperation army, Diem might well be doomed to failure. US 
was not tied to Diem nor did Diem have blank check on US support. 
If, within reasonable period of time, Diem with full cooperation all 
major elements Vietnam still demonstrated he was unable lead coun- 
try, US would naturally re-examine its entire position of support. US 
must in the circumstances, however, remain judge as to what “reason- 
able time” consisted of and also of whether or not cooperation with 
Diem were real or only nominal.* 
Hinh countered, suuuewiat truculently, by saying US did not know 

every Vietnamese in Vietnam and he felt we had chosen “wrong candi- 
date”. He himself, however, declined or was unable to present name 
more desirable alternative to Diem with same qualities honesty and 
nationalism. Hinh then launched into sophistry that army was pres- 
ently “cooperating” with government and therefore government had | 
no complaint. Embassy officer replied that purpose of visit was not to 
discuss definition of word “cooperation”, that he fully understood what 
Hinh meant by cooperation in this matter and Hinh also understood 
what Embassy representative meant by cooperation. Hinh was leader 
of army and army was important factor in preservation Vietnam. It | 
was our hope army could join government and other elements in whole- | 
hearted and concerted effort preserve Free Vietnam. It was entirely | 
uncertain as to whether any successor government to Diem might meet | 
criteria for US support. Meanwhile Diem did meet those criteria and | 

| we hoped all elements would join with him. Hinh said army would | 
fight communism “with or without support” and if necessary would | 
“walk barefoot and eat dry rice and fish”. Embassy officer replied that | 
it was this very spirit which made army such valuable factor in con- | 
certed effort against subversive communism. | 

Toward end of conversation Hinh appeared much less inclined to 
belligerency. Colonel Lansdale suggested that all that stood between 
him and President in unified effort for welfare Vietnam was “piece 
of paper” and that President was showing willingness brush that aside. 
Hinh said he would consider matter of reconciliation with President | 
and would naturally have to consult his followers and supporters. : 
When O’Daniel asked when we might expect answer, Hinh replied “in | 
three or four days”. When this statement was countered by comment | 
we hoped he would arrive at decision very much more swiftly than | 
that, Hinh complained that “Diem can take three weeks but three days | 
is too much time to allow me”. Hinh concluded by saying he would call | 
followers together that very evening and commence discussions with | 

“In telegram 1239 to Saigon, Sept. 27, the Department of State expressed regret | 
that General Hinh had been informed that the United States was not tied to 
Diem. Even though that might in fact be the U.S. position, it was unwise to ad- 
vertise it to Diem’s enemies. (751G.00/9-2754) 

|
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them. He did not commit himself as to when his answer would be 
readyorwhatitwouldbe. = | 

It is clear that Hinh, counting on message from Bao Dai dismissing 
Diem, was not in receptive mood and was playing for time. During 
conversation there was much activity in nearby office in which Colonel 
Lam and Captain Giai were participating. It was fairly safe to assume 
they were busily preparing broadcast over army controlled radio. Un- 
confirmed report received by USIS said army noon broadcast today 
had stated army “impatient” with inactivity and delay of government 
and was about to “punish” government for its inactivity. 

HEATH 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 361 

Summary Minute of a Meeting at the Department of State, 
September 27, 1954, 10 a.m. 

SECRET 

_ Participants 

State Defense | FOA 

General Smith Admiral Carney Governor Stassen 
Mr. Hoover Admiral Smedberg © Mr. FitzGerald 
Mr. MacArthur Lt. Col. Dwan Mr. Timmons 
Mr. Robertson Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Barbour 
Mr. Nolting 
Mr. Young 
Mr. Hoey | 
[Mr. Selby] 

The meeting opened with a consideration of the points on the at- 
tached agenda.? The Acting Secretary then summarized his informal 
talks with La Chambre on the preceding Saturday morning following 

the briefing session with the Secretary.? General Smith had empha- 

sized the need for a joint political program as a prerequisite for useful 

military and economic assistance. La Chambre then had indicated 
French willingness to go along with the Diem government. The French 
felt that Bao Dai should be removed from the scene in a legal fashion 
after he had served his purpose. In spite of known pressures on Mendes 

to drop the Vietnamese government and to deal directly with Ho, the 
French were ostensibly in accord with our policy toward Vietnam. It 

1Drafted by Selby of S/S-RO. Circulated as document ELaC Memo 17, Oct. 6. 
* Not printed. 
®¥or the summary minute of the briefing session of Saturday morning, Sept. 25, 

ae Pp. oe i eearding Smith’s talk with La Chambre, see telegram 1217 to Saigon,
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| was agreed that a joint session with the Associated States representa- 
tives would be held at the conclusion of the bilateral] talks. 

The Acting Secretary foresaw that the most difficult aspect of the 
talks was likely to be accord on the mechanism for military aid to the 
Associated States, the complications being a possible Mendes—Eden-— a 
Chou-en-Lai understanding dating from Geneva. The British have in- 
dicated their view, opposed to our own, that direct aid to Cambodia is 
contrary to Geneva. The Acting Secretary reported that he had just 
seen the UK Ambassador and informed him, inter alia, of the U.S. : 
intention to set up a MAAG in Cambodia. | 

As to the mechanics of aid, General Smith pointed out that the | 
French want a joint training program in Vietnam chaired by Ely, a 
point which we would probably have to concede, which would run the | 
risk of a continual veto of the introduction of our techniques. In Cam- | 
bodia we would administer the aid directly, although a similar joint | 
commission under our chairmanship could be created, with French | 
training officers remaining. The status of Laos under the Geneva | 
agreement is unclear but might be handled by a Laotian-chaired joint | 
group ; the Laotians voting our way in any case. The Acting Secretary | 
added that the International Control Commission might become a real 
problem in this regard if not adroitly handled. | 
Mr. MacArthur cautioned that the critical item in the discussions 

would be the Vietnamese political problem, and that we must. con- | 
centrate on getting agreement there and not let the talks stray into | 
areas beyond the competence of Ely and La Chambre. Our intention | 
to extend military aid directly to the Cambodians should be made | 
clear. | 

Economic Talks | 
Gov. Stassen proposed that in discussing economic topics we should | 

adhere to a “study and stall” technique consistent with the overall aim | 
of reversing the current dollar flow to France. | 

General Smith noted the Secretary’s agreement to this aim but | 
added that it was our desire that some elements of the French Expedi- : 
tionary Corps remain in Indochina since an FE phase-out would have 
to be spread over time to facilitate the Associated States military ! 
build up. | 

Gov. Stassen stated that the [he?] was opposed to writing off Indo- 
china should the French elect to deal with Ho Chi Minh. Gen. Smith | 
indicated concurrence though our military felt that they were already 
taking a large risk with our material even with French support. 

Gov. Stassen assured Mr. Nolting that. should cut-off result in the 
French ceasing troop payments to the Vietnamese National Army, the 
USOM in Saigon would be in a position to take up the slack with : 
counterpart funds. — | 

: | 

I
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Political Approach 

Agreement was reached on the approach to the French on political 
topics as outlined by General Smith moving from the more palatable 
topics (D-1/3—Policies toward Viet Minh, Bao Dai, and Strengthen- 
ing of Vietnam) toward those on which we were prepared to take a 
stern attitude (D-1/1—Diem Government, D-1/2—U.S. Relations 
with Associated States) + | 

Mr. MacArthur received approval for the constituting of‘an inter- 
agency working group to prepare a draft minute of understanding. 
(This group met immediately after the briefing session adjourned.) Oo 

Military Topics | 

Mr. Young noted that our general approach was to sound out, the 
French and reserve our position, Admiral Carney concurring. On the 

possibility of the French proposal to withdraw as raised by Mr. 
Robertson, Admiral Carney noted that pulling out would be no easy 

matter, that we should play for time, and if necessary, call their bluff. 

Gen. Smith expressed doubt that they would more than hint in this 

regard. - | | 

Mr. Robertson emphasized the drastic impact that the loss of Viet- 

nam would have on the rest of Asia. Admiral Carney expressed doubt 

that the Congress would support an udequate (one-half billion 

dollars) program without a stable government; Mr. Robertson noting 

the dependency of political stability on military security, and Gen- 

eral Smith stressing the immediate strengthening of Diem which 

would result from the prompt negotiation of even a small direct train- 

ing program. | 

set y ese position papers are not printed. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 

751G.13/9-2854 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam * 

TOP SECRET | NIACT WASHINGTON, September 28, 1954—1: 46 a. m. | 

1240. London for Merchant. Limit distribution. At opening political 

talks LaChambre this afternoon ? we agreed substantially as follows: 

France and US support Diem in establishment and maintenance of 

strong anti-Communist and Nationalist Government and to that end 

1Drafted by Young (PSA) and Barbour (EUR). Also sent niact to Paris as 

telegram 1135 and to London as telegram 1776. 
2The meeting under reference occurred on the afternoon of Sept. 27. It is fur- 

ther described in telegram 1138 to Paris, infra. Minutes of the session are in Con- 7 

ference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 361 and CF 362. . |
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will jointly urge all anti-Communist elements in Vietnam to coop- 
erate fully with Diem Government to counter vigorously Viet Minh 
and build strong free Vietnam. | 

Subsequently, LaChambre has given us text message from Paris to 
effect that in two interviews with DeJean today Bao Dai expressed 
astonishment “insolent” * intervention by US and French Govern- 
ments “incompatible with independence”; reported receipt telegram : 
from Diem declaring he can not withdraw as Prime Minister without | 
causing immediate stoppage American aid to Viet Nam; stated con- | 
tinuance Diem could only increase political chaos and risks of bloody 
incidents Saigon; claimed, in his view, maintenance present team in | 
power would only profit. Viet Minh; and suggested, without prompting | 
by DeJean, that Government be: constituted under General Xuan | 
which he considers capable assuring cooperation of sects, Army, Cath- | 

olics of the South and independent personalities. Message adds DeJean, | 

in noting Bao Dai’s reservations re confirmation Diem in office, asked © 

that, if he felt necessary to terminate present conflict, he not do so | 

without informing French and allowing enough time to warn French : 
negotiators in Washington. DeJean believes in circumstances would | 

be very difficult and useless to insist in even more forceful fashion on | 
confirmation Diem and, in endorsing Bao Dai suggestion, requests 

urgent instructions. — , 

Acting Secretary agreed with LaChambre to transmit substance 

foregoing message Saigon as combined telegram with request for | 

joint or separate views Heath and Daridan.* 

Reply urgently. | 

- SMITH | 

* Telegram 1250 to Saigon, Sept. 28, also sent to Paris and London, read as fol- | 
lows: “Because hasty translation second paragraph Deptel 1240 to Saigon errone- | 
ously referred to Bao Dai’s astonishment ‘insolent’ intervention by US. and | 
French. Word in quotes should read unusual repeat unusual.” (751G.13/9-2854) | 
*In telegram 1241 to Saigon, Sept. 28, repeated to Paris and London, the De- 

partment of State instructed Heath to bear in mind in formulating his views that 
at the Sept. 27 meeting, an understanding had been reached on full support for | 
Diem. La Chambre had ruled out Xuan. The Department was not inclined to 

| change its position regarding Diem just because of Bao Dai. (751G.138/9-2854) 
Telegram 1265 from Saigon sent later on Sept. 28 read as follows: “This is a 

joint expression of views of Daridan and Heath. If it is French and US policy to 
support Diem at this time there is nothing more that can be done here. A possible 
solution is for Heath to make immediate trip to see Bao Dai via Paris. If his 
representations are equally unavailing, then appointment of Xuan might result 
in quick but only very temporary solution of crisis. Both Heath and Daridan are 
of opinion that Xuan would not be acceptable Prime Minister for long term solu- | 
tion and enduring government.” (751G.13/9-2854) In telegram 1266, Heath added . | 
the following: “Xuan is a French citizen and a French general officer who 
has practically forgotten his native tongue. He might plan for a quick but super- 
ficial and temporary appeasement of situation but once in he could not be gotten 

| rid of soon. Lacking any real force of his own behind him he would be pawn of 
Hinh and Binh Xuyen. We should make a try at my persuading Bao Dai to sup- | 
port Diem for a real trial period.” (751G.13/9~2854 ) : | 

| | | 

. | 
| 
/
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751G.00/9-2754 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

SECRET Wasurncron, September 28, 1954—2: 57 a. m. 

PRIORITY 

1138. Satisfactory first meeting LaChambre-Ely-Faure on political 

subjects held today.’ 

Smith said we understand French policies with respect Indochina 

influenced in two directions, first opposing Viet Minh and strengthen- 

ing national government Vietnam while second urges France abandon 

support anti-Communist groups and attempt make deal with Ho Chi 

Minh. We sure Mendes-France accepts first course as only acceptable 

one. Basic US policy is continue oppose growth Communism and 

strengthen governments of three states. 

LaChambre emphasized joint measures needed in military, political, 

economic spheres. France desired joint economic aid strengthen Asso- 

ciated States. In free Vietnam LaChambre felt situation had dete- 

riorated considerably since Diem and his government have little 

knowledge of realities. National army had resisted the government. 

Refugee problem had not been attacked satisfactorily. Viet Minh 

seized upon vacuum. In Cambodia the French have no immediate 

anxiety. In Laos, French expect new government soon after Savang 

returns. | | 

Regarding Diem France preferred an efficient even though anti- 

French person to a reasonable man who was inefficient. France intends 

that independence which has been completed in principle will soon be 

completed in fact. France has abandoned colonialism. Hopes in future 

to have cultural, military and political missions. Native armies should 

be built up to insure internal stability and guard against aggression. 

French wish all French troops could be withdrawn but to do so invites 

trouble. Implications of Geneva are that no foreign powers can replace 

France in Indochina. France plans build up Vietnam army now 200,000 

: to upwards 225,000 formed in 7 or 8 divisions. In Laos present strength 

31,000 will be maintained and Cambodia present 33,000 increase to 

40,000 by end 1955. FEC now 175,000 be progressively reduced 100,000 

by end 1955. Oo 

French contemplate formation joint France-US committees includ- 

ing Associated States representatives to. set up economic ald programs. 

Any communiqué arising out of present conference should take note of 

agreement of coordination of US-French efforts on Indochina. _ 

1 Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Also sent priority to Saigon as 1245, to Phnom Penh 

as 65, to Vientiane as 46, to Hani as 356. and to London as Tosec 2. 

2 Regarding this meeting, which was held on the afternoon of Sept. 27, see also 

telegram 1240 to Saigon, Sept. 28, supra. Minutes of meeting are in Conference 

files, lot 60 D 627, CF 361 and CF 362.
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_ mith replied French policies will receive serious consideration. 
Most difficult problem Vietnam. Diem government inexperienced but 
with help of France and US capable being strengthened and main- 
tained. On other hand we see no one. We insist on government both 
anti-Communist and free of corruption. Diem should move forward 
with vigorous program, acquire support of sects—and find solution 
quarrel with army. Also need Bao Dai support our efforts. (At this ; 
point Smith read portions Saigon telegram 1250.) 3 : 

| LaChambre replied Diem’s deficiencies apparent. Viet Minh have | 
profited by vacuum to vastly increase strength in south. Diem has help : 
most important sects. There remains problem of national army and | 
Binh Xuan [Xuyen]. French consider Bao Dai usefulness may end at | 
point where Diem convenes national assembly which could assume | 
former royal powers. We must be careful any assembly not be con- | 
trolled by Communists. French still think Diem best man. France fully | 
in agreement with US as to importance having chief of government | 
who would not compromise with Viet Minh. Tran Van Huu, General | 
Xuan and Tam unacceptable. Only two choices—Buu Loc and Buu | 
Hoi. Perhaps Buu Loc could be useful as imperial delegate in Saigon | 
but not as president. French unsure Hoi.t General Ely agreed | 
LaChambre views concerning Diem. : 

Smith stated we pleased that French agreed we can both support 
Diem. Asked Ely how we can handle problem of Army and Hinh. Ely 

_ replied Hinh is supple. Rather than lose position would come to terms. | 
Doesn’t know of any other Vietnamese who could replace Hinh. Gen- 
eral Smith stated we not far apart in assessment Bao Dai. : 
_ LaChambre had no objections views expressed by Smith, a | 

Smith said US intends deal directly with states regarding sub- | 
sidies. LaChambre said France has no objections. Smith said letter | 
to King Cambodia would be delivered after conclusion of current | 
France-US talks.® | 

oe Comment: We consider first phase of talks satisfactory. French | 
indicated acceptance concept of direct budgetary support states and | 
only small concern at US military training in Cambodia. Regarding. | 
Diem French appeared be in almost complete agreement with US. | 

| During session French continually emphasized their desire that US | 
policy and programs regarding Indochina be developed jointly. In , 
order formalize the degree of understanding we reached this after- 

* Dated Sept. 27, p. 2075. 
“In telegram 1305 from Paris, Sept. 27, Ambassador Dillon reported that the | 

Embassy had indicated its disapproval of Buu Hoi (on the basis of his apparent / 
pro-Viet Minh sympathies) to Raphael-Leygues, who was campaigning for him as | 
the next Prime Minister of Vietnam, and to the French Foreign Ministry. | (751G.00/9-2754) 

* The letter was delivered on Oct. 2; see editorial note, p. 2114. 

| 

| 

|
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noon we have drawn up a written minute of understanding covering 

main points and will request formal or informal French assent. 
SMITH 

‘751G.00/9-2854 : Telegram 

The Chargé in France (Achilles) to the Department of State 

‘SECRET  NIACT Paris, September 28, 1954—2 p. m. 

1316. Rptd info niact Saigon 102. Embtel 1308 (Saigon 161).* We 

saw Saint-Mleux 2 this morning per his request and he outlined re- 

sults DeJean’s conversations with Bao Dai yesterday Sept 27 as 

follows: 
DeJean saw Bao Dai yesterday morning and stated he had received 

instructions from Washington to inform him (Bao Dai) that it was 

the desire of the Fr and US Govts that he (Bao Dai) call upon Hinh 

and Binh Xuyen to cooperate with Diem Govt. 
Bao Dai replied in substance 1) that Franco-American démarche 

| contrary principle Vietnamese independence; 2) that it impossible 

bring about or insure Diem—Hinh cooperation; and 3) that mainte- 

nance Diem in power only furthers Vietminh cause since Diem will 

never be able form effective Vietnamese Govt. Bao Dai concluded say- 

ing he would like discuss démarche with his advisers including Buu 

Loc. 
DeJean then saw Bao Dai for second time yesterday afternoon. Bao 

Dai refused call upon Hinh and Binh Xuyen to cooperate with Diem 

for reasons already indicated. Instead, Bao Dai said he would like 

propose for consideration by Fr and US Govts the replacement Diem 

Govt with govt headed by Gen Xuan. According DeJean, Bao Dai 

indicated he would take no further affirmative steps in opposition 

Diem pending Franco-American response regarding his proposal re 

Xuan. | 

Saint-Mleux states DeJean arrived Paris last night and results his 

‘conversations with Bao Dai cabled Fr delegation Washington about 

midnight. As indicated reftel, DeJean has reported Bao Dai annoyed 

by Franco-American démarche. 

We asked Saint-Mleux what they thought Bao Dai would do if 

Fr and US Govts reject Bao Dai’s proposal regarding Xuan, and he 

(Saint-Mleux) said they thought Bao Dai might decide go ahead with 

plan bring about Diem’s eventual downfall. At minimum, Saint-Mleux 

said, they (including DeJean) feel yesterday’s démarche will restrain 

Bao Dai from encouraging Hinh or Binh Xuyen further for time 

being at least. 

1 See footnote 3, p. 2072. 
2 Principal assistant to Guy La Chambre, Minister for the Associated States.
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Emb comment: Although Bao Dai has refused instruct Hinh and 
‘Binh Xuyen along lines Franco-American agreement, we feel yester- 
day’s démarche will have salutary effect to extent that Bao Dai now 
aware Fr have decided follow US lead in support Diem and that it 
appears he (Bao Dai) can no longer count on at least passive Fr 
support. As consequence, we think Bao Dai may now be inclined | 
vive consideration shifting his position to extent he convinced Fr and | 
US Govts in agreement fully support Diem govt regardless his (Bao | 
Dai’s) wishes. However, it always possible in interim Hinh and Binh 
Xuyen, upon learning of démarche, and without waiting to hear | 
further from Bao Dai, may decide to take matters in their own hands. 
In which event, we presume Fr agreement to help block any at- | 
tempted coup d’état by Hinh would appear to be logical consequence 

| Franco-American agreement support Diem. | 
_ Please advise whether Dept desires we accompany DeJean when | 
franco-American response Bao Dai’s inquiry re Xuan delivered. If so, | 
we feel this should be made clear LaChambre Washington in order | 
that he may so inform Fr here. We now see no objection such concerted 
approach. | 

| ACHILLES | 

751G.13/9-2854 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam } | | 

TOP SECRET WasHINGTON, September 28, 1954—3: 50 p. m. | 
NIACT | 

1254. Limited distribution. Personal for Ambassador from Smith. 
We had hoped to receive as a matter of urgency in reply our niact ! 
1240? the combined or differing views of yourself and Daridan | 
whether the policy agreed on yesterday of French and US support | 
for Diem was a workable policy or whether situation has changed now 
to point where Diem is foredoomed to failure regardless of French 
and US support. In other words can we make a synthetic strong man 
of him, and can we associate with him competent people who may 
compensate for his deficiencies in administrative ability and govern- 
ing capacity ? | 

I am not unduly concerned about what Bao Dai may do in the situa- 
tion although he can cause us great trouble. | | 

The real point is can there be built around Diem, on basis of his 
honesty, integrity and sincerity, a government which with our com- : 

* Drafted by Acting Secretary Smith. Repeated to Paris as telegram 1144. 
1 Dated Sept. 28, p. 2080.
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bined support will be relatively enduring and may eventually attract 

the allegiance of the three sects and the Army ? 
Please reply urgently. 

SmirH 

396.1 LO/9-2854 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at London * 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, September 28, 1954—9: 09 p. m. 

PRIORITY 

Tosec 4. Second meeting with French September 28 on military 

| subjects with Admiral Carney Department Defense representative.’ 

Carney expressed view and Ely agreed practical solution military 

problems subject working out stable political situation particularly 

Viet Nam and that remarks this meeting be exploration common US— 

France military problems. Ely expressed close cooperation US—French 

efforts. | 

‘Evacuation Operations: Carney pointed out need improve port man- 

agement and adequate stevedoring and expressed concern US military 

shipping in excess needs. Ely emphasized personnel evacuation top 

priority early stage and recognized full tonnage capacity not used. 

Noted difficulty obtaining dock personnel and felt this now under con- 

trol through use armed forces. To 15 September 330,000 civilian mili- — 

tary personnel evacuated. Beginning 1 October primary effort willbe 

matériel. Stated categorically no possibility military matériel follow- 

ing [falling] into Commie hands. Ely confirmed troop ships could be 

relieved by end October. Carney said plan leave LST and amphibious 

ships and would instruct commanders make local arrangements. Gen- 

eral Allard said might be additional influx 100,000 at end evacuation 

but would give US advance warning. Carney asked better medical 

inspection be provided evacuees prior boarding and expressed view 

US evacuation ships be exempt pilotage charges Saigon. Ely stated 

former done; latter noted. 

Ely said political situation regarding Viet Nam bad, government 

had no authority, in full crisis, and Viet Minh clandestinely admin- 

istering some areas in south. Chaos resulted partly from conflict among 

the sects, impression disagreement between US—French, and efforts 

certain elements play US and France against each other. Problem is 

1Drafted by Purnell of PSA. Also sent priority to Paris as 1154, to Saigon as 

1264, to Phnom Penh as 70, to Vientiane as 47, and to Hanoi as 359. 

2The meeting occurred on the morning of Sept. 28; minutes are filed in Con- 

ference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 361 and CF 362.
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to unite sects and display US-—French cooperation. Security situation 

would improve when solid government established. 
Reorganize and develop forces: In response Carney questions Ely 

said (1) mission FEC is (a) contribute insuring integrity 17th parallel ; 
demarcation line and security South Viet Nam during re-constitution 

Viet Nam army (0) assist activation Viet Nam army (c) if hostilities 
renewed to provide first echelon allied forces invoked under Manila ! 
Pact. (2) Role FEC defensive and temporary. Granting independence | 
to Associated States implies withdraw FEC when no longer needed. 
Reorganization plan for FEC (a) ground forces: 7 divisions 1 infan- _ | 
try brigade, plus general reserve units to be phased down to 4 divisions | 
and 1 infantry brigade by May 55: command autonomy Viet Nam | 
army to be achieved; FEC and Viet. Nam forces to be separated; | 
strength reduced to 100,000 by 1 January 56. (6) Naval forces propor- | 
tionate reduction, Air Forces remain present level. (3) Development | 
Viet Nam army: (a) increase to strength 220-225,000 in 55. (bd) | 
achieve divisional organization, first divisions activation early 55. | 
Forces to be 5 infantry and 1 airborne division plus regional security | 
troops. (4) Territorial commands to be transferred Viet Namese. (5) | 
Training: best solution along pattern US in Korea with advisors | 

within divisions. Ely noted absence qualified leaders still acute and | 

Diem had even suggested Frenchman as Chief of Staff but Ely stated 
first concern to have autonomous Viet Nam army commanded by Viet : 
Namese eventually without French advisors. (6) Equipping Viet Nam 

Forces: Ely stated equipment now in Viet Nam sufficient for level con- | 

templated and need only for replacement worn-out items. Allard inter- | 

vened stated present equipment in hands Viet Nam and FEC barely | 

sufficient. Without additional US shipments that tables of equipment | 

would need be scaled down and there no reserve for maintenance. | 

Urged that problem be reviewed and shipment permissible MDAP | 
items stopped July be resumed. Serious difficulties anticipated unless | 
items received to complete repair and reconstitute equipment. Fighter | 

aircraft will be immobilized within weeks unless spare parts sent. | 
Carney noted excess depot stocks which could be used as reserves and | 

suggested inventories be made by US and France and that study be : | 

made facilities available storage matériel from north. Carney said ! 

could make no commitment resumption flow to FEC noting new post | 

hostilities, conditions, existence depot stocks, prospective reduction | 

FEC all factors to be considered. (7) Possible expansion of MAAG: 

Ely suggested caution lest violate cease-fire agreement and that subject | 
be considered in its totality. | 

SMITH | 

| 
| |
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751G.5/9-2854 

The Secretary of Defense (Wilson) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, 28 September 1954. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: I refer to discussions between representatives 

of our respective Departments regarding the establishment of training 

missions, and the retention and development of forces in the Associated 

States. In response to a request from this office, the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff have considered these matters and have submitted their recom- 

mendations to me in memorandums dated 22 September 1954. Copies of 

these memorandums are attached for your information. | 

Based on the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendations, members of my 

staff are preparing talking papers for use in discussions with the 

French at the forthcoming discussions to begin on 27 September 1954. 

Sincerely yours, C. E. Witson 

[Enclosure 1] 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 

(Wilson) 

TOP SECRET WaAsHINGTON, 22 September 1954. 

Subject: U.S. Assumption of Training Responsibilities in Indochina. 

1. This memorandum is in response to the memorandum by the 

Acting Secretary of Defense, dated 31 August 1954, which requested 

the comments and recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the 

State Department views on establishing a MAAG in Cambodia and a 

training mission in MAAG, Saigon. It also responds to the memo- 

randum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) dated 

15 September 1954, which transmitted additional State Department 

views on Cambodia to be considered in connection with the memo- 

randum of 31 August 1954, and to the memorandum by the Deputy © 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA), subject: “Training for the Na- 

tional Police Force of Vietnam,” dated 21 September 1954.* 

9. In their memorandum for you dated 4 August 1954,’ subject as 

above, the Joint Chiefs of Staff set forth certain conditions which they 

considered should be met before the United States assumes responsi- 

bility for training of the Armed Forces of the Associated States. In 

their memorandum for you, dated 12 August 1954, subject: “Message 

to the French Prime Minister” ® the Joint Chiefs of Staff reiterated 

two of these preconditions in their recommendations concerning the 

1 he Defense Department communications cited in this paragraph have not 

been found in Department of State files. 

2The Aug. 4 memorandum is quoted in the letter from the Secretary of Defense 

to the Secretary of State, Aug. 12, p. 1938. 

3 Ante, p. 1943.
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proposed message to the Prime Minister of France. From a military 
point of view, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that all of the previ- | | 
ously expressed preconditions are still valid and desire to point out 
that conditions in South Vietnam fall short of meeting these precondi- | 
tions. In the light of Presidential approval of the message to the Prime : 
Minister of France and in light of Presidential approval of Sections II, | 
ITI, and IV of NSC 5429/2, the Joint Chiefs of Staff offer no further | 
objection in the establishment of a MAAG in Cambodia. However, the | 
Joint Chiefs of Staff note with concern the unstable political situation | 
presently existing within the state of South Vietnam, and accordingly | 
consider that this is not a propitious time to further indicate United | 
States intentions with respect to the support and training of either the | 
Vietnamese regular or police forces. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of | 
Staff recommend against the assignment of a training mission to | 
MAAG, Saigon. _ | | 

3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that special provisions of 
the bilateral agreement between the United States and Cambodia pro- | 
vide that all French advisors ultimately be withdrawn in order that 
the United States may deal directly with the Government of Cam- 
bodia, completely independent of-French participation or control. The 
Joint Chiefs of Staff further recommend that no commitment be made 
at this time as to the size or composition of armed forces to be trained 
and supported, nor to the size and composition of the proposed MAAG | 
in Cambodia, until further study can be given to these matters. _ | 

| For the Joint Chiefs of Staff : : 
ArtHur Raprorp | 

Chairman | 
| Joint Chiefs of Staff | 

[Enclosure 2] | 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense | 
(Wilson) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, 22 September 1954. : 
Subject: Retention and Development of Forces in Indochina. | 

1, In response to a memorandum by the Deputy Secretary of De- | 
fense, dated 10 September 1954,° subject as above, the Joint Chiefs of __ 
Staff submit the following views and recommendations. _ - 

2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered the provisions of the 
Geneva Armistice Agreement and the latest National Security Coun- 
cil policies for the Southeast Asia area. 

‘ For NSC 5429/2, “Review of U.S. Policy in the Far Hast,” Aug. 20, 1954, see 
yolume x11. | 

° Not found in Department of State files. 

|
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a 3. The restrictions imposed by the Geneva Armistice Agreement on 

Cambodia are minor and can be overcome to a degree sufficient to 

carry out generally the U.S. national policies in that area. The restric- 

tions on Laos are major and permit training assistance and supervision 

by French instructors only. In Viet Nam the cease fire agreement 

| constitutes a major obstacle to the introduction of adequate US. 

MAAG personnel and of additional arms and equipment. 

4, Although the French have not submitted for U.S. study any plans 

| they may have for withdrawal of French forces from Indochina, some 

informal and general information has been obtained as to their present 

intentions. Based upon this information and taking into account the 

estimated capabilities of the three nations of the Associated States, 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that those forces listed in the 

Appendix hereto ® should be retained or developed in Viet Nam and 

Cambodia. The estimated costs thereof, listed in the Appendix hereto 

must be re-examined in view of the lack of facts related to condition 

and quantities of equipment and clothing, quantities of POL, ammuni- 

tion and arms to be released by the French. } 

&. Under the terms of the Geneva Armistice Agreement the training 

of Laotian armed forces may be conducted by French personnel only. 

However military equipment can be furnished in specified quantities 

for the defense of Laos through the French. 

6. The development of the proposed forces for Viet Nam and Cam- 

bodia will require extensive and detailed training which will extend 

| over a period of 3 to 5 years. The French should relinquish over-all 

command of the Armed Forces of Viet Nam as rapidly as possible 

with complete removal of forces when the Vietnamese are capable of 

exercising command of an effective force. The Vietnamese capability 

along these lines should be developed by intensive training and by 

progressive promotion of Vietnamese officers to posts in command of _ 

larger units and to positions of increased responsibility. 

7. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that prior to the assumption 

of support of the forces of the state of South Viet Nam, a definite 

agreement should be obtained from the French Government with re- 

spect to the timing of their programmed phased withdrawal. The | 

phasing out by the French should be correlated with the ability of the 

Vietnamese to take over this responsibility from the French, and at 

the same time assumecommand. — | | 

8. Although introduction of military equipment into Viet Nam 

above the levels existing at the time of signing the Geneva Armistice 

Agreement is prohibited, it is estimated that sufficient matériel 1s 

available in Viet Nam from that which was previously delivered to 

®* Not printed.
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Indochina for the French Union Forces. The primary problem per- 
taining to matériel would be to insure that the French, while executing | 
their phased withdrawal from Indochina, leave in Indochina the 
matériel and equipment required, insofar as available, for the use of : 
the Viet Nam Armed Forces. It should also be emphasized that this : 
matériel and equipment should be left in good operating condition. | 

| 9. The supply of items such as pay, food, uniforms, and POL, | 
should be furnished by the Associated States to the maximum extent | 
of their capabilities. However, it is fully recognized that, due to eco- | 
nomic conditions in the Associated States, they would require exten- | 
sive support concerning these items. Such support as may be supplied | 
by the United States should be furnished out of Mutual Security | 
funds administered by Foreign Operations Administration. | | 

10. Indochina is an important part of Southeast Asia and merits | 
limited U.S. support in implementation of national policy in that area. | 
The United States is supporting military programs in this area, which | 
possess a capability of producing effective military forces. In view of » | 
the uncertain capabilities of the French and Vietnamese to retrieve, 
retain, and reorganize the dispersed forces of Vietnam, it may be sev- ! 
eral years before an effective military force will exist. Therefore, U.S. 
military support to that area, including the training and equipping of | 
forces, should be accomplished at low priority and not at the expense : 
of other U.S. military programs and should not be permitted to impair 
the development through MDA programs of effective and reliable | 
allied forces elsewhere. | ! 

11. In addition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff note with concern the un- | 
stable political situation presently existing within the state of South | 
Viet Nam, and, accordingly, consider that this is not a propitious time | 
to further indicate United States intentions with respect to the support | 
and training of Vietnamese forces. co | 

oo i | | For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: | 
a | ARTHUR RaDFoRD — | 

Chairman | | 
| | | Joint Chiefs of Staff : 

751G.00/9-2954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department o f State 

SECRET Sarcon, September 29, 1954—5 p. m. | 
1269. Repeated information Paris 438. This morning September 29, 

Major Germann, General O’Daniel’s aide, went to see General Hinh at | 
Hinh’s request. Purpose of conversation was desire Hinh to convey | 

| | 

578-611 0 82 - 45 (Pt. 2) | |
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reply to Diem’s proposal for rapprochement reported Embtel 1250, re- 

peated Paris 433. 
- Hinh told Germann he and his “friends” agree “in principle” to 

Diem’s proposal. They agree reluctantly to having Diem remain as 

President only because of US insistence. They would be “happier” with 

Xuan or Buu Loc as President. Hinh stated his conviction there could 

be no surge of national unity while Diem remained in office and he was 

convinced Diem will not be able lead united Vietnam. : 

Hinh’s agreement in principle based on following conditions: (1) 

| Xuan to be Vice President and Defense Minister; (2) Cabinet must be 

reshuffled to include Binh Xuyen representation. Specifically, Binh 

Xuyen must have Ministries Interior and National Economy and 

Surete, which they presently control, must be raised to rank of Secre- 

| tary State. In this cabinet reshuffle Cao Dai and Hoa Hao influence 

must not outweigh combination army and Binh Xuyen; (3) Army 

must nominate candidates for Secretaries of State in Ministry of Youth 

and Ministry National Defense giving them control of those two posts ; 

(4) Defense Committee must be abolished (Defense Committee 1s 

purely honorary and composed of Cao Dai General Phuong and Hoa 

Hao General Soai) ; (5) Army must have authority over all echelons 

in pacification efforts, both civilian and military. 

If these proposals are accepted, Hinh stated he would be “inclined 

to ask for one or two years leave”. (Comment: This 1s surprising state- 

ment and we do not quite understand Hinh’s motive in making it. It 

must be remembered he has made similar statements previously only 

| to go back on them each time.) 

FHinh said if his terms not accepted, “I will carry out coup @état”. If 

for any reason he were prevented carrying out actual coup d’état by 

force, he will set up “rival government” and will go on “austerity 

basis” which he states will permit him get along without US support or 

aid. Hinh stated his rival government will control “75 percent of terri- 

tory” in Free Vietnam. He assured Germann that he believed French 

would keep hands off even if he attempts coup d’état. 

Above information has been conveyed to Diem through Dr. Fishel. 

HeEaTH 

1 Dated Sept. 27, p. 2075. | 

751G.13/9-2954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State | 

‘TOP SECRET NIACT Satcon, September 29, 19544 p. m. 

1270. Repeated information niact Paris 439. Limit distribution. 

Answer to question in Deptel 1254, September 26 (personal from
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- Smith) is yes. There can be built around Diem a government which 
with our support will be relatively enduring and may eventually ob- | 
tain allegiance of sects and army. Diem has support Bao [Cao] Dai 
and Hoa Hao. French must stick loyally with us in getting Diem ! 
Government through present crisis and this can be done if we remain | 
united and firm and if Diem Government accepts some necessary com- ! 
promises. Unfortunately Bao Dai is still factor and I see no way of | 
handling him except by going myself to Cannes. I could be back in | 
four days. | | | 

While Diem is only man now in sight with character enough to form | 
and head an enduring government, we must be looking around ur- | 
gently, as so far we have been doing without success, for a relief pitcher - | 
and get him warming up in bullpen. Diem’s intrinsic faults may yet | 
create a situation making his replacement necessary. , | 
Army in its present revolutionary mood with Hinh’s camarilla in — | 

control has to be reckoned with and one concession Diem will probably | 
have to make, and he doesn’t want to do it, is to put back Xuan as | 
Minister Defense and Vice President. That I think we could persuade | 
him to do. a | | : 

To have Xuan replace Diem as Prime Minister would undoubtedly | | 
bring a temporary superficial appeasement in this situation. It would 
only be at cost of very dangerous delay in forming really solid military | 
and government structure here. We have to stick by Diem at this 
moment. ) 

Above are my views. They are not Daridan’s or Salan’s who do not | | 
believe Diem can form solid government. If it is his government’s 
policy to support Diem, Daridan will naturally not try to sabotage | 
it, but he will implement it here without conviction. He will, I believe, 
locally cooperate on a Diem solution. His internal political adviser 
Commissioner Wintrebert, believes thoroughly in Diem solution while | 
recognizing latter’s weaknesses, a | 

| | HeEatTH | 

| | 
751G.00/9-2954: Telegram , | 

The Chargé in Cambodia (Colquitt) to the Department of State | 

SECRET Punom Penu, September 29, 1954—7 p. m. | 
122. Sent Saigon 152. During course of month International Control | 

Commission in Cambodia has reached nearly full complement, consist- | 
ing approximately 120 Indians (including military guard, communica- | 
tions personnel, interpreters and secretariat clerks), 40 Poles (half | 
civilian and half military) and 22 Canadians (mostly military). 

In personal conversation Ambassador Parthasarthi, Indian chair- : 
man of Commission, stated that implementation Geneva agreement | 

| 

| |
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proceeding reasonably satisfactorily, but slowly due to late start and 
numerous administrative difficulties. In his opinion Viet Minh show- 
ing cooperative spirit in abiding by terms of agreement. He admitted 

that. demobilization of Khmer Viet Minh forces had not. been satis- 

factorily completed, but said Commission itself unable determine 

actual size of forces which “one side did not know and other side would 

not tell”. He explained failure to disarm demobilized Khmer Viet 

Minh by saying Geneva agreement did not stipulate their disarming. 

Viet Minh have accepted Cambodian declaration that armed forces 

: and military combatant personnel of French Union have been 

withdrawn. 
Liberation of prisoners of war has been completed. Cambodians 

released approximately 500 but Viet Minh only 50, latter claiming to 

have previously released 200. _ 

Withdrawal Vietnamese Viet Minh forces expected to be completed 

by 90 day deadline October 22, although concentration delayed and 

routes of withdrawal from Cambodia not yet determined. 

Indian Ambassador and General Sarda Nand Singh told Embassy 

they think it physically impossible to supervise frontiers concerning 

introduction into Cambodia of foreign military personnel and war 

materials, and they contemplating making request to United States 

and other powers for assurances that they will respect terms of Geneva 

| agreement in this regard. Considering composition of International 

Commission, Embassy believes that. Commission would probably con- 

sider direct introduction American military training personnel and 

war materials as violation Geneva agreement, despite fact that Cam- _ 

bodian Government has right to solicit foreign aid for purpose of 

effective defense of territory. 
- Cambodian Government officials have informed Embassy they are 

not at all satisfied with manner or degree of implementation Geneva 

agreement. They maintain that only part of Khmer Viet Minh forces 

were demobilized and that arms should have been surrendered. Cam- 

bodian Government is convinced Viet Minh are playing double game 

and will continue spread Communist propaganda in country and en- 

gage in other subversive actions by infiltration. Embassy considers 

Cambodian views are justified. | 

Acting Canadian Commissioner told Embassy that he considers 

Polish delegation is too large and that it is to be further augmented. 

He added in off record comment that he believes Poles intend use dele- 

gation staff for spreading Communist propaganda and Polish Am- 

bassador thinking of utilizing documentary films for propaganda 

purposes. | 

For Department’s information, Indian chairman of Commis- 

sion .. . . has told Embassy he considers “Cambodian problem is
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internal rather than external” and that Commission will eventually _ 

consider whether its competence should extend to national elections 

under general terms of Geneva agreement. Although convinced of 

Cambodian national independence, he is unfavorably impressed by ! 

suppression of legislature, and feels that holding of free electionsand __ : 

reconstitution of representative government is matter of greater ulti- ! 

mate concern than removal of Viet Minh forces, which he does not feel . 

isa great problem. .. . | 

Canadian head of delegation Ambassador MacDonnell has not yet | 

arrived Phnom Penh. His presence is badly needed here, to counteract | 

Indian attitude and to keep Polish delegation in hand. : 

CoLQuittT | 
ee | 

751G.00/9-2954 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy mm France* | 

SECRET — -Wasurneton, September 29, 1954—12: 06 p. m. | 
PRIORITY => | 

1157. Joint State/FOA message. 

1. Third meeting La Chambre-Faure-Ely talks held afternoon 

September 28 and concerned economic and financial matters.’ | 

9. Faure opened with general statement on France economic situa- 

tion stating there had been considerable improvement past year. | 

Mendes-France’s government intends continue 18 months economic | 

program initiated by previous government and Faure stressed need in- | 

crease productivity and worker purchasing power without renewed | 

inflation in order ensure French participation European cooperation | 

and decrease Communist strength in France. He then proceeded | 

develop French position regarding financing expeditionary corps CY | 

1955 along following lines: | 

(a) French have decided maintain FEC at reduced level until Viet- ! 

nam Army established and can relieve FEC. French cannot finance | 
FEC alone next year, as budget deficit must be kept small as possible | 
while at same time French Government must provide assistance to , 
industry to enable it convert to more competitive basis. | 

(6) French Government does not intend decrease NATO military 
effort CY 1955 but French public expects decrease expenses for Indo- 
china now war over. Government must make economies military 
budget as well as civil budget. 

(c) As long FEC remains Indochina as “echelon of security” for 
area, and until Viet-nam forces sufficiently developed, it only equitable 
French receive considerable financial contribution for support FEC. 

1 Drafted in PSA. Also sent priority to Saigon as 1277, to Phnom Penh as 72, to 
Vientiane as 48, and to London as Tosec 5. / 
C r Bee minutes of the meeting are in Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 361 and : 

| 

|
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(d) Total costs FEC CY 1955 estimated 175 to 200 billion francs, 
French propose contribution from own resources of approximately 60 
billion francs, balance 115 to 140 billion francs supplied by US. (‘his 
compares with total costs of 292 billion ‘francs CY 1954, including 
French contribution 152 billion francs and US aid 140 billion francs. ) 
French position assumes continuation matériel flow under MDAP 
program otherwise FEC cost CY 1955 would increase by additional 30 
to 40 billion francs. Also noted that aid should. cover personnel costs . 
FEC and not only matériel as in 1954; he did not believe US legisla- 
tion was restrictive this connection this year. : 

(¢) Faure stressed France is in agreement with US intention give 
aid direct Associated States but pointed out this is French concession. 
Clear implication was it should be taken into account in US decision 
onald CY 1955to FEC. — i a 

(f) Faure also referred question new OSP contracts in France. He 
said this not directly related Indochina question but was interested in 
learning soonest US intentions. oe | | 

3. In presenting US position Stassen thanked Faure for his state- 
ment and proceeded comment on chief points Faure had made. He 
stated contribution to FEC provided by Congress on basis objectives 
shared by US and France but which have not been realized. Executive 
Branch therefore must consult Congress before conclusions can be 
reached on renegotiation FY 1954 aid program and before any com- 
mitment can be made regarding aid from FY 1955 funds. This will 
result in unavoidable delays in payments under FY 1954 program and | 
in consideration possibility FY 1955 aid. These delays will be kept to 
minimum. Meanwhile to help relieve budgetary problem Stassen added 
there need be no delay in release accruing counterpart from pipeline. 
Stassen referred to several major questions regarding FY 54 program 
that will have be considered including comparison final costs with 
those originally foreseen and which formed basis US aid, and problem 
of material not shipped Indochina. US appreciates information France 
has already made available and would like have further details. Stas- 
sen also noted large proposed reduction in French contribution to FEC 

between 1954 and 1955. | 
4. Stassen stated because of Congressional intent reflected in Rich- 

ards Amendment it also necessary consult with Congress in regard 

OSP program. French should not anticipate in near future placement 

new major orders for OSP although orders for replacement parts may 

be continued. It was also noted there would be unavoidable delays in — 

payments under OSP program. | | 
5. French stressed need for early decision at latest by December 1 

in regard both Indochina and OSP programs in view need develop 

their CY 1955 budget. Stassen indicated US would make every effort 

meet French deadline. Stassen expressed willingness next meeting this 

subject be held Paris.
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6. La Chambre urged joint US-French economic aid program for 
AS totaling 93 billion francs: over.two year period of which French | 
would contribute 20 billion francs. Urged that program be one of im- 
mediate impact to influence election and not long term public works. | 
Emphasized importance land reform. General Smith welcomed sound- 
ness such program without grandiose.schemes which would have effect | 
only in distant future. Also assured French that in preparing channel : 
aid directly idea is to enhance prestige Associated States Governments | 
and not replace French. a | ! 

6. [7.] Stassen and General Smith emphasized importance Associ- : 

ated States direct participation in planning and coordination French 
and US aid programs. | 

| a oe : SMITH | 

S/P-NSC files, lot 62-D 1, “Indochina” | 

Department of State Press Release No. 542 | | | 

- [Wasurneron,] September 29, 1954. | 

ComMUNIQUE ON THE WasHINGTON TALKs on INDOCHINA? | 

Following is the text of the communiqué based upon the exchange | 
of views September 27-29, 1954, between Acting Secretary of State W. : 
Bedell Smith, M. Guy LaChambre, French Minister of State for Rela- 
tions with the three Associated’ States, and M. Edgar Faure, Finance | 
Minister of France. 

Representatives of the two Governments have had very frank and 
useful talks which have shown the community of their views, and are 
in full agreement on the objectives to be attained. | 

The conclusion of the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty in | 
Manila on September 8, 1954, has provided a firmer basis than hereto- | 
fore to assist the free nations of Asia in developing and maintaining 
their independence and security. The representatives of France and | 
the United States wish to reaffirm the support of their Governments | 
for the principles of self-government, independence, justice and liberty | 
proclaimed by the Pacific Charter in Manila on September 8, 1954. | 

The representatives of France and the United States reaffirm the | 
intention of their governments to support the complete independence 
of Cambodia, Laos and Viet-Nam. Both France and the United States 
will continue to assist Cambodia, Laos and Viet-Nam in their efforts 
to safeguard their freedom and independence and to advance the wel- | 
fare of their peoples. In this spirit France and the United States are | 
assisting the Government of Viet-Nam in the resettlement of the Viet- | 

*'The meetings held on the final day of the conference, Sept. 29, are summarized | 
in telegram Tosec 7 to London, Sept. 30, infra.
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namese who have of their own free will moved to free Viet-Nam and 

who already number some 300,000. 
In order to contribute to the security of the area pending the further 

development of national forces for this purpose, the representatives 

of France indicated that France is prepared to retain forces of its 

Expeditionary Corps, in agreement with the government concerned, 

within the limits permitted under the Geneva Agreements and to an 

extent to be determined. The United States will consider the question 

of financial assistance for the Expeditionary Corps in these circum- 

stances in addition to support for the forces of each of the three As- 

sociated States. These questions vitally affect each of the three 

Associated States and are being fully discussed with them. 
The channel for French and United States economic aid, budgetary 

support and other assistance to each of the Associated States will be 

direct to that state. The United States representatives will begin dis- © 

cussions soon with the respective governments of the Associated States 

regarding direct aid. The methods for efficient coordination of French 

and United States aid programs to each of the three Associated States 

are under consideration and will be developed in discussions with each 

of these states. | 
After the bilateral talks, the chiefs of diplomatic missions in Wash- 

ington of Cambodia, Laos and Viet-Nam were invited to a final meet- 

ing to have an exchange of views and information on these matters. 

The representatives of all five countries are in complete agreement on 

the objectives of peace and freedom to be achieved in Indochina. 

896.1 LO/9—3054 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at London * 

SECRET WaAsHINGTON, September 30, 1954—12: 41 a. m. 

Tosec 7. Following summary final meetings September 29 on Indo- 

china.2 Small restricted US-French meeting held with General Smith 

in morning. Approved minute of understanding and top secret imple- 

mentation thereof, both contained in subsequent telegrams.*? Also ap- 

proved draft communiqué for discussion afternoon meeting with three 

Associated States representatives. | 

After discussion problem of providing French forces with certain 

necessary spare parts, General Smith took up political situation Viet- 

1Drafted by Young and Hoey of PSA. Also sent to Saigon as 1296, to Paris as 

1175, to Phnom Penh as 75, and to Vientiane as 50. 

2 Minutes of the meetings summarized in this telegram are in Conference files, 

lot 60 D 627, CF 361. . 

2 See telegrams Tosec 8 and Tosec 9 to London, Sept. 30, infra and p. 2101, 

respectively.
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nam. Read Saigon’s 1270 ‘ to effect relatively effective government can 
be built around Diem, stick by him at this moment, but also look 
around for relief pitcher in case Diem does fail. Heath suggested he go | 
to Cannes explain situation Bao Dai. LaChambre agreed this sugges- 
tion. (Orders subsequently sent Heath. ) | | 
LaChambre agreed completely with reftel. Stated in “first phase” | 

France and US must bolster Diem without reservations and give him | 
chance succeed. However LaChambre emphasized cannot afford long | 
delays in seriously deteriorating situation or risk civil war. Expedi- | 
tionary Corps obligated maintain order but not in Indochina for that | 
purpose. Consequently under such circumstances US and France must | 
envisage what steps to take should Diem fail. He rejected General | 
Xuan as Prime Minister since puppet Binh Xuyen, but would endorse | 
Xuan as Defense Mnister. Ely agreed this latter role for Xuan if | 
means for reconciling Diem and Hinh. In LaChambre’s view if Diem | 
fails despite our “real thorough assistance” must resort asking Bao Dai 
delegate general powers to Buu Loc to settle situation by forming gov- | 
ernment with himself or someone else as Prime Minister in government | 
of national union including Diem in cabinet. _ | | 

If Heath goes Cannes should have instructions impress Bao Dai | 
have army and Binh Xuyen support Diem but if Bao Dai adamant | 
against Diem Heath and deJean should ask Bao Dai give powers to 
Buu Loc. Smith and LaChambre agreed send additional separate tele- 
grams respectively Heath and Daridan re tentative Buu Loc alterna- | 

_ tive to any failure Diem government. (Message concerning this matter | 
will be available Heath Paris prior his visit Bao Dai.)° | | 

Ely said he was ready support Diem to utmost with no hesitation and | 
thoroughly agreed with LaChambre in case failure Diem create and | 
maintain broad stable government. Smith agreed that while chances | 
perhaps dubious we must both strive create strong government around | 
Diem. | | : | 

In discussing minute of understanding LaChambre pressed vigor- | 
ously for agreement on establishment joint committees on aid to three ! 
Associated States, i.e, US-French, on grounds French and US paying | 
for aid and should determine objectives, plans and implementation 
prior to discussion with each of Associated States. Objected to adding 
three Associated States on “basis of equality”. Smith pointed out man- 
date of Congress on direct US aid to three Associated States, and plan- 
ning and coordination would require appropriate and effective ma- 
chinery which might well be tripartite. | 

After settling on minute, etc., LaChambre concluded with apprecia- 
tion for General Smith’s assistance, and understanding these talks. | 

‘ Dated Sept. 29, p. 2092, | 
” See telegram 1327 to Saigon (1195 to Paris), Oct. 1, p. 2110. i 

| 

|
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Final meeting afternoon 29th included representatives Associated 
States. Robertson summarized progress made during meetings em- 
phasizing no decisions made concerning internal matters Associated 
States inconsistent with bilateral nature talks. Went on point out 
full agreement reached on concept complete independence for As- 
sociated States and that US budgetary support be granted them direct 
in future. LaChambre vigorously stressed reality independence three 
states and common accord with US. Pointedly alluded impossibility 

_ Indochinese provoke divergence between France and US. 
Vietnamese Ambassador and LaChambre conducted spirited and 

rather heated exchange concerning Vietnamese release to American 
press 28th to effect French Expeditionary Corps should be withdrawn 
by March 1956. Tenor French response was indignation at ungrate- 
fulness such announcement and that FEC prepared be withdrawn 
“tomorrow.” Vietnamese reply along lines present government first 
with enough courage announce real truth of Vietnamese desires and 

that FEC needed more at home than in Asia. 
Lao statement mild, conciliatory and gracious. Appreciated what 

done for them. Cambodian Amb. approved and asked if military aid 

would be direct. Answered affirmatively. 
All approved final paragraph communiqué stating they informed of 

proceedings and in agreement with talk’s objectives. This final para- 

graph drafted and submitted during afternoon meeting. 
Complimentary references by all to General Smith’s retirement 30th. 
After meeting Cambodian Ambassador presented letter from 

Foreign Minister thanking Smith for Geneva help.® Ely had short 

visit with Smith to be followed 30th by LaChambre call prior his de- 

parture 30th for Saigon via Pacific. | 
SMITH 

° Not printed. 

396.1 LO/9—-3054 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at London * 

SECRET WasuHineron, September 30, 1954—12: 43 a. m. 

| Tosec 8. Re preceding telegram.? Follows text minute of understand- 

ing agreed by US-French representatives today. 

“France and United States will continue support independence 

Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. This will include the completion trans- 

fer of powers in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam, to free governments 
these States on orderly and progressive basis. 

1Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Also sent to Saigon as 1297, to Paris as 1176, to 

en geera as 76, and to Vientiane as 51. |
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- We agree Viet Minh represents Communist force aggressively 
opposed to ideals and interests of free peoples of Associated States, | 
France and United States. We will firmly oppose extension influence 
or control of Viet Minh movement having in mind positions taken by 
respective Governments in connection with Geneva agreements. 
We will work toward political, military and economic goals in Indo- | 

china which will strengthen each of Associated States’ Governments | 
and which will enable them maintain their independence. To this end, | 
we are considering programs both economic assistance and aid to na- | 
tional armies enable latter assume full responsibility for defense their | 
territories, to which French Forces Laos and Vietnam now contribute. | 
The channel for French and U.S. economic aid, budgetary support and | 
other assistance to each of Associated States will be direct to each | 
state. Such programs will be planned and closely coordinated to assure 
maximum effectiveness through appropriate machinery established in | 
agreement with interested Governments. | 

With respect to Vietnam, the representatives of France and United | 
States agree their respective governments support M. Ngo Dinh Diem 
in establishment and maintenance of a strong, anti-Communist and 
nationalist government. To this end France and the United States will | 
urge all anti-Communist elements in Vietnam cooperate fully with 
Government of Ngo Dinh Diem in order counter vigorously the Viet | 
Minh and build a strong free Vietnam.” | | 

We believe agreed points constitute highly useful support our 

policy. | 

| | 

751G.00/9-—3054 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at London * | 

| 
TOP SECRET WasHINGTON, September 30, 1954—12 : 48 a. m. | 

Tosec 9. Re preceding telegram.? Follows text of message which ap- — 

proved by US and French delegations for transmittal to respective | 
missions Saigon. | | 

“Jn French-US discussions here, we and French have reached con- 
clusion we should support Diem in establishment and maintenance of 
strong, anti-Communist nationalist government. To this end France | 
and US will both urge all anti-Communist elements in Viet-Nam co- 
operate fully with government of Ngo Dinh Diem. | 
We recognize five key elements which can provide a:stable anti- 

Communist nationalist government under Diem’s leadership with 
chance of success: Bao Dai, Hinh and national army and three sects. 

As result our discussions we giving consideration to action along fol- _ | 
lowing lines and desire your comments : | 

The problems relating to Chief of State will require further con- ! 
sideration when Government of Viet-Nam consolidated. Under present 

-1Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Repeated for information to Saigon as 1298, to Paris | 
as 1177, to Phnom Penh as 77, and to Vientiane as 52. | 

. ® Reference is to Tosec 7%, p. 2098.
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circumstances further démarches should be made jointly or separately 

to Bao Dai emphasizing consequences in terms of US and French sup- 

port of failure on his part act in such way to strengthen Diem Govern- 

ment. French and United States representatives'Saigon, who should be 
given broad delegation powers for this purpose, should encourage Diem 
support our actions re Bao Dai with appropriate measures within com- 
petence Vietnamese Government. oe 
With respect to General Hinh, it essential that Chief Staff obey 

orders given by civil authority. However, at same time, it most difficult 
find replacement for him. Consequently, démarches should be made to 
General Hinh and President Diem towards reconciliation. It would be 
emphasized that France and United States are firmly supporting 
President Diem and that once his position consolidated and only then 
extensive program designed to develop national army under General 
Hinh could be undertaken. There remains problem of who would be 
Minister of Defense over Hinh. In the future, relations with Hinh as 
Chief Staff, should be limited purely military matters in effort dis- 
courage him from entering into political affairs. 

Sects play an essential role in their respective territories but have 
limited importance on national scale. Sects have maintained flexible 
positions with regard Diem, Viet Minh, Bao Dai, France and the 
United States. It of vital importance that France and the United | 
States maintain carefully coordinated strategy towards sects. Sects 
should be informed of intent of United States and France with regard 
support for Diem. Diem might be advised attempt influence sects 
through his handling of integration of their forces into national army 
and through ability grant them administrative control over areas being 
evacuated by Viet Minh. The representatives in Vietnam of France 
and United States should be given broadest possible delegation of 

| powers to determine coordinated positions these matters. 
With specific regard to Binh Xuyen recognized that whatever their 

unsatisfactory and undesirable qualities may be, their position of 
power should not be underestimated particularly as they control police, 
are closely tied in with Bao Dai, and in past have been responsible for 

extensive terroristic activity in Saigon. 
Therefore, our course of action should be to seek to isolate the Binh 

Xuyen particularly from Bao Dai and to minimize their power and 

influence through strengthening national army as counter. This can 

only be achieved progressively. At present time it seems necessary to 

associate them with the government, which might in long run be best 

method to be in position control them.” 

As noted third paragraph above, Saigon comments requested re- 

| garding specific means by which we could carry out courses action 

included above text. 

French Delegation requests text above included within quotes be 

given Daridan with explanation this sent by US channels their request 

for his comments. | 

SMITH
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110.11 DU/9-3054 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Department of State 

SECRET Lonpvon, September 30, 1954—11 p. m. 
[Received 5:46 a. m.] | 

Dulte 11. For Acting Secretary from Secretary. Congratulate you : 
most heartily on results of conversations with French regarding Indo- : 

china. These seem fully to sustain US policy. Mendes-France told me | 
that he too thought the talks had gone well, although he deplored the | 

grant of US financial aid direct to Associated States. He said that they | 

did not need the dollars while France did. He said France gave coun- | 
terpart francs which were used by Associated States in France for | 
needed imports. I pointed out that probably the dollar would be used | 
in much the same way, and he agreed since he said the commercial ties | 
of the Associated States were with France so it would be normal for | 
them to continue old channels. | 

| 8 Duties 

751G.00/9-8054 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 
, 

SECRET Saicon, September 30, 1954. 
| | | [Received 9:14 a. m. ] | 

1278. Repeated information Paris 440. I saw Daridan this morning | 
and brought him up to date on Hinh’s counter-positions (my telegram | 
1269, repeated Paris 438)! to Diem’s extremely generous peace offer to | 

Hinh (my telegram 1250). | 
Daridan said immediately that Hinh’s attempting to impose condi- 

tions, and intolerable conditions, on government in exchange for his | 
promise to be obedient was outrageous and his threat to make coup | 
@’état if these conditions not accepted in toto was shocking. | 

I qualified Hinh’s conduct in even stronger terms and mentioned | : 
Hinh had ridiculed and attacked government to foreigners and Viet- | 
namese at receptions and had dropped publicly scarcely veiled hints 
that if this government did not get out army would revolt. I said that 
Quat and others who had been in touch with Hinh and his camarilla of 

| young and too rapidly promoted officers confirmed that they were in 

_ mood to stage a revolution. Casting around for solution, it seemed to 
_ me that it would be necessary to call in not merely Hinh but his con- 

spirators on General Staff as well and say to them that US and France 

were discussing program for build-up and support of Vietnamese Na- | 

‘ Dated Sept. 29, p. 2091. | | 
* Dated Sept. 27, p. 2075. : !
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nal Army, which could only be maintained and developed through 

French and American assistance ; that our willingness to continue such 

material support, indeed continuance of moral support of free world, . 

was prejudiced by reports that army was imposing intolerable cond1- 

tions on legally constituted government and threatening revolt if they 

were not complied with; that it was realized mistakes had been made 

by Diem Government in handling army but that Diem. had made gen- 

erous offer and guaranteed that integrity of army would be preserved 

and that guarantee would be backed up by France and US. I said it 

would be better if Ely could preside at such meeting but he would not 

return before October 4 and some action should be taken now. I sug- 

gested that someone from our military mission, perhaps General 

O’Daniel, might be present at. this meeting as silent observer. He would 

let French General deliver sermon but his presence there’ would give 

corroboration to it. I was dubious that Salan, who in Ely’s absence was 

Commander-in-Chief, would be relied on to deliver an impressive 

warning of this kind, since at the least Salan had not discouraged 

Hinh and his camarilla. Daridan agreed to that and said he was afraid 

- that Salan unaccompanied might deliver warning but would wink 

while he did so. I said it would be imperative then for Daridan to be 
present. 7 oe | 

I remarked that ideal solution would be for Hinh to leave Vietnam 

but Hinh had on record President’s offer to let him remain if he 
ceased politicking and plotting. Daridan agreed but said that his per-_ 

sonal solution would be for both Diem and Hinh to leave. I said I 
could not agree since (1) Diem’s departure would be victory for army 

and its resistance to civil authority even if Hinh left, (2) there was no 
capable successor in sight for Diem and General Kuan or Buu Loc 

| would be the tools and not the masters of army group, and (3) both 
our governments had agreed to support Diem. Daridan said he under- | 
stood that our governments had agreed to support Diem but he had had 
no final definite instructions to that effect. Without them he would of 

course nevertheless support Diem. — | 
Daridan said project of calling in Hinh and officers was probably 

only solution but it required some study because we had to face pos- 

sibility that officers would not accept warning but would get their | 

backs up and go ahead with revolution. Hinh and his officers had al- 

ready been warned by Ely that military regime resulting from coup 

@état of army would not be recognized by France, US, or free world, 

but this had not deterred them from planning coup d’état if Diem 

Government refused meet their demands. I observed I understood | 

French High Command gave Vietnamese National Army three days 

supply of munitions and gasoline. This was more than enough for 

them to attempt and quite possibly succeed in revolt in Saigon if not
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opposed by French military force. One possible insurance against mili- 

tary coup would be to cut down supplies below three days. Daridan 

said this might be part of solution and he would examine it with Salan. 

He promised to let me know results of-consultations by end of day. 
I believe that in these grave circumstances following action should 

be taken: (1) President should telegraph and publish message to | 

Diem proposed in Deptel 636 September [August] 18;* (2) French | 

Government should follow with some statement of support for Diem | 

Government; (3) Daridan should be unequivocally instructed by his | 

government to deliver warning to Hinh and his ranking staff officers | 

along line I proposed to Daridan; (4) I should be authorized, in con- | 
sultation and coordination with French, to make known to Hinh and | 

his staff officers that we will not give one penny of budgetary support | 
for Vietnamese defense forces if they overthrow legal government and 
fail. to keep their army out of politics (I have already more than | 

- implied this in our discussions with Hinh). | 

| | | Heats : 

8 ¥For telegram 610 to Paris, Aug. 18, repeated to Saigon for information as tele- 
gram 636, see p. 1957. _ 

751G.00/10—-154 : Telegram . . | 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Cameron) to the Department of State | 

SECRET NIACT _ _ Sargon, October 1, 1954—8 p. m. | 

| [Received 10:02 a. m.] 

1296. Sent Paris 445. Paris for Ambassador Heath. Vietnamese | 

emissary of General Xuan in commenting on Bao Dai’s telegrams 
reported Embassy telegram 1286, repeated Paris 4421 speculates Bao 
Dai’s intention was force Diem to resign. Vietnamese believe he would 
“lose too much face” and be obviously powerless should he accept ar- | 
rangement suggested by Bao Dai take into Cabinet his sworn enemies ! 
(this seems to us to be reasonable assumption ). | 
Daridan has just been in touch with us to say he is sending Wintre- 

bert to Diem to advise President either to accept Bao Dai’s instructions 
or to play for time but in no event to refuse. When we commented to | 
Daridan that for Diem to accept literal instructions from Bao Dai | 
would leave him completely powerless, Daridan replied “but that is 
what you people have been talking about for some time isn’t it? You 

1Telegram 1286 from Saigon, Oct. 1, not printed, contained the text of a tele- 
: gram released in Saigon that day from Bao Dai to Ngo Dinh Diem in which the 

Chief of State requested the Premier to invite Generals Nguyen Van Hinh, Le Van 
Vien, and Nguyen Van Xuan to join his government, the latter as Vice Premier. | 
Telegram 1286 also included the text of a message from Bao Dai to Hinh asking , 
him to participate in the Diem government, and portions of a similar telegram 
from Bao Dai to Le Van Vien. (751G.00/1-1054) 

|
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want Diem but don’t mind if he is a powerless figurehead”. It was 
pointed out to him US wished Diem to lead government supported by 
as many groups and forces Vietnam as possible but did not wish him 
be their prisoner and completely powerless. Daridan was informed we 

had sent message Diem also counseling under no circumstances refuse 

flatly but to play for time pending Ambassador Heath’s conversations 

with Bao Dai and further developments. | 

Daridan said if Diem temporized or played for time he, Daridan, 

would carry out his plan leave tomorrow for Hue. If, however, Diem 

refused Daridan would remain Saigon as he would in that event expect 
trouble. | | 

We ourselves believe that if Diem should refuse or give indications 

he is about to refuse Bao Dai’s instructions next move could very well 

be telegram from Bao Dai dismissing him at once and appointing Gen- 

eral Xuan President. General Hinh and Binh Xuyen would be only too 

glad enforce Bao Dai’s order in this event taking cover of legality for 

their coup d’état against Diem. Unless Diem promptly releases Bao 

Dai’s telegram to him together with his own temporizing reply we 

believe there is danger sudden stroke of force against Diem over this 

weekend. 

General Hinh, Binh Xuyen representatives and General Xuan held 

press conference at 5 o’clock at which Xuan was spokesman. They re- 

leased texts Bao Dai telegrams to Bay Vien and Hinh and made state- 

ment to effect they had now received Bao Dai’s instructions which 

they interpret as orders and will take no further action at this time 

themselves. It is up to Diem to comply with Bao Dai’s orders and if 

he does not do so Diem will be a “rebel”. 

Fishel telephoned 6:45 p. m. from Palace to say Wintrebert, in 

addition to counseling prompt temporizing reply to Bao Dai, had 

raised with Diem question authenticity Bao Dai telegram. According 

Fishel, Diem was favorably inclined accept advice regarding nature 

his reply and was considering enquiring privately into authenticity 

messages through his brother Luyen now in France. 

| | CAMERON 

State-JCS meetings, lot 61 D 417 

Substance of Discussions of State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting at the 

Pentagon Building, Friday, October 1, 1954,11: 30 a.m." 

TOP SECRET | | 

[Here follow a list of those present (32) and discussion of a subject 

other than Indochina. | | 

imhis State Department draft was not cleared with the participants.
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Indochina | 

Mr. Murphy. introduced this subject by remarking that he under- 
stood the JCS were currently informed on these conversations through 
their own representatives. To clarify, however, he called on Mr. 
Robertson to give a review on the agreement reached with the French 
representatives (Faure, Ely and La Chambre) on Indochina. 

In giving a general review, Mr. Robertson emphasized that the 
State Department representatives had made no definite commitments 
with reference to financial assistance either for the French Expedi- | 
tionary Corps, or for the Indochinese Nationalist forces. | | 

In discussing the Diem—Hinh controversy, Mr. Robertson stated that . 
it was the view of the U.S. Government that Diem was the best man, | 
though he had many serious defects. Hinh, he said, had put up impos- | 
sible conditions for his participation in the Diem government. The 
French were definitely pessimistic regarding Diem. Ambassador ! 
Heath, Mr. Robertson continued, was to arrive in Paris that day in ! 
connection with a direct approach to Bao Dai looking toward a reso- 
lution of the crisis in Vietnam. | | | 

In the Ely—La Chambre talks, Mr. Robertson said, it was agreed that | 
the U.S. would give direct aid to the Associated States and would not | 
work through the French. . . ) | 

Admiral Davis interjected to say that the discussion of training mis- | 
sions for Cambodia and Vietnam was somewhat confused and did not : 
indicate definitely the respective parts to be played in such programs 
by the U.S. and France. | 

Admiral Radford said that as he understood it, General Smith had | 
told the French representatives that we planned to keep French ad- | 

_ visers in Cambodia. The Admiral said that it was the opinion of the | 
JCS that if the U.S. undertook an aid and training program for | 
Cambodia, this country should be in a position to make its own decision | 
as to what extent the French participate. | Be | 

Elaborating, Mr. MacArthur said that it was understood that the | 
_ U.S. was to lead the training program for Cambodia, but that this did | 
not mean the exclusion of France. Obviously, for example, it would be | 
necessary to supplement purely U.S. cadres with people who spoke | 
French, possibly Frenchmen. | 

Admiral Radford said that the JCS believe that we should not per- | 
mit the French to believe that they have a right in the program in | 
Cambodia. | - 

On the other hand, Mr. MacArthur remarked, if Cambodia wants | 
the French to participate, it would be unfortunate if we were forced to 
take the position with the Cambodians that it had been agreed that 
France should be excluded. . 

578-611 0 82 - 46 (Pt. 2)
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Admiral Radford continued that as he saw it, we would make the 

usual bilateral arrangements with Cambodia, and that we could take 

up the relation of France to the bilateral agreement from there. Bring- 

ing the French in now, the Admiral stressed, would create difficulties 

if it turned out that Cambodia did not want France to participate. 

(It was brought out at this juncture, following a query of Admiral | 

Radford, that Ambassador McClintock was that same day presenting 

the letter from the President to the King of Cambodia together with 

his letters of credence.) ? 
At the conclusion of this phase of the discussion with respect to 

Indochina, Mr. MacArthur and Mr. Robertson agreed that we had not 

committed ourselves to a joint French-U.S. mission to Cambodia. 

Admiral Radford then turned his attention to Vietnam. As he under- 

stood it, he said, there was no substantive agreement about a training 

mission in Vietnam. Mr. Robertson said that under the Geneva agree- 

ment, this subject was left vague. 
Continuing, Admiral Radford recalled that when he had seen Gen- - 

eral Ely in Washington last April, General Ely had turned down our 

suggestion that we participate in a training program; that when Gen- 

eral Ely had returned to Saigon in May, he had decided, and had 

informed us, that we should participate in the training program; and 

that General Ely now expresses surprise that we did not take over the 

training program at that juncture. Admiral Radford indicated that he 

had told General Ely that at that particular juncture we were not cer- 

tain in our own minds exactly where the French were going. 

Admiral Radford reverted to the Diem—Hinh controversy. He called 

on Mr. Kidder for comment. Mr. Kidder * said that the key to the situ- 

ation was Emperor Bao Dai: all depends on His Majesty. Compromise, 

Mr. Kidder noted, would leave Hinh with the free hand, which would 

be unfortunate. 

Admiral Radford remarked that in his opinion our instructions to 

Ambassador Heath, in which we permitted him latitude as to whether 

or not to give all-out support to Diem, was like “throwing the football 

into the grandstand”. In the Admiral’s opinion, the Ambassador should 

be given no alternatives: he should be told to support Diem. 

Mr. Murphy inquired as to how things would be effected if Hinh 

were in some way eliminated. Mr. Kidder gave it as his opinion that 

this would be a healthy development. | 
Referring to leadership among the local population, Admiral Rad- 

ford noted that the Vietminh apparently did not lack for leaders 

whereas the Vietnamese had developed none, and that the Government _ 

was rendered powerless by the machinations of a Captain in the Air 

2 he letter was actually delivered on Oct. 2; see editorial note, p. 2114. 

? Randolph A. Kidder, Counselor of Embassy at Saigon; on visit in Washington.
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Force. In the Admiral’s opinion, we could do just as much with the 

| Vietnamese as the Vietminh had been able to do with their own people. 
| He saw calculated French policy in the present lack of leadership in 

| the southern part of the country. In the Admiral’s opinion, the French 
| army had rendered aid and comfort to Hinh. 

| Concluding this portion of the discussion, Admiral Radford stated 
that in his opinion, the net result of our conversations with the French 

| regarding Vietnam was: not good. 
| [| Here follows discussion of other subjects. ] 

| 751G.13/10-154 : Telegram . 

| — Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France1— 

TOP SECRET | Wasuineron, October 1, 1954—12: 41 p. m. 
| NIACT | | 

1194. Limit distribution. Paris pass Heath. For Heath: General 
| Ely will expect talk you Saturday? if possible and will leave his 
| address at Embassy. 
| Decision order you France to talk with Bao Dai has arisen out of 
| your own recommendations as well as conclusion reached by Depart- 
| ment approaches to him by French, purporting speak for United 

States, unsatisfactory method handling this important matter. 
General Smith agreed with La Chambre and Ely morning Sept 30 

that separate consecutive approaches better be made Bao Dai by Ely 
and you. La Chambre concurs. If you deem otherwise leave to your 
judgement in working it out with Ely. Ely scheduled leave Paris for 
Saigon Sunday or Monday and intends see you after his separate and ! 
prior meeting with Bao Dai. | | 

Embassy Paris will have available Department’s report on US- | 
French talks and agreements reached. French have committed them- 
selves support Diem although they convinced he cannot survive even 
with French and US support. They asked our views concerning a pos- | 
sible successor and have proposed consideration be given Buu Loc. | 
(See our next following telegram.)? We strongly believe that effort : 
consolidate Diem’s position would not be enhanced at this time by | 
either French or US discussions of alternate with Bao Dai. LaChambre 
and Ely informed and agreed. 

In your talks with Bao Dai recommend you follow line which in 
your opinion will be most rewarding in achieving his support Diem | 
— 

* Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Also sent niact to Saigon as telegram 1326 and to | 
London as Tosec 15. 

? Oct. 2. 
— ® Infra.
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plus including action at least neutralize active opposition of Binh 
Xuyen and Hinh. If not active cooperation what we want from Bao 
Dai as well as what we believe we have obtained from French is a rea- 
sonable period of time during which, with our support and in absence 
organized or inspired opposition, Diem can make an effort, and we 
hope achieve, a strongly nationalist, anti-Communist government. | 

We realize Bao Dai has apparently made a deal with the Binh 

Xuyen and might have difficulty in reversing such commitment. You 
might question future ability Binh Xuyen enjoy gambling monopoly, 
(with corollary of questionable ability to pay). This left your discre- 
tion. Hinh has proven he not amenable orders of legal government. 

Only conclusion is he will likewise show disloyalty to any other legal 
government. Bao Dai should instruct him prove loyalty and patriotism 

as soldier by carrying out his orders. | 
You may make point we are not wedded Diem as person but as a 

nationalist leader of unquestioned honesty and proven anti-Communist 
convictions. While he may have his shortcomings, examination alter- 

nate chiefs government makes us concerned however, lest those 
apparently available would not form government qualified receive 
American aid and support. In view your extensive knowledge what 
makes Bao Dai tick, we leave your discretion best method obtaining 

results we want. At your discretion might wish inform Bao Dai Presi- 
dent has signed letter to President Council of Ministers.* (Paris has 
original text without your suggestion which later incorporated.) If 

strengthens your hand might inform him you prepared deliver this 

personal letter when return Saigon confirm US support. | 

SMITH 

‘¥or President Eisenhower’s letter to President Diem, Oct. 23, see p. 2166. 

396.1 LO/10-154 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam * 

TOP SECRET WasHINGTON, October 1, 1954—12: 42 p. m. 

NIACT 

1327. Limit distribution. Paris pass Heath. There follows text mes- 

sage agreed between Smith-LaChambre September 30 for transmittal 

respective representatives Saigon. Note that this text, written by US, 

is considerably less definite concerning Buu Loc than was suggested by 

French in meeting on twenty ninth reported fifth paragraph Deptel 

1296 Saigon repeated Paris 1175.2 US view is as stated preceding tele- 

- 1prafted by Hoey of PSA. Also sent niact to Paris as telegram 1195 and to 

London as Tosec 16. | 
2¥or Tosec 7 to London, Sept. 30, also sent to Saigon as telegram 1296 and to 

| Paris as telegram 1175, see p. 2098. .
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gram that not useful weaken arguments for support Diem by disclosure 
consideration of successor and that Diem deserves breathing spell to 
take advantage “additional support”. In our view latter phrase in- | 
cludes French promises to support Diem. Saigon authorized give text | | 
following message Daridan, omitting reference Deptel, although | 
French have stated will transmit independently. - | 

“In addition to our instruction concerning support of Diem (Deptel | 
1297) ° we believe prudent bear in mind possibility that despite our | 
best efforts he may be unable maintain strong government due opposi- | 
tion factors beyond his control, or inspite of our support. Oo : 

As one possible approach this contingency, French have suggested ! 
that Bao Dai be recommended choose a ‘delegate general’ who could 
be Buu Loc, He would be empowered by Bao Dai go Saigon form gov- 
ernment national union himself, including Diem or to select. person- 
ality capable of forming such government. | 
We would be unwilling to in any way prejudice Diem’s effort, which 

is fully backed by French and ourselves by allowing it be known we 
considering successor. Therefore, purpose this message to obtain your 
reaction French suggestion. Believe we should base our judgment. of 
Diem’s success henceforth on basis.fair and reasonable chance with 
wholehearted US-French backing in order he be able take advantage 
additional support.” | | 

| SMITH , 

*For Tosec 8 to London, Sept. 30, also sent to Saigon as telegram 1297 and to | 
Paris as telegram 1176, see p. 2100. 

751G.00/9-2954 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam 3 | 
i 

SECRET -Wasuinerton, October 1, 1954—1:19 p. m. | 
1828. Paris pass Heath. Saigon’s 1269 rptd Paris 438.2 In half hour 

conversation with General Ely * Kidder outlined contents ref telegram 
which Ely believes may offer basis for compromise with Binh Xuyen 
on Ministry of Interior. | | | 

He appears sincerely convinced necessity give Diem Govt fair chance 
prove self. Explained it his personal view if Diem Government fails 

_ object having Bao Dai send Buu Loc Vietnam would be for latter have 
delegation powers choose successor to Diem rather than form govern- 
ment himself. | 

Re statement in press here by Vietnamese Ambassador regarding | 
withdrawal French Expeditionary Corps by March 1956 Ely said this 
would necessitate planning withdrawal forces very shortly. This he | —_— | 

: Drafted by Kidder. Also sent to Paris as telegram 1196. | 
Dated Sept. 29, p. 2091. : | 

* The conversation took place on Sept. 30. 

: |
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believes would be dangerous as would undermine confidence of people 

free Vietnam. | 
Ely inquired into reason for difference between Ambassador Saigon 

and Daridan and speculated that Daridan is so opposed Diem that it 
colors his views, nevertheless Ely says Daridan will have to follow 
instructions and go along with agreed decision France and US support 

Diem government. | 
Ely also speculated on possibility, in case failure Diem Govern- 

ment, Bao Dai might return Vietnam take over power himself, as last 
chance. He pointed out Bao Dai has always felt constrained by French 
but with complete independence of action he might prove more effec- 

tive than previously. | | : 
_ Inreply Ely’s question Kidder expressed view it would be preferable 

for him and Ambassador Heath see Bao Dai separately. A joint dé- 
marche could be made subsequently if for any reason desirable. 
Young saw Ely shortly thereafter who agreed desirability give Diem 

chance and advisability separate approaches Bao Dai. Also felt Hinh 
only available choice Chief Staff but should be limited to military 
matters. | | | | 

7 | SMITH 

751G.00/10—-154 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy at Saigon? | 

SECRET Wasuineron, October 1,1954—6:36 p.m. 

1840. For Cameron ? from Acting Secretary. Your 1296, Oct. 1. Iam | 
astonished at Daridan’s comment mentioned in the second paragraph 

of reference message and as he is a personal friend for whom I have 

high regard and respect, I would be glad if you would tell him so for 

me. | 

It could not be a greater misestimate of what both France and US 

wish to produce in Viet Nam. I admit that there are greater differences 

of view as to whether a government under Diem leadership can be made © 

effective and capable, but at the recent conferences held we all agreed 

that we saw practically nothing else on the horizon. | 

Both La Chambre and Ely took into account the pessimistic view of 

Daridan and Salan but decided that we had no other present alterna- 

tive but to attempt—as I told Heath in previous message—by our 

united efforts to bolster up and support the Vietnamese government. 

This is what we will try to do. | | 
| SMITH 

1pDrafted by the Acting Secretary. Repeated to Paris as telegram 1209. 

2Tuarner C. Cameron, Jr., Chargé at Saigon.
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| 751G.5 MSP/10-254 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Cameron) to the Department of State 

p 
| SECRET Satcon, October 2, 1954—7 p. m. 

| 1310. Repeated information Paris 450. Following is translation text 

| of note dated September 30 from Foreign Minister : 

“Mr, Ambassador: | ss 
“I have honor to inform you ‘that simultaneously with increased 

| responsibilities which it is assuming in civilian administration of 
| country as well as in conduct of its foreign affairs, Vietnamese Govern-_ 
| _ ment wishes directly to participate in negotiations concerning military 

| future of Vietnam. 7 ns | 
| “Until now, need for a single command in Indochina, justified by 
| state of war prevailing in the three Associated States of Laos, Cam- 

| bodia and Vietnam has imposed limitations on exercise of authority 
| in military field by governments of these States. 
| _ “Insofar as it is concerned, my government sincerely hopes that, 

: in future, reviews, discussions relating to Vietnamese National Army 
| will be subjects of tripartite conferences between United States, France | 
| and Vietnam, instead of being dealt with by France in name of 
: Vietnam. oe | 
: “In addition, in order to prepare for release of French troops and 
: effective guarantee interior and exterior security of country, Govern- 
| ment of Vietnam is considering increasing Vietnamese Army to fol- 
! lowing levels, which must be attained in 1955: 
| “A—Regular army of 165,000 men forming the fighting arm (Corps 
| de Bataille), | | | 
| “B—Security forces of 65,000 men, that is to say a total of 230,000 
| men. | Oo 

| “It is evident that to attain this program of increased military 
| potential, Government of Vietnam is counting on adequate aid from 
| United States, aid which it would prefer to receive directly, as it re- 
| ceives French military aid to Vietnam. | 

“T would be grateful if you could let me know if point of view 
outlined above would meet with approval of Government of United 
States. While extending my sincere appreciation for the attention you 
may give to this matter, as well as for all steps you may deem worth 
taking in favor my government, I take this opportunity to reiterate, 
Mr. Ambassador, assurance of my highest esteem.” , | 

| | CAMERON 

751G.00/10-254: Telegram ) | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the Department 
of State 

SECRET | Lonpon, October 2, 1954—11 p. m. 

1691. Repeated information Paris 243, Saigon 22. From Secretary. | 
At luncheon October 2 Eden raised subject Associated States. He ex- 

:
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pressed a deep-seated concern over impression he had gained from 

several members French delegation London Conference that French 

were divided between inclination support Diem and possibility of deal 

with Ho. I had arranged to inform British here fully of Smith- 

LaChambre Washington conversations for which Eden was grateful. 

He feels we are following right line with French but 1s particularly 

concerned over situation in Laos. I gather he is gloomy over prospects 

holding South Vietnam but is particularly sensitive over developments 

in Laos which he obviously considered will have repercussions on 

Burma. Caccia who was present continued display curiosity concern- 

ing our intentions providing military aid and particularly to establish 

MAAG in Cambodia. | , | 

| ALDRICH | 

Editorial Note 

Ambassador Robert McClintock delivered the following note from 

President Eisenhower to King Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia on 

October 2, 1954, on the occasion of the presentation by the Ambassador 

of his credentials: | | 

“Your Majesty: | 

“The people of the United States have watched with concern and 

admiration the struggle of Cambodia against unwarranted Communist 

aggression. The United States is hapny that Cambodia has reaffirmed | 

its independence and that your Kingdom 1s in a position now to under- 

take a course which will secure that sovereign freedom for which your 

people fought. 
“At this time when Cambodia has so convincingly demonstrated its 

independence and its stern determination to maintain that independ- 

ence, I desire Your Majesty to know that my Government will be 

pleased to consider ways in which our two countries can more effec- 

tively cooperate in the joint task of stemming the threats facing your 

territories and maintaining peace and prosperity in your Kingdom. 

“With assurances of my personal esteem and high regard, | 

“Sincerely, Dwight D. Eisenhower” (Presidential Correspondence, 

lot 66 D 204) 

This message, drafted in the Department of State, was transmitted 

to the President by Acting Secretary Smith on September 23 ; for the 

| memorandum of transmittal, see page 2053. Having been approved by 

the President on September 24, it was sent to Phnom Penh in telegram 

74 of September 29. (751H.11/9-2954) 

The President’s message was published in the Department of State 

Bulletin of October 25, 1954 (page 615), as was a White House an- 

nouncement, also dated October 2, which reported the presentation by . 

the Ambassador of his credentials and indicated that henceforth
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United States budgetary aid for the Cambodian armed forces would 

be provided directly. 

In telegram 136 from Phnom Penh, October 4, McClintock reported 

that Prime Minister Penn Nouth had expressed gratification over the | 

letter from President Eisenhower to the King, and was highly pleased | 

by a French translation, provided by McClintock, of the White House 

Press Release of October 2. The Ambassador had told Penn Nouth that 

the objective of American aid was to maintain Cambodia as a free and | 

sovereign state, and that aid must be compensated by a high standard 

of performance. (751H.5 MSP/10-454) | | 

751G.00/10-354 | | | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State * | 

SECRET | oS Lonvon, October 8, 1954. | 

Memoranpum or Conversation WitH Menpes-FRaNce ~ | | 

Re: Indochinn oe - | 

| Mendes-France said that he agreed that we should back Diem as | 

Premier. However, he doubted that he had the necessary qualities. 

Mendes-France admitted however that he saw no one else who did 

have those qualities. He said he realized that Diem was somewhat anti- 

French. He did not blame him for this and recognized that any suc- 

cessful leader in Vietnam would have to be somewhat anti-French. | 

What worried him was not this quality, but the apparent lack of ad- | 

ministrative qualities and ability to get along with others. He would — : 

however give Diem a good try. | 

He referred to Bao Dai. I mentioned that Heath was on his way to | 

see Bao Dai with a view to getting him also to support Diem. Mendes- | 

France said he felt that Bao Dai was about played out and had little | 

more influence on the situation. He said that Bao Dai could be very | 

largely ignored, except that he was useful from the standpoint of giv- | 

ing “legitimacy” to the Government of Vietnam. | | 

- | Joun Foster DuLLEs | 

1This memorandum of conversation was transmitted to Saigon in telegram | 

1389 of Oct. 4 (also sent to Paris as telegram 1235). (751G.00/10-454) 

751G.13/10-454 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Paris, October 4, 1954—8 p. m. | 

1413. Repeated information Saigon 176. From Ambassador Heath. | 

I saw Bao Dai yesterday in Cannes. Presumably because he had been | 

|
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advised of the French-American attitude by Ely’s visit to Cannes and 
my talk after arrival with Nguyen De, Bao Dai expressed no objections 

- to Diem’s remaining in office. He agreed thoroughly that Hinh had 
acted very reprehensibly in opposing Diem’s orders and in taking the 
Army into politics. He asserted that he had told Hinh that he should 
‘have obeyed Diem’s orders and that if they were unjustified he should 
then have appealed to him—Bao Dai. De had undoubtedly informed 
Bao Dai of my objection to his telegrams to Diem and Hinh requesting 
the Army should be taken into the Government. Bao Dai said that that 
was a “drafting error”. He had not meant that the Army should 
occupy cabinet positions but that as a necessary measure of appease- 

| ment Hinh should be continued as chief of staff. He then went on to 
_ say that he had no particular confidence in Xuan’s ability or loyalty 

| _ to him, Bao Dai. He thought he could rely more on Diem’s loyalty than 
on the other candidates for the premiership. At the same time he said 
that with all his virtue of honesty and sincerity, Diem was not a 
natural statesman nor overly intelligent. If Diem were to succeed he 
must change his entourage. I agreed with that statement and said that 
Diem seemed to have too many brothers advising him. 

Comment: I personally believe that at least in the near future Bao 
Dai will not try to dismiss or even undermine Diem. On the other 
hand, Bao Dai is surrounded by far from disinterested advisers and is 
weak. I had dinner last night with Buu Loc and it is very evident to 
me that he is fairly busy campaigning to succeed Diem. Buu Loc asked 
me in case Diem failed to make a success of it whom I thought might 
undertake the succession. I replied that our thinking was concentrated 
on Diem’s successfully presiding [over] a government of national 

union. | 
After discussing the political crisis in Vietnam the conversation 

turned to Bao Dai’s possible return to Vietnam. I told Bao Dai quite 
frankly that he had a very bad press in Vietnam and abroad because 
of his absenteeism but that might be overcome if on his return he would 
live fully up to the responsibilities of his office of chief of state, set 
an example of austerity and patriotism, make frequent public ap- 
pearances and exhibit a real interest in the welfare of his subjects, 
maintain frequent warm contacts with officers and civilians of all 

classes thus promoting national unity and will to resist Communist 

take-over. I said that I would not venture to suggest whether he should 
engage in actual business of governing or whether his role should be 

that of an English monarch but he would have to be active. Bao Dai 

was evidently far from pleased at my oblique criticism of his past 

performance. He said he of course wanted to return but that he had 

to look at the situation realistically. He had to be assured of some or- 

ganized support should he return. At the present he had only the sup-
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port of the sects which was insufficient. The loyalty of his army to him | 

was far from certain in its present temper. I remarked that if he did | 

return with will, patriotic determination and activity that he would 

find support within the country and without. He seemed far from 

convinced or decided. My personal opinion is that while he may return 

if Diem or a successor succeeds in bringing some stability and unity | 

to the country, Bao Dai is too set in his ways ever to provide the leader- | 

ship or example that Vietnam requires. | 

, DILLon | 
_—_— 

851G.00/10-554 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Cambodia’ — | 

SECRET | Wasuineron, October 5, 1954—4:17 p. m. 

PRIORITY | 

90. Following sent Saigon as Usfoto 372 repeated herewith for your | 

information: ) | | 

1. At third meeting La Chambre-Faure-Ely talks held afternoon 

September 28 Gov. Stassen took following position on French and 

U.S. Economic Aid Programs for Associated States: (a2) U.S. and | 

France should deal directly with AS in these programs, (0) Each AS | 

should appoint economic aid agency to coordinate all programs; (c) | 

Franc grants should be controlled by AS and France, dollar grants | 

be controlled by AS and U.S.;.(d@) Magnitude of program be decided 

later through consultation all parties. These your guidelines for future | 

discussions with AS and French. | 

9, Faure specifically agreed to (a) above and left other points un- 

contested. He warned that left to selves Vietnamese might plan gran- | 

diose programs not directly geared to winning election. Recommended | 

programs emphasizing relief; resettlement ; land reform and rehabili- 

tation of transportation facilities and public utilities. He estimated | 

cost two year program at total 86 billion francs. He stated France 

budgeting 20 billion francs this program for calendars 1955 and 1956 

combined. (Details follow in separate cable). No discussion Franco- 

American relationships in operational aspects programs. Request Mis- 

sion recommendations this matter. 

3. USOM authorized proceed discuss with AS magnitude and con- | 

tents program for each State and, pending establishment AS aid 

agency referred to 1(6) above, USOM authorized consult separately 
with French. Will advise you further how believe AS agencies should | 
operate in future. Meantime request any suggestions you may have. 

1 Drafted by Frederick H. Bunting, Chief of the Cambodia—Laos—Vietnam Divi- 

sion, Office of Far Eastern Operations, Foreign Operations Administration. Also 

| sent priority to Vientiane as telegram 56.
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Request USOM/Saigon, after consultation other parties, submit 
FOA/W soonest, two year program showing both foreign exchange 
(expressed in dollars) and local currency requirements, and giving 

(U.S. fiscal) annual totals for each State and by major activities. 
Also give brief description contents each field activity. Local currency 
requirements should refiect expected expenditures; foreign exchange 
requirements reflect obligations. 

| DULLEs 

751G.00/10-754 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Cameron) to the Department of State — 

SECRET PRIORITY Satcon, October 7, 1954—noon. 

1861. Repeated information priority Paris 461. We have been told 
by Fishel that Bao Dai has sent second series of telegrams to three 
generals following his conversations with Ambassador Heath and 
General Ely. We have not seen texts of messages, nor have we heard of 
them from any other source, but Chief of State is reported to have in- 
structed Binh Xuyen, General Le Van Vien to cooperate fully with 
Diem. Telegrams to Hinh and Xuan reportedly instruct them to cease 
immediately all their activity against Diem government. Fishel tellsus ~ 
that Diem learned of these messages in cable from brother Luyen. 

Diem has received this news with satisfaction and his increased con- 
fidence and assurance have been remarked by those who have seen him 
during past 24 hours. We made same observation last night at farewell 
reception which Diem gave for General Salan. 
_ We have advised Diem via Fishel that in order exploit fully this 

favorable turn of events he should take no action until after hehashad _ 

opportunity consult with Ambassador and General Ely and under no 

circumstances should he assume that these alleged telegrams now auto- 

matically give him the whip hand. We hope that President now real- 

izes that he has opportunity, if situation is skillfully handled, of 

increasing support for his government. | 

: _ CAMERON 

751G.00/10-—854 : Telegram 

| The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET §NIACT | Sarcon, October 8, 1954—8 p. m. 

1382. Repeated information priority Paris 466. I saw both General 

Ely and Diem this morning. Ely said that in long interview yesterday 

Diem had been adamant that Hinh must go and Ely had been equally 

firm particularly in view of Bao Dai’s telegrams, that Diem, as matter
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of practical necessity, was obliged to retain Hinh at this time as Chief 
of Staff. | 

Ely said he was seeing Hinh later in morning and would learn what | 

Hinh’s “conditions” were for cooperating with Diem government. I | 

said to Ely it was not up to Hinh to propose any conditions whatso- | 
ever. Hinh had acted very badly and he would be fortunate indeed to | 
be retained as Chief Staff in view of his insubordination to govern- | 
ment. I said that if Hinh still attempted to impose conditions on | 

formation civil government, I would recommend to. Washington we | 
cut off further aid to Vietnamese defense forces until they behaved | 
themselves. I told Ely I thought he should lecture Hinh on way Chief | 

Staff should comport himself toward legal government. Ely said he | 
would talk to him along these lines and suggested I might talk to Hinh 
later. — | | | 

I then went to see Diem who for more than hour maintained that 
Hinh must be dismissed. Diem insisted Hinh would never stop plotting 

or mismanaging army. He asserted Hinh was increasingly unpopular 

both with his Vietnamese Officer Corps and troops; that if Hinh 
stayed Diem’s government would lose all face and prestige with 
country. | | | 

I replied I would welcome, as he would, Hinh’s departure from | 

scene, but that it was simply not practical at present moment. Diem | 

must face fact he lacks force to compel Hinh to obey his orders. | 

French would not order Hinh back to service with a French army at 

this time and, if they did, Hinh would refuse to obey orders and go 

into open rebellion against. government, justifying his action on Bao 

‘Dai’s telegrams directing Diem government to retain him. Diem then | 

said that, if he tried revolution, it would be unsuccessful unless French 

forces by their inaction permitted him to succeed. I said it would be : 

certain that French, having concluded armistice with Viet Minh, were | 

not going to start another war with Vietnamese army, but would | 

simply remain in their barracks as long as public order, French lives | 

and property were not imperilled. Even if Hinh’s forces did not | 

march into city and occupy government buildings, his allies, the Binh | 

Xuyen, since they controlled the police, could quietly paralyze the | 
government. I reminded Diem that on two occasions he had sought 

reconciliation with Hinh, using Embassy members as intermediaries. | 

I said that if, as matter of practical necessity, which was way I saw | 

| situation, he would allow Hinh to remain as Chief Staff, he would be | 
buying time in which to calm present temper of Officer Corps and turn | 

their loyalty to government instead of Hinh. I said that in this breath- ( | 

ing spell our own influence on officers Vietnamese army would be | 

exerted to persuade them only future and chance of foreign support | 

| | 
| 
|
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was policy of staying out of politics and proper subordination to civil 

authority. | 
We argued back and forth for more than hour at end of which time, 

as I was already overdue for discussion with Wisner of CIA who was 

leaving Saigon within the hour, I. broke off interview. We agreed I 
would discuss matter later in day. | | Oo 

Following my talk I received report that if Diem failed to retain 
General Hinh and take Binh Xuyen and General Xuan into Cabinet, 
army and Binh Xuyen would stage coup d'état against government 

“within 48 hours.” a | 
Ely has since sent word to me he hopes I will resume my conversa- 

‘tion with Diem and see Hinh as soon as possible as he also is con- 

cernedthattimeisrunningshort. = | 
I intend to tell Diem that while both France and US support his 

government this support is not translatable into terms of force on the 
local scene and without force he cannot compel Hinh to leave at this _ 

time. It would seem therefore it would be necessary for time being 

) to leave Hinh as Chief Staff. Any prolongation of this deadlock could 

have only dangerous consequences for Diem Government and free 

Vietnam. | 

Bn  HeEatH 

751J.00/10—854 : Telegram | . . 

The Chargé in Laos (Rives) to the Department of State 

SECRET VIENTIANE, October 8, 1954—10 p. m. 

55. Repeated information Saigon 92, Phnom Penh 5, Bangkok 14, 

Paris 31. From Yost. Department’s telegram 55.2 Lao leaders face 

three primary tasks: (1) set up strong united government unafraid of 

present dangers, (2) establish government’s authority throughout 

country and take vigorous action against subversion, (3) to meet im- 

mediate economic needs of people and commence at once gradual 1m- 

provement their condition. a 

First task complicated by dearth of political personalities but 

simplified by absence basic differences of doctrine among them. As far 

as I can judge, present Prime Minister is ablest, strongest and most 

knowledgeable among Lao leaders. On other hand, he is handicapped 

by relationship and fraternal feeling toward two dangerous brothers, 

by blame for Lao acceptance of unfavorable Geneva settlement, and by 

over optimistic belief in reconcilation with Pathet Laos. He will prob- 

ably have to go, at least temporarily. Unfortunately three alternative 

1 Minister Yost did not present his credentials until Nov. 1. 

| 2 Telegram 55 to Vientiane, Oct. 5, requesting Yost’s estimate of the situationin — 

Laos, is not printed. (751J.00/10-254) — |
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candidates are far from ideal, though all appear thoroughly sound on ) 

Communist question. Phoui Sannanikone is badly shaken by recent | 

assassination,’ though convincing reassurance from Thai side might 
restore his nerve. Prince Boun Oum, while upright and firm is not 

bright, has little political following and is regarded as French instru- 

ment. (Of course French desire to substitute Boun Oum for present | 

Prime Minister, who resents their pressure at Geneva, is not entirely | 

disinterested.) Katay Sasorith is ablest after Souvanna Phouma but | 

has reputation of dabbling in.corruption and might be difficult keep | 

in line. Yet: any new government will have to be based on these three. , 

-Reassuring fact is that Crown Prince will in any case play major role 

and that-he is able, vigorous and sincere. On the whole I feel that, 

while too much should not be expected of new Lao Government, accept- 

able constellation will be worked out during next month which, with 

considerable prodding from French and ourselves, will take necessary 

action. | | | 

In order for new government to expel Viet Minh and reestablish its | 

authority in northern province, (1) its'anxiety re Thailand supported : 

acts of terrorism must be relieved and (2) it must have more energetic : 

and effective backing from international commission. We are pleased | 

by attitude new Canadian Ambassador and believe he can bring his | 

Indian colleague along in protesting gross and clearly established | 

violations Geneva agreement. If Western powers take up and publicize | 

such protests, I believe gross violations can be checked. It is too early | 

to say whether Pathet. Lao can be expelled from or driven underground 

| in two northern provinces but I consider prospects fair if objective . 

pursued vigorously. Public opinion in remainder of country should | 

not, after withdrawal Viet Minh, prove too serious in immediate fu- | 

ture, assuming US continues its budgetary and logistic support Lao ; 

armed forces. | | 

Possibility of meeting third task successfully depends very largely : 

on material and technical help US, France and others will supply. 

| Amounts are relatively small and economic improvement required 

keep people contented and immune from subversion is slight. | 

Most immediate measures US could take to reinforce Lao security | 

are following: (1) persuade Thai Government cease at once all sub- 

version in Laos and support of Lao exiles; (2) supply promptly heli- 

copters to assist international commission in establishing Communist 

violation truce agreement; (8) exert strong pressure on Lao Govern- | 

ment and commission to carry out agreement and reestablish royal 

?The Legation had reported in telegram 35 of Sept. 19 that Laotian Defense 
Minister Kou Oravong had been assassinated by unknown terrorists. (751J.00/ | 

9-1954) It was further reported in telegram 49 of Oct. 3 that according to French 

and Laotian authorities, agents of Prince Petsarath, brother of Souvanna Phouma 
and a former Laotian Prime Minister in exile in Thailand, were apparently re- 

sponsible for the assassination. (751J.00/10-354)
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authority northern provinces; (4) prepare to implement, commenc- 
ing close of rainy season at end this month, modest but fast moving 
program of economic aid, emphasizing food, health and transport. 

Rives 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 361 

Summary Minute of a Meeting in the Office of the Secretary of State, 
October 8, 1954, 10: 30 a. m.2 

TOP SECRET | 
Subject: Report on Franco-American Talks on Indochina 

Participants: The Secretary of State 
Mr. Murphy | 
Mr. Robertson 
Mr. MacArthur 
Mr. Bowie 

| Mr. Nolting 
Mr. Barbour | 
Mr. Kidder | 
Mr. Galloway _ . 
Mr. Young | | Oo 
Mr. Dale Fisher 
Mr. Hoey | | 

| [Mr. Selby] | | | 

Support to Diem Government | 

Mr. Young opened the meeting with a brief review of the bilateral 
| talks stating that the delegations had reached accord on the principle _ 

| of supporting Diem (the Minute of Understanding) and on the tactics 
to be followed in the immediate future (the agreed instructions to 
Saigon). The implementation was now up to the Saigon missions. No 
information had been received from Saigon in the last forty-eight 
hours, but it was understood that Diem was stalling “the generals” __ 

_ pending the return of Ely and Heath. The latter have stated their be- 
hef that strong talk by Ely can resolve the situation by returning the 
generals to their tasks. A crucial aspect of the problem would be as- 
suring implementation of-the agreement by middle level French 
officials in Paris and Saigon. The length of time during which joint 
support was to be extended to Diem had not been specified. 

Bao Dai Status | 

During the talks the French had particularly pressed us for agree- 
ment to get rid of Bao Dai. Mr. Young remarked that we had recog- 

1Drafted by Selby of S/ S-RO. Circulated as document ELaC Memo 20.
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nized this problem but reserved our position as to any immediate | 
action. — 

The Secretary referred to his meeting the previous day with British | 
High Commissioner Sir Malcolm MacDonald during which the latter 
had expressed high regard for Bao Dai, an esteem which only Mac- 
Donald holds as far as the Secretary knew. Mr. Robertson noted that 
ex-Ambassador Bullitt held a similar view. 

Coordination of Aid Programs | 

Mr. Young stated that a major unresolved problem is the nature of 
joint U.S.-French arrangements with respect to aid programs. La | 

Chambre had envisaged bilateral preparation of aid programs which | 
would then be “presented” to the Associated States Governments. 
Mr. Robertson said that there was considerable doubt that the French 
had really accepted our position on informal tripartite coordination. 
Mr. MacArthur noted that the French had, in pushing the joint idea, 
stressed aid projects with an immediate political impact. 

Elections in 1956 re | 

The Secretary asked what our policy on the 1956 elections was. He 
noted that there was no possibility of fair elections in the North and 
that, when the time came, we would have ample grounds for post- 
poning or declining to hold them in the South. The problem is not | 
one of getting ready for a political election but combating subversion __ 
and infiltration in the immediate future. He felt that we should not use 
the election as target dates for our aid programs. 

Mr. Kidder noted that the election date could serve as a lever for 
compelling action by the French and the Vietnamese. Mr. MacArthur 
stated the question of holding elections highlighted the desirability of | 
documenting truce violations. Mr. Young added that to date we have 
received a great deal of unevaluated material on violations from local 
governments and the Canadians as well as from our own missions. He 
pointed out that during the talks with the French both sides had ex- | 
pressed. doubt that the elections would or should be held in Vietnam. : 

Size of Economic Aid Program - | 

Mr. Young stated that the OCB had asked the Working Group to : 
prepare recommendations and instructions on the size of the proposed | 
economic and military aid programs, the machinery and methods for | 
their implementation. The FOA had in mind about a $100 million | 
program, 385 for refugees and 65 for economic assistance. Provisional | 
planning was under way but political guidance was needed. ee | 

Mr. Young indicated that the main problem to date is that the | 
Defense Department has been “unenamored” with Vietnam. It stresses | 
the need for political stability as a condition precedent to adding a | | 
training mission to MAAG Saigon, and is giving the program a low 

| 
578-611 0 82 - 47 (Pt. 2) |
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priority on its military support agenda. Mr. Murphy said his talks 
with Defense officials gave him the same impression. We have pointed 

out the connection between political stability and minimum military 

security for the Vietnam National Government. It was noted that. at 
‘present the top ranks of the Vietnamese National Army are over- 

whelmingly French. 

Mr. Robertson stated that one objection posed by Defense is the 

lack of sufficient military personnel for completing the program en- 

| visaged prior to the target date ( mid °56). Defense envisages the need 

| for 1500 officers compared to the present Saigon complement, additions 

_ to which are probably precluded by the Geneva Agreement. 

Mr. Young noted that the National Army would utilize the FEC 

stocks of military gear but, over and above this, the JCS estimate an 

annual cost of about $550 million for the armed forces of Vietnam and 

Cambodia. 
The Secretary expressed doubt that this was the most effective way 

to spend a half billion dollars. Mr. Nolting noted that this was a 

total non-equipment cost figure and that the French and the Vietnam- 

ese would doubtless contribute a portion. | 

| The Secretary posed the question of the mission of the National 

Army. Mr. Young stated that our original request had given the JCS 

| the opportunity for a two-fold answer (1) an army to defend against ~ 

a Vietminh attack not supported by Chinese forces and (2) sufficient 

forces for maintaining internal security. The Secretary stated his view 

that there was no point in preparing the Vietnamese army as the © 

means for defense against a fullfledged attack since this situation 

would bring the Manila Pact into play. 

| Mr. MacArthur stated that conversations with Colonel Rossen sug- 

gested that the force goal was the replacement of the French forces 

now in Vietnam. Mr. Galloway added that military strength necessary 

to hold a beachhead had also been mentioned. The Secretary indicated 

his rejection of the idea of the Vietnamese National Army as an im- 

portant force in a general SEA war. Its mission should be psycho- 

logical in order to give the people the assurance of internal security 

and the government a sense of stability. A 250,000 man army seemed | 

far too expensive, for it was not an all or nothing proposition and a 

force of fifty thousand might accomplish the same purpose. 

Mr. MacArthur added that, with respect to creating confidence, | 

there were now 180,000 Vietnamese in uniforms and to reduce signifi- 

cantly their number might set in motion an unfavorable political re- 

action. The Secretary noted the need to educate people to the fact 

| that individual military power within a collective group need not be | 

so large as the requirements of a nation acting alone. We could not
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press the Defense Department to contribute sums in the measure of a | 

half billion dollars to a project such as this enjoying but one chance 

in three of success and where the sum did not bring an appreciable | 

improvement of the odds above a smaller contribution. | 

Answering the Secretary’s query, Mr. Young stated that the half i 

billion dollar figure had apparently originated with MAAG Saigon, 

which envisaged a ten-division army trained for an offensive mission ; 

this in contrast to the defensive strategy of the French. The Secretary 

stated that he had thought in terms of a police force rather than an | 

army. oo | | 

Answering Mr. Robertson’s question as to how the Manila Pact | 

would actually be applied in case of overt aggression, the Secretary 

stated that, in case of an all-out Vietminh attack, he foresaw Ameri- 

can bombing of Tonkin and probably general war with China. Our 

concept envisages a fight with nuclear weapons rather than the com- 

mitment of ground forces. => | | | 
The Secretary stated that the military plan under discussion was 

one having no significance in case of a general war but must be judged 

on the basis of its political and psychological value. We could not rec- 

ommend overriding JCS recommendations on military grounds but | 

where the primary purpose of the Force was to defend against politi- 

cal subversion it would be a matter for State Department guidance. — | 
_ Mr. Young suggested that what was required was our specifically | 

outlining our goals to Defense. Mr. Nolting stated that a prior experi- 
ment in covertly training Indonesian officials in FBI techniques had | 

~ been successful. Mr. Young suggested that the problem of training and | 

force goals should be handled by separate letters to Defense and asked 

the Secretary how he wished the Department to proceed. The Secre- | 

tary instructed that his views be incorporated in a single letter. He | 
stated his present view that we should not ask for the creation of a | 

ten-division army, adding that his views might be somewhat changed 

after lunch today with Senator Mansfield. | | 

Pathet Lao Forces | | 
Mr. Young noted that a further problem was the continued presence | 

of “Free Lao” forces in the mountain country of East Laos. . 

MAAG in Cambodia oo 

Mr. Young stated that the French had indicated during the talks 

that the establishment of a US MAAG in Phnom Penh was not incon- 

sistent with their plans but they preferred a joint undertaking. 

The Secretary noted the possibility that the British had promised 

Chou en-Lai that they would oppose this move as a violation of the
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; ‘spirit of Geneva. Mr. MacArthur expressed doubt we really had the 
agreement of the French. | — | 

751G.00/10-954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

| SECRET NIACT | Sargon, October 9, 1954—4 p. m. 

1387. Repeated information priority Paris 467. Reference Embassy 
telegram 1382, repeated Paris 466.1 I saw Diem again yesterday eve- 
ning and found him still adamant on proposition that General Hinh 
must leave his position as Chief Staff and Vietnam. I said to Diem 
that, while his government has support of both France and US, this 

obviously did not mean that either country could put force at his 
disposal to protect his regime against organized internal opposition. I 
remarked he evidently did not believe Hinh would actually endeavor 
to overthrow his regime by force and also believed that if he did, coup 
would be unsuccessful. On contrary on basis of my information, 
I believed Hinh was quite capable of both undertaking and promptly 
succeeding in coup de force and would act if Diem failed to meet 

“request” of Bao Dai to take Xuan and Binh Xuyen into government. 
I told him to disregard Bao Dai’s telegram saying army should par- 
ticipate in government because Bao Dai had very specifically assured 
me that was drafting error and he did not contemplate army as such 
would hold office in civil ministries. I inquired whether he had been 
negotiating with Xuan and Binh Xuyen. He replied he had not ; he was 

waiting settlement of Hinh issue. I earnestly advised him to call in 
Xuan and Binh Xuyen and offer them posts he had already indicated 
they might have. If he delayed further, they would take line he had 

disobeyed Bao Dai and either agitate for removal of Diem government 
or more probably proceed to coup d’état. If they raised question of 

Hinh’s demands, they could be told Bao Dai-had made it very clear 

he did not support army’s participation in civil government. I told 

Diem, as I had told him earlier in day, that by leaving Hinh as Chief 

Staff he would have time either to bring Hinh back to loyalty to civil 

government or if he continued this course to convince Vietnamese Of- 

ficer Corps that Hinh was following course fatal to future of National 
Army. Hinh could be gotten rid of later but by pressing issue now when 

President had no force behind him Hinh would almost certainly be 
victor. All this seemed make little impression on Diem. He remained 
mutely obstinate that Hinh must go now. | 

‘Dated Oct. 8 p. 2118. | | |
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Dr. Fishel came to see me this morning and said Diem would not 

press for Hinh’s dismissal now, although he remained firm in his con- | 
viction that Hinh must go—eventually. Fishel said also President was 
getting in touch immediately with Xuan and Bay Vien of Binh | 

Xuyen. I urged Fishel to persuade Diem to lose no time in concluding 

his negotiations with Xuan and Bay Vien. © — 

I saw Ely at noon today who urged me to see both Diem and Hinh | 
without delay. Ely said, according to his information, plot between | 
Binh Xuyen and Hinh to surround palace and take Diem prisoner 

| was already far advanced. He said Xuan, Hinh, and Bay Vien had sent | 
telegrams to Bao Dai urging him to dismiss Diem on grounds Diem | 

had failed to obey Bao Dai’s instructions to take Xuan and Binh | 
Xuyen into government. Ely said he felt desperately pessimistic about | 
situation. : — | | 

His own position vis-a-vis Expeditionary Corps and French com- | 

munity Vietnam was extremely bad. He was accused of having “sold | 
out to Americans” at Washington meetings by widely repeated story 
of American correspondent that he, Ely, preferred having “national- 
ist and anti-French Government in Vietnam” to a “pro-French Gov- ! 

ernment” was being used against him in Saigon and in Paris. He had 

found it necessary to call in officers of French Expeditionary Corps 

and insist there had been no sacrifice of French interests in Vietnam | 

and he had issued press statement to that effect this morning. 

oo : | Message unsigned 

751G.00/10-954 : Telegram ; : 

The Consul at Hanoi (Corcoran) to the Department of State | 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY PRIORITY Hanot, October 9, 1954—4 p. m. 

274. Sent Saigon 360, Paris 86. Saigon pass information USIA. | 

Viet Minh military began entering Hanoi in force this morning si- 

multaneously with French withdrawal. Estimate bulk of French | 

forces will be over Doumer Bridge by late afternoon. Streets ad- | 

jacent Consulate patrolled by Viet Minh. Viet Minh flags flying | 

throughout city. Loudspeaker trucks announcing orders to troops for | 

proper conduct towards population within earshot Consulate. Troops | 

occupied former office and residence Governor North Vietnam at 

eleven hours. Occupation city proper expected be complete by mid- | 

night with troops moving to edge perimeter tomorrow. Only few minor 

incidents so far. Sainteny arrived last night. Consulate not yet con- | 

| 
I.
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tacted by Viet Minh. Occupation appears well-organized with officials 

promptly posting instructions to populace.* _ . 

| Be | Corcoran 

1In telegram 276 from Hanoi, Oct. 9, Maj. J ohn D. McGowan, Assistant Army 

Attaché in Vietnam, reported the following : | oo, a 

“Change-over orderly and efficient with no incidents. Viet Minh units began 
moving into Hanoi at dawn. Despite all day curfew prescribed by French Com- 
mand, local population out en masse along streets by early morning, cheering 

a enthusiastically at appearance each Viet Minh troop echelon. Red flags line 

streets, going up rapidly over Government buildings. Simple ceremony under 

marquee of Metropole Hotel, participated in by members ICC, Viet Minh, marked 
entrance Viet Minh into Palais du Gouvernement du Nord Vietnam (seat of 
government of North Vietnam). Viet Minh flag hoisted over Palais du Gouverne- 
ment at 1100 hours. - | | 

“No restrictions on movements noted throughout morning. Free circulation 

among Viet Minh Army units. Soldiers posed for numerous photographs. Viet 
Minh officer queried stated all elements in today’s occupation are from Regiment 
102. Division 308 now named the ‘Capital Division’. By noon guard details 
posted all Government huildings and other important installations, including US 
Consulate, in Viet Minh sector and wire details out laying lines. Viet Minh 
troops appear confident, well-disciplined, presented excellent appearance. Majority 

| very young.” (751G.00/10-954 ) | a - , 

Corcoran submitted the following additional information in telegram 278 from 
Hanoi, Oct. 10: a a - | 

“Foliday atmosphere prevails today in Hanoi with large crowds in streets and 

numerous organized processions and demonstrations of school children and other 
groups. Control Commission personnel and journalists circulate freely through- 

out city. Large numbers troops and police posted throughout city and efficiently 

directing traffic with standard international signals. City is plastered with Viet 

Minh flags and slogans. Commission members said this morning they had heard | 

of no untoward incidents so far. Noisy cheering and singing demonstrations 

started as early as 8 o’clock this morning particularly at Imperial Palace and in 

park adjacent former headquarters Governor of North Vietnam. General impres- 

sion is of enthusiastic popular participation plus high degree of organization and 

direction these manifestations.” (751G.00/10-1054) | 

751G. /10—1054 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Sarcon, October 10, 1954—3 p. m. 

1397. Repeated information Paris 469. Embassy telegram 1387, Oc- 

tober 9..General Hinh came to see me last evening at my request. He 

was ill at ease, undoubtedly because his conscience is in same condition. 

He tried, however, to carry it off with a jaunty manner. 

He took initiative in discussion and asked me what I thought of 

government and whether Diem was going to reform it. I told him I 

thought it far from ideal, but since as matter of practical necessity 

- Diem had had to give certain cabinet posts to Cao Daists and Hoa 

Haos, whose candidates were not impressive, I understood Diem would 

negotiate with Vien and General Xuan and would offer them posts. I 

said both the latter would doubtless ask greater representation than
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they probably were entitled to, but neither could at this time expect | 

to have vital positions in government. Xuan had entered government | 

first accepting post and then resigning forthwith, afterwards apply- 

ing again for vice presidency, all this accompanied by critical public 

_ statements against government. Le Vien had undoubtedly many good | 

qualities but he would have to dissociate himself from gambling | 

monopoly and other unpleasant interests before he could occupy | 

greater position in public life. I added I understood he was willing to 

get rid of these connections. As for Army’s demands, I told him that | 

Bao Dai had made unmistakably clear to me that his telegram did not | 

contemplate Army as such participating in civil government and that 

was very decidedly our view. Hinh protested that that was also his 

view, but with paucity of people in Vietnam, President should use his 

-_officers.as Secretaries of State in Ministries of Defense and Youth. He 

had particularly brilliant candidate for Youth Ministry. I said cer- — 

tainly there would be no harm in suggesting to President that he use 

such officer but I did not believe Army should have Secretary of State | 

in Defense unless it were impossible to find suitable civilian candidate. : 

_ It was very important to maintain separation of civil and military. I | 

went on to say while government was far from ideal, with Diem and | 

other good men in civil branch and with Hinh in military, government | 

could successfully attack tremendous problems facing it. I said Gen- | 

eral O’Daniel and myself thought Army should take lead in work of | 

pacification. Hinh said he had offered plan of pacification to govern- 

ment but no attention had been paid to it. | 

(Comment: I do not believe he has prepared any detailed plan). ! 

He said he would be glad to show it to me and I said we would be | 

glad to see it, and insofar as possible, would detail some MAAG officers | | 

- to help him on it if he wished, and if funds were a problem, would | 

consider giving aid. | | oe 

I reminded Hinh, giving him figures, that bulk of Vietnamese 

defense budget was defrayed by US. Hitherto this passed through 

French, but we would probably shortly negotiate new arrangement 

for direct aid. Very likely amounts previously given would be reduced, | 

but there would still be enough to maintain adequate army. I went on | 

to say that in more than four years here I had never interfered in 

internal political matters and would not call my activities for past few 

weeks intervention, but with the deep political divisions and unrest 

which had increased in last few weeks, it had been necessary for US 

and France to mediate. This internal strife must come to end now if | 

Vietnam were to survive. I felt he could be sure Diem would treat Army 

properly and French and US would certainly use their friendly in- 

fluence to see Army is not hindered in its task. He could be sure of our
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support if Army did its own job and stayed out of politics. Hinh said 

he had no desire to get into politics and if government got on with 

work and reorganization, he would be glad to take a vacation in France. 

I replied there was no question of his taking vacation at this time. He 

had job to do. | | 

Hinh then indulged in some criticism of Diem to which I replied 

that Diem had his faults as everyone had, but it should be very obvious 

to Hinh that there was no capable successor in sight at this moment. 

Hinh did not dispute that. He then criticized General Phuong of the 

Cao Dais and General Soai of Hoa Haos as being dishonest, untrust- 
worthy and incapable, and said Le Vien, in spite of his reputation, was | 

man of his word and of ability. I remarked I would not dispute any 

a of those statements, but could hardly expect Diem, after painfully 

forming a new government, to throw out the Cao Dais and Hoa Haos 

at this moment. | 
Our talk closed with Hinh’s saying he and his friends would observe 

Diem for another forty-eight hours, but. if Diem failed to comply 
with Bao Dai’s request to enlarge his government, Army would have 

to act. Hinh said in effect he had supported government because Army 

had power to turn it out of office. He had resisted great pressure of 

many interests who were urging the Army to overthrow government, 

| _ and unless government really got to work, Army could not stand by. 

I said I had no doubt government would tackle its problems now, 

but that any coup de force by Army would be fatal to future of Army 

of Vietnam. It would be disastrous for Hinh personally. 
| Foregoing is a fairly complete account of our conversation. I 

omitted number of wild and I would say childish statements by Hinh. 
After this talk I am more than ever convinced he must be gotten out of 

picture. Unfortunately this cannot happen now. I believe talk may 

have postponed, but not avoided Hinh’s revolutionary intentions.’ 
| - ce a HEATH 

In telegram 1401 from Saigon, Oct. 10, Heath further reported that Hinh’s 

agents had abducted an officer of Diem’s palace guard and that Vietnamese Army 

armored cars had circled the palace grounds, menacing the guard force. Heath 

informed General Ely of these developments. Ely urged that the Binh Xuyen be 

given the Interior Ministry, but Heath‘replied that the time had come to stand 

firm against threats. Diem must be provided with a program for restoring internal 

security, a program which had to be forced upon all concerned, including Diem. 

(751G.00/10-1054 ) | : - 

The Department replied immediately. Telegram 1485 to Saigon, Oct. 10, read as 

follows: “Concur lines your approach. Clear that resolution political conflict and 

. prevention any overthrow of Diem by force will depend a lot on ability and in- 

tention La Chambre with Ely, despite difficulties, take decisive and conclusive 

measures in line Washington understandings and instructions re supporting 

broadened Diem government and preventing Hinh extend his control over civil 

government. Coincidence any coup d@’état with La Chambre visit could hardly 

escape provoking unfavorable reaction various quarters.” (751G.00/10-1054 )
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751G.00/10—-1154 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State | 

SECRET  NIACT Salcon, October 11, 1954—11 a. m. | 

1405. Repeated information priority Paris 471. Situation has be- 

come exceedingly critical in Saigon during past few hours. Following 

are among swift-moving events leading up to present: | 

1) General Le Van Vien refused to meet with President as he had | 
previously agreed to do 3 p. m., October 10. | 

2) General Ely called in Bay Vien and urged moderation upon 

him. Bay Vien replied he would not participate in Government unless 

given Interior Ministry but under Ely’s urging agreed he would not 

participate in coup against Government which he had allegedly under- | 
taken to bring about. by 11 a. m., October 11. Instead he would “re- 
main neutral”. | | | 

3) President saw General Xuan, attempting to deal separately with i 

him. Xuan remained adamant, insisting he, General Hinh, and General | 

Le Van Vien must be treated together, not separately, and that their | 
demands must be met in toto. — : | 

4) General Ely sent word to Diem offering President protection | 
French armor and troops. President. refused offer at that time. 

5) At dinner given by President last night for La Chambre at 
which Hinh present, Hinh was “very excited” according to Foreign | 
Minister Do. He informed Do he had “waited 50 days” for President — | 
to take action, President had refused obey directives Bao Dai, Hinh | 
knew of Bay Vien’s statement he would “remain neutral” and of his | 
agreement meet with President 10 a. m. this morning, and further 

knew of Ely’s offer two armored cars with French forces for protec- ! 

tion President. Hinh stated firmly he would not be deterred by French | 
action or by lack cooperation Bay Vien. He was determined “take 
action” against Government morning October 11. i 

Foreign Minister Do was in despair at state which had been reached : 

and was convinced that Hinh, under influence fiery young officers his | 

staff, would move against Government. 

| We believe it highly possible Hinh will carry out his threat and 

lead revolt against Government, if not within next few hours, then | 

in very near future. . | ! 

- Diem is meeting this morning at 10 a. m. with Bay Vien in effort 

obtain cooperation Binh Xuyen but with very little prospect of | 

success. | | 

Offer two armored cars and troops for protection President in his 

Palace was accepted last night by Defense State Secretary Minh but 

Daridan reportedly told him French would not send cars last night 

as coup was “not imminent” during night. | : | 

- HeatH
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-—--781G.00/10-1154 : Telegram . : 

The Consul at Hanoi (Corcoran) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Hawnot, October 11, 1954—11 a. m. 

980. Sent Saigon 366, Paris 91. Elaborate parade marked entry 

additional Viet Minh troops Hanoi Sunday morning.’ Marching in- 
fantry, Russian trucks, machine guns and light artillery received 

warm welcome from large crowds. Troops carried flowers presented 

by populace and “cheer leaders” or agitators in ranks and among 
spectators kept applause and cheers going. Press and newsreel photog- 
raphers including Americans and at least one obvious Russian ac- 

tively covered the events as: did members Control Commission. Physi- 

cal condition, discipline and military appearance troops seemed good. 

| Some details of interest to USARMA follow in separate telegram. | 
Gatherings and processions with Viet Minh flags and banderoles 

| were observed throughout the city during the afternoon. Construction 

of elaborate triumphal arches in center of town near railway crossing 

caused speculation probable grand entry by Ho Chi Minh and Giap. 
Most Diem slogans posted on walls had been painted out by afternoon. 

On boulevard Hai Ba Trung not far from Consulate, a Viet Minh 

_ English language slogan read “people of Vietnam unite with people 
of world for peace”. Most popular Viet Minh slogan of day appeared 

| to be “long live President Ho Chi Minh” which appeared on signs all 
over town. Most common shout from claques among spectators was 
“welcome” with an occasional “doc lap” or “independence”. 

} CoRcoRAN 

1 Oet. 10. 

751G.5 MSP/10-1154 . | | 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense ( Wilson)" 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineron,] October 11, 1954. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: With reference to the enclosures from the 

| Joint Chiefs of Staff in your letter of September 28, there are several 

important political and policy aspects of both the manpower and cost 

estimates of force goals for the Associated States totalling about 

$536,400,000, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff reservations on the support 

and training of Vietnamese forces. _ | 
With respect to the magnitude of force levels and costs for Viet-Nam 

and Cambodia, I believe that United States policy should be based on 

NSC 5429/2,? which envisages the maintenance in Indochina of forces | 

1Drafted by Young of PSA. 
2For NSC 5429/2, “Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East,” Aug. 20, 1954, see 

volume xII.
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necessary to assure the internal security of the area, and upon the 
arrangements concluded at Manila to deter aggression in Southeast 
Asia. The concepts underlying the Southeast Asia Collective Defense 

_ Treaty should make the maintenance of relatively large ground forces 
_ unnecessary in the Associated States, since the military establishment | 
of a single state within such a collective security group need not be — 
so large as would be required if that nation had to act alone to defend 

_ its security against external aggression. It seems to me that the mis- 
sion of the Vietnamese National Armed Forces should be to provide 
internal security. The manpower and cost estimates in the JCS attach- 

ment would seem to be excessive in the above context. 
From the political viewpoint some armed forces are necessary. If 

adequately trained and equipped they would give the people of free 
Viet-Nam some assurance of internal security and provide the Govern- 
ment of Free Viet-Nam with an increased sense of stability. This would 
produce definite political and psychological advantages and would 
help fulfill the objectives of NSC 5429/2. I would appreciate having 
your views as to the forces we should contemplate to carry out this 
policy as well as the amount of funds we should devote to this purpose. 

With respect to the question of U.S. support and training for the _ 
Vietnamese forces there are two political aspects: purpose and timing. - | 
Effective execution of NSC policy on U.S. support for such forces can 
have a significant bearing on the political objective of creating a stable, | | 
capable anti-Communist government in Viet-Nam, and on assisting 1t 
in carrying out a vigorous internal program with Congressional ap- 
proval. One effective way to strengthen the Vietnamese Government is | 
to assist in the reorganizing and training of its armed forces, as I noted 
in my letter to you of August 18, 1954. This point was again referred | 
in the Acting Secretary’s letter of September 7, 1954, to the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense. In addition to budgetary support, a direct means 
of helping to create and maintain political stability will be by appro- - 

| priate participation of the U.S. MAAG in the planning, developing | 
and training of Vietnamese security forces. The Department of State | 
1s aware of the risks, difficulties and impediments in any such program | 

of U.S. training and assistance for Vietnamese forces. Nevertheless, | 
within these difficulties and limitations, I feel there are many reasons i 

to consider a vigorous, imaginative and effective program for planning, | 

developing and training Vietnamese security forces both in Viet-Nam » | 

| and perhaps even in nearby countries or in the United States itself. | 

We could substantially influence the development of political, as well 

as military stability in free Viet-Nam if we had such a training project ’ | | 

with Vietnamese forces. The provision of direct budgetary support to | 

those forces would have far less impact if the United States eschews . 

any participation in training those forces. |
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Then there is the question of timing regarding the degree of politi- 

cal stability which the Joint Chiefs of Staff raised in their memoran- 

dum of September 22, 1954. I believe that potential political develop- 

| ments now warrant your consideration of the necessary preliminary 

_steps for working out an appropriate U.S. training function for Viet- 

namese security forces. | : 

With respect to these considerations regarding force goals and train- 

ing in Viet-Nam, we need to take some decisions promptly to enable | 

| .us to respond to the Cambodian, Vietnamese and French Governments 

| concerning financial and other support for their forces in Indochina. 

The President has signed 2 letter to the Prime Minister of Viet-Nam 

authorizing the American Ambassador to Viet-Nam to examine with 

| ‘him an intelligent program of direct American aid to assist Viet- 

7 Nam.‘ A similar letter has already been delivered to the King of Cam- 

| bodia.® In the meantime the Vietnamese Government has submitted a 

note to this Government stating that it is considering increasing the 

. Vietnamese army to a total force of 230,000 men in order to “guaran- 

| tee the internal and external security of the country” and requesting 

United States assistance in this endeavor.* The French Finance Minis- 

ter in his recent talks in Washington expressed a desire for U.S. finan- 

cial support for the French Expeditionary Corps in Indochina, which 

the French contemplate retaining at an average strength of about | 

150,000 men during 1955. The United States representatives indicated 

that we would strive to give some indication to the French Govern- 

ment of our thinking on these matters by December 1, 1954. The plans © 

of the French and the Vietnamese both seem to me to be beyond what | 

the United States should consider feasible to support for maintaining 

the security of Free Indochina at this time. | 

In view of the political considerations and the requirements of tim- 

ing, it is imperative that the United States Government prepare a 

‘firm position on the size of the forces we consider a minimum level to 

assure the internal security of Indochina. This position will also have 

to include the amounts of money we will be prepared to make avail- 

able for this purpose, and the steps we will be willing to take to assist 

in the training and formation of these forces. It seems to me that we 

cannot realistically enter into discussions with the other governments 

-eoncerned until we have made this determination. I would therefore 

also appreciate your views on how best we should proceed in making | 

this determination. | Sn | | 

?See Enclosure 2 to the letter from Secretary Wilson to Secretary Dulles, 

Sept. 28, p. 2089. | 

| +For President Eisenhower’s letter to President Diem, Oct. 23, see p. 2166. 

5Hor President Eisenhower’s letter to King Norodom Sihanouk, Oct. 2, see | 

editorial] note, p. 2114. 

‘The note was transmitted in telegram 1310 from Saigon, Oct. 2, p. 2113.
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Iam sending a copy of this letter to Governor Stassen. 

Sincerely yours, JoHN Foster DuLLES — - 

751G.00/10-1254 : Telegram . . 

The Ambassador in Cambodia (McClintock) to the Department 

: of State a | 

SECRET | Punom Penu, October 12, 1954—6 p.m. 

153. Repeated information Saigon 181, Paris 114, Bangkok, 

Vientiane unnumbered. This morning Defense Minister Ngo Hou told 

- mehe had positive intelligence that numerous Viet Minh elements had 

crossed border from Cambodia into Vietnam without formal rendition 

to International Control Commission. He said most serious aspect of . 

this movement was not departure of Viet Minh troops from Cam- , 

bodian soil which could only be welcomed, but fact Viet Minh had 

/ taken with them Cambodian cadres for further indoctrination and 

training in Vietnam. Minister expressed fear that at given moment 

these Communist Cambodians would be returned to this Kingdom to - 

conduct subversive activities. He added that, given chaotic conditions _ 

now prevailing in Cochin China, it would be possible for Viet Minh to 

utilize this area as a war base for future operations. | 

Despite this threat Minister expressed confidence Cambodia’s ability | 

to defend itself with army mounting guard over frontiers and surface _ 

defense (civil defense force) maintaining internal security. This 

would, however, require outside aid, particularly in matériel, and | 

Colonel Ngo Hou warmly welcomed decision of US Government to 

extend direct aid. | | 

| McCuintTock | 

q 51G.00/ 10-1354 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State * | 

| SECRET  NIACT - Satcon, October 18, 1954—8 p. m. | 

1434. Repeated information priority Paris 477. I saw Ely in com- 

pany with Daridan this morning and conveyed substance of Depart- : 

 ment’s 1502 and 1516, October 12. | 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 
2In telegram 1502, the Department of State stated that the presence of La 

Chambre in Saigon appeared to give the French the opportunity to demonstrate / 
their willingness to take necessary action to neutralize Hinh. In telegram 1516, | 
Heath was instructed to. seek the active support of La Chambre in this regard. 
Washington was disturbed by La Chambre’s apparent failure to act. (751G.00/ | 

10-1254) | | | 
/ 
|
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Ely defended himself and LaChambre against suggestions that they 

had failed to exert maximum efforts in behalf of Diem and to effect 

neutralization of Hinh. Re first point LaChambre and I both talked 

jointly with Diem the other night, a fact which in rush of events I 

failed to report. LaChambre in: my presence strongly assured Diem of 

support but tactfully recommended that Diem solve his conflict with 

army by taking Xuan into his cabinet, a proposition with which I did 

not disagree. Ely insisted and truthfully, I believe, that he had gone 

to utmost to warn and dissuade Hinh from action versus the govern- 

ment. He said that although he offered to-post French troops around 

Palace, an offer which Diem had refused, he could not expose French 

Expeditionary Force to a clash with Vietnamese National Army. 

‘There were thousands of French officers and non-commissioners still 

serving in Vietnamese National Army and in certain units French 

officers and non-commissioners had barricaded themselves at night 

because of the growing feeling in the Vietnamese Army that French 

were supporting Diem against interests of that army. I told Ely that 

| I would not ask him to go to war with the Vietnamese Army but I felt 

- fairly confident that if he and I saw Hinh together and possibly also 

officers from the latters staff in order make clear our firm joint posi- 

tion, there would be no coup d’état. oe | 

Ely had originally planned to see Hinh at 1230 and have me drop 

in about 1 o’clock. His reason for seeing Hinh alone first was that as 

Commander-in-Chief of Vietnamese Army he was going to order him 

| not to bring additional battalions into Saigon. Such orders should not, 

he felt, be delivered in the presence of a third party. I said I must 

insist that we see Hinh together as separate interviews might leave 

room for misunderstanding and give Hinh opportunity maneuver 

between us. | 

Ely agreed to this without further objections. Hinh, arriving at this 

time, was received by both of us in Daridan’s presence. Ely seemed 

a little slow in taking off so I told Hinh that due to failure of various 

factions in free Vietnam to achieve unity in moment of grave national 

peril, there was growing opinion in Washington that, it would be use- 

less to spend any more money or effort in Vietnam and that it would 

be better to concentrate our financial help in those countries which 

would make good use of it. I said I could appreciate impatience some 

of his officers over small result to date in controlling Communist in- 

filtration. However, if a military coup d’état occurred, the feeling 

abroad that it would be useless to give further assistance to Vietnam 

would dangerously increase. I must warn him as a friend of his, of 

the National Army and of Vietnam of the dangerous consequences of 

a coup d’état. Hinh practically interrupted me and Ely here to say, 

‘Gf T understand you, you want to know whether the army is plan-
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ning a coup d'état. The answer is no, we have not planned to over- 

throw the government and we are not planning to do so. I will make | 
one reservation to that statement. If the government fails to act 

against communism and we are on the eve of a Communist takeover, 

then the army will act since it cannot wait until it is too late.” 
After this unexpected statement, conversation dropped a moment 

and Ely and I brought up question of army’s insistence on participa- 
tion in the government. I said feeling was very strong in US and in | 
other countries of free world that army as such should not participate 
in government and insistence upon such participations would be used 
by opponents of further aid to Vietnam. Hinh said he agreed that 
under normal circumstances army should not be in government. How- 
ever, circumstances were not normal. Here were leaders and repre- 
sentatives of the sects with their private armies occupying government 

posts. The leaders of the sects have been given places in a National 
| Defense Council and were already calling for army records and mix- 

ing into purely army business. President. without consulting him had, © 
he had heard this morning, promoted a colonel to general’s rank and 
another officer to grade of colonel. In the army, recommendations for 
promotion were made only after examination of officers record by 
promotion board. Such a board had recently recommended and Hinh 
had concurred in promotion of an officer whom he had previously 
reprimanded for having spent too much time “making propaganda” __ 
for Diem. Hinh said he had concurred in promotion since officer wa 

competent and as far as purely military service was concerned hart 
good record. Ely and I both agreed promotions should not be made 
by Defense Ministry without consultation with Army Command ard _ 
both said we would be glad to speak to Diem on the matter. As regards 
National Defense Council, I remarked that I had been assured thet. 
this was an essentially honorific council whose recommendations had 
no binding power over army administration, since army was not ren- 
resented. Hinh said in view of Diem’s propensity for promoting of- 
ficers without consultation with army staff and purely on basis of 
officers loyalty to Diem as against army, he fclt it necessary to have 

Xuan as Vice President and Minister of Defense. Xuan, a former 

general officer, could be relied upon to protect legitimate interests of 

army. Both Ely and I then asked whether army had any objections 

against Minh, Assistant Minister of Defense. Hinh said he had no 

personal objections to Minh but Minh was now acting merely as an 

intermediary for Diem with no independent powers of his own. The | 

suggestion was made by Ely and myself that if Xuan were acceptable 

as Defense Minister, Minh might continue as Deputy Minister. Hinh 

hesitated for a moment and said there would be no objection to such 

a set-up. I remarked that my understanding was that one of Bay Vien’s
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conditions for coming into Cabinet was that Xuan was to receive a 
pat on back but no position in government. Hinh said that he was 
astonished to hear this; he had talked to Bay Vien less than an hour 
before and latter had assured him that he stood with Hinh for ap- 
pointment of Xuan as Vice President and Minister of Defense. Ely 
then said he would like to see Diem with me and discuss some of the 
points that had come up in the conversation, and the interview ended. _ 

I am told by Fishel that Bay Vien had made as a condition to his 
entering and supporting the government that Xuan be dropped but 
had not planned to inform Hinh of that fact until he was assured that 

Hinh would not insist on army representation in Cabinet. 
If we are to believe Hinh, as I am inclined to do, danger of a military 

coup d’état has been averted, at least for time being. The fact that 
Ely and I together both emphatically warned him of consequences of 
such an act evidently made an impression, a disagreeable impression, 

on Hinh. | | 

~ Diem Government is still not out of danger. Army-—Diem conflict 

may be stirred up again by Diem’s intransigent dislike of burying the 

hatchet against anyone he feels is morally in the wrong and disloyal. 

_ _Diem’s political ineptitude may again stall government and get him 

_ into trouble. This morning I learned that his brother, Nhu, had per- 

suaded him that only way out of difficulty was for Diem to go 

personally to see Bao Dai in Cannes and convince Chief of State to in- 

struct Hinh formally that army was not to participate in govern- 

ment. I sent back word to Diem that his departure at this time might | 
be fatal. It would be regarded as victory for the army and would shake 

further the shaking loyalty of his old followers. This afternoon Diem 

decided to cancel his trip and to telegraph Bao Dai instead. 

Diem has decided to take Quat into Cabinet as Vice President, if the 

Sects agree, and in any case to appoint him Minister in charge of gov- 

ernment reform and formation of a National Assembly. His principal 

reason according to Fishel for naming Quat is that Diem feels him- 

self incapable of conducting political negotiations with the Sects and 

other political elements in Vietnam. Diem himself said to me the other 

day he was “no good at such negotiations”. He didn’t like to make deals 

and “to buy” support by concessions and favors. He added that it had 

been great mistake on his part to take the Sects into the government. © 

He should have formed a government of officials, men without regard 

to their political affiliations or support. I replied to him that he could 

govern without organized political support only if he had authority 

over the army and the police force but that he did not yet have such 

authority. : | 
| ) HEATH
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751G.00/10-1354 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Laos (Rives) to the Department of State 

SECRET VIENTIANE, October 18, 1954—2 p. m. 

[Received October 14—7:13 a. m.] 

60. Repeated information Saigon 100, Paris 32, London, New Delhi 

unnumbered. From Yost. ReDeptel sent Vientiane 61, Paris 1316, New 
Delhi 432.1 Crown Prince sent British Minister and myself word 

that, as King due Laos October 24, he would prefer have us present 

our credentials to His Majesty in Luang Prabang. We therefore re- 
quested informal interview and were received separately yesterday 

morning. — | , | : 
After usual amenities Prince launched into bitter complaint at pres- 

sure exerted Laos at Geneva to sign unwelcome and dangerous agree- 
ment. He was equally critical his own government which he said 
yielded contrary his advice and has since lost two months by failure | 
take decisive action. Change is therefore imperative and he hopes for 
“voung team” which will cope vigorously with Communist danger. He 
expected negotiations might take two weeks after opening Assembly 
but would use threat. of dissolution if necessary and is confident of 
success. He mentioned nonames. _ | 

Prince was also critical International Commission for slowness 

getting teams into field. He said he had hand-picked governors for 
two northern provinces who are ready go in immediately International 
Commission does so, though he fears lives would be in danger if they 
went in first. He believes Viet Minh will withdraw more or less on 
schedule and chief danger arises from Pathet Lao. He is deeply con- 

cerned forced recruiting young Laos, pointing out some will be taken 
Peking and Moscow for indoctrination and will constitute threat for | 
many years (I took occasion suggest he invite Nehru’s attention to — 
these Communist violations truce agreement). Despite opportunity 
Pathet Lao had to dig in, Prince is hopeful they can be successfully 
combatted since they constitute small minority Lao people. He assured 
me Lao crown and government would resist Communist menace at 
whatever cost and whether or not they received support from other 
states. | | | 

I assured him of US desire aid Laos in this struggle in all practica- 
ble ways, mentioning continuance our aid program and fact that aid — 
would be furnished directly his government. He urged economic aid 

1In the reference telegram, dated Oct. 8, the Department of State informed the 
Legation that the British were concerned about the situation in Laos. It was 
recommended that Yost coordinate his efforts with the British Minister, Talbot, 
upon the arrival of the latter, in consulting the Crown Prince on measures to 
strengthen the Laotian Government and insure its control over all of its territory. 
(751G.00/10-854 ) 

579-611 0 82 - 48 (Pt. 2)
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be directed primarily to peasants, constituting 95 percent population, 

in form of technical assistance, irrigation projects, roads and public 

health, rather than to city-dwellers, commerce and industry. He ex- 

pressed awareness importance capable and honest Lao administrators 

in carrying out program. | 
As Department will observe, Prince himself fully alive to dangers 

described by Rives and I needed only emphasize we shared his appre- 

hensions and his desire for prompt action. He was grateful our sup- 

port and only in case Thai problem (reference previous Legation tele- 

gram) implied some doubt our intentions. Both British Minister and 

I much impressed by his grasp of situation, his resolution and decisive- 

ness. Given effective support by western powers and Thais, there seems 

good prospect he should be able stabilize Laotian situation. 

Since he still lacks coding facilities, Talbot requests American Em- 

bassy London repeat gist this interview to Foreign Office. His inter- 

view covered substantially same ground, minus discussion economic 

aid and plus heavy emphasis by Prince re Chinese inspiration and 

direction behind Viet Minh and Pathet Lao. Presumably he felt this _ 

emphasis unnecessary for Americans. 

| | , RIvEs 

751G.00/10-1454 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Cambodia (McClintock) to the Department 

| | of State | | | 

SECRET Punom Penn, October 14, 1954—6 p. m. 

159. Sent Saigon, Vientiane and New Delhi unnumbered. I had long 

talk last night with Ambassador Parthasarathi, chairman of Interna- 

tional Control Commission. As previous telegrams from this Embassy 

have suggested, he seems a mixture of good intentions blended with 

standard Indian shibboleths re democracy, justice and communism. 

Parthasarathi said his observations led him to believe that Cam- 

bodians, “Vietnamese” (by which he consistently referred to Viet- 

minh) and what he termed the Khmer resistance movement really 

bore no fundamental ill will toward one another and could, if Cam- 

bodian Government rose above petty issues, easily get along as one 

happy family. He said he was convinced of sincerity of Vietminh and 

Khmer resistance leaders in insisting all they wished in Cambodia was 

peace and that they had no specific political ambitions. He said he felt 

Cambodian Government would be well advised to permit Communists 

to participate in elections next year, particularly since, in his judg- 

ment, total adherents in Cambodian population did not number more
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than one million and chances of Communist success at polls were not 

bright. | 

Indian Ambassador said, speaking for himself since he had not 

referred this matter to his government, he was convinced International 

Commission had duty to see that elections were conducted according 

to principles of democracy and justice, although he admitted Geneva | 

accord per se did not give specific writ for Commission to supervise | 

elections. He based argument largely upon nine power declaration 

rather than Cambodian cease fire agreement. | | 

In this final interview I did not seek to enter into debate but raised 

eyebrows at appropriate intervals. When Indian chairman spoke in 

passing of requirement for his commission to supervise introduction 

of war matériel into Cambodia, I said pointedly that it was relief to 

see Article 7 of Cambodian cease fire agreement was specific on point 

that. Cambodian Government had right to bring in war matériel and 

foreign instructors to degree necessary to provide for effective defense 

ofitsterritory. | | | 

| McCriin Tock 

751G.00/10—1654 : Telegram _ | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Parts, October 16, 1954—1 p. m. 

1608. Repeated information Saigon 197. Press here tending stress 

' that portion Senator Mansfield report? “In event of Diem losing 

power, U.S. should consider an immediate suspension of all aid to 

Vietnam and French Union Forces.” Although we aware during Sen- 
ator Mansfield’s visit Paris he apparently convinced Diem formula 

offers only hope solution, as Department and Embassy Saigon aware, 

French and Bao Dai, while in agreement support Diem as result Wash- 

ington talks, do not think Diem likely succeed and believe we may all 

have to reach some agreement on substitute formula if Diem should 

fail. On other hand, as portrayed press here, Senator Mansfield’s re- 

port does not appear to allow for any substitute formula in such an 

eventuality. | | 

Whereas we believe Senator Mansfield’s forthright appraisal weak- 

nesses all too evident south Vietnamese political fabric may serve to © 

bring home to all Vietnamese political elements greater awareness 

urgency of situation and necessity reconcile internal differences if con- 

Regarding the Mansfield report, published Oct. 15, see footnote 2, p. 1997.
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tinued external assistance to be expected; we believe it should also be 
kept in mind that pessimistic tenor Senator Mansfield report may tend 

increase conviction certain quarters here that South Vietnam finished 

(since they feel certain Diem cannot succeed) and it perhaps best to 

begin “betting on Vietminh to win race while only playing South 

Vietnam in meanwhile to place or show.” We also inclined find some- 
what disquieting implication rigidity contained press versions Senator 

Mansfield’s report to effect Diem only solution and if he goes down all 

is lost. We cannot help but feel that we must continue try save South 

Vietnam regardless individual personalities involved including Diem? 
| 

DILLON 

7In a memorandum of Oct. 15 summarizing the Mansfield report for the Secre- . 
tary of State, Deputy Assistant Secretary Drumright set forth the following basic 
eonclusion : “Senator Mansfield’s report should greatly strengthen the Diem Gov- 
ernment and give its opponents pause to consider. Mansfield’s criticism of Amer- 
ican policy is not unbearable. It is put forward in an effort to help and is not 

partisan in nature.” (PSA files, lot 58 D 207, ““Viet-Nam: Senator Mansfield” ) 

On Oct. 17, Ambassador Heath reported the following from Saigon (telegram 
| 1478) : “Senator Mansfield’s declaration was reported by Vietnam Presse as in- 

cluding recommendation that US suspend aid if Diem Government fell and take 

new look at situation and criticizing Hinh. It has evidently made impact on 

French and Vietnamese official circles. Diem and his supporters are jubilant. 

Anti-Diem groups are angry. Xuan in his talk with Ely and me yesterday referred 
sourly to the ‘unfortunate Mansfield statement.’ ” (751G.00/10-1754) 

Eisenhower Library, ‘‘Project ‘Clean Up’, Indochina”’ 

Memorandum for the Record by the Special Assistant to the President 
for National Security Affairs (Cutler) 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineron,] October 19, 1954. 

At a meeting in the President’s office on October 18, a discussion 

took place between the Secretary of State and the Secretary of De- 

fense, relative to expenditures by the US Government in South Viet- 
nam. | - 

Mr. Wilson seemed to be of the opinion that it was hopeless to try 

to save South Vietnam, and that further expenditures were wasted 

money. Mr. Dulles pointed out that he had just written Mr. Wilson 

| to the effect that a proposed $500 million program for South 

Vietnam “was silly”, but that some lesser amount for the purpose of 

building up a sufficient local force to insure internal stability and 

counteract subversion was reasonable and wise. He could not say what 

_ this would cost, but certainly he did not think it would cost more than 
~ $100 million. 

Rosert CUTLER
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751G.00/10-1954 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Paul J. Sturm of the Office of 
| Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs . 

CONFIDENTIAL [WasHrneron,]| October 19, 1954. 

Subject: Call of Mr. Pierre Pelletier of French Embassy on Mr. 
Young : 

Participants: Mr. Pierre Pelletier, Second Secretary, French Km- 

_ bassy Washington ! 
Mr. Kenneth T. Young, Jr., PSA 
Mr. P.J.Sturm,PSA | 

| Mr. Pelletier called on Mr. Young today at his own request to say 
he had been instructed to inform the Department that Premier Mendes- 
France will take advantage of Mr. Eden’s presence in Paris * to inform 

the British Foreign Secretary of the September Franco-American 
talks on Indochina. Mendes-France will see Eden on October 20, and 

talks will be continued the following day by British and French | 
experts. (Similar information comes from Paris in the Embassy’s 
telegram 1644).? Pelletier said the meeting would be concerned only 
with a general exchange of views. | 

Saying he wished to review with the Department current develop- 
ments in Indochina, Pelletier said with regard to Laos that Crown 
Prince Savang remains suspicious that the U.S. had given aid and 

comfort to Prince Petsarath. High Commissioner Breal has already 
discussed this question with Minister Yost, and Pelletier said he al- 
luded to it only because of Savang’s importance as an outstanding 

Lao leader whose views must be taken into account. 
Mr. Young with reference to this issue said that the Thais are 

anxious to set their relations with Laos on a good basis, and that the 
U.S. is anxious to lend all practicable assistance. He went on to say that 
we are concerned with Viet Minh—Pathet Lao activities in the provinces 

of Phong Saly and Sam Neua and would be glad to have Mr. La 

Chambre’s comments following his recent visit to Laos. Mr. Young 

asked if the French Embassy was in touch with the Canadian Embassy 
. regarding the work of the International Control Commission. Pelle- 

tier replied in the negative. 
Referring to Cambodia, Pelletier said he had nothing in particular 

to discuss and no recent information. Mr. Young said we are preparing 

instructions for Ambassador McClintock to open negotiations on post- 

1 Nine-Power, Four-Power, and North Atlantic Council Ministerial Meetings 
were held at Paris during the period Oct. 20-23. For documentation on these ses- 
sions, see volume v. 2 | . 

7? Telegram 1644 from Paris, Oct. 19, is not printed. (751G.00/10-1954) 

| 

|
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Geneva economic and military assistance to Cambodia, and hope these 

negotiations may be under way shortly. 
Pelletier continued by saying that the French are much concerned 

with the crisis in Viet-Nam, where affairs are going badly despite 

French hopes that it may be possible to carry out the terms of the latest 

Franco—-American understanding on this country. It is becoming clear 

that if the situation is not soon improved, all may be lost in Viet-Nam. 

Pelletier recently received a personal letter from Jean Daridan in 

Saigon conveying a black impression of the political situation in Viet- 

Nam and expressing concern that French and U.S. advice to the 

protagonists has so far been fruitless. | 

Mr. Young replied that we are disturbed by the fact that Viet-Nam 

seems no nearer a unified national government than at the time of the 

September French-American talks. The present trouble-is attributable 

to the three generals (Hinh, Xuan and Bay Vien). While we are 
pleased that latest advice indicates the Army is not now insisting on 

holding civil posts in the government, we note that the crisis continues 

to revolve about who will hold the Defense Ministry (and to a lesser 

extent the Interior Ministry). a — 
Pelletier said the Embassy had been deeply impressed by the Mans- 

field Report and asked whether it was important in the sense of rep- 

resenting the views of Congress. The Embassy has sent it to Paris, 

calling attention to the conclusions. : 

Mr. Young replied that Senator Mansfield is particularly well in- 

formed on Indochina and that his views may be expected to be influen-- 

tial when the subject comes up in Congress. 

Mr. Pelletier remarked that since Governor Stassen said Congress 

would have to be consulted regarding further support to FEC, the 

Mansfield Report will be important in this context. 

Pelletier then inquired whether we thought it would be useful if the 

Thai petition for a POC were granted.? Mr. Young said that we do 

think a POC in the area would be helpful, even though it did not 

operate in Indochina, and invited Pelletier to discuss a report on this 

subject from the French Embassy in Bangkok with Mr. Landon. He 

added that we think the Thai fears of infiltration and pressures from 

Communist China are valid. 
Pelletier asked our view on moving Vietnamese residents in Thai- 

land back to Viet-Nam.* Mr. Young said we have asked Embassy Sai- 

gon’s comments; meanwhile our feeling is that such a population move- 

® Regarding a possible appeal by Thailand to the United Nations for Peace Ob- 

servation Commission observers, see editorial note, p. 1635. In the autumn of 1954, 

Thailand again considered entering a request. Documentation on this subject is 

in file 320.2 AB. . 7 

Documentation on Vietnamese refugees in Thailand is in file 892.411/8-1454.
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ment would be very burdensome to the already overtaxed government 
of Viet-Nam. 

‘Mr. Young concluded the interview by saying that we remain anx- | 
ious to carry out the memorandum of understanding which followed | 
the Washington talks, and that we would be glad to have the views of | 
Mr. La Chambre on his return from Indochina. | 

*-751G.00/10-2054 : Telegram ! 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Sargon, October 20, 1954—4 p. m. ° 

1501. Repeated information Paris 496. I talked at length with Diem 4 
yesterday. Sunday * he had seen Xuan and had offered him vice presi- 
dency. Yesterday Diem, presumably encouraged by widely circulated | 
Mansfield declaration that. US should suspend aid if his government 
fell, went back on this offer and said he would not have Xuan in | | 
Cabinet at any price. He based his reversal on “unalterable opposition” | 
of Hoa Haos and Cao Dais to Xuan’s presence in government. (Com- | 
ment ; This is contrary to our information from Colonel Thai that Hoa | 

Haos and Cao Dais could be persuaded, reluctantly, to accept Xuan 
as vice president.) I reminded Diem I had advised him on Saturday 
he could not reach [refuse?] vice presidency to Xuan without being 
in conflict with Bao Dai’s recommendation that Xuan be given this 
post.? I remarked in view of his new decision to offer nothing to Xuan 
governmental deadlock would continue to disadvantage of government 
and Vietnam, and inquired what solution he had. His only solution 
was to telegraph Bao Dai asking latter to issue instructions to Bay 

Vien to come into his government. 
I expressed doubt that. Bao Dai, for reasons of face and also be- 

cause in his present weak position he would not wish to offend any 
faction, would order Bay Vien to participate in government. Diem _ 
then said it would be necessary for France and US to bring pressure 
on Bao Dai. I expressed doubt that pressure could be effectively 
brought to bear on Bao Dai at this precise moment. I said I would 
report our conversation to Department. | | 

Diem then said if he were to govern at all he had to have minimum 

of power in his hands, which he would not have if Xuan took over 

vice presidency and Defense Ministry. Diem said it was more than 
ever clear that Hinh must go. Leading French officers assigned to Viet- 

namese Army were, Diem asserted, convinced Hinh was obstacle to 

* Oct. 17. | : | | | 
2 Ambassador Heath summarized his separate meetings with Diem and General | 

Ely on Oct. 16 in telegram 1472 of that date. (751G.00/10-1654)
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| effective reorganization of army. Xuan would be no better. Increasing 
number of officers were coming or sending word to Diem that they 
disapproved of Hinh’s policy and rebellious attitude toward govern- 
ment. They were for Diem, latter asserted, because he represented an 
ideal. This increasing opposition in army to Hinh, however, had not 
yet progressed to point, Diem said that he could issue order sending 
Hinh away on mission or dismissing him. Moment that such action _ 
would be practical, however, might not be long delayed, Diem hoped. 

| HEATH 

751G.5/10-2054 

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security 
. Affairs (Davis) to the Secretary of State 

TOP. SECRET | Wasutneton, October 20, 1954. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: This letter is in partial response to your 
letter dated 11 October 1954 in which you asked, among other things, 
for the views of the Department of Defense on the assumption by the 
United States of training responsibilities for Vietnamese forces. 

The question of training Vietnamese forces has been reconsidered 
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff whose views are reflected below." | | 

The Department of Defense desires to point out that in addition to 
current unstable political situation in Vietnam the terms of the Geneva 
Armistice Agreement have been interpreted by the Department of 
State to limit the strength of MAAG, Indochina, to 342 military per- 
sonnel. Even if all these military personnel were replaced by United 
States civilians to perform the normal functions of the MAAG and the 
military personnel were thereby released for training duties only, the 
number of US military personnel would permit only limited participa- 
tion in the over-all training program. Under these conditions, US 
participation in the training not only would probably have but limited 
beneficial effect, but also would assume responsibility for any failure 
of the program. Oo a 

In light of the foregoing and from a military point of view, the 
Department of Defense considers that the United States should not 

| participate in the training of Vietnamese forces in Indochina. How- 
ever, if it is considered that political considerations are overriding, the 

Department of Defense would agree to the assignment of a training _ 
mission to MAAG, Saigon, with safeguards against French interfer- 
ence with the US training effort. If it is decided that political consider- 
ations are overriding, the US should undertake such training responsi- 

1¥or a memorandum of Oct. 19 from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary 
of Defense on “Development and Training of Indigenous Forces in Indochina,” 
see United States—Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 10, pp. 771-774. .
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bilities only if the number of US MAAG personnel authorized to enter 

Vietnam is sufficient to undertake an effective training program. | 

Sincerely yours, A. C. Davis 

751G.00/10-2154 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Department of State’ | 

‘TOP SECRET NIACT Paris, October 21, 1954—3 p. m. | 

) | | [Received October 20—9 : 57 p. m. ] 

Dulte 5. Repeated information Saigon 209. Eyes only Acting Secre- : 

tary from Secretary. Saigon eyes only Ambassador. During and after : 
dinner tonight with Mendes-France, we discussed Indochina. I said 

our recent reports indicated disturbing internal situation South Viet- 
nam. Mendes-France agreed situation serious, but said understandable | 

we should now be at psychological low point following armistice. He 

was also firm regarding importance giving Diem every chance. He 

went on, however, to say that plans should be laid for “another struc- 

ture of government” which could be produced in event Diem failure. 
| In response my question, he was unclear as to meaning his phrase and 

indicated he had no other local political figure in mind as possible 
replacement Diem. He stressed, however, importance of utilizing 

thread legitimacy deriving from Bao Dai, although he was frank in 

discussing latter’s failures and spoke of necessity keeping him off front 

ofstage. — 

At conclusion conversation, Mendes-France indicated desire before — 

my departure to discuss situation South Vietnam and what we might 

do about it at greater length. In anticipation such further talk, I would 

appreciate receiving urgently Department’s latest estimate political 

developments. | 

— | | ~ DULLES 

1 Secretary Dulles was in Paris for Nine-Power, Four-Power, and NATO Minis- 
terial Meetings, which are documented in volume v. 

751G.00/10-2154 : Telegram 

The Consul at Hanoi (Corcoran) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Hanot, October 21, 1954—8 p. m. 

818. Sent Saigon 416, Paris 113. Called on Sainteny this morning 
for brief exchange impressions recent developments. i 
He said he had long visit with Ho Chi Minh October 18 and found 

him looking better than ever and slightly stouter than before. All
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rumors concerning Ho’s death or disappearance thus proved false. 

From “psychological” point of view he found Ho’s attitude “surpris- 

ing”. Ho Chi Minh was disposed to retain French presence and culture 

in north Vietnam and to continue contact with France and other non- 

Communist countries. Sainteny said Ho Chi Minh indicated he was 

not only inclined to have relations with non-Communist nations but | 

in a position to do:so. That is, Ho was not a “slave” of other Viet 

Minh elements. Sainteny is not sure himself of just what real authority 

Ho Chi Minh possesses at this juncture. 

Sainteny says:he has no illusions about genuineness of Viet Minh 

brand of Communism. They are Communists but he is inclined to 

believe they are “moderate” Communists. He thinks the “moderation” 

| may just be part of current Malenkov party line but feels it is further 

modified by strong unwillingness to be completely absorbed into Sino- 

, Soviet bloc. 
Viet Minh attitude towards French cultural presence is, he says, 

encouraging. Lycee Albert Sarraut has entrance applications from 

more Vietnamese students than it can handle. Sainteny is asking 

Saigon to send ten or twelve more teachers. 
Sainteny has the impression that the present phase of Viet Minh 

occupation is a military one and that the Viet Minh civil government 

will remain out of the city for the time being. | 

Sainteny had an interesting conversation with Nehru. He thinks 

Nehru would like to be the great peacemaker of the Far East but found 

him very well informed on affairs in north Vietnam and possessed of. 

an engaging personality and great popularity. He summarized his 

attitude towards the Viet Minh by saying: “You can be a colonizer or 

a slave trader (Negrier). If you are a colonizer you build the colonial 

| peoples up and then when they are built up they no longer want to 

remain colonials. It is natural. It is better to make peace with them 

than to fight such a war as we have fought here.” 7 

Sainteny will fly to Saigon tomorrow for another meeting with 

LaChambre.* | 

| CorcorRAN | 
——— — | 

1Telegram 1583 from Ambassador Heath at Saigon, Oct. 26, read as follows: 

“Over week end Sainteny came to see me. While he professed scepticism that 
DRV would behave any differently than other Communist states, he nevertheless 
insisted there was a possibility DRV might follow policy of ‘peaceful co-existence’ 
with free world and might even be encouraged thereto by Communist China. He 
said he did not take as gospel Ho Chi Minh’s assurance to him ‘peaceful co- | 
existence’ would be sought for but he thought it was possibility that should be | 
explored. Altogether Sainteny gave me impression of still indulging in wishful | 
thinking and I certainly had very definite impression he conceived of his position 
in Hanoi as much more than that of a consular protector of French interests.” 
(751G.00/10-2654 )
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751G.00/10-—2154 : Telegram 

The Consul at Hanoi (Corcoran) to the Department of State | : 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE PRIORITY Hanort, October 21, 1954—1 p. m. 

- 319. Sent Saigon 418, Paris 114. Following is translation of article 

appearing last page Vhandan of October 20: | : 

“American imperialists, since their defeat at Geneva, have become ! 
stupid. The American imperialists are stupid—they don’t face facts. | 

_ All the world knows that the Geneva agreement has clearly stated i 
that all French troops must withdraw from Hanoi and many other 
cities in North Vietnam, and that the DRV will take over and manage | 
these cities. Here, some days ago, the French High Command signed | 
an agreement with DRV delegates handing over the city of Hanoi. 
On October 10 the Government and the army of the DRV trium- 
phantly entered and took over Hanoi. The power of the DRV has 
superseded French and rebel (Bao Dai) powers. All these things have 
made the Americans angry, and they are in despair. Reactionary | 
American journalists and the American radio are pessimistic about 

- the DRV takeover of Hanoi. Then, the Americans stupidly tried to 
perpetrate a ruse. The Americans have not established diplomatic rela- 
tions with us nevertheless they have kept the Hanoi Consulate open. 
The American State Department has declared: “The Geneva treaty 
has not settled the question of the establishment of a new government 
in zones evacuated by French troops. That is why the American Con- 
sulate has remained open.’ Only fools are ignorant of the fact that the 
present political power in Hanoi is the power of the Vietnamese people, 
which is led by the DRV Government.” End of Article. | 

| CoRCORAN 

.751G.00/10-2154 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris * 

TOP SECRET Wasurneron, October 21, 1954—7 : 44 p. m. 

NIACT : . 

Tedul 11. Eyes only Secretary from Acting Secretary. Eyes only 

Heath. Dulte 5.2 For your ready reference we quote paragraph 4 of 

the September 29 Minute of Understanding: | 

“With respect to Viet-Nam, the representatives of France and the 
United States agree that their respective governments support Ngo 
Dinh Diem in the establishment and maintenance of a strong, anti- 
Communist and nationalist government. To this end France and the 
United States will urge all anti-Communist elements in Viet-Naro 
cooperate fully with Government of Ngo Dinh Diem in order count’™ 
vigorously the Viet Minh and build a strong free Viet-Nam.” | 

1 Drafted by Young and Sturm of PSA and Fisher of WE. Repeated for int 

mation to Saigon as telegram 1663. 
* Dated Oct. 21, p. 2147.
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Brief estimate political situation South Viet-Nam follows: 
1. While General Hinh’s threat to execute military coup seems to 

have been averted, Hinh and his associates Xuan and Bay Vien con- 
tinue hold virtual veto power over Diem and his government. Pro- 
longation of crisis leads to inevitable deterioration of government’s 

| position and prospects, even if it is no longer menaced by violent 
overthrow. | | 

| We do not feel that sufficient effort has yet been made to carry out 
above quoted U.S.-French agreement. While Ely seems to have at- 
tempted honestly carry out this agreement, fact that many French ele- 
ments have never accepted Diem solution must have weakened Ely’s 
efforts and encouraged Hinh camarilla in its recalcitrance. (In this 

: connection see Paris 1660).? We remain of opinion that military per- 
sonalities now opposing Diem are more susceptible to French pressure 
and influence than any other similarly powerful elements in Viet-Nam. 

Broad government of national union around Diem has not been 
achieved. Until the current civil-military sect conflict is resolved any 
successor Prime Minister would be faced with substantially similar 
problem with which he might be even less able to cope than Diem, 
except on conditions prejudicial to establishment of government of 
integrity. oy | 

2. Current jockeying for power and struggle for cabinet positions 
is resulting in paralyzing impasse. Positive moves are necessary by 
France and the U.S. if this impasse is to be broken. We remain con- _ 

| vinced that if anything is to be saved in Viet-Nam we cannot sacrifice 
indispensable qualities of honesty, incorruptibility and nationalism 
represented more conspicuously at this moment by Diem than by any- 
one else. , | 

3. Mendes-France’s use of term “another structure of government” 
suggests French hankering to reestablish political system similar to 
that of 1946 Cochinchinese Republic, founded on police and military 

power to be exercised by such figures as Tam and Hinh. In addition to 

such pro-French figures, system might involve direct colonial-type 

controls by French. Such a formula in French eyes would have advan- 

tage of facilitating elimination of Bao Dai and non-Cochinchinese ele- __ 

ments like Diem. A development of this sort in our view would create 

conditions in South Viet-Nam analogous to those which ended by 

delivering to Viet Minh northern half of Viet-Nam, even though it 

might in the short run restore internal order. 

4. We agree with Mendes-France’s feeling that perpetuation of Bao 

Dai in present role preserves thread of legality. We believe however 

that when some legislative body can take over from him his present 

* Not printed.
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appointive powers the time will have come to remove him from the 
scene. | : 

5. OCB on October 20 approved initiation military training pro- 
gram by MAAG Saigon to be undertaken soonest with personnel and 

other resources now available there. Necessary instructions to MAAG 
and Embassy now in process. We hope this step, together with delivery 
of President’s letter to Diem, will strengthen Diem in his relations 
both with French and other Vietnamese. 

6. In summary, unless Diem receives unreserved U.S. and French | 

support, his chances of success appear slight. With such support, his 
chances are probably better than even. | | 

| | Hoover 

751G.18/10-2254 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET §NIACT. _ Sareon, October 22, 1954—6 p. m. 

1536. Sent Paris 505. For the Secretary. Reference Paris telegram 
209.1 For more than 40 days Diem and General Hinh have been dead- 
locked. And 40 days have been largely lost. which government. with 
necessary cooperation of army should have employed in establishing 
its authority over provinces, extirpating Viet Minh infiltration and 
terrorism, and winning rural population. Fault certainly initially was 
Hinh’s but failure to find compromise solution is in large part due to 
Diem’s lack of personality, his inability to win over people of opposite 
views, his stubbornness and intransigence, his general politica] inepti- 
tude, and his slowness in decision and action. We have by our advice 
partially remedied some of his deficiencies. We have kept him from 
doing certain things that would have been bad for his government, 
and have gotten him to take certain steps to improve his administra- 
tion, but we have had to compete with his own willfulness and en- 
tourage of personal friends and family members whose advice has 

generally been bad. | 
Since he has neither police nor army backing him and the two sects 

he has finally won over with some assistance from us are insufficient 
to give him a force basis, it was obviously necessary for him to com- 
promise with General Hinh and with General Bay Vien who controls | 
police. He has arrived in principle at compromise with latter but 

with Hinh at present refuses to treat further or envisage any other 

solution except that Hinh be ignominiously dismissed. Hinh by his 

own cleverness and government mistakes has fairly well succeeded 

in making his cause army’s own. Menace of cutting off American aid 

_* For telegram Dulte 5, repeated to Saigon as telegram 209, Oct. 21, see p. 2147.
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which pays bulk of army’s budget has not so far deterred influential 
element of officer corps from making common cause with Hinh. Gen- 
eral Ely’s and my representations have so far kept Hinh and his 
camarilla from overthrowing government by force and our joint -in- 

| fluence persuaded Bao Dai not to raise again his implied request that 
Diem resign. | , | 

I believe there has been every reason to have upheld Diem to date 
since he does represent an ideal and he enjoys certain prestige and 
confidence among masses of population. He has largely lost during 
course continuing deadlock, prestige and confidence of literate, articu- 

late sections of Vietnamese community. There is still no worthy suc- 
cessor in sight, and we must gain time to prepare what Mendes-France 
calls “another structure of government”. We cannot however lose much 

time. Everyone in Embassy is convinced that Diem cannot organize 
and administer strong government. _ 

Diem somewhat as a constitutional European president without 
direct control over day to day operations of government might make 
useful contribution. In such position he could influence government 
policies, he could get out and visit villages where he still retains some 
popularity and confidence. To date, however, he has hardly left presi- 
dential palace, where indeed he had been working eighteen hours a 
day largely due to his inability to organize and to delegate responsi- 
bility. In order fill this role Diem would have to leave actual operation 
of government to capable people. He has already demonstrated, un- 
fortunately, that he is little capable of delegating responsibility. Such 
a role, moreover, would be counter to his fanatic sense of personal | 

mission. It is also doubtful he would accept any limitation of his 

authority. | oo | 
Diem has put his difficulties up to Bao Dai and hopes against hope 

| that latter will order army, Binh Xuyen, and General Xuan to co- 
operate with Diem Government. I entertain no such hopes because Bao 
Dai has no such authority. Bao Dai has replied to Diem that he is 
sending answer to his cable by personal messenger, Diem’s brother 
Luyen, who will not arrive here before two or three days at earliest. 

We agree with Mendes-France that it is important to maintain for 
a while “thread of legitimacy deriving from Bao Dai”. Until there 

is a provisional legislative body and probably a provisional constitu- 

tion issuing therefrom for Vietnam, Bao Dai should probably remain. 
We will probably have to use Bao Dai’s “thread of legitimate authority 
to compel Diem either to constitute efficient government or, if he re- 

mains intractable and inept, to resign in favor of some person or 

persons capable of forming a government strong enough to keep free 

Vietnam from going Communist. We must work out from Paris Em- 

bassy some system of keeping contact with and of influencing Bao Dai.
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We cannot leave that job entirely to French. Mendes-France’s policy 
and actions to date and those of Commissioner General Ely have been 
loyal and cooperative. But there are too many French officials and 

officers below Prime Minister Mendes-France and Ely who are neither 

loyal nor cooperative. Hinh and his camarilla of officers have been more 

than tacitly encouraging French officers and individuals and general 

attitude of French officers and officials is, except to extent that it is 

checked by Ely, to get rid of Diem even if he were efficient chief of 

government because he is “anti-French”. 

La Chambre has returned to Saigon and I will have long talk with 

him tomorrow. | | | | 

| I am still confident that a government and a solid army can yet be 

| built in free Vietnam. | 

| HeEaTu 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | 

| Memorandum of Discussion at the 218th Meeting of the National — 

| Security Council, Friday, October 22, 19541 

| [Hxtracts] 

! TOP SECRET EYES ONLY © | 

| Present at this meeting were the President of the United States, 

| presiding; the Acting Secretary of State; the Acting Secretary of 

| Defense; the Acting Director, Foreign Operations Administration ; 

| the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization; the Secretary of the 

| Treasury ; the Director, Bureau of the Budget ; the Chairman, Atomic 

: Energy Commission; the Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers 

| (for Item 5); the Director, U.S. Information Agency (Items 4 and 

| 5); the Secretary of the Navy (Items 2-5) ; the Secretary of the Air 

| Force (Items 2-5); Assistant Secretary of State Robertson (Items 

| 9-5); Assistant Secretary of Defense Quarles (Items 2 and 3); 

| Robert R. Bowie and Kenneth T. Young, Department of State (latter 
for Item 4); the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (Items 2-5) ; the 

| Chief of Staff, U.S. Army (Items 2-5) ; the Chief of Naval Operations 

(Items 2-5); the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force (Items 2-5); the 
| Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps (Items 2-5); the Director of 

: Central Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; Robert Cutler, 

| Special Assistant to the President; the Deputy Assistant to the Presi- 

| dent ; the White House Staff Secretary ; the Executive Secretary, NSC; 

. and the Deputy Executive Secretary,NSC. 

1 Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on Oct. 23. |
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There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 
main points taken. nee | 

4, Indochina (NSC 5429/2)? | 

Mr. Cutler observed that the forthcoming reports would assist us in 
estimating the possibilities of saving the non-Communist areas of 
Indochina. He then restated the existing policy of the United States 
vis-a-vis free Indochina, as set forth in NSC 5429/2, and read the 
gloomy conclusions of the Special National Intelligence Estimate on 
South Vietnam.’ Mr. Cutler concluded his remarks with a brief refer- 
ence to the plus and minus factors, noting that Acting Secretary of 
State Hoover would doubtless expand on both. He then called on Sec- 

, retary Hoover to read his report (copy filed in the minutes of the 
meeting’) .4 | 

Secretary Hoover first commented on the continuing political crisis 
in South Vietnam and the steps which would be necessary to break the 
political stalemate and to save the area from Communism. He then 
turned to the program which the OCB had decided on as the first stage 
of U.S. action.® The major questions before the OCB were the training 
and force levels of the Vietnamese army. It had been decided that as 
the first stage a limited training mission should be undertaken imme- 
diately as a crash program designed to sustain the Diem government 
and establish security in Free Vietnam. This amounted to a mission 
of reorienting the top officers of the Vietnam Army away from Hinh 
and toward Diem. The next stage, and the longer term program, would 
involve consideration of the ultimate force levels for Vietnam and 

Cambodia to carry out paragraph 10-d of NSC 5429/2. — 
With respect to Cambodia, Secretary Hoover reported that the sit- 

uation was much more favorable, and a good possibility existed for 

achieving our objectives. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have given ap- 
proval of the establishment of a MAAG in Cambodia. FOA has named 

an Acting Director for Cambodia, and a separate FOA mission will 

be in operation there in the near future. | 
Thirdly, Secretary Hoover cited the statistics for the evacuation of 

North Vietnam through October 15, 1954. The total number of evac- 

uees was estimated at 423,000, of whom 74,000 were military personnel. 

2 For NSC 5429/2, “Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East”, Aug. 20, 1954, see 
volume XII. oe Oo 7 

5 Reference is presumably to SNIE 63-6—54, Sept. 15; for text, see p. 2028. 

*Not identified. | | 
| 5 The outline Minutes of the Operations Coordinating Board, 1953-1960, are in | 

OCB files, lot 62 D 430, “Minutes.” Periodic reports on “Summary of Action Re- 
quirements for OCB Special Working Group on Indochina,” and certain other . 
Tie of the Special Working Group are filed in OCB files, lot 62 D 430, “SHA
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There remained to be evacuated between 75,000 and 100,000 individ- | 
uals. Nearly 100,000 tons of military matériel had likewise been evac- 
uated. Troop movements were slightly ahead of schedule, military | 
cargo slightly behind schedule because of labor shortages and inade- | 

quate port facilities. | 

Some $40 million had been allocated for implementation of the © 
refugee resettlement program. There was, accordingly, no shortage : 

| of money, but the refugees from North Vietnam were still living in : 
temporary shelters in the Saigon area. Over 250,000 would ultimately 
have to be resettled on a permanent basis in the south. po) 

_ At the conclusion of Secretary Hoover’s report, the President in- 
quired whether any agreement had been reached between the Depart- 
ments of State and Defense with respect to the crash military training | 
program which Secretary Hoover had just described. Secretary 

Hoover did not give a direct. answer, but again indicated that the 

objective of the so-called crash. program was to reorient existing 
Vietnamese forces away from Hinh and to Diem. OB | | 

_ Mr. Cutler pointed out that the OCB had been in the process of 
drafting a message of instruction to the U.S. Ambassadors in Saigon 

and Paris and to the Chief of the USMAAG, Saigon, General : 

O’Daniel. Mr. Cutler said he believed that this message had not been 
wholly agreed to by the Defense Department, and that Admiral Rad- 
ford would probably wish to comment on it. He then called upon 
Assistant Secretary of State Robertson to read the proposed message | 

(copy filed in the minutes of the meeting) .° After reading the message, | 

Secretary Robertson stressed that this was intended to initiate the 

crash program to which Secretary Hoover had referred, and that the | 

immediate objective was to ensure the internal security of Free 

Vietnam. | | 

- After indicating his belief that the consent of the French Govern- 

ment would be necessary if this program were to be initiated, the Presi- ! 

dent inquired what would happen if the French refused to concur | 

in the arrangements set forth in the draft message. Secretary Robert- | 

son replied that in this contingency we would be completely stymied, | 

since General Hinh was a French citizen, as were several others of — | 

the clique who were opposing Prime Minister Diem. This clique was | 

really controlled by the French, and while the French had theoretically ! 

agreed to support Diem as a result of recent conversations with our 

officials in Washington, we had doubts as to whether they were | 

actually living up to this commitment. | - | : 

 €6The draft cited here has not been positively identified. However, for a State— 

Defense draft of Oct. 21 which may be the document under reference, see United 

States—Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 10, pp. 783-788. For the message as 

transmitted, see telegram 1679 to Saigon, Oct. 22, p. 2161. | 

578-611 0 82 - 49 (Pt. 2) :
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- The President then inquired whether, under the terms of the Geneva 

armistice, the United States could legally increase the size of its Mili- 

tary Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) in Free Vietnam. Sec- 

| retary Robertson replied that opinions differed on this point. The 

oo Legal Adviser to the State Department, Mr. Phleger, believed that we — 

could not legally increase the size of our MAAG, The Defense Depart- 

ment lawyers, on the other hand, believed that if the French would 

agree to lower the number of French officers engaged in training the | 

native forces, the: United. States could increase the number of its 

advisers commensurately.. 

Mr. Cutler then called on Admiral Radford to explain the objections 

of the Defense Department to the arrangements set forth in the draft 

- message. Admiral Radford replied that the Joint Chiefs were still 

> strongly of the opinion that it would be most difficult to do a satis- 

factory job of building up and training the Vietnamese native forces _ 

in the absence of a stable government in South Vietnam. The State 

Department had, of course, insisted that this was a “hen-and-egg”’ 

problem, arguing that in the absence of a stronger military posture in 

| Free Vietnam, there could be no political stability. Admitting that 

there was much in this argument. Admiral Radford said that if it were 

decided that political considerations were overriding in this matter, the 

Joint Chiefs would do the best they could to achieve the desired 

objectives. : | | 

| | ‘There were at least two major problems, continued Admiral Rad- 

ford. In the first place, all the available native military forces in South 

Vietnam, which he estimated as about 235,000, would be required | 

simply to achieve the objective of safeguarding the internal security | 

of the country. The cost to train and maintain a force of this size, 

| including pay, food, clothing, etc., but not including cost of equip- 

ment, was estimated to amount to about $443 million for Vietnam and 

an additional $93 million for Cambodia annually. To this sum must 

be added the cost to the United States of its assistance in maintaining 

the French Expeditionary Force in Indochina. The Joint Chiefs esti- 

mated this amount as somewhere between $330 million and $400 mil- | 

lion annually. Hence the total cost for Fiscal Year 1955 would run 

somewhere between $800 million and $1 billion. Admiral Radford 

raised the question of where money was to come from for carrying out'a | 

program of this magnitude. | 

| In the second place, Admiral Radford indicated that the J oint 

Chiefs of Staff had restudied the problem the previous evening to see 

if it were possible to devise some smaller and more immediate program. 

They felt that if General O’Daniel got instructions to carry out the 

program set forth in the draft message, he would probably assume that
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he would have $400 million to spend. General Ridgway confirmed 
Admiral Radford’s statement by expressing the hope that the Joint 
Chiefs would be able to consider a smaller revised program that 

afternoon. | | 
Speaking with conviction, the President observed that in the lands 

of the blind, one-eyed men are kings. What we wanted, continued | 
the President, was a Vietnamese force which would support Diem. | 
Therefore let’s get busy and get one, but certainly not at a cost of 
$400 million a year. The President said that he knew something from 

personal experience about doing this kind of job in this kind of area. | | 
He therefore was sure that something could be done and done quickly 
if we could simply decide on what to tell General O’Daniel to do. | 
Admiral Radford replied that there were 342 U.S. military person- | 

nel now in Vietnam for the purpose of training the native forces. This 
was much too small a number for carrying out.a large-scale training 
program. Perhaps, therefore, the smart thing was to tell O’Daniel to | 

~ go to Diem and tell him that the MAAG would try to organize an 
effective constabulary that would take its orders from Diem rather | 
than from the Army. Admiral Radford also added his belief that the | 

French were not really supporting Diem, since if they chose to call ; 

Hanh off he could not continue to operate. Secretary Robertson added ! 
that the information in the State Department indicated that if the : 

French would get Hinh out of the picture there would be no further : 

difficulty between Diem and the Vietnamese National Army. | 

The President then asked why we did not “get rough with the | | 

French”. If we didn’t do something very quickly, Diem would be down 
the drain with no replacement in sight. Accordingly, we ought to lay | 

down the law to the French. It is true that we have to cajole the French | 
with regard to the European area, but we certainly didn’t have to in 
Indochina. _ | - 

Secretary Hoover pointed out that General O’Daniel’s hands had 

been tied up to now, but his personal prestige and influence was very 

profound, and if given an opportunity to exert it he would have no 

great difficulty in reorienting Army loyalties to Diem. Mr. Allen | 

Dulles expressed agreement with Secretary Hoover’s estimate of 

O’Daniel’s influence, and added that the trouble with France arose | 

in part from the preoccupation of Premier Mendes-France with Euro- 

pean problems. Mr. Dulles endorsed some such message to Saigon as | 

Secretary Robertson had read, but with the addition of a caveat with | 

regard to the costs. | 
The President then said that the obvious thing to do was simply to 

authorize General O’Daniel to use up to X millions of dollars—say, | 

|
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five, six or seven—to produce the maximum number of Vietnamese 
military units on which Prime Minister Diem could depend to sustain 
himself in power. Admiral Radford said that the time for rapid action 
was at hand, and that the OCB could redraft the proposed instructions 

along the lines just suggested by the President. 
The President then pointed out that what the United States was 

undertaking to do in South Vietnam had already been agreed to by 
the French. Accordingly, we should inform Paris that we will not un- 
dertake any further steps in South Vietnam until they get rid of Hinh. 

The National Security Council:™ 

a. Noted an oral progress report on Indochina by the Acting Sec- 

retary of State, based upon discussion at the last meeting of the Opera- 

tions Coordinating Board, with particular reference to the Vietnam 

political crisis, implementation of U.S. military and economic aid 

programs, Cambodia, the evacuation from North Vietnam, and the | 

refugee resettlement program. | | 
6. Noted and discussed a draft message designed to initiate a U.S. 

program with respect to the reorganization and training of Free Viet- 

namese forces, as read by Assistant Secretary of State Robertson, 

based upon discussion at the last meeting of the Operations Coordinat- 

ing Board. - 
c. Noted and discussed an oral report by the Chairman, Joint Chiefs 

of Staff, on the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff regarding a U.S. 

training program for Free Vietnamese forces, including their recom- 

mendations as to ultimate force levels and estimated costs thereof. 

d. Noted the President’s directive that the Secretary of State, with 

the cooperation of the Secretary of Defense, the Director, Foreign 

Operations Administration, and the Director of Central Intelligence, 

take immediate steps necessary to authorize the Chief, USMAAG, 

Saigon, in coordination with the U.S. Ambassador at Saigon, to under- 

take an urgent program to improve the loyalty and effectiveness of 

the Free Vietnamese forces, in order to assure the prompt availability 

of Free Vietnamese forces on which Premier Diem can depend to 

assist him in establishing and sustaining a broadly-based government 

in Free Vietnam; utilizing funds up to an amount to be determined by | 

the President on the recommendation of the Secretary of State. 

Note: The action in d above, as approved by the President, subse- 

quently transmitted to the Secretary of State for appropriate 

implementation. oo 

7 Points a-d below constituted N'SC Action No. 1250, Oct. 22, 1954. (S/S-NSC 

files, lot 66 D 95, “NSC Actions” )
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751G.00/10—2254 : Telegram | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris? 

TOP SECRET NIACT Wasuineron, October 22, 1954—7: 46 p. m. 

Tedul 13. Personal for Secretary. From Acting Secretary. I believe 
two subsequent telegrams on Viet-Nam? situation faithfully reflect | 
your thinking. Telegram of instructions to Heath and O’Daniel on | 
starting limited MAAG program represents intensive week of work | 

and debate in OCB finally culminating in Defense and JCS accept- | 
ance. This is significant step. Whole matter presented to President | 
this morning at NSC.? He approved. general lines of action detailed : 

by JCS and State in that telegram. We now have something concrete | 
to work with. It carries risk but without some move we would remain 7 

on dead center. | | | 
Suggest if possible you inform Deputy Defense Secretary Anderson 

of this message and instructions to Heath and O’Daniel. 

| Hoover 

+ Drafted by Young of PSA. | _ | 
2 vee Tedul 14 (1678 to Saigon), infra, and telegram 1679 to Saigon (Tedul 15), 

p. 2161. 
* See extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the 218th Meeting of the | 

National Security Council, Oct. 22, supra. 

751G.00/10-2254 : Telegram a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris} 

TOP SECRET — NIACT WASHINGTON, October 22, 1954—7 : 47 p. m. | 

Tedul 14. For Secretary and Heath from Acting Secretary. Today 

President and NSC reviewed unsatisfactory situation in Free Viet- | 

Nam. They noted (a) Vietnamese Government still immobilized by | 

opposition military clique despite US—French agreement on political 

action, (6b) French have not been actively working to consolidate Diem 

government, and (c) some new immediate US moves are necessary to ! 

try break paralyzing impasse since time is running out and Diem gov- 

ernment will otherwise collapse. | 
In light NSC discussion and at President’s suggestion believe it 

would be useful if you would talk to Mendes-France along following | 

lines: | - 
(1) US and France can further free world objectives in Vietnam 

most effectively by giving their support and assistance to a govern- 

* Drafted by Young of PSA. Also sent to Saigon as telegram 1678. 

|
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ment of national union under Premiership of Diem, in accordance 
with September 29 understanding quoted in Tedul 11.2 We believe 

French can still bring much more pressure on military cabal than has 
been exerted to make peace with Diem so that his government may 

: proceed with urgent internal tasks. | 
(2) If US now proceeds to implement assistance programs, that 

action may help to establish government of national union around 
Diem which can begin to carry out its national program. Without 
waiting any longer for various personal decisions on distribution of 
cabinet seats, US accordingly is prepared to move forward on politi- 

- eal, economic and military levels. In attempt to break discouraging 
stalemate ourimmediate programinvolves:. 

(a) Delivery of the President’s letter to Diem ® reiterating US sup- 
| port for Government of Free Vietnam and suggesting immediate dis- 

| cussions regarding US direct assistance, and ) 
(6) The initiation of an immediate limited military advisory and 

training program by MAAG Saigon. | - | a 

This second is the subject of a separate telegram * which the Presi- 
dent hopes you will also be able to discuss in general terms with 
Mendes-France to secure hisagreement. _ | 

(3) Ifa government of national union is not formed, or if formed 
does not receive full and unreserved support of national army or 
other groups and personalities throughout free Vietnam, or if Diem 
is removed from office or effectively prevented from developing broad 
government, the US will have to reconsider its aid to Vietnam and 
in particular whether it will continue even limited, short term assist- 
ance to prevent a critical emergency. In this respect conclusions of 

Senator Mansfield are relevant. At this time we see no satisfactory 

alternative governmental solution insofar as effective US assistance 

or forthcoming Congressional support are concerned. 
For Heath Saigon: You are instructed (a) to deliver President’s 

letter to Diem and notify Department of delivery for White House 

| public release; (6) to indicate to Diem your readiness to follow up 

with preliminary talks on aid programs with Vietnamese officials; (¢) 

make known above US positions to Vietnamese and French officials; 

and (d) work out with Ely concrete steps to implement Deptel 1382 ° 

re Hinh, Xuan and Vien. oe | 
This message should be taken in conjunction with joint State- 

Defense message on training Vietnamese forces. 

Hoover 

? Dated Oct. 21, p. 2149. oe 
* Post, p. 2166. 
‘Infra. 
® Not found in Department of State files. |
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611.90/10—2254 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam? 

TOP SECRET Wasuincton, October 22, 1954—7: 48 p. m. 

- 1679. Joint State-Defense message to US Ambassador Saigon and 
Chief of US MAAG Saigon. The following message contains the | 
policy of the US Government and your instructions necessary in fur- | 
therance of paragraphs 10-a and 10-d, Part IV of “US Policy Toward | 

the Far East” transmitted by State Department instruction A-28 of | 
Sept. 10, 1954.2. | ae 
Part I | | oS | 
(1) It is US Government policy to support the Government of Free ! 

Vietnam under the Premiership of Ngo Dinh Diem and to assist that | 
Government (a) to promote internal security and political stability | 

in Free Vietnam, (0) to establish and maintain control by that Gov- 
ernment throughout the territory of Free Vietnam, and (c) effectively | 

to counteract Viet Minh infiltration and paramilitary activities south | 
ofthe17th Parallel | | 

_ (2) Itis realized that the principal stumbling block to effecting the | 

policies outlined above is concerned with the loyalty of the existing | 

_ Vietnamese armed forces, and particularly the loyalty of the Chief of 
_ Staff of those forces, General Hinh. It is further apparent that any 

long range program of aid for and training of these Vietnamese armed 

_ forces can have no appreciable effect on the immediate situation. It is 

therefore directed that the Ambassador and the Chief of MAAG col- 

laborate in setting in motion a crash program designed to bring about | 
an improvement in the loyalty and the effectiveness of the Free Viet- | 

namese forces. For this purpose the assets of all US Government agen- | 

cies in Free Vietnam will be concentrated as necessary in the hope that 

within the immediate future (the next month or so) the present Diem | 

government can be strengthened to such an extent that longer range | 

programs can be decided upon with a reasonable expectation of suc- 

cess. The details of “how” are left in the hands of the Ambassador and | 

General O’Daniel. The closest cooperation between US Ambassador 

and Chief MAAG will of course be required to ensure that these activi- 

ties are consistent with the policies of the United States regarding the | 

legal government of Vietnam. | | | 

(3) Financial limitations are not prescribed for this crash program, | 

as it is considered here that necessary resources are now available to 

*Drafted by Young of PSA. Also sent niact to Paris as Tedul 15. - 
* Airgram A-28 to Saigon, Sept. 10, transmitting excerpts from NSC 5429/2, 

is not printed. (611.90/9-1054) For the text of NSC 5429/2, Aug. 20, 1954, see 
volume XII. 

I
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Ambassador and MAAG Saigon for such actions as may be practical. 
Speed is essential to achieve success. . | So 

(4) If it is considered necessary, you both are authorized at any 
time to inform French authorities, Vietnamese authorities, and Gen- 
eral Hinh personally of US objectives and to further state without 
equivocation that no long range support to the Vietnamese armed 
forces will be programmed or extended by the US as long as there is 
the slightest doubt as to the loyalty of the Chief of Staff or other high 
officers in those forces. | - 

(5) Should you determine that it is not practical to work with the 
existing Vietnamese armed forces organization you are authorized, 
upon receipt of concurrence from Departments State and Defense, to | 

| approach the Prime Minister and to state that the United States is 
willing to commence immediately the organization of a national police 

| _or constabulary separated from the present Vietnamese armed forces — 
| if the Prime Minister is able to select an individual who is considered 

by you to be competent to command such an organization. | 
(6) US Ambassador is requested to undertake the necessary discus- 

_ sions and negotiations with the Government of Free Vietnam and local 
French authorities to obtain agreements (a) ensuring US MAAG 

_ Saigon will have the necessary authority, responsibility and freedom — 
of action to carry out the above program; and (0) assuring the co-  _ 
operation, coordination and assistance from Vietnamese and French — 
authorities and personnel at all levels in Free Vietnam. US Ambassa- 
dor will immediately consult with Chief MAAG to formulate the 
detailed agreements and assurances which MAAG requires. .. . 

| (7) It is desired that you jointly inform State and Defense Depart- 
ments as to the plan of action you decide upon as a result of this direc- 
tive, and, in addition, furnish progress reports upon which determina- 
tion of future scope of US programs in support of the Government of 
Free Vietnam may be based. SO | 

(8) For your information, the Department of State will undertake 
to obtain appropriate understanding and means of augmenting the 

| MAAG strength as required. In the meantime rotation as necessary to 
accomplish the objectives herein set forth can be provided. 

Part [Il—Instructions for US Ambassador, Paris 

Subject to such conversations as the Secretary of State may have 
with Mendes-France, you are requested to inform French Government 

of these instructions and to seek its agreement immediately to au- 
thorize General Ely to conclude the necessary agreements with the 

US Ambassador Saigon and Chief of MAAG to implement the above 
program. | 

| _ Hoover
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751G.13/10-2354: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET NIACT Sarcon, October 23, 1954—2 p. m. | 

15538. Sent priority Paris 510. Paris for the Secretary. My telegram | 

505 to Paris.t I plan to communicate to La Chambre and General Ely | 
tonight substance of Department’s telegram 1663 of October 21? and | 
say to them that these are my instructions to see Diem get full chance 
to succeed. I will say that “full chance” does not mean mental reserva: ! 
tion that Diem cannot succeed and we are just utilizing waiting space 
to find a better candidate. I will say further that “full chance” means | 
Hinh leaves Vietnam at least for space or effects reconciliation with 
Diem, which latter will be difficult, if not impossible, not so much on | 
account of Hinh alone but because of unreliable character of certain 
of his camarilla and because of grudgeful, bitter intransigence of Diem | | 

re Hinh. I mean to say that I think the Diem solution as agreed upon 

at Washington does not mean we should fail emphatically to impress | 

on Diem and army the necessity of real plan to eradicate Communist | 

infiltration and win villages. Neither would support of Diem mean that 

he should not reorganize his present government to get more efficient | 

and honest ministers. If he had support of army he would be less 

dependent upon support of two sects and Binh Xuyen. If Department | 

approves line I plan to take with Ely and La Chambre, then it will be | 

necessary for Paris Embassy to send someone, perhaps Achilles or | 

Gibson, immediately to see Bao Dai at Cannes and say to him we are | 

still backing Diem government and Hinh must either effect recon- | 

ciliation with Diem or leave Vietnam for time with assurances of main- : 

tenance, or perhaps even improvement of his rank. | 

I realize I may not convince Ely and La Chambre of this line, in 

which case I will have to have strong backing from Department to | 
Paris. I realize also there is certain danger Hinh and his camarilla 

- may refuse this solution and even, although I rather doubt it, attempt 

coup @’état. I think that is risk that is to be run. I am not certain that 
army would really succeed, or if it did achieve some success, that, | 

faced with dropping of our aid, elements in army would not get rid | 

of Hinh and return to obedience to Diem government. Hinh is not | 
really popular in army except as Diem government’s inept handling | 

of him has given him temporary currency and authority, and there 1s | 

beginning trend of military opinion against his actions and attitude. | 

a 1FKor telegram 1536 from Saigon, also sent to Paris as telegram 505, Oct. 22, 

See Poe Tedul 11 to Paris, Oct. 21, also sent to Saigon as telegram 1668, see p. 2149.
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a There is also decided possibility (see my telegram sent Paris 505, 
Department 1536, October 22) that even with whole-hearted complete 
backing Diem cannot succeed in forming viable government. That is 

_ risk, however, I am inclined to take. 

| If Department approves I think now is time to deliver the Presi- 
dent’s letter to Diem (Department’s telegram 1336, October 1).? Do 

this Embassy and Paris inform Ely and French Government in ad- 
vance of our intentions to deliver this letter? 

Please instruct. | | | 
7 oe | — Heate 

. >For President Hisenhower’s letter to President Diem, see p. 2166. Regarding 
. ‘telegram 1336, see footnote 1, ibid. 

751G.00/10-2354 | | 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 
for European Affairs (Merchant) : 

| TOP SECRET | _ Parts, October 23, 1954. 

Subject: Indochina _ | 

Participants: The Secretary | | 
Sir Anthony Eden a | 
Sir Harold Caccia © | | | 
Mr. Denis Allen | . | , 
Mr. Merchant oe | Oo 

During the meeting of the Secretary with Eden on other subjects 

reported separately, he took occasion to inform Eden in detail on de- 

velopment our thinking and plans regarding Vietnam. The Secretary 

told him that he would be happy to have him join him at his meeting 
later in the day with Mendes-France on this subject. Eden accepted 

with appreciation and then read a cable from Sir Hubert Graves in © 

Saigon which indicated that he fully shared Heath’s deep concern — 

over the existing political situation in South Vietnam but in conclu- 

sion plumped for Tam as successor to Diem.? 
In general Eden expressed full support for our position but the in- 

ference seemed clear that the UK is principally concerned with Laos 
| and. has little confidence that the position in South Vietnam can be 

saved. a | 

a 1 This meeting was held at the British Embassy. | 
*The source text is accompanied by a one-page summary, not printed, of 

the position of Ambassador Graves. A handwritten notation by Merchant on that 
| document states that Eden presented it to Dulles on Oct. 23 and also gave a copy 

to Premier Mendés-France. :
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396.1 LO/10-2354: Telegram _ | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET Parts, October 23, 1954—10 p. m. 
1717. Repeated information Saigon 217. Saigon for Heath. After | 

signing ceremonies! today the Secretary discussed Indochina with | 

Mendes France and Eden; ? he made specific reference to instructions 
contained Dept’s Tedul 14 * and agreed to furnish Mendes with a para- 
phrased copy of instructions in numbered paras 1, 2 and 8 of reftel. | 

The Secretary admitted that Diem had not displayed the qualities 
we would have liked but stated that we still thought he was the best 
man to receive our support and in any case we thought that in order to 
have a chance Diem must receive 100 percent support from both French | 
and ourselves before we began acting on any alternative solution. The 
Secretary emphasized that in criticizing the lack of support given by 
the French to Diem in accordance with Washington understanding, 

he was not referring to the top authorities but rather to underlings, | 
particularly in Saigon. He reminded Mendes of Senator Mansfield’s 
report and the importance it would have on congressional opinion and 
decisions regarding further aid to Indochina. He stressed strongly the 
necessity of forming an effective government of national union which 
would devote itself to urgent internal problems rather than to petty | 
bickering among its members. He stated that we now believe we must 
do something to break the deadlock and were prepared to do so in full 
recognition of the risks involved. Our proposal to have MA AG under- 
take the training of indigenous forces was made in an effort to accom- 
plish this objective. 
Mendes stated that the French believed the Diem Government was | 

weak and were not sure it would accomplish what was necessary. But, 

Mendes said, they did not have an alternate solution at the moment 
and were prepared to carry out their part of the Washington agree- | 

ment to the full until the Diem Government became hopeless. Mendes 

did not find it surprising that only three months after the armistice 

the situation was as bad as it was. He believed that we were now in | 

the trough of a wave and could accordingly hope for improvement in 

the future. In spite of its willingness to support Diem the French Govt | 

believed that we must have some alternate plan in mind to substitute | 

for the Diem formula when and if it failed. | | 
Mendes then announced that the French were accordingly now : 

studying a plan wherein a man would be sent to Indochina to act | 

1 Reference is to the signing of the various agreements on the restoration of | 
sovereignty to the Federal Republic of Germany ; for documentation, see volume Vv. | 

2A memorandum of this conversation, drafted by William M. Gibson, First 
Seeretary of the Embassy in France, is filed in Secretary’s Memoranda of Conver- 
sation, lot 65 D 238. | 

1 Dated Oct. 22, p. 2159. - ,
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as the delegate of Bao Dai, “a sort of viceroy.” This man would have 
no powers to interfere in government but would serve the purpose of 
retaining the prestige of legitimacy which came from Bao Dai and 
at the same time avoiding the undesirable effect of Bao Dai himself 
returning to the Vietnam. He described the man’s role as similar to 
that of President Coty or Queen Elizabeth. When we asked who he 
had in mind he did not reply stating that two or three people were 
under consideration and that he would have a specific plan to propose 
to us in the very near future. I asked whether this man would support 
Diem or not. Mendes replied that he would do neither but would sim- 
ply preside over a presidium which would take its own decisions. Eden 
agreed with the possible merit of this suggestion and specifically with 

| the thought that the thread of legitimacy from Bao Dai be retained. 
The Secretary said that he did not object to sending a man as long as 

oo he did not interfere in politics. | 
Although Mendes did not mention any names we have no doubt 

that he was thinking in terms of Buu Hoi or Buu Loc, both of whom 
appear to fill Mendes’ description. I referred to a message we had 
received today through an intermediary that Bao Dai would like to 
see us. I asked whether French had any objections our seeing Bao Dai. 
Mendes replied in the negative stating that it would be best to hear 
what Bao Dai had to say. Eden expressed willingness his government 
to do whatever possible could be done to help. Mendes reiterated that 
Ely and La Chambre were being given specific instructions to carry 
out loyally the understanding reached at. Washington. | 

Full memorandum of conversation follows by pouch. 7 — 

DiILLon | 

Presidential Correspondence, lot 66 D 204 

President EFisenhower to the President of the Council of Ministers of 

Vietnam (Ngo Dinh Diem) 3 | 

WasHIncTon, [undated. | 

Dear Mr. Present: I have been following with great interest 
the course of developments in Viet-Nam, particularly since the conclu- 
sion of the conference at Geneva..The implications of the agreement 

1This message, drafted in the Department of State, was sent to the President 
by Acting Secretary Smith on Sept. 23; for the memorandum of transmittal, see 
p. 2053. Having been signed by the President, it was transmitted to Saigon in tele- 
gram 18386 of Oct. 1, also sent to Paris as 1205. (751G.00/10-154) In telegram 

, 1204 to Paris (1335 to Saigon) of the same date, Ambassador Heath, then in 
France to meet with Bao Dai, was authorized to use the Presidential letter in 
any way he deemed best for tactical purposes. (751G.00/9-3054) In telegram 1678 
to Saigon, Oct. 22 (Tedul 14 to Paris), Ambassador Heath was instructed to 
deliver the letter ; for Tedul 14, see p. 2159. Heath reported in telegram 1559 from 
Saigon, Oct. 24, that the letter had been delivered at. 7:30 p. m., local time, 
Oct. 23. (751G.13/10-2454) The text was released by the White House on Oct. 25.
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concerning Viet-Nam have caused grave concern regarding the future | 
of a country temporarily divided by an artificial military grouping, | 

weakened by a long and exhausting war and faced with enemies with- 
out and by their subversive collaborators within. 

Your recent requests for aid to assist in the formidable project of | 
the movement of several hundred thousand loyal Vietnamese citizens | 
away from areas which are passing under a de facto rule and political 
ideology which they abhor, are being fulfilled. I am glad that the | 
United States is able to assist in this humanitarian effort. — 
We have been exploring ways and means to permit our aid to Viet- 

Nam to be more effective and to make a greater contribution to the | 

welfare and stability of the Government of Viet-Nam. I am, accord- : 
ingly, instructing the American Ambassador to Viet-Nam to examine | 
with you in your capacity as Chief of Government, how an intelligent 
program of American aid given directly to your Government can 

serve to assist Viet-Nam in its present hour of trial, provided that | 
your Government is prepared to give assurances as to the standards of 
performance it would be able to maintain in the event such aid were 

supplied. - | | 
The purpose of this offer is to assist the Government of Viet-Nam 

in developing and maintaining a strong, viable state, capable of resist- | 
ing attempted subversion or aggression through military means. The 

Government of the United States expects that this aid will be met by | 
performance on the part of the Government of Viet-Nam in under- | 
taking needed reforms. It hopes that such aid, combined with your | 
own continuing efforts, will contribute effectively toward an inde- | | 
pendent Viet-Nam endowed with a strong government. Such a gov- 
ernment would, I hope, be so responsive to the nationalist aspirations | 
of its people, so enlightened in purpose and effective in performance, 

that it will be respected both at home and abroad and discourage any 

who might wish to impose a foreign ideology on your free people. 

Sincerely, 7 Dwicut D. E1seNHOWER 
, | 

—_—__ | 
| Editorial Note | 

On October 23, 1954, President Eisenhower addressed a letter to 

Captain E. E. Hazlett, Jr., USN (ret.), a personal friend with whom 

he corresponded frequently. The President’s letter, responding to a 

recent communication from Hazlett, dealt with a wide variety of issues 

and contained the following paragraph concerning Indochina: | 

“You are somewhat wrong in your statement, ‘I know that at one | 
time you contemplated some really drastic action in Indo-China.’ What | 
I really attempted to do was to get established in that region the con-
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| ditions under which I felt the United States could properly intervene 
to protect its own interests. A proper political tounuation ior any mili- 
tary action was essential. Since we couid not bring 1t about (though we 
prodded and argued for almost two years), I gave not even a tentative 
approval to any plan for massive intervention.” (Hisenhower Library, 
Whitman file, Name Series, Hazlett) | 

751G.00/10-2454 : Telegram | | 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET  NIACT Paris, October 24, 1954—5 p. m. 
| | [Received 12:09 p. m.] 

1718. Repeated information niact Saigon 218. Washington eyes only 
Acting Secretary; Saigon eyes only Ambassador. Mendes France tele- 
phoned me personally after lunch today. He said he was greatly per- 
turbed by news he had just received from La Chambre and Ely. 

According to them the text of President’s letter to Diem? which 
Heath had shown them before he was to deliver it is clear cut violation 
of Franco-American agreements reached in Washington by La 
Chambre. Mendes said that La Chambre and Ely felt situation was so 
serious that La Chambre had cut short his stay in Indochina and was 
now en route Paris where he will arrive tomorrow. Mendes asked me 
to hold myself in readiness to see La Chambre tomorrow. Mendes also 
said that US action as reported by Ely and La Chambre and as indi- 
cated in text of President’s letter to Diem went. far beyond anything 
he had understood Secretary to imply in conversation yesterday re- 
ported Embtel 1717.2 | 
Mendes then specifically asked me to get in touch with Washington 

immediately to relay his urgent personal request that delivery of letter 
to Diem be held up until we had chance to discuss matter with La 
Chambre tomorrow. I told him that I did not know whether or not 
letter had already been delivered but that I would forward his message 
immediately and would hold myself ready to see La Chambre any time 
tomorrow. a | 

Taking into consideration our overall relationship with French 
resulting from successful conclusion of European negotiations and 
fact that Mendes feels that contents of letter to Diem go far beyond 
his understanding of his talk with Secretary last night, I strongly 
recommend that delivery of letter to Diem be temporarily held up if 
it has not already taken place. | | | 

It also seems that there may be fundamental misunderstanding 
regarding agreements reached at Washington. Suggest serious con- 

1 Ante, p. 2166. 
? Dated Oct. 23, p. 2165.
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sideration be given to sending MacArthur or Robertson to Paris im- | 

mediately. so that matter can be straightened out with La Chambre : 

as promptly as possible. I obviously am in no position to argue with 

La, Chambre about detailed content of agreements which he feels he | 

reached in Washington. | - 

| a : DILLon | | 

751G.18/10-2454 : Telegram | 

‘Lhe Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

- TOP SECRET - a Satcon, October 24, 1954—3 p. m. 

Oo os | | [Received 1: 56 p. m.] 

1560. Repeated information Paris 515. I communicated the sub- 

stance of Deptel 1678 of October 22* to General Ely yesterday after- | 

noon, Ely was furious at statement that French had not been actively | 

working to consolidate Diem Government. I said very truthfully that | 

that did not apply to him, that I had continuously reported the coop- | 

eration and loyalty with which he had personally carried out the | 

Washington understanding in support of Diem Government and that ! 

his attitude was well understood in the Department. He then went | 

on to argue that he felt this firming up of our support of Diem was “in 

disaccord with the accord reached in Washington”, which specified | 

that if Diem failed to form a successful government that France and : 

the United States would look for a successor, and respecting latter 

the name of Buu Loc had been mentioned as a possibility. I said that 

Washington’s attitude was that as long as the deadlock with Hinh and 

the army continued neither Diem or anyone else could succeed in form-— | 

ing an effective government. Ely said he did not know what more | 

could be done to make Hinh fall in line. I replied that the modus 

operandi was not clear to me but it was very clear that there must | 

either be a reconciliation between Hinh and the Diem Government and | 

the army’s subordination to the latter or else Hinh would have to go. 

Ely said he would think it over and inform Guy Lachambre. ; | 

I then went to see Diem and handed him the President’s letter and | 

told him that as he saw the United States continued to support his 

government. | | 

He expressed gratitude for the President’s communication. I, of | 

course, did not tell him the lengths that we are prepared to go to sup- | 

port his government, since too much encouragement would, with rea- | 

son I fear, encourage him in his instinctive tendency to reject any | 

compromise in forming and administering his government. I remarked | 

to him as I had to Ely that there were only two solutions, reconcilia- | 

1 Sent to Paris as telegram Tedul 14, Oct. 22, p. 2159. 

if 

|
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tion with Hinh or the latter’s departure. Regarding this alternative, 
I observed, there was no practical or safe way to force Hinh to leave _ 
immediately. Diem objected that if the French ordered Hinh to gohe _ 
would leave Vietnam. I said that it would probably be impossible to 
persuade the French to order him to go and that if the order were 
given that Hinh would delay or refuse to obey it to save his face. Hinh 
would argue then he had been given unlimited congé to serve Bao Dai 
and could not leave until the latter released him, and Bao Dai would 

| avoid giving Hinh a definite order which the latter would obey. While 
the danger of a coup d’état was lessened since Ely and I talked 
strongly with Hinh there was a possibility that his group of extremist 
officers, if attempt were made suddenly to force Hinh out ignomini- 

| ously, would prefer to attempt a coup. They would succeed in the at- 
| tempt or else there would be civil war between disloyal and loyal units 

and that was something to be definitely avoided. Diem said that he 
would attempt to find a solution of the Hinh problem and might speak 
with me today. | 
We dined with the Elys and the Lachambres last evening. There is | 

no doubt in my mind that both Ely and Lachambre had planned to 
endeavor to convert me to the thesis that the Diem experiment was at 
an end and we must look for someone else. After dinner I asked 
Lachambre if Ely had repeated our conversation of the afternoon and 
when he said that he had received only a brief résumé I gave him the 

_ substance of the Department’s 1678. Lachambre took this communica- 

tion fairly calmly but said he had about come to the conclusion that 
the Diem experiment would not work. Ely then mentioned that Gen- 
eral Soai of the Hoa Haos had seen General Renucci ? this afternoon 
to say that the Hoa Haos were dubious whether they should remain 
in the government and asked Renucci’s advise. Renucci reportedly told 

| them to stay in the government. General Phuong of the Cao Dais had 
seen Ely early evening to say that the Cao Dai’s pope was doubtful as 
to continued Cao Dai participation in the Diem government. I merely 
stated that no government could succeed without the loyal support of 
the army; that was something that must be achieved if American aid 
were to continue. Lachambre hoped there was a possibility of recon- 
ciliation between Hinh and Diem and referred to the joint telegram 
from Washington (Deptel 1298)? which mentioned that possibility. 

The Lachambres had planned to spend a week in India at Darjeel- 
ing before returning to Paris. Lachambre said that Mendes-France 
had suggested he take a week’s rest there. As a result of my communi- 
cation he cancelled his India trip and left this morning at 6:30 by 

. Air France. He expressed the hope that the Secretary had not left 

* Commander of French forces in South Vietnam. | 
* Sent to London as Tosec 9, Sept. 30, p. 2101.
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| Europe and that he would have a chance to talk with him. Diem and | 

| General Hinh were at the airport to see him off and neither spoke to 
the other. | | 

a HatH 

oo | 
| 751G.00/10-2454 ; Telegram | | | 

a The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? | 

TOP SECRET 7 WasHINGTON, October 24, 1954—10: 42 p. m. / 
PRIORITY | | . ee | 

1499. Eyes only Ambassador from Acting Secretary. Re Paris 1718 | 
to Dept rptd 218 Saigon.” We sincerely hope there is no real misunder- 

standing with French over letter to Diem. We have not violated under- 

standings of September 27-29. We have done no more than carry them | 
out in good faith, they are still in full standing, and should so remain. : 

We note Mendes did not specify what he meant by violation. For two 

months we have conceived of letters to Cambodian and Vietnamese | 

‘Governments as official US notification of policy on direct aid. After 

US-French agreements on that policy September 27-29, we have pro- : 

ceeded with implementing steps including first the delivery of these | | 

letters. They are the preliminary step on our side to carry out para- 

graph three the US-French understanding of September 29 re direct 

aid. | 
Following are pertinent developments re letter for your use as | 

required. | a 

1. Letter to Vietnamese Prime Minister taken up with French in 
August here and Paris (Deptel 610 to Paris rptd info Saigon 636 
contains Secretary’s letter to Mendes). | | 

2. At end first plenary session of US-French talks on September 27 
_ General Smith specifically brought up letters to Cambodia and Viet- 

nam. After referring to his earlier discussion with Bonnet Smith 
stated letter to Vietnam could go “in view of what we have decided : 
here”. LaChambre indicated no objection.‘ 

3. Policy direct aid, including military training and assistance, came 
up several times during talks. French did not object to this policy. 
Cambodian Ambassador asked for specific confirmation in final 
plenary on direct US channel to three Associated States on both eco- 
nomic and military aid; Robertson gave it.’ Final communiqué as 

1 Drafted by Young of PSA. Repeated priority to Saigon for information as : 
telegram 1703. | 

* Dated Oct. 24, p. 2168. | 
* Dated Aug. 18, p. 1957. 
* The meeting under reference is summarized in telegram 1188 to Paris, Sept. 28, 

c. 2082. 
*The final plenary meeting is summarized in telegram Tosec 7 to London, | 

Sept. 30, p. 2098. | 

} 578-611 O 82 - 50 (Pt. 2)
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well as minute of understanding confirmed this in writing.® In addition 
minute stated agreed position on supporting Diem and opposing Viet 

inh. 
4. Accordingly, we have since authorized Heath, and he has re- 

quested, to deliver letter so that we could begin carry out agreed policy 
on direct aid and open discussions both Paris and Saigon on detailed 
implementing arrangements. Such official notification to Cambodia 
and Vietnam preliminary prerequisite such implementation as well as 
important statement to each state on this policy. These efforts could 
contribute concretely to ameliorate political situation there. 

d. We have had official inquiries from both governments re our plans 
and intentions on direct aid. Further delay in answering Vietnamese, 
particularly after prior notification to Cambodia, was beginning to be 
embarrassing. | 

We want to clarify this matter immediately and satisfactorily with 
the French, for we feel the September understandings and a common 
approach remain significant and essential re all three states. It would 
be unfortunate if there were any “fundamental misunderstanding re- 

| garding agreements reached at Washington”. We have not been aware 
of one at the governmental level at least. If there are to be basic | 
changes in French policy on dealing with Ho following Sainteny’s 
talk with LaChambre, or in French views on Free Vietnam such as 
Mendes and Daridan have intimated, then there may be differences. 
These may well appear following LaChambre’s return. 

| French Embassy here has no information about his visit or his cur- | 
rent views. Neither has Department. 
We will see Embassy representative tomorrow. Consideration will 

be given to sending someone to Paris as required. a: 
Secretary arriving Washington noon Monday.’ 

HOovER 

°¥or the final communiqué, Sept. 29, see p. 2097. For the minute of understand- 
ing, see Tosec 8 to London, Sept. 30, p. 2100. 

| 7 Oct. 25. 

751G.13/10—-2554 : Telegram © a 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Sargon, October 25, 1954—9 p. m. 

1575. Repeated information Paris 2524. This is jomt Embassy 
MAAG telegram. Yesterday afternoon on my instructions General 
O’Daniel and Embassy officer met with General Hinh. General 
O’Daniel opened substantive portion of hour long talk by reading to 
Hinh three points of US policy as set forth in part 1, paragraph 1 of 
Department telegram 1679.1 It was explained to Hinh that US desirous 

| assist in all possible ways in Vietnamese effort combat and root out 

- 1 Dated Oct. 22, p. 2161. |
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Viet Minh menace in free Vietnam. However, before any long range 
program toward this end could be effectively commenced it essential 
we have assurance of stable Vietnamese Government under Diem lead- 
ership with full loyal cooperation Vietnamese Army. : 

_ Hinh replied information re US position not news to him, reiterated 
statement that he no longer interested in politics, that he working 

| loyally with government through Defense Minister (sic) in carrying 
out government’s instructions, but that Diem was continuing harass 
him and would not work with Army as long as he, Hinh, still in com- 
mand. He alleged that Diem and his entourage, particularly brother 
Nhu, were responsible for continued distribution of tracts criticizing 

and belittling both Hinh and Army. He said that in spite of his will- 
ingness to cooperate, Diem attitude made such cooperation impossible 
and that failure government support Army in carrying out its proper _ 
role as it was doing its best to do made Army’s position next to un- 
tenable. Hinh perfectly willing request leave go on mission abroad | 
but only after political situation clarified. In meantime Army under | 
his command doing its best carry out its duties. Hinh himself plan- ! 

ning leave in next few days to spend several days in Central Annam : 

coastal and plateau areas to supervise transfer of commands to Na- | 

tional Army. He would also visit Haiphong where he would be “last” | 

Vietnamese soldier leaving North Vietnam. | 
In reply to O’Daniel’s direct question whether he would issue state- | 

ment of support of Diem government he replied after considerable - | 
reflection that he would issue statement in support of government but | 
would under no condition mention name of Diem. He alleged full . 
loyalty to Vietnamese Government, to any government which might i 
be in power including anyone which might come in, for example | 

tomorrow. | | 

Hinh dwelt at length on grievances of Army against Diem govern- | 

ment, stating that it had not pursued in any way active anti-Commu- | 

nist struggle. He said that at same time funds for Army Intelligence | 

activities have been cut off; Diem government was responsible for | 
dispersing millions of piasters in diversionary and wasteful attempts | 

undermine Army and build up Diem’s personal prestige. Specifically | 
he alleged that Diem government financing Cao Dai dissident General | 
The and Hoa Hao Forces while at same time these two forces fighting | 
among themselves for power. He also said Diem was supporting with 
millions of piasters “assassination” groups in Central Vietnam. He | 
claimed National Army Forces had that morning arrested Vietnamese | 
National Army officer who had on his person instructions attempt sub- 
vert Vietnamese Army personnel to join Palace guard and to create | 
other forms of trouble. | 

| 
IL
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In summary Embassy officer received impression Hinh continues to 
maintain all reservations against Diem although his attitude may have 
softened to some slight degree. His basic feeling expressed when he 
stated that if US aid cut off today he would seize Diem the following 
day and set up military government. He said he realizes necessity US 
aid but while willing sacrifice himself, his men, and his and their 
families in anti-Communist struggle he not willing to do so in futile 
attempt such as he anticipates under Diem leadership. Conversation 
was concluded by General O’Daniel re-emphasizing US willingness 
help train Army and give other aid in fight against Viet Minh should | 
acceptable political conditions be created and by Embassy officer again 
summarizing necessity for [garble] assured within reasonable length 
-of time, possibly a month, of stable government National Union under 
Diem with loyal Army support and cooperation which condition alone 
would enable us to establish and carry out long range plan help defeat 
Viet Minh and strengthen free Vietnam. 

Today, following conversation reported above, General O’Daniel 
saw Hinh who informed him that he would put out statement through 
Army channels exhorting Army to give support to “present govern- 

ment”. In return he would expect. Diem to issue instructions that dis- 

tribution of all tracts against Army be stopped immediately. (Has 

stated General The, “dissident” Cao Dai leader, is responsible person- 

ally for many such tracts). Hinh also said he would like Diem accom- 

pany him on inspection tour of pacification operations in two 

provinces. This would be public demonstration to world of good rela- 

tions between Army and President of government.? 

| HEATH 

*Telegram 1731 to Saigon, Oct. 26, read as follows: “Department finds some 
encouragement in Hinh’s initial reaction. We hope you and O’Daniel will con- 
tinue seize every opportunity urge moderation and compromise.” (751G.13/10- 
2654) Nonetheless, the Embassy reported on Oct. 29 (telegram 1643) that it had 
not been possible to induce General Hinh to issue an acceptable statement sup- 
porting the government. (751G.00/10-2954) : : | 

751G.00/10-2554 : Telegram | | : 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET § NIACT Parts, October 25, 1954—noon. 
1719. Repeated information Saigon 219. Eyes only Acting Secre- 

tary. Saigon eyes only Ambassador. Re Deptel 1499.1 La Chambre is 

due at 1:30 this afternoon and will be met by Gibson, who will give 
him revised final copy of note made during Secretary’s conversation 

* Dated Oct. 24, p. 2171.
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with Mendes and Eden.? Copy being forwarded Washington by air | 
pouch today. | | 
Mendes was considerably excited when I spoke to him on telephone 

and stated that he was speaking from information which he had re- | 
ceived from Ely and La Chambre. I do not believe he has any clear | 
idea himself of what he meant by violation of France-US understand- | 
ings of September 27-29, and I gather he was merely repeating lan- 
guage contained in telegrams from Ely and La Chambre, who appar- 
ently feel that agreement has been violated. 

Based on statements by Mendes during meeting with Secretary on 
Saturday I feel that misunderstanding is primarily a question of 
timing and relates to para four of reftel. Mendes during conversation 
with Secretary stated agreement had been reached in Washington to | 
set up tripartite commissions in each of three Associated States to co- | 
ordinate distribution of aid and that this decision had not as yet been 
implemented and should be implemented promptly. I think that 
French feel that we should have completed arrangements with them : 
for coordination of aid program before delivery of letter to Diem 
rather than after delivery of letter as is now the case. I feel that this 
is a primary element of misunderstanding. A secondary element may 

well be that French seem to feel that a bargain of sorts was struck in | 
Washington by which they agreed to our furnishing military aid di- | 

rectly to Associated States in return for continuation of substantial | 

U.S. support for French Expeditionary Corps. They feel that while | 

U.S. made no commitment on this subject French suggestion was not | 

rejected and its eventual acceptance was implicit in the overall nego- 

tiations. They may have felt that U.S. was unable to make specific pro- 

posal in September due to the atmosphere resulting from defeat of | 

EDC, but they hoped and probably believed that negotiating regard- | 

ing U.S. support for Expeditionary Corps should have been started 

simultaneously with the commencement of the direct aid program to | 

the Associated States. oo i | 
A rereading of minutes of Washington meetings also leads me to | 

believe that La Chambre may have felt that he had an agreement from 

us not to proceed with delivery of letter to Diem prior to further con- | 

sultation with him. | | | | | 
Reftel is very helpful and I hope I will be able on the basis of 

information contained therein to straighten matter out with La | 

Chambre. I see no reason for Department sending anyone to Paris 
unless and until I am unsuccessful with La Chambre. Only if he con- : 

tinues to feel that there has been a serious violation of the September | 
——_—_—_——_ | | | 

*The meeting under reference, which occurred on Saturday, Oct. 23, is sum- _ 
marized in Paris telegram 1717 of that date, p. 2165. |
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understanding would I recommend that Department send someone 

who participated fully in September negotiations to Paris. | 
FonOff has just made tentative appointment for me to see La 

Chambre at 4 o’clock this afternoon. 7 

| | DILLon 

751G.13/10-2554 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State* 

TOP SECRET  NIACT Paris, October 25, 1954—11 p. m. 

1737. Repeated information Saigon 224. Reference A—Tedul 14, 
rptd Saigon 1678.? Reference B—Deptel 1177, rptd Saigon 1298.° Ref- 

erence C—Deptel 1195, rptd Saigon 1827.* I went to see La Chambre 

this afternoon at 4:30. When I arrived I found Parodi with him. The 
conversation lasted two and a half hours, 90 percent of which was 
taken up by La Chambre. He was obviously upset when conversation 
began. | 

Overall French position which I will develop in detail later on ap- 

pears as follows: | 
They consider that statement in first para of Reference A that 

“French have not been actively working to consolidate Diem govt” is 
untrue and is direct personal reflection on both La Chambre and Ely, 
and on honor of French govt. This sentence was quoted verbatim in 
the telegram from La Chambre in Saigon to Mendes that caused him 
to telephone me on Sunday.® French further believe that U.S. seems to : 

be relying on this inaccurate statement to break the agreement reached 

in Washington last Sept. Specifically they consider (2) (0) of Ref A 

to be diametrically opposed to the agreements reached in Wash. While 

French fully agree that channel for U.S. aid shld be direct to Asso- 

ciated States they consider that firm decision was reached in Wash 

that tripartite comites shld be set up in each of the three Associated 

States which shld decide what form French and American aid shld 

take and how it shld be divided. French rely for this understanding 

on General Smith’s statements. La Chambre states there was some 

division of opinion in American delegation when this subject was dis- 

cussed and that Robertson seemed opposed to the creation of such 

tripartite boards but that General Smith had made final decision that 

they shld be created. (Z’mb comment: In this connection last para- 

graph of page 4 of top secret memorandum of conversation (ELaC 

| 1 This telegram was transmitted in three parts. | 
* Dated Oct. 22, p. 2159. 
8 Also sent as Tosec 9, Sept. 30, p. 2101. 
4 Dated Oct. 1, p. 2110. 
* Regarding the telephone call from Mendés-France to Dillon on Sunday, Oct. | 

24, see Paris telegram 1718 of that date, p. 2168.
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MC-2) covering Smith La Chambre meeting Sept 29 seems relevant.) ¢ 
As an example of the decision regarding the establishment of tri- 
partite comites, La Chambre said that Bedell Smith had even discussed — | 

the chairmanship of these comites and had said that of course a | 

Frenchman shld be chairman of the comites in Vietnam and in Laos, 
but that he wld expect an American to be chairman of the comite in | 

Cambodia. | 
La Chambre also pointed out that unilateral direct military aid by | 

U.S. wld create grave difficulties for French under the Armistice 
Agreement signed at Geneva. France, he pointed out, is a guarantor 

of this agreement and must be fully and currently informed both of 
any imports of matériel and of any changes of personnel. La Chambre 
understood that personnel changes wld be required in MAAG Saigon 
to enable it to undertake a training mission. These wld have to be 
handled with great care in order that France cld avoid a charge of | 

_ breaking the terms of the armistice. | 
La Chambre indicated repeatedly that he felt he had arrived at com- 

plete understanding with General Smith and he stated he felt present | 

situation wld never have arisen if General Smith had still been present 
in Dept. By end of conversation La Chambre and Parodiseemed more _ 
relaxed and it was agreed that [when] we broke up that (1) I wld for- | 

_ ward to Wash on behalf of Mendes-France the formal and emphatic 
protest of the French govt against allegation that French had not 
actively worked to consolidate Diem govt; and (2) query Wash as to 

| whether understanding which La Chambre reached with General | | 
Smith that tripartite or “combined” groups wld be set up to coordinate | 
and oversee distribution of aid still held good. | | | 

In connection with French protest Parodi also stated that French 
govt considers that it is surprising and disturbing that U.S. govt shld 

take such a grave decision at a time when the Secretary of State was | 
absent in Paris discussing other vitally important matters concerning - 
Europe with the French Prime Min. 

La Chambre asked if we cld furnish him with a copy of all memos | 
of conversation regarding his talks in Wash, as French had no such | 
record. I told him I wld request permission from Wash and I recom- | 
mend that I be authorized to give him a set as soon as possible. If Dept | | 

approves, please send extra set soonest. | | 
Detailed account follows: | | | | | 
Meeting commenced by my showing La Chambre bulk of Deptel ! 

1499 * indicating that U.S. had no intention of departing from Sept | 

agreements. I did not show him final paragraphs of this telegram. La 

*Regarding the meeting under reference, see telegram Toseec 7 to London, 
Sept. 30, p. 2098. , | | 

7 Dated Oct. 24, p. 2171. | 

|
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Chambre then showed me and went over with me in detail the telegram 
which he and Ely had jointly sent to Mendes-France and which pro- 

voked Mendes-France’s telephone call to me. In this telegram La 
Chambre and Ely protested vigorously against wording in Ref A, | 

| “French have not been actively working to consolidate Diem govt.” 
La Chambre said that this had very much upset both him and Ely. 

| This had been somewhat rectified regarding Ely by Secretary’s state- 
ments to Mendes, but omission of La Chambre in this connection had 
made him all the more upset. According to La Chambre, Ely was — 

| personally and solely responsible for preventing Hinh from taking 
armed action against Diem. La Chambre said that he personally also 
had worked as hard as he could to solve crisis in Vietnam and to 
strengthen Diem govt. He said that he himself had persuaded Bai | 
Vien to agree to see Diem and to enter Diem govt. He also said he 
personally had persuaded General Hinh to agree to compromise with | 
Diem provided Diem accepted Kuan as Min of Defense to protect the 
interests of the army. La Chambre said all this was done in closest 
cooperation with Heath and that Heath then carried out a comparable 
task with Diem. In this connection Heath had been successful in per- 
suading Diem to accept Xuan.*® | 

Only reason for continuation of crisis in La Chambre’s eyes has been 
stubbornness of Diem in not agreeing to accept Xuan as Min of De- 
fense. La Chambre said Diem’s reason for refusing Xuan was not that 

| he disliked him but that he wanted to force Hinh out. What Diem | 
| wishes, according to La Chambre, is to have French remove Hinh 

_ from his command and order him out of Vietnam. This, according to : 
La Chambre, the French could never do. La Chambre said that Ely 
feels that such an action would be likely to cause a civil war, which 
would be the final end for Vietnam. La Chambre said that if such a 
situation arose we should understand clearly that in no event would 
the French Expeditionary Corps intervene and take action against 
Vietnamese forces. The French were willing to fight Communists but | 

no one else. | | 
La Chambre said that he had seen Diem several times and had had 

three or four meals with him. He said that he and Ely feel very 
7 strongly that they have both done their best and he said that Heath, - 

when delivering the message in Ref A to both of them, agreed fully | 

| with their feeling that they had each done everything possible to 
cooperate with the U.S. in supporting Diem. — | 
Regarding Secretary’s statement to Méndes that Ref A referred to 

some lower level French, La Chambre requested that US back up this 

| ®&Telegram 1744 from Paris, Oct. 26, read as follows: “Reference Embassy tele- 
gram 1737. Last sentence of second paragraph in detailed account should read 
‘Heath had been successful in persuading Diem to accept Bay Vien but had not 
been successful in case of Xuan.’” (751G.13/10—-2654) .
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assertion by citing names and facts. He stated that if we could prove 
that any French official had disobeyed his and Ely’s orders to carry out | | 
agreements reached at Washington to support Diem govt, French 
would instantly discharge such official. La Chambre closed this part of | 
the discussion by saying “I gave General Smith my word and—I don’t | 

break my word”. a | | | 
_ Telegram from La Chambre and Ely to Mendes then went on to say 
“the decision to unilaterally notify Diem of the unconditional grant of | | 
aid seems to us to be contrary to the accords of Washington”. La | 

- Chambre emphasized that the key word in this paragraph was the word 
“unconditional”. The telegram then quoted at length from Ref B | 
which La Chambre relied on almost entirely as expression of agree- | 
ment reached in Washington as he had no minutes of proceedings. 
From Ref B French gathered understanding as follows: | 

1. Support should be given to Diem to facilitate the construction of 
a strong govt by him and not merely for the purpose of prolonging the 

crisis. a ae a _ | OO | : 

2. With respect to General Hinh a reconciliation should be sought 
between Hinh and Diem but this did not mean that Diem should be 
authorized to force the resignation of Hinh. Paragraph 5, and in par- | 
ticular last sentence, is interpreted as indicating that Hinh should stay | 
on as Chief of Staff although he should cease to meddle in politics. — 
- 8. Sentence in paragraph 5 reading “it should be emphasized that 
France and US are firmly supporting President Diem and that once 
his position consolidated and only then, extensive program designed 
to develop national army under General Hinh could be undertaken” is | 
interpreted by French to mean that aid for national army can not be 
given until political crisis is settled. They consider that item in Ref A 
regarding initiation of immediate training program by MAAG Saigon 
is flat contradiction of this agreement. 

La Chambre then stated that his discussions with General Smith 
covered the possibility of an alternative solution if despite all help | 
given him Diem should fail. La Chambre said that alternative solu- 
tion he discussed with General Smith along lines of that proposed by 
Mendes-France in his talk with Secretary. La Chambre stated cate- 
gorically that General Smith agreed that such an alternative position 

should be prepared but that it should be kept in reserve so that full 
support could be given to Diem in the first instance. Reference C ap- 

parently refers to this conversation. La Chambre stated that in view 
of this fact he felt that paragraph (3) of Ref A and in particular the - | 
last sentence thereof was not in accord with the understanding he had | 
reached on this subject with General Smith. . 

La Chambre then said that he felt that the unilateral action taken 

by the U.S. runs the risk of breaking the close Franco-American team- : 
work which had been established between Heath and Ely and would | 

_ probably only serve to prolong the crisis. | 7 |
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| La Chambre reported a conversation he had had with Phuong, the 
head of the Cao Dai. This conversation took place in Saigon on Satur- 
day a half hour before Heath informed Ely of the contents of Ref A. 
Phuong in this conversation said that much as he personally disliked 
Hinh he thought that the crisis had now lasted long enough, that its 
prolongation was due solely to Diem’s stubbornness and that if Diem 

did not promptly come to terms with Hinh the time had come for Diem 
to go. When La Chambre asked Phuong whom he thought of as a 
successor, he said that no previous prime minister would do, that a 
new man was required, and that the time had now come for Diem to 

compromise with Hinh or to resign. 
Finally La Chambre said that the situation throughout Vietnam is 

very bad and that outside of the major population centers the entire 

country is slipping into the hands of the Viet Minh. The Diem govt is 

in complete disrepute everywhere and is no longer supported even by 

, the Catholics. The Bishop of Hue and the Bishop of Saigon have both 

told La Chambre that they now are opposed to Diem, as they feel that 
what is needed above all is an efficient govt which he has shown that 
he cannot provide. La Chambre said that most popular person in 

Vietnam as the moment was Buu Hoi because he was not well known. 

La Chambre said that he personally was worried by Buu Hoi’s leftist 
tendencies which are not far distant from Communism. If Buu Hoi 
was to preside over a govt he would need strong men under him to 
run matters, such as Tam or Bai Vien. La Chambre said that although 

Bai Vien was a gangster, he was a strong man and apparently was . 

showing signs of wanting to reform. La Chambre said that he person- 

ally believes that by far the best bet for restoring order in Vietnam is 

Tam as Minister of Interior. He described him as a strong career 

policeman which he said was what was needed. He said that Tam would 

willingly work for Diem. However, much as they feel he is needed, 

French would not dare suggest him because of his pro-French 

reputation. | 

La Chambre then made solemn statement of following French gov- 

ernmental position which was confirmed by Parodi. “We prefer to 

lose in Vietnam with the U.S. rather than to win without them. We 

would rather support Diem knowing he is going to lose and thus keep 

France-U.S. solidarity than to pick someone who could retain Viet- 

nam for the free world if this meant breaking Franco-US solidarity”. 

La Chambre also expressed some concern at Secretary’s description 

‘to Mendes of U.S. policy regarding size of army in Vietnam. La 

| Chambre said that he agreed personally Secretary’s ideas that a con- 

stabulary or a small force would be far more useful than a ten division 

army. However, La Chambre pointed out that this was primarily 

Ely’s responsibility and as far as he knew, no one on the U.S. side had
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- informed Ely as yet of this new American policy. He hoped that this _ | 

would be done as soon as possible. 
In closing, La Chambre praised the teamwork that had evolved be- 

tween Ely and Heath in Saigon and expressed the hope that the 
present differences could be promptly settled so that they could get on 

again with the job. | 

I made very little comment during this long exposé by La Chambre | 

except to say at the end that I was certain that U.S. still desired to 
coordinate their aid programs closely with the French and the As- 

sociated State concerned. La Chambre said that if this was indeed the 

case the French would be satisfied but that then it would be necessary 

to implement this decision by proceeding very promptly to set up the 

tripartite committees which were agreed upon in Washington. 

If the Dept does not consider that agreement was reached to set 

up such committees, I am afraid that this constitutes a basic misun- 

derstanding such as I referred to in my telegram reporting my con- 

versation with Mendes-France. In that event I would recommend that 

Dept promptly send someone who took part in the September talks to | 

Paris to clear up the misunderstanding. | 

| D1LLon 

751G.00/10-2554 | : | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Paul J. Sturm of the Office of | 

Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs | 

CONFIDENTIAL [WasHincton,] October 25, 1954. | 

Subject: Call of Mr. Pierre Millet on Mr. Young _ | 

Participants: Mr. Pierre Millet, Counselor, French Embassy 

Mr. Kenneth T. Young, Jr., PSA | 

Mr. P. J. Sturm, PSA | 

Mr. Pierre Millet called on Mr. Young October 25 at the latter’s 
request to receive a copy, and brief oral exposition, of the President’s | 

letter to Prime Minister Diem. 7 : 

During the course of the conversation Millet referred to Premier | 

Mendes-France’s visit to Washington scheduled for November 18 and | 

expressed the hope that it would be possible by then to have answers 

to outstanding questions, such as U.S. support for the FEC, concern- | 

ing which Governor Stassen had told Mr. La Chambre he would have 

to consult Congress. Mr. Young replied that these questions are now 

under study. Our military will be interested in French plans to reduce ! 

the FEC. We are concerned with support and training to be giventhe _ 

armed forces of Viet-Nam and Cambodia. In this connection, MAAG 

Saigon has been authorized to begin a limited training program for | | 

the Vietnamese National Army. Our objective is to induce General 

- |
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Hinh to get out of politics and give his attention to organizing the 

Army to resist Viet Minh infiltration and subversion. The Secretary 

advised Premier Mendes-France in Paris of this decision. 

- Mr. Young said that we still think Diem is the best symbol available 

to head a government in Viet-Nam. All efforts must be bent to sur- 

rounding him with an efficient team. 

"Mr. Millet said the French Embassy was annoyed by press stories 

(he mentioned Newsweek) that the French had been encouraging 

Hinh to carry out a military coup. Mr. Young replied that we were 

a satisfied with General Ely’s performance but wondered if his direc- 

tives had been faithfully executed at lower levels. 
‘Millet asked whether we thought the Mansfield report went “too 

far”. Mr. Young replied that the report would carry weight in Con- — 

gress, and that if it could be shown Prime Minister Diem, owing to 

military intrigues against him, never had a chance to build up an 

effective government, reactions in our Congress would be adverse. We 

have noted that La Chambre seems preoccupied with seeking a suc- | 

cessor for Diem. 
Millet remarked that for his part he was concerned with finding an 

efficient head of government and that he attached less importance to 

the qualities of honesty and incorruptibility attributed to Diem. He 

did say that a Vietnamese Prime Minister to be successful must be a 

nationalist patriot; it is asking too much to require him to be honest 

also. | | | 

Millet said that there is no use pretending or hoping that elections 

will not take place in Viet-Nam in 1956. The Viet Minh would recom- 

mence the war if a serious attempt were made to prevent elections. _ 

Mr. Young ended the conversation by saying that we are earnestly 

trying to carry out the terms of the September 29 Minute of Under- 

standing. 

751G.00/10-2554 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

Affairs (Robertson) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET [Wasnuineton,] October 25,1954. 

Subject: French Proposal to Set Up “Viceroy” in Saigon | 

Paris telegram 1717 ? reports your conversation of October 23 with 

Mendes-France on the Diem government. Mendes said the French were 

studying a plan to send someone to Saigon to act as “a sort of viceroy” 

for Bao Dai. This individual, according to Mendes, would neither sup- 

port nor act against Diem, but “would preside over a presidium which 

1 Drafted by Young and Sturm of PSA. 
* Dated Oct: 23, p. 2165. . |
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would take its own decisions”. While Mendes did not mention any | | 
names, the Embassy has no doubt that the French are thinking of Buu | 
Loc or Buu Hoi. La Chambre pressed for Buu Loc during the Wash- 
ington talks in September. co | 
We are concerned to know what type of “decisions” this presidium 

would take. If it did not actively intervene in the government, it could 
only observe and make recommendations to Diem, Bao Dai, the French 
and/or the U.S. Although Mendes said this “viceroy” would have no | 
authority to interfere in government, we can see no way which he could 
play any part in Saigon, useful or otherwise, unless he did interfere. 

With regard to the personalities who may be involved, Buu Loc and ! 
Buu Hoi, we have serious reservations. Buu Loc already has a record | 
of failure as Prime Minister of Viet-Nam. While not a French citizen, | 
he has spent most of his adult life in France. He has neither political 

appeal nor adroitness, and is said to have made a very good thing | 
financially of his post as Vietnamese High Commissioner in Paris. At 
the time he became Prime Minister, it was generally agreed that his 
two assets for the job were that he was politically neuter and that it 

- would be understood he was functioning as a stand-in for Bao Dai. | 
Buu Hoi has never held office. He is one of Bao Dai’s innumerable 

cousins, of the same generation as Buu Loc. He has some scientific pre- | 

tensions and has been associated in France with Joliot-Curie.’ He is | 

said also to have served as a go-between for Bao Dai with the Viet- : 
Minh. If he played any part in Vietnamese politics, his efforts would 
probably be directed to seeking a modus vivendi with the Viet Minh. ) 

Our feeling is that at the present time a “viceroy” in Saigon would 
only complicate matters in the sense of further weakening Diem’s 

authority, unless he did nothing at all, in which case his being there 
would be pointless. We think we should hew fast to the present policy 
of supporting Diem and try to form a government of national union 
around him. We should discourage any effort to confuse that issue or 
further attenuate such authority as he has. | | 

* Frédéric Joliot-Curie, French atomic scientist ; High Commissioner for Atomic | 

Energy, 1946-1950; Communist. | 

| 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 219th Meeting of the National | 
| Security Council, Tuesday, October 26, 1954 % | | 

S | [Extracts] 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | _ | 

Present at the 219th Meeting of the National Security Council were | 
the following: The President of the United States, presiding; Herbert | 

Prepared by Deputy Executive Secretary Gleason on Oct. 27.
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Hoover, Jr., for the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; the 
Acting Director, Foreign Operations Administration;? and the 
Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were the Sec- 
retary of the Treasury; William F. Tompkins for the Attorney Gen- 
eral (Item 3); the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission (Items 1 
and 38); the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Council 
of Economic Advisers; the Director, U.S. Information Agency; the 

Secretaries of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force; Assistant Sec- 

retary of Defense Pike; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff ; the Chief 
of Staff, U.S. Army; the Chief of Naval Operations; the Chief of 

Staff, U.S. Air Force; General Pate for the Commandant, U.S. Marine 

Corps; the Director of Central Intelligence; Robert Cutler, Special 
Assistant to the President; the White House Staff Secretary; Bryce 

Harlow, Administrative Assistant to the President; the Executive 

Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. 
' There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 

main points taken. , 

9. Indochina (NSC Action No. 1250-d) | 

Mr. Cutler reminded the Council of its agreement at its last meeting 

to inaugurate a crash military program in South Vietnam (NSC Ac- 

tion No. 1250) as set forth in a draft message which was to be prepared 

for transmission to the Ambassador and to the Chief of the MAAG, 

Saigon. He then asked Under Secretary Hoover to report on the 

follow-up of this Council decision. 

Secretary Hoover said that the message in question had been sent 

that evening to Saigon, as had a message to the Secretary of State in 

Paris. The Secretary had discussed with Premier Mendes-France the 

proposed crash program,’ and had got a delayed but very violent 

adverse reaction. The French contended that we had violated not | 

only our recent agreements with the French themselves in the Wash- 

ington conversations on Indochina, but that our proposals also violated 

the terms of the Geneva Armistice Agreement with the Communists. 

From this reaction, Secretary Dulles felt that the French were prob- _ 

ably being put on the spot because they had made some sort of secret 

agreement with the Vietminh in the course of the Geneva Conference. 

There was no proof of any such agreement, said Secretary Hoover, 

but we have certainly not violated the terms of the Geneva Armistice 

2Glen A. Lloyd, Deputy tothe Director. , | 
| ®NSC Action No. 1250 is included in extracts from the memorandum of dis- 

cussion at the 218th Meeting of the Council, Oct. 22, p. 2153. | 

See telegrams 1679 to Saigon and Tedul 14 to Paris, Oct. 22. pp. 2161 and 2159, 

respectively. : 
®* See telegram 1717 from Paris, Oct. 23, p. 2165.
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Agreement as we know those terms. In any event, we are going ahead - 

with our plans vis-a-vis Diem and Hinh, and Secretary Hoover be- 

lieved the situation in South Vietnam now looked a good deal better. 

The President inquired whether the French irritation was simply | 

the result of the fact that we were cutting down on our cash handouts | 

to them. Secretary Hoover replied that there seemed to be more to it © ) 

than that, and again suggested the possibility of a secret agreement 

between the French and the Communists at Geneva, in which the : 

British also may have been implicated. —— | 

The President reacted strongly to this latter suggestion, and said | 

that if there were any question about British participation, Secretary | 

Dulles should confront Eden and get the “lowdown”, or, if the Secre- | 

tary preferred, he himself would take the matter up with Sir Winston | 

Churchill and would do so in his own fashion. | | 

_ Secretary Humphrey speculated as to the possibility that the French 

were trying to reconvert what was left of free Indochina into a French 

colony. Admiral Radford pointed out that the British had also pro- 
tested the creation of a USMAAG for Cambodia, despite the fact that _ 

we had every right to do this according to the terms of the Geneva 

Agreement. os 

Mr. Allen Dulles thought it likely that the French wanted to con- 

centrate their hopes and their powers on preserving Cochin China as 

a French colony, having more or less renounced any hope of holding: 

Annam. The Acting Director of FOA, Mr. Lloyd, cited the fact. that 

the United States had spent $231 million on Indochina and that $554 

million earmarked for carrying out the Navarre Plan remained un- | 

spent. He thought this fact had strongly influenced the French. The | 

President replied with some heat that these large sums had not been | 

offered the French in order to enable them to carry out a colonization | 

project, but to assist them in fighting a war. Whatever the explanation : 

_of the French conduct, the President added that he wished to be kept | 

informed of developments in this area, especially in the event that our | 

allies are again dragging in colonialism. | , | 

Secretary Wilson said that in his view the only sensible course of | 

action was for the U.S. to get out of Indochina completely and as soon : 

as possible. The situation there was utterly hopeless, and these people | 

should be left to stew in their own juice. The President replied by 

pointing out to Secretary Wilson that what we were doing in Indo- | | 

china was being done for our own purposes and not for the French. If | 

we continued to retreat in this area the process would lead to a grave 

situation from the point of view of our national security. Accordingly, 

the President expressed a preference for Admiral Radford’s earlier | 

view that we should try to get the French out of the Indochina area. 

To the President’s point Secretary Wilson replied that if we had ever | 

: | |
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been in control of Indochina, as we had once been in the Philippines, 
he would feel differently about it. As matters stood, however, he could _ 
see nothing but grief in store for us if we remained in this area. 

Mr. Cutler asked Secretary Wilson directly whether he was propos- 
ing that the Council reverse the action which it had agreed to recom- 

oe mend to the President only five days ago. Secretary Wilson replied in 

the negative, but pointed out that the earlier policy had been adopted 

by the Council on the assumption that the United States would have 

French and British support which, in point of fact, we did not now 

| appeartohave. ~ ae | | | 

The National Security Council: | 
a. Noted an oral report by the Under Secretary of State on develop- 

ments pursuant to NSC Action No. 1250-d. 7 

b. Requested the Secretary of State to keep the Council informed 

on further developments pursuant to NSC Action No. 1250-d. 

Note: The action in b above subsequently transmitted to the Secre- 
| tary of State. | | 

751G.00/10-2654 De | | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office 

| | of Western European Affairs (Tyler) | 

TOP SECRET | . [ WasHineron,| October 26, 1954. 

Subject: Indochina. a | . 

Participants: The Secretary | 
The French Ambassador _ | | 
Mr. Tyler, WE 

Ambassador Bonnet called on the Secretary at his own request. He 

said that he had not been instructed to make a démarche but had come 

on his own initiative to express his misgivings and deep anxiety with 

regard to the course of events in Indochina. He said that the informa- 

tion he had received officially, and in personal communications from 

General Ely, led him to feel that the chances of Diem succeeding in 
forming a government of national unity and of acquiring authority 

were very slight. So ae | 
- He said that General Ely, in whom he had unbounded confidence, - 

had done everything he could to bring about a settlement of the Diem— 

Hinh quarrel. He had succeeded in obtaining from Hinh the undertak- _ 

ing that he would limit himself entirely to military affairs and would 7
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stay away from politics. He had brought Hinh to the point where he | 
had agreed that he would take orders from Diem. However Diem had | 
on his part been adamant and is insisting on getting rid of Hinh. This | 

deadlock has created a dangerous situation in which some of the | 
younger officers behind Hinh are beginning to agitate to the point | | 
where the possibility of civil disorder cannot be excluded. Should this : 
happen, the French Expeditionary Force would in no circumstances | 

: go into action against Vietnamese troops but would only look toward | 
its own security. | a oe | 

The Ambassador commented in a rueful tone that “France now had | 

everyone against her in Indochina.” He said that the President’s letter 
to Diem had created a sensation in Saigon and was being interpreted | 

-as superseding the Washington agreements, by which Ambassador ! 
_ Heath need no longer consider himself bound. It was felt that the | 

President’s letter had given Diem full rein without requiring of him | 

as a, preliminary condition that he should first succeed in forming a 

_ strong and stable government, even though this preliminary condition 

had been part of the basis of the Washington agreements. | 
A further aspect of the President’s letter which is giving the French 

concern is the use which the Viet Minh could make of this step in rela- 
tion to the Armistice agreement. The Ambassador said that the Viet 

Minh would doubtless wish to exploit this possibility, especially if the | 
situation were to deteriorate further. In addition to the French Expe- | 

ditionary Force now located in Southern Viet Nam, there was the mat- | | 

ter of the troops in Haiphong, which were not to be evacuated until 7 

May 1955. All this added up to a very delicate situation, potentially | | 

dangerous and of uncertain prospects. The Ambassador said that in all | 

good faith, and despite the best will in the world to make the Diem | 
experiment work, the outlook seemed to be deteriorating rapidly. He : 

was also concerned by what seemed to him to be a lack of Franco- | 

American coordination with regard to the course of action to be taken 

in Indochina and said he hoped it would be possible for us to consult 

each other again more closely, and bring our positions together. 

The Secretary said that he was giving the situation in Indochina the | 

greatest attention, and he agreed that it was a difficult and delicate | 

problem. He pointed out that. Diem needed all the support that he | 

could get from every quarter and that it was not enough to say that one 

was going to support Diem but that he hadn’t much chance. The sup- | 

port must be positive and continuous in order to be effective. The Secre- 

tary said that he had had a talk with Premier Mendes-France in Paris 

on Indochina and that he would shortly be sending him a message about | 

the situation there. | | 

578-611 0 82 - 51 (Pt. 2)
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751G.00/10—2754 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State* 

SECRET PRIORITY Sargon, October 27, 1954—10 p. m. 

1609. Rptd info Paris 536, Department pass Defense. This is joint 
Embassy MAAG message in which all members country team concur. 
Re Department’s 1678 ? and 1679. There follows proposed crash pro- 
gram designed implement directions contained reference telegrams. 
This program is based on three yet untested assumptions : 

(1) That Diem can be persuaded to accept these proposals; (2) 
that Hinh will actually carry out his assurances of loyal behavior to 
General O’Daniel reported Embassy telegram 1575;* and (3) that 
French cooperation will be in fact as well as name and extend through 
all echelons. 

I. Kick-off: 
We envisage kick-off of crash program to consist of two statements : 

(1) Statement by Diem against communism, outlining general pro- 
gram designed strengthen country in common fight in which all forces 
of nation, including army, have roles to play. Army would be assured 
that its development would be fostered, its integrity preserved and its 
legitimate military rights protected. 

(2) Hinh declaration of loyalty of army to present legal 
government. 

Timing these statements still to be worked out, but, in view Hinh 
conversation with O’Daniel (Embtel 1575), it is possible Hinh’s state- 
ment may precede that of President. Both have stated to O’Daniel that 
proposed statement by Hinh should be made first. 

Immediate implementation of Hinh’s declaration of loyalty should 
be joint investigation (see [IIT] C below) of Nha Trang affair in which 

it is alleged that armed forces took over civil government. Disciplinary 

action and restoration of civil government as may be necessary. 

Il. Diem: | 

(A) House clean presidential office. 
(B) Persuade to bring into Cabinet capable individuals, such as 

Quat, possibly as Secretaries of State attached to Presidency or Minis- 

ters without portfolio with longer range purpose of reorganizing 

Cabinet to retain these individuals, eliminating incompetent and cor- 

rupt members, and reducing relative representation of the sects. Indi- 

cation that US may be willing take over subsidy of sect would be 

weapon. 

1This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 
2 Also sent as Tedul 14, Oct. 22, p. 2159. 
* Dated Oct. 22, p. 2161. 
‘Dated Oct. 25, p. 2172.
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(C) Concrete steps must be taken in direction of solving most 

pressing problems. 

(1) Reestablishment security and effective local government : 

throughout free Vietnam. Presidential directives mentioned III B to 

be issued by November 8. | 

(2) General statement re land reform program. : | 

(D) Diem must be persuaded to dismiss ultimately present Cao Dai 

and Hoa Hao Secretaries of State, Interior Ministry and appoint im- | 

mediately an effective, capable energetic Minister of Interior. | 

(E) Diem must get out of Palace and among people, including in- | 

spection tours of Armed Forces. First these tours prior mid-November. 

(F) Coordinated and effective publicity campaign on large scale 

through Vietnamese Information Ministry with support and advice | 

- from USIS and other appropriate US agencies. Since present Infor- 

mation Minister is Cao Dai, there will have to be safeguards to prevent 

this program from becoming Cao Dai aggrandizement campaign. | 

Ill. General Hinh and Army: | 
(A) Government and Hinh accept, with Ely’s concurrence by No- | 

vember 1 presence of American officers in headquarters with view to | 

establishing and extending American influence in Army. We visualize 

immediate introduction three MAAG officers into headquarters staff 

Vietnamese Armed Forces, one MAAG officer into Defense Ministry | 

and one MAAG officer in each of three Vietnamese Regional Military | 

Headquarters. | | : 

(B) Actions by Armed Forces in pacification program: Based on | 

directives from President, Army prepared and issues by target date 

November 15 detailed instructions concerning | | 

(1) Chain of command for pacification operations 
(2) Allocation of forces for pacification duty 
(3) Schedule of developments required to carry out pacification | 

program | 

(4) Relationship between military forces and Gamos | 

(5) Earmarking and training forces to be used in pacifying areas 

yet to be evacuated by Vietminh 
(6) Methods to be employed in conducting pacification operations. | 

Primary emphasis will be addressed to exemplary conduct of troops | 

and thorough system of screening, registration and follow-up checks 

on all centers of population. Appropriate inspection of selected pacifi- 

cation operations by US officials. | | 

(C) After Nha Trang Affair has been investigated and corrective | 

measures as may prove necessary have been taken, General Hinh should 

issue general directive prohibiting members of Armed Forces from | 

engaging in political activities. French and MAAG officers to accom- |
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pany investigating committee composed of representatives of Ministry 
| of Interior, Minister of Defense and Vietnamese Armed Forces. 

_ (D) Obtain agreements from Hinh and Ely that French Officers 
holding key posts in Vietnamese Armed Services will be gradually 
supplanted by Vietnamese Officers. French Officers to remain as ad- 
visers. Initial group French Officers to be replaced by December 1. 

— IV. Three Generals: | 
Negotiations between Diem and Generals Kuan, Hinh and Bay 

_ Vien, who were basing their claims on Bao Dai telegrams, should 
_ cease. Bao Dai must be persuaded to support our program and refrain 

from encouraging generals in their demands. | 
(A) Xuan is definitely out and we will oppose his being brought 

into government in any capacity. 
(B) Bay Vien’s control of police makes it temporarily desirable 

that he be brought into government on conditions acceptable to Diem 
and his colleagues. However, Bay Vien should under no circumstances 

be given Ministry of Interior or key post therein. 
V. French: 
(A) Ely must be kept informed of crash program activities and 

his advice, cooperation and support solicited and geared into program. 
(B) Ely must be persuaded to police more effectively his subordi- 

nates and although it is realized that legalistic substantiation of 

charges might be impossible we must name names if necessary. Con- 
tinued tacit encouragement of opposition to Diem on part subordinate 
French officials should be grounds for US request to French Govern- 
ment for their removal. Possibly a request should be made for the | 
transfer of General Renucci. | 

VI. Details concerning implementation MAAG part this crash pro- | 
gram will be subject separate cable.> Progress reports will include sug- 
gested modifications as may be indicated by situation as it develops. — 

| HEATH 

5'Telegram MG 3381-A from Saigon, Oct. 27, not printed. (751G.00/10-2754) 

751G.00/10-2754 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sarcon, October 27, 1954—9 p. m. 

[Received October 28—4: 48 a. m.] 

1611. Repeated information Paris 537. I had long talk with 

| Frederic-Dupont here with French Parliamentary Mission who was 

named Minister of Associated States toward end of Laniel—Bidault 

regime and attended several sessions of Geneva conference.
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Frederic-Dupont criticized results of Geneva conference. He as- 
serted that on June 10 Viet Minh delegation had approached him and | 
had offered better solution in that they had agreed to internationaliza- 
tion of port of Haiphong and had indicated they would accept line of 
demarcation north of 17th parallel and that they would not insist on 
national elections. | 

Insistence on national elections was worst feature of armistice since 
population above 17th parallel was greater than that below and even 
if South Vietnam voted 100 percent against Viet Minh, latter would 
win election. ee 

Further both Mendes-France in debate in Assembly and La Chambre 
in hearing before Parliamentary Commission had stated flatly to him 

that French policy was to insist on these elections and to abide by 
their results. La Chambre had stated in committee that if Viet Minh , 

Government received majority of only one vote France would accept 

result and let Viet Minhtake overall Vietnam. © ©. | | 
I remarked that the armistice and its national election provision 

were not binding on South Vietnam which was not signatory of Geneva 

~ accord. Furthermore, we were not a signatory and had made specific | 
reservation that nationwide elections would be acceptable only under | 

supervision of United Nations. | : 

Frederic-Dupont said we should do everything to get publicity for 

our attitude and interpretation on election issue. In short time he had 

been here he had found one of greatest obstacles to any real commit- 

ment to cause of free Vietnam and support of Diem government was , 

general belief here that nationwide elections would be held in 1956 

and would be lost to Viet Minh. Furthermore, there should be repeated 

and widely publicized official statements that United States intended ! 

to see that free Vietnam would remain free. Frankly, he said Viet- 

namese people looked to United States and not to French Expedition- | 

ary Corps to protect them. | Oo | 

- Regarding Diem government, he said it was certainly not efficient | 

one, but he thought our attitude in supporting it was right because | 

there was no acceptable successor in sight. Latter’s reputation for 

honesty was valuable asset. | | 

| | |  Heatru | 

751G.5 MSP/10-2854 : Telegram | | a | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State ! 

SECRET Parts, October 28, 1954—2 p. m. | 

1795. Repeated information Saigon 230, Bangkok 8, New Delhi 14, | 

London 492, Vientiane 12. Limit distribution. Foreign Office handed :
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us this morning four aide-mémoires all dated October 26 on subjects 

raised by Mendes-France in his conversation with the Secretary, Sir 

Anthony Eden and Ambassador Dillon October 23. Foreign Office 

stated positions taken in aide-mémoires had been approved by Mendes 

and that similar aide-mémoires delivered British. 

Summary outline four aide-mémoires follows, free translation texts 

of which being incorporated succeeding telegram : * 

(1) French Government desires associate British in coordination 

a French-US economic and technical assistance programs to three IC 

States and suggests that liaison be established in each of three capitals 

IC States between local British representative and tripartite commit- 

tees (French-US and IC State concerned) agreed upon at, Washington 

to assure coordination French-US economic and technical assistance 

programs with each of the IC States. | | 

(2) French Government desires obtain support US and British Gov- 

ernments for French membership Colombo plan. Aide-mémoire points 

out France should participate Colombo plan in view relationship be- 

tween Manila pact and Colombo plan in order better coordinate such 

Colombo plan aid as might be forthcoming for IC States. Adde- 

mémoire adds that presence India ICC and recent settlement French 

Indian establishment problem should modify Indian opposition mani- | 

fested 1950 to French membership Colombo plan. 

(3) Government underlines desirability in view precarious political 

situation Laos, with particular reference provinces Phong Saly and 

Sam Neua, of US satisfying as soon possible General Ely’s recent re- 

quest to MAAG Saigon for temporary loan aircraft (six Beavers and 

six helicopters) to ICC with principal view enabling latter carry out 

effectively its functions Laos. : 
(4) French Government states collusion between Communist Pathet 

Lao and dissident Lao movement directed from Thailand by Prince 

Petsarath (which responsible for assassination Lao Defense Minister) 

appears to be established, and calls for tripartite (French-British) ap- 

proach to Thailand Government. Bangkok in effort persuade latter 

government put an end to activities in Thailand of Prince Petsarath 

and his accomplices. French Government also underlines desirability 

French-US-British approaching Lao Government Vientiane in effort 

try convince Lao Government of necessity strengthening its efforts 

directed against all subversive elements Laos. | 

DiLLon 

1The free translation was sent to Washington in telegram 1800, Oct. 28. (751G.5 

MSP/10-2854) Copies of the French texts of the four Aide-Mémoires were trans- 

mitted in despatch 877 from Paris, Oct. 29. (751G.5 MSP/10-2954)
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751G.13/ 

10-2554 
: Telegram 

| 

The Secretary 

of State 
to the Embassy 

in France 
* | 

TOP SECRET 
WasuHineTon, 

October 
29, 1954—2:28 

p. m. | 

PRIORITY 

: 

1565. 
For Ambassador 

from 
Secretary. 

Reference 

my talk 
with 

| 

Mendes-France 

and Eden 
Oct 23 and your 

17387 
rptd 

Saigon 
224° 

please 
deliver 

following 

message 
from 

me to Mendes-F 

rance 
: | 

Begin 
text: 

| : 

“T was 
very 

glad 
to have 

had 
a useful 

talk 
with 

you on Indochina. 

| 

On my return 
I have 

consulted 

again 
with 

my advisers 

on this com- 
plex 

and disturbing 

situation. 

I am fully 
aware 

of risks 
involved 

and 
difficulties 

in finding 
practicable 

clear-cut 

solutions. 

I also 
remain 

| 

convinced 

of the need 
for effective 

action 
by both 

our govts 
to break 

| 

the dangerous 

stalemate 
in Saigon 

and to consolidate 

a govt 
of national union 

around 
Diem. 

| 

“Ambassador 

Dillon 
has reported 

his conversations 

with 
you and | 

with 
M. la Chambre 

and M. Parodi. 
I assure 

you that 
none 

of us on : 

our side 
has had the slightest 

idea 
of questioning 

the good 
faith 

of | 

the French 
Govt 

with 
regard 

to carrying 
out our agreed 

policies 
in | 

Indochina. 

In particular 

we appreciate 

the efforts 
which 

M, la | 

Chambre 

and General 
Ely, 

in consultation 

with 
Ambassador 

Heath, 
| 

have 
made 

during 
past 

few weeks. 
On other 

hand, 
many 

French 
offi- 

| 

cials 
have 

not concealed 

their 
belief 

that 
Diem 

has failed, 
creating 

an | 

impasse 
in Saigon, 

and that 
he should 

be replaced. 

It was apparently 

L 

a statement 

of our recognition 

of existence 

these 
views 

that 
has | 

troubled 
M. la Chambre 

and Gen Ely. 
“Tt was precisely 

to attempt 
to resolve 

political 
impasse 

Saigon 
by 

giving 
Diem 

increased 

possibilities 

of consolidating 

a govt 
that 

we 
nstructed 

Amb 
Heath 

to deliver 
President’s 

letter 
at this time. 

We 
considered 

our action 
as being 

in furtherance 

of the understandings 

| 

reached 
at Washington 

and, 
specifically, 

in support 
of the efforts 

made 
by M. la Chambre 

and Gen Ely, 
together 

with 
Amb 

Heath, 
to con- 

| 

solidate 
the Diem 

Govt. 
Our actions 

are designed 
to stimulate 

Viet- 
namese 

Govt 
under 

Diem, 
and particularly 

the Vietnamese 

military 
| 

organization, 

to concentrate 

on imperative 

tasks 
that 

require 
urgent 

Vietnamese 

attention. 

We would 
like to help 

provide 
a broadened 

out- 
let for constructive 

actions 
by Vietnamese 

civil 
and military 

| 

authorities. 
“Our 

instructions 

to Amb 
Heath 

on Oct 22,? which 
are quoted 

below, 
should 

generally 

reassure 
you concerning 

various 
points 

that 
have 

been 
raised 

: 

‘US Ambassador 

is requested 
to undertake 

necessary 
discus- 

| 

sions 
and negotiations 

with 
Govt 

of Free 
Vietnam 

and local 
| 

French 
authorities 

to obtain 
agreements 

(a) ensuring 

US MAAG 
| 

7 Drafted 

by Tyler 
of WE 

and 
Young 

of PSA. 
Repeated 

to Saigon 
as telegram 

. 

15. 
* Dated 

Oct. 25, p. 2176. 
, | 

® Reference 

is to telegram 

1679 
to Saigon, 

Oct. 
22, p. 2161. 

/ 

| 
t
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Saigon will have necessary authority, responsibility, and free- 
dom of action to carry out an urgent but limited program designed 
to bring about an improvement in the loyalty and the effectiveness 

| of the Free Vietnamese forces in the hope that within the im- 
mediate future the present Diem Govt can be strengthened to such 
an extent that longer-range programs can be decided upon with 
a reasonable expectation of success; (6) assuring the cooperation, 
and assistance from Vietnamese and French authorities at all 
levels in Free Vietnam.’ SO 

“T believe that there is no question concerning need and importance 
of coordination. I am certain that you. fully recognize also that US 
alone must of necessity control and administer funds which: are ap- 
propriated by our Congress for direct aid to govts concerned. Thus 
whatever practical arrangements our people work out to assure effec- 
tive coordination would not be for joint or tripartite control and 
administration of programs but. for full exchange of views and 
information to prevent duplication and wasted effort and to avoid 
action without our knowing each other’s views and without pooling 
our knowledge of the facts. I am sure that by thus working together 
we can get maximum value out of our efforts to strengthen and support 
independence and security of Associated States. 

| “There may remain some differences of emphasis between us on cer- 
tain details on procedure or timing, but I am sure we are in agreement 
on our basic goals in IC. I am convinced France and the US must 
work for establishment of a govt of national union around Diem to 
enable us to succeed in reaching our common goal of a strong and 1n- 
dependent govt in Free Vietnam.” - | | 

| | DULLES 

Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Meetings with the President” 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor (MacArthur) 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY [Wasutineron,| October 30, 1954. 

Participants: The President oo, | | 
Secretary of State | 
Under Secretary of State | 

_ Asst. Secretary of State—Mr. Merchant 
Douglas MacArthur II—Counselor 
Colonel Goodpaster * | | 

[Here follows discussion of subjects other than Indochina. ] 

(c) U.S. Personnel situationin Vietnam | 

The Secretary said that the general situation in Vietnam was very 

confused. He had given thought to this matter and believed that per- | 

haps the best way to get it straightened out was to send a high-ranking 

1Col. Andrew J. Goodpaster, Jr., Staff Secretary to the President.
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U.S. official to Vietnam in whom the President, the Secretary of State, 
the Secretary of Defense, and Governor Stassen would have full con- 
fidence. This official would have to be one of considerable prestige and 

~ he would be given very broad authority to act so that there would not | 

have to be constant reference back to Washington on detailed matters. 

_ The Secretary said that he believed it should be an Army officer but 

that it was obvious any General selected would have to have a very 

high degree of political judgment. He had in mind three names as pos- 

sibilities: General Lemnitzer, General Hull, or General Taylor.? The | 

Secretary asked the President if he had any views. The President re- 

plied that he thought it was a good idea and of the persons mentioned 
believed General Hull was the best candidate. He added, however, that 

in his judgment General Collins? would be the best qualified U.S. | 

; Army Officer that he could think of. The Secretary replied that he had | 

a high regard for General Collins and thought he had grown greatly 

in stature in the last two years. The President said he suggested Gen- 

eral Collins not only because of his outstanding qualifications but also 
because he was on the spot and presumably could be designated 
quickly. The Secretary said there was a problem in that the Secretary | 
of Defense and the Pentagon might be reluctant to release Collins | 
from his NATO Standing Group responsibilities, particularly having | 

in mind the New Approach question. The President replied that he | 

felt, General Collins could be spared and that General Gruenther 

could adequately handle the New Approach problem with our NATO | 

allies. He also thought consideration should be given to notifying | 

Ismay * that we temporarily wished to make use of Collins’ services on | 

a special assignment. The President then tried to reach successively by | 

telephone Secretary Wilson, Deputy Secretary Anderson, and General : 

Collins. Since none of them was in Washington, he directed Colonel | 

Goodpaster to follow up on this to find out General Collins’ plans. He | 

also said the White House would be in touch with the Secretary on 

this matter when they had further word from General Collins and the | 

Department of Defense. The President indicated that he would request 

the Department of Defense to release Collins for this assignment. 

[Here follows discussion of subjects other than Indochina. ] | 

— 

3 Lt. Gen. Lyman L. Lemnitzer, Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Research, | 

U.S. Army; Gen. John E. Hull, Commander in Chief, Far East, and Commander | 
in Chief, United Nations Command; Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, Commanding Gen- 

- eral, Eighth U.S. Army, in Korea. | - | 
3Gen. J. Lawton Collins, U.S. Representative to the Military Committee and ; 

Standing Group of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and Commander in 

Chiez, U.S. European Command. | 
“Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, Supreme Allied Commander, Europe. : 
5Lord Ismay, Secretary-General of NATO and Vice-Chairman of the North 

Atlantic Council. 7 | 

|
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751G.00/10-3054 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam? 

SECRET Wasuineron, October 30, 1954—2: 25 p. m. 
1793. No distribution. Verbatim text. Have delivered by safe hand 

following personal message from Fishel to Prime Minister Diem: ? 

“Very dear Friend: There is no longer time for meditation. You 
must move ahead boldly, confidently, and with trust in your friends. 
Compromise with Hinh as Heath has urged is only course possible for 
the moment. There is no alternative. Be wise and patient. Give our 
military advisors time and opportunity to become effective. We will 
not permit Hinh or others to use American aid for their own selfish 
purposes. Act as a statesman. If Hinh states publicly that he and army 
will cooperate with your government, accept his offer graciously, as we 
agreed weeks ago. Tour provinces with him and also members of your 
government to show people you are concerned about their welfare and 
that government and army are united against communist danger. Ref- 
erence President Kisenhower’s message of support, we await your state- 
ment of approval to proceed with technical assistance program. You 
must act now if you want to save your people and your country. Sorry 
I am not with you now when you need me. I shall come to Saigon again 
however as soon as possible. Sincere best wishes and thanks for your 
many kindnesses. Wesley Fishel.” 

| DULLEs 

Drafted by Sturm of PSA. 
*In telegram 1688 from Saigon, Nov. 3, Heath reported that he had delivered 

the message to Diem at noon that day. (751G.00/11-354) 

611.51/10—3054 : Telegram | . 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Paris, October 30, 1954—5 p. m. 

1835. Rptd info Saigon 242. Following delivery of the Secretary’s 
message to Mendes-France this morning (Embtel [ Deptel] 1565)? Am- 
bassador delivered copy to LaChambre. 
LaChambre accepted text with little comment. He seemed particu- 

larly pleased at evidences our intention to have a full exchange of 
views and information with the French before taking action. He re- 
called how in his last talk with General Smith before leaving Wash- 
ington, they had agreed that a means must be found to adjust Franco- 
US policy to changing circumstances. They agreed that it would be 
necessary to have periodic exchanges of views either in Paris or Wash- 
ington. They considered that one way to coordinate action would be 

*¥For telegram 1565 to Paris, Oct. 29, containing the text of the Secretary of | 
State’s message to Premier Mendés-France, see p. 2193. Regarding delivery of the 
message by Dillon, see telegram 1839 from Paris, Oct. 30, infra.
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to delegate a greater degree of authority to the top U.S. and French 

representatives in Saigon. | | 

- This constitutes suggestion which LaChambre is now making as a 

means of improving Franco-US coordination of policy and avoiding | 

misunderstandings such as we have just encountered. He reiterated | 

his own confidence in Ambassador Heath and his willingness to dele- | 

gate full authority to General Ely so that he and Ambassador Heath, 

if the Dept saw fit to give him a similar authority, could study prob- 

lems on the spot, make formal recommendations and take joint action _ | 

on their own responsibility. He offered his personal opinion that in | 

recent instances Heath had received instructions to take action which 

was not what he might have done on his own. LaChambre stated that 

under no circumstances would decisions be taken in Paris on Indo- | 

china policy without consulting Ely in advance. | 

The Minister then went on to make a series of other observations | 

on Indochina affairs which are subject of immediately following | 

| telegram.’ | 

| DILLON 

2Telegram 1886 from Paris, Oct. 30, reporting La Chambre’s observations on 

the Diem—Hinh conflict in general, the intentions of Bao Dai, the possibility of 

including Tam in the government, and other aspects of the situation, is not. 
printed. (751G.13/10-3054) | 

——__——— | 
751G.13/10-3054: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET Paris, October 30, 1954—5 p. m. 

1839. Repeated information Saigon 245. Reference Deptel 1565." I 

delivered letter in reftel to Mendes this morning. He said he appre- | 

ciated the statements expressed in second paragraph and that his main 

concern was that U.S. and French work so closely together on a day- | 

to-day basis that there could be no opportunity for them to be played 

off one against the other in Vietnam. In this connection he said he | 

thought it would have been better if, in view of the time that had 

_ elapsed since the Washington talks, U.S. had conferred with French 

prior to delivery of letter to Diem, both regarding content of letter 

and date and method of delivery. Mendes then said that the informa- 

tion which he had received so far from Saigon indicated no improve- 

ment in the situation but rather a continuation of the steady deteriora- : 

tion which had characterized South Vietnam for some time. | 

He then asked me to take up Secretary’s letter with LaChambre, | 

which I intend to do later today.? | 
| DILLON | 

* Dated Oct. 29. p. 2193. | 
2 See telegram 1835 from Paris, Oct. 30, supra. : | 

| |
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Eisenhower Library, “Project ‘Clean Up’, Indochina” 

Memorandum of Conference at the Residence of the Secretary of 
State, Washington, October 31, 1954, 4 p.m+ 

TOP SECRET | 

Present: Secretary of State 

Under Secretary Hoover 
Assistant Secretary Robertson | 
Honorable Douglas MacArthur 
Deputy Secretary of Defense | 
Admiral Radford 

General J. Lawton Collins 
Colonel A. J. Goodpaster | 

Mr. Dulles opened the meeting with a brief review of the discussions 
leading up to the decision to undertake action assigning General Col- 
lins as special representative of the President in South Vietnam to 
bring about a satisfactory situation there. He indicated that General 
Collins would exercise the powers of all of the Departments. He stated 
the job would be a difficult one, but one of great importance. 
Admiral Radford stressed the difficulty of the assignment. He 

thought General Collins would find united, partially concealed oppo- 
sition to the establishment of a sound South Vietnam situation on the 
part of the French. He thought the French may have a very different 
objective—that of linking South Vietnam with the Communist regime 
in the north. 

Mr. Dulles recognized these difficulties, but pointed out that there 
are available pressures to exert on the French, in the same manner as 
the pressures exerted in connection with the London accords. For 
example, Mendes-France was “aghast” when Mr. Dulles told him that 
if Diem fell he would probably pull out of Vietnam entirely. He indi- 
cated that a message from the French indicates that they want to have 
two top people on the spot with full authority. 

Mr. Dulles indicated that Ambassador Heath has been due for re- 
placement in the very near future, and that this is well advanced. He 

will be pulled out at once. | 

Secretary Anderson raised the question as to how the handling of 
the “new approach” to NATO will be managed. 

General Collins indicated that Truesdell ? can handle this very well; 
someone more senior may be needed at the actual meeting. The possi- 

bility of Admiral Radford acting along these lines was brought out. 
Mr. Dulles indicated General Collins should endeavor to leave on 

Tuesday, November 2. 

* Drafted by Colonel Goodpaster, Staff Secretary to the President. 
*Maj. Gen. Karl Truesdell, Jr., U.S. Chief of Staff, NATO Standing Group, 

Washington.
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| 120.1551G/11-154 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam} 

TOP SECRET NIACT WasHIneTon, November 1, 1954—7: 47 p. m. 
1807. Eyes only. Personal from Secretary for Heath. You will 

| learn from following telegram? of the President’s decision to send 
General J. Lawton Collins to Saigon on a special emergency mission. 
I want you to know that we have been concerned to find an effective 
way to bridge the gap between your departure and Harrington’s® ar- 
rival, and at the same time inaugurate our crash program of aid to 
Vietnam as auspiciously as the circumstances permit. Since the 
military aspect of this crash program is so important not only to the 
security of Free Vietnam, but also to a solution of. the Hinh-Diem 
controversy which must be resolved if we are to move ahead in that 
country, we believe Gen. Collins’ presence there will be particularly 
useful at this time. 

As you are preparing to leave Saigon after more than four years as 
Chief of Mission I want to express to you my very sincere gratitude 
for your unselfish and effective dedication to the immensely difficult 
task that has confronted you and, on behalf of the Government, to 
thank you for a hard job well done. | | 

- an DULLEs 

_ +Drafted by Young of PSA. . . 
7 * Infra. — 

* Julian F. Harrington, Minister at Hong Kong, had been slated to succeed 
Heath as Ambassador in Vietnam. | | 

120.251G/11—154 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France} 

TOP SECRET Wasuineron, November 1, 1954—7 : 37 p. m. 
NIACT 

1608. For Ambassador Dillon from Secretary. FYI the President 
| has given further consideration to rapidly deteriorating situation in 

Vietnam. The major aspects of situation there are the continuing civil- 
military conflict and the reported expansion of Viet Minh influence 
and control. In view imminent change in US Chief of Mission in 
Saigon, the President has decided to send Gen. J. Lawton Collins as 
Special US Representative with personal rank of Ambassador to 
Saigon on a temporary mission to continue efforts already begun to 
coordinate and direct US activities in Vietnam in support of US policy 
objectives. There should be overlap of a few days between Ambassador 
Heath and Gen. Collins. After Heath’s departure Kidder will act as 

| 1 Drafted by Young of PSA. Repeated niact to Saigon for information as 
telegram 1808.
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Chargé d’Affaires. While it is difficult to estimate how long Gen. | 

Collins mission will require, we can assume forty to sixty days with 

possibly ninety days at most. His terms of reference are in separate ? 

telegram.? End FYI. | 

It is essential that the Governments of Vietnam and France be in- | 

formed about the President’s decision before any public announcement | 

is made. Accordingly, you are requested immediately to inform | 

Mendes-France, or in his absence appropriate high authority, as | 

follows: | 

Begin message. I have read with great interest Ambassador Dillon’s 
report of M. LaChambre’s suggestion, following my telegram to you 
of Friday, Oct 29, that both US and French representatives in Saigon : 

be given greater degree of authority.? I have taken this matter up with 

the President who immediately agreed. The President has designated 

Gen. J. Lawton Collins as Special US Representative with the per- | 

sonal rank of Ambassador to direct and coordinate an urgent emer- | 

_gency program to help meet the threats to Vietnam’s independence and 

security. As you may know Ambassador Heath’s tour of duty in Sai- | 

gon is completed and he is about to leave. For a limited period of sixty | 

to ninety days thereafter Gen. Collins will have broad authority to 

direct, utilize and control all agencies and resources of the US Govern- 

ment with respect to Vietnam. Gen. Collins will be temporarily re- 

lieved of his duties as US Representative on the Military Committee 

of NATO. He has the complete confidence of the President, myself and | 

other interested Departments and Agencies. His wide contacts with 

French officials, particularly with Gen. Ely, will enable him to provide | 

effective assistance in helping to meet urgent tasks in Vietnam. The 
visits which Gen. Collins has already made to Vietnam while Chief of 
Staff US Army have familiarized him with the background. I believe | 

this action of the President is responsive to M. LaChambre’s point. | 

End message. | | 

I desire that you act on above instructions immediately and report | 

your conversations urgently so that plans can proceed for public an- | 

nouncement if possible Tuesday afternoon Washington time, and with | 

departure late Wednesday, November 8, 1954, for Saigon.* Heath | 

should orally inform Gen. Ely. | 

| | DULLES 

? Regarding the terms of reference for General Collins, see letter from the 

President to Collins, Nov. 3, p. 2205. 
® See telegram 1565 to Paris, Oct. 29, p. 2198, and telegram 1835 from Paris, Oct. | 

30, p. 2196. | | | 
4In telegram 1844 from Paris, Nov. 2, Dillon reported the following: “In | 

absence both Mendes and La Chambre and at suggestion Mendes’ office letter to : 
Mendes containing message given your 1608 handed Margerie this morning with 
copy to Saint-Mleux, La Chambre’s Chef de Cabinet. Both expressed appreciation 
and keen interest in this step. Presumably no objection immediate announce- 
ment.” (751G.13/11-254) The Ambassador added the following later in the day | 
in telegram 1858: “Margerie confirms Mendes pleased and entirely agreeable im- | 

mediate announcement.” (751G.13/11-254) | 

|
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120.251G/11-154 : Telegram | | | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam? 

TOP SECRET Wasuineron, November 1, 1954—7 : 38 p. m. 
_ ~NIACT | 

1809. For Ambassador Heath from Secretary. _ 
[Here follows a paragraph which is identical in substance to the first 

paragraph of telegram 1608 to Paris, November 1, supra.] 
It is essential that the Governments of Viet-Nam and France be in- 

formed about the President’s decision before any public announcement 
is made. Accordingly, you are requested immediately to inform Diem, 
or in his absence appropriate high authority, as follows: | 

The President has temporarily relieved General J. Lawton Collins of 
his assignment to the Military Committee of NATO and designated 
him as Special U.S. Representative with the personal rank of Am- 
bassador to direct and coordinate an urgent emergency program to 
help meet the threats to Viet-Nam’s independence and security. As you. 
may know Ambassador Heath’s tour of duty in Saigon is completed , 
and he is about to leave in the immediate future. General Collins will 
temporarily have broad authority to direct, utilize and control all 
agencies and resources of the U.S. Government with respect to Viet- 
Nam. He has the complete confidence of the President, myself and 
other interested Departments and Agencies. The visits which General 
Collins has already made to Viet-Nam while Chief of Staff U.S. Army 

7 have familiarized him with the background. I am sure that you will 
welcome this action of the President. Hind message. 

I desire that you act on above instructions immediately and report ) 
your conversation urgently so that plans can proceed for public an- 
nouncement if possible Tuesday afternoon Washington time and with | 
departure Wednesday November 3, 1954 for Saigon. You should also 
inform General Ely. | 

DULLEs 

*Drafted by Young of PSA. Repeated to Paris for information as telegram 
1609. | 

120.251G/11-254 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET NIACT Sarcon, November 2, 1954—7 p. m. 
1675. Repeated information niact Paris 559. I saw Diem at one and 

again at four this afternoon and informed him of substance of Deptel 
sent Paris 1608, Saigon 1808, and Deptel 1809 repeated Paris 1609,2 | 

| which last only received at three p. m. 

1 Dated Nov. 1, p. 2200. 
* Supra.
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When I first saw Diem he asked for two or three hours to think mat- 

ter over. When I saw him at four he said that of course he deeply ap- 

preciated President’s desire to help Vietnam in its present precarious : 

situation and would be happy to welcome General Collins as special 

United States representative, the more so as he knew General Collins 

had a thorough knowledge of problems of Far East. There was one 

thing that bothered him personally and officially, that my departing | 

so quickly might be interpreted as reflecting on me personally and pol- ! 

icy I had followed. There had been newspaper rumors of my departure | 

but I had never confirmed them and general belief was that I was to 

remain on for some time. He had only learned from my lips in our 

first talk today that I had planned to leave in any case on December 1. i 

Therefore, while he would not object to press release being made to- | 

morrow in Washington, he would ask that his Ambassador there be | 

consulted prior to its issuance; his Ambassador might have some ideas | 

‘that would avoid any unfortunate effects in Vietnam. He had given 

his Ambassador carte blanche to agree to anything. | 
I did my best to persuade Diem that there would be no comments 

harmful to his government or to me in prompt release of press an- | 

nouncement and told him of my personal friendship and respect for | 

General Collins, but he was rather stubborn, insistent that his Ambas- | 

sador in Washington be consulted prior to issuance press statement. ! 

Late arrival of second telegram prevented me from going to Dalat — | 

today to see Ely because of bad flying conditions. I will go to Dalat | 

early tomorrow morning and wire immediately on my return to Saigon | 

before noon. | 

| HeatTH | 

120.251G/11-354 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET  =NIACT | Sargon, November 3, 1954—2 p.m. | 

1686. Sent niact Paris 563. Personal for Secretary and Ambas- | 

sador Dillon. Department’s telegram 1809.1 I flew to Dalat to see Ely | 

thismorning, | | 

I explained to Ely that I had almost completed my tour, although | 
for obvious reasons I had not made any announcement of it. I had been 
informed that I was to receive another post and it was desirous that 
I proceed to it as rapidly as possible as there had been no chief of : 
mission there for some time. My government was preoccupied with 

replacing me with a new man without experience here and it had even 

been considered having my successor stay a month with me before my 
departure. a | 

1 Dated Nov. 1, p. 2202. | 

| 
578-611 0 82 - 52 (Pt. 2) 

|
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Now, however, the President had decided as interim solution that 
General Collins would come here with rank of, but not as, Ambassador, 
leaving Kidder as Chargé d’Affaires, and with full powers to coordi- 
nate all American agencies and their resources working with respect 
to free Vietnam. I pointed out certain advantages, that Collins had 
already made visits to Vietnam, and had, I knew, enjoyed most cordial 
relations with General Ely. I then gave latter message which Depart- 
ment’s telegram 1809 directed me to convey to Diem. I told him I had 
planned to convey this information to him yesterday, but arrival of 
another telegram and flying conditions had prevented it. 

Ely replied that he had warm friendship and high esteem for Gen- 
eral Collins, a statement he repeated several times. He must say, 
though, that sending him out here on such a publicized mission would 
create a very bad impression in France and in Free Vietnam, and 
would be exploited by Viet Minh. He said it must not be forgotten 
that under Geneva agreements he had to cope with Viet Minh. Sending 
of Collins would be certainly misunderstood. In general it would be 
taken as meaning that United States was going to take over Indochina. 
Kidder, who was with me, understood Ely to say that under such 
conditions he himself might not be able to remain. 

| Even if General Collins mission were not preceded or accompanied 
by publicity, effect would be bad. Only circumstances under which 
such a mission would not create difficulties would be for General Col- 
lins to come as he had on previous visits, remain eight days or so, but 
not giving up his membership on NATO Military Committee. 

Ely remained firm in this position despite further arguments on 
our part and said that he was wiring Mendes-France and perhaps 
Ambassador Bonnet his reaction which he had just given me. 

If the proposed announcement has not yet. been released, I suggest 
that General Collins mission might be played down. I personally feel 
that as interim measure proposed mission of General Collins would be 
very useful, provided it is not unduly publicized. Press of course will 
read all sorts of things into his mission no matter what explanation is 
given, but absence of any fanfare about his mission will not give handle 
for Viet Minh propaganda, possible objections by India at least on 

armistice commission, and will tend to dampen unwelcome speculation 

in Vietnam. Publicity can occur after successful accomplishment of 
his mission. In any press statement made on his departure, it might be 

desirable to describe him as.a special or personal observer of the Presi- 

dent looking into changed aspects of our program in aiding free Viet- 

nam, such as question of disposition of military matériel previously 
furnished, question of replacement of matériel under Geneva accords, 
economic and related problems. 

HEATH
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| 751G.00/11-354 | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State | 

SECRET Wasuineton, November 8, 1954. 

MeMorRANDUM OF CONFERENCE WITH THE PRESIDENT! 

Participants: General Collins . 
Colonel Goodpaster | 
Secretary Dulles : | 

. . . . | 
The President read the letter of instructions.? He commended it for | 

its clarity and approved it. There was then discussion of the mission, 
and particularly relations with the French. General Collins spoke of 
the necessity of phasing down the French forces, perhaps more rapidly 
than the French contemplated. He said he understood the French | : 
planned to have at least 100,000 troops still there by January 1956. I | 
noted that there would probably not be enough money both to main- | 
tain French forces of this magnitude for this period and at the same 
time develop indigenous forces. — | | 7 
The President suggested to Collins that if he felt that this question 

of a rapid phasing down of French forces was important, he should | 
not deal with that matter directly with General Ely, but ask the State 
Department to deal with it at the political level in Washington or in | 

Paris. I concurred in this procedure as preferable. I pointed out that 
_ this was a matter which would probably be discussed by the President | 

and me with Mendes-France when he was here later this month. : 

+A one-page record of this meeting prepared by Colonel Goodpaster is in | 
Hisenhower Library, Whitman file, ACW Diary. 

2 Infra. 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file . 

oe The President to General J. Lawton Collins * 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, November 3, 1954. / 

Dear GENERAL Cotiins: The threat to the independence and secu- | 
rity of Free Viet-Nam has reached such a critical stage that emergency 

measures are required to assist Free Viet-Nam to maintain itself, and | 

1 This letter was prepared in the Department of State. A draft was transmitted 
to Secretary Dulles by Assistant Secretary Robertson by memorandum of Nov. 2, 
for approval by the President. (120.251G/11-254) In a memorandum for the 
President, Nov. 3, Dulles stated that the letter had been approved by the Defense 

Department and FOA and was satisfactory to General Collins. (120.251G/11- 
354) President Eisenhower approved the letter the same day. (See memorandum 

{ of conversation, supra) The White House announced the appointment of General 
‘Collins by press release of Nov. 3. For text, see Department of State Bulletin, 
Nov. 22, 1954, pp. 777-778. | 

| 
|
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to promote United States policies regarding Viet-Nam. Accordingly, 
I am designating you as Special United States Representative with 
personal rank of Ambassador to go to Saigon for a limited period to 
coordinate and direct United States activities in Viet-Nam in support : 
of United States policy objectives. I am hereby instructing you to 
undertake this mission with broad authority to direct, utilize and 
control all the agencies and resources of the United States Government 
in Viet-Nam. | 

| Your mission is undertaken on behalf of the United States (jovern- 
ment and all its agencies will assist you as required in this difficult 
and essential task. I have complete confidence that your wide experi- 
ence will enable you decisively to assist in dealing with the urgent 
problems which confront not only the Vietnamese Government but the 
free world in Viet-Nam. In your conversations and dealings with local 
French and Vietnamese authorities, you are authorized to speak with 
complete frankness and full authority on behalf of myself and the 
Government of the United States. You should keep the United States 

| Government fully and currently informed of the progress of your 
mission through the Secretary of State, and the Secretary of Defense 
where appropriate regarding military matters. | 

For your guidance, the basic policies of the United States with 
respect to Viet-Nam are as follows: - 

1. To maintain and support a friendly and independent non- 
Communist government in Viet-Nam and to assist it in diminishing 
and ultimately eradicating Communist subversion and influence. ; 

2. To assist the Government of Viet-Nam to develop and maintain 
forces necessary for internal security and to foster economic conditions 
which will strengthen and promote the survival of a Free Viet-Nam. 

3. To provide United States assistance directly to the Government 
of Viet-Nam and to coordinate information and exchange of views on 
such assistance with Vietnamese and French authorities. 

4. To encourage expanding relationships between Free Viet-Nam 
and its non-Communist neighbors, and support for Free Viet-Nam by 
the free world. | a oe 

The immediate and urgent requirement in carrying out these policies 
and in meeting the deteriorating situation in Viet-Nam is to assist in 
stabilizing and strengthening the legal government of Viet-Nam under 
the premiership of Ngo Dinh Diem. Accordingly, the principal task of 
your mission is to coordinate and direct a program in support of that 

| government to enable it to: (a) promote internal security and political 
and economic stability, (6) establish and maintain control through- 

| out the territory, and (c) effectively counteract Viet Minh infiltration 
and paramilitary activities south of the military demarcation line. 
As an initial framework for a concrete program of action you should 
(@) use the joint instructions which the Departments of State and
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Defense transmitted to the American Embassy in Saigon on Octo- ) 
ber 22? and (6) take into consideration the latter’s reply of Octo- | 
ber 27, 1954.° | | 

As this immediate program progresses, I will expect to receive your 
recommendations. 

You will in these matters seek, and I hope obtain, the cooperation 
of the French authorities. Their cooperation will greatly facilitate 
the discharge of your mission. 

You are of course advised of the United States position and policy | 
with respect to the agreements of the Geneva Conference on Indochina 
and to the United States Declaration made there and in these matters 
you should conform to such position and policy. 

I appreciate your undertaking this difficult and delicate mission ! 
which is of such great importance to the United States. This assign- : 
ment and these instructions are convincing evidence of the firm inten- : 
tion of the Government of the United States to help the Vietnamese 
people preserve and promote their liberty and welfare. | 

With warm regard, | 
- Sincerely, [Dwicut D. E1seNHOWER] | 

2 See telegram 1679 to Saigon, Oct. 22, p. 2161. 
* See telegram 1609 from Saigon, Oct. 27, p. 2188. 

751G.11/11-354 : | 

Memorandum for the Record by General J. Lawton Collins } | 

TOP SECRET | Wasuineton,| 8 November 1954. | 

Subject: Call of Vietnamese Ambassador, Mr. Tran Van Chuong, on | 
General Collins, 3 November 54 | | | 

1. The Vietnamese Ambassador, Mr. Tran Van Chuong, made a | 
courtesy call on me this afternoon in the Pentagon. | 4 

2. He expressed his pleasure at the action of the President in send- | 
ing me to Viet-Nam as a special representative of the United States. He 
said he was confident that the Viet-Namese would welcome my 
assignment. 

3. The Ambassador went on to state that since we had little time he | 
would be quite frank and perhaps brusk in his remarks. He said that | 
while he had faith in General Ely as an honest man of high integrity, | 
he is convinced that the French had been and still were opposed to the | 
Government of Premier Diem. He cited, for example, that while Gen- 
eral Ely was in Washington in September 1954 and agreeing to sup- | 
port the Diem regime that his deputy M. Daridan had gone to Diem | 

* At the direction of General Collins, his office transmitted a copy of this memo- 
randum to Assistant Secretary of State Robertson on Nov. 3. | | 

|
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and given the latter 48 hours in which to appoint Tam as Minister of 
| the Interior knowing that Tam and his son, General Hinh would be 

divisive elements in the Government. 
4. He stated that the only reason General Hinh had defied the 

Premier was that Hinh knew he had the backing of the French. The 
Ambassador said that the Viet-Namese look upon both Tam and Hinh 
as traitors. 

5. When I asked why the Premier had not relieved Hinh as Chief 
of Staff and if necessary have taken vigorous action against him, he 
replied that the Premier felt too insecure in Saigon, particularly 
since he felt that the French would support Hinh. 

6. When I asked whether Bao-Dai had given Diem authority to ap- 
point and relieve the Chief of Staff of the Army, he stated that Diem 
had this authority and that he was the first Premier to whom Bao- 
Dai had entrusted this authority. He went on to say that Bao-Dai 

| would have supported Diem in taking action against Hinh but after 
the first reaction to Hinh’s insubordination Bao-Dai was afraid to step 
in as he feared Hinh’s power. 

7. When I asked whether Hinh had any genuine following in the 
Army the Ambassador replied that he did not know the extent of such 
following. He said that the Viet-Namese who have never had the means 
of protecting themselves were naturally inclined to follow anyone who 
seemed to be acting with the support of the French. At least the Viet- 
Namese would be afraid to support anyone who did not appear to be 
the potential winner. He personally felt that Hinh did not have the 
genuine loyalty or support of the Viet-Namese Army. | 

8. He therefore suggested that I “not be cautious” in my approach 
to the problem of supporting Diem. He said that the subordinates 
under General Ely are not at all cautious in their opposition to Diem. 
He urged that the United States not be afraid to take more direct action 
in support of the Diem Government since the Viet-Namese knew that 
we had no intention of remaining in Indo-China whereas they were 
still highly skeptical of French intentions. 

9. He indicated that I should urge Diem to relieve Hinh as Chief of 
Staff and that I should make clear that I would support such action. 

10. I asked if there was anyone in his judgment who might be com- 

petent to assume the post of Chief of Staff. He replied that Diem had _ 

originally appointed General Vy but that Vy was afraid of Hinh’s 

power and refused to take the post. 
11. Needless to say, I made no comments with respect to his sug- 

gestions nor gave any indication that I would follow them. I did say 

that I was going out there without any preconceived ideas but that my 

instructions were definitely to support Diem and his Government. I 

stated that I would keep in the background as far as possible, would
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make no pronouncements and would do everything to attribute to Diem | 
any progress that might be made in solving the complex problems that } 
face us. 

J. Lawron Coins | 

—_ | 
751J.02/11-354 : Telegram | 

The Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State | 

SECRET | VIENTIANE, November 3, 1954—1 p. m. 
| Received November 4—8: 35a. m.] | 

88. Repeated information Saigon 137, Phnom Penh, Paris unnum- 
bered. At dinner Luang Prabang November 1 Crown Prince was in | 
particularly jovial mood as result. what. appeared to be successful 
formation new government (re Legtel 89) which he characterized as 
not strong but stable. He admitted it was largely reshuffling old ele- | 
ments (rather than young team he had sought) but emphasized it was 

_ genuine National Union government which, if it received solid assem- | 
bly majority as he anticipated, would remain in power until elections. | 
These he said His Majesty intended to fix for June. While recognizing | 
there was still possibility of slip-up, Prince was jubilant that, despite | 
serious difficulties, he had been able persuade all political elements to ! 
cooperate. He gave impression he himself intended to provide missing | 
element of strength. | 

Prince declared it is firm Lao intention to resist communism which | 
is contrary to all traditions and sentiments its people. It would, how- | 
ever, be futile for Laos to try do so alone and unsupported. For re- 
sistance to be successful, the people must feel they are backed by US | 
and other principal free world powers. 

I assured Prince US intends to maintain its support and cited inclu- | 
sion Laos in area covered by Manila Pact, continuing US aid to Lao : 
military effort and economy, and accreditation Resident Minister. I 
also alluded to our intention to supply aid directly in future, to set 
up separate FOA mission in Vientiane and to open negotiations these 
subjects with new government as soon as it takes office. Prince ex- 
pressed satisfaction with these assurances. 

He was most optimistic re ability Lao government control internal | 
situation if necessary outside support forthcoming and no further 
foreign aggression occurs. He ridicules claim Pathet Lao leaders are 
not Communists but asserts they are few in number and most of their | 
followers will return to national camp after Viet Minh withdraw. He 
is bitter at inactivity ICC and naivete Indians but considers there will | 
nevertheless not be serious difficulty in repossessing Sam Neua and | 
—_—__ 
‘Telegram 89 from Vientiane, Nov. 8, is not printed. (751J.02/11-354) | 

f
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Phong Saly after November 21, if government acts with sufficient 
vigor as he intends it shall. | 

In summary he believes combination posture of military readiness, 
energetic police action, prompt economic aid to villages and active 
dissemination national propaganda will within next six months suffi- 
ciently stabilize internal Lao situation so that Viet Minh infiltration 
need not be feared and elections can be faced with confidence. On the 
other hand, he emphasizes that forced recruiting and removal to Com- 
munist countries of young Laotians which ICC has done practically 

_ nothing to prevent, will cause Laos trouble for years to come. 
Prince’s optimism may well be excessive and have arisen in part 

from mood of moment nevertheless we find his courage, energy and 
confidence healthy and believe they may play important part in foster- 
ing conditions he forecasts. 

Yost 

751G.00/11-554 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department o f State} 

SECRET PRIORITY Paris, November 5, 1954—7 p. m. 
[Received 3:49 p. m.] 

1927. Repeated information priority Saigon 263. Embassy officer _ 
had hour’s conversation with Bao Dai last night. Bao Dai was affable -_ 
but nervous and was on defensive throughout most of conversation. — 

We reported first on Collins mission, reasons for it and hopes of what 
it would accomplish. We expressed regret at Heath’s departure, which 
Bao Dai strongly seconded, but hope that Collins’ presence Saigon 
should serve as proof US determination bolster Vietnamese govt and 
help bring about solution to difficulties which have beset Ngo Dinh 

| Diem since office. We referred to Collins’ high rank and authority and 
to previous cordial working relations with Ely. 
We told Bao Dai that we regarded his role as important in solving 

present difficulties and influence he could exert in effecting reconcilia- 
tion dissident elements might be decisive. We outlined in detail and 
with emphasis position US Govt that legally-constituted govt Vietnam 
headed by Ngo Dinh Diem must be given every chance to succeed and 
that our policy of granting support to that govt had been confirmed in 
Washington during Franco-American conversations last Sept and 
several times since, notably during Secretary’s last visit to Paris. 
Policy still remained in force. We referred to Franco-US agreement in 
matter and to recognition both countries fact that if Free Vietnam is 
to be retained in free world community and occupied Vietnam restored 

* This telegram was transmitted in two parts.
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to it govt must be given every chance to succeed by receiving not only } 
unequivocal support both countries but that of Chief of State as well. | 

We referred to dangerous conflicts in Saigon, particularly that be- | 

tween Hinh and Ngo Dinh Diem. We reminded Bao Dai of influence 
he might bring to bear to solve these conflicts which had helped to | 
cause virtual paralysis of govt functions. We asked what his views and | 

intentions were in the matter. | | 
It became readily evident from Bao Dai’s replies that he had antici- | 

pated our questions and declarations of policy well in advance and was | 
fully prepared with right answers. He expressed understanding and | 
agreement with virtually all our points. He acknowledged his own 
responsibilities, explaining that he regarded himself as father of group 
of naughty children who must be brought into line without taking side | 
of one child against another. He recognized necessity of giving Ngo 
Dinh Diem govt full support and intended to do so. It was with a view | 
to contributing to solution of present difficulties, particularly personal | 
feud between Diem and Hinh, that he had decided to take certain | 
action. For moment action consisted in sending personal emissary Luy 
Quang to Saigon with personal messages expressing his position. 
Quang bore letter to Hinh in which Bao Dai ordered Hinh back to 
Paris for consultation and suggested methods by which it could be — | 
made possible for Hinh to obey Bao Dai’s command without losing 
face in Vietnam. He had also sent message that he wished sects, par- | 
ticularly Binh Xuyen, to cooperate with Diem govt and hoped General 
Bai Vien would accept a cabinet post. | | 

Bao Dai emphasized that in taking this action he was not taking | 
sides with Diem against Hinh. He believed that principal responsi- 
bility for Diem—Hinh feud lay with former who had behaved in tact- 
less and offensive manner and had, in effect, “double-crossed Hinh” by | 
not living up to plan which would have permitted Hinh to withdraw 
from the scene gracefully and have avoided feud. In this Diem had | 

_ permitted unpardonable error of forcing Hinh lose face, Bao Dai said. | 
This was another indication of Diem’s political ineptness which had 
proved itself to be greater than Bao Dai had anticipated when he had 
named him to office. He regretted both this and Diem’s tendency to be | 
inordinately stubborn as well as his packing of govt with relatives. | 
Nevertheless, Bao Dai’s faith in Diem as patriot and potential leader 
stood firm. He would succeed at his job if he could be prevailed upon 

to accept advice and participation in govt of other leaders who were 

more politically sophisticated and who brought with them the strength 

which Diem required in order enforce his politics. | . 

Bao Dai added that his action in recalling Hinh to Paris was only 

part of what is required to solve present impasse. Other essential step 

is to convince Diem that he must be more conciliatory to actual and
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potential members govt, must reduce his own stubbornness and cease 
to rely solely on brothers and personal entourage for advice at expense 
of other leading Vietnamese. Bao Dai said that he could not influence 
Diem in this regard and that task must therefore fall upon us. He 
therefore suggested that in conjunction with his own action vis-a-vis 
Hinh that Heath or General Collins be instructed by Dept to lay down 
strong line to Diem about being more cooperative. Bao Dai thought 
that Collins’ assumption new duties might provide an excellent oppor- 
tunity for making this position clear to Diem and would fit in well 
with Bao Dai’s own démarche to Hinh. We replied that we would 
make these views known promptly to Department and Saigon and 
could assure Bao Dai that necessary steps would be taken. 
We questioned Bao Dai with regard to present movement in Paris 

to advance Buu Hoi as potential Vietnamese leader. Bao Dai said that 
he had the highest regard for Buu Hoi as patriot and humanitarian 
but that he thought it would be a pity to throw scientist into “den of 
lions” when services could best be used to serve mankind in another. 
capacity. In any case, he had no intention of advancing such plan for 
present as he intended concentrate on solving problems of present gov- 
ernment not on finding substitute for it. He did not mean exclude pos- 
sibility, however, that Buu Hoi might at some future date assume some 
public office in Vietnam. 

We referred to rumors that Bao Dai was returning to Vietnam him- 
self in near future and to effect this had of prolonging present political 
paralysis in Saigon. Bao Dai stated rumor was not true. He had no | 
intention returning Vietnam for present at least, believing that his 
services as Chief of State could best be used to arbitrate difficulties and 
thus bolster present government. Nevertheless he reserved right return 
at any time when in his judgment presence Saigon required. 
We asked whether Bao Dai was confident that Hinh would follow 

orders. He believed he could be counted upon do so. Provided Ngo Dinh 
Diem behaved tactfully and made it possible for Hinh to withdraw 
without loss of face. We asked whether Hinh’s summons to Paris indi- 

cated he would be removed from present position as Chief of Staff. 

Bao Dai said not. Hinh was best man for his job as Diem was best man 

for his. He did not intend to dispose of one in order to preserve the 

other for both were sorely needed but he intended to do his best to 

effect reconciliation. | 

We were struck by effort Bao Dai had obviously given to preparing 

correct answers for us. With his customary shrewdness he had evi- 

dently surmised what our position would be from other manifestations 

of it we have given recently and prepared himself to give satisfaction. 

His satisfactory responses to our points were so assiduous that. some 

of the arguments we had held in reserve were not necessary. We be-
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lieve he intends to do what he says not because he has any deep set 
faith in Diem but because it is path of least resistance and one which | 
may best further his own personal fortunes. Nor do we doubt that | 

one of Quang’s tasks in Saigon is as reported to ascertain that in ex- 
change for Bao Dai’s support and effort to influence Hinh to conform | 

Diem will agree maintain both Bao Dai’s crown and purse. | | 
If Hinh should fail to answer Bao Dai’s summons or Quang should 

come back with a negative reply from Diem on the proposed deal we 

would not be surprised see Bao Dai immediately assume new tactic 

condemning Diem and supporting another. But we believe that for | 

the moment, at least, his cooperation can be counted on and it would 

appear wise to attempt to enhance prospects for success Bao Dai’s 

gesture toward Hinh by influencing Diem to carry out his share of 
the bargainasrequested. = | 

During conversation, Bao Dai refrained from usual derogatory | 

comments about French. He asked what French position with regard | 

- to Diem was, stating that only French official he saw regularly was | 

DeJean. When we confirmed that decision give full support to Diem 

represented joint Franco-US position, Bao Dai appeared pleased to 

have confirmation of what he had probably already been told by : 

French. | | 
Bao Dai was apologetic for not having received us when we origi- | 

nally requested interview and in parting expressed hope we would | 

- maintain closer contact henceforth, with which we of course agreed.’ : 

Oo | oe DILLON | 

2 In telegram 1940 to Saigon (1758 to Paris), Nov. 11, the Department of State | 

eset). that it was encouraged by the position taken by Bao Dai. (751G.00/ 

751G.00/11-554 : Telegram : 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? | 

SECRET | Wasuineton, November 5, 1954—4: 36 p. m. 

NIACT | 
1673. Re Paris 253 to Saigon rptd info 1875 Dept and Deptel 1594 

to Paris rptd 1798 to Saigon.? With difficulty Department has been | 
trying . . . follow Bao Dai’s whereabouts during past ten days. We 

have been concerned at inability critical time lay before him US 
policy. Accordingly now that contact renewed Department desires | 

Embassy get in touch with Bao Dai directly to insure he knows what 

1Drafted by Young of PSA. Repeated niact to Saigon for information as tele- 
gram 1860. | 

2Telegrams 1594 to Paris, Oct. 30, and 1875 from Paris, Nov. 3, both concerning 
Bao Dai, are not printed. (751G.00/10-2854) 

i
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| US policy is in Vietnam. Bao Dai should be given following oral 
statement : Pelt ag | - 

(1) US and France are agreed free world objectives in Vietnam 
can be advanced by supporting and assisting a government of national 

| union around Prime Minister Diem. US believes effective Vietnamese 
action is needed to end dangerous stalemate in Saigon, consolidate a 
government of national union around Diem and counter Vietminh 
subversion. | 

(2) To be of assistance in supplementing such efforts, US is pre- 
pared to proceed with economic and military aid. The delivery of Pres- 
ident Eisenhower's letter of Oct 23 to Prime Minister Diem was de- 
signed to provide official notification to the Government of Vietnam 
of the US policy of direct aid and to inform Prime Minister Diem 
that we are prepared to discuss with him as Chief of Government such 
a program. Gen Collins interim mission is designed to coordinate US 
agencies in order maximize capability help resolve critical problems 
faced by Prime Minister Diem and his government. 

(3) US Govt is willing assist Government of Vietnam as practica- 
ble, and subject to Congressional authorization, in establishing and 
maintaining internal stability and security. If political impasse is satis- 
factorily resolved, the US will be in a position to aid Prime Minister 

| Diem and Govt of Vietnam in this endeavor. The US is prepared to 
proceed with an urgent limited program to help improve effectiveness 
of Vietnamese armed forces. The US Military Assistance Advisory 
Group in Saigon has received instructions to this effect provided satis- 
factory understandings can be worked out with Vietnamese and 

_ French military authorities. te 
(4) These actions on our part are designed to encourage and assist 

the Govt of Vietnam under Prime Minister Diem, and particularly the 
Vietnamese military organization, to concentrate on constructive 
actions requiring unified Vietnamese attention. | 

(5) However, if a government of national union around Prime 
Minister Diem is not formed, or if formed does not receive full support 
of the national army, other groups and personalities throughout Free 
Vietnam, or if Prime Minister Diem is effectively prevented from even 
developing such a government and giving it an opportunity to attack 
urgent problems, then the US policy of direct aid will be faced with 
serious difficulties. In this respect conclusions of Senator Mansfield are 
relevant. At this time we see no satisfactory governmental solution 
other than a government of national union around Prime Minister 
Diem, insofar as envisaging effective US assistance or forthcoming 
Congressional support. | Ba 

For Embassy Saigon: Inform Diem of above statement after Em- 

bassy Paris notifies Saigon and Washington Bao Dai has received it. | 
Department has just received Paris 1908 repeated Saigon 259 * men- 

tioning forthcoming Gibson call on Bao Dai evening Nov. 4. Depart- 

* Telegram 1908 from Paris, Nov. 4, is not printed. (751G.00/11-454)
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Faure now proposes asking US for some $300 million support for 

remaining French forces Indochina next year. 

With above background (which is for your private guidance and 

not for dissemination) we now considering following position to pre- 

sent to Mendes-F rance: 

| 1. US will fulfill prior commitments to reimburse eligible expendi- 
tures made on behalf French Expeditionary Corps prior to truce 
(July 21). 

2. We do not believe we obliged reimburse French for expenditures 
. made after truce. However we would agree to lump sum settlement on 

expenditures made on behalf FC between July 41 and Vecember 31, 
1954. 
US reimbursements under both 1 and 2 would come from remain- 

ing FY 1954 funds which have been carried over by Congress. 
3. We believe French should take steps repatriate their forces from 

Indochina more rapidly than by normal rotation and their forces 
should be thereby reduced to levels within French financial capabili- 
ties. We no longer consider necessary for US to share cost these forces 
and we will not plan provide any turther direct tinancial support to 
French forces Indochina after calendar 1954. We would agree some 
6000 French forces serving as cadre for indigenous forces Lndochina 
could be financed through Associated States as part their own mili- 
tary budgets to which we plan give direct financial support. 

Would like your comments soonest on foregoing as well as your best 
estimate of (a) how much more we would have to pay out under para- 

| graph 1 and (6) what total might be of post-truce expenditures on 
FEC eligible for reimbursement and what reasonable lump sum settle- 

ment you consider we might make against this amount, as well as (c) 

your estimate whether French in their own interests would be likely 

continue maintain Expeditionary Corps on some reduced basis even if 

US financial support discontinued and (d) ettect on degree French 
cooperation with US in Indochina programs. 

If we can reach tentative US position on this ahead of Mendes’ de- 

parture from Paris we may want you to make some preliminary ap- 

proach to him. Would also like Collins and Embassy’s comments from 

Saigon on aspects this cable dealing with future action. 
DULLES 

751H.02/11-654 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL New De.ui, November 6, 1954—noon. | 

598. Repeated information Saigon 22, Paris 21, London 74. Saigon 

pass Phnom Penh 7, Vientiane 6. In talk with Pillai today I expressed
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pleasure at GOI decision to recognize Cambodia. He said GOI was | 
slightly annoyed by premature publicity but confirmed intention to | 

extend recognition although timing had not been decided. | 

Pillai said GOI had originally intended merely to establish Con- ! 

sulates in Saigon, Phnom Penh, Vientiane and Hanoi and to accord | 

no diplomatic recognition to any Indochinese state until after elec- | 

tions. However, when Nehru reached Phnom Penh, both British and | 

American representative there had urged him to extend recognition 

and Crown Prince had “pled hard for it”. Since Nehru could see with 
his own eyes that French no longer ruled Cambodia and Government 
seemed in control, he could find no reasonable excuse for further 

delay. — 

Pillai added that Nehru had been “emotionally affected” by evi- 
dences he saw at Ankorwat and elsewhere of Indian cultural influences. 

Pillai admitted that this factor might have been final consideration 
which persuaded Nehru. - | 

Pillai said Laos was more difficult question since complications 
existed over two provinces. I gained impression that GOI might con- 

sider Laos recognition again when situation had clarified. Pillai said 
he did not believe there would be any consideration of recognizing 

Vietnam until after elections. 
Comment: Nehru’s personal visit to Indo-China seems to have 

swung him over to theory that historic Indian cultural sphere em- 

braces Cambodia and Laos. 

ALLEN 

651.51G/11-654 . | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Director of the Office 
of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Young)? 

CONFIDENTIAL [ WasHineton,] November 6, 1954. 

Subject: French Mission in Hanoi 

Participants: Mr. Pierre Millet, Counselor, French Embassy 
Mr. Kenneth T. Young, Jr., Acting Director, Office of 

Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs 

Mr. Millet came in to see me this morning at the request of his | 

government to inform the Department of State regarding the status | 

of the French Mission in Hanoi. According to Mr. Millet, when Mr. | 

Sainteny, head of that mission, had an interview with Ho Chi Minh 
a few weeks ago, the latter requested a statement from the French of 

1This conversation was summarized in telegram 1727 to Paris (repeated to 
Saigon and Hanoi for information), Nov. 9. (651.51G/11-954) 

|
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the “quality” in other words the purpose and terms of reference of 
the Sainteny mission in Hanoi. Sainteny reported this to Paris. The 
French Government has decided that the basis for the Sainteny Mis- 
sion in Hanoi should be the exchange of letters of July 21, 1954, be- 
tween Mendes-France and the Viet Minh Foreign Minister, Dong, in 
Geneva by which French economic, financial and cultural interests in 
North Viet-Nam are guaranteed. Mendes-France proposes to send a 
letter to Ho Chi Minh referring to the letter of July 21, 1954, and 

designating Sainteny to take care of those interests and requesting the 

Viet Minh regime to facilitate Sainteny’s mission. 
The French Government anticipates that the Viet Minh will re- 

ciprocate not only by accepting this statement of Sainteny’s status 

but also by requesting that a Viet Minh mission be stationed in Paris 
for similar purposes. Mr. Millet said that. it would be difficult for his 

government to reject this request. 
I told Mr. Millet that personally this information was of some con- 

cern. I asked him why it was necessary to have such an exchange of 

letters with the Viet Minh. His answer was that the Viet Minh had re- 

quested an explanation of Sainteny’s mission which the French Gov- 

ernment could not avoid. As to granting the Viet Minh request for a 

reciprocal mission in Paris, I pointed out to Mr. Millet that this would 

not find favor in the United States and it would seriously question and 

oppose. 

120.251G/11—654 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET Sarcon, November 6, 1954—8 p. m. | 

1750. Repeated information Paris 581. I saw Daridan yesterday at 

his request. He said he regretted Ely and La Chambre had taken posi- 

tion against President’s letter to Diem and that Ely had also voiced 

objections (my telegram 1686) to General Collins’ mission. It seemed 

to him that both these steps were not only in accord with Washington 

understandings but logical steps in connection therewith. It occurred 

to him there had been full agreement in Washington on text of under- 

standing but unfortunately words therein meant different things to 

two sides. It seemed imperative that between Generals Collins and Ely 

and between Mendes-France and President and Secretary there should 

be new understanding reached which would mean same thing to both 

parties. For example, in Washington talks question of Vietnamese 

elections was not agreed upon, in Daridan’s view. Guy La Chambre 

Dated Nov. 3, p. 2203.
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believes thoroughly that nation-wide elections must be held in accord- | . | 

ance with terms of Geneva agreements. That was evidently not our 
view. I said it was definitely not our view and we had made specific _ 
reservation against nation-wide elections not held under United Na- 
tions auspices. On other hand, it would be necessary for Diem or other | 
government to have elections in free Vietnam to establish legitimacy : 

and popularity of government. I added I thought this was Ely’s view. 
Daridan said he thought that was reasonable position but 1f France 
were to espouse this view there would have to be some understanding | 
about possible military consequences of free Vietnam’s refusal to par- : 
ticipate in or be bound by results of elections held under Geneva agree- 
ments. He would not say that Viet Minh might on such refusal renew 

hostilities but it was possibility. If hostilities were renewed it might : 
mean Chinese jet planes over Saigon and it would be necessary to have | 

American jet planes in neighborhood to defend it and indeed it would © | 

be necessary to establish airfields here that could support jets. : 
2. Daridan went. on to say that in spite of their misgivings about __ | 
Diem as leader and administrator he thought United States. and : 

France could agree fully to support. Diem as permanent solution but | 
it would have to be subject to certain conditions imposed on Diem. 

Conditions would be: (1) That Diem do something immediately about 2 

agrarian reform; (2) That he put in capable Minister Interior; and ! 

(3) That President make his peace and establish himself with army. 

It was not question of army being reconciled to Diem. Army was only | 

important. force in this country. I said I would personally agree with : 

| all these conditions but I would have to add a fourth which would 

have to be imposed on Hinh. Fourth was that Hinh leave Vietnam, 3 

preferably for good or as a compromise, absent himself from this 

scene temporarily. He might return as chief of staff, inspector gen- | 

eral, or possibly even commander in chief, although I thought last | 
would be going too far. Hinh had acted very badly and was continuing 

to act badly. Latest episode of Hinh signing memorandum to Nehru 

in company with Hoa Hao, Cao Dai and Binh Xuyen Generals was 
political act which would not be tolerated in stable countries.? Hinh 
talked freely, to say the least, against Diem to every foreign journalist | 

that visited Hinh’s headquarters. If Diem’s mishandling Hinh’s in- 

subordination had made latter champion of the army, Vietnamese civil 

opinion considered Hinh a Frenchman trying to reestablish French 

Indian Prime Minister Nehru visited Saigon on Oct. 31 on his return to India, 
having visited Hanoi on Oct. 16-18, and the People’s Republic of China thereafter. 

| Joint Weeka No. 45 from Saigon, Nov. 6, reported that Hinh and leaders of the 
sects had presented a memorandum to Nehru expressing sympathy for him but 

Tapa to his support for compromise with the Communists. (7516.00 (W)/ 

578-611 0 82 - 53 (Pt. 2)
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colonial influence over Vietnam, an action which Diem was honored | 
for resisting. en | 

a | | HeatTu 

751G.00/11-654 : Telegram | 

Lhe Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | VIENTIANE, November 6, 1954—7 p. m. 
PRIORITY [Received November 7—12:11 p. m.] 

| 92. Repeated information Saigon 143, New Delhi 5, Phnom Penh 
unnumbered by pouch. Reference Legtel 90.1 Souvannaphouma. in- 
formed me shortly before issuance this communiqué that, as result his 
negotiations during past few days with Pathet Lao delegate to current 
joint meeting ICC and mixed commission, declaration would be made 
to ICC by Pathet delegate (1) recognizing sovereign Royal Govern- 
ment all Laos (2) recognizing right Royal Government administer __ 
two northern provinces. Prime Minister very proud his achievement — 

| and remarked correctness his policy government handling Pathet Lao 
would soon be demonstrated. In reply my question he insisted Pathet 
had demanded no quid pro quo. Said he intended overtly negotiate with 
Pathet procedure re establishing Royal administration two provinces. 

| I saw Souvanna again after issuance of communiqué and pointed 
out it fell far short of assurances to him, in fact apparently confirming 
Pathet intention retain administration northern provinces. Prime 
Minister appeared considerably deflated and admitted readily declara- 
tion unsatisfactory this point. He added it would have to be negotiated | 
out but that would be responsibility new government. He was obviously , 
embarrassed by direct reference to himself in communiqué. Neverthe- 
less he has since issued statement to press welcoming Pathet declara- 

| tion as step forward but emphasizing that “unity of the government | 
| | necessarily implies unity administration and unity armed forces.” 

| _ Initiative for negotiation and declaration probably stems from 
Indian ambassador whose favorite theme is everything can be settled > 
between Lao and Pathet Lao brothers if they will only sit down at - 

| table together. Souvannaphouma inclines this view but more cau-. 
_ tiously. His hope is to lead Pathet by gradual stages into national | 

7 camp. | | - 
Agence France Presse story, published here and abroad and picked 

up by VOA, claiming Pathets have conceded to Royal Government 
jurisdiction over northern provinces, most misleading. noe 

Yosr 
*Telegram 90 from Vientiane, Nov. 4, concerning the work of the International _ | 

Control Commission in Laos, is not printed. (751G.00/11-454)
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791G.13/11—-754 : Telegram ce ae 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of States 

TOP SECRET “oo | Sargon, November 7,1954—9 p.m. 

1756. Repeated information Paris 584. No distribution outside De- 
partment. On eve of General Collins arrival I must state my belief | 
that deadlock between Diem and Vietnamese Army command under 
Hinh can be solved; that there is a good possibility that under Diem, 
with French and American unity and support, government can be 
formed. which will enjoy authority and loyalty in free Vietnam and 
can state “free” elections in free Vietnam which will either confirm _ 
Diem government or will return equally non-Communist, non-collabo- 

rationist government to power. Cs ovtes 
_ There are two reservations and several conditions to such a predic- . 
tion. First reservation is that in spite of unified Franco-American _ 
support and pressure on government to set up popular administration, © 
Diem, despite his integrity and intense patriotism, may not be up to_ 
job. His lack of personality, his stubbornness, his narrowness, and dis- 
like of bold action may be greater than all support and guidance we 

| give him and a possible successor must be sought. If necessary I be- 
| lieve acceptable successor can be found given a little time. : 
| The second reservation has to do with “free elections”. I. put “free 

elections” in quotes. If, as one can be certain, there will be no free 

| elections, as we understand the term, north of seventeenth parallel, 
that is, elections wherein non-Communist parties would be permitted . 

| to campaign several months prior to elections, with perfect freedom | 
| of movement, full facilities and with no overt or covert terrorization — 

of electorate by Viet Minh authorities, then there is no reason why free 
| Vietnam should allow Viet Minh or Communist candidates or elec- _ 

tioneering in its elections. OO 
| - One condition to building up solid regime in south, certainly for 
--year to come, is unity of view and loyal cooperation between French , 

and Americans. I believe that that is attainable to practical degree. It 
pos will not be attained if, because of our financial contribution, we try to 

run show 100 percent, in our American way. It will not be attained if 
MAAG and personnel of FOA and USIS are imbued with idea, as too 
many of them are now, that nothing can be accomplished here until 
presence and influence of French are reduced to zero. French expedi- 

| tionary corps and French cultural and economic interests are present 
and if we try to ride roughshod over them we will find a very effective 

| resistance. In our relations with French officials and French interests | 
here we will have to use same cooperation which President enforced 
so effectively on his allied force during war. We can sympathize with 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. — Te! | :
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| nationalists but we should not be dissuaded from cooperation with 
French for vocal anti-French sentiments which one hears from official 

| and private Vietnamese. In contrast with these anti-French statements 
one will find any number of intelligent nationalists here who realize 
fact that French are necessary factor here for some time to come and 
that there must be modus vivendi between Americans, French, and 
Vietnamese Government. Cf. my telegram of conversation with Huyen 
(Embtel 1728, repeated Paris 575)? for example : | 

_ Thave said I believe we can obtain French support for Diem experi- 
. ment in spite of their prevailing belief that Diem is political dodo and 

| despite their resentment at rabid Francophobia of certain Diem offi- 
cials and adherents. Diem who is stubbornly against changing his ideas 
has in past four months also begun to realize that there are good 

: French elements here and that his troubles with French are frequently 
less than those with his own people. - , 

Obviously one necessity for obtaining loyal French cooperation _ 
and support of our policy is some contribution during calendar year 
1955 to cost of French expeditionary corps. Amount will have to be 

| decided by high authority and it certainly will not be anything like 
contribution we made while war was still on. | 

If cooperative understanding with French is essential at this time 
to preserve free Vietnam, it is essential that Hinh be prevailed upon 
to absent himself from his command and from this scene for several 

| _ weeks at least. It would be better if he left for good, for while he is. 
most dynamic and clever officer we have so far observed in Vietnamese — 7 
Army, to Vietnamese opinion he is Frenchman, which he is by natu- | 

ralization, education, and commission in French Army. Not only does 

an important segment of Vietnamese opinion hold, somewhat un- 

_ ‘justly, that he is Frenchman trying to maintain French influence here, 
but Hinh has also become symbol of military insubordination to civil 

| authority. He can be gotten out of picture, I believe, and in relatively 

short time, although possibly not immediately. To accomplish that it 
will perhaps be necessary to prevail on Bao Dai to invite or orderhim = 

to France on consultation. Bao Dai will take no such step without 

| being royally paid by Vietnamese Treasury. It may be necessary to 

give royal expense account to Hinh himself to induce him to proceed 

- on mission abroad. It would be worth price. It will also be necessary 
for French to depart from their attitude of neutrality in Hinh-Diem 

conflict and really to use their influence on former. French neutrality _ 

in this army-civil dispute is not true neutrality: In effect it favors 
military insubordination. I believe French can be brought to use their | 

? Telegram 1728 from Saigon, Nov. 5, summarizing a conversation with Pham 
Van Huyen, former Minister of Social Action, is not printed. (751G.02/11-554) mo
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influence but probably only if Hinh can be assured that he may return. | 

after time to some ostensibly higher post in Vietnamese defense forces. 

Our own influence to obtain Hinh’s at least temporary departure 

will not be fully effective until we complete negotiations, in unity with 

French, for direct budgetary aid to Vietnamese defense forces and for : 

American participation in training. Our negotiations to this end : 

should be given maximum acceleration. Those negotiations will con- 

vince leading elements in Vietnamese Officer Corps that future. of 

army is dependent on American aid and that Hinh’s insubordination | 

to Diem risks loss of this aid. We should not indulge in crude threats : 

but above idea can be impressed on Vietnamese Officer Corps. oe | 

| With Hinh absent, if only temporarily, from scene both American 

and French influence must be exerted on Diem to insure that he take 

some convincing step toward agrarian reform. Diem is not radical | 

and has no real desire to change ownership picture of rural holdings. | 

Left to himself he would let evolution take its course with palliative 

measures on rents, lengthy formation of cooperatives, et cetera. That 

is doubtless slowest and soundest approach but against Viet Minh 

propaganda Diem must move more rapidly and radically. Demon- — ! 

strable progress by Diem in carrying forward constructive program | 

benefiting the people would be single most important thing he could 

do to capture loyalty of officers and men of National Army. Hinh’s | 

support would wither quickly if Diem could give positive evidence 

of moving forward on constructive program. Army could be expected. | 

to drift away from supporting Hinh’s ill-concealed personal ambi- 

tions and to respond to a sustained demonstration of leadership on | 

part of President. — . / | 

Moreover, I agree with Daridan that Diem must put someone effec- 

| tive in Interior Ministry to organize solid, zealous police to ex- 

tirpate continuing, even growing, Viet Minh infiltration. It does not 

have to be Tam, although he could certainly do job. There are other | 

| strong men that can be found. Diem does not want strong man in In- 

terior largely because of his moral scruples against rough police work. 

He has too strong sense of legality and fairness to population against . . 

strong police control and altogether he shrinks from use of violence. It | 

is possible, however, to use strong police methods against Viet Minh | 

without terrorizing or brutalizing population, if Americans join with _ 

French in seeing that there are no police excesses. After all we control | 

purse and there are many other things which must be done to insure — 

success of anti-Communist regime in free Vietnam, which I think can 

done. Present Minister of Information is young and lacking in judg- 

ment in devising anti-Communist, pro-Diem propaganda. But at least 

he has certain dynamism and he will listen to American and other 

advice.
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Our USIS must be strengthened budgetwise and personnelwise. 
Stansbury * is good USIS chief. From what I have seen of Barrows,! 
now head of FOA Mission, and from his record he is an excellent 
man to handle complicated task before him. O’Daniel has drive 
and sincerity which should be effective in training mission, but | 
he will need to be constantly cautioned because of his ill-concealed 
and not unfounded contempt for French military methods and his 
desire to run show without due attention to French and Vietnamese 
susceptibilities. ... Oo 

Altogether I feel we have good fighting chance to preserve freedom 
| and support that he has will make good start toward achieving that 

end. a : 

Hratu 

* Edward Stansbury. | | . 
* Leland Barrows. | 

--751G.5 MSP/11-854 : Telegram - 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Ileath) to the Department of State 

SECRET _ Sareon, November 8, 1954—5 p. m. 

1761. Repeated information Paris 586. I am not in agreement with 
| position taken in Deptel sent Paris 1692, repeated Saigon 1875.1 Aside 

from French objectives in maintaining forces here, withdrawal of 
French forces in 1955 would create military vacuum which very likely, _ 
In my opinion, would be filled by Viet Minh activity based on irregular 
forces which Vietnamese Army in its present stage of training and 
discipline could not withstand. From all our reports there has been 
no substantial diminution in Viet Minh military strength. I do not 
believe Viet Minh would be deterred by Manila Pact which has neither 
been ratified nor implemented by appropriate military conversations 
and arrangements. Argument that French in case of open military | 
invasion would seek quick settlement allowing evacuation of foreign 
forces is not valid in my opinion because Viet Minh operation would 
not be open mass invasion. It would be para-military operation of 

infiltration, subversion, and local use of force. Withdrawal of French ; 

expeditionary force might present appearance matter already shaken > 

Vietnamese will to resist. Popular as idea may be of causing with- 

drawal of major portion of FEC, such move would entail such grave 

risks as to threaten continued existence of free Vietnam. I think as 7 

practical measure we should make some contribution to maintenance a 

of FEC during at least first half 1955 although not to extent of $3800 | 

‘ Dated Nov. 5, p. 2215.
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through our direct aid to A.S., French cadres serving with national 
armies, we also indicate to French that we prepared to agree to their 
utilization of remaining counterpart pipeline (from FY 1953 and 
prior aid to France) in connection with FEC budget in 1955. This | 
would not involve any new dollar aid but would supplement presently 
foreseen 60 billion franc contribution in CY 1955 from French 
financial resources by an additional approximately 15 billion francs. 
3. On point numbered 2 of reftel, however, I foresee very consider- 

able difficulties, with possibly serious political repercussions, if U.S. 
does not carry through as originally envisaged $400 million aid pro- | 
gram for FEC in 1954 budget year. I see nothing to be gained by 
opening the debate that certainly would follow statement to French 
along lines first sentence point numbered 2. Fact is that U.S. memo of 

| April 26, 1953,? which is basic document regarding $400 million com- 
mitment, did not contain an escape clause such as was included in 
Sept. 29, 1953 exchanges of letters regarding additional $385 million in 
aid. While U.S. may have technical grounds for a legal argument that 
we not bound continue aid after end Indo-China war, French would 
strongly resist such an interpretation as contrary to spirit of April 

| 1953 memo, especially if only advanced at this late date. French are, 
we believe, prepared agree that reductions in FEC equipment and 
matériel costs (through non-placement or cancellation of contracts) _ 
should operate to reduce $400 million aid figure, and this should be 
formally proposed to them. As regards principle of $400 million pro- 
gram, I believe that on grounds of policy and equity we should con- | 

| tinue reimburse eligible 1954 expenditures up to an amount of $400 _ 
million (less, of course, contract savings), including, as provided for : 
in March 1 memo understanding,’ expenditures obligated before 
Dec. 31, 1954 but effected during 1955 “periode complementaire”. This 
recommendation assumes that total FEC expenditures in 1954 budget 
will, as French claim is case, equal or exceed original estimates (ap- 
proximately 290 billion francs), and that French contribution from 
own resources will remain as presently budgeted. 

4. French 1954 Indo-China budget was based by French in good 
faith on certain aid undertakings by us, and it was impossible for 
French substantially to reduce FEC expenditures in six months im- 

| mediately following the Geneva Armistice. If, as we expect they will 
be, FEC expenditures in 1954 budget are equal to or in excess of origi- 
nal estimate of 290 billion francs (less contract savings), and if US. 
were to refuse to reimburse its agreed share of expenditures, thus 
leaving French with payments not covered by expected receipts, 
French Government would feel it had legitimate grounds for main- 

| taining that U.S. had broken its word. - | 

2 See footnote 2, p. 507. | 
* Not printed.
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5. In view recommendations 
set forth above on 1954 aid, and in view 

extreme difficulty 
in making worthwhile 

calculation 
at this time, we 

are not attempting 
to estimate amounts referred to in items (@) and 

(0) of penultimate 
para of reftel. However, 

as indicated 
above, total | 

of (a) and (6) will be extremely 
close to $400 million. Since we believe ! 

we should fulfill our commitment, 
$400 million less possible 

contract 
: 

savings and less payments 
to date ($119 million—a 

figure which would 
be considerably 

larger except for the FOA slowdown) 
would in our | 

view be only reasonable 
lump-sum 

settlement. 
However, 

we consider 
that it would be in U.S. interest to make reimbursements 

only as they 
come due under March 1 memo procedures. 

This, among other rea- | | 

sons, because it lessens short-run 
pressure on U.S. Treasury 

and be- 
cause existing 

procedures 
assure adequate 

expenditure 
documentation 

| | 

for accounting 
and GAO purposes. 

Our comments 
on items (c) and 

(d) of penultimate 
para of reftel follow below. | , 

6. As regards (c), obviously, 
if there is no 1955 aid we lose one of | 

our principal 
levers in influencing 

French Indo-China 
force levels and | 

the timing of FEC phase-out 
in these circumstances. 

We cannot be | 

certain of French reaction, 
but we believe that unless the Vietnamese 

Government 
(over which we presumably 

will continue 
to have sub- _ | | 

stantial influence) 
were to request an earlier withdrawal 

of FEC, oe 
_ French in pursuit of their own interests 

will maintain 
it at some re-— | 

duced level during 1955. Indeed, complete 
withdrawal 

on an orderly | 

and economical 
basis does not appear to be feasible much before be- | 

ginning 1956. | : _ | 

7. As regards 
(d), termination 

of aid will certainly 
not enhance 

French cooperation 
with U.S. in Indo-China 

program; 
however, 

aid 
consideration 

is only one factor among many which bear on this prob- | 

| lem, and there are latent conflicts 
over such questions 

as makeup of | 

Vietnamese 
Government, 

nature of aid coordination 
machinery, 

need 
for holding 1956 elections, 

and best way to deal with Viet Minh which | 

can lead to French non-cooperation, 
even though aid were continued. 

| 

(Should note here it also seems likely if there is no U.S. aid for FEC | 

| in 1955, French will reduce or eliminate 
their proposed 

economic 
aid | 

to Associated 
States.) Aid termination 

would, however, 
provide addi- | 

tional ammunition 
to leftist or neutralist 

opponents 
of U.S. policies, 

| 

even though in principle 
such elements 

object to concept of military 
| 

defense of Vietnam 
which FEC signifies. 

| a | 

[Here follows Part II containing 
a detailed 

analysis 
of the relation- 

| 

ship between 
United States aid to France for operations 

in Indochina 
- | 

and the French budget as a whole.] | | i | 

Part I]I—Conclusions 
= | | | | 

19. In view of past commitments, 
and in order to make decision 

re 

1955 aid as palatable 
as possible 

to French, U.S. should reimburse 

|
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French for eligible expenditures under 1954 Indo-China program up 

to a total of $400. million, subject to caveats set out in para 3 above. | | 
20. Re question of 1955 aid to FEC, after weighing financial and 

| political considerations applicable to metropolitan France, we con- 
: clude that position Department is now considering is justified. Cer- 

| tainly, there is no economic justification (balance-of-payments or 
budgetary) for any such aid. Above analysis accepts Department’s 
view that on military grounds there is no justification for maintenance 
of FEC forces in Indo-China at a level which would exceed France’s 

_ own financial capabilities. 

21. On political grounds, there remains a possibility that a nega- 
tive decision re new aid, by adding to Mendes’ problems with Parlia- 
ment over the 1955 budget, could endanger life of government. There 
is also risk that French cooperation with U.S. in development various 

| programs in Indo-China would be lessened by a decision to grant no 
aid in 1955. Of course, we should not overlook possibility that adroitly 
timed aid offer could be used as positive incentive to obtain FEC force 
reduction. These broader political factors give us cause to hesitate 
before ruling out all aid, and should be carefully considered by De- 
partment. If after reconsideration Department concludes broad politi- 

cal factors make it essential that some aid be given, we would recom- 
mend following formula. After 1954 FEC program completed and 
after planned 60 billion franc French contribution to FEC in 1955 
entirely expended, U.S. might match additional French contribution 
franc for franc up to total U.S. contribution of 35 billion francs in- 
cluding remaining counterpart, accruing in 1955 (estimated to be $40 | 
billion). (In any case, we recommend that this counterpart, which is 
French-owned, be made available to France to supplement France’s | 
own FEC contribution.) This would allow for 130 billion franc FEC 

| program and would help Mendes with his parliamentary budget prob- 
- lem. Offer should of course be accompanied by statement that unless _ 

circumstances greatly changed there would be no U.S. aid in 1956. | 
_ _ 22. Much will depend, of course, on how decision, negative or other- 

_ wise, is presented to French. We would hope aid questions could be | 
kept separate from any prestige considerations arising from Mendes’ 
Washington visit and therefore hope that French will not raise it 
there. However, as Department aware, French under definite impres- 
sion that Governor Stassen will come Paris not later than December 1 
for renegotiation 1954 aid agreement and to give answer re French 
request for 1955. If this is not U.S. intention, French should be defi- 
nitely so advised, so that they can raise question during Washington 

| talks if they so desire. | 

, 23. In any case, I do not favor my discussing aid question with 

Mendes prior to forthcoming talks in Washington. — 

| : DILLON ©
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120.251G/11-1054 : Telegram So | | | | 

The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State | | 

SECRET - Soe Saigon, November 10, 1954—2 p. m. | 

1788. Repeated information Paris 592. I accompanied Collins* on 

his initial calls on Diem, Foreign Minister Do, and Ambassador 

Daridan. | | | | | 

Collins outlined his terms of reference and explained to Diem that 

prior to arriving at any conclusions he was interested in learning the 

facts influencing the situation in Vietnam. : Oo | 

Diem discussed at some length refugee problems, problems caused 

by Sects, and then at very considerable length insubordinate attitude 

- of General Hinh which had completely deadlocked, he claimed, prog- _ | 

_ yess of his government. He said, as he has frequently said before, that | 

 Hinh was utterly untrustworthy and not efficient, and that only solu- : 

tion was his departure on some military mission away from Vietnam 

for at least six months. He alleged, as he often has before, that French : 

could easily order Hinh back to service in French Army from which | 

he is only absent on congé. I observed, as I had before, that it was 7 

~ uncertain whether French would order Hinh back to service in French 

Army or that he would go if he were ordered, and mentioned that any 

departure of Hinh would have to be arranged with due regard to | 

saving face for himself and the Army. | 

During call on Tran Van Do latter drifted into explanation of | 

beginning of Hinh Diem conflict. He recalled meeting of officers of — | 

General Staff of Vietnamese Army which had voted deposition of 

Bao Dai and dismissal of Diem Government. Hinh had opened meet- | 

ing, but had not taken part in. discussions. When news of this action : 

of staff officers reached Diem, he immediately ordered arrest of Colo- ! 

nels Lam and Giai, heads of G—5 and 6 in army. Hinh had immediately | 

gone to see Diem and said that punishment of these officers was his | 

responsibility. Hinh had offered once matter was arranged to go on | 

leave in France saying that he was extremely fatigued. Following day 

Chan, State Secretary for Defense, had appeared suddenly in Hinh’s 

office, gave him order to undertake military mission in France, handed 

him airplane tickets, and said he must leave 36 hours later. Hinh had 

protested he could not leave so precipitately and said he would name 

his own date. Chan returned next day with tickets for plane leaving 

three days later. Hinh had then refused to go except at time of his | 

‘own choosing and conflict was on. Tran Van Do very plainly indicated 

that if Chan had handled matter in less arbitrary fashion, dispute — 

might have been settled. | - 

1Gen. J. Lawton Collins, U.S. Special Representative in Vietnam, arrived at 

Saigon on Nov. 8. | |
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| In our talk with Daridan, latter took same line he had in previous 
_ conversation in regard to nationwide elections in Vietnam. | 

He said unsettled point in Washington conversations with Ely and 
Guy LaChambre was question of whether nationwide elections were 

| to be held in July 1956 as prescribed by Geneva agreements. French 
took line that nationwide elections could therefore not be held. Dari- 
dan said he personally was quite prepared to accept thesis that nation- 
wide elections should not be held, but there should be clear understand- 
ing between US and France to that effect and agreement as to what 

| _ defensive action should be undertaken if Viet Minh on pretext that 
non-holding of elections was violation of armistice, should renew hos- 
tilities. Daridan took line that if we agreed that nationwide elections 
would not in fact be held Diem might be acceptable Chief of Govern- 
ment of Free Vietnam, although US and France should join their 
influence to force him to undertake much needed governmental reforms 
and action. If nationwide elections were to be held in accordance with __ 
Geneva agreements, then stronger and more effective Chief of Govern- | 
ment than Diem must be found. _ | | 

nse Heratu 

120.251G/11-1054 : Telegram EES oe - oO 
The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

| TOP SECRET _ Saicon, November 10, 1954—3 p. m. 
1789. From Collins. On 7 November in the company of Ambassador 

Spruance,’ I called on President Magsaysay at Malacanang Palace. _ 
Following is report on our discussion: _ : 

1. After the usual amenities, President Magsaysay referred to the 
situation at Vietnam and expressed pleasure that President Eisen- 

: hower had decided to send someone to coordinate all United States 
| activities in Vietnam. an | 

2. Magsaysay commented on Diem’s lack of leadership and force- 
fulness and his apparent unwillingness to take positive action, par-— 
ticularly in enforcing his will on General Hinh. _ Se | 

3. He said he had met Hinh about a year ago when the latter visited 
Manila. He referred to Hinh as a playboy, but said he thought that 
Hinh had some ability. He recommended that action be taken to force | 
an accord between Hinh and Diem and suggested that he might be 
able to help in bringing Hinh into line. He offered, if I felt it advisa- | 

_ ble, to invite Hinh to visit him in Malacanang and said that he would | 
emphasize to Hinh the necessity of the latter supporting United States 
policies and objectives in Vietnam. | | 

* Raymond A. Spruance, Ambassador in the Philippines. General Collins visited 
the Philippines en route to Vietnam. - :
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| 
| 

4. I told Magsaysay that one of our objectives was to develop sup- | 

port for Diem’s government from the other non-Communist nations / 

of the South Pacific and Southeast Asia. In furtherance of this idea, 

I asked if his government would give consideration to an early recog- | 

nition of Diem’s government (Ambassador Spruance had informed 

me of his efforts to secure such recognition). Magsaysay laughed and 

said that he and Ambassador Spruance had discussed this many times, 

| but that as long as the French were really controlling the Government | 

of Vietnam, he felt that the Philippines could not recognize the Diem 

government. I suggested that recognition by the Philippines and other | 

neighboring countries would strengthen Diem’s hand in relation to 

the French. But Magsaysay only smiled and would make no further | 

comment on this score. oe ee, | | 

5. I then raised the question of Philippine aid in training the Viet- | 

namese forces. Magsaysay stated that the Philippines would be glad | 

to cooperate in every way. A few Vietnamese are in the Philippines | | 

now and he said that he would be glad to have General Vargas * 

organize courses for the training of additional Vietnamese on a regu- | | 

lar basis. | | . Oe | 

6. He then expounded his view that the Vietnamese should follow 

the scheme which he had applied in the Philippines with the pacifica- | 

tion of the Huks and the development of the security in the outlying 

_ provinces. He advocated the use of the army as a basic agency not only | 

in putting down rebellious elements, but also in handling problems of 

resettlement, the construction of roads and the building of public works , | 

in new settlements. He agreed with the concept of organizing Viet- | 

~ namese forces only for internal security and the reliance on the Manila | 

Pact for protection of Vietnam against external aggression. He said, 

however, that he would prefer to aid in the training of the Vietnamese , 

Army along the lines indicated rather than have to send a Philippine | 

division some day to Vietnam to aid in combatting aggression. He indi- _ 

cated a willingness to do the latter if it should ever become necessary. 

7, In discussing the type of training which the Philippines could 

give the Vietnamese, he stressed courses in problems of resettlement 

and in psychological campaigns to build up the morale of the Viet- | , 

namese and combat Communist propaganda. | | 

8. I expressed appreciation for the suggestions of the President and 

his willingness to cooperate. I told him that after I had had time to 

study these problems on the ground and discuss them with the heads | 

of United States Missions in Saigon, that I would communicate with 

him further through Ambassador Spruance. | , 

Heatu 

2 Gen. Jesus Vargas, Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces of the Philippines.
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| 120.251G/11-1054 : Telegram | rn ee 
Lhe Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State? 

SECRET PRIORITY Sarcon, November 10, 1954—7 p. m. 
| 1794. Repeated information Paris 595. Department pass Defense. 

From Collins. I had two-hour conversation with Ely yesterday at 
Dalat. In cordial atmosphere and with what I believe to have been | 
considerable frankness we reviewed major problems facing us here, 
discussed in general terms provisions of President’s directive to me, 
and reached preliminary agreement with respect to fairly wide range 
of issues. | 

| Kly did not conceal that his first reaction to my assignment had been 
- | adverse. He said that he had feared Viet Minh would seize upon it as 

| pretext for agitation which might build up dangerously. However, 
_there had been no such development, nor had he noted any untoward 
reaction among population of Free Vietnam. During conversation I 
took occasion to impress upon him that my mission here is diplomatic 
and in no sense narrowly military. Summary of principal points I 
made and Ely’s responses follow. — 

| 1. I said my directive called for development and adoption of meas- 
ures to foster friendly, non-Communist government in Vietnam, and 
in particular to support Diem. Ely replied that he had backed Diem 
and would continue to do so, but that he feared this was a losing game. 
At present time there is no government in Vietnam. Basic problem 

, to be resolved is Hinh—-Diem feud. Ely thinks that at this stage Diem 
is more to blame than Hinh for persistence of quarrel. Until some _ 
modus vivendi is worked out between the two, government will remain 
paralyzed. he 
When I asked what alternatives Ely might envisage, he answered 

that one possibility was to attempt to build up around strong Interior 
Minister an internal structure capable of buttressing the weakened 
state. He hesitated to mention the name he had in mind because the 
man was so ill-considered by Americans: Nguyen Van Tam. Without 
entering into any commitment so far as Tam was concerned, I said 
that the American policy is to support Diem, we are not bound to any | 
particular Cabinet list and would certainly wish urge Diem to gather 
about him as competent a group of Ministers as possible. Ely ex- | 
pressed gratification at this statement and indicated that he could 
support Diem with more confidence and enthusiasm if we were pre- | 
pared to bring pressure to bear in this direction. | 

I suggested both respect to Hinh-Diem dispute and to improvement 
of Diem’s Cabinet that I take initiative in suggesting remedial meas- | 
ures to parties concerned. Prime Minister, for example, must of neces- 

* This telegram was transmitted in two parts. oS 

|
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sity be anti-French to a degree and must resist French pressures, — 

therefore he might be more responsive to suggestions of a newly- 

arrived American. I would of course keep Ely informed. Ely agreed. 

Ely brought up Bao Dai’s name later in conversation, saying that 

Bao Dai had asked him some time ago whether he should return to 

Vietnam. Ely advised against Bao Dai returning, saying that Chief 

of State was most unpopular figure in Vietnam. However, Vietnam is 

now independent, and what would we do if Bao Dai suddenly appeared 

unannounced? I suggested that this might be one alternative to the 

Diem government which would be legally admissible if Bao Dai were 

able to take over active direction of government. I asked whether Bao 

- Dai would now be more acceptable to the people than at time Ely _ 

advised against his return. Ely said that state of lassitude among 

population now is such that Bao Dai might find acceptance. In reply. 

to my question whether Bao Dai had courage enough to return and 

ability take over government, Ely answered that Bao Dai had enough 

physical courage to confront danger, but probably not enough courage _ | 

to undertake tasks incident to heading government. hte 

Under this heading, Ely expressed regret that my directive called — 

so explicitly for support of Diem. He had hoped that we might con- 

- sider problem together and have greater liberty consider different | 

course of action. I answered that we felt still more could be done to | 

support Diem and that he must be given every possible chance to 

succeed. If every resource is exhausted and Diem still is unsuccessful, 

we can take further counsel at that point. 

~ 9. Ttold Ely that we were thinking in terms of support for a national 

army capable of assuring internal security, but not of meeting large- 

scale external aggression. We believe protection against such aggression 

should be afforded by the Manila Pact. In this connection, I said, we 

felt that an FEC of 100,000 on January 1, 1956, appeared too large and 

that Congress would probably be unwilling to furnish substantial sup- 

-porttoaforceofsuchsize. — | | oo 

| Ely stated that French policy, adopted in consultation and accord 

with the US, was to maintain FEC here until national army can pro- 

| tect Free Vietnam against Viet Minh. He said we know that Viet Minh 

in north are building up military strength and believe that they would 

be prepared use this force against the south. If Franco-US policy to 

protect Free Vietnam against this danger is altered, French stand 

_ ready to withdraw FEC tomorrow. Plans to build up stable and viable 

non-Communist state, however, are meaningless unless Viet Minh © 

are prevented by presence of effective military force from taking action 

against Free Vietnam before it is prepared to defend self. Viet Minh 

will not be intimidated by threat to invoke terms of Manila Pact. To 

be effective, any protection afforded Vietnam in this manner would
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have to be subject of detailed specific treaty arrangement within frame- __ 
work of Manila Pact. I stated it would be difficult to secure any such 
arrangement. Moreover, Ely added, from French viewpoint, main- 
tenance of sizeable FEC is necessary for protection of 60,000 French 

| nationals. Ely insisted that this question of maintaining adequate 
defenses in free Vietnam is the pivotal point in formulating long- 
range policy for the area and must be subject of further consultation 
between us. Oo oe . | oe 

With reference to. Vietnamese National Army, Ely said that he 
| strongly opposed its being weakened by existence of independent and 

often rival armed forces. He agreed that army must be subordinate and 
loyal to the legal government but not threatened by other forces within 

| its own territory. ae, Doo, a 
| 3. I told Ely that our policy was, as he knew, to provide aid di- 

rectly to the three Associated States. While we are anxious to co- | 
_ ordinate our efforts with French, we must have full authority and — : 

_-~ responsibility for distribution of American aid; tripartite bodies 
a could serve for full exchange of information but could not have ex- 

ecutive power. As part of this direct aid, we wish to have training re- 
sponsibility for National Army. 

Ely replied that he had long ago invited General O’Daniel to bring | 
in as many as 500 or even 800 training personnel “to operate under 
the Commander in Chief”. Our problem now, he said, is to develop an | 
American training program which will not provoke Viet Minh reac- 
tion or charges that it is in violation of the armistice agreement. Such : 
a program, however, must be effective within imposed limitations and 

“take account of my authority”. I reiterated that while we would be 7 
willing to direct training in accord with broad agreed policies, we 
should have to have full authority to execute program. _ | 

I mentioned to Ely that I had been informed many staff sections | 
in Vietnamese National Army were headed by French officers. I sug- 

| gested he give consideration to replacing progressively such French 
officers by Vietnamese, the French withdrawing to positions as ad- 
visors to their Vietnamese counterparts. oo 7 

Ely agreed to do this; details to be worked out later. | . 
4. I told Ely that the fourth major point of my directive was to 

foster relations between Vietnam and its neighbors in Southeast Asia. 
I told him briefly of my conversation with President Magsaysay in 

| Manila and said that the Philippines stand ready to help in training 
Vietnamese to meet problems which in many respects are similar to 
those confronted and overcome by the Filipinos. In resettlement, for — 

example, the Filipinos have had an experience which might usefully | 
: be shared with Vietnamese authorities responsible for relocating ref- 

ugees from Communist rule in the north. Ely appeared receptive to _ 
this idea but made no particular comment. | |
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Concluding conversations, I said that I had been delegated broad 

powers and hoped that Ely might have similar authority so that we 

might make joint decisions: promptly and without having to refer | 

every detail to our respective governments. Ely replied that within the. 

limits of French policy in Indochina, which he helped formulate, he 

had great latitude and felt that he needed no further delegation of 

authority. | 

As an initial exchange of views I believe conversation with Ely | 

was satisfactory. Of course much remains to be done 1f we are to work : 

out mutually acceptable formulas for support of Diem Government 

and for military defense of free Vietnam’s territory. | | | 
) Noe ae | | Beara | 

751G.5 MSP/11-1054 ; Telegram | | | - | 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

SECRET i” Parts, November 10, 1954—7 p. m. | 

2011. Repeated information Saigon 284. Pass copy FOA. We had | 

opportunity this morning talk briefly with Cheysson 1 about IC aspects 

_ Mendes’ trip Washington. Cheysson said they hoping have full and ! 

frank discussion IC matters while Washington (this reflected by fact | 

that in addition Cheysson, Jacques Roux and Froment-Meurice will : 

- join delegation Washington). We gathered from conversation follow- | 

ing are principal IC subjects French would like discuss Washington: | | 

1) Although Cheysson was obviously reluctant to talk about any- | 

thing except fact they wished discuss United States aid FEC and | 

“tripartite aid committee”, we did manage draw out that Mendes and — 

his IC advisers considering possibility proposing that Bao Dai dele- 

gate full powers imperial representative to reside at Saigon. Although 

Cheysson did not say so in so many words, we gained impression that 

this formula being currently considered because it would permit Diem 

remain PriMin. This presumably satisfying American desires retain 

him but at same time would place overall and real power at Saigon 

in hands of imperial delegate thus satisfying French desire eventually 

find alternate solution what they consider to be ineffective Diem govt. 

We said this corresponded to one of the current variants of what ap- 

peared to be a wide-scale press campaign favoring Buu Hoi’s assump- a 

tion prominent political role Viet Nam. Cheysson ( almost indig- 

nantly) stated he unaware any campaign being carried on in favor 

Buu Hoi at Paris, and said that while Buu Hoi might be man suggested 

for post imperial delegate Saigon, such a suggestion should properly | 

emanate from Saigon and not Paris. We pointed out however that | 

1 Claude Cheysson was currently serving as Deputy Chef de Cabinet in Premier 

Mendés-France’s personal Cabinet, and as an adviser on foreign affairs. : | 

578-611 0 82 - 54 (Pt. 2) |
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__- while such a suggestion might emanate from Saigon, since Buu Hoi — 
longtime resident France and perhaps better known Paris than Saigon, 
it might well be that we in Paris would unavoidably be called upon to 
express our views in this regard. We then asked if Cheysson had read 
L’E xpress’ two-page spread on Buu Hoi and introductory comment. 

Cheysson changed subject by saying an imperial delegate Saigon need 
not necessarily be Buu Hoi and reiterating that any suggestion along 
these lines would probably originate Saigon. He did add that imperial 
delegate formula would permit getting rid of Bao Dai while retaining 
thread legitimacy and powers deriving from position chief of state : 
Viet Nam. | | 

E'mb Comment: In view foregoing, we think it possible that some 
such suggestion as outlined above may be made during Mendes’ visit 
Washington and presented as formula for getting rid of Bao Dai 
while retaining advantages deriving from imperial and chief of state 
roles and at same time providing for strong central authority south 
Vietnam able to rally support disparate elements in effort counter _ 
Viet Minh inroads. We inclined to think, however, that by time Wash- 
ington talks, and as we indicated Embtel 1928,? French may feel Buu 
Hoi campaign may have gone too far for American sensibilities as 
regards his apparent soft line toward north Viet Nam and Buu Loc, 
who currently linked Buu Hoi campaign, may then be advanced as 
more palatablealternate. = 9 , 

2) Cheysson preferred talk about United States aid. He said that 
while French satisfied Franco-American understanding had been 
reached regarding tripartite committees for coordination economic = 
and technical assistance IC states, they concerned that nature this 
understanding not fully realized IC. He said this perhaps due to 
French in IC trying exceed terms September understanding Washing- 

| ton and perhaps also due unwillingness United States officials IC to 
| go as far as terms understanding. For example, he said our Embassy 

Phnom Penh apparently unaware agreement establish tripartite com- 
mittee that country. Cheysson reiterated that French fully agree _ 

United States aid be extended directly to governments three IC states 
and that United States exercise full control over use United States 
funds so extended; however, French desire tripartite committee : 
framework within each country to insure effective coordination eco- 
nomic and technical assistance plans before individual country aid _ 
missions initiate implementation specific plans which presumably 

_ part coordinated plan for country as whole. Cheysson said they prin- — 
cipally interested in making certain at Washington there no misunder- 
standing regarding French and United States definitions of basic — 

_ Franco-American September understanding. “If there is, Mendes 

*Telegram 1928 from Paris, Nov. 5, reporting on an article by Buu Hoi in 
L’Express, is not printed. The telegram characterized the article as having a 
“strong neutralist tenor.” (751G.00/11-554 )
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hopes to be so informed while Washington”. We limited our comments 

this regard to Secretary’s recent letter this subject.° | es | 

3) Cheysson said they would hope that Governor Stassen might be 

in a position to inform them regarding United States intentions re- 

garding aid for Expeditionary Corps. : | 

DILLon | 
LO 

: | 

| | | | | 
* See telegram 1565 to Paris, Oct. 29, p. 2193. 

751G.00/11-1054 : Telegram. oe oe oot | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * | 

secRET -—s—<CsSsti‘Csti(tstsésWs GTN, November 10, 1954—5:: 25 {. MM. | 

1737. Limit distribution. Paris 1883 and Saigon 1751.2 Department 

agrees we should make our position toward Buu Hoi known to French 

prior Mendestalks, | a : 

- Embassy Paris should therefore orally inform Foreign Office we : 
ya 1. a pret ee. _ a : .. 

have been struck by recent publicity given Buu Hoi as possible candi- | 

date for Prime Minister and desire US position be clear. moe : 

Basically we are supporting efforts Diem to form government of : 

national union and believe it inconsistent with that support to discuss 

potential successor. — oe | 

‘So far as Buu Hoi concerned we can state that if he or person his 

political ideologies were to become Chief of Government Viet-Nam 

| a basic reexamination our present policy with respect Viet-Nam 

would be entailed. In our view congressional reaction with respect to 

his appointment (or to one sharing his policies) would be very 

negative. | - | 

You should point out to Foreign Office this expression our views | 

‘tendered in effort clarify any possible misunderstanding on part 

French as to US views this subject.’ | 

| 1Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Repeated to Saigon for information as telegram 

1928. | —_ | Se | 

2In telegram 1883 from Paris, Nov. 3, Ambassador Dillon suggested that in 

view of the campaign being waged in France on behalf of Buu Hoi as a potential 

successor to Premier Diem, the United States might apprise the French Govern- 

ment of its reservations in that regard. The telegram included background in- 

formation on Buu Hoi which indicated a possible willingness to treat with North 

Vietnam. (751G.00/11-354) In telegram 1751 from Saigon, Nov. 6, Ambassador 

Heath stated “we vote against Buu Hoi,” and agreed that the French might be 

approached on the matter. (751G.00/11-654) Neither telegram is printed. _ 

7In telegram 2014 of Nov. 11, Ambassador Dillon reported that Roux at the | 

French Foreign Ministry had been informed that in the event that Buu Hoi or a 

politically similar individual became Premier or Imperial Delegate with full 

_ powers the United States would be compelled to undertake a basic reexamination 

of its Vietnam policy. (751G.00/11-1154 ) Dillon further reported in telegram 2018 

of the same date that Cheysson had received the views of the United States on 

Buu Hoi “without grace.” His annoyance was described as manifest. “Cheysson 

reacted,” the telegram stated, “as though we had thrown monkey wrench into his 

plans.” (751G.00/11-1154 )
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Department has made same point to French Embassy Washington — 
when this matter raised recently on two occasions. noe 

| Os DULLES 

120.251G/11-1254 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State? 

| SECRET | Saicon, November 12, 1954—10 p. m. | 
1807. Repeated information Paris 598. From Collins. Diem told us 

10th that Bao Dai had sent Hinh orders to report to him in France by 
first available plane. Understand Hinh received duplicate messages 
containing orders, one through Defense Ministry and other through 

| imperial cabinet office here. Hinh informed Diem that he could not _ 
obey orders for seven or eight days. | | | 

I told Diem that I had had no conversation with Hinh and would 
| receive him for first time 11th. I added however that it seemed to me 

means should be found to save Hinh’s face in departing since although 
he is an obstructive element at present. he may prove useful at some | 
future time. | oe, ee ns | 

| Thereafter I discussed problem with Ely who was present at same 
social function. We agreed that we would both advise Hinh to obey 
Bao Dai’s summons promptly. On taking leave of Diem I told him 
of this agreement. He expressed gratification and said he had already 

_talked over matter with Ely. a oo | CO 
Reference Paris 1984 to Department, repeated Saigon 276.2 Diem 

did not mention any orders Bao Dai may have sent to Xuan or Bay 
Vien. ee 

| At my invitation Hinh called 11th. He spoke forthrightly concern- 
ing impasse between him and Diem. He recounted in detail background 
of difficulty with Diem and declared latter incapable of providing 
proper leadership. | | 

He stated that primary current problem is to establish some effective _ | 
system for resisting the infiltration of communism. He felt that during 
war governmental propaganda and indoctrination program had been 
inadequate with result that Viet Minh still have many adherents in free 
Vietnam, particularly outside large towns and cities. He believes that 
army is only vehicle with discipline, organization and means to re- | 
orient people toward national government. . 7 

Despite lack of government support, he has marshalled army forces 
| in certain provinces to help people and to win their support. He be- 

* This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 
? According to telegram 1984 from Paris, Nov. 9, not printed, Bao Dai had 

reportedly cabled Generals Hinh and Xuan, ordering them to return to France, 
and had instructed Gen. Le Van Vien to cooperate with Diem. (751G.00/11-954 )
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lieves that such utilization of army in a peacetime role will assist 

government materially. Hinh reported that where he has implemented ! 
system results have been most encouraging (and I have reports from 

my observers which tend to confirm this). —— pt es 
‘He referred to civilian companies of unpaid volunteers. He said 

that in these groups called companies of psychological action 100,000 | 
civilians (pedicab drivers and manual laborers) are organized under 
general supervision of psychological warfare section of his staff. Hinh : 
declares that it is the activity of this group which government views 

with concern and fears might lead to revolution. a ae 
Hinh declared that if he had wanted to start a revolution, he would 

have done so before now and that he could start one today if he wished. 

He stated that he would take no action except for benefit of Vietnam 
despite government’s opposition to him and army. o 
~ Hinh stated that situation which had existed past few months must 

end shortly otherwise south Vietnam will be lost within one or two 
months. He said he has taken advantage of opportunity created by 
dispute between him and Diem to demonstrate to world latter’s in- 
competence and inability to lead. However, he said it was not up to 
him to determine if Diem should remain as Prime Minister. - 

- He added however that there are two ways to get rid of Diem: 
(1) Bao Dai could dismiss Diem or (2) Hinh could execute a coup 
@état. However, external considerations had prevented Chief of State 
and Hinh from getting rid of Diem. Hence latter remains, but if he 
continues in office he must cooperate with all elements of society, espe- 
cially witharmy. | | | | | 
-Hinh further stated that decision must be made shortly, either by 

Diem, army, Chief of State or US to resolve current political crisis. 
He said that those who intervened to keep Diem in power are respon- 
sible for future of Vietnam. He said he realized Vietnam needs Amer- | 
ican aid but if that aid, employed under incompetent leadership, leads | 
to certain defeat, Vietnam would do better without it. | ne 

I thanked Hinh for his frankness. | | i 
I told him that I had heard that he had instructions from Bao Dai 

to report to latter in France and urged him to comply promptly. I 

assured him that in his absence any steps that I took would be in sup- 

_ port of freedom of Vietnam. I also assured him I would do nothing | 

while he was absent which would in any way lower his or army’s 

| prestige. I said however that I had just arrived and was not yet in 

position to make firm recommendations to my government as to action 

it should take and I agreed with him that system which he urged 

(utilization of army described above) made a lot of sense to me. I told 

him flatly however that if he was to defy Bao Dai he would have to 

stand alone. | | a
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-Hinh admitted that he had instructions to report to Bao Dai but 
stated that he had not yet made up his mind whether to obey. If he 

| decided not to go to France he would execute a coup d’état. He said 
that question was whether Vietnam was better off with Diem and US 
aid or without Diem and our help. He said he realized that. if he 
executed a coup he would have to forego US aid. I assured him that if 

_ he revolted US aid would definitely be withdrawn. 
_ IT asked Hinh if Cabinet changes suggested by General Alessandri 
(Embtel 1796 repeated Paris 596) * appeared sound to him and he 
replied that he was completely indifferent to proposals. I suggested 
that when he returned from France he do so as Inspector General or 
in capacity other than Chief of Staff. I asked then if he would support 
nomination of General Vy as his successor. He said he would. | | 

: Hinh then asked whether I would ask Diem to effect changes if I 
should determine that his government was incompetent. I replied 

| frankly that I was not committed to support any particular Cabinet __ 
but was committed to support Diem. - | 

_ I then asked him when he expected to leave to report to Bao Dai. 
| Hinh replied he had not decided whether he would leave Vietnam or 

start a revolution. He said if he decided to go, he would probably leave 
fifteenth. He said that he was not motivated by any desire to protect 
his position and, in fact, he would very much like rest of several 
months; but that he had a responsibility toward country and though 
he held no hatred for Diem he was convinced that Prime Minister was 
leading Vietnam to destruction. I again urgently advised him not to 
attempt a revolution but to obey Bao Dai promptly. Hinh replied he | 
would consult with his friends and determine whether Chief of State 
was above country or the country above Chief of State. 

At the conclusion of our discussion I outlined to Hinh some of my 
thinking for support of Vietnamese forces. I told him of my conver- 
sation with Ely and latter’s agreement that US take over training of 

_ Vietnamese armed forces. I pointed out that it was planned gradually 
to replace French officers on Vietnamese staff by Vietnamese officers. 
I told him of my conversation with President Magsaysay and latter’s 

enthusiastic response to my suggestion that Philippines assist free 

Vietnam in training and providing guidance in various fields of | 

endeavor. | SE Gs ae | 

* General Alessandri, military adviser. to Bao Dai, visited Ambassador Heath © 
on Nov. 10. Alessandri, having returned to Saigon to assess the political situation 
for the Chief of State, presented a proposal for a durable government under 
Diem and a list of specific candidates for the various cabinet posts. Among his 
Suggestions were that Phan Huy Quat and Buu Loe serve as Vice Presidents, 
that the Interior Ministry go to Le Kieu of the Binh Xuyen or to Nguyen Van 
Tam, and that Ho Thong Minh be named Minister of Defense. Heath reported 

| oS inn in telegram 1796 from Saigon, Nov. 11, not printed. (751G.00/
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I assured Hinh that I would urge Diem at every opportunity to : 

broaden framework of government and repeated that in his absence I | 

personally would make no recommendations which would derogate 

from the prestige of the army or his position. Hinh’s parting words 

were that he would decide within 48 hours whether to go to France or | 

start a revolution and he said that if he did not leave there would be 

trouble. | a Os 

Despite a certain amount of bravado in Hinh’s statements I was 

quite impressed with his personality and ability. He spoke forcefully | 

and with great clarity and gave me at least the first impression of a 

sincere desire to save his country in the face of what he regards as 

an utterly inadequate government. He is still somewhat immature and, 

despite his protestations to the contrary, is personally ambitious. How- | 

ever, he has qualities of drive and imagination which should be pre- : 

served and if possible used to the maximum in a constructive way. : 

I do not take seriously his threat of a coup d’état but as I do not 

know the man and know little of his actual hold on the army I cannot 

| guarantee this judgment. | : a | 

T51G.5/11-1054 | aan | 

‘The Acting Secretary of Defense (Anderson) to the Secretary of State | 

- TOP SECRET | | | 7 Wasuineron, 12 November 1954. : 

- Dear Mr. Secretary: This letter is in further response to your | 

letter of 11 October 1954 on the subject of the development and train- | 

ing of indigenous forces in Indochina. The views of this Department 

on the training of Vietnamese forces were contained in a letter to you 

dated 20 October 1954. ; | mo ee, 

With reference to the levels of indigenous forces that should be 

| developed in Viet-Nam, Laos, and Cambodia, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

have reconsidered the recommendations contained in their memo- — 

randum of 22 September 1954, subject : “Retention and Development 

of Forces in Indochina” which was made available to you under letter 

of this Department dated 28 September 1954. This reconsideration was 

conducted in light of the views expressed in your letter of 11 October 

1954. | os | | 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that the ultimate objectives of 

the military forces of the Associated States should be: Oe a 

. Viet-Nam—To attain and maintain internal security and to deter _ 

Viet Minh aggression by a limited defense of the Geneva Armistice 
demarkation line. | - has 
Cambodia—To maintain internal security and provide fora limited =~ 

defense of the country. — os ae
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| _ Laos—To maintain insofar as possible internal security. (It is recog- ae 
nized that Laos does not have the capability to defend against overt 

| aggression. ) oo | an 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have expressed the view that the Viet- 
| Namese and Cambodian forces considered as the minimum required 

ultimately to carry out the above objectives are as contained in their | 
memorandum of 22 September 1954, referred to above. The Depart- 
ment of Defense concurs in this view. | 

7 While it is true in a general sense that the military establishment of 
a single state within a collective security group need not be so large 
as would be required if that nation had to act alone to defend its secu- 
rity against external aggression, there would nevertheless appear to be 
merit with respect to Viet-Nam and Cambodia in the maintenance 
by these countries of forces in excess of those necessary for the strict 
requirements of internal security : | 

_ a The problem of internal security in Viet-Nam is particularly 
acute, and exceeds in magnitude that normally to be expected in a | 
country of its size. Considerable numbers of Viet Minh guerrillas and 
sympathizers are known to be active within the territory of free 

| Viet-Nam. These organized groups present a threat to the Government 
beyond that which could be met by internal security forces in the 
conventional sense. The Government of Viet-Nam has announced an 
intention of requesting the phased withdrawal of French forces by 
1956. The withdrawal of French forces, whenever it may be, would | 

, require the entire burden to be assumed by indigenous forces. , 
| __ 6. Indigenous forces in Viet-Nam and Cambodia organized, trained, 

| and equipped to provide a limited capability to carry out the mission 
of resisting external aggression would contribute to the development | 
of national confidence and stability. The absence of such a capability, 
and a military establishment suitable merely for maintaining internal | 

, Security, would tend to create a sense of weakness and insecurity. 
_¢@. With respect to the threat of external attack, indigenous forces, 

| _ although not capable alone of stemming and repelling an aggression, 
could provide immediate resistance to an attack which might other- 
wise proceed with relative impunity, and could complement with 
ground forces whatever other military efforts might be exerted 
through collective action. as 

In the development of indigenous forces in Viet-Nam and Cam- . | 

| bodia, the U.S. interest and practical necessity would require that the a 
_ build-up be in phased increments dependent upon continued resistance _ 

to Communist encroachment by the Governments concerned consist- : 
ent with: , Bow 

a. French willingness to accept U.S. training responsibility. | : 
6. Capability of the Associated States to develop effective and _ 

| reliable forces. oo | | 
¢. The ability of a limited U.S. MAAG to conduct training. — 
d. The continued availability of MDAP funds without detriment _ 

to other programs.
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Such a phased development of indigenous forces would tend to : 
- make the costs of training and maintenance less during the initial 

periods than after completion of the development program. This 
would similarly be reflected in U.S. budgetary requirements during 
the early phases. | | | a oe 

The estimated cost of training and maintaining indigenous forces 
is that contained in the memorandum of the Joint Chiefs of Staff | 

referred to above. Under the terms of the Geneva Armistice Agree-_ 

ment, the introduction of foreign military personnel into Laos is lim- 
ited to specified numbers of French personnel. In view of this limita- 
tion and the resulting prohibition of establishment of a U.S. MAAG 

to supervise such MDAP aid as may be granted, the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff have made no recommendations at this time as to force levels 

for Laos. However, Laos is capable of supporting armed forces of 

12-1500. a ae 
_ An examination of the estimated costs involved in creating and 

maintaining these forces will reveal that approximately $240 million 
for Viet-Nam and $54 million for Cambodia, is for pay and allow- | 

ances of the indigenous personnel. This is computed at the prevail- 

ing national scales and may be reduced but only through negotiations 

with the respective governments to reduce pay and allowances. Slight 

savings in the first year maintenance costs may be possible also if 

sufficient quantities of spares and replacement equipment become avail- 

able in Indochina. This can be determined only after completion of 

an inventory following the evacuation of the Tonkin Delta. Despite 

any major reduction that may be accomplished by these means, U.S. 

support to this area should not be allowed to impair the development 

of effective and reliable allied forces elsewhere. __ a _ 
a Under the assumption that the United States Government considers 

it desirable to proceed with efforts to sustain the remaining territories 

of the Associated States against further Communist encroachment, the 

_ Department of Defense believes such efforts, once undertaken, should a 

be effective. It therefore considers that the levels of indigenous forces 

recommended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff are proportionate to the 

| task to be accomplished. | | 

__ If, however, indigenous forces are to be developed with the military 
objective merely of providing internal security, the force levels recom- 

mended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in their memorandum of 22 Sep- 

tember 1954 might be reduced. In this connection, and pursuant to 

NSC Action No. 1250, 22 October 1954, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have 
been requested to submit their recommendations concerning levels of 

1 See extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the 218th Meeting of the 
National Security Council, Oct. 22, p. 2153. ,
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indigenous forces that should be developed to attain a military ob- 
jective confined to the maintenance of internal security.” a 

Sincerely yours, we 7 ~R. B. AnpErson 

_* By letter of Dec. 1, 1954, to Deputy Secretary of Defense Anderson, Assistant 
Secretary of State Robertson acknowledged receipt of this communication. 
(751G.5/11-1254) _ 

120.251G/11-1354 : Telegram | | —_ 
_ The Ambassador in Vietnam (Heath) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY __ Sargon, November 18, 1954—6 p. m. 
1819. Sent niact Paris 601, repeated information Department pri- 

| ority 1819. From Collins. Reference: Paris 288 repeated Department 
2036.7 Shortly after my arrival in Saigon series of briefings was ar- 
ranged in routine fashion, last of which was to be given by Vietnamese 
army 13th. Two days ago we had unconfirmed reports Bao Dai had 

| issued instructions to Hinh “to leave by first available airplane”. These 
reports were somewhat conflicting and by no means conclusive as to | 
details. SE alae | 

Eleventh, as previously reported, I had contact with Hinh for first 
time. In course of discussion he expressed desire for me to visit areas 
being taken over from Viet Minh. I said this would be impossible for 
obvious political reasons. He admitted he had received instructions = 
from Bao Dai to return to France but made no reference to their in- 
cluding order to report “by first available-airplane”. He indicated he 
would probably leave 15th. I urged him comply with whatever in- 
structions he had from Bao Dai. No reference was made by either of us 
to his conducting briefing scheduled 13th but since he indicated he 

. would be leaving 15th I assumed he would in fact conduct briefing. | 
Late in afternoon of 12th Embassy Counselor was summoned by _ 

Diem for second time and told that Diem was afraid my attendance at 
briefing 13th would be used by Hinh as excuse for his failure to comply 
with alleged instructions from Bao Dai “to depart by first available | 
airplane”. Diem and his brother, Luyen, urged that I cancel briefing. | 
I replied through Counselor that such action would unjustifiably 
place me in most embarrassing position. However, I would bow to 
Prime Minister’s wishes if he insisted. In latter event I would have _ 
to send brief note to Hinh stating I had just been informed officially 
of instructions from Bao Dai and that in consequence I would not be 
able to attend briefing conducted by Hinh, but that after his departure. 
I would arrange for briefing by Vietnamese general staff. In lieu of 

*In the reference telegram, Nov. 12, not printed, the Embassy in France 
reported that Bao Dai had received a message from General Hinh requesting a 
week’s delay in his departure from Vietnam in order to accompany General 

| ar yn a tour of provinces in the central part of the country. (751G.00/
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this action I urged that briefing should go on as scheduled even though — 

Hinh conducted it. If this. were done, I agreed send message through : 

Embassy Paris requesting to have Bao Dai informed of circumstances 

in the case. a 7 | 

This information was conveyed to Diem by Embassy Counselor and | 

I understand my proposal to continue with the briefing was vigorously — 

supported by Deputy Defense Minister Minh. Diem finally acquiesced 

unwillingly and on condition (1)-message be transmitted to Bao Dai | 

by Embassy Paris, which message he wished also transmit through his | 

own channels, and (2) that I inform Hinh he not authorized use my | 

arrival as pretext for delaying departure. (I am informing Diem of | 

gist of message to Bao Dai but will not provide him with any text.) 

General Hinh did conduct briefing this morning in exceptionally | 

able manner. His exposition was precise, logical and forthright. He 

| did all talking himself, clearly knew what he was talking about, and | 

his proposals, except for size of forces envisaged, accorded with my 

own militaryexperience. | a ea 

I would greatly appreciate if Embassy Paris would convey sense - 

of above paragraphs to Bao Dai. While I am loath to make any rec- 

ommendations to man whom I do not know, I am convinced every 

possible effort must be made to preserve and put to use in Vietnam 

the talents which, in my judgment, Hinh possesses. He is relatively 

immature, politically ambitious and has certain amount. of bombast. 

in his makeup. However, under firm political control and direction 

he could make great contribution toward stabilizing situation in Viet- 

nam and toward its future development. . 

Following briefing this morning, I talked to Hinh and informed 

him briefly of situation which arose afternoon of the twelfth. I told 

him I wanted to be sure this briefing could not be interpreted as a a 

reason for his delayed departure. He promptly replied he had in- 

formed Bao Dai he was delaying his departure and would consider 

his action approved unless he heard to contrary from Bao Dai. I said, 

nevertheless, that in order to assure Bao Dai I intended for my part. 

to send message to Bao Dai through Embassy Paris. He replied that 

this was wholly logical and agreed. Hinh then informed me he was 

leaving 18th. I expressed my regret he was delaying so long. Hinh 

replied that since he would be probably leaving for good, he had to — 

wind up his affairs here and could not depart earlier. oO 

Reference fourth paragraph Paris 288. While I received General a 

Alessandri 11th, question of his return to consult with Bao Dai was | 

not mentioned. Conversation was along lines his exposition to Heath 

reported 1796 to Department repeated Paris 596.? | — | 

| HeatTH 

= See footnote 3, p. 2240. , 

: |
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—--751G.00/11-1554 ; Telegram Oe 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State} 

| SECRET PRIORITY | Paris, November 15, 1954—7 p. m. | 
2080. Repeated information Saigon 298 London Moscow unnum- _ 

bered. Limited distribution. Probable course French action with re- 
spect Vietnam (re EmbDesp 282) .? 

I. General. It is becoming increasingly evident that a fundamental 
divergence between French and U.S. approach to Vietnamese problem 
exists and may be accentuated in coming months. Franco—-American 
differences over Diem government are more fundamental than simply 
a divergence over how best to increase effectiveness of Vietnamese 
government. Complexity and pace with which internal Vietnamese 
political situation has evolved since Geneva has tended to obscure this 
fact. We feel it essential, therefore, that what appears to be probable | 
future course of French action with respect to Vietnam be recognized 

_ now for what it is—and not as what we might hope it would be—in | 
order that it may be taken into account in determination of future 
phases of U.S. policy with respect to Vietnam and not, through mis- | 

_ understanding, become basis for future charges of bad faith and re- 
crimination. Pattern of forces taking shape in France in this regard 
appears to be similar in its broad outline to pre-Geneva pattern and 
dilemma confronting U.S. at that time may be posed again. — ae 

7 Furthermore, we think French approach to Vietnam problem will | 
increasingly tend to reflect broad lines of French approach to overall 
problem of East-West relations and degree of success encountered on 
either plane may be expected to have its impact on, and give impetus 
to, its approach on other. 

II. Probable course French action Vietnam. We believe that Mendes, 
his entourage, his government are, for most part, favorably disposed 

| to explore and consider a policy looking toward an eventual peaceful __ 
North-South rapprochement in Vietnam. However, this probable 

| course of French action has a broader base and deeper roots than 
Mendes and his entourage. At risk of oversimplification, we think 
French tend to feel there are only two possible realistic solutions to 
Vietnamese problem: An eventual peaceful North-South rapproche- 
ment on terms likely to be favorable to Vietminh—since Vietminh as _ 

| military victor unlikely accept anything less—as opposed to an ulti- 
mate military show-down. with Vietminh and Communist bloc in an 
effort to prevent reunification taking place on terms favorable Viet- _ 
minh in line policy to retain South Vietnam as free world bastion. _ 
In light of what we have learned in France in recent past, it would 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 
?Not printed.
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appear unrealistic to expect France to adopt latter course. While much 

| is said regarding necessity of developing sufficient strength in South [ 

Vietnam in order to attract a majority of Vietnamese voters in the 

| July 1956 nationwide elections, there appears to be a lack of conviction, 

particularly on part of those in France most familiar with Vietnamese 

scene, that this represents anything more than a pious hope. We think | 

that it must be recognized that the present French Government, and | 

we think generally, anticipate and expect nationwide elections to 

take place in Vietnam in 1956 and that they would consider a policy : 

designed to reject them a violation of spirit of Geneva agreement which | | 

they are not prepared to accept. We think as well that French prepared 

to go along with results of such general elections however academic 

that exercise may eventually prove to be. French would expect to be : 

supported by India and probably U.K. in this respect.° oe 

Such approach is consistent with Mendes’ position as outlined to — 

the Assembly last July to effect that France intends to aid South Viet- : 

nam to extent possible to prepare for the elections although responsi- : 

| bility for outcome rests with Vietnamese themselves. As we said at , 

time, we gained impression that Mendes’ attitude was essentially “let 7 

best man win”. Although broad lines of such a policy might well be 

expected to be clearly established within expectant life-span of | 

Mendes’ government, we are inclined to think it likely that pressures 

that developed in France to force settlement of the I.C. war on the | | 

best terms available may be expected to reemerge and force any possi- 

ble governmental coalition that might be formed in France to adopt : 

an approach to the Vietnam problem looking toward eventual North- 

South collaboration. Although there may be occasional efforts made | 

within France to deflect such a course of French action, we think these , 

would prove to be temporary diversions only and would emanate | 

essentially from those groups who would wish, as a price of maintain- | 
ing South Vietnam free of eventual [omission] a continuation of a— 

large measure of French control and influence in the south. Although ! 

this might prove preferable to eventual Vietminh control, we believe 

?Telegram 2498 from London, Nov. 24, commenting on Paris telegram 2080, : 
read as follows: — ok. | 

- “Bmbassy concurs view expressed reference telegram UK would, under present 
circumstances at any rate, be unprepared accept policy designed to reject nation- 

| wide elections in Vietnam in 1956 as violation of letter and spirit of Geneva | 
Agreement. UK takes position it entered into agreement in good faith and in - ©° 
absence compelling reasons to contrary it has no recourse but to support agree- | | 
ment. To do otherwise would stultify Western position regarding elections in 

| Germany and Korea. Even though UKG might be willing consider contrary | 
: course it would be faced with severe criticism from imposition and tremendous | 

pressure from India. If, however, there were flagrant Communist: violation of 
terms of agreement demonstrable to other signatories, especially India, UK 
would doubtless be willing review its position, and perhaps support move post- — 
pone elections indefinitely.” (751G.00/11-2454 ) : 

| 

| ) 
|
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French themselves discount such an approach in longer term knowing 
_ that Vietnamese in south are probably not prepared for the most part | 

to accept it and that many might turn to Vietminh as a consequence. 
Against such diversionary efforts that may be made to deflect French 
policy must be balanced wide-spread receptiveness in France to any 
indication of progress registered, however slight, by Sainteny in 
North Vietnam and frequent reiteration of magnitude and inexorable 
nature of the Vietminh drive toward an eventual absorption of the 

| south. | a 
We think Vietnam presents Mendes with a situation ideally de- 

| signed to test bases of his fundamental political philosophy which 
appears to regard “peaceful coexistence” as a possibility to be ex- 

| plored, and we inclined think Mendes may prove to be principal 
architect and exponent of a policy looking toward the achievement 
of a peaceful reunification of Vietnam. It would appear that Soviet 
and Chinese Communist encouragement of such a French approach 

_ could easily be given since the eventual result in Vietnam would 
likely be at a minimum a Communist-oriented or neutralist Vietnam 
in the Nehru pattern. Such encouragement could also pay dividends 
for Soviets and Chinese Commies on broader plane in contributing to 
“normalization” of East-West relations. _ | | 

Thus we think the present French situation permits our drawing the 
following tentative conclusions: - | a 

(1) That French will insist upon holding of nationwide elections __ 
in Vietnam in 1956 on theory of abiding in spirit of the Geneva settle- 

| ment even though outcome of such elections may have become academic 
through process of erosion beforehand o 7 

(2) That the French do not really believe that any given South 
Vietnamese governmental combination, with all the technical and eco- 
nomic resources that could be usefully exploited, can overcome present 

| apparent political and military imbalance between the North and South 
in time to win any general election ; oe | BS | 

(3) That French fear that a threat of overt Vietminh military 
aggression will arise if any attempt is made to thwart the holding of — 
nationwide elections in July 1956; | 7 (4) ‘That the French are no more willing now, and may be expected 
to be increasingly less so as time goes by, to risk a resumption of 
hostilities in I.C. and a general Asian war as an alternate to eventual 
North-South Vietnamese collaboration; 

| (5) That the French do not.consider SEATO either as framework 
or instrument that could properly be used in support of policy designed _ to avoid elections and hold 17th parallel against eventual Vietminh — 
attempt to reunify country by force; | 

(6) That the French do not believe that the U.S. is prepared to 
- intervene militarily on the ground in ‘Vietnam in an effort to establish 

South Vietnam as a free world strongpoint and make the 17th parallel 
another 38th, nor do the French think that the South Vietnamese mili-
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tarily will be in a position to swing it alone or carry lion’s share of 
burden ; Sos | Deut? ne 

(7) That the French appear to conclude from the foregoing that it | 
is possible, and in any event that it is worth the risk, to attempt to | 
bring about a peaceful reunification of North and South Vietnam and | 
try keep a Communist-oriented Vietminh-controlled reunified Viet- : 

| nam outside Communist orbit, and at least neutral to free world. ! 

As consequence, we think that the French may more and more speak 

of the desirability of the U.S. adopting a sympathetic view of Sain- — | 

teny’s efforts to reduce dependence of Ho and his government on | 

Commie China and bring Vietminh closer to free world. We may ex- _ 

pect that this approach will be portrayed as offering the only real 

| chance of avoiding an inevitable military show-down in Asia with | 

which the U.S. approach to Vietnam is becoming increasingly identi- : 

fied in French minds. es oe alm | a 

Ill. Impact U.S. aid. Although it appears that an early cutoff or 
substantial reduction in U.S. aid for the French Expeditionary Corps 

would only further accelerate French trend toward a policy of collabo- | 
ration with the Vietminh, we do not believe that continuation of U.S. 

aid for the Expeditionary Corps at substantial levels through at least _ 
1955 would do more than slow down this trend. We do not think that _ 
it would reverse or appreciably modify this trend. | 

IV. Present lines U.S. approach Vietnam. Our recent exchange of 
views with French on Buu Hoi tended underline and make clear to 
French that U.S. not prepared to accept an approach in Vietnam that 

might eventually involve, or look toward, a policy of possible collabo- — 
ration with Vietminh. At a minimum we think it can safely be said that 
the present French position with respect to Vietnam encompasses such 

a possibility. As a consequence, we are inclined to think that U.S. is 

currently faced, and may be increasingly faced, with prospect of 
France moving along a path in Vietnam which we might consider as _ 
conflicting with our ultimate objectivesthere. oe 

Vi. Conclusion. We think it unrealistic to expect France in longer _ 
term to follow a course of action in Vietnam which it feels might in- 
volve it in an eventual military show-down in the Far East. Psy- 
chologically, France might have accepted such a show-down during 
the final days of Dien Bien Phu. However, that time has passed and 
the trend that led to the conclusion of the I.C. war on terms by which 
the Vietminh could one day peacefully take over all of Vietnam, has 
only gained momentum with the passage of time. Hence it would ap- 
pear that when reference is made hereafter to harmonization of | 
Franco—American policy with respect to Vietnam it will become in- 
creasingly necessary to examine our respective objectives in Vietnam 
and how we intend to achieve them if we are to avoid serious mis- | 
understandings arising in months to come. To speculate, it would also
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| appear that if South Vietnam is to be retained as a free world bastion 
in Southeast Asia, the burden, i.e., military, may tend fall principally 
upon U.S. aided by such military force as can be developed in South 
Vietnam beforehand, and that the implementation of such a policy _ 
inevitably will encounter resistance from French and neutralist ele- 
ments on overall plane as well as an anticipated step-up in the overall __ 
Communist coexistence campaign. _ a 

| Oo | | DILLon 

120.251G/11-1554 : Telegram co | 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET = PRIORITY ‘Sarcon, November 15, 1954—10 p. m. 
1830. Repeated information priority Paris 602. From Collins. 
Part One. | ee 
First general impressions and recommendations: a | 
1. Diem is a small, shy, diffident man with almost no personal mag- 

netism. He evidently lacks confidence in himself and appears have an 
| inherent distaste for decisive action. His handling of the Hinh case 

since I have been here tends to support this estimate. 
2. I have not seen enough of Diem personally to evaluate his more 

favorable attributes nor do I yet know what hold he has on Viet- 
namese people. While I am not now. prepared to express a general 
judgment on Diem, I can say that I am by no means certain he has _ 
inherent capacity to manage country during this critical period. My _ | 
clear impression, moreover, is that each passing day of indecisiveness | 
is bound to lessen any confidence that people may have in his 
government. 

8. Information from various sources convinces me that Diem’s 
Cabinet must be materially strengthened and in fairly short order. 
Key positions at the moment are Ministries of Defense and Interior. | 

7 Perhaps if these posts are filled along lines proposed to Diem by 
_ Alessandri (Embtel 1796) ,? such a reshuffle may provide government —_ 

, - with necessary reinforcement. However, I have not been here long 
enough to judge whether, if this proposal were adopted, it would do | 
the trick. | a | | 

4. I have been impressed with pervasive influence of French in. 
political, economic and military aspects of situation here. Certainly, 
if expeditionary corps were withdrawn prematurely, results could be 
disastrous. Similarly, it would be unwise for us to attempt to displace 

_ t Ambassador Donald R. Heath left Vietnam on Nov. 14. Randolph A. Kidder, 
Counselor of Embassy, served as Chargé d’Affaires pending the appointment of a 

_ hew Ambassador. This telegram was transmitted in six parts. 
* See footnote 3, p. 2240.
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French capital and French advisers in fields of banking, currency = | 

controls and allied business matters. Any such move could impose on | 

us obligations which might be onerous and long drawn out as. those - 

we assumed in Philippines and Korea. ee ae 

5. In military field, most pressing problems are to determine size | 

and structure of Vietnamese army and define its mission. I have been : 

concentrating on these problems. — es 

: 6. General Ely has questioned validity of our assumption that we 

can rely on threat of action under Manila pact to dissuade Viet Minh | 

from renewing military operations against free Vietnam. I agree with | 

him that until after the period now scheduled for elections, it will be | 

necessary maintain sufficient combat forces, both French and Viet- | 

namese, to furnish reasonable assurance that country could not be | 

quickly overrun pending action by Manila pact powers. I therefore 

believe we should continue furnish some support to FEC during this ! 

period, foo a 
| 7 Iam convinced as is General O’Daniel also that if we did not _ 

include within Vietnamese army some combat forces capable of taking 

to the field, morale effect on both Vietnamese people and army. would 

be very bad, and this omission would be exploited to our disadvantage 

by Viet Minh. Vietnamese army, despite its failing, is the only orga- 

nized, cohesive indigenous force in country. To propose to cut in half | 

its present strength, and at same time make no provision for true com- 

bat forces, is accordingly not practicable solution in light of existing 

situation and would be unacceptable to Vietnamese. It will probably | 

be very difficult to obtain Diem’s acceptance of sharp reduction 

forces I will propose as outlined in part two this message. 

8. Fairly well balanced Vietnamese defense forces, designed pri- 

marily to establish and maintain internal security, and yet incorpo- 

rating a small blocking force, can be created within ceiling of 90,000 

men at an annual cost to United States of about 200 million dollars. 

Though inclusion of combat force within Vietnamese army is contrary | 

to concept outlined in numbered paragraph 2 of my terms of refer- 

ence,? I feel this must nevertheless be done. Such force would be pre- 

pared not only to assist FEC in event of renewal of hostilities but — 

might also be necessary in order to reinforce those units normally 

assigned to maintain internal security. bg | 

, 9. It should be noted that in the force table outlined in part two_ 

no provision is made for a constabulary. The territorial divisions indi- | 

cated are for the purpose of maintaining internal security moreover 

the present military forces of the Cao Dai, Hoa Hao and other groups — 

would be incorporated into the territorial divisions and made a part of 

the national army. Thus the army would be the only military land force _ 

* See letter from the President to General Collins, Nov. 3, p. 2205. 

578-611 0 82 - 55 (Pt. 2)
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in the country except for a small police force which would come under 
the control of the Minister of Interior. — 

. It may be necessary to modify this concept after coordination with 
| Vietnamese authorities. wo 

Part Two. a | 
1. Following is my recommended Vietnam force basis for FY 1956. 

Accompanying cost estimate is based on assumption that initial equip- _ 
ment is on hand here. | . . | 

| (a) Army 
(1) National HQ 2500 | | | 
(2) Three territorial Div HQ at 800 each 2400 
(3) 13 security Regt HQ at 200 each 2600 _ 
(4) 39security Bns at 500 each 19500 
(5) Three field Divs at 8450 each 25350. 
Each Div comprises HQ 200; 3 light Regts 2350 each; 105 Howitzer | 

Bn 400; Sig Co 160; RCN Co 90; Pioneer Co 150; Trans Co 150; 
Maint Co 125; Med Co 125. Each Lt Regt consists of HQ 150; 3 Lt | 
Bns at 700 each 2100; Hvy Co 100. a , | 

(6) 1 ABN RCT 3700 ae 
| (7) Army troops 11635 | a | 

(8) Com troops 3000 military ; 4000 civilian _ 
_ (9) Schools and camps 3000 | - | | 

(10) Pipeline 4000 Be | | 
(11) Total army 77,685 military; 4000 civilian —— 
(12) FY 1956 estimated cost army $172,580,000 | 

. (6) Navy Bae : 5 oS 
| (1) HQ, staffs, SVs 700 military, 250 civilian. _ 

| (2) Training school 400. coh | 
(3) Ships crews 1900 all —_ 
(4) Total navy 3000 military; 250 civilian. 
(5) FY 1956 estimated cost navy $10,039,000 _ | 

(c) Air Force OO | | 2 a 
(1) HQ, staffs, SVC 1000 military ; 150 civilian — ee 
(2) Two Ln Sgns and one Trans Sqn 2000 

| (3) Total Air Force 3000 military ; 150 civilian | 
(4) FY 1956 estimated cost Air Force $10,529,000 
(5) Note; During second year add one Ftr Sqn, one Trans Sqn, 

| 1,000 men. - | ee | | 

d. 'Total armed forces 83,685 military ; 4,400 civilian. 
é. FY 56 estimated total cost armed forces $193,148,000 
f. FY 56 estimated cost MAAG operations including salaries 150 

US civilians $8,500,000 | oo 
g. FY 56 estimated cost $201,648,000 _ ae oo 

2. It will be recognized that Vietnam forces, primarily army, must 
be reduced from current strength of roughly 170,000 to accord with 

_-- recommended structure. I visualize this reduction as a selective dis- 
charge process designed to retain cream of officers, NCOs, specialists
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and 

units. 
Process 

will 
require 

roughly 

six 
months 

including 

necessary 

| 
redeployment. 

Acceleration 

of reduction 

considered 

neither 

practica- 

| 
| ble 

nor 
desirable 

due 
to administrative 

complications 

and 
damaging 

effect 
on morale. 

Cost 
of US 

support 

during 

remainder 

fiscal 
55 has 

not 
yet 

been 
computed 

but 
will 

probably 

run 
in neighborhood 

of $100 
| 

million. 

This 
will, 

of course, 

be an expense 

to be borne 
during 

second half 
of FY 

55 and 
is over 

and 
above 

cost 
of recommended 

structure 
for FY 56. | a | | 

- 8. I would 

emphasize 

that 
while 

recommended 

armed 

forces 

for 
| 

FY 
56 reflects 

structure 

of six 
divisions, 

it is basically 

an internal 

| 
security 

force. 
Territorial 

divisions 

are 
essentially 

existing 

regional 
commands 

so organized 

as to provide 

one 
or two 

security 

battalions 
for 

each 
province 

under 
security 

regiments 

now 
represented 

by various 

, 
intermediate 

headquarters. 

Three 
field 

divisions 

provide 

mobile 

ele- 
| 

ments 

required 

to reinforce 

provincial 

units 
and 

provide 

shield 

in 
event 

of aggression. 

Latter 

role 
is essential 

to prevent 

rapid 
overrun- 

ning 
of country 

before 

outside 

assistance 

can 
be brought 

to bear. 
Both 

| | 
territorial 

and 
field 

forces 

will 
serve 

as basis 
for 

peacetime 

develop- 

} 
ment 

of reserve 

units 
which 

in turn 
will 

enable 

expansion 

in time 
of 

national 

emergency. 

Six 
division 

formula 

also 
serves 

as means 

of over- 
| 

- coming 

at least 
in part 

Vietnamese 

and 
French 

concern 

and 
disappoint- 

_ 
‘ment 

over 
our 

stand 
against 

their 
plans 

for 
10 Vietnam 

divisions 

in | 
addition 

to large 
territorial 

security 

force. 
| | 

| 4, Special 

attention 

is invited 

to fact 
that 

nearly 

80 percent 

of 
estimated 

FY 
56 cost 

is attributable 

to food, 
clothing, 

pay 
and 

allow- ances. 
$5.70 

per 
man 

per 
day 

is currently 

expended 

on these 
items. 

| 

Much 
as I should 

prefer 

to insist 
on important 

reduction 

these 
costs, _ which 

have 
applied 

for 
some 

two 
years, 

I consider 

that 
such 

action 

if | : 

carried 

out 
would 

produce 

irreparable 

harm 
in terms 

lowered 

morale during 

critical 

period 

now 
to 1 July 

56. Solution 

in future 

years 
must 

, 

lie in restoration 

of national 

military 

service. 

In this 
way 

hard 
corps 

of 
regulars 

can 
be retained 

on current 

high 
pay 

scales 
while 

conscript 

pay 
can 

be drastically 

reduced. 

— | - a
e
 

: 
5. No militia 

has 
been 

included 

in FY 
56 structure. 

I consider 

that 
: 

role 
these 

essentially 

home 
guard 

elements 

should 

be fulfilled 

by local volunteers 

and 
police. 

— oo | 
_ Part 

Three. 
Development 

and 
training 

of autonomous 

Vietnam 

7 
armed 

forces 
| es | 

1. Two 
requisites 

for 
effective 

development 

of the 
Vietnam 

force 
— | 

_ structure 

outlined 

in part 
two 

are: 
: | 

(a) 
Autonomy 

of command 

i.e. 
actual 

command 

of Vietnamese 

, 
forces 

by Vietnamese, 

and; 
_ 

(6) 
US 

responsibility 

for 
organization 

and 
training. 

French 

must 
| | 

cooperate 

fully 
in their 

independent 

action. 

| 

. E
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_ 2. To this end I have had prepared a minute of understanding which 
I presented in draft to General Ely today (see part four for summary 
of meeting). Minute provides that: | = | 

__ (a) Force structure outlined part two above would be attained by 1 July 1955; a | | 
| (6) Full autonomy would be granted by France to Vietnam armed 

forces not later than 1 July 1955; | 
(c) US would assume responsibility for advising government of 

Vietnam in organization and training of its armed forces on 1 J anuary 
1955, exercise of responsibility to be entrusted to Chief, US MAAG; 

(d) Utilization of French training personnel is desirable and neces- 
sary, and would be under MAAG direction; 

(€) Since he has overall responsibility for military security of Viet- 
nam, he will have to be assured that organization and training are in 
accord with an agreed operational concept approved by him; 
__(f) Some initial reliance would be placed on French training and 

adviser personnel, but they would be phased out as US MAAG capa- 
bility increased; | | 
_(g) Above arrangements subject to consent of government of 

Vietnam. ; Co 

3. General Ely told me he agreed with the concept contained in the 
minute but wished to study it further. I am meeting with him again _ 
tomorrow morning. Later today an aide called to say General Ely had | 
seen a translation of minute, wished to discuss it in detail, and asked 
that Washington not be advised he had approved it. 

Part Four, Reaction of Ely. oe eh | 
1. I met with Ely 15 November and had a thorough discussion of =| 

concepts outlined in part 1 above and of details of programs outlined 
in parts 2 and 3. Ely’s reaction as follows: _ a 

(a) He stated he was prepared to agree to our force structure plan. 
In fact he believed the 200,000 man force proposed. by the Vietnamese : 
was too high. Our plan, he said, would be difficult to sell to the 
Vietnamese. BS a | | 

(6) It has always been French intention to reduce FEC as Viet- 
nam forces are built up. However, reduced levels of Vietnam forces 
in our plan will require restudy of phase out FEC. 

(c) He agreed with concept that Vietnam forces should be capable 
of withstanding initial shock of external attack while Manila pact | 
powers prepared to act. However, actual defense arrangements under 

| this concept would have to be discussed further. _ | | 
(d) He approved of the concept of light divisions ‘as included in 

- our proposal. | oe | 
(€) In reply to my question whether he would agree on increase of 

the 342 US military forces to which the MAAG would be limited 
under an overly strict interpretation of Geneva agreement, he agreed - 
that this could be done but cautioned against Viet Minh reaction. : 

| _ Said such increase should be done gradually and quietly.
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(f) He specifically agreed that the US should take over full re- | 
sponsibility for organization and training of Vietnam forces and that. 
French trainers and advisers would be under MAAG direction, but 
emphasized need for close liaison between chief, MAAG and himself : 
with which I concurred. | | 

2. I expect further to develop Ely’s position during our meeting : 
16 November, | we ch | 

8. Late today I discussed with Diem the broad concepts and pro- : 
grams outlined in parts 1, 2, and 3 above. His initial reaction was in | 
general favorable, but I am not sure he grasped all the implications 
ofthe presentation. =| ge OS SBE Part Five. US support for FEC. | ee - Lote 

1. Reference Deptel 1875.4 As indicated in part 1 this message, I am | 
in general agreement with views expressed by Heath in Embtel 1761 ° | 

to effect that US should continue some financial support to FEC dur- 
- ing 1955. We believe French are under impression they will receive | 

such support and that failure on our part to provide it would make | 
it difficult for us to obtain full French cooperation which we consider | 
essential to success of our military and economic aid programs. | 

2. I am not prepared at present, however, to recommend exact force 

level to which FEC should be reduced by January 1, 1956 nor precise | 

dollar contribution which should be made toward support of FEC | 

during calendar 1955. I recommend that this figure, however, be not | 

lessthan 100 million, a VS | | 
8. I told Ely this morning that I believed at least some part of the | 

FEC should be maintained here until date scheduled for Vietnamese : 
elections and that I was ready to recommend to my government that | 
US continue contribute to its financial support during that period, 
but mentioned no figures. However, I felt sure funds for the purpose > : 

would be smaller than hitherto. re | 
_ Part Six. Subjects for discussion with Mendes-France. © 
1. Deptel 1939.¢ I believe parts two through five of this message | 

_might profitably be discussed with Mendes-France if there is time 
and if he is accompanied by appropriate experts. Their order of im- 

portance for such discussion seems to me to be: - 

(a) USsupport for FEC; | | | 
-* (6) French concept of mission of FEC during present period; | : 
_ (e) Our proposals for organization and training of autonomous | 
Vietnamese forces; is a | oe | 

* Sent also to Paris as telegram 1692, Nov. 5, p. 2215. | | 
* Dated Nov. 8, p. 2224. | - - | 
* Telegram 1939 to Saigon, Nov. 11, requesting the views of General Collins on 

the Vietnam situation in preparation for the talks with Premier Mendés-France, | 
is not printed. (120.251G/11-1154} | 

| 
| 
|
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(d) Our recommendations re Vietnamese armed force levels, to- 
gether with strategic concept back of reduced national army and FEC 
(1.e., Manila pact) ; | | 

(e) Recovery by US of excess MDAP material (Embtel 1793 No-- 
vember 10).’ : ) | 

2. While I believe point (a) should be resolved in such manner as 
to permit retention in Vietnam of some portion of FEC, as discussed 
in parts one and five this message not all the elements entering into 

a problem are available here. | 
_ 8. With respect to French attitude toward Diem Government, I 
think that nothing should be said to imply any faltering in our sup- 
port for Prime Minister, but we should leave initiative with Mendes 
to bring up question if he wishes do so. ) 

| : Kupper 

: ™Telegram 1793 from Saigon, Nov. 10, not printed, contained a draft minute of 
understanding proposed by General Collins regarding the recovery by the United 
States of MDAP material no longer needed by the French for the prosecution of 7 
the war. Under the terms of the draft note, General O’Daniel and General Ely 

: would consult as soon as possible regarding the disposition of this equipment. 
| | (751G.5 MSP/11-1054) | : | 

120.251G/11-1654:Telegram ee 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY ‘Sarcon, November 16, 1954—38 p. m. 
1841. Repeated information Paris 606. Limit distribution. From 

Collins. Re Deptel 1939. oo | a 
1. During discussion with Ely fifteenth (Embtel 1830),? he made | 

point it was necessary reach US-French agreement with respect to | 
general, not merely military, policies for Vietnam. In this connection 
he wished particularly know US attitude toward elections scheduled _ 
for 1956. He pointed out that clause in Geneva Accord providing 

| for elections is not clear as to whether these are to be held separately = 

in each zone or are to be countrywide. Ely expressed view that while 
countrywide elections would result in Viet Minh victory, separate — 

balloting might save Free Vietnam. | | 
2. I replied I did not know what US position is regarding elections, 

but I was aware of US fear that single countrywide election would 
deliver country to Viet Minh.. Ely said he thought we should take no 
steps publicly indicating opposition to elections. I gave him my present 

personal thought we should work on assumption that elections north | 

| and south would be held separately and on basis as widely divergent 

as possible and under such conditions as to offer reasonable chance of 

| winning. | | | 

* See footnote 6, supra. | oo 
* Supra.
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_ 8. Ely said Viet Minh forces are, and will remain, stronger than | 
those available to him. If Viet Minh become aware they may not win 
entire country by elections, they may resort to aggression. Under cir- 
cumstances, it might be wiser to work out modus vivendi between north , 
and south covering particularly economic exchanges. Ely said he had 
insufficient forces to resist armed Viet Minh attack, and that he feared, 
moreover, Viet Minh might provoke revolution in south if it should 
appear National Government was becoming firmly established. | 

4, Ely went so far as to say he believes Diem does not intend permit 
elections and that some French believe US is supporting Diem for | 
that reason. I assured Ely we are not backing Diem for any such 
reason. ee Ps | 

5. I recognize this is delicate question but think it should be raised | 
with Mendes if Department judges circumstances favorable. In any : 

_ event, I request guidance as to whether I should continue hold to line | | 
as in page two above in further discussing this matter with Ely. _ | 

_ Kipper : 

751G.00/11-1654: Telegram | | 

The Chargé in France (Achilles) to the Department of State 

SECRET _ Paris, November 16, 1954—8 p. m. 

2091. Repeated information Saigon 299. Embassy officer delivered 
Department’s declaration of policy on Indochina contained in Deptel 
16731 to Bao Dai orally today. As the same ground had been largely | 

| covered in our recent previous conversation, Bao Dai had little to add 

to what he had said at that time. He fully appreciates U.S. objectives | 
and policies outlined in the declaration and stated categorically that 
he is prepared to do his share by giving his full support to Ngo Dinh 
Diem while there is a chance of his succeeding. It was to demonstrate | } 
this fact that he had summoned General Hinh to Paris. He noted | 
Department’s use of term “a government of national union around | 
Prime Minister Diem” and stated that he interpreted this to mean that 
we would not outlaw possibility of broadening of present government 
but at the moment were not prepared to consider a substitute govern- ; 
ment to replace it. We confirmed this fact. He expressed hope that 
General Collins as “a new broom” could influence Diem into action. 
Bao Dai admitted that his principal concern now was that Hinh not 

follow orders and return to Paris November 18 as expected. Bao Dai 
has sent Hinh no further message and does not intend to do so unless 
he fails to leave on schedule in which case he would take action to dis- | 
cipline him. Bao Dai spoke of not pressing Hinh too much at this it 
time else he “lose face” and use this as another excuse for deferring 
departure. - a Oo 
———_____ | | Ce, | 

4 Dated Nov. 5, p. 2213. | : 

[ 

Co |
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_ In discussing “the formation of a government of national union _ 
around Diem”, Bao Dai expressed hope that Hinh’s absence from — 
Saigon, even if temporary, would make it. possible for Diem to recon- 
cile his differences with the sects and other leading Vietnamese per- 

| sonalities with a view to bringing them into his government. We asked 
Bao Dai what his opinion was of General Alessandri’s supposed ideas 
re broadening government. He thought they were interesting but im- 
practical because they would prove to be unacceptable to Diem. We 

| asked his opinion of incorporating either Buu Hoi or Buu Loc into 
government. This afforded Bao Dai, as we had hoped, opportunity 
disavow Buu Hoi which he lost no time in doing on grounds that Viet- 
nam was suffering from a spate of “intellectual” leaders like Buu 

| Hoi and Diem while what she needed were men of action. Vietnam 
could no longer afford the luxury of the “experiments” of intellectuals, 
he said. Diem had qualities of character but he must now move into _ 
action and could only do so if he permitted others but his brothers 
to help him. | | | 

: Bao Dai stated he would remain in Paris for the foreseeable future 
and hoped to maintain contact with the Embassy as things developed. 

= | | ACHILLES 

751G.00/11-1654 : Telegram | | 

| The Ambassador in Canada (Stuart) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Orrawa, November 16, 1954—6 p.m. 
| [Received November 17—1:59 a.m.] > 

102. Mendes-France met today with Prime Minister and Canadian 
officials to discuss Europe and Indochina.’ Expressed confidence he 
could obtain ratification agreements otherwise his comments Euro- 
pean situation had no particular significance. In Mendes’ view given 
fairly satisfactory conditions the future of Laos and Cambodia as — 
independent frail political entities (like Burma) can be assured. He 

*Premier Mendés-France visited Canada en route to Washington for conversa- 
tions with U.S. officials, Nov. 18-20. On the afternoon of Nov. 17, Lester B. Pear- 
son, Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs, briefed Secretary Dulles 
by telephone on the Canadian talks with Mendés-France. Dulles’ office record of 
that conversation read in part as follows: “P. is worried about Indochina and 
they told MF they would go along to try to work things out on the Commission 
without forcing the issue, but the time may come soon when unless there is some 
change on the part of Poland, they may have to force some issues. MF said the | 

| situation is not any worse than we might have expected 3-4 months ago. MF is 
worried most about Northern Laos and the weakness of the Government in the | 
South. He was not too much of an alarmist and was full of determination to push 
things through.” (Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Telephone Conversa- 
tions”) Telegram 105 from Ottawa, Nov. 18, provided additional information on > 
the Mendés-France talks in Canada. (751G.00/11-1854) Finally, in Washington 
on Nov. 18, Canadian Minister Glazebrook briefed William J. Galloway, Special 
Assistant to the Counselor, on the same subject. Galloway’s memorandum of that 
conversation is in file 751G.00/11-1854. |
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still has misgivings about two northern provinces of Laos where not | 
even the spirit of the armistice has been observed but notes that they 
have long been in precarious condition contiguous to hostile territory. 
He commented also on the difficulty of surveying the situation in | 
northern Laos. — | ES ae | 

Regarding Vietnam he said that any observer at the time of the 
armistice could have reached the conclusion that the situation four | | 

months later would be no better than it actually is. He is seriously | 
worried over Vietnam although he said that given a more popular | 
form of government there might be a faint hope of building up a solid | 
democraticfront. = = a | Te sO | 
‘Canadians surprised to hear him say that he had found Ho Chi- ! 

Minh not completely uncooperative. He gave various instances of | 
cooperation such as supply of coal from Hanoi to Haiphong. Also’ | 
French representative Hanoi while not officially recognized is being | 

| given VIP status by Viet. Minh. Mendes believes that we will have | 
real clue to Viet Minh intentions when Haiphong finally handed over. | | 

In general Mendes felt that our best chance was through “Politique 

deSouplesse™, ee oe | 
_ Mendes indicated that he is particularly worried over Ngo Dinh _ | 

Diem and intends to discuss that situation particularly with the Sec- | 
retary. Will also discuss proposed SEATO meeting in Bangkok called | 

to consider Vietnam elections and believes it unwise proceed too | 
quickly with this. Canadians hitherto unaware of this project. 

Canadians observed that Mendes seems fully aware of realities of 

US life and the situation of the administration vis-4-vis various shades 

of opinion. He also recognizes the importance of the US and welcomes 
American power in Southeast Asia but feels that France has had much - : 

more experience in that theater than we have. ; cE | 

BE CG , a - Sruarr | 

120.251G/11-1654: Telegram st hates | 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State? — | 

| SECRET pRIoRITyY = = =— SAIGON, November 16, 1954—11 p. m. | 
a [Received November 17—1: 55 p. m.] 

1854. Department pass Defense. From Collins. 

: — PartOne a ON | 
1. I met with Ely this morning at his request. He desired to discuss. | | ; 

US assumption military training responsibilities and general French- 
US policy here. we ee wand : 

1 This telegram was transmitted in three parts. | , | 

I
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- _ 2. First he discussed minute of understanding which I mentioned in 
part three, Embtel 1830.2 Minute which I proposed follows: _ : 

| “Minute of understanding on development and training of auton- | 
omous Vietnam armed forces. —_— Sc 

“1. With respect to fulfillment by the Government of the United 
_ States of a program of direct aid to the state of Vietnam, the parties 

to this understanding are in accord that the initial Vietnam force 
structure to be attained by 1 July 1955, and maintained by the United 
States for one year thereafter, will be as shown at enclosure A thereto 
(see part two, Embtel 1830). The United States agrees to support the 

| Vietnam armed forces while the current strength of those forces is 
| being reduced, through self discharge as far as possible of the least 

effective personnel, until the structure defined in enclosure A is | 
achieved. —_ | 

“2. It is agreed in connection with the foregoing that full autonomy 
: will have been granted by France to the armed forces of the state of 
a Vietnam by not later than 1 July 1955. (For the purpose of this min- _ 

| ute ‘full autonomy’ is understood to mean actual command of all 
| units of Vietnam armed forces by Vietnamese personnel.) = = = = 

“3. The parties to this understanding further agree that full re- - 
sponsibility for assisting the Government of Vietnam in the organiza- __ 

: tion and training of its armed forces will be assumed by the United 
_ States on 1 January 1955. Exercise of this responsibility will be en- 

trusted to the Chief of the United States Military Assistance Ad- 
visoryGroup (MAAG). | 

“4, Utilization of French personnel to assist. in the training of the _ 
Vietnam armed forces.is recognized as both necessary and desirable 
for some time. To this end it is agreed that French personnel thus | 
employed will receive their direction from the Chief of the MAAG. __ 
Nothing in this arrangement will serve to alter the over-all authority 
of the Commander-in-Chief in matters relating to the strategic direc- 
tion of the military efforts of the French and Vietnam armed forces 

- and the Commander-in-Chief’s over-all responsibility for the military 
| security of Vietnam against externalaggression. __ | 

“d. Since attainment of the full training and advisory capability 
of the MAAG is dependent upon progressive introduction of US © 
personnel, it is understood that initial reliance will be placed largely 

| upon French training and advisory personnel. Once the full MAAG 
| capability has been attained, it is agreed that French training and a 

advisory personnel will be phased out on gradual basis. The time 
when this will be accomplished will be the subject of further negotia- 
tion based on experience as the program develops. __ 

“6. It is understood that the arrangements and agreements set forth 
herein are subject to the consent of the Government of Vietnam”. 

3. Ely agreed to procedures enunciated in minute, except for one — - 
important point. He said that he cannot accept principle, as stated in 
paragraph 5 of minute, that all French personnel be removed from 
advisory positions even though this is done over a period of months. | 

 * Dated Nov. 15, p. 2250. | -
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‘He maintains that no French Government or Assembly would agree to 
having US personnel completely replace French in training Viet- 

- namese armed forces. In my opinion this touches on a basic difference 
in opinion: on future French role vis-a-vis the Vietnam armed forces. 

_ 4 I used all arguments at my command to dissuade him from this 
position. I even modified the minute to indicate that date for with- 

_ drawal of French [garble] would be, negotiated here at some future 
| time. I pointed out need to convince Vietnamese that French really 

intend to give up influence in armed forces. All to no avail. | 
5. Ely intends to notify Mendes-France of basic difference between _ 

[garble] USonthispoint. = | oo - | 
_ 6. Recommend that this subject be discussed with French Premier 
and strongly urge US adhere to position taken in the minute of under- 
standing in paragraph2 above. ee Pe : 

| Part Two. eee eee Soe | 
1. Ely then raised subject of general policy being pursued by US _ 

and France towards Indochina. US policy, he said, now revealing two 
tendencies: ve et Oo | | ! 

(a) First, is that Vietnam Army should have limited strength capa- 
_ ble of performing mission only of internal security, whereas previously | 

_ US seemed to want France to build up Vietnam Army to replace FEC. _ 
He agreed with concept of smaller Vietnam Army, not because he | 

| believed in its limited mission, but because he felt Vietnamese could ! 
_ not provide resources and trained personnel to raise force of two hun- | 

dred thousand. a | | 
(6) Second tendency of US policy was to expect FEC to defend | : 

Vietnam territory against external aggression during critical next two | 
years in face of growing Viet Minh strength which would be three to 
four times greater, while at same time US was reducing aid necessary 

__ to maintenance of FEC. US solution seemed to be only to urge ratifica- 
tion of Manila Pact while not suggesting how military action of Manila 
Pact powers could beconcertedandbroughttobear. = 

| (c) He wondered whether US was turning to Churchill policy of 
accommodation with communism, or whether there was contradiction | 

_ between US policy and US actions here. _ a | | 

2. I outlined my view of concept underlying US policy in this area: | 
| (a) First I assured Ely US was not pursuing policy commonly | 

known as appeasement. I expressed opinion that basic assumption in 
US was that Communists were not likely to renew overt aggression in 
Indochina, although of course such action was not impossible. There- | 

_ fore large army forces in Vietnam, which in any case would not alone 
assure defense of Free Vietnam, were not essential, since major re- 
hance for deterring attack and countering it would have to be placed 
on collective action under Manila Pact. Naturally, if basic assumption 
was questioned by Ely, as the Commander-in-Chief concerned with |
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security of his forces and responsible for the security of Vietnam 
might be inclined to do, his conclusion might be different. 

(6) I said I appreciated his point of view and for that reason had 
recommended to my government that US provide some support for 
FEC for some time to come, and that Vietnam army include a combat 
corps capable of blocking action in conjunction with FEC against 
attack. . | 

(c) Concept as I saw it was to develop such minimum blocking 
forces as would convince enemy he would be opposed and could not 
attack cheaply and easily overrun territory before the signatories of 

: the Manila Pact could take action against the aggressor. 

3. Ely stated that French supported the Manila Pact, but pointed 
out that unlike NATO area no US troops are stationed in Indochina. 
Communists could not be sure US reaction would be automatic here 
as it would undoubtedly be if Western Europe were attacked. I con- 
ceded that two situations are not identical, but element of risk cannot | 
be eliminated, and that concept of US policy outlined above was as 
I understood it. | ct. | 

4, Ely as the responsible Commander-in-Chief indicated that he 
felt the risks inherent in the US concept were too great. However, he 
said Mendes-France, in light of his world-wide perspective, may agree 
to reductions in FEC and to small Vietnam force structure under US 

| concept as I outline it. PS Bas os | 
_ 5. The above may be useful to State and Defense as background in | 

forthcoming discussion with Mendes-France on subjects outlined in — 
Part 6 Embtel 1830, 15 November. — ys 3 
Part Three. | a | | | - 
Subject: MAAG Personnel Ceiling. | OS 

| General Ely agreed that he would permit US to introduce added 
military personnel for MAAG, above 342 figure now considered by 
some as top US limit under overly strict interpretation of Geneva 

accord. Yesterday he indicated that as Commander-in-Chief he would 
assume responsibility to permit US personnel to fill vacated French _ 
spaces if this were done quietly and over a period of months. This 

would permit US to have as many trainers as we need to do the job 

here. Ely requested that we go slow on this however and of course 

consult him as need for added personnel arises) | 
I submit this sc!sly for Department’s information. Ely stated he 

would prefer: .o refer this question to Washington and I strongly 

- recommend that iv not be discussed with Mendes-France. If subject 
arises suggest that Department state that it is a matter which can be 
_worked out here between Elyandme. a 

| a | | | Be _. Kapper
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

TOP SECRET Wasurneron, November 17, 1954. _ 
Subject: General Collins’ Recommendations Regarding Military | 

Force Levels in Viet-Nam | oe De | 

General Collins has submitted a report 1 and his recommendations. 
regarding force levels in Viet-Nam. A breakdown of the proposed — 

forces as recommended is attached as Tab A. | : 
In summary, the main points of his report are as follows: _ . 
1. It would be disastrous if the French Expeditionary Corps were | 

withdrawn prematurely since otherwise Viet-Nam could be overrun by | 

an enemy attack before the Manila Pact Powerscould act. 
2. The United States should continue to subsidize the French Expe- 

ditionary Corps during calendar year 1955, at least to the degree of one _ / 
hundred million dollars, to encourage the French to retain sufficient | 
forces. (The current rate of U.S. subsidy is four hundred million — | 
annually.) | | | | OB | 

3. The Vietnamese National Army, now totaling 170,000 should be | 
reduced by July 1955 to 77,000. It should be placed under Vietnamese | 
command and control by that date. It would be organized into six | 
divisions, three of which would be field elements designed to reinforce | 

| the balance of the Army which would be stationed in regimental and | 
battalion garrisons throughout the provinces. A small Air Force and | | 
Navy is provided for. The cost to the U.S. would be two hundred ! 
million dollars annually. (This is less than current costs.) Oo 
4, The United States should assume training responsibility for the 

Viet-Nam National Army by January 1, 1955 with French cooperation 
and utilizing French trainers. _ | eo re 

5. General Ely, the French Commander, is agreeable toa slow build- | 
up of our MAAG for training purposes. | | 

| me JOHN Foster DULLES | 

oe 
| [Tab A] | | 

-_ t 

_ RecoMMENpDED Force Levets 1n Viet-Nam As or Juty 1955 | | 

A. Army a | 
1) Three Territorial divisional headquarters of 880 [800] men each. | 

Total 2,400 men. a a 
2) Thirteen security regimented headquarters of 200 men each. Total 

2,600 men. Pes, | | : 

3) Thirty nine security battalions of 500 men each. Total 19,500. | 

* See telegram 1830 from Saigon, Nov. 15, p. 2250. | | 

|
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| | 4) Three field divisions of 8,450 each. Total 25,350. 
5) Totals: , 

(a) Military—77,685. 
(6) Civilian—4,000. | , 

6) Estimated costs :—$172,580,000. | 

B. Navy | | | 

1) Totals: | | | 

(a) Military—3,000. | | 
(6) Civilian—250. ) | | | 

| 2) Estimated cost FY 1956 :—$10,039,000. | | 

C. Air Force - | | 

1) Two light squadrons; one transport squadron—2,000 men. 
2) Totals: a | | | 

| a (a2) Military—3,000. 7 a | oo 
| (6) Civilian—150. oe | a 

| _ 8) Estimated cost FY 1956:—$10,529,000. (During second year 
would add one fighter squadron and one transport squadron.) 

D. Armed ForcesTotals SE | 

: (a) Military—83,685. ee | 
(6) Civilan—4,400. ae: 
(c) Estimated Total Annual Cost :—$193,148,000. vale 

EK. MAAG | os | COE ae 

(a) Estimated cost operations including salaries 150 U.S. civilians 
$8,500,000. Ce | 

-__-K, Total estimated cost FY 1956 :—$201,648,000. | | 
G. Estimated cost U.S. support remainder FY 1955 :—$100,000,000. | 

| Editorial Note | | 

On November 17, 1954, Pierre Mendés-F rance, Prime Minister of 
France, arrived in Washington for three days of conversations with 

_. the Secretary of State and other officials of the United States Govern-_ | 
ment. Indochina was a major topic of discussion at the following ses- 
sions: meeting between Secretary Dulles and Premier Mendés-France, | 

| November 17, 7 p. m.; the First Plenary Meeting between the Secre- 
tary, the Premier, and their advisers, November 18, 3 p. m.; the Second | 
Plenary Meeting, November 19, 10: 45 a. m.; the Third Plenary Meet- — 
ing, November 19, 3:30 p. m.; and the Fourth Plenary Meeting, No- 
vember 20, 10: 30 a. m. |
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For the memorandum of the Dulles-Mendés-France exchange on | 

pe Indochina, November 17, see infra. For summaries of aspects of the | 

conversations with Mendés-France regarding Indochina, see the fol- 

lowing telegrams to Saigon : 2070, November 22, page 2277; 2112, No- 

vember 24, page 2303; and 2126, November 26, page 2306. Other tele- | 

grams to Saigon concerning the talks include the following: 2046, 

- November 19, page 2271; 2055, November 20, page 2274; and 2056, 

| November 20, page 2275. — / | = 

For a comprehensive record of all the meetings held in Washington 

| with Mendés-France, including minutes of the four plenary sessions, 

| during which Indochina was the dominant subject of discussion, see 

: -yolume VI. Unpublished material on the Mendés-France visit, includ- 

| ing position papers prepared on Indochina, may be found in Confer- 

. ence files, lot 60 D 627, CF 398. — | | cee 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 398 _ a a | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 
a for European Affairs (Merchant)+ = = 

SECRET 2 | [Wasuineton,] November 17, 1954. | 

| Subject: Indochina re | 
| Participants: The Secretary | : 

| M. Mendes-France | a | 
| Oo _ Ambassador Bonnet | 
| ; Livingston T. Merchant 

| During the course of the Secretary’s meeting with the French Pre- 

| mier he raised the question of the 1956 elections in Indochina and in- 
‘quired as to the Premier’s attitude as to the form and manner in which 

oe they might be held. | on | 

__M. Mendes-France replied that he felt it was too early to speak 

with any finality on this subject and that much would depend upon 

~ conditions at the time. His present view was that the elections should 

‘be broken down into small local units rather than held on any national 

‘scale for a national set. of candidates. In the latter case he said it 

seemed clear that Viet Minh would win whereas he believed that if 

voting was by precinct or county, good local leaders if found and sup- 

ported could do a great deal in their own districts between now and 

| 1956 and thereby assure victory for anti-communist candidates in 

many areas. | | | wage 
| - Mendes-France then said that the French were continuing to 

support Diem and they intended loyally to cooperate with the United 

- 1he discussion on Indochina recorded here occurred during the course of a 
meeting between Secretary Dulles and Premier Mendés-France at Blair House 
at 7 p. m. For memoranda covering other aspects of their conversation, see vol- 

ume VI..
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States on our agreed policy. He noted, however, that he had only 
limited faith that Diem had the capacity to succeed. When the Secre- 
tary asked him whom they had in mind as a replacement, Mendes- 
France confessed that this was the great difficulty in that there seemed __ 

| no logical successor. He refused, however, to consider this fact as 
justification for regarding any man as indispensable or irreplaceable. 
The Secretary then urged him to find time to talk to Senator Mans- 
field which it was agreed would be worked out after dinner tomorrow | 
night. The Secretary referred to Senator Mansfield’s knowledge of 

_ the area, his great influence in the Senate and the firmness of his con- 
viction that Diem was our last and only hope. _ | oe 

The Secretary went on to say that from our reports from General 
| Collins, he and General Ely were working extremely closely and well 

together. He asked if the Premier had received any reports from his | 
people since the arrival of General Collins in Indochina. M. Mendes- _ 

_ France said that some reports had just come in but that he had not yet 
' read them. He mentioned the Collins minute,? which he described as __ 

“controversial”. The Secretary suggested that the Premier go over his 
own reports overnight so that they could compare notes the following | 

| day. | | | 
At this point Mendes-France raised with emphasis the importance 

of giving the Viet Minh no pretext for reopening hostilities. He said 
that their strength had been built up since July whereas the Viet 

| Namese National Army had suffered desertions. He also referred in __ 
a complimentary terms to General Hinh and his position of influence | 

in the army. In reply to the Secretary’s question he expressed igno- 
rance as to whether or not Bao Dai’s recall of him was the result of 
French suggestion and pressure. M. Mendes-France said that the mili- 

_ tary position of the French in Indochina was weak and that they were 
| in no position to halt an invasion of south Viet Nam if the war started 

again. In consequence it was important that the Viet Minh be given 
no excuse for breaking the armistice on grounds that our side first | 
breached it. oe 

The Secretary replied that he agreed completely that the armistice 
_ should be lived up to scrupulously; that the United States had pub- 

_ licly stated that it would respect it and that it would take no action | 

which in our judgment would violate the terms of the agreement. He 

went on to say in certain aspects the agreement was vague and ambig- 
uous and that we were not aware what, if any, agreements as to its | 
interpretation might have been reached in meetings to which we have 

— not been a party. | | — 

* This is presumably a reference to the draft minute of understanding contained. 
in telegram 1854 from Saigon, Nov. 16, p. 2259.
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) The French Premier then said that he wished to raise two specific : 

matters of aid, concerning the details of which he believed we had been | 

informed by our MAAG in Saigon. The first was helicopters. The | 

‘situation in Northern Laos (which he described at some length) was 

extremely disturbing and Foreign Minister Pearson in Ottawa had | 

spoken to him of the difficulty of getting the Commission into the area 

| because of lack of transport. He said that the ground was such that 

helicopters were the only means by which the area could be covered. 

The Secretary promised to look into the matter but inquired whether ) 

light planes such as we have used in Korea might not be the answer, : 

particularly since he understood that helicopters were in short supply 

as well as extremely expensive. | | | 

The second request of the French Premier was for spare parts for 

American planes in French hands but now grounded in South Viet 

Nam. The Secretary agreed likewise to look into the status of this | 

. M. Mendes-France then reverted to his concern over a possible rup- 

ture of the armistice by the Viet Minh if they were given any plausible 

excuse. He said he was worried over the thought of granting addi- 

tional military aid to any of the 3 Associated States. He was also con- ! 

cerned over any plans involving an increase in our MAAG mission. 

He reiterated his belief that we should all act with extreme caution. 

_751G.00/11-1854 : Telegram | | . | 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

SECRET an Sargon, November 18, 1954—7 p. m. 

1886. Repeated information Paris 617. Limit distribution. From 

Collins. Re Paris telegram sent Department 2080, repeated Saigon | 

998.1 In conversation, November 15, with Ely, he stated since French ~ 

‘Union forces here were much weaker than those of Viet Minh,itmight | 

be wise to consider a political settlement with Viet Minh, as an alter- | 

native to a possible military show-down which might develop in event : 

Viet Minh become convinced they would not win elections. I ques- | 

tioned him sharply as to what he meant by a “political solution”. With | 

a somewhat guilty expression, Ely replied that he was not thinking 

of what I possibly was afraid of. (I feel sure he was aware of US con- 

gern re Sainteny mission). He elaborated he did not mean that Viet- 

nam should be handed over to Viet Minh but rather that when Viet- | 

nam had a strong, stable government comparable to that of Viet Minh, 

it might be possible for two parts divided nation to co-exist independ- 

ently in peace. He pointed out South Vietnam possessed excess of food- 

4 Dated Nov. 15, p. 2246. 
. | a 
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stuffs while [North] Vietnam cannot feed itself without importing | 
additional food. On other hand South Vietnam could well utilize hard 
goods, coal and other products of Viet Minh area. Hence, he said, — 
politico-economic solution might be sought to avoid war. For this to 
succeed, he said, South Vietnam must develop strong government and 
be backed up by Manila Pact. Moreover, peoples on both sides of 17th 
parallel must renounce war in favor of such solution. Above adds an 
amount of confirmation to estimate contained in reference cable. I as- 
sume matter will be explored with Mendes-France. Needless to say if 7 
Dillon’s estimate is correct, this will have profound effect on outcome 
of my mission Vietnam. | | 

| Kmper 

751G.00/11-1854 | 

Memorandum by the Assistant secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (eobertson) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET _[Wasuineton,] November 18, 1954. 
Subject: The Basic Challenge in Viet-Nam and Indochina 
Discussion re os | | 

There seem to be two basic questions: (1) can Viet-Nam be saved 
from Communist. domination during the next few years, and (2) if 
not, how much time can we buy and at what expense by the US ad 
programs. There is so much at flux that I do not believe the United __ 
States Government can take any final positions with Mendes-France, __ 
nor can we recommend to the President and to you a well determined | 
course of action. cee 

The French position is fluid, as we have recognized for some time 
| and as Paris telegram 2080? ably analyzes. If the French are veering 

towards unification of Viet-Nam under the Communists, then our 
programs in cooperation with them will be nullified. We have not 
yet received the fundamental recommendations from General Collins 
as to his views on whether the US program with French support can — 
hold Free Viet-Nam with a reasonable chance of success. A National 
Intelligence Estimate is due next week on probable developments in —_— 

- Indochina.* The preliminary edition is decidedly pessimistic. oe 
Thus, we will soon have in our hands three of the basic elementson _ 

which to formulate courses of action with regard to the fundamental 
| questions: French plans as Mendes-France gives us; General Collins’ _ 

| over-all recommendations; and the National Intelligence Estimate. 

Drafted by Young of PSA. A handwritten notation on the source text read as 
follows : “Not known whether handed to Secretary to read.” , 

* Dated Nov. 15, p. 2246. . 
* See NID 63-7-54, Nov. 28, p. 2286. - 

|
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$400 to $500 million for the three Associated States is a large sum 

in the face of the risks and hazards. I support your view that we need 

to buy time to make preparations elsewhere. If we do not succeed in | 

- building a permanent dyke in Viet-Nam, we can at the same time be | 

shoring up Cambodia, Thailand, Burma and Malaya. I also believe | 

we have not exhausted the possibilities regarding elections in 1956, — | | 

The alternative may not be hostilities. There may be ways either of | 

holding elections or of postponing them which will continue to gain. | 

time in Viet-Nam and perhaps forestall indefinitely a Communist take . 

over, if a program in Free Viet-Nam can build strength. | 

Recommendation  ——— _ _ | - | 

| The purpose of this memorandum is to suggest that in finalizing the | 

talks with Mendes-France you indicate that we are not in a position | 

to give final answers since General Collins has just arrived and we | 

do not have his final recommendations. —__ oe 3 | 

751G.5 MSP/11-1954 : Telegram " HE Ns CS | 

| ‘The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State — 

SECRET = NIACT - Sateon, November 19, 1954—5 p. m. | 

Pee Ta [Received 5:34 a. m.] 

1891. Repeated information priority Paris 620. From Collins. Refer- 1 

ence Department telegram 2027. | oo 

| 1. There are two fundamental principles involved in training 

problem : a 

(a) Assumption of full responsibility for training by US MAAG 

preferably not later than January 1, 1955 ; . | oe aes | 

~ (b) Complete phase-out of all French training and advisory per- 

sonnel by some definite date to be determined later. a - 

2. I understand that Mendes-France has not challenged principle 

(a) which is covered in paragraph 3 of proposed minute of under- 

standing. If he should challenge this point, I urge that we not yield. 

8. We feel here that principle (b) of great importance ‘since it is 

indissolubly related to French directives in Vietnam and may have 

serious effects on French-US relationships in Vietnam as well as 

-1Melegram 2027 to Saigon, Nov. 18, not printed, stated that preliminary dis- 

| cussions had indicated that Mendés-France was opposed to eventual exclusive © 

U.S. training responsibility in Vietnam. The Department of State therefore re- 

quested an immediate expression of the views of General Collins on any accepta- 

ble modification of the concept set forth in paragraph 5 of Collins’ draft minute 

of understanding (contained in telegram 1854 from Saigon, Nov. 16, p. 2259) 

which provided for the phasing out of all French training and advisory personnel. 

(751G.5 MSP/11-1854) - a :
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French-US relations with Diem government. I feel we should do every- 
thing to convince French that it is part of wisdom for them not only 
to give complete autonomy to Vietnamese Armed Forces in field of 
command as stipulated in paragraph 2 of minute, but also to withdraw 

7 _ their influence from military advisory and training fields. I, therefore, _ 
| urge again that we bargain hard with French to obtain acceptance of 

principle (6). Time of phasing out of their full influence in armed 
forces will actually depend on conditions in Vietnam one year or 
eighteen months from now. No one can predict what these conditions ~—_ 
will be. I would think, therefore, that paragraph 5 could be accepted S 
by French if they genuinely mean to give Vietnamese Armed Forces 
trueandcompleteautonomy. _ | | 

4. If face-saving device is needed in order to auswer possible ques- 
tion in French Assembly or if after sharpest bargaining we cannot for - 
any reason obtain agreement on paragraph 5, I would suggest a com- _ 
promise along following lines: | 

“It is recognized that because of uncertainties of future it is not pos- 
sible to determine now when or if all French training and advisory 
personnel will be eliminated from Vietnamese Forces. However, all 
key positions will be occupied by Americans not later than J uly 1, 
1955 ; by December 31, 1955, French personnel retained will not exceed _ 

_ 10 percent of total training mission.” a OO” re 

5. It would appear that above compromise solution could serve to | 
save face for French since it is my understanding that this minute wil 
not be published. | | | ne 

a a Kipper 

Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Telephone Conversations” 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation Between the Secretary of 
State and the Deputy Secretary of Defense (Anderson)* | 

_ [Wasuineton,] November 19, 1954—8: 58 a.m. | 
The Sec. said he was having a staff meeting on Indochina. Your 

people—Collins with the strong backing of the JCS—are taking the “ 
position that in effect the French have got to be totally phased out | 
from the standpoint of military forces and training. That will be diffi- | 
cult to accomplish but perhaps it can be. The Sec. said he wondered if 
sufficient thought has been given that if this happens, we take the en- | | 
tire responsibility that the situation will likely be lost. The Sec. isnot > 
sure we should be so insistent on sitting alone on this. A. said he is a 
not sure how strong the JCS are on this. They feel not much reliance 

* Drafted by Phyllis D. Bernau of the Secretary’s office. oo a
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can be placed on the French. The Sec. said that is right, but if we do | 

this, the French will plaster us with the responsibility all over the 

- world and try to sabotage the result—they are still powerful there. If 

we fail, it will be a terrible blow to our prestige in that area. So far 

we have been able to say the losses in that area have been French fail- 

ures. The Sec. said we may have to talk along this line today. A. will | 

talk with Hensel before he comes over here, and A. seemed sympathetic | 

to what the Sec. said. | OS A 

611.51/11-1954 : Telegram et | EMR A | | 

oe The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam? oe | 

TOP SECRET -NIACT -Wasutneron, November 19, 1954—8 : 32 p. m. | 

~ 9046. For General Collins. While we will cable you full summary 

our talks with Mendes-France on Indochina,? we want to send you | 

‘immediate report of where we stand now with French on question | 

basic US—French relationships in IC, particularly with respect your | 

draft minute on training*® | oe | | 

_ _Mendes-France made clear that French are strongly opposed to con- 

cept set forth paras 3, 4, and 5 of your draft minute, particularly re 

US assuming complete charge of training and replacing French per- | 

‘sonnel and influence. While objecting to replacement French person- 

nel, French at same time attempted to establish for the record that | 

| primary responsibility for policy in FE including IC rested with US. : 

- We do not wish to be saddled with full responsibility for what hap- | 

pens in Vietnam because prospective developments there are very | 

dubious. Furthermore, it seems clear that if Vietnam is to be saved it | 

- will require full French cooperation. Our feeling is that if we force | 

them and if they finally agree to accepting replacement French per- si 

sonnel (which we do not believe they are willing to do) it would be 

only a nominal agreement which would create serious difficulties for 

us with the French and saddle us with the full burden. 
With above factors in mind it was agreed to refer draft minute back 

to you and General Ely to see if you both can come up with agreed 

recommendation. Mendes-France said Paris would back whatever you | | 

both agree to. For reasons stated above it is important any agreement : 

reached not imply that we have primary responsibility for saving free 

Vietnam. | So | 

| — 7 DULLES 

1Drafted by MacArthur and Young. = a | | 

4 See editorial note, p. 2264. . Oo | | 

ss * See telegram 1854 from Saigon, Nov. 16, p. 2259. a | 

| ' 

| 
|
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751G.18/11-2054: Telegram | : 
The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

SECRET Saigon, November 20, 1954—3 p. m. 
1906. Repeated information Paris 624. From Collins. 7 
1. I broached this morning with Diem question of promptly ap- 

pointing Ministers of Defense and Interior and delegating full powers 
to them. I mentioned Quat as leading candidate for Defense. Diem in- 
dicated Sects opposed Quat because of actions he took against them 
during previous term as Defense Minister and said that Deputy De- 
fense Minister Minh had advised against naming Quat because of 
latter’s personal enmity for Hinh. I replied that from all indications _ 
Quat was first rate man and if he had full authority Hinh would be 
obliged to subordinate himself to him. I added that I had been im- 

_ pressed by Minh and hoped he might remain as Deputy to form strong 
team with Quat and General Vy. At close conversation Diem said 
he anticipated Quat’s return from France today or tomorrow and he | 
would definitely discuss with him possibility of Quat’s becoming De- 
fense Minister. 0 a | 

2. Diem said he had reservations about General Vy who, he says, 
is not a man of character and moreover is pro-Hinh. Diem reproaches | 
Vy for certain actions by military against civil authority in center 
Vietnam. This part of conversation was inconclusive. | 

| 3. With respect to Interior, Diem said he had no one in sight. No- 
body.except himself had adequate knowledge of both center and south — 
Vietnam. Moreover, he felt he must have one important operating | 
Ministry in his own hands. I suggested that if he felt he must retain __ 
one Ministry more suitable one for Prime Minister might be that of 
Reforms in which he could assert long range leadership and do much 
to shape future of his country. Various names were canvassed, but _ 

_ Diem declared most were inadmissible and none was universally ac- _ 
ceptable. Tam in particular he rejected as being both corrupt and pro- 
French and in consequence complete antithesis of what Diem _ 
government represents. I shall follow up on this question next fewdays. __ 

4. On leaving, I said I hoped to come back next week toexplore with — 
Diem question of early constitution of National Assembly. | 

| KippER 

751G.00/11-—2054 : Telegram | 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State | 

SECRET Saigon, November 20, 1954—3 p. m. 

1911. Repeated information Paris 623. From Collins. 
1. Foreign Minister Tran Van Do called on me yesterday at his 

| request. Ostensible purpose his visit was inquire whether we had any
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| information re source of recent “troubles” in Hoa Hao provinces where 

there is Cambodian minority, and if we knew whether such “troubles” 
were in any way related to similar disturbances in Cambodia and Laos. — 
Do implied minorities might have been armed by French specifically to 
create disorder. I assured Do we had no knowledge of alleged episodes, 
adding I had faith in Ely and could not believe he would countenance 
French participation in underhand operations. _ ek egg os 

_ 9. I took occasion of Do’s visit to outline our thinking re develop- 
ment and organization of Vietnamese Armed Forces and defense of 
the territory. I said it seemed to us that by critical period of scheduled 
elections, free Vietnamese forces could not have been developed suf- 
ficiently to be able alone to offer effective resistance to Viet Minh if 
latter should resort to aggression and that continued presenceof FEC 

_ would probably be necessary. Do expressed opinion elections should — 
not: be held since, because of greater population of north, free Vietnam 
would surely lose. Accordingly, he felt FEC should be maintained to 
dissuade Viet Minh from launching armedattack, =| | | 

3. Do then turned to what I believe was real purpose of visit. He 
said that following Hinh’s departure and Diem’s broadcast appeal for 
national unity, and drawing on sense of strength government had 

gained from assurances of support I gave in press conference 17th,} 
| Prime Minister must move promptly to strengthen his government. I 

agreed wholeheartedly with this view and said we believed key Minis- 
tries of Defense and Interior should quickly be entrusted to strong men. 

_ 4, During conversation on this subject, Do said acceptable choices 
for Interior might be Nguyen Ngoc Tho, former Secretary of State 
for Interior, or Tran Van Lam, present Government delegate for south | 
Vietnam. In reply to question, he said Tran Van Li, former Governor ss 
of Center, would not be satisfactory. When Tam’s name was broached, | 
Do said Diem would never agree to him; added that Tam’s vaunted __ 
efficiency as Prime Minister had been attributable to his control over | 
army and police, and that under present circumstances he could no | 
longer be efficient. Question of filling Interior Ministry raises problem | 

- of sects and Binh Xuyen. Do said he believed question of Cao Dai and 
Hoa Hao representation in government could be satisfactorily resolved 
only when national assembly had been set up. Assembly could act to 
reduce their present Cabinet representation of four seats each and still | 

through assembly membership give them reasonable voice in affairs. 
‘Since Binh Xuyen control police and covet Interior Ministry, we sug- | 

* On Nov. 16, President Diem issued an appeal to all Vietnamese to rally to the. | 
support of the government. His statement was summarized in telegram 1893 from 
Saigon, Nov. 19. (751G.00/11-1954) General Collins held a press conference on 
Nov. 17 during which he emphasized that it was the policy of the United States 
to back the Diem government. (Joint Weeka No. 47 from Saigon, Nov. 20; 

| 751G.00 (W) /11-2054) In telegram 1915 from Saigon, Nov. 20, the Embassy re- 
ported that on the previous day, Gen. Nguyen Van Hinh had departed for France. 
(751G.551/11-2054) | 

|
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gested Binh Xuyen might be offered Deputy Ministership under 
strong man loyal-to Diem. Do said this might be feasible. 

5. Do believes Phan Huy Quat should have Defense, Ministry he 
has held before and where he has left many friends. In reply to our | 
question whether Quat might be more useful in Interior, Do replied 
that Quat was needed in Defense and that in any case a southerner 
should have Interior. a | oO ae 

| 6. Do believes national assembly should be set up as quickly as pos- 
sible. Meanwhile Defense and Interior can be strongly manned. After 

| _ assembly is created, further steps can be taken to strengthen Cabinet. 
| I remarked that men named to Defense and Interior must be given 

full authority. Do agreed and said he felt sure that as Diem’s hand 
: _ became stronger over army, sects and police, he would be willing pro- 
ae gressively delegate greater powers to his subordinates. | 

; 7 a Kor 

611.51/11-2054 : Telegram ae - | 

. The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam 

SECRET - Wasuineton, November 20, 1954—3:03 p.m. 
PRIORITY oe ee od ee ee 

2055. Following is the verbatim text of common instructions ad-  __ 
- dressed respectively by Prime Minister Mendes-France and Secretary : 

Dulles to French and US representatives in the three Associated 
States : | | Oo 

As a result of our discussions in Washington we wish toinform you 
of our observations and to supplement the Minute of Understanding 
of Sept. 29, 1954, reached between M. LaChambre and General Smith.” 

1. We recognize that close cooperation is essential between our two 
Governments at all levels in order to carry out our objectives. Wehave © 
decided to hold periodic bilateral discussions in Washington atahigh 
level to review developments, exchange information and evaluate 
progress. a Dy 

2. Our primary concern is to promote the maximum effectiveness of 
our actions with respect to the three Associated States in order that | 
they shall be vigorous and free. We recognize that competition between  __ 
our two countries and our respective representatives would hinder 
progress. It is not the purpose of the United States to seek itself to _ 
supplant France in the three Associated States. | 

3. Therefore, we reaffirm the necessity for coordination between our 
representatives in the field and at local levels. We recognize that the 
methods and procedures for coordination should be kept as flexible as 
possible and should not become so rigid or restrictive as to prevent 
effective action from being taken. _ ne ae 

1 Drafted by Young. Also sent priority to Phnom Penh as 159, to Vientiane as . 

105, and to Paris for information as 1868. 
? For text, see Tosec 8, Sept. 30, p. 2100.
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4, As regards paragraph 3 of Minute of Understanding of Sept. 29, 
1954, it is understood that coordination is for the purpose of exchang- 
ing views and information. It should be achieved through informal 
and ad hoc discussions. These could, as appropriate, include interested 
officials of the Associated States, French representatives, United 
States field mission and others such as the United Kingdom, Australia, : 

etc. The purpose is to avoid duplication or waste ofeffort. _ ae | 

In order to promote the achievement of common understanding, | 

informal exchange of views between United States and French rep- 
resentatives shall precede any major decision. You are requested to 
make the appropriate detailed arrangements as soon as possible to : 

carry out such cooperation. Such arrangements should take into ac- | 

‘count existing procedures and agreements established with the As- | 

sociated States yh eid go 2 

5. You are requested to provide appropriate guidance on the pur- 
poses of this message to respective French and American stafis in the 

three Associated States. | | 

- | a — Duuzs — 

_-- 7514.5 MSP/11-2054 : Telegram | oe 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam | 

SECRET ae - | WastIneTon, November 20, 1954—8 : 15 pm. 

2056. For Collins. In talks with French Secretary has in general 
terms indicated our conclusions on amount financial support for FEC : 

calendar 1955 should be reached after taking account likely cost related | 

_security programs Indochina and elsewhere Far East. We endeavoring | 

‘same time give fullest support your recommendations and tentatively | 

plan inform French here next week of $100 million figure for support | 

FEC calendar 1955 in order prevent their assumption that higher fig- | 

ure will be forthcoming. OB = oe | 

Note your estimate at least $240 million would be required calendar | 

1955 support Vietnamese forces during transition period and at re- | 

duced levels outlined your 1830.? Must also take account financial sup- | 

port upwards $100 million for combined Laotian and Cambodian | 

forces plus another estimated $100 million for rehabilitation and refu- | 

gee programsinthreestates. = | | | 

_ We must assess possibilities ultimate success in Indochina with esti- 

mated expenditures exceeding half billion dollars year versus possible | 

results from similar investment elsewhere. Aid to Southeast Asia in 

our view must be apportioned among various countries on basis priority | 

and probable chances of success commensurate with investment. We 

concerned likelihood success in your selling new force plan to Viet- 

1 Drafted by Beigel of WE. Repeated to Paris for information as telegram 1869. | 

4 Dated Nov. 15, p. 2250. | 

- | 

|
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namese themselves which involves scaling down financial costs next _ 
year in support military effort at level described your 1830. 

What timetable do you envisage for talks with Vietnamese to sell 
| them onnew force plan? | | | | 

a If we would propose devote less than $440 million for combined mili- 
tary forces support Indochina during coming calendar year what 
would your present thinking be on where such financial cuts might best 

| be applied, whether to forces Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia or FEC? | 
Presently plan speak to French here Tuesday ? and would if possible 

like any comments you may have by then. | 
In any discussions with Vietnamese on this matter please bear in 

mind joint instructions being sent separate telegram today. _ 
| On DULLES 

* Nov. 28. | | 
* Supra. a , / 

761G.00/11-2254 : Telegram cs 

| The Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State | 

SECRET ) Vimntiane, November 22, 1954—6 p.m. _ 

131. Repeated information Saigon 192, Phnom Penh unn. Souvanna 
| -Phouma informed British, French and myself today that Royal Army _ 

outpost in Phongsaly province had been attacked November 20 by 
force of about 200 Pathet Laos and Viets. He is awaiting further © 
details re casualties, circumstances, etc., but is sending to chairman _ 

ICC today request for immediate investigation. There have been sev- _ 
| eral similar incidents during past three months but thisoneisonsome- __ 

what larger scale and is first to occur after supposed withdrawal Viets, 
which according their radio had already been completed November 16. 

ICC will doubtless investigate but, if usual pattern followed, will | 
arrive too late to ascertain facts. (We recommend, nevertheless, no | 
publicity until ICC has at least had opportunity to investigate). In- _ 
dian chairman informed me Saturday? he was “morally certain” all 
Viets withdrawn but had not yet received final reports from ICC _ 
teams in north. We surmise organized Viet units may have withdrawn _ 
but have left cadres with Pathet Lao. | 

Incidents of this kind almost certain to recur in two northern prov- 
inces as long as two armed forces confront each other and jurisdiction 
over provinces remains unsettled. As soon as new government takes 
office we would hope it would take following steps: (1) Attempt to 
ascertain directly from Pathet Lao whether they are prepared to 

| demobilize and turn over administration two provinces, in exchange 

| *Nov. 20. |
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for promised share in administration these provinces and renewed 
assurances re reprisals, democratic rights and free participation in 

elections; (2) if Pathet refuse, appeal to world public through cir- | 
cular note to Geneva signatories, perhaps appeal to UN, etc.; (3) if — | 
this fails to shake Pathets, reoccupation of provinces by force. Latter _ 
step could probably be carried out relatively painlessly now (Pathet _ | 
troops estimated about 2,000), whereas if left in prolonged control 

they will grow in strength and eventually commence infiltration into 
neighboring provinces.’ | ee _ oe | 

| During same conversation Souvanna denounced in strong terms in- 
effectiveness of ICC and said he felt it is accomplishing no useful pur- 7 : 
pose and believes new government will request its numbers be dras- | 
tically reduced, particularly in Vientiane and south, =—«s_—y 

- 3In telegram 116 to Vientiane, Nov. 26, the Department of State stated that : 
even if legal recourse through the ICC or Geneva powers proved unsatisfactory, a | 
the United States should not give advice which might result in the resumption of 
hostilities. (751G.00/11-2254) | : oo Oo | 

611.51/11-2254 : Telegram | | | 

_ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam* 

SECRET | ‘Wasuineton, November 22, 1954—8:04 p.m. — 
PRIORITY ba — | 

2070. Re Secretary’s talks with Mendes-France on Indochina,’ there 
follows summary of general aspects concerning all three missions 
three Associated States. Supplemental telegrams will follow concern- | 
ing specific matters each country, particularly Vietnam. poe ! 

| A. General Objectives. Mendes-France reaffirmed French agreement — | 

on understandings reached in September talks in Washington. Com- | 
mon instructions are supplement to Minute of Understanding of — | 
Sept. 29 (Deptel 2055 to Saigon, rptd Phnom Penh 159, Vientiane 105 | 
and Paris 1868) .? Mendes-France and Secretary each stated respective | 
national policy is to strengthen independence and freedom each As- | 
sociated State. On critical question of Vietnam, Mendes-France _ | 
reaffirmed French policy assist in building strong free Vietnam as ! 

counterpart to Communist North. He opposed any “north-south mix- __ : 
ture”. Secretary stated compromise with Communist could mean loss . 

_of area. US objective is if possible to build indigenous power, authority | 
and military strength within the formula of national independence, | 

1 Drafted by Young of PSA. Also sent priority to Phnom Penh as 161, to Vien- | 
tiane as 108, and to Paris for information as 1891. | | | 

_ bee editorial note, p. 2264. | 
Dated Nov. 20, p. 2274. : ; 

; . I
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which will mean gradual lessening of French role and activity. Sec- 
retary frankly put the question as to how much effort and resources 
US could or should put into Indochina in view of heavy risks there 
and valid competing claims on our resources in other areas in Asia. 
He stressed need for political stability to make military and other aid 
programs effective. | a 

B. US-French Relations. Mendes-France showed particular sen- 
sitivity to any actions tending to liquidate French position in Indo- 
china. This theme reappeared constantly during three plenary 
sessions, with particular reference to US training and advice for 

_ indigenous military forces and US technical assistance programs for 
Cambodians and Vietnamese in US. Mendes-France strongly ques- | 
tioned propriety and necessity of US assuming exclusive role in either _ 
case. He recognized US primary responsibility in Asia but emphasized 
French can make contribution. Secretary replied FE responsibility 
not exclusively US: cited UK in Malaya, France in IC and US north . 
Asia, Formosa. Mendes-France pointed out demoralizing contrast that 

| would profoundly affect French in Indochina as well as in France 
of transfer of everything from French to American influence and re- 
sponsibility while continuing to use French forces to defend Indochina. . 

| Secretary stressed that positive results could be achieved in Indochina _ 
| only by closest cooperation between France and US and by French 

: participation. The US was not disregarding interests of the French 
people for removal French would create vacuum in Indochina which | 
Communists would rapidly fill. US had no desire itself to supplant _ 

a the French position in Indochina, but believed French authority and 
control would be replaced by indigenous forces. Our purpose in Indo- | 
china is not to compete with French for influence and popularity but 

to try to save Free Vietnam. Secretary hoped French held similar | 
view and would not think in terms popularity contest. Mendes-France 
indicated agreement. Both Secretary and Mendes-France agreed re- | 

| spective personnel should be advised work closely together, = 
: C. Coordination of Aid. Mendes-France was disturbed that no 

machinery had been set up and that aid was still uncoordinated. He 
pressed for formal tripartite committees and periodic review at gov- 

ernmental level. Secretary agreed to such review but rejected fixed , 
machinery of formal tripartite, bipartite committees for field coordi- 

nation. He preferred to leave to informal methods of coordination by 

respective representatives in the field in cooperation with appropriate _ 

official local governments. Secretary stressed flexibility safer course at _ 

this time than formalized machinery while situation still unclear. He 
agreed on need for French and US representatives work closely and 

_ informally together to avoid overlapping and any tendency on part of : 

local governments play French and Americans off against each other.
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Mendes-France did not insist on agreement on tripartite machinery 
but stressed importance of advance information and preparation be- 
tween French and Americans before decisions reached or made public. 

Mendes-France also suggested bringing UK into coordinating com- 
mittees. Secretary replied suggestion emphasized all more need for | 

flexibility since addition of UK would lead to request from Australia 
and others to be included making coordinating setup unwieldy. In- 
stead Secretary suggested US and French keep in touch with UK 

_and others where required in some suitable operating relationship. At 
Secretary’s suggestion, drafting committee set up to draft common 
instructions on how US and French representatives should work to- 
gether which were subsequently reviewed and accepted (Deptel re- 
ferred to in para. A). In approving these instructions, Secretary made 
clear he did not interpret anything in them as requiring fixed tri- 
partite committees, and that US not permanently bound by these 

~ instructions as new conditions, such as Manila Pact. developments, 
- might require changes in principles in common instructions particu- 
larly regarding consultation with other signatories which might re- 

- quire new procedures. Mendes-France replied para. 4 of instructions 
would continue even after Manila Pact in force. Finally, both Secre- 
tary and Mendes agreed consult before changes made. | 
- D. Manila Pact. Implementation mentioned in passing in plenary, 
but we discussed with members French delegation proposals some sig- 

-natories supported by US set up working group in Washington and 
hold preliminary meeting Bangkok perhaps in January even before _ 
all ratifications final, such meeting not technically to be a council meet- 
ing—Secretary did refer Manila Pact formula as deterrent to aggres- 

~ sion when discussing security situation with Mendes-France, especially 
re Vietnam. _ ee ne | 

120.251G/11-2854: Telegram a | : ER 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State* | 

SECRET , _. Satcon, November 23, 1954—5 p. m. | 
So [Received 7:28 a. m.] 

1935. Repeated information Paris 631. Department pass Defense. : 
From Collins. In meeting 22 November with Ely, following were major 
subjects of our discussion: Rese ee 

1. Assumption by US of training responsibility : I referred to brief 
preliminary information I had received thus far re Washington talks 
as contained in Deptel 2046,? suggested that without awaiting further a 

2 This telegram was transmitted intwo parts. = ee | 
"Dated Nov.19,p.2271. an | - | 

|
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instructions we move ahead, and proposed that Ely submit his specific 
changes in minute of understanding on development and training of | 
autonomous Vietnam armed forces (Embtel 1854) .? Ely said he would | 

prepare his changes at once. 
2. Machinery for coordinating aid: 

(a) After referring to Ely’s memo to me of November 17 contained 
in Embtel 1919,* I restated US position saying we intend to coordinate 
our efforts, but that US must have full responsibility and control over 
its own aid programs, and cannot agree to committees for regulation of 

| aid. I explained that in our view there should be informal discussions 
- with French and Vietnamese as program progresses rather than formal 

machinery and that each of us shouid designate appropriate officials in 
various fields to engage in such discussions. I would designate Barrows, 
for example, in economic aid field. | a 

(6) Ely said it was clear present US concept somewhat different _ 
from that during Smith La Chambre talks, but that in any case 

7 French did not question right of each country to give aid as it sees fit, — 
and did not intend that committee should have power to control aid. 

_ (@) Since it seemed to me we were in basic agreement, I suggested 
our representatives discuss each aid project on its merits, and call on 
Ambassadorial level to discuss projects on which major differences 
arise, final decision remaining with country giving aid. Ely agreed to 
designate Bordaz as contact for Barrows to canvass entire aid problem, | 
and similarly to designate officer as contact for General O’Daniel or __ 
his representative in matters of military aid. . 

8. Resettlement of discharged Vietnamese soldiers: Reference Ely _ 
memo to me on size and composition Vietnamese forces contained in _ 

_ Embtel 1920,’ I agreed progressive discharge about one half armed 
forces would present major resettlement problem, and suggested that 
as soon as instructions were received from Washington we form study © 

7 _ group consisting of representatives French, Vietnamese, and US 
| (MAAG and USOM) to determine what needs to be done. Ely agreed. 

4, Recovery of excess MDAP equipment: In accordance with in- 
structions in Deptel 2023, I handed Ely revised minute of understand-. — 

| ing on return to US control of certain MDAP equipment.* In brief — 

! Dated Nov. 16, p. 2259. | | 
“Telegram 1919 from Saigon, Nov. 21, containing the text of a note from Gen- 

eral Ely to General Collins dated Nov. 17, concerning machinery for coordinating 
economic aid programs of France and the United States, is not printed. (751G.5 | 

MSP/11-2154) 
5Telegram 1920 from Saigon,.Nov. 21, containing the text of a memorandum 

transmitted by General Ely to General Collins on Nov. 20 regarding the reduction 
of the size of the Vietnamese army, is not printed. (751G.55/11-2154) | so 

*In telegram 2023 to Saigon, Nov. 18, General Collins was authorized to trans- — 
mit. to General Ely an amended version of the draft minute of understanding | 

| contained in telegram 1793 from Saigon, Nov. 10. (751G.5 MSP/11-1054) On . 
Dee. 1, Collins and Ely signed the minute of understanding, the text of which had | | 

| been delineated by telegrams 2023 and 1798. The minute provided for immediate _ 
U.S.-French consultation at Saigon to establish procedures for the return to U.S. — 

~ @ontrol of excess MDAP equipment. Collins reported the conclusion of this agree- | 
ment in telegram 2076 from Saigon, Dec. 3. (751G.5 MSP/12-354) | -
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discussion of problem of US recovery of excesses Ely mentioned in- 
ventory of equipment now in progress, and fact that FEC should re- 

tain 2 to 8 month reserve stocks on hand in case of resumption of 

hostilities. I suggested MAAG and EMIFT officers get together 

promptly to work out recovery procedures. Ely reacted favorably to - 

oral translation of minute, but asked time to study written version. _ 

5. US advisers in Vietnam Army staff: I told Ely that Minh on 
19 November had said he was replacing 4 Vietnamese officers from | 

_ Army staff, and asked if a few US officers could be promptly intro- = 
duced as advisers to the new Vietnamese officers. Ely agreed that 3 or 

4 MAAG officers (now earmarked by General O’Daniel) be placed in | 
advisory capacities in Vietnamese Army staff but before agreeing to 

_ their immediate introduction he wanted to study further the full pro- 
gram for integration of US and French trainers and advisers. 

6. Removal of US-financed equipment from Tonkin: I reiterated. 
to Ely importance US people and Congress attach to preventing all. a 

US-financed equipment, whether publicly or privately owned, from 
falling into Communist hands. Ely replied this was one of his princi- 
pal preoccupations and that he intended evacuate from north all — 

MDAP matériel, except that in hands of troops, by January 31. His | 

representatives are now studying minimum requirements of civilian — | 

public services which Geneva accords provide must be left in operat- : 

ing condition. Ely foresees some difficulty in removing two USOM | 
financed steam shovels from Charbonnages Du Tonkin, but proposes | 

move ahead on this issue anyhow. He said he would welcome advice | 

from US representatives in Haiphong re any equipment we think | 

should be removed. I repeated that to abandon to Communists any > | 

American aid equipment, civil or military, could have profound effect _ : 
onfutureUSaid. ee | 

7. Internal polities: | | 
(a) I reminded Ely of our agreement reached during first conver- 

sation at Dalat that I would approach Diem re strengthening gov- | 
ernment, and outlined my conversation of 19 November with Diem 
(Embtel 1906) .” Ely replied that he considered Quat one of ablest men _ | 
available and at an earlier period would have been glad see him as 
Prime Minister. Now, however, his profound incompatibility with | 
Hinh [d/inh] is impediment to Quat’s becoming Defense Minister. 
Later in conversation I repeated that for better or worse Diem had | 
declared he would discuss with Quat possibility of latter’s taking De- 
fense. Ely agreed that if Hinh [Minh] remained as deputy, he and | 
Quat as a team might make a go of it and avoid serious clash with | 
army. Otherwise it might be preferable to name Quat Vice Prime © 
Minister and promote Minh to head Defense Ministry. — | 

7 Dated Nov. 20, p. 2272. | | | 

| | |
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| (6) Ely said that while Minh appeared to wish to adopt conciliatory. 
measures toward army, Diem is giving evidence of wanting make 

- clean sweep of all Hinh supporters. Minh and General Vy are now in 
Central Vietnam attempting to settle new and dangerous phase of — 
quarrels which have raged for several weeks between rival army fac- 
tions supporting respectively government and Hinh. Gestures of ap- 

_ peasement by Diem might bring peace, but Ely fears Diem on contrary 
may goad his opponents to violence. Ely has inkling that Vy may have 

| sworn loyalty to Hinh and his policies and feels that if Prime Minister 
presses too hard, present Diem Hinh dispute will only be replaced by 

| Diem Vy feud. Already Ely has noted indications that Minh, for 
supporting Vy, is becoming suspect to Diem. I agreed readily to Ely’s 
suggestion I continue urge Diem follow conciliatory course in deal- 
ing with armed forces. a , | 

. (c) Ely said he would continue support Diem as long as I did so, 
| and remarked that Prime Minister’s two great. qualities are honesty 

and firmness of purpose; however, latter tends turn into stubbornness 
and so becomes fault. None of his subordinates is delegated sufficient 
authority to work as Diem wishes do everything himself. However, his 
government could be rendered valid if he were content remain as hea:] 

_ while handing over operations to two Vice Prime Ministers, one of 
Oo whom might be Quat. This change plus appointment strong Defense 

| and Interior Ministers would suffice as a beginning. | 
(d) I told Ely I had discussed Interior with Diem, but had got 

nowhere. Ely reviewed his argument in favor of Tam and said he. 
believed that if Diem insisted on retaining this portfolio, all would 

| be lost. I told Ely I had mentioned Tam’s name to Diem who had _ 
flatly rejected it, and that I had no intention of raising Tam’s name —_y 
again. I asked Ely what other possibilities there were for Interior. __ 
He replied there were Binh Xuyen candidates, but none he could 
recommend. This phase of conversation ended with Ely’s remark _ 
that if I could not sell Tam to Diem, no one could. He agreed to fur- 
nish me with list of possible candidates for Interior in order of prob- 
able effectiveness. | | oe 

(e) Ely said that on 21 November he had lectured General Vy on 
necessity for cooperating with government. Vy agreed, but said he 
thought Hinh would return in two weeks. Ely told Vy Hinh’s pre- 
mature return would be contrary to national interest. He said tome 

, it would be catastrophic if Hinh returned too soon. I told him ofmy | 
request that Embassy Paris intervene with Bao Dai toend that Hinh | 
remain absent several months (Embtel 1917),® and asked Ely if he 
would take similar steps. He agreed to do so. Ely went on to say that — 
Hinh had tried unsuccessfully to establish means of sending coded 
messages to National Army, and that it appeared Hinh had left order 

| ®In telegram 1917 from Saigon, Nov. 21, not printed, General Collins contended _ 
that it was important that General Hinh not return to Vietnam in the near © 

| future. Collins requested that Bao Dai be asked to find Hinh a suitable mission __ 
which would keep him abroad for several months. (751G.551/11-2154) On
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that army should take action against. government unless he had re- 
turned or sent appropriate message in two weeks. Ely intends. con- 
front Vy with this report 23 November. 7 oe a - 

(f) I referred to National Army radio attacks against government — 
and told Ely we had word certain French officers might have been __ 

| involved, together with UP stringer, Jean Barre, in providing ma- 
terial for these broadcasts. Ely agreed take action against any French 
officers implicated. eae os | Se es 

(g) As an afterthought, Ely said Diem’s family was very bad 
influence on Prime Minister, especially brother Nhu and wife. _ 

751G.5 MSP/11-2854: Telegram | , 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Lodge) to | 

the Department of State Og 

SECRET PRIORITY = New York, November 23, 1954—noon. 
a oe  PReeeived 12:49 p. m.] 

285. Repeated information Paris 1. Pass to FOA and Defense from 
Dillon.1 Mendes-France asked me to see him Monday evening.? He 
wished to say a word about the financial discussions regarding Indo- 

_ china which he understands are to be held on Wednesday. _ 
- He said that he had purposely left this subject aside during the 
Washington talks as French public opinion had become very allergic 
to the connection of aid discussions with political discussions and had 
developed the feeling that aid in the past had had an undue effect on 
political decisions. | | 

He said that nevertheless the aid discussions would be most im- 
portant. He said that he had noticed the obvious contraction in Ameri- 

can dollar payments to France over the past months and had realized _ 

that it represented a definite policy of the US Govt. He said that he 
| had never mentioned this slow up in France, and it was unknown to 

the French people. However, by the end of the year it would be neces- | 

sary to give figures to the assembly committees, and he hoped the matter 

would be straightened out by then. He said it would make it very dif- — 
ficult for him if the French people thought we were using financial 

pressure to force French political cooperation in Indo-China. | | 

I told him that from what I knew I was certain that he would find 
the 1954 settlement very fair. As to 1955 I told him that I understood _ 

1 Ambassador Dillon was in New York in connection with the Ninth Session of 
the UN General Assembly, which had convened on Sept. 23. _ oo | Nov. 2 ry, WAICH | | Se] Do ees mo 

578-611 0 82 - 57 (Pt. 2) | - : 

aa 
| :
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| we were prepared to give some assistance to the FEC but that because 
| of our own budgetary problems it would have to be considerably less 

than they had hoped for. — OO oo 
_ He said he was not familiar with the figures as he had purposely 

left all that to Faure, but that he wanted to emphasize the political 
importance in France of our stretching as far as we could in our 1955 
support for the FIC. He said he hoped that we could continue for the 

French calendar year 1955 to give top priority to Indo-China in the __ 
division of our aid allotted to South East Asia. He asked me to pass | 
these brief remarks on to the Secretary and Governor Stassen so that , 
they would realize the importance with which he views the matter.’ 

| | Lopcr 

| *Upon his return to Paris, Ambassador Dillon transmitted telegram 2218 
(Nov. 26) urging that the slowdown in the payment of Indochina aid payments be 
ended. Dillon contended that it was essential for the United States to support the 

Mendés-France government in every way pending French ratification of the Paris 

accords on Germany and European security (concluded on Oct. 23). (751G.5 
MSP/11-2654) For extensive documentation on the Paris agreements, see vol- 
ume V. . . 

| _ In the meantime, on Nov. 24, FOA Director Stassen met at Washington with 

French Ambassador Bonnet and communicated to him the information that the _ 

United States intended to provide $100 million for the support of the FEC for 

calendar year 1955. Stassen also indicated that the programmed 1954 budget © 

. expenditures in respect to the FEC would be continued to the extent. of covering 

that equipment which was actually sent to Indochina by the end of 1955. Bonnet 
stated that the $100 million figure was far below what the French had expected 

| and was insufficient. For the memorandum of this conversation prepared by 
| Assistant Secretary of Defense Hensel, see United States—Vietnam Relations, - 

| 1945-1967, Book 10, pp. 802-805. | | | 

751G.00/11-2354 : a | Oe 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor (MacArthur) | 

CONFIDENTIAL _._ [Wasuineton,] November 23, 1954. . 

| Subject: US-UK-French Meeting on Indochina. es 

Participants: The Secretary a | 
so | Sir Roger Makins | 

Mr. MacArthur. —_ 
At the conclusion of a meeting this afternoon with the Secretary 

about other matters, Sir Roger Makins said he would like to touch 

base with the Secretary and find out where we stood with respect to 
the French request that the U.S., U.K. and France should hold discus- 

sions regarding Indochina. Sir Roger made reference to his note to the 

a Secretary of November 19 enclosing a list of subjects which Sir An- _
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thony Eden considered might be discussed.1 He added that he had 
inquired briefly of Mendes-France just prior to the latter’s departure 
from Washington whether such tripartite meetings would be agreeable 
and Mendes-France had replied in the affirmative, saying he had dis- 
cussed this briefly with Mr. Dulles. The Secretary asked Mr. Mac- 
Arthur, who had had working level discussions with the French on this, 
to comment. Mr. MacArthur referred to the meeting held in his office 
on November 19 in which U.S., U.K. and the French participated.? | 
At that meeting, Sir Anthony Eden’s request (as outlined in Makins’ 
letter of November 19 to the Secretary) had been discussed. It was 
agreed that the letter raised two separate issues. The first was prepa- 

ration for a meeting of the Manila Pact powers, and the second was- : 
the question of tripartite discussions on Indochina. With respect to 

such a tripartite meeting, Mr. MacArthur said that it was his impres- : 
sion that there had been general agreement that any such meeting — | 
should be at the technical or working group level rather than at a 
higher level. While he did not know the position of Mr. Robertson 
and our Far Eastern people with respect to such a meeting, he had 

heard no objections voiced to it if the French also were desirous of , 
such a meeting. The Secretary commented that he perceived no ob- 
jection to a tripartite working level meeting to exchange information | 
onIndochina = | a oo | 
Mr. MacArthur recommended that, subject to the concurrence of | 

Mr. Robertson, we would approach M. Millet of the French Embassy | 
here and refer to the November 19 tripartite meeting in Mr. Mac- | 
Arthur’s office. We would inform him that the U.S. had no objection | 
to a tripartite working group meeting at technical level here in Wash- : 
ington to exchange information on Indochina and that we had under- | 
stood that M. Mendes-France had also given his concurrence to Sir : 
Roger Makins. The meeting could then be set up at the mutual con- | 
venience of the participants. Mr. MacArthur recommended very _ 

_ strongly that no publicity be given to such a working group meeting. _ | 

If it were given any publicity, it might be a cause of concern for the | | 

Vietnamese. (Subsequently, Mr. MacArthur told Sir Roger privately 

that a ticker report from London dated November 22 indicated that | 
“according to authoritative sources”, a tripartite meeting on Vietnam | 

would be held in Washington. Mr. MacArthur expressed the hope that 
_ the British would maintain a discreet silence.) . oe 

wee oer a - Doveras MacArruur II ~ | 

+The note of Nov. 19 is not printed. (751G.00/11-1954) Le aneeere | 
? For documentation on the meeting under reference, see volume XI. tit
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mo INR-NIE files es ee Sal a ee 

| _ National Intelligence Estimate aoe 

SECRET | _ Wasxineton, 23 November 1954. 

NIE 63-7-54_ | | 

PropaBLeE, DEVELOPMENTS IN SoutH Vietnam, Laos, AND 
Campopia THRoucH JULY 19561 _ | 

THE PROBLEM | | 

To analyze the present strength and weaknesses of South Vietnam, 
Laos, and Cambodia, and to assess the outcome in these countries of 
internal stresses and external pressures and inducements. == 

CONCLUSIONS 

1, The situation in South Vietnam has steadily deteriorated since — 
the conclusion of the armistice. On the basis of present trends, it is 
highly unlikely that South Vietnam will develop the strength neces- 
sary to counter the growing Communist subversion within its borders; 
it almost. certainly would not be able to defeat the Communists in 
country-wide elections. Even before the elections scheduled for 1956, 
strong pressures may well arise in South Vietnam for a coalition gov- 
ernment with the Viet Minh. | os OC 

| 2. As a consequence of the present struggle for political power 
which erupted almost as soon as Premier Diem came to office, govern- 

| _ ment functions have been paralyzed and the government’s authority 
throughout South Vietnam has become progressively weaker. Dete- 
rioration in the Vietnamese National Army has been such that it lacks _ 
the capability adequately to perform internal security functions and. 
the French are reluctant to commit their own forces in internal secu- 
rity operations for fear of further antagonizing the population. The 
capability of the combined Franco-Vietnamese forces for repelling a 

| full scale Viet Minh invasion is low and will decrease as French forces _ 
are withdrawn over the next year. - a oe | 

3. In contrast, the Viet Minh is methodically consolidating its con- 
trol over North Vietnam, is greatly increasing its armed strength by 

* According to a note on the cover sheet, this estimate was “Submitted by the 
Director of Central Intelligence. The following organizations participated in the 
preparation of this estimate : The Central Intelligence Agency and the intelligence 
organizations of the Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, 

| and The Joint Staff. | | 7 | 
“Concurred in by the Intelligence Advisory Committee on 23 November 1954. > 

Concurring were the Special Assistant, Intelligence, Department of State; the 
. Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army; the Director of Naval 

Intelligence; the Director of Intelligence, USAF; and the Deputy Director for 
Intelligence, The Joint Staff. The Atomic Energy Commission Representative to 
the IAC and the Assistant to the Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, ab- 
stained, the subject being outside of their jurisdiction.”
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various measures including the evasion of the armistice terms, and is 
continuing to develop networks of agents and political cadres in South | 

- Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. — te Be | 
_ 4, We believe that the Viet Minh now feels that it can achieve con- a 

trol over all Vietnam without initiating large-scale warfare. Accord- 
ingly, we believe that the Communists will exert every effort to attain | 
power in the South through means short of war. Should South Viet- | 
nam appear to be gaining in strength or should elections be postponed ! 
over Communist objections the Communists probably would step up 
their subversive and guerrilla activities in the South and if necessary | 

would infiltrate additional armed forces in an effort to gain control ! 
over the area. However, we believe that they would be unlikely openly 
to invade South Vietnam, at least prior to July 1956, the date set for 7 
national elections, | | | Oo ! 

5. French policy will be a major factor determining developments __ i 
in South Vietnam during the period of this estimate. To date French 
actions have not clearly indicated whether they believe that their local 
and international interests will be better served by a strong anti- 

Communist government in South Vietnam with elections postponed 
if necessary, or by a policy of accommodation with the Viet Minh 
which they might hope would preserve a French position in Indochina. | | 
In spite of Mendes-France’s recently expressed desires for a strong 

South Vietnam, we believe that the French are more likely to adopt 
the latter course unless the UK agrees to a strong anti-Communist 

policy for South Vietnam and the US indicates its intention to 
_ shoulder the major military burden in Indochina, including a commit- 

ment toemploy US forcesif required. _ a 
6. We believe that the Diem government will continue to lack whole- 

hearted French support and that accordingly it will be unable to 

establish its authority throughout South Vietnam and its tenure of 
office will remain precarious. No effective successor to Diem is in sight. | 
Those who could be expected to enjoy full French support have little 

- popular following, yet. without such support a South Vietnam gov- : 

ernment would lack the power to exercise authority. Progress in train- | 

ing, reorganizing, and revitalizing the National Army will be slow | 

so long as the political situation remains unstable. | | 

7. The Communists will probably continue to exercise considerable | 
control in the northern provinces of Laos and will retain a capability . 

for subversive activity against the Lao Government. However, we _ 

believe the Laotians can limit Communist political advances and that 

an anti-Communist government will remain in power providing it 

continues to receive outside assistance and the Viet Minh do not invade 
or instigate widespread guerrilla warfare. We believe that the nature | 

of Communist aggressive action against Laos will be moderated by 

|
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the Communist desire to continue their “peaceful coexistence” line in 
Asia, particularly directed toward Indian reactions, and to a lesser 
degree by the possibility of US counteraction. | | 

| 8. Communist capabilities against Cambodia are somewhat less than 
against Laos, and the Cambodians will probably be more resolute in 
resisting subversion. Given outside assistance and the assurance of 

_ Western support, Cambodia is likely to maintain internal security and 
its anti-Communist orientation during the period of this estimate. 

| 9. The fall of South Vietnam to the Viet Minh would greatly in- 
crease Communist capabilities against Laos and Cambodia. The extent 

_to which the Communists would exercise this capability would depend 
almost entirely on their estimate of the probable reactions of the 
Manila Pact powers and of the neutral countries of South and South- 
east Asia. | 

| DISCUSSION  =———t™” | | 

| South Vietnam a 
I. Present Situation & 

10. The political situation in Vietnam south of the 17th parallel is 
| . one of almost total paralysis, caused primarily by the struggle for 

political power between Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem and his sup- 
porters on the one hand and a motley array of opposing elements on 

| the other. | a 
11. In the existing situation problems of extreme urgency have been _—©/ 

neglected, and the authority of the South Vietnam state has remained 
nominal. The government has been largely ineffective in meeting vital 

| tasks such as maintaining domestic order, performing the normal 

| functions of civil administration, dealing with the extraordinary — 
| problems created by the armistice, and overcoming long-standing _ 

problems such as inefficiency and corruption. | 

12. The Vietnamese National Army is demoralized and disorga- 
: nized, and its capability even for dealing with internal disorder is low. 

_ Jt lacks trained leadership and an aggressive spirit. | 
18. On the other hand, the Viet Minh in North Vietnam appears to _ 

have adjusted to the post-Geneva phase with continuing and unim-. 

paired confidence. The Viet Minh derived from the Geneva Conference 
international recognition and greatly enhanced power and prestige. 

| It is methodically consolidating its control over North Vietnam and 
continuing to plan for the extension of this control over South Viet- 

nam as well. The Communist psychological offensive against the free 

areas of Indochina continues unabated, and the Viet Minh is con- 

_ tinuing to develop networks of agents and political cadres throughout 
South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. | |
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II. Factors Affecting Developments in South Vietnam | 

South Vietnamese Capabilities — ae | : | 
- Political Factors Bo Cy oe | 

_ 14, The conclusion of the armistice greatly weakened non-Commu- 
nist Vietnam morally and materially. Partition at the 17th parallel . 

is abhorred by all Vietnamese, who regard unity of the three regions | 
of Vietnam as a prerequisite of nationhood. The non-Communist state 
has been shorn of large territories, important resources, and above all 
of a considerable segment of its more homogenous and energetic popu- 

lation, particularly the Catholics and anti-Viet Minh nationalists of 
Tonkin. — oe oe | Co EES Cone es ERE 

15. Moreover, efforts to develop a strong state in South Vietnam are 
hindered by geographic and ethnic differences and wide social, cul- 
tural, and political heterogeneity. Cochinchina, rich and populous, is 
a mixture of diverse and divergent political, social, and religious 
forces: the apathetic rice-growing masses of the Mekong Delta; the - | 
large urbanized populations in cities like Saigon; the 1,500,000 ad- _ | 
herents of the Caodai and the 500,000 adherents of the Hoa Hao, — 7 
autonomous politico-religious sects which control large areas; the — | | 
strong and homogeneous groups of Catholics; large overseas Chinese _ 
and Cambodian minorities; and approximately 300,000 destitute ref- | 
ugees from North Vietnam. Moreover, coastal south Annam has been | 
in Communist hands without interruption since 1945, and has conse- | 
quently been subjected to prolonged Communist indoctrination. — | 

_ Finally, the mass of the south Vietnamese have seen such a succession | 

of crises in the last decade that they have become in effect inured to 
political developments and unresponsive to appeals. ee | 

16. Leadership elements in South Vietnam are drawn broadly from | 
the following groups: (a) monarchists and court followers close to | 

Bao Dai; (0) rich merchants and landlords whose interests are 
linked with those of French economic groups in Indochina; (c) former 

| administrative officials; (d) professional men and intellectuals, na- 
tionalistic but not given to action; (¢) a small number of professional 
politicians and intriguers; (/) leaders of the politico-religious sects, | 
warlords who exploit every opportunity for wealth and power; and | 
-(g) army leadership—personified by General Hinh—a new-comer : 
group whose influence is not completely known. These elements have 

_ for years accommodated themselves to French control and toa world 
of half-peace, half-war. In this climate, expediency has in most in-. | 

stances substituted for integrity and personal aggrandizement for 

devotion to public service. _ ee he Ce eae 

17. Power in South Vietnam is spread among the heterogenous ele- | | 
ments just described and the French, who still possess the principal __ 
military force, the Expeditionary Corps, and who continue to control 

|
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: foreign exchange and central banking. The Vietnamese National Army 
remains primarily an instrument of the French High Command. Al- 

| though Vietnamese governments hold office by virtue of the authority 
conferred upon them by Bao Dai, they continue to rely upon French _ 

| power in Vietnam to back their authority. Prime Minister Diem’s 
a blatantly nationalistic and openly anti-French attitude has caused 

many of the French on the scene, confused by a lack of direction from 
Paris, to assume a hostile attitude toward Diem and to work openly 
toward depriving him of the power which had supported former Viet- 
namese Governments. | | | 

18. The present struggle for political power in South Vietnam 
erupted almost as soon as the Diem government was formed. The — 

| South Vietnam sects, which had not been included in the government, 
| were first to oppose it, primarily because it seemed to jeopardize their — 

independent existence. Somewhat later, the army leadership under 
General Hinh broke openly with Diem. Although an uneasy alliance 
came into being between the sects and General Hinh, it fell apart when 

a Diem, under pressure to compromise, reshuffled his government. to 
| admit representatives of the important Caodai and Hoa Hao sects. 

However, the third of the sects, the Binh Xuyen, continued to support 
Hinh and to defy Diem. General Xuan, a French-naturalized Cochin- _ 
chinese and former Prime Minister, is associated with the Army—Binh 
Xuyen faction. Other individuals in opposition to Diem and contend- 

- ing for power include former prime minister Buu Loc, who has some 
support in Paris and among elements in Bao Dai’s entourage, and 
former prime minister Nguyen Van Tam, father of General Hinh, 
who appears to have the support of many French officials in Saigon. 
Prince Buu Hoi, cousin of Bao Dai, has influential support in France 
at present. He has in the past supported the Viet Minh and partici- 
pated in efforts to bring about a negotiated end of the Indochina war. 

| 19. Diem, the leading lay Catholic in Vietnam, is honest, austere, 
and widely respected for his integrity and nationalistic zeal. He has 
spent many years abroad and has not been associated with any of the 

previous governments in Vietnam. He has the popular backing of 

most Catholics and some following among the people at large, the 
_ unorganized support of most nationalist intellectuals, and the backing 

of the dissident Caodai General Trinh Minh The. He also has the | 

support of other Caodai and Hoa Hao leaders, who have joined his 
government, but this support is not very firm. However, Diem is rigid, _ 
unwilling to compromise, and inexperienced in the rough and tumble 

_ of politics. He is acutely suspicious of his colleagues on the political 
scene and is inclined to seek advice among a small group of relatives _ 

| and close friends who, for the most part, are incapable of proffering _ 

| sound counsel. |
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20. None of the groups opposing Diem has any broad-based popu- : 

lar support. It is the weakness of Diem rather than any genuine © 
political strength of their own that enables them to prolong the politi- 

cal crisis in Saigon. The Binh Kuyen has dicipline, wealth, and control 

of the National Police and Sureté, but it is totally corrupt and numeri- | 

cally weak. The army leadership personified by General Hinh is de- 

pendent upon French backing and. does not have solid support from 

the masses of troops nor from the people; moreover, it is divided in 

itself. There is no widespread support for any individual contenders | 

for power;each hasnumerousandstrongenemies. 
21. The intentions of Bao Dai, who remains in France, are difficult © | | 

to assess. His first intervention in the political struggle was on the side | 

of Hinh, the Binh Xuyen, and General Xuan, against Diem. He was 

thwarted mainly because of strong US representations. More recently 

he has intervened on the side of Diem. Bao Dai’s popularity is now at | 

its lowest ebb and his circle of supporters is reported to be narrowing 

daily. However, he still has political importance because of his heredi- | 

tary position and because he can, as chief of state, give the cachet of | 

legitimacy to his appointees. He is a shrewd politician, but is weak, 
venal, infused with a sense of his own grandeur, and wholly incapable 

—_ of consistently responsible action. _ ae . 

99. The present key to political power in South Vietnam is held not 

by Vietnamese groups or combinations of groups, but by the French. 

Under present circumstances, only the French can provide to the legit- | 

imate governing authority in Vietnam the power it now lacks, and | 

force the coalescence of the various factions, groups, and individuals. 

US support keeps Diem in office, but the fact that the French have | 

withheld full support deprives him of the power to govern. 
Military Factors a PTE 
93. The Vietnamese National Army has an. estimated strength of 

170,000 regulars and 10,000 auxiliaries. Naval and air strength is neg- 

 ligible. The regulars include 5 infantry regiments and 152. combat 

battalions, of which 69 are infantry, 61 light infantry, 8 guard, 5 air- i 

borne infantry, 8 artillery, and one armored reconnaissance. The re- | 

 groupment necessitated by the Geneva Agreements has forced many 

units to leave their home provinces for the first time, resulting in a 

considerable number of desertions since 1 June (up to 25 percent of | 

the total army strength). Some auxiliaries and other semimilitary | 

| forces are being demobilized, with the exception of the armed forces i 

of the South Vietnam sects and certain guard and militia elements. : 

The Vietnamese General Staff has become so involved in political | 

affairs that it has neglected the required planning of an adequate | 

internal security program. This neglect has fostered a spirit of insub- | 

ordination and irresponsibility throughout the army. The army in |
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some instances has been incapable of executing occupation and paci- 
fication operations in areas formerly under Viet Minh control. Almost 
all units, particularly those from North Vietnam, require a period of 
intensive training and reorganization to bring them up to strength 
and improve their effectiveness. OO - 

24, Advisory and training aid is provided by approximately 4,800 
French officers and NCO’s currently serving in the French Military 
Mission to Vietnam. This mission is to be increased to 6,000 by the end — 
of 1954. These individuals serve in command, staff, and advisory roles 
on the Vietnamese General Staff, in the territorial command struc- 
ture, and in training establishments. About 20 percent of Vietnamese 
infantry units and 50 percent of support and technical units are cadred 
at least partially by the French. The army is still under French opera- 
tional control and continues to be completely dependent on the French 
for logistic support. | oe | | | 

25. A major reason for. the ineffectiveness of the. Vietnamese Na- 
tional Army is its lack of adequately trained officers. Only about one 
percent have received training roughly equivalent to that of a US | 
army officer of field grade, and virtually none has a comparable back- 

| ground of staff and command experience. Very few of these Viet- 
namese officers would be competent even in assignments justified by 
their training and experience, and even fewer are capable of an ade- 

| quate performance at the higher positions of responsibility which they 
now hold. Their background is one of subordination to French com- 
mand, and they are inclined to rely heavily on French advisers even 

| _ when given positions of authority and responsibility. 
_ 26. The other serious deficiencies in the South Vietnamese national 

forces, ineffective organization and training and absence of logistics 
and technical services, are related to the lack of leadership and stem 

| from the same basic cause, i.e., French failure to train and develop 
qualified leaders. This situation can be resolved only over a period of 
time and only if an intensive program for the progressive develop- 
ment of an effective officer corps is soon initiated. 

27. Few details are available on the pattern of loyalties within the | 
national forces. The General Staff is apparently divided. Certain ele- 
ments have-been pushing Hinh to overthrow the government in a coup 

and to establish a military dictatorship. Other officers have attempted 

to help mediate Hinh’s difficulties with the government. Still others are 

reported to support Diem. However, there is no officer, except possibly 

General Vy, presently acting chief of staff, who could command the 

loyalty and confidence of a majority of the army in the event Hinh 

| were removed against his wishes. | : 
28. We have little information on the strength and status of other 

| semimilitary and police forces. The sect armed forces, although woe- _
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_ fully inadequat
e 

according
 

to generally
 

accepted military standards
, 

are the most important. There are a total of about 10,000 armed Caodai © | 
troops. Of these, approxima

tely 
4,000 are largely under control of | | 

General Trinh Minh The and the remainder are under Vietnam and | 
| French Army control. The Hoa Hao forces total about 8,000 of which 

about 5,200 are in Vietnamese
 

or French army units, and about 2,500 | 
led by Ba Cut, an ex-army officer, who is engaged in general dissident : 
action against both the Vietnamese

 
National Army and the Caodai. 

_ The Binh Xuyen have an independe
nt 

force of 2,600 armed troops, in 

addition to the urban police forces under their control which number 

about 4,500. These forces are little more than local militia and are in | 
effect private armies for these groups. — UN | 

29. South Vietnam’s mobilizable manpower pool is estimated at | 
1,500,000 physically fit, military-age

 
males, of which about 20 percent | 

are now under arms. An additional
 

10 percent could probably be 
mobilized without initially curtailing essential economic activities. 

_ The Vietnames
e 

government
 
would be almost entirely dependent upon 

foreign aid tosupport sucha force. — ces oe | 
30. The Diem governmen

t 
proposes to expand the army to 200,000 

by the end of 1954, and to 225,000 by the end of 1955. By the latter 
date, the army would include 10 divisions plus 60 territoria

l 
battalions

. 
: 

The cost of maintaining
 

these forces through 1955 has been estimated | 
at about $450,000,0

00, 
of which almost all would have to be provided 

by external assistance
. 

The French have supported
 

this proposal as ) 
being required to maintain a power balance vis-a-vis the Viet Minh. A 

' proposal for developme
nt 

of a National Guard under the Ministry , 
_ of the Interior has been postponed pending the outcome of French- 

Vietnamese
-United 

States discussions.
 

Oe - - ! 
31. On the other hand, the United States is considering

 
the reduc- | 

tion of the Vietnamese
 
army to about 80,000, including 3 combat light | 

_ divisions. These reduced forces would have primarily an internal | 
security mission. Against a large-scale Viet Minh invasion, they _ | 
would serve only as a delaying force. Cost of maintainin

g 
the forces 

at the reduced levels has been tentativel
y 

estimated at about $200,000,- | 

000 per year. This estimated cost is in addition to financial, economic, 

and military support funds, which might total $150,000,00
0 

per year. 

French Armed Forces | cot els 
82, The French Expeditiona

ry 
Corps in Indochina is composed

 
of __ 

approxima
tely 

150,000 regulars and 22,000 auxiliaries
.* 

Present plans : 

eall for the further reduction of the regular compone
nt 
to 100,000 | | 

during 1955. The French Air Force in Indochina has 12,000 men and | 

*The regulars in the French Expediti
onary 

Corps are made up of approxim
ately 

: | 
53,000 French, 12,000 Foreign Legion, 18,000 West Africans,

 
33,000 North African, | 

and 34,000 indigenou
s 

troops. [Footnote
 

in the source text.J] - : |
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approximately 600 aircraft. During 1955 it is planned to reduce the 
personnel strength to 6,000. The French Navy, including Naval air, has 
a personnel strength of 10,500. During 1955 it is planned to reduce this 
to approximately 9,000. At the present time the M'rench Expeditionary 
Corps could not without external reinforcement defend South Viet- | 
nam against Viet Minh aggression. | 
Communist Capabilities and Intentions | 
33. While South Vietnam has been experiencing mounting insta- 

bility since Geneva, the Communists in the North have continued to 
| grow in political and military strength. There has been no evidence of 

dissidence within the top leadership of the Viet Minh regime as a result | 
of the armistice and the Geneva accords. _ | 

_ _ 84, The Viet Minh is adopting a conciliatory line toward France, 
thus seeking to exploit French hopes of retaining their economic and — 
cultural interests in North Vietnam. It probably hopes that French 
susceptibility to an arrangement with the Viet Minh will increase and 
consequently reduce French willingness to support a strongly national- 
isticstatein South Vietnam. | a 

35. The Viet Minh is consolidating and reorganizing its armed 
forces by grouping formerly independent regular and regional units 
to form new divisions with augmented firepower. This augmented fire- 

| power results principally from a high level of Chinese Communist aid _ 
in 1954, including illegal aid since the cease-fire. Within the period of © 
this estimate the Viet Minh will probably have at least 11 or 12 infan- _ 
try divisions, two artillery divisions, and one anti-aircraft division. 
These developments would more than double the pre-Geneva combat 
effectiveness and capabilities of the Viet Minh regular army. The Viet 
Minh is expanding and improving its transportation and communica- 
tion facilities, including rail and highway links with South China. 

36. During the current transition period, Communist tactics in the _ 
south are being shifted from the “armed struggle” to the “political 
struggle” stage. The main facets of Communist policy appear to be 
ostensible compliance with the Geneva armistice provisions and con- 
tinued development of Communist subversive capabilities in the south. 
Although substantial Viet Minh forces are being evacuated from — 
South Vietnam, we believe that large numbers of trained military and 
political personnel remain. Furthermore, refugee groups evacuated — 
from North Vietnam were probably infiltrated by Communists who 
will almost certainly seek to exploit grievances induced by the harsh 
conditions of resettlement. oe | | 

: #The general topic of Communist courses of action in Asia through 1957 is 
: covered in NIE 10-7-54. [Footnote in the source text. For an extract of NIE 

10-7-54, Nov. 23, 1954, see volume x1v.] |
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87. It is likely that Communist elements are playing an important | 

role behind the scenes in the present political crises in South Vietnam, : 

seeking to bring to power elements that would be amenable first to the 

resumption of North-South: relations and later to the formation of | 

a coalition regime. Furthermore, certain pro-Communist groups are | 

making their appearance in Saigon, the most prominent of which is 

the “South Vietnam Movement for the Defense of Peace.” Os | 

French Capabilities and Intentions | | 

38. Since Geneva, French actions in Vietnam have been confused : 

and contradictory and have encouraged the present paralysis. Officially 

at least, the present general lines of French policy are expressed in | 

the French-US understanding reached September 29. This under- | 

standing was reaffirmed and clarified in the recent Washington talks _ 
between the French Premier and the US Secretary of State. The — 

French agreed to support the independence of the three Associated 

States and, within the framework imposed by the Geneva accords, to 

oppose the extension of Viet Minh influence and control. France fur- : 

ther pledged to coordinate with the US in the planning and implemen- 

tation of economic and military aid programs to strengthen the inde- 

pendence of these states. Finally, the French agreed to support Diem 

in the establishment of a strong, anti-Communist regime in Vietnam. 

Despite this agreement, the French have not given wholehearted sup- 

portto Diem. ve ee | a | 

89, The French appear to have three principal objectives with re- | 

spect to Indochina: — 7 | | | 

a. To maintain to the maximum degree feasible the French posi- 
tion in Indochina; . | 

b. To avoid involvement in hostilities and the financial burden of | 

maintaining substantial forces in Indochina; and oy | 

c. To avoid jeopardizing US-—French relations. The fact that these | 

three objectives contain elements of mutual inconsistency poses real | 

problems to French policy. © ae Co ro | 

40. In pursuit of these objectives two general lines of approach are | 

open to the French. They can decide to support the reunification of | 

Vietnam through elections held pursuant to the Geneva accords. The | 

French interest in promoting the international détente in the Far East : 

which they believe was inaugurated at Geneva would tend to lead to | 

this decision, and this tendency would be strengthened if France be- ! 

‘came convinced that a Communist takeover was inevitable. The French 

might also believe that their desire to maintain a preferred position | 

in Indochina would be better served by an accommodation with the | 

Viet Minh than under a strongly anti-French South Vietnamese gov- | 

ernment. If they adopted this approach, the French would permit | 

events to drift to a Communist victory or would support the estab- |
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lishment in South Vietnam of a government that would acquiesce to 
or facilitate the formation of a Communist-led coalition of all Viet- 
nam. Such a course would permit the French to achieve their objective 

| of avoiding the resumption of hostilities and reducing their military 
commitment in Vietnam. However, the French would hesitate to adopt 

_.___ this policy if they believed that it would severely strain their relations 
with the US. Their final decision would be greatly influenced by 
whether or not they were confident of UK support. 

_ 41, On the other hand, France may decide that its relationship with 
_ the US is the determining factor, and that to preserve this relation- 

_ ship it is essential to support an anti-Communist South Vietnam, post- 
‘poning elections if necessary. The French would feel, however, that 
such a course would involve a substantially increased risk of renewed 

| hostilities with the Viet Minh. Moreover, the French probably esti- 
mate that, in a strongly nationalistic South Vietnam, France could 
not retain more than the vestiges of its position. - oe 

42. Present French actions in Indochina indicate that the French — 
have not fully made up their mind which course to follow. On the one 
hand, the French government continues to support, though without 
enthusiasm, the attempt to strengthen the Diem government. On the 
other hand, the French appear to be considering possible substitutes 

| for Diem who, at least in the past, have had pro-Viet Minh sympathies 
and who might facilitate a reunification of Vietnam. Moreover, 

_ through the appointment and activities of Jean Sainteny, the French 
representative in North Vietnam, the French have clearly indicated 
their intention of maintaining political contacts with the Viet Minh, 
preserving, insofar as possible, their economic and cultural interests 
in the area, and of continuing trade relations with North Vietnam. 
IIT. Future Prospects in South Vietnam | 

43. French policy will be a major factor determining developments 
in South Vietnam during the period of this estimate. We believe that 

_ the French estimate that South Vietnam cannot be held over the long 
term, except at very high cost. We further believe that the French 
would be unwilling to postpone the elections unless the UK agreed 
and unless the US was willing to shoulder the major military burden 
in Indochina, including a commitment to employ US forces if required. 

44, The political situation in South Vietnam has steadily deterio- 
rated since the conclusion of the armistice. Prime Minister Diem will 
probably remain in office only so long as the US continues to give him 
strong backing. If Diem had the full support of the French, he might 

| be able gradually to create a sense of national will and purpose in 
| South Vietnam; in this respect, he is probably unique among Viet- | 

namese leaders in that his strong nationalist record might enable him 
to use such support without being subject to the onus of collaboration _
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with the French. However, the French are not likely to provide Diem 
with full and positive support. Therefore, Diem will probably not be 
able to reestablish the authority of the government throughout South 
Vietnam. and to tackle effectively the multitude of pressing problems 

now facing thecountry. - OB | 
45. Should the Diem government fall, it would probably be suc- | 

ceeded by an uneasy coalition drawn from the self-interested individ- 
uals and groups now contesting Diem’s position. Almost certainly, 

however, any successor to the Diem government would be hampered 

by the incessant political intrigues which have plagued Diem. More- | 
over, no successor government is likely to be effective. A government __ 
tied closely to and politically supported by the French can have little | 
popular following. But a government which does not have the benefit _ | 
of the maintenance of public order by the French coupled with French : 
non-interference in the local political scene, is not likely tobe ableto = 
maintain itself for any lengthoftime. _ | eg a | 

46. The internal security situation will remain precarious. The = | 
, French will continue reluctant to commit their forces in internal secu- : 

rity operations, believing that such action would antagonize the popu- | 
lation and in the end might create greater problems than it would | 

solve. Moreover, during the period of this estimate, Vietnamese forces _ | 

will lack the capacity to maintain order unless the present political 
deterioration is reversed. _ | co So | 

47, At the present time, the combined forces of the French Expedi- | 

tionary Forces and the Vietnamese National Army could only delay | 

a full scale invasion of Viet Minh forces; they could not stop it without ~ | 

reinforcements from outside. The over-all Franco-Vietnamese capa- | 

bility in this regard will be diminished in the next year as the French 

forcesarereduced. | | | | 
; 48. We believe that the Viet Minh will continue to gain in political - 

strength and prestige and, with Chinese aid, to increase its military | 

striking power in North Vietnam. The Viet Minh probably now feels 
_ that it can achieve control over all Vietnam without initiating large- 

| scale warfare. Accordingly, we believe that the Communists will exert | 

| every effort to accomplish their objectives through means short of war. | 

Viet Minh agents will continue to subvert all susceptible elements of | 

| the population, to intrigue to prevent the coalescence of the various | 

| factions and the building of any strength in the south, and Viet Minh | 

| “shadow-governments” and politico-military networks will be estab- | 

| lished wherever the failure of the national government or the French | : 

| to impose controls leaves the Communists a vacuum in which to oper- | : 

ate.-As a result of their activities and probable degree of penetration 

in South Vietnam, it is possible that the Communists will succeed in i 

convincing most Vietnamese in the south of the inevitability of Com- : 

i munist control = ac | | | 

| | |
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49. If, on the other hand, South Vietnam should appear to be gain- 
ing in strength or if elections were postponed oyer Communist objec- 

| tions, the Communists probably would step up their subversive and 
guerrilla activities in the South and if necessary would infiltrate addi- 

a tional armed forces in an effort to gain control over the area. However, 
we believe that they would be unlikely openly to invade South Viet- 
nam at least prior to July 1956, the date set for national elections, 
because: (a) they would consider that their prospects of gaining 
control over the area without resort to invasion continued to be highly 

| favorable; (6) they would be concerned over the possibility of US 
military counteraction; and (c) they would probably fear that inva- 
sion would induce the neutral nations in Asia to move toward open | 

7 - alignmentswiththe West. $=§ | | 
aa 50. We believe, on the basis of present trends, it is highly unlikely 

that South Vietnam will develop the strength necessary to counter 
growing Communist subversion within its borders; it almost certainly _ 

_ would not be able to defeat the Communists in country-wide elections. 
| Even before the elections scheduled for 1956, the probable growth of | 

Communist influence in the South may result in strong pressures 
within South Vietnam for coalition with the North. | 

| Laos A es 

I. Present Situation 7 I a ee 
| 51. Laos is principally threatened at present by the Communist- : 

dominated Pathet Lao movement, which occupies and controls the two 
northern provinces of Phong Saly and Sam Neua. The Pathet Laois __ 
headed by Prince Souphanouvong, a member of the Laotian royal 

| family. The Pathet Lao Army numbers about 6,000 men, and at pres- 
ent is still supported by Viet Minh “volunteer” forces, which probably 
had not been entirely evacuated from Laos by the agreed date of 
November 19, 1954. | | | 

52. Laos is also threatened by an allegedly non-Communist “Free 
Laotian” movement of unknown dimensions which is probably led by 
Prince Phetsarath, a pretender to the Laotian throne, who is now an 
exile in Thailand. This group probably was responsible for both an 
abortive Laotian Army cadet mutiny in June 1954 and the assassina- 
tion of the Laotian Defense Minister in September. Thai-Laotian 
relations have been strained because the Laotians claim that the Thai 
police are supporting Prince Phetsarath as a means of increasing Thai 

: influence in Laos. | a | 
53. Laos lacks effective political leadership and the population is | 

in large measure politically apathetic. There are strong personal cleav- 
ages among the small group of politically experienced national lead- 
ers. Nevertheless, Laos probably will continue to be led by a reasonably
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stable coalition of leading non-Communist political personalities with | 

the strongly anti-Communist and pro-US Crown Prince Savang main- | 

taining a balance of power. The previous policies of anti-Communism 

and requests for US and French assistance will probably be continued. | 

54, The Laotian armed forces, organized only to battalion level, | 

have a current strength of 27,000 and are augmented by a French Mili- | 

tary Mission of 1,500 officers and NCO’s, and by 3,500 French combat | 

troops. The army lacks qualified field-grade officers and relies on the | 

- French army for senior command and staff personnel and for actual 

direction of army administration. Laos is incapable of financing its 

present forces, and the Laotian army will continue to be dependent on | 

outside financing, training, equipping, and advisory assistance for a | 

considerable time to come. The Laotian army has not displayed a real 

will to fight in past operations, and is incapable of defending Laos : 

against any Viet Minh invasion. It is unlikely that the Laotian army | 

‘ean exercise effective control in the two northern provinces in which 
the Pathet Lao are to be concentrated under the Geneva agreement Or — 

that it can prevent Communist activities on the local level elsewhere : 

‘Il. Future Prospects | a ; | 

55. During the period of this estimate, developments affecting the | 

strength and stability of Laos will be determined primarily by exter- : 

nal factors, such as Viet Minh and Chinese Communist intentions : 

regarding Laos, the extent and nature of US and French military | 

assistance to the Kingdom, and most importantly, developments in | 

Vietnam. | et co | 

| 56. Whatever the outcome of French-Laotian efforts to demobilize : 

the Pathet Lao troops, Pathet Lao followers of the Viet Minh will i 

| probably continue to exercise considerable control in the provinces of 

| - Phong Saly and Sam Neua. Moreover, the Communists will have the : 

capability by political and subversive means to heighten their influence 

in Laos and to weaken the anti-Communist government. However, the 

| nature of Communist aggressive action against Laos will be moderated 

/ by the Communist desire to continue their “peaceful coexistence” line 

: in Asia, particularly directed toward Indian reactions, and to a lesser ! 

: degree by the possibility of US counteraction. Under these conditions, 

| and providing that the Lao Government obtains and effectively uti- | 

| -Jizes outside assistance, we believe that it can limit Communist politi- : 

| caladvances. : | | 

| 57. However, if during the period of this estimate, South Vietnam | | 

| should fall to the Viet Minh, Communist capabilities for pressure : 

| against Laos would be substantially increased, and Laotian will and ! 

| capability to resist these pressures would be correspondingly lessened. 

The extent to which the Communists choose to exploit this situation 

| 578-611 O 82 - 58 (Pt. 2) |
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a _ would depend almost entirely on their estimate of the probable reac- 

tions of the Manila Pact powers and of the neutral countries of South 
and Southeast Asia. | | oe 

| — | Cambodia | 
I. Current Situation | - 

| 58. King Norodom has kept power in his hands since 1952 when the | 
national assembly ceased to function. The Cambodian public generally 
has credited the King with success in the achievement of full inde- _ pendence for the kingdom. Son Ngoc Thanh, the last and most. im- portant of the non-Communist dissident leaders, rallied to the King © 

| in September 1954, However, he retains considerable following and the 
firmness of his loyalty to the King is questionable. | ——- 

59. The Cambodian armed forces, organized only to battalion level, | total 32,000, including 4,000 National Guard and 8,000 auxiliaries. The 
army would be incapable of defending against a large scale Viet. Minh | 
invasion. There is a definite lack of qualified field-grade officers, and _ 

_ the quality of the army has decreased since the withdrawal of French | , cadres in 1953. Moreover, at the present time the effectiveness.of the 
army is deteriorating because of an incompetent defense minister 
whom the King so far has failed to replace. The army continues de- 
pendent on French advisers for its administration. The greater portion — 

__ of the Cambodian defense budget must be supplied by external aid. 
_. 60. The Cambodian economy is relatively stable, and the country __ 

| produces a food surplus. Cambodia has a favorable balance of trade : 
| but its heavy dependence on exports of rubber and low-quality rice, | 

| makes the economy vulnerable to fluctuations in world demand for 
these commodities. The Cambodian government is greatly interested 

: in accelerating economic development and will probably request ex- 
tensive foreign economic assistance. | | | 

61. Cambodia is concerned that its main trade route, the Mekong 
River, and the port facilities at Saigon are both under control of South 
Vietnam. Pending conclusion of curent negotiations with South Viet- 
nam, the latter is withholding the Cambodian share of customs duties 

: collected at Saigon. As a result the Cambodian financial position re- 
mains highly precarious. | 

62. Although France has recognized Cambodia’s full independence 
and sovereignty, Cambodia’s relations with France and its role in 
the French Union have not been redefined. Cambodia seems intent: 
on broadening its international ties and appears unwilling to rely pri- 

: marily on French aid and advice. Since July 1954no French or French 
Union troops have been stationed in Cambodia except the small 
French Military Mission. | | | 

63. Although 2,800 Vietnamese Communist troops and their de- 
pendents have been evacuated from Cambodia, we believe that a sizable
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Viet Minh cadre has been left behind. Moreover, the Cambodian Com- | 
munist armed bands, although ending their guerrilla activities, have | 
failed to demobilize ortoturnovertheirarms. Oo : 

IL. Future Prospects So | : | | 

64. The future political stability of the kingdom will depend largely 
on the attitude of the King, who is at the present time the only im- 
portant political leader. There are some reports that the King has been 

exploring the possibility of a “middle course” by which Cambodia 
would receive the benefits of western economic aid while simultane- 
ously maintaining the “good will” of the Communist Bloc. However, 
we believe that for the next year or so, providing outside assistance and 

_ the assurance of western support are forthcoming, the King’s leader- 
ship will not be successfully challenged and the Cambodians will main- | 
tain an anti-Communist policy and will be able to control internal 
subversion. Cambodia does not have and cannot develop the capability _ 
toresistalarge-scaleinvasion. = | on 

65. Future events in Cambodia will be considerably affected by 
developments in Vietnam and in Laos. A Communist takeover in South 
‘Vietnam would increase Communist capabilities against Cambodia 

_ and would impair Cambodian will to resist further Communist pres- 
sures, though we estimate that the Cambodians would be more resolute 
than would the Laotians under similar circumstances. ae 
_ [Here follows a map of Indochina, which is not reproduced here. ] 

120.251G/11-2454 : Telegram | , , | 

_ The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

SECRET  NIACT a _ Sartcon, November 24, 1954—7 p.m. — 
a a 7 [Received 8:25a.m.] 

1967. Repeated information Paris 639. Department pass Defense. : 

‘From Collins. Reference Embtel 1830.2 _ - a 
1. Upon return of Dr. Quat from Paris two days ago, Diem had 

offered him Defense Ministry and urged that he retain present deputy, | 
Minh, as I had recommended to Diem. Through Colonel Lansdale I | 
was informed yesterday that Quat was considering accepting post but | 

was reluctant to retain Minh. I had Quat to lunch today. I outlined to_ 
him my concept of structure and role of Vietnam Armed Forces and 
broad lines of programs contained in reference telegram. T'urged him : 

to accept post of Defense Minister and to retain Minh as deputy, in 
_ order that Minh could help tide over initial potential period of resent- 
ment from General Hinh’s adherents. Quat indicated general agree- | 

* Dated Nov. 15, p. 2250. Oo 7 |
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ment with concepts I outlined, said he was giving serious considera- 
tion to offer, and that Minh was not a serious obstacle, but that he 

| _ would consult with his friends and talk again to Diem before making | 
decision. He said he would see me again toward end of this week. 

2. As indicated in paragraph 1, Embtel 1935,? I am daily expecting 
Ely’s specific views regarding changes in minute of understanding on 
development and training of autonomous Vietnam Armed Forces, and — 
his concept of program for integration US advisers into Vietnamese 

Army. | 
8. By end of week I hope agreement will be reached for designation 

of Quat as Defense Minister and that Ely’s specific comments will have 
been received. It is highly desirable that we move ahead with imple- 
mentation of crash program for reorganization of armed forces in- 

| cluding transfer of troops to areas where they can carry out pacifica- 
tion activities. | — 

4. While I realize programs recommended in reference telegram 
require careful study and analysis in Washington, it would be most 

helpful if I could be given guidance with respect to the order of 

magnitude of program that will be supported here in order that I can 

keep up momentum of action with French and Vietnamese. I therefore _ 
urge that prompt action be taken on programs recommended in refer- 
ence telegram. of a RS ES ee - 

? Dated Nov. 28, p. 2279. SBP a 

751G.00/11-2454 : Telegram ee 
The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET | | | Paris, November 24, 1954—2 p. m. 
| ; [Received 9:54a,m.] __ 

_ 2203. Repeated information Saigon 314, We talked to Amb at Large | 

Luyentand VoLanglasteve = # - | a 
1) We asked about Hinh’s call on Bao Dai and referred Hinh’s 

arrival statement as well his interview AFP to effect he, Hinh, plan- 
ning return Vietnam near future. Luyen said he had discussed this 
matter with Bao Dai several times since his, Luyen’s, arrival Paris last 

Friday,? and that he, Luyen, of opinion we need not worry about 

Hinh’s returning in immediate future or that Hinh would pose serious _ 
threat hereafter Diem govt. Luyen underlined Bao Dai intends take 

firm position this score. | 

| * Ngo Dinh Luyen, brother of Ngo Dinh Diem. | | 
2 Nov. 19. |
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2) Re Hinh, Luyen showed us photostats of documents which he | 
had brought back for Bao Dai. Luyen indicated Emb Saigon aware | 
these photostats and he emphasized necessity secrecy regarding their | 

existence. . . . According Luyen, these should help settle the Hinh | 
problem. We read photostats which concerned coup d’état details and _ 

timetable, as well as projected Cabinet and supreme revolutionary | 
committee membership. As perhaps Dept already aware, documents | 
contain statement to effect common front to be made with Commies this 
regard. Membership proposed cabinet includes several Vietnamese 
with presumed Vietminh affiliations . ... Of interest, cabinet to be | 
headed by Buu Hoi, Tam and Xuan Vice Presidents, Hinh Defense | 
Min, and Bai Vien Interior Min. This connection, we were told Buu _ 
Hoi maintaining close contact currently with Tran Van Huu who still | 
Paris and that Bao Dai approved of Buu Loc ouster since he believes : 
Buu Loc has actively supported Buu Hoicampaign. —> . : 

3) We asked about Frederic-Dupont’s and Letourneau’s call Nov. 22 © | | 
on Bao Dai and we were told that they had tried to persuade Bao Dai | 
to return Vietnam, oust Diem, and take over reins government himself, 
but that Bao Dai had rejected proposal categorically. Luyen said 
Bao Dai satisfied we (U.S.) taking firm stand South Vietnam and that 
he, Bao Dai, prepared support Diem actively and resist countervailing | 

_ pressures. We were shown this connection series petitions purportedly | 
issued by local Vietnamese organizations calling on Bao Daiintervene | | 

and provide solution Vietnamese problem. We were told these paper | 
organizations being formed currently under inspiration Hinh relative © 
as means designed bring pressure on Bao Dai but that latter not taking | 
them seriously. = . | | ae | 
4) Luyen underlined importance he attached Gen. Collins’ recent 

statement and said he hoped French press accounts tending imply | 
Collins speaking for himself only and not U.S. Government completely | 
unfounded. We said as far we knew what Collins had to say reflected _ 
general line our thinking this subject. ae ee | 

751G.00/11-2454: Telegram | os 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam? 

SECRET oe Wasuineton, November 24, 1954—8:01 p.m. _ | 

(2112. Following is summary political and economic points raised 
- during Mendes-France talks re Vietnam: ; Lae : 

1. Support of Diem Government Fite Son | 

_ A. Secretary stated government formed around Diem is as good as 
is possible, perhaps better. While realizing Diem’s weaknesses he has 

| 1 Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Repeated for information to Paris as 1987; pouched | 
to Phnom Penh and Vientiane. | 

: 
|
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| strong spirit of nationalism, is anti-Communist, dedicated, sincere and 
honest and actually head of government. US prepared put strong sup- 
port behind Diem if French are also prepared. No use our two govern- 
ments working opposite directions. If French support someone else, 
no chance of success in Free Vietnam and better not support anyone. 

_ B. Mendes stated French had agreed September talks support Diem 
_ although they not optimistic about his abilities. French had pressed 

Bao Dai to call back Hinh. This evidence French doing their best. 
French believe within few months they and US will be forced consider 
replacement Diem. They had no one to propose at this time but wished 
point out some Vietnamese who worked with French in past had much 
better records than Diem. Some present governors quite efficient. Al- 

_ though Tam too close to French had done well. Believe time had come 
for France and US to give Diem some specific advice, particularly 

| regarding agrarian reform, to establish efficient administration and 
give attention to rural areas. Mendes understood Diem had lots US 

| money for propaganda, but does not use it efficiently. Propaganda 
must be made by Vietnamese not US or French. Diem should be given 

_ only a certain amount of time work out such a program since time 
short. US and France might consult in one or two months to see what 
form concrete action Diem has taken. Mendes asked if US were pre- 
pared go ahead on above basis of joint instructions from France and 
US to Diem, and if messages should be sent Collins and Ely work out 

| precise measures. Important that they make survey of needs and keep» 
| in contact tojudgeresultsofexecution, = 8  —— 

C. Secretary replied that although no objection believed experts 
| should get together and define specific proposals to be made and ques- 

tion timing and manner presentation. Also should study arrangement 
for speaking together regarding how proposed programs were devel- 
oping. US wished first check with its field representatives about spe- 

, cific programs. While US agreeable working together on this matter, 
Secretary did not wish adopt general principle of always making _ 

| joint rather than unilateral approaches in every case. While efforts 

and timing should be concerted, US did not wish to be committed _ 
never to consult alone with Diem government. - re 

D. Department’s comment—General Collins and country team com- 
ments requested soon as possible submit recommendations as to possi- 

ble proposals to Diem on (1) improving administration, (2) various 

reforms and other measures, and (3) timing of execution and subse- 
quent joint judging of results. | | 7 

2 Bao Da | | ne | 
A. Mendes said difficult for French come to decision and wished US 

views. Bao Dai wishes return Vietnam and French successful in pre- 

venting up to now but he is insisting. Even if Bao Dai not. very in- |
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teresting person he does provide legitimacy. Although now supporting | 

Diem his future policy unknown. French afraid Bao Dai will make | 

public statement France keeping him from returning. - eS | 

-B. Secretary replied while not in position advise, US opposed Bao 
Dai’s returning. — | oe : 

3. Relations with Viet Minh | | | | 

A. Secretary referred to problem of recognition which US wished | 

avoid. Mendes described Sainteny’s situation as “ambiguous”. Read 
proposed letter to Viet Minh giving Sainteny’s terms of reference | | 

charging him with defense French interests and naming him French © | 

delegate “auprés de vous”. Secretary suggested substitute for this last | 

phrase might be found which would not imply recognition. Mendes- | 

France admitted he was not happy with this letter, would try to find | 

better wording, but pointed out at Geneva letter was addressed by 

French to “Democratic Republic of Vietnam”. Mendes-France feared | 

Viet Minh would ask for reciprocal treatment Paris which would be 

difficult refuse. Sainteny mission important for France even though | 

few French remaining north. Will be real problem when Haiphong 

evacuated. He inquired re possible US discrimination against French 

citizens in north. Secretary said still under study. oo | 

Secretary said appeared be belief in some quarters compromise be- 

| tween north and south Vietnam inevitable. US willing listen argu- 

- ments along this line but not disposed agree such approach which we 

| feel inevitably result in loss of area to Communists. If Viet Minh get 

| majority national government, minority would not long survive. Ob- i 

| ject is therefore build strong anti-Communist government South Viet- | 

; nam not one seeking accommodation with Viet Minh. — a | 

| _ B. Mendes-France views—Mendes said felt same way as Secretary : 

| that cooperation between North and South Vietnam would be very 

| bad. Communists at Geneva proposed tricks re bipartite relationship 

| but French had fought against such. Only thing to do is develop 

! - political strength South Vietnam as counter to north. Even if south 

is not as strong as north if there is real political life something could 

| be hoped for. As long as disorder exists in south there will be infiltra- 

| tionandnocountertonorth? = = oe OO 

| 4, Economic and Financial oo ae 

|. Mendes-France asked that. financial questions not be included in 

| political discussions. It was agreed refer them to experts meeting 

| a pelegram 2118 to Saigon (1988 to Paris), Nov. 24, concerning a closely related = 

question, read as follows: “During Mendes visit Secretary raised matter privately 

: of elections in Viet-Nam. | so i | 

| “Mendes said too early speak with finality this time and much would depend 

on conditions at time. Present view was that elections should be held by small 

local units rather than on single national ticket. In this way some anti-Communist 

local leaders would be elected rather than clear Communist victory through 

| | national selection.” (751G.00/11-2454) | : ,
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in Washington near future. Economic aid programs also not raised. 
Secretary said frankly US faces problem of what is worthwhile spend 
in money and effort in view of possible outcome Vietnam. Similar 
amount money spent elsewhere might accomplish better results. 

| DULLES 

611.51/11-2654: Telegram | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam? oe 

SECRET _ Wasuineton, November 26, 1954—11:45 a.m. - 
PRIORITY | te | | 

_ 2126. Following is summary military points regarding Viet-Nam 
raised during Mendes-France talks: | | ae 

| 1. Collins Proposed Agreement on Training? — | 
Regarding press reports on General Collins’ press statements, 

Mendes apprehensive might bring protest. by Communists. In private 
and plenary talks he repeatedly emphasized important no pretext be 
given them to charge breach armistice. Appeared from Collins’ proj- 
ect, French responsibilities to be decreased and finally disappear with 
USS. taking over. He had to explain to French people why they should 

_ still support heavy burden in Indochina if they get impression. no 
utility in such may be strong reaction. Hoped full consultations future. | 
Regarding item one of Collins’ proposed memorandum, this should be 

| studied by experts. Item two; French had no objections but doubted 
- could be carried out by July. Mendes objected particularly paragraph 

| three and to remaining items. U.S. responsibility for all military assist- 
ance likely to raise very important objections. If main body instruc- 
tors French, hard to see why political responsibility in U.S. hands. 
Also doubted if this consistent with Geneva agreement which prohibits 

8 additional foreign but not French troops. Would also have serious 
 -—s effecton morale FEC. | 7 

| _ Secretary replied unaware Collins statement until mentioned by 
_._ Mendes. Agreed should be prior consultations if possible. U.S. realized — 

_ Communist sensitivity regarding U.S. actions compared with lesser 
| concern over similar acts taken by French. But one should not neces- 

; _ sarily refrain from taking action which Communists might possibly 
_ Claim be inconsistent with Armistice since virtually any act could be 

so claimed due ability take extreme interpretation. However, Secre- 
_ tary emphasized U.S. does not desire do anything provocative. With- 

os out current French presence Indochina there would be vacuum which 

| 1 Drafted by Young of PSA. Repeated for information priority to Paris as 1942; | 
pouched to Phnom Penh and Vientiane. - | . | | 

7 * See telegram 1854 from Saigon, Nov. 16, p. 2259. , wo
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enemy would quickly fill. Secretary said regarding proposed memo- 

randum that U.S. did not wish to press for any formula if French 

found it seriously objectionable. Basic question is, who is to be respon- 

sible for training. U.S. willing take on training job if that is to be US. 

responsibility, but does not want responsibilities it cannot discharge. | 

- Must be decision on whether use American or French methods and | 

basic theories. This does not mean French personnel eliminated. U.S. | 

hoped questions of national prestige not be allowed compromise issue. | 

Secretary proposed matter be referred to Collins and Ely. SPs . 

_ Mendes undecided and specifically endorsed referral training ques- _ | 

tion back to Ely and Collins, although had serious reservations about | 

memorandum. He said Ely’s cable has not agreed paragraphs three : 

and four. He hoped Collins would not make any further public state- _ | 

ments on this matter before agreement reached. _ - | 

9. French Expeditionary Corps, | 
‘Mendes said U.S. informed French would reduce FEC to one hun- | 

dred thousand by end 1955. Necessary have that strength in Indochina. | 

| Not prepared discuss U.S. financial aid for FEC now but would leave : 

for experts Embassy Washington to work out. M. Faure understood in 

| September talks U.S. would announce decision by December 1.Hoped : 

| support could be continued in future as in past even though previously | 

| - in support combat which now ended. Political need maintain security | 

stillexisted. = | oe ! 

Secretary said must take into account likely cost of supporting FEC, 

| national army and economic and technical aid in Indochina. If total 

| is large sum, might not be worthwhile doing. Any commitment would 

| be subject total review of U.S. programs in Far Kast. 

| 8. Viet-Nam National Army. | | 

| A. Mendes-France summarized cable from Ely to effect Collins 

| proposal for training would result in eviction French influence, and 

| Collins project for sending hundreds of Vietnamese officers to US. 

! would weaken French cultural influence, while eventual replacement 

| of French cadres by U.S. endangered morale of FEC as well as give 

| Viet Minh provocation. Secretary replied primary purpose was to 

build strong national force in Free Viet-Nam, and not toestablish U.S. | 

| influence in the new area or to bolster French influence in an old area. 

| Unless priority given to Viet-Nam build-up there would be no US. | 

| or French influence there a year from now. He especially urged | 

| Mendes-France everything possible be done not allow considerations | 

| national prestige compromise achievement objective. Mendes-France 

| said he was in full agreement and therefore wished people on spot 

make decisions. Oo | ae | 
| | 

| 
| 
| |
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| B. On size Vietnamese forces, Secretary expressed U.S. theory was 
to have adequate local forces to maintain order against subversion and 
serve as small blocking force against attack from outside with reliance | for principal deterrent on obligations under Manila Pact. Together 
with centralized mobile reserve, this concept seemed only practical one 
to U.S. and was basic strategy in Collins’ recommendations. If there 
were open attack from outside, the area was subject to protection from | _ outside under Manila Pact. Secretary thought U.S. prepared throw | some forces into such situation. This fact would serve deter attack of _ that kind. U.S. does not feel it possible to build up local forces strong 
enough to throw back invasion. Burden of support would be prohibi- 
tive. U.S. proposes reduction in force of national army to eighty-three 
thousand men within six months. Cost about two hundred million a 
year. | a | 

ee C. Mendes said he understood general principles which appeared Sensible, and should be studied by military experts on spot and left up | to Ely and Collins. Mendes during discussions did show misunder- 
standing of U.S. intentions regarding national army. Thought U.S. 

| wished build up separately force for internal security. Apparently 
had two things confused. He said he understood U.S. wanted set up — _ separate army supporting government. This was delicate matter which | 
could weaken regular army. Secretary and Hensel stated there were 
not to be two forces, but only one as outlined in Collins’ recommenda- 
tions. If FEC only 100,000 and national army reduced to only 90,000, _ _ Mendes did not see what latter could accomplish except perhaps inter- _ 
nal order while Viet Minh forces being increased. | | . 

- _ 4, Violations of Armistice. — oe | | | 
See Department telegram 2071 to Saigon.’ : 

7 5. Helicopters. | 
| Mendes took this up both in private talk with Secretary and in 

| _ plenary. He stated requirement for six additional helicopters for use 
of ICC particularly in Laos whose importance he emphasized. France 

: had already turned over all they could spare to ICC. He also stated — 
_ need spares for grounded planes and hoped for satisfactory reply soon. 

U.S. representatives replied no appropriated funds for purpose of 
aiding ICC. However a memorandum was requested of the French to 
include what was provided and what capabilities French already have 
to provide needed planes themselves. As for spare parts, U.S. had no 
information planes grounded that account. U.S. would have to take 
into account balance between use of planes and availability of spares. 

SALTZMAN 
, * Telegram 2071 to Saigon (281 to New York), Nov. 22, summarizing the Dulles— 

Mendés-France talks as they related to the refugee problem and particularly to Viet Minh restrictions upon those in the north who might wish to emigrate, is not 
printed. (251G.51G22/11-2254 )
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751G.5 MSP/11-2654: Telegram s—s—Ss—s | : | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam* a 

SECRET Wasuineton, November 26, 1954—3: 50 p. m. 

PRIORITY | a | - 

2130. For Collins. Re Washington consideration total cost effective- 
ness US programs Vietnam, you will have noted Secretary reserved 

US position with Mendes-France. In light of these talks and your find- _ 

ings, State, Defense and FOA would appreciate having during process | 

your mission basic estimate from you prospects of success for US pro- 

grams designed strengthen Diem government, create some security and 

stability and hold Free Vietnam. Since total cost FY 55 and FY 56 : 

programs will be in magnitude $400 million more or less, US Govern- | 

‘ment would like your views before final commitments made. Desira- | 

bility of basic estimate has been raised in OCB and discussed at high © 

levelsofinterestedagencies. == Op SS 
Suggest you develop such estimate as soon as you feel you have had 

sufficient time and facilities to canvass general situation Vietnam.’ — | 

In order obtain over-all picture of prospects three Associated States, | 

suggest it might be useful for Yost, McClintock and you meet together : 

| - in near future for consolidated appraisal of three states and your com- : 

| bined recommendations. ee oe ES GE Se : 

| 1 Drafted by Young of PSA. Repeated for information to Phnom Penh as 167 

| and Vientiane as 115. eS | ee aaa CO 

| 7In telegram 2063 from Saigon, Dec. 3, General Collins stated the opinion that 

$400 million was the practical minimum estimate for FY 1955 and FY 1956. The 

| General contended that any lesser figure would be insufficient to accomplish the | 

| objectives of the United States in Vietnam. (751G.5 MSP/12-854) 

751G.5/11-2654 —— | ee | 

| | The Assistant Secretary of Defense for I nternational Security Affairs 

| | (Hensel) to the Secretary of State* — Sos. 

| TOP SECRET _—— -Wasuneton, November 26, 1954. 

| Dear Mr. Secretary: I refer to your request of 16 November 

1954? that the Department of Defense consider its position with re- 

spect to Vietnamese force levels in the light of recommendations on 

| this subject made by the U.S. Ambassador (Department of State tele 

| gram from Saigon, number 1830, 15 November 1954). ae : 

| - With reference to General Collins’ proposal on the levels of indige- | 

1The text of this letter was transmitted to Saigon in telegram 2210, Dec. 1 (also | 

: sent to Parisby pouch), - = | a | 

| * Not printed. : ne , | 

| |
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nous forces that should be developed in Free Viet-N am, Cambodia, and 
Laos, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have recommended, on the basis of the type missions to be performed to maintain interna] security in Indo- china, minimum personnel strengths as follows: 

a. Viet-Nam: 89,085 which includes 4,400 civilians at an estimated cost of $193.1 million for FY 1956. Cost of U.S. support during the remainder of FY 1955 has not been computed but will probably be approximately $140 million. _ - Cambodia: 28,815 at an estimated cost of $30.9 million for FY 1955 and $69.7 million for FY 1956. | | ec. Laos: Since direct U.S. military aid to Laos is specifically re- stricted by the terms of the Geneva Armistice Agreement, no force levels are recommended for this country. However, Laos is capable of _ furnishing 12-15,000 personnel for its armed forces, | 
Fund estimates do not include approximately 154 million dollar maintenance and military support programs for the build-up of As- | sociated States forces. : 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that a program designed for the 

accomplishment of the proposed missions and for the stabilization of 
the Diem Government could be accomplished in the following phases: 
Phase #1 | a 

a. Prompt institution of a phased reduction of current armed forces by a process of selective discharge. lg co EER 6b. The immediate reassignment and reorganization, with limited | training, of selected personnel and units from the present forces into an internal security force capable of: , | a 
(1) Maintaining the security of the legal government in Saigon . and other major population centers. _ | 
(2) Executing regional security operations in each province. 

c. The deployment of selected Vietnamese Army units on territorial pacification missions. : | - 
Phase #2 | 

The construction and operation of military center(s) for the reorga- | nization and training of Army, Navy, and Air Force leaders and units. 
Phase #3 Se 

A concerted effort in support of planned integrated operations by the armed forces to insure the elimination of Viet Minh influence and 
control throughout Viet-Nam. : 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff further consider that the chaotic internal 
political situation within Viet-Nam will hamper the development of 
loyal and effective security forces for the support of the Diem Gov- 
ernment and that it is probable that the development of such forces 
will not result in political and military stability within South Viet- 
Nam. Unless the Vietnamese themselves show an inclination to make 
the individual and collective sacrifices required to resist communism ,
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no amount of external pressure and assistance can long delay a com- 
plete Communist victory in South Viet-Nam. | | 

In a further expression of their views, the Joint Chiefs of Staff : 
have pointed out that the recommended forces will not provide ade- : 
quate security for the Associated States against external aggression : 
after the withdrawal of the French forces. With the Viet Minh in- | 

creasing the size and effectiveness of their forces, and with no forces 

in being committed to mutual defense under the Southeast Asia Col- 

lective Defense Treaty, the above long-range program would provide 

no more than limited initial resistance to an organized military assault. | 

bythe Viet-Minh, 2 ey ae _ : 

~The Joint Chiefs of Staff did not consider whether an increase in 

the number of U.S. military personnel assigned to the Military Assist- | 

ance Advisory Group (MAAG), Saigon, above a total of 342, would be 

in violation of the Geneva Agreement. It is their view that this ques- 

tion properly is one to be considered by the Department of State. How- 
ever, it is probable that the current MAAG Indochina is capable of 

furnishing training assistance to develop Army and Navy internal 

security forces provided: = | a - 

a. A maximum portion of the MAAG military personnel is devoted 
totraining;and = =———— a | | 

6. The cooperation and collaboration of the French MAAG is 

The Department of Defense concurs in the recommendations of the | 

Joint Chiefs of Staff outlined above contingent upon: ~ | | 

qa. Additional funds in the amount of approximately 325 million | 
dollars being made available from Section 121 funds for the balance : 

of FY1955;and a ee : | 
b. An expression by General Collins of the validity of considering 

that Free Viet-Nam and the other Associated States may be save 
from Communist domination and that they can establish strong, viable, 
indigenous governments through the above proposed and subsequent | 

U.S. assistance programs. = OS | - | 

: Sincerely yours, | H. Strruve HENsEL | 

| 751G.5 MSP/11-2754: Telegram | | | | | 

‘The Ambassador in Cambodia (McClintock) to the Department 

Pog RES 0 Lge of State —— | | 

SECRET =. | ee | Punom Prenu, November 27, 1954—4 p. m. | 

304. Repeated information Saigon 314, pouched Paris, Bangkok, : 

Vientiane unnumbered. We have heard that JCS have decided dras- | 

"This telegram was transmitted in two parts. an |
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tically cut total US financial support for military forces three Indo- | 
_ china states, apparently largely in Vietnam. Although without con- _ 

_ firmation authenticity this report, I should like to suggest that total 
aid be apportioned so as to permit modest increase Cambodian armed 

- forces next year. ne | | 
_ Cambodian 1954 budget provided $40 million (1.4 billion piasters) 
for armed forces which permitted army of some 33,000 men, by US 
standards poorly and diversely equipped, badly trained, and incoher- 
ently organized, but nevertheless an army imbued with fighting spirit 
which repulsed Viet Minh invasion. For 55,000 man army they told 
Geneva conference was minimum for “effective defense” this country, 
Cambodia now budgeting preliminarily $108 million (3.8 billion pias- 
ters) for calendar 1955. Cambodian budget figure for their own con- 

| tribution to both 1954 and 1955 budgets is 535 million piasters ($15 
million) annually which for 1955 would mean a US or French con- 
tribution of $93 million, if it were decided their 1955 military program 
were sound. | bo | : 

_ While there may be excellent reasons for decreasing our overall 
expenditures in Indochina, I feel strongly we should help Cambodians 
achieve 55,000 man goal, which was figure tabled before military com- 
mittee Geneva conference and thus not likely to be challenged by ICC. 

Vietnamese problems are different from those of Cambodia. It can- 
not be too often repeated that term “Indochina” is now a romantic 
fiction, although it formerly served French as convenient expression 
for Asian colonial holdings. Cambodia differs from Vietnam ethni- 
ally, linguistically, culturally, and spiritually and an age-old antip- 
athy separates the two. To consider Cambodian problem as part of 

| Vietnamese problem under rubric “Indochina” would in our opinion 
lead to possible serious errors in future. US evaluation this area. In 
fact, Department might concur that future telegrams re “Indochina” 
refer explicitly to Vietnam, or Cambodia, or Laos. 

| This nation has potential and will to defend its own territory within 
| framework of any Southeast. Asian defense structure and is a small 

but useful asset. For a relatively small expenditure here we can help to 
| anchor Thailand’s southeastern flank and plug Communist osmosis 

into southern Laos. In terms of military posture, geographic situation, 
racial and cultural ties we must consider Cambodia in same frame 
of reference as Thailand. In view of sums we are expending in latter 
country to build effective defense force and unified shield against sub- 
version, it would seem common sense take similar precautions in this | 

country which fits geographically into south Thailand like a baseball 
in a catcher’s glove. If, after Dien Bien Phu and Geneva, there is in 

Southeast Asia a viable psychological defense line south of Chinese 
border it is now Mekong River west of which are Thailand and greater
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part of Cambodia, and to east the mountainous spine of Laos. In fact, | 
we may in future find that political watershed between Chinese and | 
Indian influence willbethatofMekong. | ee 

With a port on Gulf of Siam, which FOA/W has approved in prin- | 
ciple (Usfoto 4)? and visiting Congressmen Vorys and Richards seem | 

to favor (Embtel 291) Cambodia can be economically independent 

of South Vietnam. As suggested in Embtel 221,4 Cambodia’s logical 

ties and ones which must be primarily considered by a successful US 
policy are with Buddhist countries of South and Southeast Asia. We 
‘now suggest this compatibility also makes practical geopolitical sense, 
and can be exploited with a minimum of expenditure and effort as | 

adjunct. to substantial American program already being forwarded 
-inadjacent Thailand. 

In consequence, I recommend that as a preliminary figure $80 mil- | 
lion be made available in calendar year 1955 for economic support of | 

_ Cambodian armed forces. This figure does not cover MDAP assistance 
which presumably could be made available from extensive stocks now | 
in Vietnam which apparently will not be required in their entirety by | 

, ‘Vietnamese armed forces. a a 

Despite fact Cambodian Government has budgeted only $15 million 
_ for next calendar year on defense account, we are hopeful that govern- 

ment can be prevailed upon to double this contribution in view of 
anticipated refund of receipts from Vietnamese customs debt settle- 
ment. This would more than take care of deficit between overall fig- — 
ure of $108 million for ARK in calendar year 1955 to which we now : 
recommend that US contribute $80 million, subject to MAAG scrutiny | 

asoutlinedbelow. =. | a a | 
_ Embassy despatch 68 of August 28, 1954 ? provided a detailed break- i 

down of 55,000 man army contemplated by Cambodian Government , 
for 1955. We have been promised detailed financial breakdown of this : 
total in near future, and will promptly submit our analysis of this 
when it is received. However, we are severely hampered in our tech- 

nical evaluation by our lack of military staff here. Sole Army Attaché 

cannot physically handle this very large task. We need prompt estab- | 
lishment of a MAAG if we are to discharge our responsibilities in 
undertaking financial support of armed forces. It should be set up | 
here, at least skeletally, before January 1, 1955 deadline for commence- 
ment of direct US aid. ee | | | oe 

‘Under present JCS directive a MAAG is not to be established here 

unless Cambodians agree to phasing out French instructors. Such 
agreement has not yet been reached largely because Prime Minister, — | 

*Not printed. - pot Eg a Re os a oe | 
 § Telegram 291 from Phnom Penh, Nov. 24, is not printed. (951H.541/11-2454) | 

$ Telegram 221 from Phnom Penh, Nov. 8, is not printed. (790.5/11-354) - 

i
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| who is only man in government capable of reaching a decision by him- 
self, is desperately ill and Minister of Defense has no real capacity to 
reach a decision on this important policy issue. We are accordingly 

| hampered by local circumstances from negotiating this JCS directive, 
| although I feel confident that once ‘we can reach responsible ministers 

who in turn can present issue to King, assurances conforming to JCS 
desires can be expected from Cambodian Government. = = 

This does not, however, answer immediate and pressing problem 
which is: How are we in our stewardship of taxpayers’ money to 

- evaluate Cambodian military needs and be prepared economically to 
meet those needs by January 1 deadline without at least some military 

_ staif to screen these requirements and to set up an estimated show- 
| _ force-basis before the pay master beginsto pay? ee 

_ In effect, we have been talking about two kinds of MAAGs: One 
oe for normal logistics functions and for screening of ARK require- 

-Ients under our new responsibility to provide direct economic aid to 
that army, and the other, military training mission. I believe it should 
be to latter that JCS requirement re phasing out French should apply 

i and not to former. In fact, as Embtel 255° makes evident, we hope 
| to rely on French technical assistance in providing direct economic aid 

to Cambodia. In consequence, I should like authority to negotiate 
establishment of a MAAG for screening and logistics functions im- 

| mediately with training function to be assumed later provided Cam- 
| bodian Government agrees to eventual phasing out of French 

instructors. | oe 
__ In sum, we need (1) earmarking of $80 million for calendar 1955; 

(2) a logistics and fiscal MAAG before end of this year; (3) eventual _ 
little MAAG training component. 

_ Please instruct. = | a a 
a | McCuintTock 

5 Telegram 255 from Phnom Penh, Nov. 15, concerning the aid program for _ 
Cambodia, is not printed. (851H.00/11-1554) | 

761G.00/11-2854: Telegram | | | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? 

SECRET | Wasuineton, November 28, 1954—2:12 p.m. _ 
PRIORITY - ae Oo 

1964. Paris tel 2239 repeated Saigon 322.2 For Dillon and Heath. 

| Believe we should stress positive aspects US policy and request reaf- _ 
firmation Bao Dai’s cooperation. Heath should review recent develop- — | 

1 Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Also sent priority to Saigon as telegram 2161. | 
* Telegram 2239 from Paris, Nov. 27, read as follows: “Heath arrived last night 

and expects to pay farewell call on Bao Dai Tuesday November 30. Has Depart- 
ment or Saigon any suggestions for this conversation?” (123 Heath, Donald R.)
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| ments as reflected Paris files including Mendes talks and points made __ 7 

Bao Dai in recent Gibson visit and subsequent messages through 

Nguyen De. | | 

A. Points to be made include: 

1. No change US policy toward Vietnam. US continues oppose ex- 
tension Viet Minh power. Diem receives US support not because of | 

personal attributes but because he represents nationalist, anti-Commu- 
nist elements and is personally uncorruptible. 

2. US opposes divisive elements in Vietnam who would attempt — | 

counter-evolutionary measures by introduction personalities long asso- | 

ciated with French colonial rule or those who would attempt play 

Communist game through measures of softness toward Viet Minh. We 

feel strongly such policies, however well meaning, would cause early 
collapse Free Vietnam. Co | BS 

3. US aid and support is and will be directed toward strengthening 
Diem Government. We believe he should adopt urgently and vigorously | 

reforms including broadening his government to bring in technical 7 

ability now lacking, counter propaganda, land redistribution and eco- 

nomic remedies tailored to fit new situation. | - 

4, Bao Dai’s efforts in same direction would be appreciated. His help 
in removal Hinh very useful. Must not permit premature return Hinh | 

to negate opportunity for Diem to stabilize and improve his govern- 
ment. Bao Dai’s continuing efforts keep Binh Xuan [Xuyen] from 

opposing Diem or joining with other divisive elements is urgent need. 

His efforts bring Army in to support Diem are desired. This is one of 

Collins’ most important tasks. __ | | | 

5. French are aware of our policies and have agreed support Diem 

but are concerned his inability to administer will lead to collapse Free 

Vietnam. | a . | | 

6. US direct budgetary support of Vietnam will begin as soon as 

details arranged. This is positive step which should prove valuable 

asset Diem if properly handled. | - | 

B. We are interested Bao Dai’s estimate of current and long range | 

Viet Minh plans. Also his views on French policies. WSL Se 

C. Should try avoid discussion Bao Dai’s return. If forced take posi- : 

tion state as told him in your October talks. Situation Vietnam does : 

not appear ripe. He can now exercise more useful authority by re- 

maining absent for time being. _ oo | : | 

| SALTZMAN | 

120.251G/11-2954 : Telegram oe . | a | 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State — | 

SECRET : , | Saicon, November 29, 1954—5 p.m. 

2004. Repeated information Paris 643, Phnom Penh, Vientiane un- : 

numbered. From Collins. Deptel 21121 paragraph 1 D. a | 

1 Dated Nov. 24, p. 2803. | | 

578-611 0 82 - 59 (Pt. 2) :
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| _ A. During remaining limited period of my mission I intend to con- 
centrate on following major fields with view to achieving some con- 
crete progressineach field: = —_ | | 

1. Vietnamese Armed Forces: Oo | 
(A) Agreement with French and Vietnamese on size, composition 

and mission of armed forces. In this regard I assume paragraph 3 B 
of Deptel 2126? constitutes approval of my recommendations con- 
tained in parts I and II, Embtel 1830 * as basis for further consulta- 

_ tions. | | | 
| (B) Assumption by chief, MAAG on 1 January 54 [55] of responsi- 

bility for training Vietnamese armed forces. In accordance instruc- 
tions contained in Deptel 2046,‘ I will not press for complete elimi- 
nation of French trainers who, in any case, will be required in large 

: numbers for next year at least. However, I interpret second subpara- 
graph of paragraph 1, Deptel 2126 as approving my present: view that 

| | we should not enter training field at all unless responsibility for this 
training be in hands of chief, MAAG under general direction of 
General Ely. O’Daniel must have authority to introduce American 
methods and to determine when and where American funds be ex- 
pended to support technical and tactical schooling of officers, NCOs 
and specialists. i ioe So | 

(C) Granting by French of full autonomy to Vietnamese armed 
forces by 1 July 1955. See part III, paragraph 1 Embtel 1830. French 
and US advisers to. staff and command positions may have to be em- 
ployed beyond 1 July 1955, but basic system we successfully employed 
in Korea must be used here under supervision of chief MAAG. 

| (D) Reorientation of army in support of government and vice 
| versa. Diem has agreed to make inspection trip November 30-Decem- 

ber 1 with Deputy Defense Minister Minh and Acting Chief of Staff 
Vy. They will visit area in South Cochin China recently liberated 

| from Viet Minh, following which we hope Diem and Minh will make 
appropriate declarations of confidence in army and Vy will follow 
with declaration of loyalty of army to government. 

(E) Employment of armed forces in pacification and rehabilita- 
_ tion of country. | | 

(1) We hope proclamation by Vietnamese Government assigning 
to Vietnamese armed forces basic responsibility for pacification and 
internal security will follow Diem’s inspection trip and appointment. 
of new Defense Minister (see paragraph 2 below). Proclamation would 
also reaffirm confidence of government in army and include directive 
to Defense Minister that armed forces would cease political activities. 

| Re this last point, Defense Minister has already put stop to use of 

| ? Dated Nov. 26, p. 2306. . | 
* Dated Nov. 15, p. 2250. 
“Dated Nov. 19, p. 2271.
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radio program “Voice of the Army” for anti-Government propaganda. 
Presidential directive would be implemented by general order to be — 
published by General Vy. a | | 

(2) Detailed pians for employment of Vietnam forces for pacifica- | 
tion mission now under study by special committee with representation | 
‘from MAAG, French and Vietnamese armed forces. Deployment of | 
one or more territorial battalions to each province to commence with- : 
out delay. a eG 

2. Strengthening Diem’s Government: — | 
Key Ministries which must be properly filled at once if Diem’s Gov- _ 

ernment is to be strengthened are Defense and Interior, both now held 

by Prime Minister. As reported Embtel 1906 ° I recommended to Diem 
that he appoint Quat Defense Minister. Diem has made indirect offer 
to Quat which latter is still considering: Meanwhile further analysis 
of primary tasks of Defense and Interior in the period immediately 
ahead have convinced me that primary missions of two Ministries are 
now basically identical: To establish and maintain internal security _ 

without which no other programs can hope to succeed. In interests of 
good administration and to avoid clashes between Ministries working 

for some time to.come in essentially the same field, I have recommended 
to Diem, after consultation with Quat, that Prime Minister name Quat 
Vice Prime Minister for Defense and Interior, with separate deputies 
for Defense and Interior. Diem’s reaction was that such an appoint-. | 
ment would entail complete reorganization of government which I 

- gaid should be undertaken promptly. If new proposal not acceptable 
I will urge immediate appointment of Quat as Defense Minister with 

a suitable South Vietnamese as Interior Minister. I shall continue 

actively to explore with Diem and other members of his Cabinet | 
further steps to strengthen his government. ee 

3. Resettlement of refugees and displaced persons: oe 
This is a long-range program involving considerable sums of money | 

and a considerable measure of economic reorientation. Representatives 
of USOM are now discussing with French Deputy Commissioner Gen- 
eral Bordaz, the more immediate problems involved under this head- | 
ing. Further advices will be forwarded upon completion these pre- I 
liminarytalks, | | ce | 

4. Land reform: | | | | | 

_ The question of land reform is likewise of very long range, but it : 

ties directly into paragraph 8 above and certain aspects can and should. : 

be undertaken immediately. The government is said to own about | 

270,000 hectares of land some part of which is suitable for settlement | 

by refugees. In addition there are sizeable tracts in the south now un- | 

° Dated Nov. 20, p. 2272... : : | | 

|
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cultivated or in zones being recovered from Viet Minh. A USOM- 
Embassy group is studying urgent phases of this program and should 
be ready to make recommendations soon. Meanwhile serious considera- 
tion is being given also to means of implementing excellent study 
made for USOM by Mr. Fippin which recommends far-reaching 
readjustment of land tenure and utilization pattern. 

5. National Assembly: 
My observations to date have convinced me that it is imperative to 

set up soonest some kind of National Assembly to give Diem Govern- 
_ ment some measure of democratic backing and to provide training 

_ ground for political leaders. One plan for a National Assembly is now 
_ before the Cabinet. I am assigning Embassy officers to follow this ques- 
tion closely and advise me with respect to recommendations I should 
make in order that whatever Assembly is formed it may reinforce 

| other aspects of program outlined herein. | 
6. Financial and economic: | 
(A) Country team committee has under urgent study problem of 

implementing direct aid to Vietnam in accordance with President’s 
letter of October 23. Committee will propose soonest for Washington 
consideration exchange of notes with Vietnamese Government cover- 
ing MDAP phase of direct aid, auditing controls we wish install, pro- 
vision for US participation in drawing up military budget and prob- 
lems of foreign exchange control arising under direct aid. | 

(B) While no specific program for propaganda and public infor- 
mation is listed above, our USIS Mission .. . is actively assisting 
Vietnam Ministry of Information in development of information pro- 
gram in support of specific projects listed. Ministry of Information 
agrees strengthening and some psychological warfare activities de- 
veloped by Vietnam Army General Staff should be transferred either 

| to Ministry of Information or President’s office. a | 
| (C) In implementation of joint instructions to Ely and me (Deptel 

2055) ,° I informed Ely November 26 about my desire to concentrate 
on subjects listed above. We have agreed to begin meeting today 
November 29 to discuss these subjects plus others Ely may wish to add. 

Our method of working will be to assign individual officers of re-. 
spective staffs to be primarily responsible for reaching joint position 
with regard to these matters. Ely and I will come into discussions as 
may be necessary to resolve differences developed in course of dis- 
cussions by subordinates. In connection with above procedures I was 
happy to note Secretary’s views as outlined in paragraph 1 C, Deptel 
2112. At times it is necessary for members my Mission deal directly 
with Vietnam Government, informing Ely later. - | 

: ® Dated Nov. 20, p. 2274. | | |
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(D) After agreement has been reached with the French on policy 

and procedures for the implementation of programs in the fields in- | 

dicated above, the Vietnamese Government will be invited to have | | 

representatives meet with us for the purpose of advising them in the | 

execution of such programs. In the event that agreement with the | 

French cannot be obtained in any of fields indicated, it will be neces- 

sary, after consultation with the Department, to negotiate directly | 

with appropriate Vietnamese authorities to achieve necessary objec- 

tives here. _ | a a | 

-(E) Short-range elements of program should be implemented as ai 

matter of urgency and be followed up as soon as possible by execution — . 

of long-range programs. | | | 

_(F) Difficult now suggest date for judging results of crash pro- 
gram. Measures should be under continuous review and changed as | 
needed. Though it is realized that early judgment of results is de- : 

sirable, in order to allow adequate time for various facets of program | 

to bear fruit, it is felt that initial formal judgment should be reserved 

until after first of year. If Secretary or his deputies attend proposed _ 

meeting SEATO Bangkok, January, suggest this might provide op- 

portunity meeting here at that time to discuss program and review 

itschances of success. st ae 

~ (G) New Subject: a a | a 

I informed Ely November 26 (Usfoto 646) * that US proposes make | 
$100 million available for FEC support calendar 55, subject to further 

consultation with Congress and subject to Ely—Collins and two gov- 

ernments mutually agreeing on what is to be done in Vietnam. Ely © 

expressed disappointment and stated that this would require com- | 

plete review military program. On November 27 one of his officers 

informed me that Ely would not conclude minute of understanding on _ 

Vietnamese forces until impact of cut in FEC support could be studied. _ | 

This may delay to some extent our carrying out proposals concerning | | 

these forces made this telegram and in Embtel 1830. | a 

ee re oe -_KKxpprr | 

_ 7 | | 

"Not printed. Oo : | 

120.951G/11-8054: Telegram | ee 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State ; 

SECRET Sarcon, November 30, 1954—6 p. m. | 

92024. Repeated information Paris 651, Vientiane, Phnom Penh un- : 

numbered. From Collins. Embtel 2004.1 - : me 

* Supra. | : ; | oo |
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1. General Ely and I, together with small staffs, held first of series 
of meetings designed to canvass 6 major programs referred to in reftel, 
plus additional point on educational and technical training matters 
added at Ely’s request. Today’s meetings, in which General O’Daniel 
participated, devoted to reaching broad agreement on stabilization, 
organization and training of Vietnamese Army, and to employment of 
army in pacification programs. | 

2. Following are major results of discussion : | 
| (a) Ely agreed very reluctantly to size and composition of Viet- 

namese armed forces along general lines my recommendation con- 
tained part 2, Embtel 1830, previously furnished him as annex to 
minute of understanding contained Embtel 1854.3 Ely stated Viet- 
namese armed forces of around 85,000 insufficient, particularly in light - reduced US support FEC. However sinze he recognized that US was © 
only source of financial support of Vietnamese armed forces he would 
have to agree, although military risk is great. We agreed element of 
military risk involved and that we would so inform our governments — 
emphasizing importance of Manila pact. We agreed that our respective 
military staffs would discuss further details and work out manner of 
approach to Vietnamese, who have already registered unfavorable 
initial reaction to so large a reduction from present force level. 

(6) Ely submitted his redraft of our minute of understanding on 
development and training of autonomous Vietnamese armed forces 
(Embtel 1854). Although he states he agrees that. chief MAAG will 

| have full responsibility for training under his overall strategic direc- 
| tion, he has difficulty with wording our paragraphs 3, 4, and 5. We 

| _ are studying his redraft and at staff level will attempt arrive at agreed 
language. I emphasized I could not recommend any US participation 
in training unless chief MAAG had real authority to direct training 
subject to Ely’s broad responsibility as Commander in Chief. I believe 
agreement can be reached on this point. a 

| | (c) Ely agreed that full autonomy would be given Vietnamese 
forces by July 1,1955. | 

| (d) Ely agreed to prompt placement of 3 or 4 US officers as advisers 
in Vietnamese Army staff and would like see that number augmented 

7 even from the start. His staff has worked out plan for introducing US 
_ Officers with minimum difficulty. It was agreed General O’Daniel will 

| contact Minh, Deputy Defense Minister, immediately to discuss plan 
| with him and get his concurrence. 

(e) Ely agreed with our concept that 1 or 2 Vietnamese Army 
battalions of territorial forces should promptly be put into field in 
each province under pacification program. We agreed it would be 
desirable to persuade Diem that Minister Defense, preferably Quat if 
appointed soon, undertake direction of program. | 

(f) Flv agreed to sign today minute of nn derstanding on return of 
Sisey MDAP equipment (text in Embtel 1793 ¢ as changed by Deptel 
2023) 5 

* Dated Nov. 15, p. 2250. | | : * Dated Nov. 16, p. 2259. | 
“See footnote 7, p. 2256. . 
* See footnote 6, p. 2280. ,
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8. In course of discussion on size of Vietnamese forces, Ely stated 

US and France were assuming equal responsibility for security Viet- | | 

nam, implying US responsibility is based on US decision not to support 

Vietnamese forces and FEC at levels that in themselves would provide | 

adequate defense against external attack. I pointed out with great ! 

emphasis that I could not accept Ely statement that US responsibility | 

is equal to that of France, and that US accepted responsibility only | 

for giving aid and for assuming obligations under Manila pact. 

oyhe. | | ee Kipper , 

751G,00/11-8054 : Telegram | 

ss The Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State 

SECRET ” Vientiane, November 80, 1954—6 p. m. | 

147. Repeated information Saigon 217, Phnom Penh unnumbered. — 

I took up with Prime Minister? today in brief preliminary. fashion 

~ topics listed Legtel 128 (repeated Saigon 190, Phnom Penh 16), par- 

ticularly reiterating US decision henceforth to furnish military and 

economic aid directly to Lao Government, requesting in this connec- : 

tion that Prime Minister furnish as soon as possible (1) proposed mili- | 

tary budget for 1955, (2) his Government’s views re first priorities , 

under economic aid program and technical assistance. Katay replied | 

he is most eager to get down to cases on these matters and will en- | 

deavor furnish information shortly. He added he would also seek US | 

assistance in expanded information program. | 

Concerning Pathet Lao and two northern provinces, Prime Minis- | 

ter said he is sending to Samneua during first days December informal | 

commission composed of former comrades Pathet leaders in Lao Issa- 

rak movement. Objective of commission will be sound out Pathets re : 

conclusion an accord by which they would demobilize and be reinte- 
grated into national community, in exchange for assurance democratic = | 

rights and free participation in early elections. Katay denied news- : 

paper reports he intended offer Pathet leaders place in Government | 

before elections, but I had impression he is not completely firm on this | 

point. He desires hold elections March or April both in order get them ) 

over quickly and because campaigning much easier during dry season. 

Prime Minister is most optimistic that understanding with Pathets 

will be worked out easily. If it is, he will despatch second more formal : 

| commission to conclude agreement. Meanwhile Governor Phong Saly _ 

already in his province and Governor Samneua will be despatched if 

x The government of Katay D. Sasorith came to power on Nov. 24. The Legation | : 

| transmitted an analysis of the political situation in Laos and the new government : 

| in despatch 42 from Vientiane of Dec. 14. (751J.02/12-1454) Oe 

| ?Telegram 128 from Vientiane, Nov. 21, in which Yost listed the topics he | 

| planned to discuss with the new Prime Minister, is not printed. (751J.00/11-2154) 

| . 

| |
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ICC lifts objection they have so far maintained. On other hand, if 
Pathets refuse accord on reasonable terms, Katay states intention to 
send in military governors with troops to reestablish royal authority. 
He remarked only serious security problem is in two northern prov- 
inces as remainder of country is quiet. 

He expressed desire discuss all these matters with me at length in 
two or three days after he has had time to settle into office. As pre- 
viously reported, Katay shares in fullest degree widespread Lao illu- 
sion that Pathet leaders “not really Communists” or at least are “Laos 

| first and Communists afterwards”, Fact that these have proven famous 
last words in several other countries has not yet shaken his conviction. 
Also disturbing is his apparent acceptance ICC veto on despatch Gov- 
ernor to Samneua. 

While we should certainly oppose to full extent our influence any 
| inclusion of Pathets in Government, I am not inclined object to pro- 

jected negotiations per se since they seem best means, particularly in 
_ view total abdication ICC, of probing Communist intentions. Without 

sharing Lao illusions re Pathet leaders, I think there is fair prospect 
that (1) Communists will not consider it expedient from over-all 

_- Viewpoint to recommence hostilities at this time, (2) Pathet rank and 
file may tend to dribble away. Under these circumstances acceptable 
settlement might possibly emerge, presumably after usual frustrating 
delays. If not Katay at least has the alternative in mind. | 

| | a Yost 

751G.00/12-154 : Telegram | | 
The Consul at Hanoi (Corcoran) to the Department of State+ 

SECRET Hanor, December 1, 1954—3 p. m. 
467. Sent Saigon 598. Department pouch Paris. Brief end Novem- 

_ ber survey Hanoi political situation follows: | 
(1) General atmosphere Hanoi still one of Viet Minh military oc- 

| cupation. Large numbers troops on or off duty seen everywhere. Few _ 
autos in town apart from ICC and Viet Minh military vehicles. Viet 
Minh police efficiently direct traffic which includes many bicycles but 
fewer cyclopousses than before French departure. Many Communist 
trappings of take-over times such as triumphal arches, banners, flags 
and huge portraits have disappeared but there are still processions 
uniformed children, outdoor exhibits, propaganda photos, song fests 
and pep rallies for troops. Much excavation and paving in progress | 
at intersection avenues Briere de Lisle, Puginier and Paul Doumer 

_* This telegram was transmitted in two parts. On Dec. 8, Assistant Secretary 
Robertson forwarded a copy to Under Secretary Hoover as an attachment to a 
memorandum summarizing its basic points. (751G.00/2-854) | |
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near Botanical Gardens. Western observers generally believe Viet 

Minh are constructing “Red Square” that site. Only one acceptable 

— restaurant (Ritz, Chinese) and two bars remain open to public. Movies. . 

show almost exclusively Viet Minh and Russian films. _ - | 

(2) Military and Administrative Committees still run local gov- | 

ernment although new Administrative Committee formed under Tran 

Duy Hung (1946 Viet Minh Mayor Hanoi) effected take-over even- | 

tually. DRV Central Government remains in Thai Nguyen. Ho, Giap 

_ and other leaders make few public appearances. Viet Minh [garble] 

functionaries have taken over most public buildings near Petit Lac. | 

Some French observers here express opinion Viet Minh display less 

competence than anticipated in running city. Most French techni- | 

cians still attached municipal services expected depart soon. About 70 | 

Poles not attached ICC reported to be in town and some may be 

destined for municipal services. An ICC source reports that Russian, 

Chinese Communist and “pure” Viet Minh influences prevail in vary- 

ing degrees from one branch of DRV government to another. No | 

Western observer claims yet to have figured out exact power structure | 

of Viet Minhregime. = © | | . ces 

(3) Viet Minh seem to be maintaining excessively strict. security 

measures. Cannot tell whether this result lack of self-confidence or just | 

force of habit. 11 p. m. to 5 a. m. curfew still in force and frequently | 

applied before 11 at whim of military sentries and patrols. Army 

sentries guard Viet Minh government buildings, ICC quarters, Maison 

de France, Russian and Chinese Communist Embassies and sometimes 

US Consular residence. Police keep close watch US and UK Coen- | 

sulates. Infantry patrols and police bicycle patrols cover city at 

night. Travel outside city, even for ICC personnel, requires advance | 

Viet Minh permission. Be ee | 

~ (4) ICC under Chairmanship Desai displays preoccupation pres- | 

ervation appearance unity of views among members and still seems | 

| more often than not to be “neutral” in favor of Viet Minh. Desai, | 

under triple pressure from French, Viet Minh and Indian Govern- 

| ment not in enviable spot. Nevertheless Indian position as he reveals 

| it, if not clearly biased, at least predisposed in Viet Minh favor by 

2 Indian feeling of obligation to new Asian nations whether Communist _ 

: or not. Polish delegate, Ogrodzinski, is 100 percent Communist agent. 

2 Canadian delegate, Lett, says only question about Ogrodzinski is 

| whether his primary loyalty is to Moscow, Peking or Hanoi. Ogrod- ) 

zinski has had some legal training and likes preface remarks with — : 

“according to generally accepted principles of international law”. Lett : 

| says he has challenged this statement several times and Ogrodzinski 

never able satisfactorily to define principle nor cite authority therefor. 

f 

:
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_ Lett finds own position extremely difficult and feels obliged act in good faith carry on ICC work and feels ICC has heavy responsibility 
since it is creating precedents in International Law by its operations. 
His outlook and principles are Western and completely different from | those of Polish colleague and of Viet Minh. He has no illusions about 
either of latter and no intention changing own outlook or compromis- © 
ing with own principles. Therefore he does not know how long ICC 
can continue operate without reaching impasse. oS 

(5) Positions foreign representatives differ widely. Russians and 
ChiComs have full diplomatic status and Indian Consulate completely 
under wing of ICC chairman. Sainteny at present enjoys almost com- pletely regularized diplomatic status in relations with Viet Minh, He 
is very ambitious man with strong sense of mission in regard to ICC 
and apparently strong desire compensate for failure his previous mis- 
sion here. His “team” is closely knit group of generally “left to.center” 
persuasion with high degree personal loyalty to Sainteny. They fre- 
quently stress “reality” of Viet Minh power in North Vietnam and 
deprecate “mess” in Saigon. ‘They have uniformly high regard for 
Mendes-France and apparently keep in close touch with his govern- 
ment. They appear to be thinking in terms of vague sort of Titoism 
based on traditional Vietnamese fear of Chinese domination and on 
need for French economic and technical assistance. They seem to take _ 
for granted spread of idea of “peaceful coexistence”. Negotiations are 
now in progress re maintenance French economic. “presence” after — 
Viet Minh take-over of Haiphong. British ConGen enjoys “provi- 
sional recognition” as consular officer and, subject to [garble] has 
freedom.to send and receive consular mail and to enter and leave Viet 
Minh territory. He is nevertheless subjected to minor harassments 
although to a lesser degree than American Consul. Viet Minh attitude 
towards American Consul so far indicates intention eventually to force 
us out by multiplication minor harassments. Apostolic Delegate avoid- 
Ing identification with foreign community and stressing religious 
function. Only reported hostile Viet Minh act towards Delegate, ac- 
cording to Delegate’s secretary has been newspaper attack on anti- 
Communist speech Delegate made in 1951. Do 

(6) Press and radio continue follow general Communist line with _ 
| US primary target. Allege US intention violate Geneva Agreement 

and attacks aid programs as economic aggression while selzing every 
pretext stress apparent divergencies views between US and. France or 
UK. Render obsequious praise to Russia but accord only secondary , 
status to ChiComs. Trumpet praises for alleged Viet Minh accomplish- 
ments in economic, cultural, political and military spheres. Express 
approval activities ICC. In attacking French generally concentrate
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on military 
and avoid attacks 

Sainteny 
or, with rare exceptions 

to 

date, Mendes-France. 

— re oe cor | | 

Brief economic 
survey will follow.? 

- Be a | 

Be 
OS Corcoran 

| 

*The 
economic 

survey 
was transmitted 

in telegrams 
470 and 471 from Hanoi, 

| | 

Dec. 2. The conclusion, 
set forth in telegram 

471, was that there 
was evidence 

of 

economic 
hardship 

in Hanoi. 
However, 

the hardiness 
of the Vietnamese 

popula- 
| 

7 - tion and the authoritarian 

nature 
of the Viet Minh regime 

permitted 
the absorp- 

| 

tion of considerable 
hardship 

without 
the development 

of a serious 
economic 

crisis. 
(851G.00/12-254) 
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‘The Chargé 
in Vietnam 

(Kidder) 
to the Department 

of State : 

sECRET 
=~=~=~=~—-—._._..... 

Sateon, 
December 

1, 1954—3 
p. m. | 

2031. Repeated 
information 

Paris 653, Singapore 
20, London 

24, | 

Phnom 
Penh, Vientiane 

unnumbered. 
From Collins. 

Yesterday 
Mal- | 

colm MacDonald 
UK Commissioner 

General 
in Southeast 

Asia, ac- | 

companied 
by British 

Ambassador 
Stephenson, 

called on me and ‘on | 

We had extremely 
frank 

discussion 
introduced 

by MacDonald’s 
— | 

‘statement 
that he had come here to review 

situation 
in Associated 

States and specifically 
to see me and. offer any help which he or British 

| 

Ambassador 
could offer in supporting 

firmly determined 
policy of | 

French, 
British 

and American 
Governments 

support 
Diem and effort | 

create stable situation, 
= : TE 

TI outlined 
most recent developments 

including 
Diem’s 

present 
in- | 

‘spection 
trip South 

Vietnam 
and stressed. 

our belief in necessity 
- 

strengthen 
Diem’s 

Government, 
particularly 

in Defense, 
Interior, 

and | 

Information 
Ministries. 

MacDonald 
entirely 

agreed 
my analysis 

situa- 
| 

tion and estimate 
of Quat as essential 

for Defense 
post. He asked 

| 

whether 
it might not be better at present 

time while process 
strengthen- 

| 

ing Government 
underway 

to effect general 
broadening 

of Govern- 
| 

ment, including 
introduction 

Ng Hiep in Public 
Health. 

He also ad- | 

- vanced 
arguments 

for Tam in Interior, 
but did not push point unduly 

in knowledge 
Diem’s 

adamant 
refusal 

accept 
Tam. He finally 

agreed 
: 

strengthening 

of Cabinet 
by stages better than attempt 

to make overall 
| 

reorganization 
in face extremely 

complicated 
internal 

political 
— 

situation, 
=> | on . | Ps 

I outlined 
to MacDonald 

six fields of activity 
in which I hoped get 

” constructive 
action under way during my 

mission 
of limited 

duration 
: | 

(1) Reorganization 

Vietnamese 
Armed 

Forces and establishment sound relations 
between 

Army and civil authorities. 
— ee :
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(2) Strengthening Diem’s Government. - ee ere 
(8) Resettlement refugees and displaced persons. OPE 
(4) Land reform. 
(5) Establishment of national assembly. 

| (6) Financial and economic matters relating to direct aid. _ 

I gave MacDonald round figures of my recommendations for Viet- 
namese force levels and costs US willing assume, and with regard FEC 
gave him a general idea of force level we might be willing support. 
I told him I collaborating closely with Commissioner General kay and 

| that US not attempting in any way replace France in Indochina nor 
willing accept responsibility for defense area which clearly remains 
in French hands. 

I completed my outline with explanation my concept of strategic 
facts of life in Free Vietnam. I told MacDonald that my directive calls 
for creation of force large enough only to assure internal security, 
which with FEC would ‘act as buffer to contain at least temporarily 
any aggressive action. In view of time available before election date 
mentioned in Geneva accords and tremendous amount of work neces- 
sary create strong Vietnamese Army I believed force 80,000 to 85,000 
men. realistic. However, the small size this force plus the French Ex- 
peditionary Corps, if established at a level consonant with amount of 
funds we willing put into its support, necessitates finding some other 
means guarantee safety of area, that other means being, I said, Manila 
Pact. That Pact must be ratified as soon as possible and at time of 
ratification, or shortly thereafter, declaration should be made by sig- 
natories announcing determination give it full support and resist any 
aggressive actions in Southeast Asia. MacDonald said British would 
like to have seen a pact with more teeth in it, and agreed my comments 

| that pact to be of any use must present real threat to Communists. _ 
| MacDonald said that in conversations with President Diem he 

would support my recommendation of inclusion Quat in Cabinet and 
he and British Ambassador would be glad help wherever they could. 
However, he had two comments he felt he should make (1) He un- | | 
happy about our plans re reduction in size Vietnamese Army as he 
believes large Vietnamese Army one of essential prerequisites for 
recreation national morale, and (2) he believes British, French, Aus- 
tralian, and New Zealand representatives should get together soonest 
to outline military defense plans for Southeast Asia. To include South- - 
east Asian nations would be to invite press publicity on following day. 

| | | Kipper 

*Collins and MacDonald held a subsequent meeting (Dec. 9), which was re- 
ported in telegram 2188 from Saigon, Dec. 10. (751G.00/12-1054)
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| 751G.00/12-154 : Telegram. | . | | 

‘The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL — a Parts, December 1, 1954—6 p.m. | 

2990. From Heath. I saw Bao Dai yesterday. He was obviously 

pleased over his decision to dismiss Hinh. He regretted that Hinh’s 

actions had made this necessary but Hinh’s intemperate press declara- | 

tion against the Diem government “right in my (Bao Dai’s) face” left | 

him no alternative. He had told Hinh that when the latter arrived at | 

Paris he should keep his mouth shut and that he, Bao Dai, would. | 

arrange a reconciliation between Hinh and Diem. Hinh had acted | 

childishly and “impossibly”, a 
In accordance with Deptel sent Paris 1964, I emphasized there was | 

‘no change in U.S. policy toward Vietnam and explained that Diem 

received our support because he represented nationalist and anti- | 

Communist elements and because of his personal honesty. Bao Dai — 

said that he was firmly supporting Diem but now that he had settled | 

the Hinh problem it was up to Diem to make good. — me : 

He knew both Diem’s virtues and his weaknesses. His virtues were | 

his honesty and the fact that he represented an ideal. His weaknesses 

--were his distrust of people, his unwillingness to delegate authority | 

| and his desire to keep all the strings of administration in his own 

| hands. Diem should now form a new government not based on a union 

of sects and political parties but enlisting capable, honest nationalists | 

irrespective of their party or sect affiliations. He thought that Diem | 

should certainly include Quat in the government and give him real : 

authority, perhaps as Minister of Defense. There were a number of © | 

Vietnamese nationalists in France and in Vietnam who are now some- 

what ashamed of their “fence-sitting” and are really anxious to serve — 

Vietnam in its hour of peril. a | : 

Bao Dai said he had no idea what tactics Ho Chi-Minh would em- | 

ploy at this time but he was certain that the latter would try every | 

means, fair or foul, to swallow South Vietnam. He believed that an 

| Mendes-France for the moment was sincerely determined to aid in 

| the preservation of free Vietnam but remarked that in the latter’s 

| entourage there were many who favored a policy of peaceful coexist- 

| ence and collaboration with the Vietminh. He considered Mendes- 

| France, however, to be too intelligent to try to play a double game at | 

| this time, playing both free Vietnam and the Vietminh, since that 

would alienate American support of France. | | | | 

eo 
| E 

| 1 Dated Nov. 28, p. 2314. | 

| 
| 

| : | |
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OO _ Bao Dai said that he had no immediate plans to return to Vietnam ~ 

since his return must be “carefully prepared”, He was “bored to death”, 
however, with staying in France and wanted to return to Vietnam as 
soon as it would be appropriate. He remarked that his son had now | entered military school in France and was undergoing severe disci- 
pline with good spirit. I told him that it was my government’s belief 
that he would exercise his authority more usefully by remaining away 
from Vietnam at this juncture. 7 | 

Bao Dai was very scornful over the efforts to promote Buu Hoi as 
either Prime Minister or a sort of viceroy. He said this was a maneuver 
of certain French interests. Buu Hoi was not a bad man and was a 
good scientist but utterly incapable politically and with no following 
in Vietnam. | | 

I said to Bao Dai that the President’s idea of sending General _ Collins as special representative would help solve expeditiously many 
of the problems now confronting Vietnam. Bao Dai said he had a _ pleasant memory of the General’s visit to Vietnam in 1951. 
Last night I spoke with Luyen, Diem’s brother and Ambassador at 

Large. Luyen said that Bao Dai had decided to get rid of Hinh some 
time before but had delayed action until he was certain that Hinh had 
‘no real following in the Vietnamese Army and was not backed by the 
French Government. | : | | | 

| Luyen said that he favored Bao Dai’s return to Vietnam and in the 
relatively near future. Bao Dai should return not as an absolute ruler 
but as a sort of constitutional monarch. However, Bai Dai would be 
allowed to govern directly the high plateau region in South Vietnam 
peopled by various non-Vietnamese hill tribes. Diem had promised 

_ Bao Dai that latter could govern the crown lands. Luyen insisted, as 
he has before, that Bao Dai was not the profiteer that the foreign press _ 

- and rumor considered him to be. Luyen said that most of the exchange 
transfers had benefited members of Bao Dai’s entourage such as 
Nguyen De, Giao and Buu Loc and that Bao Dai really received only 
the “crumbs of such transactions.” He asserted that Tran Van Huu, 
De, Bun Loc and Giao had larger fortunes than Bao Dai. — 

In conclusion, Luyen told me that he had just intimated to the 
French Government that the appointment of Daridan as successor to 
General Ely as commissioner general would be unwelcome to the Diem 
government since Daridan, rightly or wrongly, was considered in Viet- 
nam as opposed to Diem. | | 

a | 7 | : Dion |
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751G.00/12-154: Telegram 7 eo oe 

«The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam * a 

SECRET _ Wasutneton, December 1, 1954—7 : 35 p. m. : 

9213, Eyes only for McClintock from Robertson. Department con- | 

cerned repercussions which might result if Cambodians pressed to 

agree to phase out all French instructors as desired by JCS. - | 

‘In recent talks Mendes-France demonstrated French sensitivity over 

exclusive U.S. military training and this issue forced in Cambodia 

might have serious far-reaching effect U.S.-French relations, and U.S. _ 

objectives Associated States. a oe | 

- British already on record opposing U.S. MAAG Cambodia and ex- 

clusive U.S. training there probably would bring strong protests from 

UK as well as International Control Commission. Despite your belief | 

Cambodia would agree to French training phase-out, your reports in- | 

dicate the Cambodians would do so with great timerity and reluctance. , 

If you agree, Department might ask Defense reconsider JCS recom- 

mendation regarding French phase-out as prerequisite establishment | 

MAAG and suggest compromise formula similar that Collins has 

suggested for Viet-Nam in which U.S. would have responsibility for 

training but French instructors also would be utilized under U.S. 

You may wish discuss problem with Collins and O’Daniel and solicit | 

their recommendations direct to JCS through military channels.’ 

1 Drafted by Purnell of PSA. Also sent to Phnom Penh as telegram 176. 
2In telegram 319 from Phnom Penh, Dec. 8, McClintock requested that the De- 

partment of Defense be asked to reconsider the recommendation of the Joint | 

Chiefs of Staff. (751G.5 MSP/12-354) a | - 

751G.00/12-204 | EES ee | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State | 

for European Affairs (Merchant) = oe | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ _-- [Wasurneron,] December 2, 1954. : 

‘Participants: The Secretary 7 as | 

ee Ambassador Bonnet BS Oo : 

Oe Minister de Juniac AR ea OE | 
a Mr. Merchant | oS ere ag EEE EI | 

- During the course of a call on another matter, the French Ambas- 

sador raised with the Secretary the importance the French attached - | 

to avoidance of any discrimination by the U.S. against individuals or _ 

| 
|
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, firms which during the armistice were continuing to operate in North 
Vietnam. He recalled that Mendes-France had raised this when he 
was in Washington and that Mr. Young had indicated that, as a result 
of talks with Treasury, the preliminary indications were that the 
answer would be favorable in principle. The Ambassador expressed 
the hope that they could have a definitive answer soon. The Secretary 
promised to look into the matter and see what could be done. 

751G.00/12-354 | | | 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Assistant Secretary of 

| State for European Affairs (Merchant)? — | 

TOP SECRET | Paris, December 8, 1954. 
OFFICIAL—INFORMAL | | 

_ Dear Livi: The enclosed memorandum from Bill Gibson regard- 
ing his conversation with Jean Daridan describes such strong state- 
ments on the part of Daridan that I felt it better to send it along to 
you personally, as an indication of how difficult the situation has be- 
comeinthemindsofsome Frenchmen. | | | 

I am also attaching a short memorandum containing Don Heath’s 
comments on Daridan’s statement. — seg 

Best wishes. Ce i §Ubes | 
Sincerely, Me Dousa 

[Enclosure 1] . 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the First Secretary of the Embassy 
in France (Gibson)? | | | 

TOP SECRET _ [Panrts,] November 30, 1954. 
I had lunch alone today with Jean Daridan. He was in a depressed 

mood and soon set off on Indochina. What he had to say was so dis- 
turbing that I thought it best to outline the high points to youina = 
restricted memorandum rather than in the usual widely distributed | 
“memorandum of conversation”, = | 

1 The source text is accompanied by a handwritten note by Young of PSA to | 
Assistant Secretary Robertson, date stamped the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, 
Dec. 13. The note readasfollows: . | 

“Mr. Robertson— : . — 
“1. Appointment of Daridan to replace Ely would be a calamity. It would make 

a mockery of Collins’ mission. We had best consider whether Collins should stay | 
| if Daridan becomes No. 1 in Saigon. How would there be real cooperation? | 

“2. Heath’s memo is borne out by the reports available here. : 
| “3. I feel Daridan has grossly exaggerated and distorted the situation in so far 

as the Americans are concerned. KT Young.” 
| *This memorandum was directed to Ambassador Dillon, Minister Achilles, and 

Counselor of Embassy Joyce. |
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: ° | 

As you know, Daridan was French Minister in Washington for six 

years and is now Deputy High Commissioner in Indochina. He has 

enjoyed the respect and friendship of virtually all American officials 

who have been associated with French affairs in recent years. I am sure 

they would agree with me that there has never been reason to question | 

his honesty and integrity. = | 
He admitted that General Ely wanted to leave Indochina as soon as | 

possible and that he was the leading candidate to replace him as High _ | 

Commissioner. He said, however, that he had just informed Guy La | 

Chambre that he could not accept the job. His reason was simply, as _— | 

told La Chambre, that he could “no longer agree to support a policy | 

which no intelligent Vietnamese or Frenchman with any knowledge of 

Indochina believed in,[”] which had no basis in reason, which had | | 

been invented by the “American Special Services” (des Services. | 

- Speciaux Americains) and. which would result in the absorption of 

Free Vietnam by the Viet Minh in the near future. I asked Daridan to : 

explain himself and he said he was making a distinction between the 

Embassy in Saigon and the other “American Services” operating in | 

Indochina because he was convinced that the Embassy had recognized — | 

the error of supporting the N go Dinh Diem formula early in the game 

but the Embassy’s voice was drowned by that of the “other U.S. repre- | 

sentatives” in Indochina and the sympathy with which their sugges- 

tions were received in Washington. | | 

- Tasked Daridan what La Chambre’s answer had been to his refusal 

to take the job of High Commissioner. He replied that he had begged 

him not to make his decision final and to carry on for the time being. 

Daridan agreed to return to Saigon next week before making any final | | 

decision. If he should stay after that he wants to go to Washington | 

in January to try and convince the Departmental officials there of the _ 

error of the present U.S. policy. — : Oo pa 

U.S. intelligence activities in Indochina were, he said, madness (fou) 

and although money spoke as well in Indochina as in any other place in 

the Orient it was not enough to win political battles. Our attachment , 

to Ngo Dinh Diem, apparently on the grounds that he was the only | 

| honest man in Vietnam, had, he said, become a fixation. Daridan said | 

~ that although Diem himself was honest his advisers, in whose power | 

| he was, were not so the end result was the same. He referred to the ) 

| latest scandal in Saigon wherein it is alleged that the Ministers charged 

with the resettlement of refugees from the North have in some in- | 

stances pocketed a portion of the sums set aside for that purpose. He : 

| referred to Ngo Dinh Diem’s family advisers with contempt. __ | | : 

| - Diem, a religious fanatic, was putty in the hands of the crafty Viet- 

! namese, Daridan claimed. He expressed the conviction that unless 

| something radical were done now, Vietnam would be taken over by 

578-611 0 82 - 60 (Pt. 2) 

\ 
L
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| the Viet Minh by the next “tet” (February 10). This would be accom- 
_ plished according to the method now being used—gradual infiltration, 

province by province. The final step would be a coup d’état in Saigon 
| which would be easily accomplished aiter the Viet Minh had thor- 

oughly infiltrated the provinces: One morning everyone would awaken 
to find the Viet Minh in control in Saigon. ‘ihe Diem Government’s 
utter ineffectiveness was advancing the Viet Minh purpose. 
Daridan spoke in enthusiastic terms of Ambassador Heath and 

Kidder. He referred to Heath as a martyr—a man who had given his 
utmost to setting things right and had lost because he was operating 

| against hopeless odds within his own Government. He had been a vic. 
_ tim of other American Services in Vietnam which were so over- 

extended, overlapping and generally complex that it was impossible 
to set an orderly policy and adhere to it. He remarked that while 
Heath was doing his best to’set things straight the “American intelli- 
gence Services”, STEM Mission and MAAG were going off on separate 
tangents and acting as though each individual functionary set his 
own policy and followed it. One often got the impression that their 
principal objective was to remove all French influence and prestige as 
quickly as possible—not because they wished to acquire it themselves 
but simply because they did not wish the French to enjoy it. : 
When I expressed satisfaction at the decisiveness of Bao Dai’s action 

yesterday in dismissing General Hinh, Daridan said he was not at all 
surprised because the French had ascertained that Ngo Dinh Diem 
has just “bought” Bao Dai and received his promise to dismiss Hinh _ 
in exchange. This had been accomplished both by making “suitable | 
financial arrangements” and other promises to Bao Dai. The financial 
considerations made to Bao Dai by Diem had been made possible by 

_ “U.S. Special Services” who supplied the necessary funds. Daridan _ 
observed that Diem is becoming as clever in making Vietnamese “deals” 
of this kind as any of his predecessors and was particularly clever in 
getting money from “the American Services”. nn a 

Daridan said that even if American aid for the French Expedi- 
tionary Corps were forthcoming he did not see how a move to repa- 
triate the French Expeditionary Corps-could be avoided. France, for 
all practical purposes, would soon have to wash her hands of Indo- 
china and hand the problem over to us, lock, stock and barrel. He said 
that there was a great deal of talk at the moment in the Assembly 
“corridors” concerning the budgetary problem which the uncertainty 

| of U.S. aid for the Expeditionary Corps in Vietnam was causing. The 
| talk included the possible need to find funds to repatriate the Expe- 

ditionary Corps (it is noted that Rotvand’s privately-circulated letter 
made a reference to this latter point today as well). 7 —
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‘He remarked that the Government’s principal purpose in seeking 

U.S. aid to maintain the Expeditionary Corps in Vietnam was not | 

motivated by any belief that South Vietnam could be saved from the : 

Viet. Minh but rather by the French obligation to protect the lives of | 

the French community, including Eurasians and loyal Vietnamese, in | 

free Vietnam. Daridan did not think this would take long for more 

and more of the French and Eurasians in South Vietnam were seeing 

the light and preparing to leave permanently. Once they were in the 

majority and the Indochina lobby in the Assembly ceased to function 

the Government would, he thought, take the decisive step of casting | 

off lines. At that point they would be glad to have us do whatever we | 

liked in Indochina without offering any further comment. For, he 

stated bitterly, that was what we were doing anyway. ) 

. I was considerably taken aback by the depth of Daridan’s bitterness 

and. intensity of his views. He appeared to be anxious to relieve him- : 

self of a burden which was weighing heavily upon him. His observa- | 

tions were delivered in a long monologue which afforded me little | 

opportunity to speak. His customary cold professional approach was 

notably absent. I did, of course, speak of the need for working to- : 

gether, the fact that Diem must be given a full chance to succeed before 

being condemned, the fallacy of attempting to do business with the | 

Viet Minh, the success of the September and November high level | 

Franco-US conversations on Indochina in Washington, etc. When I | 

said that the most recent Mendés—Dulles conversations had improved | 

the degree of Franco-U.8. coordination on Indochina and cited the | 

joint instructions which had gone forth to Ely and Collins in Saigon | 

Daridan asked whether we knew that Collins was referred to in Saigon | 

as“the GovernorGeneral”, Pee | 
- Note—P.S.—Since drafting the above, the articles by Guillain on | 

Indochina have appeared in Le Monde. As you know, they have created | 

a sensation in Paris and cover much of the same territory which Dari- | 

dan did in his conversation with me. The second of the three articles | 

touches on U.S. activities in Saigon under the heading “Mr. Diem, 

American puppet”. It states inter alia; “The young Turks of the Em- 

bassy and the American services who are constantly being multiplied — | 

tear each other apart in their rivalry as do the sects. They see in ‘Mr. | 

‘Diem only what they consider as his qualities. He is not only, in their | 

eyes, an honest man and ardent Catholic, but he is also the first Chief | 

of the Government since independence; he has above all the merit of | 

affirming that independence by his anti-colonial and anti-French senti- 

ments. Finally, he has that one rare quality, so precious in Asia,—he 

is pro-American. He is so much so and with such imprudence that he : 

doesn’t even hesitate to install American advisers in the corridors of 

the Palais Norodom and have them appear with him at his side. The - : 

| | | 
|
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Americans, on the other hand, push themselves ahead with great na- 
ivete. It was General O’Daniel himself who, in Saigon, went to have a 
frightful scene with General Hinh, the adversary of the Prime Minis- 
ter, and to demand his resignation. It was Senator Mansfield in Wash- 
ington who announced that American aid dollars would go to Mr. Diem 
but would be suppressed if he were replaced. In order to extricate the 
Prime Minister from his dangerous isolation the American Services 
buy for him the support of the Cao Daists and the Hoa Hao who, by 
means of a big fat check payable in New York, have passed from the 
most active opposition to the most firm support (of the Government). 
Behind the honest Mr. Diem corruption is more ripe than ever, pro- 
tected by the shadow of Bao Dai who succeeded in reviving it”. 

| [Enclosure 2] , 

7 Memorandum by Ambassador Donald R. Heath | 

SECRET — Paris, December 3, 1954. 

Re Memorandum of Conversation between Mr. Gibson and Jean 
Daridan of November 303 » | Ce 

I agree with Mr. Gibson that we have never had reason to question 
Daridan’s honesty, integrity and candor in his dealings with the 
American Embassy Saigon, but I do question very much Daridan’s 
judgment on Vietnamese affairs with which he has had only brief first- 

| hand familiarity. RE _ | 
‘He has swallowed a lot of anti-American stories. There is no basis 

for his statement “our intelligence activities” in Vietnam are 

“madness”. | oe i | 
It is true that there was some low-level grafting in connection with 

the resettlement of refugees and that Minister Chuong, no longer in 
the Cabinet, decamped with some $25,000, apparently fearing that 
he was to be assassinated by the Binh Xuyen. However, it can be said 
that the grafting in refugee resettlement has been quite small when one 
considers the amount of money that has been expended and I believe 
it can be stamped out. Neither do I agree with Daridan that the Viet- 
minh could easily succeed in a coup d’état in Saigon. | | 

It is true that within both the STEM Mission and USIS organiza- 
tions there are some individuals who are unrealistically anti-French 
and it has been a constant struggle to make them understand that the 
French are an inescapable and necessary element in the picture at 
present, and that we must get along with them. | 

_ Daridan’s statement that Bao Dai had promised to dismiss Hinh in 
exchange for money from Diem is not quite true. Bao Dai hoped to 

| * Above. | | 

| |
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keep Hinh quiet in France for a space and then let him return not as | 

chief of staff but in some other military position. Hinh made such | 

action impossible by his irresponsible attacks against the Vietnamese | 

Government in public press statements in Paris. After these statements : 

there was nothing left for Bao Daitodobutfirehim. =~ | | 

All in all, I think Daridan is too pessimistic. His statements, how- | 

ever, do point up the necessity of constant friendly consultation with | 

the French authorities in Vietnam and constant consideration of 

French susceptibilities with regard to Vietnam. After Dien Bien Phu 

and the Armistice the French in Indochina have had a very bitter 

inferiority complex, = - | a So | 

Cue ese ghee Donatp R. Heatu | 

-151G.00/12-854: Telegram oe ae 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET i tts” Parts, December 3, 1954—7 p. m. 

9846. Repeated information Saigon 337. During discussion. with | 

La Chambre last night, he outlined some of his thinking regarding 

Indochina problem which seems of considerable import. a : 

He said that critical date for French was next January 15. Unless 

-astable and strong government was functioning in South Vietnam by 

that time, he said, French would have to take the decision to evacuate. 

A stable and strong government could either be a re-organized Diem | 

government with competent individuals functioning as Ministers of 

Defense and Interior or it could be a new government. It could not be | 

a mere continuation of the present situation. re | 

La Chambre said that the French estimate the civilian population 

to be evacuated will run to three or four hundred thousand. This total - 

includes French families and their dependents, and those Vietnamese = | 

who were (1) so compromised because of their pro-French attitude as 

to be unsafe in the event of a Viet Minh takeover, and (2) wished to 

be evacuated. Because of the long distance to be covered between Viet- | 

nam and France, it would take until the latter part of the summer to _ 

| complete such an evacuation. Only after it had been completed would 

| it be possible to evacuate the French Expeditionary Corps. If the op- | 

| eration were to begin in March, the decision would have to be taken 

around January 15 in order to mobilize the necessary shipping, and — | 

the whole operation could not be completed much before the end of the 

| year. | . — 7 oa | 

| I was not able to pursue the subject further and it was not entirely 

| clear to me why La Chambre felt that the evacuation had to be com- | 

| pleted by the end of 1955, rather than the early spring or summer of | 

1956, which would make it possible’ to put off the beginning of the 

|
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operation for a few months. We will attempt to follow this up in fur- 
ther talks with La Chambre. In any event, discussion indicates that 
French consider complete evacuation must precede any possible take- _ 
over by Viet Minh and that such an evacuation will take nearly a year 
to carry out after initial major decision is taken.1 oe 

| a «Ditton 

1In telegram 2483 from Paris, Dec. 8, Ambassador Dillon reported that Clarac, 
La Chambre’s Cabinet Director, had linked the withdrawal of the FEC to the 

— decision of the United States to provide one-third of the funds necessary for its 
maintenance. Clarac stated that with the withdrawal of the FEC by the end of 
1955, it was expected that several hundred thousand civilians would desire evacu- 
ation. Clarac also indicated that there was no relationship between the probable » 
French decision to accelerate the withdrawal of the FEC (which would necessi- 
tate the civilian evacuation), and the political situation in Vietnam including the 
fortunes of the Diem government. (751G.00/12-854) | 

| Dillon reported ‘a somewhat different view of French policy in telegram 2434 
of the same date, based on discussions with officials of the Foreign Ministry. It 

_ was their position that unless the Diem government had given evidence of im- 
provement by mid-January, it should be replaced. However, the new regime would 
be given a chance to succeed before France made a final decision to withdraw its 

| forces and civilians who wished to leave. (751G.00/12-854) a oe 
In telegram 2448 from Paris, December 9, Dillon provided the following 

analysis: | | —_ | - 

“We believe French for most part sincerely convinced that unless either Diem 
Government profoundly modified and strengthened or alternative strong govern- 
ment established by sometime during January at latest, Vietminh erosion in 
South Vietnam will have proceeded to point where Vietminh can reasonably ex- - 
pect to become principal force present in south by time July 1956 elections. How- 
ever, we wish refer this context our comments Embtel 2080 regarding fundamental 
issues involved Vietnamese situation which we feel transcend and tend aggravate 
more immediate, though critical, problem achieving political stability South 
Vietnam. . : oe | : 

“We do not believe French decision accelerate withdrawal Expeditionary Corps 
Vietnam and to evacuate those French civilians and Vietnamese who wish leave 
as result thereof, will affect appreciably French activities Laos and Cambodia, 
or French desire to maintain its influence maximum leve's those two countries, | 
particularly economical and cultural fields, so long as it appears reasonably cer- 
tain Cambodian and Lao borders are to be held by force if necessary against pos- | 
sible future intensification Vietminh penetration.” (751G.00/12-954) | 

| | | For telegram 2080, Nov. 15, see p. 2246. For the full text of telegram 2448, see 
United States—Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 10, pp. 809-810. 

751G.00/12-354 : Telegram me 

The Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State 

SECRET | ViENTIANE, December 8, 1954—6 p. m. 
a 158. Repeated information Saigon 227, Phnom Penh unnumbered. 

Reference Legtel 147, repeated Saigon 217.1 Foreign Minister ? in- 
forms me plans for negotiations with Pathet-Lao somewhat altered. 
Pathet delegation headed by Prince Suphanuvong, Singkapo, and 
Khaisone will be invited next week to confer with Katay himself in 
Vientiane. It is felt Pathets may be less under Viet influence here than 

- 1Dated Nov. 380, p. 2321. : | 
*Phoui Sannanikone. | |
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in Samneua or Khonkay. Phoui, however, doubts Pathets, particularly 

Suphanuvong, will accept invitation and expects them drag feet until | 

after elections, unless offered place Lao Government. He invited atten- 
tion to statement by Suphanuvong over Viet radio November 20 to 
effect that it had been agreed at Geneva Pathets would withdraw from / 

large areas Laos they had occupied and regroup in two northern pro- 

vinces “on condition that the political question would be resolved _— 

through general elections organized in local collaboration between 

Royal Government and all Pathet Lao forces, that a coalition govern- 

ment be created and national unification realized in conformity with | 

armistice agreements and despite all difficulties and obstacles”, 
- Phoui stated Pathets had proposed coalition government in Geneva, 
that pressure had been exerted on Souvanna Phouma by French to 
accept but that he, Phoui, had successfully resisted. He continues to 

be strongly opposed but confirmed my apprehension Prime Minister _ 

is not firm on this point and might wish accept Pathet participation in 
government if this were only means reaching agreement. Katay and 
several other colleagues, Phoui said, continue believe Pathet leaders | 

not really Communists. | | sto ils 
[cited usual historical evidence to show illusory character this belief _ : 

and pointed out it is not shared by Crown Prince. I also said very 
earnestly I was sure my government would feel obliged to reconsider | 

entire question aid to Laos if Communists should participate in Lao | 

Government. I urged that, if Pathets made impossible demands, re- 

fused to negotiate, or insisted on retaining control northern provinces, 

Lao Government appeal to Geneva signatories and perhaps UN, with | 

view to convicting Communists before world opinion of gross violation 

- Phoui expressed full agreement these views. He said entire Cabinet. 2 

flying Luang Prabang tomorrow to meet under chairmanship Crown | 

Prince and review situation. He would present our views to Savang 

and to his colleagues and would assure me no decisions would be taken : 

without consultation with US. | | 

I shall raise this matter again with Katay next week. 
| os es Yost 

7513.5/12-354 : Telegram me | | 

The Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State | 

SECRET — oe - Vient1ang, December 3, 1954—10 a. m. 
/ PRIORITY oe RS a | a | | 

| 160. ‘Repeated information priority Saigon 229, Phnom Penh un- 

- numbered, Paris 38. Department pass Department of Army. Saigon : 

* This telegram was transmitted in two parts. a BT | 

| | 
| |
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for Chief MAAG. Reference Legation telegram 150; repeated Saigon 
219.2 Minister Defense called yesterday to present projected Lao | 
military budget for calendar 1955 and to request United States credits 
covering first quarter be opened by December 15 in order to allow 
time despatch pay and maintenance funds to units in remote-provinces 
by January 1. When I protested shortness of time and pointed out my 

government must have time examine carefully proposed expenditures 
this magnitude, he expressed regret and said data received only last 
week-end from French headquarters Saigon (this is correct). He em- 
phasized French funds for payment troops and purchase food would 
not be available after January 1 and that if US credits not forthcom- 
ing in time results would be disastrous. At Minister’s suggestion Mili- 
tary Attaché and Legation officers later went over figures in detail 

with chief French training mission and French Chef de ]’Intendance. 
_ Proposed budget totals 21.6 billion French francs as compared with 
thirteen billion for calendar 1954. Four principal reasons for increase _ 
are: (1) approximately 6,000 of 30,000 Lao forces under arms this 
year were until October attached to French Union forces and under 
French Union budget (no figures re 1954 cost these forces available | 
here) ; (2) projected increase about 1,000 in Lao service forces agreed 
by Franco-Lao high military committee in October; (3) large projected 
increase in size gendarmerie (which is to some extent compensated by 
decline in size commandoes) ; (4) increased engineering expense for 
building military installations and for repairs strategic roads and — 
bridges destroyed by war (road repair program to be divided between 
military and civil authorities with former taking lion’s share because 
of availability labor) ; (5) increase size French training mission up to 

1,500 (as provided Geneva accord) to compensate in part for with- 
drawal French Union officer cadres. Breakdown proposed 1955 budget 
by main headings follows (in million francs): (1) French training 

mission 3038; (2) Lao officers pay 397; (3) Lao troop pay 3205; (4) 
commandoes pay 378; (5) civilian personnel 32; (6) family allow- 
ances 424; (7) benefits to dependents of casualties 400; (8) food 3039; 
(9) clothing 2325; (10) medical 200; (11) transportation costs 265 ; 
(12) miscellaneous (including proportionate share expense MAAG 

| Saigon) 82; (18) armament 192 (as compared 613 for 1954); (14) | 
automotive and pool 1302; (15) signal 281; (16) engineer (roads and 
bridges) 1955; (17) gendarmerie 1270 (compared 294 for 1954); (18) - 

| aviation 610 (compared 152 for 1954 since French have turned over 
| several light aircraft to Laos). Oo 

Present approximate strength military forces is 31,000 consisting | 
| of 18 infantry battalions, 17 light battalions, 40 national guard com- | 

-*In telegram 150 from Vientiane, Dec. 1, not printed, Yost reported that it was 
the understanding of French authorities that the United States was assuming 
financial support for the armed forces of Laos. (751G.00/12-154)
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panies, 25 commandoes, 1 para battalion, 1 para company, 3 transport 
companies, 6 engineer companies, 2 reconnaissance companies, service, 
headquarters and signal installations. There is very grave shortage 
officer cadres. French estimate 9,000 minimum required for present 
forces (we would estimate much larger minimum requirement), where- 
as only 800 presently available and there is already heavy political 
pressure to demobilize approximately 300 civil servants now holding © | 
reserve commissions in forces. French agreed this situation made re- | 
duction Lao forces desirable but feared psychological effect pressing 

for substantial reduction at this critical moment. However, they sug- 
gested 3,000-4,000 overdue for discharge might be dropped shortly 
without serious repercussions, = | aan 

French emphasized that, while they expect to be paying bills as late | 
as April for some items ordered under 1954 budget, they have no 
authority expend single franc after December 31 for current expenses | 
such as payment [garble] etc. Obviously if these expenses not met army | 
would soon disintegrate. _ | | | 

This situation obviously poses serious problem for United States. | 

We cannot permit collapse armed forces at critical point in frontline | 
against Communism, particularly when we have hitherto been sup- | 
porting these forces indirectly and have informed Lao Government | 

our aid, including aid of this kind, will after January 1 be furnished | | 
directly. On other hand we do not wish to buy pig in poke or agree | 

| support forces which are excessive or beyond Lao capability providing | 
| officer cadres. From political viewpoint, it would be most unwise to | 

undermine Lao faith in United States support by refusing indispensa- | 
ble aid or proposing drastic cut in Lao forces just when show-down 
with Pathet Laos over northern provinces is impending. On other : 
hand, there is advantage retaining greatest possible bargaining power __ 
in United States hands for immediate future in order be in position — 

| exert maximum pressure against possible Katay—Pathet deal involv- 
| ing entry latter into government or other dangerous features. While 
| we do not consider this contingency likely, we should nevertheless be : 
| fully prepared to deal with it if it comes. Ea 

! Under these circumstances we recommend (@) immediate advice to ! 
| Lao Government that credits will be opened December 15 to cover one- ! 
| sixth (two months requirements) of amounts listed under items 2, 3, 
| 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in third paragraph this message for purposes specified ; | ; 

| (b) MAAG Saigon give immediate detailed examination to projected 
budget and submit recommendations to Washington and Legation : 

| Vientiane by December 20; (c) on basis these recommendations inter- | 

| ested Washington agencies, by January 1 if possible, agree on ap- 
| propriate amount to be advanced for all items military budget for 
| first quarter (expenses French training mission might form subject /
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separate Franco-United States negotiations, though must. be remem- 

bered French Mission absolutely indispensable to present effectiveness 

| _ Lao forces); (d) in meantime Legation be instructed re character 

memo understanding to be negotiated with Lao Government; (e) in- 

terested Washington agencies decided desired degree and manner of 
United States control to be exercised over Lao military expenditures 
and despatch necessary personnel to Vientiane by January 1 if possi- 

ble (in view lack housing United States personnel must be minimum 
and control exercised largely through French) ;. (f) during first, quar- 
ter 1955 careful review Lao armed forces and military budget, plus 
assessment political developments, then form basis United States aid 
for balance calendar year. For United States budgetary purposes, 

however, we should plan on likelihood our having ‘to expend, if ex- 
ternal security and internal stability of Lao are to be maintained, sum 
not far below that proposed in Lao budget outlined above. Military 

Attaché concurs. | | 

Please instruct urgently. ee 
. | | | Yost 

120.251G/12—454 : Telegram | 

| The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

| SECRET Sargon, December 4, 1954—midnight. 

2075. Repeated information Paris 662, Vientiane, Phnom Penh un- 

numbered. From Collins. Re Embassy telegram 2004.1 Third of series 
meetings held with Ely December 2 re refugee resettlement and pro- 

gram for land reform. Responsible Mission senior staff members both 

French and US participated. , | 
1. Refugee program - | 
(A) Conclusion reached that in light of magnitude of effort and 

conditions existing progress to date is remarkable. | 
_ (B) Ultimate rehabilitation of refugees in manner which will con- 

| tribute most to economic and social strengthening of Vietnam requires 

assoonaspossible: GE oe 

(1) Unified national plan for rehabilitation providing for produc- 
tive use of available lands for resettlement of refugees, displaced per- 
sons and discharged military personnel; — 

(2) Financial assistance beyond emergency subsistence and shelter _ 
to provide for total occupational rehabilitation of this value economic 
and political component ; | - | 

| (3) Complete coordination of Vietnamese, US and French efforts 
In providing aid. 

* Dated Nov. 29, p. 2815.
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2. Land reform an | ae | 
(A) To provide for prompt and total productive use of farm lands | 

through emergency requisition and lease by government of idle farm | 
lands on three-year basis for resettling refugees, displaced farm | 
families and discharged military personnel pending decisions on full _ | | 

land reform. _ ce So ok — | 

(B) Establishment within Ministry of Agriculture of necessary | | 
administrative organization to implement this program including | 
provision of credit and cooperative facilities. = = - | 

~- (C) Continuing study and [garble] of ordinances of June 1953 re | 

_ this subject to provide more generally acceptable and workable pro- | 
gram relating to: (1) landlord-tenant relationships; (2) maximum | 
land holdings; (3) redistribution of family-sized farm units; (4) — | 
recovery of government-owned unused agricultural concessions; and | 
(5) agricultural credit and cooperatives. 
3. Agreed to continue conferences and communicate proposals at — | 

subordinate levels. Papers further elaborating above points will be | 

_ exchanged by working groups. | ge | 

os | pees a | mo Kipper | 

- 120,251G/12-654 : Telegram | | | | | 

— The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State * | 

TOP SECRET NIACT ‘Sarcon, December 6, 1954—6 p.m. _ | 

2108. Repeated information Paris 665, Vientiane 101, Phnom Penh | 

157. Limit distribution. From Collins. At end of first month in Viet- | 

nam I submit herewith my current analysis of situation here: | 
1. Progress of negotiations with French in developing agreed pro- _ 

grams outlined in Embtel 2004? has been satisfactory. Substantial _ | 

accord has been reached in broad policies in all fields. Ely wishes fur-  __ : 

ther discussion 6 December on means of strengthening Diem govern- | 
ment and organization of propaganda and public information. Same | 

date we will discuss minute of understanding on training. We may | 

have some difficulty in getting French to agree to clear-cut respon- : 

sibility of Chief MAAG for advice to Vietnamese on organization and 

training of Vietnamese armed forces and to placing all French as well | 

as American advisors and trainers under direction of O’Daniel. I con- | : 

sider these points essential. _ ne OS - 

2. Ely has assured me that he will see that Franco-American policy —__ 
of actively supporting Diem government will not be sabotaged by 

subordinates, many of whom are still strongly anti-Diem. He has | 

‘This telegram was transmitted in two parts. a | 7 oe | 
* Dated Nov. 29, p. 2315. — | ee | 

7 
|
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taken definite steps to influence local French press and radio accord- _ ingly. | , ee 

3. Diem still presents our chief problem. My initial impression of his 
weaknesses has worsened rather than improved. It has been impossible 
to date to get him away from petty details of administration of army _ 
which has warped his views and absorbed bulk of his time and effort 

| to exclusion of matters of far greater import. He has wavered back and 
forth on appointment of Quat as Minister Defense but has now made 
firm promise to appoint him. Actual appointment still awaits negotia- 
tions to find Cabinet post for Hinh [Minh] who refuses to remain as 
Deputy Minister Defense under anyone. No real progress toward 
stabilizing situation in armed forces and putting army to work of 
pacification can be made until Defense Minister is appointed with 
authority to act for the President. Diem promises action this week. We 

shall see. | a 
4, Meanwhile, Diem, acting under instructions from Bao Dai which 

we feel certain were stimulated by Diem and brother Luyen, will an- 
nounce 6 December appointment of General Nguyen Van Ty as army 
Chief of Staff and General Vy as Inspector General. I protested fact 

| we were not consulted on these moves which we feel sure Diem knew 
would be contrary to recommendations of O’Daniel. O’Daniel feels Vy 
is far abler man than Ty. Latter has had practically no experience or 
training for higher military command. Diem still suspicious of Vy, 
who like Hinh has dual French—Vietnamese citizenship, and army 
commission. We fear Diem’s action may harden opposition of army 

elements which had followed Hinh leadership. To cope with this we 

have urged Diem to announce his faith in army under new leadership 

and to promise no reprisals against Hinh adherents. He has promised 

to do so and we have seen draft proclamation scheduled for issue 

6 December. | a 
5. To facilitate projected MAAG training mission and make full 

| use of such talents as Vy does possess we are trying to persuade Diem 

to broaden authority of Inspector General to include supervision of 

| organization, training and operational side of army leaving to the 

Chief of Staff duties largely of administrative nature. Quat willing 

| and anxious to do this but duties of Chief Staff and Inspector General 

are fixed by edict of Bao Dai who, as Chief of State and Commander 

in Chief, retains control of such military details, even though Diem 

supposedly has been given full civil and military powers to run the 

government. Diem may be persuaded to assign training responsibility 

to Vy but little else, and it will take bolder action from Diem to do 

even this than he has displayed so far. But we still have hopes. Loe 

| 6. The influence of Bao Dai is still effective in other fields and unless _ 

somehow reduced will continue to retard if not block progress. In
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talking to Dr. Fishel, who is a valuable addition to my mission, Diem 
and brother Luyen say they are ready to assert increasing independ- | 
ence of Bao Dai but fear that US and French, who seem to regard Bao 
Dai as only legal source of authority in Vietnam, will not back up 
Diem if things come to a showdown. It would be well for State Depart- | 
ment to give prompt consideration to this problem if policy not yet | 

formulated. | | : 
_ %, Time may be approaching rapidly when some thought should be | 
given also to possible alternatives to Diem. Next two weeks may tell | 
whether we can really depend on him to take action in fields outlined | 
in Embtel 2004. Progress is definitely possible in all these fields but 
Diem must delegate to his Ministers authority to negotiate directly | 
with us. He promises to do this and we will proceed to test this out at 
once. He has taken no action as yet to appoint a Minister of Interior | 
or new Minister of Information. It is true that he is under conflicting | 

pressures from Bao Dai, the sects, the Binh Xuyen, and members of _ ) 
his own family, to say nothing of the French and Americans. His — | 
greatest strength, irritating as it is at times, is his stubborn tenacity | 
which permitted him finally to defeat as formidable a foe as General 
Hinh. And he does have basic integrity and a certain spiritual | 
quality which could be built into a valuable asset in combatting the | 
phony but insidious religion of communism. There is no one in sight | 
to take Diem’s place at the moment, but time is running out, and it 
will take a lot of doing to make him into an effective leader. | 

8. Postscript. After above paragraphs were written following in- 
formation has come to light. It is recounted in some detail to indicate 

- conditions under which we and Diem government are operating here. 
Luyen arrived December 4 with decree appointing Ty Chief Staff | 
and Vy Inspector General. Ty has agreed accept post but asked Diem | 
not announce appointment until Bao Dai had decided what punish- | | 
ment if any should be meted out to a certain Lieutenant Colonel | 
Houang who recently revolted against military superiors in favor of _ 
Diem Government. Luyen says he may have to go to Paris to see Bao 
Dai personally to get this affair settled. Situations such as this in | 
which appeals, legitimate or otherwise, are made direct to Bao Dai | 
in Paris are intolerable to effective government. It seems to me that | 

two courses of action with respect to Bao Dai are possible: (1) He 

could return to Vietnam to take full charge of government or al- 

ternatively (2) he must be forced at once to relinquish his control over 

armed forces and made to delegate full authority to Diem to act 
without interference from Bao Dai, pending development of a con- — 

stitutional monarchy. Since there appears to be general agreement | 

that (1) for many reasons is undesirable, thought should be given | | 

promptly to means of implementing (2). I recognize that as long as |
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Bao Dai remains Chief of State he will serve as focal point for all 
non-Communist elements discontented with operations of government 
and accordingly must be handled with skill. I urge Department give 

prompt consideration to instructing Embassy Paris to discuss this 
| problem with Bao Dai, making clear our point of view that long dis- 

tance wire-pulling is no longer admissible under circumstances and 

must be eliminated. | 
9. Conclusion. _ 
(A) It is still-within realm of possibility that Diem may develop 

effective government capable of resisting Viet Minh encroachments 
| and of holding the south, given stout US and French support and guar- 

antees against external aggression by Manila Pact. However, there 

remain many hazards still to overcome, and prospects at this moment 

are only fair at best. | | 
-(B) There are some hopeful elements in situation : We have estab- 

lished satisfactory working relations with French and feel that at local 
level we are moving in same direction. Worst of National Army- 
Government feud is probably over and way is cleared for Diem to act 

if-he will. Diem and brother Luyen have both said they feel optimistic 

for firsttimeinmany weeks. 3 | 
(C) If we are to consider with French alternative to Diem, which 

both Department and Embassy have firmly resisted so far, delays 

and difficulties, possibly major in character, are inevitable. More time 

might well be lost in seeking candidate acceptable to Vietnamese, 
| French, Bao Dai and ourselves than we can afford and in the end the 

search might prove fruitless. Nevertheless, we shall be forced to this 

expedient if Diem has not demonstrated by about January 1 that he is 

_ capable of governing. __ oe | 

KIDDER ~ 

-120.251G/12-654 : Telegram | 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

SECRET | Sargon, December 6, 1954—7 p. m. 

9111. Repeated information Paris 667, Vientiane, Phnom Penh un- 

numbered. From Collins. Re Embtel 2110 repeated Paris 666.* Item (2) 

of agenda my talks with Ely December 3 was Education and Technical 

Training, subject proposed by him. . 

1. French wish to coordinate aid for all levels education and to 

maintain French language and culture so that Vietnam remains con- 

necting link between East and West. _ | 

Telegram 2110 from Saigon, Dee. 6, summarizing the portion of the Collins— 

- Bly discussion of Dec. 3 which dealt with economic and financial matters, is not 

printed. (851.05151G,/12-654)
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_ 2, For higher education hope university under Vietnam control will | 
not become narrowly nationalistic, but conserve international charac- 

ter, both in teachers and subject matters. ~— a ) : 
3. Greatest immediate need to train administrators, and French : 

propose cuntinue this activity through Ecole Nationale de Administra- : 
tion at Dalat. I raised objection to Dalat since too distant for in-service 
training of civil servants. | - 7 | oes ) 

4, Basic idea to permit Vietnam to put its house in order, waste no | 
time, money or energy, consolidate what exists, reform what is bad, | 
and create those institutions which are needed. fe oe | 
_ 5. I stated no intention on part of US to displace French or French 

_ language and culture nor to superimpose American culture or lan- 
guage, but pointed out that with independence Vietnam must inculcate _ 
spirit of independence, nationalism and patriotic devotion. Urgedthem __ : 
not to suppress this spirit, for if Vietnamese get idea they aren’t per- : 
mitted to do things differently, French infortrouble. | | 

6. I raised question proposed Michigan State College contract for : 
institute and pointed out changes I had recommended. Ely expressed 
anxiety over plan, stating that Diem anti-French and desirous play | 
off Americans against French. Made no pronouncement against proj- 
ect, but. wishes have new proposals studied. I described Washington ) 
support and suggested it a mistake for French oppose too strongly. 

7. raised question Michigan State College police training program, _ | 
but no objections from Ely. I stated normal USOM education program 
to continue and urged assistance be given youth groups. oy | 

_ 8. Working committee to study all problems to permit coordinated 
effort. ae oR Re a | | | 

| | | Kipper 

751G.00/12-554: Telegram we - | 

7 The Secretary of State to the Legation in Laos ee, | 

SECRET = = ~—~—- Wasuineron, December 6, 1954—7: 09 p. m. | 
132. Vientiane 158 repeated Saigon 227, Phnom Penh unnumbered? | | 

Department concurs completely views expressed by you third para- | 
graph reference telegram concerning reconsideration U.S. aid should 

_ Pathet Lao be permitted participate government. —s_— a | 
After showing Vientiane telegram 163 to Lao Minister Washing- | 

ton,? opportunity taken reaffirm your views as noted above and solicit | 

1 Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Repeated for information to Saigon as 2283; | 
pouched to Paris and Phnom Penh. ne we | | 
-? Dated Dec. 3, p. 2336. a | 

* Telegram 168 from Vientiane, Dec. 5, containing the text of an ICC declara- | 
tion regarding the situation in the two Pathet Lao controlled provinces of Laos, 
is not printed. (751G.00/12-55) Hoey’s memorandum of his conversation of Dec. 6 
with Ourot Souvannavong, the Minister of Laos, is also in file 751G.00/12-554.
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his assistance. He showed copy telegram he had sent twenty fourth 
November after talk with Dept officer in which he reported U.S. opin- 

ion as excluding support and aid to a coalition government including 

Pathet Lao. | | : 

In response his inquiry as to how he could help, suggestion made he 

communicate directly if possible to Crown Prince his own warning 

that first, no coexistence with Communists could end in anything but 

Communist victory, secondly people who assessed Pathet Lao as na- 

~ tionalist first and Communist second were simply naive and finally he 

again viewed U.S. policy as excluding aid to a Communist coalition 

government. | 

Lao Minister went on to express his low personal opinion of Katay. 

Latter achieved high position pre-war French civil service by accom- 

modating self to French interests. Later did same with Japanese and 

Chinese. To make it worse, he is son of Vietnamese father. Although 

not necessarily pro-Communist he is impelled by opportunistic motives 

in dealing with PathetLao. =| a 
Minister thought combination Crown Prince, Phoui and U.S. views 

would ensure no soft policy adopted. | : 

| a Dues — 

751G.00/12-654 ee OO 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Under Secretary of 
State (Murphy) 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasuineron,] December 6, 1954. 

- Subject: Vietnam 

Participants: Ambassador Tran Van Chuong, Embassy of Viet-Nam 

Robert Murphy, Deputy Under Secretary | 

The Vietnamese Ambassador lunched with me today. He left with 

me the attached informal memorandum ! which he said might interest 

us. He volunteered a number of remarks regarding the trend of affairs 

in Viet-Nam, the essence of which was that his country is now paying 

for French domination and mismanagement through the years. He said 

that in his opinion, regardless of gestures made by Paris and he 

| thought a number of people in Paris are sympathetic and want to see 

justice done, the French elements who actually control the situation in 

Viet-Nam have not changed their ideas essentially. Those elements, he 

said, are seeking to prolong the same kind of a situation which has 

existed in Viet-Nam for many years under which French imperialism 

will continue. Inevitably in Asia, U.S. support of and association with 

-1The memorandum does not accompany the source text. | |
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the French policy exposed the U.S. to charges of imperialism and | 
colonialism. They seek, he said, to set up a southern Viet-Nam govern- 

mental arrangement, using Cochin China as a base, which the French | 
will continue to dominate and control. They hope, he stated, to work 
out a modus vivendi with Viet-Nam and in that he stated the convic- 
tion that the French will fail. If things continue as they are, he feels 

_ the Vietminh will inevitably control the entire area. He blames much 
of the inability of the Vietnamese to provide a competent governmental | 

apparatus on French unwillingness in the past ever to permit men of 

stature to develop. He repeated the references made in the enclosed 
memorandum that while the French Government is apparently con- | 

ceding economic power to the Vietnamese, it actually retains its control 
by its regulation of foreign exchange and the general economic life of | 
the area. He, of course, emphasized the hope that the United States | 
would deal directly with Viet-Nam in the field of economic assistance. _ 

On the economic independence of Viet Nam depend the economic 

equilibrium of Asia, the expansion of American influence in Indo- 
china, and the salvaging or the loss of Viet Nam. | oO 

Up to the present the United States has aided France to aid and 
“defend” Viet Nam. The result is that Viet Nam depends closely on 
the French government and French authorities, who have always 
taken advantage of this to support only puppet governments and to 

_ sabotage any national government. From this situation, to cite only 
_the most recent example, stems the rebellion of General Hinh, who, | 
encouraged and supported by almost all the French in Indochina, 

_ paralysed the Vietnamese government for nearly three months at one 
of the most critical periods in its history. The task of the French Ex- | 
peditionary Corps was to maintain order. Yet the arrival of General 
Collins was necessary to restore it. . . .? OS 

The American government now admits the principle of direct aid — | 

_ to Viet Nam. But that direct aid will not suffice if it is given only for 
certain small precise projects and if the Vietnamese government is left 
closely dependent financially on the French Treasury. | 
The Vietnamese government will be held in that close dependence 

if the draft presented by the French delegation for a bilateral eco- | 

nomic convention is not drastically modified.? | | | 
Article 1 of this project gives the Vietnamese government the power 

“to determine in full sovereignty the monetary regime of Viet Nam | 
and the value of its monetary unit in relation to the franc,” but this is | 

? Omission indicated in the source text. | | | 
* Reference is to negotiations under way in Paris since August between France | 

and each of the Associated States with the purpose of redefining economic and | 
financial relationships. | 

| 
578-611 O 82 - 61 (Pt. 2) |
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only a theoretical power, for Article 2 gives the French government 

the power to grant or to refuse advances from the French Treasury 

to the Bank of Issue of Viet Nam, destined to procure the necessary 
_ foreign exchange for that Bank of Issue. The French government thus 

concedes a theoretical power to the Vietnamese government but 

actually keeps the full power of regulating the foreign exchange and 

the economic life of Viet Nam. 
That bilateral convention will be concluded only for a year, but 

the history of the past eighty years has shown that the French au- — 
thorities have always profited from what they call a temporary de- 

pendence of the Vietnamese government to enlarge and prolong it 

indefinitely instead of progressively diminishing it. - 
In these circumstances, why not replace the advances from the 

| French Treasury to the Bank of Issue of Viet Nam by advances from 
the American Treasury, since in reality both come from the same - 
American source. | 
Why prolong French commitments in Viet Nam when the history 

of these last eight years has proved that they are a cause of disaster 
for Viet Nam and of weakness for France and the Free World. 

Why continue to bind the Vietnamese economy to the French econ- 

omy and Vietnamese finances to French finances, when for its own 
sake and that of Asia Viet Nam must be allowed to find its natural 
place in Asia,— (Japan will be asphyxiated if she is not permitted to 

buy and sell freely in what remains free of Asia)—when the Viet- 

namese people no more need French wines and perfumes than the 

French people need Vietnamese rice, when the moral, political, and 

economic life of Viet Nam is completely warped by the presence and 

expenditures of the French Expeditionary Corps. This presence and 

these expenditures are possible, moreover, only because of American 
dollars. - . 

The time has come to get out of those ruts of the past which have 
become progressively deeper and can only lead to a rapid and final 

- engulfment. | a pa 
Viet Nam must be saved and can only be saved by itself and the - 

United States. All the difficulties and the defeats suffered in Viet Nam 
stem from the fact that. America tried to let someone else carry out a 

task which she alonecouldaccomplish, = 
Furthermore, she does not need to fight. She needs only to give aid. 

The intermediary in this case has served only to confuse and spoil 

everything. That intermediary is-not the French people, themselves 

| only victims in this sad affair; it is a matter of only a few thousand 
colonialists, who must not be confused with France. |
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790.5/12-754: Telegram | | 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Thailand * | 

SECRET WasHINGTON, December 7, 1954—3: 50 p. m. | 

1456. Joint State/FOA message. Consideration being given desira- ! 
bility. particularly from political standpoint strengthening relations | 
Cambodia and Laos with Thailand. Obj ectivé would be give national ! 

governments Cambodia and Laos increased support of neighboring 
state with similar ethnic origins, social institutions and long history 
independence... | ; | | 

Believe. this objective might be reached through aid projects spe- | 

cially chosen for purpose. Glad to note proposed FOA programs de- | 
_ fense support include some of following type projects which should | 

be designed attain objective stated: improvement trade channels and | 
communications among the three states such as bridge over Mekong | 
at Vientiane, improvement of railroad Phnom Penh—Bangkok, im- | 

provement of east-west lines of communication, irrigation Thailand | 
Northeast provinces, etc. Department aware projects must be chosen | 
in such manner not to give impression of split-up of Associated States, | 
but believes careful selection of projects could straighten [strengthen] | 
individual and joint stand of Associated States. | | 

Without discussions with local government request your general | 
reaction to above as well as list of projects that might be undertaken | 

_as contributing to above aim. Comment on desirability and feasibility | 
from economic and technical standpoint also desired as well as your | 

estimate whether services topflight U.S. engineering firms would be | 
desirable at early date to develop details and firm figures such projects. | 

In light need avoid weakening useful links already established by | 
past associations also desire suggestions aid projects to strengthen ties | 
three countries with free Viet-Nam. | 

DULLES | 

-+Drafted by Tyson and Catlett of PSA. Also sent to Saigon as 2295, to Phnom | 
Penh as 181, and to Vientiane as 133. | : 

751G.00/12-754 : Telegram : 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET | Paris, December 7, 1954—8 p. m. | 
(2417. Rptd info Saigon 349. Limit distribution in Department. 

Saigon for Collins. Re Saigon tel 2108 rptd info Paris 665.1 I am | 
gratified to read Collins report that Saigon is enjoying satisfactory 

_ working relations with French and “we are now moving in same direc- : 

* Dated Dec. 6, p. 2341. | | 

| 

|
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tion” there. It is in the thought that nothing should be done to disturb 
these relations or give French reason to claim that we are not adhering 
to Washington agreement that I think it would be mistake to ap- 
proach Bao Dai unilaterally along lines paragraph 8 reftel until 

French have been consulted and permitted to express their views. As 
they have agreed to designate full authority in these matters to Ely it 

appears to me that such consultation should more appropriately take 

place between Collins and Ely in Saigon rather than in Paris. 
Moreover, I question whether we should approach Bao Dai in an 

effort to persuade him to relinquish his control over the Vietnamese 
armed forces so soon after we have successfully prevailed upon him to 
exercise that same control in summoning General Hinh to Paris and 
neutralizing him. We have found as general rule that it is more effec- 

tive approach Bao Dai with specific request, as we did in Hinh case, 

rather than in generalities. 

Similarly, I question whether it would be wise to attempt to remove 

Bao Dai’s authority and transfer his powers to Diem or anyone else 

until such time as there is specific plan for new form government, con- 

stitutional monarchy or otherwise. Mendes has recently confirmed 

policy of Foreign Office and Ministry Associated States that “thread of 

legality” which Bao Dai still represents is useful asset which we can 

ill afford to dissipate until another can be substituted. Recent action in 

Hinh case proved how useful an instrument Bao Dai’s authority can 

be to serve our purposes when required. I therefore suggest that Collins 

may wish to discuss Bao Dai démarche with Ely before Department 

formulates its instructions in matter. 

DILLon 

751G.00/12-754 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Director of the Office of 

Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Young )* 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,| December 7, 1954. 

Subject: Vietnam and Southeast Asia 

Participants: Senator Mike Mansfield 
Assistant Secretary Walter S. Robertson 

Assistant Secretary Thruston B. Morton 

Mr. Kenneth T. Young, Jr. 

At the Secretary’s request Mr. Robertson, Mr. Morton and 

Mr. Young went to see Senator Mansfield this morning with respect 

1On Dec. 8, Assistant Secretary Robertson transmitted a copy of this record to 

the Secretary of State, accompanied by a memorandum summarizing the main 

points made by Senator Mansfield. (751G.00/12-854) The views of the Senator 

were sent to Saigon in telegram 2333 of Dec. 8. (120.251G /12-654) | 

|
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| 

to General Collins’ analysis of the situation in Vietnam (Saigon’s 2108 | 

of December 6). Mr. Robertson explained to Senator Mansfield that the © | 

Secretary had a summary of this telegram early this morning and had | 

asked that it be brought to Senator Mansfield’s attention so that the 

State Department might have the benefit of his reaction and advice. | 

After reading the telegram and discussing various points Senator | 

Mansfield stated his conclusions as follows: _ | | 

1. The prospects for helping Diem strengthen and uphold South | | 

Vietnam look very dim given the best of circumstances. Any elections 

in 1956 will probably favor the Communists. | | 

9. Nevertheless, the United States should continue to exert its efforts | 

and use its resources, even if it will cost a lot, to hold Vietnam as long 

as possible. Any other course would have a disastrous effect on Cam- | 

bodia, Laos and Southeast Asia. The Senator strongly opposed the idea | 

of abandoning our effort in Vietnam. That course of action would lead 

to the absorption of Cambodia and Laos by the Communists. | | 

3. Therefore, he felt we should continue to do whatever was possible | 

to support the government of Diem. Senator Mansfield sees no alter- : 

native Prime Minister. While recognizing Diem’s weaknesses as an 

administrator and manager, Senator Mansfield feels we ought to con- | 

tinue to back Diem, strongly encourage him to make Dr. Quat Minister | 

of Defense immediately, and urge Diem to delegate as much as possible : 

of the day-to-day operations of the government to others. Senator | 

Mansfield was of the opinion that General Collins’ time limit of two to | 

three weeks was playing with “political dynamite” because it was giv- | 

ing Diem such an awfully short time in which to show results or be | 

replaced. | | | —— | 

4, With respect to Mr. Robertson’s point that the French would | 

subject the Secretary to great pressure on immediately finding a re- | 

placement for Diem, Senator Mansfield took the strong position that | 

this line of action would only confound the already great difficulties in | 

Vietnam. It would add much confusion, take time, and probably in- — | 

crease the divisions within Vietnam beyond what they are today. Sena- | 

tor Mansfield was certain the refugees and many of the Catholic bishops | 

and church officials would oppose the replacement of Diem. The Sena- | 

tor felt that Diem represented what small hope there may be in build- 

ing something in Vietnam. He was against relinquishing even the small © | 

chance we have with Diem for some unknown and untried combination. : 

5, Senator Mansfield agreed with General Collins’ recommendation | 

that Embassy Paris urge Bao Dai to cease the long distance wire- | 

pulling from the Riviera and to give Diem complete backing and 

initiative to run the government without interference from Bao Dai. 

Senator Mansfield strongly urged that it was so important to get this | 

idea across to Bao Dai that Ambassador Dillon himself should make : 

the approach assuming the publicity of such a meeting could be kept 
to a minimum. The Senator also felt very strongly that Bao Dai should | 

not return to Vietnam. . a 

6. In addition to the above, Senator Mansfield said that Dr. Quat in > 

his opinion was an able man who could do much to help bring the 

army under control and into loyal support of the government. He | 

hoped Diem would appoint Quat right away. The Senator said that | 
- | 

:
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the remarkable aspect of Diem was unlike most of the Vietnamese, he 
really was honest, incorruptible and a devoutly dedicated nationalist 

_ as well. However, the Senator expressed the personal view that in 
politics one often has to make some compromises in order to get results. 
He thought that Diem should be encouraged not only to delegate 
responsibilities to trusted and capable ministers, but should also give 
in to a certain amount of compromise. The Senator suggested that Dr. 
Fishel would probably be the best person to work out with Diem the 
problem of delegation and political adjustments. It was clear that the 
Senator had great confidence in Dr. Fishel. He hoped that the Depart- 
ment and the Embassy would give the latter full leeway and since he 
appears to have the complete confidence of Diem. On Mr. Robertson’s 
point that the French and the British would continue to push very 
hard for Tam, Senator Mansfield was firmly opposed to our accepting 
Tam or exerting any pressure at all on Diem to include Tam in his 

-cabinet. Senator Mansfield agreed with Mr. Robertson that to do so 
would compromise the cabinet and provide the Communists with a 
ready made argument for charging the Diem government with being a 
puppet of the old colonial regime. © 

| -751G.00/12-854: Telegram a oe 
The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State? 

| SECRET | _ Sarcon, December 8, 1954—9 p. m. 
. [Received December 9—9: 44 a. m.] 

2165. Repeated information Paris 678, Hanoi 427. From Collins. At 
Ely’s invitation I met with him and Jean Sainteny eighth. Résumé of 
conversation, which consisted principally of questions asked by me and 
answers given by Sainteny,as follows: __ | 

1. Initial reaction of lower classes to advent of Viet Minh in general 
| favorable, but attitude appears be shifting now to one of uneasiness. 

Middle classes have tried from beginning remain unobtrusive as 
| possible. a 

2. Attitude of local population to French, at first reticent, now ap- 
pears to be warming. Vietnamese servants who remained with French 

at beginning were shunned by other Vietnamese. Attitude of latter 
toward servants of French now seems be changing to envy owing to 

better living conditions of such employees. __ 
3. Economic conditions of Viet Minh zone are not good and unem- 

ployment constitutes major problem for regime. Moral pressures have 
been brought to reduce wages and prices “voluntarily and by unani- | 
mous consent”. No machinery has been set up however to handle 
controls. a | | 

4, There is no evidence of Chinese or Russian technicians in Hanoi, 

although there may be Chinese advisets in Thai Nguyen. Viet Minh 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. | :
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- Government accordingly is making show of independence of Commu- 

nist mentors, contrary to their practice of eight or ten years ago as | 

observed by Sainteny. | 

5. Most French technicians who remained Hanoi for two months | 

after city passed to Viet Minh have now departed. Three are still with 
tramways and one each with water and electric plants; all will have 

left by end of month. Sainteny said with emphasis they had not been 

replaced by Chinese, Russian, Polish, or Czech technicians. | 

6. Method of extending Communist rule in Hanoi different from 

that employed in provinces. In Hanoi, at least at government level, 

there is considerable flexibility, while in provinces methods have been 

rigid and directed to reach roots of society. | | 
7. In reply to specific question, Sainteny said as long as six weeks | 

ago he had begun prepare Viet Minh officials (Ministers of Foreign 

Affairs and Commerce and Industry) for removal of American aid 

financed equipment from Charbonnages du Tonkin. Answering ques- 

| tion why it was necessary gain Viet Minh consent for removal such 

privately owned materials, Sainteny said there was no question of | 

| gaining consent but rather of preparing way so that Viet Minh would 

| not block removal of equipment by fomenting disorders, as they could 

do at any time if they wished. I urged removal be got under way soon 

| as possible. Ely intervened to say one steam shovel has been disassem- | 

bled and that he has assigned one regiment to stay with task of equip- | 

_ ment removal until completed. | 

| 8. Asked to define his mission in north, Sainteny said he was charged 

| with maintaining French cultural and economic interests. I said that 

| Viet Minh zone is deficit area and economy can be sustained only by — | 

| means of outside help. Such help can come only from China, Russia 

_ or France. Is it French intent make aid available to Viet Minh regime ?. | 

| Sainteny said press had misrepresented his views this matter. On 

| other hand, Viet Minh could be rendered more dangerous and induced 

| undertake action against south if cruelly pinched economically. __ | | 

| 9. Continuing in this vein, Sainteny said objective for 1956 must 

| be to have free, secret elections in which people living in Viet Minh | 

| zone can show their displeasure with regime by voting against it. 

| Therefore it is mistake encourage northerners leave Viet Minh zone as | 

refugees; persons who leave are precisely those who would be most 

inclined vote against Viet Minh. I asked Sainteny what precedent — 

| there was for free elections under Communist regime. He admitted | 

| he knew of none. , | | 

10. With further reference his mission, Sainteny said by maintain- = | 

| ing presence in north, France is conducting experiment in “co-habita- | 

| tion or co-existence”, at little cost. and with little risk, which may be | 

| value to all western nations. Chinese and Russians seem be pushing | 

| 
|
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Viet Minh to be conciliatory with French and Viet. Minh have assured 
Sainteny that French business and industry will be welcome on equal 
terms with Viet Minh firms and will be allowed transfer their net 
profits. Sainteny sees here possible model for eventual operation of 
western capitalist firms in other Communist countries. I asked Sain- 
teny if policy he was attempting develop in north would be extended 
to all Vietnam when and if Communists succeed in taking over. He 
protested his experiment was general in character and not intended 
for specific application elsewhere should it work out in Tonkin. Ely 
intervened this point to remark interpretation Sainteny set on his mis- 
sion was his own and did not represent policy of French Government. 

11. When Sainteny had left room, Ely said Sainteny had appar- 
ently not created good impression on me. He went on to say that when 
he knew Sainteny had been assigned Tonkin he, Ely, very nearly 
decided against returning Vietnam. Thereafter Sainteny’s mission was . 
more precisely defined and his present terms of reference are very 
narrow. | 

12. Conclusion. Sainteny creates in fact very equivocal impression. 
He is distinguished in appearance and handles himself in such manner 

as to suggest he may have first-class intelligence. However most of his 

reasoning was so fuzzy in character that I can only conclude he has 
misled himself, or was attempting to mislead me, with respect to the 

nature and prospects of his mission in North Vietnam.’ | 

| oe Kipper 

2In telegram 2179 of Dec. 9, Collins added the following : 

“Ely reverted to subject of Sainteny interview evening 8th, saying latter had 
put on poor show. Normally Sainteny gives better account of himself, Ely said, 
and could have made better case if he had represented his mission as being one of 
series of attempts to avoid major war and had pointed out that lessons learned in 
course of experiment might prove to be variable tool in treating with Communists 
elsewhere, to end that cold war not evolve into active hostilities. 

“It seems clear that Ely fears impression I may have gained of and from 
Sainteny might compromise our working relations, in sense that interview may 
have led me to wonder whether Ely does in fact represent all of French policy re 
Indochina and whether commitments he gives will be fully underwritten by 
French Government.” (751G.00/12-954) oe | 

120.251G/12-854 : Telegram ee 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

SECRET Sateon, December 8, 1954—8 p. m. 
[Received December 9—9 : 44 a. m. | 

2167. Repeated information Paris 680, Vientiane, Phnom Penh un- 

numbered. From Collins. Re Embtel 2004, repeated Paris 643.1 

* Dated Nov. 29, p. 2315. | |
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1. Fifth 

and 
last 

of series 
of meetings 

with 
Ely 

on major 
programs cited 

in reference 

telegram 

held 
6 December. 

Subject 
of discussion: Information, 

propaganda, 

and various 
measures 

to strengthen 

Diem 
Government. 

French 
outlined 

current 
propaganda 

techniques 

being used 
by Viet 

Minh 
and suggested 

general 
lines 

of program 

that 
should be followed 

by Vietnamese, 

French 
and 

US propaganda 

effort: 
a. Vietnam 

propaganda 

activities 

should 
be united 

and not frag- 
| 

mented 
as they 

now 
are among 

sects, 
army, 

and special 
interest 

groups. 6. French 
and US assistance 

to Vietnamese 

propaganda 

effort 
| 

should 
be mainly 

in form 
of financial 

support 
and French 

and Ameri- 
| 

cans 
should 

remain 
in background. 

Thorough 

coordination 

among efforts 
of three 

parties 
essential. 

| 
__ @. Propaganda 

should 
be tailored 

to specific 
target 

areas, 
not uni- 

| 
form 

for all Vietnam. 

— | 
d. Effective 

theme 
in north 

would 
be denouncing 

Viet 
Minh 

regime 
| 

by showing 
divergence 

between 
promises 

and reality; 

significance 

of i 
refugee 

exodus; 
conscription 

of forced 
labor; 

unemployment; 

heavy taxation. 
Clandestine 

propaganda 

workers 
would 

be effective 
if di- : 

rected 
by secret 

service 
under 

experienced 

Vietnamese. 

Certain 
existing 

| 
groups 

and networks 

in north 
could 

play 
helpful 

role. 
© 

é. In south 
effective 

propaganda 

can derive 
only 

from 
positive 

ac- | 
complishments 

of government 

in such 
fields 

as raising 
living 

standards | and 
effecting 

land 
reforms. 

Government 

must 
promptly 

organize 

effec- 
| 

| tive 
administrative 

machinery 

down 
to village 

level, 
play 

up spectac- ular 
examples 

of its achievements, 

and present 
self as protector 

of j 
| people. 

Example 
cited 

of Magsaysay’s 

flair 
for dramatizing 

his role | as friend 
of common 

man. 
2. I stated 

that 
basically 

we were 
in accord 

on kind 
of program 

| 
| that 

needed 
to be carried 

out, 
but that 

key problem 
was how 

to get 
| it started. 

Present 
Minister 

of Information, 

Thai, 
is Cao Daist 

whose 
| 

first 
loyalty 

is to his sect, 
not National 

Government, 

and 
Diem 

is 
| reluctant 

replace 
him 

for fear 
of alienating 

Cao 
Daists. 

Immediate 

| 

| problem 
is to get effective 

Minister 

of Information 

who 
can start 

pro- 
_ gram 

and with 
whom 

French 
and US can work. 

Also 
necessary 

to 
get. army 

out of political 

propaganda 

field 
and bring 

all government 
| activities 

under 
Ministry. 

Ely then 
provided 

brief 
list of possible candidates 

for post of Minister 
which 

I turned 
over to PAO 

for study. : I volunteered 

to speak 
to Diem 

about 
appointing 

person 
who 

we would agree 
had promise. 

| | 
| 8. In connection 

with 
discussion 

of basic 
appeals 

effective 
with 

| Vietnamese, 

I stressed 
importance, 

in my judgment, 

of constant 
repeti- | tion by the French 

of the fact that 
Vietnam 

had been 
granted 

inde- 
| pendence. 

I cited 
fact 

that 
Magsaysay 

did not know 
when 

or if French 
| 

| had granted 
Vietnam 

independence. 

Viet 
Minh 

are able to achieve | major 
psychological 

advantage 

by charging 

that 
Vietnam 

is not free 
but that 

it remains 
under 

French 
domination 

as indicated 

by | 
_ Magsaysay. 

| . | | 
| 
| 

|
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4. Discussion served as useful exchange of views and resulted in 
general agreement on desirable lines of proceeding in public informa- 
tion and propaganda field. It was recognized no substantial progress 
can be made until government organizes an effective Ministry of In- 
formation and makes some tangible achievements in social and eco- 
nomic fields which its propaganda can exploit. 

KIppER 

120.251G/12-254 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam * 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, December 9, 1954—11: 49 a. m. 

2351. Limit distribution. Saigon 2051 repeated Paris 658.2 Depart- 
ment wishes take this opportunity comment on general line your 
political program as reported 2051 and 1935, 2004,4 2031,5 2039.6 

1) Close working relations on six-point program with General Ely 
and his staff should help materially deal with difficult problems faced 
Viet-Nam. Department concurs your general policy as outlined Saigon 
2004. | | | 

2) With respect fifth point Saigon 2004 we have following com- 
ment: | | 

Suggestions for National Assembly which you and Ely agreed to 
refer to a small joint working group responsible for preparing pro- 
posal alternative to that submitted to Cabinet (Saigon 2022) ,’ appears 
to us to differ in some important and fundamental respects from latter. 
Under Minister of Reform proposal, Assembly would be responsible 
for preparing within three months provisional charter to be applicable 
until definitive constitution adopted by elected Assembly. Under sug- 
gestions submitted by you and Ely, (Saigon 2039) Assembly would 
“not have constitutional drafting powers”. Under Minister Reforms 
proposal, Assembly agreement would have to be sought on all budget 
proposals and Assembly would have right interpellation with respect 
all domestic or foreign political questions, whereas under your sugges- 
tions Assembly powers would appear far more limited and circum- 
scribed. Department recalls there still exists in Saigon meaningless 

1 Drafted by Young and Hoey of PSA. Repeated for information to Phnom Penh 
and Paris via pouch. ae 

In telegram 2051 from Saigon, Dec. 2, not printed, General Collins requested 
guidance on the question of projected 1956 elections in Vietnam. (120.251G/ 

Dated Nov. 28, p. 2279. | . 
“Dated Nov. 29, p. 2315. 
5 Dated Dec. 1, p. 2325. | 
‘Telegram 2039 from Saigon, Dec. 1, not printed, summarized a meeting be- 

tween General Collins and General Ely during which problems of the establish- 
ment of a Vietnamese National Assembly were discussed. (751G.2/12-15) 

? Telegram 2022 from Saigon, Nov. 30, describing a Vietnamese draft plan for a 
provisional national assembly, is not printed. (751G.2/11-3054) |
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“Provisional National Council” introduced with great fanfare during | 
Tam regime, and is concerned that under suggestions which have | 
strong French flavor another such useless body might again eventuate : 
and again be rejected by Vietnamese as a whole as completely inade- | 
quate ‘their needs for democratic government. While in full accord | 
that we should urge speedy creation responsive and responsible Na- 
tional Assembly, we feel substantive details should be left largely to | 
Vietnamese themselves to solve if their independence is to have real | 
meaning, and U.S. prestige remain unimpaired. | 

8) We emphasize Secretary’s remarks paragraph 1C our 21128 | 
which expressed our view joint U.S.-French action in all cases was not 

| conceded by U.S. We do not wish Diem and Vietnamese think U.S. 
and French ganging up on Diem. Much initiative must come from | 
Diem. Department concerned lest. Vietnamese get impression Ameri- 

| cans and French planning their future for them in great detail. There- | 
: fore Department desires suggestions on internal matters such as specific | 
| ministers and reforms be conveyed individually as much as possible | 
| though not necessarily always. This must be left discretion you and | 
| country team. | | 

| 4) Regarding elections as raised your 1841 and 2051: Our 2113 | | 
| to Saigon reported only discussion this subject during Mendes visit | 
| and was raised outside plenary meetings. Our 2112 paragraph three. 
| while not specifically referring elections reported U.S. and French | 
| views regarding relations with Viet Minh. We did not desire during 
| Mendes visit to go into this subject any further than necessary to learn | 
| French policy. Mendes reply was inconclusive and we reserved our | 
: views. We continue believe discussions with French or Vietnamese this | 
: subject should be avoided for time being until trend of security devel- 
| opment in Free Viet-Nam is more clearly defined. If raised by Ely, 
| confine response to absence instructions this point. We are continuing — | 
| study how and when make fundamental approach to French this 

matter. | | | 
| | : DULLES | 

| ° Dated Nov. 24, p. 2303. | 
| ° Dated Nov. 16, p. 2256. 
| * For text, see footnote 2, p. 2305. 
| | a | 

| 751J.5/12-1054 : Telegram 

| Lhe Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State 

_ SECRET VIENTIANE, December 10, 1954—8 p. m. 
| 174, Repeated information Saigon 250, Paris, Phnom Penh, Bang- 
| kok unnumbered. Current review proposed Lao military budget and | 
| forces basis makes appropriate reassessment position Laos from view- _ | 
| points Southeast Asian security and US interest. | 
| 

|
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We wish avoid competition among SEA states for largest. possible 
slice US aid and invidious comparisons as to which is most important, 
most defensible, or most likely to succumb to subversion. Each is im- 
portant, each is likely to succumb to subversion if unaided, and each 

should be supported by US to full extent feasible under circumstances. 

On other hand, requirements of each should be examined realistically 

in relation to (a) its capacity to utilize aid, (6) immediacy and prox- 

imity of threat, and (c) strategic importance to defense of its free 

neighbors. Furthermore, we cannot subscribe to theory that, if one 

state falls to Communists, others must inevitably follow. If free world 

reacts in healthy fashion to Communist successes, as it has in Europe, 

loss or threatened loss of any single southeast Asian country should 

reinforce determination and efforts to buttress its immediate neighbors. 

With the second consideration in mind, we invite particular atten- 
tion to following factors regarding Laos: | 

(1) Laos, like Vietnam and Burma, is directly adjacent to Commu- 
nist area and hence most exposed to infiltration. Like Vietnam, it was 
subjected by Geneva accords to contractual disabilities which give 

- Communists privileged position within country. Its security would 
be further jeopardized by any new unfavorable developments in 

neighboring Vietnam. Threat is therefore immediate and proximate. 
(2) Fall of Laos would have most serious effect on security of free 

neighbors, particularly Thailand and Cambodia, which would thereby 
acquire extensive common frontier with Communist bloc. Vis-a-vis 
both armed invasion and infiltration, mountainous Jungle area sepa- 
rating Laos from Viet Minh and Chinese presents far less penetrable 
frontier than would Mekong. Laos therefore of prime importance to 
strategic defense Southeast Asia as whole. | 

(3) Because of small population, primitive economy and dearth 
trained civil servants and military officers, Laos does not require and 
could not absorb massive aid. Pending completion fuller examination 
now under way, we consider that for calendar 1955 40-50 million 
dollars should be earmarked for military support, in expectation Lao 
armed forces might during year be reduced moderately and gradually, 
and that. for same period 12-15 million dollars should be earmarked 
for economic aid, in expectation expenditures for this purpose will 
increase during second half calendar year. Assuming French and other 

foreign aid to Laos will not be substantial, except in providing mili- 
tary and civilian advisors, US aid in approximately these magnitudes 

will be essential to maintain and gradually to reinforce security and 
stability. 

(4) Potential threat to Laos is four-fold: (2) Armed invasion, (b) 

renewed military action Pathet Lao with clandestine Viet and Chinese 

support, (c) legal and illegal political action Pathet Lao under Viet 

direction, (d) internal political and administrative difficulties arising 

from quarrels among non-Communist leaders and too hasty expulsion 
French advisers. 

We consider these threats can be successfully met if, primarily, US 

and, secondarily, France and Laos immediate neighbors, particularly
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Thailand and Cambodia, provide necessary support. As to point (a), 
no amount of aid could enable Laos to resist large-scale invasion and 
reliance must in this regard be placed on Manila Pact and Communist | 
fear of provoking general war. At least for near future, we consider 
no invasion likely to occur. As to point (6), if Pathet should renew 
hostilities we believe presently constituted Lao armed forces, US 
financed and French trained, could at least contain within two north- 
ern provinces, and at best eliminate, Pathets, if latter not substantially | 

| reinforced by Viets. If Viets reinforce, violation of Geneva Accords 
| would demand attention both Geneva signatories and Manila Pact 

| members. As to point (¢), economic, propaganda and security activi- 
| ties projected by Lao Government should, if necessary US and French ! 

| aid forthcoming rapidly and Lao authorities can be stimulated to act : 
with vigor, suffice to counter Pathet—Viet political action. Prompt : 

| staffing, elaboration and implementation FOA and USIS programs : 
essential to bring aid to bear and to stimulate Laotians. Thailand and 
Cambodian collaboration would be most helpful in these fields. As to 

| point (d), while latent dangers exist, we believe authority of Crown | 
| Prince and Conservative leaders, supported from time to time by dis- | | 
: creet but firm exercise US and French influence, should be adequate 
| toholddangerswithin bounds. Bp 
| On basis this analysis and without indulging in complacency, we 
| believe there is reasonable prospect meeting four-fold threat if each : 

| constituent element our side, Laos, US, France, Laos neighbors, ener- | 
| getically does its part. Situation in this area still fluid but freezing | 

| point is approaching and in whatever form it freezes it is likely to | 
: remain for some time. Laos is basically inhospitable to Communism | 
| and to Chinese-Annamite influence and spiritually attached to its | 

Buddhist neighbors and western friends. It can, weak as it 1s, be made | 

| into buffer between those neighbors and Communism. The first pre- | 
| requisite, however, as so often elsewhere, is prompt, firm and adequate 

| US support. | | | 

| : ‘Yost 

| * Despatch 40 from Vientiane, Dec. 11, provided detailed recommendations for a 
U.S. program in Laos. (611.51J/12-1154) The Legation also submitted an assess- | 
ment of the political situation in the country in despatch 42 of Dec. 14. (751J.02/ ! 

| 12-1454) | 

| 751G.00/12-1154 : Telegram | 

! The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

! TOP SECRET Oo Sargon, December 11, 1954—7 p. m. | 

| 2205. Repeated information Paris 693. Limit distribution. From | 

| Collins. Re Paris telegram 2417 to Department.* | | 

* Dated Dec. 7, p. 2349. | | 

|
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1. While wording of paragraph 8 Embassy telegram 2108,? may 
have simple unilateral approach to Bao Dai, it was not my intent that 

_ step of this importance should be taken without my discussing it with 
Ely. I agree to principle of frank and full exchange with French, but 

- recall in this connection Secretary’s reservation, in recent conversation 
with Mendes-France, of our right to consult unilaterally with Viet- 
namese. I have informed Ely of this reservation, adding that I would 
keep him generally informed regarding all matters of mutual interest. 
I hope the French will keep us similarly informed of their moves and 
believe Ely, for his part, will do so. | 

2. As long as Bao Dai remains Chief of State I agree there may be 
no option, but that he continue as Commander-in-Chief with power to 
intervene in such cases as Diem—Hinh dispute which possibly could 
have led to forcible overthrow of government. What I consider intoler- 

| able, however, is that he should entertain and adjudicate appeals 
regarding what should be routine administrative matters. As long as 
it is known or believed Bao Dai is available to arbitrate any disagree- 
ment between head of government and latter’s nominal subordinates, 
way is open for repeated violations of discipline and good order. I 
believe, therefore, we should consider means of conveying this idea to 
Bao Dai. His cooperation in Hinh affair I take to be encouraging 
augury for future in this respect, although I realize Bao Dai and espe- 

cially his entourage will be reluctant foreswear technique of govern- 

ment by remote control which they have long since adapted to their — 

own purposes and interests. | 

8. I do not propose we “attempt to remove Bao Dai’s authority” but 
that we urge him to delegate, as matter of course, all his authority to 

head of government, retaining only ultimate authority (until con- 
stitutional provision is made for other procedures) to appoint head of 

government. CO 

4, If Department agrees with this line of reasoning, and so indicates, 
| I will be glad to discuss it with Ely. 

KIDDER 

* Dated Dec. 6, p. 2341. | | 

751G.00/12—1354 : Telegram . 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

SECRET Satcon, December 13, 1954—6 p. m. 

2944, Repeated Paris 704, Phnom Penh, Vientiane unnumbered. 
From Collins. Below summary of two recent conversations concerning 
Quat appointment, Diem and Bao Dai: |
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! 1. (A) On 10 December Quat informed me that Diem had told him | 
| that he would take him in the government if Quat could persuade Cao | 

Dai and Hoa Hao to agree. Quat told Diem he did not think problem 
serious, would do whatever he could to allay sects fear of him but 

| would not engage in any electioneering before hand. Quat suggested 
that it might be helpful if junior American official informed Phuong, 

Cao Dai Pope (Pham Cong Tac) and Soai that Quat appointment 

would be in national interest and they should not fear appointment of | 
Quat as Defense Minister. Quat also said that Soai is responsive to | 

French pressure so I intend to bring this subject up with Ely. Quat 
| further stated that he had seen Prime Minister 15 times with respect | 
| entering cabinet but did not intend to see him again in this connection. - 

| He remains available to serve country but felt continued consultation | 
| this subject would only be harmful to both men. Quat is convinced | 
| Diem does not want him in cabinet and is using pretexts to avoid | 
| naming him. — | | | | 

| (B) Quat felt future policy of Vietnam next few years would be | 
| divided into two stages. In immediate future national policy must be | 
| based on the fact that a large expeditionary corps is based Vietnam, | | 
| colonial administration remains in place and Geneva accords are in | 
| process of implementation. The second phase would follow this period | 
| and policy would be similar to that followed by Philippines and Re- 
| public of Korea. He feels that Diem wants to vault over the first phase | 
| and enter at once into the second. Quat, on the other hand, says that 
| he would favor a flexible policy during first phase adaptable to 
: circumstances. | | 
| (C) Quat then asked me if American aid would only be given to | 

| Diem Government. I replied that if the Government of Vietnam is. | 
! legally changed there is no reason to deduce from that fact that Amer- : 
| ican aid would be suspended. I further told him that I had been sent | 
! to Vietnam to support the legal Government of the country and that | 

| Vietnam occupies so strategic a position in Southeast Asia that we | 
| could not contemplate its loss without greatest misgivings. — | | 
: (D) Quat then stated he felt Bao Dai was necessary instrument and | 
: should be used either in France or Vietnam. If he remains in France | 
: he must be kept completely informed ; if he returns here he should give | 
i the Prime Minister a free hand. Quat feels Bao Dai is gradually | 
! orienting himself toward the US and American influence over Bao | 

| _Daiis increasing. © - | | | 
: 2. (A) On 11 December Le Huu Tu, former Bishop Phat Diem in | 

Tonkin called. He said when Diem took over office there was wave of 
| hope throughout country but that this had been dissipated by at least | 

: 50 percent and that there is increasing widespread dissatisfaction with | 

| Diem. Tu said Diem is honest patriot but indecisive and surrounded 

| 
| |
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by bad advisers, most of whom are members of his family. Tu felt, 
however, there was no one to take his place at present and that he must 

be encouraged to take action and improve administration. Tu further 
stated that Diem is authoritarian in spirit and when threatened by 

rise of capable individual he seeks others to play off against potential 

rival. 
(B) Bishop said Quat would make good Defense Minister but feels 

he lacks popular support to become Prime Minister. 

(C) Twstated that Bao Dai must be kept as a figurehead and sym- 

bol of national unity but that he should remain in France. Bishop 
believes that brother Nhu is eager to dispose of Bao Dai and advises 
Diem accordingly. | 

: [ Kipper | 

751G.00/12-1354 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State* | 

TOP SECRET NIACT Sargon, December 13, 1954—7 p. m. 

- 2250. Repeated information Paris 706, Phnom Penh, Vientiane un- 
numbered. Limited distribution. From Collins. Re Deptels 2305 re-_ 

peated Paris 2094 and 2378 repeated Paris unnumbered December 10.? | 

This message in two parts. | | 

Part I. | 

Recent developments current situation follow : 

1. Relations with French: 
(A) Earlier this week Ely was on verge of signing minute of under- 

standing on organization and training of Vietnamese armed forces. 

Now French have come up with new amendments requiring US respect 
Ely’s responsibilities “under Geneva accords” and including long new 

“protocol” with several references to Geneva. Whether these new 

proposals come from Ely’s legal staff or Paris I do not know, but in- 

— clined believe latter since Ely agreed to resolve few remaining minor 

points directly with me and since he has said several times that Paris 

political circles would have to be satisfied. I intend refuse accept any 

reference to Geneva accord or make any further concessions reference 

O’Daniel’s full responsibility for training under Ely’s broad direction.° 

1This telegram was transmitted in three parts. 
2In telegrams 2305 and 2378 to Saigon, Dec. 7 and Dec. 10, respectively, the De- 

partment of State requested the current views of General Collins on the situation 

in Vietnam. This information was required by Secretary Dulles who was leaving 

for Paris on Dec. 14 for a meeting of the North Atlantic Council. It was antici- 

pated that while in Paris, the Secretary would discuss the question of Indochina 

with Premier Mendés-France and Foreign Secretary Eden. (751G.00/12-754 ; | 

751G.00/12-854 ) | 

* Hor text of the agreement signed by Collins and Ely on Dec. 13, see telegram 

| 2261 from Saigon, Dec. 14, infra.
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| (B) Interview with Sainteny, to which Ely and his officers continue 

| to refer with chagrin, appears reinforce view that our relations with | 

| French in Indochina may remain less clear-cut than Ely wishes and 

| has given me to believe they are. 
| 

2. Latest developments re Quat : | 

(A) Since Luyen’s return from Paris, his open opposition to Quat 

has undermined Diem’s decision to appoint Quat Minister of Defense. 

On 11 December Diem informed Fishel as follows: six of seven cabinet | 

members consulted by Diem have voiced strong opposition to Quat. | 

Generals Phuong (Cao Dai) and Soai (Hoa Hao) have declared they | 

| will withdraw from government and threaten open rebellion if Quat 

| appointed. Because of location Hoa Hao territory, Diem purports to | 

fear General Soai might cut off rice supply of Saigon—Cholon, block | 

| road and waterway traffic through coastal areas and to Saigon, make | 

| war in Hoa Hao areas against national army which in present condi- | 

| tion could not handle situation. Diem fears also comparable action 

| ‘might be taken by Cao Dai forces, including possible moves against 

| government in Saigon and vicinity. , 

| (B) Diem told Fishel that he had informed Phuong and Soai that — 

| Americans wanted Quat as Defense Minister. The Generals replied, | 

| “9 responsible American should speak for the Americans”. Hence Diem | 

| asked Fishel to transmit these “facts” to me, saying if I or “some other 

| person” can convince Phuong and Soai not oppose actively the appoint- — | 

| ment, Diem will appoint Quat at once. (A ‘neat passing of the buck, | 

we must admit.) If sect leaders persist in their opposition, Diem says | 

he would be inclined raise present Deputy Minh to Defense Minister | 

| and give him full authority and responsibility over armed forces. | 

| (C) Iam quite convinced that Diem and brothers Luyen and Nhu | 

2 are afraid to turn over control of armed forces to Quat or any other | 

| strong man. They may also fear Quat as potential successor to Diem | 

| and hence are doing everything they can to keep him out of any post | 

| in government. With General Hinh fired and General Vy replaced as | 

| Chief of Staff by spineless General Ty, Diem has fairly effectively | 

| seized control of army. I doubt Diem would delegate real authority to 

! Minh, but would retain meddling hand on details to detriment 7 

| O’Daniel’s training mission and effective development of armed | 

! forces. 
| (D) Through Colonel Lansdale’s group and CAS, Iam canvassing 

| attitude of sect leaders and genuineness of their alleged threats. De- 

| pending on Lansdale’s findings, I will consider (1) proposing to Ely 

! a direct US-French approach to General Soai, who Quat has said will 

| bow to French pressure; (2) having Lansdale suggest to Soai that 

| with Quat in defense all rice for armed forces would be purchased 

| from Hoa Hao (this was hint dropped some time ago by Quat as 

| 578-611 0 82 - 62 (Pt. 2)
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_ means of buying off Hoa Hao) ; (3) sending emissaries to Soai, Phuong 
and Cao Dai Pope (Pham Cong Tac) making clear that any rebellion 
would lead to withdrawal all American aid and inevitable victory for 
Ho Chi Minh who would certainly not tolerate private empires of 
Hoa Hao or Cao Dai. a | 

(E) I realize disadvantages of forcing Diem to accept “American 
choice” of Quat. However acceptance of status quo, with Minh elevated 
to Defense Ministry and sects reinforced in veto power over govern- 
ment, is simply postponing evil day of reckoning as to when, if ever, 

| _ Diem will assert type of leadership that can unify this country and 
give it chance of competing with hard, effective, unified control of Ho. 
Chi Minh. Such a delaying action would appear to be justified only 
if we are preparing way for alternatives, as indicated in part IT. 

_ 8, Resolution of Phan Rang-Phan Thiet affair: 
| Compromise solution in matter of rebellious officers has been found 

and is apparently satisfactory to army command and Prime Minister. 
4. Army Chief of Staff and Inspector General: 
At midnight 12-13 December Generals Vy and Ty took office as 

Inspector General and Chief of Staff Vietnam armed forces, respec- 
tively. Details of Vy’s duties not yet known. | | 

). Diem’s declaration of confidence in Army: a 
December 13 Diem published declaration expressing confidence in 

Army and calling on all ranks to join with people in building free, 
independent Vietnam. | a | 

Postscript. 
6. Re paragraph 1 (A) above: Ely and I this morning signed 

minute of understanding on development and training of autonomous 
Vietnam armed forces and agreed to wording of separate explanatory 
memorandum for record to accompany it. Final text of minute is based 
on our draft and I consider it wholly satisfactory. Texts follow by 
separate message. ; | | 

7. Re paragraph 2 above: Ely and I agreed this morning to take 
further steps to secure Quat’s appointment. Ely discounts possibility 
sects will revolt if such appointment made. Ely said he would at once 

‘see Generals Phuong and Soai and inform them both French and 
Americans support Quat’s appointment. Ely said he has little influ- 
ence over Cao Dai Pope and recommended I see him. Ely will also 
intervene with Deputy Defense Minister Minh and ask him to remain 
three to six months as Quat’s deputy. we | 

: Part II. . | 
Possible alternatives to Diem Government: 
1. As I see it, we have 3 possible courses of action in Vietnam: 

(a) Continue support of Diem Government. | | 
(6) Support establishment of another government which may be 

able to save situation. |
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(ce) Gradually withdraw support from Vietnam. _ 

9. (A) Difficulties and visk of support Diem have been covered in | 

| Embtel 2108 ¢ and part I this message and other cables. Recent accom- | 

| plishments have been minor considering magnitude of task ahead. 

| Favorable developments include: a | 

| (1) Diem made first anti-Communist appeal to people 16 November. 

(2) Diem“Hinh feud has been resolved, for present at least. | . 

| (3) Diem made trip to South ‘Cochin China to observe work by ! 

| Army in its rehabilitation program. | | 7 i 

| (4) Phan Rang-Phan Thiet affair has been compromised. | 

| (5) Vy and Ty have taken their new offices. - . , 

| (6). 13 December Diem issued proclamation expressing confidence : 

| in the Army and calling on it to unite with people in the fight against | 

: Communism. | | | | | 

| — (B) Realize abandonment of Diem would embarrass US in view | 

| our public support present government. However, if it proves neces- ! 

| sary, believe such embarrassment would prove insignificant compared 

| to blow to anti-Communism in Asia and throughout world if US- 

| supported free Vietnam were lost to Communism. I believe it would 

be better to take slight loss of prestige in near future while time to : 

| attempt other solution remains, rather than continue support Diem | 

should failure appear relatively certain. We have not reached this | 

| point, though I have grave misgivings re Diem’s chances of success. | 

| 3, In view of possibility that Diem will fail to rally unified support 

| of army in fight against Communism, believe we should consider other 

| solutions. Two alternatives (neither of which is too promising, but 

| each of which should be considered in event of Diem’s failure) are 

; suggested : | | 

| (A) Have Bao Dai name Quat to replace Diem as President of 

| Council. Quat is able, forceful and resourceful and though obstacles 

| to his success exist, if given chance he might succeed where Diem failed. 

: Whether the various selfish groups in the country would give him that 

! chance is question. He is northerner, has only slight political following 

! and, as indicated in part I, faces considerable opposition. With com- 

plete confidence and support of Bao Dai, however, he might succeed ; 

| without it he would surely fail. | 

| (B) (1) Second alternative is to have Bao Dai return to Vietnam 

: under “state of emergency” conditions, assume Presidency of Council 

! and rally entire nation to unified action. What is needed here more 

| than anything else is leader who can fire imagination and patriotism — 

| of people and instill in them determination to fight for freedom of 

| Vietnam. Bao Dai may be the last possible candidate for this task. 

| (2) I have been impressed with influence Bao ‘Dai still exercises 

| ‘ Dated Dec. 6, p. 2341. 
| | 

| a
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- over leaders Vietnam. All leaders continue to refer to him as “His 
Majesty” and most regard him as the real source of authority Vietnam. 

(3) To overcome obstacles, dramatize return and establish self as 
leader of Vietnam, Bao Dai could take steps such as: _ 

(a) Turning over some of his holdings to government for distribu- 
tion to peasants as step toward agrarian reform ; | 

| (6) Form an “emergency” Cabinet including best available Viet- 
namese—Quat, Diem, others; | 
3 ( c) Announcing withdrawal French military forces by some specific 
ate; 
(d) Issuing temporary democratic charter to guide government dur- 

ing emergency ; | 
(g[e]) Convening a representative assembly ; | 

| (A[f]) Calling for a constituent assembly. — 

- . 6. Though course 1-c (gradual withdrawal from Vietnam) is least 
_ desirable, in all honesty and in view of what I have observed here to. 

date it is possible this may be only sound solution. Should this be neces- 
: sary, it may be wise to concentrate effort on saving Laos-Cambodia-— 

| Thailand-Burma—India line—if possible with latter’s active support. 
Realize Department has probably given consideration to some such 
alternative. I will not presume to advise steps to be taken at this time, — 
other than suggest that we attempt persuade India recognize Govern- 
ments Laos and Cambodia soonest. — a | 

7 Summation: (a) At present I am highly dubious of Diem’s 
ability to succeed but prefer to reserve final judgment till early part of 
January; (6) alternatives to support of Diem should be thoroughly 
explored within US Government. 

8. Recommendations: (a) US continue to support Diem at Paris; 
(6) not consider alternatives paragraph 1-B with French until after I / 
have communicated my final judgment to Department. | | 

_ Kopper 

751G.5/12-1454 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL — Saigon, December 14, 1954—5 p. m. 
2261. Repeated information Paris 710, Vientiane, Phnom Penh un- 

numbered. Pass Defense and CINCPAC. From Collins. Follows text 
of understanding signed by Ely and me 13 December 1954: (Enclosure 
A. mentioned in paragraph 1 contains force structure cited part II, 
Embtel 1830.) | | 

“Understanding on development and training of autonomous Viet-_ 
| Nam armed forces. | 

I. Subject to approval by the Government of the United States of | 
@ program of direct aid to the State of Viet-Nam, the parties to this 

* Dated Nov. 15, p. 2250.
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| understanding are in accord that the initial Viet-Nam force structure 

! to be attained by 1 July 1955 will be as shown in enclosure “A” hereto. 

| IL. This force structure will be attained by reduction of the strength 

| of the Viet-Nam armed forces, through selective discharge as far as 

possible of the least effective personnel, until the structure defined in _ | 

: enclosure “A” is achieved. Adjustments may be made in the rate of | 

2 reduction in the light of the political and economic developments in 

| Viet-Nam. | | | } | 

III. It is agreed in connection with the foregoing that full auton- 

omy will have been granted by France to the armed forces of the State 

of Viet-Nam by not later than 1 J uly 1955. For the purposes of this 

: minute “full autonomy” is understood to mean that all units of, Viet- | 

| Nam armed forces will be commanded and staffed by Vietnamese | 

personnel. en | 

: IV. The parties to. this understanding consider that the United 

States can make a useful contribution to the development of effective | 

| ‘Viet-Nam armed forces through the furnishing of instructors and | 

| advisers in the fields of organization and training. Recognizing that | 

: the actual direction of an effective program in these fields must be | 

vested in a single authority, the parties agree that full responsibility | | 

for assisting the Government of Viet-Nam in the organization and 

training of its armed forces will be assumed by the chief of the United ! 

| States Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) on 1 January | 

| 1955, under the overall authority of the commander-in-chief in : 

| Indochina. | | 

V. The chief MAAG will in particular recognize this overall author- | 

| ity in all matters pertaining to the strategic direction of the French 

and Vietnamese armed forces and to the security of Viet-Nam against 

external aggression and internal subversion, in conformity with exist- — 

| ing agreements. | / 

: VI. The parties agree that United States personnel will be assigned, 

together with French personnel, as advisers and instructors of the 

Vietnamese armed forces. All US and French advisory and training 

: personnel assigned or detached to the Vietnamese armed forces will be 

| under the direction of the chief MAAG. As the efficiency of the Viet- 

| namese armed forces increases, the number of US and French advisers 

| and trainers will be decreased. | 

| VII. It is understood that the arrangements and agreements set 

forth herein are subject to the consent of the Government of Viet-Nam.” 

i - Memorandum for record to accompany understanding initialed by 

Ely and me. Ely, apparently under strong prompting his political ad- 

: visers, had proposed long and detailed protocol which I told him 

| frankly I could not accept. I therefore proposed simple memo in which | 

| clarifications he desired, but which were not appropriate in text of 

| understanding itself, could be made matter of record. He agreed. Text 

follows: | | 

| “1) With reference to the force structure of the Viet-Nam armed 

| forces specified in enclosure A, Generals Ely and Collins agreed that | 

the size of such forces is the maximum that can be effectively main- 

| tained and trained within the limits imposed by US funds likely to be 

|
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made available. They recognized that the forces of the size envisaged would be clearly insufficient in themselves to guarantee Viet-Nam against external aggression. However, they acknowledged the necessity | of accepting the military risk inherent in the proposed levels of forces. They further recognized that under these conditions ultimate reliance _ Inust be placed on the Manila pact as a deterrent to a resumption of | Viet Minh aggression. _ | : 2). With reference to the responsibility vested in the chief MAAG for assisting the Government of Viet-Nam in the organization and training of its armed: forces, Generals Ely and Collins agreed that the chief MAAG will designate the positions to be filled by US and French | advisory and training personnel. ‘They recognized that assignments should be made to insure the most effective distribution of advisory and training skills, irrespective of the nationality of the personnel concerned, | 
~~ 8) Generals Ely and Collins agreed that for the purpose of the understanding the term ‘internal subversion’ in paragraph five means subversive action of a military character within Viet-Nam taken by . _ the Viet Minh.” 2 , | 
oe : | Kipper 

| / 7In telegram 2457 to Saigon (also sent to Paris as 2249), Dec. 16, Collins was informed that State and Defense approved the understanding and the memoran- dum for the record. Collins was requested to so inform General Ely, and the Em- bassy in Paris was instructed to inform the Foreign Ministry. The telegram _ expressed the hope for rapid French approval. ( 751G.5/12-1454) 

--'751G.00/12-1454 : Telegram | | | 
The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

SECRET §_ PRIORITY Saigon, December 14, 1954—7 p: m. 
| 2267. Repeated information Paris 714, Hanoi 436, Phnom Penh, 

Vientiane unnumbered. From Collins. I am seriously perturbed by 
‘rash of news stories datelined Washington -giving in substantially ac- 

_ curate detail gist of my agreements with Ely and of US plans relating 
to military aid to Vietnam and proposed size of Vietnamese forces 
and FEC.' These stories, in particular one published in local press 
today from Washington (Vietnam Press—United Press) with head- 
line “871 American Instructors Supported by 4600 French Will Train 

, the New Vietnamese Army of 90,000 Men,” are practically certain to 
attract attention of Viet Minh with possibility that they will lodge 
complaint with ICC. 

This brings up important issue. With establishment of new Office 
‘ of ICC in Saigon and announcement that fixed team (headed by 
Indian Naval Commander Menon) will devote themselves to imple- 
mentation of Articles 16 and 17 of Geneva Agreement on Vietnam 
(Articles relating to rotation of military units and individuals and 

t In telegram 2287 from Saigon, Dec. 15, General Collins reported that General Ely was also badly upset by the publication of this information. (120.251G /12- 1554)
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| entry into Vietnam of war matériel) we must anticipate possibility 
| that French may be requested by ICC submit various data as called 
| for in Articles 16 and 17. These Articles are open to wide-range of | 
| interpretation and General Ely has implied to me that he does not see | 
| any reason why it necessary MAAG Mission should be restricted to / 

342 members, the number in Vietnam as of date of signature Accord. | 
While that number has been widely. quoted, I have instructed mem- 

| bers of American agencies here to avoid reference to it or to any other | 
definite personnel ceiling which would result from application of | 
Geneva Accord. Article 16 makes no mention of American military as f 

| such, but is couched in general terms. It is quite possible as I see it | 
that Accord might be read so that departing French personnel could 

be replaced by American. : . 7 
: Although neither we nor Vietnamese are signatories to Accord, fact’ 

is that we should not embarrass unnecessarily either French who are 
2 responsible under Accord or our friends on ICC. Presently, according __ | 

to Indian General Bhagat, information confirmed by Cerles, French 
! _ Diplomatic Counselor, there is an increasing tendency for Indians to | 

| line up with Canadians. — | _ | 
| To date we have not been supplying French or ICC with any data 
| on movements of US military personnel in and out of Vietnam.I do | 
| not believe we have any obligation so to do, but arrival, probably | | 
! tomorrow, of first increment of new MAAG personnel for training 
| program may not go unobserved and may be challenged. _ 

| In order prevent confusion and be prepared answer as precisely and 
| promptly as possible questions from either French or ICC, I request _ 
| Department give me its views soon as possible on factors outlined . 

| above.” | : - | | 
| | _ _KYppER 

| 2In telegram 2455 to Saigon, Dec. 16, the Department of State instructed , 
Collins to notify General Ely of arriving MAAG personnel, but not the ICC. 

: — (751G.00/12-1454) | 

! OCB files, lot 62 D 430, “SEA No. 3” | | 

| Memorandum by the Chairman of the Special OCB Working Group | 
on Indochina (Young) to the Chairman of the Operations Coordi- | 

| nating Board (Hoover) | 

TOP SECRET oo | [Wasuincton,] December 14, 1954. | 

Subject: Special Status Report on Indochina (Item 2,OCB Agenda, 
Dec. 15) | ae 

I. General Developments . | — 

1. US. Agencies are developing more of an area approach to 
strengthen mainland Southeast Asia within the Burmese, Laotian, 

_ + This revised version was distributed to the OCB Assistants on Dec. 16. : 

| :
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Vietnamese land frontier with the Communist orbit. Jn diplomatic 
relations, the Philippines and Pakistan are considering recognition. 

| India has just recognized Cambodia. US field missions have been re- 
quested to study and suggest ways and means (a) to develop more 
regional solidarity in mainland Southeast Asia, (6) to work out a suit- 
able relationship between the three Associated States and the Manila 
Pact setup, and (c) to use specific projects of the US aid programs to 
promote closer relations among Thailand, Cambodia, Laos and Viet- 
Nam, including the use of an US engineering firm for such purpose. _ 
Washington planning includes consideration in the Special Working 
Group on Indochina of how developments in Viet-Nam will affect our 
programs in Cambodia, Laos and Thailand. The OCB Working Group 
on Southeast Asia is preparing a paper on promoting regional 
solidarity. 

2. U.S. Missions in Viet-Nam, Cambodia and Laos are developinga __ 
consensus of views with the respective governments on political, mili- 
tary and economic objectives. | 

3. The arrangements for putting into effect direct aid to the three | 
| Associated States are reaching completion as a result of continuing 

negotiations in Paris and the three capitals. | 
4. Collaboration between US and French representatives in the three 

_ Associated States is progressing smoothly. The working relationship 
between General Collins and General Ely on General Collins’ seven- 
point program is generally gratifying. The issue of coordinating 
committees is dead. _ 

5. The Vietnamese, Cambodians and Laotians appear to have 
reached substantial agreement on how to liquidate the quadripartite 
agreement. While there are still some difficulties to be worked out, 
there are indications that the quadripartite negotiations will result in 

new agreements in the near future. | 
6. However, governmental instability and administrative inexperi- 

_ ence seriously retard effective implementation of US policies in Viet- 
nam and Laos. The threat of Communist infiltration and subversion 
is still precarious. 

II. Viet-Nam (This is based on Collins’ 2250 of Dec. 13) 
a. Major US Operational Steps Recently Completed 

1. Defense has submitted a program of force levels, costs and devel- 
opment of Vietnamese forces. This plan has been transmitted to Gen- 
eral Collins. Coordination is now completed. 

2. On December 13 General Collins and General Ely signed the min- 
ute of understanding on the development and training of autonomous 
Vietnamese armed forces. This is a really significant development. It 
means the crash program sent on October 23 can be jointly imple- 
mented if Paris concurs and the Vietnamese accept the large cutback.
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| 3. On December 1 Ely and Collins signed the minute of understand- | 
ing on the recovery of certain items of MDAP equipment. 

| 4. The Embassy had delivered a letter to Prime Minister Diem pro- 
| posing immediate negotiations on establishing detailed mechanisms 
| for granting direct aid.’ | 

b. Political | | 
1. General Collins and General Ely continue to make progress in ) 

specific matters supporting the Diem government, and developing a : 
land reform program, creating a national assembly and helping the : 
Vietnamese Government with a vigorous propaganda, and educational | 
program. However, French official sources in Paris are insisting that | 
we consider a replacement for Diem by mid-January. General Collins | 
in his 2250 expresses misgivings regarding Diem’s chances of success, 

| but reserves final judgment until early January. > | : 
| 2. The Cao Dai and Hoa Hao sects have adhered to the Diem gov- 
| ernment. The Binh Xuyen is no longer opposing Diem even though its 
| support is uncertain. As a result the formation of a strong coalition, | 
| or movements in opposition to Diem, has been forestalled. : 
| 8. Diem has appointed a capable administrator for the refugee pro- 
| _ gram and has reportedly nominated Quat as Defense Minister. Gen- 
| eral Collins considers Quat most able Vietnamese he has encountered, 
| but Quat has not yet accepted due to undesirable stipulations. Failure 
| _ to bring in Quat is most serious deficiency in Diem’s administration. 
! Diem has also made a tour of some of the provinces and a series of pub- 
| lic appearances and statements. He has just issued a conciliatory proc- 
| lamation on the army whose pacification work he has visited. His rela- 
| tions with Bao Dai have improved. The latter has assured us of his. 
| complete support for US policies in Viet-Nam. | 
: 4, The Viet Minh have shown by their recent propaganda against 

: Collins and Diem that they fear entirely too much is being accom- 
| plished to their disadvantage, according to the Joint Weeka of 11 De-. 
| cember.* Defected Viet Minh officials in the past have indicated that 
| Diem is about the only Nationalist Vietnamese Communists have 
! worried about. | | | | 
__-§, The French may decide that prospects in Viet-Nam require the 
| mass evacuation of 60,000 French nationals and 3 to 4 hundred 

See footnote 6, p. 2280. | oe | 
| *In telegram 2348 from Saigon, Dec. 18, General Collins reported having de- 

livered the letter under reference (dated Dec. 18). (751G.5 MSP/12-1854) The | 
( text of the letter is contained in telegram 2038 from Saigon, Dec. 1, as modified by 

| amendments transmitted in telegram 2337 to Saigon, Dec. 8. (751G.5 MSP/12- | 

| *t oint Weeka No. 50, Dec. 11, is not printed. (751G.00(W ) /12-1154) | 
| 

p 
| |
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thousand Vietnamese beginning mid-January. This could have serious 
political repercussions on our objectives if too precipitous. _ 

ce. Military 7 a a 

| 1. The issue of the Chief of Staff has been settled, temporarily 
at least, with the appointment of. General Ty as Chief of Staff, — 
and General Vy as Inspector General. The way is opened to 
begin the key task of carrying out the crash program to develop an_ 
army loyal to the central government and capable of exterminating 

_ the Viet Minh throughout Free Viet-Nam. However, Diem and Gen- 
eral Ty have both indicated serious concern over the drastic reduction _ 

in Vietnamese forces. So 
2. The movement of Viet Minh soldiers out of South Viet-Nam is 

being conducted smoothly with few incidents. As a:progtessive elimi- 
‘nation of these Communist soldiers proceeds, more areas will be open _ 
for occupation and consolidation by civil and military authorities of 
Free Viet-Nam. Oe | oe 

3. Clashes between Vietnamese national army and sects particularly 
Hoa Hao are disturbing evidences of continued lack of discipline and 
solidarity among anti-Communist groups in Free Viet-Nam. Diem is 
determined to bring dissident forces into line—with force if necessary. 
At the same time control by the central government and provincial — 
governments remains weak throughout the country, while the Viet 

Minh underground apparatus is spreading. | 
4, The French Government has informed us that reduced US dollar 

support will force the reduction of the French Expeditionary Corps 
to about 80,000 by July 1, 1955, at the rate of 12,000 monthly during _ 
the first six months of the year. General Ely has been instructed to _ 
submit recommendations on subsequent reductions. He has mentioned 
40,000 to General Collins. They both tentatively agree on the combined 
mission of those forces and the Vietnamese army (Collins’ 2168),° 
although O’Daniel believes the French can keep 50,000 in Viet-Nam 

in 1956. ce | 
d. Economic | | sy | 
1. The refugee resettlement program is progressing. More than 

500,000 have been successfully removed from the north. In addition 
about 200,000 soldiers and their families have been brought south. 

_ Approximately 200,000 of the refugees have been settled in permanent 

new homes in South and Central Viet-Nam. Plans provide for refugees, _ 

displaced persons, and demobilized military personnel. | 

*In telegram 2168 from Saigon, Dec. 8, not printed, General Collins described 
his conversation with General Ely on Dec. 6 regarding the latter’s tentative plans 

. for the FEC in light of the proposed decrease in U.S. support. (751G.00/12-854 )
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| ‘2. It is becoming increasingly unlikely that the target date of Janu- | 
| ary 1 for the start of direct American aid to the three Associated States | 

| will be met, This is particularly important in, Viet-Nam. Settlement of : 
| the incompleted quadripartite negotiation in Paris and the establish- | 
| ment, of individual national banks are thé delaying factors. FOA is | 
| preparing emergency measures in the event.-the necessary national | 
| Institutions have not been set up to insure the availability of sufficient 

plasters after January 1. oe , | 
e. North Viet-Nam oe BT | | 

| 1. The.US Consulate continues to function; albeit with increasing 
| limitations of an administrative and logistic nature. However, the 
| ‘Viet Minh has made no move during the past few weeks to force the _ | 
| Consulate out. — | | 

2. French policy toward the Viet Minh continues to be much less | 
| clearcut than their present cooperation with us in Saigon. Mendes- | 
| France has signed a letter to Ho Chi Minh defining the status of the 
| _ Sainteny mission.* While ostensibly. that mission has no diplomatic 
| status, no matter what its character is called, it is an important instru- | 

| ‘ment of French policy and a significant contact with the Viet Minh, 
At the same time the French firms in Hanoi have worked out some — 

| kind of a deal with the Viet Minh—the details are lacking. | | 
TIT. Cambodia | oe | | 

! 1. General. Cambodia remains in the soundest and most hopeful 
! condition of the three Associated States. The government is relatively : 
| stable. The top ministers are competent. The King is energetic and is | 
| loyally supported throughout most of Cambodia. General elections. | 

! are planned for March, 1955. There is a disturbing trend of neutralism | 
| among some publications in Cambodian figures. | 

| 2. Melitary. The current operational problem in US-Cambodian rela- 
| tions is the evaluation of Cambodian military requirements and appro- 
| | priate US aid in the light of our over-all objectives in the area. This | 
| subject is covered comprehensively in Ambassador McClintock’s tele- 

gram No. 352 from Phnom Penh Dec. 13.7 He recommends, with 
| O’Daniel’s concurrence, a force of 34,000 for internal security. 

—_—_____ | | 
-*Qn Dec. 18, Minister Millet of the French Embassy provided Young (PSA) | _ with the text of the letter (dated Dec. 8). Young’s memorandum of his conversa- : tion with Millet and a translation of the letter are in file 651.51G/12-1354. The 
translation was forwarded to Saigon in telegram 2413 (2181 to Paris), Dee. 13. 
(751G.00/12-854 ) _ | 4 

7 The reference telegram, a joint Embassy-MAAG communication, is not printed. | It contained an evaluation of Cambodian military needs and an estimate of ap- 
propriate U.S. military aid. (751H.5/12-1854) | | 

|
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«SV. Laos | | a 

1. General. The situation is difficult but not precarious at this time. 

After many weeks without a government, Laos now has a cabinet but 

not a strong one. The Prime Minister, Katay, is an opportunist and 

not a strong personality. The government has offered to negotiate with 

the Communist group in the two northeastern provinces. This has dan- 

 gerous prospects. Minister Yost has taken a strong stand with the 

backing of the Department against this development. The Communists 

still maintain their foothold in the two northeastern provinces. The 

ICC has done nothing about it because the Indian Chairman is ideo- 

logically weak and wobbly. 

| 9. Our current operational problem in Laos is the question of Lao 

military budget, and small forces and US aid. In a comprehensive 

telegram from Vientiane (174 of Dec. 10) Minister Yost has analyzed 

factors of this question in framework of Southeast Asian security. He 

concludes that there is a reasonable prospect of meeting the threats to 

Laos if Laotian, French, the US and Laotian neighbors each do their 

part. ) 

V. Summary of FOA Programs. — 

1. In Viet-Nam FOA has enlarged its operations staff and has a 

new director of the USOM. FOA is implementing an expanded and 

economic technical program reorientated to meet changed conditions. 

This program is now designed particularly to help improve govern- 

ment administration, establish civil government and security in for- 

- merly Viet-Nam held areas, and counter Communist propaganda. 

9. Jn Cambodia a separate FOA mission has been established in 

Phnom Penh. A new director of the mission has been assigned, and an 

expanded economic and technical assistance program is in operation. 

Emphasis in the program is on improving transportation facilities 

including the construction of a port and road connecting it with 

Phnom Penh. Priority is also placed on projects providing public ad- 

ministration training agricultural extension service and agricultural 

credit facilities. 

3. In Laos a newly appointed director of a separate FOA mission is _ 

expected to arrive in Vientiane shortly. An expanded economic and 

technical assistance program is underway. The program stresses 1m- 

provement and transportation particularly to provide better access to 

Cambodia, Thailand and the Gulf of Siam. A public administration 

training and advisory project will be undertaken. 

4. A table is presented for illustrative purposes showing the tenta- 

tive preliminary estimate of the costs of our programs for the three 

Associated States.
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| 
[Attachment] | | 

TENTATIVE Cost ESTIMATE OF PROGRAMS For VIETNAM, CAMBODIA, AND LAOS IN | 
FY 1955 anp 1956 | 

. (Millions of Dollars) | 

Viet Nam Cambodia — Laos Total | | 

FY 1965 FY 1966 FY 1955 FY 1966 FY 1965 FY 1956 FY 1955 FY 1966 
Defense Support........-. *74.5 {80.0 13.2 428.0 7.3 © ©6f17.0 ~~ *95.0 125.0 i 
Direct Forces Support..-. {140.0 193.1 $30.9 . 169.7 §20.0 §40.0 190.9 302.8 : 
FEC Support.........---- 950.0 50.0 -------2------2---neeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-- (50.0 $50.0 

Total. ___. 2.2 -- 22 - eee nnn nnn en en ne ee eee ence net een eeeeeeecenee 335.9 477.8 
Maintenance and Military 

Supply (MDAP).....---------------eeee ee nee een ee eee en tence ee eec cence eetereeeeeee- [1154.0 (1154.0 

*Includes $40 million for Vietnamese refugee resettlement program. [Footnote 

| in the source text.] | 
+Based on $125 million total estimate (for the three States). [Footnote in the | 

| source text.] | ; | | | 

| tEstimate based on latest JCS estimate. [Footnote in the source text.] 
| §Tentative figure based on Legation Vientiane’s recommendation of $40-50 mil- 
| lion needed during CY 55. Legation Vientiane reports a prospective CY 55 mili- 
! tary budget of $62 million, compared to $37 million in CY 54. [Footnote in the 

| source text.] | | | | 
| || Amount for maintenance and military supply included hy Department of De- | | 

| fense on basis estimates received from General O’Daniel on cost repairing and 

| reconditioning MDAP equipment returned to U.S. authorities. [Footnote in the | 

| source text.] | | ! 
| {Obtained by splitting $100 million figure for CY 55. [Footnote in the source 

| text.] | 7 : | | 

| CO | 

| | | Editorial Note | | 

| On December 14, 1954, H. Struve Hensel, Assistant Secretary of 
° . . . ! 

| Defense for International Security Affairs, transmitted a report on. 

| the military aid situation in Indochina to Senator Alexander Wiley, 
| Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. For text, see 

! United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 10, pages 818-819. 

| 
| 120.251G/12-1554 : Telegram 

| ‘Lhe Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State* 

| SECRET § PRIORITY Satcon, December 15, 1954—9 p. m. | 
| | [Received 10:12 a. m.] | 

9985. Sent niact Paris 717. Paris for the Secretary. From Collins. | 
Part I. | | 

| Ely reviewed with me fifteenth conversations he has held past two | 
| days with Deputy Defense Minister Minh, and Generals Soai and 

| Phuong re possible appointment of Quat as Defense Minister. : 
| FO 

| _ ?This telegram was transmitted in two parts. | 

| 
| : | 

| |
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__ 1. Ely stated Minh will not serve under Quat nor will Minh accept 
any other cabinet post than Defense. Ely believes Minh sincerely 
thinks he-has army in hand and that Quat’s appointment would cause 
new army crisis. Moréover Minh believes he has influence over Diem in 
Spheres other than military ; that he has averted other difficulties which 
could have plagued government, such as serious trouble with sects ; 
and that he has kept thing moving. 

2. Generals Soai and Phuong both voiced profound objections to 
_ Quat. Soai would prefer to leave government if Quat were appointed. 

Phuong was less clear cut in expression but gave Ely to believe he 
fears Quat’s Dai Viet party would put Squeeze on Cao Dai if Quat 

. Were appointed. | | | 
8, T asked Ely if all this were true where we should go from here, 

He answered he had posed same question to all three men, but had 
not received conclusive reply. Ely himself had no names to suggest 

_ within existing frame of reference. I asked whether sects were rep- 
resented in cabinet in proportion to their real population strength. 
Ely said he was uncertain whether their numerical representation was 

_ equitable, but that sects were over-represented as far as capacities went. 
I asked Ely’s opinion as to whether we should drop Quat for time 

_ being, or continue urge on Diem. He said he felt sure Diem was not 
using sects as pretext to avoid naming Quat and that genuine difficulty 
exists owing Quat’s past hostility to sects. I told Ely I had learned 
Diem was prepared promote Minh to full ministerial rank and asked 

_ whether we should accept this solution. Ely said he thought we should 
go along with this decision but not accept proposition Quat may [be ?] 
permanently set aside. I agreed. | | 

4. I asked Ely whether he was satisfied with government under new 
formula, or whether he thought we should try strengthen it further. 
He replied he was not satisfied although government would be some- 
what improved if Minh were named Defense Minister. There is need 
strengthen Interior Ministry soonest, and Ely sees only two candi- 
dates: Tam, who has administrative machinery ready put in opera- 
tion, and Bay Vien, who is energetic and able, despite his unsavory 
reputation. I commented to Ely that solution to major problems 
reached here must be acceptable to Vietnamese, French and Americans 
and if effective government cannot be constituted, I must consider 
whether or not to recommend US withdrawal from Vietnam. Ely said 
he had been reluctant to see Diem appointed in first place, as he is not 
competent to organize a government. I replied that is now past his- 
tory; question is what can we do now. Ely answered that solution he 
would propose would go beyond my terms of reference, which are to 
‘support Diem as he himself has been ordered to support present gov- 
ernment. Ely said we should see what develops in next two weeks and
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| then consider at that time whether other solution should be sought. [I 

asked what such other solution might be. Ely answered that there are 
no pat solutions to problems here and that we should have to consider 
a whole range of possible alternatives. I said that of course without : 
instructions I could not officially explore this matter, but informally | 
I wondered who Ely thought could form a government without meet- | 

| ing the same difficulties as Diem and also be able to counter the appeal | 
of Ho Chi Minh. Ely replied that Diem has lost prestige and is now | 

| supported only by himself and me. The sects, although in government, | | 
do not really support Diem and were induced join government only 
under French pressure. _ | 

2 d. I asked Ely whom the sects would support. He replied only Bao | 
| Dai himself. However, if the chief of state returned, he would have to | 
| do so under strict conditions set before he arrives, after which he must | 
! be given absolute political freedom to run government. Principal con- | 
, ditions Ely would impose are that Bao Dai bring his family, live in | 
| Saigon, and take political responsibility for government’s operations. | 
| He said that he would not have made any such recommendations three | 
| or four months ago but speaking now as a Frenchman, he must say the | 
| French have been wrong not to have played “Bao Dai card” sooner | 
| and to better effect. Ely said of course Bao Dai would be our last card | | 
: to play. Ely commented that there are various possibilities within | 
| Bao Dai’s solution; for example, Diem could remain, possibly even | 

as Prime Minister, if Bao Dai were at hand to impose on all who might | 
i otherwise be disposed make trouble, a truly representative and effec- | 

| tive cabinet. I replied that direct aid scheduled to begin January 1 | | 
| and decision to undertake training and give such aid must be made | 
| soonest. Solutions other than present Diem government would take 
| time, and nothing we had said in informal exchange of views should 

_ be taken as signifying any alteration in US support of Diem. | 
6. With respect to immediate situation, I asked Ely if we should try | 

| __ Secure appointment of Bay Vien as Interior Minister. Ely agreed that 
| we should make such an effort and offered to speak both Bay Vien and 

Diem in this regard. Bay Vien would probably accept, and while Diem — 
| _ might say that Sects would object, Ely believes objections would ‘be : 
| insignificant. = oe | | : 

Port I, | 
‘t. Diem told Fishel December 14 that Thai, Cao Daist Information 

Minister, informed Prime Minister Sects could not be reconciled to 
appointment of Quat. Diem believes threat Sects may rebel is genuine | 
and since army not prepared meet. threats, latter must be seriously con- | 
sidered. Diem believes army needs month or two of training before | 
ready enforce Government’s will upon Sects, should that prove neces- | 
sary. Diem said he felt American belief Sects did not constitute real | 

|
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threat was derived from French, since latter would like to see Sects 

rebel, defeat nation [garble] and cause government to fall. Diem said 

further that when Sects were no longer needed in government he would 

appoint Quat Defense Minister. | 

| 8, Diem told Fishel he had offered Ministerial rank to Minh and 

assured him of full authority in Defense Ministry. Minh replied that 

since Generals Vy and Ty were learning new jobs, it would be better 

if his appointment as Defense Minister were postponed perhaps one 

month. Under pressure from Diem, Minh agreed accept post in two 

weeks. Morning 15th Diem said he had persuaded Minh accept post of 

Defense Minister at once and that he would take office 15th or 16th. 

| . KIDpER 

751G.00/12-1354 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy Vietnam! — 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, December 15, 1954—7 : 46 p. m. 

2444, This afternoon Robertson saw Senator Mansfield re Saigon’s 

9950 repeated Paris 706.2 Mansfield reiterated his views outlined in 

paragraphs 1-4 in Deptel 2333 to Saigon repeated Paris 2103 * em- 

phasizing difficulties and complexities facing us in Free Vietnam. He 

continues believe we should support Diem but make clear desirability 

and necessity for Diem to cooperate with us in return. This means he 

must appoint and delegate responsibility to competent ministers and 

for good of country relieve his relatives from inside track. Senator 

Mansfield recognizes Diem’s weaknesses but emphasized his virtues of 

honesty, incorruptibility, patriotism and self-evident anti-Commu- 

nism. He fears replacement would create seriously increased confusion 

and even anarchy. 

Tf Diem and Vietnamese cannot with our support create reasonably 

effective setup in Vietnam, or if French are sub rosa manipulating deal 

with Viet Minh at expense Free Vietnam, only choice for US is with- 

drawal effort bolster Free Vietnam, in Senator’s opinion. He recognizes 

sharp reduction US aid or withdrawal support Free Vietnam could 

have tremendous repercussions Cambodia, Laos and Thailand. 

He again expressed strong opinion Quat should be defense minister. 

He is willing to have you pass these views to Diem discreetly if that 

would help your efforts rapidly improve competence Diem Govern- 

ment. Saigon’s 2285 repeated Paris 717 ‘ arrived after Mansfield inter- 

1prafted by Young of PSA. Repeated to Paris for information as telegram 

2231 for MacArthur. 
? Dated Dec. 13, p. 2362. | 
® See footnote 1, p. 2350. | 
“ Supra. | 

|
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| view. Therefore leave to your discretion transmittal Senator’s views as | 
| advice of good friend to Diem. | 

Re Bao Dai, Senator expressed considerable skepticism and reluc- | 
tance re his return Saigon. | 

| Mansfield thought his views might carry some weight with Diem | 
because he knows Mansfield is impartial, objective and Diem has had | 

| printed and distributed 100,000 copies Mansfield report. | 

Hoover 

751G.00/12-1654 : Telegram 

, The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Sargon, December 16, 1954—7 p. m. 

| 2303. Sent niact Paris 724. Department pass Defense eyes only 
| Hensel, Davis and JCS. Department eyes only Acting Secretary and 

| Robertson. Paris eyes only Secretary State, Secretary Defense and | 
| Radford. From Collins. Re Embtels+1830,! 2108,? 2250,? Department 
| 2285 * (paragraph 8) repeated Paris 602, 665, 706, 717. - 
! 1. Decision of Diem not to appoint Quat Defense Minister is final _ 
| development that convinces me that Diem does not have the capacity | 

| to unify divided factions in Vietnam, and that unless some such action 
| is taken as indicated in paragraph 7 below, this country will be lost to | 

- communism. Reasons for Diem’s decision probably compounded of — 
(1) unwillingness to delegate control of Vietnam armed forces to any | 

| strong man; (2) fear of Quat as potential successor; (3) opposition 7 
| of sects; (4) influence of brothers Luyen and Nhu; (5) desire to 

| retain Minh in government. , 
| 2. Whatever the reasons, the failure to utilize Quat epitomizes lack 
| of unity among Vietnamese and lack of decisive leadership on part of 
| Diem. Minh refused to submerge his personal ‘ambitions, even for a 
_ few months transition period under Quat or anyone else. Luyen again — 

| demonstrated his ability to cause Diem to reverse a decision already 
taken (Diem had told me prior to Luyen’s return from Paris that he 

| would appoint Quat). The veto power of the sects over any changes in 
| the government that are likely to result in a weakening of their pri- _ 
| vate domains has been confirmed. Another strong positive man, Quat, — 

| has been blocked from having a hand in reorganizing and controlling 

| the armed forces. And all of these negative results have required a 

| month of lengthy discussions, evasions of basic issues, and wasted | 

opportunities. | | 
| ——— 

| ‘Dated Nov. 15, p. 2250. | | 
| -? Dated Dec. 6, p. 2341. | 

* Dated Dec. 13, p. 2362. | . | 
| “Reference is to telegram 2285 from Saigon, Dec. 15, p. 2375. | 

| | 
| 578-611 O 82 - 63 (Pt. 2) : 

|
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8. Minh is a good man, though young and inexperienced. O’Daniel 

feels that if Diem delegates full authority to Minh, the latter may be 

able to heal wounds of Diem-Hinh, Ty-Vy, Phan Rang—Phan Thiet 

affairs and bring stability and sanity to government-army relation- 

ships. But it is highly doubtful to me that Minh, or anyone else under 

present conditions, can create a single, cohesive national army from 

the five separate forces now existing—the Cao Daist, Hoa Hao, Binh 

Xuyen, national guard, and the present national army. With antici- 

pated opposition from the sects and some from Diem himself, who is 

loathe to disband his own private force (national guard), it will take 

stronger leadership from Diem and Minh than either has shown to 

- date to reduce and amalgamate these forces. Oo 

4. What is true of the armed forces is likely to be true in the resettle- 

ment of refugees and land reform. When I told Diem recently that our 

FOA people were having difficulty in getting down to business with 

the Vietnam agriculture officials, Diem reminded me that the Minister. 

of Agriculture is a Hoa Hao and the Hoa Hao are fearful of the effect 

of land reform on their extensive control of rice lands. Government 

officials hesitate to place refugees on French-owned rice lands or in 

the French-owned rubber plantations. And so on, one excuse for 

inaction after another. ne 

5. Fact is that of the fine program of reforms announced by Diem > 

in September, no definite progress has been achieved in converting 

words into deedsinany field. | 
6. I had hoped Diem would broaden and strengthen his cabinet by 

addition of Quat and perhaps even Bay Vien. Latter, despite his lurid 

past, has demonstrated organizing ability and his recently indicated 

desire to become “honorable” and to:assist government. With Quat in 

government, Quat might have done much gradually to get sects in 

line and through his practical political ability have injected some 

flexibility and drive, both of which are now woefully lacking. At same 

time Quat might have acquired greater stature in public eye which 

- might later have rendered him more eligible for higher post if later 

found necessary replace Diem. Unfortunately, this was probably de- — 

duced by brother Luyen and Diem also. I feel sure that fear of Quat’s 

| ability is.at root of sects and Diem’s opposition. | 

7. After weighing all available evidence, I am now convinced that 

in face of the positive threat of Ho Chi Minh’s regime, it will take 

decisive action and dramatic leadership from the Vietnamese them- 

selves to save free Vietnam. Neither French nor Americans can sub- 

stitute for such action and leadership. Apparently the only Vietnamese 

who might be competent to galvanize the country into unified action 

ig Bao Dai. Though I do not know the man, and realize his many dis- 

abilities, it is possible he might furnish the necessary impact if he
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were to return and take:active direction of the government, whether : 

he retained Diem or appointed Quat or someone else as Premier, or | 

‘assumed the office himself. Almost all Vietnamese with whom I have : 

talked, including Diem, look instinctively-to Bao Dai as the ultimate : 

source of authority. Of course, if'we and the French were to support ! 

his return, specific conditions would have to [be] stipulated in advance, | 

generally as indicated in Part II, paragraph 3B, Embtel 2250. I realize | 

also that Bao Dai’s return would furnish-excellent propaganda mate- | 

rial for Communists, but if they don’t have such material in hand they | 

will manufacture it anyway. So we should not permit this aspect to | 

determine our course, after weighing all other factors. | 

8. I recognize that we must continue to support the Diem Govern- | 

ment for some time at least. But I recommend that we not now con- | 

summate an agreement with the Vietnamese to assume on 1 January 

- responsibility for training their forces or for giving direct military 
aid. We should continue to place-American officers with staff of Viet- 

nam army and aid in developing training plans and pacification plans. 

| We should continue to talk with Vietnamese with a view to reaching | 

: common accord on size and composition of forces. But we should not | 

| conclude formal agreements on training or support for specific force : 

| levels until decision reached in Washington as to our ultimate policy 

| and commitments here. Similarly, planning should go on for initia- 

| tion of direct military aid commencing 1 January, but we should not: | 
| commit ourselves to any given volume of aid until US has adopted 

| definitive policy with respect to Vietnam. Meanwhile I would strongly | 

| urge consideration of bringing Bao Dai back under one or other of 

| the variants indicated in paragraph 7 above and paragraph 2 Embtel | 

| 9250. (See also paragraph 5, Embtel 2285, repeated Paris 717, for 

| Ely’s views.) Therefore my present recommendations are: | | 

| a. Continue to support Diem along present lines for short while 

! longer but without committing US to specific aid programs; | 

| b. Consider urgently, as possible alternative, the early return of | 

| Bao Dai; | | | | 

| c. If after short period of further test Diem Government fails to | 

! achieve substantial progressive action, and if return of Bao Dai is | 

| acceptable to US Government, to support his prompt return ; : 

| d. If return of Bao Dai is not acceptable to US Government, as- | 

| suming Diem Government continues to demonstrate inability to unite | 

| free Vietnam behind an aggressive program, I recommend feevalua- | 

tion of our plans for assisting Southeast Asia with special attention _ | 

| to proposal contained in paragraph 6, Part IJ Embtet 2250. | 

| 9, I am sorry to have to make such a discouraging report, but in all | 

| honesty I have to present to you my present convictions because of | 

| their possible effect on US 1956 budget about to be presented to Con- — | 

| gress. Should it be determined that in view of the unsound situation in 

| 
a | 

| |
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Vietnam the US should gradually withdraw its support from this 
country, then it would be necessary, in my opinion, to increase the aid 
to the French expeditionary corps so that it would remain strong 
enough during the next year to permit the US to withdraw essential 
equipment which might otherwise fall into Communist hands. It ap- 

_ pears to me, therefore, that we should retain as much flexibility as 
possible with reference to financial aid for the FEC. | 

10. Conclusion: It is possible that by a month from now some 
radical improvement will have come about but I strongly doubt it. 
Meanwhile, I feel that we should make a sober reevaluation of the 
‘situation here before we commit over $300 million and our national 
prestige under current conditions. I will continue to carry on along 
same lines I have been following, but will await instructions while 
temporarily dragging feet, if necessary, with respect to definite com- 
mitments, as indicated in paragraph 8. : | 

| KippEr 

790.5/12-1754 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in Cambodia (McClintock) to the Department 
of State} | 

SECRET PuHNnom Penu, December 17, 1954—3 p. m. 
| [Received 9:55 a. m.] 

378. Pouched Saigon; Bangkok; Vientiane unnumbered. Joint 
Embassy USOM message. Reference Department telegram 181, sent 
Bangkok 1456, Saigon 2295, Vientiane 133. 

1, We agree that U.S. objectives Southeast Asia would be greatly 
furthered by strengthening ties between Buddhist countries this area. 
This task easiest between Cambodia and Thailand which, in spite of 
recent wartime Thai invasion and annexation of Cambodian western 
provinces, already have closest ties as outlined our 221 to Department.® 
In general terms measures discussed in sections C and D of that tele- 
gram provide framework of kind of projects we feel can usefully be 
taken to strengthen existing ties of race, culture, religion and common 
problems, and create new ones of trade and of common action to meet 
these problems. | 

2. Iwo most important immediate problems to which projects 

should be tailored are both in area of communications—one linguistic 
-and other physical. First, educated Cambodians (now French speak- 

ing) must be taught English language to enable them to deal effee- 

tively with Thailand and other Asian neighbors, and provide channel 

* This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 
? Dated Dec. 7, p. 2349. 
* Telegram 221 from Phnom Penh, Nov. 8, is not printed. (790.5/11-354)
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; | | 
_ of communication with them. Second, rail, road, sea and air commu- 

nications must be expanded and strengthened between two countries. | 
_ 8. While we hope South Vietnam may be saved from ultimate Com- | 
-munist take-over, it is vital to plan against probability that Saigon | 
port and lower reaches of Mekong, on which Cambodian foreign trade 

- now depends, will soon be in Communist hands. If Cambodia is not | 
provided with other egress to outside world, nation will then be in | 
parlous situation. High priority projects this regard include deep | 
water port on Gulf of Siam (Embassy telegram 234) * and improve- | 
ment rail and road link with Thailand. Specific projects are: © | | 

(a). Immediate renovation of 25 miles railroad track from Poipet : 
to Aranh-Chas (this project now advanced planning stage will be | 
on loan basis, with rails and ties probably coming from stocks orig- | 

,  -Inally destined for Vietnam military aid). | oo | 
| (BY. Early establishment of through freight and passenger railroad 
_ service Bangkok-Phnom Penh. At present freight can be scheduled | 
| through if arranged in advance but passenger service not available. — | 

Although Thai rolling stock can operate in Cambodia, Cambodian pas- _ | 
: senger cars too large to transit Thailand tunnels and bridges. Early | 
| attention should be given to converting Cambodian stock to standard — 

sizes able to operate in Thailand, or to arranging agreement with Thai — | 
| Government for use of its cars on through service here. (Thais | 

presently refuse consider latter solution. ) | 
| (c). Continued extension of highway maintenance service and early \ 

widening of RN 5 and 6 (Phnom Penh—Poipet). | | i 
(d). At same time connections must be greatly improved. Although 

, now there are semi-weekly regular flights between Bangkok and — 
Phnom Penh more flight service necessary. MATS Bangkok-Saigon 
flight should include stop at Phnom Penh; and CAT airline project 

| (Embassy telegram 168)* should be expedited. Also agreement should | 
| be reached whereby Thai airlines as well as CAT would make addi-_ 
| tional stop in Siemreap to assist in developing mutually profitable 
| tourist trade, and take fullest advantage of historic cultural connec- | 
_ tions between these two countries. Eventually Air India, because of | 
| Indian origin Angkor, might be encouraged to develop Indian tourism 
| at Siemreap. | | 
| _ (e). Other useful projects this area would include extension to | | 
| Bangkok of VHF telecommunication project now under consideration 

between Phnom Penh and Saigon, and negotiation of agreement for | 
| freer Cambodian access to seaports which would provide terminal for 

sea lane from Cambodian ports to Thailand and outside areas. 
| (f). At same time uncertainty as to Saigon’s future makes it neces- | 
| sary to obtain Thai permission for use Bangkok port as sea terminus 

| for Cambodian export and imports. 

| 4. To facilitate cooperation and technical liaison, one of most urgent | 
: projects is establishment English language teaching program to break | 
! down barriers imposed by French culture between Laos and Cambodia | 

! ‘Telegram 234 from Phnom Penh, Nov. 6, is not printed. (951H.541/11-654) | | | 
| * Telegram 168 from Phnom Penh, Oct. 15, is not printed. (651.51G/10-1554) 

| |
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and other Asian states. If possible, advance stages this instruction 
could occur in Thailand, thus achieving at same time second objective | 

_ of strengthening ties between nationalities. — ) 
~ . 5. To as large extent as possible common economic and social: prob- 

_ -Jems in border areas should be solved cooperatively by Cambodia and 
; ‘Thailand. For example rinderpest control projects should be firmed up 
and Thailand-Cambodian cooperation encouraged. This would help 
prevent spread ‘of disease between countries and within them, and re- 

_move one possible cause friction between them. | 
 .6. Third major project area—training of Cambodian technicians 
and administrators—can be handled similarly to English language 
program. To considerable extent Thai training facilities should be used 
in training of Cambodian administrators and technicians needed in 

coming stage when Cambodia will be groping to equip itself with 
techniques necessary for survival in modern world. One such project 
about to begin is Thai training of Cambodian police personnel (Embtei_ 
207). OO | 
4, Fourth project area and most fertile field for strengthening Thai- 
Cambodian ties lies in Buddhist Church. Common religion, common — 
philosophic attitude toward things spiritual and temporal, constitute 
one of most important linking factors between two countries. This can 
be exploited tactfully and quietly. English language training and 

_ cultural exchange of bonzes and students in Buddhist schools would 
be effective ways to encourage better relations. At same time Cam- — 
bodian priests and students in Thailand would expose them to direct 
reflection of US attitudes and demonstrate effective western coopera- 
tion with oriental country so similar to theirs. No reason why Thai 

bonzes should not also come here. | | 
8. Re last sentence second paragraph and final paragraph reference 

telegram, believe it worth re-emphasizing that Cambodia’s principal 
orientation and most developed ties are with other Buddhist coun- 
tries of Southeast, Asia, which share Indian cultural Thai ethnic 
origins, and not in framework of former French colonial system. Cer- 

tainly relations between Cambodia and Vietnam must be improved 

and all possible ties strengthened or created, but these ties are now 

tenuous and factors tending to divide these states seem stronger than 

those linking them. Would thus be dangerously unrealistic to eschew 

any project which might be useful in bringing Thailand, Laos and 
Cambodia more closely together because of any fear that this might. 

drive wedge between three former Associated States. At present Cam- 

bodians are watching with alarm political developments in South 

Vietnam ‘and most of them are convinced that area doomed to fall to 

Viet Minh. Any development or any internal Vietnam project which 

‘Telegram 207 from Phnom Penh, Oct. 29, is not printed. (851H.501/10-2954)
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| serves to strengthen free Vietnam Government and bring South Viet- 
| nam more fully under its control will automatically better Cam- 

| bodian-Vietnam relations. . , | 
: Of first order of importance is Vietnam Government control of seas 
| and consequent stop to lawless Hoa Hao excursions into Cambodia and | 

depredations to Cambodian residents in South Vietnam (Embassy | 
| despatch 139).’7 Secondly and equally important is successful conclu- | 
| sion present quadripartite economic discussions in Paris, particularly | 

as related to Cambodian use of free port area in Saigon and free navi- 
gation of Mekong. Until South Vietnam is securely united against | 

| Communist threat, there is little chance that individual technical or 
| economic projects can overcome Cambodian fear and long bred dis- 

_ like for their eastern neighbor. In fact, our own propaganda, effort : 
against Viet Minh increases Cambodian enmity and fear of Vietnam. 
Although not a fastidious concept, we might as well accept fact that | 

| in psychological [terms?] it is easier to incite hatred than friendship. 
| In SE Asia generally it is more practical to fan secular smoldering 
| embers of dread of China than it is to speak wishfully of “strengthen- 
| ing ties with free Vietnam”. | | 

, McCurn rock 

| Despatch 139 from Phnom Penh, Dee. 4, is not printed. (651G.51H/12—454) 
| | : 

_--751G.00/12-1754 : Telegram 4 | | 
: The Secretary of State to the Department o f State a | | 

: 

| SECRET | | | Parts, December 17 , 1954—4 p. m. | po | | _ [Received 3:16 p. m.] _ | 
| Seeto 11. Limit distribution. Secretary and. Eden had general dis- | 
_ cussion last evening on Indo-China. Eden mentioned recent reports 
_ from McDonald and stressed the British concern re Vietnam. While | 

| situation in Cambodia was reassuring, and in Laos seemed improving, | 
| Vietnam was very vulnerable. There was some discussion re Diem | 

| during which Graves? indicated Diem lacked support. of sects, army, 
| police and Catholics of center. In fact he had little support and lacked | 
| ability to spark free Vietnam into energetic action. While he might be 
_ useful as figurehead, he did not have necessary qualities of leadership. | 
| Secretary recognized Diem’s deficiencies but said he had not heard | 

of any acceptable substitute. Therefore to discuss alternatives to Diem | 

) * Secretary Dulles was in Paris for the North Atlantic Council Meeting, Dec. 16- | 18. Briefing materials for the use of the Secretary in discussions on Indochina — | | during his stay in Paris are in Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 421. | | “Sir Hubert Graves, former British Ambassador in Vietnam who had recently | : : returned from that country for retirement. 

| |
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when there no acceptable alternative was simply to undermine him. 

He mentioned Senator Mansfield’s views.on the situation as indicative 
of general feeling in Foreign Relations Committee. 

Secretary said he understood possible alternative to Diem might 

be Bao Dai’s return to Vietnam and asked Eden’s reaction. Eden took 

dim view and said he had no confidence in Bao Dai to whom he 

referred as a “baccarat king”. Graves said Bao Dai’s return at present | 

would be premature but that this was a possibility which might ser1- 

ously be considered in the relatively near future if it was clear Diem 

had failed. | | : | 

Secretary then outlined General Collins’ concept re composition 

and mission of Vietnamese forces explaining cost to U.S. of such a 

program would be about $300 million, adding that over-all program 

for three Associated States was in order of magnitude of $500 million. — 

Secretary explained. this included $100 million for FEC and gave 

Eden latest info on French thinking on reduction of FEC. This was 

a tremendous investment, but Secretary believed we should do every- 

thing possible to try to hold south Vietnam and at least try in time to 

bolster Laos and Cambodia. Eden agreed and was obviously impressed 

- with the magnitude of the cost. _ | 
Secretary then outlined U.S. views re training Vietnamese. 

He told Eden that U.S. had no intention of increasing MAAG 

beyond the level obtained when Geneva agreement was signed. This 

raised real problem with respect to training Vietnamese and would 

require continuing use of French military personnel. He also explained 

that certain U.S. administrative personnel would be replaced by train- _ 

ing personnel, but we did not plan to go beyond the ceiling imposed by 

Geneva accord. Eden seemed much reassured and expressed full agree- 

ment with what Secretary had said, adding that continuation of 

French training personnel in Laos was vital. 

There was general discussion on desirability of engaging India’s 

responsibility with respect to preventing Laos and Cambodia falling 

into Communist hands. The Secretary said that anything Eden could 

do in this direction would be of great importance and commented that 

if India would be willing to effectively guarantee Laos and Cambodia 

against Communist domination, the U.S. would be glad to bow out of 

the picture. Eden said it would be very helpful if he could pass on to 

Nehru the Secretary’s thoughts about the importance of the role which 

India could play as outlined by the Secretary and the Secretary agreed 

that he could do so. Eden also indicated Pakistan, India and Burma — 

were moving in direction of recognizing Laos and Cambodia which 

_would also be helpful. | | , | 

As meeting was on point of breaking up, Secretary said he under- 

stood there had been suggestion of an informal tripartite (US-UK-
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_ French) meeting in Washington. He said he agreed to such a meeting 
but that it should be kept informal and serve as a focal point for an | 
exchange of views on Indo-China. Need for meeting to be secret was 
stressed in view of unfavorable reaction which would be caused in 
Australia and New Zealand and the Associated States if word leaked 
out the Big Three were discussing Indo-China. Eden fully agreed. : 
Atmosphere during meeting was extremely cordial with Eden ex- | 
pressing great appreciation for info and views given him by | 
Secretary.® | | 

| | | | DULLES 

*Counselor MacArthur, who accompanied Secretary Dulles to Paris, pursued | 
the question of Indochina in a discussion with Denis Allen of the British Delega- 

_ tion on Dec. 17. MacArthur’s memorandum of that conversation is in Conference 
files, lot 60 D 627, CF 421. | oe | : 

851G.131/12-1754 : Telegram a 
The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State - a 

SECRET PRIORITY Paris, December 17, 1954—6 p. m. | 

os | [Received 3:28 p. m.] 

. 2582. Repeated information Saigon 380, Phnom Penh 46, Vientiane 
30. Department pass FOA. This is joint Embassy-USOM/F message. 

| Reference: Deptel 2488 to Saigon, repeated information 2215 to 

| Paris, Dec 15.1 
1. Meeting requested by FinMin Faure was held afternoon Decem- 

| ber 16. Present were Governor Stassen, Under Secretary Treasury | 

| Burgess,? Timmons and McGrew (Embassy and USQOM/F), Glendin- | 

| ning and Taylor (Treasury). On French side Faure was accompanied. 
! by Delouvrier, Wormser (FonOff), Sadrin and reps Min Associated — 

: States. _ | 
| 2. Faure opened by saying there were four subjects he wished to — | 

| discuss with Governor Stassen. They were: 1954 Indochina aid pro- | 

| gram for French Expeditionary Corps (FEC); 1954 program for | 

: Associated States Forces (ASF) ; aid for FEC in calendar 1955; and | 
| offshore procurement. Last subject, which not related Indo-China ques- | 

| tions, being reported separate telegram. , | 
| 38. Faure noted that normal reimbursements under 1954 Indochina | 

| aid program have been resumed and he expressed to Governor Stassen | 

| appreciation of French Government forthisaction. = | | 

| : 1In telegram 2488 to Paris, Dec. 15, not printed, the Department of State ad- | 
| vised the Embassy that more guidance on the aid question would be forthcoming | 
| after the Stassen—Faure discussion of the subject. (851G.131/12-1254) 

2"W. Randolph Burgess, Under Secretary of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs. |
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4, With respect 1954 FEC program, Faure referred to recent series 
_ of discussions Washington and Paris between reps two governments 

on this question, beginning with Stassen—Bonnet conversation -on No- 
vember 24.° Faure stated his understanding that program would now 
go forward on basis originally agreed except that no reimbursements 
would be made for matériel not delivered into Indo-China before 
December 31, 1955. He indicated further that French would of course _ 
take all reasonable measures to exclude from shipments to Indo-China 
matériel not actually needed there. Governor Stassen replied that since 
circumstances upon which original program had been based had under- 
gone substantial change, he could not give assurance at this time that 
modification re matériel would be only exception it might prove neces- 
sary to make. He indicated he could not go beyond this position at. 
present time. Faure said that he of course understood the practical 
problems involved, and expressed belief that program could be com- 
pleted in manner satisfactory toboth parties. = 885 —™ 

5. As regards 1954 ASF program, Faure said only one problem out- 
| standing, ie., question of Associated States defense contribution. He 

recapitulated figures already transmitted. Washington (see Paris 
Tousfo 316, rptd Usom 60 to Saigon, December 1) * showing reduction © 
in estimated total cost ASF in 1954 from 1953 [sic] billion francs to 168 

_ billion francs, and stated that even more recent estimates, which were __ 
still tentative, indicated that total cost would probably not exceed 145 
billion francs. Faure pointed out that such a reduction in cost would 
yield fairly large savings. He said that in these circumstances he wished 
propose that September 1953 agreement * be executed as written, ice., 

_ that both the “contribution” and the “savings” clauses be maintained | 
and applied. Thus part of savings would go to the French to offset 
their contingent liability to make up shortfall below 60 billion francs 
in Associated States contribution and remainder of savings would 
accrue to US Government, thereby reducing the $385 million aid 

_ commitment. - 

6. Governor Stassen replied that contribution and savings clauses in | 
September 1953 agreement had been based on assumption that savings 
in question would arise from more efficient utilization of funds. How- 
ever, the savings now under discussion will result from cessation hos- 
tilities. It therefore seems to US Government that question of savings | 
should be re-examined and a new settlement arrived at with French 

_ Government, which would meet expectation on part of US public and 

* See footnote 8, p. 2284. 
‘Not printed. | | 
* For the U.S.-French exchange of letters, Sept. 29, 1953, see p. 812.
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US Congress that we should benefit. from these changed circumstances. 
US view is certainly that*we should seek’obtain maximum contribution 
by Associated States (principally, of course, Vietnam) which they can | 
‘reasonably be expected to bear without undue drain on their resources. 
US and French representatives Saigon are undoubtedly in best position 
to evaluate what amount as contribution'should be. It therefore seems 
advisable to ask them to make such a joint evaluation and report their 
conclusions to US and French Govts. In light their findings problem of 
how to distribute total costs 1954 ASF program could be thereupon | 
considered further. In reply to question from French, Governor 

- Stassen made it clear that he dogs not envisage any discussion of mat- 
‘ter with Vietnamese Government at ‘this particular time. For time 

_ being consultations would be on strictly bilateral basis between Gen- 
eralsCollinsand Ely | eo | 

7. Faure stated he welcomed Governor Stassen’s suggestion and 
that he was willing request General Ely to undertake joint study with | 
General Collins of question size Associated States contribution. Faure 

said that French Government had only undertaken to guarantee 60 

billion franc Associated States contribution on basis that any savings | 

would first be used by French to offset any shortfall in 60 billion franc | 
AS contribution. Faure reiterated that he did not foresee any possi- | 
bility of contribution by French Government towards 60 billion franc 

figure. He referred again to 145 billion franc revised estimate of total | 

1954 costs (expenditures to date have amounted to 108 billion francs) | 

and stated that since it now appeared certain that total savings would ) 

be large (approximately 50 billion francs), it seemed probable to him | 

that satisfactory agreement could be worked out which would avoid | 
necessity any French contribution and at same time would assure US 
Government of considerable savings. Faure underlined French belief : 
that Associated States can and should pay a total of 45 billion francs, | 

and that if French and US hold to such a position, this amount will | 

be forthcoming. He added that of course if US wishes see Associated | 

States pay less, French would naturally have no objection as long as | 
no contribution from France was expected. | | a 

8. Re US aid to FEC in calendar 1955, Faure said that although | 

French Government did not yet have full information from General | 
Ely, their opinion at present time is that. proposed $100 million US aid | 

figure appears very low in relation to needs. He asked Governor Stas- | 

sen to comment on how US sees this problem. Gov Stassen said that | 

US realizes that if French cannot contribute more than 60 billion 

francs toward FEC costs in 1955, this amount plus $100 million US 

aid (35 billion francs) would mean a considerable reduction in FEC | 

| | 

|
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during 1955. The US strategic concept is that it is impossible for FEC 
or AS national armies to constitute force capable of stopping maxi- 
mum aggressive action from North Vietnam. US position that we must 
rely on SEATO to accomplish this purpose, and AS a deterrent, and 
that mission of forces in South Vietnam should be primarily that of 
providing for internal security of that area. 

9. Gov Stassen added that US has reviewed its world-wide commit- 
ments, resources and priorities under Mutual Security Program, and 
that it does not appear that US will be able to make available more 
than $100 million of aid for FEC in 1955. He remarked that this $100 

_ million figure will be made up partly from counterpart accruing from 
FY 1953 and previous aid allocations to France, and partly from new 
dollars drawn from FY 1955 appropriations. 

~ 10. Delouvrier explained that irrespective of rate at which FEC 
repatriated in 1955, total expenditures will approach a figure of 130 
billion francs. Deducting from this figure the 50 billion franc French 
contribution and 35 billion francs of American aid ($100 million), a 
gap is left of 35 billion francs. Faure said problem is: how can this 
gap be closed? Referring to fact that General Ely arriving Paris 
evening December 17, Faure inquired whether it would be possible 
have further discussion with Governor Stassen on December 18, after 
French Government had had opportunity to consult with Ely. Gover- 
nor Stassen said that he would be agreeable to a further meeting on 
‘Saturday, the hour to be fitted into the NATO schedule.* He inquired 
what force goals the 130 billion franc total cost estimate assumes. 
Delouvrier stated that French will repatriate 12,000 men per month 
during first half 1955, bringing total strength of FEC down to 70,000- 
80,000 level as of July 1. For second half calendar 1955, General Ely is 
bringing a proposal which he has been discussing with General Collins. 
French remarked that 180 billion franc figure assumes a very low total 
strength of FEC at end calendar 1955, and that this planning assump- 
tion would not necessarily be in accord with recommendations that 
General Ely is bringing to Paris. French added that perhaps even for 
an internal security mission, FEC will need considerably more men | 
at end 1955 than are envisaged in plan on which 130 billion franc figure 
based. 7 | 

11. Separate telegram follows regarding proposal for consultations 
in Saigon envisaged paras 6 and 7 above. 

: DILLon 

*In telegram 2609 from Paris, Dec. 20, the Embassy reported that the Stassen— 
Faure meeting contemplated for Saturday, Dec. 18, had not been held due to the 
fact that the French had not had sufficient time to consult with General Ely. 
(751G.5 MSP/12-2054)
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751G.00/12-1754 | — : 

_ Memorandum .by Ambassador Donald R. Heath to the Assistant | 
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Robertson) | 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,| December 17, 1954. 

Subject: Comments on Saigon Telegram 2308 * | | 

1. The situation in Viet-Nam at the time of General Collins’ arrival 

on November 7 might be described as follows: — 

a. The French had lost a disastrous battle at Dien Bien Phu and 
that Communist military victory had been compounded by a humiliat- 
ing diplomatic defeat for the Free World at Geneva. The Communists 
had achieved a level of international recognition and position through 
these developments far exceeding any previous status. | | 
_ 6. Ngo Dinh Diem took office on July 7. He was the first “National- 
ist” to assume the Prime Ministership. He was and is, anti-French, 
anti-Communist and personally honest. He is politically inept, stub- 
born and suspicious. In his four months of responsibility he had been | | 
faced with massive opposition, including a rebellious Army Chief who | | 
allegedly was an unwitting tool of the Communists, active French op- | 
position and many other discouraging factors. | : 

c. There is every evidence that the French did not want Diem to 
succeed. Reluctant acceptance by La Chambre (September) and 
Mendes-France (November) of the U.S. thesis of support of Diem, 
principally because of the lack of ‘a better qualified candidate, may 
have eased French pressures against him but did not result in full | 

: French support. | | | 

| 2. Since General Collins’ arrival, the latter has attempted to achieve | 
a rapid solution, at least partially based on the concept that Collins’ | 
mission is temporary and a settlement appeared called for by the time _ | 

| of his originally scheduled departure in mid-January. (Since ex- | 

| _tended). General Collins’ recommendations are now based on the cir- | 
: cumstances of a satisfactory settlement prior to January 1. If no solu- | 

tion is found, he recommends: | | 

| a. Continued support of Diem for a short period but without com- | 
| mitting specific U.S. aid programs. a | 
| 6. Recalling Bao Dai, if acceptable to U.S. \ 

| c. Revaluation of our plans for assisting Southeast Asia. _ , \ 
| d. If the situation continues without substantial progressive action 
| to withhold support to the Viet-Nam Army and to increase support of 
| the French Expeditionary Corps while evacuating our MDAP | 
| matériel. | | 

8. In our view, General Collins’ recommendations ignore the basic 
| factor that we would assist a Communist takeover by a withholding of 
| our aid, even if it must necessarily be given to a government which is 
| less than perfect. | : 

! ‘Dated Dee. 16, p. 2879. 

| |
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~The Secretary has analyzed the situation as one in which we are con- 
ducting a time buying operation. If we withhold our support to Viet- 

- Nan, it will.be taken over sooner than if we extend smaller ‘aid, at a 
figure of about a third of last year. In the meantime, we will proceed _ 
to do.what we.can to strengthen Cambodia, Laos and Thailand. This is 
‘Iny understanding of the Secretary’s policy. | 

4. I recommend we inform the Secretary and General Collins that 
we recognize the dangers posed by the above policy, but that in the lack 
of more useful alternatives’that we will continue to support Diem, 
because there is no one to take his place who would serve U.S. objectives 

_ any better. This includes the Bao Dai solution which is opposed by the 
facts of Bao Dai’s lack of support in Viet-Nam and his past demon- 
‘strations of inability to govern. The fear that a fiscal commitment of 

over $300 million plus our national prestige would be lost in a gamble _ 
on the retention of Free Viet-Nam isa legitimate one, but the withhold- 
ing of our support at this juncture would almost inevitably have a far 
worse effect. _ | 

Recommendation: : 
That the attached telegram be approved and sent.? 

~ * The attachment does not accompany the source text. However, the source text 
bears the following handwritten notation: “See (1) Deptel 2273 Paris (2486 
Saigon) Dec. 17/54. (751G.00/12-1754) secret (2) Deptel 2274 Paris (2487 
Saigon) Dec. 17/54. 751G.00/12-1754 TS.” For the telegrams under reference, see 
pp. 2393 and 2394. 

751G.5 MSP/12-1754 : Telegram | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam + 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, December 17, 1954—5 p. m. 
2477. 1. FYI planning now under way here for OCB and NSC re- 

view US policies and. operations in three Associated States. Subject 
tentatively set for NSC meeting January 21. This should be taken into 
account in making appraisals basic prospects for US programs in three 
Associated States as suggested Deptel 2130 to Saigon repeated Phnom 
Penh 167 and Vientiane 115.2 Some concern felt in Washington agen- 
cies over US taking on direct aid and other responsibilities on or about 
January 1 before basic appraisal available for OCB and NSC con- 

_ sideration. Gen Collins mid-January target dates have been conveyed 
_ to OCB and high level agencies concerned. 

* Drafted by Young of PSA. Also sent to Phnom Penh as 217, to Vientiane as 
155, and to Paris for information as 2268. 

* Dated Nov. 26, p. 2309.
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| 2. At OCB meeting Dec 15 Saigon’s 2250, repeated Paris 706,° 2261 
| repeated Paris 710, and 2168 repeated Paris 681 * summarized. Brief- 

| ing put particular emphasis on minute of understanding re Vietnam- 
ese armed forces. Paragraph one of memo for record read entirely. | 

State and Defense urgently drafting telegram for French and US gov- 
| ernmental approval minute of understanding. Also discussed area ap- 

| proach mainland Southeast Asia, Diem problem, French policies re 
Viet Minh, and tentative projected costs US programs fiscal 55 and 56 4 | , lve pro} er 

| three Associated States. | 

| 8. Also summarized Phnom Penh’s 352 repeated Saigon 367, Paris 
| 185,° and Vientiane’s 174 repeated Saigon 250, Paris and Phnom Penh | 

| unnumbered.’ | 

| | | Hoover 

* Dated Dec, 18, p. 2362. | | : 
| _ ‘Dated Dee. 14, p. 2366. | ! 
| * See footnote 5, p. 2372. | | 
| * See footnote 7, p. 2373. _ | | 
: * Dated Dec. 10, p. 2357. | | | 

| 751G.00/12-1754 : Telegram | | | | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy wm France * : 

SECRET WasuHinetTon, December 17, 1954—9: 33 p. m. | 
PRIORITY | 

| 

| 2273. Limit distribution. Collins and MacArthur from Robertson. | 
| Regarding Collins’ 2308,2 Senator Mansfield dictated following views: 

| “On basis of facts contained in dispatches shown me in our discus- | 
| sions, situation in South Viet-Nam seems boiled down totwo questions: | 
| - Will the return of Bao Dai act materially and in manner consistent 
| with our policy to break political impasse in Saigon? What are impli- 
| cations of recommendation of General Collins that we go along with 
| Diem for few weeks and if it still seems that situation is insoluble to 
| consider possibility of withdrawing from Viet-Nam entirely? As for 
| return of Bao Dai, it is difficult see what he could accomplish in Saigon | 
| toward unification of factions that he cannot accomplish from France. 
| It is difficult to see how, after universal estimate of him by French and 

American officials in Saigon and Paris just few months ago to effect 
i he was detrimental factor, he can now become helpful factor. If there 

| are nevertheless reasons for believing that this change has occurred, 
: reasons which are not evident to me from dispatches or conversations, : 
! then I would suppose that Department would have to give serlous.con- | 

| sideration to possibility. It should be kept in mind, however, that | 
| Bao Dai has worked with Communists before. Advocacy of his return, | 
| particularly if it originates in French quarters, may well be part of _ | 
: French strategy to work out some sort of modus vivendi with Commu- | 

| 1 Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Also sent priority to Saigon as telegram 2486. 
| * Dated Dec. 16, p. 2379. __ | 

| | 
| 
|
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nists in north. (We believe Senator mistaken regarding Bao Dai work- 
ing with Communists. He joined Viet Minh when it was nationalist 
rebellion but deserted it after he discovered its Communist direction.) 
“As for second question relative to possible disengagement of United 

States from situation South Viet-Nam, it seems to me that following 
questions are relative: (1) Is Quat or persons like Bay Vien or Tam, 
persons apparently not now acceptable to Bao Dai, essential to de- 
velopment of an independent, stable, non-Communist Viet-Nam? (2) 
Is Diem completely opposed or unamenable to the inclusion of such 
persons in his Government? I cannot advise on the making of these 
judgments from an office in Washington. It would seem to me that 
even the Department cannot make them without fullest evaluations 
from field from men who are fairly familiar with the intricacies of 
personalities and totality of factors involved. In the event, however, 
that the answers to above questions are in the affirmative, then General 
Collins’ recommendation is extremely pertinent. If we do withdraw in 
manner suggested by General, we mav expect in my judgment that 
Diem Government will fall and that French will choose its successor 
with an eye to carrying out whatever policies they have in mind in 
connection with Viet Minh Communists under Ho Chi Minh. From 
our national point of view, it seems to me that actions which we con- 
template in this or any other crisis which may arise in Viet-Nam 
should cut through personality squabbles. Actions can easily be dis- 
torted by these and should be based: on one question: Will actions 

_ contribute to development of stable, independent non-Communist Gov- 
ernment in Viet-Nam and are they within our prudent capacity to 
discharge. If they are not then in my judgment they should be 
avoided.” 

Hoover 

751G.00/12-1754 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? 

TOP SECRET WasHINGTON, December 17, 1954—10: 26 p. m. 

NIACT 

2274. Limit distribution. Saigon tel 2303 rptd Paris 724.2 
- 1. Re para. 8a reftel, concur in principle. Department concerned 

lest indications US delay consummating agreements add to confusion | 
and defeatism we are trying to remove. However, any postponement 

- few weeks could be explained by number procedural or mechanical 
reasons. But agreements or understandings must be flexibly drafted 
with escape provisions in case Vietnamese civil and military authori- 
ties reveal unwillingness or inability carry out undertakings. 

*Drafted by Heath and Young (PSA). The Embassy in France was asked to 
pass this message to MacArthur who was with the Secretary’s party. Repeated 
priority to Saigon for the information of General Collins as telegram 2487. 

* Dated Dee. 16, p. 2379. |
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2. Re para. 8b, we do not consider return of Bao Dai is inconsistent | 
with continuance Diem Government. Luyen told Heath in Paris that 
he favored Bao Dai’s return around first of year. Recently in Paris | 
Bao Dai expressed continuing support Diem and on his return to Viet- 
nam would conceivably continue Diem as Prime Minister. Question is 
whether Bao Dai can exert more influence on Vietnamese political sit- 
uation from France or in Saigon to stimulate urgently needed actions 
and amalgamate national army. During LaChambre and Mendes- 
France talks Washington, French opposed his return Vietnam and : 
sought our views on plan for his eventual elimination. Suggest Secre- 
tary ascertain Mendes-France views on Bao Dai return to Saigon in f 
near future. Despite possibility unfavorable reaction in US, France | 
and free Asian countries to his return, we would be prepared to accept 
it provided that he would exert his authority towards prompt initia- ! 

tion of agrarian and other reforms. | 
3. As prerequisite possible US aid and undertakings Vietnam, De- : 

partment believes Diem should quickly and clearly indicate willingness | 
take or allow immediate actions set in motion urgently needed army | 
reorganization and agrarian reform program. These are obviously of 

_ primary importance in combatting Communists. Inauguration of these 

reforms in turn depends on ability and drive of responsible members _ | 

_ Vietnamese Government. If Generals Ty and Vy are up to their jobs | 

and given free hand by Diem they should be able with Collins’ guid- _ | 

ance and American training and financial assistance to build strong 

cohesive army. Against such development the problem of the separate © 

armies of the sects and other problems as well might well diminish in | 

importance during next six months. | 
4. In Department’s opinion crucial test of Diem’s ability to govern | 

Free Vietnam and stem Communist propaganda and infiltration 

_ among the masses is energetic and immediate initiation of army reor- | 

ganization and land reform. Complexities of land reform in South | 

Vietnam including problem of large holdings of Vietnamese French _ | 
_ and the church are realized. It is not expected there would be any im- | 

mediate and radical division of large holdings in favor of landless | | 
_ peasants. But real start should no longer be delayed. The experience 

- of land reform in Formosa should be useful. | 
5. While regrettable in view of his past Department has no fixed ! 

objection to suggestion in your previous telegram that Bay Vien be 

made Interior Minister provided that he would agree divest himself | 

of the gambling concession which runs out we understand in February 

next. The Department understands that Diem has no fixed objections to | 

_ Bay Vien’s Sureté Chief Sang of whom Diem has said he has efficiency | 
and a basic if somewhat overlaid honesty and patriotism. 

578-611 0 82 - 64 (Pt. 2)
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| 6. These comments are of course affected by our awareness of the 
importance you attach to avoidance of conditions militating against 

successful development of London—-Paris agreements on European 

security. . a | 
7. As interim solution of Dr. Quat problem.and to prepare him ‘for 

possible future responsibilities Department suggests for Saigon’s con- 

sideration he be sent to States on brief thedical travel grant.. a 
8. Robertson saw Mansfield today re Collins 2303 and 2285.3 Sena- 

tor’s view in subsequent telegram.* SO | 

Hoover 

’ Dated Dec. 15, p. 2375. 
* Supra. 

751G.00/12-1754 : Telegram , | 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State | 

SECRET _ Sarcon, December 17, 1954—9 p. m. 

) [Received December 18—1:22 a. m.] 

9334. Repeated information Paris 727. Paris for MacArthur. From 

Collins. | 
I. | | 
1. I saw Ely off for Paris 16th. Ely said he had told Diem previous 

day that while he accepted appointment of Minh as Defense Minister, 

he continued feel strongly Quat should be in government. Diem replied 

to Ely that sects strongly opposed Quat and feared him as potential 

successor to Diem. | 

2. Diem also told Ely he now felt army backed him fully, that every 

where he went people applauded him, and there was evidence of grow- 

ing popular support for his government. He added that reports of Viet 

Minh penetration and activities are greatly exaggerated. Ely com- 

mented to me that Diem appeared surprisingly satisfied and optimistic, 

and gave him the impression of being “a man in a dream”. 

3, I told Ely I had reports that Diem had said Ely agreed with 

Prime Minister that this was no time to risk political upheaval by 

naming Quat to Defense against wishes of the sects, and that Diem 

had indicated Ely’s approach to present problems was very different 

from mine. (This reported to me by Fishel.) Ely denied that anything 

he had said to Diem could justify such inference, and reminded me one 

of Diem’s tactics was to attempt to create divisions between French 

and Americans. He repeated he had urged Diem take Quat into gov- 

ernment. Before boarding plane, Ely told me he had repeated this. 

recommendation to Foreign Minister Tran Van Do, who was also at 

airport, for transmittal to Diem.
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4, Later same morning I called. on Diem and said I had been in- _ 
formed of his decision not to appoint Quat, but to promote Minh to | 
head Defense Ministry. I said such decision was of course within his | 
prerogatives but that I continued believe failure take Quat into gov- | 
ernment was grave mistake. | | 
5..Diem ‘said that now army problem is resolved, he will leave all _ | 

defense administrative matters to Minh and concentrate on urgent | 
reforms and other matters he had to neglect during army crisis. Iasked _ 
if Minh would be authorized prescribe Vy’s duties as inspector general. | 
‘Diem said he had asked Vy put:in writing his ideas of what his job — | 

_ should be. I asked if decision this:‘matter would be left to Minh. Diem | 
replied determination would be made by Minh and “chief of govern- 
ment”, a . | | 

| 6. I remarked to Diem his failure name Quat seemed confirm veto | 

__ power of sects over any cabinet appointments. Diem said sects must be 
| handled tactfully until army has.reached degree of training, reorga- | 

nization and redeployment which will permit government impose its | 
| will on sects. I-asked how long this would take. Diem replied two | 

months. og ! 
| _%. [asked Diem if he had given further thought to naming Interior | 
_ Minister. Diem said he had been trying find suitable candidate, but | 
| that all men he had approached were reluctant take on job until prob- | 
_ lem of sects was resolved. I asked if Diem would consider naming Bay | 
| Vien (Binh Xuyen) to Interior. Prime Minister said Binh Kuyen | 
| already have Police and if they were given rest of Interior, sects would | 
| cause trouble. Moreover, Diem would be unwilling turn over entire | 
| internal administrative machinery to Binh Xuyen. Although Binh | 
| Xuyen have so far acted correctly in directing Police, Diem is fearful | 

they may ultimately attempt action against government and is anxious | 
for army to be made effective counterbalance to Binh Xuyen power. | 

| However, Diem is prepared to name Bay Vien Minister of State, give | 
| him seat on National Defense Council and charge of Youth Ministry. | 
_ _ Icommented that in view of Bay Vien’s past history, hisappointment | 
| to head Youth Ministry would cause adverse reactions in US. | | 
| 8. I remarked to Diem that he had probably seen reports of news | 
_ stories published in Washington to effect US and France had agreed | 
| on national army force levels and a US program of direct military aid 
| and training. I said the story was inaccurate in that no such decision 

would be taken without prior consultation with Vietnamese, and that _ 
| US Government has not, in fact, reached decision as to furnishing 

military aid to Vietnam. Diem registered no reaction. | 
9. Diem concluded conversation by saying there are many favorable | 

aspects in present situation. He said my arrival and settlement of quar-
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rel with Hinh had caused wave of hope. Government can now concen- 
trate on constructive programs and is already taking measures to 
increase its appeal to the people. 

ITT. 

10. Reference Deptel 2444.1 IT had already -had conversation with 
Diem described part II this message before receiving reference tele- 
gram, and since Minh’s appointment as Defense Minister is now offi- 
cial there is nothing to gain at this point from using Mansfield’s name 
to support Quat for the post. However, I shall not fail to tell Diem 
that Mansfield hopes Prime Minister will be able take Quat into his 
government. 

KIppER 

* Dated Dee. 15, p. 2378. 

751G.00/12-1854 : Telegram 

The Consul at Hanoi (Corcoran) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Hanor, December 18, 1954—9 a. m. 

531. Sent Saigon 676, pouched Paris unnumbered. Ballachey, politi- 
cal advisor Canadian delegation and Kilgour, Secretary General ICC 
for operations, today described last night’s performance of plays and 
dances at Hanoi municipal theater on occasion inauguration “National 
Festival of Players”. Brief summary their comments follows: 

(1) All items of performance except some ancient Vietnamese 
dances had propaganda motif. 

(2) Stressed current party line especially attacks on “American 
imperialism”, Diem and to lesser extent French colonialists. = 

(3) Thoai, deputy to Ha Van Lau on Viet Minh liaison mission, 
remarked that Viet Minh had not yet figured out how to give “sig- 
nificance” to ancient dances. Ballachey told him they had significance 
enough from Vietnamese historical point of view and should not be 
tampered with. 

(4) Soviet Ambassador and Pham Van Dong’ shared their one box 
with ICC representatives in positions of next importance. No high 
ranking Chinese were present despite Radio Viet Minh report today 
that ChiCom Ambassador had presided with Russian. 

(5) Program mentioned in several places past Chinese invasion of 
Vietnam. _ oo 

(6) One group performers, said to be Catholic and including one 
French girl in Western dress sang French Christmas carols. Thoai 
described this as evidence freedom of religion. 

(7) Program mentioned 25 different racial minorities of Vietnam 
and many of these groups were represented in songs and dances. 

CoRcORAN 

1Deputy Premier and Minister for Foreign Affairs, Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam.
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 421 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff (Radford) * | 

TOP SECRET | [ Parts, ] 18 December 1954. | 

General Ely paid a call on me this morning and to my surprise had | 

no request to make for any support in any new line of action. Itturned | 

out to be no more than a courtesy call and although he answered ques- | 

tions frankly, the net result of the information which I obtained was to | 

the effect that General Ely was working with General Collins in sup- | 

port of the Diem Government and had no recommendations to make at 

this time for any change of policy. In answer to a question, he stated 

unequivocally that the over-all situation in South Viet Nam was such, | 

that a good strong government could win the elections in 1956i1f sucha | 

government was established not later than next month. | 

In answer to questions as to whether in his opinion Diem could estab- ( 

lish such a government, Ely said that Diem should be able to succeed | 
because two strong nations were backing him. Ely had no recommenda- | 

tions for a change since he was supporting his governments policies 

and was not free to even consider any one but Diem. He did say that 

many French criticised him for this stand but that he was maintaining | 

it. In answer to a question, Ely did admit that it was his opinion that = 

the French Expeditionary Forces should not be reduced below approxi- | 

mately 75,000, which number he felt should be reached by July 1955 : 

_ and held until the situation clarified. (I gathered that he actually 

| meant that this number should be maintained until the elections were | 

held.) This figure was also subject to revision depending upon the | 

| success obtained in the rebuilding of the Viet Namese Army. At, the | 

| same time, Ely felt that it was necessary to keep the majority of the | 

| French Expeditionary Forces in the Saigon—Cap St. Jacques Area as 

| a stabilizing influence to show the people of South Viet Nam that they | 

were not being abandoned. | | 

| In regard to the necessity for the establishment of a strong South _ | 

| Viet Namese Government at an early date, I asked General Ely if | 

_ Prime Minister Diem had been given any indication to this effect. In | 

_ other words, had Diem been told that he had to produce or else. General | 

| Ely laughed and said that he had shaken up Diem so often that he | 

' could hardly talk to him now, and was leaving this matter largely up | 

| to General Collins, who, he felt, had clearly indicated to Diem that he | 

| must produce a strong government in the near future. I asked Ely if | 

| - the Viet Namese Army had really deteriorated a great deal in the last | 

_ few months. He stated that he did not feel that it had deteriorated as | 

— | 
| 1This conversation with General Ely occurred at the Hotel Talleyrand at 10: 30 | 

a. m. on Dec. 18. A marginal notation on the source text indicates that this memo- | 

| randum was seen by the Secretary of State. 

| 

| | |
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much as was being said. It had suffered, of course, from the political _ 
actions of General Hinh, but I gathered that Ely was not too con- 
cerned in this respect. I asked him about Generals Ty and Vy, and 
what he thought of them. He said he thought that General Ty was the 
master-sergeant type and that General Vy was smarter. Ely said that 
General Collins thought perhaps they might be a good combination 
since General Ty, not being very bright, would be easy for our MAAG 
to work with. | 

ARTHUR RaprFrorp 

751G.00/12-1954 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State} 

TOP SECRET NIACT Paris, December 19, 1954—4 p. m. 

2601. Repeated information Saigon 388, London 654. Limit distribu- 
tion—Saigon for Collins. Tripartite discussions on Indochina took _ 
place this afternoon? at Matignon. | 

Dulles opened conversations by greeting Ely and citing appreciation 
of cooperation he had shown U.S. authorities in Vietnam. Ely gave 
report current situation at Mendes’ suggestion. He said first point to be 
cleared up after Collins arrived was settlement Government-—national 
army conflict. Accomplished by means Bao Dai’s recall Hinh. Second 
was to try prepare program for Diem Government. This done but 
question now how to get Diem accept formula. Theirs was how 
strengthen Diem. Ely and Collins tried introduce Quat who is better 

politician and administrator than Diem into government but sects and 
Diem balked. He said only suggestion ever accepted by Diem was 
appointment Minh as Minister Defense. 

Mendes interrupted to make two points. First that Collins and Ely 
thought that Ministries of Interior and National Defense should be 
combined. Both offices are concerned with internal affairs and it is un- 
necessary separate them at this time. Diem had refused this suggestion 
too. Second point was that working groups had been established in 
Saigon to suggest reforms to government both administrative and 
agrarian. Not a single reform suggested accepted by Diem. Mendes 
described Diem’s approach as wholly negative. French Government 
now considered that as a result of today’s talks strong approach would 
have to be made to Diem. Suggestions should be precise and energetic. 
There was no time left to allow for anything less. Mendes wished re- 
affirm his past agreement with Secretary’s thesis that we must do our 
maximum to permit Diem Government to succeed. Now he wished add 
that he was no longer sure that even maximum would help. He said | 

+ This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 
* The meeting occurred on Dec. 18. .
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we must now have alternate formula in mind. Without varying from | 
our stated purpose of supporting Diem Government as long as it exists | 
we must now prepare in our minds for alternative. | 

Secretary replied that he recognized task in South Vietnam was | 
difficult one. Difficult because it required that government be built of | 
indigenous peoples with little or no experience. Moreover, they had to | 
build in time of great stress following military defeat, temporary | 
partition and while there was great influx of refugees from north. Sec- | 
retary regarded basic factors as favorable. People were opposed te | 
communism and had great natural resources. They had exportable 
surplus. They received greater aid from abroad than north. Beginning | 
of joint Franco-U.S. task difficult, but situation was much improved | 
now that there was full cooperation between French and American 
authorities. Problem must not be approached between French and 
American authorities. Problem must not be approached in spirit of | 
defeatism. Only serious problem we have not yet solved is that of in- 
digenous leadership. We cannot expect it to be solved ideally because 
there is no tradition among indigenous people for self-government. | 

We must get along with something less good than best. 
Secretary continued to say that he had no personal judgment of per- | 

sonalities involved, but our indications were that. Diem was best man | 
available in spite of failings. We visualized cabinet with broad appeal : 
and. authority. This vision has not been realized. Diem appears to be | 
man constitutionally incapable of making decisions. US not committed | 
to Diem in any irrevocable sense. We have accepted him because we | 
knew of no one better. Developments have confirmed our fears as to | 
his limitations but no substitute for him has yet been proposed. Those | 
suggested in past varied from month to month. Now it is claimed that | 
only Bao Dai can save situation. If that is case, then we must indeed | 
be desperate. Secretary’s view we should continue back Diem but exert | 
more pressure on him to make changes we consider necessary. Secre- | 
tary finished by asking whether Ely had, with Collins, already applied | 
maximum pressures to Diem. | | 

Ely replied they had and that both were now virtually convinced ! 
that it was hopeless to expect anything of Diem. Nevertheless they | 
continued pressures. Secretary asked whether Diem had yet been con- | 

fronted with ultimatum that unless such and such were done by certain | 

date our support would be withdrawn. Ely said he had not. He char- 

acterized Diem as extremely pig-headed man who became more so | 

under pressure. Secretary asked if this meant that ultimatum would : 
make him more stubborn and Ely replied it would. | 

Mendes then pursued subject with Ely who stated that he felt that 
to exert too much pressure on Diem was not in keeping with the new 
independent status of Vietnam and that.in any case such pressure | 

| 
|
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should not be exerted jointly but separately by himself and Collins. 
Moreover, he described Diem as having tendency play one man against 
other in typical Asiatic style and that this was to be avoided. He com- 
mented on Diem’s own difficulties, especially those he had had in 
reconciling sects. Principal question was to decide now whether Diem 
was really man capable of national union. He and Collins must decide 
that question. 

Secretary stated that he was opposed to issuance ultimatum until 
| we know what we would do if it were rejected. At the moment we have 

nothing else to offer, he commented. Mendes recommended that we 
approach Bao Dai because of his legal powers and usefulness and fact 
that presumably would have to appoint any successor to Diem. He | 
had proven in Hinh case that he could be useful and Mendes felt that 
Bao Dai could again serve purpose. He could be used to put alternate 
plan into effect if ultimatum to Diem failed. Secretary commented 
that he realized that we must be prepared to use Bao Dai but felt 
that we must go to him prepared with our own ideas and not simply 
to accept his. Mendes agreed but commented that Bao Dai’s personal 
position had weakened recently. In spite of this fact, he still repre- 
sented legality and could serve in future if “legality” had to be pro- 
vided to any step we would wish to take. 
Mendes then spoke of a plan French have been considering. First 

phase was to ask Bao Dai to place on spot in Vietnam a representa- 
tive who would exercise Bao Dai’s authority. He would be “delegate” 
or viceroy. He would have full authority to use Bao Dai’s powers. Use- 
fulness would persist even if Diem should succeed for he could act 
as supreme arbitrator to settle squabbles. 

Mendes said that French were now prepared to talk to Bao Dai 
along these lines and urge him establish viceroy without delay. 

French also proposed approach Bao Dai with view reinforcing 
present govt and preparing legal grounds for new one if it should be 

| found necessary. | | 
Eden intervened to state that in his opinion it would be mistake for 

Bao Dai to go back now but British recognized advantage of Viet- 

namese royal tradition and agreed that “royal commission” of some 

sort should be set up and might prove be best way out. 

He inquired about personality and usefulness of Empress and 

Mendes replied that she was exemplary person who could prove very | 
useful in Vietnam. 

Secretary stated that in considering viceroy we were advancing into 

second problem without having solved first. He did not expect viceroy 

be able decide on alternate to Diem and to set up machinery to imple- 

ment our ideas. He stated that our job was to create this machinery. At 

present time we must concern ourselves with present problem, not with
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new intrigues. 
He asked Mendes 

what his advisers 
had suggested 

as 

alternative. 
Mendes 

replied 
no one specifically 

as yet but that he pre- 

ferred 
allow Ely speak on this subject. 

| 

Ely replied 
that he was more concerned 

with current 
problems 

of | 

Diem Govt than with question 
of possible 

new govt. Only certainty 
1s 

that no more time can be wasted. 
Ely mentioned 

Huu, Tam and Quat 
as among 

many personalities 
who might 

be used. Mendes 
asked if there 

| 

was no preference. 
Ely said not yet. Secretary 

asked what was wrong 
between 

Quat and sects and Ely replied 
that it was result 

of an old | 

feud dating 
from time Quat was Minister 

of National 
Defense 

and | 

had tried abolish 
sects private 

armies. 
Mendes 

asked if there was no | 

good provincial 
govt and Ely replied 

not sufficiently 
good take on ra- | 

tional [national] 
responsibilities. Secretary 

went on to say that we must exhaust 
all our pressures 

on | 

Diem to get things 
done before 

considering 
alternate 

solutions. 
Rad- | 

ford will be in Saigon 
Dec 22 to report 

result 
our conversations 

to | 

Collins. 
Secretary 

agreed 
we must explore 

all possibilities 
but warned 

| 

that mere fact we were doing so was sufficient 
to undermine 

present 
— | 

govt. He asked Mendes 
not to think we had obstinately 

closed 
our 

minds 
to possible 

alternate 
solution. 

We had not but our investigation 

| 

of alternate 
must be done on careful 

basis and we must for present 
| 

support 
Diem. 

| 

Mendes 
agreed. 

To summarize 
he had three main points: 

First, to 

support 
Diem; 

second, 
to study alternatives. 

Collins 
and Ely should 

! 

be instructed 
to explore 

further 
possibilities 

including 
Bao Dai with | 

ereatest 
discretion. 

Secretary 
then returned 

to viceroy 
question 

asking 
if proposed 

man would 
be independent 

or dependent 
on Bao Dai. 

Mendes 
stated he would be independent 

but would derive 
legality 

from 
Bao Dai. Question 

would 
be studied 

further 
and French 

proposal 
passed 

on to Collins 
and Ely for study. 

| 

Mendes’ 
third point was that Ely and Collins 

should 
be requested 

investigate 
matter 

of timing. 
How much further 

delay can be toler- 
| 

ated, Mendes 
asked? 

We must set deadline. 
The generals 

must come 
to conclusion 

on two and three and make precise 
recommendations 

to | 

| us so that we can take necessary 
decisions. 

| Secretary 
agreed 

but stated 
that fourth 

point must be added. 
It is | 

| that if US should 
decide 

that there is no good alternative 
to Diem we | 

| will have to consider 
how much more investment 

we will be prepared 
| 

| to make in Indochina. 
Our policy 

would 
have to be reappraised. 

Con- : 

| gressional 
committees, 

particularly 
the two foreign 

aff airs committees, 
| 

led by Mansfield 
and Richards, 

were intensely 
interested 

in problem 
. 

| and would 
have to be consulted. 

They both had strong 
feelings. 

Mans- 
| 

| field believes 
in Diem. 

Secretary 
was not fully cognizant 

with Rich- 
| 

| ards’ opinions 
but thought 

he did too. Secretary 
believed 

that even | 

| |
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slight chance of success in Vietnam was worth considerable invest- 
ment. US had also to think of what happened in adjacent countries— 
in Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Malaya. US situation was different 
from that of French. French had an investment in lives and property 
in Vietnam while ours involved effect that fate of Vietnam would have 
on rest of South Hast Asia. Secretary closed by stating that he ac- 
cepted Mendes’ three points with addition of his own fourth. 
Mendes replied that he sympathized with US problem but trusted 

that we would not arrive at negative conclusion. He urged that US 
| and France keep in touch at all times. Even if US should arrive at 

negative position, France would not renounce hope. | 
Kden stated he agreed and felt that even additional single year of 

sustained effort would help everywhere and that we must try and keep 
| up the fight in order to give confidence to others in area. This ended 

main part of Indochina discussions. 
Mendes then said that he wished to raise question of letter sent by 

Viet Minh to Eden and Molotov as co-chairmen of Geneva Conference.® 
It complained about violations of Geneva agreement by French and 
Vietnamese Govt. He said that some of Viet Minh complaints “were 
not unfounded”. Whole matter constituted delicate question for ICC 
would be seized of it and it would prove difficult, particularly in view 
sensitivity of Indians on ICC. Mendes believed we must exert all our 
efforts to convince south not to violate Geneva agreements. Vietnamese 
position had been that they were not signatories. This might prove 
useful to US later as legal position but for present believed south must 
be persuaded to abide by Geneva terms. 

Eden stated he had rejected letter explaining that attempt to deliver 
_ it had been made in Moscow. Mendes corrected Eden’s memory by stat- 

_ ing that letter had been reported by British Consul in Hanoi. He de- 
scribed letter as not being important in itself—a propaganda, instru- 
ment—but that it indicated start of political offensive by Viet Minh. 

Related problem was safeguarding of public utility services in 
Haiphong. Vietnamese Govt had been breaking Geneva agreements 
on this score as well. Viet Minh had complained and justifiably. 
Another difficult problem with regard to Geneva was training of 

Vietnamese officers. He would be pleased to know US position on intro- 
ducing new military advisers into Indochina and possible conflict with ; 
Geneva agreement. : | 

Secretary stated that although we were rotating MAAG personnel 
we were not increasing it. Radford confirmed. Ely stated that Collins— 
Kly agreement on training‘ remained within framework Geneva 

* Reference is to a letter of Dec. 5 from Gen. Vo Nguyen Giap, Commander in 
Chief of the People’s Army of Vietnam. For the Commission’s interim reply, 
Jan. 28, 1955, see Cmd. 9461, First and Second Interim Reports of the Interna- 
tional Commission for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, pp. 55-56. 

* For text, see telegram 2261 from Saigon, Dec. 14, p. 2366.
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accords. 
Mendes 

stated that question 
was legal one; rotation 

permitted 
| 

under terms Geneva. 
but can training 

officers 
be substituted 

for adminis: 
/ 

trative 
personnel? 

Was it violation 
of accords 

to substitute 
officers 

for | 
noncoms, 

etc. ? Mendes 
said that French 

Govt would have to study text _ | 
of Collins-Ely 

agreement, 
carefully 

from legal point of view to ensure | 
that it fully accorded 

with armistice 
and requested 

US do same. He | 
said this particularly 

important 
as VM had already 

officially 
protested 

| 
to ICC re US assumption 

of training 
responsibility. 

Secretary 
ex- — 

pressed 
general 

agreement 
with principle 

that Geneva 
accords 

should 
not be broken 

but stated that our interpretation 
of them must not be 

so refined 
that we refuse to substitute 

x for y if y is ill or less com- | 
petent than x. Mendes 

agreed 
and said that in last analysis 

people 
who | 

must be pleased 
are ICC. He asked that British 

maintain 
their contacts 

| 
with Indians 

and Canadians, 
which Eden agreed 

to do. General 
dis- | 

cussion 
ensued 

on question 
Viet Minh protests 

on violation 
of Geneva 

| 
accords 

and Secretary 
concluded 

by saying 
that it would be unfortu- nate if we were to find ourselves 

on defensive 
in this matter 

in light of | 
smuggling 

of military 
material 

into North Vietnam 
from China and ! 

persecution 
of Catholics 

by Viet Minh. | | 
Mendes 

then proceeded 
to question 

about Cambodia 
stating 

that | 
French 

had 500 officers 
in Cambodia 

as training 
mission 

and intended 
| 

to keep them there. He asked Secretary 
to look into matter 

and to give | 
French 

US views on subject. 
Mendes 

added that French 
considered 

| 
presence 

of their military 
mission 

there as consistent 
with French 

| 
defense 

policy. | 
Meeting 

then proceeded 
to other subjects 

covered 
in separate 

imme- | 
diately 

following 
tels. At end there was a prolonged 

discussion 
about _ | 

communiqué 
and it was finally 

decided 
not to issue any. | 

Mendes 
asked at end what should 

be done about informing 
Associ- 

| 
ated States govts of our discussions 

in keeping 
with our usual practice. 

i 
It was decided 

that the high commissioners 
in Paris would be informed by three-man 

group representing 
three delegations. 

(See separate 
| 

telegram.)°® 
| : 

| DILLON 
| | 

5 Secto 24 from Paris, Dec. 19, infra. | 

751G.00/12-1954 
: Telegram 

The Secretary 
of State to the Department 

of State | 

SECRET Paris, December 
19, 1954—2 

p. m. | 

Secto 24. Repeated 
information 

Saigon 
Polto 13, Vientiane 

Polto 11. 
Following 

tripartite 
meeting 

(U.S.-U.K.-French), 

representatives 

of | 

Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia 
were invited 

to meet with MacArthur,
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Roux and Allen at Quai d’Orsay last evening to be briefed on Indo- 
China discussions by three ministers. Cambodian representative is 
absent from Paris and will be briefed Monday? but Kiem (Viet 
Namese High Commissioner)? and Prince Kham Mao (Laos) were 
briefed along following lines: 
NATO council meetings afford Foreign Ministers of U.S., U.K., and 

France opportunity to have general exchange views on wide range of 
problems. Three ministers, during this NATO meeting, met twice and, 
during course of today’s meeting, exchanged views on problems of 
three Associated States. Presence of General Ely, who has just arrived 
from Saigon, gave ministers opportunity to have first-hand account of 
problems of three Associated States, but particularly Vietnam. No 
decisions were taken with respect to the three Associated States, but 
General Ely was able to explain the nature of some of the reform 
projects (agrarian, etc.) which Viet Nam Government is considering. 
There was also brief reference to recent Viet Minh protest re violations 
of Geneva accord, which the three ministers agreed was primarily for 
propaganda purposes. Appreciation was also expressed for the helpful 
attitude the Canadians were taking in the I.C.C. 

In conclusion it was stressed again that the purpose of tripartite 
discussion was general exchange of views on problems which govern- 
ments of Associated States were facing and no decisions were taken 
and no communiqué was issued by the three ministers. 
Kiem inquired whether ministers would meet again in Paris to dis- 

cuss Indo-China matters and was told they would not. Both Kiem and 
Kham Mao expressed deep appreciation for being briefed and said that 
had they not been told what transpired, they would have imagined all 
kinds of things and would have been very much concerned. However, 

: in view of what had happened at the meeting, they were well-satisfied. 

DULLEs 

1 Dec. 20. 
*Pham Duy Khiem. 

751G.00/12-1954 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 
for European Affairs (Merchant) 

SECRET Paris, December 19, 1954. 
Participants: The Secretary 

Mr. Lester Pearson, Canadian Minister of External 
Affairs 

Mr. Merchant 

During a call on another subject Mr. Pearson discussed at some 
length the difficulties which the Canadians were finding in their mem-
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bership on the International Control Commission 1n Indochina. In | 

the early days the Poles had been reasonably cooperative. They are 

now however bringing in people in additional numbers and they are | 

getting very much more difficult. They are blocking action on com- 

plaints from our side and countering every complaint of a violation 

with additional complaints from the Viet Minh. The Indians on the 

whole have been fairly good but still lean over backwards to appear | 

neutral. | 

‘He said that the Canadian military officers on the Commission had 

been secretly instructed to take advantage of every opportunity for 

observing military preparations or activities in Viet Minh territory. | 

So far they have not seen any clear signs of a build-up for a resumption 

of hostilities. He is worried over their inability to supervise the whole 2 

length of the Chinese border but thought the French would be un- | 

reasonable if they complained too harshly. The region is so rough, 

transport so limited and the border so long it is really a physical im- : 

possibility to cover more than the three or four main ports of entry. 

Even on these, obstacles are placed in their way for effective observa- 

tion. He expressed concern over the situation in the two northern prov- | 

inces of Laos but said they are beginning to get. Commission units 

in there now. He was critical of the French for not having made | 

available helicopters and light aircraft facilities which he was inclined | 

to feel they were using for other less important purposes. 

[Here follows discussion of a subject other than Indochina. | 
| 

651G.001/12-2054 . | 

Memorandum by the CIA Member of the Special OCB Working | 

Group on Indochina (Bissell)* | 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineron,] 20 December 1954. 

Subject: Truce Violations and the Scheduled 1956 Elections 

1. The importance of ferreting out, documenting with good evl- | 

dence, and exploiting to the maximum Viet Minh breaches of the | 

Geneva cease-fire agreement has long been clear but the matter of truce 

violations and their handling has been raised to a new level of signifi- 

cance by current considerations of alternative U.S. policy assumptions | 

with regard to the elections scheduled to take place in 1956. As matters 

now stand and appear to be progressing, there seems to be a substantial 

likelihood of a Viet Minh election victory, and the consequent loss of 

all Vietnam to the Communists. Perhaps the only course by which the 

Western signers of the Geneva agreement could concert to circumvent : 

or avoid the elections would be through the accumulation of extensive, | 

1'The memorandum was addressed to the Working Group. | 

| : : 

| 

i
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well-documented and persuasive evidence of Viet Minh violations of 
the agreement. In this manner the whole question of legality might be 

_ placed in a new perspective. It seems apparent that a fresh and serious 
_ effort to present the evidence of Viet Minh violations must be made in 

order to create a more favorable climate of world public opinion and 
to build up a case for postponing or cancelling the 1956 elections. 

2. This effort should not be considered as a counter-offensive or anti- 
Communist in a narrow sense, but rather as a major campaign directed 
toward the single objective of postponing or avoiding the elections. To 
achieve such a goal must involve much more serious and persuasive 
evidence of Viet Minh truce violations than such relatively minor mat- 
ters as timing of troop withdrawals. The primary dangers to Free 
Vietnam come from the underground which the Viet Minh left behind 
and which in places functions as a shadow government; from regular 
troops out of uniform who act as guerrillas; from caches of arms; and 
from similar activities which violate the Geneva agreement. The Viet 
Minh may be expected sedulously to observe the letter of the Geneva 
agreement with respect to the withdrawal of troops and such proce- 
dural details. It is in the field of violations of the spirit of the agree- 
ments that the Western effort should be concentrated, particularly in 
regard to matters which would make elections a farce. To achieve suc- 
cess the U.S. will obviously need assistance from the French and Brit- 
ish as well as any others who are in a position to help us, for example, 
the Australians, the Canadians, and of course the Vietnamese. The 
timing of the use of such data may be left for future decisions. 

3. In Washington, we have achieved a satisfactory degree of inter- 
departmental coordination on the Indochina problem. But we need in 
this proposed effort to achieve a hard-driving interdepartmental pro- 
gram for action in the field backed up by the OCB Working Group on 
Indochina and involving the use of all kinds of media to press home 
the charges of truce violation with evidence to be developed in the 
field. In Washington our effort might be directed toward close guidance 
and support for the field effort particularly when the declassification 
of intelligence data may be required before evidence can be aired. In 
the field it is considered advisable that an over-all field coordinator 
should be appointed. That he should be acceptable to all departments 
and agencies concerned, active and forceful, is obvious. In addition, he 
should be familiar with the general types of activities conducted by the 
various U.S. agencies in the area and empowered to call upon their 
representatives for assistance and support. 

4. The field coordinator’s duties would be: 

a. ‘To create a more favorable climate of world and UN public opin- 
ion for postponing or cancelling the 1956 elections by building up a 
persuasive, well-documented case of Viet Minh violations of the Geneva 

_ agreement. (Primary objective.)
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4. To obtain the maximum assistance from the French, British, Aus- 

trakans, Canadians, Vietnamese, and others by direct liaison in the 

eld. 
| 

c. To obtain aid as required from other U.S. representatives in his | 

area of activity. 
! 

d. To help in coordinating the Washington interdepartmental pro- 

gram which would involve the use of all kinds of media and outlets 

to press home the charges developed by the field coordinator and his | 

team. 
| 

5. It is recommended that the Special OCB Working Group on 

Indochina and its subcommittee on truce violations consider this pro- 

posal at their earliest convenience. 
| 

751G.02/12—-1854 : Telegram | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan * 

| SECRET WasHincron, December 21, 1954—6: 32 p. m. | 

| PRIORITY | | 

| 815. Karachi 830.2 If public announcement not yet made of GOP | | 

| de facto recognition state of Viet-Nam and “Democratic Republic | 

| Viet-Nam” you should urgently inform Foreign Office orally of the | 

| following: 
| 

| The U.S. appreciates being notified of the contemplated recognition | 

| by the GOP of the Communist regime in Tonkin. Over forty Free I 

| World powers have recognized Cambodia, Laos and Viet-Nam but 

| none have as yet extended even de facto recognition to the Communist 

Viet Minh movement. Only the Soviet and the Communist satellites 

2 have recognized the latter. | | 

! If de facto recognition is extended by GOP to the Viet Minh move- ) 

: ment, Pakistan will be the first Free World power to do so. May be of : 

| interest to note Viet Minh spurned Yugoslav proffer of recognition in | 

| 1950. 
| | | 

Several Asian states, notably Ceylon, Burma, India have extended | 

3 recognition to Cambodia and Laos, reserving action with respect to 

| Viet-Nam for the time being. | | 

| From the point of view of the United States, it would be preferable | 

! that the GOP were influenced to follow that course of action rather 

| than the one contemplated. 

| Embassy Karachi at its discretion may wish consult with UK High 

| 4 Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Also sent priority to London as 3397, to Saigon as 

2528, and to Paris for information via pouch. | | 

Telegram 830 from Karachi, Dec. 18, reporting the intention of the Govern- | 

| ment of Pakistan to grant de facto recognition to the governments of north and : 

| south Vietnam, is not printed. (751G.02/12-1854) 
| 

| 
|
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Commissioner regarding separate action his Government may choose take. | | 
Embassy London should inform F oreign Office urgently of above démarche and ask if UK proposes taking any action. 
Pakistan Embassy Washington being informed of démarche.? 

DuLLES 

*In telegram 846 from Karachi, Dec. 22, the Embassy reported that the Govern- ment of Pakistan had publicly announced de jure recognition of Laos and Cam- bodia, and de facto recognition of north and south Vietnam on Dee. 21. (751G.02/ 12-2254) 

Se 

751H.5 MSP/12-2254 : Telegram | 
Lhe Ambassador in Cambodia (McClintock) to the Department 

of State : 

‘TOP SECRET NIACT Punom Penn, December 22, 1954—7 p. m. 
398. Sent niact Saigon 411. Deptel 223! was handed me at airport as I was saying good-bye to Admiral Radford and he and I had oppor- tunity to give only most cursory consideration to it. However, I believe I am correct in stating Admiral Radford shares my view that JCS _ insistence on. written Cambodian engagement to get rid of French instructors as condition precedent to any kind of MAAG at all is un- duly restrictive and will much hamper our negotiations here. Request that Admiral Radford report separately from Saigon his views to JCS with repeat of his message to Department.? | 

I am confident (see Embtel 389 )* that Cambodians can be brought to give us solid engagements for phased withdrawal of French, but do not feel this need be negotiated abruptly or, in fact, that such an en- gagement would be necessary until we are in position ourselves to assume responsibility for training Cambodian Army. Admiral Rad- ford and I, however, are in complete agreement that if we undertake training responsibilities here, US should have sole say in such train- ing, and French eventually should be phased out: 
*In telegram 223 to Phnom Penh, Dec. 21, not printed, the Department of State asked Ambassador McClintock to attempt to convince Admiral Radford that the United States should not insist upon an agreement with Cambodia requiring the ultimate withdrawal of all French advisers before establishing a MAAG mission. (751H.5 MSP/12-2154) Admiral Radford visited Cambodia and Vietnam as part of a tour of the Far East. 
* See footnote 1, p. 2433. 
*In telegram 389 from Phnom Penh, Dec. 19, not printed, McClintock reported that he had been informed by an official in the Cambodian Ministry of Defense that France and Cambodia had negotiated a training agreement whereby 720 French instructors would remain in the country. The official stated, however, that the King, the Prime Minister, and the other ministers unanimously agreed that United States military guidance should gradually replace that of the French. McClintock told the Department the following : “I consider French action in nego- tiating training agreement without prior consultation with US a direct violation of Mendés-France’s ‘instructions’ to confer in field before taking decisions re aid to IC”. (751H.5 MSP/12-1954)
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My position 
on this negotiation 

has been stated so frequently 
and I 

trust so consistently 
that it is difficult 

to add further 
argument. 

Basic- 
| 

ally my views are as set forth in Embtel 
319.* I likewise 

strongly 
feel 

we should not pay for Cambodian 
Army which does not measure 

up | 
to our standards 

of what such an army should be. This is clearly 
set | 

forth in final two paragraphs 
Embtel 

352.5 However, 
these matters 

must be negotiated 
and not dictated. 

Be 
Iam willing 

if authorized 
by Department 

to undertake 
negotiation 

__ 

with Cambodian 
Prime Minister 

of written 
engagement 

for “ultimate” 
| 

withdrawal 
of French instructors 

but at same time I request authoriza- 
_ : 

tion to initiate negotiations 
of a MAAG bilateral 

to provide me with : 
| that expert military 

advice for expenditure 
of US public funds come 

| January 
1 which I consider 

indispensable. 
| | 

| ee oa McCuin 
Tock | 

| * See footnote 
2, p. 2329. - | 7 | : 

| — ® See footnote 
7, p. 2373. | | oe 

: 751G.00/12-2254 
a | | , | 

Memorandum 
by the Director 

of the Office of Philippine 
and South- 

| 
| east Asian Affairs 

(Young) 
to the Assistant 

Secretary 
of State for | 

| Far Eastern 
Affairs 

(Robertson) 
oo | | | 

| TOP SECRET 
| | WasHINGcTON, 

| December 
22, 1954. | 

| Subject: 
Major Problems 

Involving 
Indochina 

for Secretary’s 
Con- | 

| ~ gideration 
oe - - | 

| The following 
major questions 

require 
decision 

as a result of Gen- ! 
| eral Collins’ 

recent recommendations 

and the Secretary’s 
discussions | in Paris: a - oe a | 

| 1. The first concerns 
our fundamental 

approach 
to the three Asso- | 

| ciated States. 
The trend of General 

Collins’ 
recent telegrams 

is more | 
! and more discouraging. 

If this trend continues 
he will possibly 

recom- 
| mend the replacement 

of Diem and the return of Bao Dai-to Viet-Nam, 
| 

: or the gradual 
withdrawal 

of American 
efforts in Viet-Nam 

and a | 
| revaluation 

of our plans for assistance 
in Southeast 

Asia. Mendes- 
| 

| France 
has conditionally 

supported 
Diem on the understanding 

that | 
| Ely and Collins 

will recommend 
a time limit for expecting 

results 
| 

| from Diem or getting 
a successor. 

Involved 
in this general 

approach 
| 

| is the question 
of holding 

up U.S. commitments 
on specific 

aid pro- | 
| grams. I recommend 

that as a matter 
of policy the Department 

of | 

| State advise against 
the rigid timetable 

concept, 
the notion that we | 

: can easily and quickly 
disengage 

from Viet-Nam, 
and the proposal 

to | 
: substitute 

Bao Dai for Diem. The attached 
draft telegram 

+ is an effort | 

| * The draft telegram 
does not accompany 

the source 
text. a 

! 578-611 0 82 - 65 (Pt. 2) | 

| |
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_ to assemble the basic factors which the U.S. Government should take _ 
into account in its approach to the problem of evaluation and decision 
on political matters in free Viet-Nam. , : 

2. Related to the above general question is the matter of proceeding 
with the Ely—Collins agreement on the U.S. training of Vietnamese 
forces. This agreement looks adequate from the point of view of Wash- 

| ington agencies. The first question is whether the French Government 
will approve it. I suggest that we take this up with the Secretary to 
get his concurrence on sending a telegram to Ambassador Dillon ask- 
ing him to raise this with the French Government in the event it has 
not indicated its position to us by that time. | 

Then there is the subsequent problem of approval by the Vietnamese 

Government. General Collins has raised the question of force levels 
and over-all security with Diem a few times but not in detail. Of course 
the press stories on the Vietnamese reduction and the application of 

the Manila Pact have been widely circulated and the Vietnamese are 

fully familiar with our concepts. However, they have carefully re- 

| served their position. I foresee a difficult negotiation with them on this 

subject. Therefore, I suggest that we recommend to the Secretary that 

we call in the Vietnamese Ambassador on this matter after the French 

have agreed to the Ely—Collins memorandum. 

3. In Cambodia we may be working at cross purposes with the 

French to such an extent that a basic conflict of policy and operations 

may soon arise. The French want to keep a large military training 

mission in Cambodia. We want to establish one. Training of Cam- 

bodian forces can be done either under French or U.S. responsibility 

or by a combination of single responsibility and joint staffing. Since 

September we have not brought up this problem with the French for 
| various reasons. The little country of Cambodia is squeezed in between 

France and the U.S. on this issue. I have in preparation a separate 

memorandum from you to the Secretary on this question of U.S. train- 
ing in Cambodia. 

7 | Editorial Note 

Annex A to NSC 5429/5, “Current U.S. Policy Toward the Far 
Kast,” dated December 22, 1954, a report approved by the National 
Security Council, contained the following list of objectives for United 
States policy in Indochina: 

“a. Make every possible effort, not openly inconsistent with the U.S. 
position as to the armistice agreements, to defeat Communist subver- 
sion and influence, to maintain and support friendly non-Communist 
governments in Cambodia and Laos, to maintain a friendly non-
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Communist South Vietnam, and to prevent a Communist victory 

through all-Vietnam elections. _ | : | 

“6, Urge that the French promptly recognize and. deal with Cam- | 

bodia, Laos and free Vietnam as independent sovereign nations. = : 

“e, Strengthen U.S. representation and deal directly, wherever ad- | 

vantageous to the U.S., with the governments of Cambodia, Laos and | 

free Vietnam. / , 7 | 

“d. Working through the French only insofar as necessary, assist 

Cambodia, Laos and free Vietnam to maintain (1) military forces 

necessary for internal security and (2) economic conditions conducive . 

to the maintenance and strength of non-Communist regimes and com- 

| paring favorably with those in adjacent Communistareas, | 

| “e, Aid emigration from North Vietnam and resettlement of peoples | 

: unwilling to remain under Communist rule. | 

| _ “f, Exploit available means to make more difficult the control by the | 

| Viet Minh of North Vietnam. “ H 

| “9, Exploit available means to prevent North Vietnam from becom- ! 

| ing permanently incorporated in the Soviet bloc, using as feasible and 

desirable consular relations and non-strategic trade. — —— 

| “hk, Expose Communist violations of the Armistice in Indochina. © 

| “¢ Conduct covert operations on the maximum feasible and produc- | 

| tive scale in support of the foregoing policies.” _ | | | 

| For text of NSC 5429/5, see volume XIT. : | 

| 751G.00/12-2354 : Telegram | | | 

| ‘Lhe Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State 

| SECRET CO -Vaentranx, December 23, 1954—7 p.m. | 

| a a | [Received 6 :49 a. m. | | 

| 198. Rptd info Saigon 285, Paris, Phnom Penh unnumbered. Refer- | 

| ence Deptel 132, repeated Saigon 2280 [2283], Paris unnumbered, 

| Phnom Penh unnumbered.t. Department’s support has proved most. 

| salutary. When I called on Prime Minister today on another matter, he 

| had before him letter from Ourot of which he read me excerpts express- | 

| ing Department’s approval my position on Pathet Lao participation in | 

| government. Katay thereupon took great pains to reassure me regard- | 

: ing his intentions, adding he had asked Foreign Minister to send com- 

| munication along same lines to Washington and other Lao diplomatic 

| missions. | | | 

| Prime Minister said we could be certain his government’s policy is 

! to rely exclusively (he emphasized this word) on close collaboration 

| with great powers of free world. There 1s no intention whatsoever to 

| admit Pathet Lao to participation in government. His reference to this 

| possibility before National Assembly had been designed merely to win 

! votes of certain waverers and thus bring to end prolonged political 

| crisis. . 

1 Dated Dec. 6, p. 2345. | 

|
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Negotiations with Pathet Lao are, of course, necessary to bring about “political settlement” envisaged by Geneva Accord and to reestablish authority of Royal Government in Sam Neua and Phong Saly. We will, however, be kept fully informed of course negotiations which have not yet commenced. At present Prince Souphannouvong has | agreed to send delegation to Vientiane, probably December 26, com- posed of Phoumi, Vouhak (see Legation’s despatch 20, October 13, 1954) ,? and Singkapo, and has promised to confer later with Katay personally. Prime Minister added he still does not believe Souphan- | nouvong, whom he knows well and who is deeply insulted if not ad- dressed as “Highness”, is a real Communist, but Katay for first time volunteered that fact Prince’s power depends entirely on Communist support makes him, nevertheless, dangerous. | | I expressed appreciation for Prime Minister’s assurances and said we, of course, had confidence in basic policy his government. I pointed out, however, one additional feature of Pathet negotiations which con- _ cerned US, ie., likelihood Pathets would demand integration their armed forces into Royal Army. It seemed to me incorporation Pathet units would be extremely dangerous and that these people should be demobilized and returned to prewar civilian status. Prime Minister agreed but said this issue is more difficult to evade than that of Pathet participation in government. If Pathets refuse to demobilize, they may have to be given some provisional status and isolated in some way so that they would not contaminate others. I urged that he press hard 
for complete demobilization, which he said he would. — 
Comment: Katay’s explanation of his statement before Assembly re Pathet participation in government is, of course, ex post facto but it 

would appear he is now sufficiently impressed with inexpediency this step so that he is not likely to accede to Pathet demand. As to point raised preceding paragraph, our financial support Lao armed forces 
provides us with excellent means to prevent incorporation therein of Pathet units. : | re oe 

. eS Yost 
* The reference despatch, containing information on the Pathet Lao movement, is not printed. (751J.00/10-1854) | an | 

711.5851G/12-2354 : Telegram Se | 
The Chargé in Vietnam (K idder) to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Sarcon, December 28, 1954—5 p. m. 
_ [Received 9:19 a. m.] 

2422. Repeated information Paris 7 33, Phnom Penh unnumbered. I 
accompanied Admiral Radford 2 yesterday on official call on President 

* Admiral Radford arrived at Saigon from Phnom Penh on Dec. 22.
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Diem who received Admiral in company of General Ty, Commander- | 

in-Chief Vietnamese Armed Forces. Diem in unusually cheerful mood 

carried on rather rambling conversation. He referred several times to | 

fact that people and provisional chiefs were beginning to appreciate | 

usefulness efficiency of Vietnamese security forces which forces, he | 

explained are not part of National Army but of military and include 

elements from north and center. These forces he proudly said include 

elements formerly in National Army. It seemed obvious he is not at all 

resigned to fact that Vietnam should have only one army. During 

| twenty minute talk he made no reference of any kind to American | 

| assistance in any field. Referring to present quadripartite discussions | 

| in France, he mentioned irrelevantly that he does not like Mendes- | 

| France. During conversation quite evident he anxious impress Admiral : 

Radford with General Ty who he said has full confidence of all ele- 

| ments in army and of people. Ty played role yes man. | 

: 120.251G/12-2354 : Telegram a | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam * 

| CONFIDENTIAL | Wasuineaton, December 28, 1954—7 p. m. 

| 2572. Personal for Collins. | a 

| Dear Joe: This is to let you know that I will be thinking of you on 

| Christmas. You are doing a grand job and even though the outlook 

| may seem somewhat discouraging to you who are in Vietnam, we | 

| believe that not only have you made real progress but just as impor- | 

. tant you are gaining the time which is so essential for us to strengthen | 

| the adjacent free area. I recognize the great difficulties in trying to 

| develop a program to strengthen and preserve South Vietnam but just 

| as important is the time which the next year or so will give us to bolster 

| and make secure Laos, Cambodia and Thailand. Merry Christmas to ! 

| you and every good wish for the New Year. Faithfully yours, Foster 

| Dulles. 
| 

' | | | DULLES | 

| * Drafted by MacArthur. 
| 

| 

| 751G.551/12-2454: Telegram 

| The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State | | 

| SECRET Sarcon, December 24, 1954—6 p. m. | 

: 2453. Department pass Defense and CINCPAC. Repeated informa- 

| tion Paris 740, Vientiane, Phnom Penh unnumbered. From Collins.
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Part I: : oe : 
1. Defense Minister Minh called on me 20 December to discuss my 

proposed Vietnam force levels. General O’Daniel, also present, has 
| discussed our proposal with Vietnam General Staff during past week. 

Minh said he is in complete agreement with principle that Vietnam 
should have relatively small and well-trained rather than larger but 
less effective forces, and that he could readily agree to our proposed 
force structure if we were starting from scratch. However, he con- 
tinues strongly to oppose reduction to 83,685 level claiming that cut of 
such magnitude is undesirable for two major reasons: 

a. It would render Army too small to deal effectively with sects; an } 
6. It would result in bulk of dischargees seeking enlistment in armed forces of sects as alternative to unemployment, thereby increas- 

ing strength and bargaining power of sects. 

2. I pointed out that effective National Army within proposed 
83,685 force structure properly trained and led would be more than a 
match for sects, and that in any case financial support US was pre- 
pared to furnish combined with maximum funds Vietnam was capable | 
of providing could not finance larger force structure than we have 
proposed. I further stated quite frankly that in my opinion there is 
no substitute for vigorous leadership of Vietnamese authorities them- 
selves in making clear to various individuals and groups that alterna- 
tive to subordination of self-interest to national unity is collapse of 
Free Vietnam and take-over by Ho Chi Minh who would most cer- 
tainly not tolerate sects with private armies and would use ruthless 
means to end their control over their private domains. 

8. Discussion ended inconclusively except that Minh stated General 
Staff was preparing study of our recommended force structure, and 
that he would be prepared early next week to meet with me again and 
settle this question once and for all. I anticipate that he may propose 
at that time either 'a somewhat higher force level, or extension beyond 
1 July 1955 of period for reduction of forces, or both. 

Part IT: | 
1, It is clear that Minh is reflecting serious concern of Vietnam Gov- 

ernment over impact that discharge of roughly 50% of armed forces 
within six month period will have on country. 

_ We have recognized from beginning this- would be major problem 
but believe it could be handled through program of resettlement of 
dischargees in manner similar to that of refugees. However, it is possi- 
ble that period 1 January 1955 to 1 July 1955 is insufficient for country 
to absorb dischargees without serious maladjustments in social and 
economic spheres as well in relations between government and sects.
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9, Accordingly, I am prepared to negotiate with Minh question of | 

extension of period of phased reduction of forces beyond target date | 

| of July 1, 1955 if he cannot otherwise accept our proposed force | 

structure. | | 

3. If period of reduction is extended, cost of supporting Vietnam | 

| forces until they reach 83,685 level will increase accordingly. At my | 

request MAAG has prepared estimates of costs of maintaining Viet- | 

nam armed forces during phased reduction over various alternative 

periods of time to bring them from their present strength of about | 

| 160,000 to level of 83,685. For example, estimated costs of forces during | 

| phase-down from 1 January to December 1955 is $256,579,000 includ- | 

| ing MAAG costs and 10% contingency. Our former estimate of cost of 

_ forces for same period was total of $999.5 million ($125 million for | 

| period 1 January to 1 July 1955, original phase-down period, plus | 

$97.5 million for period 1 July to 31 December 1955, this figure being 

| half of $185 million for FY 1956). Thus, if phase-down period were 

| extended to 31 December 1955, cost would be additional $34 million. If | 

| reductions do not commence 1 January, which now appears will be | 

2 case, costs will be increased. If period for phased reduction is extended 

| only three or four months total costs would be proportionately reduced ~ 

| below $256.6 million. I therefore suggest that interested Washington 

| agencies not freeze planning figure for cost of Vietnam forces until I 

have had opportunity to study Minh’s forthcoming proposal and make 

| recommendations with respect to possible change in period of reduction | 

of forces. | | 

| 4. In this connection I would point out that USOM and Embassy 

| believe Vietnam Government will have equivalent of some $43 mil- | 

| lion in CY 1955 that will be excess to government operations and | 

| which will be available as Vietnam contribution to military or other 

aid programs. If entire amount is used for military program, US : 

: contribution could be reduced accordingly. However, I believe only 

| part of $43 million should be used for military support and balance 

: assigned to other programs thereby reducing US contribution to them. 

| This would avoid creating wide latitude within which Vietnam ex- 

| penditures for armed forces could be made without US supervision, 

: but at same time would provide for some cushion in event certain Viet- 

| nam expenditures were made that were unacceptable for US payment.’ | 

KiIppER 

| 4In telegram 2671 to Saigon, Dec. 31, a joint State-FOA-—Defense message, 

Collins was advised that agreement with Vietnam on the size of its army and on 

| training was considered to be of top priority. To provide leeway in negotiations, 

the effort would be made to avoid freezing the figure of the funds to be provided 

for the support of Vietnamese forces. This flexibility could not be maintained for 

| a long period of time, however, since aid for Vietnam was only one of the com- 

peting claims upon funds available for the Far Eastern aid program. (751G.5/ | 

| 12-2454) 
| 

|
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751G.5/12-2454: Telegram ks Oo - | 
‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, December 24, 1954—2: 927 p. m. 
2323. Request you call on Foreign Office soonest determine French 

decision respect approval Collins-Ely memorandum understanding re- 
garding training.? If French have not yet approved you should make 
following points: | 
We consider French approval this matter highly important and 

hope can be given without delay. Ely-Collins memorandum is key- 
stone effort create strong stable free Viet-Nam. Since memorandum 
must be negotiated with Government Viet-Nam after French approval, 
with further loss time required for such consideration, we are con- 
cerned over our ability smoothly take over direct budgetary support. 
Following termination French aid J anuary 1, approval this agree- 
ment key. . | | | 
We do not consider French approval contingent upon question 

legality raised by Mendes in Paris talks 18th 3 concerning U.S. sub- 
stitution training personnel for administrative personnel in MAAG, 
since that question not element memorandum of understanding. In case 
French raise again with you, suggest you say our legal advisors have 
studied that point and concluded there no legal restriction regarding 
substitution under terms Geneva Accord. 

Since no legal point appears involved and we have no intention in: 
creasing our MAAG personnel over ceiling set by Geneva Accords, 
we hope early and favorable decision will be reached by French. We 
recall Mendes statement during November talks Washington that he 
would approve a solution worked out by General Collins and Ely. 
FYI: We believe French concerned less over legality memorandum 

than at reaction by ICC to U.S. assuming training responsibilities 
which might arise out of Viet Minh complaint to that body. French 
might suggest to us or independently attempt secure declaratory de- 
cision from ICC prior granting French approval. We hope this de- | 
velopment will not arise and you should make every effort seek early 
French approval regardless legal or ICC aspects. Indeed if French 
took delaying attitude that would gravely affect entire U.S. position. 

DULLEs 

*Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Repeated to Saigon for information as telegram 

a text, see telegram 2261 from Saigon, Dec. 14, p. 2366. 
3 segarding the discussions of Dec. 18, see telegram 2601 from Paris, Dec. 19, 

p. 2400.
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--751G.00/12-2254 : Telegram | | a | 

: -‘ Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam 1 | 

| TOP SECRET | Wasuineton, December 24, 1954—2 : 28 p. m. | 

2585. For Collins and Dillon from Secretary. Pursuant my talks | 
| concerning Viet-Nam with Mendes-France and Eden Paris (Paris | 
| 2601 repeated Saigon 388)? I feel it good occasion for us all review | 

| basic factors Viet-Nam problems and spell out some guidelines our 
| actions in near future. a a Se 
| 1. Although there many complex and difficult factors confronting 
| Free Viet-Nam, there no reason admit defeat. During past five months 

since Geneva, situation has not disintegrated. People fundamentally | 
anti-Communist. They have major resources in south. Hinh problem | 

| solved and resettlement proceeding reasonably well. In some ways, | 
| developments better than we predicted. Collins and Ely have con- | 
| tributed greatly this situation and their cooperation is major asset. | 

_ Direct aid, reduction FEC and provisions Manila Pact all positive fac- ~ 
_ tors which will affect developments. Pace may not please us but major 
| changes such stage of transition as Viet-Nam going through comes 

more slowly than in West. We must not overlook fact Communists also 
face formidable problems and if we create situation such that they can 
only take over by internal violence, we will have faced them with seri- 

| ous dilemma because of unfavorable effect such action on Asian coun- ! 
_ tries like India. Their recent increase anti-Diem and anti-American ! 
| propaganda may well be result realization magnitude what they face | 
_ and chances ultimate Free World success. | | | 

| 2. Withdrawal our support would hasten Communist takeover Viet- | 
_ Nam and have adverse repercussions all Southeast Asia. Consequently, | 
_ investment Viet-Nam justified even if only to buy time build up — | 

strength elsewhere in area. We are going have maintain flexible policy 

_ and proceed carefully by stages Viet-Nam. Simultaneously we are | 
_ thinking of ways and means strengthen Cambodia, Laos ‘and Thailand 

against contingencies. But we basically and immediately faced with | 
problem strengthening Free Viet-Nam and must devote best efforts | 
that task. oo : | | 

3. Under present circumstances and unless situation Free Viet-Nam | 

clearly appears hopeless and rapidly disintegrating, we have no choice | 

but continue our aid Viet-Nam and support of Diem. There no other 

suitable leader known to us. Can any successor make up for Diem’s | 
deficiencies without also lacking Diem’s virtues? Could we anticipate | 
—_—— | 

*Drafted by Secretary Dulles, and Young and Hoey of PSA. Also sent to Paris 
as telegram 2324. Repeated for information to Phnom Penh as 232 and to Vienti- | 
ane as 163. | : 

* Dated Dec. 19, p. 2400. oe |
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stable process of succession and not worse confusion and weakness than - 
now exists. These tough questions and would appreciate your views. 

4, [agreed with Mendes-France at Paris four items concerning prob- 
lem of Diem. (reference telegram) While study of alternate leaders 
among these points I did not agree Generals Collins and Ely should 

establish deadline for replacement Diem by another man. It agreed 
, that Collins and Ely would report late January on overall situation. 

5. I do not consider Bao Dai’s return Viet-Nam would really solve 
our basic problems there. Neither do Mendes-France or Eden. Nor do I 
see merit in French suggestion of viceroy, which Mendes-France did 
not press after suggestion was analyzed. I see little point taking time 
create such machinery when no successor in sight and which would 

only add to intrigues. | | 
6. Early approval of France and then Viet-Nam of Collins—Ely 

memorandum understanding regarding training is basic need. We 
should make every effort ensure discussions with Viet-Nam proceed 
rapidly and effectively. Only when we have taken steps reorganize and 
revitalize National Army can we hope for improved security condition 
and lessening Communist influence Free Viet-Nam. This will also re- 
quire very best native leadership available and I hope either General 

Ty or Vy is up to that task. | | | 
7. There also extremely delicate problem our influencing Diem along 

right lines. I know how frustrating Collins’ experience now and 
Heath’s in past have been. Land reform has powerful propaganda 

value, which Communists already not failed exploit. Something should 
be done on our side, with our help, put this emotional and basic element 
toworkforus. | a 

8, Although there many other factors consider I am sure if we con- 
centrate on solving problems listed above we will make headway. I 

- would appreciate your comments. | 

DULLES 

751H.5 MSP/12-2454 : Telegram | | 
The Ambassador in Cambodia (McClintock) to the Department 

of State — 

SECRET Punom Penn, December 24, 1954—9 a. m. 

402. Sent Paris 197; pouched Saigon, Vientiane, Bangkok. 

1. Reference Department’s 215,1 we agree that French are taking 

steps to consolidate their position in Cambodia as their influence 

1Nelegram 215 to Phnom Penh, Dec. 17, read as follows: “Would appreciate 

your views as to current and potential areas of conflict between U.S. and French 

interests and policies in Cambodia. 

“We have feeling as diminution French presence Viet-Nam progresses they may 

take steps consolidate position Cambodia and Laos.” (751H.5 MSP/12-1554)
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diminishes in Vietnam, as we have reported since June (see Embtel | 
322 of June 28).? French unwillingness to give up in Cambodia re- | | 
sponsibilities she reluctantly prepared turn over to US in Vietnam | 
understandable. France quite naturally has no intention lose by default 
her long-held influence in this country, and can be expected to take | 
such steps as lie within her power to maintain her position in cultural, | 
economic and military fields. 

2. With more or less good grace, France has accepted the inevi- | 
table—giving in to Cambodian insistence on absolute independence— 
but since the Geneva Conference her representatives here have been ! 
concentrating on expansion of French footholds in Cambodian Coun- 

_ cils and in general have given impression their primary mission is to 
repair Cambodian fences. They have emphasized French conviction 
of Cambodian independence and rather successfully assumed role of | 
disinterested elder brother, assiduously offering economic, financial 
and diplomatic counsel, while exaggeratedly observing respectful 

_ forms of relations between two sovereign states. | : | 
| 8. In Cambodia France has proven immensely sensitive to any de- | 

velopment which could lend self to interpretation that US in some 
| way supplanting French influence this country. During recent months | 
| France has reacted to every US offer of guidance or extraordinary 
- aid to Cambodia with a parallel offer, with exception of financial re- | 

sponsibility for Cambodian Armed Forces. This was true of port, 
_ ereation of air line, financial advice in establishment of Central Bank, 
| Army radio station, and, when Cambodians approached US for loan | 
| of an airplane for King’s Bangkok visit, French hastily offered one 

instead. Yesterday King told my wife French had agreed to improve 
Phnom Penh airport. In all these matters Mendes-France’s menda- | 
cious “directive” for prior consultation with US representatives in 
field (Deptel 159 and Embtel 394) has been ignored. However, there 
is no reason we should oppose French economic aid to Cambodia pro- | 
vided it is manifested cooperatively and not competitively. | 

--_In military field French straining every nerve to maintain control | 
of doctrinal guidance, and desire keep French training mission here 

_ although US takes over direct support of army (see Embtel 394). 
_ Politically, we have impression that French representatives, under 

guise of normal diplomatic exchanges, increasingly attempt guide 
Cambodian thinking re international problems, and underground of 

7Telegram 178 from Phnom Penh, June 28, sent to Saigon as telegram 322, 
which reported that “French have no intention to permit US to replace France as [ 
chief mentor Cambodian military destinies,” is not printed. (751H.5/6-2854) | 

* For telegram 2055 to Saigon, Nov. 20, also sent to Phnom Penh as telegram 159, 
see p. 2274. In telegram 394 from Phnom Penh, Dec. 21, not printed, Ambassador | 
McClintock reported that French authorities in Cambodia appeared to be com- ! 
pletely unaware of the joint directive contained in telegram 159 to Phnom Penh. +t 
(751H.5 MSP/12-2154) 7 | | 

| 
[. 

|
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_ French counselors and technical advisers in key positions throughout 
government bureaucracy and armed forces obviously profoundly influ- 
ence conduct Cambodianaffairs. | i 
4, Thus in general we can expect that France will at least passively 

| oppose US policy in Cambodia in any case where its realization tends 
to diminish French influence here. Now that US is committed to grant- 
ing economic and military aid direct to Cambodia, we will find vary- 
ing amounts of friction with French and more or less conflict in every 

| implementation of our policy which requires US supervision or con- 
| trol of aid mechanisms or of Cambodian use of our assistance. It will 

take careful steering to prevent Cambodians from trying to play off 
French vs. Americans to their own interest. Currently, therefore, 

French will work against : | | 

(a) Introduction of US advisers in Cambodian economy and finan- 
. cial institutions such as Central Bank, Export Control Boards, pro- 

duction control devices. | 
(6) Introduction of US instructors in armed forces, and when 

forced to accept this development will retreat to second line of defense _ 
where will try to maintain parity between US.and French instructors. 

(c) US dominance in planning for Cambodian economic future, in 
projected deep-seaport on Gulf of Siam, in agricultural development, 
and particularly as related to major problem outlined below. — 

5. Most important area of potential conflict depends on future of 

South Vietnam. If Communist take over this area, and Cambodia has 
not meanwhile developed deep-seaport and alternative communication 

) with outside world through Thailand, they will have stranglehold 
on this economy. US position is therefore that development such alter- 
native is essential. French do not disagree but at same time clearly do 
not share our sense of urgency and following possibility presents itself. 
Fear has been expressed by our Embassy Paris and by many Cam- 
bodians that French will try do business with such future Commu- 
nist Government of all Vietnam. In case it suits Communist to feign 
cooperation with French in initial stages, French might be expected 
oppose any realignment Cambodian economy which would tend reduce 
traffic in Saigon Port where there is such a great French financial stake. 

_ Politically too, French might be expected to desire Cambodian co- 
| operation with crypto-Communist member of French Union, and in 

this case there would be most important basic conflict between French 
and US policies in Cambodia. | | 

If, as we anticipate, Embassy Paris prediction proves true and 
French come to some understanding with Ho Chi Minh, greatest 
danger is French will drag in Trojan horse of “cultural cooperation” 
which Ho Chi Minh has already formally offered them. French pride | 
in cultural penetration borders on fatuity, and although they have had 
ample indication of what their efforts in this direction in Rumania and
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Balkans generally cost them, French, like their Bourbon kings, never | 

learn and never forget. Communists generally will achieve immensely | 

powerful time bomb if they are able to penetrate French Union under | 

guise of cultural cooperation. oe , 7 | 

As for immediate problems while we are resolute and willing to 

spend our money intelligently, there is no argument French can ad- 

vance which will leave them dominant in either military or economic | 

fields in Cambodia. Unless French are willing to pay for Cambodian | 

Army, they cannot expect indefinitely to train that army. On 

‘What is unfortunate in general terms of our Southeast Asian policy 

| is that French for selfish interests will seek to sabotage our effort while | 

| at same time maintaining a spurious lip service to Manila Pact. They | 

| have neither military nor economic power to assert themselves in Asia, 

| and we should face that basic fact and draw logical conclusions there- 

| from pe | 

2 a | - | McCrinTock | 

| 751G.00/12-2554 : Telegram | | ; an | 

| ‘The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State | 

| TOP SECRET tw Sargon, December 25, 1954—8 p. m. | 

: 2455. Repeated information Paris 742; Manila 361. Manila exclusive | 

: for Radford. Limit distribution. Pass Defense. From Collins. Refer-- | 

: ence Paris 2601, repeated Saigon 388." Following comments submitted 

for information State and Defense; all paragraph references are to | 

| _ reference telegram unless otherwise indicated : | | 

_ 1. First paragraph statement that “only suggestion which has been 

accepted by Diem was appointment Minh as Minister of Defense” is 

| not correct. See paragraph 2A, Part II, my telegram 2250.’ Most of | 

| actions listed there were taken upon my recommendations of which Ely 

i hadbeeninformed. - a So 

| 9, Mendes statement in paragraph two likewise paints unduly black | 

picture. Fact is that when Ely departed Saigon our staffs were still 

| working on details of six programs outlined my telegram 2004.° Ely 

| and I had reached general agreement on each of these programs but | 

| until details were further developed, we were not prepared to present 

| them to Diem government. Subsequent to Ely’s departure we have dis- 

| cussed with Diem detailed suggestions for National Assembly. Gen- 

| erally these were received favorably by Diem. US staff officers now 

actively studying proposals with small committee appointed by Diem. 

While not conclusive, fairly satisfactory progress is being made. 

TT | 

1 Dated Dec. 19, p. 2400. | 
| ? Dated Dee. 13, p. 2362. | | / 

* Dated Nov. 29, p. 2815. | 

| 

| 
|
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- Similarly, statement attributed to Ely in paragraph 6 that “both were 
now virtually convinced that it was hopeless to expect anything of 
Diem” is an overstatement. I made no such statement to Ely though 
he might have deduced this from our discussions, reported in para- 
graphs 4 and 5 my telegram 2285.4 Reference paragraphs 6 and 8, we 
have not submitted any ultimatum to Diem although I have tried to 
make clear to him that no decision has been reached by the United 
States with respect to assumption of training responsibility or direct 
military aid and have indicated that my final recommendations will be 
dependent upon the progress actually achieved by his government 
during the remainder of my stay here. I am in full accord with posi- 
tion taken by Secretary outlined in paragraph 8. : 

3. I thoroughly disagree with the suggestion made by Mendes in 
paragraph 9 and by Eden in paragraph 11. As I view situation there 
are only four acceptable solutions with respect to Bao Dai: either (a) 
he should return to Saigon and use his full authority and influence 

| to force sects and all other elements of country to support progressive | 
program of Diem, or some other Premier if Diem is replaced; or (0) | 
he should personally assume active direction of the government. as 

| Chief of State and Premier; or (c) he should cease pulling any strings 
from France or asserting any influence, except as specifically requested 
by French and Americans pending establishment of constitutional 
monarchy ; or (d) he should renounce his authority as Chief of State. | 
I assume that these and perhaps other alternatives will be examined 
thoroughly in Washington as indicated in Embassy [Department] 
telegram 2477 * and Department [Z'mbassy] telegram 2599, repeated 
Saigon 386.° | 

4. Quite frankly I was disturbed over the attitude assumed by 

Mendes as indicated in paragraphs 21 through 24. Inference in para- 

graph 23 that Vietnamese Government had been breaking Geneva 

agreements with respect to public utility services in Haiphong is not 

factual to our best information. I told Ely that I had issued positive 

instructions to our MAAG and USOM representatives in Haiphong 
to cooperate fully with French in preventing violations of the Geneva 

‘Dated Dee. 15, p. 2375. 
® Dated Dee. 17, p. 2392. 
* Telegram 2599 from Paris, Dec. 19, read as follows: | 

“During yesterday’s tripartite discussions on Indochina Mendes stated that he 
doubted if, as the subject had been covered so thoroughly, it was any longer neces- . 
sary to hold the projected tripartite meeting in Washington on December 22, as 
planned. The: Secretary agreed. Eden concurred but with proviso that meeting be 
postponed but not cancelled which was agreed. There was mention that meeting 
might be latter half January. Secretary also stated that problems to be decided 
at that time would be so basic and important that ministers would probably want 
to decide them personally rather than have them considered by working group. 
Mendes and Eden concurred but Eden added that working group meeting might 
ye 19s). anyway for purposes of information and coordination”. (751G.00/
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Accord in Haiphong enclave. No single report of violations has been 

made to date. I wonder whether Mendes’ reference is possibly a re- | 

| moval of US financed mining equipment which French commercial | 

| firms and Sainteny Mission may be concerned with. Ely has promised | 

to have more valuable and better conditioned equipment of this char- | 

| acter removed. However, Daridan only yesterday said there may be | 

some question as to whether this equipment could be interpreted under | 

the Geneval Accord as pertaining to public utilities. : ) | 

“5. Statement in paragraph 24 by Mendes that Collins-Ely agree- : 

ment reference military training would have to be studied carefully | 

from legal point of view again raises question authority delegated Ely 

| and extent to which he will be supported by Mendes government in 

| agreements made as indicated by Mendes in last Washington confer- 

ence. If our conduct of training is to be hedged about with legal inter- | 

| pretations of the character in paragraph 24, then I would recommend — | 

| that we not assume this responsibility. As indicated in an earlier mes- | 

| sage, Ely had agreed with me that if necessary, strength of our MAAG | 

| training personnel could be increased beyond the 342 figure, if it were. | 

| done quietly and over a period of months. While I am not a lawyer, I ) 

| have carefully studied Article 16 of the Geneva agreement with respect 

| to Vietnam and can find nowhere in this Article any basis for inter- | 

| pretations which Mendes appears to place on introductions of US 

| training personnel. Fact is the 342 US total comprised Air Force tech- _ 

| nicians and MAAG logistical personnel. These must be converted 

| largely to personnel competent to train the Vietnamese Army. | 

| '¢. After discussing with Radford above details and other factors | 

| concerning situation here, we were in accord that if NSC is to re- 

| evaluate our policies in late January, to be followed perhaps by US, | 

| British—French consultations, jt would be desirable for me to be 

| present Washington during these discussions. Even the best modern 

! communications lack the personal touch and give-and-take exchange 

| of ideas which I would think would be essential if we are to make sound 

| re-evaluation of our policies with respect to Vietnam. | | 

: | | KwpER | 

| 751G.00/12-2654 : Telegram 
| : | 

| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State * 

| TOP SECRET | Parts, December 26, 1954—5 p. m. | 

| 9697. Repeated information Saigon 403. ‘Reference: (a) Deptel 

: 9394;:2 (b) Embtel 2601; * (c) Saigon’s 2455 to Department.‘ I have 

1-This telegram was transmitted in two parts. 

| BR telegram 2585 to Saigon, Dec. 24, also sent to Paris as telegram 2324, see 

| » sDated Dec. 19, p. 2400. 
: ‘Supra. 

| 
| 

| 
|
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following comments on reference telegram a. In referring to reference 
| telegram } will use same paragraph numbers as used in reference tele- 

gram c. | 
1. On rereading reference telegram b, I feel paragraph 15 is not 

clear report of what took place. Support of Diem was not one of 
Mendes’ three points which he desired to submit to Collins and Ely for 
study. Mendes fully agreed that it was necessary to-continue full sup- 
port of Diem until governmental review of problem toward end of 
January. Therefore is nothing for Ely and Collins to study on this | 
point. 

| 
2. First point which Mendes desired to be studied by Collins and Ely 

was possibility of appointment of viceroy to live in Vietnam and act 
as supreme arbiter. This mentioned in paragraph 15 of reference tele- 
gram 6, but reference telegram does not make clear that this was first 
of Mendes’ three points which Secretary agreed could be studied by 
Collins and Ely. Secretary has indicated in paragraph 12 of reference 

| telegram b, made it abundantly clear that he was opposed to this sug- 
gestion, so French are on notice as to probable negative reaction by 

| Collins. My own hunch is that this suggestion is a local Paris project 
which may very well not have Ely’s personal support. Reason behind 
suggestion may be to provide a suitable means for getting Buu Hoi 
back to Vietnam where he could be expected to establish some sort of 

- Indirect contact with DRV. I feel it would be worthwhile for Collins to 
discuss this matter fully with Ely in an attempt to discover basic 
objectives of French in making this suggestion. Collins could naturally 
indicate his opposition to this idea, and if I am correct as to origin of 
plan, it is possible that Collins-Ely discussions on this subject could 
lead to joint Collins-Ely recommendation that idea be dropped. 

3. Mendes’ third point was to study timing. I feel certain that 
Mendes and rest of French including Ely feel that they have agree- 
ment of U.S. that this subject be studied. Language in paragraph 16 
of reference telegram 6 regarding precise recommendation goes 
farther than anything I recollect. In view paragraph 4 of reference 
telegram a, I suggest Collins take line with Ely that U.S. feels this 
subject is of such importance that it must be reserved to governments 
and that he not authorized to work with Ely toward any joint recom- 
mendation. Collins could however receive Ely’s personal views on this 
subject for transmission to Washington. Ely’s views would be useful 
to Department in preparing for governmental review of problem in 
late January. 

4. I am afraid that Collins-Ely memo re training (paragraph 6 of 
reference telegram a and paragraph 5 of reference telegram ¢) poses 
major political problem here which may cause considerable delay. An
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| agreement giving U.S. primary responsibility for training Vietnamese 

| army would be unpopular with all shades of opinion in national assem- | 

bly. Socialists and left wing elements would oppose it as provocative 

| and in violation of armistice using same arguments put forward by 

Mendes. Right wing elements and in particular Gaullists would prob- 

| ably oppose it as an unacceptable abdication on part of France. Public 

| knowledge of such an agreement would form valid reason for inter- 

| pellation in assembly which Mendes-France Government could prob- 

| ably not survive. | 

| 5, In view of this analysis, I can see only two possibilities of accept- 

| ance of document by French Government. First is that Mendes-F rance 

| may decide that his time as Prime Minister is running out and that 

| Indochina would be a good subject on which to fall. He might then 

| accept document in full knowledge that it would lead to probable over- 

| throw of his government. As assembly is paramount in France, I do 

| not know what continuing value agreement would have if government 

| overthrown onthisissue. | - 

| 6. Second possibility, provided Mendes survives long enough, is 

| that Collins-Ely agreement could be made part of larger package 

| containing elements that would be welcomed by French assembly and ! : 

! which would make whole package acceptable. Such a package could 

| probably only come out of governmental negotiations at end of Janu- 

| ary. Essential item in package would be either drastic strengthening | 

of Diem government and in particular installation of strong Minister | 

| of Interior or agreement on replacement of Diem. Unfortunately Diem | 

: is universally considered in France to be a failure who owes his posi- 

| tion solely to U.S. support. French Government has clearly intimated 

| in repeated statements to assembly that Diem is American protegé 

| whom they support in order to ensure continuing American aid to 

| South Vietnam. In order justify agreement to Collins~-Ely memoran- 

! dum, French Government will need either clear proof that Diem has 

| changed his spots and that his government has become effective or 

| agreement that he should be replaced which would entail agreement 

! on his successor. Another welcome item for overall package of course _ 

: could be an increase in U.S. aid to F.E.C. for CY 1955 over 100 million 

! figure which now more or less generally known in parliamentary : 

| circles. a . | | 

| 7. We will of course make every effort to get early approval of : 

| Collins-Ely memo in hope that something has been overlooked in | 

| formulating above analysis. I expect we will need full support of De- | 

2 partment with French Embassy in Washington and of Collins with 

| Ely to get results. In any event Mendes will not be in position to 

: consider this subject until completion debate on Paris accords. 

1 | 
| | 
2
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8. All of the above is based on assumption Mendes-France Govern- 

ment will be successful in upcoming votes of confidence. Attitude of 

any successor government is utterly unpredictable, particularly so 

because of strains which would be imposed on Atlantic alliance by 

rejection of Paris accords. 

9. Paragraph 5 of reference telegram c. In view categoric nature of 

statement by Secretary in which Radford specifically concurred that 

U.S. did not intend increase size of MAAG over level at time of 
armistice and great French concern on this subject, I do not feel we 

can contemplate any increase in MAAG over 842 figure. 

DILLon 

751G.00/12-2754 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Vietnam (Kidder) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET = PRIORITY Satcon, December 27, 1954—2 p. m. 

2460. Repeated information Paris 744. From Collins for Secretary. 

Re Deptel 2585, repeated Paris 2324.1 So 
1. My considered judgment regarding Diem government, as seen 

from local point of view, is contained my telegram 2108, repeated 

Paris 665? and 2303 repeated Paris 724.3 See also my comments 

(Embtel 2455, repeated Paris 742) + reference Paris telegram 388. My 

analysis of situation has not changed. However, am prepared to ac- 

cept estimate as outlined in referenced telegram, except that I would 

urge no final decision regarding possible return Bao Dai be made now. 

2. Our local judgment should be discounted to some extent because 

of inadequacies of intelligence reference two basic questions: (@) What 

is likely to be the real reaction sects to progressive program of gov- 

ernment, particularly as to agrarian reforms and reduction their 

private armies; (0) actual extent of Viet Minh penetration in South 

Vietnam. I intend to concentrate activities of all U.S. intelligence | 

agencies on these two essential elements of information in next three 

weeks. 
3. The gravest present threat to free Vietnam is the disunity of 

sects and powerful individuals who oppose any program that is likely 

to curtail their private vested interests. This disunity is abetted by 
French business interests as well as French governmental and military 

* Dated Dec. 24, p. 2419. 
? Dated Dec. 6, p. 2341. 

* Dated Dec. 16, p. 2379. 

“Dated Dee. 25, p. 2423.
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personnel, who appear at times more concerned with national prestige | 

and investment returns than in preventing fall of Vietnam to com- | 

munism. Though by no means ready to throw in sponge, I am still 

highly doubtful that Diem has sufficient leadership qualities to per- | | 

suade sects and other able individuals or groups to subordinate their | 

private interests to the common good, or to so vitalize public opinion | 

behind his government that the army and the public would fully sup- 

port military operations against sects. Diem seems to admit he can- 

~ not control sects without at least threat of military action against them. | 
This may be correct but if only alternative to Bao Dai’s return is civil | 

war, we would have little hope of overcoming resultant Viet Minh | 

propaganda and penetration. _ | - 
4, Right now it appears to us on the ground that Bao Dai is the 

only one who might persuade the sects that the only practical alterna- | 

tive to unified support of a free Vietnam government is surrender to | 

Ho Chi Minh. Bao Dai’s return under conditions listed paragraph | 

three, part IT, my telegram 2250 repeated Paris 706 * is not necessarily ! 
in contradiction to our continued support of Diem. | - | 
_ 5. We should know better the ultimate stand that will be taken by | 

sects when cold fact becomes known that we will support only a single 

national army, in which limited elements of sect forces will be inte- | 
grated under control of Minister of Defense. Sects position will be _ | 

further clarified ‘and brought into the open when proposed edicts re- | 

garding land reform are published. © | | 

6. I understand that nothing in reference telegram negates my pro- | 

posed course of action contained in paragraph 10 my telegram 2308 

repeated Paris 724, until action is taken by French government on | 

Ely, Collins agreement on organization and training of Vietnam’s 

forces. It should be understood this combined with reluctance of Viet- | 

namese to accept reduced force goals as reported my telegram 2453 ° | 

repeated Paris 740, will doubtless result in failure to consummate 

agreements with Vietnam government for our assumption of training | 

responsibility and direct military aid on 1 January 55. | | 

7. Meanwhile, I propose, subject to Department’s approval, to sound : 

out Diem, at an appropriate time, as to his reaction to possible return | 

of Bao Dai. I will be interested in Department’s reaction to my pro- 
posal contained in paragraph six, my telegram 2455 repeated Paris | 

742. | 
KippER | 

® Dated Dec. 13, p. 2362. | oo | | 
* Dated Dec. 24, p. 2415. | 

| 
|
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751G.00/12-2754 a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Young) 

TOP SECRET | [Wasuineton,] December 27, 1954. 
Subject: Viet-Nam 

Participants: The Secretary | 
Mr. Robertson | 
Mr. Young | 
Mr. Hoey 

Mr. Robertson took up with the Secretary two basic problems: the 
French attitude toward the Ely—Collins memorandum and General 

| Collins’ analysis of the political situation. 
1. Ambassador Dillon reported that the Ely-Collins memorandum 

on the Vietnamese forces would create a serious political problem in 
France and probably result in considerable delay before the French 
Government approves it, if it ever does. This unwelcome news arrived 
during the crucial debate in the Assembly on the Paris Accords. The 
question is how should we proceed if the French delay or even fail to 
ratify the Ely—Collins agreement. The Secretary said that we would - 
probably just have to accept the unfortunate fact that we would have 
to wait some time before the French Government would be able to act 

_ decisively on these matters. While the situation was extremely dis- 
couraging, there was always a reason to hope that something would 
come out of these situations. Mr. Robertson suggested that we explore 
the possibility of trying to work out some de facto bilateral arrange- 
ment with the Vietnamese Government. The Secretary thought this 
would be a fruitful line of approach. He read the text of the Ely- 
Collins agreement and could not see how the French would see anything 
to object to. Fn, 

2. Mr. Robertson reviewed General Collins’ recent telegrams to the 
effect that the Government of Viet-Nam could not unify the dissident 

- elements and that Bao Dai’s return seemed to be the only alternative 

for this purpose. Mr. Robertson also pointed out General Collins’ prog- 
nostication that the situation might become so bad that we would be 
compelled to reevaluate our own policy towards Viet-Nam. The Sec- 
retary commented that there were many long run political develop- 
ments. He did concur, subject to qualification, with Collins’ suggestion 

that he talk to Diem about Bao Dai. 

Comment 

As a result of the above reported meeting Deptel 2644 was sent to 
Saigon and repeated to Paris as 2359. (Tab A) 1 | 

Dated Dec. 29, p. 2435.
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790.5/12-2854 : Telegram | 

The Minister in Laos (Yost) to the Department of State | 

SECRET | _-Vrentrane, December 28, 1954—1 p. m. | 

, 204. Repeated information Saigon, Phnom Penh, Bangkok unnum- | 

bered, Joint Legation/USOM message. Reference Department tele- | 

gram 133, repeated Saigon 2295, Bangkok 1456, Phnom Penh 181." 

Suggest following objectives and projectsatthistime: | 

A. Training of Lao officers and noncommissioned officers by Thai 

_ Army. Since Geneva accords do not permit MAAG establishment in 

_ Laos and in view French limitations in this field, training by Thai 

Army would seem best alternative. Similarity of language and prox- 

- imity Thailand should permit easy implementation such project. | 

| B. Improvement transportation connections Laos—Cambodia-— | 

| Thailand. This objective basic to any development Laos as hinterland - ! 

; with no access to sea. Its success will govern importance of objectives 

suggested paragraphs C and D below. Loss of Hanoi and North Viet- — | 

2 nam to Communists has further cut off Laos from outside world. _ 

Present sea outlets limited [garble] Tourane (both almost inacces- 

sible), Saigon in South Vietnam, and Bangkok. Road network almost | 

| entirely oriented to Vietnam and Cambodia. Although shipment com- | 

| modities to southern Laos as far as Savannakhet via Saigon eco- : 

- nomically acceptable, similar shipments to northern Laos prohibitive | 

in cost and slowness. One of first objectives USOM/Laos will therefore : 

be to continue improving means of transportation between northern 

! Laos and Thailand. Projects for additional ferries, barges and landing | 

| ramps on Mekong River will receive favorable consideration, as will 

| project for improving Luang Prabang and Vientiane air fields (where 

traffic has doubled every year since 1952) and road construction proj- 

! ects leading to landing ramps on Mekong (such as Vientiane-Thadeua 

--yoad, leading to future landing ramp opposite Thai railhead at 

- _‘Udorn). a a | 

: C. Agreement Thailand-Laos for free transit of commodities | 

: shipped to Laos via Thailand. Preliminary discussions have taken 

| place Bangkok this subject but little apparent progress to date. USOM 

keenly interested this matter in anticipation that goods formerly 

i shipped via Saigon will increasingly be shipped through Bangkok, . 

_ particularly for north Laos. oe | 

! D. Trade development Thailand-Laos-Cambodia. Feel that im- 

| portant percentage trade Laos-Thailand is on clandestine basis across 

) unguarded Mekong River, that French policy and Indo-Chinese war 

| have reduced potential trade these two countries. Also informed that. | 

| present Lao exports far below prewar. | | | : 

1 Dated Dee. 7, p. 2349. : 

| 
| 

| |
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K. Educational, technical and public administration training of Lao 
personnel in Thai and Cambodian institutions. Lao officials have 
ambitious plans for creation Lao university and various technical in- 
stitutions. Although such plans should not be discouraged, feel they 
are beyond realm immediate realization and much time could be saved 
by taking advantage existing institutions Cambodia and particularly 
Thailand. Since effectiveness Lao administration determining factor 
instability and development this country, as well as in success of FOA 
program, our first emphasis should be in training public administra-~ 
tors who are sadly lacking in Laos today. Remaining French officials 
have been stripped most their authority, many Vietnamese expelled, 
while Laotians do not appear aware of fact that independent status 
now emerging implies responsibilities and numerous administrative 
functions. Example of Thailand as relatively well-administered neigh- 
bor with long tradition independence should provide badly needed 

| stimulus to Lao officials [garble] Bangkok comment this project. 
F. Will also investigate as soon as practicable feasibility of hydro- 

electric dams in Mekong River, as possible source of power for adjacent 
areas Laos and northern Thailand. 

G. This subject is matter of continuing concern to Legation and 
USOM and furthermore detailed proposals will be submitted as soon 
astime permits. — SS | 

| | Yost 

851G.131/12-2854 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France} | 

CONFIDENTIAL WasHINGTON, December 28, 1954—6 : 57 p. m. 
2342. Department’s 1974 repeated Saigon 2171.2 | 
1. Viet Ambassador called obtain reply inquiry re $100 million ad- 

vance mentioned reference telegram. Department read and gave him - 
copy following statement which was prepared by FOA/W: 

“Tn view of Congressional requirements under our MSP legislation 
and our policies in respect to foreign aid programs, we cannot make 
lump sum advances of aid funds in the manner requested by the Viet- 
namese Ambassador. However, our Mission in Saigon has under study 
in consultation with the Vietnamese Government means by which 
piasters could be generated during the early part of next year for pur- 
poses provided for in the US. aid program—within the limit of avail- 
able U.S. funds for these purposes. In this connection we are particu- 

*Drafted by Tyson of PSA. Repeated to Saigon for information as telegram 

Othe reference telegram, dated Nov. 29, not printed, indicated that the Viet- 
namese Ambassador had inquired whether the United States would be willing to 
i open) $100 million to the State of Vietnam during January 1955. (851G.131/
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larly concerned that more flexible piaster funding arrangements be 
made through the establishment of the new central bank now contem- 
plated in Saigon. We are also contemplating the maximum possible 
liberalization of our regulations relating to the purchase of imports | 
for Viet Nam under regular FOA procedures. | 
‘We are confident that arrangements will be worked out to assure 

sufficient availability of piasters to the Government of Viet Nam to 
carry on necessary governmental operations during the transition 
period following the inauguration of direct aid.” | | 

2. Ambassador stated request originated by Thoai*® in Paris and 
asked if US Embassy Paris could pass statement given above to Thoai. | 

Unless objection perceived request Embassy do so. | 

| DULLES 

®Nguyen Van Thoai, Vietnamese Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. 

751H.5 MSP/12-2854 

Memorandum by the Counselor (MacArthur) to the Assistant Secre- | 
tary of State for Far Fastern Affairs (Robertson) and the Director 
of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Young) 

TOP SECRET | | [Wasuineron,| December 28, 1954. 

I am rather disturbed by Admiral Radford’s message regarding the | 
establishment of a MAAG in Cambodia (Navy Message 271919Z re- | 
ceived Dec 27).1 | | 

In particular, I am apprehensive that a written engagement for ulti- | 
mate withdrawal of French instructors will create a major problem | 
for us with the French, which will affect their cooperation across the ! 
board in Indochina. I strongly disagree with Admiral Radford’s state- | 
ment that our aim must continue to be to eliminate any French mili- | 
tary influence in the country. It seems to me that we are treading on | 

_ dangerous ground if we adopt this concept, and I believe this should | 
be discussed with the Secretary before we move forward on it. In par- | 
ticular, there was no reservation from either Deputy Secretary Ander- 

* The reference telegram read in part as follows: 
-“T agree with Ambassador McClintock’s appraisal of situation in regard MAAG 

arrangements with Cambodia and recommend strongly that he be permitted 
initiate bilateral MAAG negotiations at once with additional requirement of 
separate written engagement for ultimate withdrawal of French instructors as he | 

seGur aim must continue to be to entirely control training and organization of | 
Cambodian army and to eliminate any French military influence in the country. 
This I believe we can do by proceeding as Ambassador suggests. We must realize 
that French have in a sense stolen a march on us by recently negotiating with 
Cambodians for a training mission. It seems to me that they have violated their | 
agreement to keep us informed but be that as it may it is an accomplished fact | 
and we were informed by Mendes-France at Paris meeting. We have an excellent ! [ 
chance to succeed in Cambodia but I am convinced that early action is necessary.” | | 
(751H.5 MSP/12-2754) | 

|
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son or Admiral Radford when Mendes-France indicated that the 
French planned to keep about 500 French officers in Cambodia. to assist 
intraining, BO | 

I repeat, this all-or-nothing approach with respect to elimination of 
French influence in Cambodia can have very far-reaching repercus- 

| sions which can affect not only our ability to assist in maintaining the 
Independence of Laos and Cambodia, but could very vitally affect our 
fundamental policy objectives in Europe. I continue to feel that this 
is a matter which the Secretary should discuss with Secretary 

| Anderson. | | 

| | Dovucisas MacArtuor II 

851G.00/12-2954 : Telegram 

The Consul at Hanoi (Corcoran) to the Department of State 

OFFICIAL USEONLY — PRIORITY Hanotr, December 29, 1954—9 a. m. 

588. Sent Saigon 737, Paris 266, Taipei 3, Hong Kong 8. Viet Minh 
radio December 28 and Hanoi papers December 9 announce agreement 
reached at Peking by Viet Minh Vice Minister Public Works and Chi- 
nese Communist Vice Minister Railroads for Chinese Communist aid 
in restoration railways, irrigation systems, highways, airports and 
telecommunications North Vietnam as follows: | | 

1. Viet Minh Government has decided restore railway which joins 
Hanoi to Dongdang and to prolong it to Chinese frontier at Nam 
Quan. This project will be entrusted to Chinese engineers. Chinese 
Communists will furnish locomotives, railroad cars and equipment 
which Viet Minh need. | | | 

2. Effective January 1, 1955, postal, telephone and telegraph com- 
munications will be officially opened between the two countries. Chi- 
nese Communists will furnish materials necessary this field. : 

3. Likewise, Chinese Communists will export machines needed for 
highway construction, lubricating oils and materials for garages and 
tire factories. - | 

4, Chinese Communists will furnish equipment for airports and 
weather stations. 

5. Agreement calls for reconstruction 5 irrigation systems destroyed 
during war. Chinese Communists will furnish necessary machines and 
materials. | 

Finally under terms agreement Chinese Communists will send ex- 
perts and technicians to aid in carrying out these projects.’ 

| | Corcoran 

4In telegram 590 from Hanoi, Dec. 29, Corcoran reported on a demonstration 
he had witnessed the previous evening. This mass meeting in “Red Square” was a 
dress rehearsal for a demonstration against “American Imperialism” which would 
probably occur on Jan. 1. The Consul stated that several thousand individuals had 
participated, carrying placards, Viet Minh flags, and blue flags with white Picasso 
doves. (611.51G/12-2954)
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751G.00/12—2754 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam* ° 

TOP SECRET WasuinetTon, December 29, 1954—7 p. m. 

2644. Saigon 2460 repeated Paris 744.? - 
1. In connection Secretary’s estimate Deptel 2585 to Saigon * and 

your acceptance, subject certain qualifications our reservation regard- 
ing Bao Dai’s return based on following: | 

a. Regarding threat posed by opposition of sects wonder if fact U.S. 
will shortly begin direct budgetary support for defense purpose, in- 
cluding funds available for payment of sects’ armies will not consti- 
tute powerful lever in Diem’s and our hands? Assume sects not hable 
turn to Viet Minh for subsidies and that French direct payments to | 
them will cease by end of year. From reports appears sects susceptible | 
persuasion through financial considerations. If Diem confronts them 
with alternative of either supporting him and having their armies ! 
incorporated into National Army dnd eligible receive payments | 
through U.S. aid, or on other hand that sects withhold cooperation | 
and receive no financial support, appears to us Diem would be in | 
stronger bargaining position. | : 

6. From our point view above solution preferable reliance on re- | 
turn of revitalized, reformed Bao Dai which problematical at best. | 
Our experience with him over period years disappointing particu- | 
larly whenever hoped for sudden reformation. Although his recent | 
handling of Hinh case was most helpful, dislike having rely on fortui- 
tous continuation such cooperation. Asian reaction to Bao Dai’s return : 
would be strongly negative. . | 

2. Agree your estimate contained paragraph 6 that attitude French 
Government will probably result in lack of French approval your | 
agreement with Ely regarding organization and training Vietnamese | 
forces by January first. We must await and see what developments in | 
Paris will bring and hope that delay will be purely temporary. How- 
ever our extension direct military aid in form of budgetary support 
for Vietnamese National Army will proceed as planned on or about 
January first, regardless French failure agree to proposed memo- | 

randum of understanding. | 
38. Future French political situation indefinite whatever happens 

Paris Accords. We should anticipate here and Saigon contingency - | 
there may not be French Government for several weeks able make | 
fundamental decisions regarding Indochina or elsewhere. In interim, ! 
and since there always chance Mendes Government will fall with re- , 
sultant power hiatus, request you look into possibility our entering into 
some form of de facto arrangement with Vietnamese Government 
along lines your memo of understanding with Ely. We might through 

* Drafted by Hoey of PSA. Repeated to Paris for information as telegram 2359. | 
? Dated Dec. 27, p. 2428. | 
* Dated Dec. 24, p. 2419. . 

| 
| 

578-611 0 82 - 67 (Pt. 2) |
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this device be able work out mutually satisfactory bilateral arrange- 
ment giving us majority of elements of Ely memo, with tacit French 
approval. Presume secret defense treaty between French and Viet- 
-namese may be limiting factor but this unclear. Would like your views 
on this possibility. 

4. Regarding proposal made in your paragraph seven to sound out 
Diem concerning return of Bao Dai, would prefer you combine ques- 
tion Bao Dai’s return with proposition outlined paragraph one-a above. 
Feel it important in raising question Bao Dai’s return it is made clear 
to Diem we thinking only of such return in connection with assisting 

Diem in solution real problem of control of sects. It may be possible 
for Diem, for urgent internal political reasons give special considera- 
tion to subsidizing sect armies even pending their absorption into 
single national force. Believe this would fit in well with concept tempo- 
rary over strength force you outline in Saigon 2453.4 

DULLEs 

“Dated Dec. 24, p. 2415. | 

751G.00/12-2954 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Young) 

TOP SECRET [WasHrIneton,| December 29, 1954. 

Subject: Indochina 

Participants: The Secretary | 
| Mr. Robertson 

Mr. Young | | 

Mr. Robertson and I went to see the Secretary this morning about 
beginning direct aid to Viet-Nam in January and moving ahead with 
MAAG negotiations in Cambodia. | 

1. The Secretary decided we should proceed as scheduled and “take 
the plunge” on January 1. Mr. Robertson and I stated the pros and 

cons. Mr. Robertson pointed out our prestige would be considerably _ 

more committed in the three Associated States and our ability to dis- 

engage made more difficult by this step. On the other hand, I pointed 

out it would give us more leverage, put our missions on a direct footing 

and carry out the understanding reached with the French and the three 
Associated States last September and October. I explained to the Sec- _ 

retary that Governor Stassen had set up an operational mechanism 

which would keep our direct aid fluid and flexible so that it could be 

tapered up or down quickly depending on developing circumstances. 

Mr. Robertson stressed that no amount of aid would be announced at
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this time or conveyed to the governments concerned. The Secretary | 
indicated his approval of this general line of approach, and that the 
program would be subject to discontinuance at any time, as at present. 

| 2. With respect to the JCS prerequisite on elimination of the French | 
. . . . oe ( 

| in Cambodia, the Secretary stated that it was much too legalistic and 
| unrealistic. It is the kind of thing that could get us into a great deal of | 

| complication without sufficient compensating advantages. He felt that 
this was the sort of problem which could be only handled in time and : 
by various methods. To attack it so directly would only create much | 
more of a problem. | 

_—-781G.00/12-8054 : Telegram : | 
| The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State * | 

"TOP SECRET Parts, December 30, 1954—8 p. m. | 
2762. Deptel 2324 2? and Embtel 2697.2 Inasmuch as Deptel 2324 asks | 

for review basic factors Vietnam problem, the following comments 
_ which represent a projection of Embtel 2080 November 15 ¢ and which 
| bear essentially on French approach Vietnam problem, and which are 
_ submitted: | 

| 8. Problem succession Diem government. | ! 
(A) It is obviously outside competence this Embassy to comment on 

relative merits individual Vietnamese personalities except those resid- | 
- ing in Paris whom we see; and whether one or any given combination | 

of them more capable than Diem to achieve political stability in South | 
Vietnam. It is evident, however, that any alternate to Diem will be | 
subject to same basic limitations as regards the factor of time, the _ | 
absorptive capacity South Vietnam, and the complexity of the prob- | 
lems inherent in the South Vietnamese political situation. | 

(B) From French standpoint solely, it is evident that U.S. agree- | 
ment to replace Diem or relegate him minor role, may be expected lead : 
to a marked increase in French cooperation in regard to Vietnamese | 
affairs. On other hand U.S. refusal to accept an alternate to Diem at 
time forthcoming top-level Franco-American review will most cer- 
tainly lead to a deterioration in the degree and extent of French co- 
operation in regard to Vietnamese affairs. Without in any way wishing 
to prejudge ultimate U.S. decision this regard, we do feel that it 
might be useful to outline certain considerations that presumably / 
would be taken into account in arriving at final decision on this score. | 

* This telegram was transmitted in two parts. | | 
For telegram 2585 to Saigon, Dec. 24, also sent to Paris as telegram 2324, see 

» Dated Dec 26, p. 2425. | | 
* Ante, p. 2246. | | 

| 

| |
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(C) As consequence we think it appropriate to give consideration 

to the possible implications that might be drawn from our agreement 

to go along with Diem’s removal at this juncture or his relegation to 

role approximating that of figurehead, and the probable consequence 

flowing therefrom. We expressed view in Embtel 2080 that Franco- 

American differences over Diem appear to be more fundamental than 

simply a divergence over how best to increase the effectiveness of the 

Vietnamese Government. U.S. support of Diem has taken on sym- 

bolic significance transcending Diem the individual, his virtues, his 

shortcomings. In French minds at least and presumably to a consider- 

able extent in Vietnamese minds, continued U.S. support of Diem 

signifies U.S. determination to see that South Vietnam does not fall 

under eventual Viet Minh control, and obversely U.S. determination _ 

to reject any approach Vietnam which includes possibility eventual 

North-South Vietnamese rapprochement. , 

(D) As consequence in the event that U.S. should agree in course 

forthcoming top-level Franco-American review to replace Diem or 

relegate him to figurehead role, it appears almost certain that such a 

decision would be regarded in French circles as a major French vic- 

tory in sense bringing U.S. approach to Vietnam problem more nearly 

into line with French approach, unless made clear to all concerned that 

such move involved no modification fundamental U.S. policy towards 

Vietnam. As we have indicated previously we regard the French ap- 

proach to Vietnam problem as a flexible and opportunistically be — 

shaped according to developments, and particularly by degree of suc- 

cess obtained by Sainteny in north. [sic] Our estimate of the probable 

future course of French action with respect to Vietnam was contained 

Embtel 2080 and developments since dispatch that telegram have 

tended confirm its conclusions. 

(E) Although we not in position to judge from here or to estimate 

probable impact, on basis our contacts with Vietnamese in Paris, it 

appears that any indication U.S. might be inclined to move closer 

French approach Vietnam would almost inevitably lead certain of 

them to conclude that U.S. like France adopting policy with sufficient 

elasticity so as not to exclude possibility eventual acceptance policy 

North-South accommodation. 

Tf such a conclusion were to become current in Vietnamese circles, 

they presumably would act accordingly. 

I. To refer to Bao Dai in this context, we have indicated that he 

appears to be supporting Diem at present for reason he under impres- 

sion U.S. taking firm and unequivocal stand on Free Vietnam. As con- 

sequence we under no illusions here that if Bao Dai were to conclude 

U.S. taking more flexible line toward Vietnam than in past, he will
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not only not consider taking more active role South Vietnamese affairs | 

but will tend revert role more nearly approaching that of attentiste. | 

II. French approach Vietnam problem. | 

(A) If Franco—-American differences over Diem are indicative of a | 

more fundamental divergence of views and if possibility exists that an | 

interpretation such as that indicated above might be placed upon | 

Franco-American agreement to replace or circumscribe drastically 

Diem’s present role, then it would appear that any such agreement 

should be preceded by top-level discussion with French regarding their 

longer term objective Vietnam. | 

(B) Since we have taken position U.S. may be increasingly faced 

with prospect France moving along a path in Vietnam which we might | 

consider as conflicting with our ultimate objectives there (Embtel 

2080), such a top-level discussion might well be appropriate occasion 

to ask French for their views on general elections Vietnam 1956. It ! 

will be recalled that in recent assembly discussion IC, Mendes was | 

criticized for having accepted principle general elections Vietnam | 

1956. While those expressing opposition to Mendes this score did not | 

seem think there much hope saving South Vietnam from eventual Viet- | 

minh control, it was evident however they had no alternative to offer _ | 

nor did they suggest denunciation Geneva accords or rejection elections | 

- (Embtel 2630).° ) | 
(C) While we agree that Asian countries like India would take | 

unfavorable view Vietminh taking over all Vietnam by internal | 

violence (para one Deptel 2324), it also appears logical to conclude | 

that this also reason why Asian countries like India may insist on strict | 

- adherence terms armistice and particularly on the holding of general | 

elections 1956 as offering best means resolving peacefully Vietnamese | 

problem and avoiding any possibility resumption hostilities. As indi- 

gated Embtel 2080, we have no evidence that France in final analysis _ | 

likely to oppose holding of such elections. | 

IIT. Continued U.S. investment Vietnam. | 

We agree fully that U.S. investment South Vietnam justified if only | 

to buy time within which shore up free world defenses Cambodia, | 

Laos, and balance SEA (para two Deptel 2324). There is also the pos- | 

sibility, however remote that within this same time factor, France | 

may become disillusioned with respect to ultimate possibilities being | 

able to work out longer term modus vivendi with Vietminh. While | 

many French officials are frank to admit at present that they feel much | 

®Telegram 2680 from Paris, Dec. 20, not printed, summarized the discussion on 

Indochina which occurred at the afternoon session of the National Assembly that 
day. Following the debate, Premier Mendés-France won a vote of confidence by 
310 to 172. The 1955 civil] budget for the Ministry for the Associated States was 
thereby approved. (751G.00/12-2054) The Premier’s defense of the government’s 
Indochina policy at the morning session was reported in telegram 2624, from 
Paris, also Dec. 20. (751G.00/12-2054) | 

| |
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as we do re possibility being able to do business and get along in future 
with Vietminh unfortunately these size [same?] persons appear share 
private view that exploration this possibility offers perhaps only hope 
however slight of keeping Vietnam eventually outside Chinese Com- 
mie orbit and of avoiding resumption hostilities. On other hand we 
feel equally strongly that if implication should gain currency that U.S. 
adopting flexible stance on Free Vietnam (para two Deptel 2324) and 
that U.S. continuing its investment South Vietnam in order only buy 
time shore up defense elsewhere SEA, we inclined think placement of. 
such an interpretation on our objectives and intentions could under- 
mine all our efforts elsewhere in SEA. 

 Dri0n © 

751G.5/12-3154 : Telegram 

Phe Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Parts, December 31, 1954—2 p. m. 
2770. Repeated information priority Saigon 422. Embtel 2703.1 We 

saw Clarac? this morning to inquire re status French Government 
consideration Collins-Ely memo of understanding on training. We 
reiterated urgency with which we regarded early resolution this mat- 
ter and expressed hope that we would be informed French position 
soonest. | 

Clarac stated that final meeting on memo had been held LaCham- 
bre’s office yesterday afternoon at which Ely present. Clarac said 
French position has now been formulated and now awaiting Mendes’ 
consideration. He said principal French objection had been directed 

form taken by Collins-Ely understanding. French Government did 

not wish, Clarac said, to present what would appear to Vietnamese 

Government as signed Franco-American agreement which they in 

effect had no choice but to carry out. Clarac said they have proposed 

Mendes that Collins—-Ely understanding be redrafted in form Franco-— 

American recommendations for consideration Vietnamese Govern- 
ment. Clarac said that as far as substance Collins—Ely understanding 

concerned, French have no objections. Understandably, he said, De- 

cember memo would have to be reworded to take form recommenda- 
tions as distinguished from tenor Franco-American agreement. 

* Telegram 2708 from Paris, Dec. 27, not printed, summarized a discussion with 
Roux of the French Foreign Ministry regarding the Ely—Collins memorandum of 
understanding on training (for text, see telegram 2261 from Saigon, Dec. 14, 

_ p. 2366). Roux forecast that the French Government would probably prefer that 
the substance of the memorandum take the form of a series of recommendations to 
the Vietnamese Government rather than that of a signed Franco-American under- 
standing. (751G.5/12-2754) 

* The Cabinet Director for Guy La Chambre, Minister for the Associated States.
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| ! 
| Clarac stated they have also proposed to Mendes that French pro- 

posal that Collins-Ely understanding be presented as series of recom- | 
| mendations Vietnamese Government, be transmitted French Embassy | 

| Washington to take up with Department. Once final agreement reached | 
| Washington, Collins and Ely would be instructed approach Viet- | 

namese Government with recommendations. | 
| Clarac stated that while LaChambre occupied with year-end func- | 
: tions this weekend, he, Clarac, would express to him today our concern | 
| this regard. Clarac said that although matter now awaiting Mendes’ 
| consideration, they did not consider it likely that Mendes would be | | 
| able to get to it before Monday or Tuesday? next week at earliest. 

However, Clarac said, they aware urgency with which we view this 
| matter. | 
| We shall follow up on this matter Monday with FonOff and Minis- 

| try Associated States. | 
! Since writing above, Clarac has sent word to us that our expression 
| concern this regard was communicated to LaChambre in course of 
| morning and that he, LaChambre, appreciates urgency. | 
| In later call at FonOff this morning, Royere, in Roux’ absence, | 
| confirmed what Clarac told us on this score this morning, and has | 

| added that they (FonOff) cabling French Embassy Washington this | 
| afternoon to inform Department French position on memo of under- | 

| standing will be presented Department as early possible this coming | 

—— week.! | 
| Ditton | 

, * Jan. 3-4, 1955. | 
“In telegram 2776 from Paris, Dec. 31, the Embassy expressed the opinion that 

" the French position on the memorandum of understanding was governed by con- | 
| cern for internal political considerations, i.e., fear of domestic opposition to a 

| bilateral agreement for the outright transfer of training functions, as well as by | 
| regard for Vietnamese sensibilities. The French position, the Embassy stated, was | 
| perhaps the best that could be hoped for under the circumstances. (751G.5/ | 

12-8154) 

| 

|
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%2, 201, 579, 642, 645, 666, 667, 1850, 1856 - 
668, 710n, 819, 826, 836, 890, 895, U.S. public opinion, 1015-1016, 1018 
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~ fa 9 ’ ’ 236, 266, 558-559, 612-613, 856, 
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